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PREFACE

A BOOK like the present, certain to be so long talked of after (Nachrede),

has no real need of a Preface
(
Vorrede). Nevertheless, as my friend

Schlieraann insists on my introducing it to the public, I put aside all

the scruples which, at least according to my own feeling, assign to me
only an accessory position. A special chance allowed me to' be one of

the few eye-witnesses of the last excavations at Hissarlik, and to see

the " Burnt " City emerge, in its whole extent, from the rubbish-heaps of

former ages. At the same time I saw the Trojan land itself, from week to

week, waking up out of its winter's sleep, and unfolding its natural glories

in pictures ever new, ever more grand and impressive. I can therefore

bear my testimony, not only to the labours of the indefatigable explorer,

who found no rest until his work lay before him fully done, but also to the

truth of the foundations, on which was framed the poetical conception that

has for thousands of years called forth the enchanted delight of the edu-

cated world. And I recognize the duty of bearing my testimony against

the host of doubters, who, with good or ill intentions, have never tired of

carping alike at the trustworthiness and significance of his discoveries.

It is now an idle question, whether Schliemann, at the beginning of

his researches, proceeded from right or wrong presuppositions. Not only

has the result decided in his favour, but also the method of his investiga-

tion has proved to be excellent. It may be, that his hypotheses were too

bold, nay arbitrary ; that the enchanting picture of Homer's immortal

poetry proved somewhat of a snare to his fancy ; but this fault of

imagination, if I may so call it, nevertheless involved the secret of

his success. Who would have undertaken such great works, continued

through so many years,— have spent such large means out of his own
fortune,—have dug through layers of dehris heaped one on the other in a

series that seemed almost endless, down to the dcop-lying virgin soil, -

except a man who was penetrated with an assured, nay an enthusiastic

conviction? The ]>urnt City would still have lain to this day hidden in

the earth, had not imagination guided the spade.

But severe enquiry has of itself taken the place of imagination. Year
by year the facts have been more duly estimated. The search for trutli—
for the whole truth and nothing but the trutli—has at last so far rele-

gated the intuitions of poetry to the background, that I—a naturalist

habituated to the most dispassionate objective contemplation [niit der

Geivohnheit der haUesten Ohjectivitdt)— felt myself forced to remind my
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friend, tliat the poet was not a poet only, that his pictures must also have

had an ol)jective foundation, and that nothing ought to deter us from

bringing the reality, as it presented itself to us, into relation with the old

legends formed upon definite recollections of the locality and of the events

of the olden time. I rejoice that the book, as it now lies before us, fully

satisfies both requirements : while it gives a true and faithful description

of the discoveries and of the conditions of the land and the place, it

everywhere links together the tlireads, which allow our imagination to

bring the personal agents into definite relations with actual things.

The excavations at Hissarlik would have had an imperishable value,

even if the Iliad had never been sung. Nowhere else in the world has the

earth covered up so many remains of ancient settlements lying upon one

another, with such rich contents within them. When we stand at the

bottom of the great funnel, which has opened up the heart of the hill-

fortress, and the eye wanders over the lofty walls of the excavations,

beholding here the ruins of dwellings, there the utensils of the ancient

inhabitants, at another spot the remnants of their food, every doubt as to

the antiquity of this site soon vanishes. A mere dreamy contemplation

is here excluded. The objects present such striking peculiarities as

to position and stratification, that the comparison of their properties,

whether among themselves, or with other remote discoveries, is of neces-

sity forced upon us. One cannot be otherwise than realistic (ohjediv),

and I have pleasure in testifying that Schliemann's statements satisfy

every demand of truthfulness and accuracy. Whoever has himself made

an excavation knows that minor errors can hardly be avoided, and that

the progress of an investigation almost always corrects some of the results

of earlier stages of the enquiry. But at Hissarlik the correction was

simple enough to guarantee the accuracy of the general result, and what

is now offered to the world may be placed, in respect of the authenticity

of the facts, beside the best researches of archaeology. Besides, an error

in verifying the position of any object could in each case relate to details

only ; the great mass of results cannot be afiected thereby.

The simple investigation of the fortress-hill of Hissarlik suffices to

prove with complete exactness the succession of the settlements, of which

Schliemann now supposes seven. But order of succession is not yet

chronology. From the former we learn what is older and what later, but

not how old each separate stratum is. This question involves a comparison

with other like places, or at least objects, the date of which is well

established ; in other words, interpretation. But, with interpretation,

uncertainty also begins. The archaeologist is seldom in the position

of being able to support his interpretation by the identity of all the

objects found. And especially, the farther the comparisons have to be

fetched, the less is it possible to calculate that discoveries will corre-

spond in their totality. Attention is therefore directed to single objects,

just as the palaeontologist seeks for characteristic shells {Leitmuschdn),

to determine the age of a geological stratum. But experience has shown

how uncertain are the Leitmusclieln of archaeology. The human intellect

invents identical things at different places, and different things at the
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same place. Certain artistical or teclmical forms are developed simul-

taneously, without any connection or relation between the artists or

craftsmen. I recal the case of the maecmder ornament, which appears

in Germany quite late, probably not till the time of the Roman empe-

rors, but presents itself much later still in Peru and on the Amazon,

where it appears as yet inadmissible to regard it as imported. Local

fashions and artistic forms are so far from being uncommon, that

the expert sometimes recognizes the source of the discovery from a

single piece.

In the case of Hissarlik, the strata which can be defined according to

their whole character occur very near the surface. Under the Greek

City (Novum Ilium), and the wall which is probably Macedonian, the

excavator comes upon objects, especially upon pottery which, accord-

ing to its form, material, and painting, belongs to what is called the

Archaic period of Greek art. Then begins the Pre-historic age, in the

narrower sense of the term. Dr. Schliemann has endeavoured, on good

grounds, to show that the Sixth City, reckoning upwards, should be

ascribed, in accordance with tradition, to the Lydians, and that we may
recognize in its artistic forms an approximation to Etrurian or Umbriau

pottery. But the deeper we go, the fewer correspondences do we find.

In the Burnt City we occasionally meet with one or another object, which

reminds us of Mycenae, of Cyprus, of Egypt, of Assyria ; or probably

rather, which points to a like origin, or at least to similar models.

Perhaps we shall succeed in multiplying these connecting links, but as

yet so little is known of all these relations, that the adaptation of a

foreign chronology to the new discoveries seems in the highest degree

dangerous.

An example full of warning as to this sort of casuistical archaeology

is furnished by the latest attack upon Dr. Schliemann by a scholar at

St. Petersburg. Because Hissarlik offers certain points of correspondence

with Mycenae, and the latter again with South Piussia, this scholar there-

fore concludes that the South Piussian chronology must also be the measure

for Hissarlik, and that both Mycenae and Hissarlik are to be referred

to roving hordes of Heruli in the third century after Christ, Going
right to the opposite extreme, other scholars have been inclined to ascribe

the oldest " cities " of Hissarlik to the Neolithic Age, because remarkable

weapons and utensils of polished stone are found in them. Both these

conceptions are equally unjustified and inadmissible. To the third century

after Christ belongs the surface of the fortress-hill of Hissarlik, which
still lies above the Macedonian wall; and the oldest " cities "—although
not only polished stones but also chipped flakes of chalcedony and obsidian

occur in them—nevertheless fall within the Age of Metals. For even in

the First City, utensils of copper, gold, nay even silver, were dug up.

It is beyond doubt that no Stone People, properly so-called, dwelt

upon the fortress-hill of Hissarlik, so far as it has been as yet uncovered.

A progressive development of such a people to a higher metallic civili-

zation can no more be spoken of here, than at any other point of Asia

Minor hitherto known. Implements of polished stone are also found else-
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where in Asia Minor—as, for example, in tlie neiglibourliood of the

ancient Sardes— but it is not yet proved that they belong to the " Stone

Age." Probably this people immigrated at a period of their development,

at which they had already entered on the " Metal Age." Were we to

take for the foundation of the discussion what first suggests itself, the

frequent occurrence of nephrite and jadeite, we might suppose that the

immigration took place from the borders of China, and that, when

the people reached the Hellespont, they had already acquired a high

degree of technical dexterity and of finished manufacture.

It may be an accident that even in the oldest city two stone hammers

have been found with holes bored through them, whereas in no other spot

of all Asia Minor, so far as I know, has any similar object occurred. In

any case the art of stone-working was already far advanced, and the story

of the foundation of Ilium, as sketched out in the Iliad, exactly coincides

with the discoveries. The few skulls also, which were saved out of the

lower " cities," have this in common, that without exception they present

the character (hahitus) of a more civilized people ; all savage peculiarities,

in the stricter sense, are entirely wanting in them.

It is strange enough that this race, according to all appearance, had

no iron. Although there occasionally occur native red iron-stones, which

have evidently been used, yet every object which was originally regarded

as an iron instrument has proved, on closer investigation, not to be iron.

No less strange is it that even in the Burnt City no proper sicord has

anyivhere been found. Weapons of copper and bronze occur frequently—
lance-heads, daggers, arrow-heads, knives, if we may designate these as

weapons—but no swords. Corresponding to this deficiency is another in

the case of ornaments, which to us Occidentals is still more striking,

—

I mean the absence of the fibula (the buckle of the brooch). , Among the

copper and bronze pins are many which, judging from their size and

curvature, may be regarded as pins for dress ; but no single fibula in our

sense has occurred. I was always of opinion, that the abundance of

fibulffi in the northern discoveries is explained by the greater necessity

for fastening the garments tighter in colder climates. The Roman

provincial fibula, which in the northern countries is all but the most

frequent object in the discoveries of the Imperial age, falls even in Italy

quite into the background. But the fact that, among a race so rich

in metals as the ancient Trojans, absolutely no fibula has occurred, is

certainly a sign of very high antiquity, and a sure mark of distinction

from the majority of Western discoveries which have been adduced in

' comparison. The same may be said, in passing, of the absentee of lamps

in the ancient " cities."

The pottery presents many more points of correspondence with that

of the West. To be sure I could not cite any place where the whole of

the pottery found agreed with that of any one of the older cities upon

Hissarlik. It is not till the Sixth City that we find, as Dr. Schliemann

has very convincingly proved, manifold relations with the Etruscan

vases; and I might still further remark, that not a few of the forms

which occur at Hissarlik in clay are executed in Etruria in bronze.
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In this connection I may also refer, as Leitmuscheln, to tlie Etruscan

beaked pitchers, which have been dug up in the heart of Germany and

Belgium. In most of the pre-historic cities of Hissarlik there are terra-

cottas just like those which are frequently met with in Hungary and

Transylvania, in eastern and middle Germany, nay even in the pile-

dwellings of Switzerland. I myself i)ossess, through the kindness of

Dr. Victor Gross, fragments of black polished clay bowls from the Lake of

Bienne, the inner surfaces of which are covered with incised geometrical

patterns, filled with white earth, such as I brought away from the oldest

city of Hissarlik. Quite lately I was present at the excavation of a great

conical barrow, conducted by Prof. Klopfleisch in the territory of Anhalt

:

the greater number of the clay vessels discovered there had broad wing-

shaped excrescences with perj^endicular perforations, and very large and

particularly broad handles, which were put on quite low down close

to the bottom, like those met with in the Burnt City. I have before

alluded to the similarity of the little animal figures, the ornamented

stamps, and other terra-cottas in Hungary. The strange perforated

incense-vessels (lanterns) of Hissarlik find numerous analogies in the

burial-grounds of Lusatia and Posen.

I am not prepared to afiirm that these are proofs of a direct connection.

That question can only be reviewed when the countries of the Balkan

peninsula shall have been more thoroughly investigated archseologically,

a thing which is urgently to be desired. But even if a real connection

should appear, the question will still remain open, whether the current

of civilization set from Asia Minor to Eastern Europe, or the inverse

way ; and, since the former is presumptively the more probable, little

would be gained hence for the chronology of Hissarlik.

Much might be brought in here, as, for instance, the hooked cross

(Suastika), the Triquetrum, the circular and spiral decoration, the wave-

ornament ; but I pass by these, as being widely-diffused marks, which,

as we learn from experience, furnish little support for the determination

of time. On the other hand, I cannot entirely refrain from touching on a

point, on which I do not completely agree with Schliemanu. I refer to

our Face- Vanes, such as occur plentifully in Pomerellen and East Pomerania,

as far as Posen and Silesia, in a region distinctly defined. I cannot deny

that there is a great resemblance between them and the Trojan " Owl-

Vases," though I also admit that the " Owl's Face " does not occur upon

them. But as to this matter I am disposed somewhat to modify my
friend's expression. So far as I see, there is not a single Trojan Face-

Vase, which can be said to have a true Owl's Head, or in which the part

of the vase referred to can be regarded as completely in the form of a bird.

As a matter of Natural History, the type of the form modelled on this

upper part is human, and it is only within the human outlines and pro-

portions that the nose and the region of the eyes are owl-formed. The

ear, on the other hand, is always put on like that of a man, never like that

of an owl. I do not deny that the form of the face often represents the

owl-type, and I have no objection to make against the connection with

the ^/XavKfoiri'^, but I should not like to extend the likeness to a larger
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surface than around the eyes and the upper part- abou.t the nose : the ears,

and the mouth (where it occurs), as well as the breasts, are exclusively

human. ' And so—^only still more in the human form—are also the Face-

Urns of Pomerellen. I do not therefore give up the hope that a certain

connection may yet be discovered ; but, if so, I am prepared to find that

our Face-Urns will have to be assigned to a much later period than those

of Troy.

My conclusion is this : that the discoveries at Hissarlik will not be

explained by those made in the North or the West, but, inversely, that

we must test our collections by Oriental models. For Hissarlik also, the

probable sources of connection lie East and South ; but their determina-

tion requires new and far more thorough studies in the fields of the

Oriental world, hitherto so scantily reaped. It was not the Iliad itself

that first brought the Phoenicians and the Ethiopians into the Trojan

legendary cycle ; the discoveries at Hissarlik themselves, in placing before

our eyes ivory, enamel, figures of the hippopotamus, and fine works in

gold, point distinctly to Egypt and Assyria. It is there that the chrono-

logical relations of Hissarlik must find their solution.

Meanwhile, however, there stands the great hill of ruins, forming for

realistic contemplation a phenomenon quite as unique as the " Sacred Ilios
"

for poetical feeling. It has not its like. Never once in any other heap of

ruins is a standard given by which to judge it. Therefore it will not fit

into the Procrustean bed of systematizers (Schema tiker). SinciUae irae.

This excavation has opened for the studies of the archaeologist a completely

new theatre—like a world by itself. Here begins an entirely new science.

And in this unique hill there is a Stratum, and that one of the

deepest—according to Schliemann's present reckoning, the Third from

the bottom,—which especially arrests our attention. Here was a great

devouring fire, in which the clay walls of the buildings were molten and

made fluid like wax, so that congealed drops of glass bear witness at the

present day to the mighty conflagration. Only at a few j)laces are cinders

left, whose structure enables us still to discover what was burnt,—whether

wood or straw, wheat or pease. A very small part of this city has

upon the whole escaped the fire ; and only here and there in the burnt

parts have portions of the houses remained uninjured beneath the rubbish

of the foundering walls. Almost the whole is burnt to ashes. How enor-

mous must have been the fire that devoured all this splendour ! We seem

to hear the crackling of the wood, the crash of the tumbling buildings !

And, in spite of this, what riches have been brought to light out of the

ashes ! Treasures of gold, one after another, presented themselves to the

astonished eye. In that remote time, when man was so little advanced in

the knowledge of the earth and of his own power, in that time when,

as the poet tells us, the king's sons were shepherds, the possession of

such treasures of the precious metals, and that in the finest and most

costly workmanship, must have become famous far and wide. The
splendour of this chieftain must have awakened envy and covetousness ;

and the ruin of his high fortress can signify nothing else than his own
downfall and the destruction of his race.
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Was this cliieftain Petam? Was this city Sacred Ilios? No one

will ever fathom the question, whether these were the names w^hich men

used when the celehrated king still looked out from his elevated fortress

over the Trojan Plain to the Hellespont. Perhaps these names are

only the poet's inventions. Who can know? Perhaps the legend had

Ijanded down no more than the story of the victorious enterprise of war

undertaken from the West, to overthrow the kingdom and the city. But

who will douht that on this spot a terrihle conquest was really won in

fight against a garrison, who not only defended themselves, their families,

and their houses, with weapons of stone and bronze, but who also had great

w'ealth in gold and silver, ornaments and furniture, to protect ? It is in

itself of little consequence to quarrel al)out the names of these men or of

their city. And yet the first question that rises to every one's lips, to-day

as in the time of Homer, is this :—Who and whence among mankind

were they ? Though the severe enquirer may refuse them names, though

the whole race may glide past before the judgment-seat of science

like the ghosts of Hades,—yet for us, who love the colours of daylight,

the dress of life, the glitter of personality, for us Priam and Ilium

will remain the designations upon which our thoughts fasten, as often

as they concern themselves with the events of that period. It was here,

where Asia and Europe for the first time encountered in a war of

extermination (in volherfressendem Kampfe) ; it was here that the only

decisive victory was won in fight, which the West gained over the East

on the soil of Af^ia, during the whole time down to Alexander the Great,

And now, under our eyes, this site has been again disclosed. When those

men whom we call the Classics wrote, the burnt abodes lay hidden beneath

the ruins of succeeding settlements. To the question

—

" Where was

Ilium ?
"—no one had an answer. Even the legend had no longer a locality.

It must assuredly have been otherwise when the poem had its origin.

Whether we call the poet Homer, or substitute in his place a host of

nameless bards,—when the poetic tale originated, the tradition must still

have been preserved upon the spot, that the royal fortress had stood

exactly on this mountain spur. It is in vain to dispute with the poet

his knowledge of the place by his own eyesight. Whoever the " divine

bard " was, he must have stood upon this hill of Hissarlik—that is, the

Castle- or Fortress-Hill—and have looked out thence over land and sea.

In no other case could he possibly have combined so much truth to

nature in his poem. I have described, in a brief essay,^ the Trojan country

as it is, and compared it with what the Iliad says of it, and I believe

I may call any one to bear witness, whether it is possible that a poet

living at a distance could have evolved out of his own imagination so

faithful a picture of the land and people as is embodied in the Iliad.

To this is to be added another consideration. The Iliad is not merely

an Epic which sings of human affairs : in the conflict of men the great

circle of the Olympic gods takes part, acting and suffering. Hence it

happened that the Iliad became the special religious book, the Bible of

' See Appeudix I., Troy ami Ilissaiiik.
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the Greeks and partly of the Piomans. This must not be overh)oked.

Therefore I have especially called attention to the fact, that the theatre

for the action of the gods has been drawn much larger than for the

men. The range of these poems extends far beyond the Plain of Troy.

Its limit is there, where the eye finds its boundary, on the lofty summits

of Ida and the peak of Samothrace, where the clouds have birth and the

storms make their home. Who could have lighted upon such a story

of the gods with this fineness of localizing, except one who had himself

beheld the mighty phenomena of nature which are here displayed?

Who, that had not gazed on them in their alternate course for days

and weeks together ?

The question of the Iliad is not simply the old question

—

TJli Bium
fuit ? No, it embraces the whole. We must not sever the story of the gods

from the story of the men. The poet who sang of Ilium painted also the.

picture of the whole Trojan country. Ida and Samothrace, Tenedos and

the Hellespont, Callicolone and the Eampart of Herakles, the Scamander

and the memorial tumuli of the heroes— all this appeared before the view

of the enraptured hearer. All this is inseparable. And therefore it is not

left to our choice, where we should place Ilium. Therefore we must have

a place, which answers to all the requirements of the poetry. There-

fore we are compelled to say : —Here, upon the fortress-hill of Hissarlik,

—here, upon the site of the ruins of the Burnt City of Gold,

—

here

was Bium.

And therefore thrice happy the man to whose lot it has fallen to realize

in the maturity of manhood the dreams of his childhood, and to unveil the

Burnt City. Whatever may be the acknowledgement of contemporaries,

no one will be able to rob him of the consciousness, that he has solved

the great problem of thousands of years. A barbarous government, which

weighed as a heavy burthen on the land, has upon the whole kept down

the condition of the surface of the country and the habits of human life

in the Troad at the same level as when it imposed its yoke. Thus,

mucli has been preserved which elsewhere would probably have been

destroyed by daily cultivation. Schliemann was able to make his exca-

vations, as it were, in a virgin soil. He had the courage to dig deeper

and still deeper, to remove whole mountains of rubbish and debris ; and

at last he saw before him the treasure sought and dreamt of, in its full

reality. And now the treasure-digger has become a scholar, who, with

long and earnest study, has compared the facts of his experience, as well

as the statements of historians and' geographers, with the legendary tradi-

tions of poets and mythologers. May the work which he has terminated

become to many thousands a source of enjoyment and instruction, as it

will be to himself an everlasting glory !

EUDOLF VIKCHOW.
Berlin, Septemher lOth^ 1880.
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INTRODUCTION.

AUTOBIOGEAPHY OF THE AUTHOE, AND NAEEATIVE OF HIS WOEK
AT TEOY.

§ I. Early and Commercial Life : 1822 to 186G.

If I begin this book with my autobiography, it is not from any feeling of

vanity, but from a desire to show how the work of my later life has been

the natural consequence of the impressions I received in my earliest

childhood ; and that, so to say, the pickaxe and spade for the excavation

of Troy and the royal tombs of Mycenae were both forged and sharpened

in the little German village in which I passed eight years of my earliest

childhood. I also find it necessary to relate how I obtained the means
irhich enabled me, in the autumn of my life, to realize the great projects

I formed when I was a poor little boy. But I flatter myself that the

manner in which I have employed my time, as well as the use I have

made of my wealth, will meet with general approbation, and that my
autobiography may aid in diffusing among the intelligent public of all

countries a taste for those high and noble studies, which have sustained

my courage during the hard trials of my life, and which will sweeten the

days yet left me to live.

I was born on tlie 6th of January, 1822, in the little town of Ncu
Buckow, in ]\I,ecklenburg-Schwerin, where my father,^ Ernest Schliemann,

was Protestant clergyman, and whence, in 1823, he was elected in that

capacity to the parish of the village of Ankcrshagen between Waren and
Pcnzlin, in tlie same duchy. In that village I spent the eight following

years of my life ; and my natural disposition for the mysterious and the

marvellous was stimulated to a passion by the wonders of the locality in

which I lived. Our garden-house was said to be haunted by the ghost of

my father's predecessor, Pastor von Kussdorf ; and just behind our garden
was a pond called "das Silberschalchen," out of which a maiden was
believed to rise each midnight, holding a silver bowl. There was also in

the village a small hill surrounded by a ditch, probably a pre-historic

1 Deceased in November 1870, at the age of 90 years.
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biirial-placc (or so-called Hilnenrjrah) ;'-^ in which, as the legend ran, a

robber knight in times of old had buried his beloved child in a golden

cradle. Vast treasures were also said to be buried close to the ruins of a

round tower in the garden of the proprietor of the village. My faith in

the existence of these treasures was so great that, whenever I heard my
father complain of his poverty, I alwoys expressed my astonishment that

he did not dig up the silver bowl or the golden cradle, and so become

rich. There was likewise in Ankershagen a medieval castle, with secret

passages in its walls, which were six feet thick, and an underground road,

which was supposed to be five miles long, and to pass beneath the deep

lake of Speck ; it was said to be haunted by fearful spectres, and no

villager spoke of it without terror.^ There was a legend, that the castle

had once been inhabited by a robber knight of the name of Henning von

Holstein, popularly called " Henning Bradenkirl," who was dreaded over

the whole country, for he plundered and sacked wherever he could. But,

to his vexation, the Duke of Mecklenburg gave safe-conducts to many
of the merchants who had to pass by his castle. Wishing to wreak

vengeance upon the duke, Henning begged him to do him the honour of a

visit. The duke accepted the invitation, and came on the appointed day

with a large retinue. But a cowherd, who was cognizant of Henning's

design to murder his guest, hid himself in the underwood on the road-

side, behind a hill a mile distant from our house, and lay in wait for the

duke, to whom he disclosed his master's murderous intention, and the

duke accordingly returned instantly. The hill was said to have derived

its present name, " Wartensberg " or "Watch-mount," from the event.

Henning, having found out that his design had been frustrated by the

cowherd, in revenge fried the man alive in a large iron pan, and gave

him, when he was dying, a last kick with his left foot. Soon after this

the duke came with a regiment of soldiers, laid siege to the castle, and

captured it. When Henning saw that there was no escape for him, he

packed all his treasures in a box and buried it close to the round tower in

his garden, the ruins of which are still standing, and he then committed

suicide. A long line of flat stones in our churchyard was said to mark

the malefactor's grave, from which for centuries his left leg iised to grow

out, covered with a black silk stocking.* Nay, both the sexton Prange

and the sacristan Wollert swore that, when boys, they had themselves cut

off the leg and used its bone to knock down pears from the trees, but

that, in the beginning of the present century, the leg had suddenly

stopped growing out. In my childish simjilicity I of course believed all

2 This sepulchre still exists, and when I unhappy days as tutor. See Dr. Fr. Schlie,

lately revisited Ankershagen I strongly recom- Schliemann und seine Bestrehunjen, who cites

mended its present proprietor, the excellent W. Herbst, Johann Heinrich Voss, i. p. 46.

Ulr. E. Winckelmann, and his accomplished •• According to the tradition, one of these

lady, whose bountiful hospitality I here grate- legs had been buried just before the altar,

fully acknowledge, to excavate it, on the ground Strange to say, when some years ago the church

that they would in all probability find there, not of Ankershagen was being repaired, a single

indeed a golden cradle, yet very interesting pre- leg-bone was found at a small depth before

historic antiquities. the altar, a? my cousin the Rev. Hans Becker,

3 In this very same castle, the famous German the present clergyman of Ankershagen, assures

translator of Homer, J. H. Voss, passed very me.
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this ; nay, I often begged my father to excavate the tomb or to allov/ me

to excavate it, in order to see why the foot no longer grew out.

A very deep impression was also made upon my mind by the terra-

cotta relief of a man on the back wall of the castle, which was said to be

the portrait of Henning Bradenkirl himself. As no paint would stick to

it, popular belief averred that it was covered with the blood of the cow-

herd, which could not be efiaced. A walled-up fireplace in the saloon was

indicated as the place where the cowherd had been fried on the iron pan.

Though all pains were said to have been taken to obliterate the joints of

that terrible chimney, nevertheless they always remained visible ; and this

too was regarded as a sign from heaven, that the diabolic deed should

never be forgotten.

I also believed in a story that Mr. von Gundlach, the proprietor of the

neighbouring village, Eumshagen, had excavated a mound near the church,

and had discovered in it large wooden barrels containing Koman beer.

Though my father was neither a scholar nor an archaeologist, he had

a passion for ancient history. He often told me with warm enthusiasm

of the tragic fate of Herculaneum and Pompeii, and seemed to consider

him the luckiest of men who had the means and the time to visit the

excavations which were going on there. He also related to me with

admiration the great deeds of the Homeric heroes and the events of the

Trojan war, always finding in me a warm defender of the Trojan cause.

With great grief I heard from him that Troy had been so completely

destroyed, that it had disappeared without leaving any traces of its

existence. My joy may be imagined, therefore, when, being nearly eight

years old, I received from him, in 1829, as a Christmas gift. Dr. Georg

Ludwig Jerrer's Universal Ilhtorij,^ with an engraving representing Troy

in flames, with its huge walls and the Scaean gate, from which Aeneas is

escaping, carrying his father Anchises on his back and holding his son

Ascanius by the hand ; and I cried out, " Father, you were mistaken

:

Jerrer must have seen Troy, otherwise he could not have represented it

here." "My son," he replied, "that is merely a fanciful picture." But

to my question, whether ancient Troy had such huge walls as those

depicted in the book, he answered in the affirmative. " Father," retorted

1, "if such walls once existed, they cannot possibly have been completely

destroyed : vast ruins of them must still remain, but they arc hidden

away beneath the dust of ages." He maintained the contrary, whilst I

remained firm in my opinion, and at last we both agreed that I should

one day excavate Troy.

What weighs on our heart, be it joy or sorrow, always finds utterance

from our lips, especially in childhood ; and so it happened that I talked

of nothing else to my playfellows, but of Troy and of the mysterious

and wonderful things in which our village abounded. I was continually

laughed at by every one except two young girls, Louise'' and Minna

^

* Niiruberg, 1828. ' Minna Jleincke married, in 184G, the cxcol-

* Louise Meincke has been, since 1838, the lent farmer liichers. and is now living happily at

happy wife of the Rev. E. Friilich, and is now Friedland, in Mecklenburg.
living at Neu 15randenburg. in Meckleaburg.
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]\reinclvc, the daughters of a farmer in Zahren, a village only a mile

distant from Ankershagen ; the former of ^Yhom was my senior by six

years, the latter of my own age. Not (mly did they not laugh at me,

hut, on the contrary, they always listened to me with profound attention,

especially Minna, who showed me the greatest sympathy and entered into

all my vast plans for the future. Thus a warm attachment sprang up

between us, and in our childish simplicity we exchanged vows of eternal

love. In the winter of 1829-30 we took lessons in dancing together,

alternately at my little bride's house, at ours, and in the old haunted

castle, then occupied by the farmer Mr. Heldt, where, with the same

profound interest, we contemplated Henning's bloody bust, the ominous

joints of the awful fireplace, the secret passages in the walls, and the

entrance to the underground road. Whenever the dancing-lesson w^as at

our house, we would either go to the cemetery before our door, to see

whether Henning's foot did not grow out again, or sit down in admiration

before the church-registers, written by the hand of Johann Chr. von

Schroder and Gottfriederich Heinrich von Schroder, father and son, who

had occupied my father's place from 1709 to 1799 ; the oldest records

of births, marriages, and deaths inscribed in those registers having a

particular charm for us. Or we would visit together the younger Pastor

von Schroder's daughter,** then eighty-four years of age, who was living

close to us, to question her about the past history of the village, or to look

at the portraits of her ancestors,^ of which that of her mother, Olgartha

Christine von Schroder, deceased in 1795, was our special delight, partly

because we thought it a masterpiece of workmanship, partly because it

resembled Minna.

We also often visited the village tailor'Wollert,^" who was one-eyed, had

only one foot, and was for this reason called " Peter Hiippert," or Hopping

Peter. He was illiterate, but had such a prodigious memory that he could

repeat my father's sermon word by word after having heard it in church.

This man, who might possibly have become one of the greatest scholars

of the world, had he had a university education, was full of wit, and

excited our curiosity to the utmost by his inexhaustible stock of anec-

dotes, which he told with a wonderful oratorical skill. Thus, to give but

one of them : he told us how, being desirous to know whither the storks

migrated for the winter, he had, in the time of my father's predecessor.

Pastor von Piussdorf, caught one of the storks which used to build their

nests on our barn, and had fastened round its foot a piece of parchment,

on which, at his request, the sexton Prange had written that he himself,

the sexton, and AVollert the tailor, at the village of Ankershagen in Meck-

lenburg-Schweriu, humbly begged the proprietor of the barn, on which

* Deceased in 18+4, at the age of 98. possession of my father's successor, Pastor Con-

" By the kind efforts of Miss Ida Frolich, the radi, who had bequeathed them to the church

accomplished daughter of Mrs. Louise Frolich, of Ankershagen, but he ceded them to me in

all these portraits—five in number—have lately order to use the proceeds for presenting to

become my property, and I have assigned to them that church, while he still lived, a more durable

the place of honour in my library, facing the object, namely, a silver calyx.

Acropolis of Athens. At the death of Miss von " Deceased in 1856.

Schroder, these jiortraits had jassed over into the
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the stork had its nest in the winter, to inform them of the name of his

country. When the stork was again caught by him in the spring,

another parchment was found attached to its foot, with the following

answer in had German verse :

—

" Schwerin Mecklenburg ist iins niclit bekannt,

Das Land wo sich der Storch befand

Nenut sich Sankt Johannes-Land."

" We do not know Schwerin Mecklenburg : the country where the stork was is called Saint

John's Land."

Of course we believed all this, and would have given years of our

life to know where that mysterious Saint John's Land was to be found.

If this and similar anecdotes did not improve our knowledge of geo-

graphy, at least they stimulated our desire to learn it, and increased

our passion for the mysterious.

From our dancing-lessons neither Minna nor I derived any profit at

all, whether it was that we had. no natural talent for the art, or that our

minds were too much absorbed by our imj)ortant archaeological investi-

gations and our plans for the future.

It was agreed between us that as soon as we were grown up we
would marry, and then at once set to work to explore all the mysteries

of Ankershagen ; excavating the golden cradle, the silver basin, the vast

treasures hidden by Henning, then Henning's sepulchre, and lastly Troy

;

nay, we could imagine nothing pleasanter than to spend all our lives in

digging for the relics of the past.

Thanks to God, my firm belief in the existence of that Troy has

never forsaken me amid all the vicissitudes of my eventful career ; but it

was not destined for me to realize till in the autumn of my life, and then

without Minna—nay, far from her—our sweet dreams of fifty years ago.

My father did not know Greek, but he knew Latin, and availed him-

self of every spare moment to teach it me. When I was hardly nine

years old, my dear mother died : this was an irreparable misfortune,

perhaps the greatest which could have befallen me and my six brothers

and sisters. ^^ But my mother's death coincided with another misfortune,

which resulted in all our acquaintances suddenly turning their backs

upon us and refusing to have any further intercourse with us. I did not

care much about the others ; but to see the family of Meincke no more,

to separate altogether from Minna—never to behold her again—this was

a thousand times more painful to me than my mother's death, which

I soon forgot under my overwhelming grief for Minna's loss. In later

life I have undergone many great troubles in different parts of the world,

but none of tlicm ever caused me a thousandth part of the grief I felt at

the tender age of nine years for my separation from my little bride.

Bathed in tears and alone, I used to stand for hours each day before

Olgartha von Schroder's portrait, remembering in my misery the haj^py

" My two brotliprs nre dead. Of my four of Professor Wilhelm Knhse in DiUcnburg
sisters only the el. lest, Elise, is unmai-ried. The (Hesse-Cassel) ; and the fourtli, Louise, is the

second, Doris, was the happy wife of the late hajipy wife of the teacher Martin Pechel in

secretary Hans Potrowsky in Roehel (Mecklen- Dargun (Mecklenburg),
burg)

; the third, Wilhelniinc, is the happy wife
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days I had passed in Minna's company. The future appeared dark to

me; all the mysterious wonders of Ankershagen, and even Troy itself,

lost their interest for a time. Seeing my despondency, my father sent

me for two years to his brother, the Eeverend Friederich Schliemann,^

who was the pastor of the village of Kalkhorst in Mecklenburg, where for

one year I had the good fortune of having the candidate Carl Andres" from

Neu Strelitz as a teacher ; and the progress I made under this excellent

philologist was so great that, at Christmas 1832, I was able to present my
father with a badly-written Latin essay upon the principal events of the

Trojan war and the adventures of Ulysses and Agamemnon. At the age

of eleven I went to the Gymnasium at Neu iStrelitz, where I was placed

in the third class. But just at that time a great disaster befel our family,

and, being afraid that my father would no longer have the means of

supporting me for a number of years, I left the gymnasium after being

in it only three months, and entered the Reahchule of the same city,

where I was placed in the second class. In the spring of 1835 I advanced

to the first class, which I left in April 1836, at the age of fourteen, to

become apprentice in the little grocer's shop of Ernest. Ludwig Holtz,^ in

the small town of Fiirstenberg in Mecklenburg-Strelitz.

A few days before my departure from Neu Strelitz, on Good Friday

1836, I accidentally met Minna Meincke, whom I had not seen for more

than five years, at the house of Mr. C. E. Laue.* I shall never forget that

interview, the last I ever had with her. She had grown much, and was

now fourteen years old. Being dressed in plain black, the simplicity of

her attire seemed to enhance her fascinating beauty. When we looked at

each other, we both burst into a flood of tears and fell speechless into

each other's arms. Several times we attempted to speak, but our emotion

was too great ; neither of us could articulate a word. But soon Minna's

parents entered the room, and we had to separate. It took me a long

time to recover from my emotion. I was now sure that Minna still loved

me, and this thought stimulated my ambition. Nay, from that moment

I felt within me a boundless energy, and was sure that with unremit-

ting zeal I could raise myself in the world and show that I was worthy

of her. I only implored God to grant that she might not marry before

I had attained an independent position.

I was employed in the little grocer's shop at Fiirstenberg for five

years and a half; for the first year by Mr. Holtz, and afterwards by

his successor, the excellent Mr. Theodor Hiickstaedt.^ My occupation

consisted in retailing herrings, butter, potato-whiskey, milk, salt, cofi'ee,

sugar, oil, and candles ; in grinding potatoes for the still, sweeping the

shop, and the like emj)loyments. Our transactions were on such a small

scale, that our aggregate sales hardly amounted to 3000 thalers, or £450
annually ; nay, we thought we had extraordinary luck when we sold two

^ Deceased in 1861. now eighty-four years old, is still liviDg at Neu
^ Candidate Cai'l Andres is now librarian of Strelitz, where the author lately saw her.

the Grand-ducal library and keeper of the Mu- ^ Th. Hiiclistaedt died in 1872, but the little

seum of Antiquities in Neu Strelitz. grocer's business is continued by his excellent

* Deceased in 1836. widow and her son-in-law, Mr. Meyer.

4 Mr. Laue dieil in 18G0, but Mrs. Lane,
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pounds' worth of groceries in a day. There I of course came in contact

only with the lowest classes of society. I was engaged from five in the

morning till eleven at night, and had not a moment's leisure for

study. Moreover I rapidly forgot the little that I had learnt in child-

hood ; but I did not lose the love of learning ; indeed I never lost it,

and, as long as I live, I shall never forget the evening when a drunken

miller came into the shop. His name was Hermann Niederhoffer. He
was the son of a Protestant clergyman in Eoehel (Mecklenburg), and had

almost completed his studies at the Gymnasium of Neu liuppin, when he

was expelled on account of his bad conduct. Not knowing what to do

with him, his father apprenticed him to the farmer Langermann in the

village of Dambeck ; and, as even there his conduct was not exemplary, he

again apprenticed him for two years to the miller Dettmann at Giistrow.

Dissatisfied Avith his lot, the young man gave himself up to drink, whicli,

however, had not made him forget his Homer ; for on the evening that

he entered the shop he recited to us about a hundred lines of the poet,

observing the rhythmic cadence of the verses.*^ Although I did not

understand a syllable, the melodious soimd of the words made a deep

impression upon me, and I wept bitter tears over my unhappy fate.

Three times over did I get him to repeat to me those divine verses,

rewarding his trouble with three glasses of whiskey, which I bought with

the few pence that made up my whole fortune. From that moment
I never ceased to pray God that by His grace I might yet have the

happiness of learning Greek.

There seemed, however, no hope of my escaping from the hapless and

humble position in which I found myself. And yet I was relieved from

it, as if by a miracle. In lifting a cask too heavy for me, I hurt my
chest ; I spat blood and was no longer able to work. In despair I went

to Hamburg, where I succeeded in obtaining a situation with an annual

salary of 180 marks, or £9 sterling : first in the grocer's shop of

Lindemann junior, on the Fishmarket in Altona ; and afterwards in that

of E. L. Deycke junior, at the corner of the Miihren and Matten-

Twiete in Hamburg. But as I could not do the heavy work, owing to

my weakness in the chest, I was found useless by my employers, and

was turned away from each place, after having occupied it for only eight

days. Seeing the impossibility of filling a situation as grocer's shop-

man, and prompted by want to engage in any work, however humble,

^ This Hprmann Nioslorhoffor is now GG years employment as communal clerk at Wredcuhagen,
old, and is living in easy circumstances at Kocbel, and remained for four years in that capacity, until

where the author lately saw him, and instantly in 184-8 the magistrate of Roebel gave him the

recognized him by the pathos with which he de- oflice of collector on a turnpike road. In this

claimed Homer, as well as by other circumstances. employment ho at once married an exooilent

Having been burn in 1813, he was twenty-four wife, who induced him to give up into.xi-

years of age when, in 18137, he entered the little eating liquors, so that he retained the same
shop of Ernest Ludvvig Holtz, at Fiirstcnberg, place for thirty-one years, only leaving it in

where the author was apprenticed. He remained the spring of 1879, when he retired to Roebel.

for seven years afterwards, making in all ten Wonderful to say, in spite of all the vicissitudes

years, a journeyman miller, working successively of his eventful life, he has forgotten neither his

at a great many dill'erent places in Germany. Homer nor his Virgil, and still declaims them
Having in 184-i returned to his family at Iloebel, with the same warm enthusiasm as lie did forty-

through the influence of his relations he obtained thi-ee years ago in the shop at Fiirstenberg.
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merely to earn my food, I endeavoured to obtain employment on board

a ship, and at . the recommendation of a very kind-hearted shipbroker,

Mr. J. F. AVendt, a native of Sternberg in Mecklenburg, who when a child

had been brought up with my late mother, I succeeded in obtaining a

situation as cabin-boy on board the little brig Dorothea, commanded by

Captain Simonsen, owned by the merchants Wachsmuth and Kroogmann

of Hamburg, and bound for La Guayra in Venezuela,

I had always been poor, but never yet so utterly destitute as at that

time ; I had even to sell my only coat in order to buy a blanket. On
the 28th of November, 1841, we left Hamburg with a fair wind ; but in

a few hours it turned contrary, and we were accordingly detained for

three days in the river Elbe, near Blankenese, until on the 1st of

December the wind again became fair. On that day we passed Cux-

haven and entered the open sea, but we had no sooner reached Heligo-

land than *the wind returned to the west, and remained there up to the

12th of December. We were continually tacking, but made little or

no progress, until in the night of the llth-12th December we were

shipwrecked in a fearful storm off the island of Texel, on the bank called

" de Eilandsche Grond." After escaping innumerable dangers, and having

been tossed about by the fury of the elements for nine hours in a very

small open boat, the crew, consisting of nine men, were all saved. I

shall always remember with gratitude to Heaven the joyful moment

when our boat was thrown by the surf on a bank close to the shore of

the Texel, and all danger was over. I did not know the name of the

land we had been cast upon, but I perceived that it was a foreign

country. I felt as if on that bank a voice whispered to me that the

tide in my earthly affairs had come, and that I had to take it at its

flood. My belief was confirmed when, on the very day of our arrival, my
little box, containing a few shirts and stockings, as well as my pocket-

book with the letters of recommendation for La Guayra procured for me
by Mr. "Wendt, was found floating on the sea and was picked up, while all

my comrades and the captain himself lost everything. In consequence of

this strange event, they gave me the nickname of " Jonah," by which I

was called as long as we remained at the Texel. We were kindly received

there by the consuls Sonderdorp and Eam, who proposed to send me,

together with the rest of the crew, by way of Harlingen, back to Hamburg.

But I declined to return to Germany, where I had been so overwhelmingly

unfortunate, telling them that I regarded it as my destiny to remain in

Holland, that I intended tc proceed to Amsterdam to enlist as a soldier,

for I was utterly destitute, and saw, for the moment, no other means of

obtaining a living. At my urgent request, therefore, Messrs. Sonderdorp

and Eam paid 2 guilders (3s. 4(Z.) for my passage to Amsterdam.

The wind having now changed to the south, the little vessel by

which I was forwarded had to stay a day at the town of Enkhuyzen, and

it took us no less than three days to reach the capital of Holland. For

want of clothes I suffered fearfully on this passage. Fortune did not

smile on me at first at Amsterdam : winter had set in ; I had no coat,

and was suffering cruelly from the cold. My intention to enlist as a
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soldier could not be realized so soon as I had imagined; and the few

florins which I had collected as alms on the island of Tesel and in

Enkhuyzen, as well as the two florins which I obtained from Mr. Qnack,

the consul for Mecklenburg at Amsterdam, were soon spent in the tavern

of Mrs. Graalman in the Eamskoy at Amsterdam, where I had taken my
lodgings. As my means of living were entirely exhausted, I feigned

illness and was taken into the hospital. From this terrible situation

I was released by the kind shipbroker already mentioned, Mr. Wendt^
of Hamburg, to whom I had written from the Texel, informing him of

my shipwreck and my intention to try my fortune at Amsterdam. By
a lucky chance my letter reached him when he was sitting at a dinner

party with numerous friends. The account of the disaster which had
befallen me excited universal compassion, and a subscription which he

at once raised for me produced the sum of 240 florins (£20), which he

sent me through Consul Quack. At the same time, he recommended me
to the excellent Consul-General of Prussia at Amsterdam, Mr. W. Hepner,^

who procured me a situation in the office of Mr. F. C. Quien.^

In my new situation my work consisted in stamping bills of exchange

and getting them cashed in the town, and in carrying letters to and from
the post-office. This mechanical occupation suited me, for it left me time

to think of my neglected education.

First of all I took pains to learn to write legibly, and this I

succeeded in doing after twenty lessons from the famous calligraphist

Magnee, of Brussels. Afterwards, in order to improve my position, I

applied myself to the study of modern languages. My annual salary

amounted only to 800 francs (£32), half of which I spent upon my
studies; on the other half I lived—miserably enough, to be sure. My
lodging, which cost 8 francs a month, was a wretched garret without

a fire, where I shivered with cold in winter and was scorched with the

heat in summer. My breakfast consisted of rye-meal porridge, and my
dinner never cost more than two-pence. But nothing spurs one on to

study more than misery and the certain prospect of being able to ^
release oneself from it by unremitting work. Besides, the desire of

showing myself worthy of Minna created and developed in me a boundless

courage. I applied myself with extraordinary diligence to the study

of English. Necessity taught me a method which greatly facilitates

the study of a language. This method consists in reading a great deal

aloud, without making a translation, taking a lesson every day, con-

stantly writing essays upon subjects of interest, correcting these under
the supervision of a teacher, learning them by heart, and repeating in

the next lesson what was corrected on the previous day. My memory
was bad, since from my childhood it had not been exercised upon any
object ; but I made use of every moment, and even stole time for study.

' ily benefactor J. F. Wendt died in January founder of tho house is dead, but his two sons,

1856. Charles and George Quien, who were already
* Consul Hepnor died in 1870. partners in the house when the author first

" The commercial house of F. C. Quien still entered it at the beginning of 18-tL*, are both

exists at Amsterdam, under the same name. The still alive.
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In order to acquire a good pronunciation quickly, I went twice every

Sunday to the English church, and repeated to myself in a low voice

every word of the clergyman's sermon. J never went on my errands,

even in the rain, without having my book in my hand and learning

something by heart ; and I never waited at the post-office without reading.

By such methods I gradually strengthened my memory, and in three

months' time found no difficulty in reciting from memory to my teacher,

Mr. Taylor, in each day's lesson, word by word, twenty printed pages,

after having read them over three times attentively. In this way I

committed to memory the whole of Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield and

Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe. From over-excitement I slept but little,

and employed my sleepless hours at night in going over in my mind

what I had read on tlie preceding evening. The memory being always

much more concentrated at night than in the day-time, I found tliese

repetitions at niglit of ixiramount use. Thus I succeeded in acquiring

in half a year a thorough knowledge of the English language.

I then applied the same method to the study of French, the difiiculties

of which I overcame likewise in another six months. Of French authors

I learned by heart the whole of Fenelon's Avent^ires de Telemaque and

Bernardin de Saint Pierre's Paul et Virginie. This unremitting study

had in the course of a single year strengthened my memory to such

a degree, that the study of Dutch, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese

appeared very easy, and it did not take me more than six weeks to write

and speak each of these languages fluently.

Whether from my continual readings in a loud voice, or from the

effect of the moist air of Holland, my complaint in the chest gradually

disappeared during my first year's residence in Amsterdam, and it has

never returned. But my passion for study caused me to neglect my
mechanical occupation in the ofiice of Mr. F. C. Quien, especially as I

began to consider it beneath me. My principals would give me no

promotion ; they probably thought that a person who shows his in-

capacity for the business of a servant in an ofiice proves thereby his

unfitness for any higher duties. At last, however, through the inter-

cession of my worthy friends, Louis Stoll ^^ of Mannheim and J. H.

Ballauf ^^ of Bremen, I had on the 1st of March, 1844, the good fortune

to obtain a situation as correspondent and book-keeper in the office of

Messrs. B. H. Schroder & Co. of Amsterdam,^ who engaged me at

a salary of 1200 francs (£48) ; but when they saw my zeal, they added

800 francs a year more by way of- encouragement. This generosity, for

which I shall ever be grateful to them, was in fact the foundation of

my prosperity ; for, as I thought that I could make myself still more

useful by a knowledge of Eussian, I set to work to learn that language

also. But the only Eussian books I could procure were an old grammar,

1" ill-. L. Stoll is still flourisliiug at Mann- Mr. B. H. Schroder died in 1849, but Mr. Henry
heim. Schroder, the same who personally engaged me

*' Deceased in 1873. on the 1st of ]\Iarch, 1844, and who was then

^ The house of B. H. Schroder and Co. of already a partner in the house, is still one of its

Amsterdam still exists and continues to flourish. principals.
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a lexicon, and a bad translation of Les Aventures de Telemaque. In spite

of all my enquiries, I could not find a teacher of Eussian, since, with

the exceiDtion of the Piussian Yice-Consul, Mr. Tannenberg, who would

not consent to give me lessons, there was no one in Amsterdam who

understood a word of the language. So I betook myself to the study

of it without a master, and, with the help of the grammar, I learned

the Eussian letters and their pronunciation in a few days. Then,

following my old method, I began to write short stories of my own

composition, and to learn them by heart. As I had no one to correct

my work, it was, no doubt, extremely bad ; but I tried at the same

time to correct my mistakes by the practical exercise of learning the

Eussian Aventures de Telemaque by heart. It occurred to me that I

should make more progress if I had some one to whom I could relate

the adventures of Telemachus ; so I hired a poor Jew for four francs a

week, who had to come every evening for two hours to listen to my
Eussian recitations, of which he did not understand a syllable.

As the ceilings of the rooms of the common houses in Holland consist

of single boards, people on the ground-floor can hear what is said in the

third storey. My recitations therefore, delivered in a loud voice, annoyed

the other tenants, who complained to the landlord, and twice while stu-

dying the Eussian language I was forced to change my lodgings. But

these inconveniences did not diminish my zeal, and in the course of six

weeks I wrote my first Eussian letter to Mr. Vasili Plotnikoff, the London

agent for the great indigo-dealers, Messrs. M. P. N. Malutin Brothers," at

Moscow, and I found myself able to converse fluently with him and the

Eussian merchants Matweieff and Froloff, when they came to Amsterdam

for the indigo auctions. After I had completed my study of the Eussian

language, I began to occupy myself seriously with the literatures of

the languages I had learned.

In January, 1846, my worthy principals sent me as their agent to

St. Petersburg. Here, as well as in Moscow, my exertions were in the

very first two months crowned with the fullest success, which far ex-

ceeded the most sanguine expectations of my employers and myself. No
sooner had I rendered myself indispensable to Messrs. B, H. Schroder

& Co. in my new career, and thus obtained a practically independent

position, than I hastened to write to the friend of the Meincke family,

Mr. C. E. Lauo of Neu Strelitz, describing to him all my adventures,

and begging him to ask Minna at once for me in marriage. But, to my
horror, I received a month later the heartrending answer, that she was

just married. I considered this disappointment at the time as the

greatest disaster which could have befallen me, and I was for some time

utterly unfit for any occupation and sick in bed. I constantly recalled to

mind all that had passed between Minna and myself in early childhood,

all our sweet dreams and vast plans, for the ultimate realization of which

I now saw such a brilliant chance before me ; but how could I think of

' The three brothers Malutin have been long dead, but the commercial house continues to flourish

under the same name.
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realizing them v;ithoiit her participation ? Then again I bitterly accused

myself for not having demanded her in marriage before proceeding to St.

Petersburg ; but again I recollected that I could not have done so without

exposing myself to ridicule, because while in Amsterdam I was only a

clerk, and my position was a dependent one, subject to the caprice of my
employers; besides, I was not sure of succeeding at St. Petersburg,

where instead of success I might have made a complete failure. I fancied

that neither could she be happy with anyone else besides me, nor that

I could possibly ever live with another wife but her. Why then should

fate be so cruel as to tear her from me when, after having for sixteen

long years striven to reach her, I seemed at last to have succeeded in

attaining her? It had indeed happened to Minna and me as it often

happens to us in our sleep, when we dream that we are pursuing some-

body and can never catch him, because as often as we reach him he

escapes us again. I thought I could never get over the misfortune of

losing Minna as the partner of my life ; but time, which heals all wounds,

at last healed mine, so that, although I remained for years mourning

for her, I could at least continue my mercantile pursuits without further

interruption.

In my very first year at St. Petersburg my operations had already

been so successful, that in the beginning of 1847 I was inscribed in the

Guild as a wholesale merchant. But, in spite of my new functions,

I remained in connection with Messrs. B. H. Schroder and Co. of

Amsterdam, whose agency I kept for nearly eleven years. As I had

acquired in Amsterdam a thorough knowledge of indigo, my transactions

were almost exclusively limited to that article; and, as long as my
fortune was below 200,000 frs. (£8000), I never gave credit except to

merchants of the very first standing. Thus I had to content myself at

first with very small profits, but my business was a perfectly safe one.

Not having heard of my brother, Louis Schliemann, who in the

beginning of 18-19 had emigrated to California, I went thither in the

spring of 1850, and found that he was dead. Happening, therefore, to

be in California when, on the 4th of July, 1850, it was made a State, and

all those then residenr in the country became by that very fact naturalized

Americans, I joyfully embraced the opportunity of becoming a citizen of

the United States.

At the end of 1852 I established a branch-house at Moscow for

wholesale dealing in indigo, first under the direction of my excellent

agent, Mr. Alexei Matweieff, and -after his death under the direction of

his servant Jutchenko, whom I raised to the dignity of a merchant of

the Second Guild, considering that an able servant may easily become

a good director, whilst a director can never become a good servant.

As I was always overwhelmed with work at St. Petersburg, I could

not continue my linguistic studies the.re, and it was not until the year

1854 that I found it possible to acquire the Swedish and Polish languages.

Divine Providence protected me marvellously, and on more than one

occasion I was saved from apparently certain destruction by a mere

accident. All my life long I shall remember the morning of the 4th of
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October, 1854. It was at the time of the Crimean war. The Eussian

ports being blockaded, all the merchandise intended for St. Petersburg

had to be shipped to the Prussian ports of Memel or Konigsberg, thence

to be forwarded overland. Some hundreds of chests of indigo, as well as

large quantities of other goods, had been thus shipped by Messrs. J.

Henry Schroder & Co. of London ^ and Messrs. B. H. Schroder & Co. of

Amsterdam, on my account, by two steamers to my agents, Messrs. Meyer

& Co. of Memel, to be sent on by the latter overland to St. Petersburg.

I had just returned from the indigo auctions at Amsterdam in order to

see after my goods at Memel, and had arrived late in the evening of the

3rd of October at the Hotel de Prusse in Konigsberg, when, happening

to look out of the window of my bedroom on the following morning, I

saw the following ominous inscription, written in large gilt letters on the

tower of the gate close by, called " das Griine Thor :"^

—

" Vultus fortunae variatur imagine lunae,

Crescit decrescit, constans persistere nescit."

Though I am not superstitious, the inscription made a profound im-

pression upon me, and I was seized with a kind of panic, as though an

unknown disaster were hanging over me. In continuing my journey by

the mail-coach, I was horror-stricken to learn, at the i&rst station beyond

Tilsit, that the whole city of Memel had been consumed on the previous

day by a fearful conflagration ; and I saw this but too well confirmed

on my arrival before the city, which resembled an immense graveyard

on which blackened walls and chimneys stood out like tombstones,

mournful monuments of the fragility of human things. Almost in despair,

I ran among the smouldering ruins in search of Mr. Meyer. At last

I found him, and asked him whether my goods were safe : by way of

answer, he pointed to his smouldering warehouses and said, "There they

are buried." The blow was tremendous : by eight and a half years' hard

labour in St. Petersburg I had only saved 150,000 thalers, or £22,500, and

this was now all lost. But no sooner had I acquired the certainty that

I was ruined, than I recovered my presence of mind. It gave me groat

comfort to think that I had no debts to pay, for it was only at the

beginning of the Crimean war, and business being then very unsafe,

I had bought only for cash. So I thought Messrs. Schroder of London

and Amsterdam would give me credit, and I felt confident that I should

make up the loss in course of time. In the evening, when on the point of

leaving by the mail for St. Petersburg, I was telling my misfortune to

the other passengers, when a bystander suddenly asked me my name, and,

having heard it, exclaimed :
" Schliemann is the only man who has not

lost anything ! I am Meyer & Co.'s first clerk. Our warehouse being

' The house of Messrs. J. Henry Scliroflcr lence das Schrodcrsche Slift, still manages the

and Co. of London and Hamburg, with whom I Hamburg house ; his partner is the very able

have had the good fortune to be in connection now Jlr. Vogler. The London house is managed by

for thirty-four years, is one of the richest and tiie venerable Baron J. H. W. Schroder, jun.,

most eminent commercial houses in the world. and his very able partners Mr. Henry Tiarks

The senior partner, the venerable Baron John and Mr. von der Jleden.

Henry von Schroder, now ninety-six years old, * This gate was pulled down in August 1864-,

the founder of the celebrated house of benevo- in consequence of municjpal improvements.
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crammed full of goods when the steamers arrived with his merchandise,

we were obliged to build close to it a wooden barrack, in which all his

property lies perfectly safe."

The sudden transition from profound grief to great joy is difficult to

bear without tears : I was for some minutes speechless ; it seemed to

me like a dream and incredible that I alone should have escaped unhurt

from the universal ruin. But so it was. The strangest thing was that

the fire had originated in Meyer & Co.'s stone warehouse, at the northern

extremity of the town, whence, owing to a furious gale which was blowing

from the north at the time, the flames rapidly spread over the whole

city; whereas, under the protection of the same storm, the wooden

barrack remained unhurt, though it was not more than a couple of

yards north of the warehouse. My goods having thus been preserved,

I speedily sold them to great advantage; turned the money over and

over again ; did a large business in indigo, dycwoods, and war material

(saltpetre, brimstone, and lead) ; and, as capitalists w^ere afraid to do

much business during the Crimean war, I was able to realize large

profits, and more than doubled my capital in a single year. I was

greatly assisted in my transactions during the Crimean war by the great

tact and ability of my agent, my dear friend ]\Ir. Isidor Lichtenstein,

senior, partner in the house of Messrs. Marcus Cohn & Son at Kiinigs-

herg, and his junior partner, Mr. Ludwig Leo, wdio forwarded all my
transit goods to me with a promptitude really wonderful.

My wish to learn Greek had always been great, but before the

Crimean war I did not venture upon its study, for I was afraid that this

language would exercise too great a fascination over me and estrange

me from my commercial business ; and during the war I was so over-

whelmed with work, that I could not even read the newspapers, far

less a book. When, however, in January 1856, the first tidings of peace

reached St. Petersburg, I was no longer able to restrain my desire to

learn Greek, and at once set vigorously to work, taking first as my teacher

Mr. Nicolaos Pappadakes and then Mr. Theokletos Vimpos, both from

Athens, where the latter is now archbishop. I again faithfully followed

my old method ; but in order to acquire quickly the Greek vocabulary,

which seemed to me far more difficult even than the Eussian, I procured

a modern Greek translation of Paul et Virginie, and read it through, com-

paring every word with its equivalent in the French original. When
I had finished this task, I knew at least one-half the Greek words the

book contained, and after repeating the operation I knew them all, or

nearly so, without having lost a single minute by being obliged to use a

dictionary. In this manner it did not take me more than six weeks

to master the difficulties of modern Greek, and I next applied myself

to the ancient language, of wdiich in three months I learned sufficient

to understand some of the ancient authors, and especially Homer, whom
I read and re-read with the most lively enthusiasm.

I then occupied myself for two years exclusively wnth the literature

of ancient Greece ; and during this time I read almost all the classical

authors cursorily, and the Iliad and Odyssey several times. Of the
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Greek grammar, I learned only the declensions and the verbs, and

never lost my precious time in studying its rules ; for as I saw that

boys, after being troubled and tormented for eight years and more in

schools with the tedious rules of grammar, can nevertheless none of them

write a letter in ancient Greek without making hundreds of atrocious

blunders, I thought the method pursued by the schoolmasters must be

altogether wrong, and that a thorough knowledge of the Greek grammar

could only be obtained by practice,—that is to say, by the attentive

reading of the prose classics, and by committing choice pieces of them to

memory. Following this very simple method, I learnt ancient Greek as

I would have learnt a living language. I can write in it with the greatest

fluency on any subject I am acquainted wdth, and can never forget it.

I am perfectly acquainted with all the grammatical rules without even

knowing whether or not they are contained in the grammars ; and when-

ever a man finds errors in my Greek, I can immediately prove that I am
right, by merely reciting passages from the classics where the sentences

employed by me occur.^

Meanwhile my mercantile affairs in St. Petersburg and Moscow went

on steadily and favourably. I was very cautious in my business; and

although I received severe blows during the fearful commercial crisis

of 1857, they did not hurt me much, and even in that disastrous year

I made, after all, some profits.

In the summer of 1858 I renewed with my friend. Professor Ludwig

von Muralt,*^ in St. Petersburg, my study of the Latin language, which

had been interrupted for nearly twenty-five years. Now that I knew

both modern and ancient Greek, I found the Latin language easy enough,

and soon mastered its difiiculties.

I therefore strongly recommend all directors of colleges and schools

to introduce the method I have followed ; to do away with the

abominable English pronunciation of Greek, which has never been in

use outside of England ; to let children first be taught modern Greek

by native Greek professors, and only afterwards begin ancient Greek

* I henr with ]>lcasure from my honourol little conceive how any one could make a good

friend Professor Kudolf Virchow of Berlin, that Greeic translation without a literal knowledge of

he learned the classical languages in a similar Buttmann's Grammar, that he openly accused me
way; he writes to me on the subject as follows: of deceit; even when in spite of all his vigilance

" Up to my thirteenth year I took private lessons he could not detect me in any illicit expedient,

in a small Pomeranian town. My last teacher he nevertheless pursued me with his suspicions

there was the second clergyman, whose custom until my cxamcn abiturientis. At this he ex-

was to make me translate and write a great deal amined me out of the Greek text of the New
extemporaneously

; on the other hand, he did not Testament ; and, when I passed successfully, he

let me learn by heart a single grammatical rule in declared to the assembled teachers, who unani-

the stricter sense of the word. In this way the mously bestowed upon me a favourable tes-

learning of the ancient languages afl'orded mo so timony, that he had to decide against me, since

much pleasure, that I also very frequently made I did not possess the maturity of morals re-

translations for myself which had not been set quired for the University. Fortunately this

me as a task. When I was sent to the Gymnasium protest remained without elTect. Having passed

at Coslin, the director was so highly pleased with the examination, I sat down in my room and

my Latin that, until my departure from the learned Italian without any assistance."

school, I remained his particular favourite. On * Professor von Muralt is now living at Lau-

the other hand, the teacher of Greek, Pi-ofessor sanne, in Switzerland.

Grieben, who had studied theology, could so
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wlien tlicy can speak and \Yritc tlie modern language with fluency, which

it can hardly take them more than six months to do. The same professors

can teach the ancient language, and by following my method they will

enable intelligent boys to master all its difficulties in a year, so that

they will not only learn it as a living language, but will also understand

the ancient classics, and be able to write fluently on any subject they are

acquainted with.

This is no idle theory, but a stubborn fact, which therefore ought to

be listened to. It is a cruel injustice to inflict for years upon an

unhappy pupil a language of which, when he leaves college, as a general

rule he knows hardly more than when he first began to learn it. The

causes of this miserable result are, in the first place, the arbitrary and

atrocious pronunciation of Greek usual in England ;^ and in the second

place the erroneous method employed, according to which the pupils learn

to disregard the accents entirely, and to consider them as mere impedi-

ments, whereas the accents constitute a most important auxiliary in

learning the language. What a happy efi'ect would be produced on

general education, and what an enormous stimulus would be given to

scientific pursuits, if intelligent youths could obtain in eighteen months

a thorough knowledge of modern Greek, and of that most beautiful,

most divine, and most sonorous language, which was spoken by Homer
and Plato, and could learn the latter as a living tongue, so as never

to forget it ! And how easily, at how small an expense, could the

change be made ! Greece abounds with highly-educated men, who have

a thorough knowledge of the language of their ancestors, who are per-

fectly acquainted with all the classics, and who would gladly and at

moderate salaries accept places in England or America. How greatly

the knowledge of modern Greek assists the student in mastering ancient

Greek I could not illustrate better than by the fact, that I have seen here

in Athens office-clerks who, feeling no inclination for commerce, have

left the counting-house, settled down to study, and been able in four

months' time to understand Homer, and even Thucydides.

Latin should, in my opinion, be taught not before, but after, Greek.

In the year 1858 I thought I had money enough, and wished to retire

from commercial pursuits. I travelled in Sweden, Denmark, Germany,

Italy, and Egypt, where I sailed up the Nile as far as the Second

Cataracts. I availed myself of this opportunity to learn Arabic, and

I afterwards travelled across the desert from Cairo to Jerusalem. I

visited Petra, and traversed the whole of Syria ; and in this manner had

abundant opportunity of acquiring a practical knowledge of Arabic, the

deeper study of which I continued afterwards in St. Petersburg. After

leaving Syria I visited Smyrna, the Cyclades, and Athens, in the summer

of 1859, and I was on the point of starting for the island of Ithaca when

' To say the least, Greek was pronounced in Russian just as they are now pronounced

892 years ago precisely as it is now in Greece, in Greece. The same may be said of the Greek

since all the Greek words borrowed by the names which occur in the cuneiform inscriptions

Russian language, when in 988 A. D. Russia of the time of the Seleucids.

adopted the Greek religion, are pronounced
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1 was seized with fever. At the same time I received information from

St. Petersburg that a merchant, Mr. Stepan Solovieff, who had failed,

owing me a large sum of money, and with whom I had agreed that he

should repay it in the course of four years by annual instalments, not

only had not made his first payment, but had brought a suit against me
in the Commercial Court. I therefore hurried back to St. Petersburg,

was cured of fever by the change of air, and promptly gained my cause.

But my antagonist appealed to the Senate, where no lawsuit can be

terminated in less than three and a half or four years ; and my presence

on the spot being necessary, I went into business once more, much against

my will, and on a much larger scale than before. My imports from May
to October 1860 reached as high a sum as £500,000. Besides indigo and

olive oil, I also in IStiO and 1861 embarked largely in cotton, which gave

great profits, owing to the Civil War in the United States of America, and

the blockade of the Southern ports. But when cotton became too dear,

I abandoned it, and in its stead went into tea, the importation of which

by sea was permitted from May 1862 and onwards. My first tea order to

Messrs. J. Henry Schroder and Co. of London was for 30 chests ; and

wdien these were advantageously disposed of, I imported 1000, and after-

wards 4000 and 6000 chests. I also bought of Mr. J. E. Gunzburg of St.

Petersburg, who was withdrawing from the trade in goods, his whole

stock of tea, at a cheap rate, and gained in the first six months £7000
on my transactions in that commodity. But when in the winter of

1862-1863 the insurrection broke out in Poland, and the Jews, profiting

by the disorder then prevailing there, smuggled immense quantities of

tea into Piussia, I could not stand this competition, being obliged to pay

the high import duty. I therefore retired again from the tea trade,

but it took me a long time to sell at a small profit the 6000 chests which
had remained on my hands. But my staple commodity always remained

indigo ; for, as I knew the article well, and was always favoured by

Messrs. John Henry Schroder and Co. of London with choice and cheap

purchases, and as I also imported large quantities direct from Calcutta,

and never confided the sale of indigo to clerks or servants, as others

did, Imt always stood myself in my warehouse, and showed and sold it

personally and wholesale to the indigo dealers, I had no competition to

fear, and my net profit on this article was on an average £10,000 annually,

with 6 per cent, interest on the capital employed.

Heaven continued to bless all ray mercantile undertakings in a won-
derful manner, so that at the end of 1863 I found myself in possession

of a fortune such as my ambition had never ventured to aspire to. But
in the midst of the bustle of business I never forgot Troy, or the agree-

ment I had made with my father and ]\[inna in 1830 to excavate it. I

loved money indeed, but solely as the means of realizing this great idea

of my life. Besides, I had recommenced business much against my will,

and merely in order to have some occupation and distraction while the

tedious lawsuit with the merchant who had attacked me was going on.

When therefore his appeal had been rejected by the Senate, and 1 had
received from him the last payment, in December 1863, I began to liqui-
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date my business. But before devoting myself entirely to archaeology,

and to the realization of the dream of my life, I wished to see a little

more of the world. So I started in April, 1864, for Tunis, to investigate

the ruins of Carthage, and went thence, by way of Egypt, to India. I

visited in succession the island of Ceylon, Madras, Calcutta, Benares,

Agra, Lucknow, Delhi, the Himalaya Mountains, Singapore, and the

island of Java, and stayed for two months in China, where I visited Hong
Kong, Canton, Amoy, Foochoo, Shanghai, Tin-Sin, Peking, and the Great

Wall. I then went to Yokohama and Jeddo in Japan, and thence crossed

the Pacific Ocean in a small English vessel to San Francisco in California.

Our passage lasted fifty days, which I employed in writing my first work,

La Chine et le Japon.^ From San Francisco I went, by way of Nicaragua,

to the Eastern United States, travelled through most of them, visited

Havannah and the city of Mexico, and in the spring of 18G6 settled down

in Paris to study archaeology, henceforth with no other interruption than

short trips to America.

§ n. First Visits to Ithaca, the Peloponnesus, and Troy:

1868, 1870.

At last I was able to realize the dream of my life, and to visit at my
leisure the scene of those events which had always had such an intense

interest for me, and the country of the heroes whose adventures had

delighted and comforted my childhood. I started therefore, in April

1868, by way of Piome and Naples, for Corfu, Cephalonia, and Ithaca.

This famous island I investigated carefully ; but the only excavations I

made there were in the so-called Castle of Ulysses, on the top of Mount

Aetos. I found the local character of Ithaca to agree perfectly with the

indications of the Och/ssei^y and shall have occasion to describe this island

more fully in the subsequent pages.

I afterwards visited the Peloponnesus, and particularly examined the

ruins of Mycenae, where it appeared to me that the passage in Pausanias®

in which the Eoyal Sepulchres are mentioned, and which has now become

so famous, had been wrongly interpreted ; and that, contrary to the general

belief, those tombs were not at all understood by that writer to be in the

lower town, but in the Acropolis itself. I visited Athens, and started

from the Piraeus for the Dardanelles, whence I went to the village of

Bounarbashi, at the southern extremity of the Plain of Troy. Bounarbashi,

together with the rocky heights behind it, called the Bali Dagh, had until

then, in recent times, been almost universally considered to be the site of

the Homeric Ilium ; the springs at the foot of that village having been

regarded as the two springs mentioned by Horner,^" one of which sent

forth warm, the other cold water. But, instead of only two springs, I

found thirty-four, and probably there are forty, the site of them being

called by the Turks Kirk-Gios,—that is to say, " forty eyes ;" moreover,

I found in all the springs a uniform temperature of 17° centigrade,

equal to 62° "6 Fahrenheit. In addition to this, the distance of Bounar-

8 Paris, 1866, Librairie Centrale. » Paus. ii. 16, § 4. "> //. sxii. 147-156.
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bashi from the Hellespont is, in a straight line, eight miles, whilst all the

indicatiqris_of thoJUjad seem to prove that the distance between Jlium

and the Hellesponi_ wiis__but^^ exceeding three miles.

Nor would it have been possible for Achilles to Tiave" pufsned'TTeetor in

the plain ~romid„the,„'ffalls_ oil TxQ.y,-liad the h;unnuit of

jBounarbashi. I was therefore at once convinced that the Homeric city

could not possibly have been here. Nevertheless, I wished to investigate

so important a matter by actual excavations, and took a number of work-

men to sink pits in hundreds of diflerent places, between the forty springs

and the extremity of the heights. But at the springs, as well as in

Bounarbashi and everywhere else, I found only pure virgin soil, and struck

the rock at a very small depth. At the southern end of the heights alone

there are some ruins belonging to a very small fortified place, which I

hold with the learned archaeologist, my friend Mr. Frank Calvert, United

States Vice-Consul at the Dardanelles, to be identical with the ancient

city of Gergis. Here the late Austrian Consul, G. von Hahn, made some

excavations, in May 1864, in company with the astronomer Schmidt, of

Athens. The average depth of the cUhris was found not to exceed a foot

and a half; and Von Hahn, as well as myself, discovered there only frag-

ments of inferior Hellenic pottery of the Macedonian time, and not a

single relic of archaic pottery. The walls too of this little citadel, in

which so many great luminaries of archseology have recognized the walls

of Priam's Pergamus, have been erroneously called Cyclopean,

Bounarbashi having thus given negative results, I next carefully

examined all the heights to the right and left of the Trojan Plain,

but my researches bore no fruits until j^ camfi—to-the sit^e of the city

called by Strabo New Ilium,^ which is at_a_ .distance _of^ only threemiles

fTYiim^J^bfl_JJp]1pspr>Tit ymd jTprfpp.tly answera^jji^^this, as well as in all_

other respectSj_to_the^_topographical . requiremeiLts _oFjffie_i/7ao?. My
particular attention was attracted to the spot by the imposing position

and natural fortifications of the hill called Hissaklik, which, formed the

north-western_corner of Novum Ilium, and seemed to me to mark the

site_of_its Acropolis ^s well as of the Pergamus of Pxiam^ According

to the measurement of my friend M. Emile Burnouf, honorary director of

the French School at Athens, the elevation of this hill is 49^ '43 metres

or 162 ft. above the level of the sea.

In a hole dug here at random by two villagers, some twenty-five years

ago, on the brink of the northern slope, in a part of the hill which

belonged to two Turks of Koum-Kaleh, there was found a small treasure

of about 1200 silver staters of Antiochus III.

The first recent writer who asserted the identity of Hissarlik with the

Homeric Troy was Maclaren.^ He showed by the most convincing argu-

ments that Troy could never have been on the heights of Bounarbashi,

and that, if it ever existed, Hissarlik must mark its site. But already

' Or, to use his exact phrase, " the present * Dissertation on the Topograph;/ of the Plain

Ilium," the Ilium of his day, rb vvv "IKiov, 7} of Troy, Edinburgh, 1822; and The Plain of
vvv tt6Kis, rh (7r)^epii/^i/ "Uiof

.

Troy described, Edinburgh, 186:3.
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before him, Dr. Edw. Dan. Clarke^ had declared himself against Bounar-

baslii, and thought that the Homeric city had been at the village of

Chiblak, a theory afterwards adopted by P. Barker Webb.* Such weighty

authorities as George Grote,^ Julius Braun,*^ and Gustav von Ecken-

brecher,' have also declared in favour of Hissarlik. Mr. Frank Calvert

further, who began by upholding the theory which placed Troy at

Bounarbashi, became, through the arguments of the above writers, and

particularly, it appears, through those of Maclaren and Barker Webb, a

convert to the Troy-Hissarlik theory and a valiant champion of it. He
owns nearly one-half of Hissarlik, and in two small ditches he had dug on

his property he had brought to light before my visit some remains of the

Macedonian and Eoman periods ; as well as part of the t^all of Hellenic

masonry, which, according to Plutarch (in his Life of Alexander), was

built by Lysimachus. I at once decided to commence excavations here,

and announced this intention in the work Ithaque, le Peloponnese et Troie,

which I published at the end of 18()8.^ Having sent a copy of this work,

together with a dissertation in ancient Greek, to the University of Rostock,

that learned body honoured me with the diploma of Doctor of Philosophy.

With unremitting zeal I have ever since endeavoured to show myself

worthy of the dignity conferred on me.

In the book referred to I mentioned (p. 97) that, according to my
interpretation of the passage of Pausanias (ii. 16, § 4) in which he

speaks of the Sepulchres at Mycenae, the Pioyal Tombs must be looked

for in the Acropolis itself, and not in the lower town. As this inter-

pretation of mine was in- opposition to that of all other scholars, it was

at the time refused a hearing ; now, however, that in 1876 I have actu-

ally found these sepulchres, with their immense treasures, on the very

site indicated by me, it would seem that my critics were in the wrong

and not myself.

Circumstances obliged me to remain nearly the whole of the year

1869 in the United States, and it was therefore only in April 1870

that I was able to return to Hissarlik and make a preliminary excavation,

in order to test the depth to which the artificial soil extended. I made it

at the north-western corner, in a place where the hill had increased

considerably in size, and where, consequently, the accumulation of debris

of the Hellenic period was very great. Hence it was only after digging

16 ft. below the surface, that I laid bare a wall of huge stones, 6^ ft.

thick, which, as my later excavations have shown, belonged to a tower

of the Macedonian epoch.

^ Travels iyi various Countries of Europe, Asia, Zeitalter, Heidelberg, 1856-1858, ii. pp. 206-

a7KfJ./ViC'(; London, 1812. 274.

* Topographic de la T/oac/e ; Paris, 1844-. ' Die Lag: dcs Ilomerischen Troja ; Diissel-

* Hist, of Greece; 4th edit. London, 1872, i. dorf, 1875.

pp. 305, 306. * In French, published by C. Reinwald, 15 rue
8 Geschichte der Eunst in ihrem Ent"ickl>mjs- des Saints Peres, Paris ; in German, by F. A.

gauge, Wiesbaden, 1858 ; and Hoiner und sein Brockhaus, Leipzig.
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§ III. First Year's Work at Hissarlik : 1871.

In order to carry on more extensive excavations I needed a firman

from the Sublime Porte, which I only obtained in September 1871,

through the kind offices of my friends the United States Minister

Kesident at Constantinople, Mr. Wyne McVeagh, and the late dragoman

of the United States Legation, Mr. John P. Brown.

At length, on the 27tli of September, I made my way to the Darda-

nelles, together with my wife, Sophia Schliemann, who is a native of

Athens and a warm admirer of Homer, and wiio, with glad enthusiasm,

joined me in executing the great work which, nearly half a century ago,

my childish simplicity had agreed upon with my father and planned with

Minna. But we met with ever-recurring difficulties on the part of the

Turkish authorities, and it was not until the 11th of October that we
could fairly commence our work. There being no other shelter, we were

obliged to live in the neighbouring Turkish village of Chiblak, a mile and

a quarter from Hissarlik. After working with an average number of

eighty labourers daily up to the 2-lth of November, we were compelled

to cease the excavations for the winter. But during that interval we had

been able to make a large trench on the face of the steep northern slope,

and to dig down to a depth of 33 ft. below the surface of the hill.

We first found there the remains ol the later Aeolic Ilium, which,

on an average, reached to a depth of 6^ ft. Unfortunately we were

obliged to destroy the foundations of a building, 59 ft. long and 43 ft.

broad, of large wrought stones, which, by the inscriptions found in or

close to it, which will be given in the chapter on the Greek Ilium, seems

to have been the Bouleuterion or Senate House. Below these Hellenic

ruins, and to a depth of about 13 ft., the dthris contained a few stones,

and some very coarse hand-made pottery. Below this stratum I came to

a large number of house-walls, of unwrought stones cemented with earth,

and, for the first time, met with immense quantities of stone implements

and saddle-querns, together with more coarse hand-made pottery. From
about 20 ft. to 30 ft. below the surface, nothing was found but calcined

dehris, immense masses of sun-dried or slightly-baked bricks and house-

walls of the same, numl)ors of saddle-querns, but fewer stone implements

of other kinds, and much better hand-made pottery. At a depth of 30 ft.

and 33 ft. we discovered fragments of house-walls of large stones, many
of them rudely hewn ; we also came upon a great many very large blocks.

The stones of these house-walls appeared as if they had been separated

from one another by a violent earthquake. My instruments for excavating

were very imperfect : I had to work with only pickaxes, wooden shovels,

baskets, and eight wheelbarrows.

§ IV. Second Year's Work at Hissarlik : 1872.

I returned to Hissarlik with my wife at the end of March 1872,

and resumed the excavations with 100 workmen. But I was soon able

to increase the number of my labourers to 130, and had often even

150 men at work. I was now well prepared for the work, having been
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provided by my honoured friends, Messrs. John Henry Sc-hroder & Co.

of London, with the very best English wheelbarrows, pickaxes, and

spades, and having also procured three overseers and an engineer, Mr.

A, Laurent, to make the maps and plans. The last received monthly

£20, the overseers £6 each, and my servant £7 4s. ; whilst the daily

wages of my common labourers were 1 fr. 80 c., or about 18 pence

sterling. I now built on the top of Hissarlik a wooden house, with three

rooms and a magazine, kitchen, &c., and covered the buildings with

waterproof felt to protect thera from the rain.^

Wy^ r-' ^' ^ ^' AWx^

-^S-.-.'

>^. 1. Ti-^i «i> a^tn 11,^11. Iv^um kk)i, in June ls79.

On the steep northern slope of Hissarlik, which rises at an angle

of 45°, and at a perpendicular depth of 46^ ft. below the surface, I

dug out a platform 233 ft. wide, and found there an immense number of

poisonous snakes ; among them remarkably numerous specimens of the

small brown adder called antelion {avTifKwv), which is hardly thicker

than an earthworm, and gets its name from the vulgar belief, that the

person bitten by it only survives till sunset.

I first struck the rock at a depth of about r)3 ft. below the surface of

the hill, and found the lowest stratum of artificial soil to consist of very

compact df'hris of houses, as hard as stone, and house-walls of small

pieces of unwrought or very rudely cut limestone, put together so that

the joint between two of the stones in a lower layer is always covered by

a single stone in the course above it. This lowest stratum was succeeded

by house-walls built of large limestone blocks, generally unwrought, but

often rudely cut into something resembling a quadrangular shape. Some-

times I came upon large masses of such massive blocks lying close upon

one another, and having all the appearance of being the broken walls

of some large building. There is no trace of a general conflagration,

either in this stratum of buildings built with large stones or in the

lowest layer of debris; indeed, the multitudinous shells found in these

two lowest strata are uninjured, which sufficiently proves that they have

not been exposed to a great heat. I found in these two lowest strata the

These hoiises are seen in the views on the subsequent pages, No. 5 on p. 29, iS;c.
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same stone implements as before, but the pottery i? dilFerent. The

pottery differs also from that in the upper strata.

As the cutting of the great platform on the north side of Hissarlik

advanced but slowly, I began on the 1st of May a second large trench

from the south side ; but the slope being there but slight, I was forced

to give it a dip of 14". I here brought to light, near the surface, a

pretty bastion, composed of large blocks of limestone, which may date

from the time of Lysimachus. The southern part of Hissarlik has been

formed principally by the debris of the later or Novum Ilium, and for

this reason Greek antiquities are found here at a much greater depth than

on the top of the hill.

As it was my object to excavate Troy, which I expected to find

in one of the lower cities, I was forced to demolish many interesting

ruins in the upper strata ; as, for example, at a depth of 20 ft. below

the surface, the ruins of a pre-historic building 10 ft. high, the walls

of which consisted of hewn blocks of limestone perfectly smooth and

cemented with clay. The building evidently belonged to the fourth of

the enormous strata of dehris in succession from the virgin soil ; and

if, as cannot be doubted, each stratum represents the ruins of a distinct

city, it belonged to the fourth city. It rested on the calcined bricks and

other dehris of the third city," the latter being apparently marked by

the ruins of four diff'erent houses, which had succeeded each other on

the site, and of which the lowest had been founded on remnants of

walls or loose stones of the second city. I was also forced to destroy

a small channel made of green sandstone, 8 in. broad and 7 in. deep,

which I found at a depth of about 36 ft. below the surface, and which

probably served as the gutter of a house.

With the consent of Mr. Frank Calvert, I also began on the 20th

of June, with the help of seventy labourers, to excavate in his field on

the north side of Hissarlik,^ where, close to my large platform and at a

perpendicular depth of 40 ft. below the plateau of the hill, I dug out

of its slope another platform, about 109 ft. broad, with an upper ter-

race and side galleries, in order to facilitate the removal of the dehris.

No sooner had I commenced the work than I struck against a marble

triglyph with a splendid metope, representing Phoebus Apollo and the

four horses of the Sun.^ This triglyph, as well as a number of drums

of Doric columns which I found there, can leave no doubt that a temple

of Apollo of the Doric order once existed on the spot, which had, how-

ever, been so completely destroyed that I did not discover even a stone

of its foundations in situ.

When I had dug this platform for a distance of 82 feet into the hill,

I found that I had commenced it at least lOHt. too high, and I therefore

abandoned it, contenting myself with cutting into its centre a trench

'" In my former work, Troij and its Remains, ' See the large trench marked V on the north

this burnt city, which I liold to be the Ilium of side to tlie right of point C, on Phin I. (of Troy).

Homer, was reckoned as the second from the ^ See the engraving and description in the

virgin soil. The reasons for now reckoning it chapter on the Greek Ilium,

the third will be given at the proper place.
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No. 2. Front View of ^VaUs belonging to the First and

Secund Cities.

The wall b is built of large blocks joined with small ones

;

its courses are sloping, and appear to have followed the

dip of the ancient soil. The wall a is still more ancient

;

it is an abamurus or retaining wall, and has served to

sustain the slope of the hill.

26 ft. wide at the top and 13 ft. wide at the bottom.^ At a distance of

131 ft. from the slope of the hill, I came upon a great wall, 10 ft. high

and 6^ ft. thick (see No. 2, b),

the top of which is just 34 ft.

below the surface. It is built in

the so-called Cyclopean manner,

of large blocks joined together

with small ones : it had at one

time been much higher, as the

quantity of stones lying beside

it seemed to prove. It evidently

belonged to the city built with

large stones, the second in suc-

cession from the virgin soil. At

a depth of 6 ft. below this wall I

found a retaining wall of smaller

stones (see No. 2, a), rising at an

angle of 45^ This latter wall

must of course be much older

than the former: it evidently

served to support the slope of the hill, and it proves beyond any doubt

that, since its erection, the hill had increased 131 ft. in breadth and 34 ft.

in height. As my friend Professor A. H. Sayce was the first to point out,

this wall. A, is built in exactly the same style as the house-walls of the

first and lowest city, the joint between two of the stones in the lower

layer being always covered by a third in the upper layer. Accordingly,

in agreement with him, I do not hesitate to attribute this wall to the

first city. The clehris of the lower stratum being as hard as stone, I

had very great difficulty in excavating it in the ordinary way, and

I found it easier to undermine it by cutting it vertically, and with the

help of windlasses and enormous iron levers, nearly 10 ft. in length and

6 in. in circumference, to loosen and so break it down in fragments

16 ft. high, 16 ft. broad, and 10 ft. thick. But I found this manner of

excavating very dangerous, two workmen having been buried alive under a

mass of debris of 2560 cubic feet, and having been saved as by a miracle.

In consequence of this accident I gave up the idea of running the great

platform 233 ft. broad through the whole length of the hill, and decided

on first digging a trench, 98 ft. wide at the top and 65 ft. at the bottom.*

As the great extent of my excavations rendered it necessary for me to

work with no less than from 120 to 150 labourers, I was obliged, on the

1st of June, on account of the harvest season, to increase the daily wages

to 2 francs. But even this would not have enabled me to collect the

requisite number of men, had not the late Mr. Max Miiller, German

Consul at Gallipoli, sent me 40 workmen from that place. After the 1st

' See this trench marked w in the middle of

the large trench v, to the right of point -C on

Plan I. (of Troy).

* See No. 4, p. 28, to the right ; also Sectional

Plan III. at the end of the volume, the letters

X-Y on this plan marking the east side of this

great trench, which is indicated by the same

letters on Plan I. (of Troy).
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of July, however, I easily procured a constant supply of 150 workmen.

Through the kindness of Mr. Charles Cookson, English Consul at Constan-

tinople, I secured 10 hand-carts, which are drawn by two men and pushed

by a third. I thus had 10 hand-carts and 88 wheelbarrows to work with,

in addition to which I kept 6 horse-carts, each of which cost 5 francs

or 4s. a day, so that the total cost of my excavations amounted to more

than 400 francs (£16) a day. Besides screw-jacks, chains and wind-

lasses, my implements consisted of 24 large iron levers, 108 spades, and

103 pickaxes, all of the best English manufacture. I had three capital

No. 3. The Great Tower of Hium, seen from the S.E. 'J'be top is s m. (26 11.) below the surface of the hill:

the foundation is on the rock, 14 m. (46J ft.) deep: the height of the Tower is 20ft.

foremen, and my wife and myself were present at the work from sunrise

to sunset; but our difficulties increased continually witli the daily

augmenting distance to which we had to remove the dehris. JJosides

this, the constant strong gale from the north, which drove a blinding

dust into our eyes, was exceedingly troublesome.

On the south side of the hill, where on account of the slight natural

slope I had to make my great trench with an inclination of 7(5", I dis-

covered, at a distance of VM ft. from its entrance, a great mass of masonry,

consisting of two distinct walls, each about 15 ft. broad, built close
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together, and foundecl on tlie rock at a depth of 46i ft. below the surface.

Both are 20 ft. high ; the outer wall slopes on the south side at an angle

of 15°, and is vertical on the north side. The inner wall falls ofi' at an

angle of 45^ on its south side, which is opposite to the north side of the

outer wall. There is thus a deep hollow between the two walls. The
outer wall is built of smaller stones cemented with clay, but it does

not consist of solid masonry. The inner wall is built of large unwrought

blocks of limestone ; it has on the north side solid masonry to a depth

of only 4 ft., and leans here against a sort of rampart 65.^ ft broad and

16g ft. high, partly composed of the limestone which had to be removed

in order to level the rock for building the walls upon it. These two walls

are perfectly flat on the top, and have never been higher ; they are 140 ft.

long, their aggregate breadth being 40 ft, on the east and 30 ft. at the

west end. The remnants of brick walls and masses of broken bricks,

pottery, whorls, stone implements, saddlequern-stones, &c., with which

they were covered, appear to indicate that they were used by the inha-

bitants of the third or burnt city, as the substructions of a great tower

;

and I shall therefore, to avoid misunderstanding, call these walls, through-

out the present work, " the Great Tower," though they may originally

have been intended by their builders for a different purpose. The accom-

panying engraving (No. 3) gives a sketch of the two walls as they looked

when they w^ere first brought to light and when they still appeared to

be one solid mass of masonry. A much better view of these two great

walls is given by the engraving No. 144.

§ V. Third Year's Work at Hissarlik : 1873.

I ceased excavating on the 14th of August, 1872, and resumed my
operations, in company with my wife, on the 1st of February of the

following year. In the preceding autumn, by the side of my two wooden

buildings, we had built a house for ourselves composed of stones brought

to light in my excavations, and had made the walls 2 ft. thick ;
^ but we

were compelled to let our foremen occupy it, as they were not sufficiently

provided with clothes and wrappers, and would otherwise have perished

during the great cold of the winter. My poor wife and myself, therefore,

suffered very much, since the icy north wind, which recals Homer's fre-

quent mention of the blasts of Boreas, blew with such violence through

the chinks of our house-walls, which were made of planks, that we were

not even able to light our lamps in the evening ; and although we had

fire on the hearth, yet the thermometer showed —4° Eeaumur or 23''

Fahrenheit, while the water which stood near the hearth froze into solid

masses. During the day we could to some degree bear the cold by work-

ing in the excavations, but in the evenings we had nothing to keep us

warm except our enthusiasm for the great work of discovering Troy.''

See engraving No. 9, p. 34, the house to out this work use the name "Troy." specially

the right, represented also on No. 10, p. 35, on employing it to denote the burnt city, the third

which the house to the left is one of the wooden in succession from the virgin soil, whatever may
buildings removed hither. be the name which will be ultimately given to

" For the sake of convenience, I shall through- it by the scientific world.
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Once we had the narrowest possihle escape from being burnt alive.

The stones of our fireplace rested merely upon the boards of the floor,

and, whether through a crevice in the cement between the stones or from

some other cause, one night the floor took fire ; and when I accidentally-

awoke at 3 o'clock, I found flames extending over a large part of it. The
room was filled with dense smoke, and the north wall was just beginning

to catch fire; a few seconds would have sufficed to burn a hole into it,

and the whole house would then have been in flames in less than a

minute, for a high north gale was blowing on that side, I did not,

however, lose my presence of mind. Pouring the contents of a bath upon

the burning wall, I at once stopped the fire in that direction. Our cries

awoke a labourer who was asleep in the adjoining room, and he called the

foremen from the stone house to our assistance. Without losing a moment
they fetched hammers, iron levers, and pickaxes : the floor was broken

up, torn to pieces, and quantities of damp earth thrown upon it, as we

had no water. But, as the lower beams were burning in many places, a

quarter of an hour elapsed before we got the fire under and all danger

was at an end.

For the first three weeks I had an average number of 100 workmen

only, but on the 24th of February we were able to increase the number

to 158, and later on to 160, which remained our average number of

labourers up to the last.

Besides continuing the excavations on the north side in the field of

Mr. Frank Calvert, I opened another trench, 42^ ft. broad, on the same

side, at the eastern end of the large platform,'" upon which I had to

throw the greater j^art of the debris which was dug up, as it would

have been difficult to carry it to a greater distance. I also dug in a

north-westerly direction, from the south-eastern corner of the ancient

city.^

As the hill at this point has only a very gradual slope, I was com-

pelled to give the new trench a considerable dip, but nevertheless was

able to make eight side passages for removing the dehris. Experience

had shown me that much precious time was lost in breaking down an

earthen wall with long iron levers driven in by a ram, and that it was

much more profitable and less dangerous for the workmen to keep the

earthen wall always at an ascending angle of 55'', since they can then

dig as occasion requires, and cut away the debris from below with

pickaxes.

In this new trench I had first to break through a wall 10 ft. thick,

consisting of large blocks of marble, most of which were drums of

Corinthian columns cemented wilh lime; then I had to pierce the wall of

Lysimaclius, which was also 10 ft. thick, and built of large hewn stones.

Besides this, we had to cut our way through two Trojan walls, the first

5,1 ft, thick, and the second 10 ft. ; both consisting of stones joined

together with earth. ^ While making this excavation I found a great

' See No. 4 to tlie left, and on Plan I. (of and on Sectional Plan IV. t'ae points z-Z.

Troy) the letters P I' to the south of point C. " See ibid.

* See on Plan I. (of Troy) the trench z-z
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number of large earthen wine-jars [ttlOol), from ?A to 6| ft. high and

from 2 to 4 ft. wide, as well as numerous drums of Corinthian columns

and other sculptured blocks of marble. All these marbles must have
belonged to the Hellenic buildings, the southern wall of which I laid
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bare to a distance of 285.Vft,'" At first this wall is composed of small

stones joined with cement, and it rests upon well-hewn blocks of lime-

stone ; further on it consists solely of this latter masonry. The direction

of the wall, and hence of the whole building, is east south-east.

Three inscriptions, which I found among its ruins," and one of which
states that it was set up in the lepov — that is to say, in the temple
leave no doubt that this was the temple of the Ilian Athene, the ttoXi-

ouxo<i 6ea, for it is only this sanctuary that could have been called

simply TO lepov on account of its size and importance, which surpassed
that of all the other temples of Novum Ilium.

No. 5. The Excavations below the Temple of Athene. From the East.

As the excavations appeared in April is73.

Its foundations nowhere extended to a greater depth than Qh ft. The
floor, which consisted of large slabs of limestone resting upon double
layers of hewn blocks of the same material, was frequently covered with
only a foot of vegetable soil, and never with more than o\ ft. of it.

This explains the total absence of entire sculptures ; for whatever sculp-

tures there were in or upon the temple could not sink into the ground
on the summit of the hill when the building was destroyed, and they
therefore remained on the surface for many centuries, till they were
broken up by religious zeal or out of slieer mischief. Hence we can
easily explain the enormous mass of fragments of statues which cover
the entire hill. In order to bring Troy itself to light, I was forced to

sacrifice the ruins of this temple, of which I left standing only some
parts of the north und south wulls.^

^ See Sectional Plan IV., line Z-Z, and Plan I. Greek Ilium.
(of Troy) under the same letters. i See the woodruts No. 5, No. 7. and Sectional

" 'I'hey will be given in the chaj.ter on the Plan IV., points Z-Z in the npper row, marked U.
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Just below the south wall of the temple I brought to light the

remains of a small round cellar, 3^ ft. in diameter and about 2^ ft. high,

which stood beneath the foundations, and must therefore be older than the

temple. It was built of chalk and stones, but the inner side had been

daubed over with a kind of varnish or glaze, and had a glossy appearance.

This small cellar was hlled with fragments of Greek terra-cottas, among
which, however, I found six small vases almost uninjured.

Below the temple, at a depth of from 23 to 26 ft. beneath the surface,

I discovered a house with eight or nine chambers :

'^

its walls consist

of small stones cemented with earth, from 19| to 25^ in. thick. Several

of these walls were 10 ft. high, and on some of them could be seen large

patches of a plaster made of yellow or white clay. In most of the rooms

the floors had been of wood; in one only I found a floor of unhewn

slabs of limestone.

By the side of the house, as well as in its larger apartments, I found

a great quantity of human bones, but only two skeletons, which must

be those of warriors, for they were found at a depth of 23 ft., with

fragments of helmets on or near their heads. Unfortunately the frag-

ments are so small and corroded, that the helmets cannot be put together

again ; but their upper portions {(pciXoi) were well preserved, and a draw-

ing of one of them will be given in its place. My honoured friend,

Professor Piudolf Virchow of Berlin, has kindly made exact drawings of

these skulls, which will be given in the chapter on the Third, the burnt

City, together with his dissertation on them. By the side of one of

the skeletons, I found a large lance-head, of which I shall also give

a drawing.

The quantity of pottery found in and around this house was really

enormous. It deserves particular mention that, when the Temple of

Athene was built, the site on which it stood was artificially levelled, and

a considerable portion of it was cut away. This is proved by the calcined

ruins of the burnt city which are here found immediately below the

foundations of the temple, whereas elsewhere two distinct strata of debris,

16 ft. deep, intervene between the Hellenic city and the burnt city.

On the east side of the house was a sacrificial altar of a very

primitive description, which is turned to the N.W. by "W., and consists

of a slab of slate-granite about 5j ft. long and 5^ ft. broad.^ The

upper part of the stone is cut into the form of a crescent, probably

to facilitate the slaughter of the animal which was intended for sacrifice.

About 4 ft. below the sacrificial altar I found a channel made of slabs

of green slate, which probably served to carry o& the blood. The altar

stood on a pedestal of bricks but very slightly burnt, and was surrounded

by an enormous quantity of similar bricks and wood-ashes to a height of

10 feet. Both the sacrificial stone and its pedestal were daubed over with

a white crust of clay, which upon the pedestal was nearly an inch thick.

Below the level of the altar and the pre-historic house already

mentioned, I came upon walls of fortification * and very ancient houses,*

* See the engraving No. 7. two places marked /, h.

* See the engraving No. 6. * See No. 7 to the left, just below the over-

* See I'htn ot Troy on the south side, in the hanging marble block.
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the walls of which are still partially covered with a coating of clay and

white colour, all bearing traces of a terrible conflagration, which had

No. 6. Great Altar for Sacrifices, found in the depths of the Temple of Athene. (1 : 2.'j actual size.)

As tUe altar appeared in 1873.

so completely destroyed everything in the chambers, that we only occa-

sionally found charred fragments of pottery among the red and yellow

wood-ashes with which the spaces were filled. Curiously enough, other

house-walls were again found below : these must be still older than those

above ; like them, they show indications of having been exposed to a

great heat.

In fact, this labyrinth of ancient house-walls, built one above another

and discovered under the Temple of Athene erected by Lysimachus, is

unique, and presents the archtieologist with the richest materials for

investigation. The greatest difficulty connected with the discovery,

however, is afforded by one of the above-mentioned walls of fortification,

11| ft. high, which runs through the labyrinth from W.N.W. to E.S.E.

This is likewise built of stones joined together with earth, and is 6 ft.

broad at the top and 12 ft. broad at the foot. It does not stand directly

upon the native rock, nor was it built till the rock had gradually become

covered with a layer of earth 1^ ft. in thickness, -llunning parallel

with this wall of fortification, only 2i ft. from it and at the same depth,

there is a wall 2 ft. high, which is likewise built of stones cemented

with earth.®

The chamber at the greatest depth to which I have excavated is

10ft. high and 11;^^ ft. wide; but it may have been higher: its length

I have not been able to ascertain. One of the compartments of the

See Plan I. (of Troy), on the south side, in the places marked/, h.
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uppermost houses, below the Temple of Athene and belonging to the

third, the burnt city, appears to have been used as a magazine for storing

corn or wine, for there are in it nine enormous earthen jars (ttIOoi) of

various forms, about 5f ft. high and 4| ft. across, their mouths being from
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29i to 35j in. broatl.' Each of tliem lias four handles, 3j in. broad, and

the clay of which they are made is as much as 2j in. thick. Upon the

Ko. S. The ?tl;ig;iziiif, with its Colos-ial Jars, in the depths of the Temple of Athene; as it

appeanU in June ls73. '

souin side of the jars I found a wall of fortification, 20 ft. long and 10 ft.

high, built of sun-dried bricks, which, though thoroughly baked in the

conflagration, were exceedingly fragile.

In the middle of March I also commenced a large excavation close

to my wooden house and to the west of the Great Tower.'^ I found

near the surface the ruins of a large house of the Greek period, which

extended to a depth of 6k it. It must have belonged to a great man,

perhaps a high priest, for the floors of the rooms were made of large slabs

of red stone excellently polished. Below this Greek house I found, as

usual, a hiyer of clehris with but few stones ; then a number of house-

walls composed of small stones joined together with earth ; and beneath

these again immense masses of burnt and partly-vitrified bricks. At last,

at the depth of 30 ft. below the surface, I brought to light a street 17} ft.

wide, paved with stone flags, from 4} to 5 ft. long and from 35 in. to 4.V ft.

broad, which runs down very abruptly in a south-westerly direction

towards the Plain,^ The slope of the street is so great that, while on the

north side, so far as it is there uncovered, it is only 30 ft. below the

surface of the hill, at a distance of 33 ft. further to the south it already

lies as low as 37 ft. under the ground.

This well-paved street led me to conjecture that a large building must

at one time have stood at the end of it, at a short distance on the north-

' In the view, No, 8, six of the jars are shown,

and a seventh (broken) is outside the trench to

the right. The two largest of all are out of view,

on the other side of the wall of the magazine.

« See No. 9 to the left.

» See No. 10 and No. 13, and Tlan I. (of

Troy), a.
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east side, and I therefore immediately set 100 men to dig through the

ground lying in front of it in that direction. I found the street covered

to a hei'dit of from 7 to 10 ft. with yellow, red, or black wood-ashes,

.'y^At /I f ^''^

mixed with thoroughly-burnt and often partly-vitrified fragments of bricks

and stones. Above this thick layer of debris I came upon the ruins of

a large building composed of stones cemented with earth, of which I only
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parapets.^" Proc-eediiig thus in a north-easterly direction, I brought to

light two large gateways, standing 20 ft. apart, and in each of them a

long copper bolt, which had no doubt served to fasten

the wooden wings of the gates, and of which I give

drawings. The first gateway is 12| ft. wide, and is

formed by two projections of the side-wall, one of which

stands out to a distance of 2i ft., the other to a distance

of 2| ft. ; both are 3 j ft. high and 3| ft. broad. The

Nos. 11, 12. Copper

Bolts ; found exactly

in the middle (No. 11)

of tlie first (No. 12)

. of the second Gates.

pavement of large flags ends at the first gate, whence to

the second gate—for a distance of 20 ft.—the street is

very roughly paved with large unhewn stones.^ The

pavement has probably become uneven through the fall

of the walls of the great tower, which must once have

crowned the Gates, and of whose existence the masses

of calcined rubbish, from 7 to 10 ft. deep, which covered

the passage, furnish the most evident proofs. It is clear

that wood entered largely into the construction of these

walls, not only from the large masses of wood- ashes, but

also from the fact that the large red flags of the street,

though they looked fresh and solid when first brought

to light, speedily crumbled away when exposed to the

air ; a circumstance which can only be explained by the

intense heat to which they had been subjected.

Like the first gate, the second gate is also formed by

two projections in the wall, which are 2 ft. high, more than 3 ft. broad,

and project about 2^ ft.

I cleared the street as far as 5 ft. to the north east of the second

gate, but did not venture to proceed further, as this could not have

been done without breaking down more of the walls of the large house

erected upon the debris with which it is covered to the depth of from

7 to 10 ft. This house is, of course, of later date than the double gate
;

but still I considered it of great interest to archaeology, the more so as

it covered the ruins of extensive and more ancient buildings to the right

and left of the gate. These latter are on a level with the double gate,

and, as that to the north-west seems to be the largest building of the

burnt city, the third in succession from the virgin soil, I believed it to be

the mansion of the last chief or king of the town. The correctness of

this opinion appears to be corroborated by the large number of treasures

I subsequently discovered in or close to it. The more recent house had

been erected when the ruins of the more ancient houses were completely

covered with ashes and burnt debris, as is obvious from the fact that the

more recent walls run in all directions above the more ancient ones, never

standing directly upon them, and frequently separated from them by a

layer of calcined rubbish, from 7 to 10 ft. deep. The ruined walls of the

lower as well as of the upper houses are built of stones joined together

with earth ; but the walls of the lower houses are much thicker and more

solidly built than those of the upper one. It is plain that the more

'" See Ko. 10. ' See No. 10 ami No. 13, and the place marked a on Plan I. (ofTroy).
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recent house was not built till tlie street was covered up, to a depth of

from 7 to 10 ft., by the rums and debris of the fallen buildings.

From these and other considerations, I wished to preserve as much

as possible of both the ancient and the more recent buildings, the more

^H£,tc= 53 :s2
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so as I feared my statements in regard to them might be disbelieved.

Consequently, after clearing the double gate, I left the ruins of both

buildings in situ, and removed the debris from those chambers only

of the ancient houses which could be excavated without injury to the

building above them. I found in them a vast quantity of pottery of the

most interesting character, which will be made known to the reader in

the proper place.

The great cold did not last long, and we had afterwards splendid

weather. The nights however were cold up to the middle of March, and

the thermometer frequently fell to the freezing-point towards morning,

whereas during the day the heat of the sun was already beginning to be

troublesome, the thermometer often showing 18" Eeaumur (72F Fahren-

heit) in the shade at mid-day. From about the 1st of March we heard

the perpetual croaking of millions of frogs in the surrounding marshes,

and in the second week of March the storks returned. One of the many

discomforts of our life in the wilderness we inhabited was the hideous

shrieking of innumerable owls, which built their nests in the holes of

my trenches ; their shrieks had a weird and horrible sound, and were

especially intolerable at night.

Up to the beginning of May 1873, I had believed that the hill of

Hissarlik, where I was excavating, marked the site of the Trojan

citadel only ; and it certainly is the tact that Hissarlik was the Acropolis

of Novum Ilium.- I therefore imagined that Troy was larger than the

latter town, or at least as large ; but I thought it important to dis-

cover the precise limits of the Homeric city, and accordingly I sank

twenty shafts as far down as the rock, on the west, south-west, south-

south-east, and east of Hissarlik, directly at its foot or at some distance

from it, on the plateau of the Ilium of the Greek colony. As I found

in these shafts no trace of fragments either of pre-historic pottery or of

pre-historic house-walls, and nothing but fragments of Hellenic pottery

and Hellenic house-walls ; and as, moreover, the hill of Hissarlik has a

very steej) slope towards the north, the north-east, and the north-west,

facing the Hellespont, and is also very steep on the west side towards

the Plain, the city could not possibly have extended in any one of these

directions beyond the hill itself. It therefore appears certain that the

ancient city cannot have extended on any side beyond the primeval

plateau of Hissarlik, the circumference of which is indicated on the

south and south-west by the Great Tower and the double gate; and on

the north-west, north east, and east, by the great boundary wall.

The shafts which I sank beyond the hill are all indicated by letters,

A to u, on the Plan of the Hellenic Ilium, on which it is also stated at

what precise depth in each of them the rock was struck; and of the seven

deepest shafts sections are given. I therefore call particular attention

to this Plan.^ I also call particular attention to the tombs which I

came upon in the shafts which are marked d, o, and e on the Plan of

* I reluctantly give the later Ilium the for perhaps 1400 years. All classical writers

epithet Novum, because the city existed for at (except Stiabo) call it simply Ilium,

least 1000 years, and its site has been a desert ^ See I'lan II. at the end of the volume.
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Novum Ilium. Each of these three tomhs was cut out of the rock and

covered with flat slabs : each contained a corpse ; but the corpses were

all so much damaged, that the skulls crumbled to dust when exposed

to the air. The tombs evidently belonged to persons of small means

and of a late date, since what little pottery was found in them was of

a very inferior description and evidently of the Eoman period. But the

fact that in three out of the twenty shafts, which I sank at random

on the site of Novum Ilium, tombs were discovered, seems to denote

with great probability that the inhabitants of that city buried their dead,

or at least a large portion of them, within the precincts of the town.

Cremation however was also in use with them, since in the first trench

I opened, in April 1870, I struck upon an urn of the Pioman period, filled

with ashes of animal matter intermixed with remnants of calcined bones,

which are evidently those of a human body. I did not find any other

burnt bodies in the strata of Novum Ilium, but it must be remembered

that I only excavated in Hissarlik, which does not cover a twenty-fifth

part of the later city.* Hissarlik moreover was the Acropolis of Novum
Ilium and contained the principal temples, in consequence of which it is

likely that it was considered sacred ground, in which no burials were

allowed. Hence it is very probable that, if systematic excavations were

made in the lower city, many sepulchres and funeral urns would be found.

The inhabitants of the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik seem gene-

rally to have burnt the dead, as I found in 1872 two tripod-urns witli

calcined human remains on the virgin soil in the first city ; and in

1871, 1872, and 1873, a vast number of large funeral urns, contain-

ing human ashes, in the third and fourth cities. I found no bones

however except a single tooth, and on one occasion among the ashes a

human skull, which is well preserved, with the exception of the lower

jaw, which is missing : as I found a brooch of bronze along with it,

I suppose it- may have belonged to a woman, I am also indebted to

Prof. Virchow for drawings of this skull, which will be given, together

with his dissertation on it and the other skulls, in the chapter on the

Third, the burnt City.

It is true that nearly all the pottery fi^und in the pre-historic ruins

of Hissarlik is broken, and that there is hardly one large vessel out

of twenty which is not in fragments ; nay, in the first two cities the

pottery has all been shattered by the weight and pressure of the stones

with which the second city was built. But still, even if all the funeral

urns with human ashes ever deposited in Hissarlik had been well

preserved, yet, judging from the fragments of them— in spite of the

abundance of these fragments— I can hardly think that I could have

found even a thousand entire urns. It is, therefore, evident that the

inhabitants of the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik buried only a

small part of their funeral urns in the city itself, and that we must
look for their principal necropolis elsewhere.

Whilst these important excavations were going on, I neglected the

trenches on the north side, and only worked llu ic when I had workmen to

* Si'o IMan II. (of the Ihlloni(: Ilium).
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spare. But I brought to light here the prolongation of the great 'wall

which I agree with Prof. Sayce in attributing to tlie second stone city.^

Wishing to investigate the fortifications on the west and north-west

sides of the ancient city, in the beginning of May 1873 I also com-

menced making a trench, 33 ft. broad and 141 ft. long, on the north-

west side of the hill, at the very point where I had made the first

trench in April 1870.*^ I broke first through an Hellenic circuit-wall,

probably that which, according to Plutarch in his Life of Alexander,

was built by Lysimachus, and found it to be 13 ft. high and 10 ft.

thick, and to consist of large hewn blocks of limestone. Afterwards I

broke through an older wall, 8j ft. high and 6 ft. thick, composed of

large blocks cemented with earth. This second wall is attached to the

large wall which I brought to light in April 1870, and the two form

two sides of a quadrangular Hellenic tower," a third wall of which I

had to break through later on.

This part of the hill was evidently much lower in ancient times, as

seems to be proved not only by the wall of Lysimachus, which must at one

time have risen to a considerable height above the surface of the hill,

whereas it is now covered by 16i ft. of rubbish, but also by the remains

of the Hellenic period, wdiich are here found to a great depth. It appears,

in f;.ct, as if the rubbish and debris of habitations had been thrown down
on this side for centuries, in order to increase the height of the place.

In order to hasten the excavations on the north-west side of the hill,

I cut a deep trench from the west side also,'* in which, unfortunately,

I struck obliquely the circuit-wall of Lysimachus, here 13 ft. high and

10 ft. thick, and was consequently compelled to remove a double quantity

of stones to force a way through it. But I again came upon the ruins of

large buildings of the Hellenic and pre-Hellenic periods, so that this

excavation could only proceed slowly. Here at a distance of 69 ft. from
the declivity of the hill, at a depth of 20 ft., I struck an ancient enclo-

sure-wall, 5 ft. high, with a projecting battlement, which, on account of

its comparatively modern structure and small height, must belong to a

post-Trojan period. Behind it I found a level place, paved partly with
large flags of stone, partly Avith stones more or less hewn ; and after

this a wall of fortification, 20 ft. high and 5 ft. thick, built of large stones

and earth, wdiich ran below my wooden house, but 6^ ft. above the Trojan
circuit-wall, which starts from the Gate.^

While following up this circuit-wall, and bringing more and more of

it to light, close to the ancient building and north-west of the Gate, I

struck upon a large copper article of the most remarkable form, which
attracted my attention all the more, as I thought I saw gold behind it.^°

On the top of it was a layer of red and calcined ruins, from 4| to 5^ ft.

thick, as hard as stone, and above this again the above-mentioned wall of

* See the Sei^tinnal Plan 111. X. v. ' See on the Plan I. (of Troy) the trench

* This trench is just in front of the reader in marked R to the west of the gate.

the view No. 10, p. 35; it is also represented ^ See this Trojan wall, marked 6, to the north-

ou the Sectional Plan No. IV., z', West, and on west of the gate on Plan I. (of Troy).

the Plan I. (of Troy) under the letter z'. '" The precise spot of this important discovery

' See No. 10 (p. 35) in the trench below the is marked A on Plan I. ( of Troy),

standing man.
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fortification (5 ft. broad and 20 ft. high), built of large stones and earth,

which must have been erected shortly after the destruction of Troy. In

order to secure the treasure from my workmen and save it for archae-

ology, it was necessary to lose no time ; so, although it was not yet the

hour for breakfast, I immediately had ijciidos called. This is a word of

uncertain derivation, which has passed over into Turkish, and is here

employed in place of avdiravdi'^, or time for rest. While the men were

eating and resting, I cut out the Treasure with a large knife. This

required great exertion and involved great risk, since the wall of fortifica-

tion, beneath which I had to dig, threatened every moment to fall down

upon me. But the sight of so many objects, every one of which is of

inestimable value to archfeology, made me reckless, and I never thought

of any danger. It would, however, have been impossible for me to have

removed the treasure without the help of my dear wife, who stood at

my side, ready to pack the things I cut out in her sliawl, and to carry

them away. All the different articles of which this Treasure was com-

posed will be described at the proper place in the precise order in which

they were taken out of the ruins. I here only give a general view of the

whole (Xo. 14).

As I found all these articles together, in the form of a rectangular

mass, or packed into one another, it seems certain that they were placed

on the city wall in a wooden chest. This supposition seems to be corro-

borated by the fact that close by the side of these articles I found a

copper key. It is therefore possible that some one packed the treasure in

the chest, and carried it off", without having had time to pull out the key

;

when he reached the wall, however, the hand of an enemy, or the fire,

overtook him, and he was obliged to abandon the chest, which was imme-

diately covered, to a height of 5 ft., with the ashes and stones of the

adjoining house. ^^

Perhaps the articles found a few days previously in a room of the

chief's house, close to the place where the Treasure was discovered,

belonged to this unfortunate person. These articles consisted of a helmet

and a silver vase, with a cup of electrum, which will be described in the

chapter on this Third City.

On the thick layer of dehris which covered the Treasure, the builders

of the new city erected a fortification-wall already mentioned, composed

of large hewn and unhewn stones and earth. This wall extended to

within 3;j ft. of the surface of the hill.

That the Treasure was packed together at a moment of supreme

peril appears to be proved, among other things, by the contents of the

largest silver vase, consisting of nearly 9000 objects of gold, which will

be described in the subsequent pages. The person who endeavoured to

save the Treasure had, fortunately, the presence of mind to place -the

silver vase, with the valuable articles inside it, upright in the chest, so

that nothing could fall out, and everything has been preserved uninjured.

" But as in 1878 and 1879 I found, at a dis- storey of the towu-chiers house, I now rather

tance of but a few )'ards from the s])ot where think that the same may have been the case

this troiisure was discovered, four more treasures, with the large treasure,

which must evidently have fallen from an ujiper
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Hoping to find more treasures here, I pulled down the upper wall,

and I also broke away the enormous block of debris which separated my
western and north-western trenches^ from the great massive walls which
I used to call the " Tower." But to do this I had to pull down the

P I r

No. 14. General View of rhpTreasur-. (Depth. 2- ft.) n. Key of i he Treasure Chest, ft The Golden Diadems, Fillet.
Ear-rings, and small .Jewels, c. Silver "Talents" and Vessels of Silver and (iold. d. Silver Vases and
curious Plate of Copper, e. Weapons and Helmet-crests of Copper or Bronze. /. Copper N'essel. g. Copper
Cauldron, h. Copper Shield.

larger of my wooden houses, and to bridge over the Grates, so as to

facilitate the removal of the debris. I found there many interesting

' See Plan I. (of Troy) ; also on Xos. 9 aud 10 the block in front, and on No. 13 on the left side.
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antiquities ; more especially three silver dishes ((f)id\ai), 1 ft. 9 in. below

the place where the Treasure was discovered ; two of them were broken in

pieces by the labourer's pickaxe , the third is entire That the Treasure

itself escaped injury from the pickaxes, was due to the large copper vessel,

which projected in such a way that I could cut everything out of the

hard debris with a knife.

I now perceived that the trench which I had made m April 1870

had exactly struck the right point for excavating,^ and that, if I had

only continued it, I should, in a few weeks, have uncovered the most

remarkalde buildings in Troy ; whereas, by abandoning it, I had to make

colossal excavations from east to west, and from north to south, through

the entire hill, in order to find them.

We discontinued the excavations on the 17th of June, 1873.

In December of the same year the Turkish authorities of Kouro

Kaleh seized many gold ornaments which two of my workmen had

found in three different places in the preceding March, whilst working

for me in the trenches of Hissarlik, at a depth of nearly 30 ft. below the

surface of the hill. Most of these jewels were contained in a vase with

an owl's head. Unfortunately one of the workmen had got his part of the

booty melted down by a goldsmith at Een Kioi, and made into orna-

ments after the present Turkish fashion. All these gold ornaments, both

genuine and re-made, are now in the Imperial Museum at Constantinople.

The genuine ones will be represented and explained in the subsequent

pages ; and it will be seen that they are nearly all of the same type as

those contained in the great treasure discovered by me, though similar

types had never before been found elsewhere.

In the beginning of 1874, Mr. F. A. Brockhaus of Leipzig published,

in German, an account of my excavations and discoveries at Troy, under

the title of Troianische AltertJiilmer, of which a translation in French by

Mr. Alexander E. Kangabe, Ambassador of Greece at Berlin, appeared

simultaneously. Both editions were accompanied by an Atlas containing

218 photographs, representing nearly 4000 of the objects discovered in

the excavations, together with a minute description of each of them. The
English translation of the same work, made by Miss Dora Schmitz and

edited by Mr. Philip Smith, was published by Mr. John Murray of London,

in November 1874, under the title of Tro[/ and its Remains.

§ YI. Interval in tiik AVokk at Troy : Excavations at Mycenae :

1874-1877.

Having obtained from the Greek Government permission to excavate

at Mycenae, I began operations there in February 1874, by sinking thirty-

four shafts in its Acropolis ; and I had just discovered the site of the

ancient Iioyal Sepulchres mentioned by Pausanias, when I was interrupted

' See No. 10, p. 3."), (he trench just in front, below the standing man. The same trench is

marked z' on Flan I.
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in my explorations by the legal proceedings instituted against me at

Athens by the Turkish Government, which claimed one-half of my collec-

tion of Trojan antiquities. The lawsuit lasted for a year, when the Court
decided that I should pay the Turkish Government an indemnity of £400
in settlement of their claims. But instead of £400 I sent, in April 1875,
£21-00 to the Turkish Minister of Public Instruction, for the benefit of

the Imperial Museum, expressing my great desire always to remain on
friendly terms with them, and explaining to them that they stood as much
in need of a man like myself as I stood in need of them. My donation

was so kindly received by H. H. Safvet Pasha, then Minister of Public

Instruction, that I was emboldened to go to Constantinople at the end of

December 1875, to solicit a new firman for the exploration of Troy. By
the powerful assistance of my honoured friends, H. E. the United States

Minister Piesident Mr. Maynard, H. E. the Italian Ambassador Count

Corti, H. H. Safvet Pasha, and particularly by the unremitting zeal and
undaunted energy of H. E. the Great Logothete Aristarches Bey, I was
on the point of obtaining my firman, when my request was suddenly

rejected by the Council of State.

But H. E. the Great Logothete Aristarches Bey having introduced

me to H. E. the late Easliid Pasha,^ then Minister of Foreign Affairs,

a man of high culture, who had been for five years Governor of Syria,

I had no difficulty in inspiring him with a warm enthusiasm for Troy
and its remains, so that he went himself to H. H. the Grand Vizier,

Mahmoud-Nedim Pasha, spoke warmly in my favour, and obtained from

him an order that the firman should be given me without delay. I

received my firman accordingly at the end of April 1876, and at once

proceeded to the Dardanelles to continue my excavations. But I there

found the Governor-General, Ibrahim Pasha, totally averse to the

continuation of the works, probably because ever since I had stopped

them, in June 1873, he had been in the habit of himself giving a sort

of firman to the numerous travellers who came to see my excavations,

and this of course would have ceased had I resumed my operations.

Having kept me therefore for nearly two months at the Dardanelles, under

the pretence that he had not yet received the confirmation of my firman,

he at last allowed me to recommence the excavations, but gave me as

guardian a certain Izzet Efiendi,* whose sole office it was to throw

obstacles in my way. Seeing the utter impossibility of going on, I

returned to Athens, and wrote a letter to the Times (published 24th of

July, 187G), in which I denounced Ibrahim Pasha's conduct before the

tribunal of the civilized world. The article having been reproduced by

the Constantinople papers, he was transferred in October 1876 to another

Vilayet.

I could then have recommenced the excavations at Troy ; but at the

end of July I had begun to excavate again at Mycenae, and could not

give up my work there until I had thoroughly explored all the royal

' Rashid Pasha was murdered in June, 1876. account of gross embezzlement of government
•* Tliis Izzet KtienJi has lately been exiled on monies.
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tombs. The really wonderful success which attended my excavations,

the immense and marvellous treasures with which I enriched the Greek

nation, are well known ; for all ages to come travellers from all parts of

the world will flock to the Greek capital to see here in the IMycenae

Museum the result of my disinterested labours. The publication of my
work on Mycenae in English and German occupied the whole of 1877

;

the French edition kept me busy until the summer of ]878, and it

was only in July of that year that I was able to think of continuing

the excavations at Troy. But my firman of April 187G having been

given for two years only, it had now expired, and a new firman had to

be procured ; many fresh difiiculties, too, had arisen which I could

never have overcome without the aid of my honoured friend Sir Austen

Henry Layard, Ambassador of her Britannic Majesty at Constantinople,

who smoothed away all my difiiculties with the Turkish Government,

obtained for me a more liberal firman than that which I had had before,

and always cheerfully lent me his powerful assistance whenever I applied

for it, which sometimes happened as often as twice a day during the

progress of the excavations. I therefore fulfil a most agreeable duty

in now thanking his Excellency publicly and most cordially for all the

services he has rendered me, without which I could never have brought

my work to a close. But my new firman not being ready till September

1878, I had time to make a more thorough exploration of the island of

Ithaca.

§ VII. Exploration of Ithaca : 1878.

I regret to say that systematic excavations for archaeological purposes

are altogether out of the question here, I began my researches in the

valley called Polis, which is in the northern part of the island, and has

generally been considered as the site of the Homeric capital of Ithaca

:

first, on account of its name, which is the Greek word for city ; second, on

account of its splendid harbour, at a distance of only two miles from a

small island now called Mathitario, which, being the only one in the strait

between Ithaca and Cephalonia, has naturally always been identified with

the Homeric island of Asteris, behind which the suitors of Penelope lay

in wait for Telemachus on his return from Pylos and Sparta.^ As a fourth

reason for the identity of Polis with the site of the capital of Ithaca, I

may mention an acropolis which a traveller fancies he can perceive on

the very steep rock, at a height of about 400 ft., on the north side of

the port. My first care was to climb up to it, and I found it to consist

of a very irregular calcareous rock, which had evidently never been

touched by the hands of man, and can most certainly never have served as

a work of defence. But as seen from below, this rock has the shape of a

fortress. It is still at the present day called " castron " here, and in like

manner it must in remote antiquity have been called " Polis," the original

meaning of this word having been "acropolis." Thus there can be no

Oi^. iv. 844-847

:

'Affrepls, ov ixfyaKrj- \ijj.fvts 5' tvi favKoxoi
tcTTi 5s Tis (/TJfTos Hf(T(TTi a\.\ ireTpr]f<T(Ta, avrfj

lieffarj-yvs 'lOaKrjs re '2,a^oi6 t« TranraAoe'trtrTjs, a.fi.<plSviJ.oi- rfj r6irye (xfvov Xox^('>i^fS 'Axaio'-
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doubt tliat the name of this valley is derived—not, as has hitherto been

thought, from a real city, but merely from an imaginary fortress.

Besides, this valley is the most fertile spot in Ithaca, and it can

therefore never have been used for the site of a city ; in fact, no case

has ever occurred in Greece where a city was built on fertile land, and

least of all can such have been the case on the rocky island of Ithaca,

where arable land is so exceedingly rare and precious. If, therefore,

there had been a city at Polis, it could only have been built on the

surrounding rocky heights, the pointed or abrupt and always irregular

shape of which precludes the idea that they can have ever been inhabited

by men. Colonel Leake ^ mentions an old ruin on the south side of the

port ; it still exists, but is nothing else than a Christian church of

the Middle Ages.

I visited and carefully measured the island of Mathitario. Its length

is 586 ft. ; its breadth varies between 108 ft. and 176 ft. On account of

these small dimensions, it cannot possibly be identified with the Homeric

Asteris, which, as the poet says, had two ports, each of them with two

entrances. But still I have no reason to question that the sight of

Mathitario may have given to Homer the idea of his imaginary Asteris.

On the island are the ruins of a tower and three buildings, one of which

is said to have been a school-house, which would explain the name ]\[athi-

tario. The ruins can hardly be more than a couple of centuries old.

Though for all these reasons I was perfectly convinced that no city

can ever have occupied the fertile valley of Polis, yet I thought it in the

interest of science to investigate the matter by actual excavations. With
the permission of the owner of the land, Mr. N. Metaxas Zannis, I sunk

many shafts there ; but in nearly all of them I struck the natural rock at

a depth of 10 to 13 ft., except in the middle of the valley, which seems to

have been hollowed out to a great depth by a mountain torrent. Frag-

ments of rudely-made black or white Greek pottery and pieces of tiles

were all I found. There were only a few fragments of archaic j)ottery,

for which I could claim the date of the sixth century B.C. Tombs are

sometimes found on the neighbouring heights, but, as is proved by the

pottery and coins contained in them, they are of the third, fourth, or fifth

century b.c. Of the same period are also the antiquities found in a

cavern to the right of the port of Polis : for an inscription found there, I

can with certainty claim the date of the sixth or even the seventh century

B.C.'' Therefore, the supposition that Polis is the site of the Homeric
capital of Ithaca must now be definitely abandoned.

I afterwards carefully surveyed the remaining northern part of the

island, but I nowhere found the site of an ancient town, except in the

environs of the small building of cyclopean masonry, usually called

the " School of Homer," which the owner of the property, the priest Sp.

Vreto, has, in his pious zeal, lately converted into a small church. But
unfortunately he left in it the thick layer of debris it contained, which

has now become the pavement of the church. Had he cleared it out and

8 Travels in Northern Greece. ' See my Mycenae, p. 78.
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carefully collected the potsherds, we might probably at once have found

in these the key to the date of the building. He refused me permission

to excavate in the church, but allowed me to do so in the adjoining

fields, where a number of rock-hewn house-foundations and remnants of

Cyclopean walls testified to the existence of an ancient settlement. I dug

there a great many holes, but always struck the native rock at less than

3 ft., and sometimes even at a depth of less than 12 in. : thus there can be

no doubt that a town existed here in classical times, and most probably it

is the very town mentioned by 8cylax, Per. 34, and Ptolemy, iii. 14. 13.

I proceeded thence to Mount Aetos, situated on the narrow isthmus,

hardly one mile wide, which joins Northern and Southern Ithaca. I

believed the ancient city to have been at the northern foot of that

mountain, and to have extended all over the small ridge which crosses the

hollow between it and Mount Meroviini to the south of it. But I dis-

covered I had been mistaken, for I found everywhere the purest virgin

soil, except on the very crest of the ridge, w^here, near the chapel of Hagios

Georgios, I found a very small plain with an accumulation of artificial

soil 10 ft. deep. I dug there two long trenches, in one of which I brought

to light a terrace-wall 7 ft. high, consisting of huge polygonal blocks

well fitted together ; to compare this wall to the modern terrace-walls

which surround it, is to compare a giant's work to a work of dwarfs. Of

pottery I found there nothing but a few fragments of black Greek vases.

Having here also failed in my researches, I most carefully explored

Mount Aetos, which rises to a height of 600 ft. from the sea, and has on

its artificially but rudely levelled summit a platform of triangular form,

with two large cisterns and a small one, and remnants of six or seven

small Cyclopean buildings, which were either separate houses or, more

probably, chambers of the large cyclopean mansion which is said to have

stood there, and is commonly called " the Castle of Ulysses." There

can hardly be any doubt that in the same manner as the Acropolis of

Athens was widened by Cimon,'* who took in a large portion of its north-

eastern slope and filled up the lower space with stones and debris, the

level summit of Mount Aetos was extended to the north and south-

west by a huge cyclopean wall still existing, the space between the top

and the wall being filled up with stones and debris. Thus the summit

formed a level quadrangular platform, 166 ft. 8 in. long Ijy 127 ft. 4 in.

broad, so that there was on the summit ample room for a large mansion

and courtyard. To the north and south of the circuit-wall are towers

of cyclopean masonry, from each of which a huge wall of immense

boulders runs down. But at a certain distance these two walls begin

to form a curve, and ultimately join each other. Two more cyclopean

walls run down from the top—the one in an easterly, the other in a

south-easterly direction—and join the curve formed by the two first-

named walls. Lastly, I have to mention a huge circuit-wall about 50 ft.

below the upper circuit-wall. This wall has fallen on the west side,

but is in a marvellous state of preservation on the other sides. To

* Pausanias, i. 28, § 3.
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increase the strength of the place, the foot of the rock has been cut

away so as to form a perpendicular wall of rock 20 ft. high. Three gates

can he recognized in the walls.

Between all these cyclopean walls there once stood a city, which may
have contained 2000 houses, either cut out in the rock or built of cyclo-

pean masonry. Of 190 of these houses I have been able to find the ruins

more or less well preserved. I measured twelve of them, and found them

between 21 ft. and 63 ft. long, and from 15 ft. to 20 ft. broad. The usual

size of the rudely-cut stones is 5 ft. in length, 4 ft. 8 in. in breadth, and

2 ft. in thickness. The size of these stones by far exceeds that of the

stones in the cyclopean houses I discovered at Mycenae and Tiryns.

Some of the houses consisted of only one room ; others had four or even

six chambers. From below not one of the houses is visible ; and as the

peasants of Ithaca thought them to be mere heaps of stones, they did not

point them out to foreigners, who might ascend Mount Aetos a hundred

times without noticing any one of them, for the slopes of Aetos ascend

at an angle of 35", and they are thus 7° steeper tlian the upper cone of

Mount Vesuvius. It is therefore exceedingly difficult and fatiguing to

ascend Mount Aetos, the more so as it is full of pointed rocks, and over-

grown with thorny underwood and thistles. Besides, the path by which

the peasants lead strangers to the top does not pass near any of the

better-preserved cyclopean houses ; it passes only a few foundations, in

which even the best archaeologist might fail to recognize remnants of

houses unless he had seen the better-preserved buildings. For all these

reasons even Colonel Leake only saw " some terrace walls and some

foundations of buildings on the side of Aetos ;" and from this remark of

his no one could have expected to find here the ruins, more or less well

preserved, of 190 houses of Ithaca's most ancient capital, which had,

however, long before Colonel Leake, been identified by William Gell.^

This cyclopean capital is unique in the world, and every admirer of

Homer ought to come out to see it. Visitors ought to take as their guide

the peasant Nicolaos Psarros, whom I have repeatedly shown over the

ancient city. He lives at the foot of Mount Aetos, close to the chapel

of Hagios Georgios.

For two weeks I excavated with thirty workmen in those cyclopean

buildings : but fragments of pottery, which has no resemblance to any of

the Mycenean pottery, but is much like that from the two most ancient

cities at Troy ; fragments of most curious tiles with impressed ornaments

;

also two with a sort of written characters for which I cannot claim a high

antiquity ; further, the fragments of a very ancient and most curious

handmill—these were the only results of all my labour. But I must

wonder that I have succeeded in finding even thus much, because on

account of the steep slope no accumulation of debris was possible here,

and the heavy winter rains have for ages swept all remnants of ancient

industry into the sea. The heat on Mount Aetos is overwhelming, on

account of the rocks and stones, which get hot in the sun.

The Geography and Antiquities of Ithaca ; London, 1807.
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I need hardly say that the drawing which Sir W. Gell gives in his

Ithaca of the Palace of Ulysses is altogether imaginary.

I also commenced excavating the stalactite grotto near the little port

of Dexia, which is generally identified with the port of Phorkys, where
Ulysses was landed by the Phaeaeians, the grotto being rightly con-

sidered to be identical with the Homeric Grotto of the Nymphs, in

which Ulysses, assisted by Athene, hid his treasures. But having opened

a trench just before the little altar, down to the rock, without even

finding a potsherd, I abandoned this ungrateful excavation. The grotto

is very spacious, and it exactly answers the description of Homer, who
says " that it has two entrances, one on its north side for men, and
one on its south side for the immortal gods, for no man can enter by the

divine door." ^'^ All this is true ; but by the entrance for the gods he

means the artificially cut hole in the vault of the grotto, which must
have served as a chimney to carry off the smoke of the sacrificial fires.

From this chimney to the bottom of the grotto the depth is 56 ft., and,

of course, no man can enter by this way. But for ages the proprietors

of the field seem to have utilized this chimney to get rid of some of the

stones which abound here, for the grotto is filled with small stones to

the depth of 5 or 6 ft. From the vault of the grotto hang innumerable

stalactites, which gave to Homer the idea of the stone urns and amphorae,

and the stone frames and looms on which the Nymphs wove purple-

coloured mantles and veils. ^ I most carefully exj)lored the whole southern

portion of Ithaca. The town of Vathy, the present capital of Ithaca, is

not yet a hundred years old, and the complete absence of ancient potsherds

on the flat soil seems to prove that there was no city or village on the site

in ancient times. Before Yathy was founded, the city was on a rocky

height about one mile further south. On the site of the old town I found

but a very small accumulation of dehris, and no trace of ancient pottery.

Near the south-eastern extreiiiity of the island, about 4V miles from

Yathy, are a number of rooms like stables, averaging 25 ft. in length

and 10 ft. in breadth, partly rock-cut, partly formed by cyclopean walls

of very huge rudely-wrought stones, which must have given to Homer
the idea for the twelve pig-sties built by the divine swineherd Eumaeus."'^

To the east of these stables, and just in front of them, thousands of very

common but most ancient potsherds indicate the existence of an ancient

rustic habitation, which Homer appears to have described to us as the

house and station of Eumaeus.^ This is the more probable, as at a very

" Si'o 0(1. xiii. in9-ll-2. Tin; wliole pa'^sago cu 5' av npos Notou fieri Qiirfpac ovSf ri Kdvy

(102-112) is: ixu^pfs iaipxovrai, a\\' aOavdraiu 656s ( tiv.

avrap eVl «paT?>f Aiufvos ravv({)j\\os e'Aa'Tj, ' See vv. 105-108 in the passage just oil.-il.

a.yx60i 5' ovTT)9 ai'Tpnv fTrrfpaTOV rjepofiSes, ^ OJ. xiv. 13, 14:

'<p}>u Nufxipdoiu at NrjiaSf s KaKfovrai. ivroffQev S' avKrjs (rv(p(ovs SvoKalSeKa iroitiv

fv 5f KpT)Trjp4'; Tf Kal du(pi(t>nprj(s tamv ir\rt<T'tov aWiiKcov, (uvds crvaiy.

\aiuni- fvOa 5' tireiTa TtOai^waaoviri fj.f\i(r(raf ' 0(1. xiv. .5-10:

61' 5' iVtoI Kletoi TTfpturiKffS, ivOa re vvix<t)ai rut' 5' ap' ^v\ -rrpoSSixfj} flp ?j/uccoi/, tvda o'l avKi)

<bdpf iKpalvnvrTiv aKiirSptttvpa, davua /SfVflai, v\i/ri\v 5f5urj ro, mpKTKfTTTW *V1 X'^'P':'-

iv 5' I'JSar' ahvoL'ivra. 5i''to Sf Tf o[ 0vpai f.ViV, khAti 76 fxeyaKri T6, irfplSpono?- tJi/ ^a ffv^iLTi^t

at fxfv irphs Bopeao, KaToi/SoTOi a.v6pwTroi(nv, avrhs Sfi/j-aO' iifcraiv anoixofievoio ivaKTos,

£
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short distance to the south of this site, and near the sea, is a white cliff

with a perpendicuhir descent of 100 ft., which to the present day is called

Korax, " the Raven liock," to which Homer refers when he represents

Ulysses as challenging Eumaeus "to precipitate him from the great rock"

if he finds that he is telling lies."* J^elow the Korax, in a recess, is a

natural and always plentiful spring of pure water, which tradition identi-

fies with Homer's fountain of Arethusa, where the swine of Eumaeus were

watered.^ I excavated in the stal)les, as well as in front of them on the

site of the rustic habitation ; I found the stables filled with stones, but

on the site of the house I struck the rock at a depth of 1 ft., and found

there fragments of very interesting, most ancient, unpainted pottery,

also of archaic pottery with red bands, and masses of broken tiles of a

later period.

I found in my excavations at the foot of Mount Aetos two coins of

Ithaca, having on one side a cock with the legend IBAKHN, and on the

other side a head of Ulysses with a conical cap or pilidion ; also two coins

of Agathocles of Syracuse. These latter coins are here frequently found

and abundantly ofiered for sale. Corinthian and lioman coins are also

very frequent here. According to Aristotle*^ and xlntigonus Carystius,' no

hare can live on Ithaca. But, on the contrary, hares are more abundant

here than on any other Greek island, it being next to impossible to hunt

them on the steep slopes of the huge mountains overgrown with thorny

underwood.

I may add that Ithaca is, like Utica, a Phoenician word, and means
" colony." According to Homer, Poseidon was the grandfather of Laertes,

and Mr. Gladstone appears, therefore, to be right in holding that the

descent from Poseidon always means " descent from the Phoenicians."

I strongly recommend a visit to Ithaca, not only to all admirers of

Homer, but also to all those who wish to see the ancient Greek type of

men and great female beauty. Visitors should not omit when at Vathy,

the capital of Ithaca, to call upon my friend Mr. Aristides Dendrinos, to

whom and to whose amiable lady, Mrs. Praxidea Dendrinos, I here make
my warmest acknowledgment for their bountiful hospitality. Mr. Den-

drinos is the most wealthy man in Ithaca, and will at all times be happy
to assist travellers with his advice. He has a sou Telemachus and a

daughter Penelope.

§ Till. Fourth Year's Work at Troy : 1878.

I recommenced my excavations at Troy towards the end of September

1878, with a large number of workmen and several horse- carts, having

previously built felt-covered wooden barracks, with nine chambers for

my own accommodation and that of my overseers, servants, and visitors.

v6(r<piv 5eaTroiur]s Koi Aaeprao jfpovTos, ^ Od. xiii. 407-410:

pvTOKTiv \decrffi, Kal iQpiyKwaev axfpSqj. Zr^ets t6v "ye (TVfaffi Trapy)fj.€vov ofi Se ve/uovTai

* Od. xiv. 31*8-400 : irctp KopaKos TreTprj, 4iri re Kprji'j? 'ApeOovarj,

ei Se Ki wq ^KQtictiv avai^ TfJs, o)S ayopeua), iffdnvcrai ^aXavov /xivoeiKfa Kal /j.(\av vSwp

Sucoas fWKrffevas ^aXeeiv fj.eyd\ris KaTo. K€Tpris, trivovaat, to. 6' veaai Tp4<pei Tf6a\v7av aAoKti-fiv.

6<ppa. Ko.\ aWos irrwx^s aKiiierai riiripoireveiv. * Mist. An. viii. 27. 2. ' Mist., Mir. 11.
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I also built a wooden barrack, which served both as a storehouse for anti-

quities and as a small dining-hall, together with a wooden magazine, in

which the antiquities were preserved, which were to be divided between

the Imperial Museum and myself, and of which the Turkish delegate

had the key ; also a wooden magazine for my implements, wheelbarrows,

hand-carts, and other machinery for excavating ; besides a small stone

house for the kitchen, a wooden house for my ten gensdarmes, and a stable

for the horses.* All these buildings were erected on the north-west

slope of Hissarlik, which here descends at an angle of 75° to the plain.

The site of my barracks is, according to M. Burnouf's measurement,

25"55 metres = 84 ft. above the level of the sea ; consequently 2o"88 m.

= 78 ft. below the summit of Hissarlik.

The ten gensdarmes, to whom I paid £20 10s. monthly, Avere all

refugees from lioumelia, and were of great use to me, for they not

only served as a guard against the brigands by whom the Troad was

infested, but they also carefully watched my labourers whilst they were

excavating, and thus forced them to be honest.

How necessary the ten gensdarmes were to me could not have been

better proved than by the fight which took place a short time after my
departure in the village of Kalifatli, only twenty minutes' walk from

Hissarlik, between the peasants and a large number of armed Circassians,

who in the night attacked the honse of a villager reputed to possess

10,000 frs. The villager ascended the terrace of his house and cried

for assistance, whereupon his neighbours hurried out with their rifles

and killed two of the assailants, but unfortunately lost two of their own

number—the brother-in-law and son-in-law of the demarch of Kalifatli.

The wages of my three overseers were from £5 to £10 monthly ; those

of the common workmen, 2 frs. or 20 pence daily ; the three carpenters

received 3^ frs. or 2.9. Id. ; the wheelwright 5 frs. or 4s. a day. But the

highest wages of all were paid to my servant, who thought • he was

indispensable, and therefore refused to serve for less than 300 frs. or £12

monthly ; but he made at least twice as much out of his wine and bread-

store, of which his brother was the manager, for he cold to my labourers

on credit, and, as he was my paymaster, he always got back his money
easily and could never lose.

My endeavours were now principally directed to the excavation of

the large building to the west and north-west of the gate, and of the

north-eastern prolongation of the gateway.'' I had always identified the

large building with the residence of the last chief or king of Troy, because

in it, or close to it, had been found not only the large treasure I myself

discovered, but also the treasure which had been concealed from me
by my labourers and seized by the Turkish authorities, besides a vast

quantity of Trojan pottery; but I now maintain that identity with more

assurance than ever, having again discovered in it, or close to it, three

small treasures and a large one of gold jewels. Of these the first was

found and excavated on the 21st of October, in the presence of seven

See the front is)iieoe, to the rieht.

* See on Ko. 10, p. 35, the whole block in front ; also the block on which tne two houses stiuiJ.
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officers of H.M.S. Monarch, in a clianilxn- in tlie north-east part of the

building, at a depth of 26 ft. 5 in. below the surface of the mound.

It was contained in a broken hand-made terra-cotta vessel, which lay in

an oblique position about 3 ft. above the floor, and must have fallen from

an upper storey.

I give a drawing of the town-chief's house in the chapter on the

Third City. Its longest wall runs parallel with the great external wall

of the city, and is 53 ft. 4 in. long and 4 ft. 4 in. high; it consists of

smaller and larger stones joined together with clay. Near the north-

western extremity of this wall, and just 3 ft. abcjve the ground, I found,

in a layer of grey wood-ashes, two more small treasures, both contained

in broken hand-made terra-cotta vases, of which the one lay in an

oblique, the other in a horizontal position, from which circumstance I

conclude that both had fallen from an upper part of the house ; the

orifices of the vases nearly touched each other. Only 3 ft. from this

discovery, but on the house-wall itself, and at a depth of 26 ft. below

the surface of the ground, a larger treasure of bronze weapons and gold

jewels was found. All the objects contained in these four treasures,

as well as all the other antiquities discovered in these excavations, will

be described in the subsequent pages, as well as the g-old ornaments

found elsewhere.

I also continued excavating on the site of my former platform, on the

north side of the hill,^° but, on account of the winter rains, was obliged

to stop the works on the 2lJth of November. According to the stipu-

lations of my firman, I had to give up two-thirds of all the objects I

found to the Imperial Museum, and carried oft' only one-third mysell.

§ IX. Fifth Year's "Work at Troy and the Heroic Tumuli, and
Exploration of the Troad : 1879.

I went to Europe, and returned to the Dardanelles towards the end of

February 1879. Having again procured the services of ten gensdarmes

or zaptiehs and 150 workmen, I recommenced the excavations on the 1st

of March. Up to the middle of March I sufiered cruelly from the north

wind, which was so icy cold that it was impossible to read or write in my
wooden barracks, and it was only possible to keep oneself warm by active

exercise in the trenches. To avoid taking cold, I went, as I had always

done, very early every morning on horseback to the Hellespont to take

my sea-bath, but I always returned to Hissarlik before sunrise and before

the work commenced.^ Two of my gensdarmes always served me as a

guard in the bathing excursions, or whenever I absented myself from

^^ See No. 4 to the left ; also Plan I. (of Troy) upon me, I could not extricate myself from

between the points X and C. beneath it ; and my gensiiaimes having gone

' These rides in the daik were not without ahead, could not hear my cries. ^ whole hour

accidents. Travellers to the Troad will see a I was in this desperate position, till at last

large block missing from the northern edge of my gensdarmes, not seeing me coming to my
the bridge of Koum Kioi. This stone was broken usual bathing-place at Karanlik, returned and

out when once in the dark I rode too near the extricated me. Since that accident I always

edge, and I was precipitated with my horse alight before passing a Turkish bridge, and lead

into the bashes below. The horse having fallen my horse over by the bridle.
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Hissarlik. But the cold weather did not List longer than a fortnight,

and after that we had a succession of fine weather. The storks appeared

in the beginning of March.

At the end of March I was joined at Hissarlik by my honoured friends

Professor Eudolf Virchow of Berlin, and M. Emile Burnouf of Paris,

Honorary L)irector of the French School at Athens ; the latter having

been sent to Troy on a scientific mission by the French Government,

at the initiative of M. Jules Ferry, the Minister of Public Instruction.

Both assisted me in my researches to the utmost of their ability. Pro-

fessor Virchowstudied the floraj.fauiia^_jmd_ geological characteristics of

the Plam of Troy, as well as the condition of the ruins and dehrh broughl

to light in the course of my excavations ; and M. Burnouf, who is an

excellent engineer and painter, made all the plans and maps^ as well as

many of the sketches contained in this bo(dv. He also studied the geology

of the Plain of Troy, as well as the several layers of debrls'Et'msHdAi^.

My endeavours were this time principally directed towards bringing

to light the entire circuit of the walls, and I therefore excavated to the

east and south-west of the gate^ (which, according to M. Burnouf 's mea-

surement, is 41" 10 metres = 135 ft. 2 in. above the level of the sea, and

8'33 m. = 27 ft. 5 in. below the surface of the hill), and to the north-west

and north of the house of the chief, as well as to the east of my great

northern trench.^ It being especially important to preserve the houses

of the burnt city, I gradually excavated the ruins of the three upper

cities horizontally, layer by layer, until I reached the easily-recognizable

calcined debris of the third or burnt city. Having brought down to

one level the whole space I intended to explore, I began at. the extremity

of the area, excavating house by house, and gradually proceeding with

this work in the direction of the northern slope, where the debris had to

be shot. In this manner I was able to excavate all the houses of the

third city without injuring their walls. But of course all that I could

bring to light of them were the substructions, or first storeys, 3 to 10 ft.

high, built of bricks or of stones cemented with earth. The great number
of jars they contain can hardly leave any doubt that these served as

cellars
; though at first sight it is difficult to explain the scarcity of

doorways, of which visitors will see but few. But it appears that tliese

lower parts of the houses were entered by wooden stairs or ladders from
above

; regular openings for the doors, however, exist in all the rooms and
chambers of the large building to the west and north-west of the gate.

Professor Virchow calls attention to the fact that, in an architectural

point of view, the condition of tliis thii'd city is the exact prototype of

the kind of building which still characterizes the villages of the Troad.
It was only when his medical practice* liad introduced him into the

interior of the present houses that he was able to understand the archi-

tectural details of those of the ancient state. The characteristic of the
architecture is, that in most cases the lower part of the houses has no

oee 1 Ian I. (of Troy'). interesting account of his medical practice in
' See Sectional Plan III., x, v. the Troad.

I give in Appendix V. Professor Virchow's
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entrance, and is surrounded by a stone wall. The upper storey, wliich

is built of quadrangular sun-dried bricks, serves as the habitation for

the family ; the lower one, which is entered by stairs or ladders from

above, serves as a storehouse. Whenever the ground-floor has a door, it

is also very frequently used as a stable for the cattle. When, as often

happens also at the present day, modern houses of this kind fall into

ruin, the ruins present precisely the same aspect as those of the third

or burnt city of Ilissarlik. The stones of the walls of the first storey of

the Trojan houses present no trace of having been Avrought ; they have

come from the easily- obtainable natural strata of the tertiary fresh-water

limestone of the neighbouring ridge. The rooms enclosed by these

Trojan house-walls contain those gigantic terra-cotta jars which often

stand in whole rows, representing a considerable fortune by their huge

size, which is so great that a man can stand upright in each of them.

Streets also were scarce ; for besides the broad street of the gate,

1 brought to light only one street 4 ft. broad, paved with large flags,

which bear the marks of the intense heat to which they have been

exposed. This street may be seen just above the ruins of the second

city, on the east side of my great trench ;^ there is, besides, a passage

2 ft. broad, between the Trojan houses running off" at right angles from

the street d to the N.E. I further excavated to the east and south-east

of the " Great Tower," where I was forced to destroy a number of house-

walls close to the magazine containing the nine great jars discovered in

1873,*^ in order to unearth the city wall and its connection with the two

gigantic stone walls called by me " the Great Tower." All this has

been accomplished. My excavations to the south, south-west, west,

north-west, and north of the gates, have also enabled me to uncover the

city wall in these directions ; so that it is now disclosed in its entire

circuit, except where it has been cut through by my great trench. In

the course of these researches I found, in the presence of Professor

Virchow and M. Burnouf, on the slope of the north-western part of the

wall another treasure, consisting of gold ornaments, which will be de-

scribed hereafter.

Outside the city wall on the east side, I discovered a great many
house-walls, but scarcely any antiquities, which circumstance appears

to prove that the suburb was inhabited by the poorer class. The south-

east corner of the city presents no signs of the great conflagration.

I dug about one-half of my great trench down to the limestone

rock, and thus laid bare three parallel house-walls ^ of the first settlers on

Hissarlik. I also dug a deep drain for the discharge of the rain-water.

Although H.E. Munif Efl'endi, the Minister of Public Instruction, had

already in January 1879 consented to H.E. Sir Henry Layard's request

that a firman should be granted nie for the exploration of the Tumuli,

the so-called heroic tombs of the Troad, I had the very greatest difficulty

in obtaining it. I was however powerfully aided by Sir Henry Layard

and my honoured friend Mr. Ed. Malet, Minister Plenipotentiary during

^ This street is markeJ d on Plan I. (of « See Xn. 8, p. 33.

Troy). ' See Plan III. /, between M and N.
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his absence, as well as by H.E. Count HatzfelcU, the German Ambassador

at Constantinople, who assisted me at the request of Professor Yirchow,

and the firman at last arrived on the 17th of April. I immediately

started to explore the two largest tumuli of the Troad, the Besika Tepeh

and the Ujek Tepeh, as well as four smaller ones. These excavations will

be described at length in the chapter on the Tumuli.

In company with Professor Virchow, I again visited the village of

Bounarbashi, and the heights behind it, the Bali Dagh, which have had

for nearly a hundred years the undeserved honour of being identified

with the site of the Homeric Ilium.

Professor Virchow fully agrees with me that the circuit-walls of the

little Acropolis — which, according to M. Burnouf's measurement, is

144-36 metres = 472 ft. above the level of the sea, and in which so

many great modern luminaries in archaeology have seen the walls ol

Priam's Pergamus— have never deserved to be called "Cyclopean." He
was the first to observe, from the peculiar manner in which the stones of

the walls have been wrought, that they have been slowly shaped {alge-

splitferf) with an iron pick-hammer, and must consequently belong to a

comparatively late period. As above mentioned, these ruins probably

mark the site of Gergis, where, according to Xenophon,* Queen Mania

kept her treasures. I showed him that the average depth of the accumu-

lation of dehr-is in the little Acropolis is only 1 ft. G in., and that only

Hellenic pottery is found there. He recognized the agora of the little

town in a recess of amphitheatrical form, in which the ruins of four rows

of stone seats may still be seen. It is strange that this agora never fell

under the notice of any one before, and that it was reserved for the keen

eye of Professor Virchow to discover it.

We also visited the springs" of Bounarbashi,^" which, according to

M. Burnouf's measurement, are 27*77 metres = 91 ft. above the level of

the sea, and in which the defenders of the Bounarbashi theory recognize

two springs only—one lukewarm, the other icy' cold — in order to force

them into agreement with those described by Homer, near which Hector

was killed by Achilles :
" But they dashed forward by the watch-tower

and the wind-beaten fig-tree always along the wall, on the chariot road,

until they reached the two fair-flowing springs, where the twin sources

of the eddying Scamandcr bubble up : for the one flows with lukewarm

water, from which clouds of steam arise as from a burning fire ; the other

runs forth in summer like hail or cold snow, or as from frozen water." ^^

* Hist. Gr., iii. 1, § 15: Tai'/ra 5e Ttotriffas there is a Peu tre fynnyn, which means "head

^K?i\l/ty Kttt ripytda e'xt'pas iruKeis Kartax^'i t** ^hc three springs."

ivQa KoX Ttt xP'ht^o-T"- tJ-d\i<TTa ^f r^ Mavia. " Jl. x.\ii. 145-152 :

" When he (Meidias) had done this, he tooiv ol Si irapa ff/coTrnV 'c«l tpiv^hv r)vefi6ei'ra

possessioa of the fortified cities of Scepsis and Tti'xeos alfv ifirtK Kar afxai^nhv SaaevouTo-

Cergis, where Mania chiefly kept her treasures." Kpuvvw 5' 'Uavov Ka\kipp6oo, tvOa 5e irrj-yo^

" As before mentioned, I counted here tliirty- Suiai dj/aiVtroiKri licaij.d.vhpov Stvi)(VTos.

fiiur springs ; but as the spot where tliey rise % fxev yap 0' vSart Kiap'i pifi, d/xtpl 5e /coTrris

is called Kirk-Giiis, or " forty eyes," there are ytyi'trai ^ alnrjs, w(Te\ nvphs alSofxivoio.

pi'obably forty springs here. h 8' irfpr] diptC -rrpopfti fiKv'ia xaf^^Cv,

"* Bounarbashi means " head of the springs." ^ X'*^"' ^"XPV^ ^ *l vSaros KpuiraWtf.

Clarke (i. p. 109) reminds us that in Wales
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Professor Virchow found in two of the springs a temperature of

16'-8 centigrade (62^24 Fahrenheit), in a third 17" (G2-6 Fahrenheit), in

a fourth 17-4: (63'-32 Fahrenheit). The hist spring rises in a swamp,

and, as Professor Virchow explains, is for this reason slightly warmer,

the water being stagnant. On the other hand, the spring which shows

17° runs at once into a little rivulet formed by other sources higher

up, and it appears, therefore, to be a little colder; the two springs of

IG'^'S were tested as they bubbled forth from beneath the rock: and

thus, Virchow says, it is quite intellig^il)le that, the difference of tem-

perature of the water in the swamp and of the running water in the

rivulet being still more marked in winter than in spring or summer,

vapour might be seen to rise from the former and not from the latter.

I further visited, in company with the same friend, the vast ruins of

Alexandria-Troas on the coast nearly opposite Tenedos.^ We went from

thence to the hot springs called Ligia Hammam, in a valley to the south-

east ; the height above the sea is 85 ft., according to Virchow. The Avater

is saline and ferruginous, and its temperature is 150"^ Fahrenheit, accord-

ing to Barker Webb ;^ according to Clarke,^ only 142" Fahrenheit. The

numerous ancient ruins in the valley leave no doubt that the springs were

very celebrated in antiquity. The baths are much frequented in summer

for rheumatic and cutaneous affections. We passed the night in the

prosperous Turkish village of Kestamboul, which commands a magnificent

view of Mount Chigri (called in Turkish " Chigri Dagh ") and the Aegean

Sea. Next we ascended Mount Chigri (its height above the sea is 1639 ft.

according to Virchow), passing on our way the ancient quarries near the

village of Koch-Ali-Ovassi. We saw there seven columns which had been

cut whole out of the granite rock, each 38 ft. 6 in. long, the diameter at

the top being 4 ft. 6 in., and 5 ft. 6 in. at the base. They appear to have

been destined for Alexandria-Troas, as they are exactly similar to the three

which lie there on the beach.

On the top of Mount Chigri we greatly admired the vast Hellenic

ruins supposed by Mr. Calvert to mark the site of Neandria, whilst others

identify them with Cenchreae. The fortress, which has the unusual length

of 1900 paces, and is 520 paces broad, is considered to be very ancient,

' In opposition to the common belief, I think capital jU€Ta|i; Tpcf)d?os (Alesandria) km. ttis

that this city was not foumled by Antigonus, apxalas 'l^iov, awording to Zosimr.s; ev ^lyala!

but that it was only enlarged by him, for Strabo {sic), according to Zonaras. Under Hadrian, the

(xiii. pp. 593, 6o4) expressly states that "its celebrated orator Herodes Atticus was governor of

site was formerly called ' Sigia,' and that Anti- the city. Several portions of the gigantic aque-

gonus, having colonized it w'ith the inhabitants duct which he built, and to the cost of which

of Chrysa, Cebrene, Xeandria, Scepsis, Larissa, his father Atticus contributed three millions of

Colonae, Hainaxitus, and other cities, named it drachmas of his own money, still exist. Alex-

Antigoiiia." He further states that it was andria-Troas is also mentioned in Holy Scripture

afterwards embellished by Lysimachus, who (by the name of Troas) as one of the cities

named it, in honour of Alexander the Great, which were visited by St. Paul (Acts xx. 5).

"Alexandria-Troas." Julius Caesar was so much Its extensive Byzantine ruins leave no doubt

pleased with its site, that, according to Sueto- that it was inhabited till the end of the Middle

nius (./yi. CfWS. 79), he intended to make it the A^'i's. It is now called " Eski-stambul " {i.e.

capital of the Roman Empire. According to the Old Citv).

Zosimus (it. 30) and Zonaras (xiii. 3), Con- ^ Tuporp-aphie de la Troade, p. 131.

stantiue the Great had the same idea before he ' 'J ntvels in various Cotmtries of Europe, Asia,

chose Byzantium : he intended to build his new and Africa, i. US.
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and parts of it are assigned to the same epoch as Tiryns and IMycenae.

Biit we conkl not discover in it anything which might claim a high

antiquity ; besides, pre-historic cities are always very small. The walls

average 10 ft. in breadth, and consist of two parallel walls of regular

horizontal courses of granite blocks cut into a wedge-like shape, with

their broad end turned outside, the space between the two walls, as well

as the interstices between the blocks, being filled up with small stones.

To this sort of masonry, which can also be seen in the famous Acropolis

of Assos, we did not think ourselves justified in attributing a greater

antiquity than the Macedonian period, the more so as the stones have

been v/orked with an iron pick-hammer. Some parts of the walls we

saw were composed of polygonal stones well fitted together, but they

equally failed to convey to us an idea of high antiquity. In fact, I could

point out in Greece a number of walls formed of polygonal stones, which

we know to have been erected in Macedonian times ; as, for instance,

the substructions of some of the tombs in the ancient cemetery of the

Hagia Trias at Athens and the fortifications on Salamis. The walls of

the fortress on Mount Chigri are for the most part well preserved, but

in many places they are more or less destroyed. I attribute this to the

roots of the trees which grow between the small stones and must have

dislocated the large blocks. Professor Virchow does not think this

explanation insufficient, but prefers to ascribe the destruction of the walls

to earthquakes. It deserves to be noticed that the bare rock crops out in

all parts of the fortress, and that there is no accumulation of debris ; only

here and there I saw a late IJomau potsherd and some fragments of bricks

of a late date.

We next visited the small Turkish town of Ine, on the Scamander,

304 ft, above the sea, the name of which is probably a corruption of

Aenea} However this may be, it appears evident that Ine occupies

the site of an ancient town, perhaps of Scamaudria, as Mr. Calvert

thinks, for many fragments of ancient sculptures are to be seen there,

and masses of fragmentary pottery peep out of the clay walls of the

houses, a good many of the fragments being Hellenic. From Ine we
went to the prettily-situated town of Beiramich, which stands on a

plateau on the banks of the Scamander, 516 ft. above the sea according

to Virchow, whence we proceeded to the neat village of Evjilar, situated

8(54 ft. a])ove the sea: the name Evjilar means "village of the hunters."

This also stands on the bank of the Scamander, whose width varies here

from 40 to GO ft., while the water is hardly a foot deep. We had with us

three gensdarmes on horseback and two on foot, the country being unsafe.

Thence we ascended the mountains of Ida, which are covered with

a beautiful forest of oak and pine,^ intermingled with chestnut-trees,

* There being silver-mines near \ni (see k^J^t; (see Groskurd, ii. pp. 480 and 580). Pliny,

Chandler, i. 142; Pococke, iii. p. 160; and JI. N. ii. 96, 97, v. 30. .'JO, and Stcph. Byz.

I.echevalier, \'oi/a;ie dans la Troade, p. 128), it is p. 487, who mention Nea, seem to have taken
hiylily jirobahle that, instead of v Nea K'l>txr;{Ka\ it from Strabo, p. 603. A. Paiily, R<al Kncj-
apyvpia), between Pojiclina and Palaescei)sis, we clopiidie, s. v. "Nea."
ought to read in Strabo, .\iii. p. 603, according ' /I. xi. 494:
to the parallel passage, xii. p. o52, Alfea or "Evea iroKKas Si Spis aj,oAf as, TroAAas 5f re -rreiKas.
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plane-trees, limes, and the like. The rain, which came down in torrents,

prevented ns from reaching the summit of Gargarus, which is 5750 ft.

ahove the level of the sea. We could only get as far as the sources

of the Scamander, which arc 4056 ft. below the top of the mountain.

The principal source, which according to Virchow's measurement is

^ l()!l4 ft. above the level of the sea, dashes forth in a stream about 7 ft.

broad from a natural cavern, in a nearly vertical rock wall, from 250

to 300 ft. high, which is composed of a coarse crystalline marble. It falls

at once almost vertically 60 to 70 ft. over projecting blocks of rock, and

y^^ after a course of 200 ft. it is joined by a small stream, formed by the

waters of three smaller but still abundant sources, and a number of very

small ones rising out of crevices in the rock close to the large one, as well
,' as by a large rivulet which is supplied from the melted snow, and has but

/ very little water in summer. At about 200 ft. from the great cavern, five

/ or six paces from the river-bed, is a small cavity, evidently the same as

I
that of which P. Barker Webb '^ speaks, and from which there once ran a

copious source of warm water ; but now, and probably for many years past,

this cave is dry, the spring having bored another channel through the

rock considerably below it, and close to the Scamander, into which it flows.

This source had, according to Virchow's observations, a temperature of

60^4 Fahrenheit, the air being at 58'''64; and the water of the Sca-

mander, as it flows from the cavern, 47^*12. Professor Virchow" observes :

" Although in the llicuV the Scamander is mentioned as one of the rivers

which rise from the Ida range, yet a certain doubt has prevailed as to the

exact place of its origin. It appears to me that this doubt is due to the

statements of Demetrius of Scepsis, who, among the various peaks of the

Ida, indicated the Cotylus as the place of the sources of the Scamander,

while the presumptions of the Iliad essentially refer to Mount Gargarus.

Here a grove and an altar were consecrated to Zeus ;
^ and here he was

wont to stay.^° And when the Scamander is indicated as the son of Zeus,

where else could his source be, but on Mount Gargarus ? Though, accord-

ing to Kercher,^ the repeated addition, ov addvaro'^ reKero Zeu?,'^ may be

rejected as a later interpolation, there remains the epithet SLLTrereoq

Tora/xolo, which occurs three times f and even if the beginning of the

twelfth book of the Iliad, where the Scamander is called Sio?,* should not

be genuine, yet the divine character of the river-god is expressly testified

in the Mci^r] irapaTroTdfuo^;, Here calling him dOdvarov 6euv,^ and Achilles

Siorpecpe'i.^ In the imagination of the poet the river and the river-god

blend together into a single personality, and the origin of both is referred,

as it were, to the great weather-god on Mount Gargarus."

We returned to Evjilar, and proceeded thence, by way of Erenlii

(780 ft. above the sea), Bujuk Bounarbashi, and Aiwadjik, to Behrahm,

the ancient Assos, whence we returned in an open boat to the Plain of

® Topographic de la Troade, p. 46. ' Phil, und histor. Abh. der k. Akad. d. Wis-

' Beitrdije zur Landeskunde dcr Troas, p. 36. scnsch. ; Berlin, 1875, p. 105.

8 xii. 19-21. 2 11. xiv. 434 ; xxi. 2 ; xxiv. 693.

» II. viii. 48. » ii_ x^ii. 263 ; xxi. 268, 326.

10 II. xir. 157, 158. ^ xii. 21. * xxi. 380. " xsi. 223.
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Troy. According to Virchow's measurement, Bujuk Bonnarbashi is 907,

Aiwadjik is 871, and the Acropolis of Assos 615 ft. above the level of the

sea. I fully agree with Colonel Leake, that the ruins of Assos give the

most 2?erfect idea of a Greek city that we can now find anywhere. Its

circuit-walls are better built, and are in a far better state of preservation,

than those of any other Greek city now existing. They are, on an average,

8 ft. 4 in. thick, and consist of wrought stones, either square or wedge-

shaped, which are put together precisely like those of the walls of the

great fortress on Mount Ciiigri ; the interior of the walls, as well as the

interstices between the stones, being filled with small stones. Wherever
the wall consists of square blocks, these are intersected at regular distances

by long wedgelike blocks, which serve to consolidate them in their posi-

tion. All the stones show the most evident marks of having been worked

with an iron pick-hammer, and consequently cannot claim a very remote

antiquity. Professor Virchow agrees with me in thinking that, although

some parts of the walls may belong to the sixth century e.g., yet by far

the larger part of them has been built in Macedonian times.

In company with Professor Virchow and M. Burnouf, I also made an

excursion through the Doumbrek valley to Mount Kara Your and Mount
Oulou Dagh, the former of which is, according to M. Burnouf's measure-

ment, 209 m. = 686 ft. above the level of the sea, and has hitherto had

the honour of being identified with Mount Callicolone, mentioned twice

No. 15 The Ilnii Mil MiK IV I li Nth 1 ji 1 I (I til s mil nil S« imp To the Ifft, the Heights between

the Sinioi.-. mid the Hellespont , to iht iigbt, tiie 1 lalt.iu bctwcui iht biuiois and the rhjmbiiu», m the back-

giouiid, Uie Oulou IJjgh.

by Homor.^ But, as the poet makes the war-god leap alternately from

Ilium to Callicolone, and from Callicolone to Ilium, Professor Virchow

considers it to be implied that Callicolone must be visible from Ilium

;

and Mount Kara Your not fulfilling this condition, he identifies Mount
Oulou Dagh with the Homeric Callicolone, this being the only other great

height in the neiglibonrliood of the Simois ; besides, Hissarlik and nearly

every point of the Plain of Troy can be seen from this mount, which is

not the case with Mount Kara Your. Mount Oulou Dagh is, according to

M. Burnouf's measurement, 429-80 m. = 1409ft. above the level of the sea.

We also visited the ruins of the ancient town of Ophrynium, now

'^
Tl. xjc. r)2, 53: and xx. 151:

o^u Kar' aKporarris ttAMo^ Tpu€(T(n KeXevout' oJ 5' iTfpwfff Kadt^ov 4it' ocppvai Ka\\iKo\unniSt
&\\0Te Trap 'S,ifj.6€i>Ti Ofwu eVl KaWiKoKwvrj-
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Palaeo-Kastron, which stood between Cape Ehoeteum and the village

of Een Kioi, on a lofty height overhanging the Hellespont ; hence its

name (from 6cf)pvs). Its Acropolis is aljout the same size as Hissarlik.

Eemnants of the wall are visible on three sides, with traces of two
towers ; there was probably no wall on the fourth side, this being pro-
tected by the precipice. Within the Acropolis are remains of several

buildings. The lower town appears to have extended to the valley on
the south side of the Acropolis, where several heaps of stones appear to

mark the sites of houses ; but all the fragments of pottery I could gather
there and in the Acropolis are of the Hellenic period. As to the identity

of the place with Ophrynium, the coins found on the spot leave no doubt.

The site of Ophrynium is erroneously marked on Admiral Spratt's map
to the east of Een Kioi, two miles distant from its real position.

We also visited the rocky height opposite the Bali Dagh, on the east

side of the Scamander. We found there on the north-west, north, north-

east, east, and south-east sides of the summit large fragmentary walls,

which, to judge from the huge heaps of stones on either side of them,

appear to have had a height of 20 ft. or more ; they consist of unwrought
stones joined together with small ones. The largest blocks contained in

the walls are 3ft. long, and about Hft. in breadth and height; but in

general the stones are much smaller. Within the walls may be traced

some foundations of houses. Many more foundations can be detected on

the plateau below the summit as well as down the whole slope, where the

lower city apj^ears to have extended. The hill runs in an almost vertical

line on the south and west sides towards the Scamander. On account of

the many inequalities of ground in the little Acropolis, as well as in the

lower city, the rains have so completely swept away every vestige of

artificial debris, that the bare rock everywhere protrudes, and no excava-

tions are possible. In spite of the most careful examination, I could not

find a single fragment of pottery either on the Acropolis or in the lower

town. On the slope on the north side is a tumulus of loose stones, which

has lost its conical shape. The ruins of this ancient Acropolis and city

are marked on Admiral Spratt's map of 1840, but they had been indicated

to him by Mr. Frank Calvert, who discovered them.

I give here an extract from the speech which Professor Yirchow made

on his return to Berlin from his expedition to the Troad, before the

Berlin Society for Anthropology, Ethnology, and Pre-historic Archaeology,

on the 20th of June, 1879 :
—

" That part of the citadel-hill of Hissarlik in which the calcined ruins

of the ' hiirnt city ' were found had at the time of my departure from the

Troad been cleared away, in a considerable number of places, down to the

virgin soil. At one place we reached the rock itself, on which the most

ancient city had been built. In the midst of the great trench Schliemann

had left standing a mighty block, which, as long as it holds together, will

indicate to visitors the original level of the surface. It forms a large

quadrangular column, which rises between 8 and 9 metres (26 ft. 4 in. to

29 ft. 7 in.) above the level of the ground on which the town-chiefs house

stands. But below this latter level one may dig 6, 8, nay 10 metres
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(19 ft. 9 in., 26 ft. 4 in., or 32 ft. 10 in.), before penetrating thronpli all

the layers of ruin. Thus the aggregate depth of all the strata of debris,
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from the surface to the rock itself, amounts to nearly 20 metres (66 ft.).

The whole of this dei)th consists of the remains of ancient habitations.

There is nothing in or about it which could give the impression of having
belonged to anything else.

" Its situation is as follows : on the last spur of a tertiary mountain-
ridge, which projects from the volcanic mountains on the east towards the

Scamander, and rises perhaps 100 ft. above the plain, there has been
heaped up a series of layers of ch'bris, in which it is easy to recognize the

stratification of the settlements which have succeeded each other. These
masses of debris have indeed grown to an incredible height. But the very
circumstance, that perhaps nowhere else in the w^orld has an accumulation

of this kind been hitherto discovered— an accumulation consisting of such

a mass of debris of successive settlements—proves that an extraordinarily

long time must have elapsed from the foundation of the first settlement to

the destruction of the last. Whatever opinion may be formed of the

manner in which the successive buildings were constructed, for the masses

of debris to have attained such a dej)th more time is undoubtedly needed

than we are justified in accepting for the formation of the mounds of ruins

at any other place whatever in the world. If one wishes to make a com-

parison, at the best a certain parallel might be found in the Assyrian

mounds, in which, owing to the great quantity of bricks that entered

into their construction, the dissolving masses of clay have attained a

very extraordinary bulk. A certain comparison is also presented by the

excavations on the Palatine Mount at Home. But the accumulations at

Hissarlik are distinguished from all others by the fact, that there

exists here a larger series of successive heterogeneous stratifications than in

any other known spot ; and these, by their whole nature and condition,

testify to repeated changes in the population. Their duration cannot,

indeed, be calculated by definite numbers of years ; but we nevertheless

gain a chronological basis from the enclosed material, which exists in

rich abundance.
" How long the aforesaid block can resist the influences of the weather,

I dare not say. At all events, it will for a long time to come give testi-

mony, not only to the gigantic height of these masses of ruins, but also,

aa I believe, to the incredible energy of the man, who has with his own
private means succeeded in removing such enormous masses of earth. If

you could see what mounds of earth (in the full sense of the word) had

to be dug away and removed, in order to have a view of the lower

layers, you would indeed scarcely believe that a single man in the

course of a few years could have accomplished so great an under-

taking. On this occasion I would stand up for Schliemann against

a reproach which, though j)lausil)le in itself, falls to the ground on

closer consideration— the reproach that he has not excavated from

the surface, layer by layer, so as to obtain a complete plan for each suc-

cessive period.

" There is no doubt that the manner in which he has excavated, by

making at once a large trench through the whole hill, has had, in the

highest degree, a destructive efi'ect on the upper layers. In those near the
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surface were portions of temples of the Hellenic period, columns, triglyphs,

and all kinds of marble fragments, thrown together pele-mele. Neverthe-

less, with great care and attention, such as that with which the excava-

tions at Olympia are carried on, it might perhaps have been possible to

have reconstructed a temple, at least in part. But Schliemann felt no

interest in a temple belonging to a period far too late for him. I may also

say that, after having seen a considerable proportion of the fragments, I

doubt whether, if all had been brought together, an essential gain would

have been contributed to the history of art or to science. I allow that it

has been a kind of sacrilege. Schliemann has cut the temple (of Athene)

right in two ; the building material has been thrown aside and partly

again buried ; it will not be easy for any one, even with the largest expen-

diture, to collect it again. But, undoubtedly, if Schliemann had proceeded

in such a way as to remove the ruins stratum by stratum from the surface,

he would, owing to the vastness of the task, not even to-day have reached

Ko. 17. Troy seen from the South-east side. This point of view has been taken from the Plateau between
tlie Simois and ihe Thymbrius, above the Theatre in Novum Ilium. View taken in 1879.

the layers in which the principal objects were found. He only reached
them by at once extracting the nucleus of the great hill.

"The hill of Hissarlik lias indeed increased, in the course of time,

not only in height, but also in hreadth and fhichies.^, through the masses
of debris removed and thrown aside by successive generations, in order
to obtain a site on which they could build. Since the excavations in this

direction have now been carried on systematically, chronological con-
clusions may be drawn with the greatest precision from the accumulation
of the debris, which show in tlic vertical trenches a series of stratifica-

tions lying the one upon the other, and falling off o1)liquely. Such con-
clusions could hardly have been arrived at, if the strata, which lie one

'

upon the other, but do not always continue on the same level, had been
simply taken off in succession.

" Near tlie surface, we see in one place the foundations of the tem])le,

m another the wall composed of regular layers of wrought stones of the

Alexandrian time, the so-called wall of Lysimachus. Its situalitm is

highly characteristic. In the vertical trenches made through the outer
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circumference of the liill may be seen successive slanting layers of debris,

from which it may easily be perceived that the cleJms had been thrown

over the slope of the hill. On these accumulations the wall has been

^lililliliilLliilliii
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erected :' it does not stand upon the primitive roclf, but on the material

which has been thrown down sideways, and indeed in places where there

* See the Section given in the chapter on tlie Greek Ilium.
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is no rock at all l3elow. It may thus be understood that the surface of

the hill has manifestly increased in width from settlement to settlement.

The circumference of the hill went on continually enlarging in the course

of time. In this way it has increased to dimensions which, in height as well

as in width, very far exceed those of the ' burnt city.' This latter forms,

in the midst of the whole, a proportionately small central part. The

successive cities became continually larger and larger, and extended their

radius. Our attention was first called to this by our own work in order

to bring to light the ' burnt city.' The dehris was taken out from the

midst, and carried to the side ; but as the slope was here, it was carried

through a trench, which had been cut radially through the hill, to the

brink of the slope, and was there thrown over. Thus the mass of earth

partly slid down the slope, and partly remained lying on it, while only

the larger stones rolled down into the plain. By these means the hill

visibly and continually increased, and, as seen from below, it appeared to

be always growing larger and larger. It now looks, I believe, more stately

than ever it did before. The various trenches and accumulations have

given the hill the appearance of something which very much resembles a

large fortress. The hill thus artificially excavated is now in the following

condition. Apart from the single trenches, the exterior covering of the

ancient hill still remains at its original height, whereas the interior is

excavated. Standing on the circuit-walls, one looks down into a sort

of large cauldron, at the bottom of which lies the 'burnt city,' with

its walls and foundations visible as on a plan. In this way the visitor

is in a position to become acquainted with the peculiar nature of the

constructions.

" This is in so far of great interest for those philologinits who wish to

investigate how far the indications of Homer agree with the existing con-

ditions : for example, with reference to the course run three times round

the city by Hector and Achilles. The question is no longer, as hitherto,

about the whole hill of Hissarlik, but only about the central part of it,

which really represents the ancient settlement. This latter is much

smaller than the whole content and circumference of Hissarlik itself. I

must, however, lay stress on the fact, that in comparison with the

Acropolis on the Bali Dagh, even this smaller part would still represent a

considerable town, which far exceeds the settlement on Bounarbashi."

As on my last journey to England and Germany I have heard it

repeatedly stated that, carried away by ambition, I am ruining myself in

my archaeological explorations, to the prejudice of my children,^ who will

be penniless after my death, I find it necessary to assure the reader that,

although on account of my present scientific pursuits I am bound to keep

aloof from all sorts of speculation and am compelled to content mysell

with a small interest on my capital, I still have a yearly income of £4000

as the net proceeds of the rents of my four houses in Paris, and £G00O

° I have four children: a son, Sergius, born 1878, and daughter, Andromache, born in 1871,

iu 185,"), and daughter, Nadeshda, born in 1861, by my second wife,

by my first wife ; and a son, Agamemnon, born in

F
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interest on my fundod property, making in all £10,000 ; "whilst, inclusive

of the large cost of my excavations, I do not spend more than £5000 a

year, and am thus able to add £5000 annually to my capital. I trust,

therefore, that on my death I sliall leave to each of my children a fortune

large enough to enable them to continue their father's scientific explora-

tions without ever touching their capital. I avail myself of this oppor-

tunity to assure the reader that, as I love and worship science for its own

sake, I shall never make a traffic of it. My large collections of Trojan

antiquities have a value which cannot be calculated, but they shall never

be sold. If I do not present them in my lifetime, they shall at all events

pass, in virtue of my last will, to the Museum of the nation I love and

esteem most.

I cannot conclude this introduction without expressing my warmest

thanks to my honoured friends Mr. Frank Calvert, Consul of the United

States of America ; Mr. Paul Yenizelos, Consul of Greece ; Mr. Emilio

Yitali, Consul of Italy ; and Mr. Nicolaos Didymos, first dragoman and

political agent of the Turkish Government at the Dardanelles, for all

the kindness they have shown and all the valuable services they have

rendered me during the long period of my excavations at Hissarlik.

I also warmly thank my friends. Doctor F. Imhoof Blumer of Winterthur

and Mr. Achilles Postolaccas, keeper of the National Collection of Coins

at Athens : the former for the great kindness he has shown me in getting

photographed for me all the different Ilian coins he had at his disposal

;

the latter for the great friendship he has shown me in superintending the

drawing of these coins, as well as of all the Ilian coins contained in the

collection under his charge ; also for the learned dissertation he has

written for me on the Ilian coins and medals, which will appear in

the chapter on Novum Ilium.



CHAPTER I.

THE COUNTEY OF THE TEOJANS (ol Tpwe?).

§ I. The Extent of the Trojan Land. The Troad (>) Tpwa?, sc. yT]).

In interpreting the Homeric geography of the Troad, Strabo ^ rightly

says :
" The coast of the Propontis extends from the district of Cyzicus,

and the neighbourhood of the Aesepus and the Granicus, to Abydus and

Sestus ; the land around Ilium, and Tenedos, and Alexandria-Troas from

Abydus to Lectum :
^ but above all these lies the mountain-range of Ida,

which extends to Lectum. But from Lectum to the river Caicus ^ and

(the promontory of) Canae there follows the country around Assos,*

and Adramyttium, and Atarneus,^ and Pitane," and the Elaitic Gulf;^

opposite all of which stretches the island of the Lesbians : then follows

immediately the district of Cyme, as far as the Hermus ^ and Phocaea,

which forms the beginning of Ionia and the end of Aeolis. Such being

the localities, the poet gives us to understand that, from the district of

the Aesej)us and the present province of Cyzicene to the river Caicus,

the Trojan rule extended, divided into eight or even nine parts, according

to the dominions ; but the mass of auxiliary trooj)S is counted among
the confederates."

Thus the Homeric Troad comprised the north-western part of the later

Mysia, between the rivers Aesepus and Caicus : this is fully confirmed by

the poet, who makes Achilles mention in conversation with Priam that

Priam's dominion comprises all that is bounded to the north-west (dvco)

by Lesbos and to the north-east {KaOvirepOei) by Phrygia and the

Hellespont. All the nations which inhabit this dominion are called

Trojans (Tpwe?) by Homer, although he sometimes appears to designate

under this name more especially the inhabitants of Ilium and its

immediate environs.

' xiii. p. 581 : 'Attii 5* Tfjs Ku^iicr)yris koI twu Tpwas ap^at /j.^xP'-
'''"" KaiVcou iroTafji.ov SnjprjjjLe-

TTfpl MayiTTOv TUTToof Kol TpdviKov, /ue'xpi 'AjSi'/Sou vovs Kara SvvacTTfias els oktw /xtpiSas, ^ koX

Kal Srjo-ToD, TV/!' TT/s UponovT'iSos -KapaXiav flvai ivvia • rh Se twv dWaiv eiriKOvpwy TrAfjflos tV

Tvfj.^aivei • airh 5e 'A/3i/5(iu M^'XP' AsktoO toi irfpl to7s (Tvpifxaxois Staptd/j-eTTai.

'l\iof,Ka\Tft'f5jv.Kai'A\f^di'Speiai'Ty^vTpoid.5a- " Th AfKTou. now called Cape Baba or Santa

nduTooi' 5/j rovT(cu inzfpKfirai r) ""iSrj rb upos, JIaria. Here Here, in company with Hypuos,

Uf'xpi AeKTov icaOi'iKovaa oTTtt AfKTov Se juf'x/" fii'st touches the Trojan land oi\ her way to Ida

KaiKDv-KuTaixov KULTwi/ KavuifAeyouevoDV tarl TO. (II. -xiv. 283, 284 : 'ISt;;' S' lKiaQr)v . . . AeKToV,

Tf .i) Aaaov, ical 'A^pafj-vmov. Kol 'ATapvfa. Koi oOi npuruv Knrirr^v a\a).

UiTavTiv, Kal Tiiv 'EXaCriKhv icoKTrov • of? iruffii' ^ Now Ak-Su, or JJochair, Bakir, Bacher.

avrtirapriKei t) toiv Aiffjiiwu v?](7os' el9' elT/y to, * Now Reliram or Bearahni.

Tfpl Kv/xriv, /us'xpiy "Ep/j.ou Koi •toi/caias, i']Tifp " Now Dikeli Kioi.

o-pXV f^'f TTJs 'laivlas irrri, iripas Si riis AioKiSos. " Now Sanderli.

TotovTicv 5f Tuiv ToTTcnif uvTwv, 6 fiiv TToiTjTijs ' Now the Gulf of SandevH Or of Fokia.

airh rwu irfpl A'i(Tr}Kov ronwv, Kal tuu irtpl Ti]v ' This river is now called Gedis or Ghiediz

viJv Kv^tKfjvrfv x'^P'W'j vTrayoptvn fxaKiara tovs Tschai.
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AVe shall follow Bncliliolz ^ in describing in the following order the

eiglit or nine smaller dominions of wliicli the Troad was composed :
—

I. Dominion of Pandarus.^"

II. Dominion of Adrestus and Ampliius.^

III. Dominion of Asius.-

IV. Dominion of Aeneas (Dardania).''

Y. Dominion of Hector (Troy in the more narrow sense).''

The following districts are further mentioned in Homer :

—

VI. Dominion of Altes (the Leleges).^

VII. Dominion of the Cilicians, viz.
•

a. Dominion of Eetion.*^

h. Dominion of Mynes.''

c. Dominion of Enrypylus (the Ceteians).''

§ II, Mountains of the Troad.

Mount Ida {>) "IS?// ra 'ISaZa opr]^^) still retains its ancient name.

Its Homeric epithets are v->^rf\.i] (high ^), iroXviTLha^ (rich in fountains -)
;

and from its abundance of game it is also called the mother or

nourisher of wild animals (/jir]Ti]p Orjpoiv^'). It extends through "Western

Mysia in many branches from south-west to north-east. On account of

its manifold ramifications, it was compared by the ancients to a centipede

{scoloijendra)} One of its principal branches extends along the northern

coast of the Gulf of Adramyttium, and runs out into the promontory of

Lectum ;
^ the other extends in a westerly direction along the river

Aesepus, and terminates at the city of Zeleia :
—" those who inhabited

Zeleia at the lowest foot of Ida." ^ In Ida rise the rivers Ehesus,

Heptaporus, Caresus, Ehodius, Grenicus (Granicus), Aesepus, Scamander,

and Simois :
—" Then Poseidon and Apollo took counsel to destroy the

wall, turning against it all the rivers that flow from the mountains of

Ida into the sea—Ehesus, Heptaporus, Caresus, Ehodius, Grenicus, and

Aesepus, divine Scamander also and Simois." ' As already stated, the

highest summit of Ida is Mount Gargarus, now called Kaz Dagh, 5750 ft.

above the level of the sea. On Gar^-arus was " a temencs sacred to Zeus,

* Homcrische Kosmographie unci Geographk, irpoiroBas v ""IStj kuI aKoXoTrevSpuSrjs ovcra to

von Dr. E. Buchholz; Leipzig! 1871. ffxviJ-O' • •

1° 11. ii. 824-827. i J!, ii. 828 83-1-. ^ Strabo, xiii. p. G05 : t] yap ano roD AeKxoD

" II. ii. 835-839. ^ //. ii. 819-823. I'o-X'-^ avarelrovaa Trpus Ti]u''l5riu vTrepKenai twv

1
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and a fragrant altar."® Mount Gargarus is further mentioned three

times by Homer.''

According to P. Barker Webb/" the summit of Gargarus consists of

actinolithic schist, nearly all the rest of the mountain being of mica-

schist. This schist is accompanied by immense deposits of primitive

white compact calcareous rock. Here are the sources of the Scamander,

which, as I have related above, I visited in company with Professor

Virchow. According to Webb, travellers have penetrated for a distance

of 200 metres (658 ft.) into the cavern, from which the principal source

dashes forth, without reaching its fountain. Tchihatcheff's measurements^

make the sources 650 metres (2138 ft.) above the level of the sea. The

mica-schist of Gargarus has a somewhat greenish colour ; it sometimes

contains a little asbestus. In the lower part of the mountain this schist

assumes a different aspect ; and under its new form, which is that of the

true mica-schist, it extends exclusively from the top of Gargarus as far

as the village of Saliklar Kioi. This primitive rock extends to the plain

on the north side of the river, where the hills have some elevation.

Turning now to the South, we see a country very different from that

we have just left. Alexandria-Troas is built on an ashy syenite, com-

posed of the three usual elements, among which the felspar predomi-

nates ; it gives its colour to the whole mass, in spite of a quantity of

crystals of blackish mica. The syenite extends through the whole

country to the east of Alexandria-Troas, as far as Ine or Ene. The valley

of Ligia Hammam is formed of schist surrounded on all sides by syenite.

Between Kemalli and Ine are the silver mines already referred to.

P. Barker Webb goes on to say: "Descending the hill about 200 metres,

we found ourselves on a volcanic tufa, which was succeeded at first by

columns of phonolith, and then by trachyte, as far as Ine. At a distance

of two hours from Ine the syenite meets a series of trap and basaltic

rocks. Not far from Ine is the curious conical hill called Ine Tepeh,

or Suran Tepeh, which has been thought by some to be an artificial

tumulus ; but in reality it is nothing else than an isolated mass of

basalt, which rises abruptly in the midst of the plain. The valley of

Beiramich, as well as the other valleys which converge there, are com-

posed of the secondary limestone of the Troad. Several chains of hills

penetrate into it towards the south ; they consist entirely of basaltic or

trap rock, and rise from the great centre of ancient volcanoes around

Assos. The largest of the lateral valleys is that of Aiwadjik, already

mentioned, three hours to the south-west of Beiramich. About halfway

* II. viii. 48 : (Here quickly ascended Gargarus, the summit of

Tapyapov, eyOa re ol (Zi^f'i) Tt/xevu? fio;;x6s re lofty Ida.)

Ouijeis. xiv. 352 :

" II. XV. 152, 153: Zs 6 fj.ey arpffias eS5f irarrjp ava FapydpCf} &Kpcf,

ibpov 8" (upvoTta KpoviSriu aua FapydpCj} &i<p(f> . . . (So he the father slept quietly on the height

I'lfxei'oi'. of Gargarus.)

(They found the wide-thundering son of Krouos '" loporjraphie de la Troadc anctcnnc ct mo-

enthroned on the peak of Gargarus.) dernc ; Paris, 184:4, p. 129.

xiv. 292, 293

;

' Asie Mincurc : Description physique, stati-

"HpT) 5e Kfiai-n-viis irpocnIS-iTaeTo Tapyapov aicpov stuptc, ct arch<fologiqitc de cctte contrc'c ; Paris,

"iSvs i;ij/7j\7)r • 1853-69, pt. i.
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between the two towns rises a beautiful conical hill called Kara-Euli,

which stands isolated in the plain. Its sides, which resemble walls, are

formed of basaltic columns, presenting to the eye a thousand elegant

shapes. Having passed the mountain, we had before and around us

a thousand varieties of trachyte and other rocks of igneous origin, with
volcanic agglomerations and tufa. Sometimes pretty large masses of

hardened schistose clay alternate, striated with variegated colours, in

company with jasper and jaspoide thermantide. Aiwadjik is built on a

height of volcanic rock, and its walls are composed of the same material.

Among the stones of the walls we noticed a very strange white tufa,

which was probably cut from a neighbouring quarry. "Wherever we
looked, the country appeared to have been overturned by the action

of ancient volcanoes until we arrived at Assos. At Mantasha, distant

an hour from Assos, on the road to Aiwadjik, the ruins of a castle may be

seen on the top of a small hill, which has the appearance of an extinct

volcano. We also noticed towards the sea a current of trachyte lava of

considerable length. As tufas and conglomerates are found there, it is

highly probable that it was a submarine volcano, whose scoriae, ashes, and

pumice-stone have been carried away by the water. We nevertheless

felt a great pleasure in still observing volcanic remains and erratic

masses of obsidian strewn here and there on the surface of the current.

The summit on which Assos is situated is a spur of that of Mantasha,

though the former is much higher and occupies a much greater space.

From the top, where we now see the ruins of the citadel of Assos,

currents of trachyte extend in various directions, similar to those at

Nemi, near Eome, principally in the direction of Adramyttium. This

country also recals to mind, though on a larger scale, the volcanic

hill of Eadicofani in Tuscany ; and the resemblance was increased by
our finding in the rock the mineral which Thomson calls florite, and

which by the German mineralogists is termed liyaJite. Though the

volcano is no longer active, we saw evident signs of internal subver-

sions of the soil and of the frequent earthquakes which ravage this

country."^

" In the Troad there is no primordial volcanic formation ; the principal

part of the volcanic districts is situated in the south. We find there

at every step thermal fountains and an abundance of salt-water springs,

the intimate relation of which to the j^henomena of volcanic eruptions

has been so often observed by geologists ; nay, these hot springs are

so numerous, that the vapours produced by the hot water have made
some authors say that they spread a thick cloud as far as the extremity

of the Gulf of Adramyttium." 2 "The lowlands, and that part which is

properly called the Plain of Troy, are interrupted by frequent elevations,

we might almost say by slight undulations of the ground, formed by
the spurs of Mount Ida, which terminate imperceptibly on the sea-coast.

Towards Dardania and Cebrenia, the mountainous ridges of Ida rise one

P. Barker Webb, Tojoogr. de la Troadc ; Paris, 1844, pp. 135-137.
3 ji^i^i^ j,_ 129.
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above the other, covered with pine-trees. The basaltic rocks of the

Bali Dagh attach these ridges to the syenite mountains behind Alex-

andria-Troas, in the midst of which rise those conical masses which are

visible to so great a distance at sea."
*

Between the two affluents of the Simois, which meet at the village of

Doumbrek, there is, according to the investigations of Professor Virchow

and M. Burnouf, an extensive mass of diluvium, composed of quartz,

diorite, serpentine, trachyte, &c., more or less rounded. The vegetation

consists principally of arbutus, andrachnes, and pines, which increase in

size with the height of the mountain ridges. There is a group of tangled

heights formed of quartzose mica-schist, where the pines are of noble

dimensions. There is a rivulet in every dale. The dales become more

and more hollow, and it is difficult to advance owing to the shrubs which

cover the slopes. The Oidou Baglb is now reached ; it is a long ridge,

belonging to a range of Ida, whose height is 429 • 80 m. = 1409 ft.

The Oulou Dagh consists essentially of a somewhat laminated serpentine

:

on its roundish conical surface wo see many steeply-raised enormous

masses of snow-white quartz and brown ferruginous quartzite, which lie

pretty accurately in the direction of north and south. The mountain-

ridge maintains this character as far as the Kara Your ; only from hence

the ridge extending towards Chiblak and Hissarlik consists of tertiary

limestone.

From the Oulou Dagh may be seen to the west a large part of the

Troad, Ida, Lesbos, the Kara Dagh, the islands of Tenedos, Imbros, and

Samothrace, the Plain of Troy, Hissarlik, and the confluence of the

Simois and Scamander. The descent is easy by the mountain ridge ; there

is a good road through the pines, which form here and there beautiful

tufts. These woods are now cultivated for sale by Turcomans, whose

graves may be seen here and there.

Following the ridge, the Kara Your is reached. This mountain,

which is 209 metres = G8G ft. high, forms the eastern extremity of the

plateau which separates the basin of the Simois from that of the Thym-
brius. From the Kara Your we enjoy a fine view over the basin of the

Thyml)rius as far as the heights of Bounarbashi, with all its undulations

;

but Hissarlik is not visible from hence.

I may here remind the reader that Mount Kara Y^'our has hitherto

been held to be identical with the Homeric Callicolone ; but that, as

Troy is not visible from it, I have now, at the suggestion of Professor

Virchow, and in accordance with Burnouf's view, transferred that honour

to the Oulou Dagh, which fulfils this apparently indispensable condition.

I must however remark that Strabo, on the authority of Demetrius of

Scepsis, evidently believed in the identity of the Kara Y^our with tho

Homeric Callicolone, for he states it to be only 5 stadia from the Simois

and 10 stadia from 'iXtewf Kco/jli], which distances perfectly agree with

the situation of the Kara Your, but not with that of the Oulou Dagh.'^

* P. BarlvPi- Webb, op. cit. p. 129. \6<pos ris, irap tv 6 'S.ifJ.deis fiu, vefTacrTdSwu

^ Sti-abo, xiii. p. 597 : virip Sh ttjs 'Wifuu Ste'xw-

cwjWji StKa (TToSiots iffTlv 1) KaWtKoKwyr], I remind the reader, once for all, that tho
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Professor Yirehow, moreover, pointed out to me on the Kara Your the

foundations of an ancient building, perhaps a temple, whereas there are

no traces of buildings on the Oulou DaG;h.

The plateau between Kara Your and the village of Chiblak is desert,

uncultivated, destitute of wood, and full of ravines. Here and there are

some bushes on a sort of very meagre prairie. In proportion as you

advance to the west the soil becomes limestone ; but the vegetation is the

same, except the pines, which cease with the schist.

Of Fromontorics, I have in the first place to mention Cape Ledum,
opposite Lesbos, which is the westernmost peak of Ida, and the extreme

southern point of the Trojan dominion. In Strabo's time the altar was
still shown here, which, according to tradition, had been erected by

Agamemnon to the twelve gods ;
'^ but this very mention of a definite

number of the gods shows that its origin must belong to a later period.

Here, as before stated. Here, in company with Hypnos, on their way to

Mount Gargarus, first reached the Trojan shore.' It is also mentioned

by Herodotus.*

Kext comes the famous Cape Sigeum, which forms the north-western

point of all Asia, at the entrance of the Hellespont, opposite to the city of

Eleusa on the southern extremity of the Thracian Chersonesus. It is now
called Cape Y'eni Shehr. According to M. Burnoufs measurement, the

height of Cape Sigeum is 77 • 20 metres = 252 ft. above the level of the

sea. On this cape (and not, as is erroneously shown on Admiral Spratt's

map, on the high plateau to the S.S.W. of it) was situated the ancient

city of Sigeum : in the first place because there is here an accumulation

of ancient cl'hris 6 ft. deep, whereas there is none at all on the neigh-

bouring plateau ; and secondly because Sigeum had a port, which did in

fact exist immediately to the east of the promontory, whilst there is none

at the foot of the plateau. The city was destroyed by the Ilians soon after

the overthrow of the Persian empire, and it no longer existed in Strabo's

time.^ Like the whole ridge of which it forms the north-eastern extremity,

this promontory consists of limestone, and falls off very abruptly towards

the sea. It is now crowned by the village of Yeni Shehr, which is

inhabited exclusively by Christians, and stands on the debris and ruins

of the ancient city of Sigeum.

In a direct line to the east of Cape Sigeum is Caj^e Blioeteum, now
called In Tepeh, on the Hellespont. TJie distance between these two

promontories is, according to Strabo,^" CO stadia ; but this is one of the

stadium of 600 Greek feet was the tenth part of » Mela, i. 18. 3; Tlin. H. X. v. 33; Serv.

the English geographical mile. In other words, ad Aen. ii. 312; to SiVeioi/, Hei-od. v. 05, 94;
'^0 stadia — 1 geog. mile = I minute of a degree Thucyd. riii. 101; Strabo, xiii. p. 595; Ptol

at the Equator. y. 03 . Steph. Byz. p. 597. Strabo, xiii. p. 603,

° Strabo, xiii. p. 605 : eTrl 5e to; heKTw Poouus c:ills it also rj 'Xiyeias axpa. The town rb 'S.i'yeiov

ru>v 5i'5e/ca 6ea)v Sc-iKwrai, KaAofci S' 'Ayafj.e/j.- is also called 'Siyv by Hecataeus, p. 208 ; Scylax,

yovos 'iSpvfjLa- p. 36.

' //. xiv. 283, 284-

:

"> xiii. p. 505 : euTt Se to jutj/cos rf/y vapa-

"IStjj/ S' iKiffdfjv Ai'as TOUTrjs airt) tov 'Poirelov fxexpi- "Styiiov Kal

AeKToV, odl TTpSlTOV XiTTiT7)V uAa' TOv'Axi'^^^'^S IJ.Vr}uaTOS eudvTTXooi'VTWV k^i]KOVTa

* ir. 114. aToSlocv.
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many proofs that the geographer never visited the Troad, the real distance

being only 30 stadia, which is given by Pliny/ On this cape formerly

stood the town of Ehoeteum [to 'PoiTeiov).'^ It is not a promontory in the

proper sense of the word, but an elevated rocky shore with several peaks,

of which the highest, according to M. Burnoiif's measurement, is only

1G8 ft. high. For this reason it is also called by Antipater Sidonius

'PoLTijtSe'i (iKTai.^ It is spoken of as the " Rhoetea litora " by Virgil."*

lUioeteum is also mentioned by Livy.^ On a lower jjcak of this pro-

montory is the tumulus attributed by tradition to Ajax, of which I shall

treat hereafter. It deserves particular notice that the names of the two

capes, Styeiov and 'Poheioi^, do not occur in Homer, and that he only

once mentions them where we read that, although the sea-shore was

broad, yet it could not contain all the ships, and the people were

crowded ; they had therefore drawn them up in rows, and had filled

the long mouth of the whole shore as far as it was enclosed by the

promontories.*"

§ III. RlVEES OF THE TrOAD.

(a) The Simois (6 'Ei/jLoei-^), now called Doumbrek Su, rises, according

to Homer, on Mount Ida, but more precisely on the Cotylus. Virchow,"

who investigated this river together with me, writes of this river as

follows :
" In its beginning it is a fresh mountain-brook. Its sources lie

eastward of the wooded mountains of the Oulou Dagh. From numerous

little watercourses, which partly bubble forth from the rock, and some of

which form little torrents, two rivulets are at first formed. The larger

and longer of them flows in a valley gap, between a prominent spur of the

Oulou Dagh, separated from the principal mount hy a deep, green meadow

valley, and a spur of the tertiary mountain ridge, which descends from

IJen Kioi towards Halil Eli, nearly parallel with the ridge of Ehoeteum.

The shorter and more southerly rivulet gathers the water from the Kara

Your and the mountain ridge whicli joins it to the Oulou Dagh. Both

rivulets join not far above Douml)rek Kioi and form the Doumbrek Su

(Simois), which is midway between a small river and a large rivulet. Its

l)cd, which is deeply cut throughout, and proceeds now in shorter, now in

longer windings, is at Doumbrek perhaps from 12 to 30 yards wide ; but

on the; 11th of April the water covered only part of the bottom of this

bod, and nowhere did its deptli exceed 6 inches. "We could wade through

it without any difficulty. The current is rapid ; the bottom is covered

with small pebbles, now and then also with somewhat larger rounded

stones from the Oulou Dagh.*^ The valley itself is small, but very fertile.

' //. A\ V. Xi :
" fuit et Aeantium, a Rhodiis alyia\hs vrjas xa5e€ir, crrdvovTO Se Aam-

oonditum, in altero cornu, Ajace ibi sepulto, xxx. t(2 ^a -KfjoKpua-aas tpvaav, Kal irKricTau airdaris

stad. intervallo a Sigeo." ijiuuus arofxa jxaicpov, oaov ffvueipyaOov UKpai.

- Hei'odot. vii. 43 ; Scylax, \>. 35 ; Stoph. ' Beitrilje zur Lanckshm.de dcr 'Troas, pp.

Byz. p. 577 ; Mela, i. 18. 5 ; Plin. If. X. v. 33
;

92-96.

Thucyd. iv. 52, viii. 101. ' In the celebrated passage where the Sca-

' Anthol. Gr. ii. p. 24, cd. Jacobs ; i. p. 254, mandor summons the Simois to battle against

No. 146, ed. Tauchnitz. Achilles, it is said (//. .\xi. 311-314):

* Am. vi. 595, and Plin. //. N. v. 33. oW iwdixwe rdxiara, nal iixiri-irXriQi fiifdpa

* xxsvii. 37. I'Saros e/< irriyiuv, irdvTas S' vpudvrov ivavKovs,

" //. xiv. 33-36 : Vfrrrj 5e /xtya Kvfxa, noX'vv 5' opv/xayShv vpivf

ou5« yap oii5' fvpvs irtp' taiv iSuvrcraTO Trotros <pirpwv koX Xdwv, 'iva. To^iaoixtv dypiov avSpa . .
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If we then pass the mountain ridge which crosses the valley below Doum-
brek Kioi, and descend on its gradually sloping Avest side to the region of

Halil Eli, which abounds with trees and fruit, we find the little river

scarcely larger at this village. Here also we ride through it without the

horses' feet getting wet above the ankles. The clearness of the water

permits us to see the bottom covered with small pebbles and gravel. At

a short distance below the village, which is situated on its right bank,

the little river divides into two arms. The right or northern arm, after

having received the ' Eain-brook of Hen Kioi,'—a very small and incon-

siderable rivulet, which has only an intermittent flow of water,—forms

a large swamp in which it disappears. On the other hand, the left or

southern arm approaches more and more to the mountain ridge which ex-

tends from Kara Your past Chiblak towards Hissarlik, and it flows pretty

near the lower edge of its slope. At first, as long as it flows through the

' Plain,' it has a somewhat deeper bed, whose banks are frequently under-

mined and fall off every here and there 5 or 6 ft. ; its breadth varies, but

it hardly anywhere exceeds 20 ft. Here and there groups of willows and

other bushes grow on the bank and on small islands in the river-bed ; a

rich vegetation of shrubs, especially of tamarisks and Vitex agnus-castus,^

extends along its banks. But further on, in proportion as the little river

approaches the foot of the mountain ridge, it divides into more and more

arms, whose course, as one easily sees, must be very irregular. One after

the other disappears in the large and deep swamp, which, connected at

many points with the northern swamp, extends as far as the foot of His-

sarlik, and occupies the larger part of the so-called Plain of the Siniois.

"Whilst the ramification of by-rivulets and their disappearance in the great

swamp causes a continual diminution of the volume of running water,

there nevertheless still remains a ' main arm,' which continues its course

along the ridge. We could still follow it up along the three springs of

Troy, though it was there reduced to a little rivulet of 4 to 5 paces in

breadth, and with an insignificant, though still rapid, current. Of these

three springs, all of which are marked on our MajD of the Troad, the first,

which runs from a stone-enclosure and has a temj)erature of 14^*6 Celsius

= 58^*28 Falir., is immediately below the ruins of the ancient city wall.

The second, whose stone-enclosure is destroyed, and a third, with a

well-preserved stone-enclosure and a double outlet, having a temperature

of 14^*3 to 15° Celsius = 57^*74 to 59^ Fahr., are within a quarter of a

mile from the first spring.

" At the west end of the great swamp formed by the waters of the

Simois, a short stream gathers again, and pours into the Kalifatli Asmak.

The spot where the gathering of the water takes place is pretty nearly in

a straight line drawn from Hissarlik to the In Tepeh Asmak ; that is to

say, at the point on the western edge of the swamp which is farthest from

Hissarlik. Apparently without any preparation, there is almost immedi-

ately a large broad river-bed, Avith many windings, between steep banks

from 6 to 8 ft. high ; this river-bed is interrupted by numerous islands,

3 ayvos = ayovos means sine semine (Theo- avTTJs evrovov (Dioscorides). See Od. is. 427

;

phrast. i. p. 264-). In the Iliad (zi. 105) the x. 166. Hymn, ad Dionys. 13, ed. Miquel,

shrub is called Kvyos, 5<a rhv irec'i res cdB5ovs p. 37.
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but every here and there it is pretty deep. After a course of scarcely

10 minutes the stream empties into the eastern bend of the Kalifatli

Asmak, a little above the place where an artificial ditch leads from the

Kalifatli Asmak to the In Tepeh Asmak, above a stone bridge which here

spans the Kalifatli Asmak in the direction of Koum Kioi. Ko water can

flow through the ditch except during the inundations."

The Simois is mentioned seven times in the lU'ul. Thus the poet says :

" But when they (Here and Athene) approached Troy and the two flowing-

streams, where the Simois and Scamander mingle their currents, there

Here, the white-armed goddess, stopped the horses, releasing them from

the chariot, and she poured a thick cloud around them, and the Simois

sprouted ambrosia for their pasture."^" Again: "Simois also, where many
ox-hide shields and crested helms fell down in the dust," ^ Again :

" Black

as a storm. Ares cried on the other side, now shouting shrilly to the

Trojans from the citadel, now running along the Simois unto Calli-

colone."^ Again: "He (Scamander) grew yet more furious against

the son of Peleus, and, lifting high the crested wave of (his) stream,

shouted to the Simois,"^ Again: "Descending from Ida along the

banks of the Simois," ^ Lastly :
" The dread battle-shout of Trojans

and Achaeans was left alone ; and many times did the fight sway hither

and thither over the plain, as they pointed against each other their

brazen spears between Simois and the floods of Xanthus," ^ The river

is also mentioned by Aeschylus,*^ Ptolemy,^ Stephanus Byzantinus,^

Mela,^ Pliny,^" Horace,^ Propertius,- and Yirgil,^

The identity of this river with the Simois of Homer is confirmed by

Strabo,* who states, on the authority of Demetrius of Scepsis :

" From the mountains of Ida two ridges advance to the sea, the one

'" //. V. 773-77G: rovs towovs 'iSaias opeiv7\s 5vo (prjalv ayKooua^

dA\' ore 5// Tpoir)v l^ov irora/zw re fieoi'Te, iUTiivtaQai irpus OdXaTTaf, rhv fxiv fiidv 'Poi-

5/X' poas 'Si/xoeis avfj.^d\KtTov rjSe 2(ca,uai'5pos relov rhv Se Siyei'ou, TroLovvras e'l a.jX(po1v ypap.-

tvd' 'in-Kovs t(mf](Ti Qio. \evK(i>Kivos"Upri p-o^ -^/xi/cu/cXia'STj • reAivrav S' eV rw TTiSicii,

Kvffaa' e'l oxea>v, Trepi S' r/e'pa tvovKIiv ex*"^"' Toaovrov a-nixovTas ti)s 6a\a,Trrjs offov rb vvu

* II. xii. 22, 23 : "lAioi'. rovro fxiv 5?; /xera^v ttjs reKevrrjs tSsv

K0.\ '^ifiSfis, o6i irnWa Pudypia /ca! rpvipdXaai Kix^^^'''"^ a.yK(j3V<j:v dvai, rh 5e -naXawv KTia/j-a

KaTTTreaov iv Koi''n;ai . . . fj.eTa^v ttj? apx^js ' airoXa/x^avicrBai S' (vrhs

" II. XX. 52, 53 : t6 T6 'S.luo^'hjiov -Ki^iov Si' ub 6 2i,uo6ts (ptpeTai,

6|i< /cot' OLKpordrris ttoAws Tpcoecrrrj KeXevan', Kal to 'S.KafxdvOpLov 5i' ob 'S.Kdjj.av^pos pit. tovto

fiAAore Trap Siutiei'Tf Oit^^v eVt KaAAiKoAw;/?;. 5e koI (Si'cos Tpo-Hicov Xiyi-rai, Ka\ rohs irXilffrovs

•" II. xxi. .j()5-.'>U7 : ayoivas 6 ttoitjtt/s ti/ravda OTroSiSaxri • irAari/Te-

aAA' eT( yuaAAo// pov ydp (art, ical tovs oro/ua^'o/xeVoi/s toitovs

XtifTO Tl7i\ei'covi, Kopva'ae Se Kv/xa puoio turavda ZeiKvvfxivovs opu/xfv, rov (pivi6i', rhy

v^pSa' a.etp6/J.fi'os, '2,ilJ-6evrt 5e Kt'/cAer' dvaas . . . too Alaui'iTov rdcpov, ti)v BoTieiav, to tov l\ou

* II. iv. 475 : cTTjua. ol 54 ttotquoI o re 'ZKa/xavSpos Koi 6

iSrjSfv KaTtovcra trap ox^y^i ^t/xo^vTos . . . "Si/xoeis, u jxiv tw Siyeia) TrATjcriairas o 5* tijj

* //. vi. 1-4 : 'Poireia', (.uKphv f/xirpoffOft' too yvv 'W'lov ffu/x-

Tptiwv 5' oiwdri ical 'Axcioov (pvXoTris alvri
• fidWovatv, (It' tVi rh ^iyfiov (KSiSoacri Kal

iroAAa S' ap' (v6a Kal tvd' Wvat fJ-dxV 7r«5ioio, irotovai rr;;' (TTofiaAiuvrji' KaXovixf i'T]v. Sutpyei

dAArjAcoi' iQvvofxivoiv xoA/CTjpea 5oCpa, 5' tKaTtpov twv Aex^eVrcoi' izeZiav airb Qarfpov

lifcrartyvs ^ifi.6evTos »5e s-dvOoio podcuv. fxtyas tis aux^" Tajf tipr)fj.iv<iiv ayicdivuv iir'

" Aijamcmnon, v. G9C), ed. Tauchnitz. ivddas, airh tov vvv 'l\iov tV apxh" sX*""

^ V. 2, 3. * P, QOl. " i. IS. .3. a-vij.<pVT]s avTtfS, reivS/xevos 6' fois ttjs Kt^pv
'" //. N. V. 33. ' Kpod. 13. 21. - iii. 1. 27. vias Kal diroTfXwv Tb g ypd/x/xa rrpbs tovs

' Acn. i. 618 ; v. 262, 473. (KaTtpxOev ayKufas.

^ Strabo, xiii. p, 597 : dire* Si tTjj Kara
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terminating in the promontory of Rhoeteum, the other in that of Sigeum

;

they form with it a semicircle, hut terminate in the Plain at the same

distance from the sea as Novum Ilium. This city, therefore, lies between

the two extremities of the ridges already named, but the ancient town

between their starting-points ; but the inner space comprises as well the

Plain of the Simois, through which the Simois flows, as the Plain of the

Scamander, through which the Scamander flows. The latter is properly

called the Trojan Plain, and the poet makes it the theatre of most of the

battles ; for it is broader, and here we sec the places mentioned by the

poet,—the fig hill, the tomb of Aesyetes, the Batieia, and the tumulus of

Ilus. But the rivers Scamander and Simois, of which the one approaches

Sigeum, the other lihoeteum, join at a short distance below Ilium, and

discharge near Sigeum, where they form the so-called Stomalimne. The

two above-mentioned plains are separated by a long neck of land, which

issues directly from the two ridges already named; beginning from the

projection on which Novum Ilium is situated, and attaching itself to it

(au/ji(f)urji; avTco), this neck of land advances (southward) to join Cebrenia,

thus forming with the two other chains the letter €."

The description of Pliny ^ agrees with that of Strabo :
" dein portus

Achacorum, in quem influit Xanthus Simoenti junctus : stagnumc[ue prius

faciens Palaescamander."

The identity of this river with the Homeric Simois is further con-

firmed by Yirgil, who tells us that Andromache, after Hector's death,

had again married Helenus, another son of Priam, who became king

of Chaonia

:

"Ante uvbera in liico falsi Simoentis ad untlam

Libabat cineri Andromache, INIancsque vocabat

Hectorenm ad turaulum, viiidi quem cespite inanem

Et geminas causam lacrymis sacravciat aias." ""

Thus Hector's tomb was in a grove near the Simois ; but, according to

Strabo,^ Hector's tomb was in a grove at Ophrynium, and this is also

confirmed by Lycophron in his Cassandra. But Ophrynium is in close

proximity to the river of which we are now speaking, and which, from

this and all other testimonies, can be none other than the Simois.

As the present name of the Simois, Douinhrel; is'believed not to be a

Turkish word, some take it for a corruption of the name Thymbrius, and

use it to prove that the river—which runs through the north-eastern

valley of the Plain of Troy, and falls into the Kalifatli Asmak (the ancient

bed of the Scamander) in front of Ilium—is the Thymbrius, and cannot

possibly be the Simois.

To this I reply, that there is no example of a Greek word ending in os

being rendered in Turkish by a word ending in /.•; further that Doumbrek

must certainly be a corruption of the two Turkish words ;,• \ {^J^
Don hareJc. Don signifies " ice," and hareJc '' possession " or " habitation :

"

the two words therefore mean much the same thing as " containing ice,"

* //. iV. V. 33. « Aerickl. iii. 302-305.

xiii. p. 595: ttAtjctioi' 5' etrrl rh 'O(ppvvioi', i(j>' & rb tov "Ekto/jos fiAcros iv ireoKpavei t6v(j>'
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and the name might be explained by the fact, that the inundations caused

by the Simois are frequently frozen over in winter, ^Yhen the whole

north-eastern plain forms a sheet of ice.

But if in classical times this river Avas called Simois, there can be no

doubt whatever of its identity with the Homeric Simois, because— as

MacLaren * justly observes—in all parts of the world rivers have preserved

their names with wonderful persistency in the midst of linguistic change

and political revolution. An ancient name may indeed be lost, but, if it

still exists, it would be difficult to conceive how it could possibly be

transferred from one river to another.

No ford of the Simois is mentioned in the Iliad, though the armies

must have passed the river constantly in marching to or from the plain

between this river and the Scamander, where all the battles were fought.

But though the Simois may perhaps have had a slightly larger quantity

of water in ancient times, before the invention of water-mills, it can

never have been of much consequence. Therefore, there was no need Ijd

speak of a ford.

Qj) The Thyinhrius, called 6 Qv/ji/3pio<; by Strabo ^ and Eustathius,^° is

a small river, which originates in the immediate vicinity of Mount Kara

Your, and receives the drainage of ten or twelve valleys, pouring at a

right angle into the Scamander opposite Bounarbashi. Its present name

is Kemar Su, from the Greek word Ka/xdpa (vault), and the Turkish word

" su " (ivater), the river being crossed, at about 3 miles above its con-

fluence, by a Pioman aqueduct. Homer does not mention this river at all,

though be mentions the town of Thymbre.^

The site of this ancient town corresponds with the farm at Akshi Kioi

on the banks of the Thymbrius, the proprietor of which, Mr. Frank

Calvert, has made excavations there, and has found inscriptions which can

leave no doubt of its identity. The whole place is strewn with archaic

Hellenic potsherds. The height of the site above the level of the sea,

at the place where Mr. Calvert's farmhouse stands, is, according to

M. Burnout's measurements, 03-35 metres or 207 ft. Strabo states that

close to the confluence of the Thymbrius and Scamander, and at a distance

of 50 stadia from Novum Hium, stood the famous temple of the Thymbrian

Apollo,- which, as my friend Professor A. H. Sayce, who lately visited the

Troad, remarks,^ must be identical with the almost entirely artificial mound

of Hanai Tepeh, whiich I have excavated in company with ]\[r. Calvert, and

of which I shall treat hereafter. According to j\[. Burnouf's measurement,

the height of the Hanai Tepeh is 87*75 metres = 285 ft. above the level of

the sea; the confluence of the Thymbrius and the Scamander being 24 -5

metres = 80 ft. 5 in. The distance given by Strabo is perfectly correct.

M. Burnouf makes the following remarks upon the river:
—"The

' Observations on the Topography of the Plain (" Towards Thynibre the Lycians and the lordly

of Tro]j. Sne Biirkev Webb, Tupoijraphie de ia Mysians had tlieir place allotted.";

Troade, p. 47. - xiii. p. 598 : Tr\i]cr'iov yap inn rh ireUov v

• xiii. p. TjOS. Qvfi&pa koL (5 5t' avrov pioiv irora^wi evfiffpios,

" Ad Horn. [I. x. 430. eViSaAAoir ils rhv ^KafiauSpov Kara rh ev,u8i>aiov

' //. X. 4oO : 'ATToAAcoros ifp6u.

irphs Qvfifiprjs 5' 'iXaxov AvKioi Muaoi t ay4- ^ In the Academy, Oct. IS, 1879.

pwxoi.
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Thymbrius flows in the hollow of a valley between the hills of Akshi

Kioi and the heights to the south. It is about 30 ft. broad. Its banks

are steep ; it is perfectly limpid, and is overshadowed by large trees. Its

banks, which are from 10 to 12 ft. high, show two very distinct layers :

first, a modern alluvium, consisting of earth washed down by the rains

from the hills ; secondly, below this, a thick layer of plastic clay,

analogous to that whicli forms the soil of the plain of the Scamander.

The confluence of the Thymbrius and the Scamander is not difficult to

determine,'* since the banks are high. During the inundations, the

great polygon formed by the Thymbrius, the Scamander, and the hills to

the east, becomes covered with water, which runs with great impetuosity

in an easterly direction ; inundates the swamp (now rendered salubrious)

to the north of Akshi Kioi
;
pours into the large bed of the Kalifatli

Asmak, which is identical with the ancient bed of the Scamander ; and

forms other streams, which flow in the same direction. On the 18th of

]\Iay, 1879, we saw this whole plain covered with dead trees and branches,

which had been carried away in the same direction, and caught by the

bushes of the agnus-castus and tamarisk."

(c) The Scamander (6 I^KufiavSpo'?, as it was called in the language of

men, according to Homer, but Xanthits, "the yellow stream," as it was

termed by the gods ^) is the modern Mendere, a plain corruption of the

name Scamander.

The punning etymology of Eustathius ''' makes SKd/xavSpo<;, aKci/x/xa

dvSp6<i {'iipaKkeou<i) top B,uv9ov €k 71)9 irpo/p/ayei', since " the excavation

of the man (Heracles) brought the Xanthus forth out of the earth." This,

of course, is mere trifling ; but the termination of the name is one which

we find in many of the river-names of Asia Minor, such as Maeander,

Alander, and the like. It is possible that the title by which the river

was known in the language of the gods—that is, of the Greek settlers

—

was a translation of its native name.

As before mentioned," Homer makes the Scamander rise from two

springs— one lukewarm, the other cold—close to the city wall; while

in another passage, already quoted, he correctly makes it rise in Mount
Ida. I have already described its sources from my own inspection of

them.'^ Strabo asserts, on the authority of Demetrius of Scepsis—who,

as he says, was a native of the country— that the Scamander flows from a

single source in Mount Cotylus, one of the peaks of Ida, about 120 stadia

above Scepsis, and that the Granicus and Aesepus originate from the

same mountain from several springs, in such close proximity to the

source of the Scamander, that all are within a space of 20 stadia, the

Scamander flowing in a westerly, the two others in a northerly direction,

and the length of the Aesepus being about 500 stadia.^ He confirms the

* This means that the banks of the river are T6iTaiv. ojs av evriX'^P'os O'l'^p, o Arj/xyjTpios rore

not obliterated, and do not confound themselves fxef ovtcos \eyei Trepl avrHv " eVrt yap \6(pus

with the plain. Tis Tijs''l5r]s KotvXos' virepKeLTai S' outos e«o-

* //. XX. 73, 74: t6i^ ttov Ka\ t'lKoa tTTaSiois S^Tjif/ecoy, e| ov o

. TTOTaahs 0adv5iv7]i, re '^Ka/xaydpos ptl kol 6 TpdviKOS, Kol Alariwos,

'6v "Eavdov KaXiovcri Oeoi, afSpes 5e "^KcifxavSpou. oi /xiv irphs apKTov koi Tr]v npoTrovrlda. (K

^ Ad II. XX. 74. " See p. 5.3. * See p. .">8. -KXiiivoov Trriywu ffv\Kfi^6/j.evoi, 6 5e 'S.Ko.jxavZpos

* Strabo, xiii. p. 602^ (/xTr€tpo% S' ^v twv iin Svcriu (k juicts irriyris • iracrai 6' aWrjAats
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fact that the Scamander and Simois meet, and says that the Scamander

falls into the Hellespont near Sigeum :
" But the rivers Scamander and

Simois, of which the former approaches Sigeum, the latter lihoeteum,

join a little helow Novum Ilium and fall into the sea at Sigeum, where

they form the so-called Stomalimne " '" {i.e. " lake at the mouth ").

He further says that :
" A little beyond lies the village of the Ilians

(Wiewv Kco/u,r)), where the ancient Ilium is believed to have formerly

stood, 30 stadia distant from the present city." ^ And again :
" There

are neither hot springs in this place, nor is the source of the Scamander

here, but in the mountains ; and there are not two sources, but only one.

It seems therefore that the hot springs have disappeared, but that the

cold spring escapes from the Scamander by a subterranean channel, and

rises again in this place (before 'IXiecov Is^ciifxr]) ; or else that this water

is merely called a source of the Scamander, because it is near to it : for

several sources of one and the same river are so called."
^

The length of the Scamander from its sources to its mouth in the

Hellespont close to Koum Kaleh is, according to Gr. von Eckenbrecher,^ in

a straight line 10 German miles* (=47 English miles nearly); accord-

ing to Tchihatcheff,^ 20 French leagues. The sources of the Scamander

are G50 metres (2138 ft.) above the sea ; the fall of the current is on an

average 21 metres (= 69 ft.) to the league, which is equal to 30 ft. per

mile.'' But the fall varies with the locality : thus from the sources to

the district of Ine (Ene), and even to Bounarbashi, the fall of the river is

very rapid, but further on it is comparatively insignificant.

M. Burnouf, who has studied the ancient and modern beds of the

Scamander with great care, sends me the following note on the subject :

—

" At the time of inundation the Scamander bursts with great impetuosity

through its narrow pass between the rocks of Bounarbashi, carrying

with it sand and gravel, which it liea])s up over pretty large spaces of

ground, and which are sufiicient to modify its course. Its course is

therefore changeable : it takes a fixed direction only after its confluence

with the Thymbrius, which, when I measured it at the end of May, was

24^ metres (80 ft. 5 in.) above the sea. This elevation is highly impor-

tant from all points of view, because it gives the slope of the Plain of

irXricnd^ovaiv, *V e'lKoat ffraSiaiv ireptex^M'^'^^^ Kara SidSvffiv vireicpeov he tov 'S.icaf.iavZpov Kara

Siaa-T-nnaTf irKelffrov 5' a<pi(TTf]Kiv anh ttjs tout' dcaTfAAeii/ to xc^P'Of, i) «ai 5ia to TrA'ijffioj'

apx^js Tc) Tov AiariTTov teAos, crxtSuV ti Kal e/cat too 2/ca^ac5pou Kol tovto rh vSwp \ey(-

irffTaKOffiovs CTTaSiooj." (rdai tov 'S.Ka/j.dvSpov Kif)yr]V ointa yap K^jovrai

'" xiii.
J).

5117 : ol 5* ttoto/xoI o T€ 2'ca/.iai/5poy irKiiovs tttjyoI toD auToG iroraixov.

Kal 6 2i^Jeis, o fifu T^ Siye/y TrArjn-tatras, d Se •* Die Lcye des Ilomcrischcn Troja, p. 4.

T£^ 'PoiTfioj, fiticphv iiiirpoaBiv tov vvv 'IKioi/ * The German mile, of 15 to the degree, is

av/xfidWovatv, (It inl to 'S.lyeiov (icSiSdaai Kal equal to 4 English geograiihical miles, or nearly

iroioGcri t^v '^To/j.aAii.ii'-rjv KaKoxifxivr\v. 4^ statute miles.

' xiii. p. 597: "tirep 5e tovtou jxinphv tj twi/ * Asie Mineurc : Description j^hysiqiie, stati-

^IXifwv Kcifxri ifTTlv, iv
f]

vo/xi^eTai to TraXaiov stiqiic, arche'ologique, kc, p. 78.

'lAtoj/ iSpoo-flai iTp6Tepoi', TpiaKouTa (TraSiovs 5U- " In his calculation Tchihatchefl' has no doubt

XOf d-rrh t^s vtv ir6\(U}s. taken into account all the windings of the

- Strabo, xiii. p. G02 : oljTe yap Ofpixd vvv tV Scamander, because, if the fall of the current

Tc3 TdTTO) ivpiaKiTat, oiid' fj too ^Ka/xdvopov TTTjyi; were to be reckoned in a straight line from the

ivTavda, aAA' iv tw upn, Kal jui'a, oAA' ov Svo. sources, it would exceed 4G feet per mile.

TCI fjLiv oZv Oipfxa, iK\i\e'L(pdai ehcos, tI 5t vj/oxP^''
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Troy. In order to obtain the average slope in each metre, it is sufficient

to take on our Map the distance in a straight line from the confluence

of the Thymbrius to the shore of the sea near the Stomalimne, and to

divide this distance by 24 m. 50 cent. In this way we shall obtain the

number of millimetres to each metre, representing the average slope of

the plain. In order to obtain the fall of the river, it is necessary to

follow all its sinuosities on the map. The number of metres thus obtained

will be greater ; nevertheless, when divided by 2-i m. 50 cent., the result

gives a considerable average rapidity to the stream. During the inunda-

tion this rapidity is much greater, because the elevation of 24 m. 50 cent,

would be brought to at least 26 m. 50 cent., or 27 metres, by the rise of

the waters. During the inundation the Thymbrius carries a considerable

quantity of water, because in spite of its high banks its bed is then full

of water, which overflows into the plain. At its confluence, the Sca-

mander has a breadth of about 150 metres = 492 ft. Its banks are not

so high as those of the Thymbrius, because there is no upper alluvial

layer, as in the banks of the latter. Thus the lower j^art of the valley

of the Thymbrius is elevated by about 2 metres above the plain of the

Scamander at the same place. The altitude of the plain of the Scamander

at its confluence is 27 m. 22 cent. = 90 ft. 9 in. After its confluence, the

present bed of the Scamander becomes more contracted ; the river flows

from thence between two steep banks of plastic clay. At the ferry near

Kalifatli these banks are about 1 metre = 3 ft. 4 in. high ; the breadth of

the river there is only about 30 m. = 98 ft. 5 in. ; it is deep in its Avhole

breadth. At the bridge of Koum Kaleh the bed of the Scamander has

a breadth of 117 metres = 384 ft., of which—in the middle season between

the rising of the waters and the drought—about one-half is occupied

by the Avater.

" Tlie ancient heel of tlie Scamander, which' is identical with the

Kalifatli Asmak, is characterized by fallen banks, want of level ground,

and little hills of alluvial sand, while the new bed has steep banks,

and no alluvial sandhills except at Koum Kaleh, near its mouth. The

accumulations of sand and gravel have nearly obliterated the ancient

bed for some distance below the confluence of the Thymbrius. The

westerly winds have extended these sands on the east side of the plain

;

their rotatory currents have heaj^ed them up in the form of small hills

alon" almost the whole len2;th of the ancient bed. I have mvself witnessed

such a phenomenon. The last inundation had left a layer, a fraction of

an inch deep, on the submerged lands ; the sun had dried it, and the

wind, which carried the sand away towards the east, formed of it small

heaps round the bushes of the ancient bed of the Scamander, and brought

the clay of the plain again to light. The translocation of the river-bed

has been favoured by the configuration of the soil. The spurs of the

heights on the east side of the Plain have in their lower part a projection,

which slopes down to the river and forms there a steep bank, while the

small plains between them terminate in a swamp. In front of Novum
Ilium the ancient bed of the Scamander passes between a bank of this

kind and a somewhat elevated hill of alluvial river-sand, after which the
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No. 19. Plan showing the ancient Bed of the Scamander

in front of Troy.

bed again extends and has a breadth of not less than 200 m. = G56ft.

A little further down it encounters the slope which descends from

Hissarlik towards the west, and which forces it to make a bend almost

at a right angle ; afterwards comes another bend, which brings it back

to its lirst direction. In fact,

in front of Troy, the plain rises

suddenly, forming from h to h a,

sort of bank, 5 ft. high at least

;

from this point the ancient bed

proceeds straight tovi-ards the

bridge below Hissarlik.

" At the bridge the plain is

15 m. = 49 ft. 2 in. above the

level of the sea ; the breadth of

the ancient bed is there 93 metres

= 305 ft. A shaft sunk at this

spot on the right bank has proved

that the bed of the river was

once larger, and that it has been

narrowed by the accumulation of

the sand of the river. This sand

contains no marine deposits ; it

is composed of the detritus of the rocks which form the massive block of

Mount Ida. The space comprised between the bridge in front of Hissarlik

and the small hill, which we hold to be identical with the Tumulus

of Uus, presents most interesting features. About 500 m. = 1640 ft.

below the bridge, there rises on the left bank of the ancient bed of the

Scamander a large hill of river-sand, the western part of which is

covered with ruins and debris, which mark the site of an ancient town

;

remnants of the wall are still extant. Very probably this is Folium,

which, according to Strabo, the Astypalaeans, who inhabited the city of

Ehoetcum, built on the Simois ; it was afterwards called Polisma, Not

being built on a place fortified by nature, it was soon destroyed.^

" It is true that this site is not exactly on the Simois, but imme-

diately in front of its mouth in the ancient bed of the Scamander.

The site is now partly occupied by the miserable village of Koum Kioi

(Village of Sand), which is not inhabited in summer on account of the

pestilential air; on the eastern part of the site is a Turkish cemetery.

Between this cemetery and the ancient Scamander is flat ground, a sort

of lagoon, which extends to the river. On the east side of the ancient

Scamander is the plain of the Simois, which runs out to the former river

in a bank, 2 metres = G ft. 7 in. higher than the left bank. Immediately

below this is the confluence of the Simois with the ancient Scamander.

As the latter bends suddenly at this spot to the west, its bed appears to

be the continuation of the Simois, which flows from the east : this fact has

' Strabo, xiii. p. 601 : irpwroi fxlv oZv 'AtTTU- irpbs rco S'^'^ffrt USXtov, t vvif KaXurai UoMerfia,

iraXaius, oi rh 'Poirfiov Korao'Xoi'Tes, avvt^Kidav oiiK iv evepKU t^tt^j" 5tti KaTecnracOi) Tax«ws.

G
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caused tlio error of the topographers, who make the Simois nm directly

to the sea through the hed of the river In Tepeh Asmak, In tliis bend

the bank of the ancient bed of the Scamander, on the side of Koum Kioi,

No. 20. The Dunes of the Ancient Scamander.

The confluence of the Simois and the Ancient Scamander is between Troy and the hill to the north-east of Koum

Kioi. The plain of the Simois is there 2 metres higher than the plain of the Scamander. In fiont i.f

this confluence is a large dnne of sand, which has been cut through by the river between Koum Kioi and the

Tomb of Ilus ; the depression between the plain (8-33 metres) and the hill of the Kalyvia gave a passage

to the river, which then discharged itself into the bed of the In Tepeh. Between the Tumulus of Ilus and this

bed of the In Tepeh can be seen the sand which has filled up this depression. (The numbers indicate the

altitudes in metres.)

is effaced and confounded with the pLain ; on the opposite side it has a

high bank. The land which terminates in this steep bank rises gradually
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towards the hills of In Tepeli, and opposes an insuperable barrier to the

waters of the Simois. Afterwards comes the bridge of Koum. Kioi, to the

north of the alluvial hill of river-sand. A shaft sunk near the cemetery

reached the plastic clay on a level with the plain, and proved that the hill

of sand at Koum Kioi is really formed by fluvial deposits,

" To the north of the bridge of Koum Kioi the bank is 10 metres 56 c.

= 34 feet 8 inches above the level of the sea, and the soil maintains

this elevation for a distance of about 1000 metres = 3281 feet to the

west. This plateau terminates in the remnant of a conical tumulus

which, from its situation, must be identical with the Tomb of Ilus,

repeatedly referred to in the Iliad. But the shaft sunk in it has given

no proof of its claim to be a sepulchre; it rather appears to have been

a mere hill of river-sand, which has been transformed by tradition into a

tumulus. In its present ruined state this tumulus is only 1 m. = 3 ft. 4 in.

high ; but the soil on which it stands consists of river-sand, and is more

than 2m. = Cft. Tin. above the mean height of the water. For a

distance of more than 200 m. = 656 ft. to the west of the Tomb of Ilus,

the bank of the ancient Scamander consists of river-sand ; afterwards it

assumes again its ordinary character of plastic clay. There is therefore

on this spot a barrier of sand, through which the river has dug its

bed. From the Tomb of Ilus this barrier extends to the north for a

space of more than 500 m. = 1640 ft. in length, and of a great breadth.

This space of ground is under cultivation, but the poverty and scantiness

of its grain offer a striking contrast to the rich crops which are grown

on the clay of the plain to the east and west'. At a distance of 500 m. =
1040 ft. is a well on the border of this field of sand ; the altitude of this

well is no more than 7 m. 23 cent. = 23 ft. 9 in. above the sea—that is

to say, it is lower than the level of the river, which at the Tomb of Ilus

is 8 m. 30 cent. = 27 ft. 3 in. above the sea. It is therefore evident that,

if this sand were removed, the surface of the clay below it would form

a large channel, through which the river would flow off. This depression

in the ground terminates in the bed of the In TejDeh Asmak. It may

therefore be admitted, with very great probability, that at the time when

the hillocks of river-sand at Koum Kioi and the Tomb of Ilus had not

yet obstructed the ancient Scamander, its w-aters flowed to the north and

poured through the present bed of the In Tepeh into the sea. This

invasion of the sand has forced the river to bore its new bed to the west.

This conclusion has the more probability, as the general level of the

great plain, to the west of the In Tepeh Asmak, is higher than the surface

of the sandy depression.

" If, at the time of the Trojan war, the principal stream of the

Scamander occupied the large river-bed, which still serves to carry its

waters during the period of inundation, the change just described must

have taken place a short time afterwards. This appears to be conclu-

sively shown from the word Stomaliinne (pool at the mouth) employed

by Strabo, because this word shows that there was the mouth of a river

in the Sfnmalinme at the time of this geographer, or at least at that

of Demetrius of Scepsis (about 180 e.g.).
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" Below the Tomb of Ilus, the ancient Scamander flows between very

high vertical banks, which indicate that the bed is relatively of recent

formation. At the wooden bridge above the Stomalimne, the altitude of

the plain is not more than 2 ni. 77 c. = 8 ft. 10 in.; the breadth of the

ancient Scamander is there 45 m. = 147 ft. 8 in,

"The Stomalimne is a pool about 800 m. = 2625 ft. long and 200

to 300 m. = C5G to 984 ft. broad on the average. Into this pool flow

the waters of the Kalifatli Asmak, which is identical with the ancient

Scamander. This pool communicates by a narrow channel with the

Hellespont, and its water is brackish. The clay of the plain extends

on the right of the pool to the sea, and borders it with vertical banks.

On the left of the pool—that is to say, on the west side—the clay ceases

about 300 m. = 984 ft. short of the sea-shore ; the space which follows

forms a triangular neck of land, which terminates at the channel of

the Stomalimne. This neck of land is an undulating sandbank, the

hollows or cavities of w'hich are 50 centimetres = 1 ft. 8 in. above the

level of the sea, wdiilst its projections are from 1 to 2 metres = 3 ft. 4 in.

to 6 ft. 7 in. above the sea-level. I sank a shaft 1 metre = 3 ft. 4 in. deep

into one of these hollows, and thus penetrated below the level of the sea.

The upper layer, which consisted of grey sand, is only 2 centimetres deep

;

after that comes a dark blue sand mixed with many roots of plants

;

below this I found pure dark blue sand, of older date and a marshy cha-

racter. These layers are obviously produced by river silt ; they contain

no marine deposits, and no stones. The space occupied by this undu-

lating sandbank is very small ; the soil of it appears to be formed in the

same manner as the alluvium of Koum Kaleh, but apparently it cannot

extend further into the sea, because the current of the Hellespont tends

to maintain it in its actual limits. The shaft, having been dug below the

level of the sea, gradually filled with water up to that level : this water

was at first turbid, but it soon became clear, and had a hardly percep-

tible brackish taste ; it therefore did not come from the sea, but from

the Stomalimne."

Professor Yirchow also affirms that he has found in the Plain of Troy

nothinir which tells in favour either of a marine formation of the soil,

or of the growth and increase of the plain towards the Hellespont.

In a long and learned dissertation he * proves beyond any doubt that

the hydrography of the Plain of Troy must have been at the time of

Pliny and Strabo much the same as it is now, and that v^-hen, in following

up the Trojan coast from south to north, Pliny ^ says,
—

" Scamander

amnis navigabilis, et in promontorio quondam Sigeum oppidum. Dein

portus Achaeorum, in quem influit Xanthus Simoenti junctus : stag-

numque prius faciens Palaescamander,"—he cannot mean by the ancient

Scamander any other river but the In Tepeh Asmak ; by the " Xanthus

Simoenti junctus " the Kalifatli Asmak, into which in his time, as now,

the Simois flowed ; and by " Scamander " the great river near Sigeum.

Professor Yirchow says :
" There can be no doubt whatever that the

l.andcskunde, kc, pp. 124-140. » H. N. v. 33.
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volume of water whicli once flowed in the bed of the Kalifatli Asmak was

much larger than that which now flows in it, even at the period of the

inundations. Its bed answers so well to a great and powerfully working

stream, that the present river appears only as a residue of its former

wealth. Where was formerly water, there are now broad edges of bank

overgrown with bushes, and now and then showing deeply-indented

borders. In places here and there are still deep bays, of whose origin

the present current offers no explanation. In many places, especially on

the left bank, are rows of sand-hills, which must once have been formed

by alluvium ; they are at present so high that even their foot is never

reached by the water. The common sources of the Asmak in the Duden

swamp, close to Akslii Kioi, are not copious enough to feed a large river.

Now, in the region of the confluence of the Thymbrius and further

down, broad and for the most part dry water-beds branch off from the

Scamauder, extending to the Kalifatli Asmak close to those sources,

and even now, at the time of high water, receiving the overflowing water

of the Scamander. But even these merely temporary affluents are not

sufficient to make the Kalifatli Asmak so impetuous as it must once have

been, judging by the testimony of its banks. This could only happen

again, if the main volume of the Scamander were let into it. Has
this ever taken place ? A glance at Spratt's map shows in fact that

the main ' winter-bed,' which leads from the confluence of the Thymbrius

to the Kalifatli Asmak, is the direct continuation of the Scamander, as

this river is seen after havinof flowed around the Bali Dagh and entered

the Plain. If the line of the river-course, the direction of which is

here almost directly to the north, be prolonged, it comes in a straight

line to the sources in the Duden. Nothing, therefore, is more probable

than that the Scamander once took this course, and that the Kalifatli

Asmak represents the further course of the Scamander at that time.

Later on it may have displaced this bed by its own alluvial deposits,

and may have pierced a new bed more to the west through the Plain."

Further on,^^ Professor Virchow thinks it perfectly certain that,

immediately below Koum Kioi, the ancient Scamander (in the bed of the

Kalifatli Asmak) turned eastward, and that it poured into the Hellespont,

by the bed of the In Tepeli Asmak, on the east side of the Plain,

close to the promontory of llhoeteum. He thinks that the deep sandy

depression found by M. Burnouf below Koum Kioi, between the Kalifatli

and the In Tepeh Asmak, marks the ancient bed of the Scamander.

He holds such a communication to be the more probable, as the In

Tepeh Asmak is far too broad and deeply cut for him to suppose that

it could possibly have been formed by the northern arm of the Simois,

which is a most insignificant rivulet. This rivulet may have flowed

later into the In Tepeh Asmak, perhaps at a time when the communi-
cation between the ancient- Scamander (Kalifatli Asmak) and the In

Tepeh Asmak had already been closed, but most certainly it was never

strong enough to produce the bed of the latter. Professor Virchow

"» Landcskioulc, &c.,
]>i>,

136, 137, 170.
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adds :
^^ " The Kalifatli, in that part of its course which extends from

between Hissarlik and Kalifatli to the junction of the Simois, has a

bed just so broad, that it is not inferior to the present bed of the

Scamander itself, and no other river in the Troad approaches it even

remotely, and this fact has been overlooJced hy nearly all critics'' Professor

Yirchow^ further says: " Regarding the alluvial deposits in the Plain,

Maclaren " has advanced an important argument. He proceeds from

the soundings made by the English Admiralty in the Hellespont, which

are indicated on their map. Following these, he has drawn along the

coast of the Hellespont three curves, which connect together the depths

of one, two, and three fathoms respectively. These lines are not parallel

with the coast, but they nearly join at the mouth of the Scamander;

they recede from the coast before the Stomalimne, and still more

before the In Tepeh Asmak, and again approach each other, as well

as the coast, at the neck of land before Ehoeteum. There is, besides,

the difference produced in the form of the coast-line by the curves

of one and two fathoms ; that is to say, they are bent inward to

the south, whereas the three fathoms' line forms a curve which is

on the north bent forward to the Hellespont, and projects far beyond

the coast and the neck of land. Immediately behind it the depth of

the water amounts to 10, 12, 16, and 19 fathoms. Maclaren concludes

from this that the mass of alluvium, which has raised the bottom of

the Hellespont, cannot have been produced by the present Scamander,

but must be attributed to a time when this river flowed first through

the In Tepeh Asmak, and later through the Stomalimne ; that the

Hellespont, whose current has a velocity of two miles an hour, carries

its own alluvial material and a large part of that of the Scamander into

the Aegean Sea, but the counter-current along the Trojan coast, which

sometimes, especially with west and south-west winds, is very strong,

distributes a certain quantity of the material along the coast as far as

Ehoeteum ; and that, if the mouth of the Scamander had always been

at the present place, the lines of depths would be parallel with the coast-

line. To this it may be replied, that we cannot at once admit Maclaren's

supposition, that the depth of the Hellespont once was nearly as great

on the coast as in the midst of this channel, and that the present

difference in depth has been produced solely by alluvial deposits. On
the other hand, we have some safe indications, which show the fact of the

alluvial deposits, as well as their direction. As such I consider three

phenomena :— 1. The bar of sand before the mouth of the In Tepeh

Asmak,^ which has exactly the direction of the Hellespont current,

for it is joined on the east side to Ehoeteum, and proceeds thence

for a long distance westward. 2. The sandbanks at the mouth of the

Scamander. 3. The sandy plain which projects into the Hellespont, on

which Koum Kaleh is situated, and which extends in a south-westerly

direction to the foot of the tumulus of Achilles. It appears to me that

" Landeskunde, &c., p. 138. * Charles Maclaren, TJie Plain of Troy de-

1 Ibid. p. 143 ff. scribed; Edinburgh, 1863, p. 46.

' Virchow, Landcskundc, &c., p. 144.
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these facts prove, not only that there exists a perceptible alluvinm, hut

also that the easterly stream is the one which decides its formation. If

it depended principally on the westerly or south-westerly counter-

current, neither would exist the neck of land of Koum Kaleh, nor the

sand-bar of the In Tepeh Asmak. Here comes in another circumstance

which must not be underrated, namely, the direction and force of the

wind. I may cite two observations which I consider to be sufficiently

certain. One is the motion of the sand at the citadel of Koum Kaleh,

which proves the predominance of an easterly or north-easterly direc-

tion of the wind, in accordance with the direction and current of the

Hellespont. The other is the position of the trees on Khoeteum and

on the lower section of the Plain. The trunks of all these trees (Valonea

oaks) are uniformly inclined towards the west-south-west. This is in

accordance with Maclaren's* statement that the wind formerly called

Ventus Hellespontinus blows for at least ten months in the year dowa
the Hellespont. This direction of the wind explains sufficiently why the

sand is carried along the coast in a westerly direction, and why in the

course of time it has accumulated more and more below and before

Sigeum, so as to form there the neck of land of Koum Kaleh. The coast-

marsh proper, therefore, remains protected against an accumulation of

sand, unless—as in the StomaUmne—the sea itself washes away part

of the marsliy soil. Indeed my investigations in the StomaUmne have

proved that not only is there no alluvium, but rather a ivasMng away

of the marshy soil, which is partially replaced by sea-sand, but that

there is no formation of dunes. This washing away takes place on the

west side of the StomaUmne; it testifies to the powerful agency of

the water in the direction of the Hellespont current. I must, therefore,

acknowledge that Maclaren's arguments must not be rated so low as

might appear. If it is found that, notwithstanding the force of the

easterly current of water and wind, the three fathoms' line before the

In Tepeh Asmak extends in a convex curve far into the Hellespont,

and indeed also far beyond the neck of land of Khoeteum, this would
tell decidedly for the view, that much alluvium has once been brought
down by the In Tepeh Asmak, and perhaps also by the stream of the

StomaUmne, provided of course the raising of the Hellespont bottom be
due to sand and other alluvium. This has not been proved, but it is

probable. In no case can I admit tliat this raising could have been
produced by deposits of the water of the Hellespont which comes down
from the Propontis. While, therefore, I do not hesitate to admit the

existence of sand accumulations at the coast as certain, and for some
distance from the coast in the Hellespont itself as probable, still I can
infer but little from this as to the formation of the coast-land. Strabo
says, indeed, with much assurance :^ ' The Scamander and Simois, uniting
in the plain, and bringing down a great quantity of mud, bank up the

sea-coast, and form a blind mouth, salt-water lagoons, and marshes.'

Loc. cit. p. 215. Kara^dpovres l\vv, Trpocrxovai r^v irapaKiav,

Strabo, xiii. p. 595: av^t.'K(ff6vTfi yhp ore Kal rv(p\hv (n6fi.a. re Koi MfivoOaKai ras Kal

^ifiofis Kal 6 'ZKoiiJ.avSpos 4v Ttf TreBi^ TroWijv 'e\rj iroiovffi.
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But iiONvliere on the coast can there he shown an increase of the soil hy

real mud (iXi/?), except in the In Tepeh Asmak itself, namely in its

upper part. The mud which reaches the Hellespont is soon cleared of

its clayey ingredients ; what remains is clean quicksand. This sand can

change ^r.£11 wp the juouths of the rivei-^^, and can ilierehy cause the

damming wp of tlie Avutcr; Lut except ;;i tlic neck of land of Koniu Kaleh,

ilHin-; r\(>i-cisod no immediate influenfc (m llic i!:rn\vtli nf tlio coast-land,

at least not so long as the coast-mar«h has existed. In order, therefore,

to ohtain a somewhat sure basis for the question of the alluvial forma-

tions, it appeared to us necessary to investigate the soil of the Plain

itself at various places."

Professor Virchow ^ commenced his investigations by digging a number

of holes ; the first to the right of the bridge which spans the Kalifatli

Asmak near Hissarlik. To a depth of 1 • 25 metres, he found a very com-

pact blackish soil, and below it coarse sand, among which small pieces

of quartz, flakes of mica, blackish grains and coarser fragments of rock,

were conspicuous. There were no remains of shells. He dug the second

hole in the flat dune-like hill on the left bank of the Kalifatli Asmak
near Koum Kioi, on which is a Turkish cemetery. He found there to a

depth of 2 metres nothing but coarse sand of a dark colour, consisting

principally of angular grains of quartz mixed with mica, and some coarser

but smoothed pebbles of rock ; no trace of shells. He dug the third hole

in a place near the road to Koum Kaleh, where the zone of the Yalonea

oak-trees ceases, and where the coast-marsh proper begins. He found

there to a depth of 1 metre very rich dark clay, of which the banks of the

Kalifatli Asmak are also composed. He dug a fourth hole in the dry

overgrown bed of the In Tepeh Asmak, close to the little neck of land

at the south-west corner of Pihoeteum. Here he found the same compact

clammy rich black earth, to a depth of 1 metre 10 centimetres; there

were no stones in it, but a great niimber of rounded j^ieces of baked

bricks. He dug a fifth hole 1 metre deep to the w^est of Kalifatli, in a

filled-up channel of the Scamander. The soil consisted there of fine sand

near the surface and of coarse sand below ; the latter was mixed with a

fine clayish sand, and small grains of quartz, partly rounded and partly

angular, as well as with large mica-flakes and coarse small stones, for

the most part angular, but rounded at the corners. In none of these

holes was found any trace of a marine formation. Professor Virchow

having taken samples of the sand from all these holes, and having had

them analysed in Berlin, they were all found to consist of quartz-bearing

syenite. This, in his opinion, solves the question as to the origin of

the alluvial layers in the plain, for the Scamander flows above Evjilar

through a broad zone of syenite which is in jDrocess of disintegration."

A similar region, also drained by the Scamander, is situated on the

north-east part of the Chigri Dagh. Consequently the alluvium or

THE Plain of Troy is essentially the product of the higher moun-

tains, especially of Ida. At the period of inundation the Scamander

^ Landeskunde der Troas, pp. 146-154. ' See Tchihatcheff, loc. cit. t. i. p. 359.
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carries away not only the primary products of the disintegrated syenite,

but perhaps the larger part of the niiid which the riyer brings to the

lower plain originates in the older deposits of the upper plain between

Ine and Beiramich. Here the Scamander and its numerous affluents

are continually tearing and carrying away fresh parts of the banks. Its

water, which is perfectly clear at its source, and which at Evjilar still

shows no turbidity, appears in the loAver plain turbid and yellowish, so

that the name of Xanthus is here perfectly suitable. This change in

its appearance, therefore, occurs during the course of the river through

the upper plain, and the suspended matter which causes the muddy
appearance belongs for the most part to the freshly-dissolved masses of

a very ancient alluvium, which was formed in the upper plain at a time

when it was still a lake. By thus proving that the alluvial soil of the

lower plain is essentially of a syenitic origin, every possibility at once

disappears of attributing to the other rivers and rivulets any deter-

mining part whatever in the conveyance of the alluvial deposits. Neither

the Bounarbashi Su, nor the Kemar Su, nor the Kalifatli Asmak, can

be taken into consideration, unless indeed they might occasionally again

put in motion the alluvium already deposited by the Scamander. The

fact is of very special importance, that the silt of all the Asrnaks

—

of the Kalifatli Asmak, of the old Scamander-bed to the west of Kalifatli,

and especially of the In Tepeh Asmak—is derived from the upper moun-
tains. It is not the material of the Oulou Dagh, such as the Simois

carries away, which can possibly have filled up the In Tepeh Asmak
;

the syenitic admixtures of the clay, which I took from the ancient bed

of this Asmak, now filled up, point distinctly to its having been covered

by the mud of the Scamander. The Plain of the Kalifatli Asmak also

consists, below a later layer of a fine clayish deposit, of the same coarse

sand, which now, as before, the Scamander alone brings down from the

high mountains. Nay, the quicksand of the Stomalimne, though of much
finer grain, has nothing of maritime origin except an admixture of

shells ; and for the rest, this quicksand is just such a syenitic sand as

that of the Plain,—river-sand, carried into the Hellespont, but thrown

by it on the land.**

Professor Yirchow ^ goes on to say :
" However satisfactory this result

is in itself, it is but of little use for the chronological question. Only in

the In Tepeh Asmak I found fragments of bricks in the silt of the river-

bed, which bore witness to the comparative lateness of this silting up,

which must, therefore, have taken place when brick-baking men already

had their habitations in the Plain. I observe here that these brick frag-

ments occurred not only on the surface, but also below. On this side,

therefore, there can exist no evidence against the opinion that the In

Tepeli Asmah has ceased to he a real outlet only in a relatively modern timer

The result of the investigations of Virchow and Burnouf, that except

in its hydrography the Plain of Troy has undergone hardly any material

change since the Trojan war, is identical with that which Prof. P. Y\'.

MauJuit, Ddcouvcrics dans la Troadc, p 13C. "Oj?. cit. p. 153.
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Forcliliammor '" obtained by the explorations he made in 1839 in

company with Lieutenant (now Admiral) T. A, B. Spratt :
" We reject,"

he says, "as utterly erroneous the theories, that the lower plain may
have been formed by a post-Homeric alluvium, and that the latter

may have covered up a pretended port, which once extended for a long

distance into the land. Both these theories are decidedly contradicted

by the facts, and they are not in any way corroborated by the Homeric
poems. It would be perfectly inexplicable how vertical banks, from

6 to 10 ft. high, could have been built up by the alluvial soil on the

sides of the rivers after their prolongation and at the eastern end of

the strand, while the lagoons were not filled up by them, but were
nevertheless separated from the Hellespont by a sandbank. Homer, who
mentions the large lagoon, neither knows of a port in the neighbourhood
of the Greek camp, nor alludes to its existence by a single word. On
the contrary, many passages in the Iliad ^ prove that the Greek camp
was on the actual shore of the sea or of the Hellespont. Scylax rightly

states the distance from Novum Ilium to the sea to be 25 stadia. The
plain in its present condition is, in all essential features, old Priam's

ancient kingdom and the battle-field of Hector and Achilles."

I may also cite here what I wrote on the same subject twelve years

ago :
"
" I followed the seashore to the west towards the j^romontory of

Sigeum, investigating most attentively the nature of the soil, in order to

see whether it might be, as Strabo asserts, of an alluvial formation later

than the Trojan war. The gradual elevation of the heights of In Tepeh

appeared to me at once to refute the supposition that a gulf could ever

have existed there, and I became fully convinced of this on seeing the

high vertical banks of the little rivers In Tepeh Asmak and Kalifatli

Asmak near their mouths in a swampy soil. If the soil of the plain had

been produced by the alluvium of the present rivers and rivulets, their

banks could not have had a perpendicular height of from 6 to 10 ft., in

places where the ground is marshy and loose. Besides, the large deep

lagoons on the shore of the plain make it impossible that the Plain of

Troy could have been formed, either entirely or partially, by alluvial

soil ; because, if the rivers had deposited alluvial soil to the profit of

the plain, these deep lagoons would have been filled up first. The great

Stomalimne, or lagoon and swamp, of which Strabo^ speaks, still exists,

and doubtless it is now neither larger nor smaller than in the time of

that geographer, because the water which evaporates from the lagoon

is immediately replaced' by infiltration from the sea. The current of the

Hellespont, moreover, which runs at the rate of two miles an hour,

carries away the alluvial matter of the rivers, and deposits it on the

shallow grounds to the left outside the Hellespont, at a distance of

several kilometres from the Plain of Troy ; and this same current must
at all times have prevented the growth of the shore."

*' Topographische und physiographische Be- " Ithaque,le Pelopo7inesoet Troie ; Ta.ns,18Qd,

schreibung der Ebene von Troia, p. 28. p. 208.

1 H. ii. 92, 152 ; viii. 501 ; xiii. 682 ; siv. 31
j

« xiii. p. 595.

xviii. 66 ; xix. 40 ; xsiii. 59 ; xxiv. 12.
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In his learned dissertation "* on Tlie Asiatic Coast of the Hellespont,

Mr. Frank Calvert, who has been for twenty years a resident on the

Dardanelles, proves beyond any doubt the cessation of the growth of

the land on the coast, and the gradual invasion of the sea upon the

land. x\fter having cited a number of instances where the waters of

the Hellespont have washed away portions of land on the Asiatic coast

above the Plain of Troy, he writes :
" The present effect of the Hellespont

on the alluvium of the rivers which discharge into it, may in its con-

sequence be compared with the impetuous current of a large river at

the mouth of an affluent. Since on the sea-front of Sultanieh Kaleh ^

and Koum Kaleh," at the mouths of the rivers Ehodius and Scamander,

no increase has taken place, it is thereby clearly proved that no growth

of the coast has occurred since 1453 and 1659. If the hypothesis of

the disappearance of a large part of the alluvial neck of land of Nagara

(Abydus) since the time of Xerxes is admitted, then the proportion can,

on the ground of historical testimonies, be dated back to a much earlier

period ; namely, to 480 B.C. The natural geological testimony presented

by the crumbling sea-washed slopes of the coast, and the narrow strand

close to the river-mouths and their deltas, especially near the pro-

montories of Sigeum and Ehoeteum, proves that the destructive agency

of the sea has been in activity long before the historical time, whilst the

recession of the deltas would show that this is to be attributed to a

change in the relative level of land and sea. The change is not limited

to the Hellespont. An investigation of the whole northern coast of the

Gulf of Yolo in 1875 has proved that, in those comparatively quiet

waters which have no current, the sea has advanced on the land. If

it is admitted that the alluvial coast between the promontories of Sigeum
and Ehoeteum marks the site of the Greek camp and the Xaustathmos,

then in my opinion the testimony of geology proves that the coast-line

was, at the time of the Trojan war, not different from what it is now."

I may here still further mention that those, who assume from the

Iliad the existence of a deep gulf in the plain at the time of Homer,
do not, in my opinion, rightly interpret the passages they quote, where

the poet states that " they marched in front of the deep shore," ^ and

again, that " they filled the long mouth of the whole shore, as much
as the promontories enclosed,"^ He evidently intends merely to describe

the low shore of the Hellespont, shut in as it is by Capes Sigeum and

Ehoeteum ; that is to say, by the heights of In Tcpeh. Again, the words—" But the eddying Scamander will carry you to the broad bosom of the

sea"^—cannot make us think of a real gulf; besides, the word evpv'i

means in the Ilvul " broad " and not "• deep :
" eupu? K6\7ro<; can there-

fore mean nothing else but the broad or the vast expanse of the sea.

* Frank Calvert, Ueber die asiatische Kiiste ' //. ii. 92

:

des JlcUespont, vonjelcgt in dor Sitzung der Bcr- ii'i6vos TrpoirdpoiBe ^adelrjs iffrixioivro.

liner Anthropol. GescUschaft am 20 Decbr. 1879, « //. xiv. 3J, 3G r

P- 39. Kai irAfjcrai' arroCTjJ

' The fort, in the town of the Dardanelles, rjiovos ffrSfia naKpov, oaov (rvvftpyaOov duf/at.

built in 1453. » //. xxi. l'J4, V2b :

' Built, according to Mr. Calvert, iu 1G59. aWk 2(co/ia>'5poy

ofcrti Stvrifis (taui aXhs (iip4a KoXirov.
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I liave myself always maintained, not only the identity of the Kalifatli

Asmak with the ancient Bcamander, but also that the latter once turned

at Koum Kioi into the bed of the In Tepeh Asmak, through which it

fell into the Hellesi^ont close to the promontory of Ehoeteum.^'' That

the ancient Scamander had this course and no other, appears evident from

Homer ; for, had it occupied its present bed at the time of the Trojan

war, it would have flowed through the Greek camp, and Homer would have

had abundant opportunity of speaking of so important a fact. As he

never mentions a river in the camp, we must infer that he did not know
that there was any there. But there are several passages in the Iliad

which prove that in the poet's mind the Greek camp was to the left and

not to the right of the Scamander, as would have been the case if the

river had then had its present course. "When, for instance, Priam on

his visit to Achilles passes the Tomb of Ilus and immediately afterwards

reaches the ford of the Scamander, where he waters his horses and mules,^

the Greek camp is necessarily to the left of the river, and this is clearly

also the case when, on his return from the Greek camp, he again reaches

the ford of the Scamander and drives his chariot to the city, while the

cart drawn by mules follows with the corpse of Hector.^ I may further

cite the passage where. Hector being wounded, his comj^anions lift him in

their arms and carry him from tlie battle-field, where his charioteer stands

with the splendid chariot and the svoift horses, which bring him back

deeply groaning to the town. But when they reached the ford of the

broad-flowing Xanthus born of Zeus, they lifted him from the chariot, laid

him on the ground, and poured water over him.^ As V\^. Christ'' j^^stly

remarks, this passage can leave no doubt that, on his way to Ilium,

Hector had necessarily to pass the Scamander (or Xanthus), for it cannot

possibly be admitted that the charioteer could have deviated from the

shorter and more direct road to reach the river, in order to pour water

over the dangerously wounded hero.

That the Greek camp was to the left of the Scamander, and that this

river flowed between the town and the camjD, is further proved by the

passage where, after Patroclus had cut off the foremost Trojan troops,

he drove them back again to the ships, baffled their attempts to gain the

town, and attacked and killed them between the ships, the river, and the

high walls of Troy.^

My theory that the Scamander, after its confluence with the Simois,

flowed into the Hellespont to the east of the Greek camp, has been

'" See my Trou and its Eemains, pp. 72, 73. 'iaraaav ijvloxov re kuI ap<xara noiKif^ ^x"^"^^^

'

^ H. ssiv. 3-19-351 : o( t6v 7^ Trpori d'crTU (pepov ^apia anvaxovTa,
0* 8' iirf] ovv fjLiya arjfia 7rape|''lAoiO iXaaao.'.', dA.V OTi 5jj iropov i^ou iiippitos irorauoTo,

(TTTJcrav ap Tifxiovovs T€ Koi 'iTrTovs, ocppa nloLiv, "EavBov Zivii^vtos, "bv aOafaros reKSTo Zeis,

iv TTOTa/xcf. ivQa fxiv e| 'In-juv K^Ka^rav x^o^'i "1^5 oe ol vSwp

- II. xxiv. G92 : X^'"'^''"

kW' ore 8^ K6pQv l^ov ivppilos TroTajj.o7o, * W. Christ, Topographic der Troianischcn

and Q'iQ, 697 : Ehcw, p. 203.

ol 8' ils &(TTv i\b>v olfxwyfj T6 (TTOvaxv """^ ^ ^^' ^^"^' 394-398 :

'iTTTTOvs, rj/jLiovoi 8e viKvv (pepof. ndrpoKXas B' iirel oiiv TrpciTasiTr^icepae (pdAayyas,

^ 11, xiv. 428-436 : &vf' eirl vrjas tepye TraAi.uTrere's, oi/Se TriA-qos

Thv 8' ap' €Ta7poi e'la Up.iV0vs iTrifiaive/jiei', aWa fxeffriyvs

Xepcrlv aeipavres (pepov e/c irci'ov, ucpp' 'iKe$"lTnrovs vqihv ko.\ iTOTaf.wv Kal relx^os v\lir]\o7o

uKias, o'i OL umcr^e udxvs riBe tttoA e'lUOio 'C'rerve ae'raiacTwv, - .
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Tvarmly defended as far back as 1852 by the late gifted scholar Julius

Braun, in his learned dissertation Homer unci sein Zeitalter.^ W. Christ ^

nevertheless thinks that the Scamander must have flowed on the west

side of the Greek camp, because all the principal battles are in the plain

between the Scamander and Simois, where the armies alternately pursue

each other to the town or to the ships, without any mention being made
of their having to cross the rivers. But Homer is an epic poet, and no

historian ; he writes with poetical licence, not with the minute accuracy

of a geographer, and we must be thankful to him for giving us the

general outlines of the topography of the plain. From the passages

quoted above, where the ford of the Scamander is mentioned, it is clear

that this river had to be passed in order to reach the Greek camp, which

lay to the left of it. The poet further alludes "* to the confluence of

the Simois and Scamander immediately in front of Troy ; he repeatedly

and most distinctly describes the principal battles as taking place on the

plain between the two rivers and the city ; but to demand from him also

a description of the manner in which the armies passed the Scamander,

is asking, I think, too much from an epic poet. The passage to which W,
Christ refers ^ can only mean the plain between the Scamander, the Simois,

and Troy. In a passage already referred to '^^ the Greek ships are said

to fill the whole shore between the two promontories of Sigeum and

Ehoeteum. But this may well be said of a camp which extended from

Cape Sigeum eastward, and was only separated from the opposite cape by

the breadth of the river.

The Homeric epithets of the Scamander are ?}ioet<?," which signifies

1ii(j]i-l)aiil:ed, from 7]i(ov, used in Homer only of the sea-shore ; e'yppoo?,^

fair-jlowing ; 8iV7]ei<;,^ eddying ; fieya^^ TroTu/xb^ /SaSvBivr]^,^ the great deep-

eddijing river ; j3a6vppoo<i upyvpod^vi]';,'^ deep-jiowing ivith silvery eddies

;

evppoo<; upyvpohivrji;,^ fair-flowing with silvery eddies ; hm, divine.^ Its

banks were steep and high;^ and live bulls and hard-hoofed horses were

sacrificed to it.^ The Scamander was said to have been born of Zeus,^

and had its priest in Troy, who was venerated by the people as a god,^°

which leads us to suppose that the river-deity had a temple or at least

an altar in the town. He was called Xanthus by the gods, and assisted

at the assembly of the gods on Olympus j^^ he took part in the battle

of the gods before Troy ;
^ he made great inundations ;

- and, as at

the present day, his banks were abundantly covered with elms, willows,

tamarisks, lotus, bulrushes, and cyprus-grass.^

« ITeidelbcrs, 1856-1858. o
//. xiv 434; xxi. 2; x.xiv. G93.

' Topojr. d. Troiaii. Ehenc, p. 202. "> //. v. 77 •

//. V. 774-778. » //. vi. 4. AoXoiriovos, os ^a ^KauafSpov
11. xiv. 35, 36. " II. V. 36. apr)Ti}p irervKTo, Oebi £' &s tUto Sv^/ic:, . .

' //. xiv. 433; xxi. 130 ; xxiv. 693. i'
//. xx. 5-40 and 73, 74.

^ n. xiv. 434 ; xxi. 2, 8; xxiv. 694. > II. xx. 73, 74.
» n. XX. 73 ; xxi. 329, 603. 2 //. xxi. 234-242.
* //. xxi. 8. 5 ji ^^i i3o_ 3 ji ^^i 35o_35.2 .

//. xii. 21. ' //. xxi. 171, 175, 200. Kaiovro irreKfai te Ka\ Irtai rjSt fxvp'iKai,

11. XXI. 131, 13- : KaifTO Se Aoitoj t' iSe Opvov T)Se Kvrrftpo.v

(f>
St; Srjfla iroXtas Upevere ravpovs, to nepl Ka\a. pttdpa a\is irorauoTo wecpiiKetV'

(^(Dovs 5' eV 5iVj;cr4 icadien fxwvvxas jVttous.
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I may add, that nothing seems to mo hetter to show the great

importance which the Trojans attached to this river, and the veneration

which they had for it, than the fact that Hector, the most powerful

champion of Ilium, compares himself to the Scamander, and gives to his

son Astyanax the name of " Scamandriu^," or the Scamandrian.*

Herodotus says that when the army of Xerxes reached the Sca-

mander, it was the first stream they had crossed since leaving Sardis,

the water of which failed them, and' did not suffice to satisfy the thirst

of the men and cattle, and that the Persian monarch afterwards ascended

into the Pergamus of Priam,^ in order to see it. This account of Hero-

dotus appears to be no exaggeration ; for, although the Scamander has

a large volume of water in winter and spring, it is in the dry season

generally reduced to a very slender and shallow brook. I have seen it

several times, and the last time in September and October 1878, so dried

up that there was no stream at all in the Plain of Troy, nothing in fact

but a series of pools of stagnant water. This is by no means a rare

occurrence; nay, the villagers of Kalifatli, Yeni Shehr, and Yeni Kioi

assured me that in dry summers, and on an average once in three years,

there is in August and September no flowing water whatever in the river

in the Plain of Troy. They also asserted that this always occurs in the

late summer or autumn, if in April and May there have been in the

mountains of Ida abundant rains, which melt away the snow, and these

have been followed by a long-protracted drought. If the army of Xerxes

reached the Scamander when in such a condition, it is no wonder that

its water did not sufiice for the men and animals. This condition of

the Scamander is described with some exaggeration by Lucan, who says

that Caesar had unconsciously passed the winding Xanthus on a surface

of dry sand, and had safely put his foot among the deep grass.''

In the time also of Pomponius Mela, the Pioman geographer, who

flourished during the reign of the Emperor Claudius (41-54 a.d.), the

Scamander and Simois were considered to possess no other importance

than that of the reminiscences attached to them ; for he observes, in

speaking of them, "Fama quam natura majora flumina."^ This very

just observation stands in striking contrast with the statement of Pliny,^

who, twenty-five or thirty years later, mentioning the objects he saw from

his ship when passing the coast of the Troad, speaks of the Scamander as

" amnis navigabilis," Now, to call the Scamander a " navigable river " is

simply a bad joke, because even in winter it is not navigable for small

^ //. vi. 40:-, 403 : Transierat, qui Xanthus erat ; securus in

ToV p "E/i-TOjp KaAe'ecr/ce ^Ka/iduSpiov, aurap ol alto

aWci Gramine ponebat gressus."

'AcTTvafaKT • otos yap ipvero ''lXiov"'EKTci)p. ' De Situ Orbis, i. 18.

* vii. 43: 'hiTiKOixtvov 8e tov arpaTov e'lrj * H. N. v. 33: "Troadis primus locus Ha-

Thv 'S.Kifxavhpov, 'os -KpwTOS TTOTafxcii', eirei re in maxitus : dein Cebrenia : ipsaque Troas, Antigonia

^apS'my op/j.-qdevTes i-!rexf'^PV<^o.vTfi 65w, iweKine dicta; uuuc Alexandria, colonia Eomana. Oppi-

rh pe^dpov oi/S' aTrexpVC^ '''V
"'''pa''"'?? t^ i^^"-^ dum Kee, Scamander amnis navigabilis, et in

TOiO-j KTTivecn Kiuo/J.evos, eirl tovtov 5?) tov tto- promontorio quondam Sigeum oppidum. Dein

rauhv ais airlKero Efp^riSfisThllpi.dp.ov'nipyaij.ov Poi-tus Achaeorum, in quem influit Xanthus

av^firi 'ijxipov ^x^" QeriaaaOai. Simoenti junctus : stagnumque prius faciens

8 Fharsal. is. Q7-i: Palaescamauder."

" Inscius in sicco serpentem pulvere rivum
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boats, on account of its strong current and many sandbanks. The Koman

naturalist commits also an obvious error in making tlie Xantlius and the

Scamander two distinct rivers, and mentioning besides a Palaescamander.

It has been repeatedly asserted by scholars who never visited the Troad,

that, as Pliny mentions the navigable Scamander before the promontory

of Sigeum, he cannot possibly mean anything else than the artificial

channel by which part of the waters of the rivulet called the Bounar-

bashi Su run into the Bay of Besika. This channel, however, is only

from 13 to 20 ft. broad, and its depth is from 1 to 4 ft. ; but it is

much less still at its mouth. It would therefore be a ridiculous parody

to call it an " amnis navigabilis." Hence I perfectly agree with Professor

Virchow that Pliny cannot mean by his Scamander any other river than

the- present Scamander; by the " Xanthus Simoenti junctus," the Kali-

fatli Asmak, into which the Simois still flows, and the bed of which, as we

have before explained, is identical with that of the ancient Scamander

;

lastly, by Palaescamander, the In Tepeh Asmak, by which the ancient

Scamander once fell into the Hellespont close to Cape Sigeum.^

{(l) The In Tepeh Asmak ^° " runs along the eastern border of the plain

in a parallel line with the Khoeteum ridge, and falls into the Hellespont

at a distance of about 600 ft. to the north of In Tepeh, the tumulus attri-

buted to Ajax. According to Akerblad ^ and Forchhammer,^ the mouth of

the In Tepeh Asmak is called by the inhabitants Karanlik-Limani (Port

of Karanlik, which word means ' darkness '). But this is an error, for

by this name is designated, not the mouth of the In Tepeh Asmak,

but a small bay or creek immediately to the east of the projecting neck of

land of Pthoeteum ; it is encompassed by a rampart-like border of the

tertiary ridge, and is thus pretty well concealed : hence its name. Here,

as I have said, I always took my morning bath in the dark. Maclaren

"

holds the mouth of the In Tepeh Asmak to be identical with the Portus

Achaeorum mentioned by several ancient writers.* This mouth is

separated from the Hellespont by a vast, flat sandbank, which Pro-

fessor Yirchow estimates to be 230 paces long, and which is connected

on the east side with the projecting neck of land of Rhoeteum. From
its mouth to the bridge,^ which is 72 paces long, the In Tepeh Asmak
becomes a river of importance. It preserves its breadth for some
distance, but its banks and borders are covered with a richer vegetation

;

the rushes, which are very hard and pointed, become higher and
thicker; here and there the wild vine {Vitis mnifera) slings its long
branches among them ; tall shrubs of Asphodel and an odoriferous Arte-
misia occupy the higher and dry places. At some fifty paces above the

Biichner, IFomcrische Studien, i. ii. Progr. laescamander."
Schwcrin, 1871, 1872, endeavours to prove (i. p. '"

I extract this interesting description of the
lo) th;it Pliny held the channel of the Bounar- In Tepeh Asmak from R. Vircliow, Bcitr&je
liashi Su, which empties itself into the Bay of zur Landeskunde dcr Troas, pp. 82-02.
Bosika, to be the Scamander, the Jlondere or > Lechcvalier, op. cit, t. ii. p. 244, note,
present Scamander the Xanthus Scamander, and ^ Forchhammer, Topogr. und ph}jsio<jr. Be-
the Kalifatli Asmak the Palaescamander. E. schreibung der Ebcne von Troia, p. 12.
Brentano, Alt-flion im Dumbrckthal, p. 8, pro- ' Jlaclaren, op. cit., p. 41.
poses to rea.i the passage in Pliny : "Xanthus * As e.g. by Plinv, //. N., v. 33.
Simoenti junctus stagnumque priiis faciens. Pa- » See the Map of the Troad.
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bridge the open water-current in the river-bed becomes narrow, and it

soon disappears under a rich vegetation of reeds, rushes, and Typha,

It appears again here and there, but covers itself with a thick veil of

water-ranunculus. Still further on may be seen in the river-current

solid islands, of greater or less length, partly covered with vegetation, as

well as masses of ground projecting into the river from the banks which

are here higher, so that the w'idth of the river-bed becomes quite out

of proportion to the breadth of the water-current. About ten minutes'

walk above the first bridge is a second stone bridge, but it is short and

low. Soon afterwards the watercourse ajopears only as a small ditch;

finally it becomes altogether dammed up by rushes and harder soil.

This is the case somewhat below the high ground which projects from

the south-west corner of Ehoeteum, and which can easily be recognized

by a couple of sheep-folds which stand on it, and which belong to

Koum Kioi. Here the ancient river-bed, which is easily recognized

by. its sloping banks, is still 42 paces broad, but is entirely dry, except

on its right border a ditch-like watercourse 4 to 5 ft. broad, which has

no current. It is still cut like a trough, but the surface is unequal,

being here and there slightly hilly, and in general somewhat higher

in the middle than on the sides. It is covered with grass interspersed

with clover (Xcoroi?) and numerous blue flowers of the Gynandriris; there

are still here and there thick beds of rushes. A short distance farther

upwards the trough is still more filled up, and on the further side of the

above-mentioned high ground the old river-bed can no longer be dis-

tinctly recognized." Professor Virchow goes on to say :
" I have described

the nature of the In Tepeh Asmak thus fully, in order to put an end to

the uncertainty regarding the extent, the character, and the connection

of that river. It will be seen from this description that at present this

Asmak is a dead, stagnant icatercourse, whose upper bed is more and more

overgrown, and vchose lower part is only kept open by the flowing in of

the Hellespont, It is no longer an outjioicing, hut rather an injloiving

stream (inlet Inwike). AYhat water it receives, except at the time of the

inundations, can only be rain-water."

(e) The Bounarhashi Su.—The principal part of the water which com-

poses this rivulet comes from the 34 or, more probably, 40 springs at

the foot of the heights of Bounarbashi, which I visited and explored in

company with Professor Virchow.'' The first three of them are in close

proximity ; a little further north are two more, and the others rise

within a distance of about 1700 ft. Their waters form a rivulet from

3 to 6 ft. deep and 13 to 20 ft. broad. It is joined at once by a very

small afiluent, which comes from the valleys to the east of the Bali Dagh.
" In its further course," says Professor Virchow,' " it forms a series of

large swamps, which have been most accurately described by M. Forch-

hammer.^ The rivulet of Bounarbashi," he adds, " notwithstanding its

turning ofi" by the artificial channel, provides, during its short course.

" See p. 55. * P. W. Forchhammer, Topogr. ttnd physiogr.

^ Beitrdge zur Landeskunde der Troas, pp. Bcschr. der Ebene von Troia, p. 15 ; compare

114-119. Maclaren, p. 123.
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four large basins witli a lasting supply of water even during- the summer.

Apart from tlie infiltration through the compact soil at the sources

themselves, we find to the east of Ujek Tepeh a large tank, which is

deep in the middle and overgrown with reeds and rushes ; even in the

height of summer it is navigated by fishing boats. Further down, at

Yerkassi Kioi, is a smaller swamp with abundance of water. There is

a similar swamp in the valley through which the canal is cut. In the

rainy season, the same rivulet (the Bounarbashi Su), by means of the

winter-stream of the original bed, the so-called Lisgar, fills also a vast

swamp in a sinuosity of the promontory of Yeni Shehr below Hagios

Demetrios Tepeh. This swamp dries up in summer, and it was in August

overgrown with high dry reeds.

" The winter-stream (just mentioned) of the ' rivulet,' as Forchhammer
calls the Bounarbashi Su in a very significant manner, is in his opinion^

identical with the original bed, which existed before the artificial channel

to the Aegean Sea was cut. That ancient bed is partly cut deep in the

clayey soil, and partly it spreads over the flat surface with undefined

borders. But even in these flat places its limits do not change from year

to year. "While the stream prefers in Avinter the already existing bed to

any other course over higher ground, in summer it all the more pre-

serves the course impressed on the clayey soil, the clay becoming by the

heat almost as hard as stone. In the hard clayey soil of the level

parts of this winter-bed small artificial channels were visible, w'hose

age may perhaps be considerable. This winter- stream of the Bounar-

bashi Su discharges in two places into the Scamander above Y'eni Shehr,

and pours with it into the Hellespont.

" From this description it is apparent that the whole west side of

the Plain along the Ujek and Sigeum ridges is full of the swamps of

the Bounarbashi Su, and this is still more evident from Spratt's map.

These swamps occupy all the sinuosities of the coast-line and encroach

to a great extent on the Plain, so that they leave only in its southern

part a small portion of land for tillage ; and even this is also exposed

to the inundations of the Scamander. One can best view all this by

following up the road which leads from Kalifatli to Yerkassi Kioi and

Ujek Kioi. On the 22nd of April it was in the following condition :

—

Having passed a field still very wet from the last inundation, and

covered in places where it had dried up with a rich crumbling crust,

I first came to two small arms of the Bounarbashi Su, which are close

together, and in which there was open, but scarcely flowing, dirty

water
; a half-ruined bridge leads over them. To the right (north) these

arms were lost in a vast swamp thickly overgrown with luxuriant

water-plants. To the left, wlu^re the swamp was not less extensive, old

reeds still stood, double a m;in's height. Through this swamp a long

winding road leads over a ruined stone dyke. On the west side we
reach another small stone bridge, spanning with a single short arch

the excavated canal below. Somewhat turbid l)ut still transparent water

" Topoijr. unJ physiogr. Bc^chr. </./ A',, r
, frna, p. 14-.

H
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flows through it in a rapid current. Immediately beyond it, on the

western bank, firm soil is reached."

Considering tlio series of swaiups and particularly the ancient water-

beds of the Bounarbashi Su further down, Professor Virchow^" thinks

the construction of the artificial canal to the Aegean Sea cannot claim a

high antiquity. In fact, various conjectures have been made as to its age.

It was first spoken of by Wood,^ who supposed it to have been excavated

by a Turkish governor. Hunt,'^ who travelled in the Troad in 1801,

says ho heard from the peasants, that eighty years before (that is, in

1720) the canal had been made by a Sultana of the Serail, who was at

that time proprietor of the estate, and that it had been afterwards

restored by Hassan Pasha. The Turks of Yerkassi Kioi assured Le-

chevalier^ that the Kapudan Pasha Hassan had built a mill and baths

in the neighbouring valley, and they had themselves been employed

in the excavation of the new canal. Lechevalier thinks that the water

of the Bounarbashi Su had formerly been led oft' to Alexandria-Troas

by the aqueduct of Herodes Atticus. Barker Webb* also says that

Hassan Pasha el Ghazi led the water of the Bounarbashi Su through

an old canal which he restored and which moves a mill. Mauduit^
is of opinion that the canal has been restored at difi'erent periods,

but that it already existed at the time of Xerxes, and that at the time

of Demetrius of Scepsis it led off all the water of the Bounarbashi Su
(called by him Scamander) into the Aegean Sea. Forchhammer^ shares

the opinion that the canal is very ancient. Colonel Leake" did not

venture to decide whether it was a work of the ancients or of the

Turks. But I think we find the best answer to the question in the

alluvium deposited by this channel, which covers a space about one

mile and a half long and broad, and has thus already filled up by far the

larger portion of the Bay of Besika. That a small rivulet like this

channel should form such immense alluvial deposits in a hundred years

is out of the question ; in my opinion, a long number of centuries is

required. This canal is, as before mentioned, from 13 to 20 ft. broad, and
from 1 to 4 ft. deep. It is cut for a long distance in the rock.

Virchow * says :
" As M. Forchhammer rightly observes in the passage

quoted above, the ancient water-beds of the Bounarbashi Su are partly

very deeply impressed ; and, I might add, they are impressed so deejily

that we cannot well suppose them to have been preserved so for

thousands of years. This can best be seen by following the road from
Yeni Kioi down to the ferry of the Scamander. A long turning is first

made to the north round the Lisgar ; then the road leads round a spur

of the ridge towards a couple of bridges on which we cross two such

watercourses. When I first came there, I thought, especially at the

•" Bcitriigc zur Landeskunde der Troas, p. 118. * Barker Webb, at other places, p. 34, notes.
' L'ssay on the Original Genius and Writings of = A. F. Blauduit, Decouvertes dans la Troade;

Homer; London, 1775, p. 326. Paris et Londres, 1840, pp. 132, 215.
3 Walpole, Memoirs relating to Eu7'opean and ^ Forchhammer, op. cit. p. 26.

Asiatic Turkey; Loudon, 1817, p. 135. ? Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor, p. 293.
3 Lechevalier, Voyage de la Troade en 1785, s Landeskunde, &c., p. 118.

1786, ii. p. 193.
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eastern bridge, that I saw a stately river before me. As far as I could see

on both sides there was before us a broad bed, with but slight windings,

filled with open water and sharply-cut banks, presenting on a small

scale the image of the Scamander which is close by. But a further

investigation showed that this bed had no continuity ; even at the time

of high water it was connected with the Bounarbashi Su only by the

swamps and the inundating water. This water, however, had not been

brought down by the Bounarbashi Su, but by the Scamander, which

inundates its left bank in certain fixed places. The three principal places

where this occurs are accurately marked on Spratt's map, just as I found

them to be. The first is not far below Bounarbashi, where, after its

entry into the Plain, the Scamander makes its first great bend to the

west and forms the islands. The second is opposite the Ujek Tepeh, and

indeed in a distinctly-marked connection with the great reedy swamp of

the Bounarbashi Su. The third is much farther down, opposite Yeni Kioi

;

it fills the swamps of the Lisgar district and the adjoining low ground.

" Properly speaking, the proportion of the Bounarbashi Su to the

Scamander is very similar to that of the Kalifatli Asmak. Both of them

are indebted for their existence, in a large degree, to the powerful

' brother.' If it were not for the artificial canal to Besika Bay, the

water of the Bounarbashi Su would also pour entirely into the Plain,

and it would fill the watercourses further down which are now dry, just

as the water of the Duden sources fills the bed of the Kalifatli Asmak.

There should, therefore, be also a name ' Bounarbashi Asmak.' The

name Su is only suitable if the artificial canal with its flowing water

is referred to."

Another canal, which has evidently required even greater labour, has,

at an unknown period, been cut across the promontory of Sigeum between

Yeni Kioi and Hagios Demetrios Tepeh. According to Forchhammer,^

the length of this canal is 3000 ft., its depth more than 100 ft., and its

upper width about 100 ft. At present it is filled up 10 to 15 ft. deej)

with earth, so that it is of no use whatever. It had evidently been

made to drain the waters of the Lisgar and the winter inundation of

the Bounarbashi Su,"

Before the artificial canal was cut, and before the Scamander had its

present course, the Bounarbashi Su ran along the heights of Sigeum and

fell into the Hellespont. As in this position, and also on account of its

insignificance, it in no way interfered with the movement of the armies,

it is not mentioned by Homer,

(/) Of the Ka]ifaili Asmak— vfhicli, with Virchow, Burnouf, and Calvert,

I hold to be identical with the ancient bed of the Scamander—I have

already spoken at some length. It is enough to add here, that one arm
of it rises in the Duden swamp " on Mr. Calvert's farm of Akshi Kioi,

while another arm starts from the point v/here the Scamander and

" Korchhamnier, op. cit. p. 20. dvioil up and converted into most v.nhiable

'" This swamp, which formerly covered an land ; the three springs which produced it still

;irea of about 2.")0 acres, has by the exertions of exist

Mr. Calvert and his engineer, Mr, Stoney, been
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Tliymbrius meet. The latter arm, wliicli is Lroacl and deep, brings at

the time of the floods an immense volume of water from the Scamander,

and joins the former arm at a short distance to the north of the Duden
svramp. There can hardly be any doubt that this is the ancient bed of

the Scamander. At a short distance to the north of the confluence of the

Scamander and Thymbrius there is a second channel, and a little further

on a third, through which the Scamander now sends its surplus waters

into the Kalifatli Asmak. In all three channels, . but particularly in

the last one, may be seen countless trunks of uprooted trees, which have

been carried down the stream by the force of the current. The Kalifatli

Asmak has scarcely any current except in the winter months ; in the

dry season it consists of a long series of pools of stagnant water.

(r/.) The river Rhesus (6 'P/^cro?^') was called Ehoites CPoeirrj^) in

the time of Strabo, who says, however, on the authority of Demetrius

of Scepsis, that possibly the river which flows into the Granicus might

be identical with the Ehesus of Horner.^

(li.) The river Heptaporus (6 'ETrravropo?"), according to Strabo,^ flowed

180 stadia to the north of Adramyttium.

(/.) The river Caresus (6 Kap77cro9'') originated at Malous, between

Palaescepsis and Achaeum, on the coast o2")posite Tenedos, and fell

into the Aesepus.^

(y.) The river Ehodius (o ToS/o?'') is, in all probability, the small river

which falls into the Hellespont at the Dardanelles." According to Strabo,

it fell into the Hellespont between Abydus and Dardanus; opposite its

mouth, on the Thracian Chersonesus, was the Dog's-tumulus {Cynossema,

Is^vvo^ ai]jjLa or Kupoaay^pua), the pretended tomb of Hecuba. Strabo

further states that, according to others, the PJiodius fell into the Aesepus.*"

Elsewhere Strabo says that the Khodius fell into the Aenius ; he remarks

at the same time that it came from Cleandria and Gordus.^

(li.) The Granicus (6 Fp/^'w/co?^") rises in IMount Cotylus, one of the

peaks of Ida.^ It flows to the north-east through the district of Adrasteia,

and falls into the Propontis opposite the island of Opliiusa (now Afzia)."

On the banks of this river Alexander the Great defeated the army of

Darius (334 b.c.)

(/.) The Aesepus (6 Ato-T/Tro?^) rises also in Mount Cotylus,'* receives

the Caresus, as before stated, passes to the north-east of Zeleia, and

//. \u.-20.^
, , „ .

* ^"'- P-
'"^^'^ = fJiiTa^u re ('A)3y5ou km Aap-

' xiii. G02: 6 fzfvy^aos TTOTalihs vvv KaKtlrai Zivov) 6 'PoSios iKmimiiroTauos, Kaff "ov eV rp
jPoeiTTjs, il fj.^ 6.pa u els rhv TpdviKOv e/x^dWwy XeppovncTaj rh Kvvus ari/j.d i^riv, o (paaiv "EKa^ns
frjcros €(TTiv.

eJi/ai Tatpov oi 5e rhu 'PoSlo:/ els toi' Alffiriroy

//. su. 20. i/x^d\\€LV <paaiv.

^
» xiii.^ p. 603

:^
'A^paixvTTlov Se fie'xei -rphs » xiii. p. (303 : 'Polios 5e anh KXeavSplas Kai

apKTOv kKarhv Kal oyhoi]KovTa araSiovs. TopSov a Sie'xei riis KaXrjs irem-ns f^vKOVTa
xii. ZU. araSiOvs- e^jSaAAei 5' els tov Alfiof.

5 Strabo, xiii. p. 603 : Kdpv<ros 5' dw'. Ma- '» 77. xii. 21.

XovuTos pei, TOTTov Ttvos Kfi/xevov ixfTalv Ha- ' Strabo, xiii. p. 602 : eari yap A6(pos Tts rf/r

XaiaKYiipeiiis Koi 'Axaiuy rfjs TeveSiccv Uepaias- "iSrjs KotvXos ' e| ou o re '2,Kdfj.a.i'Spos p€? Kol

ffi^aWei he els rhv AlffrjiTov. 6 rpdviKos kol A'tariwos.

" //. xii. 20. - E. Buchholz, Homer. Kosmogr. vnd Geojr.
' E. Buchholz, Homer. L'osmogr. und Gcogr. p. 311. ^ ri. xii. 21.

P- 310. * Strabo, xiii. p. 602, just cited.
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falls into the Propontis opposite the island of Halone, the present

Aloni.^

(m.) The Selleis (6 SeA.Xj^'ei?'^) flowed in the neighbourhood of Arisbe,

Strabo says :
" Of the rivers the poet makes the Selleis flow near Arisbe,

if indeed Asius came from Arisbe and the river Selleis."^

(/i.) The Practius (6 UpaKno^^) flowed between Abydus and Lamp-
sacus, Strabo says :

" The Practius is also a river, but a city (of this

name), as some have thought, is not to be found. This river flows also

between Abydus and Lampsacus."^

(o.) The Satnioi's (o ^aTvi6€L<i), to which the poet gives the epithet

ivp'peLTri^ (with a fair current ^°), is now called Tuzlatchai, that is to say,

" Salt river :
" it rises in Ida, flows in a westerly direction through the

southernmost part of the Troad, and falls into the Aegean Sea between

Larissa and Hamaxitus.^

§ IV. The Cldiatology of the Troad.

If we consider the Homeric Troad to extend from the coast of the

Propontis and the district of Cyzicus to the Cai'cus, it would lie between
40^ 30' and 39^ N. latitude; Novum Ilium being in latitude 39' 53':

its climate therefore must be almost identical with that of Constanti-

nople, which lies only l"" 7' further to the north. According to Tchiha-

tchefi',^ the mean temperature of Constantinople is 14^*27 Celsius = 57~"70

Fahrenheit ; while that of liome, which lies in the same latitude, is 15"'04

= 59^-30 Fahrenheit, that of Barcelona 17' = C2-G0 Fahrenheit.

Table of the mean Number op Days of the ForK Cardinal Winds ; op fine Days ; of

RAINY Days; and op more or less cloudy Days in the Years 1847, 1848, and 1854.^

JMontbs.

January .

February .

Marcli . . .

April .

]May . . .

Juno .

July .

August
September
October . .

Xi>\ ember.
Decciuber .

Totiil nuiubers.

North. East.

20
11

19
9

19
15
23
21
22
21

19

18

217 17

South. West.

6

12

G

14
9
9

4
4
G

7
7

7

Fine
days.

G

4
8

17

13
16

14
21
9

11

6

5

91 15
I
130 8Gi

Rainy
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It will be seen from this tabic that the north wiiiil predominates very

decidedly, except in February and April. Thus in January it is on an

average nearly three times more frequent than all the other winds taken

together ; in March it is a quarter more frequent than tlie rest ; in May,

November, and December, almost twice as frequent ; in July, more than

three times as frequent ; and in August, twice as frequent.

These north winds blow nearly always with great violence, and they

caused us much suffering during the wliole period of our excavations

at Troy.

The rainy season here is in December, January, and February. From
the beginning of April to the end of October it hardly ever rains, and in

the many summers I passed in the Troad I experienced hardly any rain

except in the shape of an occasional thunderstorm.

The winters are seldom very severe in the Troad ; the cold generally

does not set in before January. It is seldom so cold that the rivers freeze.

I have seen the Kalifatli Asmak frozen over in the winter of 1873, but

never the Seamander or Simois. But it appears that even the Hellespont

has sometimes been frozen over, since the straits were frozen in 739 * and

753 '"

A.D., while in 75.5 a.d. both the Bosphorus and the Hellespont are

reported to have been covered with ice.^ TchihatchefF,' from whom I

take this information, mentions further two occasions when the Bosphorus

was frozen during the reign of the Emperor Bomanus (OlO-Ol-l ad.),

one in 1011 and one in 1068 ; also one in 1G20 a.d.

Xo traveller has .studied the climate of the Troad with more attention

and accuracy than P. Barker Webb, who expresses himself in the following

terms f—"The Troad being placed in the delicious temperature of Northern

Asia, its winters are tempered by the south winds which blow from the

Mediterranean ; the summer heat is also modified by the regular return

of the Etesian winds, which are poetically described by Homer under the

ima2:e of Boreas traversing: the Thracian Sea. The fertilitv of the fields

and valleys, continually irrigated by the waters which descend from

Mount Ida, so rich in springs ; the variety of the soil, now flat, now

mountainous ; the abundance of the rivers ; the neighbourhood of the

sea ; the charming and picturesque landscape, which Nature alone has

had the care of forming, without Art having any share in it,—all pleases

the eye and strikes the imagination : in one word, the situation of

this country, considered as a whole, is such that Nature leaves nothing

to desire. In fact, if this country had a more enlightened government,

if it were binder a less barbarous rule, few countries in the world could be

compared with it, whether for the richness and variety of its products, or

for the abundance of all that is necessary for human life. We may say

the same of the whole of Asia Minor, which was celebrated for the luxury

and the riches of its ancient inhabitants ; but Phrygia in particular

appears to have been in a high degree favoured by Heaven. Its forests

* Von Hammer-Purgstall, Gcsch. des Osm. ' Asie Min. : Dcscr. phys. p. 70.

Beichs, 2nd ed. vol. ii. p. 784. ^ Topoffraphicdela Troade anciennect moderne,

s Glycas, ed. Bon., p. 493. pp. 110, 111.

^ Theophanes, ed. Bon., vol. i. pp. 540 and 670.
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and pasture-lands are greener than those of the neighbouring countries

of Europe, and the fertility of its soil is by no means inferior to that of

the rest of Asia : add to this that it has neither the rigorous winters of

the former nor the scorching heat of the latter. What is missing here

is man. Besunt manus j^oscentihus arvis! The want of population has

changed these very blessings into as many misfortunes ; nay, this want

of men is the cause of those pestilential miasmata which have rendered

endemic in this country the sickness represented by Homer under the

image of the arrows cast by the wrath of Apollo. The aspect of the

country is in the highest degree picturesque : sometimes it reminds an

Englishman of the landscapes of his own country. This resemblance is

due as much to the form of the fields enclosed by verdant hedges, as to

the trees which are scattered here and there without symmetry, now
isolated, now in detached groups ; and this gives to the whole the appear-

ance of a park, or of a large space of ground destined to please the eye of

the traveller by its variety. There are but few vineyards here ; what is

chiefly cultivated is grain."

§ V. Panoramic View of the Plain of Troy.

I might add, that the Plain of Troy itself is even more favoured than

the surrounding country in the exuberant fertility of its soil and the

glorious beauty of its landscape. I beg the reader to accompany me at

sunset in spring to the summit of Hissarlik, in order that he may
convince himself how greatly the Trojans were favoured above other men
in the beautiful situation of their city." Immediately before us extends

the plain bordered by the Simois and the Kalifatli Asmak, the ancient

Scamander, which was the theatre of the principal battles of the Iliad

and the scene of so many heroic actions. It is covered with grain and
innumerable yellow or red flowers. It ends at the confluence of the two
rivers, a mile distant, close to the village of Koum Kioi, whose small

terraced houses much resemble the mud hovels of the Egyptian fellahs.

The ridge to the right of this village, clothed with Valonea oaks, runs

out on the north-east into the promontory of Phoeteum, on a lower

height of which, to the left, our eyes discern the tumulus which tradition

attributes to Ajax ; its summit is, according to Purnoufs measurement,
40-22 metres = 131 ft. above the sea. To the north of this tumulus lies

the site of an ancient city, 8m. = 2Gft. Sin. above the level of the sea,

according to Burnouf's measurement. It is strewn with fragments of

ancient pottery and sculptured splinters of wliito marble. Near the sea-

shore rises a small mound, which, accordinff to Pausanias,'" must be the

tumulus to which tradition pointed as the original tomb of Ajax. I shall

revert to it in the description of the Heroic tumuli.'^ Close to this

tumulus lies a mutilated marble statue of a warrior, draped and of

colossal size. In all probability the spot marks the site of the ancient

city of Aeanteum, which is not mentioned by Strabo, but is alluded to

by Pliny,^ who says that it no longer existed in his time.

* See the View, No. 21a. »» i. 35. 5. " See Chapter XII. (on the Tumuli). ' H. X. v. S3,
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On the promontory of llhoeteum, 250 m. = 820 ft. to the east of the

great tumulus of Ajax, are numerous traces of an ancient city, proLably

Khoeteum, which is repeatedly mentioned by Strabo," and still existed in

the time of Pliny .^ A little further to the east and north-east are four

more small artificial tumuli, on the height which descends to a miniature

port now called " Karanlik " (darkness). Fragments of marble columns and

pottery abound here. I agree with Mr. Calvert that the above-mentioned

city of Aeanteum must have extended as far as this, and that Karanlik

marks its port, and perhaps at the same time the port of lihoeteum.

Close to the height of lihoeteum, and parallel with it, is the deep bod

of the In Tepeh Asmak, into which the Seamander once flowed a little to

the north-east of Koum Kioi. We cannot discern from hence the tumulus

of Ilus, where the Seamander formerly bent to the north-east or east, as

it is too low. The eye follows for some distance to the north-west the

present bed of the Kalifatli Asmak, until we lose sight of it among the

oaks with which the plain is covered ; but we can distinctly trace its

course to the north as far as its mouth by the two rows of trees with

which the banks of the Seamander are lined. To the left of its mouth
we see the little town of Koum Kaleh, with its two white minarets and its

citadel surrounded with high walls, which can now be easily scaled, the

wind having accumulated immense masses of sand on its eastern side.

Koum Kaleh Avas a thriving and flourishing city before the toAvn of the

Dardanelles was built, which cannot be much more than a hundred years

ago ; indeed, the masses of marble which have been lavished on its

mosques and its fountains, now dried up, testify to its former opulence.

Fragments of ancient marbles, as well as stone tombs, which are some-

times dug up in Koum Kaleh or its neighbourhood, lead me to think that

it marks the site of the ancient city of Achilleum (to 'A;^/XA,eiot'), which,

according to Herodotus,* was built by the Mytilenaeans. It is mentioned

by Strabo as having been destroyed by the Ilians,^ and by Pliny,*^ who
says that it no longer existed in his time. M, Burnouf observes to me

:

" The current of the Hellespont does not prevent the accumulation of

alluvial soil at Koum Kaleh, because (1) the fort is almost buried under the

sand which the north and north-east winds heap up there : (2) the current

of the Seamander forms before Koum Kaleh horizontal mounds of sand,

where the swamp changes little by little, by the effect of the vegetation,

into vegetable earth : (3) there are deposits of sand at the mouth of the

Seamander, which are on a level with the surface of the sea; though it

appears that they cannot grow higher, since the wind carries away their

crest when it emerges and becomes dry : (4) behind Koum Kaleh, on the

side of the Aegean, is a lagoon of salt water, which tends to fill up and

appears to have once been connected with the sea. In short, the whole

neck of land of Koum Kaleh seems to be of recent formation ; the sea

must once have washed the foot of Cape Sigeum. But probably this neck

of land, in its present condition, already existed in the Trojan time, for

such a formation requires ages."

xiii. pp. 595, 597, 601, 602. ^ //_ ^y, ^_ 33^ 4 --_ 94^ 5 ^^^i pp_ qqq^ qq^^ e //_ y y_ 33,
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To the soutli-west of Konm Kaleli we see Cape Sigenm, crowned with

the Christian village of Yeni Shehr, 252 ft. above the sea, and its many

windmills ; and immediately to the east of it two tumuli, one of which is

attributed to Achilles, the other to Patroclus. Looking further on, we

see the beautiful blue Hellespont, bordered on the north by the Thracian

Chersonesus, which runs out to a point, crowned by a lighthouse, the

site probably of the ancient Elaeus ('EAatow) mentioned by Thucydides.''

Further to the north-west, we see in the Aegean Sea, and at a distance

of about 23 miles from Cape Sigeum, the island of Imbros. It is about

23 miles in circumference, and in ancient times had on its east side a

city of the same name. Above Imbros rises the high mountain of the

island of Samothrace, on the top of which Poseidon sat, and gazed with

wonder at the battles before Troy : from thence he overlooked the Greek

fleet, the city of Troy, and Mount Ida.*' According to the Scholiast (on

this passage) and Pliny,^ this mountain was called Sacot^?] : it is 5000 ft.

high. Pliny adds, with absurd exaggeration, which seems a copyist's

error .- " Samothrace attollitur monte Saoce x. mill, passuum altitudinis."

A little more to the west we discern, at a distance of 119 miles, the

beautiful cone of Mount Athos, called 'A6'6«9 by Homer,^" "A6o)<; and "AOa^v

by other classic writers '^ (now Monte Santo), the highest and most

eastern ridge by which the Macedonian peninsula of Chalcidice penetrates

into the Aegean Sea. Pliny ^ states that it extends for 75 Pioman miles

into the sea, and that its circumference is 150 miles. Strabo" compares

its form to a woman's breast.

A severe critic of mine has declared that Mount Athos is only visible

from Hissarlik at sunset in early autumn;^ but I can assure the reader

that this is an utter mistake, as the mountain is visible from Hissarlik

all the year round at sunset, whenever the weather is clear.

According to Herodotus,* Xerxes, during his expedition to Greece,

dug a canal through the neck of land which joins Athos to the Chalcidic

peninsula. The promontory was also called Acte.^ Mount Athos is now

celebrated for its monasteries, of which there are said to be 34 (32 Greek

and 2 liussian), and for the ancient ]\ISS. preserved in their libraries.

lieturning to the Plain of Troy and turning our eyes to the north-

west, west, and south-west, we see immediately before us the broad bed of

the ancient Scamander (now the Kalifetli Asmak) ; then the Christian

village of Kalifatli, with its wooden church steeple ; further on, the lines

of trees which flank the course of the present bed of the Scamander;

then fields of grain, followed by vast swamps, which are impassable

except in the very driest season of the year, and even then only in a few

places. There are, however, three bridges in these swamps, by which

viii. 102, 107. ' //. ^^- iv. 10, 17. riiuy cxnggerates the

* //. xiii. 11-U: length of Athos, which is actually about 40

Koi yapo Bavfjid^wv r\(TTO Tnokejxou re fJ-axw t€ English miles.

v\pov ^n aicpordrris Kopv<pris 2a/xou vKrjfffffrii ^ vii. p. 331.

&pV'CKir]s- (uefvydp i4>alveToiTa(Ta n(v''lSri, * B. Stark, Jcnaer Literatnr Zcitiinj, 1874,

(paivfTo Se npia.fj.ot) tto'Ais koI vqis 'Ax'xii;'. No. 23.

' //. N. iv. 12. 23. "> //. xiv. 229. * vii. 23. See also Diodor. xi. 1, and Plin.

" See Tzschucke, and Mela, ii. 2, 10. H. N. iv. 10, 17. * Thucydides, iv. 109.
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tliey may always be crossed, except during tlie period of inundation and

for some time afterwards. These large sheets of stagnant Avater, helped

by the decomposition of the animal and vegetable matter contained in

them, produce pestilential miasmata, which engender much sickness and

especially intermittent fevers.

AVe learn from ancient authors that swamps existed in tlic Plain

of Troy throughout antiquity, even at a time when tlie population was

numerous and powerful. There was even a swamp immediately below

the walls of Troy itself, for Ulysses says to Eumaeus:*^ "But when we

reached the city and the high wall, we lay down in full armour around

the citadel, in the midst of the tliick shrubs, among the rushes and

the swamp." But the swamps must have largely increased since the

disappearance of the industrious population which formerly inhabited

the Troad. Benewed prosperity and cultivation can alone remove the

majority of the endemic diseases which are due to them.

The Trojan plain, which is about two hours' ride in breadth, is

bounded on the west by the shores of the Aegean Sea, which are, on an

average, 131 ft. high, and upon wdiich we see first a conical hill, not

unlike a tumulus in appearance. This is called Hagios Demetrios Tepeh,

" the hill of Saint Demetrius," on account of an open chaj^el dedicated

to that saint, which has been built at the foot of the hill, fragments of

sculptured white marble having been used for the purpose. Many other

sculptured marble blocks lie close by, and evidently mark the site of an

ancient Greek temple, w-hich, as Mr. Sayce justly observes,^ must in all

probability have been dedicated to Demeter, who—like nearly all other

Greek deities—has been metamorphosed into a saint of no real existence,

or absurdly confounded with a real one.^ But here people have not

even gone to the trouble of changing the name more than was necessary

in order to alter the feminine gender into the masculine (Zi?;/x?)T?7p into

A7)fx.i]Tpiu<;). I explored the tumulus and shall revert to it later on.

A little further to the south-west lies the large Christian village of

Yeni Kioi, in a splendid situation on the cliff, 203 ft. high, and over-

hanging the sea. But in spite of its high situation, it is, owung to its

close neighbourhood to the swamps, more infested by fever than any

other place in the Troad ; it even sometimes happens that all the inha-

bitants of Yeni Kioi are fever-stricken at the same time.^

^ Odi/s. xiv. 472-475 : danger, so the Greek sailors of our own time

aW' o't6 Srj p' iKOfj-^aOa ttotl tttoXiv a'nrv re invoke Saint Nicholas to the same efiect.

relxos, ^ \Vithout possessing the slightest knowledge

ri/xus fxif Trepl dcrrv Kara ponn'fia TrvKva, of medicine, I became celebrated in the Troad as

av SovaKus kuI e\os, vwh revx^cri ireTrrriwTfs a phvsician, owing to the quantity of quinine

KeififOa, yh^ 6' op' eVTJAfls kokj; Bope'ao and tincture of arnica I had brought with me
ireaovTOS. and dispensed liberally. In all the villages of

' AthcHwum, Oct. 4th, 1879. the Troad, the priest is the parish doctor; and

* Thus, for example, Saint Nicholas has taken as he himself possesses no medicines, and is

the place and functions of Poseidon. Many of ignorant of their properties, besides having

the chapels or churches dedicated to him occupy an innate dislike to cold water and all species

the site where a sanctuary or temple of the of washing, he never uses any other means than

Greek god once stood ; and just as in old times bleeding, which of course never cures, and often

the sailors invoked the assistance of Poseidon to kills the poor creatures he takes in charge.

grant them a fair wind or to save them from
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To the south-east of this village is the military farm of Yerkassi,

with its ruined mosque and minaret ; and further south, on the heights,

the lofty tumulus called Ujek Tepeh, which is 83 ft. high, and thus by

far the highest of all the tumuli in the Troad, Those who would place

Troy at Bounarbashi erroneously identify it with the tomb of Aesyetes.

I have thoroughly explored it, and shall describe it in detail in the

following pages.

To the north-west of Ujek Tepeh, we see high up on the shore the

tumulus called Besika Tepeh, which I also explored, and of which I shall

speak hereafter. Of this tumulus, however, we can merely catch the top,

as it is screened from our view by the intervening hills and tall oaks.

Immediately to the west of Besika Tepeh is a small promontory, which

has the shape of a castle, and is for this reason called " Palaeocastron."

I visited it in company with Professor Virchow. We found there the

foundations of one or two modern buildings, but no accumulation of dehris

and no fragments of pottery,—those everlasting and indestructible wit-

nesses of ancient settlements. Here begins the far-stretching Bay of

Besika, in front of which lies the island of Tenedos, still called by its

ancient name, but by the Turks Bogdsha-Adassi, It is distant about

40 stadia from the mainland. ^° Pliny ^ gives its distance from Lesbos

as 5G lioman miles, and from Sigeum as V2h miles.

This island appears to have been celebrated in ancient times, together

with Chryse - and Cilla,^ for its worship of the Sminthian Apollo :
" Hear

me, God of the silver bow, thou that guardest Chryse and most holy

Cilia, and rulest Tenedos with might, Sminthean Apollo ; if ever I roofed

for thee an acceptable shrine, or if ever I burnt for thee fat thighs of

bulls or goats, fulfil for me this wish."*

Tenedos is now celebrated for its excellent wine, which is not

mentioned in Homer.

Keturning again to the Plain of Troy, our eyes wander in a southerly

direction,^ for the distance of a two hours' ride, as far as the Turkish

village of Bounarbashi and the heights to the right and left of it ; this

village rises up with its white minaret, and behind it, at a great distance,

Mount Chigri, which I have mentioned before. To the north-east of

Bounarbashi wo again recognize the Scamander by the masses of trees

with which its banks are lined ; here to the south of its confluence with

the Thymbrius is its best ford. As I have said before, from the temple

"> Strabo, xiii. p. G04. Strabo's time.

' H. iV. V. 31, 140. ' Cilia was in the valley of Thebe in the

^ Chryse was a city on the coast of the Troail, Troad, on the river Cillaeus, at the foot cf

situated on a hill nearThcbe, in the neighbourhood Mount Cillaeus (part of the range of Ida):

of Adramyttium, with a temple of the Sminthian Strain), xiii. pp. 012, G18 ; I'liny, J/. X. v. 30;

Apollo in a sacred grove. It was the home of Herodotus, i. 149; Ovid, 31diim. xiii. 174.

Chryseis: Iliad, i. 390, 452 ; Ovid, Metam. xiii. • //. i. 37-41

:

174 ; Strabo, xiii. pp. 60'), Gil. I'liny, If. N. v. kKM fiev, apyvpSro^', ts Xpvavv a/xcptlSfPriKas

32, says, " fuit et I'olymedia civitas, et Chrysa KiWav t€ (TafleTjj', T«r«'5o/o re Icpi avdircrds,

et Larissa alia Smintheum tenijiluni <lurat;" 2,fi.tv6ev. e* ttots toi xap'f''"' '"' "'J^'' *P*"t'°>

but he can of course only mean the later Chryse, ?) €t 5^ irore roi Kara -niova p.7\p'C t/cija

which was near Haniaxitus (Strabo, xiii. ]>. G12), Tavpoiv t|5' alyiav, rdSe fioi Kpi]r\vov tf\5^p'

the ancient city having utterly di'sappeared in '' See the View, No. 21u, opposite p. 103.
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of the TbvmLrian Apollo, at the confluence, to Novum Ilium is, according

to Strabo,*^ 50 stadia. At a mile's distance in a north-westerly direction

lies the beautiful estate belonging to my friend Mr. Calvert, the old name
of which—Akshi Kioi or Batak (which latter means " swamp ")—has

now been changed into Thymbra. It deserves the change of name, for

not only is it bounded by the river Thymbrius, but it stands, as before

stated, on the site of the ancient Thymbra. It also comprises the site

of an early settlement, on a small hill to the north of ]\Ir. Calvert's farm-

house. This site is covered with fragments of ordinary Greek pottery,

and in regard to position, distance, &c., corresponds so closely with the

statements of Strabo, that it must certainly be his 'Wiicov Kcofi-r], where,

on the authority of Demetrius of Scepsis, he places the Homeric Troy.

At the foot of the hill are, curiously enough, the three springs of water

already described, which produced the Duden swamp, now dried up, of

which I have spoken before. The temperature of these springs is,

according to Professor Yirchow's measurement, 68'-71""C0 Falir.

I have explored the site of 'IXieoiv Koifir], but found it to consist

simply of coarse gravel sand ; there is no accumulation of dt'hn's ; and the

scanty potsherds lie on the surface of the ground. Demetrius of Scepsis

may have been deceived by the appearance of the soil ; he may have

supposed the Trojan walls to be hidden under a small natural rampart,

which j)rojects to some distance and encloses the site in some places

;

but it really consists of nothing but gravel and sand. Mr. Calvert has

excavated a number of tombs close to this site. If we may judge from

the contents of the tombs, they would belong to poor villagers. Another

curiosity of the estate is the tumulus of Hanai Tepeh, of which I shall

treat hereafter.

Between the estate and Hissarlik are small heights covered with

oaks, low shrubs, and bushes. At a short distance to the south rises a

tumulus called Pasha Tepeh, which has been excavated by Mrs. Schlie-

mann, and which I shall describe hereafter." To the north-east of it

is the Turkish village of Chiblak or Tchiplak (a word which means

''naked"), with its minaret lately built with the stones I excavated

at Hissarlik. This tumulus is situated on a neck of laud which projects

thence in a westerly direction for half a mile further into the Plain of

Troy, and whose last spur dominates the swamp of the Kalifatli Asmak.

On this sort of promontory "Webb*^ places ancient Troy. But his map
is in confusion, for he. says that this promontory is to the east of Ilium

and to the south-east of Chiblak, whereas it is to the south of the former

and to the west of the latter. Webb^ supposes that there were two

springs at the foot of the site, which formed a swamp. But there are

no springs ; there are only low lands which are inundated at the period

of the high waters. He commits a further error in making the Kalifatli

Asmak come from Chiblak, and in identifying the tumulus of Aesyetes

with Besika Tepeh. The facts are, as M. Burnouf writes to me, that

" siii. p. 598. * P. Barker Webb, Topographic de la Troade, p. 55.

' See Chaj^er XII. * Ibid. p. 55.
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the little j^romontory consists of a horizontal limestone rock 290 metres

= 951 ft, long by 16 to 90 metres = 52 to 295 ft. broad; the two lower

spurs, h and c, advance from it to the north-west and south-west. (See

the Plan, No. 22.) On the hill a' are to be found only a few fragments

of red modern pottery. Advancing towards a, the quantity of vase-

fragments increases, but the pottery is the same, wheel-made, and dull

red. There is no fragment of

hand-polished pottery, no frag-
.-5-^^__^,^ v \\ \\ ^

\ i

' '
i

/ /// /
. \v

ment of a saddle-quern, or of ^^^iTlTf/}:;:;;^^ Jy^j^^AlA}^Jl/'//:^/

other ancient objects. The

accumulation of debris here

and there hardly amounts to

1 inch ; below it is the naked

rock. But there are frag-

ments of white or coloured
IT i" 1 " 1 No. 22. The Hill vrhich extends from Paslia Tepeli, in the

marble, some Ot WlllCll are form ofasmall promontory, to therein.

sculptured.

The hill is crossed by the footpath which leads from Kalifatli by Pasha

Tepeli to Chiblak. In the dale at the southern foot of the hill is the little

rivulet of Chiblak, wdiich is hardly 3 ft. wide, and generally dry ; it passes

in front of the little promontory a', feeds the reeds in the plain, and dis-

charges into the Kalifatli Asmak at about 300 metres = 984 ft. below the

village of this name. To the south-cast of Chiblak Mount Gargarus, now
called Kaz Dagh, lifts up its head in the far distance. Immediatelj" to

the south-west, south, and east, is the site of Novum Ilium, the walls of

which may still be traced in a number of places. Its extent would imply

that it may have had from 40,000 to 50,000 inhabitants. The accumula-

tion of debris on its site is generally from 6 to 16 ft. deep. The surface

is covered with Hellenic and Koman potsherds, as well as with fragments

of marble sculptures and columns, which testify to the ancient magnifi-

cence of the town.

As before explained, the hill of Hissarlik is the spur of a continuous

ridge, which Strabo well describes by the words avvexv^ P^X^'^/" because

it runs for 12 miles in an easterly direction. It is partly covered with

oaks, and apparently terminates in Mount Oulou Dagh, which I have tried

to identify with the Homeric Callicolone. Between this ridge and the

heights of Pihoeteum is the beautiful plain called Halil Ovasi, from 1 to

1^ mile in breadth and 4 miles in length, wliich is traversed by the

Simois, and extends to the foot of the hill upon which are the ruins

of Ophrynium : in this valley, which forms part of the great Plain of

Troy, at a distance of 2h miles, lies the Turkish village of Halil Eli.

Another branch of the same valley extends from this village along the

Simois to beyond the pretty Turkish village of Doumbrek, which is at

a distance of 8 miles from Hissarlik. This second valley is of wonderful

fertility ; its orchards arc full of peach-trees, almond-trees, pear-trees,

and the like

In the steep rocky slope close to Hissarlik. a large theatre has been

»« Stiabo. xiii. u. 599.
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excavated, with a stage 197 ft. broad, and apparently capable of contain-

ing 5000 persons. To judge from the fragments of sculptured marble I

have dug up there, it appears to belong to the IMacedonian time. It was

probably built by Lysimachus, and was one of the favours he conferred

upon Novum Ilium. ^^

Immediately to the east of this theatre, directly below the ruins of

the town-wall of Novum Ilium, and exactly 3t)5 metres or 399 yds. from

Hissarlik, is the spring, whose water has, as before mentioned, a tempera-

ture of 14r'6 Celsius (58'^'28 Fahrenheit). It is enclosed to a height of

6h ft. by a wall of large stones joined with cement, 9 j ft. in breadth, and

in front of it there are Wo stone troughs for watering cattle. A second

spring, which is likewise still below the ruins of the ancient town-

wall, is exactly 725 metres (793 yds.) distant from Hissarlik. It had a

similar enclosure of large stones, 7 ft. high and 5 ft. broad, and has the

same temperature. But it is out of repair : all the stones of the enclosure

have been taken away by the villagers for building purposes, and the

water no longer runs through the stone pipe, but along the ground

before it reaches the pipe. After these two springs, exactly 945 metres

or 1033 yds. from Hissarlik, is a third spring. It is copious and runs

out through two stone pipes jilaced side by side in an enclosure com-

posed of large stones joined with earth, which rises to a height of 7 ft.

and is 23 ft. broad. The temperature of the spring is from 14~"3 to 15^

Celsius (57'''74: to 59" Fahr.). In front of the spring are six stone

troughs, placed so that the superfluous water runs from the first through

all the others. All these enclosures and troughs are of Turkish masonry

and manufacture. These three springs were of course insufiicient for the

vast population of Novum Ilium ; a large quantity of water was conse-

quently brought also from the Upper Thymbrius by the great aqueduct

already mentioned, which still spans the lower course of that river.

§ VI. Zoology or the Teoad.

Barker "Webb writes :^ " The zone of forests with which the Gargarus

is surrounded is probably in the same stafce of wild nature in which it

was at the time of the Trojan war ; even at a much more advanced

stage of civilization it preserved the same aspect, for Libanius informs

us that the mountains of Ida were inhabited by a peculiarly wild species

of bear ;" nay, Cresconius Corippus, at a later period, describes the same

wild scene as existed- at the time of Homer and as still exists to-day.^

These forests are peopled by bears, wolves, and a race of animals, probably

jackals, which, we hear, pursue their prey in bands. Mount Ida is still

the /J^y'jTijp 6y]po)v (mother of wild beasts), and, if we believe the in-

habitants of the country, even tigers are sometimes seen there."

I will here make some extracts from Tchihatcheff * on the Zoology

of the Troad :
" Jackal (Chacal) is a Persian word. The wolf, described

by Aristotle and Pliny under the name of ^c6?, is identical with the jackal.

" Strabo, siii. p. 593. ^ FLavii Crescon. Coripp. Johannidos.

' Topographic de la Troade, p. 113. • Asie Mineure : Descr. phys. p. 592 ff

* Libanius, Epist. 14G.
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The lion, so well known to Homer, in the time of Herodotus^ still inha-

bited the country between the rivers Nestus'' and Achelous ^ (between the

present Missolonghi and Salonica), so that he calls it infested by lions.

Aristotle ^ reproduces the delimitation of the country inhabited by lions

as drawn by Herodotus. Parthenius,^ who lived about 50 B.C., says that

the hunter Euanipjius hunted lions and boars in Thessaly. Aelian/'' who
flourished in the beginning of the third century of our era, mentions lions

and bears on Mount Pangaeus in Thrace. An Homeric hymn ^^ mentions

lions, panthers, bears, and wolves on Mount Ida. According to Aelian,^

there were lions in Armenia. According to Constantino Porphyro-

genitus," lions existed in Cappadocia. The medals of Tarsus represent a

lion devouring a bull. It appears that the lion had already in the time

of Hadrian (117-138 a.d.) left the districts which it had inhabited in

Europe. Lions were still seen in Asia Minor in the sixteenth century

of our era ; but they have now completely deserted the peninsula. We
learn from the Bible,^ that lions were very common in Palestine and

Syria. That they were bold enough to attack, not only flocks guarded by

shepherds, but wayfarers on the roads, is shown by the lions killed by

Samson (Judg. xiv. 5, 6) and by David (I Sam. xvii. 34), and by the

lion that slew the disobedient prophet (1 Kings xiii. 24). The lion is

a constant image of strength and courage, violence and oppression, in

innumerable passages, especially of Job, the Psalms, the Proverbs, and

the Prophets ; and he is the symbol of the tribe of Judali, and of the

Messiah himself (Gen. xlix. 9 ; Eev. v. 5). The retrograde movement of

the lion seems at first sight the more difficult to explain, as the countries

which it inhabited underwent an immense decrease of population. But
the cause is to be found in this very decrease of population and domestic

animals. Panthers are no longer found in the Troad, but they are

still seen in the environs of Smyrna. Boars are very frequent in all

the mountains of Phrygia and in those of the Troad, which appear to

have been one of the most ancient residences of this pachyderm. But
it must be distinctly understood that our domestic pig does not descend

from the Sus scropha, or boar, but from the wild pig of India.

" Horses are very numerous in tlie Troad. We know from the testi-

mony of Homer that Asia Minor and Thrace were celebrated for their

horses. According to the Bible," Solomon (1000 B.C.) had 12,000 horse-

men ; Isaiah (700 B.C.) speaks of the cavalry of the Israelites, and
mentions the horse as serving for agricultural purj)0ses. Asses, mules,

oxen, goats, camels, and sheep, are equally plentiful. The wool of

Phrygia and of Miletus was very celebrated in antiquity, for Aristophanes

thrice '^ mentions that the Athenians imported their wool for the manu-
facture of cloth from Phrygia and Miletus. Herodotus *^ represents

^ Ilcrodotus, vii. 12G. " Hi/mn. in Venerem, vv. 69, 199.
" Tlio ])ros{'nt Karasu or Maisto, to the cast ' Jlist. Animal, xrii. 31.

of Salonica. : />,,. Thcmat., i. Them. Armeniacum.
' I'l-titiably the Aspropotamus, ill Livalia. ^ Joroiniali v. 6; xlis. 19; Solomon's Song,
* Ifist. Animal, viii. 28. iv. 8. • 2 Chronicles, i. 14.
" Kil. Passau; Leipzig;, 1824. 5 j^ ^(,^ ^.pj.gg 493. j^ ZygisL, verse 730;
" Hist. Animal, iii. 13. and in ii'an., verse 549. « v. 49.
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Phrygia as the richest country in the worhl for flocks. Appian informs

us that on the sliorcs of the Pontus tlie ahundance of cattle Avas so

great that, when Lucullus besieged Amisus (Samsoun), the price of an ox

was 1 drachma (about 1 franc), and that of other animals in proportion.

" Of the eight different species of oxen only the ox {Bos tauriis) and

the hulFalo {Bos huhalus) are found in Asia Minor. Independently of the

little advanced state of industry and agriculture, the development of the

bovine race finds in this country rather unfavourable conditions, owing

to its mountainous formation and the nature of its pasture-grounds.

These are generally composed of an herbage more or less short, which

is excellent for sheep, goats, and even horses, but not good for oxen.

Milk, cheese, and meat, being furnished here almost exclusively by sheep

and goats, the use of the ox is limited to the needs of agriculture ; and

as this is here but very little developed, the number of oxen and buffaloes

is naturally inconsiderable. Yarro^ mentions very wald bulls {perferi

haves) in Dardania (the Troad), as well as in Thrace and Media; but

these certainly do not remind us of the present bulls of Asia Minor,

which are so quiet and inoffensive.

"Aelian'' informs us that the laws of Phrygia condemned to death

any one who killed an ox destined for the plough. This proves either

the great scarcity of this animal, or the great development of agri-

culture. Varro,^ Pliny,^*^ Valerius Maximus,^ and Columella,- also inform

us that the ancients had such a respect for the ox, as indispensable for

agriculture, that they decreed death to any one who killed one.

" The buffalo is very common, and frecjuently serves instead of oxen

for the labours of agriculture. Of camels, the only species found here is

the Cuiiielus Bactrianm. That this species was known in Assyria, which

has close relations with Asia Minor, is proved by the appearance of the

two-humped camel among the tributes brought to king Shalmaneser III.

(b.c. 840), on the famous black obelisk in the British Museum. This

animal seems to have been unknown in Asia Minor and Greece in high

antiquity, for Herodotus ^ attributes the victory of Cyrus over Croesus at

Sardis to the presence of camels in the Persian army, which were

unknown until then, and the sight of which frightened the Lydian

cavalry.

"The stag {Cervus elaphus) is rare, whereas the deer {Cervns dama)

and the roebuck {Cervus capriolns) are very abundant. Of gazelles, the

Antilope Dorcas is the most frequent.

"The ornithologk'dl Fauna is very rich, but little known. Crows,

ravens, partridges (both red and grey), quails, as well as storks, are

very abundant. The jiart which the stork plays in the physiognomy

of the landscape is particularly due to the respect shown to him : this

respect is such that he is everywhere inviolable, and his presence is

regarded as a good omen. According to Eosenmiiller, the word Chasidah,

by which the stork is named in the Bible, signifies ' pious.'

"

^ De Be FLtist. iu 11 « Hist. Animal, sii. 54. » Do Re Bust. ii. 5.

" //. iV. viii. 70. 4. » viii. 8. ' Be Re Rust.xi. ^ i. 79,80.
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I must mention, however, that the storks buikl their nests only ou

the houses of Turks, or on walls and trees, never on the houses of the

Christians ; for while the former have a sort of veneration for the stork,

the latter call it the sacred bird of the Turks, and do not suffer it to

build nests on their houses. The Turks, on the contrary, can never have

too many storks' nests on their houses. There are houses in Bounarbashi

with four, six, eight, ten, and even twelve storks' nests on one and the

same flat roof.

Cranes do not remain in the Troad durinc: the summer, but mirrrate

northward in immense swarms in March, and return in August to

more congenial climes. As Homer never mentions storks, though they

must have been at all times plentiful in the Troad, I am inclined to think

that he includes under the word 'yipavot both storks and cranes. Nothing

can be more beautiful than his description of the passage of these birds :

" The Trojans went with clanging and noise like birds ; as when the

clanging of the cranes rises in the face of heaven, who, after having

escaped the winter and the tremendous rain, fly with loud cries over the

streams of Ocean, bearing murder and destruction to the Pygmaean
race.'"^

There are various species of vultures in the Plain of Troy, but only

one species of eagle. This has a very dark plumage, nearly black, in

consequence of which M. Burnouf holds it to be identical with the

Homeric irepKvo^, of which the poet says :
" Zeus, the counsellor, heard

him (Priam), and fortlnvith sent an eagle, the king of birds, a dark bird

of chase, which men also call percnos.'" ^

There is also a small bird in the plain with a beautiful plumage,

which M, Burnouf holds to be identical with the Homeric Cymindis,

called Chalcis by the gods. The reader will remember that Sleep, in

the shape of this bird, sat hidden in the foliage among the boughs of

a pine-tree.'^ Owls are here even still more plentiful than in Athens.

Some species of them have a beautiful plumage; they used to make

* II. iii. 2-G : The Scholiast of'Yenice, interpreting the name
Tpwes fifv KXayyfi t" fVcirj; t 'laav, opviOes lis, XuKkIs, says (ad Iliad, xiv. 291): "Some people
rjiiTe trip K\ayyr] ytpavoiv TreAei ovpavoOi irpd, say that XaAKis is the mother of the Corv-
ai T (wel ovv x^'-M-'^'^^ (piyov icai adeacparou hantes " (ot 5e t?V /xTjTe'po Tojf Kopv^avTaiv

ofx^pov, Xa\KiSa cpaaiv). He adds that, according to the
K\ayy7) rai y( Tr^Tovrat eir' 'nKtayuTo podwv, traditions, this bird was nothing else but a
avSpaat Tlvyij.a'Loi(n (povov Kai icripa (pfpuvaat. metamorphosed heroine, and that its name was

^ //. xxiv. 014-316: derived either from its copper-coloured })lumage,
(iis tipar' ilixop-ivos, rov 5' e/cAue fXTfrifTa Zivs. or from the circumstance that, durin"' her life-

aiiriKa 5' aUrhy riKi, TeAeidrarov ireTertviiv, time, the heroine dwelt at Ciialcis in Euboea,
Hop(pi>ov dT)pr]TTip',t)y Kai Trepicvhv Ka\fov(Tiv. As we shall see in the subsequent pages, tha

There can be no doubt that fxop<pv6s means Corybantes were celebrated metallurgists in the
'lark-coloured (jxiKas) ; according to Hesychius, service of Rhea and practised divination on the
it is related to uptpvr}, which ai)pears to be con- island of Samothrace. Professor Sayce observes
firmed by the word KfpKv6s (also irepicos in to me, that, " if Kvfj.iv5is in the language of
Aristotle), because the verb Tripiid(^etv, which men—that is, in the language of the natives

—

lias the same root, is used for grapes whicli are had the same meaning as the Greek XoAki's or
beginning to turn black. ' bronze-coloured,' we might compare it with

//. xiv. 289-291 : a-KaaavSpos, the Greek equivalent of which was
eve rjo-T* o^otffiv Treiru/catr^fVos eiAariVoKTir, ^av66s, and derive them both from a root or
opviBi Kiyvpfj ivaAiyKios, vv t" tv uptaaiv stem s/miiuvhI, signifviug 'yellow.'"
XoAkiSo KiK\-f>(TKOv<n deal, &vSpfs Si KifxivSiv.
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their nests in the holes of my trenches, and annoyed lis a great deal,

particularly at night, by their doleful and hideous cries.

Snakes are very frequent in the Troad ; in fact, so much so that, were

it not for the storks which eat them, the Plain would abound with them.

There are a great many different species of snakes, and among them many
are very poisonous ; but, as before mentioned, the most poisonous of all is

said to be a small adder, not larger than a worm, which is called avryiiXtov

by the present Trojans, probably because they fancy that a person bitten

by it can only live till sunset. The pools of the Plain of Troy abound

with water-snakes, some of which are said to be venomous. As tortoises

are not eaten, both land and water tortoises are very abundant; in fact, it

would not be difficult to catch some hundreds of them in a day.

All the water-pools in the Plain of Troy are also very rich in

annelids of the sucker class, particularly in medicinal leeches and horse-

leeches; the former, indeed, are so plentiful that an oke = 2^ lbs. troy is

sold for 10 francs = 8s. sterling, so that a pound of leeches would cost

only 3.S. 2d.

The devouring locusts (Grilles migratorivs) are very common. They
sometimes make their devastating visits for several years in succession.

Very common also is the Kermes {Coccus ilicis), which inhabits the

evergreen oak {Quercus ilex) and the Querciis cocci/era.

I am indebted to Professor Virchow for the following report on the

Conchylia which he has brought from the Troad. He collected them
partly in his excursions in the Troad, partly in my excavations. The
report was read on the 17th of June, 1879, by Herr von Martens, at the

session of the GestUschaft naturforscJiender Freunde at Berlin.

" 1. Land Snails.—Hyalina hydatina (Piossm.), found at Koum Kaleh,

at the mouth of the Scamander. HeUx vermiculata (3Iiill.). Helix Taurica

(Kryncki ; radiosa, Ziegler ; Eossmassler, fig, 45G), from the Ida moun-

tains. Helix figidinci (Parr). Helix variabilis (Drap). Another Helix

of the grouj) of the Xerophils. Helix Cantiana (Montague), near Koum
Kaleh. Buliminus tuherculatus (Turton), also from Koum Kaleh. Buli-

miniis Niso (Piisso ; seductilis, Ziegler) : this species was hitherto sup-

posed not to be found in Asia Minor. Stenogyra decollata (L.).

" 2. Freshwater Conchylia.—Limnaea c.nricularia (L.), from the

Scamander. Melanopsis praerosa (L.), var. Ferussaci (Yvoih.); numerous

in the Bounarbashi Su. ^lelanoims costata (Oliv.), found on the strand

of the Hellespont near Pihoeteum. Neritina Syriaca, var. Trojana (Char-

pentier) ; found in the Bounarbashi Su, together with M. p-aerosa.

"3. Marine Conchylia. (H., on the shore of the Hellespont near

Ehoeteum. A., collected alive in the Gulf of Adramyttium, at Assos.)—H.
Conus Mediterraneus (Hwass). H. Columhella rustica (L.). H. A. Nassa

neritea (L.), H. Cerithium vulgatum, var. imlclielliim (Phil.). H. Cerithium

Mediterraneum (Desh.). H. Cerithium scahruni (Olivi). H. A. Trochus

articulatus (Lamarck as Monodonta). A. Trochus divaricatus (L.).

H. Trochus alhidus (Grmelin ; Biasolettii, Phil.). H. Trochus Adriaiicus

(Phil.). H. Patella Tarentina (Salis ; Lam.). H. Dentalium Tarentinum

(Lam.). H. Anomia cepa (L.), Pecteii glaler (L., from the Dardanelles).
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H. A. Mytilus ednlis (L.). H. Mytilns minimus (Poli). A. Cardita sul-

cata (Brug.). H. Cardium eduJe (L.), var. msticum (Lam.). H. Lucina

leucoma (Turt. ; laetea, auct.). H. C>jtherea Chione (L,). H. Venus ver-

rucosa (L.). Venus gallina (L.), in the saud of the serail at Con-

stantinople. H. Tapes deciissatus (L.). Taj^es aureus (Maton). H. Mactra

stultorum (L.). H, Donax trunculus (L.). H, Tellina tenuis Dacosta.

mouth of the Scamander. H. Tellina fragilis (L.).

" In the excavations at Troy were found :

—

" Murex trunculus (L.). Purpura liaemastoma (L.), ColumheUa rus-

tica. Cerithium vidgatum, var. sinnosnm (Philippi). Ci/praea lurida (L.).

Troclius articulaius (Lam.). Patella caerulea (L.). Ostrea lamellosa

(Brocchi). Spondylus gaederopus (L.). Pecten glaher (L.). Pecteii glaher,

var. sulcatus (Born). Pectuncidus pjilosus (L.). Pectunculus violascens

(Lam.). Mijtilus edulis (L.), var. Galloprovijicialis (Lam.) ; very numerous.

Cardium edule (L.), var. rusticuui (Lam.) ; very numerous. Venus ver-

rucosa (L.). Tapes decussaius (L.). Solen marginatus (Pulteney ; vagina,

auct.).

" Murex trunculus and Purptira liaemastoma have probably served

for the manufacture of purple. This is the more likely, as precisely

these two occur in peculiarly sharp angular fragments, such as are not

found at present either on the seashore or in kitchen-middens. But,

as Aristotle and Pliny expressly state, the purple-fish were violently

broken for the manufacture of purple. Murex trunculus is the very

kind which was already found in 1811 by Lord Yalentia, and later by

Dr. "Wilde (1839-1840), in the ruins of Tyre, and was recognized as

the purple-fish ; it was found also in the Morea by Bory St. Vincent.

Purpura liaenmstoma serves the fishermen of Minorca at the present day

for marking their shirts. It was used by Lacaze-Duthiers for his well-

known researches on jiurple ; but as far as we know, no specimen of

it, preserved from antiquity, had hitherto been known This Trojan

specimen is therefore of capital interest. We may conclude from the

statement of Aristotle ^ that the industry of purple-dyeing flourished on

the coast of the Troad, as well as that a large species of purple-fish was

found near Sigeum. The knowledge of purple among the Greeks goes

back to a very remote period, as is proved by numerous passages in the

Homeric poems, which mention purple, sometimes in its proper sense

for dyeing garments, sometimes in certain well-known passages, as the

colour of very heterogeneous objects,

"Most of the other cochleae and conchylia found in the excavations

have doubtless served the Trojans or Ilians as food. Cerithium, Troclius,

Patella, Ostrea, Spondylus, Pecten, Cardium, Venus, Tapes, and Solen,

are precisely the kinds which the inhabitants of the Mediterranean

coasts are still fond of using for food ; as well as the inhabitants of tlic

islands in the Aegean Sea,** of Dalmatia, of the eastern coast of Italy,

and of Southern France. In some parts of the Upper Adriatic, even the

ancient Greek names of these cochleae and conchylia are preserved.

' Hist. Animal, v. 15. ' See Touruefort's Travels into the Levant, I.uiul. 1718
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Thus CerWiium vidgatum is called stromboJo in the fish-market of Spalatro.

By the stromhos of the ancient Greeks we are to understand this peculiar

species, and not the general conception of a cochlea with spiral con-

volutions. It is therefore of interest to find the Ceritldum among the

antiquities of Troy. The ancient authors took their statements on sea-

animals essentially from the mouths of fishermen and lovers of delicacies
;

hut such only know and name what is of practical interest to them.

How important the cochleae and couchylia were as food to the ancient

Greeks we see from the comedies, as well as from the Deipnosophistae of

Athenaeus. On the other hand, it appears strange that we find no

mention made of them in the Iliad and Odi/ssei/. A passage in the

lliad,^ which compares the mortally-wounded Hehriones, precipitated

from his chariot, to a diver who searches for r/jOea, has indeed been

referred to oysters; hut as this word does not occur again in Homer,

whereas the very similar r/jdvov means in Aristotle and others merely

ascidia (do-KiSca, acephalous molluscs), which still serve on the Mediter-

ranean coast as food for men, that interpretation is at least doubtful.

The Homeric poems describe chiefly the royal festive meals of sacrificial

meats, not the daily food of the common people. We hesitate to regard

as remains of food only the Columhella, on account of its smallness

;

the TrocJius articidatus, on account of its good preservation ; and the

Pectuneidus, on account of its perforation, which may perhaps be artificial.

These species may have been used as ornaments or toys."

§ Yn. The Flora of the Troad.^"

" Most of the plains and hills of the Troad abound with trees, par-

ticularly with that kind of oak which yields the valonea (from ^ciXavo^,

' acorn '), called Quercus aegilops. The road from Bounarbashi to Alex-

andria-Troas leads through an almost uninterrupted forest of these oaks,

mixed here and there with some nettle-trees (Celtis Tournefortii). If left

to its natural development, this oak grows majestically ; but as the oaks

are annually beaten with poles in order to knock ofi" the acorns, they

are often much deformed. The acorns are gathered a little before

maturity ; they are thrown into heaps, and after a slight fermentation

the acorn detaches itself from the cup. Only this latter is used. It

is exposed to the air, and as soon as it is completely dry it can be used

for tanning. This is the most important produce of the Troad, and is

largely exported to England. There is another variety of oak, the leaves

of which have both surfaces of an identical green colour, and scarcely at

all villous {Q,uercus trojana, Nob.). On all the low aiul barren hills

flourish two other kinds of oak, the infectoria and the coccifera, or rather

Quercus pseudo-coccifara, which rarely exceed the size of a shrub. The
former of these shrubs produces the gall-nut or oak-apple of commerce,

" xyi. 746, 747 : learned dissertation which the accomplished
€J St) -kov KOI TTovrcfi if IxdvoeuTL yevoiTO, botanist P. Barker Webb gives on the flora of

TToWovs av Kopeaeiei/ avrip oSe Tri6ea SKpwv. the Troad : TojMgraphie do la Troade ancAenne et

'" Not being a botanist mysi-lf, I think I cannot modcrne, pp. 115-123.
do better than quote here a translation of the
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Avliicli is nothing else than an excrescence in the form of a walnut,

produced by the sting of an insect ; the latter yields the small red grains

of the dyers, produced by a similar cause : but in the Troad none of

these objects are used, or even gathered.

" Homer is an admirable painter of the beauties of physical nature.

One of his characteristic qualities is to sketch by a few masterly strokes

the most simple objects and the distinct qualities of each object. He
describes to us the Plain of the Scamander, where the Greek army was

drawn up in battle array
—

' they stood on Scamander's flowery meadow.' ^

He tells us that it Avas covered with flowers, just as we see it now. When
the soldiers return to their tents, they give their horses the Lotus and

Apimn, with which the swamps are covered.'- When Hephaestus, yield-

ing to the prayers of Here, kindles a great fire on the banks of the

Scamander, ' the elms, the willows, and the tamarisk-shrubs burned

;

and the lotus burned too, and the reeds, and the gallingale, which grew

abundantly about the fair streams of the river.' ^ In another passage
'^

we find also mentioned the fivpcKac and the SovaKe^ {Tamarix Gcdlica and

Arundo donax), which grew near the river. See besides in the Iliad

(vi. 39 ;
^ xxi. 18,^ 242 '^) ; Odyssey (xiv. 474 '), and the description of the

nuptials of Zeus and Here in the Iliad.^ All the plants named there by

the poet still exist.

" The ipcoSiai of Homer are now called pohohdc^vri, but more frequently

TTiKpoSdcfiVT] in modern Greek (Nerium Oleander, Lin.). They are found

everywhere on the banks of rivers or in dry river-beds, side by side with

the Platanus orientalis, the Vitex Ar/nns-casttis, and the aforesaid Tamarix

Galliea, called fivpLKij by the poet."

Webb says :
" Though the year Avas on its decline, we still saw in

flower, on the top of Gargarus, a dianthus, sp. n., and a centaurea with

yellow flowers. These two plants flourished on the top of Gargarus, where

the long duration of the snow stops even the vegetation of the pines.

Near them was an exceedingly beautiful purple-coloured garlic, and several

other interesting vegetables, which were no longer in flower. A little

farther down we found the ground covered with the autumn crocus, Col-

cliicum autumnale et variegatitm, and Oplirys spiralis, but less abundantly.

" In some places the ground was entirely covered with these plants.

and presented to our eyes the flowery couch on which the nuptials of

' n. ii. 467 :
» //. xiv. 346-351

:

tffTau 5' if Xeinbiii'i 'S./caixavSpicfi avOffxoivri ... 'H pa, kou a.yKc.s t/nap^Ti Kpouov trats )]V Trapa-

*
//. ii. lib-Ill : Koiriv.

i'ttttoi 5e Trap' apfiaaiv olcTiv iKacTTOS, To7ai 5' inrh x^^^' S'** <p^c v(odri\fa ttoitji',

\unhv tpeTTTOfJ-fvoi i\(69p€irT6v re (TiKivov \on6v 6' eparjevTa iSf /cp<iKo;/ t)5' vaKuQov

(CTTaaav. TtvKvhv koI fia\a.K6v, tis oLnb xQovhs i^poa' tepyfv.

^ IL .\.\i. 350-3.")2: to! ivi Ae|ao-67ji', e'lrl Se vi^i\-nv 'iaaavro

KaXovTo TTTeXfai T6 ical jVeat fjSe fivplxa,, KaX^v XP^'^^^W CTJATrroi 5' aTrliri-JTOV (epffat.

KaieTo Sf \wt6s r( I5e Qpl/nv 7)5? Kvinwov, " The son of Cronus clnspcd his consort in

fii nepl KaXa pieOpa a\is TTOTafiolu irecpvKiii'. his arms; and under them divine e;irth put

* II. X. 466, 467 : forth the new-blown grass, and dewy lotus, and

6i}Kei' ai'ot ixvp[Kr\v titXov S' eirJ ffripLO. t' tQriKev, crocus and hyacinth thick-spread and soft,

(iv)xij.a.p-^a.%^uvaKas nvpiKr]s T ipt6r)\tas i^o^s,

.

which shut them olT aloft from the ground.

' fj-vpiKri, tamarisk. Thereon they lay veiled in a beautiful golden

^ TTTeKeri, elm. ' S6va^, reed. cloud, and glistering dewdrops fell from it."
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Jovo "were accomplished.^ The Homeric descriptions are always founded

on reality, and show that Homer was a most accurate observer as well as

an inimitable poet. His verses describe admirably the cloud of dew
which enveloped the mountain ; they are likewise the result of observa-

tion and truth. ^^ We are indeed at a loss which to admire most, the

beauty of the allegory or the fidelity of the description.

" In the second zone of forests, the only plant which we saw in flower

as far as Evjilar, in the shade of the pine-trees, was the Adenocarj/us

divaricatus, which is not found at a lesser elevation. We found there the

Quercus crinita, which did not reappear after Ivuchunlu Tepeli, and

around the Bali Dagh an almond-tree, which Jaubert and Spach have

called Amygdalns Welhii.

" We have already mentioned one of the most important productions

of the rural economy in this plain ; that is to say, the valonea, or fruit

of tlie Quercus aer/ilops. In the fields we see the women working the

soil with their families, and at every step on the roads we encounter their

little carts, which have the shape of the ancient chariots, and quietly

return laden with the produce of the soil. Around the Greek villages is

gathered a certain quantity of excellent wine, and especially at Giaur

Kioi and Yeni Kioi. If the red w^ine of Tenedos were carefully made, it

would not be inferior to that grown in France. It must also be said that

they have not in this country the bad habit, which prevails nearly every-

where in the Morea, of mixing rosin or pitch with the wine to preserve it.

From these ingredients the wine gets a taste which is highly disagreeable

to any one not accustomed to it. Nevertheless this habit must date from

a very remote antiquity, for we know from the most ancient monuments

that the fruit of the pine has at all times been sacred to Dionysus.

" On the banks of the Simois, and particularly in the village of

Doumbrek, the Turks themselves cultivate the vine ; they make of the

grapes either a sort of syrup, called iidmez, or a kind of preserve. They

also dry the grapes in the sun, and thus preserve them as provision for

the winter. Grapes, water-melons, and several other fruits, form a large

part of their food in summer. They cultivate the Solamim Melongena

and the Sesamum orientaJe, from which they know how to prepare an

excellent oil. They spread on their bread the grains of this plant,

mixed with those of the Nir/ella damascena. Homer mentions this habit

in the Batracliomyomacltia. They also cultivate the Hihiscus esculentits,

which they vulgarly call Bamia, as well as chick-pease, kidney-beans,

lentils, and various other leguminous plants. The cultivation of cotton,

wheat, and Indian corn is the most profitable. According to Sibthorpe,

the yellow variety of Indian corn is the commonest. They also gather

here cocoons of silk, which they work rudely enough. We observed

that, as regards the cultivation of the fig-tree, they always employ the

ancient method of caprification. The pomegranate attains a great de-

velopment, and almost all trees appear to thrive in this climate."

I may here add that Homer mentions a field of wheat under the very

walls of'Troy.i

^ See the pieceJing note *. '" 77. xiv. o-iT-.Tjl. ^ //. xxi. G02 : -KiZiov Kvpo<p6pov.



CHAPTER II.

ETHNOGEAPHY OF THE TEOJANS : THEIE SEVEEAL DOMINIONS
IN THE TEOAD: TOPOGEAPHY OF TEOY.

§ I, Ethnography of the Trojans.

We have the testimony of Herodotus ^ that the Trojans were

Teiicrians. This is confirmed by the tradition preserved by Apollo-

dorus, that from Electra, the daughter of Atlas, were born by Zeus

lasion and Dardanus. Now lasion, having fallen in love with Demeter

and intending to violate the goddess, was killed by a thunderbolt. Dar-

danus, grieving for his brother's death, left the island of Samothrace,

and crossed to the opposite continent. Here reigned Teucer (TeO/c/jo?),

son of the river Scamander and a Nymph of Ida, from Avhom the

inhabitants of the country were called Teucrians. Having been adopted

by the king, he married his daughter Bateia, received part of the land,

built the city of Dardanus, and, after Teucer's death, named the whole

country Dardania.^

In the time of Herodotus, the inhabitants of the city of Gergis^

were still considered a remnant of the ancient Teucrians,^ who, in

company with the Mysians, had crossed the Bosphorus into Europe

before the time of the Trojan war, and, after conquering all Thrace,

had pressed forward till they came to the Ionian Sea (the modern
Adriatic), while southward they reached as far as the river Peneus.''

According to some writers, these Mysians appear to have been Thracians,

who had come into Asia from Europe.*' Others, and among them
Herodotus,^ seem to have looked upon the Mysians as a genuine Asiatic

race, closely akin to the Lydians, whose language the Mysian tongue

greatly resembled. According to Xanthus,- the Mysian dialect was akin

both to the Lydian and the Phrygian {/u.l^oXvSio'^ Kal /jii^ocfypvyio^).^ By
the Eoman poets the names Teucrians and Trojans arc employed as

' ii. 118; V. 13. 3 In all probability the small city ou the
^ Apoll. iii. 12, § 1 : 'HAe'/cTpas Se t?]s "At- Dali Dagh behiud liouuarbashi.

Aai/Tos ical Aths ^lacrioov Kal Aapdavos iyivovro. * Herml. v. 122 and vii. 43.

lacTkOiv fxfv oiiv, fpauBsls Aiifx-qrpos Koi OeAaiv ^ Herod, vii. 20 : fx-ffre Thv Mvau'v re Kal

KaraKTxvuai rrjv deov, KfpawovTai, AapSai/us TevKpciv, rhv irph tuv TpwiKuiv yifu,ufvui', o'l

06 eVl To5 Qavaro) rov aSeXipou AvTov/xefos, 2a- Siafiavrfs es ti]v Euptiwriv Kara, Boinroiioi', rovs

Ho9pa.Ki)u aiToKtnwv els tvV avTlinpa rj-Kiipov t€ topTji'/cas KancFTpti^iavTij -navTas Ka\ iirl rhv

ilKBe. TauTT7s Se i0aat\fve TiVKpos Trora/UoD 'lovtov TrdfTof Karifiriaav tx-ixP'- "^^ YlT]Vfiov

^KUfxavBpov Kal vvfKprjs 'iSaias • a(p' ou koI oi riju iroTa/jLov rh nphs neaafxfipirjs ^Aoo'oi'.

X^pO'i' vfjj.o/.i.ii'ui TivKpoi Tvpocrriyopfvovro. "Tttk- ° Strabo, iii. pp 295, 303, viii p 572 • cf.

SexOfls 5e vwh tov fiaatKfws Kal Aal3u>v fiipos Xauth. L'jd. Frag. 8.

T^s yr,s Kal tV fKelvov dvyaripa Bareiar, Aap- ' Herod, i. 171. ^ Frag. 8.

^avov fKTi(T€ TToAtv, TeKivTTjaavTos Se TevKpov " Rawlinson's History of Herodotus, iv p 23,

Tijv X'^po-" liwatrav AapSaviai' iKaAeae. note 5.
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equivalents :
*" on the otlier hand, the Eoman prose-writers generally use

the word Trojani}

It is curious that, whilst Herodotus always calls the old Trojans

of epic poetry Teucrians, the Attic tragedians and the Eoman poets

call them Phrygians, although the Trojans and Phrygians are repre-

sented as completely distinct in the Homeric H;jriin to Aphrodite, where

this goddess says to Anchises :
" Otreus is my sire, famous of name, if

anywhere thou hearest it, who reigns over all well-fortified Phrygia ; and

both your language and mine I know well, for a Trojan nurse nourished

me in the palace ; she nurtured me, taking me as a little baby from my
mother: thus I know indeed your language well."" The name Hector is

Phrygian ;
^ so also arc Paris and Scamandrius, for the Greek Alexandres

and Astyanax seem to be Phrygian appellations.'* Moreover, the Phrygians

are merely mentioned in the Iliad as allies of the Trojans from "distant

Ascania,^ and there is little indication of any more intimate relationship.

Hecuba, however, was a Phrygian princess,^ and her brother lived in

Phrygia on the banks of the Sangarius.' According to Strabo ^ and

Stephanus Byzantinus, the Phrygians were Thracians. Herodotus reports

that the Macedonians preserved a tradition, according to which the

Phrygians had once been their neighbours, but that they had afterwards

emi2:rated to Asia Minor. ^ The Lvdian Xanthus ^^ asserts that this

emigration did not occur till after the Trojan war ; but Conon ^ makes it

take place as early as ninety years before this war, under King Midas.

On the other hand, several testimonies have been preserved to us as to

the affinity existing between the Phrygians and the Armenians. In the

expedition of Xerxes, both these nations appear under one commander-

in-chief and with the same armament ; nay, Herodotus - adds that the

x\rmenians were descendants of the Phrvfijians, Eudoxus ^ confirms this,

and mentions, in addition, the similarity of the two languages. So too

we find subterranean dwellings iu use among both the Phrygians and the

Armenians.* Finally, both nations were actually considered as identical,^

the Armenians beincj said to have come from Western Phrvgia.

But the Assyrian inscriptions make it clear that no Aryans were

settled eastward of the Halys before the eighth century B.C. xirmenia

was inhabited by a non-Aryan race, which has left behind it many still

undeciphered inscriptions at Van and its neighbourhood, until the close

of the Assyrian monarchy, and there are no traces of Aryan inha-

1" Virgil, Acn. i. 172; v. 205: xii. 137. < 7('. vi. 402 ; Strabo, xiv. pp. 680, 6S1

Hornce,"od. iv. G, 15. Ovid. J/rf. xii. (3(5. ^ //. ii. 863. « 7/. xvi. 718, 719.

1 Cic. Div. ii. 39; Livy, i. 1.
" //. xvi. 717.

- "tjivos eis 'A<ppoSiT-nv, 111-116 :
* Strabo, vii. p. 295, and x. p. 471.

'Orpevs 5' ecrrt Trar^p uvop-a. k\vt6s, iXitov " Herodotus, vii. 73.

OK0ue:s, "• Strabo, xiv. p. 680.

&s iracTTjs 4>ptryirjs evTeixvroio avdacret. ' Ap. Photium, p. 130, Bekk.

yXwffaav S' vfj.eTfp7]u koi rjufTepriv adcpa olSa, - Herod, vii. 73.

Tpcvas yap jxeydpco fie Tpo<phs rpecpei- ' rj 5e Ziairpo ^ Ap. Steph. Byz. s. v. 'Apixevia ; and Eustath.

ffjXiKprjV TrarS' aTiraWe, (piXris irapo ur,Tphs ad Dion. Per. 694.

ikovcra. * Yitruv. ii. 1, 5 ;
Xenoph. Anab. ir. 5, 25

;

$.'$ 5' ^Toi ykSiaady ye koi v^erepTj!/ eii oloa. Diod. xiv. 28.

^ Hesvchius, s. v. Aapuos. •' Cramer, Anecd. Grace. ; Oxon. iv. p. 257.
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bitants in Armenia until a much later period. Even the Aryan Medes

did not occupy the country to the south of the Caspian until the eighth

century b.c. The Assyrians first became acquainted with them in the

reign of Shalmaneser III. (b.c. 840), when they lived far to the east, the

non-Aryan Parsuas or Parthians intervening between them and Assyria.

It is not till the age of Eimmon-nirari, about 790 e.g., that they had

advanced into the country known to the classical geographers as Media

Ehagiana. All the proper names mentioned on the Assyrian monu-

ments as belonging to the natives of the districts east of the Haiys

continue to be non-Aryan up to the last, and the language of the modern

Iron or Ossetes in the Caucasus is, like the Kurdish, a member of the

Iranic or Persian stock.^ An examination of the Phrygian words pre-

served in classical writers and inscriptions, which has been made by

Fick,'' has shown that, while the language was related to Thracian and

Lydian, it was so closely allied to Grreek as to be fitly termed its sister,

both Greek and Phrygian presupposing a common parent-language.

Professor E. Curtius in his Historij of Greece had already pointed out a

close connection between the Greeks and the Phrygians upon other

grounds, while Plato ^ long ago recognized the affinity between the

languages of the two nations. The Phrygian legends of Midas and

Gordius formed part of Greek mythology, and the royal house of the

Pelopids was made to come with all its wealth from the golden sands of

the Pactolus.^ The Armenian language, on the other hand, stands apart

by itself, and belongs rather to the Asiatic branch of the Aryan family of

speech than to the European.

It deserves particular attention that the Teucrian name is nowhere

connected in Homer with Troy or its people. But as they had a city

Gergis, Gergithus, or Gergetha, in the Troad, we may perhaps connect

the name with that of the Homeric Gargarus ^° as well as with Gor-

gythion, who, with Cebriones, is mentioned by Homer as a natural son of

Priam. ^ The poet thus gives, as Grote ^ remarks, a sort of epical re-

cognition to both Gergis and Cebrcn. It must, however, be remarked

that Teiicer (Teucros), the celebrated archer, was according to legend the

son of the Trojan princess Hesione, whom she bore to Telamon.^

According to a tradition which we find in Strabo, the Teucrians

immigrated from Crete into the Troad. An oracle had bidden them
settle down in the place where they should be assailed by the earth-

born. This is said to have happened near Hamaxitus, where an immense
host of field-mice came forth from the ground, and gnawed away all the

leather of their arms and utensils. There consequently they established

themselves, and called the range of Ida after the mountain of that name
in Crete. Strabo adds that this tradition had been first related by the

" Sayco, Principles of Comparative Philology, • //. viii. 302.
2nd edit. p. 391. 2 Histonj of Greece, i. j). 307. I observe

' Die e/ienuitige Spracheinkeit Eiiropa's, 1873. here that for all quotations from Crete's History
' Cratylus, 410 A. of Greece I use the 4th edition, Loudon, 1872.
" A. H. Saycc, Contemporary Ecview, December ' Diod. iv. 32-49

; compare the Venet. Schol.

'^^"t^- ad Iliad, viii. 284.
'" //. viii. 48 ; xiv. 292.,352 ; xv. 152.
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elegiac poet Callinus (about 660 e.g.), and after liim by many others.* So,

e.g., by Ovid.

^

It appears from this legend that the Teucrians were credited with

having introduced into the Troad the worship of the Sminthian Apollo,

who had a celebrated temple at Chrysa near Ilamaxitus, Strabo distinctly

says that Chrysa was said to be the spot where the newly-arrived Teu-

crians were attacked by the field-mice. {%/xlv6o<;, it may be added, is said

by the Venetian Scholiast on the Iliad to have meant a field-mouse, both

in the Cretan and in the Aeolian dialects.*^) Others, however, denied the

legend, maintaining that Teucer, the primitive ancestor of the Teucrians,

had immigrated from Attica.'^

I may mention here that the name of the Tekkri, believed to be

identical with that of the Teucrians, figures in the mural paintings of

Medinet-Abou among the confederate nations, which in the thirteenth

century b.c. invaded Egypt during the reign of Eamses III.**

The connection of the Teucrians with Crete seems to be confirmed by

the similarity of certain geographical names, such as those of Mount Ida

and the city named Pergamus.^

Grrote says :
'' From the Teucrian region of Gergis and from the

Gergithes near Kyme sprang the original Sibylline prophecies, and the

legendary Sibyl, who plays so important a part in the tale of Aeneas.

The myth of the Sibyl, whose prophecies are supposed to be heard in

the hollow blast bursting from obscure caverns and apertures in the

rocks,^° was indigenous among the Gergithiau Teucrians, and passed from

the Kvmaeans in Aeolis, along with the other circumstances of the tale

of Aeneas, to their brethren the inhabitants of Kumae in Italy. The date

of the Gergithian Sibyl, or rather the circulation of her supposed pro-

phecies, is j)laced under the reign of Croesus, a period when Gergis was

thoroughly Teucrian. Her prophecies, though embodied in Greek verses,

had their root in a Teucrian soil and feelings ; and the promises of future

empire, which they so liberally make to the fugitive hero escaping from

the fiames of Troy into Italy, become interesting from the remark-

able way in which they were realized by Eome. The date of this Ger-

githian Sibyl, or of the prophecies passing under her name, is stated

by Heracleides of Pontus, and there seems no reason for calling it

in question." ^^

According to Herodotus, the Paeonians prided themselves upon being

Teucrian colonists from Troy.^ The descent of the Paeonians from the

Teucrians is confirmed by Strabo,- whilst others held them to have been

descended from the Phrygians.^ It is important to notice that in Homer

we find Paeonians from the Axius fighting on the same side as their

' strabo, xiii. p. 604. " *" Virgil, ^ncid. vi. 43-45

:

5 Metamorph. siii. 705. " Escisum Euboicae latus iugens rupis in antrum,

" Grohmann, Apollo Smintheus und die Bedeu- Quo lati ducunt aditus centum, ostia centum

:

tung der Mduse in do- Mytkologic ; Trag. 1862-. Uude ruunt totidem voces, responsa Sibyllae."

' Strabo, xiii. p. 604. " Grote's History of Greece, i. 310, 311.

* Fran9ois Lenormant, Lcs Antiquites do la * Herodot. v. 13.

Troado , Pans, 1876, p. 75 " Fragm. Palat. Vatic. 37, eJ. Tafel.

8 Plm. //. N. IV. 1-, 20. ' Eustath, ad Horn. II. ii. 848.
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Trojan kinsmen.* Their expedition to Perinthus on the Propontis,

accordinp- to the statement of Herodotns, must have taken place at a

very early epoch. ^ To the east of the Axius, Crestonia and Bisaltia were

once Paeonian possessions ;
^ to the west Emathia was formerly called

Paeonia ;
'^ while Pieria and Pelagonia had originally a Paeonian popula-

tion.® In Pieria was a city named Pergamus.^ Pliny ^° calls the Eordians

a Paeonian nation ; and it is evident from Lycophron ^ that they were of

Phrygian race. They are doubtless the Mysians, whom Ilellanicus ^ calls

neighbours of the Macedonians. To these Eordians the name of the river

Eordaicus,^ the present Deval or Devol, doubtless belongs ; it is near

the lake of Lychnidus, where we also find traces of the Phrygians.'*

Homer has no knowledge of Dardanus having immigrated from Samo-

thrace, Arcadia, or Italy ; he only knows him as a son of Zeus, and as

havincf his origin in Dardania. He conceived the Troad to be inhabited

by a non-Hellenic population,—Trojans, Dardanians, Cilicians, Lelegians,

and Pelasgians. Of these, the Dardani or Dandani (Dardanians) of Iluna

(Ilion) are mentioned, together with the Lcka (possibly the Lycians) and

the peoples of Pedasa (Pedasus), the Masu (Mysians), and the Akerit

(perhaps the Carians), in the poem of Pentaur in the " Sallier " hieratic

papyrus, preserved in the British Museum, among the confederates who
came to the help of the Hittites (or Khita) under the walls of Kadesh, on

the Orontes, in the fifth year of Eamses II. (cir. 1333-1300 B.C.). There

was therefore at that period a kingdom of the Dardanians, one of whose

principal towns was Ilion, a kingdom Avhicli ranked among the most

powerful of Asia Minor, and sent its warriors into Syria to do battle with

the Egyptian troops for the defence of Asia. This agrees admirably with

what Greek tradition says of the power of Troy. This poem of Pentaur

is also to be seen engraved on the walls of the temples of Luxor and

Karnak at Thebes. It deserves particular attention that in the mural

paintings and inscriptions in the temple of Medinet-Abou at Thebes,

among the confederates against Piamses III., about 1200 b.c, instead of

the Dardanians, who do not appear at all, only the Teucrians (Tekkri)

are mentioned.''

According to Forbiger, the Trojans were a Thracian race, who had

immigrated at a remote period into the Troad and had there intermarried

with the Phrygians, who until then inhabited the region." This appears

to be confirmed by Strabo, who mentions at a distance of only 40 stadia

from Lampsacus a temple of great sanctity dedicated to the Mother of

* II. ii. 848-850; xvi. 287-291, xvii. 348- ' Francois Lenormant, in the Acadcnu/ of

353; xxi. 139. 21.st nni 28th JInrch, 1874. Professor Sayce

* Herodot. v. 1, 2. writes to me :
" Brugsch-Bey, however, has

^ Strabo, Fragm. 40. proposed different identifications for these names.

' Polyb. xxiv. 8 ; Liv. xl. 3 ; Justin, vii. 1. He makes the Teivkri the Zygritae of the

Strabo, Fragm. 37 ; Eustath. ad II. i. 1. Caucasus, the Leka the I.igycs, the Dardaui the

» Herodot. vii. 112. Dardanians of Kurdistan (Her-.d'>t. i. 189), t>e

" //. N. iv. 17. > Alexandra. IMasu the inliabitants of Mount JIasius, and

* Ap. Constant. Pcrphyrogeu. dc Them. ii. Pedasa tiie town of Pidasis, while he reads

2, p. 48; Schol. ad Horn. II. xiii. 3. ' Iluna' as i\Ialuna.

—

Fgiipt wider t/ic P/umwhs
' Arrian. Alexand. Anabas. i. 5, 9. (I^"g- transl., vol. li. p. 129, 2nd ed.)"

* Pauly's lieal-EncijclojMdie, s. v. "Pliryges." * Pauly's Real-Encijchpiidie, s. v. " Troas."
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the Gods, snrnametl the sanctuary of Ehea.^ In anotlier passage he says

:

" The Berecynthians, a Phrygian race, and the Phr^^gians generally, as

well as those of the Trojans who live in the district of Ida, worship

Rhea, and celebrate orgies in her honour, calling her the Mother of the

Gods, and Agdistis, and the great Phrygian goddess, adding, according to

the localities, the epithets Idaean, Dindymenc, Sipylene, Pessinuntis,

and Cybele (Cybebe)."^ He further states that the country near the

junction of the Hellespont and the Propontis was originally inhabited by
the Bebrycians,'' who had immigrated from Thrace ;

^ also that a great

many Thracian names existed in the Troad. " On Lesbos (he says) was

a city Arisba, whose lands are now possessed by the Methymnaeans, and

there is in Thrace a river Arisbus, on which live the Thracian Cebrenians."

There are indeed many similar names common to the Thracians and the

Trojans : for instance, the Scaeans, a certain Thracian race, the river

Scaeus, the Scaean wall, and the Scaean gate ; the Xanthians in Thrace,

and the river Xanthus at Troy ; Ehesus, a river at Troy, and Ehesus,

king of the Thracians. The poet also mentions another person of

identical name with the Asius,^ who was an uncle of Hector the tamer of

horses, Hecuba's full brother, and son of Dynias, who resided in Phrygia

on the river Sangarius."*

I may here add that, according to Stejohanus Byzantinus,^ there was a

city Ilium in Thrace ; further, that Strymo was the daughter of the river

Scamander, wife of Laomedon and mother of Priam," whilst Strymon
was a great river in Thrace ;

^ further, that the name of the powerful

Trojan province Dardania also existed in Thrace, the island of Samo-

thrace having originally borne this name.^

In the Iliad the Thracians are allies of the Trojans.^ According to

Dionysius of Halicarnassus,^'' the Trojans were Greeks. The Dardanians

play an important part in the Iliad ; to the descendants of their prince

" xiii. p. 589 : ol 5' aTrb rerTapditovTa tFjs "* Strabo, xiii. p. 590 : -^j/ Se Koi eV AeV^y
AaiJ.\^aKOv (TTadlcuvSeiKvvovaLAoKpov, i(l>' Si fx-TiTphs iroXts 'ApiV/Sa, ijs t'iIU ^lipav exo"""' MtjSi;-

0e<iov lepuv f(TTiv, ayiov Tf;s 'Peirjs (TriKa\ovfiivov. fivaloi • icrrt Se Koi Trorajubs "ApidjQos fv OpaKi],

^ X. p. 469 : ol Se BepeKi/j'Tfs ^puywv n wcxirep elp-qTai, koI tovtov ttXtjctIov ol Kf^privioi

(pvXov Ka\ kttAcos ol ^pvyes Kal rHy Tpiiosv ol QpaKes. ttoWo} S' o/xouvv/xiai Qpa^i icai Tpwaiv,

jrepl rrjv "iSrjv KOTOiKovvTes "Piav fx.\v Koi avrol olov 'S.Kaiol &paK€s Tives Kal 'S.Kaihs iroTa/j.hs Kal

Tiixcoat Kal opytd^ovai ravTjj, fxrirepa KaXovvTiS "ZKaibv Telxos Kal ivTpoia'S.KaializiXaf "EdvBioi

6iwv Kal "hy^ia-^iv koI 4>pvyiau Btov /neydXriv, Qp5.K€s, Zdvdos TroTafj.hs ev Tpola- "Apia^os 6

airh Se rci-v tottwv 'iSalai' Kal AivSuui^vriv fix^iWwv 6<s rov "E^poy, 'Apla^ri iv Tpoia-

Kal '2,nrv\r\vr)v Kal TleffaivouvTiSa Kal Kv^€\r,v 'P?i(ros Trorafxhs eV Tpola, 'Prjaos Se Kal 6 /3a-

rKt/j8TJ/3r)f]. ^ Strubo, xiii. p. 586. aiAevs twv QpaKwv. icni Se Kal rai 'Aaioi

' Strabo. vii. p. 295; xii. p. 542. bjxwvvjxos 'irepos irapa rw ttoitjt^ "Actios "oj
^ I here call attention to the name of the fx-iiTpcas i}v "EKTOpos iTVTroBdfioLO, avTOKaaiyvriTos

ancient city of Cebrene in the Troad. 'Ekii^tjs, vlhs Se AvLLauros, ts ^pvylriv yaieaKe

^ Here Strabo evidently means hv the former porjs e'lri 20770^1010."

Asius the son of Hyrtacus, the leader of the * S. v. "IMov.

troops from Abydos, of whom he speaks at p. ^ Apollodor. iii. 2, 3.

585, whilst at p. 586 he tells iis that the ' Stat. T/ieb. v. 1S8; Steph. Byz. s. v. MifC'='-

district of Abydus was held by the Bebrycians, » Pansanias, vii. 4 ; Steph. Byzant. s. v.

a Thracian race (pp. 295, 542), and was sub- AapSavia.

sequeutly occupied by Thracians, who had pro- * II. x. 434, 435 ; xx. 484, 485.

bably newly immigrated. All, therefore, that '" Antiq. Bom. i. 62 : ws fiiv dv Kal to Tpoo-

he shows us by the name Asius is, that it ex- ikou yivos 'EW-qviKnv dpxvSfv ?ii', SeSrjXuTai

iited in Thrace and in Phrygia. M"'-
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Aeneas is predicted the future dominion over Troy :
" But now the

mighty Aeneas shall reign over the Trojans, and his sons' sons, who
shall he horn hereafter." ^ The genealogy of the royal house of Dardania

presents, as Aldenhoven- observes, some strange names, which make
him think that they are of Phrygian origin.

I think it not out of place to cite here the following words of Grote :
^

" According to the Trojan legend, it was under proud Laomedon, son

of Ilus, that Poseidon and Apollo underwent, by command of Zeus, a

temporary servitude; the former building the walls of the town, the

latter tending the flocks and herds. When their task was completed,

they claimed the stipulated reward ; but Laomedon angrily repudiated

their demand, and even threatened to cut off their ears, to tie them hand

and foot, and to sell them in some distant island as slaves.* He was

punished for this treachery by a sea-monster, whom Poseidon sent to

ravage his fields and to destroy his subjects. Laomedon publicly ofiered

the immortal horses given by Zeus to his father Tros, as a reward to

any one who would destroy the monster. But an oracle declared that a

virgin of noble blood must be surrendered to the monster, and the lot fell

upon Hesione, daughter of Laomedon himself. Herakles, arriving at this

critical moment, killed the monster by the aid of a fort built for him by

Athene and the Trojans,^ so as to rescue both the exposed maiden and

the people ; but Laomedon, by a second act of perfidy, gave him mortal

horses in place of the matchless animals which had been promised. Thus
defrauded of his due, Herakles equipped six ships, attacked and captured

Troy, and killed Laomedon,'' giving Hesione to his friend and auxiliary

Telamon, to whom she bore the celebrated archer Teucros." A painful

sense of this expedition was preserved among the inhabitants of the

historical town of Ilium, who ofiered no worship to Herakles." ^

I have cited all this in order to show that a link of connection seems

to have existed between Troy and Phoenicia, for, as Mr. Gladstone has

ingeniously endeavoured to show,^ a connection with Poseidon frequently

denotes Phoenician associations ; and further, as Miillenhof has proved,

in his Deutsche AUerthumskunde,^'^ Herakles is the representative of the

Phoenicians. This has also been pointed out by Professor Sayce, who
says :

" The whole cycle of myths grouped about the name of Herakles
points as clearly to a Semitic source as does the myth of Aphrodite and
Adonis." '

The Homeric Cilicians (K/XtArt-?) of the Troad inhabited the plain of

the Hypoplakian Thebes, and appear, according to Strabo," to have been
of the same race as the inhabitants of the later Cilicia.

J //. .XX. 307, 308 : ' Diodorus, iv. 32-49. Comi>;u-o Scliol. Veuet.
vvv 5€ 5?; Alveiao filrj Tpiifaaiv avd^a ad Iliad, viil. 284-.

KM. iraiSuv iraides, roi Kiv /xfToiricrOe yivwvTai. ** Strabo, .\iii. p. 596.

Uchcr dits ncucntdccldc Troia. 9 See his rreface to my Mycenae, pp. viii. and
^ History of Greece, i. p. 2G4. .x.\iv.

* //. vii. 452, 453 ; ixi. 451-45G ; \\(ti\oi\. up. '" W. Christ, Die Topographie der Troian.

Schol. Lycophr. 393. Ebcnc, p. 225.

* n. XX. 145 ; Diouys. i. 52. ' Contemporary Review, December 1878.

* //. V. 640-642. " - Strabo, viii. p. 37G ; xiv. j). C76.
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The Leleges {\eX€ye<i) are often brought into connection -with the

Carians. In fact, according to Herodotus,^ the former was merely the

ancient name of the latter ; Homer, however, mentions the Leleges and

Carians as two distinct peoples. But we also find the Leleges in Greece,

as a very ancient and wide-spread race, dating from a pre-Hellenic time.

They are mentioned by Homer side by side with the Pelasgians."* The

little troop of Leleges, of whom the Iliad speaks, occupied the district

to the east of Cape Lectum.^

Eegarding the Pelasgians, I think I cannot do better than give

here an extract from a letter of Professor Sayce published in the

Academy of the 25th of January, 1879 :
" I do not intend to dispute

the existence of tribes called by the Greeks Pelasgians. But to turn

these into a particular race or people is quite a different matter. It is

true that Greek writers, from Homer and Hesiod downward, mention

Pelasgians, but if we examine their statements we find that the term is

used in two (or perhaps three) senses : firstly, as denoting a certain Greek

tribe which inhabited Thessaly during the heroic age ; and secondly, as

equivalent to our own term ' pre-historic' In the first sense it is used

twice in the Iliad (ii. 681 and xvi. 233). In two other Homeric

passages of later date (11. x. 429 ; Od. xix. 177), the name has passed

into the region of mythology, and a way has accordingly been j)repared

for the use of it by later writers to denote those populations of Greece

and its neighbourhood which we should now call pre-historic, or whose

origin and relationship were unknown. (For this employment of the

word, see Herodotus, i. 146 ; i. 56 ; ii. 56 ; viii. 44; vii. 94; ii. 51 ; v. 26
;

vi. 138.) The name is more especially applied to the natives of Thrace,

who seem to have belonged to the Illyrian stock (see Herodotus, i. 56

;

Thucydides, iv. 109). It is probable, therefore, that there were tribes on

the coastland of Thrace who were known as Pelasgians ; and, since the

same name is also found in Mysia (II. ii. 840-3), it is probable that it was

a word of general meaning, like so many of the names of early Greek

ethnology, and accordingly applied to tribes of difi'erent origin and race.

Hence Pischel's etymology, which makes HeXaayo^ a compound of the

roots we have in irepav and elfjn (yrt), and so meaning ' the further-

goers ' or ' emigrants,' becomes very probable.

*' We now know enough of the languages of Italy, Greece, Albania,

and Asia Minor, to be able to lay down that, although all probably

belonging to the Indo-European stock, they are as distinct from one

another as Latin and' Greek. Indeed, it is still doubted by some philo-

logists whether Albanian should be classed as an Aryan language at all.

However this may be, I am quite willing to allow that it is very probably

a descendant of the ancient Illyrian or Thracian, and I will not quarrel

with any one who wishes to call the latter Pelasgian. But it must be

remembered that we know nothincr about the Pelasgian language or

•* Herodot. i. p. 171. po-X'-^i tivareivovaa nrphs Tijy "iSrjv, vTZipKenai

* 11. X. 429 ; Hecat. ap. Strab. vii. p. 321, twv -np'Snasv toD koAttou yi.ipwv eV ois Trpwrov

xii. p. 572. Tovs Ai\fyas ISpv/jLiVOvs 6 ttoitjt?;? TreTroir]Kev.

^ Strabo, xiii. p. 605. t] yap d7rt> rod Asktov
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languages ; and that, if tlie ancient Thraco-Illyrian is to be called

Pclasgian, the latter term must be closely defined. In the oldest passages

of Homer where it occurs, it is aj^plied to Achaean Greeks, not to

barbarous Thracians ; in later Greek literature, it is merely synonymous

with ' pre-historic ;
' while in modern times it has served as the watch-

word of all kinds of obsolete theories and pre-scientific fancies."

Strabo informs us that after the Trojan 'war the whole Troad^ from

Cyzicus to the Caicus, was Aeolized ; that is to say, it was occupied

by colonies formed by Peloponnesian Achaeans and Aeolian Boeotians,

who had been driven from their homes by the Dorian invasion. As
Mr. Gladstone judiciously observes, Homer was not aware of the existence

of Aeolians, only of Aeolids. But in the later Greek tradition we have

numerous notices of Aeolians as settled in various parts of Greece. In

Homer a variety of persons and families, holding the highest stations

and playing important parts in the early history, are descended from

or connected with Aeolus, a mythical eponymist, but of an Aeolian tribe

he is ignorant.*^

According to Thucydides,' the Dorian invasion of the Peloponnesus

took place 80 years, according to Strabo'^ 60 years—that is, two gene-

rations—after the Trojan war ; according to Pausanias,^ in the time of

Orestes. Pausanias seems probably to be in the right, for the dynasty

of the Pelopids appears to have ceased at Mycenae with the death of

Aegisthus, which occurred in the eighth year after the murder of Agamem-
non,'" and thus about eight years after the Trojan war ; in fact, tradition

says that Agamemnon's son Orestes reigned in Arcadia and Sparta, but

not that he succeeded his father. Only a fearful political revolution and

catastrophe, such as the Dorian Invasion, could have prevented Orestes

from becoming king in Mycenae, wdiich was the richest and most powerful

State of Greece, and belonged to him as the only son of the glorious

and universally lamented Agamemnon. Strabo'^ says that Orestes began

the emigration, that he died in Arcadia, and that his son Penthilus came
as far as Thrace ; whilst his other son, Archelaus, brought the Aeolian

colony into the district of Cyzicus, in the neighbourhood of Dascylium.

But Gras, the youngest son of Archelaus, penetrated as far as the river

" Homeric Synchronism, p. 74. rov rpay'iKov TroTa/j.ov ical TrapcaiceuaaiLUvou

' i. 12. * xiii. p. 582. &fxtivnv Trepaiooffai rh izXiov t?]s arpaTuis fls

" viii. 5, § 1. Aiff^ov KoX icaTaffXf^i' ai)ri)V KXiv-qv 5e Thv
'" Od. iii. l?05-;507 : Awpov Koi MaAaof, Koi aiirovs cnroyouovs oVrax

eirTaeres 8' ijvaffffe (Ai^icrSos) rroAvxpuffOLO 'Ayajxe/uLvOvus, ffwayaytlv (Uev TTjf (npariav Kara.

MvKrjvr)s' rhv ainhv X9^^ov Kaff %v )(a\ XltvQlKos, aWa
Tw Se 01 byZoaro} Kaiiov 'qXvQe hios 'Opf'<rT7j? rhv fxkv tov XliuQiXov aT6\ov <pOi}i'ai wepaia'devra

a\p' an 'AOfivdoiu, Kara S' hcTave TraTpo((>ou?ia. fic tTis ©parcr/y els rijy 'Aaiay, tovtous Se Trepl

-xili. p. 582 : 'Opi(TT7)v fji.\v yap dp^at rov ttji/ AoKpiSa teal rb ^pdciou vpo? SiOTpZif^at iroKvv

(TTuKuv, Tot'iTou S' iv 'Ap/fttSio Te\(vTri(TavT()s TOV xpovov, vffTepov 5e Sia/SacTas Kriaai t'iiu KvfJ.rjV

^lov StaSf^anBai rhv vlhv avTov Tlfv6i\oi', ical TTjr ^piKu^vlSa K\-q9e7(rav dirh rov AoKptKOv

irpueXQitv jj-fXP' ©pafcrj? f^-fjicovTa treffi riiv opous. Tiiiv AioKioiv rolvvu KaO' oKiiv tTKtSa-

TpcciKtiiv vvrfpov, vir' aiirijv t71v rwv 'HpaKKuhwi/ aQivT-jiv rifv x^^P^-^i h" e<pajxiv vnh ruv ttoitjtoC

€is n6Ao7r()i/i'i7(Toi' icdBoSov fir 'Apxf^aot^ vlhv AfytaBai TpaiKriv, ol vartpou ol fxiv iracrav

ficfivov TrfpaiHaai rhv AloKiKhv (Tr6\ov fls r^v AioAiSa irpocrayopfvovaiv ol S« fifpoi, Ka\ Tpolav

vvu Ku^acr)i'7)r T7)i' irepl rh AaffKvKtov rpcii/ Sk ol fxtv oArjv ol 8e /xtpos avrris, ovStu oAcos

TOV vlhv TovTov Thv ViwTaTOv Trpot\66vTa jue'xpi oAAtjAois 6fx.o\oyovvTes.
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Granicns, led tlie larger j^art of his troops over to Lesbos, and occupied

this island. Peuthilus then brought his expedition over from Thrace

to the Troad, and was followed by other descendants of Agamemnon.
The Eoman geographer further says that, the Aeolians having spread over

the whole country called Trojan by the poet, the whole was by some later

writers called Aeolis, whilst others call only part of it by this name.

Strabo informs us that Abydos was first occupied by Milesian colonists

in the reign and by the permission of the Lydian king Gyges (cir. 698-G60

B.C.), to whom the whole Troad and the neighbouring territory belonged.

A promontory near Dardanus was called after him, Gygas.^ Neither

Strabo nor any other classical author tells us when this Lydian dominion
in the Troad commenced. But, as I shall describe at length in the

subsequent pages, I found in my" excavations at Hissarlik, at an average

depth of from G to 7 ft. below the surface of the ground, and just between
the ruins of Novum Ilium and the debris of the latest pre-historic

city, a mass of pottery which, both in shape and fabric, has the very

greatest resemblance to the most ancient Etruscan pottery, whilst it

has no similarity whatever either to any of the pre-historic pottery or

to that of Novum Ilium. Professor Sayce calls my attention to the

fact, that two terra-cotta cones, inscribed with the Cypriote character

mo and found at a depth of 3 metres, exactly correspond in size, shape,

and material with a cone found by the late Mr. George Smith under the

floor of Assur-bani-pal's palace at Kouyunjik. This cone must have been

brought by an embassy sent to Nineveh by Gyges about e.g. 665, when,

according to the inscriptions, the Assyrians heard the name of Lydia

for the first time, and became acquainted with the districts westward of

the Halys.

Now we read in Herodotus :

" " In the reign of Atys, son of Manes,

there was a great famine throughout all Lydia. The Lydians bore the

calamity patiently for some time, but, seeing that it did not stop, they set

to work to devise remedies for the evil. Various expedients were dis-

covered by various persons ; dice and huckle-bones and ball, and all such

games, were invented, with the exception of tables, the invention of which

xiii. p. 590: "A/SuSos 5e MiAtjo'icoi' eVti re Se ovk avUvai rh KaKov, aAA' €7rt jxtiWov ert

KTiafxa (TTiTpfipai'Tos Tvyou tov Ai;5cDi/ fiacriAeiiis' ^td^eadat, ovtoi Si] rhv ^aai\(a aiirCov 5i/o ixoipas

i]v yap eV iKeivw to X'^P'C' K-oI V Tpwas anaffa, SteXSvTa AvSwv irdvTwv KXrjpwffai, rrjp fiev enl

bvo^d^iiai 5e koL aKpceT-iipwu ti Trpos AapSdycv fJ-ovrj, tt)v Sc iiii e|o5a) eK Tyjs x'^pV^i ""t' E'l't

Tvyas. /.ihv t^ fieve.y ahrov Xayxo-vovcnj tojv fxoipfccv

^ Herodot. i. 94, ed. George. Rawlinson : iirl kuvrhv rhv fia<n\ia-wpo<yT6.aa€i.v, iirLSeTfi cnraK-

''Atvos tov Mdveco /SairiAeof atToSri'LT]v laxvpTl" Aaffcroixevri rhv euvrov 7ra?Sa, tS ovvofia flvai

ava, T7JC AvSi7]v iraffav yiviaOai Ka\ jovs AvSovs 'Tvp(jrjv6v. Kaxovras Se avTOiv tovs kripovs 6|i-

Te'coj fifv Sidynv \nrap4ovTas, /xera Sf, &)s ou evai e/c ttjs X'^PV^j KaTa^rjvai ts 'S.fxvpvTjv Koi

iraveadai, a.K€a di^riffOai, dWoi' Se aWo iiri- ixr]XO'Vy]<^o.(TQai. TrAoTa. f s to. ea9ifj.4i'ovs rd irdyra,

fj.rixa''(ta9ai ahrSiv. 4^€vpe6rivai 5?) div tots koI otra (T(pt i]V xP'O'^'^d eTriTrAoa, diroTrAfay Kara

Twy kv^cjov Kal rwv aarpayaKuv K0.\ Tfjs a<paipy]s fiiov re Kol 7f)s ^^TTjcnv, e$ h eOvea TroAAa

KOI Twu dWecov iracrioiv iraiyviecov rd tXSia n\i]v KapafXii.i\iafj.ivovs aTri/ceVflai f j 'O/x^piKovs, fvda

TrecracuV rovrccv yap tbu tt;;/ i^evpeaiv ovk ol- <T(peas iyiSpvaaadai iroAtas Kal o'lKefiv rh /j-^xP^

KTfiovvTai AvSoi. TTOiefiv 8e wSe -Kphs rhv Kifjihv rouSe. clvtI 5e AvSiu ixeTovo/xaadfivai avrovs

e^fvpouTas. TT)/' ixli' eTe'pTjf tcov ijfxepfcev Tral^eiv eirl tov jSatriAcos rod TraiSos, os acpea'; du7)yaye-

TTciffav, 'iva S?) jujj QriTiOiev airia, rrjV de ireprii' eirl rovrov t?;;/ iTroovvfx.ir]v TTOieujueVous ovofxa-

atreeadat wavoixivovs rSiv izaiyvUoiv. roiovr'ii cd7ii/ai Tvparivovs.

r'^iiTCf Sidyeiv in' trea Ziiwv Ziovra e'LKJcrt, eVri
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they do not claim as theirs. The device adopted against the xamine was

to give up one day so entirely to playing as not to feel any want of food,

and the next day to eat and to stop the games. In this manner they

continued for eighteen years. As the affliction lasted and even became

more grievous, the king divided the nation in half, and made the two

portions draw lots, the one to stay, the other to emigrate from the

country ; he would remain king of those whose lot it should be to remain

behind, whilst his son Tyrsenus should be the leader of the emigrants.

When they had drawn lots, those who had to emigrate went down to

Smyrna and built themselves vessels, in which they put all needful

stores; after that they sailed away in search of land and sustenance.

After having sailed past many countries, they reached Umbria, where

they built cities for themselves and fixed their residence. Instead of

Lydians they called themselves after the name of the king's son, who led

the colony, Tyrsenians."

In these Tyrsenians the general voice of antiquity saw the Etruscans,

though Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the contemporary of Strabo, main-

tained that neither in language, religion, laws, nor customs w^as there

any similarity between the Lydians and Etruscans. But so firmly

convinced of the relationship were most of the ancients that, according

to Tacitus,^ in the time of Tiberius deputies from Sardis recited before

the Eoman Senate a decree of the Etruscans, declaring their consan-

guinity, on the ground of the early colonization of Etruria by the

Lydians. Mommsen,* Corssen, and other authorities, however, now agree

with Dionysius. The fact that the great cities of Etruria were inland

and not maritime shows that they could not have been founded by

a people who came by sea ; and the native name of the Etruscans,

the Easena, is evidently identical with the Ehaeti of the Ehaetian

Alps, whose language, according to Livy (v. 33), was similar to that of

the Etruscans. Now, Etruscan inscriptions have been found as far

north as Botzen, the phonology of which belongs to an earlier period

in the history of the Etruscan language than the phonology of the

inscriptions found in Etruria proper. Moreover, no relationship can be

discovered between the Etruscan language, which is agglutinative, and

the remains of the Lydian language, which are Aryan. If, nevertheless,

the connection between Etruria and Lydia is still maintained,^ con-

sidering the striking resemblance of the curious pottery found at

Hissarlik immediately below the ruins of Novum Ilium, with the most

ancient pottery found in the cemeteries of Felsina,*^ Yillanova," and

Volterra,** I think it possible that there may have been a Lydian settle-

' Annul, iv. 55. Etruria, i. pp. xxsv. sq.

• lUimische Gcschichte, i. 9. Mommsen sug- " Giovanni Gozzadini, di alcuni Scpolcri ddla

fjests that tlie notion of a connection between Necropole Fclsinca, p. 6.

Ktvuria and Lydia arose out of a confusion ' Giovauni Gozzadini, la Necrojyolcdi Villanoza

l>«!t\vcen the Tursenni (more properly Rasena), (1870), p. 33.

corrupted by Greeit pronunciation into Tyr- * L. Vigormi, Bullettino di Pak't)>.oloji(C, ixnuo i.

rheni, and the Lydian Tyrrheni, whose name, Nos. 4 and 5, April and May l.?75. Plate iii.

according to Xanthus, was reallv Torrhebi. Nos. 3 a and 3 6.

* See George Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of ,
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ment on Mount Hissarlik contemporary with the colonization of Etruria

by the Lytlians (104:4 B.C.), and that the Lydian dominion may have

been established over the whole Troad at the same epoch.

Of other nations which may have sojourned for a short time in the

Troad, I may name the Trerians, whom Strabo mentions once as neigh-

bours of the Thracians.^ They invaded the north coast of Asia Minor

in the seventh century B.C. in company with the Cimmerians,^" and even

took Sardis, which had been already taken by the Cimmerians.^ But

in another passage Strabo states that the Trerians were a Cimmerian

people;^ and again in another he says that the Trerians were also called

Cimmerians, or a tribe of them,^ According to Aristotle, the Cimmerians

settled in Antandros on the Gulf of Adramyttium, at the foot of Ida,

and remained there a hundred years. This appears to be confirmed by

Pliny* and Stephanus Byzantinus,^ according to whom the town was

formerly called Cimmeris and Edonis. Alcaeus " calls it a city of the

Leleges ; Herodotus ' and Conon ® call it a Pelasgian city.

How fearfully the Troad must have been devastated by these inva-

sions, we may conclude from the statement of a Greek historian, that

the district of Lampsacus had formerly been called Bebrycia, but that

the Bebrycians had disappeared through the frequent wars.^

I have further to mention the Gauls or Gaiatians, who, in 279 b.c,

passed over into Asia Minor, partly by the Hellespont, partly by the

Thracian Bosporus,^" and spread such terror by their devastations that,

according to Livy,^ " the coast of the Hellespont was given up to the

Trocmi, the Tolistoboji obtained Aeolis and Ionia, the Tectosagi the inland

parts of Asia, and they exacted tribute from all Asia within Taurus, while

they chose their own abode about the river Halys,—so that at last even

the kings of Syria did not refuse to give them tribute." But these

Gaiatians seem not to have stopped for any length of time in the Troad,

for otherwise Strabo would have known the fact through Demetrius of

Scepsis, who flourished but a hundred years after the invasion of the

Gauls. But as Strabo is silent on the subject, and only mentions the

Gauls as living quietly in the country on the Halys, south of Paphlagonia,

we may consider it as certain that they did not stay in the Troad,

^ i. p. 59 ; but it musit be distinctly under- sent tribute to Xiaeveh. See also Od. xi. 14-

stood thiat -Strabo nowhere mentions that the 19." " xiv. p. 647.

Trerians settled for any leui^th of time in the ^ i. p. 61. * H. X. v. 32.

Troad : he only speaks of their constant in- * S. v. KiiJ.fj.epos. * Ap. Strabo, xiii. p. 606.

vasious. '" xii. p. 573. ' vii. 42. * Xan: 41.

' xiii. p. 627. Professor Sayce calls my ^ Charon in Schol. ap. Shod. 2, 2.

attention to the fact that, "according to the >" Jlemnon Heracl. ap. Phot. i. 1.

Assyrian inscriptions, the Gimirrai or Cim- ' See Wernsdorf, dc Bcpuhl. Galatt. i. p. 15.

merians invaded Lydia in the time of Gyges, Liv. xxxviii. 16: " Trocmis Hellesponti ora

who sent two of their chiefs in chains to Assur- data, Tolistoboji Aeolida atque loniam, Tectosagi

bani-pal, the Sardanapalus of the Greeks (about mediterranea Asiae sortiti sunt, et stipendium

Jj.c. 665). Subsequently Gyges assisted Psam- tota cis Taurum Asia exigebant, sedem autem

metichus of Egypt in shaking off the Assyrian ipsi sibi circa Halynflumenceperunt,— ut Syriae

yoke, in consequence of which, says Assur-bani- quoque ad postremum reges stipendium dare

pal, the goda punished him by causing him to non abnuerent." The Trocmi, Tolistoboji, and

be defeated and beheaded in battle by the Cim- Tectosages were the three races^or clans of the

merians. His son and successor, Ardys, again Gauls.
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I shall not speak in this j)lace of the passage of the Persians,

Macedonians, Eomans, &c., through the Troad ; I have ennmerated only

those nations of whose sojourn or devastation in this country tradition or

history has preserved some record. It will be seen in the following pages

that the ruins at Hissarlik bear testimony to the settlements of at least

five different nations, which have succeeded each other on the site in

remote pre-historic ages. In fact the passage of nations to and fro on

this spot could not have been better described than by Mr. Gladstone :"

—

" It appears as if the Hellespont and the immediate neighbourhood of

the Bosphorus had formed a sort of hinge, upon which turned the fortunes

and movements of mankind from a very remote period. Consequently

I am not surprised when I see how some powerful cause has determined

the course of events actually exhibited in historical times. I am not at

all surprised to find at Hissarlik the marks of an extraordinary interest

attaching to that neighbourhood, and of a great number of successive

races, beginning with the earliest recorded periods of civilized settlement,

endeavouring to lodge themselves upon this particular spot. To me it

involves no paradox, because I think it greatly supported and confirmed

by what we have seen since in respect to the desirableness of that spot,

and its importance in connection with the movements of races. The very

circumstances of climate and soil may, I apprehend, be considered as

rendering it a very eligible site, and therefore there is nothing strange

to me in finding that a number of different peoples should have planted

themselves upon the hill of Hissarlik within the course of a certain

number of centuries."

I also cite here what ]\tr. Philip Smith ^ has written on the subject _

" Apart even from its traditional claim to be the Ilium of Homer,

Hissarlik lay in the track of the primitive migrations of the Indo-

European race from their cradle in the East to their settlement in the

West ; and not of one migration only, but of their passage to and fro

between the shores of Asia and of Europe ; as well as upon the path

of their commerce and military expeditions, after they were settled in

their homes. For, lest we be misled by the arbitrary distinction between

the continents, which is stereotyped in the names of Asia and Europe

—that is. East and "West— it must he lK)rne in mind that the Hellespont

and Bosporus (as the latter name. expresses) were ferries rather than

sundering seas, and the islands of the Aegean were stepping-stones.

The close affinities of the early settlers on both shores had long since

been proved ; and, in particular, the presence of the great Pelasgo-

Hellenic or Graeco-Italic family had been traced on l)()fh. The very

ancient habitation of the north-western parts of Asia IMinor by the

lonians— the Oriental name of the whole Hellenic race—long before

their traditional colonization from the peninsula of Hellas—had been

maintained by Ernst Curtius twenty years ago/ and more fully esta-

- At till! Iloyal Institute of British Architects, ' See my Ti-o)/ and its ^.cmai'ns, p. 3G-t.

30th April, 1877; see Sessional Papers, 1870- * Curtius, Die lonicr vor der Wandenmg

;

1877, No. 12. Berlin, 1855.
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blislied by recent Egyptologers ^—thus confirming the most ancient

ethnic record, that the Isles of the Gentiles were divided among the

families of the Sons of Javan." '^

§ II. The several Dominions of the Troad."

1. The Dominion of Fandarus.—This possession of the Lycians

extended along the Aesepns to Zeleia ; its inhabitants are called wealthy

(ucpveioi). Their leader is Pandarus, son of Lycaon, the excellent archer.**

Cities.—The only city mentioned by the poet is Zeleia, situated on the

Aesepus at the last spur of Ida. According to Strabo,® it was at a

distance of 80 stadia from the nearest sea (the Propontis) into which the

Aesepus falls, and 190 stadia from (the post-Homeric) Cyzicus.

2. The Dominion of Adrestus and Amjjhius, sons of 2Ierops.—This

dominion bordered on the preceding, as is shown by Horner,^" as well

as by Strabo :
" Below Zeleia, on the sea, on this side of the Aesepus,

was situated the plain of Adresteia." ^ The leaders of the Adresteans

are Adrestus and Amphius, sons of Merops, though elsewhere xlmphius

is called the son of Selagus.

Cities.—Three are mentioned by the poet :

—

a. Adresteia (?; W^hpi'^areta) was situated between Priapus and Parium.-

h. Apaesns (?) 'ATrato-o?),^ also called Paesos (/} Ilaicro?),'* was situated

between Lampsacus and Parium on the river Paesus. Strabo says that

the city was destroyed and that its inhabitants had settled in Lamp-

sacus,^ because they were Milesians, like the Lampsacenes, which is

confirmed by Anaximenes.*'

c. Piiyeia (/} fltryem) " was situated in Pityus, a district of the

territory of Parium, at the foot of a mountain overgrown with pines,

between Priapus and Parium, close to the toAvn of Linum on the sea.

* Chabas, Etudes sur FAntiquity historique

;

x"'"'''' Ku^i/cou /xer araZiovs evevriKovTa koX iKo.-

Paris, 1872, p. 190. tov, rrjs 5' iyyvTaTu QaKaTTt)s KaQ' V ix'biZoxjiv

^ " Genesis X. 4, 5. The essential letters of the AJ's'tjitos oaov oySo-tiKoyTa.

Hebrew name ]V are identical with the Greek '* //. ii. 8-28-830 :

IflN (Ion), and both are equivalent to the o? S' 'ASpriareidp t' ilxov koI Briaov 'Awaiaov,

Tavanas, the 'younger race' of the old Aryan Ka\ TliTveiav txov kol TijpeiTjs opos aiirv

traditions, who migrated to the West, while the rail' -fjpyj ''ASpijiTTos t€ Ka\ ''Aacpios Kivoduipt)'C.

elder branch remained in the East. See the ' sii. p. 503 : rfj Se ZeAeia vnoTrfirTWKe irpos

Student's Ancient Hidwy of the East, Chapter sx., • daXaTT-p eViToSe rod AlaT^irov to rrjs 'AopTjCTeias

on the Nations of Asia Minor, which contains a inSioi/.

discussion of the Hellenic affinities of the Phry- " Strabo, xiii. p. .588 : t] neu ovv ttoAis {r)

gians and Trojans in particular." 'ASpVjo-Tfia) yarai^h llpidwov kci Tlapiov.

' In the geography of the several dominions ^ Jl- ii- 828.

of the Troad I have adopted the order followed * H- v. G12:

by E. Buchholz in his excellent work, Homerische Kai ^d\ev "Aixpiov, SeAayon vlov, os p iv\ Uaiff^

Kosmogruphie und Gcograjihie, and I have to a va7i.

large extent profited by his details ; but as re- ^ Stnibo, xiii. p. 589 : eV 5e toj fxtTa^h Aa^i-

gards Ilium, I have not used bis work ;it all. ypaKov kol Uapiov Tlaiahs iiv irSXis Kal ttotcluos-

8 Ji_ ii. 824-827 : KaTta-naffrai 5' ^ ttoAij, ol Se UaifftivoX jxtTc!,-

otSeZeXetav evaLOv viral Tr6Sai>€laTOv''l57]S, Kvaav els Adfx\f/aicov, MiATjo'iaiJ' ovres dwoiKOL

a<j>veioi, irivovTes vSoip fiiXav Alffrjiroio, Kol ai/Tol KaOdirep Kat ol Aafj.\f/aKVVoi.

Tpwes- rwv aZr ijpxe AvKdovos dyAahs vlos, ^ Strabo, xiv. ]>. 6o5 : 'Ava^tixevns yovv o

ndj/5opos, & Ka\ Toi^ov 'ATroAAajj/ avTus %hxKiv. Aa;x^aKr]vus ovtoj (p7]<yiv, on—Ui\r]aioi avvcfKi)-

^ Strabo, xiii. p. 587 : 'H ixtv Zr) ZeAeia iv aav—"A^v^ov, "Apia^av, Ilaicou.

TV irapoipeia TJj icrTarr; rrjs ""IStiS iariv, dire- ' H- n. b-a.
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where the Linusian cochleae were fished np, which were considered the

best of all sorts of cochleae.* But others maintained that Pityeia was

only the ancient name of Lampsaciis.^'

3. The Dominion of Asius.—This dominion extended along the coast

of the Troad, from Percote to Ahydos. Asius, son of Hyrtacus/" was the

ruler of this district ; under his command was the contingent of the

Thracian city of Sestos on the Hellespont.^

Of Cities Homer mentions three in this dominion :

—

a. Percote {i) UepKcoTT}),' of which its present name, Borgas or Bergas,

may be a corruption. Its ancient name was also Percope.^

b. Alydos (>} "A/SfSo?),^ at the narrowest part of the Hellespont,

which, according to Herodotus,^ was there only 7 stadia broad ; but in

reality the breadth of the strait is hero 10 stadia. Abydos was situated

opposite to Sestos, though slightly to the south-east. A little to the

north of the city Xerxes passed the Hellespont on a bridge of boats, in

480 B.C. Of Abydos no ruins are extant ; only fragments of pottery

or marble mark its site. It is at a distance of 3 miles from the present

town of Dardanelles. On the site of Abydos are two nearly conical

natural hills, both of which may have once been fortified, but the opinion

of some travellers,*^ that they are composed of debris, is altogether erro-

neous ; they consist of purely natural soil.

c. Arisbe (rj 'Xpla^rj), not far from the Selleis,' was the residence of

Asius, and has in the poems the epithets " divine " {hlaf and " well-

built " (iuKTi/jievr]).^

4. The Dominion of Aeneas {Dardania).—Strabo defines Dardania as

follows :
—" On the further side of Abydos come the districts around Ilium,

the sea-shore as far as Lectum, the land of the Trojan Plain, and the

district at the side of Mount Ida subject to Aeneas."^" Again: "The

mountain-border (of the Trojan Plain) is narrow ; on one side it extends

in a southerly direction to the district around Scepsis, on the other side to

the north as far as the Lycians of the district of Zeleia : this plain the

poet puts under the dominion of Aeneas and the Antenorids, and calls

it Dardania."^ This dominion was therefore long and narrow; it ex-

* Strabo, xiii. p. 588 : TliTva 5' iffTiv ev Tlnv- * II. ii. 836.

oCj/tj TTJs napiai'Tjs uTrepKeiue/'o:' exoutrairtTi/oiSes * vii. 34: tan 5e eirrot araoia. e| 'A^i;5oy

upos fXfTa^u 5e Ktirai Tlaplou Koi Tlpidirou KaiAifov es t1)V airavTiov.

X<ip'iov i-rrl 0aAaTTT;, uirov ol Aivovaiot KoxAi'ai * fiichter, Wallfahrtcn iin Morgcnlandc, p. 435.

apiffTot Toiu iravToiv akltTKOvTai. ' H- ii- 838, 839 :

' Stejili. Byz. and Etym. JIag. s. v. AojUif'a/cos

;

'Apla^riOiv . . .

Schol. Apoll. Bhod. i. 933 ; Orph. Anj. 488
;

lro^a^lov a-rrh l,eK\-lievTos.

Plin. //. JS'. V. 32 :
'• Lampsacuni antea Pityusa Comp. xii. 96, 97.

dictum." This is also implied in the story told * //. ii. 836 ; .\.\i. 43 : Siav 'Apio-jSTji/.

in Herodotus, vi. 37, the point of which is ' If. vi. 13 : et/CTiufVjj eV 'Apia^r),

missed by the historian, who does not seem to '" -xiii. p. 592 : "i.^w 6« 'A/QuSou to irepl to

have heard that Pityeia or Pityusa was reputed "lAtoc fffTt, to, re irapaKia 'iocs AexToD Kal to

to have been the ancient name of Lampsacus. *V rw TpcDiKui ttsSioj koi to irapuipeia t^s IStjs

'" //. ii. 837, 8:>8 : to vtto t^ Alvfia.

Twv aiff 'TpTaKl5r]s ^px"'A(nos, upx^if'-os avSpoi^v, ' xiii. p. 596: rovrov 8' r] /xtv irapuipeios

Actios 'TpraKiSrjs. tffrt ffTfWTi, ttj fiiv fir] t7;c /xfcrrifi^piav TtTafiivr}

' //. ii. 836. M^'XP' '''^'' Kara 2(cj)i//«i' tottccv, tjJ 5' tirl ras

//. ii. 835; xi. 229; xv. 548. apKTovs /j^^XP' '^'^'' xaraZiXfiav Avk'ioiv. ravrr)v

' Stepli. r>yz. s. V. TlfpKtliTyj : XlepKitiT-q Ka\ 5' 6 TrojrjT?)^ I'lr' AiVei'a TOTrei Koi to?s 'Avttj-

ira\ai TlfpKdcTrr) iroAis TpojoSos. voplSais, KoAe? 5« Aap^aviav.
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tended between Priam's dominion and that of the Meropids, being bor-

dered on one side by the Hellespont, on the other by the Leleges and

Cilicians. Its inhabitants, called Dardanians (:\apSavioi^ or AapSavoi),^

were a race kindred with the Trojans, and are sometimes confounded

with them : thus, for instance, Euphorbus, son of PanthoLis, a Trojan, is

called a Dardanian.*

Of Cities we can only mention Dardania, built by Dardanus at the

foot of Ida before sacred Ilium was founded in the plain." In the time

of Strabo it had utterly disappeared.*^ It has of course nothing in

common with the later Dardanus, which—as excavations lately made

there at my request by the military governor of the Dardanelles have

shown—has left a layer of debris hardly 2h ft. deep, in which nothing

but fragments of Greek potsherds are found. It therefore appears certain

that it was built by the Aeolian Greeks. It lies on the shore of the

Hellespont, as Strabo^ rightly remarks, at a distance of 70 stadia from

Abydos, and, according to Pliny,** 70 stadia from Pthoeteum.

5. The Dominion of Altes^—We find also in Homer that a troop of

Leleges had settled in the Troad, on the river Satniois near Cape Lectum

:

thus they seem to have dwelt between the dominion of the Cilicians and

that of the Dardanians, ^° Their king w^as Altes, father of Laothoe, who
bore Lycaon, and father-in-law to Priam.

^

Of Cities I can only mention Pedasus {>) 'n7]8acro^) on the Satniois,

with the epithets "lofty" (alTrr'jeaaa),'^ "high-towered" or "high-

walled " (alTreivif).^ It was destroyed by Achilles,"* and is supposed, as

I have before observed, to be mentioned on the Egyptian monuments
under the name of Pidasa.

6. The Dominion of the Cilicians.—
a. The Dominion of Et-tion (the Theban Cilicia) ^ extends between the

district of Lyrnessus occupied by the Cilicians and the Leleges. The

description given by Homer of Thebe ^ has led to the general belief

- //. ii. 819: Troy proper, as this latter will occupy a large

Aap^avlcov ain' ^px^v ^vs kcus 'Ajx'^o'ao space.

AiVei'as .... '" Strabo, xiii. p. 605: rj yap aTrh rov
^ 11. iii. 45(1, vii. 348 : Ae/croG pdxis avareivovcFa irphs rrjv "Idrjv \nrfp-

KeK\vT4 H€v, Tpwes, Kol AapSauoL 7)5' iiziKOVpoi. KeiTai tu'v irpunun rov kuKttov fxipwv, iv ois

* II. xvi. 807

:

TTpwTov tovs A4\fyos iSpvixevovs o TroLriTr]s

.... Aapdavos avrip, Treiroirj/cev.

navdoiSris 'Evcjiopfios, .... * i/. xxi. S4-SG :

^ //. XX. '215-218: .... niyvyOdoioy 5e fj.e iJLrir7}p

AapSavov av TTpwrov Te'/ccTO yecpfAriyepeTO. yeivaro AaodSr], Gvy6.Tiip''K\Tao yipovTos,

Zeuf, "AAreo) hs AfAfyeaai (piXoizToXipiOLalv dvaaaei.

iCTLffae 5e AapSaviriv, eirel ovttoj "lAios ip'/j ^ II. xxi. 87 :

eV TreSio} jreiroAKXro, ttSAls /xepoTtuiv avQpdj-Koiv, CAAttjs) Il^Sao'oj' alwijeaaai' ex'^^ ^''"' Sarvio-

dAA' ed' viTiepeias wKeov iroAuTriSaKos "IStjs. ej/Tj.

^ xiii. p. 592 : vuv /xiv yap ov5' Ixvos iroKtws ^ U. vi. 34, 35 :

cdi^iTai avTodi. ya'ii 5f ^arviuevTos ivppi'iTao Trap' ux^as
' xiii. p. 595: ?; iroKis t] Aapdavos, tiexovcra TlrjSaaov anreivriv.

Tf)S 'AI3vdov o araSlous. * II. xx. 92 :

^ H. N. V. 33: "a Iihoeteo Dardanium oppi- Tre'pcre 5e ('Ax'/^^fi's) Avpvy)(yauv Ka\ Xl-i)Za(yov.

dum parvum abest stadia Ixx." ^ Strabo, xiii. p. 586 : ri twv KjAikccj' Sittt), t)

^ Deviating here from the order followed by jxiv Qr]^aiK7) 7) Se Avpyqcrals.

E. Buchholz, Homer. Kosm. und Geogr., I shall * //. vi. 396, 397 :

first speak of the dominions of the Leleges and 'HeriCDf, hs evaieu virh IWaKw vKrilarrri

the Cilicians, and afterwards of the dominion of ©»)^i7 vTioirXaKiTi, KiAiKeaa' afSpeaaiy avdaffuv.
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that tliere was a mountain called Plakos, at tlie foot of wliich the city

was situated. But Strabo knows no such mountain ; he says :
" But in

the interior, 50 stadia further on, is the now deserted Thebe, which the

poet puts below the ' wooded Plakos,' but there is here neither a Plakos

nor a Plax, nor is there a forest above it though it adjoins Ida."
'

Cities, (a) Thebe (>; S/j^tj) was situated 60 stadia to the north-west

of Adramyttium,*^ between the latter and Carine.^ It was the capital

of Eetion ; hence its epithet " sacred city of Eetion." ^" It is called

" flourishing " (evvaterdMaa) and " high-gated " {u^twv\a<i), and was
destroyed by Achilles. ^^ It was a fortified place, for Homer speaks of

its walls.
-^

Mr. Gladstone - has sought to show that under Thothmes IIL, whose

reign is computed to have extended over the first half of the sixteenth

century b.c, (or lCOO-1550), when the power of the great Egyptian

Empire reached its climax, it embraced most of the populations of Greece,

where Thothmes put his own sons as governors in the places he had

conquered. He calls attention to the fact, that the Thebe of Eetion is

connected in the liiad with special excellence of horses ; that it is the

sacred city of Eetion ; and that lastly it has lofty gates {v^jriTrvXo';).^ It

is surely remarkable, he adds, that we find all these three characteristics

reproduced in the Cadmean Thebes of Boeotia. It is sacred (lepa vrpos^

reixea Hi]l3y}^)} It is most closely associated with the horse ; for to the

Cadmeans alone, besides the Trojans, does Homer give the designation

Kevrope^ Ilttttcov.^ It is also remarkable for its gates, being the seven-

gated Thebes.*' Both cities, too, were rich. The Thebe of Eetion is

evvateTciovcra, or " a flourishing city
;

" while the Cadmean Thebes is

ivKTifM€i>ov iTToXteOpov, " a well-built fortress," '' and eupu^opo'^, " an exten-

sive (?) city."** These three pointed charac^teristics, as well as the fourth,

all belonged to the mighty city of Thebes in Egypt. This had a hundred

gates ; this horsed 20,000 chariots ; and was eminently a sacred city, for

she was the centre of the worship of Amun.^

Eecent researches, however, seem to show that the identifications with

Greek tribes proposed for geographical names occurring in the Egyptian

inscriptions are untenable. The chief support for Mr. Gladstone's views

"^ Strabo, .\iii. ]). 614: fV 5e ttj ixiToyaia. a-nh ' II. ii. G91 : Tfi'xea Qi]^-r]s.

TtevTi'iKovra araZiwv icnlv t) 07')/3rj (piq/j.os, 5)^ " Homeric Si/nchrunisni, p. 137.

(prjatu u TTotriT-t)?, " virb nKaiav ihriiaari " ovrt Si ^ Ibkl. p. 158. ^ //. iv. 378.

n\a/fos ^ riAa^ eVcei Ti Aeyerai, ovQ" liArj vir€pKii- " /''. iv. 391.

Toi Ka'noi Trphs rfj "'15?;. " //. iv. 406 ; OJ. xi. 263.

' Strabo, xiii. ]). 012 : Sie'xoiKTtSe 'A5pa/xvTTiou ' //. ii. 505 ; vi. 415. * Od. xi. 2Go.

(TTaSiovsr] fikv{@-li0ri)e^T}KovTa,7]oi (AvpurirTffu'i) ^ Homer. Synchr., pp. 158, 159. Regarding

oySoriKovra iial okt^ eVl Oarepa. tlie form of the name, we may add, that whilst

" Ilcrod. vii. 42: airh Se ravrris (Kapu'Tjs) oia the city of Eiition is always called Thebti in tlie

07)/37)j Tre5ioi) (TTopfviTo, 'ASpaixiiTTfi/iv Tf TToKiv singular, this was also the proper form for the

i(a\''AuTai'Opoi/ Tijv UeKacryida iTapaij.iifiuiJ.tvos. Egyptian city, whose original name (namely,

'" Jl. i. .iOiJ : the name of its sacred quarter, to the cast of the

6S &-hfi7]u Upi]v TToKiv 'HtTiwvos. Nile) was T-APE. The Greeks assimilated the

" //. vi. 415, 41(3

:

name to that of Thebes (0?j;3ai) in Boeotia ; but

iK 5^ ttSKiv TTfpaiv ('AxiAAei's) Kt\iiMv eui'aie- this city, as we see in Homer, is also called Thcbd

rdooaav (©tj/St?).

Qi}Pi)v u\pi7vv\oy.
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consequently falls to the ground. Since tlie Cadineans of Boeotian Thebes

were a Phoenician colony, it is probable that the origin of the name of

the city must be sought in the Semitic languages. On the other hand,

Egyptian Thebes derived its name from the Egyptian ta-apiu, the plural

of ta-ap, " the little house," a title originally given to one only of the

quarters of the city. According to Yarro {<h lie Rust. iii. 1, 16), " the

Aeolian Boeotians " and the Sabines called hills tebae or thebae.

{^) Chryse (?; Xpvar]), already desolate in Strabo's time, was situated

close to Thebe, and belonged to the possessions of Eetion, as is evident

from the fact that Chryseis was captured by Achilles when he destroyed

Thebl^" It had a temple of Apollo Smintheus, of which the father of

Chryseis was the priest.^ It was situated on the sea, and had a port in

which Ulysses landed when he brought Chryseis back to her father with

a hecatomb for the god. As Strabo remarks, it is to be distinguished

from the later Chrysa, near Hamaxitus, which had also a temple of the

Sminthian Apollo, but no port.^ The temple of this god, which Pliny ^

mentions here, can consequently refer only to the later place.

(7) Cille (K/A-X?;), situated also in the Theban plain on the small river

Cillaeus, at the foot of ]\[ount Cillaeus and in the neighbourhood of

Antandros, was founded by Pelops, son of Tantalus, and had a celebrated

temple of the Cillaean Apollo, which still existed in Strabo's time.'^

h. The Dominion of Mynes appears to have been limited to the city

of Lyrnessus {Xvpvrja-ao^), called also the city of Mynes by Horner,^

destroyed by Achilles, who here captured Briseis.*' Hither Aeneas fled,

pursued by Achilles.^ It was situated in the Plain of Thebe, 88 stadia

from Adramyttium, and is described by Strabo as fortified by nature,

but deserted.^ Fellowes^ believed he had found its ruins four miles

from Karavaren.

c. The Dominion of Eurypjlns is difficult to define. He was leader of

a troop of Keteioi {ol K?^Teiot), whose identity with the Hittites of the

Old Testament, the Klieta of the Egyptian monuments and the Khattai

of the Assyrian inscriptions, has been most ingeniously maintained by

'" //. i. otjG, 067 : -xiii. p. 612: irKrjaiov ovv rf/s QrSrjs tri vZv

cfXoy^^O' «s Qv^vv, Uprjy tcoMv 'VL^t'iuivos KiAAa ris tottos Asyerai, iv & KtWa'tov 'Air6\-

T/jf Be SieTTpadofjiev re Kai 'i^yofxev ev9dde Trarra. Xwvos tariv lepov • napappu 5' aiiTu e| ''iSrjs

' //. i. o7-39 : (pepo/xevos 6 KiAAaios Trora/ios. Ovid, Met. xiii.

kAvOI fiev, apyvpOTo^, os Xpvariv a.ix<pifiifirjKas 174. Plin. //. -^., v. 32, says that it no longer

existed in his time.

S.uij'f's?. ^ 11. xi.\-. 29G :

" Strabo, .xiii. p. G12 : 'H Bs Xpvaa tVi irepaev 5e ttoKiv Oiloio MwrjTos.

OcAaTTj; 7rdAi'x''(oj' ?iv ex^f A(/xeVo, TrArjcri'oi' Se '^ //. ii. G'M), GIU:

inrepKeiTai ?'; Qri^-q • ivravBa 5' i,v Ka\ rh lephv tiiv (BpitTTjiOa) eK Avpvrjairov i^e'iKiTO ttoAAo

ToD S.uiySecos 'AttoWccvos Kal rj Xpva7]is' 7]prjf.iO}Tai p-oyrjaa^,

OS vvv rh X'^^p'^ov TfAsois • els 5i Tutv vvv Xpvffav Avpvqaahv oiairopBritTas.

TTjt' Kara 'A/xa^iTuv /xeOiSpvTat to Upov, twv ' 11. xx. 191, 192:

KiAiKcof tS>v fXiv eis Trjv TlafxrpvXiav (Kireaovra-v €vdev5' es Avpvrjorffhv inritccpvyes • aiiTap iyw rjjv

Tuv 5^ eis 'Ajxa^iToV ol 5' anetpoTepoi. rwv TraAaioav irepffa ixe6opijir)deis.

IffTopioov ivravQa. tou Xpvariv koX rriv Xpu(T7}'l:5a * xiii. p. G12: ivraida yap Kol t] Q7]l3ri koI r)

yeyovivai <paTl koL tov "OjjLfipov tovtov tov Avpvrjaaos^ ipvfjLvov x'^p'^ov • tpTjuoi B' a/xipoTepai •

TOTTOv jxiixvriaBai' aW' ovre Xifxriv icrriv ipravda, Bidxovcri 5e ^ABpaixv-TLOv ffraBiovs 7) (Otj/Stj) fxlv

eKelvos Be (pTjaiv " ol B' ore Bt] Xifieyos wuXv^ev- e^i]KOVTa rj (^Avpvrjaaos) Be oyBor,KOVTa Koi oktoj

6eos ivTos 'lkcvto." ' //. N. v. 32. 3. eVl Odrepa. See also Diod. v. 49 ; Plin. Jl. X.

^ Hemor, JL i. 38. Herodot. i. 149. Strabo, v. 26 and 32. '' Excursus, in Asia Minor, p. 39.
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Mr. Gladstone.^" His arguments lead to the conclusion that the Keteioi

" come from outside the circle of the earlier Trojan alliances, and

therefore from Lycia, and the countries of the Mysoi and Kilikes," ^

Strabo says :

'^ " Just as the land of the Cilicians is twofold, the Theban
and the Lyrnessian, to which may also be reckoned the domain of

Euryjoylus, coming next to the territory of Lyrnessus." And again :

^

"According to Homer, Eurypylns reigned in the country on the

Caicus, so that perhaps a part of the Cilicians also was sul»ject to him."

And further:* "But it can only be a question of probabilities if any
one endeavours to determine from the poet the exact frontier to which

the Cilicians and Pelasgians extended, as well as the Keteioi between

them who were under Eurypylus. As to the Cilicians and the subjects

of Eurypylus, we have already stated the probability ; and how they

were bounded, especially by the districts on the Caicus."

It is on account of Strabo's iirst statement, which makes the

Keteioi under Eurypylus border upon Lyrnessus, that their territory

has been noticed here.

7. The Dondnion of the Homeric Arimi {pi "Apifioc).—The Arimi

seem to be a mythic people, who have been searched for in various

regions. They are only once mentioned by Homer :
" The earth

groaned under their feet, as when the god of thunder, Zeus, in wa-ath

strikes the land of the Arimi around Typhoeus, where the bed of

Typhoeus is said to be." ^ According to Strabo, this land of the Arimi

was identical with the Catakekaumene (or " burnt land ") possessed by

the Mysians and Lydians.*^ In another passage he states that by some

the burnt land is believed to be in Lydia in the environs of Sardis

;

by others in Cilicia or in Syria, by some on the Pithecussae (monkey-

islands), who said, at the same time, that monkeys were called Arimi by

the Tyrrhenians.'^ I may here mention that the present Island of Ischia,

in the Gulf of Naples, was once called Pithecusa, Aenaria or Inarime.

Strabo also cites the opinion of Posidonius, according to which " the Arimi

are not the inhabitants of a certain district of Syria, of Cilicia, or of any
other country, but the inhabitants of all Syria, who are called Aramaei.

But perhaps they were called Arimaei or Arimi by the Greeks." **

'" Homeric S^/nchronism, pp. 121, 127, 171, ^ //. ii. 781-783

:

174, 177, 180, 184. ya7a 5' vTreffTevdxi-C^ Aif ws repiTiKepavvcp

^ Ibid. p. 183. x'^ofxivw, ore t' a/xcpl Tv(pw('i yaiav ifxdaar]

^ .\iii. p. 58G : KaOdirep ical r; twj/ KiAikoh' fif 'Api/xots, '66i (paal Tvcpweos ff.i/j.evat evvav.

SiTTij, 7) fxlv &rjpaiK7i i} 06 Avpvfjaals- eV aiiTi) 5' ^ xii- p. 579 : kcm 5?; Kai ra irepi rov Tvtpwva

&f Kex^f^V V ^'"'^ EvpvirvAcii ec^elfjs ovaa rrj iradr] tvTavda. /xvOeiiovtri koI tovs ^Api/xovs leal

AvpvriffffiSi. T?/(/ KaTaKfKavnivT]!' ravrriv eluai (paaiv.

' -xiii. p. GIG: uti tV to7s Trepl tuv Kd'Ciiov ' xiii. p. G2G : aKKoi S' iv KtAtida, riviS 5' fV

r6wois (palvirai jSs jSacriAev rc»,'s KaO' "Oixf)pov u "Zvpla wXaTTouai tuv jjlvQov tovtov, ol S' iv

EiipuTTuAo?, wtrr' i'crcoj Koi twv KiAiKuf n fxtpos nt6r]i(ov(T(Tais, o'l Kal tovs irtOi^novs (paal irapd

Tiv vir" aiiTov. ro7s Tvpprivols api/j.ovs Ka\i7(T0ai.

* .\iii. p. G20 : ei/cojoAoyeTi' 5' tern icov if tis * xvi. ]). 784: Ae-yet 5e Kal tovs 'Apl/novs 6

TOi/ aicpi^ri fTjTe? kuto. tuv ttoitjt?;!/ lipov fitxp' TronjTTjs, ovs (prtai Hocrfi^wvios St'xeo'Sc" 5€?^ yu-/;

Tivos ol K'iXtices SitTeivov ical ol TlfAaayol Kal t6ttov Ttva tTjs 2,uplas v "^V^ KiAtKias f) a.\\T]S

iTi ol /ueTo|u TOVTCov KT)T€ioi \€y6;.<,(vot ol VTTO Tivos yijs, ctAAa T7;i/ ^vplav avri]V ^Apaij-dioi yap
Ttjj E,vpvirv\w. wepl fiiv ovv rwv KiXlkoiv Kal ol eV aiiTij • rctxa S' ol "EWrjves 'Aptfj.alovs

TUV vtt' E,vpvTTv\w Ta 4v6vTa f't'priTai, Kal Stort (KaKovv v) 'Aplfxovs.

[^TTi] ra nepl Tor KaiKov fio-KicTTa irepaTovviai.
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8. Tlie Dominion of the Pelasgians (oi TleXacryoi).—I finally men-

tion here the dominion of tlie Asiatic Pelasgians, who were nntler the

command of Hippothoiis and Pylaeus, sons of Lethus,^ and occupied

the district of the Aeolian coast from the river Caicus up to the

Ionian frontier. Their chief city was Larissa (>) Aapiaaa, Adpicra),

which Straho places in the neighbourhood of Cyme, for he says :"

"But the Pelasgians we have reason to place next to them (the

Cilicians) and the subjects of Eurypylus, as well from the indications

of Homer as from other information. For the poet says :
' Hippothoiis

led the tribes of the spear-practised Pelasgians, who dwelt on the

fertile soil of Larissa—these were led by Hij^pothoiis and Pylaeus,

the oiTspring of Ares, both sons of the Pelasgian Lethus, the son of

Teutamus.' Hereby he indicates a considerable multitude of Pelasgians,

because he speaks, not of ' a tribe,' but ' of tribes,' and puts their seat

in Larissa, Now there are many Larissas, but we must assume one

in the neighbourhood; and we should be most right in supposing the

one near Cyme. For there are three, but the one near Hamaxitus

lies directly in sight of Ilium, and very near it, about 200 stadia dis-

tant, so that it could not have been rightly said that Hippothoiis fell

in the fight over Patroclus 'far from Larissa;' but this would rather

have been rightly said of the Larissa near Cyme, because there are about

1000 stadia between that Larissa and Ilium."

9. Tlie Domimon of Priam, Ilium, and the Country belonging to it.—
For the extent of this dominion we have Strabo's statement: "Below

it (Aeneas's dominion of Dardania), and nearly parallel with it, is Ce-

brenia, consisting for the most part of table-land. But there was once

a city Cebrene. Demetrius supposes that here was the limit of the

country about Ilium subject to Hector, which thus extended from the

naustathmus to Cebrenia." ^

Of Cities belonging to this dominion, we know from the j^o^iiis

only Ilios (/; "I\fo<?) and Thymbre (/; Qvfi/Spr]). The latter is only once

mentioned by the poet :
" But towards Thymbre encamped the Lycians

and the haughty Mysians, and the Phrygians, tamers of horses, and

the Maeonians with their horsehair crests."' Strabo erroneously sup-

posed that Homer spoke here, not of the city of Thymbra, but of the

plain of Thymbra, for he says: "But near to it (Ilium) is the plain

* //. ii. 840-843. arcpoSpa iv SiaKoaiois ttov CTaSiois. Sktt' ouk av

'" Strabo, xiii. p. 620 : tvvs 5f UeXacryohs Xiyoiro -KiQavoos 6 'lir-rodoos jrecrui' iv tcS iirep

ev\oyov rovTots ecpe^ris Ti64vai ex re rwv v(p' UarpoKXav a-ywvi " r7)\' airh Aapia-q<;" ravrrjs

'O.UTjpoy Xiyojxivuv koX e'fc rrjs aAATjs tcrropias. 6 ye, aWa /xaWop t?is Trepi Ki^jUrjr- X"^'<'( yap wov

fifv yap ovTco (pTjalv '" 'Imrodoos 5' aye (pv\a (rraSioi fxera^v.

UeAacxyccv e7Xfo-i^aJpa!j', Tciiy o'l Aapiaav ipi^w- ' Strabo, xiii. p. 596 : Itto Se ravrri KePp-nvia,

AaKa vaierdaaKov raiv ^px' iT^rdOods re UiiXatos TreSjas t] TrAeiVrTj, !rapaK\7]\os ttws rij AapSauia •

r' tCos ''Api]os. i/Te Siico Ai^Ooio XleXaayov Tevra- ^v 5e k«1 ttoAis Trore Kfl3privrj. virovoei 8' 6

fxlSao." e|' Zu ttXtiOo^ T6 ifjL<pa'tvei a^ioAoyov AT]ar,Tpios M^'XP' Sei'po SiaTeipeiv Tr,v ir6p\ rb

rh Twv TleAaayiiv (oi> yap (pv\ov, aWa <pvAa "IXiov x^P"-" "^Vf "''''
'''V "^uropt, avi]Kovaav a-h

e<p7]) Ka\ ri]v oiKi](Ttv Iv Aapiari (ppd^et • woWal tov vavaTaO/xov fJ-^xP'- KeiSpTji/iaj.

fxkv ovv al Aapiaat, Set Se rwv iyyvs nva " 11. x. 430, 431 :

Se'lafT^ai, fiaAiara R'ai/rV irepl Kvfiriv vwoXd^oi irphs QvfifipTjs S' €\axov Aviaoi yivaoi t' ayipoi-

T(s opQws • Tp.wv yap ohaSiv t] imv KaO' 'A/ua^- x<"

irhv iv u\^ei TeAe'ois icrrl T^ 'IA.ty, Koi iyyiis Ka\ ^pvyes tTrn-dSauoi ku). Mijoves 'ntwoKOpvarai.
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of Thymbra and tlie river Thymbrius, Avhicb flows through it and falls

into tlie Scamander close to the temple of the Thymbrian Apollo, at

a distance of 50 stadia from Novum Ilium." ^ Stephanus Byzantinus'^

and Pliny '" understood the poet rightly, for they mention Thymbra as

a town.

The other city of Priam's dominion, whose fame and fate gave birth

to Homer's immortal poems, demands a separate notice.

§ III. The City of Ilios, Ilium, or Teoy.

Ilium, or Troy, the residence of Priam, the city besieged by the

Greek army under Agamemnon, is called "IXio? and Tpoir; by the poet,

who frequently uses the latter name both for the city and the land

belonging to it, calling it ipi/3a)\a^ (" fat and fertile "). "lA.io9, on the

other hand, is only used for the city ; but the oldest form was evidently

Fikio<i, with the Yau or Digamma.^ The neuter, "IXlov, occurs only once

in Homer,' in consequence of which Aristarchus considers the passage

as a later interpolation.® But the tragic poets ^ having adopted it, it

was also used commonly by the prose-writers.^" The Latin writers use

the corresponding forms, Uium and Troja, the latter being preferred by

the j^oefs, for the reason that Uium could not fit into an hexameter verse.

Morritt ^^ thinks that ^IXy'fiov is derived from "IX?;, turma, and that the

irehiov 'WifLov was the Campus Martins of Troy, which he believes to

have been in the open plain about Arablar.^

The city has in Homer the following epithets : evpvdyuca,'^ " with

broad streets;" ii/fcrtfievov {TrrdXieOpov),^ and ivBfn]ro<;,'^ "well built;"

cvvaiofjievov {TrroXieOpov),^ " well inhabited " or " flourishing ;
" ipareiv/],^

"pleasant" or "elegant;" evirco'Xo^,'' "rich in foals;" /j.eya {iiaru),^

"great;" euret^eo?,^ " enclosed by good walls;" o^pvoeaaa,^^ "beetling;"

* xiii. p. 59S : -KK-qaiov yap errri rt) -KiSiov 7?
- //. ii. 141*

Qvfx^pa KoX u 5t' avTov puiiv iroTauhs Qvn^pios, ov yap erj TpoiTjf alpy](Top.iv eiipvciyviav

;

tjx^aWciiv fls Tcif 'S.KafxavSpov kuto. to @v/xl3paiov li. 12 ;

'Air6\\uvos Upoy, tov 5e vvy 'lAi'ou Kal -nivTi]- vtjv yip Kev eAoi troXiv ivpvdyviay.

icovTa (TTaSiovs Sie'xet. ^ Jl. xxi. 433
* S. V. Qvfi^pT]. 'lAi'ou iUTTipaavTis ivKrifxivov irToKieOpoy.

* H. N. V. 33. //. iv. 3;]

:

* See, for instance, 77. xx. 216

:

'lAi'oy e|a\a7ra|a( ivicTiixivov irroXieOpoy.

KTiffcre Se AapSav'njv, eirel oSirco ''l\ios Ipr] ... '* J/, xxi. 51(3 •

' //. XV. 70, 71 : /j.ffxfi\iTO yap oi Telxos i'v5i.ir]Toio jto'Atjcj.

.... flcrSic' 'Axaioi * Jl. xiu. 380 :

lAioj/ aiirv kKoiev 'AOrjvalrfs Bia l3ovAds. 'Ikiov eiarepoTis evvai6f.uvov snoXUOpGV.
" See also Steph. F.yz. s. v. 'lAio;/. « 11. v. 210

:

"Soph. Phil. 454, 1200, Eurip. Audi: 400; oje^Wiov ils ipaTuvhv.
Troad. 25, 145, 511 ; Or. 1381. ' //. v. 551 ; Od. 11. 18, xiv. 71

:

'» Herod, ii. 117, 118 ; Scylax, 35 ; Plato, Lojij. "IKiov ds fSirwAov.

iii. 682, and others. 8 ji ^ 330^ 393 ;

'' Ajmd Robert Walpole, Memoirs relating to &(ttv jxiya Upid/jLOio.

European and Asiatic Turkey, edited from manu- " Jl. li. 113 :

script journals ; Loudon, 1817, p. 578. "IKiov fKirtpaam' evTfixeov airovieffOai.

' R. Virchow, Bcitriije zur Landeshundc dcr '" //. xxii. 410, 411

:

Troas, p. 46. .... as d anaa-a

'lAios ocppvuecraa nvpl a^iv^ono /car' di<pris.
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alrrv^ and aliTeivr],- "stoop" or "lofty;" -qvefxoeaaa,^ " exposod to the

wind ;
" Ipi),'^ " sacred." It had an Acropolis called the Pergamos (?} Ilep-

yafxo<i), which was in a more elevated position than the town, and had the

epithets leprj,^ "sacred," and uKprj,^ "highest point." Here was Priam's

beautiful liahitation, built of polished stone, with fifty chambers in which

his sons slept with their wedded wives ; while opposite, within the court,

on an upper floor, were twelve chambers, likewise of polished stone,

and close to each other, in which Priam's sons-in-law slept with their

chaste wives.'' Before the doors of this palace was the Agora.** Here was

also the well-built dwelling of Hector,^ as well as the beautiful dv/elling of

Paris, which he had himself built, aided by the best builders of the fertile

realm of Troy :
—" They made him a chamber, a hall, and a court, close to

the residences of Priam and Hector in the Acropolis." ^" Here, moreover,

was the Temple of Pallas Athene, the tutelar deity of Troy,^ with a statue

of the goddess, probably of wood, in a sitting posture ; for unless it had

been sitting, the priestess Tlieano could not have deposited Hecuba's

lyei^los on its knees. ^ Here was also a temple of Apollo,^ from which the

god is represented as looking down.^ It further appears that Zeus had a

temple or at least an altar here, on which Hector sacrificed the thighs of

oxen.^ In the poet's imagination the hill of the Pergamos appears to

' //. xv. 71 : "'lAior' alivv (this verse has been

already ([uoteil).

2 //. xiii. 77-->, 77:!

:

vvv w\iTO TTclcra icur' aKp7]s

"iXius anrnvr].

II. XV. 21.-):

'lAiou alT7iiv7]s Trecf>i5-/)<reTai, ou5' iOeXriaeL

(Kirepaai

II. xvii. :)'27, o28

:

Aiveia, TTWS av ical virip 0(hv ilpvccxaiaQi

\hiov anr€iv7]v,

3 II. viii. 499, xii. 115:

hip aiTovoaTfiaiiv -n-porl ''l\tov qvefj.osffcray.

II. xiii. 724:

TpcSes ixu>pr]aav irporl "lAiof -livefxaeaaap.

11. xviii. 174 :

ol S' ipvaaacTQai irorl ""ikiov rivf/J.ceaaav.

II. xxiii. (34:

Y-KTop" iiraicrawv -KpoTi ''lAioj/ rjvefj.6e(T(rav.

II. xxiii. 207 :

iVa p.-}] oi (TTOiO' vttI) 'lAior rivej.ioeacrai'.

* II. vi. 448 :

eaaeTai "^fJ-ap, ot'' av ttot' oAuJAj)''lAioj ipri.

II. sxiv. 27 :

aAA fX"'*! '^^ ff(piv TTpwTov aTrrJxSf'o ''lAios Iprj.

OJ. xvii. 293

:

vapos 5' ils ''iXiov ip^]v

WX^TO
II. xxi. 128:

(pdeipeaO' elffoicev aaTv Kix^lofX€i'''l\lov lpT]s . . .

5 //. V. 446 :

Tlepyaiieo elv lepy, 061. ol j/tjos y' eTeTu/cTo.

6 //. V. 460

:

Sis elituiv, ahrhs ju-ev i<pe^iTo Tlfpydfji.w uKpy.

' H. vi. 242-250 :

aAA' oTi 5r; Tlpidfioio So/xov irepi/caAAe" 'iKaviV,

^eaTrjs al6ov(Ty;(ri nrvyfxivov—avrap iv aiiTw

K(VT-r}KOVT tviaav OaAauoi |6(7to?o XiQoio,

kXtjuioi aWrjXoov 5e5^7j;UeVoi ii'Oa 5e 7ra?5€S

KoiuccvTo Tlpia/uoio irapa /j.vr]aTfis aAoxotcriv.

Kovpawv 5' fTipwdev ivavTioi ivSoOev au\ris

diiSeK iaav reyeot ddKa/xoi. ^faro'io Aidoio,

TrXrjcrloi dAAi7Aa);' SeS.urj/xeVor eyda 5e yajJ.-

Ppoi

KoifXicvTo Upiduoto -xap alooiijs aAoxotffiy.

" I/. \U. :j45, :;4t.;

:

Tpiiiaiy avr' ayoprj yever' 'l\iov iv iroKei aKpr]

Seivrj, TiTp-qx^LOL, Trapa Tipiduoio dvpyaiv.

^ 7/. Vi. :.;70:

' EKTWp

a'.\pa S' eireiO' 'iKave Suuovs ivvaierdovras.

'» 7/. vi. :u:;-317:

"Ektu'P Se TTphs 5iifj.aT 'AAe|aj'5poiO 0i^7]Kii

Ka\a, ra p ahros eTeu|6 ahv dvSpdaiy, oi tot"

apiarot

riaav iv\ Tpo'nj ipil3cv\aKL tsktovis dvSpes •

o'i ol iTToiriffav OdKa/xov Kal Sioixa itai auK-r)V

eyyvdL re Ylpid/xoto Kal"EKTopos (v TroAei aKprj.

' //. vi. 88 :

V7)'bv 'Adriva'njs yXavKdoTTiSos tV TroAei aKpr}.

- n. vi. 302, 303 :

7] 5' dpa TreirXov eAovffa Qeavai KaWnrapr^os,

OriKev 'A.Bi]valt)s inl yovvacnv riiiKufj.010.

3 //. V. 445. 446 :

Klve'iav 5' airaTepdev o/xiAou 6r]K€v 'AiroWcov

Tl^pydfj-oi €iv Up'f], 061 ol vf]os y" irervKro.

* n. v'ii. 20, 21

:

T)7 5' avTios copvvr' 'AttoAA&jv,

nepydfJLOv tK KariSu'v, Tpccecci Se Pov\eTo vlictjv.

5 IL .xxii. 169-172:

ifj.hv 5' oKocpvpsTai Tirop

"EKTopos, OS fxai TToAAa ^ooiv eVi fxripl' tKYjev

"'IStjj iv Kopvcpf/ffi -KoXvKrvxov, dWore 5' avre

tV TToAei aKpoTdrri ....
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have formed a slope ; for Cassandra—probably on leaving Priam's lionse,

which was itself in the Acropolis—still ascends the Pergamos.*^

Ilium was surrounded hy a strong wall (as is shown by its epithet

nWfIxe-o^). wtifeir^mr'^uirt liv I'.i.ciduii ;mi,1 Apull,,; tor the_fo_raier says,

" They w ill forget the wall winch 1 and Phot-lms Apollo built witli much

nain for theTTei-cnCTaomedon.'' ' But according to another passage it was

buTTTKy'^SOTtmT'arone, for he says to Apollo :
" Do you not remember all

the wrong we two suft'ered for Ilium, alone of all the gods, when for a

year we served proud Laomedon by Jove's command, for a fixed hire, and

he assigned our labours ? I indeed built for the Trojans round about the

jcity_a wall broad and very JaJr^^^that. the, town might l)e impregnable,

whilst thou, Phoebus, 'didst tend the oxen with twisted horns and crooked

gait in the glens of Avoody Ida, with its many dales." ^

These walls were provided with parapets-' and lowers, for a watcdi-

tower {qjcoir irif^ is mentioned ; also^anothcr tower dilTeieuL from tliut of

the Scaean Gate.^ On (me side of the city, close to the wall, was the

^-'^T^rineosS^r wild fig-tree ; but the word was understood by Strabo to

nre?m-Trimgged stony place (probably a small hill) covered with wild fig-

trees ;
^ so that he thinks Andromache was right in saying- to Hector,

"Array the troops by the erineos, for there the city can most easily

be~~scaied7~and the assault on the wall is llie most pr;iclicabTe:_^' _

Andromache adds: '"TorTlireo limes hnve tlie most valiant chiefs come

and assailed this pointTThos*; with the two Aj axes and famous Idqineneus,

aajvell as those with the Atreiduc and the mighty son of Tydeus."* But

this being the only passage where Homer mentions the wall as of easiest

access on this side, or that a fight had occurred here, some commentators

have assigned the event to a time before the Trojan war. The Cypria

of Stasinus describes it as having taken place when the embassy of the

Greeks liad 1)pcn unsuccessfuL But it aj)pears very^ likely that the poet

had lliis very same weak place in view, when he makes Patroclus thrice

endeavour to scale a corner or buttress^ of jthe wall, whence he is as

nraiiy times repulsed % Apollo, who stood on a tower.^ The Erineos

is further mentioned when Achilles and Hector pass it in their course

)('ars to be close to the walls.round the city;" and here also if

«
11. xxiv. 6'J9 :

. . . . . TlfpyaiJ.oi' elaava^drra.

TOO oeTri\ri(T0VTai,Th eyic Koi ^nldos 'AttuWocv

T^pif) AaofxeSovTi iroKicraaufv aQ\i](rauTiS.

« 11. xxi. 441-449 :

OV^i VV TOlVTZip

fjLffjLvriai, ?)'(7o Svj Ko.dop.tv Kaica "lAtov a/xtpis

fiowoi vwi Oiuv, ot' ayrivopi Aao/xiSovTi

Trap Aiht 4\96vTfs dyiTevtrafifu f'ls iviavrhv

IXKrdif tTTi f)r)T<£ • o Se atjfialvwv tiriTfWfv.

i) Toi iyia Tpdeaat Tr6\iv irfpi r(7xos eSei/xa,

evpv Te ical /uaAa KaXdv, "v apl)riicro'! ttoAis ei'rj

o7;8e, (TV 5' eiAiTToSas tAi/ca? fiovs jSou/coAefCjces

ISrji iv Kvriij.oia'i ttoKvwtvxov vKi)i(Tar]s.

f»7?.xxii.^/
KfiiKifxivci, KaKriffiv iirdA^faiv ....

ipp

'" //. xxii. 145 :

01 5( trapa ffK0Tri7]v Koi ipivihv rjre/ioet'Ta.

' //. xvi. 700 :

61 /u/j 'ATr6KK(»i> 4>oT;3os ivSurirov eVt irvpyov.

.\iii. p. 598 : rpaxi^s tjs tottos koX ipivewSiTS,

Tip /xiu apxO'i-f icTLr/xari vTroiriiTTwKiv.

"»
//. vi. 4;5.3, 434;

\ahv 5e arriaov irap' tpivfiv. tvda /xaAiara

a.ix^0Lr6s iffTi TroAir, Kal iTTiSpofxov twAero ruxos
* II. vi. 435-4:;7 :

rpls yap ttj y' (AOovres i-rrfipriiTavO' oi dpiaroL

a.ix(p' AXavre Zvoi Kol ayaKAvrhv 'iSofxeuiia

rj5' d/U^' 'ArpeiSas Kal TuSe'os aAKi/.ioj' vluv.

> II. xvi. 702, 703 :

Tply /uei' ^ir' h.yK<iivos /3Jj rei'xfos y'l/TjAoio

narpoKAos, rpis S' av'ihv aTrfarv<ptAi^ei> 'Ato-v

Aa,•^'.

« //. xxii. 145, just cited.

\^

il'V
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But in a third passage we see the Trojans rushing near the tomb of

Ilus, through the middle pLain, past tlie Erineos, longing to reach the

town. Hero therefore this hill is described as lying on the usual line

of march of both armies,^

There Avas no impediment to running all round the city wall, for

Achilles pursued Hector three times with flying speed about the city.^

It has often been contended that the preposition irepi (around) has in

this passage the signification of irapd (near); and that, consequently, the

course of the two heroes was along the wall of Troy, between the two

springs and the Scamander. ]>ut this interpretation is inadmissible, for

Homer rej)resents the course of the two heroes as beyond the two springs.^

That this meaning and no other must be attributed to the poet, is clearly

proved by the passage in which he describes Achilles as dragging the

body of Hector three times Trepi (around) the sepulchre of Patroclus.-^"

Besides, throughout antiquity the passage was understood to mean that

the race had been all round the city, as Virgil proves by saying

:

" Ter circnm Iliacos raptavcrat Hectoia niuros.'

'

Strabo, again, in speaking of Novum Ilium, says that the flight of Hector

round the city is improbable, for no one could run round that town on

account of the adjoining ridge, but one could have run freely round

the ancient city." I may further mention that my friend Dr. Gr. von

Eckenbrecher calls attention to Aristotle,^ " who cites the pursuit of

Hector as an example of how the poet had judiciously taken advan-

tage of the impossible, to excite greater astonishment. He must

therefore have understood the poet as intending to describe that the

heroes ran three times round the city, for otherwise there would not

have been a trace of impossibility in the jmrsuit of Hector. It has

been maintained very improperly that Virgil, in. the 12th Aeneid, very

accurately imitates Hector's flight ; that he consequently must have

understood Homer to describe a course hefore and not round Troy,

because he makes Aeneas and Turnus run, not round Laurentum, but in

five circles hefore the city. It is evident that Virgil here imitates Homer,
but it is just as evident that he endeavours to distinguish himself from

him, in order not to serve up to the readers of Homer what they were

acquainted with ; nay, he intended to furnish something new, and he has

done this' with extraordinary art. Thus, although he might understand

Homer just as all other ancients did, he could very well change the race

round the town into a race before it.* But it ought to be well understood

' II. si. 166-1G8 : - xiii. p. 599 : ou5' ^ toC "E/cropos Se irepi^pojx^

01 St -Trap lAou (ttjuc iraXaiov Aap'5avi'5ao, ?; 7r€pi T'r)v iroKiv exei Tt evAoyov • oh yap eari

Ixeffffov KaTT ireuLov Trap' ipiviov iaaevovro TrepiSpo/j.os ij viv Sia Tr.v ffvvexv P'^X'J' " V Se

iffxivoL TToKios, TToAaia ex€i TrfptSpoixriv.

^ xxii. 165 : 3 Poetica, xxv. : KapaSeiyfia rj rov "EKTopos

&s rw rpls Tlpia./j.oio ttJAij/ TreptSivTidriTTii'. Siaifts. The passage, Poetica, xxiv.

—

to irepl ttji/

* //. xxii. 157 : "EKTopos Siw^tv—does not concern this question,

tj7 ^o irapoSpoafTrjr, (pevycvy, 6 5' uiTiade 5iu>kci:v. for it treats of the difference between what can
'" //. xxiv. 16, 17 : be represented on the stage and in the Epos.

Tpls 5' epvaas irepl arifia MivoniaSao BavovTos * The plain fact that Virgil understood Homer
altis ivl KXitriri iraueffKeTo. just as we do, and as all the ancients did, is

^ Ai'iicid. i. 483. ' shown by the above-cited passage.
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that, with hini; Aeneas teas embarrassed hi his running hj a ivound he had

received shortly before; whilst, in Homer, Achilles is the pursuer in his

full strength, which makes him superior in swiftness to all other heroes.

Thus, with Virgil, a repeated circular run on a level ground without

impediment is possible, but this would have been impossible in the case of

Achilles and Hector." ^

T may add here that the run round H i ssarlik is very easy, and may be

accomplished without ;Miy (limimiiinu of speed. Tlie (mh" steep place g
"

nearthe theatre, but ]i''y ;;- is seen iji tli" ri'ontlspiece and the view

No^jP)— the footpath usceml^ nl)lii|uely with a .gentle slope. Tii tlii- iv-:pect

therefore, as in ;ill olherti, the iiiducrie text is v.-ell iidaptiMl to nis>;!rlik.

Df Gates tlie poet only meiitions that one whieli fares tlie plam, and

which he alternately calls the Dardanian and Scaean Gate {Sica^aL UvXai).

It has always been believed that the latter name is due to the position of

the gate to the left hand of the augur, who turned his face towards

midnight, that is the north, and consequently had the evening or west

side to his left. But the celebrated Orientalist, the late Professor Martin

Haug of Munich, who read in the Trojan inscriptions the name of a god

or hero Sigo or Siko, maintained " that the name of the Trojan Gate

is by no means the adjective aKai6<;, but contains the name of the same

god or hero, which he also finds in the name Scamander, as well as

in the Trojan promontory, Sigeum ; in Sigia, the original name of the

site of Alexandria-Troas ; in Sichaeus, the husband of Dido, who was

visited by the Trojan Aeneas ; and in Sigon, a city of Phoenicia men-
tioned by Arrian."

Dr. Franz Eyssenhardt sends me an interesting dissertation on the

subject of the Trojan Gate,'' of which I here give the translation

:

" The ancient critics (Schol. A V on Iliad, viii. 58) have rightly

observed that, in mentioning the Gates (JlvXat) of the city, Homer
employs the word differently from the later classical writers ; for he

means by the plural the two wings of the gate, and, consequently, but

one gate. When Priam looks on the battle from the wall, he orders

the watchmen to keep ' the gates ' open, in order that the fugitives

might escape into the city."-* Antenor alone, leaning against the beech-

tree, awaits Achilles ;'° and Hector also waits clo^e to it at the Scaean

Gate.^^ Hence it is evident that ' the gates ' can be no other than the

Scaean Gate. But this gate again, as has already been observed by
the ancients (Schol. ad Iliad, v. 789 ; ix. 354), is identical with the

Dardanian Gate ; for where this latter is mentioned, it is also close to

tlie frequently-mentioned beech-tree, which is close to the city wall.

If, therefore, having regard to these passages, it cannot be doubted

* Die Lage des Ilomerischcn Troia, pp. 24, 25. s //. xxi. o31, 532 :

See his letter on "Trojan In.scrii)tions" in TeTrTa/xevas iv X^P"'^ Tri^Aas eX""' «'<''<^'^« ^«o''

the Bdlafie zur Aujshunj. AUijemeincn Zeitunj, ixOwai Trporl aarv irf(pv(6Tfs.
Feb. ], 1874. 10 //. xxi. 549 : (^ij-ytS KeK\ifi(vos.

' Anab. ii. 13. 8. h
//. xxii. 5, 6:

Sammlung Wissenschaftlicher Vortrdge, von "E/fTopa 5' avroC fxelvai oKo)) MoTp' iir(07i(T€V,

Rud. Virchow und Fr. von Holtzendorfi"; 1875, 'Wiov Trpoirdpotee irv\dwv re 'Sicaidui'.

Ser. X., Heft 229.
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that Homer gives only one gate to the sacred Ilios, there is a still

more evident proof of this in the account of the last combat of Hector

with Achilles. Hector is jjursued by Achilles round the city ; but

whenever lie approaches the Dardanian Gate, he is prevented by Achilles

from escaping beneath the wall or into the city.^ It is self-evident

that this could only be said if Troy had but one gate."

Tliis Scacan Gate had over it a tower, often mentioned in the Iliad,

where it is called the great tower of Ilium- and the divine tower ;^ but this

latter epithet may perhaps refer to its divine origin, as having been built

by Poseidon, or by Apollo and Poseidon. It deserves to be mentioned

that, when Homer does not use the plural of Trvpyo^ figuratively, he

generally means by it the walls of defence.

There is also mentioned, close to the city wall, a chariot-road

{aju.a^iT6<i,* sc. 0S69), which appears to have led from the Scaean Gate to

the two sources of the Scamander. These sources were at a short distance

from the Scaean Gate and the Erineos, probably on the other side of the

road : one of them had lukewarm water, from which smoke rose as if from

burning fire ; the water of the other was in summer as " cold as hail

or as w'inter-snow, or as water frozen to ice." Close to the two sources

were beautiful stone washing-troughs, in which the Trojan women for-

merly, in the time of peace, before the arrival of the Greek army, had
used to w^ash their clothes.^ Close to the city wall, and probably close to

the two springs, was a swamp overgrown with thick shrubs, bushes, and

reeds. "^ I may remark here that swamps appear to be further indicated

in the lov>'er plain, near the Greek camp, by the reeds which Ulysses

broke, and with which he made a mark on a tamarisk,^ as well as by
the heron (a bird which lives in swamps), whose cries Ulysses and

Diomedes hear on leaving the camp.*

I have further to mention the tree (^77709), which stood before the

Scaean Gate, and which is mentioned seven times in the Iliad. It was a

lu(jh tree and sacred to Zeus ;
^ it is also called the venj beautiful ^77709 of

the aegis-hearing Zeus}^ On this (f)r]y6<; sat Athene and Apollo, in the

' //. xxii. 19-1-19G:

ocraaKi 5' 6pfj.r](Tiie TrvXaicv AapSauLdccu

avriov ai^aadai. ii/Sixi^Tons viro Trvpyovs.

ft irtos ol KadinrfpOei/ a\aAKoifi' ^iKiiaaiv.
« //. vi. 08 G :

a\K 67ri TTvpyov ey37j fj.^yav 'l\'tov.

3 //. xxi. 526 :

'EarriKei S' o yipuv Wpiajxas delov eirl irvpyov.

* IL xxii. l-tb :

01 56

Teix^os aifv inreK Kar' aixa^irhv icraevovTO.

* //. xxii. 147-1 Jt3:

Kpovvw 5' 'iKavov KaWippooti, evOa re Trrjyal

dotal avdiacTovai 'S.Kaua.vdpov SivrjevTos-

?; fjiiv yap ff vSart Kiapw pe'ei. b.fjL<p\ Sc Kawos
yiyverai e'l avTijs, 01s el nvphs alOoufvow •

7)
5' erepri depe'i Trpopeei eiKvia x^-^o^Cv^

J) X'O''' ^vxpfh T) ^1 vSaros KpvardWcc-

ivda 5' eV avrawv izXvvoi e><p(es iyyiis iamv

KoKoi \aivfoi. 061 (iuara aiyaXoevTc

nXvvdo Kov Tpwwv a\oxoi, KaXal T6 QvyaTpts

rb TTpLV e'tt' elprjvris, irplu f\de7y vias 'Axaiwv.
« Od. xiv. 472-475 :

dAA' ore Srj p iKOfiecrOa ttoti irroXiv alirv re

re7xos,

T]fj.e7s fiev irepl aarv Kara pwrri'ia irvKvd.

av dovaKas Kal i\os, vno revxeai TreTrrrjires

KelfxeQa.

' //. X. 466, 467 :

Zee\ov 5' ettI ffrifxa r e6i]Kiv,

avfxp.dp'i^as SovuKas fjLvpiKrjs t' epidr]\tas v^ovs.

» //. X. 274-277 :

ro7(n 5e Se^ihv rjKev ipcoSiov iyyvs 6So7o

TlaWas 'Adr)vair] • rol 5' ovk "iSov u(p6a\uo7aiv

vvKTa 5t' 6p<pvairiv, aWa KXdy^avros aKovaav

X0-7pe Se ru opviQ" 'OSucreus, iiparo S" 'Adijvri.

9 //. vii. 60 :

(prjyw e(p' {'•^riAfi irarphs Alb's alywxoio.
i» 11. V. 693 :

eJ(rav vir alywxoio Aios TrepiKcWi'i ^riyip.
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shape of vultures {ViiUur harbatus), to enjoy the sight of the battle.^

Under this (f)7p/6<; the wounded Sarpedon is deposited by his companions.^

Here also Hector and Agamemnon awaited each other.^ Leaning on this

cf)r]y6<i, Apollo, enveloped in fog, encourages Agenor to fight against

Achilles.'' Buchholz ^ mentions that, according to Miquel,^
(f>7}y6<;

is not

a beech, as has been generally understood, but an oak (Qiiercns escidus),

whilst Euchholz recognizes in it a chestnut-tree {Fagus castanea),'' and

Braun ^ a valonea-oak.

Professor Virchow,^ in a learned dissertation on the Trojan (^77769,

seems rather to incline to the opinion that the tree meant is the

Ccuyimis Bdulus, L., which in Germany is vulgarly called BucJie (beech).

" I found it," he says, " everywhere in the Troad ; in the plain as well

as in the mountains. In opposition to the real or red beech, it is called

white beech or small beech (Weiss-Hage-, or Eain-buche), which even in

Germany reaches a height of 70 ft. In ancient times the opinion seems

to have been prevalent that the ^77709 of the Iliad was an oak-tree. In

favour of this are the accounts of the existence of very ancient (f)7]yoL

before Ilium. Theophrastus ^^ mentions ' the (fifjyoi at Ilium on the

tomb of Ilus,' among the trees which were known for their great age,

being already spoken of by the ' mythologists.' In manifest connection

with this remark of Theophrastus, Pliny ^ expresses himself in the

following manner in a passage in which he treats of very ancient

trees :
' Juxta urbem (Ilium) quercus, in Hi tumulo tunc satae dicuntur,

cum coepit Ilium vocari.' Here apparently ^riyov^ has been rendered by
quercus. But, whatever value may be attributed to the statement or to

the translation, at all events the question is here of a number of trees,

and we cannot derive from it a decision as to the one (^7/769 before

Ilium."

Behind Ilium extended a plateau called the Ilian or Ileian Plain (YleSiov

'iXi^'i'of)," whence the heights of Ida, overgrown with shrubs, could easily

be reached.^ From these heights flowed a river, probably the Scamander,

in which Agenor thought to bathe if he could escape from Achilles.*

Below the wall in the plain was a wheat-field, of which I have spoken

before. At a distance from Troy, near the Simois, was the hill called

Callicolono. Ares, like a black storm, commands the Trojans, shouting

' //. vii. 58-GO :
« Homer. Flora.

KttS 5' op' 'Adrivairi re kol apyvp6To^os 'AiruWoiv '' Flora Homer., Progr. p. 14-.

i<i,t(rdriv, opvi(TLv ioiKuTts alyvTrioiaiv * Jul. Braun, Homer unci sein Zeitalter, S. 9.

'pflJV ^'p' ^4'V^]} Tfarphs Aios- alyiuxoio- ' Beitrdcje zur Landcskunde der Troas, pp.
' //. V. G'.)2,'(;9;'.

:

72-78.

01 fxiv &p' ai/TiOeov SapTrrjSoVa S7ol iratpoi '" Theophrasti Ercsii de Hist. Plant., iv. 14 :

iiaav vir' alyi6xoto Aios Trepi/caAAt'i' (pvyv- (prjyovs 5e ras iv 'lAiy ras inl too ''iXov ij-vi)-

' //. xi. 170, 171 : - fiaTos.

a\K 'ore Sij 2(caia$ re TrvXas Kol (pr)yuv "kovto, ' " Cajus Plinius Sccundus, Histor. Xatur.{iiik.

ivQ &pa 5?; 'uTTavTo, koI a.\K7]\ovs avffxiixvov. Bipont. 1783), xvi. 88."
•* Jl. xxi. ,-.47-549 :

2 //, xxi. 558 :

fv fiiv 01 (fpaSiTj Oapaos /3d\f, Trap 5e' ol avn'is (pevyu irphs irfSiov 'IXvjtor, o(pp' hv 'iKwuat.

((TTTi, uTTws davdroio Paptias Kijpas dAaA/coi, ' //. xxi. 559 :

(tiVyv KiKM/xfi'os- K(Kd\virro 5' ap' i](pt iroWij. "IStjs re Kvrinous, Kara, re punri]'ia 5ua>.

^ E. Buchholz, Homer. Kosm. und Ocojr. jip. * II. xxi. 5(30 :

322, 323. kiXTTfpios S' h,v cirfira Koecrad/xivos troTafnoTo.

L
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now from tlio Acropolis of Troy, now from Callicolone.^ The Trojans,

thus excited to battle by Ares, stood on the Opcocx/xo'; irehioLo, which is

generally translated .by " hill in the plain." But this translation is, in

my opinion, altogether wrong : first, because there is no separate ele-

vation in the Plain of Troy ; secondly, because philologically the words

can only mean " rising of the plain
;

" and, thirdly, because the sense of

the three Homeric passages in which these words occur does not admit

of such a translation. We read in the Iliad : ^ " Awake, son of Tydeus
;

why dost thou indulge in sleep all night ? Hearest thou not how the

Trojans are encamped eVt dpwaixw ttcoiolo, near the ships, and that now
but a small space keeps them off ? " In another passage ^ we read

:

"The Trojans drew up eTrV 6pwapup irehioco, around great Hector and

blameless Polydamas." In both these passages the dpwapLO'? TreSioto is

the site of the Trojan camp, on the right bank of the Scamander, already

referred to in the Eighth Book (vv, 489-492), where we read as follows :

" Illustrious Hector then called an assembly of the Trojans, having con-

ducted them .apart from the ships on (the bank of) the eddying river, in

a clear space where the ground was free from corpses ; and, alighting

from their horses, they listened to his speech." ^ In these verses no

suggestion is made that the site of the Trojan camp, on the bank of the

Scamander, was higher than the plain. We find the words dpcoapo'i

irehioLo a third time in the Iliad : " Thus, son of Peleus, around thee,

insatiable of battle, stood the Achaeans armed, beside their curved ships,

and the Trojans, on the other hand, eVl OpwapLw Trehioio." ^ Here also

the words indicate the site of the Trojan camp, which has been previously

described in II. xviii. 25G :
" In the j^lain near the ships, for we are far

away from the wall "—showing that the site of the camp was in the level

plain near the ships. I call particular attention to the fact that, in these

three cases, the poet mentions the site of the Trojan camp in opposition

to the site of the Greek camj), which latter was situated on the shore

of the Hellespont. Consequently the only possible translation of the

Opwapio'i ireSioco would be " the Upper Plain," which rises a little, but

has no elevations in the shape of hills.

Before the city, but a little sideways from the Plain of Troy, there

stood in a free space a high tumulus, called by men Batieia, whilst the

gods called it the sepulchre of the swift Myrine ; here the Trojans and

their auxiliaries arrayed their troops. ^° Myrine, according to Strabo. was

^ II. XX. 51-53 : vSffcpi ve&y ayayuv, iroTafxw iin divrievTi,

aiie 8' Aprjs tTepcodev, €pep.vfj \al\awL Jaos, iv KaOapcf, oQi S?; v^kvwv Sifrpaivero xoopoj.

o^v kot'' aKporarris ttSAws Tpdieaai Ke\evuu, e| 'iirniiiv 5' airo^avTis (ttI x'^^v"- P-^'^ov ukouov.

&\\0Te nap 1ifj.6iVTi Qiwv in] KaWiKoAwvr;. ° II. sx. 1-3 :

X. 159-161 : uis o1 ix\v Trapa urjval Kopciiviffi QwprjcraovTo

Eypeo, TvSios vU- ti navvvxov v-kvov acurels

;

aix<p\ ere, flrjAeos vie, fia-xv^ aKopriTov 'Axoioi,

ovK aieis, cos Tpues (ttI Opwa/xiv TreSioio Tpwes S' aid' trepcxiOev eVi 6pco(TiJ.w ireSloio.

e'iaTai 07^' vfwv. 6\iyos 5' en x'^pos ipvKei

;

'" H- ii- 811-815:
' 11. xi. 56, 57 : iari 5e' Tis npo-KapoiSe iroXeos alnela KoXtuvri,

Tpuies S' aSfl' IrepajQer eTri Opcca/xw irfSioto, iv neSiw aTr6.vevd€, 7repi5po^os tv6a koI evda,

"EKTOpd. T* aixcpl jiiiyav Kal a/xv/xova TlovAvSd- T-i]v ?) roi avSpes BaTieiav KLKKiiffKovcnv,

navra.. aOdvaTOL 5e t6 arma -KoKvcrKapdyLOio Mvpivris

* J/, viii. 439-492 : ej/fla T^re Tpwe's re SuKpidev 7/5' iniicovpCL

Tpbiwv avT a.yopr,v TroirjfxaTO <paiStixos"EKTbjp,
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held, from lier epithet TroXvaKapO/j-c^; (" rtieer "), to he one of the Amazons

;

this epithet heing given to horses from their swiftness, and Myrine was

so called from her swiftness in driving the chariot.^ But Professor

Sayce tells me that he fancies Myrine to be identical wdth the Amazon
Smyrna, that is, a name of Artemis-Cyhele, the Amazons having been in

the first instance the priestesses of this Asiatic goddess. Myrine w^as the

name of a town in Lemnos, as well as of another on the coast of Mysia,

40 stadia to the south of Grynion, and Smyrna or Samorna was an old

appellation of Ephesus, whose foundation was ascribed to the Amazons.
Myrrha, a name of the Oriental Aphrodite, is but a form of Smyrna, n
being assimilated to the preceding r.

Homer further mentions the tumulus of Aesyetes, from the top of

which Polites, son of Priam, trusting to the rapidity of his feet, sat

waiting until the Achaeans should rush forward from the ships." This

tumulus must therefore necessarily be sought between Ilium and the

Greek camp. The son of Aesyetes, Alcathoiis, was married to the daughter

of Anchises, Hippodameia.^

At a certain distance before Ilium was, as already stated, the con-

fluence of the Scamander and the Simois, as well as the ford of the

Scamander ; and near them was the tumulus of Ilus, crowned with a

pillar, against which Paris leant when he shot an arrow at Diomedes
and wounded him.* This position of the monument is also proved, by
the agora which Hector held far from the ships, on the bank of the

Scamander,^ and close by the tumulus of Ilus.*^ It was between the

Greek camp and the Scamander, for the thousand watch-fires of the

Trojan camp were seen between the ships and the river." But it must
be distinctly understood that, as the tumulus of Ilus was situated

between the Greek camp and the Scamander, it was of necessity on or

near its Ipft bank, which is an important circumstance in determining

the topography of the Plain of Troy. There is, however, another passage

which appears to contradict this again ; for Priam, on his way to visit

Achilles, first passes the tumulus of Ilus, and then reaches the ford of

the Scamander, where he waters his mules and horses.^ It appears

further to be contradicted by the passage where it is stated that Hector,

' Stralio, .Nil. p. 573 : iu Se t&J 'IKiaKqi ireSici} (TTTj\p Jce/cAi^aeVos avSpOK,U7iTui iirl tvjj.0w

K0\ti;v7) Tis iffriv \v iaropovm fxiav elvai rwv "lAou AapBaviSao, TraKawv S-q/j.oyfpovTos.

Aij.a{6vcav eKrov(ind(TouTfic,uaipoi.i.eunr evfTKcipO- ^ II. viii. 489, 490:
^ous yap "ttttovs Kiyiadai Zlo. tIi to-xos KUKei- Tpuoov aiir' a.yop7]v iroirjcaTj (fa/Si,uos"EKTa.'p,

PTlv ovv Tro\v(rKap9ij.oi/ 5ia t5 airb tTjs i^vioxf'ias voacpi. vecou ayayuiv. iroraixw (tti divrifVTt.

ra-Xos. " It. x. 414, 41.j :

- //. ii. 791-794 : "EnTaip fxev fxera Totcriv, offoi fiovKi)<p6poi elcriv,

iiaaTo Se (pOoyyr]v vVc Xlpiafioio XloK'nij, ^ovKas fiovAevfi Ofiov irapa (Trinari "Wov.
or Tpeiuu fTKoirus T^e, iroSwKflya-i Trfiroidds, ' JL viii. 5ijO-5G3 :

TDu^o! 67r' aKpoTarcj) AlffvrjTao ycpovnos, T6(T(Ta fii(Ti)yv veiav t)5€ s.dvOoio podaiv

Styfifvos OTTTriire vav<piv a<popn7]6e7(y 'AxKioi. Tpoowv KaiovToov Kupa. <pa.iv(TO 'lAidfJt irprf.

^ //. .\iii. 4'_'7-4"29
: X'^'' °-p' iv ireSitfi irvpa KaifTo, irup 5e iKaarco

(v9 AKTvrjTao Siorpe(pf09 <pl\ov vlov, f'laro irevrriKovTa crtKai wufhs aWofxtvoio.

^pco' 'AKKadoov—ya/xffphs 5' ?iif 'Ayxierao, '^ II. .x.xiv. 349-351 :

irp€(T0i/ToT7)j' 5' &iTVif OuyaTpuv 'linroSa.iJ.eiav. ol 5' f irel ovy /xeya arn-ia Trapef 'Wioio (Xaaaav,

1 1. .\i. 3()9-37"2 : ffTTJcai/ ap' riiJii6i>ovs re Ka\ 'Ikitovs, u<ppa irioiev,

avTap 'AXilavSpos, 'EKfurji -Trims ijvKOfjLow, eV iroTaaw.

Ti/SeiSj) firi T(J|a TiratVeTo, Toi,u(vi KaiJiiv,
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^YlIO \vas fighting on the left of the battle on the bank of the Sca-

niander, knew nothing of the slaughter^ which was going on near the

tumulus of Ilus, where, according to IL xi. 3G0-379, Diomedcs had been

wounded by Paris.

From all the indications of the Iliad we see that the station of the

ships (Naustathmos) and the camj) of the Greek army extended along the

low shore of the Hellespont, between Cape Sigeum and Cape Khoeteum.

The distance between these two heights is erroneously stated by Strabo ^^

to be GO stadia, w'hilst Pliny ^ gives it rightly as 30 stadia. As before

explained, the Scamander must have fallen into the Hellespont through

the bed of the present In Tepeh Asmak, close to Cape Pihoeteum.

The 1186 Greek ships were drawn up on the beach, but the available

space being too narrow, they were placed in several lines, one behind the

other, and used partly as the camp and fortifications, the sterns being

turned towards the land. To prevent the ships' keels becoming rotten,

they were put on stone supports (exf^aTo) f but nevertheless, after nine

years, the wood and the ropes of the ships began to rot.^ The troops

of each tribe lay with their commander behind their ships, which served

them as a protection. The ships which had first come to land were

drawn furthest up the shore and formed the first line ; the later comers

were arransjed in the second or third line.* At the two extremities of

the first rank were the ships and camps of Achilles and Ajax ; the former

to the right, at the foot of Cape Sigeum, the latter on the opposite side.^

To the right of Ajax would have been the Athenians, if the verse in

II. ii. 558 had been genuine, where it is stated that Ajax placed his

ships where the Athenian phalanxes stood." But this verse was already

in ancient times considered to have been interpolated by Solon or

Pisistratus on political grounds. The Athenian fleet under Menestheus

appears to have been further on in this line towards the centre, for

they defended that part of the rampart which was attacked by Hector

and Sarpedon ; that is to say, at the middle gate.^ Further on in the

same line appear to have also been the ships of the Boeotians,® to the

® //. xi. 497-499 : 67v' ecp'' aXhs TroAn;s- ras yap irpwras TreJioj/Se

.... oiiSe •JTOJ ' E/iTa'p eipvcrav, avrap Te7xos €7rl Trpvixprjaiv eSei/xav.

TrevdiT'. eVfi pa fJ-axv^ «'"' apiffTipa, jxdpvaTo oi/Of yap oDS' evpvs irep iwv iSwijaaro ndcras

iraffTjs, alyiaXus VTJas xaSs'eij/, (Treivovro Se \aoi.

oxSd-s Trap KOTap.olo 'S.KafxdvOpov. * //. .\i. 6-9 :

'° -xiii. p. 595 : ecrrt Se to /xTikos iris irapaXias r\ p iv fiecrffdrcf) ecKe yeywi'^/j.ei' a/j.(poTtpci}ae.

TauTTjs airh rov 'Poireiov yue^pi Ityeiov Kal rov 7)p.iU eV Alavros KKiffias TeAafxwyidSao,

AxiAAecus fxvriixaTos evdvirXoovvToov i^rjKOvra t)5' eV 'AxiAA^oy, toI p' taxara vrias kitras

aTaSiii)y. otpvaav, rjvopeT) wiffwoi Kal KdpTe'i xeipcDr.

• JI. jV. v. 33 :
" fuit et Aeautium, a Rhodiis " //. ii. 558 :

conditum, in altcro' cornu, Ajace ibi sepulto, ffTrjcre 5' dywv "v 'Adr^vaiwv "(navTo cpdXayyes.

XXX. stad. intervallo a Sigeo, et ipso statione ' II. xii. 331, 332 :

classis suae." rovs Se ISwv plyrja^ vlhs TleTfwo Meyecrdevs-

- IL xiv. 410 : rov yap Sj; Trphs -Kvpyov Kaav KaKorriTa (pepovres.

.... rd pa iroWd, Oodccv exfJ-ara vricuy. * //. xiii. (585-689:

^ IL ii. 134, 135 : evda 5e BotaiTol Kal 'idoves eAKexiToires,

ivi/ia 5?) ^i^daffL Aios p.iydXov Iviavrol. AoKpol Kal 4>67ol Kal (paidi/uLoepTes 'Eireioi

Kal 5)j Sovpa crtaijTn vewv Kal (nrapra KiXvvrai. (nvovdfj iiraicraoyTa ueaiy eX'"'^ ""5' (Swavro
' IL xiv. 30-34: Siaai dirh crcpeicov (p\oyl eXKe\ov"Y.KTopa Z7ov

!ToK\hv yap p' andveuOe jJ-axv^ elpvaro y?ies o'l /j.€v 'AOrivaloov -KpoXeAey/divoi.
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left of Avliom stood the Plioceans.^ Thus the Athenians were succeeded

by the Phoceans, and further on to the right followed the Boeotians;

the last in this line to the right being the Myrmidons under Achilles.

It is difficult to determine the order of the ships in the second

rank, the indications contained in the Iliad being too slight. Lenz ^^

supposed that in this line were the Locrians under Ajax, the son of

Oileus, the Dulichians, Epeians, and so forth ; for, according to the

passage already quoted,^ they were near the foremost row, whilst, accord-

ing to another passage,^ ^^^J were near the rear line. Agamemnon,
Ulysses, and Diomedes are stated to have drawn their ships on shore far

from the battle :^ they must therefore have been in the last line, which,

as Lenz supposes, they filled up by themselves. In the middle of this line

was the little fleet of Ulysses.* Before this last was the Agora, which

served as the place for the public assemblies, the council, the military

tribunal, and the sacrifices :
^ here were the altars of the gods,*^ especially

that of Zeus Panomphaeos, on which, when in great distress, Aga-

memnon sacrifices a fawn.'' This Agora must have extended into the

second line of ships, for the whole Greek army is frequently called

hither to an assembly. . As the people sat in the Agora, there must have

been seats of stones or turf.** Nestor's ships and tents must have been

in the hindmost line, as it is expressly stated that his tent was on the

shore. ^ It appears very probable that Menelaus was encamped close to his

brother, Agamemnon. According to the»Boeotia (or Catalogue of Ships),

Menelaus came with the sixty ships of the Lacedaemonians, who arrayed

themselves separately {cnrd-TepOe) ; that is to say, they were not mixed up

with Agamemnon's troops, but formed a band by themselves. Between

the ships were many lanes and roads," of which, as Lenz suggests, the

chief ones may probably have extended between the three lines of ships,

while a great number of lanes run crosswise between the ships.

There were, writes Lenz,^ no tents such as are now in use ; but all

the troops had huts,^ which were probably of wood and earth with a thatch

' //. ii. 525, 520 : olcrirw is fj.ecr<rr]u ayopr]V, "va vavres 'Axawi
o'l )xiv <j>a)/c7;c<)c (jTixas "(rrarov afj.(puTrovT€s, o4>da\ixol(nv "Scoat, ah Se (ppecrl (rfjatir laydfis.

BoiwTwv 8' ijj.-KKy}v eV apicmpa OuipriffcrovTo. '^ //• xi. 808 :

'" (^.(j.Liinz, Die Ebcno von Troi<i;'isew'6iv'.-\\\.z, . . ry Si] Kai a(pi Oewv fTeTevxo-To fictiixoi.

1798, p. 193. » Jl. xiii. G85-G89. ' //. Viii. 2-49, 250 :

^ //. X. 110-113 : Trap 5e Aihs fioijxi Trepi/caAAei Ka^PaAf t'fj3p6y,

7j5' {eyeipoixfi/) A'lavra rax^v icai "I'vXios aAKiuou ivOa Travoficpa'tw Zr]vl pi^ecTKov 'Axatoi.

vi6y. 8 y/ ii 8(3-99.

a\K u Tis Kal TovsSe fieroixilJ-fvos KaXfaeteu, " JL xi. G18-G22 :

avTiQeiv r' A'iavra Kal 'iSo/xevrja avaKra • ot 8' ore 8?? KKi(ri7]v l^rjArjXdSfu a(pLK0VTO,

Twv yap j/Tjes taaiv (KaaTaToi, ovSi ^uaA' tyyvs. .... rol 8' {Niffroop ical Maxacor) ISpiJt) aire^v-

II. xiv. 29-31 : x'^^'^o XJToi^coj',

TuoeVSrjs 'OSufreus re kcu 'Arpei'Srjs ' AyafXffxvoiv. (TTavre ttotI ttj/ohV irapa 07u' a.\6s.

TToKKhv yap [>' andfevde /xdxvs eipvuTo vrjes '" II. -x. 66 :

6ti/ tip' a\hs iroAiTJs. iroWal yap ava ffTpardi' elai KfKevdot.

* II. viii. 222-226 :
' C. G. Lenz, Die Ebene von Troia, j.p. 200-

CTri 8' iir' 'O8u(r(rf)os fxeyaK7)re'i vrit ,ueAaiV?7, 203.

'/ ^' iv fi^aadroo 'iaKi. yeycovfinev djxcpor^piiKri • ' " 11. xvi. 155, 156 :

ri^ifv iir' AifacTos KAialas TeAa.uoii'iaSao, MvpuiSuvas 8' &p' itroix^iJ-evos Q<L>pr)^ev 'Ax'AAeuy,

'jS ^tt' 'AxiAAf/os • roi p' icrxara rjjas i'Cffas irdfTas ava uXiaias (Tvv TeiiXfCi"'

(tpvffav, rfvopiri iricrvvoi Kal Kdprt'i xftpi>>v. and II. xxiii. Ill, 112 :

//. xix. 172-174: ovprjds t' Hrpwe Kal auepas dlf'/xei/ v\r,v

. . . Ta 6e Scopa tlva^ auSpwy ^Kya^iifxvwv iravTodev tK K\i(nwv.
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of rushes. The chief hsicl probably his tent in the foremost line of his

troops : this is certain as regards the tent of Ulysses, in front of which a

lane passed, and the Agora commenced. All the tents or huts of the

chiefs must have been more or less like that of Achilles, which is described

in the 24th book of the ll/ad. It was surrounded by an enclosure of

posts, and had. a gate which shut with a bar.'^ Inside, around the hut,

w'as a court, in the midst of which stood an altar, for here Achilles

prayed to Zeus and poured out libations of wine* The hut proper, called

oIko^,^ and jxeXadpov,^ but usually Kkiair), was surrounded by an open

vestibule, wdiich rested on posts, and was called irpooofjio^'' and aWoixra,^

from wdiich the hall'-' was entered by an opening called TrpoOvpov^" or Ovpa}

The hall was probably decorated with trinkets won as booty.- In this

sense we may probably explain the glittering ivalls in the tent of Idomeneus.^

Behind the hall were chambers, which served partly for storing the

treasures, partly as a habitation for the female slaves and concubines
;

here also Achilles and Patroclus had their separate chambers.* The

huts had a thatch of woolly rushes.^ There must, besides, have been

in the court sheds for chariots and stables for the horses, of which

Achilles possessed a whole stud ;

" also stables for oxen, sheep, goats,

and swine, as for meat-eaters like the Greeks a considerable stock of

cattle was indispensable.

Near the ships of Ulysses, and along the shore as far as those of

Agamemnon, there must have been a considerable space ; for the races

with horses and chariots, as well as the other funeral games to the

memory of Patroclus, were held there. Here also was an elevated seat

3 Jl. xxir. 452-456 :

aficp] Se ol iJ.eyd\T]v av\T]V Troirjffav auaKTi

(JTavpolffLV TTVKivulcri dvpriv 5' exe /xovvos eTrijSAvjs

etXanvos, rhv rpeTs filv iirtppriacTeaKov 'Axawi,

Tpf7s 5' avaolyeaicov /xfydXTiv kAtjiOo Ovpawv,

T&v dWuiv 'AxiAeus S' dp^ eTrippTjcrcrecTKe KOl olos-

> //. xvi. 231, 232 :

cvx^t' fcTreiTa aras fifacc 'ipKe'i, A€?/3e 5e oivov

cjpavhv elaaviSciv Ala 5' ov \a.9i repTrtKipavvov.

5 II. xxiv. 471, 472:

yipuiv 5' iQvs Kiev oXkou,

rij p 'Ax'Aei/s 'i^eaKe Su(pi\os.

" II. ix. 639, 040 :

<7v S' "Kaov ivdeo dvfxdv,

aiSeaaai Se (xiKaQpov.
' II. xxiv. 673, 074

:

0? fxev ap' iv irpo^6fj.cf S6/xov avTuBi KOLp.ri<TavTo,

Kripv^ Kol Tlplaaos, -rrvKiva (ppeal /xi'i5f' ^xoz'Tes.

8 11. xxiv. 043, 644

:

t) p, AxiAet/s 5' kripoiaiv iSe 5f.iwrjfft K^Xevaev

Sifivi' VTT^ aiOovffT) Oin^vaL Kol pTjyta Ka\d.
" n. xxiv. 647:

ai S' iaav €k ixeydpoto Sdos ^erd xepalv

1 exovaai, . . .

^10 n. xix. 211, 212:

OS fioi ivl KXicriri SeSai'y^eVoy o^^'C X'^^^x'fi

Ke7Tai, di'o. TTpodvpov ifTpa/ji.,uivos.

' 11. xxiv. 571, 572 ;

ws i(paT, eSeiaev S' 6 yepccv Kol iireiO^To H'Lid(fi-

UriyeiSyis 5' o'ikoio \4wv As d\TO 6vpa(^e.

2 11. xxiii. 558-561 :

AvTt\ox\ ei fj.fv Sr) fxe neXeveis oacodev dWo
EvfiriAoi (TTLdovvai, eyu oe /ce Kol rh reAecraui.

Sdaoo ol OioprjKa tuv 'AffTepoTraiov aTnijvpuiu,

xd^Keov, (S Trepi X^'^A'" (paavov KaffffiTepoio.

3 II. xiii. 201 :-

, . . . iv KXtair) irphs ivwizia TraiKpavooJVTa.

* II. ix. 063-609 :

aurdp 'Ax'AAeus eZSe fJ-vx'? K\ia-lr]s einriiKTOv

T(^ 6' apa irapKareAeKTO yvvf), rrjv AeaPodeu

^yey,

^opPavTos 6vydT7)p AtonriSri KaWtirdprios.

VldTpoK\os 5' kripwQiv cAe'^OTO • Trap S' dpa Kai toj

'Icpis eii^uipos, ry'jv ol Trope 5?os 'Ax'^'^f'^s

S/cOpoi/ eActJi/ alweTav, 'E.vvrjOs ttt oXleOpov.

01 5' ore 5?; KXicrnjcnv eV 'ArpelSao yivovTO, . . .

I!. WW. 675, 676 :

avTap "Ax'^Aeus €i/5e fJ-vxv KXicriris einri'iKTOv

Tw 5e BpKTrjfs TrapfXf^aro KaWnraprjos.

^ II. xxiv. 450, 451

:

arap KaOiiirepdev ipftpav

AaxvftevT' vpo(pov Xnuoivodef d,ur,aavTes.

" II. xix. 281 :

'iinrovs 8' eis d7e'A7ji' tXaffav Bepdwovres ayavoi.

II. ii. 775-778

:

.... i'ttttoi 5e Trap' dpfxaffiv oiffiv iKaaros,

Xwrhv (peiTTO/xevoi iXeoOpenrov re aeXivov,

'ivTacrav. appLara 5' eS TreirvKacruiva iuito dvaKTwv

4v kKkt'ivs.
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{irepLwirr]),'' as in Nestor's tent, from the top of which Idomeneus looked

on at the games. Here on the projecting shore were raised the tumulus

of Patroclus and at a later period that of Achilles.'^ There was also an

ancient sepulchral monument, or goal of a hippodrome, consisting of the

trunk of a tree with two white stones on either side,^ and near it a road

hollowed out by the winter rain,^"

For nine years the ships of the Greeks appear to have been their

sole fortij&cation, but then, after the first battle of the Iliad, by the

advice of Nestor, a common tumulus was erected in front of the ships

over the ashes of all the dead, to which was joined a high wall with

towers, and before it was dug a deep moat.-^ The wall was built of

earth, into which were rammed trunks of trees and stones to give it

greater solidity.^ It had wooden towers,^ and in or close to them were

gates/ On the wall and the towers were breastworks (eVaX^etv), which

projected from the wall like steps {Kpuaaai) ; also buttresses (arfjXai,

Trpo/SXyre^), serving to protect and consolidate the wall.^ There seem

to have been only three gates. Between the wall and the moat was

a path,'' in front of which a stockade or thick row of palisades was stuck

into the edge of the moat, in order to render the approach still more

difficult to the enemy.''

I have further to mention the wall of Herakles (rel^o^ u/icfji-^vTov

'HpaKXfjO'^),^ called also o-kottu'j,^ a sort of rampart which the Trojans

and Pallas Athene had erected for the protection of Herakles, lest the

sea-monster which threatened Hesione with destruction should pursue

him from the beach to the plain. It therefore appears to have been near

the shore.

* II. sxiii. 451 :
2 //. xii. 35, 36 :

T\aTo yap (Krhs aywvos virepTaros iv TripicoTr^. tots 5' aficpl l^dxv ^voir-i] re SeSrjei

* //. xxiii. 125, 126 : rerxos iuSfiTtrov, Kaz/ax'C* 2e SuvpdTa Trvpyaii'.

KoS S' ap' €7r' aKTTJs ISdWou iwiax^P'^f ^vd^ d,p' * II. vii. 338, 339:

'Ax'AAeus TTvpyovs i;ipT]\ovs, eJkap V7\wv -re Koi aiiTcov.

tppdaaaTo riarpoKkw fxiya T]piov r/Se oT avT<S. eV 5' avTo7ai -jrvAas iTOLT,aofiiv eS apapvias-

Oil. xxiv. 80-82 :

'

and 43(3-438

:

afxcp' aiiTolffi S' eTreira ix4yav Kctl afivfioya rv/xPov aKpnov (k TreSiov, ttotI 5' avrhv Te7xos eSet^av

Xivajxiv 'Apyelcov Uphs cTpaTos aixf^V'diov, Trvpyovs 6' vipijXovs, el\ap vriSiv re Koi avTwf.

o/fTJ; cTTi TTpovxouarij eVi irAoTe?- 'EAATjerTroVToi. if S' avTolai TruAas ivenoifov €i> apapvias.

"'n. xxiii. 327-333

:

'

^ II. xii. 258-2(30

:

ecTTTjKe ^vXov avov, oaov t' opyvi', virep oiVjs, Kpoaaas jj-iy iriipywv €pvov, koX tp^iirov tiraX^fts,

^ Spvhs v) Tremris- rh fjiev oh KarairvdiTai vfifipc;.', aTi/Xas re irpo^XriTas e/it^xAeor, &s dp' 'Axaioi

Ade Se tov eKartpOev iprjpfSaTai Svo XevKw irpuiTas if yair) Oiaau fnixfvai ex,"^'''* irvpycuv.

eV ^vvoxf/ffiv oSov, A€?oj 5' Ivtrutpoixos dfx<pis- * //• ix. 67, 87 ; xii. 64-66, 145 ; xviii. 215,

¥i rev (Tii/ua ^porolo wdXai Ka.TaTiQvy\wTos^ 228 ; xx. 49.

i^ t6 yt viffcra rtrvKTo eVi irporepwu avOputirwy, ' H. xii. 63-66 : see also 54-57 ; vii. 911 ; is.

Koi vvv rep/xar' tOriKe iroddpKtjs S?os 'Ax'AAevs. 350.

" //. xxiii. 418-421

:

» //. xx.«145-148 :

al^l/a 5' eneiTa Te7xos es a.ij.(plxvrnv 'HpaKAfjos 6(low,

(TTe7vos vSov ;coiA.Tjs 'tSev 'Ai/ti'Aoxos jj.iVfxdplJ-'']^- t'i|'7)AoV, to pd ol Tpwes koI UaWas 'AOrivrj

^wX/J-hs trjv yai7]s,
fi x^^f^fpi-op dXtv vSoop iroieoy, 6(ppa rh KrjTos VTrfKirpo<pvyu'v aKtaiTO,

^^^pfiV^f" uSo7o, fidOvve 5t x^po" di^avra. dinrure fxiv crevatro dv' it'iovos neSiovSe.

' //. vii. 327-347, 435-441. ' II. xx. 136, 137 :

* II. xii. 28, 29 : aAA' jimeTs fxiv eTreira Kadf^'^fJifaOa icidvres

.... ^« 5' apa irdvTa Oe/xfiAia KUfiam •Ki^'Kdi iic ird-rov is (XKoini):'.

tpirpwv Ka\ Kdoiv, tu Oicrav fj.oyfovT(s 'Axo-ioi.



CHAPTER HI.

THE HISTORY OF TEOY.

As Mr. Gladstone ^ rightly remarks, the Dardanian name in the Iliad

is the oldest of all those names, found in the Poems, -which are linked by

a distinct genealogy with the epoch of the Trojan war. As already stated,

Dardanus was called the son of Zeus by Electra, daughter of Atlas, and

was further said to have come from Samothrace, or from Arcadia, or

from Italy;- but Homer mentions nothing of this. Dardanus founded

Dardania in a lofty position on the slope of Mount Ida ; for he was

not yet powerful enough to form a settlement in the j^laiu. He
married Bateia, an Idaean nymph,^ daughter of Teucer, son of the river

Scamander, and begat Ilus and Erichthonius, who became the richest

of all mortal men. He had in his pastures three thousand mares, the

offspring of some of Avhom, by Boreas, produced twelve colts of super-

natural swiftness.* Having married Astyoche, daughter of the river

Simois, he had by her a son called Tros.^ This latter, who became

the .eponym of the Trojans, had by his wife Calirrhoe, daughter of

the Scamander, three sons, called Ilus, Assaracus, and Ganymedes, and

a daughter, called Cleopatra." Ganymedes having become the most

beautiful of mankind was carried away by the gods, and made the cup-

^ Homeric Synchronism, p. 122. tov rpicrxi-^i-o-i- 'TTTroj 'i\os Kara fiovKoKiOvro

^ Hellanicus, Fragm. 129, ed. Didot ; Dionys. OriKetai, TrwKoicnv ayaKXajxevai aTaXfjaiv.

Hal. i. 50-61; Apollodor. iii. 12. 1; Schol. tolchv koI Bope-qs fipaaffaro $offKOiJ.€vd.o;v

Iliad., sviii. 486 ; Varro, ap. Servium ad Virgil. 'iirirtp 5' eiVa/zsvos Trape\i^aTo /cuacoxoiTj?,

Aeneid. iii. 167 ; Cephalon. Gergithius ap. Steph. at 5' vTroKvaaa.fj.evai treKov SvoKaiSeKU wiaXovs.

Byz. s. V. 'Apiafirt. at S' ore /xer aKipraev eVl ^iiZcepov apovpav •

^ II. XX. 215-218: a.Kpov eV avdepiKuiv Kap-KOv Qiov, ouSa KaTiKXoov,

AapSavov av irpoiTov Te'/cero vetpfXriyepiTa Zevs aW' ore 8!j aKipruev ctt' evpe'o vajra 6a\aaaT]s,

KTiaa€ 5e AapSavirjv fTvel ovnoi ''Wios Ipy) aKpov €7ri pTjypuva c.\hs iroKiolo OeeaKov.

iv ireSlaj TrenoXiaro, TToAis fiepoTrccv avOpwnoiv, ^ ApoUodorus, iii. 12.2: Tevoixevwv 5e avraj

aW' e6' viroipilas cSk€ov TToXvTriSaKos "IStjs. (^AapSdvai) Tr-a'iSccv "IXov Kal 'Epixdoviov l\os

ApoUodorus, iii. 12. 1 : AapSavos 5e eVl t<S fxep oZy UTrais aTrtdavev 'Epixdovios 5e 54a5e|a-

BavaTCf TOV a5f\<pov \vTrovfxevos, 'S.aaoOpq.Kriv fxevos ttjj' PaatXelav, yhjxas 'haTvoxW TTjy

airoKiTTUiv, els rrjv avriirepa ijireipou ?i\de. Tav- 'S.ijxoevTOs, reKVol TpcSa.

T7JS Se ifiaalXeve TevKpos Trora/xov ^KafidvSpov II. xx. 230

:

KOI 'Nvp.cpTjs 'iSaias, a^^ ou Koi ol rr]v X'^'P'"' Tpwa S' 'Epix^oVios re'/cero Tpcoeaaiv dvanra.

vsfi6pLevoi. TevKpoi TTpoariyopevovTo. "TTroSexQels '' ApoUodorus, iii. 12. 2 : ovtos (Tpds) irapa-

Se VTrh roO PaaiXeas Kal \a$^v /xepos rris yvs XajSoiv Trjv PaaiXfiav, Trjv fiev x'^'p"-''
°-4>' eairroO

KOI tV eKeivov Ovyarepa Bdretav, AapSavov Tpoiav e/caAece. Ka\ yr,jxas KaXwp6-r)v rrjV

eKTiae iroXiv. reXevrriaavTos Sc TevKpov, Trjy 2/cauav5poi», yevvx Ovyarepa fxev KXeoirarpav,

X<^pav anaaav AapSaviay eKaXeae. ira7Sas Se "iXov Kal 'AaadpaKOV Kal ravvuriSrii'.

< //. XX. 219-229 : //. xx. 231, 232 :

AdpSavos av reKed^ vlhv ^EpixQoviov PaaiXria, Tpcchs 5' av rpels ira'toes auvfioves e^eyevovro,

hs 5vj acpyeioraros yevero Qv7\t(>iv avBpwirwv "^lAos t' 'AaadpaKos re Kal avTideos rarvjUiijSrjx
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bearer of Zeus/ who gave to Tros, as the price of the youth, a team of

immortal horses.^ From Ilus and Assaracus the Trojan and Dardanian
lines diverge : the former proceeding from Ilus to Laomedon, Priam and
Hector ; the latter from Assaracus to Capys, Anchises and Aeneas.''

Ilus went to Phrygia, where he arrived during the games instituted

by the king, in which he took part, and, having conquered in wrestling,

received from the king, as his prize of victory, fifty youths and fifty

maidens. The king also gave him, in accordance with an oracle, a cow
of many colours, directing him to build a city in the place where the

animal should lie down. Ilus therefore followed the cow, which lay

down on the hill of the Phrygian Ate, where he built Ilium. Having
prayed to Zeus to give him a favourable sign, on the following day
ho saw lying before his tent the Palladium, which had fallen from
heaven {Suirerk). It was three cubits (4rVft.) long, its feet were
joined; in its right hand it held an uplifted lance, in its left a distaff

and spindle.^"

In Homer Ate is represented as the personified power of infatuation

and delusion, and is the pernicious eldest daughter of Zeus.^^ She is

strong and swift ;
^ Hesiod mentions her among the children of Eris ;

^

she walks with her light soft feet over the heads of men.^ At the

birth of Herakles she caused even her own father, Zeus, to swear an
over-hasty oath, in consequence of which he seized her by the hair in

his wrath and cast her out of Olympus, swearing a mighty oath that

//. XX. 2:J3-23.5 :

OS {Fauv/jiriS-qs) 5r; KaWiffTos yiviTo QvriTwv

avdpooirwv •

Tuv Kcu wrjpelrf/ai'To Oeol An olvoxoiveiv,

icaWeos e'iuiKa oio, 'ip' adava/Toicn yuereiTj.

ApoUodorus, iii. 12. 2: tovtov fxiv ovv Zia.

KaKKos avapTTVLffas Zeus 5i' a^ruv, Oewy olvoxdov

eV ovpavw KareVrTjo'ei'.

At first Ganymedes is mentioned as cup-bearer

of the gods, and particularly of Zeus, in the place

of Hebe (see Virgil, Ae7iekl. 1. 28) ; afterwards,

especially since Pindar, he is said to have been

beloved by Zeus, KaWeos f'iveKa. In the same

way, in Odi/s. v. 121, Orion, in Odys. xv. 251,

Kleitos, and in ApoUod. iii. 2, 4 (see //. xi. 1)

Tithouus, is carried off by Eos on account of

his beauty.

' Hellanicus, Fmfjm. 146. ApoUodorus,

"paKXrjs, VTTiaxfTo crwcmv auTrif, fl tos 'Imrovs

TTopo AaoyU.t'Soi'Tos XiixlifTai, &s (5 Zeus iroiviji' r^js

ravup.yjSovs apwayjjs eSwKe.

//. V. 265-2G7 :

Tr/s yap roi yeveris, t;s Tpcoi' Trep (vpvoira Zeus

Six' ^i-os 'Koiv)]v rayvurfOfos • oOVe/c' apicfToi

nnrocv, uffaoi tacriv iW r\S) r' rjiXidu re.

" //. XX. 2;ii;-240:

IA.OS 5' av TficeO' vihv afiv/j.ova Aaofj-eSovra,

Aao,u€'5a!^' 8' apa Ttdcovhv t(K(to Tlplafj.6i' re,

AafXTrov re KAutioj/ 6' 'I/ceraora t' o^ov ""Apr^os •

AffffapaKos 5e KaTTUi/ • o 5' ap' 'Ayxlariv Te'/ce

7ra?5o •

ainap k/x 'A7xi(r7js, Vlpia/xos 5' ere^' "E/ctopa

5iOv.

'" ApoUodorus, iii. 2, o : "IKos 5e eis 4>pvyiav

acpLKopLivos, Kal KaraKa^wv virh tov fiaffiAecas

avToOi TiQiifXivov aywva, vikS. iraAij/- KOi Xa^av
dOXov TrevTi]KovTa Kovpovs Koi Kopas Tcts iaas,

Soi/Tos avTw TOV ^affi\ews Kara xpV'TfJ-hi' Kal

liovv ttoikIAt]!/, Kal (ppdaavTos, iv Sirep hv avri]

K\ldfj t6kW, -KoXlV KTl^dV, t'lKiTO TjJ fio'l. 'H Se

acpiKO/xivri eVl Thv Afy6fj.evov rfjs ^pvyias 'Attjs

\6(j)ov, K\iyeTai ev6a iroKiv KTiaas "Wos, ravrriv

fieu "iKiov iKaKeae. Tu Se An ffrjuuov ev^d-

fxfvos aiiTw Ti (pauTivat, /uLeO' rj/xipav to Sii'Treres

UaWdSwv TTph ttJs <TKr\ui]s Kei^xfvov idedaaTo.

'Hv 5e T(S neyeOfi Tpiirrix", Tors Se iroo-l av/j.-

fiel3r]Kos, Kal Trj fxtv Se^ia 56pv Siy\pfiivov ex"''*

T-fi Se ere'pa r/Aa/caxTji' Kal irrpaKTov.

" //. xix. 91-93 : .

TTpfrrfia Aihs QvydTy}p"Att], ^ irdvTas aaTai,

ov\ojj.fyr), TTJs jueV 6' airaAol irtiSes • ob yap eV
ovSec

TTiAvarai, a\\' apa i)ye kot' ai/Spwu Kpdara

^aivet.

1 //. ix. .505-507 :

1] 5' Attj ffdfvapT] re Kal apTiTTos • ovvena trdcras

KoWhv vTTfKnpoOeft, (pOdvet Se re naffai' eV o/cu'

fiXaiTTovcT^ dvBpwirovs.
" Thcoijonia, 230 :

AufTj/ouiTjr, ""Attju re, ffwi/Oeas dAA.7jA»;o'ij'.

•• //. xix. 91-93, just cited. See also Rhianus,

ap, Stob. Mor, iv. p. 54.
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she should not return thither; and she quickly fell on the works

of men/
The tradition cited above from ApoUodorus is confirmed by Lyco-

phron^ as well a§ by Eustathius,^ Hesychius/ and Stephanus Byzan-

tinus.^ From all these authorities my friend Professor Otto Keller ^

has concluded with certainty " the existence of a Phrygian goddess

Ate, her worship on the hill of Hissarlik as well as on a second hill

on the river Ithyndacus, and her idol which fell from heaven.^" The
Ilian Athene, who originated from this Ate, appears on a medal as

an especially Phrygian goddess, wearing the Phrygian cap. She is

distinguished from the common Greek Ate or infatuation, who is a

mere abstraction, by the e})ithet ?; ^l^pvyia. Probably she was related

to the Phrygian god Atis (Attis or Atys). Owing to the similarity in the

sound of their names, after the conquest of the land by the Greeks, Ate

and Athene were combined, and thus originated the peculiar Athene Ilias

wiih the Phr3'gian cup, spear, torch, and owl. The non-Hellenic torch

was replaced by the distafi" and spindle. In the Ephesian Artemis we see

before us a very non-Hellenic, but genuine Asiatic goddess, confounded

with an Hellenic goddess ; nay, a goddess overloaded with symbols of

maternity confounded with a virgin goddess. We have examples of the

remoulding of the names of Asiatic deities in a Greek form, amongst

others, in Eileithyia-Yoledeth, Moledeth, Mylitta ; or in Apollo Ismenius,

who is the Phoenician Eshmun ; for the common etymology from the

Indo-European ish, ' desire,' is not satisfactory. Even the Zeus Meili-

" 11. xix. 126-131 :

RVTiKa S' eiK' "Attji' Ke(pa\ris AnraponXoKdfioio,

Xcoo'juej/os (ppefflp ^m, Koi co/xocre Kaprepov opKov

fx.-r) ttot' es OuAvixttou re Kcd ovpavhv aaripoevTa

avTis (KevffeaOai ''Attji', y] navras auTai.

&S eiTTuv (ppty^/ev ott' ovpavov a<rTepo€^TOy

%ejpl irepiarpii^as • Taxa S' 'iticro 'ipy a.yOpwTruii'.

^ Alexandra, 2S-0tJ

:

7; S' evQeov ffx°i-0'ct,(ra PaKxelov arofia,

"AtTJS (XTt' OLKpWV fi0VTr\aV0KTL(TTC0U X6(p(j3V,

tolSiv S' aTr' kpxhs iipx 'AAelavSpa \6ywv.

See Schol. Vindobon. I. cqi. Bachmaun, p. IZ

'

Xocpos irph rov iica\e7To Kol "AMos (probably

instead of ''Artos) ; and Tzetzos : axTjs 'ijyovv

jSAct^Tjs, t) ut'Ofia upovs, x6(pov arris Koi $ovir\a-

voKTiffTov rriv Tpoiav Ae'-yet .... Aapdavos Se

naTaKAvtrfiov jeyoforos eK 2a,uo0pa/c?js els ti]V

avTiTTipa •yr\v irepaiovrai Koi r-i-jv vvv Tpoiav

iiiieWf Krl^eiv. Xpr^ffixhs 5e tovtov KwKvei ktI-

^etv rhv \6<pov tovtov elwuiv ^Xa.fiy]v yeveadai

TovTOV To7s ahrhv KaroMriaaaLV. iv TlpirfKoi Se

ifxavrivaaro. expTjcrf 5e avT(S 6 Upirjira'os

' AttoXXcjiv fjLi] KTii^iif rbv Xocpov tovtov, aT7]s yap
ai/Tui' €(p7i. Sih Kal AapSavos KwXvdeh aiirltv ouk

iKTiffev, aXXa t?V ^'"''J t-VISt;;/ AapSai/iay, wpo-

Tepov'2,Kajxa.vZpovX6(pov KaXovjjiivriv, ^aaiXivovros

t6t€ rwv Tpcoucwv jjieputv TevKpov tov 'S.Kafj.a.yBpov

Kai 'iSaias vv/xcpris- oj '2,:<afj.d.vdpov tj]i> Ovyarepa

BaTeiav Xa^xv 6 AapSavos, %v koX 6 AvKocppwv

' Api<r^r]v Xiyei, yevvS. "IXov koI 'Epixdofiov • Siv

'^lAos a-rrais TeAeura, 'EpixOovios 5e e| 'AffTvSxTjS

rris XLjjiOiVTos yevva Ipcba. Tpuhs Kal KaXXip-

'p6r]s rris "ZKap-auhpov "'los (sic) Kal eTepoi. *Os

"lAos fls ^pvylav iXQu>v koX aywva vnh tov

PacTiXews TideLuevov fvpoov vlko. TrdXr]v, Kal

Xa^aiv (K TOV fiacnXiois aOXov v Kopas Kal v

Kopovs, £/c xpv^l^ov e'tTTCTO ySoi" TrXavriOelajj (k

Mutrias, 7)Tis a.(piK0!x4vr] €7rj rhv Xeyo/uiuov rris

^pvyias "Arris x6(pou KaraKXlverai, tyQa ttoXiv

Kricras 6 "IXos ''iXiov (KaXecre.

'^ Eustatli. ad II. xix. 13G : cpaal Se eh "IXwv

Karevrjvix^o-'- pi<pf7crav ti^v "Arrjv, Sih Kal "Arris

Xo(pos iKe?, ov 6 AvKO<ppcov fjiffxvrjrai. rovro Se

aareius TrerrXaarai 5ia ras /xiydXas dras, as €K

Albs at Tpwes iwaSoy. Scliol. in II. i. 591 :

Xoipos Arris eV Tpoia irapa AvKOcppovi, €v6a virb

Aihs eKiivri eppicpr], ws Kal iv to7s ^ATrlcavos

Kal 'HpoSdpov SriXovrai.
' S. V. 'Ar ioXo(pos • ovTct:::- rh "iXiov ClAeor

cod.) eKaAeTro rrpoiirov.

^ "iXiov ir6XLS TpiodSos diro "iXov, -!;«•• ol Tpcces

"Attiv (JxKrriv in the US.) tKdXovv Kal "Arris

Xocpov • SevTipa {avrrfs Xocpoi Zvo iu the MS.)

iv rfi ITpoTroj'TiSi -Kapd "Pvv^dKw rrora/xw.

° Die Entdechunj I/ion's zu Hissarlik ; 7re\'

burg, 1875.

'" Schol. ad II. i. 591 : ev6a vrrh Aios tKeiw/

ippi<pri ; also ApoUodorus, iii. 12, and Diodorus,

Fragm, 14, p. 640 ; Wessel. a humres.
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cliios, with liis soft name, is only the Hellenic mask of the terrible

Moloch, greedy of human sacrifices.

" Now with regard to the cow of many colours, this animal is quite

in its place in the tradition of the foundation of the temple of the

Ilian Athene. IS ay, it may serve as an authentic proof of tlie genuine-

ness and antiquity of the legend, which is told us by ApoUodorus, and

was certainly not invented by him. The legend of which we speak is

common Indo-European property.^ Horses, stags, bears, and bulls

designate the place where' churches and monasteries are to be built;

these animals direct also the building of castles, cities, and colonies.

A god-sent animal is wont to show the "wandering army their place of

settlement. Sacred cows indicate by standing still the place for

church building.^ We find similar legends in Friedreich.^ To this

class belong, the legend of the Opicians who were guided by a bull,

and the peculiar rite of drawing the furrows with a plough whereby

Fioman cities were consecrated. A cow also showed Cadmus, when he

came from Asia, the site where Thebes was to be erected : this cow

had on eacli side a white mark in the form of the fall moon} A cow,

probably Jiheuise a symhol of the tuGon goddess, was the symbol on the

coins of the Cilician cities of Tarsus, Mallus, and Soloi, likewise of

Side.^ We also see the cow on the medals of the neighbouring

Cyzicus.*^ Marquardt ^ refers this to Persephone. We think we are

not mistaken in understanding the cow of many colours, which indi-

cated the site of Troy, as the sacred symbol of Athene or Ate, the

goddess of Night or the Moon. The fifty boys and fifty girls who
follow the moon-cow are nothing else than the fifty weeks of the year.^

From the Ilian coins, on which is represented the sacrifice of a cow

before the statue of Athene Ilias, we infer that the cow was chosen as

the sacrificial animal of that goddess,'* which seems also to be proved

from Homer.^" Thus for every one who does not wilfully shut his eyes

wo have furnished the proof that the legend of the foundation of Ilium

is by no means a frivolous or childish invention of ApoUodorus, but an

ancient legend of primitive growth, which is devised with beautiful sym-

bolism, and relates to the peculiarities of the worship of the Ilian Athene.

Nay, this legend also contains a very interesting topographical notice

concerning the hill of Ate, a notice which has not been understood

either by the narrators themselves, or till now by the commentators.

' See II. B. Scliindler, Aherglauhc des Mittel- e/xeWe Kafxovaa oKXdcretv • c.Tro(paivov(riv oiiv uoX

alters, p. 20."). toCto rh xwptoj/.

^ Vernaleken, Apcnsagcn, 310. * Brandis, Miinzwesen inVorderasien, p. 354.

" Si/mholik und Mi/thulogie dcr N(diir, p. 498. * Mionnet, Nos. 168, 308, 410 ; see also Sestiui,

* Pausanins, ix. 12, § 1: Ae^erat Se koI oSe Descr. d. Stateri Ant. p. 54.

i-tt' avTuv \6yos, ws a.T:i6vri (k Ai\^Siv KaS/uw ^ Cyzicus und sein Gehict, p. 134.

T?;!/ eVl ^oiKiuiv Hovs ytvoiro riyiixwv r7]s Tropeias, ^ See E. Gerhard, Frodromus, p. 1C7.

tV Se ^ovv TavTr)v irapa I3ovk6\wv ehai tSjv " Wiiller, Wicseler, and Oesterley, />. ^. A', ii.

WiXayovTos wv-qTi^v iirl 5e fKarepa rris 0ohs 21, 222 ; Sestini, Descr. xVjfm. vii. 3, p. 396 ;

TrKevpa ff7]fXf7ov iwuvai Afvicou, i'lKaajxivov KvK\fo Pellerin, S. ct V. ii. 31. 3.

TT/s (r(K-{]vi)s, 0Tv6Te df) irA^pTjj • eSei Se dpa '" //. vi. 93, 94:
KaSuor koI tuv avv avT(2 arparhu ivravOa Kai oi b-7ro(rx6<T0oi SvoKulSeKa jSoCs ^vl vrjy

oiiciiffai Kara rod Oeov t>,i/ fxavTelav, tvQa t] /SoCs ijvts riKearas, Upiv(T4fi(v, it k' iKfl](Tri.
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To this tlie medieval logcncls of the saints oflfer hundrecls of parallels,

which German science has only lately understood in the sense in

which, as I have shown, it must be understood in the legend of the

hill of At6."

Thus, according to the tradition, sacred Ilios was built by Ilus, who

married Eurydice, daughter of Adrastus. His son Laomedon married, as

some said, Strymo, daughter of the Scamander, according to others

Plakia, daughter of Atreus or of Leucippos ; his sons were Tithonus,

Lampon, Clytius, Hicetaon, Podarces ; his daughters, Hesione, Cilia, and

Astyoche.^ As already stated, it was under Laomedon that the walls of

Troy were built by Poseidon alone,^ or by him and Apollo,^ and also that

the city was attacked and captured by Heraklcs, who killed the king and

all his sons excej)t Podarces. Herakles having allowed Hesione to choose

from among them whomsoever she wished, she chose Podarces ; but

Herakles demanded that he should first be sold as a slave, allowing

her to buy him afterwards with whatever she pleased. He was there-

fore sold, and Hesione bought him back with her veil, in consequence

of which he was called Priam (Ylpiafio<;, from irpiaaOaL, " to purchase."

particip. Trpid/j-evo^).'^

Grote^ says: "As Dardanus, Tros, and Ilos are respectively epo-

nyms of Dardania, Troy, and Ilium, so Priam is eponym of the Acropolis

Pergamnm. Upia/xo^ is in the Aeolic dialect Dep/sa/xo? (Hesychius)

:

upon which Ahrens remarks, ' caeterum ex hac Aeolica nominis forma

apparet, Priamum non minus arcis Uepyd/ncov eponymum esse, quam
Hum urbis, Troem populi ; Uepya/j-a enim a Uepiafia natum est, t in 7
mutato.'

"

"

I may here remind the reader that there were several cities of a

similar name; first the celebrated .Pergamon in the Mysian province

of Teuthrania, and then Pergamus in Crete, considered by Cramer " to

be identical with the present Perama on the north side of the island.

According to Virgil,* this latter city was founded by Aeneas.

Priam married the Phrygian princess Hecabe (Lat. Hecuba), daughter

of Cisseus, who is a very distinguished character in the Iliad. By

^ Apollodorus, iii. 2, 3: "lAos 5e y-fjixas Eupv- ^jAatrav, ovSe deo7ai S6<Tap KXeiTas sKaTOfx^as ;

Sticriv Trjv 'ASpaarov, AaouiSovra eyevyrjcrej/ hs tov 5' ^ tol kAcos iarai offovr' iirl KiSuarai rjccs'

yaue'i 'S.Tpvfj.io ry]v 2.fauai/Spou • Kara Se nvas, tov 8' iirtXriffovTai, rb iyw /cat ^o7fios ^AivoWwv
TlKaKiav tV 'Arpews, kclt' ivlovs Sf, AevKinirov •

'rip(f Aao/xeSovTi TroAlffcrauep adXyaavres.

Kol TfKvoT TralSas iJ.ivTi6ccv6:', AafMircava, KXvTiov, * Apollodorus, ii. 6. 4: Koi Tavrri {'Hcnovp)

'iKerdoi'a, Xlo^dpK-qv • Ovyarepas Se, 'Hcrtovrju, crvyxupe'i ruv alxf^o.^'^'TCiiv, tv f/OeXev ayeff&ai.

KoX KiWav Kol 'Aarvoxv- Trjs Se alpovfjLtVTjs rhv aSeX'p'bv T\oS6.pK7)v, ffprj

^ II. xxi. 4-!:"2-44y : Seiv irpwrov avrhv HovKov y^viaOai, Koi rore, ti

Ixf/JLVrjat, oaa 5rj -KO-Qofxiv Kana. "iXiov afKpls ttots SoiJcrav a^r' avTov, Xa^elv avrov. 'H 5e,

fiuvvoi vwi dewv, ot' ay-qvopt AaouiSovri Trnrpa(rKOij.evov, tt/j' KaXinrrpav acpfAo/xfyr] T7;s

Trap Aihs eXOofres drjTevaaatv eh iviavrov Ke(pa\ris avTiSaiKev • bOev TloSapKTjs Tlpiafj-os

fuadS iTTi pr]Tw t Be (Tr]yLaivo;v e-KereWev. iK\v6ri.

j) roi eyw Tpdeaui tt6\lu -Kept re^xos eSei.ua, * History of Greece, i. p. 265.

eiipv re Kal /xaAa Ka\6v, tV a.ppT]KTos ttoAjs e^ri' * Ahrens, De Dialccto Aeolica, 8. 7, p. 56;

^o70e, (TV 5' eiAtTToSas eAi/cas ^ovs ^ovKoKeeaKfs compare ibid. 28. 8, p. 150, irepp airdKii}.

''IStjs ev KV7)fj.oiffi iroXvTTTvxo'J uATjf crcTTjs.
" Cramer, Desc. of Anc. Greece, iii. p. 383.

3 n. Tii. 449-453 :
» Aen. iii. 133.

re^xos ereixicTOiVTo i-ewv vTTfp, auctl 5e 'rc.(ppoi'
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her aucl other women he had fifty sons and twelve daughters.^

Among the sons were Hector/" Paris, Deiphobus, Helenus, Troilns,

Polites, Polydorus ; among the daughters, Laodice, Creiisa, Polyxena,

and Cassandra, were the most distinguished. The birth of Paris was

preceded by formidable presages; for Hecuba dreamed that she was

delivered of a firebrand, and Priam, on consulting the soothsayers, was

informed that the son about to be born would cause the destruction

of Troy. Accordingly he was exposed on Mount Ida, was brought up

by shepherds, and was finally recognized and adopted by his parents.^

He was distinguished for beauty and strength, and was a courageous

defender of the flocks and shepherds, for which reason he was called

Alexandres (defender of men).- By his wife Oenone, daughter of the

river Cebren, he had a son Corythus.^ To Paris came the three god-

desses. Here, Aphrodite, and Athene, that he might decide the dispute

which had arisen among them at the nuptials of Thetis and Peleus,

as to which of them was the most beautiful. Paris awarded the prize

to Aphrodite, who had promised him the most beautiful of women for

his wife ; in consequence of which Here and Athene became the bitter

enemies of Troy.* Paris then built ships and went on a visit to

Sparta, where he was hospitably received by Menelaus, whose wife Helen

he carried o&, together with large treasures, under the protection of

Aphrodite,^ and returned by way of Egypt and Phoenicia to Troy.'^

Menelaus found universal sympathy among the Greek chiefs. Ten

years were spent in equipping the expedition destined to avenge the

outrage. By the united efforts of all the Greek chiefs a force was at

length assembled at Aulis in Boeotia, consisting of 118G ships and more

than 100,000 men, under the command of the ava^ avhpwv, Agamemnon,

king of Mycenae. This force outnumbered by more than ten to one

any that the Trojans could oppose to it, and was superior to the defenders

of Troy even with all her allies included. '^

" //. vi. 242-'2r>0

:

"Ewropes). A prince belonging to the regal

aAA' 0T6 5); Flpm/xoio Zufxov irepiKaWi' 'iKavef, iliniily of Chios, anterior to the Ionian settle-

lefTTJJs aWovffTjffi mvyjxevov—avrap eV aurw nient, as mentioned by the Chian poet Ion

TrevTi'jKovT' iviffau 6d\afioi ^eaTolo \idoto, (Pausanias, vii. 3. 3), was so called."

TrATjfri'oi a\\7]\wu SeoiJ.r)fj.4i'oi • tuda Se TraiSes ' Apollodorus, iii. 11. 5; Hyg. Fab. 91 ; Ovid,

KoiixSivro nptdixoto napa ixurjcTTiis aXoxoictv. Her. xvi. 45, and 359 ; Homer, II. iii. 325, xii.

icovpadii/ S' fTepwOfu ivavrioi ivZoQiv auATJs 93 ; Serv. ad Virg. Aen. v. 370.

SoiSf/f' icTav reyfOL ddXaixut ^e(TTo7o \idoto, - Apollodorus, iii. 12. 5 ; Schol. Hom. II. iii.

TrK-qaioi aWrjAcov 5e5ij.rifj.fvoi • evQa 5e yaufipoi 325.

KoifjwvTo Uptd/xoio trap' alSolrjs h\6xoi<nv. 3 T^etz. ad Lycophi'. 57 ; Conon, Narr. 22 ;

'" Grote, Jli^tofy of Greece, vol. i. p. 265, re- Parthen. Erot. 34.

marks: "Hector was a(firmed,l)oth by Stesichonis ^ Serv. ad Virg. Acn. i. 27; II. xxiv. 25;
and Ibykus, to be the son of Apollo (Stesichorus, Tzetz. ad Lycophr. 93.

a/). Schol. Yen. "ac/ i/wc/. xxiv. 259; Ibyci /'mr/?«. = jjom. //. iii. 46-49, 144; vii. 350-363;
xiv. od. Schneidewin) : both En()horion {Fr. 125, Apollodorus, iii. 12. 6. See also Pans. iii. 22.

Meincke) and Alexander Aetolus follow the same 2 ; also in the argument of the Cyprian Poem
idea. Stesichorus further stated, that after the (comp. Aeschyl., Agamemnon, 534).

siege Apollo had carried Hekabo away into « Hom. Od. iv. 228; 11. vi. 291; Herod, ii.

Lykia to rescue her from captivity (Pausanias, 113.

X. 27. 1). According to Euripides, Apollo had ^ //. ii. 128. As Grote remarks, Uschold makes

I)romised that she should die in Troy {Troad. the total as great as 135,000 men (Geschichtc

^-1). By Sappho, Hector was given as a sur- des Trokmischen Krlcjcs, p. 9 ; Stuttgart, 1836).

name of Zeus, Zeus "E/cTwp (Hesychius, s. v.
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After many liindrauces, the fleet at last reached the shore of the Plain

of Troy. The Trojans had gathered troops from all the districts of their

own country between the Aesepus and the Caicus, as well as allies from

various parts of Asia Minor and Thrace : Carians, Mysians, Lycians under

Sarpedon, ]\[aconians, Phrygians, Thracians, Paeonians, and Alizonians.**

But the Trojans in vain opposed the landing; they were routed and
driven within their walls. After this, the war was carried on with little

vigour for nine years, during which the Greeks seem to have occupied

their time principally in attacks on neighbouring cities. Thus Achilles

stormed Thebe, Lyrnessus, Pedasus, Lesbos, and other places, twelve

towns on the coast and eleven in the interior. " Ten years was," as

Grote " remarks, " the fixed epical duration of the siege of Troy, just as

five years was the duration of the siege of Kamikus by the Kretan arma-
ment, which came to avenge the death of IMinos.^" -Ten years of prepa-

ration, ten years of siege, and ten years of wandering for Odysseus, were

periods suited to the rough chronological dashes of the ancient epic, and

suggesting no doubts nor difficulties with the original hearers. But it

was otherwise when the same events came to be contemplated by the

historicising Greeks, who could not be satisfied without either finding

or inventing satisfactory bonds of coherence between the separate events.

Thucydides tells us that the Greeks were less numerous than the poets

have represented, and that, being niureover very poor, they were unable

to procure adequate and constant provisions : hence they were compelled

to disperse their army, and to employ a part of it in cultivating the

Chersonese, a part in marauding expeditions over the neighbourhood.

Could the whole army have been employed at once against Troy (he says),

the siege would have been much more speedily and easily concluded.^

If the great historian could permit himself thus to amend the legend in

so many points, we might have imagined that a simpler course would

have been to include the duration of the siege among the list of poetical

exaggerations, and to affirm that the real siege had lasted only one year

instead of ten. But it seems that the ten years' duration was so capital

a feature in the ancient tale, that no critic ventured to meddle with it."

The Iliad describes the events of the war in the tenth year during a

period of fifty-one days. It begins with the wrath of Achilles, of which

^ See the Catalogue of the Trojaus, //. ii. 815- aovrjaov Tpairofjuvoi kcu \ri<TTiiai/ ttjs rporpris

877. airopia •

fj
koI fxaWov ol Tpcoes avrSiv Siecnvap-

9 History of Greece^ i. p. 27-I-; fxevccv ra SeVo errj avreTxov filix to7s ael viro-

^' Herodotus, vii. 170. Ten vears is a proper Knirofxivois avrliraXoi vvres • irepiovaiav Se e:

mythical period for a great war to last. Tlie iiKdov exovres rpo^TJs, Kcil Cvres adpoot avev

war between the Olympic gods and the Titan X-ijcrreias koI yewpyias ^uvexcos rhv iro'A.e,uov

gods lasts ten years (Hesiod, Theogon. 63G) : 5i€(p€poi', pctSlu's hv fidx]! KparovvTes el\oy, o'lye

compare SeKar^ iviavTi^ (Horn. Od. xvi. 17). Kal ouk adpooi, aWa. /xepei rw aei irapovTi

* Thucyd. i. 11: Airiov S' ^v ovx V oKiyav- avrelxov • TroXtopKia 5' au TTpoaKaQe^ofJuvoi iv

Cpoi-Kia roffovTOv, o(70v r] axpilfJ^a'Tia • t^s yap eXdcrrrovi re XP°^V ''"' a-KovooTipov ti)v Tpoiav

rpocprj^ airopia. rov ze arpaThv fXacraco ijyayov, ei\ov • aWa Si' a.xpi)ixaTiav rd re TTph toutcov

Koi offov T]\Tn^ov ahroQev noXep-ovvra Pionvadv, affdevt] i)V, koX avra ye S7; ravra ovofxacTOTara

fireLBri re a(t>LK6/jLefoi /J-dxil (KpaTrjcay (5ri\ou Se • riv irplv yevoixiva STjKovrai toTs epyois inroSe-

Th yap epvua tw aTparoirdSqi ouk av eVeix'- effrepa vvto. ttjs (pr\fxris /cat rov vvv irepl avTwv

cravTo). {paivouTai 5' oiiS' ivravda irdcrTi TJJ Svvd- 5ta rovs TrocrjTas Aoyov KaTe^X'tnoTOS.

fxii xp^JC'tuefoi, aWa, Trphs yeaipylav tt)s Xep-
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Apollo was the originating cause, from eagerness to avenge the injury

\vliich his priest Chryses had suftered Irom Agamemnon. Under the

influence of his anger, Achilles refuses to put on his armour, and keeps

his Myrmidons in the camp. The other Greek chiefs vainly strove to

make amends for this hero's absence. The humiliation which they

underwent was severe ; they were many times defeated by Hector and the

Trojans, and driven to their ships. At last the fearful distress of the

Greeks aroused the anxious and sympathising Patroclus, who extorted a

reluctant consent from Achilles to allow him and the Myrmidons to avert

the last extremity of ruin. Patroclus was killed by Hector, when
Achilles, forgetting his anger, drove the Trojans with great slaughter

within their walls, and killed Hector, with whose funeral the Iliad ends.

Then—to follow the story from the allusions in Homer, and from

later epic poets and mythologists—there came from Thrace to the relief

of the Trojans the beautiful warlike queen of the Amazons, Penthesileia,

with a band of her countrywomen ; but she too was slain by the invincible

arm of Achilles.

The dismayed Trojans were again animated with hope by the arrival

of ]\Iemnon," son of Tithonus and Eos, the most stately of living men,

with a troop of Aethiopians, who at first made great havoc among the

Greeks, and killed even the hero Antilochus, son of Nestor ; but at last

Memnon himself was slain by Achilles in single combat. After proving,

by a series of most ingenious arguments, that in all probability Memnon
was the leader of the Keteioi or Hittites, Mr. Gladstone^ adds: "Now, if

Memnon were leader of the Keteioi, it may be observed, in the first place,

that this country lay far eastward in the same parallel of latitude as

Southern Greece ; and he might therefore, with ample consistency, be

called by the poet, son of the Morning. And most certainly the Homeric

statement, that Memnon was the famous son of the Morning, would be in

thorough accordance both with the poet's geographical idea of the East

and sunrise, which the Odyssey by no means carries far towards the

south, and with the fame to which the Khita (Keteioi), as the resolute and
somewhat successful opponents of the vast Egyptian power, may well

have attained." Memnon's tomb was shown on a hill near the mouth of

the Aesepus in the Propontis.'*

Soon after Memnon's death, Achilles himself was slain near the Scaean

Gate by an arrow from the quiver of Paris.^ According to Dictys

Cretensis (iii. 29), the murder took place in the temple of Apollo at

Thymbra, whither Achilles had gone to marry Polyxena.*^

* Ochjss. xi. .522 : had come from Egypt.
Kiivou hq KaKKiffTou X^ov ixera Mfuvova B7ou. * JFumeric Si^nc/ironisin, p. 178.

See also Od. iv. 187; Pindar, Pi/th. vi. .'U. * Strabo, xiii. p. 587: vnfp Se t)"s (kI3o\-7is

Aeschylus (rip. Strab. xv. p. 728) conceives rod Ala-fiirov ffxeSJi/ tj . . . o-raSious KoXuvhs
Jlenmon as a Persian, who had come from Susa. fcrrtv, e</)' cf rd(pos SeiKwrai MifJ-vofos rov

According to Ctesias, the expedition under Tidwvov.

Jlcnmon was sent by the king of Assyria to the * J/, xxii. 3G0 ; Soph, riiiloct. 334 ; Virgil,

relief of his vassal, Priam of Troy. Ctesias pre- Acn. vi. 56.

tended to have got tliis information from the '
•> See Philostratus, Her. 19. 11; Hyginus,

royal archives. According to Diodorus (ii. 22 Fab. 107, 110; Q. SmynuTUS, iii. 50; Tzetzcs,

and iv. 77), the Egyptians asserted thai Jlenmon ac? Lycophr. 307.
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The Greeks learned from Helenus, son of Priam, whom Ulysses had

captured in ambuscade,'' that Troy could not be taken unless both

Philoctetcs and Xeoptolemus, the son of Achilles, joined the besiegers.

The former had been left on Lemnos at the beginning of the campaign,

having been stung in the foot by a serpent, and having become intolerable

to the Grrccks from the stench of the wound. But he had still the

peerless, bow and arrows of Herakles, which were said to be essential to

the capture of Troy. He was brought by Diomedes to the Greek camp,

and healed by Machaon;^ he fought bravely against the Trojans,

and killed Paris in single combat with one of the arrows of Herakles.

Ulysses fetched Neoptolemus from Scyros, whilst the Trojans were

reinforced by Eurypylus, king of the Keteioi (or Khita), on the

Caicus, who was son of Telej)hus and Astyoche, sister of Priam. He
came with a large band and killed Machaon, but was himself "slain by

Neoptolemus.^ This son of Achilles drove the Trojans back with

great slaughter within their walls, from whence they never again came

forth to give battle.^''

But nevertheless Troy was to remain impregnable so long as it

retained the Palladium, which—as we have before said—had been given

by Zeus to the founder of the city, Ilus. Ulysses, however, having

disguised his person with miserable clothes and self-inflicted wounds,

introduced himself into the city, and found --means to carry away the

Palladium by stealth. He was recognized only by Helen, who concerted

with him means for the cajjture of the town.^ A final stratagem was

resorted to. At the suggestion of Athene, Epeius and Panopeus con-

structed a hollow wooden horse, capacious enough to contain a hundred

men. In this horse the most eminent of the Greek heroes concealed

themselves, whilst the whole Greek army, having burnt their tents and

pretended to give up the siege, sailed away with their ships, which they

anchored behind Tenedos, Overjoyed to see themselves finally relieved,

the Trojans issued from the city and wondered at the stupendous horse,

on which was written, that it was dedicated to Athene by the departing

Greeks. They were long at a loss what to do with it ; and the anxious

heroes from within heard their consultations, as well as the voice of

Helen, when she pronounced the name of each hero, counterfeiting the

accent of his wife's voice.^ Some desired to bring it into the city and

to -dedicate it to the gods ; others advised distrust of the enemy's

legacy. Laocoon, the priest of Poseidon, came with his two sons, and,

in his indignation, thrust his spear against the horse. The sound

revealed that the horse was hollow ; but at the same moment Laocoon

" Soph. Philoct. 604. Smyrn. x. 351-360. With this legend about

^ Sophocles {Philoct. 1437, 1438) makes Hera- the Palladium may be compared, as Grote sug-

kles send Asklepius to the Greek camp to heal gests, the Roman legend respecting the Ancilia

the wound. (0\nd, Fasti, iii. 381).

9 Pausanias, iii. 26, § 7. « Qdyss. iv. 275-289 ; Aen. ii. 13-20. Stesi-

><• Of^^ss. si. 510-520
;
Quint. Smyrn. vii. 533- chorus gave, as Grote states, in his 'IKiov

544, viii. 201. Ilepcris, the number of heroes in the wooden
^ Arctinus, ap. Dionys. Halic. i. 69; Hom. horse as 100. (Stesichor. Fraf/w. 26, ed. Kleine

;

Od. iv. 244-264 ; Virg. Aen. ii. 161-167
;
Quint. compare Athenaeus, siii. p. 610.)
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and one of las sons perished miseraLly, two monstrous serpents having

been sent by Here oiit of the sea to destroy them. The Trojans,

terrified by this spectacle, and persuaded by the perfidious counsels

of the traitor Sinon—who had been expressly left behind by the Greeks

to give them false information—were induced to drag the fatal fabric

into their city ; and, as the gate was not broad enough to admit it,

they even made a breach in their own wall. Thus the horse was

introduced into the Acropolis, and placed in the Agora before Priam's

palace. But even now ojiinions were divided ; many demanding that

the horse should be cut in pieces, others advising that it should be

dragged to the highest point of the Acropolis, and thrown thence

on the rocks below. The strongest party, however, insisted on its being

dedicated to the gods, as a token of gratitude for their deliverance.^

After sunset the Greek fleet returned to the shore of the Plain of

Troy, ancT^vaited the preconcerted signal. "Whilst the Trojans indulged

in rioTous^festivities, SinonrimcTTed the fire-signal and assisted the con-

cealed heroes to open the secret door in the horse's belly, out of which

they descended. The city was now assailed from within and witliout, and

was completely sacked and destroyed,' nearTyTire whole population being

slain.
~

Triam, who h"ad"vamly sought reiuge at the altar of Zeus Herkeios,

jv'as lviTTecnrv~lTeoptolemus. His son Deiphobus, who, after the death of

his brother Paris, had become the husband of Helen, was attacked by

Ulysses and Menelaus : he defended his house desperately, but was finally

overcome and slain. Thus Menelaus at lencth won back his wifc^

^ OJijA. viii. 492, xi. 523 ; the Argument of

the 'IA.ioi» neptrts of Arctinus, p. 21 ; Bacchylides

and Euphorion, ap. Servium, ad Aen. ii. 201.

Grote, JUstory of Greece, i. 280, says : "Both

Sinon and LaocoiJu originally came from the oi<l

epic poem of Arctinus, though Virgil may per-

haps have immediately borrowed both them, and

other matters in his second book, from a poem

passing under the name of Pisander. (Macrob.

c<aturn. v. 2 ; Heyne, Excurs. 1 ad Aen. ii.

;

Welnker, Dei- cpisclie Cijchts, p. 97.) In Quint us

Smyrnaeus (xii. 3(>6), the Trojans torture and

mutilate Sinon to extort from him the truth ; his

endurance, sustained by the inspiration of Here,

is proof against the extremity of sufi'oring, and

he adheres to his false tale. This is probably

an incident of the old epic, though the delicate

taste of Virgil, and his sympathy with the

Trojans, induced him to omit it. Euphorion

ascribed the proceedings of Sinon to Ulysses
;

he also gave a difl'erent cause for the ileath

of Laocoon. {Fraj/n. 35, 36, p. 55, ed. Diintz,

in the Frarpnents of Epic Poets after Alex-

ander the Great.) Sinon is ira7pos 'O^vaaiitis

in Pausanias, x. 27. 1."

* O./.vs. viii. 492-520:

aA\' 076 St] fuerdfiridi, /col 'i-KTrov Kua/j-ou &(L(rov,

Sovpareov, tIv ^Eirtihs iTroiriffeu avv ^Adrffri,

iv wot' is aKp6Tro\iv S6\ov ijyaye 5tos 'OSucireus,

avSpu'V ^;U7rA.7J(ras, 01 "iKiov (^a\a.Tra^au.

at Keu 5r) ixoi TaCra Kara jxalpav «aToAf|r;s,

aiiTtKa Kal iruatv /xydriffo/xai avOpunroiaiv,

ws oLpa Toi irp6(ppiiii> 6fhs ciiiraae diairiv aoiSi^v.

ws <pa.d\ h 5' dpnr)6els 8iov JjpxfTO, <pa7vf 5'

aotSrii',

evdev e\wv ws oi /xiv ivaaiXfxwv inl vrjSiv

^dvres awfirXeiov, irvp fv K\L(rn]ai fia\6vT€s,

'Apye7oi, rol S' ^Sij dyaKKvroi' a/xcp' 'OSucrf/a

ei'ar' eVi Tpoowv dyupf] KiKaXvu/J-dvoi 'Itiito}

avTol yap ixiv TpaJex e'y aKpunoXiv ipvaavro.

ins o fiiv iffTrjKei, rol 5' 6.KpiTa Tr6\K' ayipivov,

'i)fxevoi a/jLcp' avrov Tpix^Bi acpiaif rivSave fiov\T),

7)e Sia7rAf;|ai ku7\ov Sdpv vrjXt'C ;^aAKa),

17 Kara irfTpd'jcv ^aKffiv fpviTavTas tV a/cptjf,

T)e iuv /xfy' ayaAjUa 6ewv 6€KKTr\piov (ivai,

rf] irep Srj Kal tnfiTa Te\€VTi)(T€adai ejj.€\\ev

alaa yap ^r a-TroAerrfiai, €Trj;»' ttoAis aix<l>iKa\v'^r]

Sovpareov /xiyav 'iirnoi', oO' f'laro iravTes apiffToi

'Apyeicov Tpweaai (povov Kal K?]pa ^fpnvns.

ijftSiu 5' iis affTv Sieirpadov vies 'Axaiwz'

'tirjT60iV (KX'''l^foi, Ko7\ov Koxo" iKirpoKtiruVTiS.

&\Anu 5' aAAj; aeiSe TToAir K6pai(,VjU6r oiVtJj',

avrap Oduaaria nporl Sdfxara ATji(/)o/3oiy

Pi]fX€i'ai, t/ut' "Apr/a, ahv avriGiw MerfAaa-.

KiSi S); aivorarov noXtp.ov (paro To\ixi)(javTa

viKTicrai Kal i-Kura 5ia fxiyddvjxov ^AQi)V7]i'.

But the story of Helen, and of the,_Trojan

war was difiereiuly told by the priests of_^eni^_

phis to Herodotus, who gives us tlie following

accoimfof it (Herodotus, translated by RawTTn-C,

son,ii. 113-121): "The priests, in answer to my
enquiries on the subject of Helen, informed me

M
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Tims Troy was destroyed, as Aeschylus says : the altars, the temples,

of the following particulars." [Here riawlinson

(p. 184) justly observes that the fa(-t of Homer

having believed that Helen wejit to_E£\-pt_on!3i,

])roves that the stpr}^jvas_jio_t mvented, in. the

lime of Herodotus, but was current Jong ii'fore.]

"When Alexander had carried off Helen from

Sparta, he took ship and sailed homewards. On
iiis way across the Aegean, a gale arose, which

drove him from his course and took him down
to the sea of Egypt. Hence, as the wind did

not abate, he was carried on to the coast, when
he went ashore, landing at the Salt-pans, in that

month of the Nile which is now called the

Cauobic. At this jilace there stood upon the

shore a temple, which still exists, dedicated to

Hercules. If a slave runs away from his

master, and taking sanctuary at this shrine

gives himself up to the god, and receives cer-

tain sacred marks upon his person, whosoever

his master may bo, he cannot lay hand on him.

This law still remained unchanged to my time.

Hearing, therefoi-e, of the custom of the place,

the attendants of Alexander deserted him and

fled to the temple, where they sat as suppliants.

WJiile there, wishing to damage their master,

they accused him to the Egyptians, narrating all

the circumstances of the rape of Helen and the

wrong done to Menclaus. These charges they

brought, not only before the priests, but also

before the warden of that mouth of the river,

whose name was Thonis. As soon as he re-

ceived the intelligence, Thonis sen t a message to

Proteu s, who was at Jfemphis, to tluS ell'ycl':

' A stranger is ari '

ii'ed from Greece ; he is by

race a Teucrian, and h'^s done a wicked deed in

the country from which he is come. Having

beguiled the wife of the man whose guest he

was, he carried her away with him, and much
treasure also. Compelled by stress of weather,

he has now put in here. Are we to let him

depart as he came, or shall we seize what he

has brought ? ' Proteus replied, ' Seize the man,

be he who he may, that has dealt thus wickedly

with his friend, and bring him before me, that I

may hear what he will say for himself.' Thonis,

on receiving these orders, arrested Alexander,

and stopped the departure of his ships; then,

taking with him Alexander, Helen, the treasures,

and also the fugitive slaves, he. went up to Mem-
phis. When all were arrived, Proteus asked

Alexander, ' who he was, and whence he had

come.' Alexander replied by giving his de-

scent, the name of his countrj', and a true

account of his late voyage. Then Proteus ques-

tioned him as to how he got possession of Helen.

In his reply Alexander became confused, and

diverged from the truth, whereon the slaves

interposed, confuted his statements, and told

the whole history of the crime. Finally,

Proteus delivered judgment as follows :
' Did I

not regard it as a matter of the utmost con-

sequence, that no stranger driven to my country

by adverse winds should ever be put to death,

1 would certainly have avenged the Greek by

slaying thee. Tliou basest of men,—after accept-

ing hosjjitality, to do so wicked a deed ! First,

thou didst seduce the wife of thy own host

;

then, not content therewith, thou must violently

excite her mind and steal her away from her

husband. Kay, even then thou wert not satis-

fied, but, on leaving, thou must plunder the

house in which thou hadst been a guest. Now
then, as I think it of the greatest importance to

put no stranger to death, I suffer thee to depart

;

but the woman anil the treasures I shall not

permit to be carried away. Here they must
stay till tlie Greek stranger comes in person and

takes them back with him. For thyself and

thy companions, I command thee to be gone

from my land within the space of three days
;

and I warn you that, otherwise, at the end of

that time you will be treated as enemies.' Such

was the tale told me by the priests concerning

the arrival of Helen at the court of Proteus. It

seems to me that Homer_was acquainted with

this story; and, while discarding it. ' I

thought it less adapted for epic pm-t]
"

versionjvhich he followed, showed liiai ii ».i>

notjmkBfiwn-to_him. This is evident from the

travels which he assigns to Ale.^ander in the

Hiad—and let it be borne in mind that he has

nowhere else contradicted himself—making him

to be carried out of his course on his return with

Helen, and after diverse wanderings come at last

' to Sidon in Phoenicia. The passage is in the

Bravery of Diomed {Iliad, vi. 289-292)^ and the

words are as follows :

—

' There were the robes, many coloured, the work
of Sidonian women

:

They from Sidon had come, what time god-

shaped Alexander

Over the broad sea brought, that way, the high-

born Helen.'

ev9' iaav ol k4ttKoi. TraiMTroiKiAoi, epya yvvaiKoiv

'S.i^ovioov, Tcts avThs 'A\i(,av5pos deofiSrjs

ijyaye 2i5oj'i7)06j', 4vnr\ws eupea 'K6vrov,

TifV ohhv ^v 'EXefTju Trep avr)ya'yeu evrrarepeiav.
—

^

" In the Odijsseij also the same fact is alluded

to, in these words {Odyss. iv. 227-230) :— ^
' Such, so wisely prepared, were the drugs that

her stores afforded,

Excellent gift which once Polydamna, partner of \ .

Thonis, 1 /
Gave her in_EgV£t, where many the simples that \

grow- in the nieadows

Potent to cure in part, in part as potent to in-

jure.'

Tojo Albs dvydTTjp e^^ (pdpixaKa jUTjTioeyra

iffOxd, TO, ol UoAvSauva iropev, &oovos Kapa.KOiris,

Alyvirrlri, rf] irXuaTa (pepei ^ei^wpos iipovpa

(pap/xaKa, TroAAa fxiv iaOAa, fj.efj.iyiji.4ya troWa Se

\vypd.
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and the pojnilation perished.^ Antenor—having rejected with indigna-

Menelaus, too, in the same poem, thus addresses

Teleraachus {Odjss. iv. 351, 352) :

—

'Much did I h)ns; to return, but the, gods >till—° '

EegiJiicin. £gj'l't

—

Angry because I lial !'ail'.'i[ t,, |iay them their

hecatombs diil_\
.'

AiyvvToi fjL €TL Seiipo 6eoi fxep.aS>Ta. veecrOat

ecxov, eVei ov a(pLv tpeja Tt\r]4craas kKa.T6jj.fias.

"In these places Homer shows himself ac-

quauili'd with the vTTyaye ut ATi'xailiteT fo bgypf,

tor Syria b(<rdri-s (ill ll-'vpt, and thi' rhoriiirian--, to

AvTinliT Si. I nil liilniigs, dwtdl in Syria. From these

vari'ii- pa->a^i's,' and from that about Sidon

especially, it is clear, that Homer did not write

the C'/pria : for there it is said that Alexander

arrived at Ilium with Helen on the third day

after he left Sparta, the wind having been

favourable, and the sea smooth ; whereas in the

///'/(/, the poet makes him wander before ho

brings her home. Enough, however, for the

present of Homer and the Cijpria. I made
enquiry of the priests, whether the story

which the Greeks tell about Ilium is a fable,

or no. In reply they related the following par-

ticulars, of which they declared that Menelaus
had himself informed them. After the rape of

Helen, a vast army of Greeks, wishing to render

help to Menelaus, set sail for the Teucrian ter-

ritory ; on their arrival they disembarked, and
ibrmed their camp, after which thev sent am-
bassadors to Ilium, of whom Menelaus was one.

The embassy was received within the walls, and
demanded the re>toration of Helen, with the

treasures which Alexander had carried otF, and
likewise required satisftiction for the wrong
done. The Teucrians gave at once the answer,
in which they persisted ever afterwards, backing
their assertions sometimes even with oaths, to

wit, that neither Helen nor the treasures claimed
were in their possession; both the one and the

other had remained, they said, in Kgypt ; and it

was not just to come upon them for what
Proteus, king of Egypt, was detaining. The
Greeks, imagining that the Teucrians were
merely laughing at them, laid siege to the
town, and never rested until they finally took
it. As, however, no Helen was found, and they
were still told the same story, they at length
believed in its truth, and despatched Slonelaus
to the court of Proteus. So Menelaus travelled

to Egypt, and on his arrival sailed up the river

as far as Jlemphis, and related all that had
happened. He met with the utmost hospitality,

received Helen back unharmed, and recovered
all his treasures. After this friendly treatment,
Menelaus, they said, behaved most unjustly
towards the Egyptians ; for as it happened that
at the time when he wanted to take his depar-
ture he was detained by the wind being contrarv,
and as he found this obstruction continue, he had
recourse to a most wicked e.xpedient. He seized.

they said, two children of the people of the

country, and ottered them up in sacrifice. When
this became known, the indignation of the people

was stirred, and they went in pursuit of Mene-
laus, who, however, escaped with his ships to

'Libya, after which the Egyptians could not say

whither he went. The rest they knew full well,

partlv by the enquiries which they had made,
and partly from the circumstances having taken

place in their own land, and therefore not ad-

mitting of doubt. Such is the account given by
the Egyptian priests, and I am myself inclined

to regard as true all they say of Helen from the

following considerations :—If Helen had been at

Troy, the inhabitants would, I think, have given

her up to the Greeks, whether Alexander con-

sented to it or no. For surely neither Priam
nor his family could have been so infatuated as

to endanger their own persons, their children,

and their city, merely that Alexander might
possess Helen. At any rate, if they determined
to refuse at first, yet afterwards, when so many
of the Trojans fell in every encounter with the

Greeks, and Priam, too, in each battle lost a son,

or sometimes two or three, or even more, if we
may credit the epic poets, I do not believe that

even if Priam himself had been married to her
he would have declined to deliver her up, with
the view of bringing the series of calamities to

a close. Nor was it as if Alexander had been

heir to the crown, in which case he might have
had the chief management of affairs, since Priam
was already old. Hector, who was his elder

brother, and a far braver man, stood before him.

and was the heir to the kingdom on the death of

their father Priam. And it could not be Hector's

interest to uphold his brother in his wrong, when
it brought such dire calamities upon himself and
the other Trojans. But the fact was that thev

had no Helen to deliver, and so they told the

Greeks, but the Greeks would not believe what
they said ; Divine Providence, as I think, so will-

ing, that, by their utter destruction, it might bo

made evident to all men that when great wrongs
are done the gods will surely visit them with
great punishments. Such, at least, is my view
of the matter. When Proteus died, Ithamp-

sinitus, the priests informed me, succeeded to

the throne." Kawlinson (p. 190) thinks this

is evidently the name of a king Pamses of

the 19th dynasty, and jirobably of Ramses III.

This supposition is confirmed by Brugsch {Hist.

of Efii/pt), who shows that Ramses III. was
called Bamcssit pa Nutcr, i.e. " Ramses the god "

—a name at once convertible into Rhamp-
sinitus, and also that the robbing of the trea-

sury is quite consistent with events in this

king's reign related iu an Egyptian papyrus.

* Aeschyl. Aj/cmonnon. 5"J7, o'iS :

Bco;Uo2 5' aicTToi KOI flecSi/ ISpvi-iaTa,

Ka\ (JTztpfxa TTotTTjs i^anoWvrai x^""^'-
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tion the suggestion of some Trojans to slay Ulysses and Menelaus, when,

previous to the Avar, they had come as ambassadors to Troy and were

his guests, and having moreover publicly defended them—was always

regarded favourably by the Greeks ; and he as well as Aeneas were

allowed to escape with their families. But there is a version, according

to which they had betrayed the city to the Greeks, and a panther's skin

hung out of Antenor's door was the signal to the besiegers to spare

the house." Hector's son, Astyanax, was cast from the toj) of the wall

and killed. Priam's daughter, Polyxena, was immolated by Neoptolemus

on the tomb of Achilles. According to the tradition, Achilles had fallen

in love with her ; the Trojans had promised to give her to him on the

condition that he should make peace, but, when he came to negociate

it, he was treacherously wounded by Paris. AVhen dying, therefore, he

had demanded that, after the capture of Troy, Polyxena should be

sacrificed on his sepulchre, which was done by his son." According to

another version, Polyxena had fled to the Greek camp after the death

of Achilles, and had immolated herself with a sword on the tomb of her

lover.*^ Her sister, Cassandra, had sought refuge in the temple and at

the altar of the Ilian Athene, whose statue she embraced. Here Ajax,

son of Oileus, made an attempt to violate her, and he seized her so that

the idol fell. This sacrilegious deed caused universal indignation among

the Greeks, who could hardly be restrained from stoning Ajax to death
;

he only saved himself by escaping to the altar of the goddess.^ But

he had drawn both on himself and his country the grievous wrath of

Athene. Whilst he himself miserably perished on his homeward voyage,

a terrible pestilence broke out in Locris. The oracle of Apollo having been

consulted, the god said that the wrath of Athene could only be appeased

if the Locrians sent annually two noble virgins to Ilium, to do menial

service in the temple of the goddess. This the Locrians scrupulously

performed until shortly before the time of Plutarch.^"

Neoptolemus received as his prize both Andromache and Helenus.

After his death, Helenus became king of Chcionin, nnd married Andromache,

whom the Molossian kings considered as their heroic mother.^ Antenor

went 'by sea with a body of Eneti or Veneti from Paphlngoni,!, who

were allies of Troy, into the inner -pavt of the Adriatic Gulf, where he

vanquished the neighbouring barbarians, and founded Patavium, the

present Padua. The Veneti (founders of Venice) were said to owe

their origin to this immigration.^

As to the fate of Aeneas, the traditions were manifold. We hear of

•^ Grote {History of Greece, i. p. 281) remarks Troad. 69.

that this symbol of treachery also figured in the '" Timaeiis Siculus, ap. Tzetz. Lycophr. 1145;

picture of Polygnotus, but that a different story Callimachus, ap. Schol. ad II. xiii. 66 ; Welcker,

appears in Schol. ad Iliad, 'in. 206. Griech. Fr-ay. i. p. 16-t ; Plutarch, Scr. Numln.
'' Serv. ad Virg. Aen. iii. 322. Vindict. p. 557, with the citation from Euphorion

* Philostr. I/e>: six. 11 : see also Vit. Apollon. or Callimachus; Dvintzer, Epicc. Vett. p. 118.

iv. 16 ; Tzetz. ac? i^copAr. 323. ' Vii'g- -4en. iii. 294-490; Pausanias, i. 11.

" Arctinus, 'IXfou nepcis in the Excerpta of 1, ii. 23. 6 ; Lesches, Fragm. 7 (ed. Diintzer), a])

Proclos ; see Welcker, Ejj. Cycl. ii. pp. 185 and Schol. Lycophr. 1263; see also Schol. ad 1232.

522. See also the representation on the chest - Strabo, v. 212; Ovid, Fasti, iv. 75 ; Liv. i. 1,

of Cypselus, in Pausanias, v. 19. 1; Eurijiides, sx&ix. 22 ; SerYins, ad Aeneid. i. 24:2.
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him, as Grote ^ observes, " at Aenus in Thrace, in Pallene, at Aeneia in

the Thermaic Gulf, in Delos, at Orchomenns and Mantineia in Arcadia
;

in the isLands of Cythera and Zacynthus ; in Lencas and Ambracia, at

Buthrotum in Epirus, on the Sulentine peninsula and various other

places in the southern region of Italy ; at Drepana and Segesta in Sicily,

III Carthage, at Cape Paliuurus, Cumae, Misenum, Caieta, and finally

in Latium, where he lays the first humble foundation of the mighty

Eome and her empire."* But Aeneas was, like Hector, worshipped as a

god '" in Novum Ilium ; and we have the remarkable statement of the

Lesbian Menecrates, that Aeneas, ' having been wronged by Paris, and

stripped of the sacred privileges which belonged to him, avenged himself

by betraying the city, and then became one of the Greeks.' ° One

tale among many respecting Aeneas, and that too the most ancient of all,

thus preserved among the natives of the Troad, who worshipped Aeneas

as their heroic ancestor, was that, after the capture of Troy, he continued

in the country as king of the remaining Trojans, on friendly terms with

the Greeks."

This tale appears to be fully confirmed by Homer, who informs us, in

the first place, that Aeneas always bore a grudge against Priam, because

he did not appreciate him, though he was one of the most valiant of his

men ;'' in the second place, that Aeneas and his descendants should reign

over the Trojans. He gives us this latter information in the projihetic

words which he puts into the mouth of Poseidon, a god who is always

favourable to the Greeks, and even fights for them, but who here saves

the Trojan or rather Dardanian Aeneas from certain death ; nay, even the

implacable Trojan-hating goddess Here assents to the proceeding :
" Well,

let us snatch him (Aeneas) from death, lest Jove be wroth if Achilles

slays him. It is destined to him to escape, that the race of Dardanus

should not peiish without descendants and be forgotten,—of Dardanus

whom the son of Kronos loved most of all the children whom he begat by

mortal women. For the race of Priam has now become odious to the

son of Kronos ; now, therefore, shall the power of Aeneas rule over the

Trojans, and his sons' sons, who shall hereafter be born." ^

^ Ilistorij of Greece, i. Tp. 292. Lucian. Deorum Concil. c. 12, i. Ill, p. 534-,

* Dionys. Halic. Ant, Bom. i. 48-54 ; He3'ne, ed. Hcnist.

Excurs. 1 ad Aencid. iii. Bo Aeneae Urroribus, nnd •* Jlenocrat. ap. Diouys. Ilal. i. 48 : 'Axa'oi'i"

Excurs. 1 ad Aenekl. v. ; Conon, Narr. 46 ; Livy, 5' aviri eixe (after the burial of Paris) kuI

xi. 4; Steph. Byz. s. v. Alffia. The inhabitants eSoKeov ttjs (TTpariris rriv KecpaKTjv a-n-r)pdx6a'-

of Aeneia oil the Thermaic Gulf worshipped him "O.aojs 5* Td(pov aiirw Saicraures, fiTo\ffj.(oi' yij

with great solemnity as their heroic foundi'r irda-ij ^XP'^ "lAios eaAco, Ali'deo} ivdouros. Ai-

(Pausan. iii. 22. 4 ; viii. 12. 4). The tomb of veiijs yap &titos fwv v-irh 'AXi^avSpov Kal ano

Anchises was shown on the confines of the Area- yiptoiu Upwv f^eipyoixevos, avirpci^e ripiafxov,

dian Orchomenus and Mantineia (compare Stejih. ipyaad/jLevos Se toCto, us 'Axaiwy iyeyovei.

Byz. s. r. Kdipvat), under the mountain called ' //. xiii. 4(J0, 401:
Anchisia, near the temple of Aphrodite. On the [AiVei'as] alel yap Uptd/j-u) (Trffi-i^vif Sicii

discrepancies respecting the death of Anchises, Ouveic' 6.p' iffdAhv iovra ^er' avSpdcriv ov ri ri-

see Hoyne, Excurs. 17 ad Aen. iii. Segesta in eff/cer.

Sicily claimed to be founded by Aeneas (Cicero, * //. xx. .100-308 :

\crr. iv. 33). aW' &yeQ\ rifii'is rrep fxiv viriK QavaTov aydyoiufw
* I.ycophron, 1208, and Schol. ; Atlienagoras, ^utj ttois Ka\ Kpov'i^rjs KixoKfliffeTai, ft mv 'Ax'A-

Lccjat. 1; Inscription in Clarke's Travels, vol. ii. Aevs

p. 80: Ot *IAi6?s rhv irdrpiou 0ehv Aiveiav. t6v Se fcarojcTeiV;; • fxopifjiov di o'i icrr' aKtairOai,

lifpx
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Again, Poseidon tells Aeneas tliat lie has nothing to dread from any

other Greek than Achilles.^ I here call particular attention to another

passage in the IHad,^" in which Achilles taunts Aeneas with being a

candidate for the throne of Troy after the death of Priam.

Strabo, who rejects all other traditions regarding Aeneas, infers from

this clear Homeric statement that Aeneas remained at Troy, that he

reigned there after the extinction of Priam's dynasty, and that his sons

and their descendants reigned after him.^ If, therefore, we accept it as

an historical truth, that Troy was rebuilt after its destruction, and that

Aeneas and his descendants reigned over it, we find nothing extraordinary

in the fact that the Locrian maidens were periodically sent to Ilium, and

that this custom should have been continued for such a long number of

centuries. Mr. Gladstone'-^ holds that "Poseidon's prophecy has every

sign of being founded on what actually occurred immediately after the

Troica ; and for this reason, that it was a tradition most unlikely to be

invented. The part taken by Aeneas in the war was not one of high

distinction ; and his character, cold and timid, was one very far removed

from the sympathies of the poet and his countrymen ; he appears as the

representative of the Dardanian branch, with a sidelong jealous eye

towards the predominating Ilian house of Priam. It is a statement by no

means congenial to the general purpose of the poem, which next after

Achilles glorifies the Achaians, and, after the Achaians, the house of Priam.

But, on the other hand, nothing could be more probable or more natural

than that, after the Greeks had withdrawn, some social or political order-

should be established in Troas, and that its establishment should be eifected,

after the ruin of the house of Priam, under the surviving representative

of the family which probably was a senior branch, and which manifestly

stood next in influence and power. "We are nowhere told that Dardauie

was, like so many other cities, destroyed in the war. The friendship of

Poseidon possibly indicates its possession of some foreign alliance or

sympathy, not enjoyed by the Trojans proper, whom Poseidon hated ; and

if it be replied that such a sovereignty was more likely to be in Dardanie

than in a rebuilt llion, I answer that this is just what the text seems to

contemplate, for it says that the might of Aeneas shall reign, not in

Troy, but over the Trojans (Troessiii anaxei), and the Trees are the

people of the Troad (see e.g. II. ii. 824-826)."

Grote ^ says that these " passages regarding Aeneas have been con-

strued by various able critics to refer to a family of philo-Hellenic

i,(ppa jU7) aaTrepiuLus yevey] Kal dcpavTos oArirai e\w6fjL(i'0V Tpuxamu afd^nv iTnrodduoiaii'

AapSdvov, oy Kpofiirts irepl Kdvrojv (piKaro iral- rifx.rjs rfjs Tlpidixov ;

Soif, ' Strabo, xiii. p. 608 : "Ofj/qpos fievroi crvvr}-

o'l hdev f^iyivovTO yvvaiKwv re Oi/rjrdwv. yopuu ovStrepois iOiKev, ou5e Tols TTfpl tcov

ijOi] yap Uptd/j-ov yeirejjv iJx^'''JP^ Kpoutwu • apxriyiTwv rfjs S/CTJv^eoJS Aex^eririt' • i^xtpaivei

vvv 6e S?; hlvsiao fiir\ Tpuiecraiv dpd^ei yap jxeixeprjKSTa rhv Aivelav eV t?7 Tpoia Kal

K,.l Tra'iSccv TTOiSes, Toi her jxeTOTriade yevaivrai. OiaSeSeyiu-efov ttjv dpxv xal TrapaSfSwKora iraial

' //. XX. 339

:

naiScov rr]v SiaSoxw ainiis, ii(pauiafj.4i'ov rov

oil frqvydp t'is o' &\Kos ''AxaiOiV f^^yapi^^i, ruiv Tlpia/xiSHi' ytvovs.

'" //. .XX. 178-181 : - IIome7-ic Si/ncJu'onisin. p. 34.

AJvela, ri av roaaou o^i'Aou TruWhv fire\6wv ^ Historij of Greece, i. p. 291.

e'cTijS; ^ (76 ye OvfLus i/xol (.'.ax^craadai ayuyei
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or semi-Hellenic Aeneaclae, laioAvn even in the time of the early singers

of the Iliad as masters of some territory in or near the Troad, and

professing to be descended from, as ^Yell as worshij^ping, Aeneas." The

Scepsian critic Demetrius, a contemporary of Crates and Aristarchus

(about 180 B.C.),' who wrote a Commentary in thirty books on the Homeric

catalogue of the Trojans,^ and whose arguments are in nearly every point

adopted by Strabo, who did not visit the Troad himself—this Demetrius

informs us that Scamandrius, the son of Hector, and Ascanius, the son

of Aeneas, were founders of his native town, which had been originally

situated above the city of Gebren, on one of the highest ranges of Ida,

near Polichne, and was subsequently transferred by them GO stadia lower

down, to the site where it stood in his time : these two families are said

by Demetrius to have reigned there for a long time. Demetrius believed

that the ancient town (Palaescepsis) had been the royal residence of

Aeneas, 'as it was situated midway between his dominion and Lyrnessus,

whither he had fled when pursued by Achilles.'' But, as has been said

before, this conjecture of Demetrius is not admitted by Strabo, who
believed that Aeneas and his descendants reigned in Troy. According to

one passage in Strabo,'' Novum Ilium and the Temple of Athene were

built during the dominion of the Lydian kings, and therefore at some

period later than 720 b.c. ; but, according to another passage in the same

author,^ it was only built under Croesus (560-546 b.c). But wo shall

be able to show in the subsequent pages that this chronology is

altogether erroneous^ because the pottery found in my trenches iit

Hissarlik proves that the site has continued to be inhabited.

Novum Ilium was situated on a low height in the plain ; that is to

say, nearly in its centre, because the ridge whose western spur it occupies

extends almost to the middle of the plain. This western spur is sur-

rounded on three sides by the plain, into which it slopes gradually on

the west and south sides, whereas to the north and north-east it falls

off at an angle of 45' ; it is, according to M. Burnouf's measurement,
49'43 metres = 162 ft. above the level of the sea.

The distance from Novum Ilium in a straight line to the Hellespont

is, according to Scylax,'-' 25 stadia, but in reality it is rather more
than 3 miles, and to Cape Sigeum 4 miles.

It was inhabited by Aeolic Greeks, and remained a town of incon-

siderable power, until after the time of Alexander the Great, and even
until the period of the Iloman dominion, as we see from the fact that

Pihoeteum, Sigeum, and Achilleum, though situated at distances of

between 3 and 4 miles from it, were all independent of Ilium." But,

nevertheless, it was raised into importance by the legendary reverence

* Stnibo, xiii. p. 009. " § 95 : 'EvTfdOfv U Tpuas ^pxerat, Kai n6\fts
Strabo, xiii. p. (jo;). 'EWrjviSfs elali/ iv avTij a'iSc AapSavos, 'Pol-

" Strabo, xiii. p. 607 ; Homer, Iliad, xx. 188- Tetor, "lAior (oTrtxei Se airh ttjs 0oAaTT?)s (rrdSia

191
; Nicolaus aj). Stepli. Byz. s". v. 'Aa-Kavia. Kt) Kal iv avrij KoTafxbs 'S.Ka./jiauSpos.

' xiii. p. 601. 10 Herodotus', v. 9-1-, 95. See his account of the
* xiii. p. 593; according to the reading of war betwcou the Athenians and Jlitvlenaeaus

Kara KpoTaov, restored by Kramer (from two about Sigouni and Acliilloum.
MSS.) for the Kara xpV<^IJ-^>' of the MSS.
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attached to it, as being the only place which ever bore the sacred name
immortalized by Homer. Athene had her temple in the Pergamus of

Novum Ilium, and was worshipped as the tutelary deity of the city, just

as she had been worshipped in the Pergamus of the Homeric Ilium.

The Ilians maintained that at its capture by the Achaean troops their

city had not been entirely destroyed, but that it had always remained
inhabited, and had never ceased to exist. ^ The proofs produced by the

Ilians for the identity of their city with the ancient one, were, -as Grote ^

remarks, testimonies which few persons in those ages were inclined to

question, when combined with the identity of name and general locality,

nor does it seem that any one did question them, except Demetrius of

Scepsis and Hestiaea of Alexandria-Troas, who from mere jealousy and
envy contested the universally acknowledged identity, and of whom I

shall presently have occasion to speak.

Polemon was a native of Novum Ilium, and wrote a description

{7repnp/7]ai^) of the city. He flourished at the end of the third and
beginning of the second centuries B.C., and was therefore earlier than

Demetrius of Scepsis. He noticed in Novum Ilium the identical altar

of Zeus Herkeios on which Priam had been slain, as well as the

identical stone upon which Palamedes had taught the Greeks to play

at dice.^ Hellanicus, who was born on the day of the naval battle

of Salamis (480 b.c), and was therefore a contemporary of Herodotus,

wrote a special work on Troy (called Tpco'iKa), in which he testified to

the identity of Novum Ilium with the Homeric Ilium, for which asser-

tion Strabo (or rather Demetrius followed by Strabo) gratuitously attri-

butes to him an undue partiality for the Ilians.'*

Herodotus says that Xerxes, in his expedition to Greece, ascended

into the " Pergamon of Priam, because he had a longing to behold

the place. Having seen everything and enquired into all particulars

of the Homeric siege, he sacrificed to Athene, the tutelary goddess of

Ilium, (his magnificent offering of) a thousand oxen (ten hecatombs),

while the Magians poured libations to the heroes slain at Troy. The
night after, a panic fell upon the camp : but in the morning they

started at daylight, and skirting on the left hand the towns of Khoe-

teum, Ophrynium, and Dardanus (which borders on Abydos), and on the

right the Teucrians of Gergis, they reached Abydos." ^ It has been

' Strabo, xiii. p. GOO: Xeyuvcn S' oi fiv 'iXieTs <p6^os «s rh aTparoTreSoif fyeir^ae. afxa. '']/J.(pr)

Kai. TovTo, ws oi/Se reAe'cos r]<pai>lffOat auuePaiveu Se iiropeveTO ivOevTev, iv apiaTepi} fx^v airfpyiov

T-qv TToKiv Kara t)]v aKoimv vno twv 'hxo-t'^v, ''Pu'ireiov ttoKiv Koi 'Ocppvvfiov koI Aapdavuv,

oiiS' i^e\ei(j>dij ovSewore. rjirfp 5r] 'A0u3i) u/xovpos fan, iv Se^'.fj Se

^ Hlstorj of Greece, i. p. 298. T^pyiQas TevKpuvs.

^ Polemon, Fragmcnta, 32, ed. Didot. It is out of place to speak here of the topo-

^ Strabo, xiii. p. G02 : 'EWaviKos Si -xapt^o- graphy ; but in making this quotation from

jJLivosTols 'lAieCcrir, olos fKeiuov Bu/xos, crvuriyopel Herodotus, I cannot forego the opportunity of ex-

To T7}v auTT]v elvai TToAiu Tyjv vi'v rfj Tore. plaining the foregoing chapter (42), which is diffi-

^ Herodotus, vii. 43 : inl tovtov 5?) rhv irora- cult to understand : 'ETroie'ero Se ttjv 65hv 4k t-^s

/xhv ws airlKero He'plTjs, fs rh Tlpidfxov Ylfpyaaou AvSirjs 6 aTpaTbs iiri re TroTafxhv KaiKov Kal yrjv

ayefir], "fxepov f^^" Oe7)ffaa9ai. 6e7](Tauivos 6e rrjy Mvairiv, airh Se KdiKov op/xew/xevos, Kavris

Kal irvtiofxivos Kiivcov tKaa'TOL Tp 'Mrivairi rrj vpos iX^" ^^ o-piffTeprj, 5io toG 'Arapveos is

'lAtaSi edvae Povs X'^'^Si X""^ ^^ "' fJ^^-JOL rolffi Kapiv7\v iroKiv' airh 5e ravTTis Sik @r:Pr]s TreSiou

'.]p(aai eye'a^TO. ravra Si 7TOi7](Tafj.4i'Oiai vvktus iTropeveTO,'ATpafxvTrei6vTeir6\ivKcu"AvTavSpop
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generally maintained in modern times, by those who disj^nte the identity

of Novum Ilium with the Homeric Troy, that the place called by

Herodotus the Pergamon of Priam must be different from Novum Ilium

;

but, as Grote ^ rightly observes, the mention of the Ilian Athene iden-

tifies them as the same.

Eckenbrecher ^ ingeniously observes that " Herodotus cannot but

have identified the Aeolic Ilium with the Homeric city, because in

Book i. c. 5, he calls the latter • merely ' Ilion,' without an epithet, just

as we should designate the present Eome and the Piome of the ancient

Eomans by the same name. This," he argues, " appears evident when
we compare this passage, where the historian says that the Persians

traced their enmity against Greece from the conquest of Ilium, with

the passage in Book ii. c. 10. We see also," he continues, " that Xerxes

Aa^oii' is apiCTip-qv X^P'^ '''^ ^^ ''"O" 'lAiaSa y7iv
•

Kal vpwra jjLfV ol inrh tij "'15?; vvKTa avajXiivavTi

^povraire Kal TrpTjcrrfypes iTrtia-KiitTovai, Kai riva

aiiTOv TavTT] aux^hv ojxiKov 5i€(p9eipav. ' The

march of the army, after leaving Lydia, was

directed upon the river Cai'cus and the laud of

Mysia. Beyond the Cai'cus the road, leaving

Mount Cana upon the left, passed through the

Atarnean plain, to the city of Carina. Quit-

ting this, the Iroopis advanced across the plain of

Thebe, passing by Adramyttium and Antandrus,

the Pelasgic settlement ; then, keeping Mount
Ida upon the left hand, they entered the Trojan

territory. As they bivouacked during the

night at the foot of Ida, a storm of thunder and

lightning burst upon them, and killed a great

many of them."

But if the Persian army had come by the

ordinary road, crossing the ridge which extends

from Ida westward and terminates in Cape
Lectum, the true Ida must have been left con-

siderably to the riglit. It is therefore generally

thouglit that either Herodotus has made a mis-

take, or—as, among others, G. Kawlinson (Hist,

of Herodotus, iv. p. 42, footnote) suggests—he
has given the name of Ida to the highlands

which close in the valley of the Scamander on

the left, lying west and south of Bounarbashi.

But this theoi-y appears to us as unacceptable

as that of ?. Barker Webb {Topo<jraphie de la

Troade, p. 13-1-), who endeavours to make us

believe that the Persian army, in coming by
the ordinary way, might have had ihe true

Mount Ida to its left, for he saj's : "To the

south of the promontory of Lectum, the coast

slopes rapidly to the east and north-east, and
forms with the opposite shore the Gulf of

Adramyttium. From this conformation of the

gulf, wliich is not exactly marked on any modern
map, it results that the Gargarus, instead of

being situated, as is generally supposed, in the

centre of Phrygia, approaches much more to the

Gulf of Adramyttium, and appears almost to

tower above it. Thus Herodotus's account of

Xerxes, who on his march from Sardis to the

Hellespont left the Gargarus to his left, a state-

ment which appears strange to many people, is

true to the real position of Mount Ida." This

statement is altogether inconsistent with the

existing facts.

I can accept as the only right explanation that

of Professor Virchow, who writes to me: "As
Herodotus expressly states that Xerxes entered

the territory of Ilium having Mount Ida to

his left, I can but conclude from this that

Xerxes went from Adramyttium northward, and

penetrated from tJie east into the Plain of

Beiramieh ; that is, nearly by the road taken by

Tchihatchetf. The only doubt which could arise

would be the mention of Antandros, which

appears to have been situated more to the west.

But the expression irapajj.fifio/j.fi'os admits of

the interpretation that he passed by Antandrus;

namely, that he passed by it to his left. Other-

wise he must have taken his way across the high

mountains. On the eastern road he passed round

Ida, which remained to his left, and descended

from the heights into the valley of the Sca-

mander. As he must have gone from Inc

through the defile into the Plain of Troy, he

had Bounarbashi to his left." Professor Virchow

adds that for this reason the small city on the

Bali Dagh can, in his opinion, not be Gei'gis,

because Herodotus (vii. 43) distinctly states that

on the day after his visit to Ilium Xerxes went

forward, passing to his left lihoeteum, Ojjhry-

nium, and Dardanus, which borders on Abydos,

but to his right the Teucrians of Gergis {Si/xa

VfifpT) Se itropiviTO ivOevTfv, iv apiffrepi] fxev

airfpywv 'Polreiov irSXiv Kal 'Ocppvveiov Kal

AapSavov, rjirep Si) 'AfivSaj ofiovpds icrri, iu

Se^iTJ Se ripyiOas TevKpovs). As Xerxes passed

at tlie foot of tlie Bali Dagh, it would ajipear

strange indeed that Herodotus should have

mentioned Gergis, not before but after Ilium, if

the little city on that mountain wore identical

with Gergis.

« Ilidorij of Greece, i. p. 298.
" G. von Eckenbrecher, Die Larjc dcs Jlomcr-

ischcn Troia ; Diisseldorf, 187">, p. 34.
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considered the Ilion of Lis time (that of Herodotus, Hellanicus, and

Strabo) as the Homeric Ilion, because we are tohl (vii. 43) that he

ascended to Priam's Pergamon, which he coukl not i)ossibly think to be

situated anywhere else but in Ilion."

A further proof of the certainty which people felt regarding the

identity of ancient Troy with Novum Ilium is furnished by Xenophon,

who relates that the Lacedaemonian admiral Mindarus, while his fleet

lay at Abydos, went up himself to Ilium to sacrifice to Athene, and

saw from thence the naval battl'e between the squadron of Dorieus and

the Athenians, near the shore cff Pihoeteum.^

Though the dominion of Novum Ilium was still very unimportant

during the interval between the Peloponnesian war and the Macedonian

invasion of Persia, and did not even extend to the neighbouring Helle-

spont, yet the city was garrisoned as a strong position. We see this from

the account given by Plutarch:^ "Ilion was taken byHerakles on account

of the horses of Laomedon ; it was also taken by Agamemnon by means
of the wooden horse ; for the third time it was taken by Charidemus,

because, a horse having fallen in the gate, the Ilians could not promptly

shut it." This is confirmed by Polyaenus," who says :
" When the Ilians

sacked the city of Charidemus, he got hold of a slave, who had come to

plunder, and by great presents he induced him to betray the city (Novum
Ilium). But in order that he might appear faithful to the watchmen
of the gates, he gave him many sheep and slaves to bring in, twice

or three times. The watchmen, having distributed these, allowed him
often to go out in the night, and with him more men to bring in the

booty. Charidemus seized and bound those who had come with the

man, dressed his own armed men in their clothes, and gave them, with

the rest of the booty, a horse, as if it had been caj)tured. But the

watchmen, in order to receive the horse, opened the whole gate. The

soldiers rushed in together with the horse, killed the watchmen, and,

having encountered the rest of the force, stormed the city. If we may
make the jest, Ilion was taken for the second time by the stratagem

of a horse."

This Charidemus can certainly be no other than the notorious merce-

nary chief, who flourished in the time of Philip II. (e.g. 359-336). We
knoAv him principally from the speech of Demosthenes against Aristo-

^ HcUcnica, i. 1, 4 : Miu^apos Se KaTiScbv ttjj' jroXAi Trpofiara koI avopanoSa Si'j irov Koi Tp\s

ixaxv ^f 'l^'^tfi dviov T^ 'Adrjua, ifiorjOei i^i Tr]v ayayelv. Oi 5e <pv\aKes, toDto vei/jLafievot,

OiKaTTav • Kol KaQeXKvaas ras eavTOu rpirjpeis crvvex^povv avrQ woWaKis i^ievai vvKTOip, koI

aireTrXeL, owcos avaXd^oi ras fxera Aoopifois. (rvv avroi avSpas wKei.oi'as riiv Aetar 7rept6A.au-

° Life of Scrtoriiis, i. : ed\(ii Si Tb''l\iov v(p' vovras. XapiSrifxos tovs /xiv ffw avT(S crvX^a^icv

'UpaKXeovs Sia Tas AaouiSovTos 'ittttovs, Ka\ inro iSriae • to. Si tovtwv ifxdria -Kipi^aXwv ibiois

'Aya/xd/xvovos Sia tov Aovpelov npoffayopivOei'TOS ai^Spdaiv wirXicruivois, eScuKev avTu7s to re dWa
'iKirov, rpLTOv 5' vvo XaptSrjuov, Tas TriiKas, 'ittttov rris Xfias Kol 'lirirov ws alxfJ-dXwTov. OitpvXaKes,

nvbs 4fj.TTea6yTos, dTroK\e7fTai raxv rcoy IxUaiv 'ivaSf^aLVTO rhv 'imroi', Traaav ttjv TTvXrjv dveu'^ay.

ix]) SvvqQiVTwv. Oi arpaTtcvTai, tcZ 'iirirqi cuj'eio'ireo'oVTcs, rovs re
'" Strategic, iii. 14 : XapiSrjfios, "IXiiciiv Aery- (pvAaKas direKTeivav koi ttiv Aoitt/jj' Svvafiiv

XarovvTcov avTov rijv ttoAij', olKirrju 'iXtea irpo- Seqdaevoi ttjs TroKfois iKpaTTjaav, ware, ei XPV
eASofTO 67r( Xelav crvWa^tiv, /xeydXais Sdpois tl koi Trailai, Sixrrepov eoAou to ''iKiov irc.Mv

eireice. irpoSovvai Ti]f iroMv. "ico 5e iriarus tV—o) KaTaaTpaTT)yovfji.(vov.

^aviir] rois (puKdrTOvari ras TrvKas, iouKev auTa
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crates, in wliicli the capture of Ilium is confirmed, but without particulars

as to how it happened. Dismissed by Timotheus, he took service in

Asia Minor with Memnon and Mentor, who desired to liberate their

brother-in-law Artabazus, who had been taken prisoner by Autophra-

dates. The capture of Ilium by him must therefore have taken place

about 356 b.c. From this event, therefore, it appears certain that at

that time Novum Ilium was a fortified city.

When Alexander the Great crossed the Hellespont, he sent his

army from Sestos to Abydos under Parmenio ; and, after having ofi'ered

solemn sacrifices at the tomb of Protesilaus at Elaeus in the Chersonese,

he crossed over to the shore of the Plain of Troy. Having ascended

to Ilium, he sacrificed to Athene, made libations to the heroes, hung up

his armour in the temple of the goddess, and took in exchange some

of the sacred arms which had been preserved from the Trojan war.

Such was his veneration for these Trojan arms, that he had them carried

before him in battle by his lifeguardsmen. He also offered at Ilium,

in the temple of Zeus Herkeios, sacrifices to Priam, begging him to

relax his wrath against the race of Neoptolemus, to which he, Alexander,

belonged,^

Dicaearchus composed a separate work respecting this sacrifice of

Alexander (irepl r)]<; iv 'IX/w Ov(jia<i)?

Plutarch tells us that Alexander, after having passed the Hellespont,

ascended to Ilium, sacrificed to Athene, and made offerings to the shades

of the heroes, and, after having anointed with oil the funeral column of

Achilles, he ran, as was customary, stark naked round the tomb with his

companions, put a wreath of flowers on it, and felicitated Achilles on

having had during his life a true friend, and, after his death, a great

herald of his glory. As he was walking through the city (Ilium) and

examining its curiosities, some one asked him if he wished to see the

lyre oT Alexander (Paris) ; he answered that he cared but very little

about that, but that he desired to see the lyre of Achilles, to which he

had chanted the glory and the deeds of great men.^

' Arrian. Alcxmid. Anah. i. 11. 5-8: iXOwv Se iffTaKt) €/c rr\s Evpunrrjs icai ottov e'|e'/37j rfjj

6s 'EXaiovvTo. 6veL TlpoiTecnXd'o iirl tm rdcpo) tov 'Acrias Aicis airo^aTTipiov Kal 'AOt]vus ual 'Rpa-

TlpioTfffiXdov, uTi ical npiCTeaiAaos Trpwros tSdicd /cAe'oi/s • ai/i\06uTa 5t es ''iXiov rfi re 'AStivS.

iKfi7]vai es ti]v 'Acriau tuv 'EWrjViev twv a./j.a 6vaai rij 'IA(a5i, koI ti]v KavoirXiav ttjz' avTov

'Ayaufixvovi is "Wiov aTparevaavraiv • /col o avadilvai is tov v^wv, koI KaQiKilv avrl TavTi)s

vovs Tijs Ovaias ifi/ iirnvx^o'Ttpav oi yevfaOai ruiu iepwu Tiva oirKuv tri iic rov Tpwiicov tpyov

}) npaiTf(nAay t))v a.Tr6^aaiv. ^ aw^u/xeva. leal ravra KiyovffLV on ol viraairt-

Vlapixfviwv fxtv 5)j Toiv jr6(,£<;»' rohs ttoWovs aral ecpfpou wph aiirov is tos ^dxas. Ovcrai 6e

Kal Tyjv 'i-KTTov Sia^ijiiaai iraxOr) fK Zr](rTou is avrbv leal nptd/J.(f) iirl rod ^oojxov tov Aths tov

A^vdov • ical Stifiriffa^ rptr]pe(n jxtv c/caroi' Kal "EpKiiov \uyos Karix^h l^vviv Tlpid/xov irapaiTov-

i^T^KOfTa, Tr\oiois Se dWoLs TroA\o7s (TTpoyyvKois. fjLtvov t^ NeoirTo\i/j.ov yifft, t 5?; es avThy

'AKi^avdpov Se e'| 'EAaiovvTOs is Thv 'Axaiiuy KaOrjKfV.

Xi/jLfva Karupai o irAeiwy \uyos /core'xe', Kal ^ Dicaoarch. Fraijm. p. 114, ed. Fuhr; Atlie-

avTov Ti Kvfiipi'uivTa TTiV (TTpaTTiyiSa vavv oia- nacus, xiii. p. G93.

PiWfiu Kal eVetS); icard fxiaou tIiv Tzopov tov ^ I'lutarch. j'l/t'xnjiti. xv. : 'Ayo/3(!ts S' €<j "lAio;',

EWyimTovTov iyiviTo, acpd^avTa Tavpov Tcji iOvffe t?} 'A6r]pa, Kal to7s I'ipwaiv (cnrei(re. Ti,v

XloanSoivi Kal lir]p7]'tin aTrivSeiv iK XP"'^VS (fna- 5' 'Ax'AAe'cus cTTijAriu a\ei\pd/j.si>os Xina, Kal

Atjs is Tbv TToifToi'. \iyov(Ti 5e Kal irpuiTov t'/c (leTa twv eTaipcav avvavadpaixu'v yv/xvos, LKTirtp

TTJs viltis (Tvv ToTs -oirAois iK^7)vai avrhu is t!/«' fOos iaTif, icrTe(j)dvwaf, ixaKapiaas aindv, oti r.al

y7)u t)]v 'Aalav Kal fio>,:obs iSpvaaa-Bai bOfv re ^Uf <*>i\ov iriffTov, Kal Te>.evTi]'Xas fieydkov itfi-
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I may also call attention to the valuable inscription'* which proves
the liberality of Antiochus Soter towards the Ilian Athene in 278 b.c.

The inscriptions Nos. 3601 and 3602 also attest that Panathenaic games
were solemnized at Ilium in honour of the Ilian Athene by the Ilians,

conjointly with various other cities in the neighbourhood.^

We read in Strabo :« " It is said that the city of the present Ilians

was until then a small market-town, and that it had a small and insig-

nificant temple of Athene. But Alexander, having ascended to it after

the victory on the Granicus, adorned the temple with offerings, raised

the town to the rank of a city, commanded the wardens to enlarge it

by new Iniildings, and declared the city free and exempt from all taxes.

At a later time, after the conquest of the Persian empire, he sent to

Ilium a very kind letter, promising to make it a large city, to make its

temple very celebrated, and to institute sacred games in the city. After

his death, Lysimachus did much for the city, surrounded it with a wall

40 stadia in circuit, built a temple, and increased the population by
adding to it the inhabitants of the old neighbouring cities, which were in

decay. Alexander felt a great interest in the Ilians, both on account of his

relationship, and because of his admiration for Homer. There has been

handed down a corrected edition of the Homeric poems, called ' the edition

of the casket ' (e'/c rod vdpOrjKo^), because Alexander revised and annotated

these poems with the aid of the pupils of Callisthenes and Anaxarchus,

and preserved them in a richly ornamented casket, which he had found

in the Persian treasury. Alexander's great kindness towards the Ilians

proceeded, therefore, in the first place from his veneration for the poet,

pvKos irvx^v. 'El' 6e tcS irepueyai Kai OeaaOai 6fd/.

Ta Kara tijv tzoKiv, epofxiuov riv'os avTov, el ySou- '' xiii. p. 593, 10-20, awl p. 594, 30 : Trju Ss

Aerai T7]v 'AXe^dvSpov \vpav I5i7i', eXdxiffTU, twv 'l\te(iiv ttoXlv twv vvv reus p.ev Kdfirjv

(ppovri^eiv eKeivf]s e<pr\. T7;i'
5' 'Ax'AAe'ais fijxeif, ejfai (paai to iephu exovcraf ttjs 'A6T]vas /xiKpuy

fl
TO, K\ea Kou ras Trpa^eis vfivet twv ayadooi/ Kal evTe\es, 'A\e^av^pov Se ava^dpra /J-era rr^v

avSpwy eKelvos. eir\ TpaviKy viktiv o.vaQi]fia(Ti re Kocrp.i]ffai to

* Xo. 3595 in Boeckh's Crpns Iiiscriptionuin lephv koI npoarayopevaai ttoKlv kixL olKoSo/xiais

Grasc. : ava\a0e7i/ TrpocrTa|ai to?s eTTiueXiiTais ikevQepav

.... I3i<n\eus Autloxos .... re Kplvai koX 'd<popov liarepov 5e fxera rrjv

T^fj. jxev lepeiav Kal rohs lepovojxovs km. rovs KaTd\v(7LV twv Uepawv e-KKnoKi-jV KaTairep-^ai

irpVTdvets ev^aaBai rfj 'AQriva ttj 'lAiaSi . . . (eTri (piXdvQpwTTOV, viriaxvovjj.evov iroKiv re ironjcrc.i

5e) ra7s euxais rr} fxev 'A9r]va (TwreXeadroicrav ixeydKt\v kclX lephv eiria-Qp.oTarov Kol ayuva

rr]v vofM^oixevriv koI izdr^^piov 6v)iTlav o'L re airoSel^eiv tepou- jxera Se rrjv tKiivov reKevri^v

lepovopLOt .... (cTTTJcrai S' avrov ei),'coVa XP^^^V" Avalfiaxos /xaAiara rrjs Tr6\eci)s eTre,ue\ri6r] Kal

i<p^ "ttwuv ev riS lepw rris 'AOrji/us iv rcS eiricpa- vewv KareaKevacre Kal Te?;^os 7reptefia.\ero oaov

(veffrdrci} ro-Kco) .... Kal eiriypd^ac 'O Sr}/xos 6 rerrapaKovra (TTaSlcvy, avvusKirre re els avriji' ray

{'IXiecov ^aatXea 'AvtI)oxov .... eucre^elas KVKXffi TToXeis apxalas Tj'Srj KeKaKWjxevus.

eveKev r?]s els rh lep6{v, ehepyerrjv Kal au})T?]pa '^Ke7vos yap Kara (Tvyyeve'ias dvavemaiu wp}xT}<re

yeyov6ra rov 5-iifxov, k. r. A. trpovoe7v avrHv. ap.a Kol <pi\6fJ.r}pos iiv (peperat

^ The inscription No. 3601 is much damageiU yovv ris'Siopdcccris t/js 'Otxr,pou iron'^aews, rj eK

Boeckh says of it :
' Decretum Ilii atque urbium rod vdpQriKO's Aeyo/xevri, rov ' AXe^dvSpov fxera ruiv

vicinarum, quae cum Iliosacrorum communionem -nepl KaWiaQevr] Kal 'Avd^apxov iTre\66vTos Kal

habebant de ratione sollemnium et ludorum in- (njixeiwaafxevov rivd, eireira Ks.radevros els vdp-

stituendorum scitum. Haec sollemnia arbitror ei]Ka ov riZpev ev rrj YlepcriKTJ ydfy iroXvTeAw;

fuisse Panathenaea, quae et ipsa, minora quidem KareaKevaap-evov Kara re Sj; rov rov ttoititov

vs. 11 nominata sunt." The inscription No. 3602 Cv^o'' '^o' Kara rijv avyyeveiav t?V airh rSiv

is : 'Wiels koI at) izoKeis a{l K)o{^iv)(j}{yov)cTai (rrts AlaKiSSiv rwv ev MoAoTTOiS ^aaiXevaoCvraiv, irap

Ov')alas Kal rov dycovos Kal tt^s iravr)yvpe<t>s .... ols Kal rrjv 'AvSponaxv Irrropovai ^aaiXevaai

Arjiirfrplov 'lAiaSa, /caAcos Kal i{v)^6{^)uis Kavrj- ryv "EKTopos yevop.evr\v yvva^Ka, e(pi\o<ppove7ro

<popi\(Ta(Tav, (evcr^e^elas eveKev T'^s irphs r)]V irphs rovs 'lAieas 6 'A\e^av5pos.
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and secondly from his relationship with the Aeacids, the kings of the

Molossians, among whom, as is said, Andromache also reigned, who was

once the wife of Hector."

But Strabo informs us that, when the liomans first went over to

Asia and expelled Antiochus the Great from this side of the Taurus

(190-189 B.C.), Demetrius of Scepsis, being then a youth, visited Ilium,

and saw the city so much in decay, that there were not even tiles on

the roofs of the houses." He further states that, according to Hegesianax,

the Galatians, having come over from Europe, went up to Ilium in

search of a fortified place ; but that they left it immediately, because

the town had no walls of defence.''' But this statement is thoroughly

inconsistent with, and in contradiction to, the statement made by Strabo,

a dozen lines before ;
^ for he had there informed us that Lysimachus,

after the death of Alexander, paid great attention to Ilium, surrounded

it with a wall 40 stadia in circumference, and settled in Ilium the inha-

bitants of the ancient cities around, which were in a state of decay.

Besides, the passages in Livy (xxxv. 43 ; xxxvii. 9) and Polybius

(v. 78, 111) prove beyond all doubt that Novum Ilium was fortified and

defensible about 218 b.c.

Livy informs us ^" that Antiochus the Great went up from the

sea to Novum Ilium, to sacrifice to the Ilian Athene (190 B.C.) ; and'

further, that the Pioman Consul Livius went up thither to sacrifice to

the same goddess.

We read in Justin ^^ that, in the first Pioman expedition to Asia,

there was a reciprocal exchange of joy between the Ilians and the

Komans, as if between parents and children after a long separation.

Eckenbrecher ^ mentions the statement of Ennius,"'^ that when the

Eomans, under the command of Cornelius Scipio Asiaticus, approached

the Trojan shore, they exclaimed, at the first glimpse of Troy :

—

" O patria, o divom domu.s Ilium, d iiicluta billo

Pcrgama."

The Eomans, who were proud of their origin from Ilium and

Aeneas, treated the city of their heroic ancestors with signal munifi-

cence, adding to its domain the adjacent territories of Sigeum, lihoe-

teum, and Gergis, as well as the whole coast from the Peraea (or

' But, as JI. Burnouf ingeniously observes tovs TaXdras irfpaiwO^vTas e'/c rrjs Eiipiitrrjs

to me, this does not necessarily mean that the ava^T^vai ij.ii/ ds riiy iroAii/ Seouivovs epv/xaTos,

houses had had tiles, and that for want of re- wapa XPVI^<^ 5' 4K\nri7v 5ia to aTfix^ffTou.

paration they were without them. It may imply " //»«/. .\iii. p. 593. '" xx.xv. 4.'i.

as well that the houses were poor buildings, "Justin. .\xxi. 8: "Tauta laetitia omnium
which were not even covered with tiles, but fuit, quanta esse post longum tempus inter

had only terraces of clay mixed with straw. parentes et Jiberos solet. Juvabat Iliensos, ne-
" Strabo, xiii. p. o94 : Kal rh "lAioi' 5' o vvu potes sues, occidente et Africa domita, Asiam et

f(TTi KuifMuTToXis TLs ^v, 0T6 TTpwTov 'Vcofioioi Tfjs avituui reguum vindicare. Optabilem ruinam
^haias iTri^t)(rav Kal i^e^aAov 'Aurioxof Thv Trojae diceutes, ut tarn feliciter renasceretur.

ixiyav (k rfjs ivrhs tov Tavpov. (prjffl yovv Contra Romanos, avitos Lares et incunabula

Ar]p.T}Tpios 6 2k7)i)/ios, fxeipaKinf iirt5r]fi-q(ras els majorum ac deorum simulacra inexjtlicabile de-

rriv TtoKiv kot' tKflvovs tovs Katpovs, ovrais siderium videudi tenebat."

o)\iywpriij.fvr]v ISuv ti]v KaroiKiav ware firiSe ' Die Lwjc dcs Homcrischcn Troia, p. 37
Ktpaixunas ex*'" 't°'S ar^yas 'Hyr]cndva^ Se " Annal. 14. 9, ed. P. Merulae.
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continental territory) of Tenedos, southward of Sigenm, to the confines

of Dardanns.^ The Sigeans would not submit to this loss of autonomy,

and their city was therefore destroyed by the Ilians."* A like fate

appears to have befallen the neighbouring city of Achilleum.
" Tlio dignity and power of Ilium being thus," as Grots ^ remarks,

"prodigiously enhanced, we must find it but natural that the Ilieans

assumed to themselves exaggerated importance, as the recognized

parents of all-conquering Rome. Partly, we may naturally suppose,

from the jealousies thus aroused on the part of their neighbours at

Scepsis and Alexandria-Troas,—partly from the pronounced tendency of

the age (in which Krates at Pergamus, and Aristarchus at Alexandria,

divided between them the palm of literary celebrity) towards criticism

and illustration of the old poets,— a blow was now aimed at the

mythical legitimacy of Ilium."

The two leaders in this new " Trojan war "—the attempt to destroy

the traditional glory of Ilium—were, first, Demetrius of Scejisis, a

most laborious Homeric critic, who, as already stated, had written

thirty books of Commentaries on the Trojan Catalogue in the Iliad, and

who was ambitious of proving that his native city, Scepsis, had 'also

been the royal residence of Aeneas : and, secondly, Hestiaea,*^ an

authoress of Alexandria-Troas, who had also written comments on the

Iliad, and had made researches as to whether the Trojan war could have

taken place before Novum Ilium. Both declared that there was no

space for the great exploits related in the Iliad, the plain which now
separates this city from the Hellespont having been formed since the

Trojan war by the alluvium of the rivers. Further, that Polites, who,

relying on the swiftness of his feet, sat as a scout on the top of the

tumulus of Aesyetes, to watch when the Greek army should rush

forward from the ships, must have been a fool, as he could have observed

the movements of the Greek army much better from the much higher

Acropolis of Ilium, without needing his swift feet ; and that the still

extant tumulus of Aesyetes is situated five stadia from Novum Ilium, on

the road to Alexandria-Troas. Further, that the race of Hector and

Achilles could not have taken place, it being in>possible to run round

Novum Ilium on account of the adjoining ridge, but that they could

have run round the ancient town.'' They admitted that no trace was

* Strabo, xiii. p. 600 : KaricrKavrai hi Koi rh (see Strabo, siii. p. 592).

'Xiyeiov inrh tuv 'lAie'ojr Sia t??!/ aTretdeiau, vir' * History of Greece, i. 301.

eKeiuois yap ^v uVrepoy ?; TvapaKia Trucra ri /J-expt "^ Hestiaea is cited repeatedly in the Homeric

AapSdyov, koI vvv vir" iKeiuois effri. Scholia (Schol. Venet. ad Iliad, in. G-t ; Eustath.

Livy, Kxxviii. 39. ad Iliad, ii. 538).

* I may remind the reader that Dardanus, on ' Strnbo, xiii. p. 599 : irapaTiQ-r\(n 5' b Ai)fX7)-

the promontory of Gygas, between Rhoeteum Tpios Ka\ rrjv 'AAf^avSp'tfTiu 'ErrTtaiau fudprvpa,

and the present city of the Dardanelles, was an ti)v ffuyypdxf/aaav irepl ttjs 'Ofj-ripou 'lAidSos,

Aeolic settlement, and had therefore no title to TTvvQavofjLiuriv el Trep] riju vvv ttoKiv 6 iroAeuos

legendary reverence as the special sovereignty of <rvve(TT-q, koI ... to Tpoo'iKov ire^'iov, h fxera^b

Aeneas, which Grote {Hist, of Greece, i. p. 301) rrjs ttoK^ws koI rf/s eaXaTT-rjs 6 iroiriTijs (ppd^ei-

erroneously attributes to it. He evidently con- rh ft.\v yap irph T7)s vvv iroKews bp'xjjuvov npo-

founds it with Dardanie, which was situated far X'^/"" elvat tSiv iroTajxwv varepov yeyovos. o re

from Dardanus, on the slope of Ida, and of which no\iT7js " oi Tpdwv cTKOTrhs l^e vo^wKeirjffi Tre-

no trace was extant in the time of Demetrius KoidiisjTv/xjBcf) iir aKpordrcf Aicrvrirao yepovros,"
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left of ancient Troy, but tliey found this quite natural ; for tlie towns

all around having been desolated, but not entirely destroyed, whilst the

ancient city had been completely destroyed, its stones had been used for

their restoration. Thus, for example, they asserted that Archaeanax

of ]\ritylene had built the walls of Sigeum with the stones of Troy.^

Demetrius maintained that ancient Ilium was identical with the " Village

of the Ilians " (TXte'fyf Kco/jirj), the site of which he indicates exactly,

for he says that it was 30 stadia from Novum Ilium, and 10 stadia

from the hill of Callicolone, which latter was at a distance of 5 stadia

from the Simois. ^ Strabo does not tell us whether Hestiaea concurred

in the opinion of Demetrius, that Troy was identical with ^Wtecov Kw/x?;.

But all these objections are futile. In treating of the Topography,

I think I have proved that, except the course of the rivers, the Plain

of Troy cannot have undergone any essential change since the time of

the Trojan war, and that the distance from Novum Ilium to the Helle-

spont must then have been the same as it is now. With regard to the

tumulus of Aesyetes, Hestiaea and Demetrius are perfectly right in

saying, that the Greek camp must have been more readily seen from

the summit of the Pergamus than from a sepulchral mound on the road

to Alexandria-Troas, 5 stadia from Novum Ilium. For Alexandria-Troas

lies to the south-west of Ilium, and the road to it, which is distinctly

marked by the ford of the Scamander at its entrance into the Plain of

Troy, goes direct south as far as Bounarbashi, whereas the Hellespont and

the Greek camp were north of Ilium. But to the south of Ilium, exactly

in the direction in which the road to Alexandria-Troas must have been,

I see before me, as I stand on Hissarlik, a tumulus 33 ft. high and

131 yds. in circumference, and, according to an exact measurement

which I have made, 1017 yds. from the southern city wall. This,

therefore, must necessarily be the sepulchral mound which Hestiaea

and Demetrius indicate, but they evidently assume its identity with

the sepulchre of Aesyetes, merely in order to prove the situation of

this tumulus to be in a straight line between the Greek camp and

the Village of the Ilians (IXiecov Kconrj), and the latter to be the

site of Troy. The tumulus of Aesyetes was probably situated at the

present village of Koum Kioi, not far from the confluence of the

Scamander and the Simois, for the remains of a tumulus several feet

in height are still to be seen there. The tumulus said by Hestiaea

fxaraios ijv. Ka\ yap ei eTr' aicpoTaTco oficos icareairaafievaji', rauTTjs 5' «k ^ddpuv aiarfrpafi.

[oT^] iTo\v hv /xei^oi/os vipovs rf/s aKpowu\(ws l^^vijs, o't \i0oi iravrfs els rvif e/ceiVcov ai'a.\r}\piv

i(TK6irevei/ e| iVoy ff^sScJ;' ti SiaffrrifiaTOS, /xt) HiTy)Vf')(Q-q(Tav, 'ApxaiivaKTa yoiiv (paffi tuv

ie6fievos IJ.T)S(V rrjs voSoiiicelas rov &(T(paKovs MiTvKTjydio;/ e'/c tuiv iKflOfv Kidwv rb 'S.iyfiov

XO'Piv' iTiVTe yap 5(e'x6j (TTa5iovs 6 vvv SttKvv- retxicrai.

fifvos Tov Al(rvr)Tov Td<l>os icaTo, Ti/f eiy 'AAelar- ^ Strabo, xiii. p. 597 : 'Tirep 5e tovtov fxiKphu

Sjftai/ 6S6v ou5' ri tov "EKTopos Si irepiSpo/iij] rj ri rwf 'lAifwu KiiixT] icniv, iv
fj

vofj-l^frai rl

irtpl tV ir6\iv ^xei ti ((/\oyov • ov yap iari. iraAaihu "lAiov iSpvadai irp6rfpov, rpiaKOVTO

"KepiSpojxos 7) vvv 5ia Trfv (TvvexV ^"X"' ' '^ ^* araSlovs 5i«'xoi' anh t^s vvv irdAecos, virip 5»

TToAota tx" irfpi^pOjXTiv. tT^s 'l\i(a>v kwijltis Sf/ca CTTaStots (cttIv 7; KaAA.1-

' Strabo, xiii. p. 599 : OvSiv 5' J'x''<'J (raJ(,'«Tai koKwvt], \6(pos ris, nap' hv u SijuJsis (Se? irevra-

Trji apxaias irSKfus. ei/cJraJS • are yap (Km- araSiov Stex^"-

TTopOrifjifvwv Twv KVKKcfi ir6\ewv, oli reXeais Se
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and Demetrius to bo tliat of Aesyetes is now called Pasha TepeL. It lias

been excavated by Mrs. Schliemann, and I shall take occasion to speak

of it more fully.
'°

From the above indications of the distances, we easily see that

Demetrius held Mount Kara Your, which I have already described, to

be the Homeric Callicolone, and that, as before stated, his 'IXiecov Kco/xr}

must have occupied the site of a low hill on Mr. Calvert's farm, to the

north-cast of Thymbra, and just in front of the swamp, now dried up,

which used to be called the Duden swamp. A few coarse Hellenic pots-

herds mark the site of an ancient villacre there, but there is no

accumulation of debris. The statement of Demetrius is gratuitous,

that Troy had disappeared without leaving a trace, its stones having been

employed for the reconstruction of other cities, and especially for the

walls of Sigeum. If, as I hope to prove, Hissarlik marks the site of

Troy, the Trojan walls lay already buried upwards of 20 ft. below the

surface of the ground when Sigeum was built, in the seventh century B.C.
;

and, as no vestiges of the ancient city were visible above ground, people

thought, of course, that even the ruins had entirely vanished :
—

" etiam

periere ruinae." Thus it also happens that Strabo, who never visited

the Troad, adopts, as Grote ^^ remarks, the unsupported hypothesis of

Demetrius, as if it were an authenticated fact ; distinguishing pointedly

between Old and New Ilium, and even censuring Hellanicus for

having maintained the received local faith. But it appears certain that

the theory of Hestiaea and Demetrius was not adopted by any other

ancient author, excepting Strabo. Polemon, who, as before mentioned,

was a native of Ilium, could not possibly have accepted their theory that

Ilium was not the genuine Troy, for his work describing the localities

and relics of Ilium implies their identity as a matter of course.

Novum Ilium continued to be universally considered and treated

as the genuine Homeric Troy. According to Strabo,^ " Novum Ilium

was much damaged by the Koman rebel Fimbria, who besieged and

conquered it in the Mithridatic war (85 b.c). Fimbria had been sent as

quaestor with the consul Valerius Flaccus, who was elected commander-

in-chief against Mithridates. But having excited a revolt, and having

murdered Valerius in Bithynia, Fimbria made himself commander-iu-

'^ See tlie chapter on the Heroic Tumuli. rhv M lOpiSdTrjv Kara (TufM^icreis els ri]!/ oiKelav

" Historij of Greece, i. p. 302. a-n-e'7re/xv|/e, robs 8' 'lAie'as wapfjj.vQriaaTO ttoWoIs
' xiii. 594 : eZr' iKaKwaau avrriv iraAiv oi /j.eTa i-KavopQwixaai. Ka9' rjfxas /xei/Toi Ka7ffap 6 Gehs

^iix^piov "Pb}fj.aloi \afi6uTes eic -KoXiopKlas iv iro\v -nKiov avrwv TrpoiivuTjae ^T^Kciaas aixa Ka\

T(S MidpidariKw TToAe'^oi. ffvveTzijjLCpdr) 5e 6 ^ifjL- 'AKs^auSpov . . . 6 5e Kaiaap Kal (piXaKf^avSpos

0pas inraToi OvaXeplu 4>Aa/c/ca) Tap-ias 7rpo;^6i- &j/ Kal rf/s Trphs tovs 'lAfe'as rrvyyeueias yvcopi-

piadevTi eirl rbu MidpiSdrriv KaracTTaaidaas 8e fxcirepa ex<^v TiKfxrjpia, eweppdaOr) Trphs rrjt/

Kal afE/Vcbc Thv vTrarov Kara. BiOviiiav avTos /care- evepyeaiav veaviKcos ' yvoipijJLwrepa Se, irpuTOv

ffTadr) Kvpios T/js (TTpaTias, Kal irpoiXQwv els /j.eu on 'PwfiaTos, ol Se 'PcDfjialoi rhv Alveiav

^Wwv, oil dex"/^^"'^^ avThp twv ^Wiioiv u>s Kria- apX'O'yeT-qv riyovvrai, eneira otl '\ov\ws airh

TT}V, P(av re -Kpocrcpepei Ka\ Seicaraiovs alpei- Kav- 'lovAou rivhs tSiv Trpoyovcov • eKHVos S' awh

Xco^eVou 5' OTL ^v 'Aya/xe/xvuv -koMv Se/car&i cret '\ovKov t)^v wpocrooi'Vjxiav eax^ ravTrjv, tuiv awo-

jLi6\is €i\e rhv x'^'oraur aroKov ex^" '^^^ '''VV yovoiv exs tov tuiv oltt^ Alveiov. X'^P°'^
'''^ ^1

avfiiraaav 'EWdSa ffvijTpaTeinwaav, TavTTqv avrhs Kpocriveip.ev avTols Kal t)iv iXevdeplav Kal ti)v

Se/cctTj; rifjLtpa, x^'potxTaiTO, elw4 tls tUv 'IXieuv dKeiTovpyr^ffiav avrtns avv€<pv\a^e ical fJ-expi' '^^'^

" ov yap ^v "EKTwp 6 vTzepfxaxuv ttjs TroAfois." avfiixefovcTLV ev rovrois.

Tovrof uev ouv ene\6wv 2,vWas icaTeKvae, Ka\
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chief of the army and marched against Ilium. When the Ilians refused

to receive him, as being a brigand, he attacked the city by force and took

it in ten days. When he glorified himself upon having overpowered in

ten days the city ^Yhich Agamemnon, with his fleet of a thousand ships

and the whole power of Hellas, had hardly been able to conquer in the

tenth year, one of the Ilians said: 'It happened because we had no

Hector to fifht for the city.' Fimbria was soon attacked and destroyed

by Sulla, who by the treaty of peace with Mithridates allowed the latter

to return to his country, and who consoled the Ilians by making many

improvements in their city. In our time the divine (Julius) Caesar

did yet more for Ilium, partly because he imitated Alexander (the

Great) . . . ; but Caesar also felt a juvenile impulse for his beneficence,

both as an admirer of Alexander and because he had still more evident

proofs of his relationship with the Ilians. Those proofs were the more

notorious, first because he w-as a Eomau, and the Eomans hold Aeneas to

be their ancestor ; next because it was from lulus, one of his ancestors,

that he was called Julius, but he had received his name, as being one

of the descendants of Aeneas, from lulus [the son of Aeneas, Ascanius,

who, according to an old legend, was called lulusj. For those reasons he

allotted lands to them, and confirmed their freedom and exemption from

state taxes, and these privileges have remained to them until now."

But Appian^ relates the conquest of Ilium by Fimbria differently.

He says :
" The Ilians, being besieged by Fimbria, applied to Sulla, who

told them that he would come, and ordered them meanwhile to tell

Fimbria that they had given themselves up to Sulla. When Fimbria

heard this, he praised them as being already friends of the Eomans,

requested them to receive him as he was also a Eoman, and ironically

referred to the afiinity existing between the Eomans and the Ilians. But

when he entered the city, he murdered all who came in his way, burned

the whole city, and in various ways shamefully treated those who had

gone as ambassadors to Sulla. He neither spared the sanctuaries nor

those wdio had fled to the temple of Athene, for he burned them together

with the temple. He also pulled down the walls, and went round on

the following day, to see whether anything of the town still remained

standing. The town suff"ered more than under Agamemnon, and perished

root and branch by the hand of a kinsman ; not a house of it was saved,

nor a temple nor an idol. But the statue of Athene, called the Palladium,

which is held to have fallen from heaven, some believe was found unhurt,

• 1. )ip. 364, 365 : 'IXi67s Se iro\iopKovnfvoi KaracpvyovTwv, ovs ai'T<p pf^ KaTfirpr)(Tev. Kart-

Trpus avTov KOTicpvyov fxtv iiri 'S.vWav, SvAAa aKairre Se Koi to Tei'xi?, KoX T^y iinovffiis i)pfvva

06 <J)7)0'ai'Tos avTo7s 'I'l^fiy, Kal KeXevaavTos iv iripuuiv fxi] ti (Tvvkarr)Ke Tr)s iruAtoii en. ^ fiiv

TofT^Se ^ifx^pia. (ppd^fiy on acpu^ tTTLTfTpdcpaffi 5;; x^^f""'''
''''"'' ^"'^ 'hyapiifxvovi KaOovo'a inrh

TCf) Si/AAij, Trvdofifyos 6 4>tufipias iTnjviCTf p.(V ws avyytvovs SioKwXei, Kal o'lKuTreSoy oiiSe;' avri-s

ilSr) 'Ponfiaiaiv (p'lAovs, (KfAfvae 5e Kal avrhv ovra ovS^ Upov oiib' 6.ya\ida tri fjv • rh 5e rrjs ^A6y]vas

Vaifxawv t(rw 5e'x€<T0aj, KaTfipcovfvffdfiefus ri eSos, o llaWd^iov KaAovffi Kal Stoirerfs ijyovv-

Kal Trjs (Tvyyeveias rTjs oija-qs is 'Poo/xaiovs 'lAi- rai, vofxi^oxiai rtyes fupedrjuai rdre Mpavarov,
(v<nv. ifTiKQiJiv 5e tovs fV troffl wavras tKreivt ruiy (Trtirfaoi'rwi' rtiximv avrh irfptKaXv^aVTOiv,

Kal iravTa fveiri/j.TrpT], Kal rovs irpea^fvaavTas ts ti /xi) Aio/xi'iSris aiirh Kal 'OSvfffffVS iv rcf IpWiK^
rhv 'S.vWav (Kv/xaiyeTO itoikiAcds, oijTe twv UpCov fpy<p (i.iTi]V(yKav t'| 'lAiOK.

<^c(S(ijLieios oH-Ti Twu is rhv viiiiv tt}s 'M7\va.s

IT
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having been covered by the walls which fell upon it, unless Diomedes and

Ulysses carried it away from Ilium in their exploit at Troy," Appian

adds that this happened at the very end of the 173rd Olympiad (that is,

in 84 B.C.). This account of the complete destruction of Ilium, as given

by Appian, who flourished at the time of Antoninus Pius, seems hardly

credible, more especially as Strabo, who lived at the time of Julius Caesar

and Augustus (nearly 200 years earlier than Appian), and was almost a

contemporary of the event, only knew that Ilium had been damaged, but

not that it had been destroyed root and branch.

According to Suetonius, Julius Caesar even intended to make Ilium the

capital of the Roman empire ;^ and in the well-known ode of Horace,'* to

which we shall have occasion to recur, a like plan is attributed to Augustus.

]\Ieyf'r^ mentions a passage in Nicolaus of Damascus," according to

which " Julia, daughter of Augustus, unexpectedly came by night to

Ilium, and in passing the Scamander, which had overflowed and was very

rapid, she had a narrow escape of being drowned. Julia's husband,

Agrippa, punished the Ilians by imposing upon them a fine of a hundred

thousand denarii, for not having made provision for the safety of the

princess ; but they had not been able to do so, as they were totally

ignorant of Julia's intention to visit their city. It was only by long

exertions that Nicolaus succeeded in procuring the remission of the fine,

by the intercession of Herodes,"

Julia's son, Caius Caesar, who was the adoptive son of his grandfather

Augustus, and became governor of Asia at nineteen years of age, must

also have visited Ilium, taken a deep interest in it, and lavished favours

upon it ; for in an inscription found on the sjiot he is called the kinsman,

the benefactor, and the j^iatron of Ilium,"

Ovid^ also mentions his own visit to Ilium.

According to Tacitus,^ Nero, when still a boy (53 a.d.), made a speech

in the Forum of Eome, in Greek, in favour of the Ilians. He spoke

with so much eloquence of the descent of the liomans from Troy, that

Claudius exempted the inhabitants from all public taxes. Suetonius

informs us that Claudius freed the Ilians for ever from all tribute,

after having read aloud an old Greek letter of the Roman Senate and

People, who oftered to King Seleucus friendship and alliance only on

condition that he would grant to their kinsmen, the Ilians, freedom

from all taxes and imposts of every kind,^°

Eckenbrecher^ quotes the statement of Tacitus,^ that " the Ilians were

' Suetonius, Cat's. 79. ^ Annal. xii. 58.

* Horat. C((r??z. iii. 3, See Ch. IV. pp. 204-, 205. '« Suet. Claud.: ' Iliensibus, quasi Romanae
* Eduard Jleyer, Geschichte von Troas ; Leip- gentis auctoribus, tributa in perpetuum remisit,

zig, 1877, p. 96. recitata vetere epistola Graecasenatus populique

•^ Be Vita sua : Fragm. 3, ed. Miiller and Komani, Seleuco regi amicitiapi et societatem

Dindorf. ita demiim pollicentis, si consanguineos suos,

" The inscription is given in the chapter on llienses ab omni genere immunes praestitisset."

Novum Ilium. * G. von Eckenbrecher, Die Lage des Hoiner-

« Fast. vi. 421 : ischen Troia, p. 39.

" Creditur armiferae signum coeleste Minervae - Annal. iv. 55 :
" Xe llienses quidem, cum

Urbis in Iliacae desiluisse juga: parentem urbis Romae Trojam referrent, nisi

Cura videri fuit, vidi templumque locumque, antiquitatis gloria pollebaut.'

Hoc superest. illi: Pallada Roma tenet."
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only important through the gh^ry of their antiquity, because they claimed

Troy as the parent of Eome ; and, he adds, this jiroves that Tacitus recog-

nized the ancient glory of the Ilians, and thus the identity of their city

with the Homeric Troy." He further mentions, that " Pliny -^ speaks of

the historical Ilium, calling it the fountain of all celebrity." He also

cites the testimony of Pomponius Mela,* who calls the Hium of his time

" Urbs bello excidioque clarissima." Eckenbrecher further mentions that

" in like manner the identity of the historical Ilium with the Homeric

Ilium is acknowledged by Dionysius Periegetes (cir. 270 a.d.), the orator

Aristides^ (150 a.d.), Stephanus {de Urhe), and Suidas {in voce)."

The Ilian coins, with the names and effigies of Eoman emperors and

empresses, and the legend " Hector of the Ilians," or " Priam of the

Ilians," are additional proofs that the identity of Novum Ilium with

Homeric Troy continued to be recognized.''

The Emperor Caracalla showed his veneration for sacred Ilium, the

cradle of the ancestors of Eome, in a unique manner. He offered, with

his army, funeral sacrifices at the tomb of Achilles and honoured it by

races, which he and his army ran in arms around it. After that he

rewarded his soldiers with money, as if they had accomplished a great

feat, and had really conquered the ancient Ilium themselves ; and he also

erected a bronze statue of Achilles.'

According to Herodian,'* " Caracalla first visited all the remains of

Ilium (by which we are of course to understand all the relics which were

shown by the Ilians as those of ancient Troy), and then went to the tomb

of Achilles, and having adorned it sumptuously with wreaths and flowers,

he again imitated Achilles. Being in want of a Patroclus, he did as

follows : one of his freedmen, Festus by name, was his most intimate friend

and keeper of the imperial archives. This Festus died when Caracalla

was at Ilium : as some people said, he was poisoned in order that he might

be buried like Patroclus ; as others said, he died from illness. Caracalla

ordered the funeral, and that a great pile of wood should be heaped up

for the pyre. Having put the body in the midst, and having slaughtered

all kinds of animals, he kindled the fire, and taking a cup he made

* Jf. A^. V. ;53 :
•' Ac inille quingentis jiassihus tart)(Tiv.

remotum a portu Ilium immune—unde omiiis " Heioilian, iv. 8, §§ 4, o : 'EireAecl'i/ St Travra

rerum claritas." I remark here once for all that ra ttjs ttJAsois ['lAfou] Kii^ava, T\Kev iit\ to^

for all quotations from Pliuy I have used the 'Ax'^-Aeois tol^ov, aTe<pavois re Kocr/x-naas Kal

edition of JI. K. Littro; Paris, 18(30. avdf<Ti iroAureAaJj TraAir 'Ax'AAf'a ifiifiuro. (rt-

* i. 18. Tiii' re Kal U.dTpoic\6v Tiva iTroirjae rt roiovroy.

* ii. 369 ; ed. Dindorf : ivdvfXf'iaOat XP^ '^'"^ ^'' «"tw tis rwv airiXtuQipiDV <pi\raros, i'r)(TTOS

Xeyfiv—on laAco fxft/''l\ios, i) SwaTuiTaT-q twu fxev ovojxa, rris Se 0a(Tt\(iov fxvi]^rjs Trpoecrrics.

(V rp AiTta tt6\is /car' (Keifovs rubs xP"'"^'''^t outos uvtos avrov iv 'IKlw iriKiVTT)ffev, uis fxtv

oAA' O/Uois oiKurai vvv ''lAjof. Tives thiyov, (pap/j-dKrAi avatptdeU 'iv us ndrpo-
" Seoithe description nl' the Iliau coins in tlie kXos racpfj, cos 5e fTfpoi ((paa-Kov, v6(tw 5ia-

chapter on Novum Ilium. ^dapeis. tovtov Kotxiadr\vai KeKevfi rhv v(kvv,

' Dio Cassius, Ixxvii. Kj: Koi rov 'E\Ar)(mov- ^vKwv re iroWoou ddpotadrivat Trupdv • iiridas t6

Tov ovK aKtuSvvoDS 5ia0a\wv, r6v re 'Ax'AAea avThv iv /jLicrcfj Kal TTavToSaird (,yo Karaffipa^as

Kal (vayicrfj.aai, Kal KfpiSpona'iS ivoir\iois Kal v<f>ri\lie re, Kal (pidKrjv AajSoiv ffWfvSwv n rois

eavTov Kal roov (rrpariwTWV iTi/jiricrf, Kal inl avifxois edx^TO. irdw re &iv xpiKoKuparis, irAd-

TovTCii iKeivois re, is Kal fxeya ti KaTcopdwKoai, Kafjiov itride7vai T(f) Trvpl 0)Tiiov iyfKaro' ttAjJi/

Kal Tt) ""iKiov UIS oAtj^cos avrh to dpxawv 7;p7)K((crt, wv fix* ^piX'^" o,ireKeipaTO.

Xpvf'-aTa iSwKe, Kal avrbv rlv 'Ax'AAe'a x'^AkoCj'
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libations to the winds and prayed. As he was very bakl-headed and tried

to put a h:)ck of hair on the fire, he was hiuglied at ; only he cut off all

the hair lie had." I shall show in tlie sul)se<juent papjes that Caracalla

erected in honour of Festus the tumulus now called Ujek Tepeh, which

is the larp;est in the Troad.^

When Constantino the Great decided upon bnildinj:; a new capital for

his vast empire, which was definitively to replace ancient Itome, he in-

tended at first to found Nova lioma in the land of the ancient ancestors

of the liomans. According to Zosimus, he chose a site between Alexandria-

Troas and the ancient Ilium (/xera^u TpwrtSo? Ka\ t?)^ dp^aia<; 'IX/of)

;

according to Zonaras, on Sigeum [eu ^tyato), sic). There he laid the

foundations of the city ; and part of the wall had already been built

when he gave the preference to the much more suitable Byzantium.'"

Meyer ^ mentions that " the statue of Constantine, which was erected on

the porphyry column (the ' burnt column ' of Stamboul), is said to have

originally been a statue of Apollo which stood in Ilium." ^

I am indebted to my friend Dr. Carl Henning, the learned assistant

of his Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, for a copy of a letter of the

Emperor Julian, the manuscrijit of which he has discovered in the Har-

leian Library, 5610.^ I give it here word for word, as it is a most

important contribution to the history of Novum Ilium :

" See the description of this tumulus iu the

chapter on the Heroic Tumuli.
^^ Zosimus, ii. 30 ; Zonaias, An7i. p. 5, ed.

Venet. ; compare E. Meyer, Gcschichic von Troas,

pp. 96, 97.

' E. Weyer, Gesch. von Troas, j). 97.

- Zonaras, p. 6, C. : Xeyerai Se Koi 'AirdWuipos

clfaL (TTit\T)v rh &ya\fj.a, koi /xeTfuexd'!'''^^ ^tto

Tf)s iv <i>pvyia Tr6\iuis rov 'lAi'ou.

^ Dr. Henning has published this inedited letter

in the Ilcnnes, vol. ix. j)p. 257-266 : Tlriydcriov

7)/j.(7s oSttot' hv irpocTTiKafxeu paSi'cos, fl fXTj (ra(pa>s

iTTeTTelff/xeda, on Kal irporepov tlvai SoKccv twv
Ta\iKa.i(j>v (TrlaKonos i]iri(TTaTO aejSeadai Kal

Tti.tav Tovs 6eovs. ovk aKo}]v iyd ffot ravra
aTrayyeWw rwi/ irphs ex^P'^" '^^^^ (pLhiav K^yeiv

clwdoTwv, eVei koL ifxol iravv Si€Tfdpv\riTO ra
Toiaina Ttepl auTOv, Ka\ vi] rous Ofo'us (ijJ-Tiv outw

Xpr\vai fxiailv ahrdv, ws oiiSfva twv irovTipoTaTccv.

eTrei Sc K\7]9els els rh arpaTOTf^oy vtto tov

fiaKapiTOv KdivffTavTiov ravTriv eTrop€v6f.n]v t^i/

oSov, a-jrh Trjs TpcodSos upOpov Radios SiauaaTas,

i]Kdov eis rh "IXiov irepl "KKiidovaav ayopdv. %

5e i!TT7]VTiiffe Ka\ ^ovKoixiucf -rifv -koKiv iaropelv

(^v yap fxoi rovTO TptJcrxTJ/xa rov <()oiTav els to.

iipd.) JTfpnjyTjn'/s re eyei/ero Kal e^evdyrirre fxe

Travraxov. aKoue roivvv epya Kal \6yo\js aip'

(iv dv Tis eiKaCfiev ovk ayvio/aova to irphs robs

deohs avT6v. itp'aov i(TTtu"EKTopos onou x^-^Kods

earrjKev dv^pids iv vaicrK'j} ^paxel. rovrw ruv

fjLeyav avrearriaai' 'Ax'AAea Kara rh viratdpov.

el rhv roTTOv ededau, yvwpi^eis SrjTtovdev o Xeyu,

rr]v fj.ev oiiv laropiav Si' 7]v 6 fieyas 'AxiAAeus

avrtrerayfievos avrlf) irav rh VTraLBpov KaTei\r)<pev,

e^eari <toi ruv irepirjyriTwv aKoveiv. iyu Se

Kara\a^j>v e/j.Trvpovs ert, fxiKpod S4o> (pdvat

\afj.irpovs en robs Pcc/xobs Kal Anrapws oAtjAi^-

fievrjv rr]v rov "EKTopos eiKova, irpus Tlriydatoi'

a/Kibuv ' rl ravra ' elizov ' 'lAieZs Ovoucnv ;
' cmo-

:reip<j)p.evos ripe/xa ttws exet yvuifxrjs. o 5e ' Kal

ri rovro droTrov, dvSpa dyadbv eavraiv ttoKIttjv,

wairep r]jj.e7s ' ecprj ' robs fxdprvpas, el Qepaizev-

ovaiv ;
'

T] fxev obv elKuv ovx vyi-qs. 7] 5e

irpoaipsffts ev eKeivois e^eTa(oiJ.evT] rols Kaipots

acrreia. rl S)) rb fj-erd rovro ;
' jSaStV&j/xe;/

'

e(priv ' eirl rh ttJs 'lAiaSos 'Adr]vds re/xevos.' o

Se Kal juaAa TrpoQvjxws dirriyaye /xe Kal dveui^e

rhv veuiv, Kal wcnrep /napTvpoiifMevos eireSei^e fj.ot

iravra aKpi^ws crwa rd dydX/xara, Kal ewpa^ev

ovdev 6iv eliidaaiv ol Svcrae^eTs eKelvoi irpdrreiv,

ewl rov fxerunrov rh vTroixvyi/na rov Svaaefiovs

crKiaypa(povyres, ouSe eavpirrev, wcrirep tKelvoi,

avrhs Kad' eavrov • t] yap &Kpa OeoXoyia Trap'

avTo7s ecrn Svo ravra, avplrreiv re irphs rovs

Sai/xovas Kal aKiaypa<pe7v eirl rov fierdirov rhv

aravpov. Svo ravra eirrjyyeiAdfxrjv elire7v trot •

rpirov Se iXdhv eirl vovv ovk oJfiai xP^vai

(Tiaiirav. T]Ko\ovd7jae jjioi Kal irphs rh 'Ax'AAeior

6 avros, Kal aireSeii^e rhv racpov acoov ' eireitvrr-

fjLTjv Se Kal rovrov vir' avrov SieaKd<poaL. o Se

Kal ixdXa ae^ofievos avrcfi irpoayei- ravra elSov

avros. dKrjKoa Se irapd rwv vvv exSp<7'S exovrocv

irphs avr6v, on Kal irpoaevxoiro \d6pa Kal

irpo(TKvvoir) rhv "H\lov. dpa ovk hv iSe^oo jxe

Kal iSicorrjv /xaprvpovvra ; rrjs irepl robs Beobs

Siadecrecos eKdarov rives tiv elev d^ioiricrrorepoi

ixdprvpes avriov rwv 6eu>v ; ri/J.e7s av lepea Ilr)-

ydffiov eiroiovfxev, el avveyvwKeiixev avrw n
irepl robs deobs Svffae^es ; el Se ev eKeivois ro7s

Xp^vois eXre Svvaareias opeyofxevos eW\ oirep
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" We should never easily have had anything to do with Pegasius,

had we not been convinced that formerly, Avhilst he appeared to he a

bishop of the Galileans, he knew how to respect and honour the gods.

I tell you this, not because I heard it from those who are wont to speak

from sentiments of enmity or friendship—and indeed a very great many
such rumours were current about him and came to my ears, and, by the

gods, I thought that he deserved to be hated more than the most depraved

wretches. But when, being called by the late Constantius to the camp,

I went by that road, I started from (Alexandria) Troas very early in the

morning and reached Ilium at the time of full market (between nine

and ten in the morning). He came to meet me, and he became my
guide, as for one who wished to know the city (this being my pretext

for visiting the temples), and led me about everywhere to show me
the curiosities.

" Listen, then, to facts and words from which one may suppose him

to be not regardless of the gods. There is a sanctuary of Hector, Avhere

a bronze statue stands in a small chapel. Opposite to him they have put

up Achilles in the open air. If you have seen the place, you will well

understand what I say. You may hear from the guides the legend on

account of which great Achilles has been placed opposite to him, and

occupies the whole space in the open air. Happening to find the altars

still burning, and I might almost say still in a blaze, and Hector's statue

anointed with fat, I looked at Pegasius and said :
' What is the meaning

of these sacrifices of the Ilians ?
'—sounding him in a delicate way in order

to learn how his feelings were. He answered :
' What is there unbecoming

if they do homage to a good man, their citizen, just as we do to the

martyrs?' It is true the statue is not uninjured; but the good will of

(the Ilians) in respect of those times, if it is looked into, is comely. "What,

then, happened afterwards ? ' Let us go,' I said, ' into the sacred pre-

cincts (the temenos) of the Ilian Athene.' He also most willingly led the

way, opened to me the temple, and, as if calling me to witness, he showed

me all the statues perfectly well preserved, and ho did none of the

things those impious men are wont to do, who make on the forehead* the

memorial of the impious (one), nor did he hiss to himself {i.e. ' aside '),

like those (men), for their high theology consists in these two things,

hissing against the daemons^ and making the sign of the cross on the

TTphs fjfj,us f(pr) TToWaKis, virep rou ffwaai roiv • ffKiaypacpovpres, i.e. making the sign of the

6foov TO, 'iSrj TO, pdicia ravra n-fpia/j.Tre(rxf'''o cross in mere show with the linger ; like (TKta-

Kal TT)v acrefieiav fJ-fxpi- iiv6fxa.Tos inviKpivaro (laxowrts, maldng the mere movements of

(T((pTivf yap ovSfi' ouSafj.ov tQiv Upwv riSucriKais lighting.

irA.V oKiyaiv iravTanacri \idoou e'/c KaTaAvjjLa- ^ My friend the Honourable Alexander llan-

Tos, "fa a'jTqj a(Ai^(LV i^]} to, Xonra), tovto gabe, Ambassador of Greeie at Berlin, reminds

if \6ytf> Kowvfj.eOa ical ouk alcrx^vo/LLfOa ravra me that the term Sai/xopes was at that time

Ttepl avTof TrpaTTovres ocraTrep 'A(p60ios iiroiti applied to the ancient gods who were idciitided

Ka\ ui ra\i\a7oi irdvTes TrpnaevxouTai irdaxovTa with the devils. The Christians, consequently,

tS(7i/ avrdi/ ; 64 Tt fjLoi irpoatx^^s, ov tovtov hissed to themselves in order to avert their

ti6vov aWa Kal toi/s dWovs o'l fxeTaTtdfivrai energy, like now iu the Gi-eek church, when the

TifxiicTfis, 'Iv' ol fxkv fia.ou viraKovcrucnv 7;/x?i/ iirX priest baptizes a child, he blows thrice into the

TO KaKa TzpoKaXovfj.ivois, ol 5' tjttoi/ xa'p'""''"'- baptismal water and spits thrice on the child, in

ei S( Tovs aiiTOfxaTous lovra^ a.Trf\avvoifi(v, oiiSels order to avert the power of the devils from it.

vvaKovcTfTat ()a5iois irapaKaKovcny.
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forehead. Those two things I desired to tell you ; a third, which comes

to my mind, I tliink I must not conceal. The same Pegasius followed me
also to the Achilleum, and showed me the sepulchre unhurt, for I had

heard also that he had excavated this tomh. ]>ut he approached it even

with great reverence.

" All this I saw myself. But I have heard from those who are now

inimically disposed against him, that in secret he prays to and worship.s

the sun. Would you not accept my testimony, even as a private man ?

Of the sentiments which each one has regarding the gods, who could be

more credible witnesses than the gods themselves ? Should we have made

Pegasius a priest if we had known him to have been impious towards the

gods ? But if in those times, whether aspiring to power, or, as he often

told us, desiring to preserve the temples of the gods, he wrapped those

rags around (his body) and feigned impiety in name (for he has shown

that he never did mischief to anything at all in the sanctuaries, except

some few stones which he took out from an inn [or perhaps r'uin, the word

KaTiiXv/uia being derived from the verb /caraAua)] in order to be able to

save the rest) ; is it worth while to speak about it, and should we not

be ashamed to treat him just as Aphobius did and as all the Galileans

pray to see him treated ? If you listen at all to me, you will honour not

him alone, but also the others who go over (from Christianity to heathen-

ism), in order that these may follow us easily when we summon them to

the good way, and that the others (the Christians) may rejoice the less.

But if we drive away those who come of themselves, nobody will readily

follow when we invite them."'^

" Dr. Henuing says, in Ids commeuts ou this

Jettei- : ''Tiie MS. of this letter is of the four-

teentli ceutury : it is preserved in the British

Museum. The person to whom the letter is ad-

dressed is not mentioned ; he appears to have been

a friend of the Emperor, and, perhaps, as governor

of some province, to have made remonstrances

with Julian for having given probably an influ-

ential sacerdotal position to Pegasius, who was
suspected of Christianitv and had been formerlv

a (false) Christian. Julian defends himself, and

shows how, when as prince he visited Ilium, he

had had oc(?asion to recognize the heathen senti-

ments of that false Christian, though a Christian

bishop. Julian wrote the letter as emperor ; that

is, between 361 and 363 a.d. 'First of all, this

letter otl'ers us an important supplement to tlie

history of Novum Ilium, the existence of which,

so far as I know, could only be followed up to

about 350 a.d. by the coins. In the middle of tlie

fourth <:entury Julian came, on his way to the

camp of Constantius, from Troas ('AAelaj/Speia

7] Tpaias)'to Ilium. Here he is led round through

the city and the temples by Pegasius. He shows

him ,tJ) rjpaSou "EKTopos, with its bronze statue

tV valaKcti ^pax^^h ^^^ '''^^ /J-eyav 'Ax'AAe'a auri-

TfTay/xevov auTip Kara Tb viratdpov. On the

altars still ^dow fire-brands of the sacrifices

made by the Ilians. Pegasius then leads

Julian to the re/xeyos of the Ilian Athene

(Herodotus, vii. 43; Xenoph. irdl. i. 1. 4;

Arrian. Anab. i. II. 7; Plutarch, Alexander).

he opens the temple and shows him all the

statues of the gods intact. He also shows him

the Achilleum, and proves to him that the tomb

is uninjured. At the time of this visit, and, as

Julian states nothing to the contrary, at the

time when this letter was written, i.e. between

361 and 363 a.d., the Lysimachian Ilium, which

had so frequently sufTered, but which had become

prosperous again under the Roman emperors,

must have e.xisted still, with all its temples and

curiosities. In spite of all edicts against the

worship of the ancient gods, it must still have

been under the first Cliristian emperors a place

of ]iilgrimage for the heathen world, for Julian

speaks of the Pei-iegetae as of professional guides

for strangers. The city, Avith all its temples,

was indeed more than neglected by the empe-

rors ; but nevertheless we find it treated better

thnn other cities, if we remember that by an

edict of the year 324, repeated in 341, the ser-

vice of the Hellenic worship of the gods was
prohibited in the East (Miicke, Julianus, ii. 73),

the temples themselves were confiscated (326),

and many of them were then destroyed, partly

by order of the authorities, partly with their

express or tacit consent. Julian finds verv

credible what Pegasius assures him, that he was

nothing but a false Christian (and that as such
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Nothing is known to us of tlie further history of Novum Ilium, but,

as the latest coins I found there are of Constantius II., there can be no

doubt that it decayed with the prevalence of Christianity, the destruction

of its temples, and the consequent cessation of the pilgrimages to their

shrines. Meyer " mentions, however, that by Constantinus Porphyro-

gennetus ^ (a.d. 911-959) most cities of the Troad are cited as bishoprics:

Adramyttium, Assos, Gargara, Antandros, Alexandria-Troas, Ilium,

Dardanus, Al^ydos, Lampsacus ; Parium even as the seat of an archbishop.

But there being no Byzantine potsherds or Byzantine ruins on the site

of Ilios, the bishopric of Ilium may probably have been on another site.

he had hecome iiriaKO-Kos twv TaXiXaioiv, pro- not a Christian fanatic, as bishop or governor,

bably in Ilium, and witii the superintendence liave raided ?
"

over the confiscated temples), in order to be able Henning' then proves by a learned discussion

the better to preserve these monuments from that Julian's visit to Novum Ilium must have

destruction. It is true that Pegasius, in order taken place either in December 354, or in Sep-

to save the principal objects, was obliged to do tcmber-October 355.

some trifling damage in the temples ; and if he, " Eduard Meyer, Die Geschichte tier Troas,

in his devotion to the ancient gods and their p. 97.

worship, was forced to make this sacrifice to the * Da Ccrcn., ii. 51, pp. 792, 794.

destructive rage of the Christians, how then may



CHAPTER lY.

THE TRUE SITE OF IIOMEE'S ILIUiL

The problem of the real site of the Homeric Ilium slept during the

Middle Ages, and attracted no attention after the Ecnaissance. The few

travellers, who visited the Troad since the sixteenth century, either recog-

nized the Homeric Ilium in the ruins of Alexandria-Troas,^ or limited

their researches to a very superficial inspection of the Plain of Troy or

only of its coast."

In 1785 and 1786 the Troad was» visited by Lechevalier,^ who was

aided in his researches by the architect Cazas, and patronized by Count

Choiseul-Gouffier, then French ambassador at Constantinople. At that

time the science of archaeology was only in its first dawn. Egyptology did

not yet exist ; the cities of Assyria were not yet discovered
;
pre-historic

antiquities were still unknown ; excavations for scientific purposes were a

thing unheard of; the study of Sanscrit had not yet begun; the science

of comparative philology had not yet been created ; nay, philology was

limited to a stammering play on Latin words, from which all languages

^ So Pietro Beloni, Observations de plusieurs

Singularite's et Glioses rcmarquahles trouve'es en

Grece, Asie, Judee, Egijpte, etc., par Pierre Belon,

du Mans, 1588 ; and Pietro della Valle, Les

fameux Voyages de P. J. V., surnomme' rUlustre

Voyageur, Paris, 1G70. See Lechevalier, Voyage

de la Troade, ii. p]). 157, 158; I. Spon and
G. Wiieeler, Voyage d'ltalie, etc. A la Have,

1724 ; see also Pnichholz, Homer. Kosmogr. und
Geogr. p. 330.

^ Sandys, Descr. of the Turk. Empire ; Lon-

don, 1627. He could only remain one day on

the shore of the Plain of Troy, the country being

infested by robbers. Grelot {Relation d\m Voyage

de Constantinople, 1680) professes to have seen

the Plain of Troy as well as the Xanthus and

Simois from Cape Sigeum : see Lechevalier,

Voyage de la Troade, ii. pp. 158, 159 ; Le Bruyn,

Voyage au Levant. Buchholz mentions for cu-

riosity's sake Lady Mary Wortley Montague,

an enterprising English traveller, who, on her

journey to the Hellespont and Constantinople,

stopped with her vessel at Cape Sigeum, and went

—the Iliad iu her hand—up to its top, whence she

perceived the tumulus of Achilles, CapeRhoeteum

with the tumulus of Ajax, and the Simois with

the Scamander (Lady IMary Wortley Montague,

Briefe wtihrend Hirer Reiscn in Europa, Asien,

und Afrika. 3 Theile und Xachtrage ; Leipzig,

1763-1767 : a translation of her well-known

English work). Buchholz also mentions Pococke

{Beschreibung des Morgcnlandes und einiger an-

derer Liinder, German ed. by Breyer and Scheber,

Erlangen, 1790, 1791, a translation of the well-

known English work) as the first who in the

year 1739 made thorough researches in the Plain

of Troy, determined the situation of its various

heroic tombs, saw the valley of the Thynibrius

and the confluence of the Scamander and Simois.

Buchholz, p. 331, also mentions Wood {Essay on

the Originil Genius and Writings of Homer,

London, 1769, 4; 1770, 4; 1775, 4), who dis-

covered the sources of the Scamander, believing

them to be those of the Simois ; also Chand-

ler {Travels in Asia Minor, Oxford, 1775), who
fixed the position of the heroic tombs with

categorical certainty. I may further mention

F. A. G. Spohn, Comment. Geogr. Crit. de agro

Trojano in carminibus Homericis descripto, Lipsiae

1814; but he had no personal knowledge of the

Troad, and endeavours to fix all the sites by the

indications of Homer. Neither did Alexander

Pope know the Troad personally, but neverthe-

less he made a JLap of Troy and its environs

(before he translated the Iliad).

^ Voyage de la Troade, 3 tomes, 3^ lidit.; Pai-is,

Dentu, An. s. 1802.
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were thought to be derived, except by those who held the fond fancy that

Hebrew was the primitive speech of the whole human race ;
and no one

had an idea of the descent of our race from the highlands above India,

which indeed was still almost a terra incognita. Since there were no

archaeologists, there was no archaeological criticism. When, therefore,

Lechevalier* made his romantic pilgrimage in search of Ilium, and

learnt intuitively, without even touching the ground with the spade,

and as if by divine inspiration,—just as Virgil says

:

" Hie Dolopuni maiius, bic saeviis tendebat Acbilles

;

Classibus hie locus, hie ncie certare solebant," ^

—

that Priam's Pergamus had been on the hill at the extremity of the

heights of Bali Dagh ; that the city had extended over the heights as far

down as the village of Bounarbashi, which marked the site of the Scaean

Gate ; and that the forty cold springs at the foot of the village were the

two sources of the Scamander, of which he described the one as warm,

with volumes of steam arising from it, in order to make it agree with

the Homeric indication ; '^—when further he affirmed that the rivulet

Bounarbashi Su, formed by the forty springs, was the Scamander {arenfem

Xanthi cognomine rivuni), and made this river appear on his map of the

Plain of Troy almost as broad as the real Scamander, which he called

Simois, declaring the Doumbrek Su (Simois) to be the Thymbrius ;—when

finally, in order to put his system in perfect accord with the indica-

tions of the Iliad, he represented his Scamander as joining his Simois

at Koum Kioi, and falling into the Hellespont close to Cape lihoeteum;"

—

his theories were almost unanimously adopted, and his imaginary identi-

fications produced in the scientific world a far greater sensation than

any real discovery in later times.

Lechevalier's theories found an especially warm defender in Count

Choiseul-Gouffier,^ French ambassador at Constantinople, in whose service

ho was, and who himself visited the Plain of Troy and confirmed all his

discoveries. Choiseul-Gouffier says that the sources of the Scamander at

Bounarbashi are still in the same condition as they were in Homer's

time ;'• that one is warm and the other cold ;^'' that the village of Bounar-

bashi is situated on the hill Batieia;^ that the Scaean Gate was a little

above Bounarbashi, on the upper part of that hill ; that the Erineos can

be easily recognized ;- that the site of I'roy is covered with ancient debris,

and that foundations of an ancient settlement can be traced ;
^ finally,

that the tumulus of Ujek Tepeh is the sepulchre of Aesyetes.* Choiseul-

Gouffier admits, with Lcchevalicr, that the ancient Scamander fell into

the Hellespont at the foot of Cape Ehoeteum, for so he also represents

•• Voynfie de la Troade, 3 tomes, 3° edit. ; Paris, * Voyage pittoresqtu; de la Grccc, tonic ii.

Dentil, An. x. 1802. Lechevalier's Beschreibunrj livraison ii. ; Paris, 1820. See Buchliolz, Homer.

der Ebcne von Troia, mit Anmcrkutvjen von Dahcl, Kosmogr. und Geogr. p. 333.

aus dein Englischen, von Dornalden ; Leijizig, * See C. G. Lenz, Die Elxne von Troia, rnic/i

1792. dem Grafen Choiseul-Gouffier; Ncu Strolitz, 1798,

" Aencid. ii. 29. p. 26. " JIM. p. f.O.

« //. xxii. 147-1.52. » Jbid. p. 31. ' /bid. ]>. 34.

' See the map iu his work above mentioned. » Jbid. p. 44. * Jbid. p[). 54, 55.
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it on liis map :^ this last appears to bo tlic single right view that these

two travellers hit upon.

The theory of Lechevalier and Choiseul-Gouffier, that ancient Troy

was situated on the heights of liounarbashi, Avas at the end of the last

century violently opposed by Jacob Bryant,"^ who declares the war of

Troy to be a myth, but maintains that Homer liad in view a real space of

ground for his tragedy : this theatre of the Trojan war he places near

Cape Lectum and the city of Hamaxitus.

Messrs. Hawkins, Sibthorpe, Lyston, and Dallaway, travellers to the

Plain of Troy, mentioned l)y Lechevalier," adopted his theory. This Troy-

Uounarbashi theory was further adopted by the following writers:—
Heyne, Excnrs. ad Iliad., lib. vi.

Carl Gotthold Lenz, Die Ehene von Troia ; Neu Strelitz, 1798.

J. B. S. Morritt, in his answer to Jacob Bryant, A Vindication of

Ilomer, York, 1798; and Some Observations vj'on the Vindication of Homer,

Eton, 1799.

AVm. Franklin, Bemarlis and Ohservations on the Plain of Troy,

made during an Excursion in June, 1799 ; London, 1800.

"William Gell, The Topograpluj of Troy and its Vicinity ; London, 1801.

Hawkins, in the Edinlurgh Transactions, vol. iv.

Piobert "Walpole, Memoirs relating to European and Asiatic . Turl-ey,

London, 1817, adopts the observations made on the Troad by P. Hunt,

who puts Troy at Bounarbashi.

Otto Friedrich von Richter, Wallfahrten im Morgenlande ; Berlin,

1822.

Colonel "W. M. Leake, Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor; London,

1824, p. 277 ff.

Yon Prokesch-Osten, Erinnerungen aus Aegypten und Kleinasien, iii.

1-117, Wien, 1829-1831; and Benhivilrdigheiten und Erinnerungen aus

dsm Orient, i. pp. 137 ff., Stuttgart, 1836-1837.

Field-Marshal Count von Moltke has also declared in favour of the

Troy-Bounarbashi theory ; Briefe ilher Zustdnde und Begehenlieiten in der

Tiirkei aus den Jahren 1835 his 1839; Berlin, Posen, und Bromberg,

bei E. S. Mittler, 1841, pp. 167-172. Moltke says: "We who are no

scholars suffer ourselves to be simply guided by a military instinct to

the spot, which, in old times as v\'ell as now, would be colonized, if an

inaccessilde citadel were to be founded." For these details of Field-

Marshal Count von Moltke's judgment, I am indebted to my friend

Dr. G. von Eckenbrecher.

Sir Charles Fellowes, Excursion in Asia Minor, 1838.

> Charles Texier, Description de VAsie Mineure, i. ; Paris, 1839.

^ Ibid. See map at the end of the woi-k Die Ebenc von Troia, &c. p. sii.)

Voyage pittorcsque de la Grecc, &c. ; and C. G. * Observations upon a Treatise entitled a " De-

Lenz, Die Ehene von Troia, &c. : also Lecheva- scription of the Plain of Troy," by M. Lecheva-

lier, Voyaje de la Troade, kc. The maps of lier, Eton, 1795 ; and Dissertation concerning the

Lechevalier and Choiseul-Gouffier are perfectly War of Troy and the Expedition of the Grecians

identical, for both are nothing but copias of the as described by Homer, London, 1796.

map made by the architect Cazas. (See Lenz, ' Voyage da la Troade, ii. 212.
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Henry W. Acland, The PImns of Troy ; Oxford, 1839.

Forbiger, Handhiieh cler alien Geofiraphie, ii. p. 149.

Mauduit, Decoiivertes dans la Troade ; Paris et Londres, 1840.

Lieutenant, now Admiral, T. A. B. Spratt, as well as Commander

Thomas Graves, follow the same theory in their map of the Troad,

1840. I cannot refrain from making on this occasion a warm acknow-

ledgment to both Admiral Spratt and Commander Graves for the immense

service they have rendered to science by their most excellent map of the

Troad. Nothing has escaped the close scrutiny they gave to every spot,

in order to produce as complete a map of the plain and the hills falling

into it as was j)ossible, as a basis for the future study of Homeric Topo-

graj^hy. For all previous maps were mere compilations of many tra-

vellers' journeys, and so in many points very erroneous and confusing,

as well as deficient in giving the necessary geographical details. Every

ruin, however small, is marked on this map, which can hardly ever

be excelled.

P, W. Forchhammor, Topogrupliische und iJiysiograpliisclie Beschrei-

hung der Ebene von Troja, published in English, in the Journal of the

Fioyal Geographical Society, vol. xii., 1842, and republished in German,

Kiel, 1850; also in the Allgemeine Zeitung, 1874, Beilage zu No. 93;

also in his Daduclios, Einleitung in das Verhdltniss der hellenisclien

Mythen, Kiel, 1875; also in the Angshnrger AUgemeine Zeitung, Beilage

zu No. 1)2, 1875 ; and his Scamandros in the Jahrhucher far class.

PJiilologie, Jahrgang xxii. 1870.

Friedr. Gottlieb Welcker, Kleine Schriften, vol. ii, pp. 41, 44 ff.

;

Bonn and Elberfeld, 1844-1867.

Heinrich Kiepert, Memoir iiher die Consiruction der Karle von

Kleinasien ; Berlin, 1854.

G. W. F. Howard (Lord Carlisle), Diary in Turhish and Greek

Waters; London, 1854.

Sir J. C. Hobhouse (Lord Broughton), Travels in 1810, London,

1813 (new edition, London, 1855), who puts Troy near Alexandria-Troas.

J. G. von Hahn, Ausgralningen auf der Homer. Pcrgamos ; Leipzig,

1864. He excavated on the heights above Bounarbashi in ]May 1864,

and says, in conclusion, tliat lie does not Ijelieve in a real Troy, but

thinks Homer has adapted his poems to the site of Bounarbashi.

M. G. Nikolaides, Topographic d Plan strategique de VlUade; Paris,

1867.

L. W. Hasper, Beitrdge znr Topographic der Ilomerisclien llias, Bran-

denburg, 1867 ; also, Das alte Troia und das Schlaclifjeld der Eomerischen

Belden, Glogau, 1868 ; also, Vdjer die Lage dee alien Ilium, Leipzig,

1873; also. Das negative Besultat der Ansgrahungen Schliemanns auf

Hissarlik, und Beweis dass der Sanger der llias Troia auf Bali Dagh

erhaut angenommen hahe, Berlin, 1874.

Henry Fanshawe Tozcr, Besearches in the Highlands of Turkey;

London, 1869, p. 337.

Ernst Curtius, Griechische Gesrhichte, 4th edition, Berlin, 1874;

also in his Lecture at Berlin in November 1871.
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E. Tiwchholz, Ilomerische Kosmor/rapJtie vnd Geor/rajMe ; Leipzig, 1871.

E. lsaiiil)oi-t, Itint'-raire descripiif ; Paris, 1873.

A. Conzo, Troianisclie Ausgrahungen , in tlie Preuss. Jahrhiiclier,

xxxiv., Berlin, 1874 ; and xxxv. p. 398, 1875.

George Perrot, Excursion a Troie et aux Sources du Mendere ; Exirait

de TAnnnaire de VAssociation j'Oiw TEncouragement des Etudes grecques

en France, 1874.

G. d'Eichtlial, Le Site de Troie selon Leclievcdier ou selon Scldieniann

;

Paris, 1875.

B, Stark, in the Jenaer LiteraturUdtt, No. 23, 1874 ; also l^ach dem

Griecliischen Orient, lieisestudien, 1875, Jenaer Lit. S. 156 ; Augshurger

Allgemeine Zeitung, Beilage No. 8, Arad. 5, S. 601 ; Liferar. Central-

hhdt, S. 1131.

L. Yivien de Saint-Martin, Ellion d'Homere, TUium des Bomains

;

Bevue Archeologique, Nouvelle Serie, xxix. ; Paris, 1875.

George Eawlinson, History of Herodotus ; London, 1875. See the map
in vol. iv. p. 43.

S. Ch. Schirlitz, in Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine Encgl-lopcidie,

mentions further, among the explorers of the Troad, Dodwell and

Forster, whose dissertations and theories are unknown to me.

Of those who adopt other theories, difierent from the sites of Bouuar-

bashi and Novum Ilium (Hissarlik)

—

Dr. E. D. Clarke, Travels in various Countries of Europe, Asia, and

Africa, Pt. i. London, 1812, endeavours to identify the village of Chiblak

with Ilium and with the village of the Ilians (^Ykieoiv Kwfirj).

]\rajor J. liennell. Observations on the Topography of the Plain of Troy,

London, 1814 ; and later, H. N. Ulrichs, BheiniscJtes Museum, 3 Jahrg.,

pp. 573 ff., translated into English by Br. Patrick Colquhoun, An Excursus

on the Topograpjliy of the Homeric Hium, in the Transactions of the Boyal

Society of Literature, vol. v. ;—identify the site of Troy with 'JXiicov Koofxij,

which they put on the height of Ahshi Kioi, the farm of Mr. Calvert.

P. Barker "Webb, Topographic de la Troade, Paris, 1844, identifies

a site to the west of the village of Chiblak with the Homeric Troy.

H. Gelzer, Eine Wanderung nach Troia, Basel, 1873, does not

decide in favour of any jiarticular site ; cf. Literar. Centralhlatt, S.

1556 (1874).

E. Brentano, Alt-Llion im Bumlreldhal., Frankfurt am Main, 1877,

endeavours to show that the Homeric Troy was on a hill in the Doumbrek
valley, between the villages of Halil Eli and lien Kioi, but he will never

make a single convert to his impossible theory.

K. Hercher, JJeher die Homerische Ebene von Troia, Berlin, 1875,

seems to believe that a real Troy never existed.

0. Frick, Zur Troischen Frage, in the Jahrh. filr class. Phil., 1876,

pp. 289 fi*., does not venture to pronounce in favour of a particular site,

and thinks the discussion on the subject not yet far enough advanced.

L. von Sybel, Uel)er Schliemanns Troia, Marburg, 1875, holds the

same opinion.
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To tliese I must add seven scholars, whose opinions on the subject

are unknown to me :

—

Virlet d'Aoust, Description iopograpliique et arclieologique de la Troade,

1873.

A. de Longperier, Compe Bendu, 2, p. 94 ; Revue ArcheoJ., 27, p. 328.

Karl Henning, Neu-lUon., in the Hermes, 9, p. 25 ; and in the

Archdolog. Zeitunr/, p. 186, 1875.

C. Aldenhoven, Ueher das neuentdecJde Troja ; Itn Neuen Belch, i,

p. 569, 1874.

August Steitz, Bie Lage des Homerischoi Troia, in the Jahrhucher fur
classisclie PliiMogie, ed. Alfr. Fleckeisen, Jahrgang xxi.. Band iii.

;

Leipzig, 1875.

E. Mehlis, Sehliemaniis Troja und die Wissenschaft, in the German
periodical Das Ausland ; Stuttgart, 1875,

Julius Eieckler, Ueher Schliemanu's Ausgralungen, Verliandlungen

deutscher Philologen und Schuhniuiner ; Tubingen, J 876.

The following scholars have recognized the identity of Novum Ilium

with the site of the Homeric Troy :

—

C. Maclaren, Dissertation on the Toj)ograp]iij of the Plain of Troij,

Edinburgh, 1822 ; and The Plain of Troij described, Edinburgh, 1863.

G. von Eckenbrecher, Ueber die Lage des Homerisclien Ilion, in the

Bheimsche Museum, Neue Folge, vol, ii. pp. 1 ft'. 1842 ; and Die Lage des

Homerischen Troia, DLisseldorf, 1875.

George Grote, History of Greece; London, 1846, 1st edition, vol. i.

Julius Braun, Geschichte der Kunst in ihrem Entwicklungsgangef

Wiesbaden, 1856 ; and Homer und sein Zeitalter, Heidelberg, 1856-8.

Dr. L. Schmitz, in Dr. AV. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Boman
Geography, art. Ilium; London, 1857.

AVm. Biichner, Jahresbericld i'ther das Gymnasium Fridericianum

;

Schwerin, 1871 and 1872.

i]mile Burnouf, Bevue des Deux Mondes, du I''' Janvier, 1874,

and M('Jiioires de I'Antiquite, Paris, 1878.

Philip Smith, Discoveries at Troy, in the Quarterly Bevieic, April 1874.

C. T. Newton, Dr. Schliemanns Discoveries at Hium Novum ; Lecture

before the Society of Antiquaries, April 30th, 1874; Academy, 1874,

No. 173.

Frank Calvert, who was formerly an adherent of the Troy-Bounar-

bashi theory, became a convert to the Troy-Hissarlik theory, whicJi he

now energetically defends (sec his Contributions towards the Ancient

Geography of the Troad ; also 'Trojan Antiquities, arts. i. ii. ; Tlie

AtJienmim, 1874, Nov. 7 and 14, London),

Ph. Dethier, Une Partie du Tresor troyen au Musee de Constan-

tinople {Bevue Arch. 31, p. 416), 1874; also Nouvelle Trouvaille faite a
Ilium-Hissarlilc, 1874,

Otto Keller, Die Entdeckung Bions zu Hissarlik, Freiburg, 1875

;

also TJeher die Entdeckung Trojas durch H. Schliemann, Beilage zur

Allgemeinen Zeitung, Nos. 344, 345, 1874.
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Felix Eavaisson cle Molien, Revue Archeologique, 2G, p. 404; cf.

Arcad. 26, p. 32(3.

Stephen Salisbury, Troif and Homer, Bemarhs on the Discoveries oj

Dr. H. Schliemann in the Tread; Worcester, 1875.

G. A. Lauria, Troia, uno Studio ; Napoli, 1875.

AV. Christ, Topographie der Troianisclien Ehene, Miinchen, 1874;
also Troja iind die Troade, i.-iii,, in the Allgemeine Zeitung, 1875,

Drittes Qnartal, Beilage zii Nos. 196, 197, 198.

Maxime tin Camp, VEmplacement de VlJion cVHomere, d'apres les

plus recentes Decouvertes ; Paris, 1875.

Francois Lenormant, Les Antiquites de la Troade et FHistoire primi-

tive des Contrees grecques ; Paris, 1876.

F. Schlie, Wissenschaftliche Beurtheilung der Funde Schliemanns in

Hissarlik, Schwerin, 1876 ; also Schliemann und seine Bestrebiingen,

Sch^verin, 187G.

W. E. Gladstone, Homers Place in History, in the Contemporary

Bevieiv, 1874; Homeric Synchronism, London, 1876; and Homer, London,

1878, enthusiastically defends the Troy-Hissarlik theory.

Eduard Meyer, Geschiclite von Troas ; Leipzig, 1877.

A. H. Sayce, in his letters to the Athenn-um and the Academy,

October 1879, and in the Contemporary Bevieu:, December 1878.

I have finally to mention the great authority of Professor Piudolf

Yirchow, who assisted me in my excavations at Hissarlik, from the

4th of April till the 4th of May, 1879, and who energetically opposes

the Troy-Bounarbashi theory, and enthusiastically declares in favour of

the identity of Hissarlik with the Homeric Troy. See his Lectures in

the session of the Berlin Anthropological Society of the 26th of June

and the 12th of July, 1879 ; in the Anthropological Congress at Strass-

burg on the 13th of August, and at Amsterdam on the 16th of September,

of the same year : also his excellent work, Beitrdge zur LandesJcunde der

Troas, Berlin, 1879.

The principal argument of the defenders of the Troy-Bounarbashi

theory is that immediately below the village are the two sjDrings of

Homer—one Ki^warm. the other cold; bi;t this ;ir,u-iimonr falls tu the_

ground before the fact already mentioned, that there are not two but forty

springs, all of which are cold and ha\-e a t£mperature_ ol from (Jii '24 tr>

62^"6 Fahr. Besides, as already staied^the__ScamancW_j3n.ginate

in the Plain of Troy, but at a distance of twenty hours' joiu-nry tiom

Hissarlik, in the range of Ida, from a coldspiing, wJiich has a tciujM ratiire.

of 47"'12 Fahr. About 200 ft. from this source, the river is joined by

the water of a spring which has a temperature of 60^*44 Fahr., and

might perhaps, in comparison with the other spring, be called lukewarm.

Perhaps Homer had heard of this lukewarm spring and the cold spring

of the Scamander, and the poet may have brought them from Ida down

to the Plain in order to introduce his beautiful verses (11. xxii. 147-

152). He_£l£arly_states (11. x ii . 19-21) that the Scamander flows from

Mount Ida. That he had not in his mind the sprin.s of Bounarbashi, is
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also clearly sliown l3y the statement, that close to the two sonvcos were

large washjiig troughs of stone, in which the Trojan wtniitii ii-( il to wash

fheir'ciothes in the time of peace, beforeTIio arrival of the Greek army,*"

because the Bounarhashi springs being7~rn a straight line, at a distance of

eight miles from the Hellespont and there being no regular siege, buu

only battles in the plain, there would have been no cause for them to stop

washing at the springs on account of the war, as the advancing enemy

could be seen at a great distance off' in the plain. Consequently, this

passage proves that, in the mind of the poet, the distance between tho

Greek camp and Troy was but very short.

I must further absolutely deny the truth of the statement made by

Choiseul-Gouffier ^ and Ernst Curtius,^ that the site of Troy on the

heights of Bounarhashi is covered with nncient ruins. I take Yirchow

and Burnouf, who accompanied me all over those heights, as witnesses,

that not only are there no ruins whatever of ancient buildings, but even

that there are no ancient potsherds or fragments of bricks, and that

tke ground is everywdiere uneven, full of pointed or abrupt rocks and

nowhere artificially levelled, so that the site can never have been inha-

bited by men. I also cite the weighty testimony of the late Austrian

Consul-General, J. G. von Hahn, Avho, with the celebrated astronomer

Julius Schmidt, excavated during the whole of May, 1864, in the little

city at the southern extremity of those heights (the Bali Dagh), and who,

on stopping the work, writes as follows :

'^—" I can only confirm the tes-

timony of Von Brondsted, that the whole locality does not show the

slightest trace of a great city ever having existed here, which ought to

have extended over the wide northern slope of the Bali Dagh, from the

foot of the Acropolis to the springs of Bounarhashi. In spite of our

zealous researches, we could not discover there—besides the tumuli—any

sign which might point to a former human settlement, not even fragments

of ancient pottery or bricks, those never-failing and consequently in-

evitable witnesses of an ancient establishment. No fragments of columns

or other building stones, no ancient freestone, nowhere in the native-

rock a quarried bed of any such stone, nowhere any artificial levelling

of the rock ; everywhere the natural soil, which has never been touched

by the hand of man.." I may here repeat, that my thorough exploration

of the heights of Bounarhashi in August 1808 gave the same results.

I excavated in hundreds of places at the springs, in Bounarhashi itself, and

on the land between that village and the Scamander, as well as on the

declivities wherever I found earth. I struck the rock almost everywhere

at a depth of from 2 to 3 feet, without ever finding the slightest vestige

of bricks or pottery.-'

With regard to the walls brought to light by J. G. von Hahu and

* //. xxii. 15;'.-15G : 1820, p. 44.

ivda 5' iir' auTciwv Tr\vvol evpfts ^771/^ fafftv ' Lectui-e at PxM'lin, in Xovombor 1871.

Ka\ol Kaiueoi, 061 i'l^ara atyaAoevTa * J. G. von Hahn, Die Ausijmhunijen auf dcr

TrKvvfffKov Tpdiojv &\oxoi KaXai t€ OvyaTpfs Jlomcrischcn Pcnjamos ; Leipzig, 1864, p. 33.

rh Trplv i-K fiprjjojs, izpXv i\d(7i/ vlas 'Axaiwf. ° See my Itfiaqrte, lo Peloponncsc ct Troic

;

' Vuyaije 2}'ttorcsquc do la Grtcc, ii. ; I'aris, Paris, 1869, pp. 151, 161, 162; and above, p. 19.
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Julius Sclimidt in the little city at the extremity of the Bali Dagh, in

which so many great luminaries of archeeology have seen the cyclopean

walls of Priam's Pergamus, and which Ernst Curtius ^^ holds to be con-

temiioraneous with the cyclopean walls of Tiryns and Mycenae, which

latter arc universally considered to be the most ancient specimens extant

of cyclopean masonry ;—nearly all these walls are low retaining walls,

formed of comparatively small quadrangular, or nearly quadrangular,

slabs ; there are also a few small straight walls of square blocks or

polygons on the north side, a portion of one of which my friend Admiral

Spratt represents in the vignette of his map ; there is also a fragment

of wall of square hewn blocks in the south-west corner : but we have

no right whatever to call these walls, or any part of them, " cyclopean ;"

for this epithet can only refer to the gigantic, never to the lilliputian.

In a hundred different places in Greece I can j)oint out walls of well-

fitted polygons, of which we know with certainty that they are of the

IMacedonian period, or at least of the latter part of the fifth century B.C.

But I will here only name two places which can be easily seen by those

who visit Athens : namely, the tombs in the Hagia Trias at Athens, some

of the substructions of which consist of well-fitted polygons ; and the

fortifications on the island of Salamis, which show the same' masonry.^

Unhewn boulders, rough quarried stones, and those which had a j)olygonal

cleavage due to their structure, were often used for convenience by

builders, who were quite able to work quadrangular blocks, as is j)roved

by walls in which the former kinds are placed above the latter.^ Walls

of polygons have for the last twenty years come into extensive use in

Sweden and Norway, as substru'ctions of railway bridges ; and if any one

in -Sweden were to call this masonry " cyclopean walls," the people there

would laugh just as the Athenians would laugh if the fortifications in

Salamis or the substructions in Hagia Trias were called by that name.

As to the chronology of the little city on the Bali Dagh, we have

fortunately two data for its determination : first, by the manner in which

the stones have been worked ; and, secondly, from the pottery. On all

the stones of the walls, without exception, the blows of the stonecutters'

iron pick-axes are conspicuous, and therefore, in my opinion, no part of

them can claim a higher antiquity than the fourth .or fifth century b.c.

As a witness to my statement I cite the authority of Professor Ptudolf

Virchow, who was the first to discover that all the stones had been

worked with iron pick-axes, and who expresses himself as follows :

^

—

'» Lecture at Berlin, in November 1871. to "cyclopean" walls, both of the rongh-

* Emile Burnouf, La YiUo ct VAcropola square and polygonal type ; and there are hun-

(TAthenes, pp. 192, 193. dreds of such cases of rough materials still used

- E. H. Bunbury, Cyclopean Eemains in Cen- from motives of convenience.

tral Italy, in the Classical Museum, 1845, vol. ii. ^ In his Lecture at the session of the Berlin

pp. 1-47 et seq. ; and the article MuRUS in Dr. Anthropological Society, 20th June, 1879 :
" Die

Wm. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Raman ganze Art der Fundation (der kleinen Acropolis

Antiquities. My friend, the writer of that article, am Siidende des Bali Dagh) entspricht nicht

informs me that he noticed, at the sea-side, a dem was man von einer so alteu Stadt erwarten

wall built up of boulders of concrete from a miisste, und es ist wohl unzweifelhaft, dass die

sea-wall washed down during the preceding wohlbehauenen Quadern, auf denen noch die

winter, which had a most curious resemblance Hiebe der Steinhauer zu sehen sind, mit guten
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" The whole character of the foundations (of the little Acropolis at the

southern extremity of the Bali Dagh) does not correspond with what one

would have expected from so ancient a place, and there can be no doubt

that the well-cut blocks, on which the blows of the stonecutters can be

still seen, have been worked with good iron instruments. "Whoever

compares this place with what presents itself at Hissarlik, cannot doubt

that it belongs to a much later period, and that, at the highest date, it

approaches the time of Alexander."

I further cite the testimony of Mr. Frank Calvert, as well as that of

Professor A. H. Sayce and Mr. F. W. Percival, all of whom acknowledge,

from their own inspection, that the stones of all the walls of the little

city have been worked with iron pick-hammers, and that, consequently,

these walls must belong to a comparatively late period.*

As a fifth most trustworthy authority for the comparatively late date

of the walls on the Bali Dagh, I cite the pottery contained in the venj

scanty accumulation of debris inside the walls. No wall of any city or

acropolis in the world can be more ancient than the most ancient pots-

herds contained in the place enclosed by them : nay, the strongest walls

may be broken away, or may, in the course of time, crumble away and

disappear ;* but not so the fragments of pottery, because they are inde-

structible. The pottery I found in the royal sepulchres at Mycenae is

acknowledged by all competent authorities to date from between 1200 and

1500 B.C., and it is still as well preserved, and looks as fresh, as if it had

been made yesterday ; and, if it remained buried for millions of years

more, it would hardly have a difierent appearance. The whole site of

Mycenae is strewn v\^ith fragments of most ancient pre-historic pottery,

which have probably been exposed for 3000 years to the open air ; never-

theless they are as solid as if they had been but recently made, and their

painted colours have lost but little of their original brightness. In the

potsherds, therefore, contained in the debris inside of walls, we must

necessarily find two termini for the age of the walls themselves. Now,

Von Halm and Schmidt found in their excavations on the Bali Dagh, in

May 18G4, only one small headless figure of terra-cotta, four tubes of

clay, a common clay pitcher, two clay lamps, some clay vessels, fragments

for the most part of black-glazed pottery, some copper coins of the second

and third centuries B.C., and some fragments of house-walls of a late and

poor Hellenic masonry.^ I obtained the same results in the excavations

I made there in August 1868." I did not find one archaic potsherd, nor

one of those whorls with incised ornamentation, of which I found so many
thousands at Hissarlik ; in fact, no pottery to which archaeology could

attribute a higher antiquity than the fourth or fifth century b.c. AVe

therefore obtained, by the exploration of the site, and particularly by

Eiseninstrumenten gearbeitet wurden. Wonn Smyrna, in the Academy of 18th October; and

man diese Stolle vergleicht mit dem, was in from Oxford, in the- same journal of 8tii

Hissarlik hervortritt, so zweifelt man nichi, dass Kovember.
sie einer viel spiiteren Periode augehort und ' J. G. von Hahn, Aiisgrahungen auf der

hochstens sich der Zeit Alexanders niihert." Homerischcn Pergamos, pp. 22, 23.

* A. n. Sayce, in his Letters from the Troatl, * See my Ithaquc, le Peloponnise ct Troie, pp.
in the Athenccum of October 4th, 1879 ; from 169, 170 ; and above, p. 19.
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its pottery, the same chronology for the walls which we obtain by the

characteristic working of the stones themselves,—namely, the fourth or

fifth century n.c. Besides, the accumulation of debris is but very insig-

nificant : in many places in the little Acropolis the bare rock crops out

;

nowhere did I strike the rock at a greater depth than 5 feet, and

generally at a few inches below (he surface. I beg the reader to compare

these results with those obtained at Hissarlik, where the accumulation of

debris is from 52 to 53 ft. deep

!

I may here mention that, as Homer makes Hector and Achilles run

three times round the city of Troy,^ it is a necessary condition that such

a course should be physically possibl e. But if the; heights of Bounarbashi

mark the site of Troy, such a course is perfectly impossible, because

the hill of the little Acropolis on the Bali Dagh—(which, according to the

measurement of the astronomer Schmidt,'^ is 472 ft. above the sea, and

according to M. Burnoufs measurement 14'i*36 metres, which equally

makes 472 ft.)—falls ofi" very abruptly to the north-east, the east, and

particularly to the south. Now, as the heroes must have run down on the

south side to make the circuit of the city, I went myself down by this

side, which falls ofi" at first at an angle of 45°, and afterwards at an angle

of about 25° ; thus I was forced to crawl backward on all fours : it took

me a quarter of an hour to come down, and I carried away the conviction

that no mortal being, not even a goat, has ever been able to run swiftly

down a slope which descends at an angle of 25° ; and that Homer never

intended to make us believe that Hector and Achilles, in making the

circuit of the city, could have run down this impossible descent.

I may add that neither from the Bali Dagh, nor from any other point

of the heights of Bounarbashi attributed by Lechevalier and his followers

to Troy, can Mount Ida be seen ; but tliis is at variance with Homer, who

represents Zru-; ;is looking down frsrui tlio toi) of ]\Iount Gargarus on the

citj_o£_Ti-oy."^

Further, the heights of Bounarbashi belong to the lower range of

Mount Ida. If Troy had been situated on those heights. Homer could not

have expressly stated that it was built in the inlain, in opposition to the

first Trojan settlement, Dardanie, which , as he says, was built on the

declivity of Ida rich in springs.^'' ^rlatp' confirms the account that the

first Trojan settlement was on thehei'^hts of Ida, whence they built

Ilium in a wide and beautiful i)lain^ on a hill which was not high, and

close to which were rivers pouring down their waters from the heights of

Ida.-^ The position of Hissarlik, on a low hill almost in the midst of the

splendid Plain of Troy, agrees perfectly with this important statement of

' II. xxii. 165, 166

:

»» //. xx. 216-218 :

ws TOO rpls Hpidfioio Tr6\iv ireptStvTidriTTiv KTiffcre Se AapSavlrjv, eirel ou ttco ''lAioj ipri

KapTraAi^oicri m^Setrci • 6eol Se re Travres bpwvTO. fv irfSLco TmrdXtaTO, ir6\is f^epSwcau avdpwTrotiv,

^ J. G. von Hahn, Ausgrahumjcn, kc, p. 7. aKK' iff vTroiptias dsKeov -KoAvviSaKos "IStjs.

9 //. viii. 51, 52 :
> Plato, De Lcgibus, iii. 682, ed. G. Stallbaum :

ahrhs (Zevs) 5' iv Kopvcpfjffi (Tapydpov) KaOe^ero KaTCfKiaOr] Srj, (pafj.iv, 4k toiv v\l/ri\a>v els jxiya

KvSe'i yaioov, re Kol KaXhv iriSiov "iXtov, inl Xocpov rivd ovx

elcrop6aiv Tpaiui' re ttSXip Kal vijas 'hxo-i-<^v. v^-r\\hv koL ^x^^"^"- troTajxavs i^oWovs &v(iiQiv eK

TTJs "IStjs upuriixevovs.
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Plato; ^^'Jlel•eas theJi£iglitsof_BojLii2jiLasMi_wl^^ tlija. Pkiu -mily-

on their small uorthernside^ and are on all otlieresides comiected witli thp

higher range ofTcTa, are utterly opposed to and in contradiction T\'ith it.

As to the objection made by the adherents of the Troy-Boimarhashi theory,

that " the high mount of Bali Dagh behind Bounarbashi offers the most

appropriate situation for a fortified city, and that for this reason—without

the slightest ancient authority and in opposition to the distinct indica-

tions of Homer, and to the firm belief of all antiquity that Priam's city

was in the plain—we must transfer it to that mount,"—this objection is

(as Eckenbrecher- rightly observes) " untenable." He adds: "Mycenae,
Tiryns, Athens, Eome, were built on low hills, Thebes ^ altogether in the

plain. Why, then, was not the citadel of Athens built close by on Mount
Lycabettus, which towers high above the hill of the Acropolis ?

"

" Nor must it," as Mr. Philip Smith observes to me, " be forgotten,

throughout the whole argument, that the theory of Lechevalier is a mere
ht/pofhes/s, born'from the fancy of a modern traveller, uifJiont the slightest

historical or traditional foundation. The whole onus ^jrohandi, therefore,

lies upon its advocates, and nothing but an overwhelming body of evidence

for this new invention can prevail against that historical and traditional

right of possession by Novum Ilium, which is even sounder in archaeology

than it is proverbially in law. Every new discovery in modern scholar-

ship is daily tending to restore the authority of historical tradition, in

opposition to the theories of sceptical enquirers."

I must further repeat here, that the distance between the forty springs

of Bounarbashi and the Hellespont is in a straight line eight miles, and

from the little Acropolis, held to be identical with Priam's Pergamus, to

the Hellespont is upwards of nine miles ; whilst all the battles and all the

marches to and fro in the Iliad justify the supposition that the distance

between the city and the Greek camp cannot have exceeded three miles.

Let us consider for instance the first battle, which, according to Pope'c

calculation, is on the twenty-third day of the Iliad. In the night,

Zeus orders the God of Dreams to go to Agamemnon, and induce him to

arm the Greeks, promising him that he shall now take Troy.* At the

first dawn, Agamemnon orders the Greeks to assemble in the Agora ; he

tells his dream to the other chiefs, and, wishing to sound their intentions,

he proposes to them to return to their country :
^ the troops, with loud

cries, disperse among the ships and make preparations to set them afloat.*'

Ulysses restrains the troops, persuades them to remain, and they assemble

for the second time in the Agora,^ where long speeches are made by

Ulysses, Nestor, and Agamemnon.^ At last they decide to remain; the

warriors disperse again through the camp to prepare the morning meal,

^ G. von Eckenbrecher, Die Lwje dcs Homer- wdura ndK' arpeKfoos ayopevffifv ws ^TriTcAAai.

ischen Troja ; Diisseldorf, 1875, p. 23. Baipri^ai e KeKeve Kapi) Ko^6(t3VTas 'Axo'O'''^

' JI. Biiruouf observes to me that, jjrojierly Trai'iri/Sn; • vvv yap Kev tAoi iroXiv evpudyutaf

speaking, Thebes is not built in the pbiin, but Tpwaif ov yap ct' a.j^<p\s 'OKvuiria Siiuar'

on the Cadniea, which bj' a series of heights is ex'"''''*^

connected with Jlount Helicon. aOdvaroi ^pd^ovrai iircyvaa^iv yap airavras

* II. ii. 8-15: "HpTj Kta(rofj.fvr], TpdeaaL Se k-I)S(' iipriirrai.

BdffK' t&i, odKe oveipf, Boas inl vyjas 'Axa'&^i'"
"'* II- ii- 48-140. « J/, ii. 142-154.

(\9wu (s KKi(T'n]v'Ayaij.(ij.vovos 'ATpeiSao ' //. ii. 182-210. ' //. ii. 284-393.
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wliicli they then eat.^ Agamemnon sacrifices a fat ox to l^iens, and

assembles all the chiefs for this ceremony.^" Nestor makes another

speech, after which Agamemnon orders the lieralds to summon the troops

to draw up in order of battle ;
^ and the army is arrayed before their camp

in the Plain of the Scamander.^

Iris gives notice of this to the Trojans, who arm themselves, open all

the gates of the city, rush out with a great noise, ^ and array their army at

the tumulus of Batieia.* The two armies meet in the ])lain ;
^ but tlie

plain could not hin'r been ]ai\L',"c. bccnn-;' from the Imwit o\' ilic Scncjiu

Gate Htdcii i-rcognizrs {Iw chirfs (if tlic (ircilvs ;iiil ni'Miiiils lliri)' iiiiiiics

to Priam.'' .TLe^Greck army could n ut Imvc l.n m imiiIk r m|1' H.,,:, liaTf

a mile, since one must be very keen-sighted in order to recognize men

ivt that distance. .

'"

l^iris cliallcii-vs Menelaus to single combat. Hector makes a S2:)eech,

and Menelaus makes another. ' Hector despatches heralds to Troy ta_fejich

live lambs, whilst Agamemnon sends his herald TaltlTybiifs to the Greek

camplfor ilir same pnrposei^ As the 'Greek army could not be further

distant than half a mile, at ""most, from the Scaean Gate, it would have

been at least seven miles and a ^lalf from the camp, if Troy had been on

the heights of Bounarbashi, witJi it,a--gaie:=^as Curtius supposes— on the

site of this village. In this case Ntodthybiuii^ could not have come back

in less than six hours with the livelam57 But his absence is so short,

that the poet does not even mention it ; hence it is evident that the

distance~wEicli~"this herald Tiad" to go was very" sliortT^'^ "
'

Solehiirsacritices aru uU'crrd, and solcjiiii naths are taken ;
^ the single

combat takes place ; Paris is vanquished by Menelaus, and carried away

by Aphrodite." Pandarus shoots an arrow at Menelaus and wounds him ;
^

a long colloquy takes place between Agamemnon and Menelaus ;
' Machaon,

skilful in the art of healing, dresses the wound.^

Agp^memnon makes numerous speeches to encourage the Greek chiefs

;

and at last the battle begins. Athene leads the impetuous Ares out of the

battle, and makes him sit down on the bank of the Scamander.* The

Trojans are driven back to the walls of Troy.^ I'l^ey are excited to battle

by Apollo and Ares.'' During the battle, the wounded as well as the booty

taken from the enemy are continually carried to Troy and to the Greek

camp : arms, chariots, and horses.' The Greeks retire hackivards before the

victorious Trojans;^ they are repulsed as far as the Naustathmus, because

they are represented as fighting near the ships.^

9 //. ii. 394-401. '» n. ii. 402-433. ^ //. iv. 208-219. * II. r. 35, 36.

• 11. ii. 441-454. 2 ji^ ji_ 45^^ 4(35.
s //. y. 37 ;

^ //. ii. 786-810; iii. 1-9. Tpcaas 5' ^KKivav Aavao'r e\e 5' &vSpa eKacrros

^ II. ii. 811-815. Tjyepiovccf.

5 //. iii. 15. e /^_ iii. 16G-235. " I!, v. 460-470.

• II. iii. 67-75, 86-94, 97-110. ' H. v. 325-663, 668, 669.

8 //. iii. 116-120: * // V. G99-702:

EKTcop 5e Trporl &(ttv Svcc KTipvKas i-Kifxizev 'Apye'ioi S' viv' "Aprji" Kal "EKTopi xa^^KOKopvcTTTJ

Kap-raXifiois apvas re (pipeiv npia/xdi/ re KaAeaaai. ovre irori irporpeTrovTO ^eAaivawv eVi rrjoi;'

avTap o Ta\ev0LOU Kpo'Cn Kpeiwv 'hyajxifxvoiv ovre ttot' avTi(p€povTO fxa-X]!, aW alfu owiffffw

vr]as i-m y\a(pvpa.s Uvai, f)5' apv eKfXeveu x^Co"^'-

otaf/xevai- o 5' 'ap' ovk airiOria 'Kyafxip-vovi Si'ijd. " U. v. 791

:

° II. iii. 268-301. '" //. iii. 355-382. vvu Se iKas -koKios koIAijs stti vrivul jxaxovrai.

' II. iv. 104-140. 2 //. iv. 155-191.
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The Greeks must in their turn have had the advantage, for we again

see a terrible battle between them and the Trojans in the plain between

the Scamander and the Simois. The Greeks recede again ;
^° and Hector

goes up to Troy to order sacrifices to the gods.^ He appears to arrive

there during the space of time occupied by the touching scene and the

beautiful colloquy between Glaucus and Diomedes.- Hector has long

conversations with his mother, with Paris, and with Helen ; he looks for

his wife Andromache ; he meets her and has a very long and affecting

conversation with her, after which comes the pathetic scene with his son.^

Hector returns to tlie battle in company with Paris, and it nppcars that

they i-each the arm v iiiiiu"iliati'1y nftcr luiving ^uuc vmu ^ii tin Sraean

Gate? Indeed the troops must have been before the Scaean Gate, because

Athene and Apollo, who had taken the form of two vultures, sit down on

the high beech-tree {(j)T]y6'^) to enjoy the spectacle of the warriors, whose

thick lines are seated, bristling with helmets, shields, and spears.^ As we
have seen before, this tree was near the Scaean Gate.*^ Hector and Paris

kill several enemies f then Hector provokes the bravest of the Greeks to

single combat.^ There is a pause, because nobody dares to oppose himself

to Hector ; then a speech of Menelaus, who offers to fight with him ; then

speeches of Agamemnon and Nestor.^ Nine heroes offer themselves to

fight Avith Hector ; they draw lots ; the lot falls on Ajax, son of Telamon,

who rejoices and puts on his glancing armour.^" Then follow the speeches

of the two adversaries ;
^^ they fight till night falls, and then exchange

jjresents.^ The Greeks return to their camp ; the chiefs assemble in the

tent of Agamemnon, where the king slaughters an ox ; the animal is

skinned, cut up, and roasted ; and after this has been done, the evening

meal is taken,

^

Let us now once more review the multitude of incidents on this single

day : first, at daybreak, the general assemldy in the Greek camp ; the

long speech of Agamemnon ; then the dispersion of the troops to set the

ships afloat ; the long speeches of three heroes ; the meal is prepared

;

Agamemnon sacrifices an ox to Zeus ; the new speech of Nestor ; finally,

Agamemnon orders the army to be put in battle array. But this

variety of acts and speeches must have occupied at least four hours
;

therefore it is ten in the morning when the troops advance in the Plain

'" II. vi. 107 : avSpdffi repirdfieyot • tuiv 5? (TTi'xes e'iaro irvKvai,

Apye7oL S' uTrfXtipTjcoy, \7}^av Se <p6voio. CLcriricn Kal KopvOecrai Kal t^xetn ir€(ppiKv7ai.

' //. vi. 111-11.5. 2 ji_ yi ii9_235. « J I. vi. 237 :

' IL vi. 2.")4-493. "E/craip S' ws 'S.Kaids re iruAas Kal (priyhv 'iKaviv.

* II. vii. 1-7 : //. vii. 8-1(3

:

tiiy siiTa'i/ TrvXfcov i^tcravTO (paiSi/jLOS "EKTOip, fvd' eAeTTjc ft /xiv vlhv 'Aprji'flooio ivaKTOs,

T^ 5'
oLfj.' 'AKe^avSpos kI' aSf\cpe6s • iv 5' apa "Apvij vaifrdovTa Vleu^adiov, ov Kopvvi]jr)s

6v/u.cS yeivaT^ 'Ap-q'Woos Kal ^vKn/xiSovaa ^owiris •

afj.(p6Tepot fXftxacrav TroXe/xi^fiv ijSe ixdxeff6ai. "EKTCop S' 'Hi'oi/f;a /3aA' f7X*' o^^oevTi

us Se Ofhs j'avTTjaLv ieXSo/xfi/otatv tSaiKev avxfv' virh arTfcpduris euxd\Kov, \vaf 5e yv7a.

ovpov, iirei Kf Kdfj.(i}atv 4v^4(tt]]s iKdrriffiV VKavKos 5' 'IirTroAo'xoio irdXs, Avk'lo^v dyhs dvSpuv,

KuvTov ihavvovres, Ka/xdro} 5' Otto yv7a \f\vvTat, 'Icpivoof /3aA.e Sovpl Kara Kpartp^v ixriiiiniv

cir apa rw Tpweffcriv ieK^ofiivoiai <pavi]Ti)v. Af|ia57ji', 'iiriruip (irid\ixivov wKfidcDV,

^ It. vii. .'')S-(i2 : cb/xov & 5' ^| '/Tnraji/ xo^t'^dSts TreVe, Xvvto Si yuPa.

Kci5 5' &p' 'AOTjvaiTi T6 Kal apyvpoTo^os 'AttuWo-'v ** II. vii. G7-01. » //. vii. 90-1<)0.

et'eVflTjj/, uppiffiu ioiKiWis alyvTno7(Tty, '* If. vii. l(il-22.">. " //. vii. 22G-243.

(pvyv «V Hvf^fi irarphs Aihs alywxoio, ' //. vii. 2-14-312. * //. vii. 313-336.
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of the Scamander. They ajoi^roacli so near to the Scaean Gate, that

Helen recognizes the Greek chiefs. Paris challenges Menelaus to single

combat ; there are speeches of Hector and Menelaus ; heralds are sent to

Troy and to the Greek camp to fetch live lambs; then come the solemn

sacrifice and single combat. Numerous speeches are made by Aga-

memnon. The Greeks drive the Trojans back to .the walls of Troy, and

they are repulsed in their turn ; hut they retire hacJcicard to the ships.

The Greeks must have again advanced, for a fearful battle takes place in

the plain between the Scamander and the Simois. The Greeks retreat

again. Hector goes to Troy ; there are long speeches by him, by Hecuba,

by Paris, by Helen, and by Andromache. The Greeks must have

advanced again, for Hector and Paris are in their presence when they go

out of the Scaean Gate ; then come the speeches of Hector, of Menelaus,

of Nestor ; the single combat terminated by the night ; and finally the

return of the Greeks to their camp.

Thus the distanco Ix'twcen tlie oitv and the Grcr-k camp has

been traversed at ]<.;-( .«.•/,' i;;;!.-; iu tlic s^!;!'-- m;' Ti.; i',-m {'-m In the

moi'nmg to seven in tlio cvfiiiug—namely, twice by tlir l::-;'!! avLo

fetched the laml),' and at Icist four times by the -army—aiitl <n-(-ii once

bachvards ; and all tlies," ni.ii-ciics and niuntcrmarclif.- i )iiM ].:< nmlij ijl

spHe~of the enormous, consnn '

"r tin!" ii!-(;;i-;(-.n, ij l«y ihr numerous

speeches, the sacrifices, the di' , . naltli--, ami iLr two ^inilr c .mbats.

It is, therefore, evident tlial tin' di-iam-" ln'twcc]! tlii- (h A
Troy was assumed to_be._Yexy shoily and k&s than 3 miles._..,i3uunai-bashi

is 8 miles from the shore of the Hellespont : if, therefore, Troy had

been on the heights of Bounarbashi, at least 50 miles would have

been traversed from ten in the morning to seven in the evening, in spite

of all the loss of time produced by the difi'erent causes which I have

enumerated.

Lechevalier and his adherents find all this j^ossible, relying on the

principle that Homer, as a poet, exaggerates, and that the w\arriors of the

heroic times would have been able, or were believed to be able, to accomplish

superhuman feats. But if we put aside the intervention of the gods.

Homer is, as Webb ^ remarks, very exact about facts :
" When he tells us

that Achilles, if Poseirl on gave him a. good passage,..would be in Phthia

(a distance of 200 miles) in three days,"^ and that the ships of Nestor and

DiomeclesTwith vrinds t- instantly favourable, sailed from Troy to Argos

(
ajlTst'ance'oT 300 miles) in ionr days,'' lie speaks to us not of an heroic

but of a very common passage, fur Herodotus counts for a day of naviga-

tion 700 stadia (70 geog. miles), and, for a day and a night together,

1300 stadia.*^ Telemachus and Pisistratus, in a chariot with two swift

^ P. Barker Webb, Topographic de la Troade, S>Se • vrivs iiriTrav fxdXiard kt] Karavvei iufxaKprj-

170.
M^P'?? opyvias fTTTaKLcr/xvplas, vvktos 5e ii^aKicr-

^ j-l. ix. 363 : fivpias. fjSrj dby is /xev 4>u(nv airh rov aro/xaTos

i]/j,aTl Ke TpLTaro} ^Qiriv ipi^wXov lnoifxriv. (tovto yap ecrri too TIovtov ixaKpOTarov) rj^npio^v

* Od. iii. lSO-182 : ivvia kK6os eVri Koi vvktwv oktw • auTai fpSsKa

rerparov ij/J.ap ^ijf, or' if Apye'i vrias i'iaas /xvpidSes Kal eKarhv opyuiioiv yivovrai, in 5e Twf

TvSelSeci} 'irapoi AiofxriSeos 'nnro5diJ.Oio opyvUoiv Tovrecov craSioj eKUThv Kal xiAioi

iffTaaau. Ka\ /xvpioi elai.

^ Herodotus., iv. 86 : Me^eVpTjrat Se Tavra
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horses, took two days to go from Pjdos to Sparta, a distance of 50 miles.''

No doubt it would have been easier for Telemachus to have gone to

Sparta in half a day, than for the Greeks and Trojans to have accom-

plished the task imposed upon them by the system of Lechevalier." ^

On the day after the first battle of the Iliad, the herald Idaeus

is sent by the Trojans at daybreak into the Greek camp to propose an

armistice, for the burial of the dead.^ He concludes the armistice, and

brings the news back to Troy; the Trojans begin to collect the

dead bodies and wood to burn them, and then only does the sun

rise.-^° But how long can it have been between the first dawn of the

morning and sunrise ? Certainly not more than an hour and a half.

This is only consistent if we suppose Troy to have been at Hissarlik, for,

if it had been at Bounarbashi, the herald would have had at least 16 miles

to walk, and he could not have done this in less than five hours, for—as

Eckenbrecher^ observes-—any one who has read Homer, even superficially,

will certainly not suppose that the herald could have gone on horseback

or in a chariot, for, if this had been the case, the poet would have men-

tioned it explicitly ; but on the contrary he expressly says, " Early in the

morning let Idaeus go to the hollow ships,"" and " Early in the morning

Idaeus went to the hollow ships ;" ^ and again " Idaeus went back to

sacred Ilium." ^ Eckenbrecher ^ adds that Welcker,'' the warmest defender

of the Troy-Bounarbashi theory, suggests that the herald might have

run ; there being so much running in the Iliad, and the poet endowing

his heroes with superhuman power :
" But wherever he does this it

is to make them appear more heroic and more sublime, and not to

make them ridiculous. Can the herald, who has to conclude the armistice

for burying the dead, be conceived of as running at a trot for four hours !

Then we must suppose that, if Troy had been at Bounarbashi, still three

hours at least would have been occupied in concluding the armistice, in

its proclamation, in the preparation for the setting out of the armies

and in their long march, before both armies could have met. Therefore,

at least seven hours would have been required to execute that icJiicli Homer

' Od. iii. 484-497 and W. 1 : there has ever been such a road. Thus to go in

IxdffTi^ev S' f\dav, toj S' ovk ixKovrf K(Ticre-f]v a chariot from Pherae (now Cahimata) across

is TreSiov, AiTreVrji/ 5e UvAov altrv irTo\U9pot/. those mountains has at all times been impossible.

01 5t Trau-nfx4ptoi ae7ou ^vyhv a/xcpls (xovres. But Homer, who probably did not know the

SvcreTS T iieKios ffiaioivTO re iraaai dyviai, locality, supposed it to be possible.

is 4>i7poy 5' "kovto, AiOKKrjos ttotI ScD/^a, J'- vii. o81 :

vUos 'Opa-iKSxoio, rhv 'AAcpeihs riKe naTSa. 7]coeev 5' 'iSaios f^rj Koi\as iirl vijas.

ivda df vvKT (Xicrav, t Se To7sTra.p |eiVia dijicfu. '" J I- vii. 4'21-4"23 :

^fjLos 5' }]piyiviia cpdv-n poSoSdicrvKos 'Hu>s, T]e\tos /xiv tireiTo. veov -rpoffifiaKKiv apovpas,

hirovs re (evyuvi/r avd 6' apfxara ttoi/ciA' i^ aKaAa^^eirao fiadvpl)6ov 'ClKeavoTo

e^aivov ovpavhv elaavitSiv • ot 5' f)vreov a.K\i]\oi(riv.

iK 5' e\a(Tav irpoOvpoio Kol alOoiaris ipiZovirov. ' Die Lwjc dcs Uomerischcn Troja, p. 29.

fidari^ev 5' i\dav, toi S' ovk oLKovre irerecr6r)v. II. vii. 372 :

T^ov 5' es ireSiov irvp7)(p6poi', tvOa 5' eneira y)S>dev S' 'iSaios Xroi KoiXas tir« vnas.

fivov 656v roiov yap VTveKcpepov wKtes "iriroi. * //. vii. 381, sup. cit.

Su<r€T(5 r r]e\ios aKiooivru re Triicrai ayutal, * 11. vii. 413

:

ot S' li^ov KoiK-qv AaKeSaifioua Kr^rwecrcTav, . . . &.y\ioppov 5' 'iSaroj s^rj irporl "lAiov ip-l]V.

* There is no carriage-road over Mt. Taygetus, * Die Laje dcs Homer. Troja, p. 29.

whicb Telemachus and Pisistratus must ueces- « Klcinc Schriftcn, Band ii. p. xviii.

sarily have crossed ; and there are no signs that
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menHons as having heen done, at the most, in one horn' and a half. This

proves that the distance, at ivhieh Homer considers his Troy to he from
the Hellespont, is more than four times less than the distance of Bounar-

hashi from the sea-coast at the Trojan epoch."

On the third day, after sunset,^ Hector causes the Trojans to encamp

on the bank of the Scamander,'' and orders oxen, sheep, and wine to be

brought quickly from the city :
^ the animals and the wine, as well as

bread, are immediately brought from Troy.^" Oxen and sheep move
slowly, especially in the night, but nevertheless they arrive /ca/)7raXt/A«?,

prom'ptly. The Trojans slaughter the animals, and sacrifice to the gods.^

But the Trojan camp was close to the Tumulus of Ilus,^ on the left bank

of the Scamander, since the thousand watch-fires of the Trojans were

seen between the Greek camp and the river ;
^ the Tumulus of Ilus was

also close to the ford of the Scamander.* The Trojan camp, then,

being at the Tumulus of Ihis, on the left bank of the Scamander, near its

ford, was, as we have seen, near Troy ; and this is further proved by the

poet's statement, that their watch-fires were burning before Ilium ('iXto^t

'rrpo). Now the proximity of this same Trojan camp to the Greek ships,

on the shore of the Hellespont, could not be better indicated than by

the passage in which Agamemnon is represented as looking from his tent

on to the plain ; when he is alarmed at seeing the watch-fires of the

Trojan camp which hum before Ilium, and at hearing the sound of the

Trojan flutes and pipes and the hum of the warriors.^

Now, if Troy had been at Bounarbashi, the Trojan camp, which is

described by the poet as being very near Ilium, must be supposed to

have been at a distance of 7 miles from the Greek camp. But what
mortal ear can hear musical sounds or the hum of men at such a dis-

tance ? The same may be said of the 'IXiecov Kw^r;, which is nearly as

far from the Hellespont as Bounarbashi, and which has besides the

disadvantage that it cannot be seen from the shore, being screened from

view by the intervening heights.

On the day on which the third great battle took place, which is

the twenty-eighth day of the Hiad according to Pope's calculation,

//. viii. 4S5-4S8:

eV 5' eTrecr' TliceaviS \afj.Trphy ^dos TjeXioio,

h\Koy vvKTa /xeKaivav ctti (eiScxipou &povpav.

Tp'j}ff\v jueV (V aeKOvatv e5u (pdos, avrap 'Axo.io7s

aairaairi rpiWiaros iTrv,\v6i vv^ ipe0eyvr}.

8 11. viii. 489-491 :

Tpcocov ain' ayopi-jv iroiriffaTO <paldLjjLOs"'£.Kr(iip,

voa(pi vewv ayaywy, iroTajxM em SiriieuTi,

iv Kadapcc, o6i 5/; veKvav Stecpaiyero x^POS-
^ II. viii. 505, 506 :

e/c ir6\ios S' a^eaQe ^Oas kcu i(pia fiTJXa

KapTra\ifj.(i}s, oivov Se fieAitppoua olvi^eade.
"> //. viii. 545, 546 :

iic TToAios 5' a^avTO ^oas Kol t'<^ia /xrjAa

KapiraAtixois, oivov 5s ixe\i(ppova olvi^ovTO.

' 11. viii. 548-550 :

ep^ov 5' adavdroiffi TeKr,icraas eKaro/jL^as,

Kviarjv 5' e'/c ireSiov ave/xoL (pepov ovpavhv ettTO}

i)5i7av.

2 //. X. 414, 415:
' EKT&jp fl€V /jLeTO. TOlfflV, OffOt ^0'i]\T}Cp6pOl elffiV,

fiovXas 0ouAeiiei Oeiov irapa <ri^/xaTi "IXov.

^ II. viii. 5G0-5G3 :

Toaaa fj.earjyv vewv r]Se s.dvdoio podwv

Tpiiicov Kaiovrwv Trvpa cpaivero 'iXtodt irpo.

;ti'A.i' Up' iv ireSlfv Trupd Kaiero, irap Se e/coCT^

ei'aro TrevTrjKOVTa creAai irvpos aldofxevoio.

* II. sxiv. 349-351:

oi 5' 67r€t ovv fxiya. aTjixa Trape^ "IKoto (Xacrcrav,

arriaav dp' tj/jliovovs re kcu 'tTnrovs, ttppa rriotey,

iv TTOTO/i&J.

But this passage, in contradiction to the fore-

going, makes it appear that the tomb of Ilus was

on the right bank of the Scamander.
5 11. X. 11-13:

^ Toi or is TreSiOV rh Tpcc'iKhv ddpi)(Teiev,

6av/j.a^€v TTVpa. iroWa ra icaiero 'l\i6di irpo,

avXwv (Tvpiyywv t' ivoizriv oixa56v t' avOpuTTwy,
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sunrise^ and noon' are mentioned. In the afternoon the Greeks drive

the Trojans to the Scaean Gate ;
** but the former are again driven back

to the ships, where a terrible carnage takes place. ^ The Trojans are

again repulsed/^ but they drive back the Greeks a second time to the

ships/ where there is a fearful slaughter. Patroclus drives the Trojans

to the walls of Troy, and tries three times to scale it ;
- the Greeks fight

until evening before the Scaean Gate.^ Thus, in this third battle, as

in the first, the Greeks go at least four times in one afternoon over the

space between the camp and Troy, in spite of the long battles at the

ships, in the plain, and under the walls of Troy.

There is another passage which proves the short distance between

Troy^
and tbe_G.rfi£k-,je,amp. Priani "begOichilTes to grant an armistice^f

eleyen_dajsjfor the funoral of Hcctorj^ for, lie. says, the city, ioluit up too_

closely by the si(L;c, and tiny must fetch, the woud afar from the mouii-..

tains? The^^aQC-kuiri^ would^ aertainly not have had to coniplain of this,

•"nacPTroy been at Bi»unar1»ashi, or at 'IXUcov Kcofirj ; for as both these

places—the heiglits of the former as well as the hill of the latter—are

connected with the higher wooded range of Mount Ida, the Trojans could

have quietly fetched their wood, without fear of being troubled by the

Greeks.

The defenders of the Troy-Bounarbashi theory lay much stress on

the passage where, in the battle at the ships, Poseidon reproaches tha

Greeks, and says that formerly, before the retirement of Achilles, the

Trojans never for a moment dared to meet the Greeks in open battle,

whereas now they fight /«r/ro»t tJie city at the hollow ships ;^— again, on

the passage where Polydamas advises the Trojans, when they had with-

drawn from the Greek camp, to retire to the city, and not to remain all

the night in the plain near the ships, because " we are far from the uxdls

of Troij •/'^—also on the passage in which Ulysses, when lying with his

companions in ambush in the reeds and bushes before the walls of Troy,

says to them: "We have gone very /ar from the sliijjs"'' But we do not

* /^. xi. 1, 2 : rdcppci) koI cr/coAjTrecro'iv ivnrXi'^^avTfs dpvicTrj

Hcoj S' eK Xex^"" Trap' ayavov Ti6(ovo7o evOa koI evOa (^^^ovto, Svovto Se Tetxos avdjKTi.

&pvvQ', "iv aOavdrotcri (pous (pfpoi ^Se fipoTolcnv. - II. xvi. 7i)2, 703 :

' //. xi. 84-8G : rpiy jxlv tV ayKwvos 0?} Tilx^os v'^riAoTo

vcbpa fiev T/ojs ij)/ Kal ae^ero lephv "fifiap, TidrpoicXos

T6(ppa fidh.' a.iJ.(poT€p(iiv jSeAe' T)imro, TriTrre 5e ^ //. xviii. 453 :

Ka.6s •
-iTciv 5' ^fiop ti.dpva.VTO Trepl SKKijjtrt -RvXricnv.

flfios Se SpvrS/xos irep avrjp unAiffaaTo Se7wvov. ' //. xxiv. 6(i2, 663:
* //. xi. 106-170 : olcrOa yap is /cora &<xtv e'eA/teSa, rij\66i 5' i/'Atj

ol 5e Trap' "'lAou arifj.a TraXaiov AapSaviSao, aff/j.fv i^ upeos, /xdKa Se Tpwes SfBiacriv.

jxiaaov Kair ireSiov, Trap' iptvehv iaarevovro ^ II. xiii. 10.5-107 :

te/xevoi ttSKios ' & Se KeKAriyws eTrer' alii ws TpcDes rh trpiv ye /xfvos Kal %« tpas 'AxaiHf
ArpfiSris, \vdp(f Se iraAaircreTo xeipos aiinovs. (jLifuvnv ouk iQeKtcrKov ivavrlov, oi/d' v^aiof.

oAA' ore Stj 2(ca(ds re irvKas Kal (prjyhv ucovto. vvv Se tKas irSXtos Koi\T]s irrl vTjvcrl /xdxovTai.
» //. xii. 3,') to xiv. 439. " //. xviii. 254-256

:"

'" //. XV. 6-8 : dju(/)i ;uaAa (ppd^eaOe, (piKoi • KeKo/xat yap iydye
crrri S' 'dp' dva'c^as, JSe St Tpuias Kal 'Axatovs, &arvSe vvv levat, fj.^ ij.i/j.veiv 'Hw 57av

Tovs /xfv opivo^ivovs T0^$ Se K\oviovTas oirtaOev, iv TreS^y Trapa vrjvcriv tKas S' aTrci Tflx'^os

Apydovs, fiera Se' crept UocreiSawva avaKra. ei/ueV.

1 //. sv. 343-345 :
" Od. xiv. 496 :

oipp ol Toiis ivdpt^ov an' tvTea, TOcppa S' 'Axaioi \lriv yap vr\wv sKas iiKOofiev.
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see Low it can be inferred from these passages that there must have been

a great distance between the Greek camp and Troy ; for in the first the

question is of the Trojans fighting at the ships, and therefore at the

farthest possible point from Troy between the city and the Greek camp
;

in the second passage they are close by this farthest point ; and in the

third passage Ulysses, in ambush under the very walls of Troy, is as far

as he can be from the camp, speaking of the space between it and Troy.

Thus, the adverb e/ca? is in all three cases used only relatively, and it

need by no means indicate a really long distance, especially as the whole

Iliad shows the space between Troy and the Greek camp to have been but

very short. I may add that in a war, such as was carried on between

the Greeks and Trojans, the distance between the Hellespont and His-

sarlik can be and ought to be considered as relatively great.

The short distance between Ilium and the Greek camp appears also to

be indicated by the short run which Dolou l!;;<l to uinkc, to reach the

ships.

^

We further recognize the short distuuce, vditn, in tlieTasflSattle,

the Trojans being arrayed between the Greek camp and the Scamander,

Athene excites the Greeks by her cries from the wall of the camp and

from the shore, whilst Ares excites the Trojans by his cries from the

height of the Acropolis.^ It must be remembered that the Trojan camp

was at that time in close proximity to the ships.

Against Bounarbashi we have also the passage in the IlaTpoicXeLa,^^

where Patroclus, after having driven back the Trojans to the ships, does

not allow them to return to the town, hut hills them heticeen the s/i/j«, tJie

ivall (of the citij), and the Scamander. This passage shows three important

facts : in the first place, that the distance between the city, the Scamander,

and the Greek camp, was but very short ; in the second place, that the

Scamander was between the city and the Greek camp ; and, thirdly,

that Troy could consequently not be situated at Bounarbashi, as the Sca-

mander would not have intervened between it and the Greek camj).

The Troy-Bounarbashi theorists further maintain that, at the time of

the Trojan war, Hissarlik was close to the Hellespont, the whole lower

plain being a much later formation ; and that, consequently, there was

no room for the battles described in the Iliad. They refer to the before-

mentioned Hestiaea, w^ho, according to Strabo,^ made the same objection

;

and also to Herodotus,^ who says that the land about Ilium (that is, the

^ //. X. 337-369. Kal . . . -rh TpmKuv TreSiov, o fxera^v rfjs irSXeois

^ II. sx. 51, 52 : Koi tt)s Qa\6.TT7)s 6 irotrjTrjs (ppd^fi • rh jxev yap

ave 5' "Apyjs er^pudey, epf/j.i^fj AaiAaTri Icros, '"'p^ t??s vvp iroAeois opdi^evov irpoxt^fJ-a eluai twv

o|i; Kar^ aKpoTaT7]s irdKios Tpweaai Ke\€vu>v, TroTafj.wi' varepov yeyovos.

"^ //. svi. 394—398 :
- ii. 10 : rwv yap ovpiwv rCov eipTj/xevaiv twv

HaTpoKAos 5' eTrei oZvKpwras iirtKepcre <pd\ayyas, inrep Meucpiv itSXiv Ket/xevocv rh /xfra^v f(paiveT6

t.yp firl vijas iepye TraAijUTrere's, oi/Se ttoAtjos fxai eivai Kore koXttos 6a\a.ffar]s, waizep ye to.

eia. lefxivovs iiTi^aivefxev, aWa. fxearjyvs irepl l\iov Kai TevOpavirji' Kal "Ecpeaov re Kal

vr]S)v Kal TTorauov Kal Tei'xeos ui|/ijAo7o MaiauSpov TrfSiov, ware elvai ajuLiKpa ravra fieyd-

KTUue fj.eTai'(T(TOL>j', -KoXiusv 5' airerlvvTO iroivfiv. \oicri ffvfx^aXieiv. The parallel is unlucky for

• xiii. p. 599 : Traparidrjcn S' b Ar]ij.r]Tpios Kal the theory, since the geology of Egypt proves

rijv 'AXe^aySpivriv 'EaTiaiav /xaprvpa, ri}v crvy- Herodotus to be utterly wrong in his assumption

ypd'-paffau irepl ttjs 'Op.^pov 'lAiaSos, TrvuBauo- (for it is nothing more—and the same is true of

fifvrjv el TTfpl t)]v vvv voKiv 6 7r(5A6jUos avvicm], the Plain of Troy) that the Kile-valley was formed
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historical Ilium) appears to liim to have once heen a gulf filled up by the

alluvium of the rivers, like part of the Nile valley. But I have given

numerous reasons which lead to the conclusion that the Plain of Troy

must probably be older even than the Hellespont, and that it must have

extended at the Trojan epoch just as far towards the latter as it does now.

Moreover, Herodotus does not say that in his opinion the plain was formed

after the Trojan war; and, as Eckenbrecher^ ingeniously remarks, " How
could he have expressed such an opinion, as the historical Ilium is in his

view identical with the Homeric Ilium, which fact necessarily involves the

supposition that the plain existed at the Trojan epoch ?

"

The defenders of the Troy-Bounarbashi theory further cite the testi-

mony of the orator Lycurgus,* who says in his speech against Leocrates,

accused of treachery after the battle of Chaeronea :
" Who has not heard

that Troy, the greatest city of its time, and sovereign of all Asia, after

having been destroyed by the Greeks, has remained uninhabited ever

since?" "But how"—asks Eckenbrecher^—"could Lycurgus suppose

this to he universally known, as there must have been not a few persons

who knew nothing about it ; for instance, the Ilians of his time, who

(with Hellanicus and others) had the firm conviction that the site of

their city was identical with the Homeric Troy ? This question can

only be solved by the right interpretation of the word ' uninhabited

'

{aoiKT]To<i); and, fortunately, Lycurgus himself assists us in explaining

it ; for he says also in his speech, that through the treachery of Leocrates

Athens had been in danger of becoming 'uninhabited' {aoiKrjTov av

^eveaOai). Does he mean by this, the danger of literally no one living

in Athens ? No, he can only have meant, in danger of becoming deserted,

desolate, dead, which expressions we use in speaking of a ruined city,

just as the modern Venetians have been heard to say ' non v' e piu

Venezia.' We see, then, that the word ' uninhabited ' was used in Greek

in this sense ; and we may therefore understand it so in the passage in

which Lycurgus applies it to Troy. In this way we remove the incon-

sistency involved in this passage by translating the word ' uninhabited,'

and do away with the proof that the site of the Homeric Troy had never

been inhabited after its destruction. For the rest, Strabo*^ cites the words

of Lycurgus, after having given Homer's authority for the complete

destruction of the city, in order to show, as he says, that this was also

acknowledged in later times. The confirmation of Troy's complete de-

struction {KareaKCL^rj) contained in the words of Lycurgus served Strabo

for his purpose, for the sake of which he cannot have laid any absolute

stress on the words that the city of the Ilians (which he here calls Troy)

remained ' uninhabited ' {uolktjtov ovaav) ; for even a city ichich has

literally not a single inhahitant need not on this account be destroyed:

by the gradual filling up of a chasm, like that /xfyiaTT} yey(vrifi4yrj rusv rdre ir6\i(i!U koI

of the Red Sea, by the alluvial deposits of the irdaris iirdp^aaa ttjs 'Aaias, ws a7ra| inrh twv

river in the course of centuries. "E.Wi'}vwv KaTfaKarpij, rhv aluii/a uo^ktjtJs iffTi;

' Die Lagc des Jloinerisc/ieu Troja, p. 57. '^ Die Lajc dcs Homer. Truja, p. 41.

* Lycurg. in Leocratem, p. G2, eJ. Carol. * xiii. p. 601.

Scheibe : ttJv Tpoiaf t\s ovk aKriKOiv, iiri
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it can easily bo seen that Strabo only adds the final words in order to

conclude the phrase of Lycurgus."

Eckenbrecher ' further says, in defence of Hissarlik against Bounar-

bashi :
" The prophecy of Juno in the Ode of Horace JjiHtnyn ac teuacem,

&c.,^ has been cited as a decisive proof against Novum Ilium. Welcker ^

maintains :
' We cannot Avish for a more conclusive testimony, that Ilium

was not rebuilt on the ancient site, than this threat of Juno, that the

Capitol would only exist and that Eome would only dominate, dum Priami

Paridisque hiisto InsnUet armentum et catulos ferae Cehnt imdtae:'—
' Dum lonj^us inter saeviat Ilion

Eomamque poutus, qimlibct exsules

In parte rcgnanto beati

:

Dum Priami Paridisque busto

' Insultet armentum et catulos ferae

Celent inultae, stet Capitolium

Fulgens triumphatisque possit

R(jma ferox dare jura Jledis.'

" We reply : Juno promises (1) that the Romans shall reign happily,

so long as the wide sea shall roar between Ilium and Eome ; and (2j that

the Capitol shall gloriously stand, and Eome shall be victorious, so long

as on the tumulus of Priam and Paris herds shall trample and wild beasts

shall with impunity conceal their brood. In the first part of this prophecy

is contained a guarantee for the eternal duration of the Capitol ; for it is

said that Eome's happy dominion, which is unimaginable without the

existence of the Capitol, will last as Jong as the sea shall roar heticeen Ilium

and Rome, that is, eternally. Now, Juno would have made a confradictio

in adjecto, if she had said in the second part of her promise, that the

eternal standing of the Capitol was uncertain ; but she would have said

this if she had designated the length of the duration of the Capitol's

existence, not by a thing vdiich must last eternally, like the roaring of

the sea, but by something which might perhaps not last eternally. She

must therefore have thought, that the herds and wild animals must

continue for ever to trample on the sepulchre of Priam and Paris : thus

these graves are supposed to be at a spot, perhaps in the secluded dales

of Mount Ida, where pasturing herds and wild animals are presumed to

remain for ever. What has been said of the latter would therefore give

the same sense as we might perhaps express by saying :
' x\s long as cows

are pasturing on the Alps, and chamois climb about on their rocks ;' thus

this promise purports nothing else than :—the victorious power shall be

eternal. There is nothing else, therefore, in this passage ; not a trace of

a proof against the identity of Novum Ilium with the Homeric Ilium.

But we should impute to Horace an absurd mode of writing, if, in the

second part of the promise—which, like the first, he introduces by dum,

'as long as'—he intended to express a condition which was not necessarily

to be fulfilled, like the condition contained in the first part ; that is,

which was not to be fulfilled in case the Romans built a city on the site of

' Die Laije dcs Homer. Troja, pp. 42-4G. * Horat. Carm. iii. 3.

^ Welcker, Klchie Schriftcn, Band iv. p. 19.
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those tombs, whereas it would be fulfilled if they did not do this. He
must have supposed, however, that in the latter case herds and wild

animals would be eternally on those tumuli„ He would, therefore, use

the image of the pasturing ilocks and wild animals as an image of

eternity. Those who pretend to find in the second part of the promise^"

the condition that no city must ever be built on the site of ancient Troy,

ought not to be surprised, that with our mode of explanation, we attribute

this meaning to Horace.

" But our Ode contains yet more than the promise of Juno which we
have discussed. It is said later on

:

' St'd bellico.sis fufa Qiiiritibiis

Hac lege dico : ne nimiuin pii

Eebusque fidentes avitae

Tecta velint reparare Trojne.'

With reference to this we must say : If indeed these words were to be

understood to prescribe that Troy should never be rebuilt, as the con-

dition of the victorious grandeur of Kome, Horace's opinion would cer-

tainly be expressed by saying, that it had never been rebuilt—that is, the

site of Homeric Troy had never again borne human habitations; that

that site, therefore, was different from that on which, in Horace's time,

stood the great and flourishing city of Ilium. But Juno's words are not

necessarily to be understood as containing this condition. They may also

be interpreted, not altogether to prohibit building again on the site of

Priam's Troy, but merely to enjoin that this should not be done with

exaggerated piety {ne nimium pii), and with exaggerated confidence in the

secure power of Eome. I believe indeed that, considering the circum-

stances, we must say that Horace meant his words to be understood in

this manner : because, had he been understood to make it the condition

of Rome's greatness, that the site of Priam's Troy should never be again

built upon, then every one would have concluded from this Ode, either

that Juno had prophesied falsely, or that—by the rebuilding of Troy—
Eome had already for centuries Avorked at its own perdition ; for, according

to the popular belief as well as in the opinion of the most distinguished

men, on the site of Priam's Troy stood a city of Troy, which the Eomans
had with bountiful liljorality for centuries been endeavouring to raise to

a highly flourishing condition. We must therefore explain Horace only

to have intended to rebuke tJie exaggerated piety, &c. displayed in the

restoration of Troy, and not its restoration generally. Suetonius perhaps

gives us the explanation of the poet's motive for saying this in such

emphatic words. He tells us, in fact, that shortly before Caesar's assas-

.sination there had been a strong and universally diffused rumour, that

ho intended to transfer the centre of gravity of the Eoman power to

Ilium. '^ How much this was to the Eoman taste [or rather a favourite

idea of certain emperors] wo see from the fact, that at a later time

Constantine the Great, before establishing Constantinople at Byzantium,

'" See above. translatis simul opibus im]icrii, cxhaustaque
" Suetcinius, ,/!(7('«s Caesar, 79 : " varia fama Italia delectibus, et procuratione urbis amicis

percrebuit niigraturum Alexandrian! vel Ilium, permissa."
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had in all seriousness selected the environs of Ilium for liis new -capital.'^

Sucli plans may also have hovered in the air at the time of Augustus,

and may have induced Horace, who held them to be pernicious, to

express himself in the sharpest manner.^ For the rest, the adherents of

Bounarhashi have overlooked the fact, that no one at Rome ever at any

time thought of building a Troy outside Novum Ilium, on any site

believed to be identical with Priam's Troy, in opposition to Novum Ilium.

It therefore could not occur to Horace's mind to warn them against that

scheme.
" Like Horace, Aeschylus ^ is also most unjustly cited against Novum

Ilium, He says no more than that Troy had been destroyed and its site

deserted,'* and that Athene had taken possession of the Trojan land as a

portion of booty (Xa;^os') for the children of Theseus.^ If we suppose that

by this is meant only a portion of the Trojan land, it does not follow that

that land, as AVelcker maintains, should be thouglit to be excluded from

all kinds of profane use (and therefore from the building of houses). And
which portion of the Trojan land was it ? Welcker indeed knows very

precisely that it was the region of Bounarbashi, but he does not make it

clear to us how he knows this.

" Just as little as the adherents of Bounarbashi can aj^peal to Aeschylus,

so little can they appeal to Luean's Pliarsalia.^ It is evident that Lucan

makes Caesar visit the Ilium of his time and hold it to be the Homeric

city. Of this the verse

'Circuit exiistae nomen memorabile Trojae'

can hardly leave any doubt, because on the coast of Troy there existed

only the city called Ilium or Troy, and no other of this name. But it is

self-evident that Caesar could not have found there ruins of the ancient

Pergamus and the wall of Phoebus Apollo, and this bears as little on the

subject as the trees and brakes which grew on the Pergamus, as now on

the Acrocorinthus and many another Acropolis, whilst the city which

belongs to it lives and bears its ancient name. Let us also remember

Caesar's solemn vow made on the sacred precincts :

'

Kestituara pnpulos, grata vice moenia rcdtlent

Ausonidae Plirygibus, Eomanaque Pergama surgent,'

of which promise Lucan says^ that it has been fulfilled

—

' Votaque thuricremoa non irrita fudit in igiies
;

'

which cannot refer to anything else than the numerous good acts and

' Gibbon, c. 17. Constantine had even begun

to erect on the chosen site important and sump-

tuous buildings, which afterwards fell to pieces.

" See also Loebell, Ucher das Principat dcs

Augustus, in Raumer's Ilistor. Taschenhiich, 1834.

^ Welcker, Klcine Schriften, Band iv. p. 17.

• Aeschylus, Aijamomion, vv. 52-lr-5'28 :

aW' eii VLV acnvdaaade, Koi yap oiiv TrpfTrei,

Tpoiav KaraffKaipavra rov SiKTjfpopov

Aihs naKeW]], rfj KaTflpyacTTai ireSoy,

ficc^ol 5' aiffToi Kai deSiv ISpv/xara,

Kal ffvepfia TrdtTj? i^aTrSWvTai x^ovos.

5 Ewiicnklcs, 397—1-02 :

wpocTuOeu i^i^Kovcra kAtjSoVos ^oi]v,

airb 'S.Ka/xa.ySpov y?)v KaracpOarov/xdvrj,

^f Sfjr' 'Axaicijv aKTopfS re Kal irpdixoi,

iviijxav avTOTrpe/xvov eh rh irav i/xoi,

i^aiperoy dwprjua ©Tjcreois roKOts.

« ix. 961. • Lucan. Pharsal. ix. 998, 999.

« Pharsal. ix. 989.
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favours, by which—as we notoriously know from history—Julius Caesar

endeavoured to raise the Ilium of his time to a flouri-shiug condition."

I may here add that the site of Bounarbashi is in contradiction with

the hydrographical foundations of our map, in consequence of which, all

the adherents of the Troy-Bounarbashi theory must submit to a radical

renaming of the rivers of the plain.

It has been argued against the identity of Novum Ilium with the

Homeric Troy that, if the latter had been so near the ships, the Trojans

would not have needed to encamp in the plain. But it was Hector's

intention to attack the Greeks the moment they should try to put their

ships afloat and to go on board, for he supposed they had such a design.^

By encamping at the tumulus of Ilus he saved a march of a mile and a

half, and kept his warriors under arms instead of dispersed in the city.

When the battle is raging near Troy, Ajax is afraid that those of the

Greeks who had remained in the camp at the ships might be discouraged

at seeing their comrades repulsed by Hector.^" The distance appears,

therefore, to have been so short that tliey could see each other. Virgil,^

^

the most veracious narrator of traditions, and Quintus Smyrnaeus,^

represent the Trojan women as looking at the Greek fleet from the walls,

and hearing the cries of the Greeks when they rushed from the camp.

These are merely instances of the views of these two later authors

with regard to the distance and the relative situation of the city and

the camp. But it must be supposed that people at the camp and in Ilium

perceived each other only very imperfectly, for otlierwise there could

be no reason why Polites—who, confiding in his speed, sat as scout on

the tumulus of Aesyetes (which we may suppose to have been near Koum
Kioi)—should have watched when the Greeks would rush forth from

their ships.

^

The legend of the Trojan wooden horse is undoubtedly nothing but

a sacred symbol. Euphorion, in the rationalizing spirit of the later

Greeks, supposed this horse to have been nothing else than a Grecian

ship called iinroi, " the horse." ^ So too Pausanias pronounced that the

Trojan horse must have been in point of fact a battering-engine, because

to admit the literal narrative would be to impute utter childishness to the

defenders of the city.* Keller ^ suggests that " it probably refers to an

oracle ; let us call to mind the numerous Sibyls in Asia Minor, at SardiSj

Erythrae, and Samos,*^ as well as the oracle of the wooden walls of Athens,

which signified its ships." But the Trojan horse, as Grote ^ says, with ita

" //. viii. 508-511 : Eductam tectis, unde oninis Troia vidcri

&s K(v Travvvxcoi fj.fff(p' ijovs Ttptyeveiris Et Danaum solitae naves et Achaica castra."

Kaia>/x€v irvpa TroWd, crtAas 5' fh ovpa.vhv 'Ikij, ' ix. 75 :

;U7) TTois Koi 5ia vvKTa KapT) KOfjLuwvTis 'Axaiot TpHes 5' (vt' i-rrvdovTO fioi)v Kal \ahv Wovro,

(pivyetu 6pix7}(T<j}VTai fV fiipia vwTa OaXdcraT]^. 66.t.u^7](Tav.

'" 11. xvii. (i;57-G;}9: - //. ii. 791-794-, already cited,

o" TTou SeDp' op6u)VT(s aKrix^Sar', oiiS' en cpaaii' ^ Fratjmenta, 34, ap. Diiutzer, Fragmcnta

EKTopos av5po<p6uoi.o jxivos Kal xf^pas ddwrovs Epic. Grace, p. 55.

<rx7)(r«(rfl', aW' iv vr}val ixeXaiurKTiv TrecrifcrOai. * Grote, History of Greece, i. p. 285.

" AcHcil. ii. 4-(30-4G2 :
' Die Entdeckunfi llion's zu Jlissarlik, p. 16.

"Turrim in praecipiti stantcm sumiuisquc sub " Aeliau. Tar. Hist. xii. 35.

astra ' Hist, of Greece, i. p. 305.
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accompaniments, Sinon and Laocoon, is one of the capital and indis-

pensaLle events in the epic : Homer, Arctinus, Lesches, Yirgil, and

Quintus Smyrnaeus, all dwell upon it emphatically as the proximate

cause of the capture of Troy.

I mention the Trojan horse here, in order to show that those who
invented or supported the legend can only have had the idea that it

was dragged to a Pergamus situated at a very short distance from the

Greek camp, but they cannot possibly have supposed that such an

immense machine, full of w^arriors, could have been dragged for eight

miles through the j)lain, and then for more than one mile up the steep

rocks of the Bali Dagh to the Pergamus. The adherents of the Bounar-

bashi theory maintain that the passage in the Odi/ssey ^—which refers to

the consultation as to whether the great horse, which had been dragged

into the Acropolis, should be thrown down on the stones at its foot—can

only be referred to the little Acropolis on the Bali Dagh, wath its deep

and steep slope, and not to Hissarlik. But we see no reason for this,

because the slope of Hissarlik is on the north, north-west, and north-east

side at an angle of 45^ ; and the city had, besides, high walls. We must

therefore understand that it was proposed to drag the horse to the

edge of the wall and to throw it thence on the stones below ; there is

not the slightest reason to suppose that Homer must necessarily have

meant here very high, almost perpendicular, pointed cliffs.

At the time of Demetrius of Scepsis the little Acropolis on the

Bali Dagh, behind Bounarbashi, was probably still standing. It was
strategically well situated ; but nevertheless, though envious and jealous

of Novum Ilium, he did not, like the modern explorers, dare to proclaim

its identity with the Homeric Ilium. He preferred to instal a poor

unfitly situated little village in the legendary rights of the ancient

Ilium, because that name at least appeared to cling to it. Nobody
dared in antiquity to shake the tradition of a name,—an example of

caution which should be a warning to us.^

W. Christ ^° cites B. Stark of Heidelberg,^ w^hose enthusiasm for his

Troy-Bounarbashi theory goes so far that, without paying any attention

whatever to the ancient testimonies, he puts the 'IXiecov Krj6/x?; of

Demetrius close to Bounarbashi.

Grote ^ observes :
" Theophrastus, in noticing old and venerable

trees, mentions the 97770/ (Quercus aescidus) on the tomb of Ilus at

Ilium, without any doubt of the authenticity of the place {De Plant.

iv. 14) ; and his contemporary, the harper Stratonikos, intimates the

same feeling, in his jest on the visit of a bad Sophist to Ilium during

the festival of the Ilieia (Athenaeus, viii. p. 351). The same may be said

respecting the author of the tenth epistle ascribed to the orator Aeschines

* Oil. viii. 506-509

:

s Qtto Keller, Die Entdeckung Ilion's zu His-

.... Tpi'xci Se crcpLCTLV i)vZave 0ov\r], sarlik, p. 27.

^€ 5ia7rAf)|ai KolKov Sopv vr]\e'i xaAK&j, '" Die Tojyojraphie der Trojan. Ebene ; Miinchen,

^ Kara Trerpawv ^a\4eiv epvaavras iir' aKpr]s, 1874.

^ iday p.iy' ayaXjxa Qeuv 6e\KT7ipiov elvai. ^ Reise nach dem grieckischen Orient, p. 166.

- History of Greece, i. p. 299.
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(p. 737), in which his visit of curiosity to Ilium is described—as well

as about Apollonius of Tyana, or the writer who describes his life and

his visit to the Troad ; it is evident that he did not distrust the

dp-^ahoXo'yLa of the Ilians, who affirmed their town to be the real Troy

(Philostr. Vit. Apol. Tijan. iv, 11). The goddess Athene of Ilium was

reported to have rendered valuable assistance to the inhabitants of

Kyzikus, when they were besieged by Mithridates, commemorated by

inscriptions set up in Ilium " (Plutarch, LucuUns, 10),

Grote ^ also finds an imj^ortant argument for the identity of Novum
Ilium with the Homeric Troy in the above-mentioned periodical sending

of the Locrian maidens to Ilium, to do menial service in the temple of

Athene, as an expiation of the sin of their hero Ajax, son of Oileus. He
thinks that the sending of these virgins could not possibly have been

commenced under the dominion of the Persians, as Strabo '^ says : but,

on the contrary, he finds in it a proof that Ilium always existed, and,

consequently, that it had never ceased to be inhabited. I may add that,

according to another j^assage in Strabo,^ the Ilians maintained that the

annual sending of Locrian virgins to Ilium had commenced soon after

the capture of Troy, and that the city had neither been totally destroyed

by the besieging Greek army nor had it ever been (entirely) deserted.

The history of the city could not have been anywhere better preserved

than by its inhabitants.

As the hill of Hissarlik, under whatever essential aspect we may
examine it, answers to the indications of the JUad in regard to the

situation of ancient Ilium, the fact that a city of the same name existed

here in later times tends rather to confirm than to enfeeble its right to be

considered identical with the city celebrated by the poet. The identity

of name is a strong presumption in favour of the coincidence of position.

It must also be considered, that the interest which the ancients felt

for the Troy of Homer was far greater even than ours ; that they had

plentiful sources of information which are lost to us ; and that they

were consequently far better prepared for a thorough examination of

the site tihi Troja fait than we are. The Ilians were Aeolic Greeks,®

who had immigrated into the Troad' and had no doubt got mixed up

with the remaining Trojans, and who adhered with fervent zeal to the

worsliip of the Ilian Athene and to that of the heroes who had fallen

in the war, to whom, as we have seen,"* funeral services were celebrated as

' Ilistory of Greece, i. p. 282. tuiv vffTepov olK7iffdvTuv''l\iov is rijv Kpicrti' t'V
* xiii. p. 601 : ras 5e AoKplSas iTefj.<pdrivai iirl to<s cirKots ijKovaa.

Tlfpaciiv fiSi) KparovvTwv ffwf^rj. Pausanias, viii. 12. 9 : rovrov 5e crvvTeXovcrii'

* xiii. p. GOO : Aeyovcn 5' ol vdv ^IKius ical is tt'kttiv AloKiwv ol "IKtov i<p' ti/xoov fxovTfs,

TOVTO COS ovSf TeAe'tos i]<l>avia6ai avvf^aiveu t7]u k. t. A.

iT6\tv Kara t7)I' aAooffiv vwb Tuiv 'Axa"<'''> ovV Groto, Ilistonj of Greece, i. p. 290, also cites

i^e\(i(p6r} ovSiirore at yovv AoKpiSfs irapQivoi AloKivs iK ir6\i(t>s TpwdSos, the title jiroclainied

HtKphv vcrrepou aplldfievai ini/xTrovTO Kar' tros. at tlie Olympic games (Pans. v. 8. 3): lil;e AioAei/s

" Herodotus, v. 122: (JTfj.eris) KaTaXivwv ri)v ottc) MouptVas, from Jlyrina in the more southerly

ri/JOTocTi'Sa eVl rhu 'EWiicnrovTou fiye tov region of Aeolis, which we find in the list of

trrpardv, Kai eJKf ;uej/ AioXias irduTas, offoi ti]V victors at the Charitesia, at Orchomenus in

'I\io5o vfixovrai, elKe Se Vipyidas rovs viro\fi- Boeotia (Boeckh, Corp. Inscrij). Grace. No. 1583).

<f>dfVTas Twv dpxaioov TfvKpwv. ' See p. 128.

Pausanias, i. 35. 4 : \6yov 5e tuv /xkv AloKfcvv ' Sec pp. 180, 181.

P
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late as the time of the Emperor Julian. Everything therefore here con-

tributed to keep alive the reminiscences of tlie Trojan war and its locality.

Not only did an ancient and venerable city stand on Hissarlik : this

city Avas also so rich and powerful that there could not easily be in

the Plain of Troy a second equally important city ; it must therefore

have been regarded as the capital of tlie Trojjui dominion."

" The legendary faith (in the identity of Novum Ilium with the

Homeric Ilium) subsisted before, and continued " (as Grote '" says)

" afterwards, notwithstanding the topographical difficulties. Hellanicus,

Herodotus, Miudarus, the guides of Xerxes, and Alexander, had not

been shocked by them : the case of the latter is the strongest of all,

because he liad received the best education of his time under Aristotle

— he was a passionate admirer and constant reader of the Iliad—he

was, moreover, personally familiar with the movements of armies, and

lived at a time when maps, which began with Anaximander, the disciple

of Thales, were at least known to all who sought instruction. Now if,

notwithstanding such advantages, Alexander fully believed in the identity

of Ilium, unconscious of the topographical difficulties, much less would

Homer himself, or the Homeric auditors, be likely to pay attention to

them, at a period, five centuries earlier, of comparative rudeness and

ignorance, when prose records as well as geographical maps were totally

unknown." Grote further cites the argument of Major Eennell :^

"Alexander is said to have been a passionate admirer of the Iliad,

and he had an opportunity of deciding on the spot how far the topo-

graphy was consistent with the narrative. Had he been shown the

site of Bounarbasbi for that of Troy, he would probably have questioned

the fidelity either of the historical part of the poem^ or of his guides.

It is not within credibility, that a person of so correct a judgment as

Alexander could have admired a poem which contained a long history

of military details and other transactions that could not physically have

an existence. What pleasure could he receive, in contemplating as

subjects of history, events which could not have happened ? Yet he did

admire the poem, and therefore must have found the topograpliy consistent;

that is, Bounarbasbi, surely, was not shown to him for Troy."

Grote further mentions the testimony of Arrian, " who, though a

native of Nicomedia, holding a high appointment in Asia Minor, and

remarkable for the exactness of his topographical notices, describes the

visit of Alexander to Ilium, without any suspicion that the place with

all its relics was a mere counterfeit. Aristides, Dio Chrysostom, Pau-

sanias, Appian, and Plutarch, hold the same language." ^

^ W. Christ, r>(t." Topo:irti)ihie (kr Trojanischen war, is addressed to the inliabitants of Ilium.

Ebcne ; Miinchen, 1874. "If not Troji, what is Grote adds: "But modern writers seem for the

this city but its double V^— Qiiarterly lieview, most part to have taken up the supposition from

April 1874, p. 559. Straboas imjilicitly as he took it from Demetrius.
*" History of Greece, i. p. 305. They call Ilium by the disrespectful appellation

* Observations on the Plain of Troy, ]^. 128. of iYcw Ilium, while the traveller in the Troad
^ Arrian. Anab. i. 11 ; A-p\)ia.u, 3fithridat. c. 53 ;

looks for Old Ilium as if it were the unquestion-'

Aristides, Oratio, 43 ; Bhodiaca, p. 820 (Dindorf, able spot where Priam had lived and move!
;

p. 36&). The curious Oraf/o si. of Dio Chrysostom, the name is even formally enrolled on the best

in which he writes his new version of the Trojan maps of the ancient Troad."



CHAPTER V.

THE FIRST PEE-HIST0I;IC CITY ON THE HILL OF HISSAELIE.

As I have explained in the jireceding pages, ^ I ascertained by the

twenty shafts sunk on the site of Novum Ilium, which are accurately

indicated on the Plan of the Hellenic Ilium,- that the ruins of none of

the pre-historic cities, wdiich succeeded each other here in the course of

ages, exceeded the precincts of the hill of Hissarlik, which forms its

north-west corner, and served as its Acropolis. This Acropolis, like the

Acropolis of old Troy, was called Pergamum.^ Here were the temples

of the gods,'* among which the sanctuary of Athene, the tutelary deity

of the city, was of great celebrity. The Ilians, Avho firmly believed

in the ancient tradition that their town occupied the very site of ancient

Troy, were proud to show in their Pergamum the house of Priam as

well as the altar of Zeus Herkeios, where that unhappy old man had

been slain, ^ and the identical stone on which Palamedes had taught the

Greeks to play at dice." They were so totally ignorant of archaeology,

that they took it as an undoubted fact, that the Trojans had walked

on the very same surface of the soil as themselves, and that the buildings

they showed were all that remained of the ancient city. It never occurred

to their minds that ruins could exist except on the surface. As they had

no cellars, so they had no excavations to make ; but still they once cer-

tainly made an excavation, because there is a well^ in the Acropolis, which

is walled up with stones and chalk, and was evidently dug by the later

Ilians. This well has been dug with great trouble through numbers

of pre-historic house-walls. By a strange chance it has been pierced,

at a depth of about 30 ft. below the surface, through the thick walls of a

house, which is the largest house in the burnt city, and which I firmly

hold to be the mansion of its chief or king, because, as mentioned in

the preceding pages, in or close to it I found nine smaller or larger

treasures. But they dug with great pains through these house-walls

without even noticing them, for, had they noticed them, they might

have raised pretensions to archeology ; they might perhaps have

excavated the whole mansion, and might have felt inclined to proclaim

it as the real house of Priam, instead of the building which they showed
28 or 30 ft. above it, on the surface of the hill. With the same in-

difi'erence they dug on, and, having pierced through several still more

* P. 38. * Thelnscriptions authenticate, besides Athene,
' The shafts are mailicil by the letters A to a temple of Zeus Polieus at 2so\uin Ilium

V on Plan II. (Boeckh, Corp. Inscr., No. 3599).
' Heroilotus, vii. 4:« : tci Vlfpya/xou. The ' Grote, Histon/ of Greece, i. p. 298.

form in Homer is always fi Tlfpya/xos. The * I'olemonPerieget. /-Vaf/. xxxi. ; ed. L. Preller.

Tragic poets use also the plural, ra Ufpyafia. ' This well is marked a z on Plan I. (of Troy).
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ancient house-walls, tliey at last, at a depth of 53 ft., reached the rock,

into which they sunk their shaft deep enough to get water. The

Ilians dug this well from above, whereas in describing the results of

my excavations I shall commence from below.

The rock consists of soft limestone.

The first inhabitants of these sacred precincts did not take the trouble

to remove the black earth which covered this rock to the depth of 8 in.

;

but they laid on it the foundations of their houses, of which three walls,

composed of small uncut stones joined with earth, may be seen in my
great trench, which passes from north to south through the whole hill.*^

On some of these walls the well-smoothed clay coating, with which they

were once covered, is still preserved.

I have hitherto attributed the enormous layer of ih'hris, 23 ft. deep,

which covers the rock and precedes the burnt city, to only one nation,

and have called those vast ruins the First City on the hill of

Hissarlik.® But the pottery contained in the lowest stratum, from 6

to 7 ft. thick, is so vastly, so entirely different from that of the subse-

quent layer, 16 ft. thick ; and further—as Professor A. H. Sayce, who

recently visited the Troad, has ingeniously observed—the architecture

of the house-walls in these two strata is so widely different,—that I

cannot but acknowledge, in agreement with him, that the first city

must have been destroyed or abandoned, and again built over by

another people.

To my great regret, I have been able to excavate comparatively

little of these two lowest cities, as I could not bring them to light

without completely destroying the burnt city, the third in succession

from the virgin soil, the ruins of which rest upon the second city.

For this reason also I can only give the depth of the ruins of the first

city'" approximately, as from 6 to 7 ft. : in some places it may be a little

less, in others a little more. Thus, for instance, the depth of the debris

of the first city is 9 ft. in two places in which M. Burnouf has most

carefully examined them. He found them to consist of:

1. The limestone rock:

2. The hiyer of black earth .......
3. Dark blue plastic clay .......
4. Light grey plastic clay ......
5. Dark blue plastic clay .......
6. Black earth . .

7. Dark blue clay mixed with grey clay

8. Mixture of the preceding earth with traces of charcoal

9. Yellow clay .........
10. Dark blue clay mixed with much charcoal....
11. Yellowish clay, much mixed with grey clay and black earth,

traces of charcoal .......
12. Layer of mixed earth between two brown clayish laminos

13. Earth mixed with all these elements and with stones .

Then follow the buildings of the Second City.

Thickness.
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M. Bnrnonf remarks that tliese layers are frequently interrupted by

large cakes of clay (in French, r/ahttcf) or groups of them, which

were in general use with the inhabitants of the first three, and even

of the first four, pre-historic cities. He explains that these clay cakes

were used to consolidate and to level the layers of debris, because as

they dried they became so hard that the heaviest walls could be erected

upon them. He adds that the layer of dehris of tlie first city often

contains single stones, small deposits of brown or black ashes, as well

as mussels and oyster shells, but few cockles and bones. The layers of

debris slope with the hill towards the north.

This first city v\'as evidently not destroyed by fire, for I never found

there blackened shells or other marks of a great fire.

Now, with regard to w^alls of defence, there are none in the excavated

part of it which I could with any probability attribute to this first city

;

only on the north-east side of the hill, at a distance of 133 ft. from

its slope, I brought to light a retaining wall of white stones,^ which,

in agreement with Burnouf and Sayce, I can attribute only to this first

city, because at a depth of 50 ft. it ascends, at an angle of 45*^, 6 ft.

below the ruined city wall built of large blocks joined with small stones,^

and it must, therefore, have been built a very long time before the latter,

which we ascribe, with every probability, to the second city.

It appears that this first city had either no regular walls of defence,

or, as is more likely, its walls appeared not strong enough for the

second nation, which built, not only its walls, but even its houses, of

much larger stones. Professor Sayce suggests that the entrance to this

first city was not on the south-west side, where the second settlers

built their gate, but that it must have been on the west side, where

the hill slopes gently at an angle of 70^ to the plain. I think this

highly probable.

In treating of the objects of human industry found in the debris, I

begin with the most important—Pottery,—because it is the cornucopia

of archseological wisdom for those dark ages, which we, vaguely groping

in the twilight of an unrecorded past, are wont to call j)re-historic.

Indeed, " the art of making pottery seems," as Mr. A. W. Franks ^

judiciously observes, " to have been practised by mankind from very

early times. It is even a question whether it was not known to the

primitive inhabitants of Europe, in those early ages when the mammoth
and reindeer still lived in the plains of France. The invention of pot-

tery in China is referred by native writers to the legendary Emperor
Hwang-ti, who is stated to have commenced his reign of 100 years iu

2097 B.C. A subsequent emperor, Yu-ti-shun (2255 e.g.), is stated to

have himself made pottery before he ascended the throne. The jiotter's

wheel was known in Egypt at an early period, having probably been

invented as early as the Gth Egyptian dynasty."

Of all the imitative arts the working iu clav was uaturallv tlie most

See on the engraving, No, 2, the retaining ' Introduction to his Catalogtw of a Collection

wall marked A. of Oriental Porcelain and Pottery; London,
- See the wall b on the same cn<rravin<r. 1878.
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ancient, as modelling of conrse precedes casting, carving, or painting.

The prc-liistoric peoples, who inhabited the hill of Hissarlik, made of

baked clay all ntensils for everyday life and for depositing the remains

of the dead. Instead of wooden or stone coffins they used funeral urns

cf terra-cotta. Instead of cellars, chests, or boxes, they had large jars

(Tridot), from 4 to 7 ft, high, which were dug into the ground, so that only

the mouth was visible, and were used either for the preservation of food,

cr as reservoirs for oil, wine, or water. Instead of wash-tubs, they used

large terra-cotta bowls ; of terra-cotta were all their vessels used for cook-

ing, eating, and drinking ; of terra-cotta even were their hooks for hanging

up clothes, the handles of their brushes, their ex-rofos, and the weights

cf their fishing-nets. Thus we cannot bo astonished at finding in the

debris of their cities such large masses of broken pottery, among which,

however, there is no trace of tiles. It therefore appears certain that,

just like the houses of the present inhabitants of the Troad,. the houses

of all the five pre-historic cities, which succeeded each other here, were

covered with flat roofs of beams on which was heaped a thick layer of

clay as protection against the rain.

If, as we judge of the degree of civilization of a country by its

liter;iture, and particularly by its newspapers, it were possible to judge

of the degree of civilization of a pre-historic people by the greater or

less perfection of their pottery, then we might conclude, that of all

the peoples Avhich have succeeded each other here, that of the first

city was by far the most civilized, because its pottery shows, both in

fabric and shape, by far the most advanced art. But I am far from

maintaining this theory ; I shall only cite facts. To this early people

the potter's wheel was already known, but it v\"as not in common use,

because all the bowls and

plates, as well as all the

larger vessels, are invariably

hand-made. We may say

the same of nearly all the

smaller vases, among which,

however, we now and then

find one which has most un-

doubtedly been turned on

the potter's wheel, as, for

instance, the vase No. 23,

which is of a dim black

colour and globular form, so

that it cannot stand without

being supported.* Like most

vases of a similar shape in

this first city, it has on each

suspension by a string. A^ e

Xo. 23. Globular Va>i-, '•'• i:li '^i'.- ' iui-ul.ir holes on either sida

for suspension. (About 1 : 4 actual size. i)i ptb, 48 ft.)

gide two long vertical tubular holes for

* This vase is in mr collection in the South Kensington Museum, where every one can con-

ince himself th.tt it is wheel-made : this, however, can be also clearly seen in the engraving.
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see tliis same system on the accompanying fragments of a lustrous-black

hand-made vase (Nos. 24 and 25).

This system of double vertical tubular holes for suspension, which was

in common use in the first city, has been but very rarely found elsewhere.

The Museum of Saint Germain-
en-Laye contains a fragment of

a dark-brown vase, with two

No. 21, Fragment of a Vase, with two tuljular liolos on

fach side for suspension.

(About half actual size. Depth, about 48 ft.)

"I vertical tubular holes, found in

a cavern in Andalusia, which in

fabric resembles some of the

pottery of the first city at His-

sarlik. There are also three

fragments of vases, with two

vertical tubular holes, found in

Dolmens, the locality of which is not indicated ;
further, the casts of two

more such fragments, of which the originals, preserved in the Museum

of Vannes, were found in the

Dolmen of Kerroh, at Loc-

mariaker. There has also

been found in Denmark, in

a sepulchre of the Stone

age, a similar vase, with two

vertical tubular holes on

each side for suspension ; it

is preserved in the Eoyal

Museum of Nordiske Oldsager

in Copenhagen, and is repre-

sented among the vases of

the Stone age, in J. J. A.

Worsaae's NordisJce Oldsager,

p. 20, No. 100. This Danish

vase is covered with a lid,

having on each side two

corresponding perforations,

through which the strings ^'^"^

were passed : in this way
the vase could be shut quite close. Similar vase-covers, with two tubular

holes for suspension on each side, are frequent in this first city. The
accompanying engraving represents two such vase-covers, of which the

No. 27.

Fragment of a Vase, witli two tiilmlar holes for suspension
on each side. (Nearly actual size. Deptli, 48 ft.)

Eos. 2G, 27. Vase GovtTs, with vertical tubular holes for suspension,

(About half actual size. Depth, 48 ft.)
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one standing npriglit has on its top four porforatcd projections, in tlie

form of feet, and a fifth not perforated in the middle. The other, which

stands on its head, has an equal number of such foot-like protuberances,

of which only one on each side is perforated : this latter, therefore, belongs

to a vase with only one vertical tubular hole for suspension on each side.

I may add that the five fragments of vases found in French Dolmens,

as well as the Danish vase, have only the system for suspension in

common with those of the first city at Hissarlik; the fabric and clay are

altogether different.

A very great number of the bowls and some of the vases of the first

city had, on the inner side of the rim, an incised linear ornamentation,

which was filled up with white chalk, so as to strike the eye. To this

class 'of bowls belong the fragments Nos. 28 and 29, the ornamentation

of which appears to have been borrowed from weaving patterns. The

fragment No. 31 is the rim of a shallow basin with a perforated handle.

Many others have an incised linear ornamentation on the outside of the

rim, like Nos. 30, 32, 33, and 34, of which that on No. 32 appears also to

be a textile pattern. No. 35 is the bottom of a vase decorated with incisions.

No. 20.

^o ji

Ko. 35.

No. 33.

No. 34.
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the fra<^ment No. 3G, which resemhles an owl's face iu monogram, but

I am far from suggesting that the potter who made it intended to

represent an owh It is however, as M. Bnrnouf remarks, easy to follow

upon the vases the series of forms gradually passing over from the owl-

head to this monogram. He calls attention to the bundle of vertical lines

to the right, which in his oj)inion are meant to represent female hair.

Most of the bowls have on the two sides, as in Nos. 37 and 38, slight

projections in the rim with horizontal tubular holes, which—in proportion

No. 36. Fragment of a liuwl, with an ui namentation

filled with white chalk.

(About half actual size. Depth, 4s ft.)

No. 37. Ijiistmiis-lilack Howl, with two horizontal

tul)ular holes for suspension.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 45 ft.)

Kg. 38. Lustrous-blaclv Bowl, witii loiiii; limiz.im.il luliular rings for suspension on the rim.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about 48 ft.)

to the size of the vessel— are from 2 to 4 in. long, and which likewisa

served for suspending the bowls.

The fragments with tubular holes (on p. 218) belong to largo bowls,

on account of which the holes arc much wider, as the heavy weight of

the vessels, when filled, necessitated a strong cord.

On some bowls these protuberances, containing the tubular holes for

suspension, are ornamented, as in Nos. 40 and 42, with deep impressed
furrows, so that they have the shape of a hand with the fingers clenched.

In the tubular hole of a fragment of a liowl in my possession, my
friend the professor of chemistry, Xavier Landorer, late of the University

of Athens, found the remnants of the cord which had served for sus-

pending the vase. Ho ascertained these remnants to be of an organic

nature
; th(>y burned, he says, like tinder or like the fibres of a thread

or cord. On examination through a microscope, they proved to be the

remains of a twisted linen cord.
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Willi tlie exception of the vase No. 23—which, as already stated, is of

r. dull black—and of Nos. 40 and 42, which are of a yellow colour—all the

No. 39.

Ko. dO.

No. 42.

i;os. 39-42. Fragments of Pottery, with tubular holes for suspension.

(About half actual size. Depth, 46 to 52 It.)

above fragments and bowls are of a lustrous black; and the larger they

are, so much the thicker are they in many places, so that, for instance, at

the lower end of the rim and in the base the clay is often rather more than

half an inch thick. Although the rich shining deep black colour of these

bowls, enhanced as it is by its contrast to the fantastic rim-ornamentation

filled with white chalk, is really fascinating to the eye and looks like a

mirror, yet on close examination we find the surface of the bowls, both

outside and inside, very uneven. But this could hardly be otherwise, as

they are all hand-made, and were polished with stones of porphyry,

diorite, or jasper, expressly cut for the purpose, of which I found a great

quantity in this first city as well as in all the four successive pre-historic

cities of Hissarlik. Fair sj^ecimens of these polishing stones are seen in

the chapter on the Third, the burnt City, under Nos. G48-G51, to which

I refer. (See p. 444.)

The unevenness of the surfaces of the pottery may also be accounted

for by the ingredients of wdiich these vessels are composed ; for, when
fractured, we see that the clay has been mixed with coarsely-pounded

granite, the mica of which shows its presence by the numeroiis small flakes

glittering like gold or silver. Professor Landerer, who examined some of

the fragments chemically, found in them, besides granite, gneiss and

quartz. It appears therefore evident, that this most ancient and highly

curious pottery of the first city was fabricated in the same way as the
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pre-liistoric pottery found iu Mecklenburg, of which my friend the

celebrated archaeologist, Dr. Lisch of Schwerin, Avrites to me as follows :
—

" As to the manufacture of clay vessels in the heathen time, numerous

thorough investigations have been made in Mecklenburg for the last fifty

years. First, the core of the vessel was made by hand of common clay,

which was thoroughly kneaded with pounded granite and mica. For this

reason, there are many urns which have a rough surface, owing to the

protruding little stones. But the interior surface of these urns was

covered smoothly with clean clay. The pounded granite was required in

order that the form of the vessel might be preserved in the fire, because

otherwise it would have collapsed. This mode of manufacture is also

proved by the sparkles of mica which may be seen on the surface. Then

the core of the vessel was dried or slightly baked. When this had been

done, the whole external surface of the vessels was coated with clay, from

which all the coarser particles had been separated by water, so as to

establish a smooth surface and to fill up all the gaps. Hence we may
explain the astonishing and otherwise inexplicable phenomenon, that

fragments of such vessels show in -the interior a granular, on the exterior

a clean smooth surface. After this, the ornamentation was cut in or

impressed, and the finished vessel was dried or baked at an ojjeii fire,

in which operation many vessels were coloured coal-black by the soot or

smoke. The black colour is vegetable, which can be easily proved if a

fragment of such coal-l)lack pottery i;j put into a potter's oven, because it

is evaporated by the heat and leaves no metallic residuum, whilst, by

strong baking, the clay of the fragment becomes perfectly brick-red. For

the rest, no trace has ever been found of a pre-historic potter's oven.

The surface of many vessels may finally have been polished with bones or

smooth stones. Brick-kilns and potters' ovens were only introduced into

Mecklenburg in the twelfth century a.d., whilst in the Eoman provinces

on the Pihine they existed as early as the third century a.d., or earlier, aa

is testified by the numerous Pioman bricks and vessels. I may add, that

pottery which has been baked in a potter's oven always gives a ringing

sound when touched by a hard object, whilst pottery which has been

baked at an open fire always gives a dull sound."

Professor Virchow writes to me :
" The ^preparation of the black terra-

cotta vessels has in our Berlin Anthropological Society been the subject

of many and long discussions. It has been proved that the most common
mode of preparing them is, by sIoav burning in shut-up places, to produce

much smoke, which enters into tlie clay and impregnates it. The black

colour can be made of any intensity that is desired. The Hissarlik vessels

have certainly been made in this way."

M. Burnouf remarks to me that for baking pottery thoroughly a great

heat is required, generally as much as 800-1000^ Celsius = 147:2-2944^

Fahrenheit, a heat which can never be attained in the open air.

Be this as it may, the rich lustrous deep black colour of the bowls

of the first city must have been produced by a peculiar process. M.

Landerer is of opinion that it must have been produced by an abundance

of pine-soot, with which the vessels were coloured at the second baking
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in tlic open fire. On examining with a microscope the wliite chalk

with which the incised ornamentation is filled, ho found in it the remains

of linen cords.

Professor Landerer calls my attention to the fact, that the colour of

the Hellenic terra-cotta vases is coal UacJ:, which was produced in the

following manner :
—" Before the baking, the vases were oiled over with tar

(TTiWa), or perhaps with the pissa asphalt of Herodotus,^ which occurs

on the island of Zacynthus. In the baking the rosin was changed into

the finest coal, which got attached to the exterior layer of clay of the

vases and produced their black varnish."

There are also terra-cotta vessels in the first city with four perfora-

tions for suspension on each side in the rim, as is illustrated by the

accompanying engraving No. 43.

No. 43. Fragment of a Vase of polished black

Earthenware, with incised pattern filled with

white chalk. (About half actual size. Depth,

46 ft.)

No. 44. Tripoli Vase, with four tubuKar holes

ami fuur holes in the rim fur su^pen^ion.

(Actual size. Depth, 52 ft.)

Another fine specimen of this sort is represented by the little hand-

made globular tripod No. 44, which has not been covered over with fine

clean clay, and has its surface therefore very rude and unequal. Gold-

like or silver-like sparkles of the mica contained in the clay may be seen

glittering on the outside as well as on the inside. The fracture at its base

is surrounded by an incised circle, which can leave no doubt that, after

the vase was made, a piece of clay on which three feet were modelled

iv. 19j : enj S' hv irav, okou koI cv

ZaKwQw (K KijjLvns Koi v^aros Tviaffav ava(pepo-

f^ivtjv ai/Tus iyw wpeov • elal /xiv Kal TrAeCres al

\Lfj.va.i avT6di, jj 5' S)P fii-ylcTTri avTeoiv, ifi^oiiri-

KovTa TTuSwv Kavrri, fiddos 8e Swpyvtos icm • 4s

TavT-qv KOVTuv Ka.Tie7(Ti, eV UKpoj fivpa-lvrju

irpocrSriaavres, Kcd eTreixa ava(pepovai rrj fivpcrivr)

TTiffffav, u^firiv fiiv exo^fav aff(pd\Tov, to. 5'

aAAa, rf/s VLupMi^s iriaarjs apLtivoo • icrx^ovai Se

is KdiiKov 6pccpvyij.evoy ayxov rys Xi/j-VTis- iirtau

Se adpotaucri crvxvriv, ovtco es robs a.fx(pop4as eV

Tov XaKKov Karax^ovcri. o, ti 5' av iaTrecry e's ryv
\ifxv7]v, vwh yrjv Ihv, avacpalyerai iv rfi QaXdaay.

Dr. Ch.andler {Travels, ii. pp. 367, SOS) thus

describes the "tar-springs" (as he calls them)
of Zante : "The tar is produced in a small

valley, about two hours from the town, by

the sea, and encompassed with mountains, ex-

cept towards the bay. The spring, which is

most distinct and apt for inspection, rises on

the further side, near the foot of the hill.

The well is circular, and 4 or 5 ft. in diameter.

A shiuing film like oil, mixed with scum,

swims on the top. You remove this with

a bough, and see the tar at the bottom, 3 or 4 ft.

below the surface. . . . The water is limpid,

and runs off with a smart current. . . . We
filled some vessels with tar by letting it trickle

into them from the boughs which we immersed
;

and this is the method used to gather it from

time to time into pits, where it is hardened by

the sun, to be barrelled when the quantity is

sufficient." (George Rawlinson, History of

Herodotus, iii. pp. 169, 170.)
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was attached here. This supposition is also confirmed by the circular

depression in the middle of the fracture. The vase before us, therefore,

has been a tripod. Eound the body we see, at equal distances from each

other, four vertical tubular holes for suspension, and four perforations in

the rim in the same direction. I have not found the cover to this vase,

but it must naturally have been similar to that represented under No. 26.

As these lids have four perforations, they could well be fastened on by
means of four strings, one of which was passed through each of the

tubular holes and the corresponding holes in the rim and in the cover ; at

the other end of each string a knot had previously been made, which
remained at the lower end of the tubular holes and prevented the strings

from slipping. A similar contrivance is seen in the gold boxes found by
me in the royal sepulchres at Mycenae.*^ A similar contrivance is also

presupposed in the box which Arete, wife of king Alcinoiis, fills with

presents for Ulysses, for she recommends him :
" Look now thyself to the

lid and tie quickly a knot on it, lest any one should rob thee on the way,

when thou reposest again in sweet slumber, sailing in the black ship." ^

Homer says in the verses immediately following :
—" Moreover when the

much-enduring divine Ulysses heard this, he forthwith fitted on the lid,

and quickly put upon it a manifold knot, which venerable Circe had once

prudently taught him." ^

Telemachus, preparing for his voyage to Sparta, bids his nurse

Euryclea fill twelve amphorae with wine and fit them all with lids ; but

these would need to be very close-fitting for liquors." Such lids for

amphorae were also found by me in the royal tombs at Mycenae.^"

Fragments of similar vases with four holes at each side for suspension

were found in the caves at Inzighofen, on the Upper Danube.^ There are

other vases with only one perforation on each side in the rim, like Xo. 45,

which has all round it an ornamentation forming five ovals filled up with

dots. Again, other vases have on each side of the body only one ver-

tical tubular hole for suspension, like No. 46, Avhich has also two female

breasts. This vase is also hand-made, but of green colour; its clay is

only 2-lOths in. thick, and therefore finer than that of the larger vases

or bowls. Th*e pretty little vase No. 47 is also hand-made, and has only

one perforated projection on each side.

In the collection of pre-historic antiquities found in Thera, below

three layers of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes, and preserved in the

French School at Athens, there are two very rude hand-made vases of

cylindrical form, with one vertical tubular hole on each side for suspen-

" See my Mycenae, p. 205, No. 318; p. 206, » OcJtjss. ii. 349-353 :

No. 319
; p. 207, Nos. 321, 322. ;ua?', a-ye br) fioi olvou iv afKpKpopevaiv a<pv(Taov

^ Odi/ss. viii. 443-445 : ijSvv, oTts fifTo, rhv KapiiraTos, hf ah (pvKdffcras

avTbs vvv i'Se irSifxa, Qoiis 5' ^ttI Seaixbv triXov, Kftvov oiofiffT), rhv Kafifxapov, tt iroOev i'KBoi

jUT) Ti's Toi Ka6' oBiii/ 5TjAT)(r6Tai, uirirur' tiu aire Bioyeyijs 'OSvaevs Bdvarov Ka\ Kijpas a.\v^as.

('vSrjada y\vKvv virvov, Iwu tV vrt't jueAaiV?; Su>5e/co 5' ffxirXriaov, Koi irdifxacrw dpaov aTrauras.

" Odi/ss. viii. 44<)-448 :
'" See my jlli/ccmc, p. 256, Nos. 373 and 374.

avrap iiTflTiy' dKov(T( iro\vT\as57os 'OSuaafvs, ' Lmlwig Lindenschmit, Die Vaterlandischcn

uvtIk' (TTTipTVf iTu>fj.a, Oows b' itrl Sea/iLuv 'ir}\iv AUcrthiimcr dcr IlohcnzoUerschcn Satnmhingen

;

noiKiKoy, uv irore ixiv 5(5ae ippecrl irorvia Kipurj. Maiuz, 1860. Plate xxvi., Nos. 7, 8.
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sion ; and a pear-shaped vase in the same collection has an identical

system for suspension. These Thera antiquities are thought by archae-

ologists to date from the sixteenth or seventeenth century B.C., but ib

No. 45. Cup with an incised ornamenta-

tion. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 45 ft.)

No. 47. Lustrous dark-hTown

Vase, -nitli tulmlar rings for sus-

pension. (About 1 : 4 actual

size. Depth, 48 ft.)

No. 46. Globular Vase, wilh two breasts and two perforated

jirojections for suspension. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 45 ft.)

deserves attention that most of the Thera pottery has rudely-painted

ornaments, whilst there is no trace of painting at Hissarlik.

In the Assyrian Collection of the British Museum there are three

vases, found at Nimroud, which have the same system of one A^ertical

tubular hole on each side. There is also, in the collection of Babylonian

antiquities, the fragment of a hand-made slightly-baked vase, which

has the same vertical tubular holes for suspension. The same system

also exists on a vase from Cyprus in the Louvre, as well as on a vase

in the Museum of St. Germaiu-en-Laye, found in a Dolraen ; again, on

a fragment of a vase in the collection of Count Szechenyi Bela in

Hungary,^ and on a small vase marked No. 1094, in the Grand Ducal

Antiquarium of Schwerin. This latter vase was found in a conical tomb

[HiinengraJj) near Goldenitz, in Mecklenburg. Professor Yirchow calls

my attention to an urn with three vertically perforated excrescences on

the sides and at the foot,—having thus, properly speaking, three double

tubular holes for suspension with a string. This urn was found at

Dehlitz, near Weissenfels, on the river Saale, in Germany.^ But I have

not found this system anywhere else.

It must be distinctly understood that I speak here solely of vases

with vertical tubular rings or holes for suspension, and not of vases

- Dr. Joseph Hampel, Catahgua de I'Exposi-

lion pre'historiqiie des Musecs de Province et des

Collections particulteres da la Honjrie ; Buda-

Pesth, 1876, p. 71, fig. 55.

^ See the Sessional Report of the Berlin Society

of Anthropology, Ethnology, and Fre-historio

Archa:ology, of Nov. 28, 1874, p. 7.
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liaving projections with horizontally placed rings, because these occur

on a vase found in the Lake-dwellings of the Stone age at the station

of Estavayer ;* on four vases found in Dolmens in France, and preserved

in the Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye ; on some fragments of vases in

the same Museum ; on vases in the Egyptian Collection in the British

Museum ; on two vases of the Stone age in the Museum at Copenhagen f
on several vases in the Collection of German Antiquities in the British

Museum ; on one from Cyprus in the South Kensington Museum ; on

several vases found in the excavations at Pilin in Hungary f and on

many vases in the Grand Ducal Antiquarium of Schwerin. Similar

vases with horizontal tubular holes for suspension are frequently found in

Germany, and the M^^rkisches Museum in Berlin contains many of them.

Professor Virchow also has in his own collection some fine specimens of

such vases found in the extensive excavations he has made, in company
with his accomplished daughter Adele and his son Dr. Hans Yirchow, in

the vast pre-historic graveyard of Zaborcjwo, in the province of Posen.

I lay stress on the fact, that vases with vertical tubular holes for

suspension are a very great rarity except at Hissarlik, where they occur

by thousands in all the five pre-historic cities, wdiilst vases with hori-

zontal tubular holes only occur here on bowls in the first city and in

none of the subsequent ones.

On the other hand, Mr. Calvert and I found in our excavations in

the tumulus of Hanai Tepeh, only three miles to the south of Hissarlik,'^

vases Avith Jiorizontal tubular holes exclusively ; also bowls with the

same system as those in the first city on Hissarlik : but the horizontal

tubular holes are not in the rim itself, as here, but much below it ; and

thus the people to whom the Hanai Tepeh antiquities belonged must
have been altogether different from the inhabitants of any one of the

five cities at Hissarlik, for it is impossible that one and the same people

could make such perfectly different pottery.

Nos. 48 and 49 represent the feet of hand-made lustrous-black vessels

;

they are hollow, and have three and sometimes four round holes. I

No. 49.

Nos. 4S, n Iwu fret ul iMia LJtti Vessels (About half actual size. Uipth, -17 to 52 ft.)

gathered many similar vase-feet, but never an entire vessel of this kind.

I call particular attention to the great resemblance of these feet,

* Dr. Fer 1. Kdlir. KtnhUssemmts Lncustres

;

fis;. 130, and p. 41, fig. 28: and Antipiittfs

Ziirich, 187(i, PI. xviii. No. T), deciits par Dr. V. } rt^iistoriqucs de la Honqrie ; Esztergom, 1877,

t^i-oss. Plate xviii. figs. 2, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12;^ Plate .\ix.,

* J. J. A. Worsaae, KonUsIte Ohhaqer (1859), fig. 11 ; PI. .\x., figs. 4, 8, 19; PI. xxi., fig. 9;
PI. 19, Nos. 95 and 98, and PI. 20, No. 99. PL xxii., figs. 2, 3.

" Dr. Joseph Ilanipel, Catalojuc, &c. p. 130, ' See Jlr. Calvert's Paper in his Appeu'iis.
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Nos. 48 and 49, to those of the censers found in German tombs, of which

there are many in the Markischcs Museum in Berlin, and some, found

in the graveyard of Zahorowo, in the collection of Professor Yirchow.

The lower part of No. 50 is a similar foot, on which I have glued the

fragment of another object of cylindrical form which does not belong

to it. This latter object is of terra-cotta and of unknown use ; the top of

it is also restored : and it has a striking resemblance to two objects of

terra-cotta found at Pilin in Hungary.'^ Feet of vessels like Xos. 48

and 49, but without holes, are very frequent.

Xo. 51 represents a very pretty

lustrous hand-made red goblet with one

handle ; it was in fragments, but I have

been able to put it together. Fragments

of another such croblet, which I have

Ko. 50. Curious ^'e^^el, \ise unknown (perhaps

a Censer), placed on the foot of another vessel.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 45 ft.)

Ko. 51. Pretty lustrous red Cup with one handle.

(Ahout 1:4 actual size. Depth, 48ft.)

under my eyes whilst writing this, show precisely the same mode of

manufacture as that which I have described above for the large bowls,

with the sole difference, that here red clay was used, and that, as

M. Landerer explains to me, the cup, immediately before its second

baking in an open fire, was repeatedly dipped in a wash of fine red clay

containing much peroxide of iron, which has produced the varnish-liks

glazing.

I would here call particular attention to the fact, that the goblet

No. 51 represents more or less exactly the form of all the goblets of

terra-cotta found by me at Mycenae and Tiryns.^ Those found there in

the royal tombs, and which are the most ancient, are of a light-green

colour, with curious black painted ornaments ; those found in the lowest

strata outside the tombs are of a single colour, light green ; a little

higher up follow the same kind of goblets of a uniform bright-red colour

;

and others which, on a light-red dead ground, have an ornamentation

of numerous painted parallel dark-red circular bands ; these, again, are

succeeded by unpainted goblets of white clay. These latter must have

been in use for ages, for they occur in such large masses, that I could

® Dr. Joseph Hampel, Antiqidtes pre'historiques

de It Hongrle ; Esztergom, 1877, Plate xx., Nos.

18 and 20.

' See my 3fijccnie, p. 70, Xo. 8.3
; p. 71, Nos.

84 and 88."
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have gathered thonsands of such goblet-feet. Except the light-green

goblets with the black ornamentation, I found all these kinds of goblets

of the same shape also in my excavations at Tiryns.^ But in the sepul-

chres of Mycenae I found five golden cups of exactly the same form as

that before us (No. 51) from the first city of Hissarlik.^ Now, it

deserves very particular attention, that fourteen goblets of exactly the

same form were found in a sepulchre at lalysus in Rhodes, and are now
in the British Museum. The only difference is, that these latter have a

painted ornamentation representing mostly the cuttle-fish (sepia), though

spirals are also depicted, as well as that curious sea-animal which so

frequently occurs on the other pottery of Mycenae,^ but never on the

Mycenean goblets. While speaking of painting, I may make the im-

portant remark : that neither the inhabitants of the first city, nor those oj

the four succeeding fre-historic cities at Hissarlil', had any idea of pigments,

and that,-—excei^t a single terra-cotta box found in the third city, on ivhich

the heen eye of my honoured friend, Mr. Gluts. T. Neivton, has recognized

a cuttle-fish, painted with darh-red clay on a light-red dead ground, and

tivo small howls of terra-cotta from the fourth city, in which a large cross is

painted ivith dark-red clay

;

—except cdso the small rude idols of white marhle

on which the face of an owl is roughly drawn with Hack clay

;

—there is

no trace of painting on any ohject ever found in any one of the five pre-

historic cities at Hissarlik.

Of similar goblets found elsewhere I can only mention a cup found

in Zaborowo in Professor Virchow's collection and another found at Pilin,-

which have some resemblance to this in shaj)e ; but the difference is that

the cups from Zaborowo and Pilin have not the wide foot which is

peculiar to the goblet before us, as well as to all those found at Mycenae.

Besides, their handles are much longer.

No. 52 represents a very small pitcher with one handle ; it has

neither been covered inside nor outside with prepared clay, and k,

therefore, very rude.
No

^--^ No. 54.

Miniature Pitcher.

(Half iiiCtuat size,

bcptb, about 50 I'l.)

Nos. 53, 54. Kiagmcnt of a InstrouR dark-groy Vessel. No. OJ, outside; ^o. 51, iuside.

(About 1:4 actual s'ze. Depth, 50 (t.)

' See my Mijccnac, p. 70.

- See my Mijcenac, p. 333, No. 343, and p. 350,
No. 528.

' See my Mycenae, No. 213, a, h, p. 1.38.

* .To.«eph Hiimjiol, Antlquith prc'historiiues de

la Ilonjrie ; Esztergom, 1877, Plate .\i.\. lig. 3.
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I further show under Xo. 53 the outside, and under Xo. 54 the inside,

of a fragment of a hirge hand-made vase, ^Yhich lias impressed wave-

patterns on both sides.

No. 55 is a fragment of Hack terra-eotta, prohahly part of a hox,

to whicli it served as an ornament ; it is decorated with lines and three

or four rows of dots, which are filled with white chalk. As appears from

No. 55. Fragment of Terra-totta, perhaps part of a box, found on the primitive rock.

(About half actual size. Depth, 53 ft.)

the upper and the lower side, and from the two perforations, it may
have been the setting and decoration of a wooden jewel-casket. It is

made with so much symmetry, and looks so elegant, that I at first thought

it was of ebony inlaid with ivory.

Of terra-cottas from the first city I further give here, under Nos. 5G

No. 56. Jug. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 45 ft.)

No. 57. Jug. (About 1 : 3 actual size.

Depth, 45 ft.)

and 57, engravings of two lustrous-black pitchers ; l)oth have a globular

base, and have been put together from fragments. No. 58 represents a

lustrous-black pitcher of terra-cotta, with three female breasts and incised

linear patterns, which VN-as found at a depth of 52 ft.
'

.
..
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/

Ko. !. Pretty lnstrou>-blac!c l'iti:li'r i.f T rra-cotta, with

three female breastj and incised linear (.attenis.

(Nearly half actuul size. Depth, 52 ft.)

All the terra-cottas liitherto represented are nninjnred by moisture

;

some others, ho^Yever, have become soft from damp. Thus, for instance,

I found upon the rock, at a depth

of 51i ft., in a small tomb-liko

recess, formed and protected by

three stones 26 in. long and 18 in.

broad, two funeral urns of a very

remarkaljle form, with three loncj

feet, and filled with human
ashes. The urns are hand-made,

and consist, as usual, of coarse

clay, mixed with silicious earth

and pounded granite, containing

much mica ; they have, appa-

rently, been baked only once

very imperfectly at an open fire,

and Avcre not covered over with

fine clay ; nevertheless, owing to

the oxide' of iron contained in

their clay, they have a dull red

colour. They have suffered so

much from moisture, that, in spite

of every care and precaution, I could not get them out without breaking
them up completely

; but as I had collected all the fragments, I could

easily restore both of them.

The accompanying engraving,

Xo. 59, represents the larger of

the two, in which I found among
Ihe human ashes the bones of an

embryo of six months, from which

the entire skeleton has been re-

stored by my friend, the cele-

l)rated surgeon Aretaeos of Athens,

who maintains that the preserva-

tion of these small bones Avas only

j)ossible on the supposition that

llio mother had made a premature

birtli a'.ul died from its cfiect;

that her body was burnt, and the

unburnt embryo put with her

ashes into the funeral urn, where

I found it.

Xo. GO is the engraving of a

largo common haml-mado vase

with two handles, the original

brick colour of its clay having acquired a brownish hue by ago. No. 61

is a small hand-mado red vaso of a very curious shape. No. 02 is a

No. JO. I'liii d Lrn, containing liuman a^lns

bones of an embryo. ( About 1 : 8 actual

!

Depth, 51 1 ft."

ml the
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hand-made lustrous-black bowl, without tubular holes for suspension;

bowls of this descrij)tion are very common in the first city.

^i^#,lP'

No. 60. Hand-made Va^e. (About 1 : 6 actual size. Depth, 40.1 ft-)

I may further mention a hand-made vase of globular shape, orna-

mented with an incised pattern of zigzag lines, similar to that on two

1^0.61. Uaiid-nuulr \'a.~e. (.^'""ut 1 : 4 actual

size. Depib, 50 It.)

Ko. G2. Hand-made lustrous-black Bowl. (About
1 : 4 actual iize. Depth, 4G ft.)

vases of the Stone age in the Museum at Copenhagen,^' with the difference

that on this Trojan vase the zigzag lines are accompanied on each side

by a row of deep dots.

Of the terra-cotta whorls, of Avhicli I found manv thousands in the

•'' See J. J. A. Worsaae, KordisI;e Oldsagc"', PI. ss. Nos. 99 and 100.
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debris of the third, fourth, and fifth cities, I coukT collect comparatively

few in the strata of the first and second cities, and particularly in that

of the first, of which I am now treating. Those which I gathered in the

first city are either unornamented, and in this case they have a uniform

lustrous-black colour and have more or less the shape of a cone or of two

cones joined at the bases (see Nos. 180G and 1S07), or they are ornamented

Xo. 61.

Xos. 63-66. Whorls. (.Vbout 1 : 4 actual sizo. Depth, 45 to 50 ft.)

JTo. 70.

Nos. 07-70. Whorls, (.\buut half actual sizc>. Depth, 48 to 52 ft.)

with incisions (see Nos, G3-70) ; and in this case they are very flat, and

resemble the wheels of the Turkish country-carts. Thus a whorl of

this first city may easily be recognized from among thousands of others

found in the subsequent cities.

As we see on only a few of these whorls traces that they have been

used, I suppose that they served as offerings to the tutelary deity of the

city, who may have had the character of Athene Ergane, and may have

been regarded as the protecting divinity of female handiwork, and par-

ticularly of women engaged in spinning and weaving. That such a

goddess was adored in Ilium, we may gather with all probability from

the legend before recorded," that the builder of the city, Ilus, was

rewarded by Zeus with a favourable sign, consisting of the Palladium

which fell from heaven, with a distaff and a spindle in one hand and a

lance in the other ; for the distaff and spindle can probably mean nothing

else than the goddess's allegorical character as Ergane. I am far from

maintaining that Ilus ever existed, or that ho might have founded this

first city. If ho really built a city here, it would probably be the third

in succession ; l)ut the strange coincidence of the legend of Athene with

the distaff, and the numerous whorls found here, makes me think that the

worship of Athene Ergane was not instituted by the builder of the third

city, but that a goddess of an identical character, though probably of a

difterent name, had a cultus here ages before the third city was built.

The ornamentation on the whorls is incised, and, as on the vases, it

is filled up with white chalk to strike the eye. I abstain from discuss-

ing whether this ornamentation may bo symbolical or not ; I will only

say that the patterns of the whorls, of the shape of those represented

<= See p. 153.
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under Nos 1817-1820, are found in the terramare of Italy, in Lake-

dwellings of the Stone age. Through the kindness of my friend. Professor

Giuseppe G, Bianconi of Bologna, I have received the drawings of ten

such whorls, which are preserved in the Museum of Modena, having

been found in the terramare of that district : among them are six which

have the same ornamental carvings that I found upon whorls in my
excfivations at Hissarlik. The same friend has also sent me the drawings

of 18 similar whorls found in the graves of the cemetery of Villanova,

and now in the museum of Count Gozzadini at Bologna. As the Count

found an " aes rude " in one of the graves, he thinks that the cemetery

must helong, like it, to the time of King Numa, that is, to ahout 700 B.C.

;

De IMortillet,^ however, ascribes a much greater age to the cemetery.

But at all events, 15 of the 18 drawings lying before me have a

modern appearance, compared with the 10 whorls in the Museum of

Modena, or with the whorls found at Hissarlik, oven in the latest pre-

historic city ; for not only the ornamentation, Ijut the forms also of

the whorls, are much more elaborate.

The comparison of these 18 whorls with those from Hissarlik con-

vinces me, therefore, that Count Gozzadini is right in ascribing no greater

age to the cemetery than 700 B.C. Two terra-cotta whorls, likewise with

incised ornamentation, now in the Museum of Parma, were found in

the terramare of Castione and Campeggine.^ From 300 to 400 terra-

cotta whorls were found in the Lake habitations of the Stone age at

the station of Moeringen on the Lake of Bienne in Switzerland,^ some

of which have incised ornamentation. Among these ornamented terra-

cotta whorls are several with patterns similar to some of those found

at Hissarlik, but in general all the whorls from the Lake of Bienne

appear to be much more elaborate and much more modern than those of

Hissarlik.

A terra-cotta whorl without ornamentation was also found in the

cemetery of Zywietz near Oliva.^ There are also a great many unorna-

mented terra-cotta whorls in the Museum of Neu Strelitz, of which

Mr. Carl Andres is the learned keeper, and which was kindly shown to

me by Dr. Goetz ; as well as in the Museum of Neu Brandenburg, which

was kindly shown to me by its keeper, the high forester Julius Miiller,

Senator Gustav Bruckner, and Mr. Conrad Siemerling ; and in the Grand

Ducal Antiquarium of Schwerin, of which my honoured friend, the learned

Miss Amalie Buchheim, is the keeper. But there are in all these three

Museums some terra-cotta whorls in the form of discs with an incised

ornamentation, such as we find at Troy. From the photographs which

Dr. Joseph Hampel, the learned keeper of the archaeological department

in the Hungarian National Museum at Buda-Pesth, had the kindness to

send me, I see that there are exhibited in that museum 11 terra-cotta

whorls, found in the excavations at Szihalom, in the county of Borsod

' Le Sltjne da la Croix, pp. 88, 89. * Ibid. Urgcschichte, Plate iii., fig. 8. Professor Vir-

" Ferd. Keller, Etahlissemcnts Lacusfres, by chow informs me that terra-cotta whorls with-

Dr. V. Gross, p. 18, PI. xxii. out ornamentation are freqnentlv found in

' Dr. Lissauer, Bcitrlige zur ucstp/xnissischcn Germany.
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in Hungary, and attributed to the Stone age. Of these 11 wliorls,

represented on Plate x. Nos. 22-32, one. No. 30, has an impressed or

incised ornamentation.^

The Collection of Mexican Antiquities in the British Museum contains

a large number of similar whorls, for the most part of conical shape,

many of them with ornaments, which may be inscriptions; but this

ornamentation runs all round the cone, and is not on its base, as in the

whorls of Hissarlik. Some of these whorls are more or less flat ; a few

are painted blue. So far as I know, ornamented terra-cotta whorls have

never yet been found in Greece. Unornamented ones, on the other hand,

are frequent there. At Mycenae I found about 300 whorls of stone, and
but very few of terra-cotta. A terra-cotta whorl, ornamented with an

incised decoration, found in the pre-historic villages below three iayers

of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes on the Island of Thera, is in the

small collection of antiquities in the French School at Athens.

In this first, as well as in all the four succeeding pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik, there are also very numerous small discs of terra-cotta, from

1^ to 3 in. in diameter, with a hole drilled through the centre. As they

are slightly convex on one side, and on the other slightly concave, and as

the edges are very rudely cut, there can bo no doubt that they were cut

out of broken pottery. Those of the first city have the pretty lustrous

dark-black colour peculiar to the pottery of the primitive settlers. There
can hardly be any doubt that these discs were used with the distaff, in

spinning as well as in weaving, as weights for the thread.^

Similar discs, with the same characteristics, proving that they were
cut out of broken pottery, have been also found at Szihalom ; tAvo of them,

exhibited in the National Hungarian ^luseum, are represented on Plate ix.,

Nos. 2 and 4 of the photographs of the collections. Another such disc,

found at Magyarad, in the county of Hont, is represented under No. 37 on
Plate xiii. in Joseph Hampel's Antiqiiih's prehistoriques de la Bongrie.

No. 71 is the fragment of a very rude figure of terra-cotta. No. 72

No. 71. Frapmcnt of a rude figure of Terrn-cotta.

(About half actual size. Depth, 4G ft.)

No. (2. Terra-cotta KraRmeiit, lustrous rod, with

impressed ornamontatioii.

(Actual bize. Depth, 52 ft.)

" As Dr. Ilampel informs me that the photo- ' I may liere call attention to the fact, that
gra]ihic plates are on sale, I shall always refer the spinuins;-wheel is a modern invention, com-
to them. monly ascribed to the year 1530.
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represents a perfectly fiat briglit-recl fragment of terra-cotta, 6 millimetres

(abont a quarter of an inch) thick, which I found myself, in the presence

of M. Burnouf, in the very lowest dehris of the first city, and which, I

tliink, is the only specimen of perfectly baked terra-cotta I ever found at

Hissarlik, except of course the large jars, which are always thoroughly

baked, and the pottery of the third or burnt city, most of which has

been thoroughly baked by the intense heat of the conflagration. In fact,

tlic clay of the fine red goblet No. 51 is only 4 millimetres (about one-

sixth of an inch) thick, and yet only 1 millimetre of it is really baked on

either side, while in the middle there remain 2 millimetres of clay quite

unbaked. As the fragment No. 72 is quite flat, it cannot belong to

a vase. Professor Ehousopoulos suggests that it may have belonged to a

wooden casket, on which it served as an ornament. The ornamentation

of branches and concentric circles is very characteristic : it looks, as

Prof. Sayce observes to me, Hittite and Babylonian. This piece exhibits

perhaps the finest clay I ever found at Hissarlik ; but nevertheless,

when observed through a powerful lens, it is not free from small stones.

No. 73 is a very rude flat figure of marble. I found about half-a-dozen

figures in this first city, of the very same shape and fabric, but all of

them without a trace of any incision. I, therefore, should

never have thought them to be figures at all, were it not

that more than 500, of nearly the same flat form—on

many of which a bird-like face, female breasts, a girdle,

or female hair, are rudely incised—were found by me in

the third, fourth, and fifth pre-historic cities. On a

great many others the bird's face is rudely drawn with

black clay on the white figures. It is therefore highly

probable that a similar face had once been drawn on all

the figures on which it is not incised, but that in the

^^ ,„.,w course of ages it has been effaced by the dampness of

V -^ 1. , VTti > the debris. As all these rude figures represent the same
>". .... Jliide flat Idol

~
J-

of^rarbie. form, there can be no doubt that they are idols of a

Depth, 50 ft.) female goddess, the patron deity of the place, whether

she may have been called Ate or Athene, or have had

any other name ; nay, there appears to be the highest probability that

all of them are copies of the celebrated primeval Palladium, to which

was attached the fate of Troy, and which was fabled to have fallen from

heaven (see p. 153).

According to the legend, the feet of this Palladium were joined

together, and they could not possibly be more joined than on these idols,

on which the whole inferior part of the body is represented as a hemi-

spherical lump. I may here call attention to the fact, that the form which

the ancients commonly gave to some deities in the inferior part of the

body, as for instance to the statues of Hermes, served to indicate their

stability in the place where they were preserved. In like manner Victory

was represented without wings, when the idea of its permanence was to

be expressed.

Mr. Gladstone calls attention to the fact, that we find in Homer
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but one clear instance of an image for religious worship. The solemn

procession in the Gth Iliad carries the dedicated veil or robe to the

temple of Athene on the summit of the hill, where the priestess Theano
receives it, and deposits it on the knees of the goddess :

Thus it is evident that the poet imagined the Palladium to have been in a

sitting posture, and of human form, just as all idols were represented in

his time, and widely different from the hideous and barbaric idols I find

at Hissarlik, even in the latest of the five pre-historic cities. It may be

observed that the famous figure of Niobe on Mount Sipylus, which is

alluded to in the 24th book of the Iliad (614-617), and which probably

was originally intended to represent the goddess Cybele, was likewise in

a sitting posture. I readily believe with Mr. Gladstone,^ that statues

would have been more mentioned by the poet had they been common, and

that they were rare or to the poet unattractive
;

probably of wood.

Pausanias'^ mentions in certain temples wooden statues of gods (Xoana),

as well as statues formed of other materials (including clay), less durable

than stone and marble, or than bronze : the use of these materials pre-

vailed especially in primitive times. Such objects were called daidala,

and it was from them, Pausanias thinks, that the personal name Daidalos

afterwards arose.' It was only by degrees that they came to represent

the human form at all.^ Oiilj hy degrees, too, they assumed the character

of works of art. Indeed, if we survey the M-xjrld all over at the present

day, it is singular to notice how little and how rarely marked religious

worship and true beauty have been associated together in images.

The idols of Hissarlik are certainly ruder than the rudest ever found

in Greece or elsewhere. However barbarous the idols of Mycenae and

Tiryns may be, they are nevertheless masterpieces of art in comparison

with these Trojan idols. The conception of the human form as an

organic whole, a conception we meet with at the very dawn of creative

Greek art, nowhere appears. " The Trojan artist began," as Mr. Newton
ingeniously remarks, " as these primitive sculptures denote, with some-

thing even more elementary than Shakspearc's manikin made after supper

out of a cheeseparing ; and that which gradually converted this manikin

into an organic form was the instinct of Greek genius trained and

developed by the contact with more civilized races around, and imbibing

ideas of Egyptian and Assyrian art through trafiic with the Phoenicians." '^

' //. vi. 297-303. ficaAow SalSaKa. ^Kd\ow 5e, (/j.o\ Sokuv, irp6-

^ Homeric Sijnchronism, pp. 65, foil. repov tri v) AaiSaKos 6 UaKa/j.dovos iyiviro

" Pans. viii. 17, § 2: rdis Sf avOpwirots to 'Adi'i^/rjai- tovtw 5e vcrrepoi' a-wh rwv ^ai^aKuiv

apxeuov, iirSaa koI ijixfTs Kara/jLaOfTv iSvvridr]fj.ei>, ^niKKTjaiv yevtadai Sokw ical ovk (k yfVfTris

TocrdSf ijv acft' Siv i,6ava firowvvTO, t^fvos, rtdrfvai rh ovofxa.

Kvirdpi(T(Tos, at KfSpoi, to. Spviva, 7] /J.7\a^, d ' Preface of Siebelis to Pausanias; Leipzig,

\ojt6s- t^ Si 'Ep/XT) T(f Kv\\-r]v'ia> tovtwv fxlv 1822, pp. xii. seqq.

a.irh ovSev6s, Ovov 5( Tmroi7)fjLivov rh dyaXfxd " ^Ir. C. T. Newton's Lecture on the 30th

i(TTiv. A])ri], 1874, before the Society of Autiquaries in

' Paus. ix. 3, § 2: iirl ravTuts Ta7s Sia\\aya7s Loudon.

AttiSoAa eopr^v dyovcriv, oVt oi iroAot to f^oava
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Nos. 7-1 ;nid 7i) represent saddle-querns of tracliyte, of -wliicli the

strata of iUhns of all the pre-liistoric cities of Hissarlik contain many

/

'

%

No. "4. SacMle-quern uf 1 racliyte. (About 1 : 5 actual

8izfi. Deptb, 18 to 53 ft.")

Ko. 75. Saddk-iiuciii ul J racliyie. (Alxjul 1 : 5 actual

size. Depth, 48 to 53 ft.)

hundreds. I found a large number of similar saddle-querns in my exca-

vations at ]\[ycenae. They occur sometimes, Lut rarely, in Silesia and

Saxony, made of trachyte ; and they are, as my friend M. Alexandre

Bertrand, Director of the Museum of St. Germaiu-en-Laye, assures me,

hut very seldom found in the Dolmens of France. Another friend, Dr.

Giustiniano Nicolucci, of Isola del Liri in Italy, states ^ that similar

saddle-querns have also been found in the terramare of the Stone and

Bronze ages in Italy. A saddle-quern similar to No. 75, but of mica-

slate, was found in the excavations at Magyarad, in the county of Hont
in Hungary, and is in the collection of B. Xyary Jeno.^ The hand-mills

found in Mecklenburg, and j^reserved in the Grand Ducal Antiquarium at

Schwerin, are of granite, from 2 to 3 ft. long and 1 to 2 ft. broad, with

smaller ones of the same form for bruising the grain. Dr. Lisch believes

that the rudely-cut stones of globular form (like Nos. 80 and 81, on

p. 236) were used as pestles for the same purpose.

The Trojan saddle-querns are either of trachyte, like the two above,

or of basaltic lava, but by far the larger number are of the former

material. They are of oval form, flat on one side and convex on the

other, and resemble an egg cut longitudinally through the middle. Their

length is from 7 to 14 and even as much as 25 in. ; the very long ones are

usually crooked longitudinally ; their breadth is from 5 to 14 in. The

grain was bruised between the flat sides of two of these querns ; but only

a kind of groats can have been produced in this way, not flour ; the

' Armi cd TJtensili in Pictra dcUa Troade

;

' Joseph Hampel, Aniiquite's pre'historiques de

Napoli, 1879, p. 16. la Homjrie ; Plate siii., No. 38.
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bniisecl grain conld not have been used for making bread. In Homer we
find it used for jiorridge,^ and also for strcAving on the roasted meat.'

No. 76. Implement of Dasult ; probably a Jlortar.

(About 1 : 5 actual size. JJejith, 48 to 53 ft.)

No. '!'. I'estlf of ci'iniiaot Tiimostone.

(Half actuiil size. J^ciJili, 45 to 48 ft.)

Pliny ^ confirms the fact, tliat the grain was merely bruised and boiled to

pap, or eaten in form of dumplings (offa^')-

No. 76, which is of basaltic lava, has a globular

cavity, and may probably have been used as a mortar.

The implement No. 77 no doubt served as a pestle.

Mr. Thomas Davies, F.G.S., of the British Museum, who
kindly assisted me at the recommendation of my friend

Professor Nevil Story-Maskelyne, late keeper of the

Mineral Department in the British Museum, holds tlic

pear-shaped pestle No. 77 to be compact limestone ; its

colour is greyish mixed with yellow. The instrument

No. 78, which seems likewise to bo a pestle, is of

granite.

A mortar of granite similar to No. 7(5 is in the

Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye ; it was found in Den-
mark. M. ]-)ertrand holds it to have been used to break

coj)per ore in order to detach pieces of it for making arrow-heads.

A'o. 78. iiislii.u.eiiL

ofUranito. (Half

actual size.

Deptli, 45 to 48 ft.)

« //. xviii. 558-500 :

KripvKes 5' a-KavivQev virh Spvi Sa7Ta tts j/ofTO,

$ovv 5' kpfv(TavT€s /xtyay d/xcpfirot' al Se

yvvaiKd

Se7irvov ipidotffiv \fvic' aXcptra noWa -KaKwov.
^ Od. xiv. 7(j, 77 :

OTTT'^cras 5' apa iravra (pipoiv tto^c Otjk:' 'OSuirili'

Oe'p^' avTo7s d0e\o7(ni/ o 5' aKcpira KtuKo.

iraKvvfv.

* II. K. xviii. 19 : " Pulte autem, non pane,

vixisse longo tempore Komanos manifestiun,

quoniam iado et pulmontaria hodiequc Jicuntur.

Lt Knnius auti(iuissiimis vates obsidioiiis fainera

oxiirimeus, oilam eripiii.sso ploraiitil)US liheris

]iatres conimeinorat. Et hodie sacra prisca, atque

iiatalium, pulta fritilla eouficiuntur ; videturquo

tani ])tils ignota Graeciae fuissc, quam Italiae

poleuta."
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No. 70 represents a beautifully polished implement, which, according

to Mr. Davies, consists of hssmatite ; it was probably used for polishing

largo terra-cotta vessels.

No. 79. Implement of Stone for polishing

size. Depth, 45 to 50 ft.)

(Half actual No. SO. Hound Stone for bruising Corn.

(Half actual size. Deptb, 45 to 52 ft.)

Piudely-cut, nearly globular stone instruments, like Nos. 80 and 81,

are very numerous in all the four lower pre-historic cities ; nay, I do

not exaggerate when I affirm

that I could have collected

thousands of them. They are,

according to Mr. Davies, of

basiiltic lava, granite, quartz,

diorite, porphyry, or other

sorts of stone, and only in

one instance of silex.

Similar instruments are

found in the cave-dwellings

of the Dordogne, as well as

in the Dolmens in France

;

and many specimens of these

are preserved in the Museum
of St. Germain-en-Laye. They

are very numerous in the most

ancient Swiss
,
Lake habita-

tions, and jmrticularly in those

of the Lake of Constance, where all of them are of hard sandstone. A
number of rudely-cut globular stone instruments, similar to Nos. 80

and 81, were found in the excavations at Szihalom, and are exhibited in

the National Hungarian Museum at Buda-Pesth.*^ Li the opinion of my
friend, Professor Ludwig Lindenschmit, founder and director of the

celebrated Museum of Mainz, these implements were the most ancient

'.m
/
-/

No. 81. UonnJ Stone Un biui^nu' ui

Licptb, 40 to 5J It )

(Half actual size.

" See Plate x., Kos. 52-54, 57-GO of the photographs of the Xational Ilungariau ^luseuni at

Euda-Pesth.
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millstones of the simplest kind, and were employed, for bruising tlie grain

on the plates of sandstone which abound in the Lake habitations."

The same rudely-cut round stones occur also in the pre-historic

villages in Thera.** Professor Virchow, M- Burnouf, and Dr. Nicolucci^

concur in Professor Lindenschmit's opinion, that they served for bruising

grain or other substances.

Not less abundant than the round corn-bruisers are implements more

or less in the form of Nos, 82 and 83, which are of diorite, and represent

\
Xo. S2. Siiiiif lii.vtniimiit !ur i .i\ii-iiiii . ir imlishirg.

(Half actual tize. Di'iith,-)5 lo 50 ft.)

Ko 84. Stone Implement, with a furrow running

lengthwise round. (Half actual size.

Depth, 45 to 50 ft.)

No. 83. Uuile Stnne Hammer. (Half arm.il .size.

Depth, 45 to 50 ft.)

No. 85. A.xeut Iiionte. Qllall actual size.

Depth, 45 to 48 ft.)

" L. Liudcnscliniit, Die Vaterlandischen Alter- * See the small collection of Thor.i .nntiquities

tintmcr, pp. 172, 17r!, 178, and Plate x.wii. in the French School at Athens.

No. 8. 9 Dr. G. Nicolucci. Armi cd Utc7isili in Fictra

dcUa Troade, pp. 10, 17.
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t^Yo of tiie Lost specimens. Instruments like Xo. 82 may probaUy have

served, as Nicolucci suggests, for smoothing the chiy of the large vases,

perhai^s also for crushing the coarse particles contained in the clay, or for

bruising the granite, with which the latter was mixed. No. 83 is a rude

primitive hammer, both ends of which are much worn down, and testify to

the long use which has been made of it. From its large size and heavy

weight we are induced to think that it was merely grasped by the hand,

and could not have been fastened in r. cloven wood handle. I repeat

that these are two of the best specimens, for there are in the first four

pre-historic cities thousands of similar but far ruder implements, of

diorite, granite, silicious rock, hornblende, gneiss, and other sorts of

stone.

No. 84 is an implement of granite, of oval form, Avith a deep furrow

running lengthwise round it. It resembles a stone implement found in

Denmark which is in the Museum of Copenhagen, and is represented in

J. J. A. Worsaae's Nordislce Oldsager, PI. xviii. No. 87, among the objects

of the Stone age. These objects appear to have served as weights for

looms or fishing-nets.

I now come to the axes or ceUs,^° of which I have been able to collect

more than 500 in the first four pre-historic cities of Hissarlik.

Mr. Thomas Davies, who examined them carefully, declares them to

consist of blue Berpentinous rock, green gabbro-rock, black slaty rock,

dark-green hornstone, black or grey diorite, jadeite and jade (nephrite).

Of the five celts of the first city of which I here give the engravings.

No. 85 consists of black diorite ; No. 88, of jadeite ; Nos. 8G, 87, and 89,

of jade (nephrite).

Kii. so.

Ko. S7,

:Nos. S6-89. Axes of Jiuieite and Jade (Xophritr). (About half actual size. Depth, about 45 to 52 ft.)

" The axe was," as my honoured friend the celebrated anthroj")©-

logist. Sir J. Lubbock, rightly remarks,^ " pre-eminently the implement of

antiquity. It was used- in war and in the chase, as well as for domestic

purposes, and great numbers of celts have been found in the Lake-

dwellings at AYangen (Lake of Constance) and Concise (Lake of Neuf-

'" Readers not conversant with arch.Tologr

may be informed that this word is not derived

from the Celtic people, but from ccltk, " a chisel."

" This word, however," as Mr. John Evans

(Ancient Stone Tmjjlemeuts of Great Britain,^. 50)

observes, " is an a;ra| Xeyo/ieyof in this sense,

b3ing only found in the Vulgate translation of

Job, chap. xix. v. 24. It also occurs in a quota-

tion of the passage by St. Jerome, in his Epist. ad
Parnmachium. (See Athenwum, June 11, 1870.)

The usual derivation given is a coclando, and it is

3-egarded as the equivalent of coehun. The first

use of the term that I have met with, as applied

to antiquities, is in Beger's Thesaurus Branden-

bur/icus (vol. iii. p. 418), 1696, where a bronze

celt, adapted for insertion in its haft, is described

under the name o( Ccltes."

' Pre-historic Times; London, ISTS, 4th edit,

pp. 95-97 and 194.
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cliatol). 'Witli a few exceptions they were small, especially wlien compared

with the magnificent specimens from Denmark ; in length they varied

from one to six inches, wliile the cutting edge had generally a width of

from fifteen to twenty lines."

This is also the iisnal proportion of the axes at Hissarlik, but there

are a few whose cutting edge, like that of No. 87, is only about four

and a half lines. The manner in which these axes were made is de-

scribed in a masterly way by Sir John Lubbock r—"After having

chosen a stone, the first step was to reduce it by blows with a hammer
to & suitable size. Then grooves were made artificially, which must

have been a very tedious and difficult operation, when flint knives,

sand, and water were the only available instruments. Having carried

the grooves to the required dej^th, the projecting portions were re-

moved by a skilful blow with a hammer, and the implement was then

sharpened and polished on blocks of sandstone. The axes were then

fastened into the handles. To us, accustomed as we are to the use of

metals, it seems difficult to believe that such things were ever made use

of; we know, however, that many savages of the present day have no

better tools. Yet with axes such as these, and generally with the assist-

ance of fire, they will cut down large trees and hollow them out into

canoes. The piles used in the Swiss Stone age Lake-habitations were

evidently, from the marks of the cuts on them, prepared with the help of

stone axes ; and in the Danish peat-bogs, several trees have been found

with the marks of stone axes and of fire upon them ; and in one or two

cases, stone celts have even been found lying at the side. In the exca-

vations known as Grimes' Graves, again, a basalt hatchet was found,

which had evidently been used for excavating the gallery, as shown

by the marks still distinctly visible on the walls. One use of the

American tomahawk was to crush bones for the sake of the marrow
;

and it is most probable that the ancient stone axes also served the

same purpose. In many cases the axes themselves bear ample marks

of long-continued use. That they were also weapons of war is probable,

not only on a priori grounds, but also because they have frequently been

found in the graves of chiefs, associated with bronze daggers. About the

year LS09, a large cairn in Kircudbrightshirc, popularly supposed to be

the toml) of a King Aldus M'Galdus, was removed by a farmer. "When

the cairn had been removed, tlu^ workmen came to a stone coffin of very

rude workmanship, and, on removing the lid, they found the skeleton of a

man of uncommon size. The bones were in such a state of decomposition,

that tlie ri])s and vertebrae crumbled into dust on attempting to lift them.

The remaining bones, being less decayed, were taken out, when it was

discovered that one of the arms had been almost separated from the

shoulder by a stroke of a stone axe, and that a fragment of the axe still

remained in the bone. The axe was of greenstone, a material which does

not occur in this part of Scotland. There were also found with the

skeleton a ball of flint, about 3 in. in diameter, which was perfectly round

2 Prc-historic Times; London, 1878, 4th edit. pp. 95-S7 and 19-t.
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and liiglilv polislicd, and the head of an arrow, also flint, hnt not a particle

of any metallic substance. We know also the North American stone axe

or tomahawk served not merely as an implement, bnt also as a weapon,

being used both in the hand and also as a missile."

I am indebted to my friend Professor H. Fischer of Freiburg, for

the discovery that I have thirteen axes of jade in my Trojan collection.

Having read in my former publication ^ that I had found axes of very

hard transparent greenstone, he insisted upon my getting them carefully

examined. Professor Maskelyne, to whom I applied, was good enough to

have the specific gravities of the different specimens determined for me
in the usual way ; namely, by weighing them successively in air and in

water, so as to determine the ratio of the weight of the stone to that of an

equal bulk of water. This was done by his assistant, Mr. Thomas Davies.

The result w^as that the specific gravity of twelve of my green transparent

axes and of one white transparent axe lies between 2'91 and 2*99, and that,

consequently, all thirteen are of jade (nephrite). Mr. Davies remarked to

me at the same time that, " in association with the implements or arms

of jade found in Brittany, some turquoise beads have been discovered.*

This mineral is not at present found in situ in Europe, and thus we have

here additional evidence of the probability of these substances having

been procured from Eastern countries."

Professor Maskelyne writes to me :
" Now I tell you that your thirteen

Hissarlik jade implements are to me of the highest interest. They are

so for the reason that now for the first time have I seen true white jade

as the material of a stone implement, and that too in association with the

regular green jade, which is not so rare a material.'' This is interesting

;

and so is the Hissarlik locality, altogether apart from the Homeric

bearings of it, and
' Immortal dreams that could beguile

The blind old man of Scio rocky isle.'

The presence of the white jade is interesting as pointing to the locality

whence it came ; its association with its green brother is interesting as

helping to confirm this indication. In fact, it is a very great probability

that the Kuen-liin mountains produced the mineral of which these

implements are made, and that they came from Khotan by a process of

primeval barter, that must have nursed a trade capable of moving onward
over the ' roof of the world ' perhaps, or less probably by Cashmere,

Afghanistan, and Persia, into the heart of Europe. If the Pamir and the

region north of the Hindoo Kush was the route, this primitive stream of

commerce may have flowed along the course of the Oxus before that great

artery of carrying power had become diverted by the geological upheaval

of Northern Persia from its old course to the Caspian. I have always

wondered why jade ceased to be a prized material and an article of com-

merce so soon as civilization laid hold of our race. The Assyrians and

^ Troy and its Remains, Tj). 2\. mariaker in Morbihan, Brittany.

* For example, the pendant of a necklace ^ Professor Maskelyne informs me that he has

made of callais (turquoise) found in a Dolmen since met with another celt of white jade (in

called " Maneer-H'roek," in the locality Loc- Mr. Franks's hands), found in Crete.
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Egyptians hardly, if the latter at all, knew jade. Yet jade implements

have been dug up in Mesopotamia of primeval type, and the commerce

that transported these implements in far distant times bore them as far

as Brittany. The Assyrians and the Egyptians, like all other peoples,

have valued green stones. Green jasper and Amazon stone, and even

plasma, were known and appreciated ; why not then jade also ? My answer

would be, that they could not get it. Unlike the Chinese, who have

always kept it in honour because they had it at their gate, the Mesopo-

tamian and Egyptian artists did not know jade, or only knew it as coming

accidentally to hand, perhaps as the material of a pre-historic weapon.*^

We need to know more than we do of the pre-historic movements of the

human race, to be able to say whether the region of the Pamir and of

Eastern Turkestan was once more densely peopled, was in fact more

habitable, than to-day is the case ; but I am strongly inclined to believe

that a geological change is at the bottom of the disappearance of jade

from among the valued materials of the archaic, the ancient, and the

medieval ages, down to within three hundred or four hundred years

from this time. If the upheaval of the regions, along which this com-

merce flowed, has rendered them less habitable, has planted deserts

where once men dwelt with flocks, has made regions of ice where once

winter was endurable,— has, finally, diverted from its course a great river,

that bore a commerce, or at least fertilized the route of a commerce,

—

there may be an explanation of the drying up of the stream of that

commerce itself.

" The Hissarlik locality for such an interesting find of so many and

such beautiful jade implements has an interest also in this, that the

geographical importance of the Hellespont, as the Bridge from Asia to

Europe, seems to have brought to that spot the opportunity of selection

and an abundance of material. I am writing to you perhaps some dreams

more dreamy, you will think perhaps, than any of the dreams I wrote of

in my first page. At any rate, while you are giving realistic life to the

ancient tale of Troy, strive to do something, too, for this more venerable

witness to the brotherhood and the intercommunication of the human race

in the age rather of Kronos than of Zeus. Was it the jade-stone that

Kronos swallowed?"

Professor Fischer writes to me, that " as far as my knowledge goes

jade (nephrite) axes only occur in South Italy (Calabria), in the Lake-
dwellings of Switzerland and the Lake of Constance, the Lake of Starn-

berg near 3Iunich, and the ancient settlement of Blasingen (between

Freiburg and Basel, and therefore far from Lake-dwellings) ; further a

small chisel of jade (nephrite) is said to have been found in the district

of Ncirdlingen." He adds that " Professor Damour, who made most active

researches in France, could discover there only one jade (nephrite) axe,

of which tlio locality where it was found is unknown ; it was sold in

" With reference to this remark ot Prof. together with wenpons and armour of hrouze, and
Maskelyne, I may mention that, accoi'ding to works of art in gold and silver, fi-om the highly

Brugsch-Bey, Ixittle-axcs icith stone hcaJs were civilized states of Western Asia, (//ist.of L'gypt,

among the spoils brought home by Thutmes 111., vol. i. p. 405, Engl, trans., 2nd ed.)

B
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Pilic'ims, and tlio quality of the jade resembles that of the Swiss Lake-
dwellings."

Professor Fischer is amazed at hearing that among my thirteen His-

sarlik jade axes there is a white one," for ho liad as yet only seen axes of

green jade ; he knows raw white jade abundantly from Turkestan (at

least, yellowish, greyish, and greenish white), Ijcsides perfectly wdiite

from China ; but no trace of axes w'as discovered by the travellers of his

acquaintance who explored the jade quarries of Turkestan. The Siberian

jade has a bright grass-green colour ; the New Zealand jade for the most

j)art a more dark green colour. There is besides a very dark green jade

in Asia, w'hich must be native somewhere in Asia (perhaps in Turkestan),

and of which Timur's tombstone in Samarkand is made. Professor

Fischer received fragments of the latter from the late Professor Barbot

de Marny of St. Petersburg, who knocked them off with his own hand in

the mosque, of course at the danger of his life.

Professor Fischer says in conclusion that my thirteen Hissarlik jade

axes come from the farthest eastern point at w^hich j)olislied jade axes

have been found, and expresses the wish that before the end of his life

the fortune might be allotted to him of finding out what people brought

them to Europe.^

" This white jade axe, of which I shall have

to speak later on, was fuimd at a depth of GJ ft.

below the surface, and must therefore belong to

the latest pre-historic city of Hissarlik ; for in

the subsequent settlement, which from the pot-

tery I hold to be an ancient Lydian one, 1 never

found stone implements.
* Jlr. Thomas Davies kindly gave me the

following note, which he had communicated to

the translator of Keller's Lahe Dwellings, and

which ajipeared in the Appendix to the second

edition of that work issued by ilessrs. Longmans.

It has been reproduced in the Grological 3Iaga-

zine, Decade II. vol. v. Xo. 4, April 1878. I

deem it too interesting not to give it here.

"Note ox 'Jadeite' and 'Jade.' By
Thomas Davies, F.G.S.

"Jadeite (Damour).

"Specific gravity, 3-28 to 3'4; hardness, 6'5

to 7. Colours milky-white, with bright green

veins and splotches, greenish-grey, bluish-grey,

clear grey and translucent as chalcedony, orange-

yellow, smoky-green passing to black, apple-

green, sometimes emerald-green, all the green

tints as a rule much brighter than in the Ori-

ental jade, also, but rarely, of violet shades.

Texture from compact to crypto-crystalline, and

distinctly crystalline, sometimes coarsely so;

fibro-lamellar, opaque to translucent and some-

times transparent.

"Thin splinters will fuse in the flame of a

spirit-lamp. Damour, from analyses made by

him, suggests its affinities to the epidotes.

^^ Localities.—Central Asia, and particularly

China ; also as articles worked by the Aztecs,

Mexico.

" Oriental Jade (Damour).

"Specific gravity, 2-96 to ;>-Ut3 ; hardness, 5-5

to G-5. Colours white and white variously tinted,

greenish-grey, many shades of green. Texture

mostly compact, rarely crypto-crystalline.

" Found chiefly in Central Asia, particularly

in China and on its borders. Also in New Zea-

land and the Pacific Islands generally.

" Specific gravity of upwards of 100 specimens

from New Zealand determined by myself have

been within the limits of 3-00 to 3-0'2, by far

the larger number giving 3'01.

"Oceanic Jade (Damour).

"Specific gravity, 3'18; hardness, 5'5 to 6'5.

Of this variety I possess no personal experience,

the large number of objects of jade which have

come under my observation not having yielded

me one example. Damour, however, who exa-

mined four specimens, states that in its aspect

and general characters—with the exception of

its density—it much resembles the Oriental jade.

It, however, possesses a somewhat silky lustre,

due to exceedingly delicate fibres which traverse

the mass. I have met with this structure fre-

quently however in the jade from New Zealand,

which possessed the density of 3'01. From an

analysis Damour refers it to the pyroxene group,

whereas the Oriental is referable to hornblende.

Vars. Tremolite or Actinolite.

" Found in New Caledonia and Marquise Island,

Pacific.

" None of these minerals to my knowledge

have been met with in situ in Europe, though

the British IMuseum possesses a fragment of

unworked Oriental jade purporting to have been

found in Turkey "—probably, as Mr. Maskelyne

suscrests, an error for Turkestan.
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Tlie mineralogist, Professor Ferd. Eoemer of Breslau, writes to

me that " in the choice of the material for stone weapons, particularly

stone axes, the tenacity of the stone was more decisive than its hard-

ness, and that consequently jade (nephrite), diorite, and serpentine

were chosen by preference. In Silesia and in other parts of Germany,

diorite and serpentine were by preference the material for stone axes.

Serpentine has no great hardness, but it is solid, and it does not

break into splinters when struck upon. Jade (nephrite) is the most

tenacious of all stones. Even with very heavy hammers it is exceedingly

difficult to crush pieces of it. For this reason jade (nephrite) and the

nearly related jadeite were the most appreciated material in pre-historic

times."

Professor Maskelyne adds :
" Jade being so exceedingly tough, the

axes must have been cut with the assistance of emery. Jade may be

approximately described as amorphous or uncrystallized hornblende, which

is a mafrnesium and calcium silicate."O
According to Sir John Lubbock,^ Professor von Fellenberg states

that jade (nephrite) and jadeite are found only in Central Asia, New
Zealand, and South America.^" In another passage ^^ Sir John Lubbock

informs us that in the great tumulus called Mont St. Michel, at Carnac

in Brittany, there were found, besides a large number of other stone

axes, eleven jade celts, and 110 beads, mostly of callais, but no trace

of metal.

Of my thirteen jade axes only the three represented under Nos. 86, 87,

and 89, were found in the first city; No. 88, which has been engraved

with them, is of jadeite, and belongs also to this first city. To those who

wish to know more of jade (nephrite) I recommend Prof. Fischer's cele-

brated work.^

There also frequently occurs in the four lower pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik a curious implement of the same kind of stone as the axes, and

of the same shape, with the sole difference that at the

lower end, where the edge ought to be, it is blunt,

perfectly smooth, and from a quarter to half an inch

thick. Such an implement, found at a depth of 46 ft.,

is represented by No. 90. Mr. Davies, who examined

it, finds it to be of diorite. These implements, wdiicli

are rarely found elsewhere, are, as Professor YirchoAv

of Berlin and Mr. A. W. Franks of the British Museum
^o. ;ni. ; (uiuu^ Stone

believe, thought to have been used as polishers. impicmdit. (Nearly

Axes are found in nearly all countries, and are almost Dcp"h,"46 fto

everywhere of nearly the same shape."

" Pre-historic Times, p. 82. ihrcr urgcschichtUchen nnd cthnographischen Bc-
'" Professor Virchow observes to mc tlint jade dcutung ; Stuttgart, 1875.

(nephrite) has never been found in South ^ Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No.

America in a natural state, but only worked out 287, Washintjton, 187G ; the Arch. Coll. of the

into implements. U. S. Xnt. Museum, p. 17.

" Pre-historic Times, -p. 107. h\em,'iso. 2b9, Kxplor. of Aboriginal Pemains of

' Heinrich Fischer, Nephrit und Jadeit nach Tennessee, pp. 51 and 142. See further Archives

ihren mineralogischcn Eigenschaftcn, sowie nach do Museu Nacional do Rio dc Janeiro, Rio de
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Under Nos. 91 and 92 I represent two well-polislied perforated axes

fonn<l in tlic first city, of Tvliich the former, according to ^h\ Davies, is of

No. 91

Xos. 91, 92. Tno polished perforated Axes. (Ab.ut half actual s. I

J..11, 45 to52ft.)

hasmatite, tlie latter of porphyry. Simihir perforated axes, either with

two sharp edges, or with only one, like No. 92, occur in all the four

lowest pre-historic cities of Hissarlik. Mr. Davies, who examined a

number of them, found them to consist of diorite, porphyry, silicious

rock, haematite, hornblende, gneiss, crystalline limestone, blue serpentine,

gabbro-rock, &c. Whence the pre-historic peoples of Hissarlik obtained

all these varieties of stones, I have not been able to find out. Diorite they

may have got from the valley of the Ehodius, where, as Mr. Calvert

informs me, it is plentiful.

Like the axes described above, these perforated axes were evidently

used for domestic j)urposes as well as for battle-axes. They are exceed-

ingly rare in the Swiss Lake-habitations ; in fact, no entire specimens

have ever been found there. The two halves of such an axe, which

Lindenschmit ^ represents, were found in the Lake-dwellings at the

station of Wangen, in the Lake of Constance. The same author also

represents entire perforated axes of basalt and serpentine,* one of which
was found at Linz, the. other at Hohenzollern. Similar perforated axes

are also found in Denmark, in the settlements of the Stone age, as well

as in England, Germany, Livonia, Courland, &c.^ Two axes like No. 92

were found by Professor Virchow in the pre-historic graveyard at

Zaborowo and are preserved in his collection. They are very plentiful

Janeiro, 1876, PI. i. ; Joseph Hampel, Antiquit(fs

pre'historiques de la Hongrie, Plate iii. For the

stone axes found at Szihalom, see PL x. of the

photographs taken of the objects exhibited in

the National Hungarian Museum. Similar stone

axes are contained in all the collections of pre-

bistoric antiquities ; I shall therefore not quote

more of them here.

^ Die Taterldiidischcn Alterthiimcr, PI. xxvii.,

Kos. 12 and 13.

^ Ibid., PI. xliii., Xos. 3 and 11.

* J. J. A. Worsaae, JS'ordiske Oldsager, PI. xiii.

John Evans, Tfie Ancient Stone Implements i

Loudon, 187:;, pp. 75, 129, 1G3, 1G4.
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in Hungary.*^ Professor Eoemer asks me if the pre-liistoric jieoples of

Hissarlik knew of the emery of Naxos, as quartz (silicious rock), onyx,

corneol, &c., cannot be polished without emery. Professor Sayce remarks

to me that emery is also found in the Giimush Dagh, the range of moun-
tains which runs along the northern bank of the Maeander in the extreme

south of Lydia.

As to the perforations, my friend Mr, John Evans is of opinion that

they were drilled with a stick by means of sand ; whilst Professor

Maskelyne holds that the hard stones Vv-ere probably perforated with a

drill of bronze or stone, or even perhaps of wood, worked by a buw. This,

fed with emery and water, would gradually bore a hole. Professor Yirchow
observes to me that experiments made in drilling with a stick by means
of sand have repeatedly been made with perfect success.

That the perforating of the hard stones was an exceedingly difficult

operation for the pre-historic inhabitants of Hissarlik, could not be

better proved than by the great number of hammers, and in a few

instances also axes, in which the operation of boring had been commenced
on both sides (sometimes on one side only), but was abandoned when a

hole had been bored- the depth of a quarter or half an inch. In several

instances the operation of boring had been merely begun, and was aban-

doned when the holes were only a line or two deep. But nearly all the

hammers of this kind were found in the debris of the third and fourth

pre-historic cities. In the first city, which now occupies us, only one

hammer of a whitish limestone was found, in which the boring had been

commenced but abandoned. Similar hammers, in which the drilling of

holes had been commenced and abandoned, are found in Denmark in tho

settlements of the Stone age ;
^ they are also, as Professor Yirchow

informs me, frequently found in Germany, and he has one from Zaborowo

in his own collection. They are further found in Hungary ^ and

England.^

Lindenschmit ^ says :
" The rarity, nay the absence, of entire specimens

of completely perforated axes (in the Swiss Lake-dwellings) may perhaps

bo rather explained by tho supposition, that they were used chiefly

as arms, which, on tho destruction of the settlement at the hands of

warriors, must have disappeared, either with them in the battle itself, or

on their return to the forests."

Under Nos. 93-98 I give engravings of double-edged saws of white

and brown flint or chalcedony. They consist of flat, sharp, indented pieces

of these kinds of stone. Those of which one side only is indented, as in

No. 96, were inserted into pieces of wood or of staghorn and cemented

with pitch, of v/hich traces still remain on one or two specimens ; but

that the double-edged saws were inserted in a likt; manner appears

iiuprobiible. They seem to have been uscil Un- sawing bones. Similar

* Jos. Hampel, Antiquitifs pr^iistoriqucs do la No. ;>.].

Ilonr/rle, PI. iv. ; also see PI. x. of the photo- * Joseph Ilampol, Aniiqintes prc'historiqites dc

graphs of tlu' National Hungarian Museum, Nos. /(( Horviru; PI. iv. Nos. 3, 4, 6.

0(), 07, representing the finds at Szihaloni. " John Evans, Stone Implements, pji. 217, 218.
' J. J. A. Worsaae, Nordiske Oldsajer, PI. xii. ' Die Vaterldndischen Altcrthumer, p. 179.
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flint saws are found in the cave-dwellings in the Dordogne ; some are

preserved in the Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye ; they are also found

No. 93.Xo. 9S.

No. 95

No. 91.

Nos. 93-98. Single and duublc-edged Sjws of Flint or Cliuiccdoiiy. (Nearly 2 : 3 actual size. Deptb, 45 to 52 ft.)

in the Swiss Lake-habitations of the Stone age.- Two such saw-knives

•were found at Bethsaur near Bethlehem, and are preserved in the British

Museum, where I also noticed other saws of the same kind found iu

India, in the Collection of Indian Anticj^uities. Similar saws of silex,

found in pre-historic tombs in Mecklenburg, are preserved in the Museum
of Neu. Brandenburg and in the Grand Ducal Antiquarium at Schwerin.

The keeper of the former, Mr. Julius Miiller, suggests that they may
have been used for cutting sinews, hides, and bones. Similar flint saws

are also found in Denmark.^

At Hissarlik these double or single edged saws of silex or chalcedony

are so plentiful in all the four lower pre-historic cities, that I have been

able to collect nearly a thousand of them. In the latest pre-historic city

I only found two such, of very large size. Double-edged flint saws, of

the shape of No. 98, occurred only twice or three times. They may
probably have been used as arrow-heads ; for regularly-shaped arrow-

heads, such as I found in the Eoyal Sepulchres at Mycenae,* do not exist

here. Abundant at Hissarlik, but less frequent than the saw-knives, are

the knives of silex or chalcedony, of the same size as the saws, having

either only one or two sharp edges. Such knives are also found

abundantly in the habitations of the Stone age in Scandinavia,^ in the

Swiss Lake-habitations,^ in the cave-habitations in the Dordogne," in

Mecklenburg as well as elsewhere in Germany, and in many other places

and countries ; as, for instance, in Hungary.''* Flakes of silex or chalce-

dony are still used to the present day in immense quantities all over

Asia ]\[inor for the corn-shellers or threshing-boards (in modern Greek,

Lindenschmit, T>!e Vaierlundischen Altcrfhii-

iner, p. 179, Plate x.wii. No. 18 ; Sir J. Lubbock,

Pi'C-historio Times, p. 107; V. Gross, Etahlissc-

iiients Lacustrcs. PI. i. No. 4.

^ A. P. Jladsen, Antiqxdtes prfhistoriqucs du

Danemarc; Copenhagen, 1872, Plat? x.xiv. Nos.

5-8, 12-15.
'• See my Mi/cenae, p. 272, No. 435.

^ J. J. A. Worsaae, ^'ordiske Oldsiger, PL xv.

No. 61 ; A. P. j\Ladsen, AntiquHes prehistoriques

du Danemarc, PL sviii. Nos. 25-28 ; Lubbock,

Pre-historic Times, p. 89.

^ Lindenschmit, Die Vaterlandisckcn Altcrthii-

mer, p. 179, PL xxviii. Nos. 19-2.3.

' Large masses of these are preserved in the

Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye.

* Josepn Hampe], Antiquiies qvehistoriques de

la Honjrie, PL i.
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SoKuvt). These are in tlio form of sledges, and consist of two heavy

wooden planks C^ ft. long, and at one end 2 ft., at the other 1 ft. 4 in.,

broad. In the lower side of these corn-shellers an immense number of

holes are made, about 2 in. long, in which the flint flakes are fastened

lengthwise, so that all are in the direction of the boards. These flints

have the length of those I find at Hissajlik, but they are much thicker,

and none of them has a sharp or an indented edge. These machines

are drawn by a horse over the ears of corn spread on the threshing-floor

;

they are also used for chopping up straw.

Much less abundant are the flakes or knives of obsidian, though

they occur in all the four lowest pre-historic cities at Hissarlik. All

of them are two-edged, and some are so sharp that one might shave

with them. Such obsidian flakes or knives are sometimes found together

with the common flint flakes, but only in those countries where obsidian

occurs in a natural state. That such knives of flint or obsidian were

once in general use, seems to be proved by the fact, that here and there

the Jews to the present day circumcise their children with such knives.

Now, as to the place whence the pre-historic j)eoples of Hissarlik

obtained their silex and chalcedony. These stones, as Mr. Calvert assures

me, are found near Koush-Shehr at Sapgee, about 20 miles to the east of

Hissarlik, where they are still worked for the manufacture of the Turkish

threshing-boards. The same friend informs me that he found obsidian

of a coarse nature near Saragik ; ho further calls my attention to the

statement of Barker Webb (De Agro Troiano, p. 42), that ho observed the

mineral near Mantescia, on the road from Assos to Aivajik—one hour

from the former place. Professor Virchow found chalcedony contained

in the volcanic layers near the Foulah Dagh ^ in the Troad.

It deserves particular notice that, except the Utile hnives and saw-knives,

no imijlements or arms of silex tvere ever found at Hissarlih

.

No. 99 represents a pretty little disc of greenish sandstone, with a

projecting border and a round hole in the centre ; its use is unknown.

No. 90. Flat perforated stone. (Half actual size. No. 100. FrasniPiit cifa Bowl, with

Depth, about 48 ft.) a pair of eyes. (About half actual size.

Iteptb, al)oul-18ft.) •

No. 100 represents in outline a fragment of a lustrous-black bowl, which,

like No. 36, seems to represent an owl's face in monogram. Prof. Sayce

asks, " Is it not for warding off the evil eye ? Compare the Etruscan

vases."

" See Zeitschrift fiir Ethmlogie (^ Berliner Anthropolog. Oesellschaft, Band xi. S. 272).
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Of whetstones, such as Nos. 101 and 102, only a few were found in

the first city ; they are much more frequent in the three following cities.

N.i. If2.

Nos. l(Jl, 102. Wlictstuiies of Ureou and Black Slate. (Hall' actual sizo. l»iiitli, 10 tu Jll )t.)

Nearly all are perforated at one end for suspension. Mr. Davies pro-

nounces them all to consist of indurated slate. Two similar whetstones

have been found in Egyptian sepulchres ; one of them is in the Egyptian

Collection in the Louvre ; the other appears in the Egyptian Collection in

the British Museum, with the notice that it was found in a tomb of the

Twentieth Dynasty. Many such whetstones, found in England, are also

in the British Museum, where the ancient Peruvian Collection likewise

contains some specimens of them. Two such whetstones, found at

Szihalom, are in the Hungarian National Museum at Buda-Pesth.^" Prof.

VirchoAV informs me that similar whetstones also occur in Germany.

The accompanying mould No. 103

consists, according to Prof. Landerer,

of mica-slate. It forms a trapezium

3 in. long, IrV in. broad at one end and

1-8 in. at the other, and half an inch

thick. It has three moulds for cast-

ing pointed instruments of a kind

such as have never yet occurred any-

where, and which, in my opinion, can

be nothing else than arrow-heads,

though the only species of arrow-

heads I discovered in this first city

as well as in the two succeeding ones

are vastly diflerent.

My friend Mr. Carlo Giuliano, the

celebrated London goldsmith and

jeweller of antiques — who showed

me the great kindness of repeatedly

visiting my Trojan collection and explaining to me, for three hours at a

time, how all the metallic work, and particularly how the jewels, were made

by the pre-historic peoples—holds it to be impossible that the objects to

be cast in these moulds could have been intended for breast- or hair-pins.

He agrees with me that they were intended for arrow-heads : this view

appears also to be confirmed by the barbs on one of them. It seems

still more difficult to explain the use of the triangular object represented

by the fourth mould. Professor Sayce asks me, " Was it not intended

for a bead?" For casting all the objects represented here, two such

No. 103. A ]\r<iulil ot ilica-slate for rasting arrow-

beads of a very curious form.

(About half actual size. Depth, 46 ft.)

'" See PL -x., Nos. 82 and So, of the photographs of the collection.
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mould-stones, each of them having exactly the same beds, were fastened

together by means of a small round stick, which was put into the round

hole ; then the metal was poured through the openings on the small sides

of the stones into the beds, and was left there till it had become cold.

Under Nos. 104-111 I represent curious objects of pure copper. The

head of Xo. 104 is in the form of a spiral ; that of No. 105 is quite flat.

t

liO 1C9 106 112 104 lOS 107

Nos. 104-112. Punches, Brooches, and Arrow-head of Copper, also a Silver Brooch.

tHalf actual size. Depth, 45 to 53 ft.)

Nos. lOG and 107 have heads of globular form, and are in the form of

nails ; but they can of course never have been used as such, being far

too long and thin and fragile to be driven into wood. One of those

found in this first city is 7 in. long. They can consequently only

have served as brooches and hair-pins, and were the ancient predecessors

of the fibulae invented ages later. Similar primitive brooches are very

numerous in the first four pre-historic cities of Hissarlik, but only in the

first two cities are they of copper ; in the two later cities they are of

bronze. They are also of bronze in the ancient Lake-habitations in

the Lake of Bourget. A certain number found in that lake nre pre-

served in the Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye, the director of which, M.

Alexandre Bertrand, attributes to them the date of from GOO to 500 B.C.

Brooches of l)ronze of the same shape, but much more elaborate, were

found in the Lake-dwellings at Mooringen and Auvernier.* Needles with

two pointed ends, like No. 108, were found at Szihalom in Hungary;-

they are also very plentiful in Germany, Denmark, and elsewhere. There

are a great many such primitive brooches of bronze, both of the form of

No. 104 witli a head in the fc)rm of a spiral, and of that of Nos. lOG and

107, in the Grand Ducal Antiquarium of Schwerin ; they were all found in

the Mecklenburg sepulchral mounds called " Hiinengraber," and in many
other ancient sites in Germany. Miss Adele Yirchow has collected a

' Victor Gross, Deux Stations Lacustres ; of the Pre-historic Collection of the National

Neuvevillo, 1878, PI. viii., Nos. 12 and \?>. Hungarian Museum.
^ See PI. .\., Nos. 7 and 16, of the photographs
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number of brooches, like Nos. 104 untl 107, in her excavations in tlie

graveyard of Zaborowo.

Nos. 109 and 110 are declared by Mr. Giuliano to be punches, the

lower ends of which were inserted in wooden handles. No. Ill, 1"G in.

long, is in the usual form of the arrow-head, such as I have found in the

debris of the three lower cities ; indeed, I never found a differently shaped

arrow-head there. A similar arrow-head appears to have been found in

the excavations at Szihalom in Hungary.^

All these brooches, punches, and arrows have evidently been cast,

though only in the third city have I found a mould for such arrows, never

one for brooches or punches. No. 112 is a fragmentary brooch of silver.

In the accompanying group the copper punch, No. 113, as well as the

copper brooches, Nos. 114 and 115, are from the second city.* The rest

No. 113,

Nos. 113-115. Copper Punch and Nos. 116-122. Objects of Metal from the Lowest Str.itnm :
four Copper

Eroocbes from the Second City. (3 :

4

Knives (one gilt), and various ornaments. (3:4 actua size,

actual size. Depth, 35 to 42 ft.) but No. 119. 2 : 5. Djpth, 43 to 50 ft.')

3 See Plate x., No. 20, of the photographs of * They are given here, ns they happen to

the Collection in the National Museum at Buda- haye been engraved on the same block with

pQg^jj^
the other objects.
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of the metal objects are from the first city. No. 116 represents a copper

bracelet, but it is so small that it can only have fitted the arm of a

little child. Nos. 117, 118, and 119 are copper knives; the first is much

broken ; in the larger end of the tv\-o latter may be seen the two or

three holes of the pins with which they were fixed in the handles of

wood or bone.

My friend Mr. W. Chandler Roberts, F.E.S., assayer at the Eoyal

Mint, and Professor of Metallurgy in the Eoyal School of Mines, kindly

analysed the metals of this first city, and wrote for me the following

valuable report on the sul)ject :
—

" I also analysed with much care small portions of implements found

at depths of over 40 ft.

" No. 120 is a knife-blade (depth 45 ft.) on the surface of which there

are thin flakes of metal that cupellation showed to be gold. The knife

had evidently been gilded, a fact which proves that the artificer who made

it possessed much metallurgical knowledge and technical skill.

"Analysis showed that copper was present to the extent of 97 '4 per

cent, in the metallic state, the rest of the metal being in the form of

green carbonate and red oxide of copper ; for the blade was so corroded

at the end that it was impossible to entirely eliminate these substances.

Tin, however, was certainly not present in appreciable quantity ;
so that

the implement must be regarded as having been originally formed of

unalloyed copper,

" The nail or pin. No. 105 " A portion from the end of

(depth 46 ft.), was also much cor- No. 115 (depth 42 ft.), also a nail

roded, but a cleaned portion gave or pin, contained:—
on analysis :

—

•^ 08-20 per cent, copper.

0-75 „ „ iron.

„ „ snip]

Trace of tin.

97 '83 per cent, copper. , ,

0-21 „ „ tin.
0-13

^i^
" f"lpl^^-

0-90 „ „ iron.

'i'raccs of nickel and cobalt. 99 -OS

98-91
'

" The metal in the three last cases is much harder than modern com-

mercial copper, a fact which may be accounted for by its impurities not

having been removed by refining.^ There is every probability that the

presence of a small quantity of tin in No. 105 is accidental, more espe-

cially since specimens of commercial copper have been found to contain

such an amount.
" If then we may assume that the several implements were used as

nails and knives, it would appear that they belong to a pre-Bronzc age,

and that the makers of them were not familiar with the fact that copper

is hardened by the addition of tin."

' While this book is passing through the alloy of rhodium, for an account of which I

press, I have received information of a most am deeply indebted to the discoverer, :\Ir. A. J.

interesting discovery in America of weapons Duffield. (See his Appendix.)

and implements of copjycr hardened by a natural
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It deserves particularly to be remarked that No. 120 is the only gilded

object I ever found in any one of the pro-historic cities of Hissurlik,

whereas the art of gilding bronze was in general use at Mycenae.*' But
the Mycenean goldsmith was not able to gild silver ; whenever, therefore,

objects of silver were to be plated with gold, he first plated them with

bronze and then gilded the latter."

No. 121 represents a silver brooch, the head of which is ornamented

with fiutings ; but it is much deteriorated by the chloride, and must have

been originally much longer. Of silver also is the curious j^endant of an

ear-ring, No. 122, which in form resembles a primitive ship, and which

was suspended in the ear by means of a thin wire. I should not have

thought it to be an ear-ring at all, had it not been for the number

of similar pendants of gold found by me in the third city, Certainly

this object (No. 122) looks much like a fibula, of which only the pin

is missing. But for that purpose the silver leaf is far too thin, and this

is still much more the case with the gold ear-rings of a similar shape

found in the third or burnt city, all of which are made of very thin

gold leaf. There was found, besides, in the stratum of the first city, a

silver wire.

Of copper lances or battle-axes no trace was discovered ; I only found

a quadrangular copper bar 10 in. long, which runs out into an edge at one

end, and may have been used as a weapon. Of other objects of copper

worth enumerating, I may mention a plain ring. Of other metals, lead

was now and then found in small quantities.

We, therefore, find in use among these primitive inhabitants of the

most ancient city on Hissarlik, together with very numerous stone imple-

ments and stone weapons, the following metals : gold, silver, lead, copper,

but no iron ; in fact, no trace of this latter metal was ever found by me
either in any of the pre-historic cities of Troy, or at Mycenae.

Nothing, I think, could better testify to the great antiquity of the

pre-historic ruins at Hissarlik and at Mycenae, than the total absence of

iron. It is true that Hesiod distinctly states that iron was discovered

later than copper and tin, for, in speaking of the peoples who were

ancient even in his day, he says that they used bronze, and not iron.^ But

still, in order to show how old the knowledge of iron and steel was, he

represents Gaea as making a sickle for Kronos of greyish glittering steel,®

and he gives to Herakles, besides armour of gold and greaves of bronze, a

sword of iron and a helmet of steel. ^^ Lucretius distinctly confirms the

three ages :

—

" Anna antiqua, ir.anus, ungues, dentesque fuerunt

Et lapides, et item sylvariim fragmina rami,

Posteritis ferri vis est aerisque reperta,

Sed prior aeris erat, quam ferri eognitus usiis."

'

« See my 3L;ccnae, p. 283. " Hesiod., Theofjonu, vv. 161, 162 :

' Ibid, pp.216, 217, Nos. 327, 328; p. 240, ab^a Se {Talci.) iroiTiffaaa yeuos iroXiov aSafiavros,

No. 348, and many others. rev^e fxija SpfTravov Ka\ iire<ppaSe iratrrl <pi\oiaiv.

8 Hesiod., 0pp. et Dies, vv. 149, 150 :
"> Hesiod., Scttt. Ileracl. vv. 122-138.

Tojs 5' ^f X^A/cea /uej'Tet'Xfffli X^'^'^f"' SfTf ofwoi, * Vv. 1282-1285.

XaAKy S' flpyd(oi^TO jueAas 5' ovk effice aiSripos.
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Hostmann^ also cites Terentius Varro^ and Agatharcliides'' as adopt-

ing the same theory. But it deserves attention that before the Deluge,

in the seventh generation from Adam, according to the Book of Genesis,^

Tubal Cain was simultaneously master in various kinds of work of hronze

and iron}' According to Hostmann, iron is only mentioned thirteen

times in the whole Pentateuch, whereas brass, by which is here at all

events to be understood bronze (that is to say, the mixture of tin and

copper), is mentioned forty-four times.

The question now arises : Whence did the early inhabitants of His-

sarlik obtain their metals ? The answer is, first, that they must have

had an abundance of gold, since the Troad borders on Phrygia, where

mythology localized the legend of Midas and his treasures, and it nearly

touches the valley of the Pactolus, which was so famous for its auriferous

sands.

Besides, there were, according to Strabo, gold mines in the Troad

itself, nay in the immediate neighbourhood of Ilium, for he says :
" Above

the territory of the Abydians in the Troad lies Astyra, a ruined city, now
belonging to Abydos ; but formerly the city was independent and had

gold mines, which are now poor and exhausted, like those in Mount
Tmolus around the Pactolus." ^

Homer mentions among the auxiliary troops of the Trojans the

Halizonians (ot 'AXi^oivoi), who came from Alybe (/; 'A\v^i]), " where is

the birth-place of silver ;" * that is to say, where there are silver mines.

Strabo holds these Halizonians to be the later Chalybes on the Pontus

called in his time Chaldaeans ; he thinks that either the reading has been

changed from e'/c XaXu^rji; into ef 'AXu/St;?, or that the Chalybes had been

formerly called Alybans.'-* Other silver mines appear to be indicated by
Strabo in the Troad to the right of the Aesepus, between Polichna and

Palaescepsis.^°

Copper mines are mentioned by Strabo in the Troad near Cisthene on

the Gulf of Adramyttium,^ where now stands Cidonia or Cythonies.

Strabo also mentions a stone found near Andeira in the mountains of Ida,

" Chr. Hostmann, Zur Geschichte und Kritik Xd\v$es rh TraXaihy wpofxa^ovro ; and toptovs

des Nordischen System's dcr drei Culturperiodcn ; olfxai Xeyav rhu itoitjtV 'AXi^ci-uovs iv t(j5 fjnTo.

Braunschweig, 1875, p. 18. toi/s Yla<\>\ay6vas KaraXiycf. Further: firoi riiS

^ Fragm. ap. Augustin. de Civ. Del, vii. c. '24. ypa<p7}^ /xfTaTtdiiffris airh tov '' TriAddev eKXaAv-
* De Blari Erijthr. ap. Phot. c. 29. /3rjs-," v) rwv avdpu'irwv vpuTepou 'hXvfioiv Xeyo-

^ Gen. iv. 22. fx^vwv 6.vt\ Xa\v^(cv.

* This must not be pressed too far. The '" Strabo, xiii. p. GUo : iu Ss^ia. 54 tou Alcrriirov

natural meaning is that Tubal Cain was the first fifra^v TloAixyas re Kal na\aicTK-r}\p€ocs v Ne'a

who worked in metals in f/cnctyd, and the metals Kwfj.r) ical 'Apyvpia. Now, 1 believe with For-

specified indicate only the knowledge of tlio biger ([i'eal Enci/cl. s. v. Nea) that instead of

writer's age. v via KiJofn) we have, according to the parallel

' -xiii. p. 501 : "CirepKfirai St ttistwv 'A^vh7\vuiv passage (in Strabo), p. 552, to read Atvta or^'Ei'ta

Xfopas iv rfj TpudSi to "AffTvpa, & vw jxiv kwhtj Kal apyvpia, and not 'Apyvpia. Forbiger

'A^vSrivHy effTi, /caTecTKa.u/ueVrj n6Kis, irpoTfpov iilentilics this AXvea Kci/xr) with the present town
oe ijv KaO' aiird, xp^'^^^"- fX"'''''" ^ ^^^ cnrdvid of Ino, where silver mines are mentioned by

icrriv, 4^ava\wjx(va, KaOdnep ra eV to? TfxwKoi Chandler, i. p. 142 ; Pococke, iii. p. 160.

TO irepl rhv UaKroiKov. ' xiii. p. 606 : t|co Se toG koKttov Qtov 'ASpa-

II. ii. 856, 857 : fivrriov) Kal rris Ylvp^jas o/cpas ij re Kiffdrivri

avrap 'AKi^dovwv 'OSios Kal 'EiriffTpo(pos fipx'^" i(TTi Tr6Kis tprj/xos iX''"C°' AijU«Va. irep avTi,s

T7]K6dev ^1 'AKvl37)s, iidev apyvpov iffrl y(ve9\rj. S' eV rij fxtaoyaia t6 re rov x^^'^''^ p.(raK\ov,
" Strabo, xii. p. 549 : oi Se vvv Xa\5a7oi u. t. \.
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which when burned became iron ; when melted with a certain earth, zinc

(ylrevSapyupo'i) floAvs forth from it ; whilst, copper being added to it, it

becomes brass (KpdfMo), called by some people opet;^aX«:o?. Zinc is also

found in the neighbourhood of Tmolus,^

Plirygia was also the country of the Idaean Dactyli, the fabled sons

of lihea, who in her flight to Mount Ida in Crete rested her hands on the

mountain and so gave birth to her child (Zeus) ; and from the impression

of her hands sprang the Curetes or the Corybantes, who were called Idaean

Dactyli.^ This tradition is also mentioned by Nonnus.* These Phrygian

Dactyli were celebrated as metallurgists, and were said to have discovered

iron in Crete.^ According to the Scholiast on Apollonius Pihodius,

Sophocles also called the Dactyli Phrygians.'^ Diodorus Siculus also, who
seems to have copied largely from Ephorus, says that there are many, and

among them Ephorus, who affirm that the Idaean Dactyli dwelt around

Mount Ida in Plirygia and passed over to Europe with Mygdon. They

were enchanters, and practised spells, religious ceremonies, and mysteries

;

and, residing in Samothrace, they greatly excited the astonishment of the

inhabitants by these arts.^ The Phrygian origin of the Dactyli is also

confirmed by Clemens Alexandrinus, who calls them Phrygians and

barbarians/' Strabo says :
" As some say, the first inhabitants of the

slopes of Ida were called Dactyli, because the slopes of the mountains are

called their feet, and the summits are called the croAvns of their heads,

and thus all the spurs of Ida which are sacred to the mother of the

gods are called Idaean Dactyli or ' toes.' But Sophocles believes the

first Dactyli to have been five men, who discovered iron and first

worked it, and invented many other things useful for life : they had

five sisters, and from their number they were called Dactyli (i.e.

' toes '). But others relate other fabulous stories, heaping absurdity on

absurdity ; but they also state the names and number (of the Dactyli)

diff'erently : calling one of them Celmis and the others Damnameneus,
Heracles and Acmon (the anvil). Some say that they were natives of Ida,

others report that they were immigrants, but all maintain that by them

iron was first worked in Ida : all suppose them to have been enchanters

employed in the service of the Mother of the Gods, and residing in

- xiii. p. GIO : ((tti 5e \i6os Trepl ra "AvSeipa, perare Aristoteles Lydum Scythen raoiistrasse

;

i)s Kawfxevos (riS-qpos yivfTai- elra fj-erayris rtvos Theophrastus Delam Phrygem putat ; aerariani

Ka/xivevdeis airocnd^ii ^evZapyvpov , ^ TrpoaXa- fabricam alii Chalybas, alii Cyclopas ; ferrum

^ovcra xo^K^'' ^b Ka\ov/j.evov yiverai Kpcijxa, o Hesiodus in Creta eos qui vocati sunt Idaei

Tives 6peixo.\Kov KaXovcri' yiverCn 5e ^iv'bapyvpos Dactyli."

Ka\ -^epl rhv T/j-SiAov. ^ Ad Arjonrmf. i. 1129 : 2o(po/i-Af;s 5e avTcvs
^ Diomed. p. 474, ed. Piitch :

" Aiunt Opem in ^pvyas KoAe? iv Kw(j>o7s 'S.aTvpois.

Idam monteni insulae Cretae fugiendo delatam ' Diod. Sic. v. 64 : euioi 5' IffTopoiiaiv, ui/

manus suas imposuisse memorato monti, et sic etrri koI "E^opos, robs 'iSaiovs AaKrvAovs yevi-

infantem ipsiim edidisse, et ex manuum impres- crdai fj.eu Kara Tv/y "iS-jjy t^v eV ^pvyla. Sia^Tivai

sione emersisse Curetas sive Corybantas, quos a Se fj.fTa MvySovos els rrjv 'E.xjpwirTjv inrdp^avTas

montis nomine et a qualitate facti Idaeos Dae- Sf y61^Tas iirirriSfvcyai rds re i-rrcvSas Koi reAeras

tylos appellant." koI fj.vaT7]pLa, kcu Trepl '^a/j.odpo.Krjv Siarpixl/avras

* Diouvs. xiv. 25 seq. : ov fxerpioos eV tovtois iKTrKriTretv tgvs fyx^^p'^ovs.

. '^O.v TTOTe 'Pf I'r;
' Stromat. i. p. 360, ed. Pott : ^pvyes Se ^cray

iK x^ovhs auTOTeAetTTor ave^Xdcrrriae yevedArjv. Kol 0dpl3apoi ol 'l5a7ot AaKrvKoi.
^ Plin. H. N. vii. 57 :

" Aes conflare et tern-
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Phrygia in the district of Ida ; for they call the Troad Phrygia, becanse

the neighbouring Phrygians took possession (of it) after the destruction

of Troy." '

The Cabiri, who were likewise celebrated metallurgists, came also from

Phrygia, and were said to owe their name to the mountains of Phrygia,

whence they passed over to Samothrace.^° According to Pausanias,^ the

country inhabited by the Pergamenes was anciently sacred to the Cabiri.

Strabo informs us that, according to Pherecydes, from Apollo and PJiytia

sprang nine Corybantes, who lived in Samothrace, but from Cabiro,

daughter of Proteus, and Hephaestus, three Cabiri and three Cabirian

nymphs ; both brothers and sisters enjoyed divine worship. They were

especially venerated in Imbros and Lemnos, but also in some places in

the Troad.- Though there is no tradition that the Cabiri were also sons

of Khea, the tutelary deity of Phrygia, we see them in the service of

that goddess^ in Samothrace.

We have seen that they were sons of Hephaestus, who, according to

Diodorus Siculus, was the inventor of all works in iron, copper, gold and

silver, and in all other substances which are wrought by means of fire."*

We have also seen (p. 253) that there were mines of gold, copper, and

silver, in the Troad, and no doubt there were still richer ones in

Phrygia, because it is to Phrygia that tradition attributes the discovery

of the art of fusing metals by the accidentfil melting of them in a

forest fire.^

Strabo quotes the opinion of Posidonius, who believed in the story that,

the forests having once caught fire, the earth beneath, containing silver and

gold, became liquefied, so that these metals boiled forth to the surface.*"

" Strabo, x. p. 473 : AaKTvXovs 5' 'iSaiovs Auyos Kal 'PrjTias Kvpfiavras ivvia, otKi^craL 5'

^aai Tiufs KeKKricrdat rovs vpwTovs olK7)Topos avrovs iv 2a/xo0paKj?' e'/c Se Ka^eipovs TTJr

TTjs Kara rrji/ "IStju inrwpeias- iroSas /xeu yap Tlpwrews Kal 'H(pai(rTOV Ka^fipovs TpeTs Kal

\4yeadai ras inrccpfias, Kopv(pa,s Se to. ixKpa twu vvfx.(pas rpt'is KafieipiSas, fKarepots 5' Upa yive-

op'jiv at ovv Kara, fiepos eVxaTial Kal -Kacrai ttjs aQai. fxaKiaTa fxku ovv if "I^/Spoi Kal AiijUroi

fxriTphs tSov dewv lepal irepl TTjf "iSTjf .... tovs Ka0eipovs Ttfiaadai (Tvn0(l3r]Key, aWa Kal

'2,o(poK\ris Si o'Urai ireure tovs irpwTOVs CLpaevas eV Tpoia Kara irdXeis.

yti/fffdat, o'l aiSrjpov n t^edpov Kal elpyaaavro ^ A tjranimariaii iu tlie Lexicnu of Guile, s. v.

irpuTOt Kal ixWa TroAAa rwv irphs rhv ^iov xpV- Kd^ipoi, cited by J. 1'. Rossignol, Les Metaux

(TifjLwv, -Kivre he Kal aSeXtpas rovTcav, airh Se rou diins I'Antiquite, \i. 47 : Ka^tpoi Se tlcri Saifxoves

apidfiov SaKTvXovs KX-r)Q7]vai, aXXoi 5' aXXws Trtpl ti]v 'Peav oiKi'icravTes rrjv '2,aixodpaKr)v.

ixvdivovaiv airopois airopa ffwaTrrovTes, 5La<p<Jpots ' v. 74 :
" Hcpaicrrov St Xeyovcriy evperijv yevi-

Se Kal TOLS dvSfxaai Kal rots apL6f/.o7s xP'^'''^°-^i
""' crOai ryjs irepl rhv aiditpov (pyaaias airda-qs Kal

KeX/xiv ovo/id^ovffi riva Kal Aaixvafxeuea Kal rf;? vepl rhv x^^^'"' '^"^ XP^'^"" '^'*' dpyvpov, Kal

WpaKXea -Kal ''hKjxova' KoX ol /xev (irixo^p'^ovs twi' dXXwv oaa tt/j' 6/c tou Ttvphs epyaaiav eVi-

T?^s''lhrts oi 8e iiroiKovs, TTOLvres Se fflSripov tip- Se'xfTai.

ydffOat virh tovtwv eV 'iSj; wpuTOv (paffi, Trdvres ^ Lucretius, 1240-1243:

!)€ Kal ydrjras vneiXriipacn. Kal irepl ti]u ^-qripa " Quoil superest, aes atque auruni forrunuiue

Tit)v Oeicv Kal iv 4>pvyia ciKrjKOTas irepl tV'IStjs', repertum est,

^pvyiav t)}v TpcvdSa KaXovures Sia rh tovs Kt siniul argenti pondus, idumbique potcstas,

^pvyas eiTiKpaTrtaai irX-qaioxiipovs ui'Tas t?iS Ignis ubi ingentes silvas arduro croniarat

Tpoios eKirewop97)Ufvris. Jlontibus in magnis."
'" Apoll. Rhod. ad An/onant. i. 917 : Kdfietpoi " Strabo, iii. p. 147 : notreiSaSi/ios Si rh 7rA.Tj0os

06 SoKovcri Trpo(Triyoped(T0ai diro Ka^eipoiv rctiy tSjv fxtTaXXwv 4iTaiv(Aiv Kal t)]v dpeT^i]v oliK dire-

Kara ^pvytav opSiv, eirel ivrevdev ^eTy]vexQ^(fav X*''"'"
''""/^ (Tvvr\dovs ()r)Topeias, dXXa (rvuevdovffia

(ts 2afiodpa,K7]v. ra7s virepfiaXals. oh yap diriarelv rw fxiiBcfi

Pausanias, i. 410 : 'Hi' Se veixovrai ol Xlepya- cprisrlv on twv Spv/xwv irore ifxirpricTdiVTwv t) y^j

firjvoi, Ka^elpwv iepdv <pa(nv eivai rh dpxa^ou. TaKeirra, are dpyvp7rts Kal XP^'^^'''^^> *'^ ''^^^

^ Strabo, X. p. 473 : ^epeKvSr]^ 5' 4^ 'Airdx- 4irt<pivftav ile^eae.
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Eossignol ^ also cites Clement of Alexandria, who, in establishing a

synchronism among the events of sacred history and Greek history, says,

" From the deluge of Deucalion to the burning of Mount Ida and the

discovery of iron, and to the Idaean Dactyli, 73 years elapsed according

to Thrasyllus ; and from the burning of Ida to the rape of Ganymedes, 65
years." '^ He further cites Strabo, who mentions that the Titans gave to

Ilhea, as armed servants, the Corybantes, who, as some said, had come
from Bactria ; according to others, from Colclus.^ The reason why they

were said to have come from the one or the other of these two countries

is, that both were celebrated for the number and the richness of their

mines. Eossignol ^^ further mentions that " Servius in his Commentary
on Virgil, in stating the etymologies which were given of the word

Corybantes, says that according to some it was derived from Kopij, the

surname of Proserpine, according to others it is derived from copper,

there being in Cyprus a mountain rich in copper, which the Cypriotes

call Coriuni." ^ M. Burnouf mentions to me that Eugene Burnouf has

proved the word Corybantes to be identical with the Zend word gerevanto,

which means "mountaineers," and that Orthocoryhantes is identical with

Erkllui-agere.vantd, which means "inhabitants of the high mountains."^

Like the Cabiri and the Corybantes, the Curetes passed over from

Phrygia to Samothrace. This is evident, as EossignoP says, from the

Orphic hymn addressed to the Curetes, in which it is assigned to them, as

a claim to veneration, that they should make the bronze resound, wear

martial arms, and inhabit Samothrace, the sacred land.'* Some verses

further on, the poet, confounding the Curetes with the Corybantes, calls

them even Idngs of Samothrace^

In a long and learned discussion, Eossignol proves beyond all doubt

that the Telchines were also famous artists and metallurgists, who passed

over to Samothrace ; and further that the Dactyli, Cabiri, Corybantes,

Curetes, and Telchines, differed, as some believed, merely in name, and

formed one identical class of Ge)ni ; while, according to others, they were

related to one another, presenting only slight difierences ; that, finally,

they are nothing else than the representatives of an identical metallic

industry, symbolized in its progressive developments ; that the religion

of Samothrace was in the beginning nothing but a simple institution of

mysteries founded on metallurgy, and presided over by Ehea, whose

priests were in fact metallurgists. These ministers, having transmitted

the blessing of the goddess to other men, were deified from gratitude.

In this manner Samothrace became the isle of pious priests, and the

sacred asylum against revenge for bloodshed. But it was not every

' Les Me'taux dans rAntiquite, p. 50. ferax, quern Cyprii Corium rocant."
» Strom, i. 21, p. 401, ed. Pott. ^ See Eugene Burnouf, Commaitaircs siu- Ic

" Strabo, x. p. 472 : ol S' inrh TiTavtav 'Pea Fagna.

Sodriyai irpoiroKovs 4v6ir\ovs robs Kopv^avras ^ Les Me'taux dans rAntiquite, p. 88.

in Trjs BiXKTpi.av7]s a<piy/j.4i'ovs, ol 5' e'/c KoXx'^" * Hijrnn. Orphic, .\xxviii. 4r

<t>aaiv. o'i re 'S.aixoQpriKriv, leprjv x^"'''^? vaierdovTes.
'" Les Me'taux dans rAntiquite', p. 77. ^ 21, 22 : Koup^jres Kopv^avres, . . . ev ^a/xo-
' Ad Aen. iii. Ill : "Alii Corybantes ab aere Gp'juri avaitres.

appeilatos, quod apud Cyprum nious sit aeris
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homicide that coiikl obtain ahsohition there ; for the cases were heard,

justice was administered, and he who had maliciously done a wicked

deed was condemned and cast out. Ancient metallurgy gives us ,an

insight into the life of the men of bygone times ; the metals are the

material and instrument of the arts, the spring of all political activity,

the soul of civilization.
"^

According to Sir John Lubbock :
^ "It is probable that gold was the

metal which first attracted the attention of man ; it is found in many
rivers, and by its bright colour would certainly attract even the rudest

savages, who are known to be very fond of personal decoration. Silver

does not appear to have been discovered until long after gold, and was

apparently preceded by both copper and tin ; for it rarely, if ever,* occurs

in tumuli of the Bronze age. But, however this may be, copper seems to

have been the metal which first became of real importance to man ; no

doubt owing to the fact that its ores are abundant in many countries, and

can be smelted without any difficulty; and that, while iron is hardly

ever found except in the form of ore, copper often occurs in a native

condition, and can be beaten at once into shape. Thus, for instance, the

North American Indians obtained pure copper from the mines near Lake
Superior and elsewhere, and hammered it at once into axes, bracelets, and

other objects.

" Tin also early attracted notice, probably on account of the great

heaviness of its ores. When metals were very scarce, it would naturally

sometimes happen that, in order to make up the necessary quantity, some

tin would be added to copper, or vice versa. It would then be found that

the properties of the alloy were quite different from those of either metal

;

a very few experiments would determine the most advantageous propor-

tion, which for axes and other cutting instruments is about nine parts of

copper to one of tin. No implements or weapons of tin have yet been

found, and those of copper are extremely rare, whence it has been inferred

that the art of malcing bronze was I'nown elseivhere before the use of either

eojjper or tin was introduced into Enroi^e. Many of the so-called ' copper
'

axes, &c., contain a small proportion of tin ; and the few exceptions

indicate probably a mere temporary want, rather than a total ignorance,

of this metal."

But this I must most decidedly deny, for implements and weapons of

pure copper are found all over Hungary, and M. Pulszky Ferencz,® pre-

sident of the committee of organization of the Pre-historic Exhibition

of 187G at Buda-Pesth, had all their different types represented in two

large glass cases, in order that they might serve as proofs of the

existence of a Copper age, which he authenticated in his lecture before

the Congress.^"

" Rossigno], Lcs JiMaux dans rAutiquitc, pp. '" Josejih Hampel, Catalogue dc VExposition

99-148. prvhistoriquc des Musccs de Province d des

' Prc-historic Times, pj-). 3, 4. Collections particulieres de la Honjrie ; Buda-

* A. W. Franks, Jhrac fcralcs, p. 60. Pesth, 1876, pp. 138-140: and Josopli Hampel,

" This is the Hungarian name, which would be Antiiiuite's pr(f/iistor. dc la Hongrie; Esztergoni,

in English, Francis or Frank Pulszkj'. 1876, PI. vii., viii.

S
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If among numerous bronze implements there Lad been found one of

copper, this Latter migLt indeed indicate a mere temporary want of tin

;

buji all tLc objects from tLe first and second cities of Hissarlik being

proved, upon Professor W. CLandler Eoberts's LigLly important analysis,

to consist of pure copper, we must naturally infer a total ignorance of

tin on tLe part of their inhabitants.

Sir John Lubbock repeatedly states that silver and lead do not

occur in the Bronze age,^^ which appears to imply that still less can

they be found in the Stone age. But I found these metals, in smaller or

larger quantities, in all tLe five pre-Listoric cities of Hissarlik. It is true

tLat in tLe first and second cities lead only occurred in small sLapeless

lumps, but tLese are sufficient to attest tLat tLe primitive inLabitants

were acquainted witL it. In tLe tLird pre-Listoric city we sLall pass in

review an idol and several otLer objects of lead. In tLe gilded knife,

No. 120, we Lave tLe proof, tLat even tLe inLabitants of tLe first city of

Hissarlik were acquainted witL gold, and knew Low to work it. Homer
mentions tLe plating of silver witL gold :

" But as wLen gold is fused

around tLe silver by an experienced man, wLom HepLaestus and Pallas

AtLene Lave instructed in all kinds of arts, tLat Le may execute graceful

works, so did tLe goddess pour gracefulness around Lis Lead and

sLoulders." ^

According to Pliny,- one ounce of gold could be beaten out to more
tLan COO leaves, eacL being four fingers square. In our own days tLe

same quantity could be beaten into tLree times tLat number of leaves.

My friend, Professor A. Sprenger of Berne, endeavours to prove, in

his famous work Die alte Geograpliie Arabiens, that in remote antiquity

the bulk of the gold was brought by the Phoenicians from Arabia,

which had twenty-two gold mines, ^ and was the ancient Eldorado and

proverbial for its wealth of gold in all antiquity down to the Middle Ages.
" Thus "William, the biographer of Thomas a Becket, uses the expression

'Arabia sends us gold.' Is this only a fiction, or was Arabia indeed

the California of antiquity, and was especially Dzahaban (Dzahab

_ ;_^j5 .>,
' gold '), which is only at a distance of 500' from Berenice,

the port where gold was bartered ?" He goes on to prove that the

famous 0])hir, which scholars have for a long time past identified with

Abhira in India, is nothing else than the Arabic word for "red." "By
the Hebrews the ' gold of Ophir ' was especially valued. Agatharchides

states that the gold nuggets found in the district of Debai consisted of

pure metallic gold, and did not need to be purified by fire, in consequence

of which this gold was called ciirvpov, ' untouched by fire.' This word,

therefore, would answer to the Arabic tihr ; for while dzahab means gold

generally, unmelted gold is called tihr and tihra, a ' gold nugget.' The

greater part of the gold existing in antiquity was derived from nuggets,

" Pre-historic Times, pp. 21, 38. rexfriv navToiriv, xapiei'To 5e ipya reAeiei,

* Od. yi. 232-235 : &>s dpa T65 Karexeve X'^P"' KecpaXfj re koX &fj.oi,s.

ws 5' oze ns XP^<^^^ irepiXfvfTai apyvpw o.vi\p ' H. 2\. xxxiii. 19.

f5pis, §r "Hi^aicTTos Se'Soej' Ktti IlaAAos 'A0V'? ^ Paragraphs 53, 54-58.
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which were sometimes of enormous size. Idrysy (i. 2) reports that the

king of Ghana preserved as a rarity a niiggct weighing 30 rati (75 Ihs.).

It is very probable that the Greeks had also a special word for tibr,

'nugget.' Nevertheless, I do not believe in the assertion of Agathar-

chides ; I hold airvpov to be a bastard word of Semitic origin, which has

been grsecized. The finest gold is designated by Hamdany and Abulfida,

p. 157, as red gold, ^^\ ^^^ >, and the Persians call the gold pieces

which are coined therefrom Dijnarlsurcli, ' red Aurei.' Inlklyl (viii. p. 77),

it is related that on the corpse of a woman, exhumed at Dhahr, there

were found gold ankle-rings weighing 100 mithqdl, and that the metal

was red gold. Such ' treasure trove ' was so frequent, that this fine sort

of gold was also called ' tomb gold '

( , ^J? <^^ ii or . c , »-J? (^(^ b)-

It is reported in Iklyl (viii. p. 52), that especially in the ruins in and
between Gauf and Marib much tomb gold was discovered. In Pliny*

apyron has the signification of 'red gold.' If Magi is the subject

of vocant, then the expression apjron was also in use among the Per-

sians. At all events, the Apyron is hardly diff'erent from the gold

of Ophir, qualified in the Bible as ' good.' According to a well-known

phonetic change, ojir must be pronounced afir in the Central Arabian
dialect

; but according to Ibn Maruf {apud Golius) afira signifies tran-

sitively, ' splendidum clarumque eflfecit,' and intransitively, ' manifestus

evasit.' The participle of this verb is afir. In the South-Arabic dialect

this word, differently pronounced, is the common word for red. Accord-

ing to a vocabulary,^ red is called opliir (sic !) in Socotra. In other

dialects the word for ' red ' is pronounced, according to Maltzan,*^ ofer,

ohfar, afur, and so forth. Now I imagine that, according to their

custom, the Greeks have given a Greek origin to the word afir, ofir.

In Job (xxii. 24) Ophir is used for ' gold ' without the additional word

zaliah ; and the passage from Pliny warrants the conclusion that apyron

was used in the same manner. Besides, Ophir occurs in the Bible as

the name of a people and a country. Where this half-mythic land was

first thought to exist is a point on which I have no doubt. In Genesis

(x. 2.0) Ophir is mentioned between Sheba and Havilah. In the story

of Solomon, the narrator passes twice or thrice backwards and forwards

to and from the Queen of Sheba and the Ophir expedition, and in

1 Kings X. 15 'all the kings of Arabia' come between. Ophir w^as con-

sequently thought to be on the coast of Arabia, or rather the Hebrews

called the Litus Hammaeum Opliir. In the famous question about Ophir,

far too little weight is laid on the fact that, in many passages in the

Bible, Ophir appears as the California of antiquity, and far too much
importance is given to Solomon's expedition to Ophir. I neither doubt

that the Phoenicians navigated the Eed Sea, nor that Solomon associated

* If. N. x\i. 11, p. GG : " Heliochrj-sos florem pevtincre arbitrantur."

habet auro similcm .... Hoc corouarc se M:igi, * Juurn. As. Sue. Bcnj. B. iv, p. 165.

si et unguenta snmantur ex auro, quod apijnm " Z. D. M. G. 27, p. 230.

vocant, ad gratiam quoque vitae gloriamque
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with King Hiram and l)artered gold in Dzahaban ; but tlie story, as it is

told, is not free from fictions invented to glorify the great king. In

1 Kings ix. 28 it is stated that tlie servants of Hiram and Solomon fetched

420 talents of gold ; here Ophir is still simply the land of gold. In x. 11,

again, the result is spoken of, and then it is said that the gold-ships also

l)rought sandal-wood and precious stones. We cannot object to this, for

tlic narrator confines himself here at least to Arabian articles. Precious

stones are also mentioned elsewhere in the Bible, as articles of trade with

the Arabian merchants. The genuine sandal-wood, it is true, does not

occur in Arabia, but Hamdany (333) speaks of Mount Hanum as situated

near Chaulan, on which also the Chaulanites live, and says :
' There grows

a plant which resembles the white sandal-wood, and comes near to it

in smell. The wood serves instead of the Indian sandal-wood.' In

1 Kings X. 22, the produce fetched from Ophir is mentioned for a third

time, with the addition of silver and ivory, and of rarities such as monkeys
and peacocks.'' Here it is also stated that the ships came once in three

years ; and in this way Ophir is removed to an endless distance and made
a fairy-land. This version, as well as the story of the Queen of Sheba,

I hold to be a fiction of later origin. The idea that Ophir also

exported silver is by no means happy, this metal having always been

dear in Arabia. Even in Mohammed's time, when the gold mines were

for the most part exhausted, only seven and a half pounds of silver were

given for one pound of gold. If, with Lassen, we relegate Ophir to India

(of whose natural wealth in gold I never heard), wc do not gain much

;

because here also the value of silver in proportion to that of gold was

always greater than in the "West."

Sprenger further points to a passage in Strabo, which corroborates his

opinion that the Phoenicians, in times of remote antiquity, lived on the

Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf, whence they emigrated to the coast of

the Mediterranean ; and this view is now very generally accepted. After

having spoken of the city of Gerrha, which, he says, lies in a deep bay of

the Arabian coast on the Persian Gulf, Strabo goes on :
" Those who

proceed with their ship see two other islands—Tyrus^ and Aradus,^ whose

temples resemble those of the Phoenicians ; the inhabitants at least main-

tain also that the islands and cities of the Phoenicians, called by the same

names, are their colonies." ^°

My friend the Assyriologist, Professor Julius Oppert, informs me that

in the Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions, the island of Tyrus (in cuneiform

writing, Tilvun) is mentioned as the seat of a very ancient worship. The
island of Tylus (for Tyrus) is mentioned by Arrian^^ and Pliny ^ as pro-

ducing pearls and cotton.

' I might here call attention to the fact that . '" Strabo, svi. p. 766 : YlXevaavTi S' eVi irXfov

in the Bible the names of the monkeys and pea- &\\at VTiaoiTvpos Kal "ApaSos daiv, lepa ixo^<^°-i-

cocks are Sanscrit and Tamil. The monkey is toij ^oivlkikoIs ojxoia • kcu (paai ye ol eV aitTols

called in Sanscrit Kapi, the peacock in Tamil olKovvres ras djj.wvv/j.ovs Tuy ^oiviKwv vr\<Tovs

Toijei. Koi iroKets aTTo'iKovs etxvTHy.

* According to Sprenger's map, this is now " Anab. vii. 20, § 6.

called Owal (Bahrayn). > if. X. vi. 32. 6 ; xii. 22. 1.

" According to Sprenger's map, I^Ioharrag.
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Mr. Philip Smith observes to me that :
" In the ancient Egyptian

records we have accounts of immense quantities of gohl levied by the

great king Thutmes III. of the Eighteenth Dynasty (in the sixteenth

century B.C.), as tribute from the land of Zahi (that is, Phoenicia). Gold

is also named among the tributes of Piint, the Egyptian Ophir, v^-hich

Brugsch-Bey holds to be on the African coast of Somauli, opposite to

Arabia. But the chief supply was derived from the southern lands of

Kush (Nubia), which Brugsch-Bey calls the Egyptian California. Gold
was obtained from this region as early as the Twelfth Dynasty, and

the gold-washings in the desert valley of AJcita (Wady Alaki) were the

objects of special care to the great kings of the Nineteenth Dynasty,

Eamses II. and his father Seti."^

Under No. 123 I represent a needle of bone with a perforated head.

No. 123. No. 124. No. 125. No. 126. No. 127

Kos. 123-110. Pins, Aw's, and Nccdlos of bone and ivory, from the lowpst str.itum.

(Half and 3 : 4 actual size. Depth, 40 to 52 ft.)

- Brucjsch's ITist. of E<j;/r>t under the Pha- ductions brought from Punt furnish a remark-

ranh", vol. i. pp. .379, 383; vol.ii. pp. SI f, F.ng. aide jiaraliel to the account of the Ophir-voyages

trans., 2nd ed.—The Egypti.in records of tlie pro- of Solomon's fleet {op. cit. vol. i. pp. 352 f.).
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Nos. 124, 125, 126, 127, and 128 are rndely-ornamented bone needles

withoiit holes; Nos. 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, and 136 are pointed

instruments of bone, which may have been used as awls, with the excep-

tion perhaps of Nos. 129 and 136, which are quite flat. The objects

Nos. 137 and 138 are of ivory ; as the latter is in the shape of a nail, it

may probably have been used as a brooch. Nos. 139 and 140 are carved

implements of bone, probably for female needle-work. Similar awls and

needles of bone occur in large numbers in the debris of the four lowest

pre-historic cities at Hissarlik. Awls and needles of bone, even needles

with perforated heads, are found plentifully in the cavern-habitations in the

Dordogne, and may be seen in the Museum of St. Germain-en-Laye, where

are also exhibited a number of them found in French Dolmens. They
were, as Prof. Yirchow informs me, in use in Germany in every period

down to the twelfth century a.d., and are found there in abundance.

They are also frequent in the Swiss Lake-dwellings,^ in the Lake-

dwellings in the Lake of Constance,* in the caverns of Inzighofen,^ in

the pre-historic settlements in Hungary,^ on ancient sites in the Aleutian

Islands, in Kentucky, in San Miguel Island, California, &c. ;
' in Denmark

on sites of the Stone age,* and elsewhere. The object No. 141 represents

©'

^0

Ko. 141. Object of Ivory.

(Half rxtual size.

Depth, 48 ft.)

Xo. 143. Huckle-bone

(Astragalus). (Half actual size

Deptli, about 50 ft.)

Xo. 142. Curious Object

of Ivor3-, probably an Idol.

(Half actual size. Depth, 46 ft.)

a flat trapezium of ivory, almost in the shape of a playing card, with

eight little stars or small suns. "We see a similar ornamentation on each

side of the very curious object of ivory No. 142, which, in my opinion,

is a primitive female idol, of which the two barb-like projections may
indicate the arms, and the stroke across the body the girdle. I call

attention to the similarity of the little stars or small suns to the breasts

with which the whole body of the Ephesian Diana was covered ; and have

not the horn-like projections on the head the shape of the crescent?

^ Ferdinand Keller, 3Iiftheihmjen dcr anti-

quarisclien GeseUschaft, PfaUbautcn, 7ter Bericlit

;

Ziirich, 1876, Plate ii.

* L. Lindenschmit, Die Vatcrlandischen Alter-

thiimer, p. ISO, and Plate sxviii.

^ Ibid. p. 180, and Plate x.w.

^ Joseph Hampe], Antiiuitc's prehistoriqucs,

Plate ii.

" Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No.

287, The Archwolojical Collection of the U.S.

National Museum ; Washington, 1876, pp. 63

and 64.

8 J. J. A. Worsaae, Nordiske Oldsajer, PI. xvii.
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As huckle-bones (da-rpayakoi), like that represented under No. 143,

occur in this first city, as well as in all the other pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik, I think there can be no doubt that they were used by children

for playing, the more so as most of them are much worn, and appear

as if they had been in use for a long time. The game of astragals is

mentioned by Homer, who makes Patroclus appear to Achilles in a

dream, and say that ho had to fly from his native land, having involun-

tarily killed a boy in anger when playing with astragals.^ This game was

practised by children throughout antiquity.^" I call attention to the beau-

tiful sculpture of an daTpayaXi^ovaa in the Museum of Berlin ; also, to the

famous group of sculpture in the palace of Titus, representing two boys

playing with astragals,^ probably a copy of the celebrated bronze grouj)

by Polycletus, the subject of which was no doubt taken from the fatal

quarrel of the young Patroclus with his playfellow.

A fractured marble group of the same kind, in the Townley Collection

of the British Museum, represented (when perfect) two boys quarrelling

over the game. The figure of one is gone, except the fore-arm, which the

other is biting ; the huckle-bones are seen lying on the ground.

9 11. sxiii. 87, 88

:

''H/xari T(S ore TralSa KareKTavov ''hp.<pi5afxavros,

vi)Tnos, ovK i9e\aii', a.fj.(p^ arrrpaydAoiai xo^^^^f 'S-

" In the day when I slew the son of AniiJii-

damas, fool that I was, not wilfully, flying into

a passion about huckle-bones."

'* See, for example, Pseudo-Plat. Alcih. i. p. 110,

B. : oTrSre (ttois S>v) aaTpayaAi^ois ij aA.A7jj' riva

TfaiSiav trai^OLS.

' I'liny, //. iV. xxxiv. 8. 19; Pauly's Fieal

Encyclopddie, s. v. Polycletus.



CHAPTER VI.

THE SECOND CITY ON THE SITE OF TROY.

Whether tlie inhabitants of the first city quietly abandoned their

homes and emigrated, or whether their city was captured and destroyed by

an enemy, we are unable to discover from the ruins ; at all events, the

first town was not destroyed by fire, for I found no marks of a general, or

even of a partial, conflagration. It is further quite certain that the first

settlers were succeeded by a different people : this is proved by the

architecture as well as by the pottery, both of which are totally difi"erent

from what we see in the first city.

I have already said that these second settlers built both their houses

and their walls of large stones.' The remains we now see of these dwell-

ings are, of course, only the substructions, but the really enormous masses

of loose stones contained in the strata of this second city testify to the

fact, that the walls of the houses were built of stone. Not all the houses,

however, were built of this material, for we see here and there the debris

of houses which must have had walls of clay.

It is only to these second settlers that we can attribute the wall b

represented in the engraving No. 2 (see p. 24), which I brought to light

on the north side of the hill. It is 10 ft. high and 6i ft. thick, and

is built in the so-called Cyclopean manner, in regular layers of large

but slightly wrought quadrangular blocks of limestone, which are joined

together by small ones. As already stated, its top is just 34 ft. below

the surface. As is attested by the layers of debris which extend in an

oblique direction below it, it was originally erected on the steep slope

of the hill. It is therefore evident that, since its erection, the hill

has here increased 44 ft. in height ; but it has also increased at this

point 131 ft. in width, such being the distance in a horizontal line from

the wall to the present slope. The quantity of similar blocks lying beside

this wall seem to prove that it was at one time much higher. It was

much longer when I first brought it to light at the end of July, 1872.

I removed part of it in February, 1873, in order to bring to light the

curious retaining wall ^ already described, which rises at an angle of 45"^,

6 ft. below it, and served to sustain an isolated sandhill which reaches to

within 20 ft. of the surface and appears to be 20 ft. high. This retain-

ing wall we may, as I have before explained, attribute with all proba-

bility to the first city.

To these inhabitants of the second city we may further, with every

* See the wall a in the engraving Xo. 2, p. 24.
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probability, attribute the great internal wall marked c on the accompany-
ing view, No. 144 and a on the little sketch No. 145. This wall also

No. 145. The great External and Internal Walls, called together the Tower.

consists of large blocks of stone, and slopes to the south at an angle of

45^. But it is only on the south side that it consists of solid masonry

;

on the north side it is built of stone for only four or five courses deep,

and is supported here by a large rampart of loose stones and debris

marked r, of which also its interior, to a great extent, consists. Imme-
diately south of this large wall is a wall of equal size marked h on the

accompanying view (No. 144) and c d on the sketch (No. 145), which was
evidently built by the third settlers, and of which I shall speak here-

after. After having proceeded for some distance in an easterly direction,

the great internal wall shrinks to a wall of solid masonry 11;^ ft. high,

6 ft. thick at the top, and 12 ft. thick at the base, which turns at a

certain point abruptly to the north north-west.- Its builders did not

take the trouble to clear the rock of soil, for the wall is erected on a

layer of earth from 1 ft. 9 in. to 2 ft. deep, with which the rock is

covered. To the inhabitants of this second city evidently belongs also

the erection of the Gate (marked a on Plan I.), with its paved street, which
runs down to the plain in a south-westerly direction ; for the lower part of

this gateway, as well as the walls which I brought to light in removing

some of the flags of the street, show precisely the same kind of architecture

of large blocks of white limestone. As the keen eye of my sagacious

friend. Professor Sayce, discovered at once, this street was made by the

second settlers, by heaping a mound of debris against what had until then

been a steep slope ; and the walls which cross the street beneath its

pavement can have had no other object than to consolidate this mound of

debris. All the fragments of pottery contained in the mound belong to

the second city ; I have not found a single potsherd there of the thick

lustrous-black terra-cottas of the first city, nor any fragment of the pottery

of the subsequent " burnt city."

The street was paved by the innabitants of the second city with large
flags of white limestone, in which, however, I failed to discover any ruts
of chariot-wheels. For this reason I think that the street only served
for pedestrians, the more so as it slopes to the plain at an angle of a little

less than 70°, and is, therefore, too steep for chariots. But still the flags

arc much worn and denote long use. For this reason they were covered
by the builders of the following, the third or burnt city, with new flags of

a reddish sandstone, which may still be seen in situ on the lower part of

2 See Plau I. (of Troy) at the place marked /A, close to the wall marked 6.
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the street as far as it is uncovered. Those of the upper part, near the

gateway, looked quite as fresh as the rest when I brought them to light at

the beginning of May 1873 ; but, when exposed to the sun, they speedily

became decomposed and crumbled away, which circumstance can leave no

doubt that they had been exposed to an intense heat. The parapets of

the gate must have been almost completely destroyed on the arrival of the

third settlers, the builders of the burnt city, for—as a glimpse at the

accompanying view (No. 144) will show—only the lower part of them

denotes by its large slabs of white limestone tlie architecture of the

second settlers ; whereas all the upper part of them, and the whole of

the masonry of small stones of reddish colour to the right of the Turk

with his spade, are the work of the third settlers, by whom were also

built the quadrangular projections of the parapets, between which were

the wooden gates. These projections stand in pairs oj)posite each other.^

Those of the first gate, in ascending from the plain, project, the one 2^ ft.,

the other 2j ft. : both are 3^ ft. high and 3j ft. broad ; the wooden gate

between them was 12^^ ft. broad. The street paved with the large flags of

limestone ends at this first gate, and the road from this to the second gate,

which is situated a little more than 20 ft. further to the north-east, is

very roughly jmved with large unhewn stones. The pavement has pro-

bably become uneven through the masses of burning debris which fell upon

it during the great conflagration of the third city.

The two following projections, between which was the second gate,

are 2 ft. high, above 3 ft. broad, and project about 2^ ft. A few yards

further to the north-east a wall of large stones, with a recess on its

south-east side, crosses the street, protruding only slightly above the

pavement. This wall undoubtedly marks the site of the third gate with

a wicket. This third gate is 17:^ ft. broad ; beyond it the parapets of the

road continue 10 ft. further in a north-easterly direction. That these

three gates really existed, every visitor acknowledges ; but how they were

put up— that, I think, nobody can explain, there being no holes for the

hinges either in the projections of the parapets or in the stones between

them. But, as the masonry of the parapet has a smooth surface and has

evidently never been higher than it now is, we may take it as certain that it

only served as a substruction to a large and high tower of but slightly-baked

bricks, and that wood entered largely into its construction. Only in this

way are we at all able to explain the intense heat which destroyed the

flags of the street before the gates, and to which every stone in the

parapets bears witness,, as well as the enormous masses of reddish or

yellow or black wood-ashes and broken bricks, which obstructed the street,

to a depth of from 7 to 10 ft., when I brought it to light. It was in the

masonry of this tower, through which the street passed, that the gates

must have been fastened.

But the inhabitants of the second stone city, which now occupies us,

used no bricks at all ; besides, the three gates, of which I have spoken,

evidently belong to the third settlers. It would, therefore, be out of

See the engraTiiigs No. 10, p. 35, and No. 13, p. 37, as well as Plan I. under the letter a.
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place to speak of them here were it not that, by giving my opinion as to

the architecture of the gates, when in use by the third settlers, I hope to

convey to the reader an idea of their condition in the time of the second

settlers. In fact, the courses of large white stones in the lower parts of

the parapets, as well as of the same sort of stones in the lower part of

their four quadrangular projections, can leave no doubt that the architec-

ture of the substructions to the gate-tower was identical with that used

in the second city ; besides that the wall, which denotes the existence of

the third gate with its wicket, belongs evidently to the second settlers,

who in all probability built their gate-tower of wood. As the masonry

of large blocks built by the second settlers is far more solid than that of

small stones or slightly-baked bricks used by the third people, the latter

would undoubtedly have taken care to preserve the parapets of the street

and their projections, had they found them entire. Moreover, had these

structures been destroyed in a siege and capture of the second city, the

large stones at leaet would have remained on the spot or near at hand,

and they would have been used by the third settlers for restoring the

destroyed masonry. But as this has not been done, we may conclude,

with all probability, that the second city must have been abandoned for a

long time ere it was colonized by the third settlers. M. Burnouf has

come to the very same conclusion, from the large funnel-shaped holes and

deep ravines filled with stones, which so frequently occur in the layers

of debris, from 12 to 16 ft. deep, of the second city, and of which visitors

will see many in my trenches, particularly in my great northern trench.*

He thinks that these large funnel-shaped hollows or ravines in the dahris

could only have been produced in the course of ages by rain-water, and

that they were filled with stones by the third settlers, who completely

levelled the area of the city before they began to build their own town.

Professor Virchow does not admit that these hollows could have been j)ro-

duced by the action of the rain-water in the midst of the debris ; but I

think it most likely, considering the really enormous masses of loose

stones contained in the layers of debris of the second city. Only I am not

of M. Burnouf's opinion, that ages would necessarily be required to pro-

duce such ravines. I even think that the rains of a single winter might

possibly be sufficient to produce largo and deep funnel-shaped holes in

such huge masses of debris, consisting of loose stones and clay.

To this second city evidently belongs also the large wall which

continues fi'om the gate in a north-westerly direction, and which is

but a prolongation of the great internal wall marked c on the view,

No. 144, and a on the little sketchy No. 145, Like the internal wall c,

this is more like a rampart than a mere wall : in general its western and

north-western slope consists of solid masonry to a depth of 3 or 4 ft.

;

but it is intersected by a number of regular walls, which can have had

no other object than to consolidate it. This rampart wall, which is in

some places 30 ft. thick, is paved with small flags or irregularly shaped

* Those fiiniR'l-shai)ed hollows, filled with stones, are marked by the letter q on I'laii III.,

Section X-Y.
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stones ; but this pavement was covered 3 ft. deep with (h'hn's when the

third city was built, for all the fragments of pottery contained. in it are of

the second city, to which also belong all the potsherds contained in the

debris below the pavement. Now, this rampart resembles an esplanade

;

but cities so small as the pre-historic towns of Hissarlik can have no

esplanades. Neither did it look as it does now when I first brought it

to light ; for it was encumbered with crumbling brick walls, mournful

remnants of the towers and other works of fortification of the third city.

But the masses of saddle-querns, pottery, shellc, &c., contained in the

debris, can leave no doubt that these Trojan works were many storeys

high, and served both as fortifications and dwelling-houses for the inha-

bitants. We must probably presume, that the works erected on these

ramparts by the inhabitants of the second stone city served a like pur-

pose ; but, as they certainly were not of brick, they must have been of

stone. This seems also to be proved, with all probability, by the stu-

pendous masses of loose stones which occur at the feot of the walls, as

well as in and on the ruins of the houses, and which are sometimes 12

or 14 ft. deep. The following settlers found these masses of stones ready

at hand, but they did not care to use them : only here and there they

built the substructions of their houses with them ; all the rest, and in

fact generally even the substructions of their houses, they built of

slightly-baked brick.

As to habitations on city walls, my dear, my honoured, my learned,

my deeply-mourned friend. Dr. Edward Moss, of Arctic celebrity—who,

when Staff-surgeon on board H.IM.S. Research, lying in the autumn of

1878 in Besika Bay, came daily to visit my works at Troy, and who later,

as Staff-surgeon on board H.M.S. Atalanta, perished with that unfortunate

vessel— called to my remembrance that in this respect Troy resembled

several cities in Scripture : thus, for example, the Book of Joshua (ii. 15)

describes the house of Eahab as situated on the wall of Jericho.

As I have said, the great internal wall ^—which, on the south side,

was the external wall of the inhabitants of the second stone city—(the

wall marked h on No. 144, and c d on the sketch No. 145, having been

subsequently built by the people of the third city)—slopes at an angle

of 45^, and its western prolongation from the gate at an angle of about

15^ ; consequently these walls could easily be scaled, and they can only

have served as substructions to the works of defence erected upon them.

To this second city also belongs the irregular wall on the north side

to the left of the entrance to my great northern trench (marked V on

Plan TIL, Section X-Y). M. Burnouf, who carefully examined this wall,

made the following observations on it :
—" At the north angle, close

to the large ruined brick wall, we see again for a distance of 12 metres

or 40 ft. the more or less damaged courses of blocks of the great wall of

the second city, which, like the wall c on No. 144 and a on the sketch

No. 145, consists only on the outside of real masonry, and for the rest

of loose stones. In the ditch dug at the foot of the rampart, visitors may

* See No. 144 c, and sketch No. 145, a, p. 265.
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see the lower courses of this wall, which consist of Very large blocks of

limestone."

On this rampart, as on the two which we have already passed in

review, were no doubt built the works of fortification, which served at the

same time as habitations. Visitors will see there a number of substruc-

tions of large stones belonging to this second city, to which belongs

also the large building (marked E on Plan III., Section X-Y), whose

slightly dislocated thick walls will be seen further on to the left in my
great northern trench, at a depth of from 33 to 40 or 43 ft. below the

surface of the hill. I call j)articular attention to the layers of debris

(marked P on the same plan), which slant at an angle of 45° from the

top of this building towards the great internal wall (c on Xo. 144), and

which go far to prove that this building is much more ancient than the

latter, and that the rampart-like walls were not built till ages after the

foundation of the second city. What has this large building been ? This

edifice seemed to me important to preserve ; but as all the stones of its

walls are slightly dislocated, just as if shaken by an earthquake, I could

not possibly excavate it ; for, unless supported, its walls would have fallen

at once. I was therefore forced to leave it embedded as it was, with only

the edges of its walls peeping out from the east side of my trench. I call

the attention of visitors to the ponderous blocks composing Avhat appears

to be its flat roof.

The inhabitants of this second city, like their predecessors and

successors, used to a large extent cakes of clay ((/alettes), in order to

level th-e ground and consolidate it for their ponderous stone buildings.

In this second city I found the debris of three houses, which had

evidently been destroyed by fire. One of them, which is immediately to

the north-west of the well,^ may be easily examined by visitors, in accord-

ance with the following description of M. Burnouf :' —

•

" I. The Area.—The substratum is formed of superposed compact

strata containing earth, ashes, bones, shells, stones, and other debris

belonging to the first city. This substratum is from 8 to 10 ft. deep in

the great trench. The area established on this substratum is made solely

of bruised and compressed brick matter ; its thickness is 0"05 m. (2 in.).

The burning material which in the conflagration has ftillen on this soil

has, first, vitrified the surface of the area from 1 to 2 millimetres (l-2.jth

to 2-25ths in.) deep (this thin layer is of a greenish colour) ;
^ secondly,

it has completely baked the brick-stratum to a depth of 0*02 m. =
0'8 in. (this layer is light yellow) ; lastly, it has burnt the layer below

black to a depth of from 10 to 15 centimetres = 4 to C in.

" II. The Debris. — Over the area we see : (1) a uniform stratum

of very light charcoal, O'Ul to 0*02 m. deep : (2) a stratum of brick-

earth, which has in the centre a depth of half a metre = 20 in. : this proves

that in the middle of the house there has been much more of this matter

« Markod a Z on Plan I. (of Troy). the millimetre (0-001 m.) = 0-04 in., or l-25th
' See the Section, No. 146, p. 270. in. See the Table of French and English

• The centimetre (O'Olm.) = 0*4 in. nearly ; Measures.
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than elsewhere ; it is the base of this stratum of brick-earth -which, by its

heat, has vitrified the soil of the area. Above it are strata of a brownish

or light colour, forming the arc of a circle ; of which the upper layer (a)

is of a brown colour ; it contains small yellow clay-cakes {^galettes) which

have fallen almost without breaking : (3) a sporadic stratum of pretty

large flat pieces of charcoal, 0-10 to 0'12 m. = 4 to 4*8 in. long and

broad: (4) a thick j^arty-coloured stratum, from ()'70 to 0'80 m. =
28 to 32 in. deep of clay-cakes {galettes}, and blackish, brown, grey or

Gvnund J^^lonr

No. 146. Ssction of a burnt House on the north-west side ol lue NVcll (a Z on Plan I ).

reddish substances more or less mixed with straw. This stratum contains

fragments of pottery, shells, bones, &c. This last stratum appears to

be derived from the terraced roof ; the large pieces of charcoal are from

the beams and joists. The inferior strata of light earth have fallen first

through the burning timber-work ; they appear to be derived from the

floor, the light wood of which has produced the first stratum of debris.

Thus the house appears to have had probably a ground-floor and one

upper storey. Contrary to the general architecture of the second city,

there is no trace of walls in this house. Were they perhaps of clay ?
"

I would further call the particular attention of visitors to the several

house-walls of this second city, which peep out from below the large

house of the third city to the north-west of the gate (see the engraving

No. 188, p. 325). As nine out of the ten treasures which I discovered

were found in or close to that house, I hold it to be the house of the

town-chief or king ; and so the walls, which we see below it, may perhaps

belong to the mansion of the chief or king of the second city. As they

are below the level of the rampart wall, they may perhaps claim a greater

antiquity than the latter.

To the north of the great wall c, in excavating the great trench,

I struck, on the 2nd of August, 1872, a stone house of the second city,

which had evidently also been destroyed by fire, because it was filled, to

the depth of 6 or 7 ft., with yellow or brownish wood-ashes, in which I

found the tolerably well-preserved skeleton of a human being. The colour

of the bones, as well as the strange position in which the body^ was found,

can leave no doubt that the person had been overtaken by the fire and

burnt to death. This seems to be the more certain, as all the pre-historic

peoples, who succeeded each other in the course of ages on the hill of

Hissarlik, used cremation of the dead. The smallness of the skull led me
at once to think that it was that of a woman ; and this opinion seems to

' Thft body was found nearly standing, and but slightly inclined backward.
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be corroborated by the gold ornaments which I picked up by the side of

the skeleton, and which I shall presently describe.

No. 147. Different Views of tlie Skull i>f a Girl, whose slii-lcton was found in a burnt bouse .^t a depth of 42 ft.

a. Front, b. Back. c. .Side. d. Top.

The skull was unfortunately broken in the excavation, but

recomposed. Professor Virchow, who made the accompanying

drawing (No. 147) of it, writes to me as follows on the subject

:

"Lcngtli of the skull .........
Gnatcst breadth of the skull........
Auricular lieiglit ..........
Ijo\v«r frontal breadth .........
Height of the face..........
Lreailth do. . . ........

Do. of the lower jaw ........
Eye-hole, heiglit ..........

Do. breadth ..........
Nose, heiglit ...........
Do. breadth ..........
Height of t!-.e alveolar apophysis of the upper jaw . . . .

Horizontal circumference of the skull . . . .

" From this the following indices may be calculated :

—

"Longitudinal index .........
Auricubir index ..........
Nasal index ..... ......
Orbital index . . . . . . . ."..'...

it has been

geometrical

180-5

149

IIG

93

104

90
82-

29

38

48:

2:5-

17

522

S2 • 5

G4-2
48-5

76-3
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" This skull is brachyceplialic, and decidedly a female one ; it is par-

ticularly distinguished by strongly-developed prognathism. Though it

is badly recomposed, yet it is so far reconstructed, that the above

measures may be considered as approximately accurate. The teeth,

particularly the upper incisors, are large; the enamel is everywhere

very white and furrowed lengthwise ; the crowns are but little wasted,

and the wisdom teeth not yet cut. It belonged, therefore, to a girl.

As the hasis cranii is missing, nothing more can be said of the age.

On the whole, the skull is broader and higher than it is long ; the

frontal and parietal protuberances are well developed ; the forehead is

full ; the occiput is broadly expanded. The face is somewhat broad,

with low eye-holes and moderately broad nose. The chin is retracted

;

the middle of the lower jawbone is low, the processes steep and l)road.

When looked at from behind, the skull appears low and flattened."

Nu. HS. No. 149. No. 150.

Xos. 14S-151. Gold Kings and Brooch of Electrum, of very primitive workmanship.

(Actual size. Depth, about 42 ft.)

With regard to the jewels found by the side of the skeleton, the two

ear-rings, Nos. 148 and 149, are of a very primitive kind, consisting of

simple gold wire 0*0015 m. thick; in fact, it is impossible to imagine any-

thing ruder or more primitive. The finger-ring, No. 150, is of the same

rude w^orkmanship ; it consists of a treble gold w'ire 0*0025 m. thick.

Compared with these, the third gold ear-ring, like No. 694, is a

real work of art ; it is composed of six gold wires of equal thickness,

which form a leaf. The electrum brooch, No. 151, has that primitive

form of which we have passed several specimens of bronze in review (see

Nos. lOG, 107), in discussing the objects found in the first city, and which

existed before the invention of the fibula?. The body must have worn

some more female ornaments, for I collected by its side several plain gold

beads, only 1 millimetre in diameter (like Nos. 913-915), as also a very

thin oval gold ring, only l-4th of an inch long.

Electrum occurs several times in the third Trojan city. It is men-

tioned by Homer together with bronze, gold, silver, and ivory as an

ornament of walls :
" Consider, son of Nestor dear to my heart, the

gleam of the bronze, the gold, the electrum, and the ivory in the

resounding hall." ^ In this instance electrum certainly means an alloy

' Od. iv. 71-73 : x"^^'^'^'^
'''^ arepotrriv Kara Sco/xara T)xrievTa,

<Ppd.^eo, HeffToplSri, rij! e'/u^ K€xop"''M^''s Bv/j.^, xP""""!' t' rjXeKTpov t€ Kal apyvpov t/S' e\4<paVTCS.
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of gold and silver. But the word occurs twice more in Homer, where

nothing else than amber can be meant by it.^

In speaking of the ingots which Croesus sent to the Oracle of Delphi,

Herodotus says :
" The number of ingots was 117, four being of refined

gold, in weight 1^ talents each; the others were half-tiles of pale gold,

and in weight 2 talents each." ^ There seems to be every probability that

by the pale gold electrum is meant ; for we cannot suppose that the

pale gold was inferior to that of the Lydian coins, which are* certainly

of electrum, though the quantity of silver contained in them seems to

exceed the proportion indicated by Pliny in the following most interesting

passage :

*—" Omni auro inest argentum vario pondere, alibi dccuma,

alibi nona, alibi octava parte. In uno tantum Galliae metallo, quod vocant

Albicralense, tricesima sexta portio invenitur : ideo caeteris praeest.

Ubicumque quinta argenti portio est, electrum vocatur. Scobcs eae

reperiuntur in Canaliensi. Fit et cura electrum argento addito. Quod

si quintam portionem excessit, incudibus non resistit. Et electro auc-

toritas, Homero teste, qui Menelai regiam auro, electro, argento, ebore,

fulgere tradit. Minervae templum habet Lindos, insulae Ehodiorum, in

quo Helena sacravit calycem ex electro. Adjicit historia, mammae suae

mensura. Electri natura est, ad lucernarum lumina clarius argento

splendere. Quod est nativum, et venena deprehendit. Namque discur-

runt in calycibus arcus, caelestibus similes, cum igneo stridore ; et gemina

ratione praedicunt."

We gather from this passage of Pliny that the ancients gave the name

of " electrum " particularly to a natural alloy, containing the requisite

proportions, which, according to another passage, they found out by the

touchstone :
^ " Auri argentique mentionem comitatur lapis, quern coti-

culam appellant, quondam non solitus inveniri, nisi in flumine Tmolo, ut

auctor est Theophrastus : nunc vero passim : quern alii Heraclium, alii

Lydium vocant. Sunt autem modici, quaternas uncias longitudinis, binas-

que latitudinis non excedentes. Quod a sole fuit in his, melius quani

quod a terra. His coticulis periti, quum e vena ut lima rapuerunt

experimentum, protinus dicunt quantum auri sit in ea, quantum argenti

vel aeris, scripulari differentia, mirabili ratione, non fallente."

Strabo had apparently only a confused idea of electrum, for, speaking

of the gold of Spain, he says :
" When gold is melted and purified with

a certain aluminous earth, there remains a residue which is electrum.

If this residue, which contains gold and silver, is remelted, the silver

is consumed and the gold remains as a residue." '^ Pausanias mentions

the two kinds of electrum in speaking of a statue of Augustus of amber

:

*' That electrum of which the statue of Augustus has been made, inasmuch

- Od. XV. 4«0: * //- -'V. sxxiii. 23.

Xpvc^ov opfjiov ex'^''' M""^ 5' riXfKTpoiaiv tepTO- ^ Ibid, xxxiii. 43.

and xviii. '29(j

;

" iii. p- 14(5 : 4k Se rov xovffov ei^/OjueVoi/ Kal

Xpvfffov, r\\(KTpoiaiv ^fpjxtvov, tjcAioc u-s. Kadaipofxivov oTUTmjpitiSei riv\ y^ rh Kadapua

' i. 50 : api9iJ.hv 5« (irTaKaiSfKa /col fKarov ijAfurpov tlvai- nd\tv 5* tovtov Acot?ei|/0(ueVoi/,

Kal TOVTfdiv avf(p6ov xp^"^"" rfcraapa, rpia rifxi- jxlyixa txovTos apyvpov Kcd xpi'"""^' '''"'' M*''

Td\avra fKacrrov eAKovra, to. 5* dWa i}ixn:\ivdia &pyvpov dnoKaifadai rof 5e XP^''^'"'
vi^ofiivfiv.

XtvKov xpviTOv aradfjibv 5itoAo»'to.

T
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as it is only found native in the sands of the Eridaniis, is exceedingly-

scarce, and is highly prized l)y man ; hut the other kind of electrum is

gold alloyed with silver." " Eustathius, who mentions three sorts of elec-

trum, declares the alloy of gold and silver to be the principal one,**

From a depth of 26 to 40 ft. below the surface I excavated a third house,

destroyed by fire and belonging to this second city, just in front of the

long marble slab marked/ on No. 144 (p. 2G5). It is built entirely of small

stones joined with clay ; an architecture exactly such as we see in the

pre-historic buildings found beneath three layers of pumice-stone and
volcanic ashes on the Island of Thera (Santorin). The horizontal row of

large holes, at a certain height all round its four walls, marks the places

of the beams, and j)roves that the house was at least two storeys high.

The walls are still partially covered with a coating of yellow clay, which

had been whitened with a wash of white clay. Every stone of its walls,

nay, every j)article of debris contained between them, bears traces of the

intense heat to which it has been exposed, and which has so completely

destroyed everything that was in the rooms, that we only occasionally

found charred fragments of pottery among the yellow and brownish wood-

ashes and debris, with which the spaces were filled.

In digging down in the centre of this house, below the level of the

base of its walls, we found, curiously enough, other house-walls, which

must certainly be still more ancient ; and these, too, showed indications

of having been exposed to a terrible heat. But, owing to the fragile

condition of the upper walls, I could bring to light hardly more than the

surface of these lower walls. I must, therefore, leave it undecided whether

the house, to which these more ancient walls belong, was destroyed by

fire, or whether the marks of intense heat, which were conspicuous upon

its walls, were produced by the conflagration of the upper house, which

might certainly have been the case if the surface of the more ancient

walls had protruded just below the wooden floor of the upper house.

That this lower floor really was of wood is apparent from the charred

remains of it, in a horizontal line all along the four walls of the upper

house. But these calcined remains clearly show that the whole floor

consisted of beams, and not of planks. The people must have had very

great difficulty in cutting down the trees with their stone axes and

getting rid of their branches. They must have had still greater difficulty

in cleaving them, as no tree has a straight cleavage so that planks can be

cloven out of it. With their silex saws, only 2 or 3 in. long, they could

only saw bones or small, pieces of wood, not beams. They had no bronze

axes ; for if such had existed I should have found them, especially in the

third, the burnt city, which, as the ten treasures found in it go far to

prove, was suddenly and unexpectedly destroyed by fire. They had no

bronze saws for sawing wood ; for in all the five pre-historic cities only

the fragment of one thin bronze saw was found (8f in. long and nearly

" Paus. V. 12, § fi : Tc» 5e ^AeKTpoi' toCto o5 T<5 ircWuiv i<n\v 'iviKa- rh Se a.X\o ^KtKrpov

Ahjovarcf, -KiTroi-nvTai t7}V ('iKova, oaov /xev avro- avaneiJ.iyu.fVOS ecrrlv apyvpa> xpv<^c^-

{.laTov tv Tov 'UpiTiavov ra7s ipafj-ixois evplaKerai, ^ Ad Od'/ss. iv. 73. p. 1483 : ^.a^iara l\

Czra-yiCiTaL to. fxaXiffra Ka.\ avdpunroi Tif-uov fuyfua XP^coC Kol apyvpov.
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2 in. broad), wliicli I at first thought to he a sword. It was contained in

the large treasure found by me in May 1873, which circumstance seems

to prove that it was a rare object. It is to be seen in my Trojan

collection in South Kensington Museum.

The floors were cov(3red with clay, which filled all the interstices and

hollows between the beams, so as to make a smooth surface. As the wails

of this third burnt house have been so much deteriorated by the confla-

gration, they would soon crumble away if they remained exposed to the

air. I have therefore thought it in the interest of science to fill this

excavation up again, in order to preserve the house for future times. But

whoever wishes to see it may easily excavate it with ten workmen in one

day. I repeat, it is in the large trench, just below the marble block

marked /on No. 144.

As, in speaking of the objects found in this Second City, I began with

metals, I may say that I found there the same kind of rude brooches

v/ith a globular head or with, a head in the form of a spiral of copper,

as well as the same kind of needles of that metal, as in the First City

(see Nos. 104, 105, 107, and 108)." I have not noticed in the second

city either lead or silver ; but, as gold and electrum were found, those

metals were undoubtedly known and in use there.

I also collected there an abundance of saddle-querns of trachyte, as

well as globular corn-bruisers and rude hammers of gneiss, granite, diorite,

&c. ; the same kind of axes of blue serpentine rock, gabbro-rock, diorite,

&c. ; also two small axes, which Mr. Thomas Davies found to consist

of green jade (nephrite). I may here add that, according to Dr. William

Humble's Did. of Geology and Mineralogy (Lend. 18G0), s. v. ' Nephrite,'

" This name of the mineral is derived from v6^piTT]<i (from vecfipo^, a

'kidney'), because it was formerly worn from an absurd notion that

diseases of the kidney were relieved by its presence. It is a sub-species

of jade, possessing the' hardness of quartz, combined with a peculiar

tenacity, which renders it difficult to break, cut, or polish. It is unctuous

to the touch ; fracture splintery and dull ; translucent. Colours green,

grey, and white. Specific gravity from 2*9 to 3"1. Constituents, silex

53*80, lime 12-75, soda 10-80, potash 8-50, alumina 1-55, oxide of iron

5-0, oxide of manganese 2*0, water 2-30."

Under the word 'Jade,' Dr. Humble says: "It is the Ncphrit of

Werner ; Nephrite of Jameson ; called also nephrite stone, nephrite, and

axe-stone. Brochant states its fresh fracture to present a paler green

than that of its surface. Before the blow-pipe it fuses easily, and with

a slight ebullition, into a bead of white semi-transparent glass. In con-

sequence of its tenacity, it has been wrought into chains and other

delicate work."

The perforated stone hammers of this second city are also identical

with those of tlio first city. I represent here one of them under No. 152. I

did not find here entire long stone axes, only two halves, which I represent

' Nos. 113, 114, find 115, which belong to this second citj-, hare been engraved with those

belonging to the first city, at p. 250.
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under Nos. 153 and 154. '1 he upper one shows the perforation, of which

there is no trace on the lower one; besides, the nppcr one consists of

No. 15'2. IcTt'orated Stone

Hammer. (Half actual bize.

Depth, about 35 ft.)

No. 153.

Nus. 153, 15-t.

(Half actual size

No. 155. Object of Stone : a. phallus.

(Half actual size. Depth, 42 ft.)

grey diorite ; the lower one of gabbro-rock : therefore these two frag-

ments belong to different axes.

There was also found in this second city the .object No. 155, of grey

granite, which, by its shape, I hold to represent a j;/i«??»s, the more so

as objects of an identical shape are frequent in the subsequent cities;

while, further, the god Priapus was fabled to have been born of

Aphrodite and Dionysus in the neighbouring city of Lampsacus,'" where,

as well as in his homonymous city, Priapus, he had in historical times

a celebrated cultus, and was venerated more than any other god. It

deserves, however, particular notice that this god is not mentioned either

by Homer or by Hesiod, or by any of the other poets. According to

Strabo, Priapus was the son of Dionysus and a nymph.-^ Athenaeus

'* Paus. ix. 31, § 2: 'Evravda Kal TrjAe^a) rw
'apanXfovs yd\a iarlv f\a(pos iraiSl juiKpw 5i-

Sovcra, Kal 03vs re Trap' ahrhv Ka\ ixyaXfxa Wpi.a-

TTOv Bias a^iov. Tovrca Tifj.al tw dfaj SfSovrai

fjLfv Ka\ aWws, iv6a iWtv alymv vojual Kal -rrpo-

Pdrcev 7) Kal kffjxol /xeXiffcriov hajx^aK-nvol 5e is

irKiov v) Qfoiis tovs aWovs yo/xi(ovcri, Aiovvcrov

T6 avThv iralBa ilvai Kal 'A(ppoSiTr]i \4yovTes.

Diodor. Sic. iv. 6 : fj.vdoAoyovaiv oip ol iraXatol

rhv Upianov vihv fhai Aiovvcrov Kal 'A(ppo5'iTT]s,

TTiQavcos rr)v yivecnv ravrrju f^yjyov/nevor tovs

yap olvuiQivTas cpvaiKus iuTerdadat trphs ras

a<ppoBi(7'taKas fjSovds' rives Se <pa(Ti rh aiSoTov

Tuiv dvQpiL-Kwv TOVS TraXaiovs ju-vdcoScos bvofxd^eiv

jiovKofxivovs Tlpiairov wpocrayopevaai. fvioi 5e

Xeyovcri tJ) yfvvrjTiKhu fiopiov, aXriov vTrdpxov

Trjs ')eve(Tfocs tS>v avdpwiricv Kal SiafxovTis eis

airavTa rov alwva, rvx^'iv t7,s aQavarov rifxris.

Tibull. 1, 4, 7 ; Schol. ad .^iiollon. Rhod.

Argonaut. 1, 932.

* Strabo. siii. p. 587 : tirdyvfjios S' farl rov

TloidTTOv rtixciifxevov trap' avro7s, dr' e| 'Opveuiv

rSiv irepl Kopivdov fj.eTevriveyiJ.fPov rov iepov,

eXre r^ Xeyecrdat Aiovvffov Kal vv/xcpris rhv 6ehv
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says that " Priapns was with the Lampsacenes originally an epithet of

Dionysus, like Opia/xfSo'-; and hidvpajx^o'^, and that he is identical with

him."=^

According to Ednard Meyer,^ " Priapus, the principal god of Lampsacus,

was a Bebrycian deity. This is evident from the fact that as a native

god he is {i.e. in historic times of antiquity) still found in Bithynia.

The primitive inhabitants of Bithynia were Bebrycians ; the Bithynians

were later Thracian immigrants : we must, therefore, presume that they

took Priapus from the religion of the primitive Bithynians. Lucian

relates that, according- to the Bithynian legend, Priapus was a warlike

god, to whom Here gave Ares to educate; and he taught him dancing

before teaching him fighting, Arrian related, in his Bithynian history,

that Priapus (whom he calls ITptWo?) signifies the Sun, on account of

his generating power.** This is undoubtedly right. Priapus is by his

origin undoubtedly an ithyphallic sun-god, like Amon (Chem) and the

Horns bull of the Egyptians. On the other hand, the Sun-god easily

becomes a warlike deity. The poets relate a legend, according to

which, at the feast of the Mother of the Gods, Priapus lay in wait for

Vesta (who is she ?) ; but that the ass of Silenus betrayed him by
his bray. For this reason the Lampsacenes used to sacrifice an ass to

Priapus.^ The Greeks explained the worship of Priapus on the coast of

the Hellespont by the abundance of wine in the country.*^ From his

worship at Lampsacus he had the epithet ' Hellespontiacus.' " ^

He was the protector of the fields,^ the dispenser of fertility, the

tutelary deity of shepherds and goatherds, of the rearing of bees, of hor-

ticulture, the cultivation of the vine, and of fishery.^

I may here add, that the phallus (^aXA,o?) was the symbol of the

procreating power of nature, whose worship extended, according to Witz-

schel,^° " through all natural religions from their rudest beginning until

the decay of heathenism. In the Egyptian sculptures we frequently see

ithyphallic gods. At the feasts of Dionysus-Osiris the women carried

round to the villages puppet-like figures a cubit high, with a not much
shorter phallus, which they pulled by strings.^ Herodotus adds, that the

op/xrjffdvTctiv eVl to Tinaf avrhv rSiv avdpwiruv, Mayvrjiriav /liv 6.pTov, % Trpocrfcpfpe nfVT-i]KOVTa

eVfiS?; (T(p()Spa ei/a^uTreAo's iariy t] X'^P°- '^"^ avrrj raKavra rov (viavrov, Adfiil/aKOV Se olvov

Kai [?'/] i<pi^7]s (ifMopos, 5; re tHov Tlapiavu)!' Kal 7; {iSuKei yap iroXvoivSTaTov rwv Tore elvaC),

Twv AaixipaKTtuwv. Mvovfra 8e v<pov.

- Athenaeus, i. 54: Tifiarai 5e -Kapa Aa/x^pa- ' Ovid. lutst. i. 440; vi. 341.

K7)vols & UplaTTos 6 avTus 2)f T^ Aiovvaw, f| * Voss, Myth. Bricfc, ii. p. 344 fT.

iiriQiTov Ka\ovf/.evos ovrws, uis Opiafxfios Kal ' Paus. ix. 31, § 2 ; Ovid, i'asi. i. 415 ; Authol.

Si9vpaij.0os. I'al. x. 7, 8 ; Voss, ad Virg. Eel. vii. 33 ; dorg,
^ Gescldddc von Trons ; Leipzif,'-, 1877, p. 43. i. 110 ; Voss, 3fyth. Brr. ii. p. 37 ; Pauly, Ecal
* Lucinn. dc Saltat. 21 : rhv Uplairov Sal/xova Enajclupadic, s. v. Priapus.

•iTo\(fXL(TTriv,rwv Tiravuiv G7;xai (fa tj rwv 'iSaioji/ '" I'auly, op. cit. s. v. Phallus.

AaKTvKoov {"i) ; Aniau, /Vd/y. 32, edit. IMiiller ox ' Hcriidnt. ii. 48: ttjj/ 8e &\\i)v aviyovffi

hustath. ad II. vii. 459 : ITpteTros irapa 'Appiavw bpr^vTw Awvvcrw oi AlyinrTioi, irKijv x^P'^^'y Kark
iv 'RidwiaKols, Trap" w Kal eis "HKiov aWrjyopu- ravTu trxfScij' Tracra "EWtjctl- olvtI 5e (paWui',

Tai Sia Ti'j yuvi/xou. &K\a cT<pi effrt (^fvprjij.fi'a offou re irrixvo!ia.

^ Ovid. Faat. \\. 319-340; Lactant. dc falsa aydK/xara vvpoffizaffTa to irfpKpopfovcri Karh
Bel. i. 21 ; differently Ovid. Fast. i. 391^440. KWfxas yvvalKti, vtvov rh alSoioy ou iroA.A^ re'y

* Strabo, xiii. p. 587; Thucydides, i. 138: tKaaaov ihv rov dKKov (xu^aTos.

ravrrisyap ^px* ''"'JJ X'^P*^) SJj'tos fiacriKews avrai
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seer Melampus was said to have transplanted to Greece- the worship

of Dionysus with the phallic processions. But, according to another

passage of the same author,^ the worship of the phallus was practised by

the Pelasgians in the remotest antiquity, and from them the Athenians

learned to make ithyphallic Hermae.' For this reason the phallus is not

onlv found on the islands inhabited by Pelasgians,^ Lemnos and Imbros,^

l)ut al><o on the cyclopcan walls of Alatri and Terni,'' on the substruction

of a house in the Pelasgian (afterwards Samnite) Saepinum, and else-

where. On the tomb of Alyattes in Lydia there stood a colossal phallus,

the head of which, 40 ft. in circumference and 12 ft. in diameter, is

still extant.** In Greece the phallic processions ((fjaWajMyta, cfiaXKr]-

(f)6pta) were general.^ Before the temple of Dionysus in Syria there

stood, according to Lucian,^" two phalli, witli tlie inscription, 'Dionysus

has dedicated them to his step-mother Here,' Their height is given

(c. 28) as 300 fathoms, which number Palmerius has corrected to 30. In

the Dionysiac procession of Ptolemaeus Philadelphus at Alexandria a

phallus figured, 120 (sic) cubits high, ornamented with a crown em-

broidered with gold and with a gold star on the top. We see in sculp-

tures and paintings a series of the most varied formations of the phallus,

extending from these monstrous works to the amulets for suspension,

2-3 in, long. At Lavinium, during the whole month which was sacred

to Liber Pater, the phallus was carried in procession through the villages,

for warding off enchantment from the fields.'^ At weddings the newly-

married woman was obliged to sit on the phallus, in order to present, as

it were, her chastity to him.^ Considering, therefore, that this worshij)

extends through the whole history of natural religion from beginning

to end, we must see in it an originally harmless veneration of the

generating principle."
"

Professor Sayce kindly sends me the following interesting note :

—

" Last year I discovered on the northern cliff of Mount Sipylus in

Lydia, about half a mile to the east of the pre-historic figure of Niobe, the

representation of a large phallus, with two artificial niches on either side

and two pit tombs in front. It had evidently been a place of pilgrimage,

like a similar figure in a hollow on the summit of one of the lower

Pyrenees, near Bidarray, which I once visited, and which is still venerated

by the Basque women."

In treating now of the pottery of this Second Stone City, I repeat that

both in fabric and shape it is altogether different from that of the first

city. It therefore gives us the most certain proof that the inhabitants

2 jjgj-ojjit 11.49.
' Jlicali, Monum. per la Stor. de' Ant. j)op.

^ Ibid. ii. jI: raina ix\v vvv Kal ixWa xiii- a; Gottling, Geschichte d. Sum. Staatsverf.

TTphs TovToiffi Tct iyoo (ppdcTiii, ^'EA.AijJ'es air' p. -'f^.

AlyvirTioiv veuo/xLKaai rod 5e 'Ep/ii4a> to. * K. O. 'SI iiller. Arch. d. Kunst. p. 304-.

aydAixaTa opOa ex«'»' ^a alSola Troavi'Tes ovK ^ Herodot. ii. 49 ; Aristoph. ^cAsWrt.
,

air' h'lyvTTTiwv ixf/j.ae7]ica(ri, aW' airh llfXaffywv, '" De dea Syr. c. IG.

KpwTOi fj.€!/
'E\\7}vu}V aiTavTav 'Adrivaiot TrapaXa- " Augiistin. de Civit. Dei, vi. 9. 3.

j8oVt€s, trapa Se tovtc^v 5>\\ol. ' Augustin. Ibid. i. 6, vii. 24. 2 ;
Lactant. i,

* Gerhard, de Religione Ifennarum, 1845, p. 3. 20. 39 ;
Arnob. iv. 7.

^ Herodot. vi. 137 ; v. 26. ^ J- Grimm, Deutsche Mijthol. ii. p. 1209.

« K. 0. Miiller, Etnisker, i. p. 77. . _
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of the second city were altogether a different people from those of tlie

first city, for, as my friend Mr. George Dennis ^ observes :
" The several

styles of art of the same race at different periods are bound to one another

like the links of a chain ; and it is impossible for a people, after having

wrought out a style of pottery which had acquired among them a sacred

and ritual character, to abandon it on a sudden, and adopt another style

of a totally different character. A people may modify, develop, perfect,

but can never utterly cast aside its own arts and industry, because in such

a case it would deny its own individuality. When we find, therefore,

between two styles of art so many and such strongly pronounced dis-

crepancies, that it becomes impossible to perceive the most remote

analogy between them, it is not enough to attribute such diversities to

a difference of age, or stage of culture ; we can only ascribe them to

different races."

The large lustrous-black bowls, with long horizontal tubular holes for

suspension on both sides in the rim, which are so very abundant in the

first city that I was able to collect thousands of fragments of them, never

occur in the second city ; neither do the vases with double vertical tubular

holes on each side, which are plentiful in the first city. On the other

hand, we find in the second city those gigantic terra-cotta jars—5 or 6^ ft.

high, from 3 to 5 ft. in diameter, and from 2 to 3 in. thick in the clay

—

which are altogether wanting in the first city. It is true that I found

there now and then fragments of coarse pottery ; but as they are usually

less than half an inch thick, and as none of them has a thickness of 1 in.,

the jars (pitJioi) to which they belong cannot have been large.

Certainly the large jars (pithoi) of the second city are rudely made :

where they are broken, we see an enormous mass of pieces of silicious

stone, or mica, many of them a quarter of an inch thick ; but nevertheless,

as his Highness Prince Otto Bismarck, the Chancellor of the German
Empire, ingeniously remarked to me, in July 1879, at Kissingen, the

manufacture of these large jars proves already a high degree of civiliza-

tion, for to make them is just as difficult as to bake them, and they can,

consequently, only have been manufactured by a people Vvdio had an

experience of centuries in the potter's art. The Prince thinks that they

must have been made in the following manner :

—
" The shape of a intlios

was first made of willow rods or reeds, around which the clay was built

up gradually, beginning with the base. When finished, the pithos was

filled with wood ; a large pyre of wood was also heaped up around it.

The wood was simultaneously kindled inside and outside the jar, and thus,

by the double fire from within and from without, a very great heat was

produced. This operation being several times repeated, the jar became

at last thoroughly baked." I feel sure that Prince Bismarck's opinion is

perfectly correct ; for, whilst even the smallest and thinnest clay vessels

are at the most only half baked, the large jars, though from 2 to 3 in.

thick, are always perfectly baked; and as the pre-historic peoples had— as

I have explained (}>. 219)—no kilns, and had to bake all their pottery at

The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria ; 'Jml edit., London, 1878.
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an open fire, a heat great enough to do this coiikl, I think, only I33

produced hy a double fire several times repeated. I may add that the

tliorough broking of these large jars was a necessity ; for, owing to their

great size and ponderous weight * (sometimes nearly a ton), they could

not have been moved without breaking to pieces had they been as im-

perfectly baked as all the other pottery. It is from this thorough bakinj^-

also that these large inthoi have always a pretty dark-red colour.^

In the accompanying engraving (No. 156) I represent a fragment of a

jyiiltos of this second city, the terra-cotta of which is ^hm. thick. It is

decorated with two pro-

jecting bands, of which

the upper one is com-

posed alternately of the

iish-spine or herring-

1)one ornament and a

row of circles, the lower

one also of fish-spines,

to Tvdiich, however, the

primitive artist has/idded

a stroke in another di-

rection, in order to make
his decoration more va-

ried and attractive. All

this ornamentation looks

as if it had been im-

pressed ; but on closer

examination one finds

that it has been incised before the first baking of the jar. Prof. Sayce

remarks to me regarding this fragment that " the band with circles may
be compared with the necklace of the jn'e-historic head from Boujah, near

Smyrna, now in the British Museum. This head displays a very strange

and barbarous style of art, and a very peculiar type of countenance."

The large jars, ttlOol, are only once mentioned in Homer. "^ Just as we
find them standing in rows in the store-rooms on the ground-floor of the

Nil. lot). 1 nigiufnt of a larsp Jar. (1 : 4 actual size.

Di'pth, abuul -12 ft.)

* A p// /(OS of this kind, fouml in the third (the
burnt) city, whirh I presented to mv worthy
collaborateur, Professor Rudolf Yirchow, for the
Royal Museum of Berlin, was so heavy that
fourteen of my A-ery strongest -workmen, who
had jjut it on two poles, laboured a whole day
in carrying it a distance of 1.50 yards.

* Professor Virchow remarks to me that the
baking of the pithoi could also be effected with
cow-dung in a closed pit. But I cannot accept
his theory, thoroughly baked pottery being
always much more solid, pretty, and valuable
than slightly baked pottery. If, therefore, a
thorough baking of the immense pithoi, whose
clay is from 2 to 3 in. thick, could be obtained
in this way, the same could certainly have been
obtained at once for the small ves^^els whose clav

has a thickness of from 3 to 4 mm. (l-8th to

l-t3th in.). But it is a tact that, however thin

the clay of the .small vessels may be, it is only

baked to one-third, seldom to one half, of its

thickne-ss. The baking can consequently only

have taken place in an open fire ; in fact, only

by this theory we can explain the total baking

of the ;jif/iOi''and the partial baking of the thin

pottery.

* II. xxiv. 527-533 :

SoioJ yap Te Tn'0O( KaTaKelarai 4v Aihs ovSei

Scopwv oTa SiScixTt, KUKocv, (Tepos 5e iawv.

w fxiv K a/x/xi^as SJirj-Zevs TepinKepawos,

aWoTe jueV re KaKw o yi KvpfTai aAAore 5 f(r9\^'

cL 5e' Ke Tuiv \vypSiv d^iy, Kw^riTov tdrjKev

ical e KaKT) ^ov^pwaris eVi x^"'^"^
5'^°"' f^o.'<Ji'^~i

(potTO. 5" ovre 6eo7aL nTifxtvos oijTe l3poTOiacy„
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houses in the four upper pre-historic cities in Hissarlik, so the poet repre-

sents to us two such TTidoL standing on the ground-floor in the hall of the

palace of Zeus. In these two TriOoi lay stored the gifts of good luck and the

gifts of misfortune, the bitter and the sweet, like apples or j^ears, or rather

like two sorts of wine, so that the poet considers the [lolpa as a substance

which Zeus can employ and distribute according to his pleasure,—an

allegorizing naivete such as we find in the legend of Pandora.^ In relating

this legend, Hesiod represents a jar standing in the house of Epimetheus,

full of diseases and evils for mankind, which fly out when Pandora,

through curiosity, oj)ens the jar ; but Hope alone remained under the edge

of the jar, for, before she could fly out, Pandora clapt the lid on again.

^

I may here also mention the terra-cotta plates, from half to two-thirds

of an inch thick, which are peculiar to this second city, and which are

not found anywhere else. They consist of the same sort of clay mixed

with crushed granite, as the vases ; but being thorouglihj baked and having

evidently been repeatedly dipped in a wash of fine pure clay before the

baking, they are perfectly smooth on both sides and have a lustrous

dark-red colour. As they are completely flat, and only increase almost

imperceptibly in thickness towards the middle, they cannot possibly be

fragments of vessels. As I never found such a plate entire, I cannot

judge of their original size. I am puzzled as to what may have been

their use. "Were they perhaps employed as decorations of the internal

house-walls ? I cannot think that they can have been used for paving

the floors of the houses, as in that case they would have marks of having

been so used. I call the particular attention of visitors to these flat terra-

cottas, which peep out everywhere in my trenches from the strata of the

second city. They strike the eye by their lively red colour on both sides,

which has of course been produced by the oxide of iron contained in the

clay ; they glitter all over with sparkles of mica, which appears to have

entered very largely into their composition.

The most interesting vases in this second city, as well as in the three

following pre-historic cities at Hissarlik, are undoubtedly those with an

owl's head and the characteristics of a woman. Considering the great

similarity of the owl's faces on the vases to these on the idols (such as

Nos. 205, 212), we may suppose with much probability that these vases had

a sacred character, and were used for religious rites, the more so as the

vases themselves have the shape of the idols. I call particular attention

to the fact, that the only Trojan statue mentioned by Homer, that of

Athene, as well as all the idols of marble, bone or terra-cotta, and all the

owl-vases, are female, and that they are placed in apparent relation with

Athene through her favourite bird the owl.

In January 1874 ^ I made bold to declare that the hundreds of

female idols and vases with owl-heads, found in the pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik, could represent but one goddess, and that this goddess could be

' V. H. Kcch, /Tomer's //iV(Jc>; Hannover, 1873, " In my book Trojanische AUerthiimcr, Leip-

ii. p. 137, foot note. zi^, 1874 ; Troy aivi its Remains, London, 1875.

« Hesiod, Op. et. Di. .t. 50 ff.
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none other than Athene, the tutelary goddess of Troy ; all the more so as

Homer continually calls her j\avKcJ7ri<; (that is, literally translated, " with

the face of an owl "), and never gives this epithet to .any other goddess

or mortal woman. Thereupon I was challenged by my honoured friend,

Professor Max Miiller ^" of Oxford, who evinced his readiness to accept my
interpretation, provided I proved that Here ^SowTri? was represented as a

cow-headed monster. I eagerly accepted the challenge, and began the

excavations at Tiryns and Mycenae, with the most perfect confidence that

I could there solve the problem for ever, as both these ancient cities lie

close to the celebrated Heraeum, and as even the name of Mycenae
appeared to me to be derived from the lowing of the cow {/xvKdadai, but
always /jbUKctv in Homer). ^^ The result of my researches certainly far

exceeded my expectations, for I found there thousands of cows of terra-

cotta, also 56 cow-heads of gold, one of silver with gold horns, some cow-

heads engraved on gems, many hundreds of female idols with two pro-

jections like cow-horns, in the shape of the crescent, proceeding from
the breasts, also females with cow-heads.^ In consequence of these dis-

coveries, I think it has been universally admitted that the original mean-
ing of the epithet /Somtti'; is cow-faced. Upon this subject Mr. Gladstone

says in his Preface to my Mj/eenae:^

" He (Schliemann) presents to us the rude figures of cows ; and upon
a signet ring (No. 531) and elsewhere, cow-heads not to be mistaken. He
then points to the traditional worship, from the first, of Hera in Argolis

;

and he asks us to connect these facts with the use of Boopis (cow-eyed)

as a staple epithet of this goddess in the poems ; and he might add, with

her special guardianship of Agamemnon in his interests and his personal

safety (IL i. 194-222).

" This appears to me a reasonable demand. We know that upon some

of the Egyptian monuments the goddess Isis, mated with Osiris, is

represented in human figure with the cow's head. This was a mode of

exhibiting deity congenial to the spirit of an Egyptian^ immigration,*

" In the Academy of 10th January, 1874. n, o, p ; and pp. 216 and 217, Nos. 327 and 328
;

11 Professor Sayce is not of my opinion. Ho p. 218, Nos. 329, 330; p. 309, No. 471; p. 3G0,

thinks that, if Greek, the name MvKrjvai would No. 531 ; p. 362, No. 541. * Pp. vi.-viii.

be derived from ixvx^s. But I think there can ^ M. Burnouf observes to nie : "It is not

be no doubt regarding the derivation from fnvKav, only in Egypt that the gods were reprcsoatcd

perf. fiffiVKa, ixffxvKfvai, this active form being with animal heads : the Yedas perpetually repre-

exclusively used in Homer, and having undoubt- sent divine beings by animals; the sun by a

cdly been used also in a pre-Homeric time. horse, mother earth by a cow, &c. And do not

Professor Max Jliiller writes me on this subject the ten incarnations of Yishnu also present

as follows:—"I do not venture to speak posi- striking exami)les of this fact? It was there-

tively about the name of MuK^j/ai. Words end- fore a custom of the greatest human races in

ing in tj^tj are derived both from nouns, like antiquity."

uTjj/cJy, ihi<i>-qv6s, and from verbs, like riBrjvr]. * "Since this preface was put in type, the

rnilologically, therefore, a derivation of Mv- fragments of an ostrich egg, originally mistaken

Kijvai from /jLVKaw is not impossible. But names for an alabaster vase, have been tested and

of towns are ticklish subjects for etvmologists, verified. This object seems to afford a new
Professor Curtius, of Leipzig, admits a possible indication of pre-historic relations between Jly-

etymolcgy of M.vKT}yai and MukoAtj from /xvaffoi. cenae and Egy[)t." But Professor Sayce observes

All I can say is, that your etymology from on this that "it rather points to Phoenician trade.

fjLVKaw is equally possible, but no more." Elsewhere ostrich eggs, covered with stucco,

* S'„2 my M'jcenae, Plate A, figs, a, h, d

;

have been found among Phoenician remains."

Pkte B, figs, c'and/; F :;, fig. li; PI. 1), fig. .
:...--,
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such as miglitj compatibly with the text of Homer, have taken phace some

generations before the Troica. Biit it was also a mode against which the

whole spirit of Hellenism, according to the authentic type of that spirit

supplied in the poems, utterly revolted. "We find there a Hera, who
wore, so to speak, the mantle of Isis, besides carrying the spoils of one

or more personages enrolled in the Golden Book of the old Pelasgian

dynasties. Nothing could be more natural than a decapitation of the

Egyptian Isis, not penally but for her honour. She might consequently

appear with the human head ; but, not to break sharply with the tradi-

tions of the people, the cow-head, and even the cow-figure, might never-

theless be retained as symbols of religion. And the great Poet, who

invariably keeps these symbols so to speak at arms' length, in order that

he may prevent their disparaging the creed of which he was the great

doctor, might nevertheless select from the bovine features that one

which was suited to his purpose, and give to his Hera, wdio was never

a very intellectual deity, the large tranquil eye of the cow. The use

of the epithet for Hera in Homer is not, indeed, exclusive, and I admit

that he may have inherited that use. But, though not exclusive, it is

very special ; and this speciality is enough to give a sensible support to

the doctrine of our famous explorer."

Another honoured friend, and one of the highest authorities in ancient

Oriental literature, M. Franfois Lenormant, writes :
^ " Schliemann is

right to insist upon the fact, that the greater part of the rude figurines

found by him at Mycenae represent positively a cow. In Argolis we
are in the very land in which, in the remotest antiquity, there prevailed

the worship of a female deity in the form of a cow, who aftervrards,

reduced to the proportions of a heroine, became lo in poetical fable."

Further on, M. Lenormant admits that Here's epithet Boopis can only

refer to the primitive cow-head of this goddess.

I may here refer to a principle conspicuous in Homer's language,

which at once disposes of the most formidable objection to my view.

When asked, whether Homer himself conceived of Athene as a owl-headed

monster, and of her image in her temple on the Pergamus as nodding its

owl-head in response to the prayers of the Trojan women,—I reply, in

the words already used in the Preface to Troij and its Remains, that

"one of the most striking characters of his language is the use of

fixed epithets" which are constantly repeated without any regard to

their fitness on each particular occasion of their use. Thus, like his

heroes in general, Aegisthus is still " blameless " {a^ivixcovY even in the

mouth of Zeus, denouncing his crimes as the climax of human impiety.

And as of persons, so of things: for example, the colonnade {aWovaa)
round the front court of the palace, as the resort of the peojile who came
to wait upon the king by day, obtained the fixed epithet of epi8ou7ro<;,

" very noisy ;
" and so by night guests were lodged "under the veri/ nois)/

colonnade " (utt' aldovaj] e-ptSouTrro), a somewhat inhospitable entertain-

* Gazette dcs Beaux Arts, Feb. 1, 1879, p. the exact meaning, the epithet is at all events

108. one of dignity and respect.
'^ Od i. 29. Whether or no "blameless" be
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ment, if the sense of the epithet held good!' This point, which many
modern scholars have overlooked, was recognized by the poetic instinct of

Alexander Pope. Speaking, in the Preface to his Uiud, of the imjiortance

of placing ourselves at the poet's point of view, so remote in every re-

spect from our own, he says :
" This consideration may further serve to

answer for the constant use of the same epithets to his gods and heroes

;

such as the ' far-darting Phoebus,' the ' hlue-etjed Pallas,' the 'swift-footed

Achilles,' &c., which some have censured as impertinent, and tediously

repeated. Those of the gods .... had contracted a iveight and veneration

from the rites and solemn devotions in which they were used : they were

a sort of attributes ivith ivhich it was a matter of religion to salute them on

all occasions, and which it was an irreverence to amity

I think it not out of place to repeat here what I have written on this

important subject :
^ "It is not difficult to prove that Hera had originally

a cow's face, from which her Homeric epithet /Bomttl^ was derived. When,
in the l)attle between the gods and the giants, the former took the shape

of animals, Hera took the form of a white cow, ' nivea Saturnia vacca.' ^

We find a cow's head on the coins of the island of Samos, which had the

most ancient temple of Hera, and was celebrated for its worship of this

goddess.^" We further find the cow's head on the coins of Messene, a

Samian colony in Sicily.^ ^ The relation of Hera to the cow is further

proved by the name Ey/5ofa,^ which was the name of one of her nurses,"

the name of the island in which she was brought up,^ and the name of

the mountain at the foot of which her most celebrated temple (the

Heraeum) was situated.'* But in the name JLu^ota is contained the word

/3oi}«,\ Hera had in Corinth the epithet jSovvaia,^ in which the word ^ov^

may also be contained.*^ Cows were sacrificed to Hera." The priestess

rode in a car drawn by bulls to the temple of the Argive Hera.^ lo,

the daughter of Inachus, the first king of Argos, was changed by Hera

into a cow.^ lo was priestess of Hera,^'^ and she is represented as the

cow-goddess Hera.'^ lo's cow-form is further confirmed by Aeschylus."

' Oil. iii. 399 ; vii. 345. " Professor Sayce thinks the etymology of

* See my Mi/cenae, pp. 19-22. fiovvaia is from ^ovvos, the temple being on

" Ovid. Metam. v. 330: a iiill on the way to Acrocorinthus.

" Fele soror Phoebi, nivea Saturnia vacca." " Pans. ix. 3, § 4 : ai fxkv 5v; iroXus Ka\ to
"* Hionnet, Dcscr. dcs Med. Ant. PI. l.\i. 6. rcArj OriKnav dvcravTts Trj "Hpa fiovu tKaaroi

" iMillingeu, Anc. Coins of Greek Cities, tab. ii. koI ravpou rqi Ad, k.t.\.

12. Hesych. s. v. 070^ x"^'^^'^"^-

' Pans. ii. 17, § 2 : rb yap 5?) opos rovro * Herod, i. 31 : fovarjs opTrjs rfj "Hpj; To7ffL

GVOfj.a.^ov(nv Ev^otau, Xeyoures 'AaTfpidivi y€vi- 'ApyeioKTi, eSee TTdvTws rriv jxriTc'pa avraiv ^fvyei

crOat T<5 Trmaixui duyarepas Evfibiau Kul Tlpoav- Ko/xiadrivat 4s rh Ipov 01 Se ff<pi 86es e'/c rov

/j.vav Kal 'h.Kpa.iav, fli/ai 5e acpcis Tpo(pohs ttis aypov oii wapeyivovTO if wpri.

"Hpas. '^ Lncian. QiSiv AiaA. 3 :

^ Plut. Quacst. Couviv. iii. 9, § 2 : doKovaiP Zevs. Oi;/ce'Ti7rarr e'/ceiV?) eVriV, aAAa Sa^oAis

avr^ Kal ol iraKaiol rod fj.hy Aibs Svo iroi^lv .... Zr]\oTvwricra(Ta 7; "Hpa /jure^aXev aiiTriv

Tt9{]vas, Tjjv "Ittjj/ Kal rrii/ 'ASpacrreiay, ttis Se (jV" 'id)-

"Hpas ixiav ttjj/ Ev^oiav. '" Aesch. Suppl. 291, 292 :

Eti/m. Mag. 388. 56. KA.tjSoCxoi' "Hpas cpaal hwjxaTwv iroTe

^ Plut. Frag. Daedal. 3 : IffTopovffiv rrjv "Kpav 'loo yefecrdai rfjd' iv 'Apyeia x^ovi.

ev rfj EvPoia rpecpo/xei'T)!' €Tj -KapQivov, vnh rov Apollndor. ii. 1. 3: (pwpaOels Se vcp' "Hpas, rris

Aibs KXani^vai. ^hvKopris aif/diu.evos (Is ^ovv iu.€Tfix6pc(><ii(7e KevKrjy.

* Pans. ibid. * Creuzer, Sipnholik, ii. 57G.

* Pans. ii. 4, § 7 : Tavrri Kal rh rris Bovvaias " Prom. 589, Tauchn. edit.

:

iazlv "Hpas lepuf. KXveis (pOeyfia ras fiovKfpcc irapQivov.
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The Egyptian goddess Isis was born in Argos, and was identified with

the cow-shaped 15.^ Isis was represented in Egypt as a female with cow-

horns, like 15 in Greece.*

" The cow-shaped lo was guarded in Hera's sacred grove at Mycenae
by the hundred-eyed Argus, who was killed by Hermes, by order of Zeus

;

and Hera next persecuted lo by a gad-fly, w^hich forced her to wander

from place to place.^ Thus Prometheus says : 'How should I not hear

the daughter of Inachus, who is chased around by the gad-fly ?
'

"^ But
the wandering of lo is nothing else than the symbol of the moon, which

moves restlessly in its orbit. This is also shown by the very name of lo

('Ico), which is derived from the root Ya (in elfii, 'I go'). Even in classical

antiquity lo was still frequently represented as a cow; as at Amyclae.'^

lo continued to be the old name of the moon in the religious mysteries at

Argos.*^ Apis, king of the Argive realm, was the son of Phoroneus, and

thus the grandson of Inachus, and the nephew of lo. From iVpis the

Peloponnesus and also Argos were called Apia; after his death he was

worshipped under the name of Serapis.^ According to another tradition,

Apis ceded his dominion in Greece to his brother, and became king of

Egypt, ^° where, as Serapis, he was worshijiped in the shape of a bull.

Aeschylus makes the wanderings of I6 end in Egypt, where Jove restores

her to her shape, and she bears Epaphus, another name for the bull-god

Apis. The cow-horns of the Pelasgian moon-goddess lo, who became

later the Argive Hera and is perfectly identical with her, as well as the

cow-horns of Isis, were derived from the symbolic horns of the crescent

representing the moon.^^ No doubt the Pelasgian lo, the later Hera, had

at an earlier age, besides her cow-horns, a cow's face. Hera, under her old

^ Diod. Sic. i. 24, 25 : (paal Se koX tov Uepaea on which Heyne, ad Apollod. p. 100, says :

yeyovevai kut' A'tyvirrov, koL tFjs "lai-Sos ti)v " Fuisse suspicor nomen hoc caputque feniinae

yiviOiv xnrh toiv 'EWijvwv (Is ''Apyos yuerac^e- cornutum synibolum Lunao apud Argivos anti-

ptaOai, ij.vdo\oyoiiVTCiiv TTjv'lbiTTjv els ^ohsTvirov quissinium." See .also Jablonsky, Panth. ii.

fj.fTa/j.npcpciidflaai'. P-
4- f].

Apiillcid. ii. 1, '.'>
: 'iSpvrraTo 5e dyaXina Ariixr]- ^ Ajiollod. ii. 1. 1: ''Airts /xev ovv eis rvpav-

Tpos, ^v fKciXecrav '^laiv AlyvirTWi, Kal t7]u 'Icb viSa rr]V eavTov fitraaTriffas Svva/j.tv, Kal fii.ai.os

"^IcTiv d/xoicos Kpo(Triy6p€v(rav. ^v rvpavvos, ovoadcras d<p' eavTov ti]v IleA.OTro;'-

Ilygin. 14-5 :
" Deamque Aegyptonnn esse fecit vrjcrov 'Airlav, virh QiX^iovos Kal TfAx^fos im-

quae Isis nuncupatur." fiovXevdeis, awats wiziQavt, Ka\ vojjuadeis 6ehs

• Herodot. ii. 41 : rh yap rrjs "laws dyaAfia (KX-qdr] 2,dpairts.

fhv yvvaiKrj'Cov fiovKfpwu fcrri, Kardirep "EWrjvfS Schol. Lycojjhr. 177 : "Attis ovv rvpavytKws

T7]u 'lovv ypdcpovcri. C<^v dvaipfiTai vnh Q(\^iovos Kal TeAx""'^> ^'P' ""

^ Apolhjd. ii. 1, 3: ^oopadels 5e (Z(vs) xxp' Kal ri x'^'P°-^ ^''^''^V ^Vs 'ne\ovovvi\aov.

"Hpas, rris fJLfv Kopris ('loCs) cul/dfxevos els fiovv Sclnd. Apoll. Khod. iv. 2<).> : 'ATriSai/Tjaii' 5e',

IxeTffxopcpujffe \evKi)v, .... (pvKaKa avrris Kare- tuiv ne\oiroi'i'7](noii', anh AiriSos tov ^opwveais.

mricTev "Apyov rhv Kav6TrTr]i> .... Aihs 5e Steph. Byz. s. v. 'Airia.

(mrd^avTos 'Epufj KXf^at Tj/r fiovi/, urivvaavTos '° Euseb. Chron. pars i. pp. 96, 127, 130, ed.

UpaKos, (TTfi^r] \ad(7u ovk ijSvvaTo, Xldw 0a\oiy Aucher ; Augustin. de Civit. Dei, xviii. 5.

inztKretve rhv "Apyov, . . . "Hpa 5* rfj l3ot " Dioil. Sic. i. 11: Kepara Se aiir^ (t^ "IcriSi)

oJarpov ejxfidWei. (iriTtdeamv a.7r6 re rrjs ut^ews ^v iX"^'^"- "^o'Ve-

® Aeschyl. Prom. 585 : rai /ca9' hv Uv xp^vov virdpxjl fjLVoeiSrjs. Plut.

irws 8' ov K\vu rris olffrpodivi'jrov K6pris t7)s dc fs. ct Os. 52, compare c. 39 : tvji/ 5e "Iffiv ovx

'ivaxficts. ertpav ttjs (Tf\i)vr)s dirocpaifouTts Kal twv dyaK-
' Pans. iii. IS, § 13: rd he ev 'AfivKXais deas /ndrajv avTTJs to /xev Kepa(T(p6pa rov iJ.T]i/oei5ovs

&^ia .... "Hpa 5f d(popa. -Kphs 'loi rijv 'ivd- yeyovevai fxtnT)fj.aTa. ]^Iacrob. Sat. i. 19; Aolian.

Xov fiovv oixrav ^Stj. Jlixt. Anim. .x. 27 : Kal ahr^v t^v''\<tiv AiyvnTioi
' luistath. ap. Dinnys. Perieg. 92, 94: 'lui fiovKepwv Kal irKaTToucrt Kal ypdipovcnv.

yap T) aeKi]vt) Kara. tV tuv 'Apyeiwv SidAeKToy,
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moon-namo lo, liad a celebrated temple on the site of Byzantium, which

city was said to have been founded by her daughter Keroessa

—

i.e., ' the

horned.' According to Stephanus Byzantinus, it was founded by Byzas,

son of Keroessa and Poseidon.^ The crescent, which was in all antiquity

and throughout the Middle Ages the symbol of Byzantium, and which is

now tlie symbol of the Turkish empire, appears to be a direct inheritance

from Byzantium's mythical foundress, Keroessa, the daughter of the moon-
goddess 15 (Hera) ; for it is certain that the Turks did not bring it with

them from Asia, but found it already an emblem of Byzantium. But
M. Burnouf remarks that, long before Byzantium was founded, it existed

in Babylonia and Assyria, where it is most frequently found ; he therefore

suggests that it may have thence been imported to Byzantium. Hera, lo,

and Isis must at all events be identical, also, with Demeter Mycalessia, who
derived her epithet, ' the lowing,' from her cow-shape, and had her temple

at Mycalessus in Boeotia. She had as doorkeeper Hercules, whose office

it was to shut her sanctuary in the evening and to open it again in the

morning.^ Thus his service is identical with that of Argus, who in the

morning unfastens the cow-shaped lo, and fastens her again in the evening

to the olive-tree,^ which was in the sacred grove of Mycenae, close to the

^Hpalov.^ The Argive Hera had, as the symbol of fertility, a pome-

granate, which, as well as the flowers with which her crown was

ornamented, gave her a telluric character.^

" In the same way that in Boeotia the epithet Mycalessia, ' the lowing,

a derivative from /xvKciaOai,,'^ was given to Demeter on account of her

cow-form, so in the plain of Argos the name of 'SIvKfivaL, a derivative

from the same verb, was given to the city most celebrated for the cultus

of Hera, and this can only be explained by her cow-form, I may here

mention that yivKuXy ' was the name of the mount and promontory directly

opposite to, and in the immediate neighbourhood of, the island of Samos,

which was celebrated for the worship of Hera.

"In consideration of this long series of proofs, certainly no one will

for a moment doubt that Hera's Homeric epithet /5ow77/9 shows her to

have been at one time represented with a cows face, in the same way as

Athena's Homeric epithet yXavKM-rra shows this goddess to have once

been represented with an owl's face. But in the history of these two

epithets there are evidently three stages, in v>'hich they had different

' 0. Miiller, Boricr.i. 121; Stcph. Byz. s. v. &\(Tii.

Bv^dvTLov: Koi ouTot)s fKriaBr) airb Bv^avros tov ^ Panofka, Argos Panoptes (1837), tab. ii. 4
5

Kepo€iTff7js, T7JS 'loDs 6vyaTp6s, Kal UwaeiBoovos. E. de Cailalvene, Recueil de Med. (??'. PL iii,

2 Paus. ix. 19, §4: MvKaX-naaov de ofMoXoyovaiv 1; Jliiller, Z>c'n^'ma/fr, xxx. i;)2 ; Due de Liiynes,

ovoixaadriuai 5ioti t] fiovs ivravQa tfivKriaaTo ^ Etudes Kumismat. pp. 22-25.

KdSjUov Kol rhv aw auroS ffTparhv &yovaa is '^ I again call particular attention to the fact

07)/8as. Professor Savce remarks to me that that this verb only occurs in Homer in the active

here we have a reference to " Astarte with the form, iivkuv.

crescent horns " of the Cadmeian Phoenician?. ' Professor Sayce holds Muk-oAtj to be a Lydo-

Europa on the bull is another form of Astarte or Karian and not a Greek word. But I point to

Ashtoreth, the Assyrian Istar. the remarkable fact that we find names begin-

^ Ovid. Mctam. i. 630. ning with the syllable Mi^k- always close to a

* Apollod. ii. 1, 3 : ovros (k rris (\aias e5c'- Heraeum.

ajxrjiv avTnv, 7';tis eV t&j MvKr,vo.'MV uTrfjpxe"
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significations. In the first stage the ideal conception and the naming of

the goddesses took place, and in that naming, as my honoured friend.

Professor Max Miiller rightly observed to me, the epithets were figurative

or ideal ; that is, natural. Hera (lo), as deity of the moon, would receive

the epithet /SowTTi'? from the symbolic horns of the crescent moon and its

dark spots, which resemble a face with large eyes; whilst Athena, as

goddess of the dawn, doubtless received the epithet Y^avKMirn; to indicate

the light of the opening day, •yXavicoq being one of the forms of Xei^/co?,

which is an adjective of \vki], in Latin lux.

" In the second stage of these epithets the deities were represented by
idols, in which the former figurative intention was forgotten, and the

epithets were materialized into a cow-face for Hera and into an owl-face

for Athena ; and I make 1)old to assert that it is not possible to describe

such cow-faced or owl-faced female figures by any other epithets than by
/5o(>j7r/\ and jXav/coiTTL^;. The word irpoaooTrov for ' face,' which is so often

used in Homer, and is probably thousands of years older than the poet,

is never found in compounds, whilst Avords with the suffix -eiSr]^ refer to

expression or likeness in general. Thus, if Hera had had the epithet of

ySooetS;/9, and Athena that of y\avKoeiS)j^, we should have understood,

nothing else but that the former had the shape and form of a cow, and the

latter that of an owl. To this second stage belong all the pre-historic

ruins of Hissarlik, Tiryns, and Mycenae.

"The third stage in the history of the two epithets is when, after

Hera and Athena had lost their cow and owl faces, and received the faces

of women, and after the cow and the owl had become the attributes of

these deities, and had, as such, been placed at their side, /Somtti^ and
^/XavKMTTt^ continued to be used as epithets consecrated by the use cf

ages, and probably with the meaning ' large-eyed ' and ' owl-eyed.' To
this third stage belong the Homeric rhapsodies."

I may add here what M. Franfois Lenormant has written '*

regarding''

my interpretation of y\avKM7Tt<i as the epithet of Athene :
" The images

with owl-heads, which Schliemann sees on the idols and vases of Hissarlik,

are represented by him as the type of the representation of Athene Ilias,

the tutelary deity of Priam's city. In his opinion, contrary to the gene-
rally admitted ideas, Athene yXav/cMiri'^ was originally not a goddess ' with
blue eyes ' of the colour of the luminous sky which she personifies, but
a goddess ' with an owl-face,' just as Hera l3o6iin<i became a goddess ' with
the face of a cow,' and no longer ' with large eyes,' wide open, like those
of a heifer. This idea has roused a real tempest. It has appeared to

some persons a sort of crime of high treason against Hellenism. That
the Greeks could, at any epoch, have conceived in their imagination gods
with animal heads, like those of Egypt and like certain gods of Asia,

is a tiling which was too great a shock to preconceived ajstheLic theories

of the genius of the Hellenic race, wliich, as was affirmed a priori, could
have admitted in some figures the mixture of animal and human forms,
only by always reserving to humanity the head, the noblest part, the

' Lcs AntijuiWs dc la Troadc ; Paris, 1876, jip. 21-23.
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seat of thought. I must confess that this kind of argument, belonging

to a philosophy more or less shallow, touches me very little ; for, in my
opinion, it should give place to the reality of archaeological observation.

The idea of a primitive Athene with an owl-head or a Here with a cow-

head, like the Egyptian Hathor, or like certain forms of the Syro-

Phocnician Astarte, has nothing which scandalizes mo or appears imj^ossible

to me. It is true that there is some philological difficulty in the view that

epithets like y\avKC07ri<i or ^oco7ri<} apply rather to an aspect of the face

than to the eye. It appears, however, to me that this difficulty has been

exaggerated ; and that, for instance, when Emj^edocles, in a celebrated

verse, qualified the moon as yXavKMiri'^, ho alluded to the appearance of

the lunar face, and not to an eye.

" Besides, monumental examples altogether positive prove to us that

the Greeks of the remotest times, who copied their first works of art from

Asiatic models, borrowed from those models, and themselves represented,

figures with animal heads on human bodies. Mr. Newton has pointed out

a little figure found in Cyprus, which represents a woman with a ram's

head, probably an Aphrodite. On an archaic painted vase from Camirus,

preserved in the Louvre, is represented a man with a hare's head. When
Onatas, the great sculptor of Aegina, who lived in the beginning of the

fifth century B.C., executed for the people of Phigalia the statue of their

Demeter Melaena, he copied faithfully from a painting the consecrated

type of the ancient image of this goddess, which had a monstrous

appearance. Thus he put on the shoulders of her female body a horse's

head, accompanied by serpents and other monsters. The book of the

Pliilosoplinmena^ has preserved to us the description of one of the

symbolical paintings which decorated the family sanctuary of the sacred

race of the Lycomids at Phlya in Attica. The great Themistocles had

caused these paintings to be restored, and Plutarch devoted a sjDccial

treatise to their explanation. Among them was represented a winged

ithyphallic old man pursuing a woman with a dog's head. Herodotus

says that Pan had sometimes the face as well as the feet of a he-goat,

and this assertion is confirmed by a bronze figure discovered in the

Peloponnesus and j^reserved at St. Petersburg.
'• The Minotaur, who is originally the Baal-bull of the ancient

Phoenician worship of Crete, always keeps his animal head in the works

of the best period of Greek sculpture. A painted cylix with red figures,

of the best epoch, which may be seen in the Cabinet des MedaUles, in the

collection of the Due de Luynes, represents Dionysus-Zagreus as a child

sitting on the knees of his mothei: Persephone ; he has a bull's head like

a little Minotaur. It is, therefore, not the notion of an Athene with an

. owl's head which staggers me, and which could prevent my accepting

Schliemann's theory, the more so as there would, properly speaking,

be no question here of Greek productions, but of those of Asia Minor.

9 Mr. Philip Smith remarks to me that this Portus (at the mouth of the Tiber), in the first

work, formerly ascribed to Origen, is now known half of the third century after Christ,

to have been written by Hippolytus, bishop of
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For mc the whole question is to know whether there are really owls'

heads on the vases and idols of Hissarlik."

Another honoured friend, Professor Otto Keller/" writes as follows

on the Athene j\avK0}7rt<; :
" The attribution of the owl to Athene is

explained " by a jeit cle mots between 'ykau^ and yXavKwTn'i, and it is

asserted that it has arisen only in a post-Homeric time, as it ivtre

hi/ a misunderstanding of the epithet yXavKoj-m^. This view is certainly

in a high degree far-fetched, unnatural, and improbable. The non-

Hqllenic origin of Athene's owl appears also to be proved by her double

head at Sigeum and Miletopolis, both of which are in close proximity to

Ilium. ^ To recal a parallel case, I cite the equally non-Hellenic attribu-

tion of the mouse to Apollo Smintheus, which is also found in the Troad.

The mouse loves the heat of the sun, and thus it prospers under the rays

of Phoebus Apollo. The owl is first of all nothing else than the bird

and symbol of night : this is its most natural signification, and of most

primitive growth ; from this we have to proceed. Herewith coincides in

a remarkable manner a point in which the Ilian Athene differs alto-

gether from the common Hellenic Atheny ; indeed, a certain coin of Ilium

represents the Trojan Palladium as Athen6 Ilias (ABHNA^ lAIAAO^),
having the Phrygian cap on her head ; in her right hand she brandishes

the spear, in her left she holds a burning torch, whilst close to her is

sitting the owl.'^ In the same manner another type of coin from Ilium re-

presents the Palladium with the spear in the right hand, the torch in the

left ; ill front of it a cow is heing sacrificed. Here is more than that far-

fetched ye(t de mots theory : as the torch illumines the darkness, so the owl's

terrible eyes lighten through the night ; her eyes {6fi/m,aTa) are jXauKorepa

XeovTo^ Kol Tci'i vvKza^ daTpuTTTovTa (as Diodorus says of a horrible animal,

iii. c. 55). Thus probably the Ilian Athene, or Kie, was originally far

from being that peaceful Hellenic goddess of art and industry who issued

from the head of Zeus, an emanation from the supreme wisdom of the

highest god. She was rather the goddess of the night and terror, also of

the din of battle and the evils of war : she therefore brandishes the spear

and torch, and has the owl. She has become the Amazon of Olympus on

Asiatic soil, whence also the Amazons descended. I need cite no proofs

for the owl as the bird of night. As a death-announcing bird, it sat on

the spear of Pyrrhus when he advanced against Argos.^ By the Ionian

Hipponax"* it is considered as the messenger and herald of death. As

birds of death, two owls (YXaO/ce?) sit to the right and left of a Siren, the

songstress of the death-wail, on a sepulchre.^ On a vase painting of a

very ancient style (brown figures on a dead yellow ground) with figures of

'" BicEntdeckunrj lUon'szu Hissarlik ;¥vQ\\)\ivg, ovk ayadhv crvfifioKdv cpaai, ^aprvpiov Se, o

1875, pp. 56, 57. 'HTreiptirrjs Wijppos vvKTCDp evOu rov "Apyovs

" Welckor, Griech. Gottcrlehrc, i. 303 f. j/fi, Kal avrw furvyxavfi '(Se ?j upvts KaOtJixevcc

' Mionnet, M^daiUes nouv. Gal. myth. IG. 7, 8
;

juer tVl rov 'iinrov, {ptpovri ye ;U7;v ^i) Supv opQov.

Eckhol, Doctr. Kumm. i. 2, 488, 458. flra iwl tovtov (avTijv tKadiatv, oiiSi aTrfo-rrj,

* Mionnet, PI. 75, 6 ; see Eckhel, Doctr. Jfi'umm. Sopvtpopovcra ov xpjjo-T^})/ ryju Sopv<poplav t) vpvis

ii. 484; and E. Gerhard, Ueber die Mincrvenidole r] Kponprjij.fi'rt rrivSf.

Athens, TH. iv. 11, 12. * Fnr/. 54.

' Aulian. ///.sY. ,1»/(H. X. 37 : 'H y\av^ tni Tiva ^ Painting on a Lekythos ; Jliiller aud

cnrovSiiv i)pij.r}ixfi/cii avSpl (xvvovffa. koI iitKnaaa Oestcrley, Dcnkmdlcr alter Ku7ist, ii. 59, 731.

U
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animals, wo find, with other animals of a religious signification, bulls,

panthers, ^Yinged sphinxes and griffins, and also the ov;!.*' The owl also

appears as a divine being on a vase painting of the most ancient style,

surrounded ])y a nimhus." Nor must we leave unnoticed the passage in

the Ochjssey,'' where Athene goes ofi' <^j]vr] eiSo/Meur], though the significa-

tion of ' owl ' for (f)i]VT] is not ascertained with certainty. Tlie gods of the

nortli put on the plumage of eagles, crows, and hawks, when they are

in haste ; so, in Homer, Athene puts on winged slioes when speed is

necessary. The winged shoes of Perseus also may originally have signified

his complete metamorphosis into the bird.'-* In the Homeric language

yXauK0J7rL<i is 'owl-eyed' or 'with glancing eyes:' the notion 'bluish,' found

in yXavico^, appears to belong to the post-Homeric development of the

language. For the rest, I liold the whole question treated here an open

one, so long as no excavations have been made in the Samian Heraeum
down to the pre-Hellenic stratum, which must probably exist there

also. As Schliemann has instinctively felt, it is only the parallel of the

/SowTTi? TTOTvta "Hpr] that can offer the solution of the problem,"

I may remind the reader that Professor 0. Keller wrote all this in

January 1875, whereas m.y excavations at Tiryns and Mycenae, close to

the great Heraeum

of Argolis, went on

from the 31st July to

the 6th December,

1876. As by the

many hundreds of

idols, of gold, silver,

or terra-cotta, in the

form of cows, cow-

heads, or women with

cow-horns or cow-

heads, which I found,

there, I have solved

for ever the problem

of the /SoWTTi? TTOTVia

"Hpr], on which, as

Professor Max Miiller

and Prof. Otto Keller

wiseli/ remarked, the

parallel of the dea

'^/XavKoiTTi'^ 'A.O>]VTj de-

pends, my interpre-

tation of the latter

should now be univer-

sally accepted.

No. 157 represents

No. 157. Vase with Owl's Head. (,1 : ;i actual size. Deptb, 3G to 40 ft.) a VaSC with aU Owl's

" King LuJwig's Collection of Vases, No. 953.

' Stephani, Aimbus und Sii-ahlcnkram. The

Qimbus is considered by F. Wieseler (^Phacthon,

p. 2(3) to be an allusion to the brilliancy of her

eves. * Od. iii. 372.

" Wackemagel, eTrea TrreooevTa, 34-.
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head from the second city ; but it must be distinctly understood that the

neck with the owl's head was found separate and does not belong to the

lower vase, on which I have merely put it, as it can thus be the better

preserved. No doubt the neck has belonged, as is always the case, to a

vase with the characteristics of a woman. It is hand-made, and has a

dark-red colour, produced by the oxide of iron contained in the clay. It

was discovered in the calcined deb7^is of the burnt house, in which I found

the skeleton of the woman. Owing no doubt to the intense heat to which

it had been exposed in the conflagration, it is thoroughly baked. The
cover may or may not belong to it. As I found it in the same house,

I have j)ut it on the head, the rather as this sort of cover with a curved

handle seems to belong to the vases with owl-heads. I am confirmed in

this belief by the incisions on the forepart of these covers, which, like

those on the idols Nos. 205, 206, 207, 216 (pp. 334, 336), appear to indicate

the hair of the goddess. On many vase-covers on which the owl's face is

modelled, and which evidently belong to vases with the characteristics of

a woman, the hair is indicated either by long vertical scratches or tresses

in relief, on the nape of the neck ; it is indicated by such vertical

scratches on the idols Nos. 194, 196, 239, and on the remarkable ball

Nos. 1997, 1998. The shape of the little curved handle on the vase-

cover before us may probably have been copied from that of the ridge

((pdXo'?) on the helmets, into which the crest was sunk.

I represent under No. 158 another vase of this description, which
was found at the foot of the fragmentary wall of large blocks b on

No. 2 (p. 24). It is much injured by fire, so that its primitive colour

No. 159. Torra-c<itt:i \ i^. , \', nii the characteristics of
a woman unci tuu haihlhs iii ihe form of wings.

(1:3 actual size. Pcpth, 19 ft. The cover is from a

dfpth of 42 ft.)

No. 158. Vase with Owl's Face, two female breasts, and
two upright winp-like excrescpiicos. (About 1:4

actual size. Depth, -18 ft.)

cannot be recognized ; its handles, in the form of wings, are partly re-

stored. The fjico of the bird is here reprc^sented very rudely, the eyes

being put in the same line as the lower part of the beak. The curved

handle of the cover is broken.
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Of No. 159 only the vase-cover belongs to tliis second city, the vase

itself to the fourth city ; but this being the only vase with the female

characteristics on which this small cover fits, I thought it necessary to

represent it here, in order to show the reader the cover in its proper itlace.

Of the face we see here only the eyes. The vase-cover is of a dull black

colour and l)ut very imperfectly baked. These Trojan vases with owls'

faces are, as far as 1 know, unique ; no similar ones have ever been found

elsewliere. But funeral urns, with rudely-modelled human faces, have

been found in tin; Prussian province of Pommerellen, near Dantzig. They

are always found in stone boxes composed of five flat stones, hardly

deserving the denomination of coffins, containing the ashes and bones of

the deceased. This funeral urn stands either alone in a stone box, or in

the midst of six, eight, ten, twelve, or even fourteen, empty coinmon

vases. The clay of the funeral urns is either yellow or brown or black,

sometimes of good quality and well l)urnt, sometimes very rough and but

little baked. Up to August 1875, when I visited Dantzig, there had been

discovered in all fifty-seven such urns, all of them hand-made, but only

thirty of them are preserved there ; two are at Neu Stettin, and the

remaining twenty-five are in the Berlin and other Museums. It is impor-

tant to notice that, with the exception of one funeral urn with a human
face found at Sprottow in Silesia, another found at Gogolin (in the district

of Culm, AVest Prussia "), a third found in the province of Posen, and a

fourth found in the province of Saxony, no such urn has ever been found

anywhere but in Pommerellen.^ Of course I do not speak here of the

Pioman urns with human faces, of which some have been found on the

Rhine, and large numbers in Italy. The characteristics of the Pomme-
rellen urns, which distinguish them from the Trojan owl-faced vases, are

these : that their manufacturers have evidently always intended to represent

the human face, however roughly and incompletely ; that they never have

either the wing-like excrescences or the female organ or breasts, which are

nearly always conspicuous on the Trojan vases ; that they have always

been used as funeral urns, whereas the Trojan vases can, on account of

their small size, never have been employed for such purposes, and have

probably only served as idols or sacred vases ; and, finally, that they

have covers in the form of common caps, whereas the Trojan vases

have covers in the shape of helmets, on which the female hair is

often indicated. And with regard to the age of these Pommerellen face-

vases, the glass beads with which they are ornamented, and the iron

with which they are constantly found, cannot possibly authorize us to

ascribe to them a higher antiquity than the beginning of our era, or, at

the very utmost, the first or the second century B.C. ; whereas I now

agree, I think, with all archaeologists, in claiming for the Trojan vases

the very remote antiquity of 1200 to 1500 B.C. I will here describe

some of the human-faced vases of the Dantzis; collection :

—

'" See the Report of the Berlin >^ocieti/ of An- lie has proved that a series of transitions into

thropology. Ethnology, and Pre-historlc Archceo- "ear- and cap-urns" can be followed up from

logy, Session of Jan. 18, 1879, p. 2. the province of Pommerellen to the river Oder.

1 Professor Virchow kindly informs me that
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1. A vase witli two eyes, a nose, bnt no month, and two ears, which

have three perforations ornamented with bronze rings, on which are

fastened beads of ghiss and amber. The ornamentation of the neck is

formed by six strijies of incised ornaments representing fish-spines.

Below is the monogram of an animal with six legs. The cap has also

incised ornaments.

2. A vase with no eyes, but a nose and a month ; the ears have four

perforations ornamented with bronze rings ; a bronze chain fastened to

the ears hangs down on the breast.

3. A vase with a nose and mouth, l)ut no eyes ; ears with two perfora-

tions ; ear-rings of bronze with beads of amber. In this vase was found an

iron breast-pin.

4. A vase with ears not perforated; eyes, long nose, a mouth, and a

beard ; a girdle indicated by points.

5. An urn with nose, eyes, and a mouth with teeth ; ears with six

perforations, each ornamented with a bronze ring, on which are a large

number of smafl rings of the same metal.

6. An urn without eyes or mouth, but with a pointed nose ; two ears,

each with four perforations, Avhich are ornamented with iron rings.

7. A very rough urn with eyes and nose, but no mouth ; ears not

perforated.

8. Urn with eyes, nose, and mouth ; but ears not perforated.

9. Urn with eyes, mouth, and nose ; ears with three perforations.

10. Urn with nose and eyes ; no mouth ; an iron ring is fastened

round the vase.

11. A very remarkable urn with a falcon's beak, and large eyes; ears

vv^ith three ear-rings in each, wdiich are ornamented with brown and blue

glass beads. This urn, as well as its cover, is decorated all over with

incised ornaments. A certain number of the Pommerellen urns, with

human faces, preserved in the Eoyal Museum at Berlin, of which Dr.

Albert Yoss is the learned keeper, are very remarkable for the brooches

Avith spiral heads, like No. 104, or linear animals similar to those on the

Trojan whorls (see Nos. 1881-1884), which we see rudely incised on them.

I cannot leave unnoticed the flagon-shaped vessels (oenoehoae) found

in the pre-historic habitations, below the deep strata of pumice-stone and

volcanic ashes, in the islands of Thera (Santorin) and Therasia.

On several of these two large eyes are painted near the orifice, as well

as a necklace of large dots at the base of the neck, whilst two female

breasts are modelled on the upper part of the body ; each breast is

painted brown, and is surrounded by a circle of dots. On none of them is

a human face painted or modelled ; but still it is certain that it was the

primitive potter's intention to imitate in these oenoehoae the figure of a

woman. From these barbarous oenoehoae of Thera may be derived, as

M. Fr. Lenormant' suggests, the beautifully painted oenoehoae of Cyprus

with the head of a woman.^ But as these Cyprian vases belong to the

- Antiquite's Troi/ennes, p. 4.1.

3 See General Louis Talma di Cesnoln, Cyprus; Loiuloii, 1877, p. 394, PI. xlu. xliii. pp.40]. 402.
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liistorical period, and are perhaps a thousand years later than the owl-

vases of Hissarlik, I cannot discuss them here. I would only add that

on nearly all the Cyprian oenochoae, with a trefoil mouth, though

without any characteristics of the human figure, two eyes are painted.

This is not the place to discuss the Eoman urns with human faces,

which occur at Ochringcn in Wiirtemberg,'* near Mainz ; at Castel, oppo-

site Mainz ;
^ and elsewhere.

In the burnt house described above, together with the remains of the

woman, there was also found the tripod terra-cotta vessel in the shape of a

sow, No. 160. It is of a lustrous dark-brown colour, 8} in. long, 7 in. high,

and nearly 6 in. thick in the body. It has a projecting but closed head,

and three feet. The orifice of the vessel is in the tail, vdiich is connected

with the back by a handle. Similar vessels in the form of animals, with

J«o. 160. Terra-cotta V(-?sel in the shape of a Sow.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 42 ft.)

Kc. 151. Tv^o coujomed Oenochoae. (1:4
actual size. Depth, about 40 ft.)

three or with four feet, are frequent in the third and fourth pre-historic

cities of Hissarlik. They are very abundant in Cyprus,^ and may be seen

in the collections of Cypriote antiquities in the British Museum, the

South Kensington Museum, the Louvre, and the Musee de St. Germain-

en-Laye. There are also a number of similar vessels in the collections of

Peruvian and Mexican antiquities in the British Museum.
Of the pottery of this second city I mention further the curious

lustrous-red vessel, No. 161, in the form of two separate oenochoae with

long and perfectly upright beak-shaped mouths ; the two jugs being con-

nected with each other at the bulge as well as by a handle. Terra-cotta

vessels, with the same system of separate jugs connected at the bulge,

occur in all the subsequent pre-historic cities of Hissarlik, and we shall

have to pass several more of them in review. Vessels of terra-cotta made
on the same principle are found in Pihodes, in Egypt, and in Cyprus. The
collection of antiquities from a tomb at lalysus, in the British Museum,
contains four conjoined cups; the Egyptian collection, two conjoined

flasks; the collections of Cypriote antiquities, both in the British Museum

* 0. Keller, Ticus AureVd, 1871, PI. vii. 2.

^ L. Lindenschmit, Die Alferthiimer unsercr

hcklnischen Vorzeit ; Mainz, 1860.

* General di Cesnoia's Cyprus; London, 1877,

Plate viii.
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and in the South Kensington Museum, contain vessels forming two con-

joined flasks with one handh'. Another vessel with three or four

conjoined cups is represented by General di Cesnola.^ The small collec-

tion of pre-historic antiquities, found under the deep layers of joumice-

stone and volcanic ashes in Thcra, preserved in the French School at

Athens, contains also two conjoined jugs with a trefoil mouth. I may
also mention a vessel formed of two pitchers, joined both at the bulge and

by a handle, in the Egyptian Collection in the Louvre. A vessel with

three conjoined cups is certainly also indicated by the object No. 8 on

PI. xii. in Dr. Victor Gross's Atlas of antiquities found in the Lake-

habitations of Moeringen and Auvernier in Switzerland. I may also

mention a vessel with two conjoined flasks in the Peruvian Collection in

the British Museum. Professor Virchow kindly informs me that similar

conjoined vessels are very common in the ancient tombs in the provinces

of Lusatia (Lausitz) and Posen.

No. 162 is a lustrous-black vase, 9^ in. high, with a long tubular hole

for suspension on each side. The body, of globular form, is ornamented

with incised zigzag lines ; the neck is very wide, in the form of a chimney,

and ornamented with incised dots ; the bottom is flat.

No. 162. Vase with tubular holes for suspen-
sion. Ornamentation : zigzuf; anil jKiints.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 42 ft.)

No. 1G3. Tripod Vase, with incised ornamentation, aiui

a .similar system for suspension.

(1 :1 actual .size. Dopih, about 42 ft.)

No. 163 represents a lustrous dark-brown tripod, with tubular holes

for suspension ; the long chimney-like neck has an incised ornamentation,

^ Ci/prus, p. 406, No. 25.
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resemblin,!? fisli-spines. A similar tripod-vase, of a dull blackish colour,

with incised circular bands, is represented under No. 164.

No. 165. Globul ir Vas% with tubular holes or

suspension. Ornaraentiiti'in : triangles.

$ro. 164. Globular Tripoti Vase, with tubular holes (l : 4 actual size. Depth, 35 ft.)

for suspension. Ornamentation of circular bands.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 35 ft.)

No. 165 is a very pretty little dark-yellow vase of an almost globular

shape, which has also tubular holes for suspension and an incised orna-

mentation of triangles.

All the vases of the second city which we have hitherto passed in

review are hand-made ; but wheel-made pottery occurs here also, though

rarely. A wheel-made vase, for example, is shown under No. 166; it is a

tripod of a blackish colour, with incised

circular l)auds, and has tubular rings for

suspension. The cover may probably not

belong to this vase. All these vases I can

only represent, not compare with others,

as no vases of anything like a similar type

occur elsewhere. But to my list of the

collections in which vases with vertical

loopholes for suspension occur (see p. 222)

I have to add the Museum of Stockholm,

in which there are three vases, found in

Dolmens of the Stone age, which are orna-

mented with incised patterns ; two of them
having on each side two, the third on each

side four, vertical perforations, for suspension

with a string, I saw in the IMuseum of

No. 16G. Wheel-made Tripod Vase, ^vith Copenhagen, bcsidcS the vase already men-
incised bands and tubuUr holes for susnen- j.;^,.,^,! 8 i„ „ "j-i • • 1 J.1

sion. (About 1:4 actual size. DeptiJs ft.)
tioned," two vascs With luciscd patterns,

having on each side two vertical tubular

loopholes, which are not in projections, as on the Trojan vases, but in

the clay of the body of the vase itself ; both of them have also tubula

loopholes in the covers, which correspond with those in the body. There

must have been a time when similar vases with holes for suspension were

in more general use in Denmark, for I saw in the same museum sixteen

vase-covers of the same system.

See No. 100, p. 20, in J. J. A. Worsaae's Xvrdis';c Oldsager,
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Under No. 167 I represent a handsome black hand-made vase with two
handles: under No. 168, a dull brownish wheel-made pitcher or goblet,

No. IC^. Iir-iil.,.>ij.u,,:,.; 1 I'itibfT or UuLlet.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actiuU size. Df ptii, 39 It.)

\o U I 1 V ( I t handles.

(Vbjtl 4 actual size Dei tb, 39 ft.)

No. 169. Oval Vase, with thrue handles.

(Nearly 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 42 ft.)

No. 170. Large Uistrous-blatk Vase, with two handles
and pointed foot. (1 : 6 actual size. Depth, 33 ft.)'

likewise with two handles. No. 169 is a lustrous dark-red wheel-made
vase of oval form, with throe handles. As it has a convex bottom, it

cannot stand without support.

The shapes of these last tlirce vessels are very frequent here, but
I have not noticed them in other collections. As on most vases with
handles the ends of these latter project slightly on the inside of the
vessels, it is evident that the handles were only made after the vases had
been modelled, and that holes were then cut in "them in which the handles
were fastened.

No. 170 is a hand-made lustrous-black vase, with a pointed foot and two
handles, between which on each side is a projecting decoration in the form
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of the Greek letter LamMa, or the Cypriote character go. Similar vases

are rare in the second city, hut very frequent in the following, the hurnt

city. I would suggest that the early inhabitants of Hissarlik, who used

these vases with a pointed foot, must have had in their rooms heaps

of sand into which they put them. Or might they perhaps have used

as stands for this kind of vase the large stone discs, from 6 to 8 in. in

diameter, with a round perforation in the centre, 2 to 3 in. in diameter,

of which so many are found in the pre-historic cities of Hissarlik ?

This idea was suggested to mo by Dr. Victor Gross, who, in his beautiful

Atlas of the objects found in the Lake-habitations at Moeringen and

Auvernier, has on PI. xii.. No. 22, put a vase with a pointed foot into

a large ring, which appears to be of slightly-baked clay. But as clay

rings of such large size are very rare at Hissarlik, the large perforated

stone discs may have been used in their stead. Mr. Philip Smith men-

tions to me that in chemical laboratories in England earthenware rings

are used in the same way, as supports for basins, flasks, &c.

No. 171 represents a hand-made lustrous dark-brown vessel with a

convex base, two handles, and a spout in the rim.

No. 171. Vase vvitli spout and two handles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 48 It.)

No. 172. Fragment of lustrous-grey Pottery, with an
incised ornamentation.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 33 ft.)

No. 1/5.

No. 173. Fragment of lustrous-black

Pottery, with incised signs resembling

written characters. (2 ; 3 actual size.

Depth, 33 ft.)

No. 176

Nos. 174-173. Fragments of Pottery, with an incised ornamentation.

(Nearly hal actual size. Depth, 42 ft.)
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No. 179. Gobii't '.vith two handles,

the Homeric Seira.^ o/j.'^iKun-eAAoj'.

(1:3 actual size. Depth, 35 ft.)

Nos. 172-178 rej^resent seven fragments of lustrous yellow or black

pottery, with an incised ornamentation. Nos. 172, 175, and 176 are

fragments of flat bowls. No. 178 is the fragment of a small vase. The
ornamentation of these four pieces is filled in with white chalk. . Nos. 174

and 177 are fragments of vases. No. 173 seems to be the fragment of a

vase-handle ; the incised signs thereon appear to be written characters, to

which I call very particular attention.^

In the strata of ruins of the second city there aLjo occur the terra-

cotta goblets in the form of a champagne glass, with a pointed foot and

two enormous handles, like No. 179, but

they are rare here. Almost all of them

have a lustrous-black colour. In the three

following pre -historic cities they are of a

lustrous-red colour, and so frequent that

I was able to collect' about 150 of them.

Again they occur of a dull blackish colour

(see No. 1393) in the debris of a settle-

ment, which succeeded the latest pre-

historic city, but preceded the Acolic

Ilium, and which for this reason I call the

sixth city. There consequently appears

to ])e every probability that this form of

goblet was still in common use on the

coast of Asia Minor at the time of Homer, who by his Siira^ d/j^cpLKUTreXXov

cannot possibly mean anything else than a goblet with two handles. The
universal explanation of the S677a<i d/x(f)iKinTeWov as having an upper and a

lower cup, like an hour-glass with the ends opened out, seems to me to be

altogether erroneous. As a goblet of such a description could, at all

events, be filled only on one side at a time, there would be no raison cVilre

for the two cups in opposite directions. Moreover, whenever a goblet with

v.^ine is presented by one person to another. Homer clearly always meant
it to be understood that it is a SeTra? dixc^LKvirreWov, namely, that it is

doubhi-handled, and that, being presented by the one handle, it is received

by the other. I may mention, besides, that no goblet with an upper and a

lower cup has ever yet been found, .while I found at Troy twenty differ-

ently-shaped terra-cotta goblets with two handles, among them one of

gold, and at Mycenae a large number of double-handled goblets, of terra-

cotta or gold, all of which can be nothing else than he'jra ufi^LKvireWa.

I tliink, therefore, that Aristotle was wrong in his theory, that the a^^t-

Kv-rreWov had the shape of a bee's cell :
^^ " The cells for the honey and

for the drones have openings on both sides; for on one bottom are two
cells, like those of the amphih/peUa—the one inward, the other outward."

The best judge, nay the highest authority, for the form of the Homeric
Be'7ra<; u/j,(f}CKv7TeX\ov must necessarily be Homer himself; and, according to

him, the Beiraf; ufi^iKv-weWov is always synonymous with aX.6iaoi> d/xipcorov,

° The inscription is discussed by Professor rov fifKiros Ka\ ai rwu (r^aSJi/wv, a^u^itrTOjUoc

Sayce in his Ajijiendix. Trepl fxlav yap ^iaii' Svo OvpiSfs e'lcrlf, damp tuv
'" Hint. Animal, ix. 27: Ai Si duplies Kal al ajx<piKUTrf\\<t)i', 7) fj.fv iurSs, !] 5' iKris.
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a " two-eared goblet " (literally, " with an ear on both sides," for this is

the exact meaning of d/j,(f>i). Thus, for instance, in a passage of the

Odyssey, one and the same f/ohlet is called twice SeVa?, once aXeiaov, and

once Se-rra^ aji^iKviTeWov:^^ "Then he gave them part of the entrails,

and poured wine in a golden gol)lct (SeTra?), and, pledging her with

outstretched hand, he called upon Pallas Athene, daughter of Aegis-

bearing Zeus :
' Pray now, stranger, to king Poseidon, because to him

is sacred the meal at which you' find us, as you come here. And after

liaving made libations and prayed, as is the custom, then give the cup

(Be IT as:) of sweet wine also to this man to make a libation; for I think

that he also prays to the immortals ; because all men stand in need of

the gods. But he is younger (than thou art) and of my age. I therefore

give the golden goblet (aXeicrov) first to thee.' Having spoken thus,

he put the cup (SeVa?) of sweet wine into her hands, and Athene was

pleased with the prudent just man, because he had given her first the

golden goblet (dXeiaov), and she at once offered many prayers to king

Poseidon :
' Hear, earth-containing Poseidon, do not refuse us, wdio

beseech thee to accomplish these deeds. Above all, to Nestor and his

sons give glory ; and afterwards to others grant a gracious recompense,

to all the Pylians, for the magnificent hecatomb. Grant also to Tele-

machus and to me to return after having accomplished that for which we
came hither in the swift black ship.' Thus she prayed and fulfilled all

herself. She then gave to Telemachus the beautiful double-handled cup

{Beira^ u/iicf)iKV7reWoi')."

See further Od. xxii. 8-11 :
^ "He spake, and directed the bitter arrow

against Antinous. He was indeed about to lift a beautiful golden double-

eared goblet {aXeLo-ov a fi(f) co r o v) ; and had already seized it with his

hand that he might drink of the wine."

See again Od. xxii. 17, where the very same goblet, which in verses

9 and 10 was called aXeia-ov afi(f)(OToi', is simply called 8 e 77a 9: "He
sank sidewards, and the cup (SeTra?) fell from his hand."'-

See further 0(7. xxii. 8-1-86, where a SeTra? a [xi^LKvireWov is

mentioned, which is not indeed the identical aXeio-ov ci /j, cf) co r o u

spoken of before and called also simply 3e7ra?, but which is most

assuredly of an identical form, namely, a goblet with two handles :

—

" Od. iii. 40-63 :
" K\vOt, UocreiSaov yan^oxe, Ml^e /x^ynpris

SwKf 5' apa anAdyxyci:!' /j-oipas, ev S' olvov ex^vev Sj/mv evxo,u(voi(n reAevrricraL raSe epya.

Xpuffeio) SfTrai' SeiSiiTKo^ei'os 5e wpocrrivSa NeVropi /nev izpwTiaTa Kol vldcri kvSos oiTa(,e,

IlaWa^' 'Adrjyairiv, Koi/prjv Aihs alywxoio • avrap eTreir' aWotai S'lSov x^'-P^^^'aav a.fxoifii]i>

" Et'xeo vvv, (li lerj-e, nocretSdcoi/i duaKTf avixitacriv YivKtoKTiv ayaKXenvs (KaTO/xfirjs.

Tov yap Kcd 5aiT7)s i]VT7]aaTe, Sevpo fMoXopres. Sus 5' eri T7]\e/j.axoi' Koi ijj.( !rp7)^avTa veeaOai,

axiTap iTTi]!/ (Tireiarjs t€ koI ev^eat, ^ df/j-is itrriv, oui'eKa Sevp' iKo/jLiffda 60^ ahv pt]!' jueAairj?.

Shs Kal ToiiTw tirura SeTras jXiXi-q^ios oXvov 'iis ap' eTreir' rjparo, Koi aimj iravra TeAevra •

!r7re?crac (Trel Kal TovTOf oio/iat adavdroiaiv SwKe Si TTjAe/xa^y Ka\hv SeTras aixcpLKvirf\-

eyxecr^aj • Trdvres Se dewv X'^Te'oucr' dvOpwrrot. \ov.

aWa vedrepos iffTiy, o/jLTjXiKir} 5' e'juol avrw • ^ '^H, Kal eV 'AyrivScp lOvvero viKphv o'iffTOU.

TOxiveKa ffol irporepu) Swffw xpuffeior d\itffov." ^roi 6 Ka\hv d\iLaop dvaipriereadai e^tWev,

*nx eiTTuip, iv x^pc' rlQti SeVas 7;5fos otvov • xp^^^ov d/j.(pcoTOv, Kal 5?} /uero x^fO'"' fw^**

XiTpe S' 'AOTjval'q imzvvjxivw avSpl BiKa'io), ucppa irioi uXvoio.

ovveKa of vpoTfpri SuiKe XP'"'^^'-"^ dXiiffov. " eKXivdri 5' eTepwce, Sfiras 5e 01 iKirecre

avTiKa S' evxero iroWd UocrfiSdwpi draKTi •

x^'f"^^-
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" And, rolling over with the table, he fell staggering ; and he poured

the viands on the ground and the double-handled goblet {hkira^ dficfyi-

KUTreWov)."'^

By the above citations we have therefore proved, that in Homer a

Beira^ is identical with aXecaov and with SeTra? d/xcjuKVTreWov

;

further that 8i7ra<; is identical with aXeiaov ti fi (j) co r o p. Con-

sequently dXetcrov cifxcfxoTov is also identical with Sewa^ dfj,(f)LKv-

77 eWo I'. Now, as dXeiaov ajjb^wTov most undoubtedly means a

do uble-handJed gohlet, Beira^ dfKJjLKVTreWov must just as undoubtedly

mean a douUe-handled goblet. I could multiply these examples, but I

think them perfectly sufficient to do away with an absurd interpretation

of an important Homeric text, and to make the false theory fall to the

ground, that there could ever have existed in antiquity goblets with a cup

at both ends, and thus identical in form with the vessels which are to the

j)resent day used in the streets of London for measuring a penny or half-

penny worth of nuts.

But who tells us that, by comparing the bees' cells to the d/ji(j^iKV7TeX\a,

Aristotle had in view a vessel with a drinking cup at each end ? He could

only designate by d/u.^iKvireXXov a thing so named, which had a real

existence at his time. Now such a goblet with a cup at each end never

occurs in any classical author ; it has never yet been seen in sculptures

or wall- or vase-paintings ; no specimen of it has ever been found ; and

consequently it can never have existed. Besides, Aristotle does not call

the object of his comparison a Siira^ dfKpcKVTreXXov : he merely calls it an

u^c^LKvireXXov. But what does a KvireXXov mean ? * In Homer and other

poets it is certainly a goblet, but it also means a milk-vessel in Quintus

Smyrnaeus;* nay, Athenaeus^ says that, according to Philetes, the Syra-

cusans called the crumbs of bread, which remained on the table after

meals, KvireXXa. I would therefore suggest that, just as now in the streets

of London, so in the time of iVristotle hazel-nuts and other commodities

were sold in the streets of Athens in wooden vessels in the shape of a bee-

cell, which measured an obol's or two obols' worth of them, and that such a

vessel was called u/xcpiKvireXXov. Besides, in speaking of the shape of the

Homeric c^eVa? dfx(f)iKV7reX\oi>, Athenaeus docs not even state that x\ristotle

compares it to the bee's cell, but he cites the opinion of Asclepiades of

Myrlea, who says that dfji^iKvireXXov does not mean anything else than

that the goblet is dix^iKvprovJ^ But tlu? phrase which follows can leave

no doubt that the latter word signifies "with two handles," and this is

confirmed by Passow's Greek Lexicon (cd. Biost and Palm). In another

passage (xi. 65) Athenaeus asks :
" What does KvireXXov mean ? Is it

identical with aXeiaov and ScTra?, or is only its name different ? Or was

its typo different, and not like that of the oeTra? and the dXeiaov d/j,(f)i-

KUTreXXoi', but only curved ? For from the curved shape {kv^otj]^) the

KinreXXov as well as the ayLK^t/tuTreWoi/ (have their names), either becauscj

Trepip^TjSJjs Se rpaTre^j) yKdyos rjSt /coJ oluv.

KaTTiTfa-i Siu7)0(is, avh 5' itSara x«i'e;' tpa^e * xi. G'y.

ical S(nas a.ix(piKinr€\\op. " Atheii. xi. 24 : a.iJ.<l)iKvTre\\oi/ Se \fywv
* vi. 345 : irK-i^dii S' aSre KvireWa ^oUcv ainS, ovZiv aAAo (XTifialvei v) lirt fjv a/xcplKvpToy.
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beinf^ similar in shape to milk-pails, they were more narrow in the curve

;

or the d/jL-piKUTreWa have their name, like the dfi^LKvpra, from their

handles, because they are made of the same form. For the poet also

mentions a golden dfx(f)co7ov." " Silenus says that the KvireWa are

iKTrco/xara, similar to the aKucjioi, as Nicander the Colophonian says, ' The

swineherd distributed KVTreXXa.' Eumolpus says that the KvireWa are

a kind of Tror/jpioi', because they are curved. Simaristus says that the

Cypriotes call the double-handled TrorrjpLov a KVTreXXov ; the Cretans call

the double-handled cup as well as that with four handles by the same

name." ' I may here add that SeVa?, from the root Sutt, is related to

SecTTvov, and is always the goblet of the wealthier class.

The only cup discovered elsewhere, which shows any resemblance to

the Trojan ^eVa? d/j.(f)iKV7re\Xov, was found at Vulci, and is represented

in Mr. George Dennis's famous work, TJie Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria,

p. cxviii. No. 43. It has a pointed foot and two enormous handles, but

the whole cup is not higher than the diameter of its mouth. From its

resemblance to a woman's breast, Mr. Dennis identifies it with the

ancient goblet called mastos, a name given to it by the Paphians.^ This

name {fxaaro'^) being Greek, there can be no doubt that goblets of this

form existed in Greece also ; but they were probably but little in use,

for the above cup rejn-esented by Dennis appears to be unique.'^

The fanciful vase, No. 180, was found in the town-chief's house in the

third, the burnt city ; but as fragments of similar vases—usually of a

lustrous-black colour—are abundant also in the second city, I prefer

representing it here. * It is 25 in. high, and has a convex bottom and two

handles, besides two projections in the form of wings, at each side of which

is a spiral ornament in relief. The wing-like projections are hollowed,

and taper away to a point ; they are, consequently, not adapted to be used

as handles ; nay, they would break away if a full vase were lifted by them.

Are they then mere ornaments, or are they meant to show the sacred

' Athenaeus, xi. 65

:

-KOTi^piov Kvizpious, rh Se Slootov koI rerpawTOV

KvireWoy. tovto irdTepov icTri ravThv rev KpriTas. 4>iA7jr«s 5e 'SvpaKOVcriovs KvireWa,

a\ei<Tu> Kcd tw Seira'i, v) ovajxaTi ^ovov Sta\- /caAe?!/ ra rf/s fJi-o-Cv^ '^o'' '^'^'^ apTUiv i'jrl TfjS

AoCfTei; rpane^-ris Ka.TaKeifjLfji.aTa.

Tovs fiev apa xpvaeoicri KvireWois vTes 'hxo-i-i^v ^ Apollod. Cyren. op. Athen. xi. 74.

SeiSe'xoT' aWoOev aWos ayacTTaSov. ^ Considering the relations, now well esta-

^ Sidrpopos V 6 TVTTos, Ka\ ovx uiarirep rh SeVas blished, of the people of Palestine and Phoenicia

Kal Th a\fi(Tov afxcpiKinreWov ovtw 5e Kal tovto, with Asia llinor, it is very interesting to find,

Kvepbv 5e fjiovov ; OTti yap ti]s kv^6tt]tos rh among the spoil taken by the Egyptian king

KinrcWov iL'cx-Kep Ka\ rh a/jLepiKinriWov •
-;) otj Thntmes III. from Megiddo, " a great flagon with

Kapair\-r]cnov i]v Tah TreWais, avvriyfxivov fia\- two handles, a v:ork of the JDial, i.e. Phoenicians,"

\ov els t)^v KvepoTTjTa • v) afxcpiKinreXKa olov which reminds us of the silver vases named in

afx<plKvpTa airh tuiv wtoiv. Sia rh Toiavra eluai II. xxiii. 74-1-43 ; Od. iv. 615-19. This is named

TJ7 KaTaffKivfj. <pr](jl yap Kal 6 TroiriTris '

XP^' among objects of gold and silver ; and, later on,

ffeoy &fi<p(i3T0v.' 'Aurifxaxos S" iv irffnrrtf) &7)- among the spoils of Kadesh, the capital of those

fiaiSos • very Kheta, or Hittites, whom we have already

iraffLV 5" Tjyffxoyeffcrtv eiroixofJ-evoi Kr;pvKes seen in connection with Troy, we find golden

Xpvaea Ka\a KvneWa rervyfxeya viopLr^aavro. dishes and double-handled jugs, besides vessels of

'2,ei\T]vhs 5e (prjai ' /cirTreAAa eKiriLfiaTa ffKvcpois gold and silver tcrought in the land of Zahi, i.e.

ofLoia, ws Kal NiKav5pos 6 Ko\o(p(iuios • KinreWa Phoenicia. (Brugsch, Hist, of Egypt xuidcr tlie

5' evetfie ffvfiwT7\s.' Evfj.o\TTos 5e noTriplov yevos Pharaohs, vol. i. pp. 374, 379, 385, Eugl. trans.,

aTrh Tov Kvcphu elyat. 'ZifidptaTos Se rh SicsiToy 2nd ed.)
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character of tlie vase ? On the top of it I Lave put the hell-shaped cover

with a doiihle handle in the form of a crown, which was found close by,

No. 180. Large lustrous-black Vay, fuund m the Hu3.1l IL.u^e. v V'uunt 1:8 actual size. Depth, 30ft.)

and may possibly have belonged to it. Similar vase-covers, always of a

lustrous-black colour, occur in the second city, but they are rare here, as

compared with the abundance of them found in the upper pre-historic

cities, and particularly in the third or burnt city.

There was, no doubt, in the second city a vast variety of other pottery,

but I have not been able to collect more types than those I have repre-

sented, because, owing to the immense superincumbent masses of stones,

nearly all the pottery has been smashed to small fragments.

Of terra-cotta whorls, I have been able to collect a good number in the

dehi'is of the second city, though they are far less abundant here than

in the subsequent pre-historic cities. They are also much smaller than

those of the first city, and their incised ornamentation is identical with

that of the whorls in the upper cities ; the only difference is, that all tho

whorls of the second city, like those of the first, are of a black colour.

The shallow as well as the deep plates are hero all wheel-made, and

precisely of the same rude fabric as those of the third city (see Nos. 461-

4G8, p. 408); the only difference being in the colour, which is hero

brownish, whereas it is light yellow in the following city. In fact, except

a certain class of yellow pitchers, which are plentiful in the following

cities, and of the same rude fabric as the plates, these plates, though

wheel-made, are almost the rudest pottery found at Hissarlik. My friend

l\[r. Joseph Hampcl, keeper of the collection of coins and antiquities of

the Hungarian National IMuseum in Buda-Pesth, informs me that plates
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of an identical shape and fabric have been found frequently at Magyarad

in Hungary.

But there also occur in all the strata of the second city large quan-

tities of fra'^-ments of hand-made lustrous-black deep plates ; but, as has

been said, none of them has here a trace of those horizontal tubular

holes for suspension in the rim which characterize the bowls and plates

of the first city.

I never found a trace of columns in any one of the five pre-historic

cities of Hissarlik ; hence it is certain that no columns of stone existed

there. Moreover, the word klwv never occurs in the Iliad, but only in the

Odyssey, where columns of wood seem to be meant. In a house, at a depth

of about 40 ft., I found a prettily-carved and very hard piece of limestone

No. 181. Block of Limestone, with a socket. In which the pivot of a door

may have turned. (About 1 : 7 actual size. Depth, 40 ft.)

in the form of a crescent, with a round hole l^in. deep in the centre of it,

and I suppose that it may have been used as the support for the fold of a

door ; I represent it here under No. 181.



CHAPTER YII.

THE THIRD, THE BUEN'T CITY.

I HAVE already sliown that the site of the second city must hav8

been deserted for a long time before it was again built upon. The new
settlers began, as M. Burnouf remarks, " with levelling the debris ujoon

the ruins of the Second City : they filled the cavities and ravines with

stones and other material, in many places only with ashes or clay, inter-

laid with clay cakes {gaJettes).'"

The great wall c on the view No. 144, which their predecessors had

built on the south side, did not appear strong enough to them, because it

sloped at an angle of 45°, and could, consequently, be very easily scaled.

They therefore built just before it, on the south side, the large wall

marked h on No. 144, which slopes to the south at an angle of 15°

from the vertical line, whilst on the north side, where it faces the old

wall c, it was built up vertically. In this manner there was formed

between the two walls a great triangular hollow, which was filled up
with earth. My excavations in this hollow have proved that it is pure

earth, without any intermixture of debris. But, like the wall c, this

second wall h does not consist altogether of solid masonry. Two walls,

each from 4 to 6 ft. thick, were erected, the one vertically at the foot of

the sloping wall c, the other at a distance of from 4 to G ft. to the south

of the former, ascending on the south side at an angle of 75°, the space

between the two walls being filled up with loose stones. In this way the

outer wall, the southern face of which ascends at an angle of 75° with the

horizon, or slopes at an angle of 15° from the vertical line, served as a sort

of retaining wall for the loose stones, whose ponderous pressure it could

probably not have sustained had it been built perpendicularly. •• Both these

walls consist of small stones joined with clay ; they do not appear to con-

tain a single wrought stone : but the flattest side of the stones having been

put outside, the face of tlio wall presents a tolerably smooth appearance.

The top of this wall was, like that of the wall c, paved with larger stones

;

and, the two walls e and /; being of equal height, and the hollow between
them being filled up with earth to a level with the surface of the coping

of the walls, a flat terrace was obtained, 100 ft. long by 40 ft. wide on
the east, and 23 ft. on the west side. I found this flat space covered

to the height of from 7 to 10 ft. with ruins of buildings, of slightly-baked

bricks, which, having been exposed to an intense heat in the great confla-

gration by which this third city was destroyed, had been partly vitrified

by means of the silica they contained. These bricks had suffered so much
from the fire that they had decayed into formless masses, among which I

rarely found entire bricks well preserved. The really enormous masses

X
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of pottery, saddlc-queriis of trachyte, whorls, &c., contained in these

shapeless masses of bricks and red wood-ashes, can leave no doubt that

they belonged to tower-like inhabited buildings, which served both as an

ornament and as works of defence for the walls.

As I have before stated, to these third settlers' is also due all the

masonry of small stones of a reddish colour, which we see on both sides of

the entrance to the gate. The work of their predecessors, the people of

the second city, can easily be recognized by the large blocks of white lime-

stone with which they built, and which may be seen in the lower courses

of the parapets on the view Xo. 14-1. As has been before explained,

to the second settlers must also be attributed the pavement of the road,

consisting of large flags of white limestone, whereas to the third settlers

evidently belongs the superj)osed new pavement of largo flags of a reddish

colour, which visitors will easily discern on the wliole of the lower part

of the road ; while on the upper part of it the reddish flags have crumbled

away from contact with the air, as they had been exposed to an intense

heat in the conflagration. The reddish flags of this second pavement

rest upon the white flags of the whole road ; there is no earth or debris

between them.

I have not been able to trace the handiwork of the third settlers in

the building of the large wall, which continues from the gate in a north-

westerly direction, and which is but a prolongation of the great internal

wall, marked c on No. 144, and a on the little sketch No. 145. But the

shapeless crumbling masses of slightly-baked bricks, mixed with large

quantities of wood-ashes and stones, with which both this wall and the

gate were covered to a depth of 7 and 10 ft., testify to the vastness of the

works of defence which had been erected here by the third settlers

;

because they, and they alone of all the difl"erent pre-historic peoples who
lived here, used bricks. The masses of objects found in these heaps of

hvick-dehris in the gate, as well as on the wall which proceeds in a north-

westerly direction from it, can leave no doubt that here, as well as on

the great flat space formed by the walls h and e on No. 144, were tower-

like, densely-inhabited, works of defence.

If, as there can be no doubt, the wall of large boulders on the north

side (b, in the engraving No. 2, p. 24) belongs to the second city, then

certainly the third city, which now occupies us, was on the east side much
smaller than its predecessor, because its walls, which I have brought to

light throughout their whole circuit, stop 230 ft. short of the wall of large

boulders.^ To the south, on the contrary, it is somewhat larger, because,

while the prolongation of the wall c on No. 144 continues to the east, the

prolongation of the wall h on the same plate continues at first in a south-

easterly direction, wdiere it forms the projection marked d, which was a

buttress ; it runs thence some distance to the east, and then bends at a

sharp angle to the north-west.- The prolongation of this wall consists of

only a few courses of slabs, which have been laid on the debris of the

second city. For this reason, and from the consequent weakness of the

1 See Plan I. (of Troy). 2 See Plan I. (of Troy).
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stoue wall, tlie brick walls by which it was siirmoimted were not built

directly upon it. iin agglomeration of clay cakes {galettes) was first laid

on this wall to give it greater solidity, and on these clay cakes the brick

walls were built. M. Burnouf, who studied this singular sort of construc-

tion for a long time, has given me the following interesting details, on the

subject :

—

''Clay Calces {galettes).—Yellow^ clay is still employed to the present

day in the villages of the Troad to form the coatings of the house-walls,

and even the house-walls themselves.

" The agglomeration of clay cakes [galettes) represented under Xo. 182
may be seen on the large southern wall, at the angle of the trench in

No. 132. Different Layers of Clay Cikes on the great Southern Wall, at the angle of the Trench opposite the
nine Jars.

front of the nine jars.^ It is surmounted by solid brickwork in situ, which
constituted part of the brick wall.** Above this remnant of brick wall are

house-walls of the following city ; they are inclined, and in a ruined

condition ; above them is the Hellenic wall. The clay cakes [galettes)

may be also seen to the west and east of this point. They appear to have

been used in the whole of the ancient stone wall, and to have belonged to

the brick city. Has the legend of x\pollo and Poseidon been applied to this

construction with dried clay ? Jhero are also, indeed, clay cakes [galettes)

in the first two cities, but they are there embedded in a dark-grey mass,

and not employed, as they are here, as part of a general architectural

system. The jars (the nine on the south side and the three at the south-

western angle of the city) rest on a soil of yellow or dark-grey or ash-

coloured clay cakes [galettes). The same may be said of the houses of the

unburnt part of the city, where we find yellow clay cakes [galettes) still at

a depth of 3 metres (10 ft.) below the surface of the hill. Above these clay

cakes there is a stratum of grey earth, which has been formed from the

debris, and on this stratum the last houses were built. At the north-west

angle of the great rampart wall, where the last treasure was found,^ there

is also a mass of clay cakes [galettes) belonging to the wall, and this mass
was much larger before the last excavation.

" In the gate, at the northern projection [jamhage), the clay'cakes are

mixed with the stones ; they are hero made of yellow earth or of brown
ashes, and they are covered by a burnt yellow stratum, which is derived

from bricks. The mass of debris is composed of stones and ashes, which

buried the gate in the conflagration, and have enlarged the city in that

direction.

' See Plan I. ((if Troy), s. ' About twenty yanls to the north of taa

* See the engraving Xo. 183, which represents place marked A on Plan I. (of Troy),

this corner.
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" The system of the clay cakes {galettes) has been applied on a large

scale in the mound to the north-west, behind the quarter of the well below

the Hellenic wall.'^ The clay cakes {galettes) are very large there, and

sometimes 1 metre (3 ft, 4 in.) long. At the eastern angle of this mound

we again see these clay cakes of' the common size.

" We also see clay cakes on the top of the great brick wall " of the city,

at the north angle, where they served to obtain a solid basis for the

houses which we see built upon them ; we perceive the same system

below the adjoining houses. But these houses, as well as the clay cakes

on wliich they rest, belong to -the following or fourth city.

" "We also see clay cakes below the little walls ^ to the east of and

adjoining the gate. They are mixed with black ashes and fragments of

burnt bricks.

" In short, the clay cakes (gaieties) appear to liavo been a system of

building which was generally employed in the first three, and even

in the first four, Trojan cities, but particularly in the Third City,

in which they served for the large constructions."

M. Burnouf goes on to describe the remains of the brick Avails of this

third city ; his description is so clear and jjreciso that visitors can have

no difficulty in finding them out.

" The Brick Walls.—Xo. 183 represents that portion of the brick wall

which is in front of the nine jars (s on Plan I.). At a are sixteen courses

of bricks, joined with a paste

made of crushed bricks. These

courses of bricks reach nearly

up to the Hellenic wall c. They

are inclined on the outside; the

mass of clay cakes (galettes), b,

on which they rest, is 1'70 m.

(5 ft. 8 in.) thick ; they are

separated from it by a course

of limestone. The mass of

clay cakes, b, rests on the

large wall d, which is the

circuit wall of the citadel.

Later on the city was enlarged

by the moimds of debris thrown

outside the walls, n marks

one of these mounds of debris,

M is the wall of a house which

No, 183. The pi.riion ul the brick Wall in irui.t uf the nine Jars,

which contains a layer of black ashes, n
leans against the Hellenic wall c.

" This brick wall continued in an easterly direction. We find it again,

with its exterior coatings, in the ramp which M. Schliemaun has left

standing to the west of the quadrangular Hellenic structure.'' Here also

^ This Hellenic wall is marked Z O on Plan I. (of

TiOy) ; see also the engraving Xo. 18<3 (p. 311).

' Marked it on Sectional Plan III.

^ In the jilace marked O on Plan I.

" This ramp is distinctly indicated by the

letter T on I'lan I., and by the letter R on Sec-

tional Plan IV,
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tlie faces of this brick wall are inclined ; tlie latter forming, at the

angle of the citadel, a large solid mass of masonry, probably a tower or

a buttress.

" In the massive block of bricks at the north angle of the fortress,^'' it

may be discerned, first, that the courses of bricks are inclined to that side

on which the conflagration was severest, namely, to the east ; secondly,

that the exterior coatings on the wall indicate its thickness and direction.

" The first massive block of hriclcs on the north side}^—Instead of the

stone wall we have here only one course of large flags, on which the brick

wall rests. This course of flags passes below the first block of bricks, and

penetrates below the second. It rests on a thin horizontal layer, formed

of a more or less ashy earth and yellow clay. The surface of this wall is

burnt.

" On the stone wall or pavement is (1) a grey or black layer 6 to

10 ctm. (2-4 to 4 in.) deep, of burnt shells; (2) a layer 2 to 3 ctm.

('8 to 1"2 in.) thick, of yellow-red brick matter; (3) the massive block of

bricks (e, a, d, on the engraving No. 181). At the foot of the east front

of the block of bricks, for a length of 1-50 m. (5 ft.) is a coaiing of a

paste of crushed bricks, and of several very thin layers of fine earth, which

are polished on the outer side. This coating is in situ, and inclined to the

outside. It has sustained the action of an intense heat, whose black vapour

(buee noire) has penetrated far into the wall. As the coating is at the foot

of the massive block of bricks, and in an exact line with the course of larefe

flags which constitutes its base, this latter was evidently the foundation of

the brick construction. Above this brick construction is a layer of ashes

mixed with the stones of subsequent houses, and

remnants of house-walls ^ rise again on these ruins.

Visitors will see this observation confirmed by

examining the neighbouring houses, whose stone

walls rest on ashes, which are frequently consoli-

dated by the system of clay cakes (r/alcftes).

" The north side presents a vertical white coat

ing (c, in the engraving No. 184), similar to that

on the east side. Like the latter, it is inclined

and parallel to a third intermediate front, h. We
therefore recognize here two parallel walls of bricks,

the space between which is filled in with broken

bricks. The whole rests on the course of large flags already mentioned.

The front d is uncertain, as it has been demolished.

" The proportions of the walls represented in the engraving No. 184

are:

—

" The first Uoeh of Iriehsr from a to 7^ MT m. (3 ft. 11 in.); from h

to c, 53 ctm. (1 ft. 9 in.); from e to d, 1-37 m. (4ft. G-8 in.).

" Tlie second massive block of bricks.—The course of large flags continues

to serve as the base of the wall. The aforesaid coating of a paste of

7/n7'//y77/77777770^r

No. 1S4. The great brick AVall,

North side. This erigraviiigserves

to explain the first, the second,

and the tliird massive blocks of

bricks, whicli are remnants of tlic

city wall.

"> :\Iaike.l II on Plan III. (Section X-Y)
" Marked ii on Plan III.; also repiesen

the engraving No. 184.

> Marked T on Plan III. (Section X-Y).

presented by - Tlie three blocks of bricks are marked ii on

Plan III. (Section X-Y).
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crnslietl bricks continues here on the east front of the wall ; as does also

the filling up of the interval between the two walls with crushed bricks.

Also tlie above-mentioned white coating c, as well as the wall c d, whose

front d is deni(dished, continues here. We likewise see here on the top of

the brick construction the same layer of ashes mixed with the stones of

subsequent houses, and on these again remnants of later house-walls.^

" The third masaive hhck of bricks.—AYe see here the continuation of the

coated front a, against which lean ashes which have fallen from above.

Behind the coating we perceive the continuinl action of the black vapour

(huee noire) of the intense heat which has penetrated far into the wall. We
see the continuation of the fronts h and c, between which the space is filled

with debris. The mark of the black vapour (biiee noire) below this filling

seems to prove that the interval between the two walls was empty before

the conflagration, and that it served as a passage. The wall c d continues.

The front d does not exist in the massive block ; it appears to have been

defaced by time, for on this side the bricks are shapeless. Outside we see

ashes, fragments of pottery, shells, fragments of bricks, &c., accumulated

against the front a.

" Having excavated between the second and third massive blocks

of bricks, I have found, on the regular level, the course of flags on which

the brick wall rests ; further, the filled-up interior passage and the

coatings of the fronts.

" Important remark.—The east coating, which is marked «, is alone

burnt; it is, in fact, vitrified, and has behind it the marks of the very

dark black vapour {Imee noire), which has penetrated to a great depth

between the courses of bricks. On the other hand, the coatings b and c

have not been touched by the fire. Besides, the matter which fills the

passage contains fragments of bricks, pottery, stones, bones, shells, &c.,

—

all debris of the Trojan stratum.

" If from the first massive block of bricks we look across the great

northern trench on the other part of the town, we clearly discern the

level of the buildings. It is marked by a black layer, which descends

like black vapour (Iniee noire). Above it we perceive a yellow stratum of

matter burnt l)y a white heat ; then a grey stratum, upon which are built

the houses of the following city. Close to the gate we see the ruins of

houses founded on a single layer of stones : in this wav the large house *

close to the entry of the citadel has partly been built.

" The site of the city was raised on an averar/e 2 to 3 m. (G ft. 8 in. to

10 ft.) by the conflagration ; it was also considerably enlarged in all direc-

tions by the enormous masses of ruins and debris thrown down from the

walls. What remained of the brick walls and the houses was buried in the

new soil, which was composed for the most part of ashes and bricks, and of

objects broken or defaced by the fire. This new soil is often consolidated

by clay cakes {gaieties), or by a judicious employment of the materials

which lay on the surface. On it was built the Fourth City. I call the par-

ticular attention of visitors to the enormous mass of debris of the third, the

^ Marked T on Plan III. (Section X-Y). See ensraving No. 188. p. 325.
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burnt city, tlirown from within into and before the gate. This debris con-

sists for the most part of ashes and calcined stones from the neighbouring

houses. This mass of burnt debris covered the gate, and increased the

city considerably to the south.

On this accumulation the new
settlers built, to the right

and left from the points a and

B (No. 185), houses the walls

of which may still be seen

in the massive block of debris

in front of the gate.^ The

form of the strata of debris

before the gate shows a depression, which goes far to prove that the

inhabitants of the fourth city continued to go in and out by the very

same road. But this is not at all surprising, because the roads to the

country commenced and ended at this point,"

The engraving No. 186 represents the north-west angle of the great

wall built by the second settlers, and which continued to be used by the

asTics and grey earLh.,^^^^^^

o ro w n a sh e S

Pavement of the, Gtibe

1^0. 185. Dihris, of the Burnt City at tlio Gate.

Debris at N. W. nnqJc'

Ko. 186. Walls and accumulation of dihris, N.W. angle.

inhabitants of the third, the burnt city, as the substruction for their brick
work of defence. The reader will be astonished to see in this wall a

passage filled with clay cakes, which could have no other object than to

consolidate it. To the left of tlu; wall arc slanting layers of debris, which
descend at an angle of exactly 45^, and of which a small portion close to

the wall contains fragments of pottery peculiar to the second city, and
must, consequently, belong to it. Then follow the slanting strata of
debris of tlio third, the burnt city, which visitors recognize at a glance by
their calcined condition. All these layers of d(^ris are very compact, and
almost as liard as limestone. The great Hellenic wall, which we see
to the left, could tlierefore be erected upon them witliout any foundations.
To the left of tlie Hellenic Avail are masses of light debris intermixed with
fragments of pottery of the Eomau period.

Th is massive Ijlock of debris is marlv-ed F on Plan I. ; see also Plan IV., Section Z'-Z'.
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^

From tliis nortli-wost angle the great wall of the s-econd city proceeds

in au easterly direction; its prolongation may be followed up as far

as my great northern trench,

hoyond which it appears again.

The third settlers, the inhabit-

ants of the burnt city, used it

only as a substruction for their

brick fortifications as far as the

first massive blocks of Ijricks, to

the left in entering the great

trench from the north side.''

Whilst the great wall of the

second city continues in the same

direction eastward, the brick wall

of the third, the burnt city, ran

from this point in a south-east-

erly direction, as represented by

the accompanying Section No, 187

and the Plan I. (of Trov). It

I j^ ^Z ll^ must, however, be distinctly

understood that for some distance

from the block a on No. 187 the

brick wall rested only on a single

course of large unwrought flags

of limestone, A little further on

(probably already before the block

marked g on the same Section),

the great substruction wall of

stones, which I have brought to

light from the point b to the

point D, where it was accidentally

demolished, begins again. It may
be seen peeping out of the ruins

a few yards beyond the point g

in the direction of b, but I

suppose it must begin again a

few yards from g, in the direc-

tion towards a.

It appears strange indeed

that this great substruction wall

should be missing for a short

distance. Can the inhabitants

have been forced by the approach

, "
" " of an enemy to hurry the build-

ing of the wall, so as to con-

struct their brick wall for a short distance merely on a single course

of flags ?

•^ See the engraving No. 184. The block is marked ii on Plan III. (Section X-Y).

or, sCZZ-,^
J 5 :s £ ,- -^

o — -

2 "g s
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As will be seen by tlie Plan I. (of Troy), this Third City was of tri-

angular form. Its south-east corner alone has not been reached by the

flames, but all the rest has been burnt. M. Burnouf remarks, that " during

the conflagration the wind must have driven the flames from the south-

west (that is, from the direction of the gate) to the north-east, because

nearly all the treasures were found on the south-west side. In that part

of the city which lies towards the middle of the eastern wall, was one of

the great centres of the conflagration. In the debris of this centre we see,

one above the other, (1) the black vapour (huee noire), which has deeply

impregnated the soil ; a heap of debris, which has been exposed to an

intense heat, and which, in falling, has broken some large jars into frag-

ments ; a layer of ashes mixed with stones, bones, burnt shells, &c.

:

(2) a second time the marks of the black vapour (Jmee noire), with a series

of beams ; then a second layer of debris, reduced by an intense heat

;

ashes ; a black line ; finally, brick earth which has been exposed to an

intense heat, and on the top earth which also shows the action of fire. All

these debris together are 4 metres (13 ft.) deep ; the house from which

they are derived must have been two, perhaps three, storeys high : it was

sustained on the south side by a wall 1 metre (3 ft. 4 in.) thick."

The ground-floors of the houses consist generally of clay laid on a bed

of debris, and in this case they are nearly always vitrified and form a

porous mass with a lustrous green glassy surface, but sometimes the clay

is laid on large horizontal flags, and in this case they have exactly the

appearance of asphalt floors. In the former case they are generally

0*40 in. to • 60 in., in the latter • 35 in., thick. In many cases the

heat has not been intense enough to vitrify more than the surface of the

ground-floors, and in this case the rest resembles pumice-stone in appear-

ance and hardness.

For a very long distance on the north side there was, at a depth of

from 26 to 30 ft., a sort of vitrified sheet, which was only interrupted by

the house-walls, or by places where the clay had been laid on flags. All the

floors of the upper storeys, and even the terraces on the top of the houses,

consisted of beams, laid close together and covered with a similar thick

layer of clay, which filled all the interstices between the beams, and was

made to present a smooth surface. This clay seems to have been more or

less fused in the great catastrophe by the burning of the beams, and

to have run doAvn ; in fact, only in this manner can we explain the

presence of the enormous mass of vitrified lumps in the ruins, which

are either shapeless or of a conical form, and often from 5 to 6 in. tliick.

My lamented friend, the late Stafl'-surgeon Dr. Edward Moss, who, as

before mentioned, when on board H.M.S. Research in Besika Bay, fre-

quently visited my excavations in October and November 1878, maintained

that these vitrified floors had been produced by the action of intense heat

on the surface of the underlying clay, the straw in the latter supply-

ing the silica for the formation 'of an alumina glass. He informed me
further that he exposed to a white heat a fragment of this clay, and even

some of the fragments of the very coarsest pottery, and that they vitrified

at the corners. But it still remains unexplained, Avhy the clay floors
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laid on the large flags should in no instance have been vitrified. I

presume that their as2)halt-like appearance is merely due to the black

vapour (hiiee noire) by which they are impregnated. The action of the fire

upon them luis been so great that even the flags below them bear the

marks of tlio intense heat to which they have been exposed ; but still

the clay is black throughout, and neitlior baked nor vitrified. Like the

present village houses of the Troad, the Trojan houses must have had a

very thick terrace of clay to protect them against the rain, and all this clay

has contributed largely to produce the enormous accumulation of dehris.

According to M. Durnouf's measurement, the ordinary dimensions of

the bricks of this third city are 52 ctm. x 43 X 13.V (20 -8 in. x 17*2 x
5 '4). The cement watli which the bricks are joined is made of brick

matter, probably of crushed bricks and water, and is generally from
• 4 in. to 2 in. thick. The bricks are invariably mixed with straw,

but they show different degrees of baking : some appear to have been

merely dried in the sun and not to have been baked at all ; others are

slightly baked ; others, of a reddish colour, are more thoroughly baked.

M. Burnouf even found some bricks in the interior of the great wall

which had been over-baked, for they are vitrified on the surface without

having been exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration. But it

must be distinctly understood that, as there were no kilns, the bricks

were baked in an open fire, and hence none of them have either the

appearance or the solidity of the worst of our present bricks. All the

bricks which have been exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration

are, of course, thoroughly baked, or rather thoroughly burnt, for they

have lost their solidity by their exposure to the intense heat.

" The architecture of the houses of this third city is," as Virchow '

observes, " exactly the prototype of that architecture which is still in use

in. the villages of the Troad. If we ride through such a village and enter

one or more of the houses, we get a series of views which correspond with

what we see in the ancient city. But this is not surprising, for it must

be considered, in the first place, that, owing to its insalubrity, the Plain

of Troy could never be the field of a great colonization. There are neither

important remains of ancient settlements, nor are the few places now

inhabited of any significance. On the contrary, they are poor little

villages with wnde lands attached. The few inhabitants have evidently

also contributed but little to introduce a new culture. They have almost

no connection with abroad ; roads, in the modern sense of the word, do not

exist, and probably never have existed, in the Plain of Troy. This fact

agrees with the peculiarities of the soil, which nearly everywhere engenders

malaria. But just in proportion as a richer colonization, a more perfect

agriculture, and in general a greater development of the higher arts of

peace, are rendered difficult by the soil, in the same proportion have the

inhabitants, though they are no nomads, always preferred the occupation

of the herdsman. This is the second circumstance which explains the

' See his Lecture to the Anthropological Congress at Strassburg, Aug. 13, 1879, and his

Beitrdije zur Landcskunde d:r Troas ; Berlin, 1879.
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contimiance of primeval habits. Herdsmen have slighter pretensions to

domestic settlement than agriculturists and artisans. They live much
in the open air ; the house is of secondary interest to them. > The herds

of the Trojans consist, to the present day, just as Homer described them,

of a multitude of horses, sheep, and goats. Horned cattle, and especially

hogs, are out of all proportion rarer. But horses are still bred in such

multitudes, that the Homeric description of the wealth of king Erich-

thonius, who had 3000 mares, is still applicable to certain regions. There

are probably in the Troad more horses than men ; it is, consequently,

never difficult to get a horse.

" Under such circumstances, and as if it were an expression of the

conservative disposition of the population, the ancient architecture has been

preserved. On the levelled soil the house-walls of unwrought quarry-

stones are generally built up to a little more than a man's height. These

walls enclose store-rooms which are used as cellars, as well as stables for

domestic animals. Sheep and goats are not housed in such stables ; for

the winter and very bad weather there are half-open shanties or sheds,

under which they are driven. Even camels remain in the open air ; they

may be seen lying in large troops in the night in the courtyards or in

the streets, and on the public places, always with those wooden fastenings

on the back, on which saddle and luggage are put. Stables are, therefore,

only kept for horses and cows, as well as sometimes for hogs.

" Above this stone ground-floor is raised the storey containing the

habitation, the hel Stage proper. Its walls consist, as they consisted of

old, of clay bricks, which far exceed in size those we are accustomed

to see. They are large quadrangular plates, sometimes a foot in length

and breadth, and from 3 to 4 in. thick ; commonly but slightly baked, or

dried in the sun. The clay of which they are made has been previously,

and often very abundantly, kneaded with the cuttings of straw, which are

obtained by the mode of threshing in use here. The clay is taken just

as the heavy land offers it ; the dirt of the street, so abundant in wet

weather, is used as cement. The substance of both bricks and cement

is, therefore, not very difierent ; but the one may easily be distinguished

from the other by the mixture of the straw cuttings witli the clay bricks.

These latter receive from it a lighter colour, whilst the cementing dirt

exhibits a darker grey or bluish colour and a more equal quality.

" The enclosing walls of tlic courts and gardens are made in a like

manner. Sometimes they consist of stones, and in that case they often

contain fragments of ancient house or temple buildings, blocks of marble,

sometimes still bearing inscriptions. But most frequently they also

are made of clay bricks ; the top of the walls is protected by a cover,

generally of a vegetable nature. On the shore sea-weed is employed ; in

the neighbourhood of the forest, the bark of trees ; elsewhere, reeds and
shrubs. These court and garden walls are commonly joined to the house-

walls. As they are nearly always of much more than a man's height,

the whole presents the character of a small fortress.

" Clay walls are, of course, much exposed to destruction. Fortunately,

on the whole, it does not rain much in the Troad. For comparatively
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a long time there is dry ^Yeather, the effect of wliich, however, is in some
degree compensated by the very constant sea-winds. Strictly speaking,

there is scarcely a single wind in the Troad which is not a sea-wind;

almost all winds are wet, which circumstance makes the climate, even in

the hot days, very agreeable. The prevalent dry weather preserves the

clay walls of the houses. They are, besides, protected by the wide
projecting roof, as well as by the galleries wliich are built all round
the hel etage, and particularly on the west side.

"This mode of building explains two things: there is no need for

direct access to the ground-floor; people descend into it from above, as

into an underground cellar. For this reason very commonly the stone

walls run on without interruption, having no other entrance than the

yard-gate. The access to the habitation is by a staircase, which leads at

once into the house, and onto the universal verandah or terrace, which is

raised upon the stone wall at the level of the hel etage: it is the place

where part of the household work is done, and where the inmates remain

in the cooler time of the day.

" Owing to the neglected condition of the country, one has not seldom

the opportunity of seeing such houses in decay; in fact, modern ruins.

Of this I saw the most striking example in Yerkassi Kioi, situated just

opposite to Hissarlik on the western side of the plain, which always

lay before our eyes as the dominating point of the landscape. There

is a large old castle there. I was told that it had been built by an
Armenian; but, though it had been arranged like a fortress, he had

nevertheless thought it advisable to withdraw from the unsafe country.

So the property had passed over for a trifle into the hands of the

Turkish Government. At present it is managed as a farm on behalf

of the Minister of War, or rather the chief of artillery, and partly by
soldiers. The consequence is that, for the most part, the houses have

been abandoned and fallen into ruins. Here, therefore, was an excellent

object of comparison with Hissarlik.

"^\hen it rains in the Troad, it pours in torrents. When the roof

of a house is destroyed, the rain gradually washes down the clay

bricks, and finally there remains nothing standing but the stone wall,

which ultimately also begins to collapse. The ruins of Yerkassi

Kioi, therefore, presented exactly the appearance of the excavations at

Hissarlik.

" In the house of the king the stone Avails are proportionally high

and more carefully joined, but they also consist of unwrought irregular

quarry-stones. This material is evidently not fetched from a distance.

The whole ridge, on the last spur of which Hissarlik lies, consists of

tertiary and principally fresh-water limestone, which forms horizontal

strata. These can easily be broken into large fragments ; and such frag-

ments, as rude as when they come from the quarry, are used in the walls

of the ancient cities of Hissarlik. Only the stones which were required

for particularly important points, such as corner-stones, have been in

some places a little wrought. For the rest, there is no trace of a regular

manipulation, or of the working of smooth surfaces, on any of these
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stones. Everywhere the same rude form appears, just as it is used

at the present day Ly the inhabitants of the Troad.
" Many of the house-walls form enclosed squares without any entrance

;

others have a door. The former were, therefore, evitlently stores, into

which access was only possible from above ; that is, from the house.

In these more or less cellar-like recesses are the jars, which are often

so large that a man can stand upright in them without being seen,

and which are often ranged in rows of 4 or 6 in one cellar. Many of

them have been destroyed by the falling of the houses or by the fire,

and only a few have been preserved intact. In a few instances only

these jars were found partly filled with burnt grain ; but there can be

no doubt that all of them served for the preservation of food, wine, or

water. Those lower recesses must, therefore, be considered as store-

rooms, in which the inmates of the houses put all they needed for

their sustenance. The habitation proj)er was evidently on the hd etage,

and, therefore, in rooms whose walls consisted essentially of bricks. But

one thing remained for some time unintelligible to me. In several places

we found in the walls large quadrangular or cubical hollow places, w'hich

contained large masses of burnt matter, particularly calcined vegetables.

The enigma was solved when I saw the internal arrangement of the

presenf houses, in which the fireside is still established in a niche of the

house-walls. There can, consequently, be no doubt that the firesides were

arranged in the same manner in the third or burnt city of Ilium.

" But, in many places, parts of the clay brick walls form shapeless

masses. This has been produced in a twofold manner. One part has

been exposed to the conflagration, and has been changed by it in very

different degrees. We see there all the transitions from the common
effects of fire to complete coml)ustion. Most frequently the clay masses

have been fused to a glassy flux. In proportion to the vehemence of

the heat, the fusion has penetrated to various depths. For the most part,

the clay bricks have only externally a sort of surface glaze, but sometimes

the interior is also vitrified, or has even become a sort of pumice-stone,

like sponge, full of blisters. Finally, in many places there has occurred

only that little change which is produced by the l)aking of our bricks.

These burnt masses have a great extent. It is in the highest degree

surprising to see what piles of them lie one upon the other. It must

have been a fearful conflagration which has destroyed nearly the whole

city.

" The other kind of change which the bricks have undergone has been

their disintegration, such as I saw in its first stage at Yerkassi Kioi.

When the roofs had fallen in or had been burnt, and when the masonry

had been freely exposed to the influences of the atmosphere, the clay

bricks of the walls were gradually softened, disintegrated, and dissolved,

and from them has been essentially formed the greater part of the

unstratified masses of earth, which, to the wonder of all who see them,

have in some places accumulated to enormous masses, and have })ushed

themselves in between the remnants of the buildings.

"In all the strata of ruins and debris of Ilissarlik there is found a
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large mass of remnants of food. Some of these are better, others worse

preserved. The best preserved of all are the Conchylia. I have made, as

far as possible, a complete collection of all the species which occur, and

M. von Martens has had the kindness to identify them.* A glance at this

collection suffices to show that the Trojans were very dainty. There are

oysters and sea-mussels, especially oysters in such masses that whole

strata consist almost exclusively of them. This cannot astonish us. AVe

must consider what a quantity of oysters is required to satisfy one's

hunger at a meal. Such Conchylia are found already in the dSris of the

first city. I even collected some specimens near the virgin soil. The

Conchylia which were eaten here in antiquity are, however, generally the

same as those which are still eaten on the shores of the Hellespont, and

which we had frequently on our table. Thus Cardium especially is much

eaten raw ; on the banks of the Kalifatli Asmak I have seen at different

places whole heaps of empty shells. They are also very plentiful in the

third or burnt city, and, like the oyster-shells, they are for the most part

blackened by the fire, I seldom found closed shells. At all events, the

Cardium-shells form by far the greatest part of these kitchen remains.

But in general the oysters preponderate in the strata of all the pre-

historic cities here. It is difierent with the fancy shells. Apart from

certain ornamental shells, like Columbella, Trochus, and Pectunculus,

whose shells are perforated at the lock, like the shells in certain South

European caverns, the purple fish deserves particular mention. This

occurs more particularly in the highest stratum below the wall of Lysi-

machus, at a time when the painted pottery was in fashion. At one place

I found a whole layer formed exclusively of cut or crushed murex-shells.

Otherwise they occurred but seldom, and always mixed up with other debris.

Eemains of fish are likewise extraordinarily abundant. Accumulations

of fish-scales and small fish-bones, vertebrae, &c., particularly of Percoidae,

formed sometimes whole layers a hand high. I found less frequently

vertebrae of very large tunny-fish and sharks. I was much surprised at

seeing that remains of tortoises were altogether missing. This animal

(according to Mr. Peters, Testudo marginata, Schopf) is so plentiful in

the Troad, that one can hardly take a step in the country without seeing

it. On the lianks of the rivers, in the rivers themselves, on the fields

and heaths, it can be seen in large numbers, particularly when the sun

shines; and when it is pairing time, there are most ridiculous scenes,

particularly among rivals. But just as the present Trojan never thinks

of eating tortoises or of using their shell, so was it with his predecessors

in ancient times,

" The bones of higher vertebrate animals are more abundant in the

ruins of Hissarlik, Of birds there are but few. Though I carefully

collected every bird's bone that I met with, yet I could not obtain many.

Mr. Griebel, of Halle, who has kindly identified them, recognized bones of

Cygnus olor, Anser cinereus, and ^4, segetum, as well as of a small kind of

Falco or Circus. These are all wild birds. I endeavoured in vain to find

* See in pp. 114-116 the names of all the species which have been collected by Prof. Virchow,
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a bone of a tTomestic bird, especially of a domestic fowl. I believed

I could the more certainly bope to find such, as I saw in Mr. Calvert's

possession at Thymbra (Batak), among the objects collected at the

Hanai Tepeh, an egg, which I held to be a hen's egg. At all events,

I found nothing of the kind at Hissarlik. It, therefore, appears that

the domestic fowl was not used there.

" In moderate quantities, but in all the strata, occurred bones of

domesticated mammalia ; but not by any means in such large quantities

that the inhabitants of the ancient cities could be credited, with beinc:

essentially meat-eaters. Nevertheless, there could be gathered a suj^ply

of bones large enough to give specimens of them to all the museums of

Europe. But as the greater part of these bones were crushed, and as it

was not my principal object to make osteological investigations, I have

brought away with me only a small number of bones that can be dis-

tinctly identified, especially jaw-bones. From these it can be recognized

that the domestic animals chiefly represented here are the sheep and

the goat, and next to them horned cattle. Of pigs, horses, and dogs I

only found traces now and then. From this it is evident that, the cat

excepted, all the essentially domestic animals existed, but that— as is still

the case in the East, and even in Greece—oxen were only slaughtered

exceptionally, and therefore that the meat which served for food was by
preference taken from sheep or goats. I do not, of course, maintain that

horses or dogs were eaten : their presence within the old ruins only

shows that the inhabitants did not take the trouble to throw the carcases

out of the city.

" Of wild mammalia, I found bones of stags and hares. Horns of

fallow-deer and boar-tusks have been collected in large numbers.

Generally speaking, the study of the animal matter which I collected in

the strata of Hissarlik proves the stability of the Trojan manner of

life with reference to the culture of husbandry. To the present day,

as has been already stated, herds of sheep and goats, next to those of

horses and horned cattle, form the chief wealth of the Trojans. Camels
and buffaloes were probably introduced at a later period ; but they are

still possessed only by the more wealthy, whilst the common peasant does

without them.
" From the bones were made quantities of small instruments, especially

scrapers, awls, and needles. But their forms arc so trivial, that they

might belong with equal right to any pro-historic settlement. Nothing
could be more easy than to pick out from the ruins of these ancient

cities a collection of bone and stone instruments, which, if they were
found alone, would suffice to allot to these strata a place amonir the

beginnings of civilization.

" But the vegetable food found along with them, and that in a sur-

prising quantity, proves to us that even the most ancient layers belong to

a settled, that is, an agricultural population. Especially in the third, the

burnt city, there are found in some places very large qunntitics of burnt 1

grain, whole coherent layers, partly in their original position, luit fre-

quently in such a manner as to make it evident that, in the breaking
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down of the buildings, the grain fell from higher phiecs into lower, Tims,

the bottom of some of the holes, resenihling fir('})laces, was especially

covered with large layers of carbonized grain. Among this grain the

most abundant is wheat, of which very large quantities could have been

gathered. The grains of it are so small that it comes very near to

rye.-' Much more rarely, but in several places at some distance from each

other, I found in the burnt city, in small quantities, but also in heaps, a

leguminous plant, whose calcined, roundish, angular grains reminded me
somewhat of pease. But Dr. Wittmack has determined them to belong

to the bitter vetch {Ervum Ervilia, L.). Hence may be decided the old

question of the signification of the word ipejBivOo'i. Manifestly the first

two syllables correspond to Erviiin. Certainly the words Erhse (' pease ')

and opoj3o^ (' chick pease ') '" belong to the same family of languages, but

at an early e})ocli a certain distinction had been established in their

employment, and the pease proper ought to be excluded from the ancient

Trojan agriculture.^^

" Dr. Wittmack (Monatsschrift des Vereins

zur IJc/ordcruni/ dcs Gartenhaues in den Konvjl.

preusslsclwn Sbi'den, October 1879) lias exa-

mined this wheat and recognized in it a parli-

culnr variety, which ho calls "Triticum durum,

var. trojanum."
'" Victor Ilehn, KulLurpJUmxcn und Ilaustldcre

in dircia Uehcrganj cms Asian nach Griechenland

and ilalicii, sowie in das ubr((jc Europn ; Berlin,

1874, ]). 1S7.

" In the Ajipendix to his lleUrU/je zur Lnndcs-

kundo der Troaa I'rof. A'irchow proves, howevcn-,

that pease (Nrbscn) really existed at Troy. I

give here a literal translation of the whole Ap-
pendix, as it contains a great deal of interesting

information :—

•

" Somewhat laf c there has .irrivcd licre a parcel

of seeds iVmu the Troad, whi.ji I |ia,| ordered in

order to ciiiiiijure thiMn with thi' carhonizeil

seeds of the hiirnl city at llissarlik. J)r. Witt-

)naek has had the kindness to determine them.

I ad<l here a specification of them.
" 1. Urcum Ervilia L., Ervilie, lentil-vetcdi.

"2. l)(/llrhos mclanoji/dhal/nus J). C, black-

eyed lonu; bean.

" ;?. J'haseolus vulgaris albus Ilabcrle, common
white bean, of various sizes, mixed with some
Ph. vtdij. (jlaucdidvs Alef. {Ph. dlipticus ame-
thystinus, v. J!art.% some J'h. vulg. ochraccus

Savi, and one J'h. vnlg. I'urdus carneus, v. 2Iart.

(light-coloured ])aritlier-beau). -(Trausitions fre-

quently occur with beans.)

" 4. Vicia Fdba L., hog's bean, for the most
part very large.

"5. Ciccr arictinum L., album Alef., chick-

pea, white.

" G. Lathijrus sativus L., chickling-vetch

;

white, with more or less rust-coloured da]>iiles

(in German, Schecken), which proceed from the

navel, and cover, in some cases, the whole seed-

corn. It thus shows the transition from L. sat.

albus Alef. to L. sat. coloratus Alef. ; but the

rust-brown dapples (in German, Schattirun/j)

are also frc(][uent on pure L. sat. albus.

" 7. Avcna orientalis ?, flava, Kornicke, brown-

yidlow oats. Mixed with this: 1, barley; 2,

rye ; 3, Lolium tvinulentuin L. ; 4, one single

very small wheat-grain, of Triticum sativum

L. ; 5, one single larger (eviscerated) gi'ain of

'Er. durum Desf. ; G, a grain of Bromus

secalinus L. ? ; 7, a fruit of Alopccurns ; 8, a

fruit of Anchusa sp., belonging to the section

liu'jlossuni— i)erha])s A. Ualica lietz, perhaps

A. JJarrclieri 1). C, the granulation of the

little nut being missing; 0, a fruit of Alsi-

nearuin si).

"8. Sorghum vulgare, Pers. Durrlta, millet

of Mauritania, white {Andropogon h'orghum

alhu/n, Alefeld).

" 1). Yellow maize (Indian corn), with 14

lines or rows, Zca Mags aidumnalis Alef.;

ciulis 24i centimetres (nearly 10 in.) long;

hidow tlie rows are irregular, and the diameter

is there G centimetres (2,L in.), above 3'7 centi-

metres (nearly 1^ in.)
;

grains for the most

part very regular, somewhat flatly pressed.

" 10. Red maize, with 14 lines or rows, Zca

Mugs rubra Bonaf. : clubs shorter than the

former, 15^ centimetres (G'j in.) long : the upjier

end for IJ centimetres (| in.) naked ; diameter,

below 5 '35 centimetres (2|'A in.), above 3'1

centimetres (Ifng ''^O-

"11. Gossgpium herbaccum L., cotton.

" 12.^ Jfordcum vulgarc L., gcnuinum Alef.,

barley, with 4 lines. With it : 1, the above-

mentioned oats (No. 7) in some grains ; 2,

Sinapis arvensis L., Ackersenf ; 3. Triticum

durum, a grain ; 4, Coronilla sp. ; 5, several

other weed-seeds (three grains).

"Among these seeds the pease as well as the

vetcli are missing. On the other hand, the Ervilia

is represented, which was also found in the burnt

city. The probability that ip4fiivdos is to lie

interpreted as ' pease * would be somewhat
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" The very poetical passage in the Iliad,^ in which ipe^ivOoi are men-

tioned, in a metaphor taken from the process of fanning, names botli this

vegetable and the bean :
' As from a broad fan on a large threshing-floor

black-skinned beans or pease leap forth, driven by a shrill wind and

by the winnower's power.' The ' black-skinned ' bean is the hog's bean

{Vicia Fahii, L.),^ wdiich is still cultivated in the Troad as one of the

most common products of the soil. I collected an abundance of carbonized

beans in different j)arts of the burnt city, and, in particular, very well

preserved ones in a place immediately before the city wall, to the left of

the gate ; whether it were that a building had fallen over the wall, or

that the beans belonged to a still more ancient epoch.

"It is certainly absolutely necessary that the two kinds of testimonies,

of which I am treating here, should be rigorously distinguished. It is self-

evident that the testimony of the Uiad proves nothing directly for the

culture of a vegetable by the inhabitants of ancient Ilium, and least of uU

in a metaphor, the prototype of which may very well have been taken

from Greece. On the other hand, the testimony of the carbonized seed is

a positive one. Whether the old fortress were called Ilium or not, we
now know undoubtedly that wheat, beans, and erva were cultivated in the

plain, before the great conflagration destroyed the whole city. AVe know
this with the same certainty as we now know that sheep and goats,

horned cattle, hogs and horses, were already at that time pastured in the

Troad ; that hares,'* stags and fallow-deer, geese and swans, were at that

time hunted. Whether the agreement of the poem with tlie real con-

dition of the Troad, as it was preserved for a long time afterwards, and

partly up to the present day, is to be rated higher or lower, I leave to

the judgment of philologists. For the historian of human progress these

testimonies may at all events have some importance.

" With regard to the social condition of the ancient population, we
have now the certainty : first, that they were agriculturists, which agrees

with the Homeric rej)resentations ; secondly, that to a large extent

they busied themselves with the breeding of cattle and fishing : this

latter industry they carried on, not only in the rivers, but more particu-

larly in the sea, and from both sources they derived rich results. For

stvengtheuod by this, if the last parcel from dictory sense, and the word ought to be referred

Hissarlik had not contained also carbonized t" the pease.

seeds. When these grains came before me, I "At all events the old botanical dispute as to

held them at once to be pease. (Zcitschr. fur the knowledge of the pease by the ancients has

Etkmlofjie, 1879, vol. xi. ; Verhnndlunijoi dcr now been definitely decided. Among the car

anthrop. Gesellschaft, p. 50.) But the small bonized seeds from Hissarlik there occurred,

samples of burnt seeds which I had brought besides, esi)ecially hog's beans and Triticum

with me seemed to contradict this interpreta- durum, whereas, strange to say, barley has not

tion, because Dr. Wittmack recognized only been found."

Ervurn Ervilia L., and perhaps Lutlujrus Ciccra ' //. xiii. r)88-.590:

L. By the last parcel only has Dr. Wittmack &s S' or' atrh -rrKarfos TrTvocpiv ^f-yoATji' Kar

become convinced that Pisum satimtm L. abun- dA.coTji'

dantly exists. It can, therefore, be considered Opwa-Koxriv Kva/xoi fj.fKav6xpofs ^ iptfiii'doi

now as firmly established, thcd the pease was irvoti) vwo Kiyvpfj koI KiKixr]Ti]pos ipw^ . . .

already in use in the burnt city, if not earlier * Hehn, p. 485.

in the Troitd. Consequently the interpretation * II. x. 361:

of 4p4$ti>dos ought to be made in the contra- ?) KifxdS' ^e \ayciihi' . . .

Y
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reasons easily to be conceived, fishing is not mentioned in the Iliad : if

the coast was occupied by the Achaeans, it became impossible. Much
more copious is the information of the Iliad as to the pastoral life of

the ancient Trojans : the king himself had his principal wealth in the

herds which his sons tended. In the main this condition has not changed

much, down to the present day. The population still consists half of

agriculturists, the other half of herdsmen ; and fishing is carried on

with success in the Hellespont, as well as in the Aegean Sea."

The late Staff-surgeon Edward L. Moss—who, as I have said, fre-

quently gave me the pleasure of his company at Hissarlik in October and

November 1878, and who for a great many days studied the osteology of

this most remarkable tliird or burnt city—sent me the following highly

interesting information from on board the ill-fated Atalanta, under date

of 5th November, 1879:— " I cannot leave England without sending you

a note about the bones I collected from the ' burnt layers ' with my own

hands, and which, by-the-bye, so nearly brought me to grief in the

Scamander.* Since the animals are well known, I give the popular

names : moreover, the bones are too much burnt and broken to make very

certain of variety or species. Many of the bones are marked by sharp-

cutting instruments, especially near their articular extremities, as if the

carver had missed the joint. Others have been gnawed by dogs. The

shin-bone of a deer has been used as a handle for some tool, is bored

and notched at the lower end to receive a flint or bronze head, and is

much worn by the hand. The marrow-bones are all broken open. The

bones represent :
—

" Ox ; a small deer-like species, probably ' longifrons : '

—

deer ; there

are several cast antlers of red deer with the tip of the brow-tine sawn off

;

bones are numerous:— goat:—sheep:—pig; more abundant than any

other bones ; the large proportion of very yoimg animals points to

domestication ; bones and tusks of large boars were common :

—

dog ; part

of the skull and paw :

—

tceasel ; a skull :

—

hirds are represented by the

tibia of a Teal and wing-bones of a Wader.
" Fish ; vertebrae of Tunny, and of a small bony fish ; also vertebrae of

a large cartilaginous fish, and palate teeth of a Kay.
" The mollnsca include almost all the kinds now used for food in the

Levant : — cockles

:

—oysters :
—mussel

:

—scallop :
—limpet

:

—razor shell

:

—
whelk. There is, in addition, a fragment of a Troehiis; one or two

specimens of a Cerithium vidgaium ; and a Columhella rustica ; the latter

bored as if to string it.

• The Scamander being suddenly swollen by the best swimmer in the world could swim

the heavy rain during Dr. Moss's visit at Hissarlik. through it. lam a good swimmer myself, but

he had, on his return, a very narrow escape. His failed to cross even the Jordan at Easter 1859,

horse having lost its looting, he abandoned the though this latter river is hardly half as broad

animal in order that it might return to Hissarlik, as the Scamander, while its current is less rapid,

and, being an excellent swimmer, he swam After having escaped thousands of dangers in

through the torrent-like river and went on the Arctic seas, and after having miraculously

foot to Besika Bay. Whoever has seen the saved himself from the Scamander, it was des-

swollen Scamander with its powerful current tined for Dr. Moss to perish in the Atalanta.

will wonder how it was ever possible that even
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" I saw no human bones except those of an unborn child of about six

months lying in an earthen pot, on a quantity of much-charred fragments

of other bones."

Having submitted to Professor W. H. Flower, of the Eoyal College of

Surgeons of England, eight vertebrae of fish found by me in the third

or burnt city, for identification, he declares one of them to be the caudal

vertebra of DdpMnus JDelphis, the common Dolphin of the Mediterranean

;

two others he finds to be the dorsal vertebras of the Tunny {Thijnnns

vulgaris) ; and five he recognized to be the vertebrae of a small species

of Shark.

A very curious petrified bone, found in the " burnt city," was sub-

mitted by me to Mr. Wm. Davies, of the Fossil Department of the British

Museum, who writes to me on the subject as follows :

—

" The fossil bone submitted to me for examination is a middle caudal

vertebra of an extinct Cetacean, allied to the Delphinidae or Dolphin
family. It is completely mineralized, and was probably obtained by its

ancient owner from a Miocene tertiary deposit, either in the Troad or in

Greece. Fossil remains were objects of attraction to pre-historic man, as

they are occasionally found— the smaller forms frequently perforated for

ornamental wear—associated with bone and flint implements, in caves and

Lake-dwellings, though not always derived from deposits in the imme-
diate locality of such dwellings."

As Dr. Moss mentions in his letter the embryo child whose bones

he saw in my possession, I may here say that I found besides it, and also

besides the one discovered in an urn on the virgin soil (see p. 227), the

bones of two more embryo children, both together with ashes on the

bottom of fractured jars. It appears wonderful that the bodies of these

unborn children should have been preserved, whilst all other bodies were

burnt. In the opinion of Prof. Aretaeos, who kindly recomposed the

first skeleton of the embryo (as I have said before), its presence in an urn

filled with human ashes can only be explained by supposing that, the

mother having died from the effect of lier miscarriage, her body was

burnt and her ashes put into a funeral urn, into which the unburnt body

of the embryo was also thrown. But if this occurred in the case of the

embryo found in the first city, may we not suppose that it was a custom

so general in high antiquity as to survive the first two cities, and to be

still practised by the inhal)itants of the third city ?

As I have before mentioned,^ besides the large street, which loads from

the plain to the gate, I brought to light only one more street, or rather

lane; it is r20 m. = 4 ft. broad, and paved with large flags of limestone.''

Visitors will easily find it on the east side of my great northern trench.

There is, besides, a passage only 2 ft. broad between the Trojan houses,

running off at right angles from the street d to the N.E.

Among the many problems which the ruins of the burnt city present,

there is one which has puzzled us very inucli indeed. It is the shape of

a large quadrangular chest, which is most distinctly seen in the more

* See p. 54. * This street is marked d on Plan I. (of Troy).
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northerly of the two large blocks of debris which mark the original

height of the hill before my excavations, on the east side of my great

central trench, and whose height is indicated as 8 metresJ It contains

at its bottom a large quantity of carbonized grain ; the rest of the chest-

like quadrangular sjiace being filled with ashes and bricks, which have

evidently fallen from above. The shape of the chest is distinctly marked

by lines of charcoal. Now the most embarrassing thing is, that tlie layers

of grain and debris in the chest continue, for some distance outside of it,

with no other interruption than the carbonized lines. On carefully

examining the lines of charcoal, M. Burnouf found the matter to consist

of a burnt texture, j)robably of reed, and he recognized on either side of it

a layer of earth vitrified by the conflagration, ''

M. Burnouf now writes to me that he finds the following in the work

of Xavier Raymond on Afghanistan:—"The grain is shut up in large

baskets placed on wooden feet, and coated over with earth, to preserve

it from the contact of the air, and to protect it against humidity ; it is

also preserved in large jars of raw earth, and in bags of camel's hair."

M. Burnouf thinks that this account of X. Raymond might explain

the above enigma. I admit that it must indeed have been a large

basket in the form of a chest, coated outside and inside with earth, but

I do not understand how this can explain the existence of the same strata

of grain and debris outside and inside of the chest

!

By far the most remarkable of all the houses which I have brought to

light in the third, the burnt city, is undoubtedly the mansion immediately

to the north-west of the gate, which I attribute to the town-chief or king:

first, because this is by far the largest house of all ; and secondly, because,

as before stated, I found in or close to it nine out of the ten treasures

which were discovered, as well as a very large quantity of pottery, which,

though without painting and of the same forms as that found elsewhere,

was distinguished, generally speaking, by its fabric. A good view of

this royal mansion is given in the engraving No. 188, from a drawing

made by my late lamented friend Dr. Edward Moss in November 1878,

when the buildings in the foreground, which appear to be its depen-

dencies, had not yet been excavated. Just in front of the entrance to

the chief or king's mansion is an open place : this is the only open place

in the town, and may therefore have been the Agora. This would agree

with Homer, who tells us that the Trojans, young and old, were assembled

in the Agora before the king's doors.** In another passage the poet tells

us that the Trojans held a tumultuous and stormy Agora before the king's

door in the Acropolis of Ilium.

^

What the reader sees of the town-chief's niansion in the engraving are

merely the walls of the ground-floor, 4 ft. 4 in. high on the average, which

consist of small uncut stones joined with earth, and also (as M. Burnouf

finds), " with ashes containing charcoal, shells, fragments of pottery, and

' See Plan III.. Section X-Y. o //. vii. 345, .346

:

* //. ii. 788, 789

:

Tpwwv aiT' ayop)) yivtr 'Wiov eV iroA.€i &Kpri,

di S' ayopas ay6pevov eVl Hpidixoio Bvpriaiv ^hvtj rerprix^^o.) vapa. Vlpid/xoLO Ovprjcnv.

vdvTes 6fxr]yepefS, ri/uiv veoi .",5€ ytpovres.
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broken boues ; with brick-matter mixed with grey earth, and with a magma
of yellow earth and ashes. There are also in these house-walls fragments of

bricks, more or less baked, as well as fragments of large jars supj)lying

sometimes the place of stones (in the second and third walls). The base

of the walls is composed of small clay cakes, yellow earth, grey or brown
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or black ashes, and fragments of bricks laid in all directions. There are

also large pieces of charcoal, marking the place of the beams of which the

floor seems to have consisted.

" The coatings of the walls are composed of the same magma as the

matter with which the stones are joined. The finest coatings are

smoothed, not with a trowel, but with a sort of whitish-yellow clay-milk,

which has left a layer as thick as paper ; there are coatings of two or

three such layers. This paint hi'j, if we may call it so, follows all the

sinuosities of the coating, whicli itself follows those of the wall. This

clay-milk has not a uniform colour ; it l)orrows its colour from the ground

which it covers ; it consequently seems to have been made simply with

water, with which the surface of the coating has repeatedly been washed.

" The coatings which are less fine (second chambei") are composed of

the same materials, mixed with straw, of which the projections and the

hollows may be^seen on the surface of the coating. This process is still

in use in the country.

" Tiie walls of this house liave not been built on a l)urnt soil, but

have themselves been exposed to an intense heat in the great conflagra-

tion. The black vapour of the intense heat has here and there penetrated

far into them, particularly in the lower part."

In the absence of cellars, this ground-floor served as a store-room. A
similar j^ractice of using the ground-floor as a store-room appears to have

existed at the time of Homer, for we see in the lliacP^ that Hecuba

descends to the store-room, where the skilfully embroidered vestures were

stored. Had the store-room been on the floor inhabited by the family,

the poet w^ould not have said that the queen descended. If asked :—Is

this Priam's palace as described by Homer—" But when he came to

Priam's splendid house, adorned with j)olished corridors, in which were

fifty chambers built of polished stone, all side by side. There the sons

of Priam slept with their wedded wives. Facing these on the other side

of the court within were built twelve covered chambers, side by side, of

polished stone. There the sons-in-law of Priam slept beside their chaste

wives :
" ^—I would answer with the verse of Yirgil,

'• Si iJarva licet c6raponere magnis." -

But Homer can never have seen the Troy whose tragic fate he describes,

because at his time, and probably ages before his time, the city he

glorifies was buried beneath mountains of debris. In his time public

edifices, and probably also royal mansions, were built of polished stones

;

he therefore attril)utes the same architecture to Priam's mansion, magni-

fying it with poetic licence.

** vi. 288, 289: TrKriaioi a.K\i)\(jiv SeSjUTj^eVor tvQa Se koiBss

av-rrf'S' {'^Ka^ri) ^s OdKauov KaTePriTeTO Ktjwevra, koi/j-cuvto TlpidixoLO napa ixvr]ffTfjs a\6xoi(Tiv.

evff taav ol iriirKoi ira/xTroiiciAot, epya yvvaiK- Kovpdwv 5' iTepwdev ivavrioi evSodev ouAtjs

wif . . . SciSeK eaav reyeoi dd\aixoi letrToio Ki6ow,

- It. vi. 242-250: irATjcrioi a.WT}\a>v SeS/xi^ueVor euda 5e ya/iPpoi

aA.\' ore Sr; Ilpia/xoio So/xov TrepiKaWe 'Lnavev, koi/jluvto Tlpidnoio Trap' alSolrjs o.\6xoi.(Ti.v.

^(ffTTJs aldovffrjffi TfTvyfxevov—aindp iv aiirif * Georgic. iv. 176.

TztVTrjKovr iveaav QdKauoi ifOTolo \idoio,
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This building has towards the gate a corridor 40 ft. 8 in. long by 6 ft.

wide, leading to a chamber only 7 ft. 6 in. long by 4 ft. 6 in. broad,

in which the ingenious Dr. Moss discovered a gutter of hemispherical

form
;

this room is nearly filled up by a huge jar 5 ft. 6 in. high and
4 ft. 6 in. broad in the body. By a doorway only 1ft. 10 in. wide,

this chamber communicates with another and laro-er one, which is

12 ft. 3^ in. long and 7 ft. 4 in. broad, and contains three immense jars of

precisely the same size as that just referred to, and a somewhat smaller

one : the pottery of the jars is upwards of 2 in. thick. From this room
we enter by a doorway, 3 ft. 2 in. wide, into a larger one, which runs

parallel with the aforesaid corridor, and is 24 ft. 4 in. long and 12 ft.

broad, and leads to another chamber 10 ft. long and 8 ft. broad. This is

the best preserved part of the mansion, to which— as above said—must
also belong the buildings which separate it from the northern part of the

great wall.

This large house, as well as its dependencies to the north, was buried

9 and 10 ft. deep in mounds of bricks and yellow wood-ashes, which

cannot but belong to the walls of the upper storeys, and go far to prove

that these buildings had many upper floors and were perhaps five oi

six storeys high. I therefore do not see any reason why the mansion,

with its dependencies, may not have had even more than 100 rooms,

smaller or larger.

The bricks are nearly all broken ; I secured, however, some entire

ones, which are 2 ft. long, 1 ft. 3 in. broad, and 3^ in. thick, and which have

been converted by the conflagration into a sort of baked brick. But far

from rendering them more solid, the intense heat has made them for

the most part very fragile, and it has more or less vitrified a vast number

of them.

As I have said before, in several directions beneath the royal mansion

we see the walls of a much more ancient house, which we cannot but

ascribe to the second city erected on this sacred site, because all the

fragments of pottery which we find in the chambers of this ancient

mansion, immediately below the stratum of the third or burnt city, have

on both sides that peculiar lustrous red, black, or brown colour, which is

no longer found in the layers of the third or of the following cities.

One of the most curious objects ever found in my excavations is

undoubtedly a distaff", 11 in. long, around which is wound lengthwise a

large quantity of woollen thread, as black as coal, evidently from being

charred. I discovered it in the royal mansion at a depth of 28 ft. below

the surface. According to Dr. Moss, the wood of the distaff was the stem

of a very young tree.

As a general rule, I may say that the stratum of this third, the burnt

city, begins at a depth of from 22 to 23 ft., and reaches down to a depth

of from 30 to 33 ft. But there are exceptions ; as, for example, imme-
diately outside the city, on the north-east side of the city wall,^ we
brought to light, at a depth of only 12 to 13 ft., a great many buildings

3 See Flan I. (of Troy), e e, iV N, n a.
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wliicli cvidontly holonfi^ed to a suburb. Tlio enormous masses of calcined

matter and partly vitrified bricks, with which the stone ground-floors of

the houses were filled ; as well as the pottery, all of which bore marks of

the conflagration ; and finally a treasure of gold ornaments, which was

found there at the depth of 13 ft. on a house-wall, and which in quality

and fabric perfectly agrees with the gold ornaments found in nine diff'erent

places in or near the royal mansion ;—all these facts leave no doubt that a

suburb extended on that side. This suburb seems to have been inhabited

by poor people, for the scarcity of objects found there is remarkable. On

the ruins of these burnt buildings of the suburb are superimposed the

buildings of the succeeding town, on which follow abruptly the vast

substructions of the Hellenic city. Under the temple of Athene, of which

several walls may be seen in Plan IV. (Section Z-Z, under the letter

u), the ruins and claims of the burnt city follow almost abruptly below

these walls; a fact of which visitors will have no difficulty in convincing

themselves. As before stated, we find it difficult to explain this otherwise

than by supposing that the site where this temple stood was once much

higher, and that it had been artificially levelled to build the edifice.

I also repeat here that all the peoples who succeeded each other on

Hissarlik were in the habit of shooting a great part of their rubbish and

debris from the slopes of the hill, partly perhaps merely to get rid of them,

partly to extend the site for building upon. Besides, in the great confla-

gration large masses of crumbling bricks and other ruins must have fallen

from the tumbling towers or houses with which the walls were sur-

mounted, and perhaps still larger masses of rl/'hris of the burnt city were

shot on the slope by the new settlers. For all these reasons the ruins and

debris of the third, the burnt city, extend for some distance, and sometimes

for more than CO ft. beyond its walls. But the quantity of debris and

rubbish shot on the slope by the people of the four subsequent towns, and

consequently the increase in width of the hill of Hissarlik, has been so

enormous, that even if we sank a shaft 100 ft. deep on the brink of the

present north-eastern, northern, or north-western slope, we should find no

debris at all of the burnt city ; nay, we should probably find there nothing

else than df^ris and ruins of the upper or Hellenic city. I cannot, I

think, illustrate this better than by the accompanying engraving No. 189,

Xo. Ifd. Mound of di'bris c of Plan I. (of Troy), forming the east side of the great northern trench. Tlii« engraving

represents its west side, a marks the present ^^ope of the hill. The layers of di'hris to the left appear to date

from the construction of the marble t. mple. The uprer house-walls, as well as those near the slope, likewise

belong to Novum Ilium. These walls h:ive given way under the lateral pressure of the debris. The stones in

the middle appear to have formed the floor of a large room.

which represents the mound of debris (c on Plan I., of Troy), which

visitors see to the east in entering my great trench from the north.
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A marks the slope to the north. The whole upper portion of this mound
as well as the upper walls and the layers indicated by slanting lines,

contain ruins and debris of the Hellenic time. Then follow in the lowest

layers of dehris to the right, fragments of house-walls of the latest pre-

historic city. There are in this mound no remains of the fourth or the

third, the burnt city : to find these latter we should have to dig down at

the right-hand corner, probably for 10 ft. or 20 ft. more. Thus it is not

always by the depth that we can determine what belongs to the one or to

the other city ; for Hellenic figurines, which occur on the mound close to

the surface, may be found on the slopes at a depth of 100 ft. But with

the exception of the site of the temple of i^thene, the layers of dehris

WITHIN the city walls succeed each other regularly ; and if we take as a

standard the appearance, shape, and fabric of the pottery found there in

the stratum of the third, the burnt city, at a depth of from 22 to 33 ft.,

we may easily discover what of the pottery, found elsewhere in a greater

or a lesser depth, belongs to this same city. I say we may judge from
its appearance, because the pottery which has sustained the intense heat

of the conflagration bears the most distinct marks of it and can at once

be recognized.

The pottery of this third city is nearly all hand-made, and, having been

baked at an open fire, it was certainly not more baked than that of all the

other pre-historic cities at Hissarlik. The intense heat of the conflagra-

tion has sufiiced to bake it thoroughly in a great many instances, but by
no means always ; nay, as we distinctly see in the fracture, by far the

greater part of the pottery is not thoroughly baked. Among that tho-

roughly baked is certainly all the broken pottery, which was so exposed to

the fire that the intense heat reached it on both sides ; but wherever this

has not been the case, the original baking of the pottery was only increased

by the fire, still remaining incomplete in a great many instances. The
conflagration, however, has sufliced to give to most of the pottery a red

tinge or a lustrous light or dark red colour, from the oxide of iron con-

tained in the clay.

In treating now of the various kinds of pottery of this third city,

I begin with the owl-faced idols and vases, and I would repeatedly call

very particular attention to the fact, that the idols, of which I collected

about 700, are all of the same shape ; that they represent in the rudest

possible outlines a female form ; and that, therefore, they cannot but be

copies of the ancient Palladium, which was fabled to have fallen from

heaven with joined foot. Now the feet cannot bo imagined to be more
joined than they are here, where the whole inferior part of the body is

represented by a large lump. I further lay stress on the fact, that the

shape of the idol is as truly as possible copied on and imitated by the

vases, with the sole difterence that here the characteristics of a woman
are more distinctly shown. Either, therefore, the owl-headed vases were

also idols ; or—and this is more likely—they were sacred vases, and only

used for the service of the goddess.

The assertion is gratuitous, though it has been repeatedly made, that

we have here merely rude representations of a woman made by a primitive
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people, wlio did not know liow to model anything better. But that they

were perfectly able to model symmetrical human faces, is a fact which

I could nut show better than by representing hero, under No. 190, a vase-

No. lOii. Head of a Viiae, with Man's Head.

(Half actual size. UeptU, 'JG ft.)

No. 191. Figure ot lerra-cotta. (2 : 3 actual size.

Deptb, 26 ft.)

head found in the burnt city at a depth of 2G ft., on which is modelled a

man's head with perfectly symmetrical features. I call attention to its

Egyptian type. The mouth and the nose are very small in proportion to

the eyes. It is of a lustrous-brown colour, and bears the marks of the

conflagration by which it has been thoroughly baked. The terra-cotta

figure No. 191 also represents a regular man's face; it is of a dull yellow

colour, and also thoroughly baked in the conflagration. The remarkable

female figure of lead. No. 226, which I shall more amply discuss in the

subsequent pages, represents again a complete female figure. I now beg

the reader to compare these two figures of men and the one of a woman

with the rude owl-faced woman on the idols Nos. 193-223, represented in

tlie ensuing pages ; and those modelled on the vases Nos. 227, 228, 229,

231, 232, 233, 238 :—and then to consider whether there is any possibility

of admitting that a people, which could model those regular human figures,

should have been unable to make anything better than the hideous owl-

faced vases and idols, which far exceed in rudeness anything hitherto found

elsewhere. But there were powerful reasons why they continued to make

the stone idols and the owl-faced vases always of the same rude form, and

why their successors and the successors of their successors carefully

imitated them ; nay, in the last, the uppermost pre-historic city, the

fifth in succession from the virgin soil, owl-vases as rude as No. 229 and

idols like Nos. 202-222 are even more plentiful than in any of the pre-

ceding cities.

Why then did they continue, from the beginning to the end, to make

such monstrous representations of their tutelary deity, if they were per-

fectly able to represent her, both in stone and clay, in tolerable imitation

of nature ? It was because they clung with fervent zeal to the shape oi

their Palladium, which had become consecrated by the precedent of ages.

This is by no means an isolated case, peculiar to the five Trojan cities.

Very numerous Hera-idols of gold in the shape of cows or cow-heads, as

well as Hera-idols in the form of a woman with a very compressed head

and two cow-horns, were found by me in the ancient royal sepulchres of
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Mycenae ;
* for wliich, agreeing, I think, with all archfeologists, I claim

the date of 1500 to 1200 b.c. Cow-shaped Hera-idols, as w^ell as Hera-

idols in the form of a horned woman or other monstrous forms, of terra-

cotta, were also found at Mycenae, in the very lowest strata outside the

sepulchres and in all the successive layers, without the slightest alteration

in form or even in colour.^ Thus it is evident that the cow-shaped Hera,

or Hera in the form of a horned woman, was worshipped there until

the final destruction and abandonment of Mycenae. My explorations at

Tiryns have brought to light similar rude idols in all the layers of rubbish

which cover the site.*^ But we need not go so far back. Both in Eussia

and in Greece, the most archaic images of Christ and the Holy Virgin

are always the most prized l)y all true believers, and they are objects of

peculiar veneration. We cannot, therefore, wonder at seeing the Trojans

of the five pre-historic cities, which succeeded each other in the course of

ages on the hill of Hissarlik, copying and re-copying on their idols and

sacred vases the figure of their owl-headed SuTreri^ Palladium.

Of idols of other forms, only two were found in

the five cities ; for I hold the terra-cotta figure

No. 192 to be a toy for children and no idol. Our

present children would hardly model a better figure.

One of the peculiar forms of idols referred to, No.

226, has to be described presently ; the second is

represented under Nos. 193, 194; and even this

latter—from the breasts and the long hair on the

Inick— appears to represent a female goddess.

I further call attention to the idols Nos. 195

and 196, 199, 200, and 201, on which the projec-

tions on the sides are likewise indicated. If these No. 192. Rude figure of xena-

projections on the idols are not made upright, as on

the vases like No, 227, it is probably owing to their

fragility, Nos. 195, 196 being a flat idol of clay, Nos. 199, 200 flat

idols of bone, and No. 201 a flat idol of trachyte. I also call attention

cott.i ; probalily a child's to

(About half actual size.

Dipth, 30 ft.)

Xo.s. iu.f, 191. Idolof Torra-cotta.

(About half actual size. Deptli, 26 ft.)

Nos. 195, 196. Idol of Terra-cotta.

(About half actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

to the cover of tlie vase No. 227, the handle of wliich seems to imitate

the- crest of a helmet, or the little tube {X6<f>oi) into wliicli the hm-sc-

^ See my JLTi/Cf^nie, pp. 216-218, Nos. 327,328, Nos. 09-101; PI. xix. Nos. 103-110; aiul

329, 330 ; Plate .wii. Nos. 94-96. Coloured Plates A-D.
' See my Mycenae, Pl.xvii. No. 98 ; PI. .wiii. » See my Mycenae, pp. 10-12, Nos. 2-11.
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Xo. 197. Iil<.l (.f Marl.lo.

(2 : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 198. Idol of Terra-

c<itta, with owl's faco.

(Actual size. Depth, 2iift.) '*>^

., .. .. Mills fif Bone. ,7 ;; ^-^ual

size. Depth, 22 to 20 ft.)

hair crest (iTnrovpi'i) was fastened ; finally, to tlie incisions in the edge

of the vase-cover, which cannot but he meant to indicate the hair. The

hair is indicated in like manner on the forehead of the idols Nos. 205, 206,

207, 216, whereas on Xos. 194,

196, 200, and 239 it is indi-

cated on the hack.

Nos. 193 and 194 show the

front and hack of a broken fignre

of terra-cotta ; the breasts ap-

pear to indicate that a woman
was intended to be represented

;

four strokes on the neck seem

to denote her armour ; only one

of the arms has been preserved,

which is in an upright position;

two lines proceeding from the

arms, and crossing each other

over the body, give her a war-

like apj)earance ; her long hair

is distinctly marked on the back

of the head. Nos. 195, 196 re-

present the very rude terra-

cotta idol referred to before ; it

is so rudely made that the eyes,

for instance, are above the eye-

brows, and the vulva just below

the beak, but still the form is

^^^^^^^0^'
\\x2X of all the other idols : the

Idol of Trachrte. (About 1 :3 actual size. > l ^• „ j-i „ u„„l.
Depth, 20 ft.)

loiig scratchmgs on the back.
No. 201.
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indicating the liair, are very characteristic. No. 197 represents, in about

2 : 5 size, a marble idol 5:j in. long and 3 in, broad. No. 198 is the above-

mentioned idol of terra-cotta, which is bulged on both sides, and has two

large eyes and an owl-beak slightly protruding. Nos. 199 and 200 are the

No. 202. Marblu Mul. ("Actvii i
: h. nbom 2s ft.)

above-mentioned two flat idols of bone. Of a similar shape to No. 195, but

very thick and somewhat bulged, is the idol No. 201 (referred to above),

which is of trachyte, 9A in. long and Gin. broad. This is the second

largest idol of trachyte found by me at Hissarlik, the usual material of

the idols being white marble ; those of mica-schist, bone, or terra-cotta,
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jire comparatively rare. No. 202 is an idol of marble, on wliich the owl-

figure is merely marked with black clay.

No. 203 represents the fragment of a terra-cotta idol with the owl-

head : the three strokes on the neck may probably be intended to indicate

the necklace : the hair is indicated on the back.

No. 203. Figure of Terra-cotta. (.Actual .<ize. Deptb, 26 ft.)

The accompanying figures (Nos. 204-211) represent eight marble

idols which certainly belong to the third or burnt city. Of these there

No. 204. No. 205.

No, 2(16.

No. 207. No. 208.

Kos. 204-208. Marble Idols from the stratum of the third, the burnt city. (Actual size.)
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No. 210.

No. 209.

No.2U.

Nos. 209-211. Marble fdols from the s:ratum of tlie third, the burnt city. (Actual size.)

are only two—Nos. 204 and 205—on which the owl-face is engraved ; on

the latter the hair and the girdle are also distinctly marked. On five

others the owl-face is indicated with hlack colour, which I take to he

black clay, viz. Nos. 206-210 ; on the two first of these, besides the owl-

face, the hair is delineated. Professor Virchow suggests that the black

colour with which the owl-face is indicated may be soot. On another

one, No. 211, instoad of the face, there is an incised circle.

Nos. 212-220 are nine flat idols of marble, on eight of which the owl's

head is incised. On Nos. 212 and 213 the girdle is indicated by a single

stroke ; on No. 214, by seven strokes ; on No. 215, by two lines and five

points ; on No. 216, again, by three strokes ; and on No. 218, by one

stroke. Very remarkable are the ten points below the hair on the fore-
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head of the idol No. 214 ; are they meant to indicate a frontlet ? On
No. 215 we see a point on the forehead. On No. 220, the eyes seem

to be indicated by two concentric circles, and the beak by a third. Piuder

No. 212, No. 213. No. 214.

Nos. 212-220. PiUde Idols of Marble. (About half actual size.)

than all the rest is the idol No. 218, on which eyes and nose are indicated

by points close to one another, that indicating the nose being above the

eyes ; breasts are also indicated on this idol with points.

Under Nos. 221, 222, 223 I represent three flat idols of bone.

No. 221.

Xo 222. No. 223.

Nos. 221-223. Idols of Bone (7 : S actual size Depth, 26 to 32 ft.)
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Nos. 224, 225. Eeaiarkable object uf liiorito, {icrhaps an Idul. (Xcavl}' 2 ; 3 actual siz'

Nos. 224, 225 are the front and back views

of a very curious, heavy object of diorite,

having in the centre a groove ; it has five

globuLir projections, around one of which are

four incised lines. Can this be an idol, and

can the incised lines be intended to indicate

necklaces ?

I nov,' pass to the description of the very

remarkable figure No. 226, which is of lead,

and was found in the burnt city at a depth

of 23 ft. Professor Chandler Koberts, who,

at my request, cut a minute fragment from

the base of this figure to analyse it, kindly

gave me the following note on the subject :—
" The minute fragment of metal (weighing

0"0852 gramme) proved, on analysis, to be

lead. It was submitted to cupellation, but no

trace of silver could be detected by the micro-

scope. The amount of metal examined was,

however, too small to render the detection of

silver probable."

To what lucky accident the preservation

of this lead figure is due, I am at a loss to

tell. The eyes and nose are very well pro-

portioned ; the mouth is rather too far below

the nose ; the chin also is too broad. The
hair is well indicated on the head, on either

side of which long goat-horns are represented

;

the right one is broken off in the middle.

Around the neck we see five necklaces. The
shoulders have a rectangular shape, like those

of the Mycenean hunters or warriors." The

two hands touch the breasts, probably as a

symbol of the generative power. The navel

Dopili, 23 ft.)

,-r?SS&J>^

Xo. 226. Idol of T,pnd. (Double size,

reptli, 2.i ft.)

' See mj Mycenae, No. 140, p. 81 ; Nos. 334, 335, p. 223.
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also is well indicated. The vulva is represented by a large triangle, in

the upper side of which we sec three glohnlar dots ; we also see two lines

of dots to the right and left of the vulva. The most curious ornament

of the figure is a pj^, which we see in the middle of the vulva. I shall

revert to this important sign in the subsequent pages. The feet are

closely joined, but they are indicated by two dots for the knees and two

small grooves at tlio lower extremity.

This figure is jn'obably meant to represent an Aphrodite, which would

explain the goat's horns. The ram and the he-goat were sacred to this

goddess, as is well known from the Aphrodite of Scopas at Elis, and from

the W(j)po8irr] eTTiTpayui at Athens.- Mr. Kewton has pointed out a figure

from Cy})rus, representing a woman with a ram's liead, probably an

Aphrodite;^ also in Di Cesnola's Cujyrus'^'' a woman is represented with

two ram's horns, touching her breasts with the hands : but this is the

first time the goddess has been found with two he-goat's horns. So far

as we know, the only figures to which the idol before us has any resem-

blance are the female figures of white marble found in tombs in Attica

and in the Cyclades. Six of them, which are here (at Athens) in the

Museum of the Bap/SuKetop, were kindly shown to me by its keeper, my
friend M. Atlianasios Koumanoudes. They represent a naked woman, with

her arms crossed on the stomach below the breasts ; the eyes, nose, and

mouth are indicated as on our lead idol ; the vulva is represented on the

six figures by a large triangle ; the feet are separated. Four similar

figures of white marble, found in ancient tombs at Trymalia on Kaxos,

to which my friend Professor Ulrich Kohler (Director of the Imperial

German Archaeological Institute at Athens) kindly called my attention,

are represented on Plate v. in Dr. Karl G. Fiedler's Reise durch alle

Theile des Konigreichs Gn'echenland ; Leipzig, 1841. On two of these

figures the face is perfectly smooth, and not even the nose is indicated
;

on the other two the nose only is represented. All these four figures

have separated feet. The triangular vulva is not indicated, but jjro-

bably only because it had not been noticed by Fiedler, for it exists on

all similar white marble figures found in the Cyclades, and preserved in

the British Museum. M. Fr. Lenormant writes ^^ of these figures as

follows :
—

" In the most ancient sepulchres in the Cyclades, in company
with stone arms (principally arrow-heads of obsidian from Milo), and
with polished pottery without paintings, there are found statuettes of

Parian marble, all of which represent a naked woman, with her arms
crossed on the breast. They are the shapeless work of a more than bar-

barous art ; but, in spite of their rude workmanship, it is impossible not

to recognize in them an imitation of the figures of the Asiatic Venus, in

the same attitude as that in which they are found in such large numbers

* Plutarch. Theseus, 18 : AtyeTai Se avrifi rhv * F. Lenormant, £cs Antiquiie's de la Troadc,

/uey eV A(\(po7s aveXeTv BeSv, 'AcppoS'iTTiv KaOr)- p. 23.

yt/xSva Koie7a9ai Kol TrapuKaXuv (rvvf/j.iropov. ^^ Plate vi., in the second row of figures to

QvovTL Se Trphs OaXdcrcrri rrjv alya ovaav, aiiTO- the right.

fidrois Tpdyov ytviadai- Zih Koi KaXfladai rr^p " Los Antiquites de la Troade ; Paris, 1876, p.

dthv 'EiTLTpayiau. 46.
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from the banks of the Tigris to the Isknd of Cyprus, through the

whole extent of the Chalcleo-Assyrian, Aramaean, and Phoenician world.

Their prototype is the Babylonian Zarpanit or Zirbanit, so frequently

represented on the cylinders and by terra-cotta idi)ls, the fabrication of

which begins in the most primitive time of Chaldea and continues among
the Assyrians. The statuettes of the Cyclades in the form of a naked

woman appear, therefore, to be the rude copies made by the natives, at

the dawn of their civilization, from the images of the Asiatic goddess,

which had been brought by Phoenician merchants."

This appears to be perfectly correct, because the three or four Baby-
lonian Aphrodite-idols of terra-cotta preserved in the Museum of the

I>apl3dK6iov at Athens show a far more advanced art : on these, as on

the Trojan lead-idol, the goddess touches both breasts with her hands

;

the vulva is indicated by the usual triangle, but this latter is ornamented

with five horizontal strokes and with a large number of very small

circles, which arc no doubt meant to indicate gold ornaments.

Proceeding now to the terra-cotta vases of this Third, the burnt. City :

the lustrous-red vase, No. 227, gives the most usual type of the hand-made

OAvl-headed vases. They have an owl-head modelled on the upper part

of the neck, which is the head of the vase itself ; on the sides of the head

are two projecting ears ; the face is composed of a double arch representing

eyebrows ; below each arch is a hemispherical eye, and in the middle of

the face a prominent owl's beak. The 1)reasts are protruding and con-

spicuous, and the vulva^ is represented by a large circle in relief. On
some owl-vases this protruding circle is ornamented with an incised cross

(see e.(j. No. 986 and No. 991, pp. 521 and 523), which can leave no doubt

as to its character. Very curious are the upright projections on the sides,

which in the large vases are concave on the inside and very long, and

have such sharp edges that they can never have served as handles
;

besides, they are found very frequently even on those owl-vases wliicli

have large handles of the regular form. I ask if these long concave

projections may not pcrhajis be meant to represent wings, and if, in that

case, the small upright projections which we see on the sides of No. 227

can represent anything else ? I call particular attention to the fact, that

these upright projections arc never in any case perforated ; further that,

at variance with all other Trojan vases, these owl-headed vases have never

in any case the system of tubes for suspension.

No. 228 is the upper part of a hand-made, lustrous-red owl-headed

vase, which appears to have been almost of an identical shape with

No. 987 (p. 521). The mouth of these vases is in the form of a cup with

two projections on the sides.

No. 229 represents another hand-made lustrous dark-brown owl-headed

vase with a cover ; it has two handles ; the vulva is here represented

between the breasts in the middle of the l)()dy.

' M. Burnoiif writes to me : "I have always ter of the umbilical cord is vorv important in

been of opinion, ami I still believe, that this the ancient theory as a lifc-trausmittin'' chauucl.

circle ia relief indicates the navel* tlie charac- See Veda, i. 164, 34 aud 35."
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Ko. 22S. Upper part of a Vaso with

wl's head. (1:3 actual size. Deptb, 20 ft.]

Ko. 22". Terra-fc'tui N'asi; w ith dwl's hoad.

(1 : 4 actual size. Dcptlj, abuut 2s ft.)

,^

-X

No. 229. Terra-cotta Vase, with the characteristics of a wcman and owl's head.
(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

Xo. 230 is the fragment of a vase with an incised ornamentation

representing a flower, probahly a rose

No. 231 represents one of the numerous hand-made Trojan vases, with

femak- characteristics and a phain neck, to which belongs a cover with
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an owl's face, similar to that wliich we see here. The vase before ns is

of a dark-brown colour, and has on each side an npright projection,

Ko. 230. Fn.uiiiriii .ii ,1 \ .ISO.

(Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 231. Vase svicli the cliaracteristics of a

woman, and Cover with owl's head.

(The Vase was found in 13, the Cover in

26 ft. depth. 1 : 3 actual size.)

from which issues on either side a spiral ornamentation in relief.

The cover is also hand-made, of a lustrous-yellow colour, and has

a handle of the usual crest-shaped form.- Professor Sayee observes

to me that the ornaments belov/ the breasts of this vase resemble

the litui carried by Hittite figures at Boghaz Kioi (near the Halys)

and elsewhere.

No. 232 represents the interesting hand-made black owl-faced vase, in

which quite a treasure of gold ornaments was found. I shall pass these

in review in discussing the metals of the burnt city. The wing-like

upright projections of this vase were broken off; the female breasts are

peculiarly large, and unusually wide apart ; the vulva is represented by

a projection with a cavity. In fabric and colour this vase resembles a so-

called " Gesichtsurne " found ifi a tomb at Golencin, near Poscn.'' The

difference is that on the Golencin urn the eyes arc not protruding, as on

our Trojan vase, and that each of its two ear-like projections has three

perforations for suspending ornaments in them. There is this further

difference, that the Golencin urn has neither female breasts, nor vulva,

nor wing-like projections on the sides. Besides, its bottom is flat, whilst

that of our Trojan owl-vase is convex.

- This owl-hoaded cover belongs to the tliird

or burnt, city ; but not so the vase, which was

fouml in the ruins of the fourth city. But I

represent it here, as it is the only one on which

the cover fits.

' Sec F. L. W. Schwartz, II. Kacfitrrtfj zu den

" Materialien zur lyrachistorisclicn Kartoijraphie

do- Protinz Posen

;

" Posen, 1880, PI. i. No. 4.

This most able dissertation having been sent

to me by its author (Professor Dr. F. L. W.

Schwartz, director of the. Royal Friedr.-Wil-

he'.ms-Gynina.sium in Posen), I herewith most

gratefully acknowledge his kind attention.
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Xo. 232. Terra-cotta Vase, with owl's head, in which were found a

, . great many gold ornaments. (1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

The vase No. 233 is decorated on either side with a curved ornament
in the form of the Cypriote character for 1:o, or of a character which is

found in the alphabets of Caria and Pamphylia, as well as in Hittite

inscriptions
: it has two handles. The head was found separate, and does

not belono; ti) this particular vase I only put it here in order to save it.

No. 233. Terra-cotta Vase. (1 : 5 actua' size. Depth,
26 ft.) The orn.amcnt on the budy of the vase re-

sembles a character found in the alphabets of Caria and
Pamphylia, and in the Hittite inscriptinns. as well as

one form of the character go or ko in the Cypriote

syllabary.

Vase with owl's fare. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 26 ft.)
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No. 234 represents another hand-made rase, like No. 227, but it has

been so much exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration, that it is

difficult to recognize its original colour.

No. 23 Vase with u\\ Is fucv, l.juud in tho Royal House.

(1 : 8 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 231!. Vasa Cover with owl's face.;

(About half actual size. Depth, 27 ft.

No. 235 represents probably th3 most remarkable hand-made owl-

headed vase I ever found at Hissarlik. I discovered it at a depth of

8^ metres, or 28 ft., on the ground-floor in the royal house of the third

or burnt city ; it is of a lustrous-brown colour, and 25 in. high. In

spite of the intense heat to which it had been exposed in the conflagration,

it is not thoroughly baked. It has two breasts and two handles : a very

pretty necklace is represented around the neck by a series of grooves and

projecting circles. The beauty of this vase is enhanced by the scarf

which we see in relief across its body.

No. 236 represents another of those pretty lustrous dark-yellow vase-

covers with owl-faces, of which we showed one under No. 231. The cover

before us was found in a large red urn at a depth of 27 ft., on the

great wall close to the gate : hence its good preservation.

No. 237 represents one more vase-cover, with an owl's head modelled

No. 237. Vase Cover with owl's laoj. (,1 ; 5 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)
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on it, belonging to tlie same class of vases, with a smooth neck like

Kos. 231 and 240, having the characteristics of a woman, and usually two

wings.

I further call the reader's very particular attention to the tcrra-cotta

hall, No. 1997,'* on which we see in the middle an owl's face in mono-

gram ; to its right a wheel, which may mean the sun ; to its left, three

concentric circles, which may represent the moon, and below a small

circle, perhaps intended to represent the morning star. All these repre-

sentations can be best distinguished in the developed pattern (No. 1998).

On the back the female hair is indicated by deep scratchings. As the

hair cannot bo distinguished in the engraving, I strongly advise the

reader to see the ball itself in my collection in the South Kensington

Museum.^ This owl's face, between the sun and moon and morning star,

proves better, I think, than all the vases and idols, that the owl's head

is the symbol of the Ilian Athene.

I have still to represent here, under Nos. 238, 239, a curious hand-

made vessel of terra-cotta, v/hich was found at a depth of 80 ft. It has

been thoroughly baked in the conflagration. It has a distinctly indicated

owl's face, belov; which are three horizontal strokes, probably meant

Nos. 233, 239. Front and back View of a curious Vessel, with owl's face. (Half actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

to represent necklaces. Belov^^ the latter, the front part of the body is

covered by a long shield, and on the back the long female hair hangs

down, like that of the Caryatides in the Acropolis of Athens. On each

side is a separate vessel, whicli does not communicate with that of the

main body. Very characteristic are the nine rows of points on the shield,

which, like those v/hich we see on the coats of mail and the casques of the

six warriors painted on a Mycenean vase,*^ are no doubt meant to indicate

the splendour of brass. This vessel is unique ; no second one has been

found like it.

» On the last of the lithographed plates at the

end of the volume.

^ M. Buruouf writes to me: "This ball (No.

1997) gives probably the explanation of a great

part of the Trojnn symbolism, because it is most

evident that the female in the centre represents

here the dawn. The signs on tlie whorls are

nearly all astronomical."

'' See my Mycenae, p. 133, No. 213.
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No. 240 is a lustrous dark-red hand-made vase, with two large breasts

and a large projecting vulva. Besides two handles, it has two upright

Xo. 210. Large Viisp, with the characteristics of a woman. (About 1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

wing-like projections, from each of Vvdiich issues on either side a spiral

ornament in relief, resembling, as Professor Sayce observes, the lituns

or crooked staff carried by certain figures in the Hittite sculptures of

Boghaz Kioi or Pteria and elsewhere. I remind the reader that the owl-

faced, cap-like covers, such as No. 230, belong to this sort of vase.

No. 241 is a hand-made licjht-brown vase, with two breasts on each

side and two projections ; it is ornamented with grooves and incised lines.

Ko. 211.

f,

Torr.a-C'Mi i >
. n inci.'^etl ornamentation

and fcninl" IhimsIs .pii oitlier side.

(1 : 3 actual size. JOcptb, 32 ft.)

No. 212. Tcrra-cotta Vase, with two projections in ihe

form of birds' heads at tlie rim.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

No. 242 is also a hand-ma(l(^ vase, with two perforated projections in

the form of birds' beaks at the rim.

It is now time to explain the curious signs pj-^ and L-pi, which vro have
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seen on the viilva of the lead idol No. 226, and which occurs many
hundreds of times on the whorls and other objects of this third or

l)urnt city, and of the two following pre-historic cities (see, for instance,

Nos. 185;-), 1858, 1859, 1870, 1873,1874, 1894, 1919, 1947, 1949, 1982,

1988, 1989, 1991, 1999). This sign was evidently brought to Hissarlik

by the people of the Third City, for it never occurs on objects from the

first or second city. I find it in Emilo Burnouf's Sanskrit Lexicon under

the denomination " svastika," and with the signification ev iari, or as the

sign of good wishes.

i\[y honoured friend the celebrated Orientalist, Professor Max Miiller,

of Oxford, wrote to me some time ago: " Sv-asti-Jia is derived from sit,

' well,' and as, ' to be,' and would be in Greek eveanfOj. It is always

directed towards the right, j-pj ; the other, directed towards the left,
j-jf

,

is called Sanvaslika." He afterwards kindly sent me the following most

valuable and highly interesting dissertation on the subject :

—

"I do not like the use of the word Svastiha outside of India. It is a

word of Indian origin, and has its history and definite meaning in India.

I know the temptation is great to transfer names, with which we are

familiar, to similar objects that come before us in the course of our

researches. But it is a temptation which the true student ought to resist,

except, it may be, for the sake of illustration. The mischief arising from

the promiscuous use of technical terms is very great. Travellers, when-

ever they meet with two or three upright stones and a capstone above,

talk of Cromlechs ; and if they meet with a holed stone, it is a Dolmen.

But Cromlech and Dolmen are Celtic words (crom, ' bent,' leli, ' slab ;' toll,

' hole,' men, ' stone '),^ and they have a definite meaning among Celtic

antiquarians, and, strictly speaking, cromltch and dolmen imply the

workmanship of Celts. After travellers have written for some time of

Cromlechs and Dolmens in India, Africa, and Australia, an impression

spreads that all these monuments are real Celtic monuments ; and the

next step is that we hear of Celts as the first inhabitants and builders in

countries where Celts have never set foot.

"Another objection to the promiscuous use of the word Svasiil-a is,

that svastika in Sanskrit does not mean the cross with crampons, criu

ansata, in general, but only the cross with the crampons pointing to the

right, Lj^-j
; while the cross with the crampons pointing to the left, f-^,

is called Sauvastika.

" The occurrence of such crosses in difi"erent parts of the world may
or may not point to a common origin. But if they are once called

Svastika, the vulgus 2^rofanum will at once jump to the conclusion that

they all come from India, and it will take some time to weed out such a

prejudice.

" Yery little is known of Indian art before the third century B.C., the

period when the Buddhist sovereigns began their public buildings. The
name Svastika, however, can be traced a little further back. It occurs, as

• Max lliiller, Chips from a German Worhsltop, vol. iii. p. 283.
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the name of a particular sign, in the old grammar of Pauini, about a

century earlier. Certain compounds are mentioned there, in which the last

word is karna, ' ear.' Cattle, it would seem, were marked on their ears

with signs indicating their owners. The custom prevailed even during

the Vedic times, for in the Eig-veda (x. 02, 7) we meet with ashtaJcarm,

as applied to cows marked with the figure 8, whatever that figure may
then have been, probably not more than eight lines, or two crosses. In

later Sanskrit athtaJcarna is a name of Brahman, who had eight ears,

because he had four faces (Kahmmilclia). The same custom of marking
cattle is alluded to in the iVtharva-veda (xii. 4, 6), and it is more fully

described in the Sankhayana-grihya-siitras (iii. 10, cd. Oldenberg, p. 77),

and the Gobhila-gr/hya-sutras (iii. 6. ij). Here an instrument made of

copper (audiunharo 'asih) is recommended for marking cattle.

"One of the signs for marking cattle was the Svastika, and what
Pawini teaches in his grammar is that, when the compound is formed,

svasdka-l-arna, i.e. ' having the ear marked with a Svastika,' the final a

of Smstilu is not to be lengthened, while it is lengthened in other com-

pounds, such as Ddtru-Icania, i.e. ' having the ear marked with the sign

of a sickle.'

" Originally svastika may have been intended for no more than two

lines crossing each other, or a cross. Thus we find it used in later times

also with reference to a woman covering her breasts with crossed arms,

Balaram. 75,16, svahastasvastika-stan/, and likevsdse with reference to

persons sitting cross-legged.

" Etymologically, svastiha is derived from svasfi, and sva^fi from su,

' well,' and as, ' to be,' Svasfi occurs frequently in the Veda, both as a noun
in the sense of happiness, and as an adverb in the sense of ' well,' or ' hail

!'

It corresponds to the Greek evearco. The derivative svasti-Jca is of latei

date, and it always means an auspicious sign, such as are found most

frequently among Buddhists and Jainas. It occurs often at the begin-

ning of Buddhist inscriptions, on Buddhist coins,

and in Buddhist manuscripts. Historically the ^

svastika is first attested on a coin of Krawanda, ^\ /
supposing Kra^anda to be the same king as Xan-

drames, the predecessor of Sandrokyptos, whose

reign came to an end in 315 b.c. (See Thomas,

On the Identiti/ of Xandrames and Krananda.) The
pala}ographic evidence, however, seems rather against [/^-ZZmZIZiW
so early a date. In the foot-prints of Buddha the

j^^ 213.

Buddhists recognize no less than sixty-five auspi- The Nandyiivarta.

cious signs, the first of them being the Svastilea. ^ The fourth is the

Sauvastika, pj^ ; the third, the Nandydvarta (No. 243), a mere develop-

ment of the Svastika.

'Among the Jainas the Svastika was the sign of their 7th Jina,

Supdr^va.^

' See Eur;&ne Bnrnouf, Lotus de la honne Loi, p. 625.

' Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, ii. p. 188.

furH

p nJ
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" In the later Sanskrit literature SvastiJca retains the meaning of an

auspicious mark, and thus we see in the Eamayana (eel. Gorrcsio, ii. p. 348)

that Bharata selects a ship marked with the sign of SvastiJca.

" Yarahamihira in the Br/hat-samhita (med. saec. vi. p. Ch.) mentions

certain buildings, called Svastika and Nandyavarta (53. 34, seq.), but their

outline does not correspond very exactly with the forms of these signs.

Some Sthiipas, however, are said to have been built on the pJan of a

svastiJui.

" That signs identically the same as the SvastiJca and the SaiivastiJca

occur elsewhere, in China, in Asia Minor, in Etruria, and among the

Teutonic nations, is perfectly true. Comparative archaeology may point

out this fact, but there it must rest for the present. Identity of form

does as little prove identity of origin in archteology as identity of sound

proves identity of origin in etymology. Comparative studies are very

useful, so long as they do not neglect the old rule, Divide et imfera,

Distinguish, and you will be master of your subject

!

" Quite another question is. Why the sign Lpj should have had an

auspicious meaning, and why in Sanskrit it should have been called

SvasliJca. The similarity between the group of letters sv in the ancient

Indian alphabet and the sign of SvastiJca is not very striking, and seems

purely accidental. A remark of yours in your book on Troy (p. 38), where

you speak of the SvastiJca as a wheel in motion, the direction of the motion

being indicated by the crampons, contains a very useful hint, vv'hich has

been confirmed by some important observations of Mr. Thomas, our distin-

guished Oriental numismatist. He has clearly proved that on some of the
"^

. .-t .

Andhra coins, and likewise on some punched gold coins, depicted in Sir

W. Elliot's Plate ix. Madras Journ. Lit. and Science, vol. iii., the place of

the more definite figure of the sun is often taken by the SvastiJca, and that

the SvastiJca has been inserted within the rings or normal circles repre-

senting the four suns of the Ujjain pattern on coins. He has also called

attention to the fact that in the long list of the recognized devices of the

twenty-four Jaiua Tirthankaras the sun is absent ; but that while ihe

8th Tirthankara has the sign of the half-moon, the 7th Tirthankara is

marked with the SvastiJca, i.e. the sun.

" Here then, I think, we have very clear indications that the SvastiJca,

vnth the hands pointing in the right direction, was originally a symbol of

the sun, perhaps of the vernal sun as ojjposed to the autumnal sun, the

SauvastiJca, and therefore a natural symbol of light, life, health, and

wealth. That in ancie-nt mythology the sun was frequently represented

as a wheel is well known. Grimm identifies the Old Norse Jijol or Jivel,

the A.-S. JiveoliI, English 'wheel,' with kukXo^, Sk. liaJcra, 'wheel;' and

derives Jul, ' yule-tide,' the time of the winter solstice, from JiJoJ, ' the

(solar) wheel.'

" But while from these indications we are justified in supposing that

among the Aryan nations the SvastiJca may have been an old emblem of

the sun, there are other indications to show that in other parts of the

world the same or a very similar emblem was used to indicate the earth.
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Mr. Bcal, in the same number of the Indian Aniiquarij which contains

Mr. Thomas's remarks on the Svastika (March, 1880), has shown that

in Chinese ffl is the symbol for an enclosed space of earth, and that the

simple cross {~\- ) occurs as a sign for earth in certain ideographic groups.

Here the cross was probably intended to indicate the four quarters, N. S.

E. W. ; or, it may be, more gene-

lengthrally, extension in length and

breadth. That the cross is used

as a sign for 'four' in the Bactro-

Pali inscriptions, ^"^ is well known

;

but the fact that the same sign has

the same power elsewhere, as for

instance in the Hieratic numerals,

does not prove by any means that

the one figure was derived from

the other. We forget too easily

that what was possible in one place

was possible also in other places

;

and the more we extend our re-

searches, the more we shall learn

that the chapter of accidents is

larger than we imagine."

The cut No. 2-14, for v\"hich I am indebted to my honoured friend

Mr. James Fergusson, represents the foot-print of Buddha, as carved on

the Amaravati Tope, near the river Kistna.

Nos. 245, 240 represent the opposite hemispheres of a terra-cotta ball,

which is divided by fourteen incised circular lines into fifteen zones, of

No. 247. rragiuciu (if

Xos. 245, 2lfi. Tcrra-cotta Rail, vopresontitiK apparently the climates of the globe. Tottery, with the Svas-

(Actual size. Depth, 2a fl.) nua. (Halfactualsize.)

which two are ornamented with points, and the middle zone, which is the

largest of all, with
pj-J

and ^-y] Professor Saycc remarks that '' the

central ornament |^| is the Cypriote character Z.x"

No. 'M7 is the fragment of a lustrous-black vase with a Lp in the

Ma.\- Miillcr, Chips from a German Workshop, vol. ii. p. 293.
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middle of three concentric rectangles : tlie LPj, as well as all the other

lines, are incised and filled with white chalk in order to strike the eye.^

Tlie ^-jn and p}-l are extraordinarily frequent on the Trojan terra-

cotta balls, as well as on the whorls, immense numbers of which are

ornamented with them (see Nos. 182G, 1838, 1849, 1850, 1855, 1801,

1804, 1805, 1800, 1808, 1871, 1872, 1873, 1874, 1870, 1878, 1879,

1894, 1905, 1911, 1919, 1947, 1949, 1954, 1982, 1983, 1987, 1988,

1989, 1990, 1991, 1999).

On the whorls Nos. 1872 and 1911 we see the ^-^ and pj-J, together

with linear representations of burning altars; on Nos. 1879, 1919, 1947,

1949, 1991, along with the zigzags, which we see also in the hands of

the two Phoenician gods represented on a lentoid gem found near

Mycenae,- and which are generally believed to form the symbolic sign

for lightning. The representation of the burning altar has also been

found incised on the bottom of a vase in the excavations made by ]\Iiss

Sofie von Torma in the valleys of Maros and Cserna in Transylvania

(Siebenbiirgen).^ The Lp| or pjJ also occurs very frequently on the

Trojan whorls in conjunction with rude linear representations of stags,

above whose backs are rows of points;'* it also occurs in conjunction with

the sign LLJ.^ This latter sign is very frequent on the Trojan whorls.^

Now this very same sign occurs over the opening of three hut-urns found

under the ancient lava near Marino.^ It occurs also among the devices

in punched work on the flags in the interior of the tomb of 011am Fodlila,

traditional monarch and lawgiver of Ireland, which is computed to be

upwards of 3000 years old ;
^ further, on a girdle-buckle of iron plated

Avith silver, found in a tomb at Hedingen, near Sigmafingen." In these

two latter cases we see the symbol or character in conjunction with the

zigzag, which is interpreted as the symbolic sign of lightning. Finally,

we see tliis sign on six vase-bottoms discovered by Miss Sofie von Torma

hi the valleys of Maros and Cserna in Transylvania.^"

\Ve find the pj-j in Ezekiel ix. 4, 0, where—in the form of the old

Hebrew letter Tau—it is written as the sign of life on the forehead, like

' This potsherd as well as another one with a aus dem Maros- und Cscrna-Tlial Sle^xnhiirgens,

Jj havincr been i)icked up in 1872 at a much V- 1*J» ^'o- !-• * See Ino. 1879.
*•

, , . , , , ,

5 See No. 1905.
greater depth m my excavations, I held them to g ^ ,- ^ iQii iQ^r IQ^O
belong; to the first city. But after carefullv ex-

-. ^^ t
'

rr~l
'

j li ^., ^ j-° ^, , ; ^ , . ^ , ,.
"

. Aotcs on Jlut-urns and other Objects fromammm^ the clay and fabric of these frascments, ir ni. t> o- t u t li / i

T ^ ,
. ,\,, , ,, , , ., ^.- 1 Marino near Albano. By Sir John Lubbock anl

i feel conyiuced that they belong to the third t\ t r>- • • t / i c^n rr p ^,
, ^ .^

, ,, , ', '^
, r ,,

Dr. L. Pigormi. London, 1869. Two of the
or burnt fitv. and that they must haye fallen , . . i • .i i r- c-- t i

, i-i"ii. '
. T/'i hut-urns represented m the work of Sir John

from a higher leyel into my excayations. 1 feel
-r , , , , t^ t^. , , ...

,, , . ,, .
" . ,, r Lubbock and Dr. Ficjorini haye the sigrn LU

the more certain on this point, as the M-i or , ^u i rn. .i.- , , ^ •?, ,,

+
' ' J ' above the door. The third hut-urn with the

never again occurred in the debris either ^jg^ yj above the door is preserved in the Royal
of the first or of the second city, whereas they Museum at Berlin.

occur many hundreds of times in the third as » Discovcrij of the Tomb of Ollnn Fudhla. By
well as in the two subsequent pre-historic cities Eugene Alfred Conwell. Dublin, 1873.

of Hissarlik. o Ludw. Lindenschmit, Die Vaterliindischen

2 See my Mxjccnac, Ko. 540, p. 362. Altcrthumer, PL y. No. 4.

^ Carl Gooss, Bericht iiber Fraulein Safe von '» Carl Gooss, op. cit. p. 16, PI. iii. Nos. 8, b,

Tornm's Sammlunj praehistorischcr Altertlmmer 10, 13, 14, and 17.
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its corresponding Indian symbol. We find it twice on a large piece of

ornamented leather contained in the celebrated Corneto treasure pre-

served in the Eoyal Museum at Berlin ; also on ancient pottery found at

Konigsberg in the Neumark, and preserved in the Markisches Museum
in Berlin, and on a bowl from Yucatan in the Berlin Ethnological

Museum. AYe also see it on coins of Gaza, as well as on an Iberian

coin of xisido ;
^ also on the drums of the Lapland priests.- It is just

such a troublesome puzzle as the Nile-key or crux ansata, that symbol
which, as a hieroglyph, is read ankh (" the living one "), which very

frequently occurs in the inscriptions in the Nile valley, and which we
see of exactly the same form on a sepulchre of Northern Asia Minor.^

The
Pj-j

is a sort of cross, w^hose four arms are bent at a right an^-le

;

it resembles four conjoined Greek Gammas.

Burnouf thinks that " the Lj^ and pU represent the two pieces of

wood wliicli were laid crosswise upon one another before the sacrificial

altars, in order to produce the sacred fire (A(/ni), and the ends of which

were bent round at right angles, and fastened by means of four nails S^j

so that this wooden scaffolding might not be moved. At the point where

the two pieces of wood were joined, there was a small hole, in which a

third piece of wood, in the form of a lance (called Pnimantha), was

rotated by means of a cord made of cow-hair and hemp, till the fire

was generated by friction. Then the fire (Ar/ni) was put on the altar

close by, where the priest poured the holy Soma, the juice of the tree

of life, over it, and made, by means of purified butter, wood and straw,

a large fire."
*

Burnouf further maintains that the mother of the holy fire was Maya,

who represents the productive force." If his views are correct, they

would go far to explain the presence of the p|£ on the vulva of the

idol No. 2'2G. They would also show that the four points which we so

frequently see under the arms of the JtJt;
or Lj-[f| indicate the wooden nails

with Avhich this primitive fire-machine was fixed firmly on the ground;

and, finally, they would explain why we so frequently see the ^[-1 or the

Lj-] in company with the symbol of lightning or burning altars. The

other cross too, which has also four points, KJ^, and which occurs

innumerable times on the whorls of the three upper pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik, might also claim the honour of representing the two pieces of

Avood for producing the holy fire by friction. Burnouf asserts that " in

remote antiquity the Greeks for a long time generated fire by friction,

and that the two lower pieces of wood, that lay at right angles across onci

another, were called aravpo^i, which word is either derived from the root

stri, which signifies lying upon the earth, and is then identical with the

Latin steriiere, or it is derived from the Sanskrit word stdvara, which means

' Zobel, dc Zanjronis, 18G.'5, PI. 1 ami .'?, and loijiqne dc la Galatie ct de la Bithynic, Atlas,

p. 397. pi. ix.

^ Rochholz, Altdeutschcs Burgerlchen, p. 184. * See Eniilc Burnouf, La Science dcs Religions,

* Guillaume and Perrot, Exploration archeo- p. 256. * Emile Burnouf, op. cit.
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' firm, solid, immovable.' After the Greeks had other means of producing

fire, the word aravp6<i passed simply into the sense of cross."

The p[J or ^^ may be found in nearly all countries of Europe, and

in many countries of Asia. We see them on one of three pot-bottoms'^

found on Bishop's Island, near Konigswalde, on the right bank of the

Oder,'' as well as on a vase found at Eeichersdorf near Guben.** A whole

row of them may be seen round the famous pulpit of Saint Ambrose in

Milan. The sign occurs a thousand times in the catacombs of Eome ; ^ v/e

find it very frequently in the wall-paintings at Pompeii, even more than

160 times in a house in the recently excavated street of Vesuvius; we* see

it in three rows, and thus repeated sixty times, upon an ancient Celtic

funeral urn found at Shropham, in the county of Norfolk, and now in the

British Museum." I find it also very often on ancient Athenian ^ and
Corinthian vases, and exceedingly frequent on the jewels in the royal tombs
at Mycenae ;

- also on the coins of Leucas and Syracuse, and in the large

mosaic in the royal palace garden at Athens. The Eev. W, Brown Keer,

who visited me in 1872 at Hissarlik, assured me that he has seen it

innumerable times in the most ancient Hindu temples, and especially in

those of the Jainas. I see also a py on a vase ^ which was found

in the county of Lipto, in Hungary, and is preserved in the collection

Majlath Bela ; furtL.er, on terra-cottas found in the cavern of Bara-

thegy, in Hungary.'*

Since the appearance of my vrork Troy and its Bemains, I have been

favoured with letters from correspondents who have observed the U^ and

pp in various parts of the old world, from China at the one extremity

to Western Africa at the other. Dr. Lockhart, of Blackheath, formerly

medical missionary in China—to whom I am indebted for other interesting

communications ^—says that " the sign pj-J is thoroughly Chinese." ^

Major-General H. W. Gordon, C.B., Controller of the Eoyal Arsenal

at Woolwich, wrote, with reference to the nations amongst whom I have

traced the 7^, " You may to these nations add the Chinese, since upon

the breech-chasing of a large gun lying outside my office, and which was

captured in the Taku Forts, you will find the same identical sign." For

the very interesting discovery of the symbol among the Ashantees, I am

" Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic, Organ dcr Berliner ^ ^'o. 3, PI. sx. in Dr. Joseph Hampel's Anti-

Gesellschaft fiir Antliropolojie und Urgeschichte, quite'^ 2^''^''^^'^''''f'^^ ^^ ^'^ Hongrie ; Esztergom,

1871, iii. 1877.

' Tliird Sessional Ecport of the Berlin Society * Joseph Hampel, Catalogue de VExposition

for Anthropology, Ethnology, and Bre-historic lie- prciiistorique des Jluse'es de Brevince ; Budapest,

searches, of 1871. 1876, p. 17.

* Sessional Report of the Berlin Society for ^ For example, the Chinese sacrificial cup,

Anthropology, Ethnology, and Brc-hiitoric Be- engraved under Xo. 774 (p. 466), resembling the

searches, of July 15, 1876, p. 9. double-handled gold cup of the large treasure.

8 Emile Burnouf, op.cit. Dr. Lockhart finds various indications of Chinese

"> A. W. Franks, Ilorae ferales, PI. 30, fig. 19. intluence among the Hissarlik antiquities, and

^ G. Hirschfeld, Vasi arcaici Ateniesi ; Roma, traces Chinese letters on some of the whorls:

1872, Tav. xxsix. and xl. G. Dennis, The Cities but I do not now enter into that question.

and Cemeteries of Etruria, p. xci. ^ M. Burnouf asks me whether it has not been

- See my Mycenae, p. 259, figs. 383, 385, and imported into China by the Buddhists,

in manv others.
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indebted to Mr. E. B. ^neas Maclcod, of Invergordon Castle, Eoss-shire,

who wrote :
" You may judge my surprise when, a few weeks ago, on

looking over some curious bronzes captured at Coomassie during the late

Ashantee war by Captain Eden, son of Bishop Eden, of Inverness, and

now in his possession, I observed the same symbol, with some others, as

was usual in Asia Minor so many thousand years ago. I enclose photo-

graphs of the three bronzes with the symbol in high relief, and of nearly

the natural size."

Nos. 2tB-2J0. iJionzcs beariijg the p4-J< taken al Coumassie in IsTi.

Professor Sayce observes to me :
" It is evident that the sign found

at Hissarlik is identical with that found at Mycenae and Athens, as

well as on the pre-historic pottery of Cyprus," since the general artistic

character of the objects with which this sign is associated in Cyprus and

Greece agrees with that of the objects discovered in Troy. The Cyprian

vase figured in Di Cesnola's C'jprns, PI, xlv. 3G, which associates the

sivastika with the figure of an animal, is a striking analogue of the Trojan

whorls on which it is associated with the figures of stags. The fact that

it is drawn within the vulva of the leaden image of the Asiatic goddess

(No. 226) seems to show that it was a symbol of generation. I believe that

it is identical with the Cypriote character In or «=|a (ne), vrhich has

the form 3>tl in the inscriptions of Golgi, and also with the Hittite "j'

or air, which Dr. tlyde Clarke once suggested to me was intended to

represent the organs of generation."

Mr. Edward Thomas kindly sends me a copy of his most able dis-

sertation on the py and U-],'* in which he says :
" As far as I have been

able, to trace or connect the various manifestations of this emblem, they

one and all resolve themselves into the primitive conception of solar

motion, which was intuitively associated with tlie rolling or wheel-like

projection of the sun through the upper or visible arc of the heavens, as

understood and accepted in the crude astronomy of the ancients. The

earliest phase of astronomical science we are at present in a position to

refer to, with the still extant aid of indigenous diagrams, is the Chaldean.

The representation of the sun in this system commences with a simple

ring or outline circle, which is speedily advanced towards the impression

of onward revolving motion by the insertion of a cross or four wheel-like

' Di Cesnola, C'/prus, PI. xliv., xlv., xlvii.

* The Indian Swastika and its Western Counterparts ; LouJon, 1880.

2 A
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spokes within the circumference of the normal ring. As the original

Chaldean emblem of the sun was typified by a single ring, so the Indian

mind adopted a similar definition, which remains to this day as the

ostensible device or caste-mark of the modern Sauras, or sun-worshippers.

The tendency of devotional exercises in India, indeed, seems from the first

to have lain in the direction of mystic diagrams and crypto symbols

ratlier than in the production of personified statues of the gods, in which

it must be confessed that, unlike the Greeks, the Hindus did not attain

a high style of art."

I now come to the tripod-vases, of which a really enormous number

was found. In fact, most of the Trojan vases are tripods. I found, in my
excavations in the Acroj)olis of Mycenae, a few fragments of terra-cotta

tripods,^ but never an entire one. Besides, the Mycenean tripods are

very different from the Trojan ; for they have two large handles, which, as

well as the three feet, have each two, three, four, or even five perforations,

for suspension with a string. On the contrary, the feet of the Trojan

tripods are never perforated, but there is on either side of the body a

projection with a vertical tubular hole, and, in the same direction, a hole

in the rim and the cover. The string was drawn on each side through

the tubular holes of the projections, and a knot being made below, as I

have shown in No. 252, the string was drawn through the tubular holes

of the neck or the cover. It deserves attention that whenever a vase

has a cover with long tubular holes, such as No. 252, there is no per-

foration in the vase-neck;

and there beins; none in

the tripod-vase No. 251,

it must have had a cover

similar to that of No. 252.

In fact, vases with pro-

jections on the rim and

long tubular holes in these

projections, a system such

as we see it on No. 253,

always pre - suppose flat

vase-covers perforated on

either side. In either way,

—by means of the cap-

like covers with tubular

holes, such as we see on

No. 252, or by means of

perforated flat covers, such

as there must have ex-

isted on. No. 253,—the vase could be shut close, and it could be carried

by the string.

But if, as is evident from the fragments I discovered at Mycenae, the

tripod form of vase was in use in Greece from a very remote antiquity, it

No. 2jl. Ornamented Tripoi Vase, with tubular holes for suspensiun.

(2 : 5 actual size. Depth, 27 ft.)

^ See my ilycenac, p. 69.
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most certainly Vv-as no longer in use there or elsewhere in the so-called

Graeco-Phoenician period, and far less in later times. The best proof of

this is, that neither the Museums of Athens, nor the British Museum,
nor the Louvre, nor any other museum in tlie world, can boast of possess-

ing a tripod-vase of terra-cotta, except one found at lalysus, preserved

in the British Museum, two from Etruria (one of them in form of an
animal from Corneto) as v/ell as one from Peru in the Pioyal Museum
of Berlin," one apparently of a late period in the Museum of Leyden,^^

and three bronze tripod-vases of a late time in the Middle Ages in the

Museums of Xeu Strelitz, Stralsuud, and Brandenburg. We must also,

of course, except the censers, consisting of a very flat bowl with three very
long, broad feet, which occur among the Graeco-Phoenician as well as the

Corinthian pottery, and of which the Museum of the Bap/SaKeiov in Athens,
as well as all the large European museums, contain a few specimens.

No fragment of a tripod-vase of either terra-cotta or bronze has ever
been found in the Lake-dwellings ;

^ nor, indeed, so far as I know, has any
bronze or copper tripod-vase ever been found anywhere, except the above,

and one which I discovered in the fourth royal sepulchre at Mycenae, and
of which I gave an engraving, No. 440, p. 278 of my Mycenae. But
as tripods are continually mentioned by Homer, the fact now mentioned
goes far to prove that he either flourished in Greece at that remote a<^-e

to which the Mycenean sepulchres belong, or that he lived in Asia Minor,
where tripods may have been still in use at the time usually attributed to

the poet (the ninth century B.C.). But my excavations at Hissarlik have
not proved that tripods were still in use so late : for no trace of them
w^as found either in the layer of debris of the sixth city, which I hold
to be a Lydian settlement, or in the most ancient strata of the Aeolic Bium.

Tripods of copper (or bronze) were used in the Homeric times for.

various purposes. In the Odijssetj,'^ as Vv-ell as in the lliad,^ we find them
given as presents of honour. In the Iliad * one is offered as a prize in

'" The Royal Museum of Berlin contains also a ' //. viii. 289-291

:

terra-cotta vase with four feet, but I have not Trparw rot /xer' e/xe TrpiaPlfCov iv xepl O-i'icru,

been able to learn where it was found. -t) TpliroS' rji Bvoo "inrovs avTolaiv uxea-dnv

" L. J. F. Janssen, Be Germaanschc en Xoord- ^'
Z"''°'^^^\'!'

"'". '"" "^^'' ^'^'" ^'V^^ct/Sa/.o^

schc Monuntcntcn van het Museum te Le>jden

;

, ^ \., \
~ , ~ '

,

Leyden 1840
vfxiv o ev nauTiffanrepiKXvTa Swp' 6voiJ.-iiva>,

iTTT' a-Trvpovs Tpiirodas, Se/ca 5e xp^'^oio ruXavra,
' Professor Virchow informs me that in the aWaivas 5e Ae^TjTas iiUoai,

peat-moors of Northern Germany are often found !
//. xi. 7U0 7ul .•

copper kettles with three feet, which belong,
. . . ! . -irep] TpiTTo5os yap i'lxiWou

liowever, to a late period, and probably to tlie Otvcreffdaf

Middle Ages. Two such tripod-vasos—the one //. xxiii. 2G2-2G4 :

of iron, the other of brass or bronze—are rcpre- 'Umdcriy /xlv irpuTo. TroUiaaiv ay\a ac-QXa
sented in the Sessional Mcport of the Berlin q:^ks yvvaiKa ayecrOai a.fj.v/j.ofa tpya iSvTav
Societi/ of Anthropolo;)!/, Ethnolojy, &c., of ^al rpiiroS' wrwe^/ra . . .

July 11, 1874, PI. xi. Nos. 4 and 5. //. xxiii. 485

:

^ Od. xiii. 13 :
^ivp6 vw, ^ rpiiroSos TrepLSwiJ.i9ov iji Xf^nTos , . .

a\\' dye ol Sw/xet/ rp'nvoda /xiyav iySe \tfii]Ta ... ^'- ^'''"i- 51-, •''>l''i :

Od. XV. 82-84

:

^aj/ce 5' ayfii/ krapoiaiv viripOvfxoicn yvva?Ka

ovSe Tjs Tj/xfas "^°' rpiiroS' wrtLevTa <p4peiv

ai/Toij diTTre'/uil/ei, SuJrrei St rt eV ye clyfpfaOai, ^f- xxiii. 717, 718 :

i]i Tiva Tpnr6Swv (vxa.\Kaif rje \(fi-l}T(A3V. oi 5e fxaK' aid

viiir]s li(r6r]v TpinoSos irepi iroiTjTo'iu.
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the games, and the tripod also occurs as an ornament of the rooms,^

and, further, for the heating of -water and for cooking.'^ To indicate its

use for these latter purposes. Homer ' gives also to the tripod the epithet

i/x7rvpi/3)]T7)q, " set on the fire."

It is very remarkable that, ^vith all the many hundreds of terra-

cotta tripod-vases, no trace of a copper or bronze trij)od -was found in

any one of the five pre-historic cities at Hissarlik. Tliii^ is all the more

astonishing, since the ten treasures found in the third or burnt city

appear to prove that the city was suddenly and unexpectedly destroyed

by a fearful catastrophe, so that the inhabitants had no time to save

anything. Besides, the largest treasure, that one -which was found by me
at the end of May 1873, contained three copper vessels and some more in

fragments, but not one of these -was a tripod. The existence, therefore, of

terra-cotta and copper tripod-vessels in Mycenae at that remote antiquity

to -which the royal tombs belong;— their non-existence in Greece at any

later period ;—the abundance of copper (or bronze) tripod-vessels in the

time of Homer ;—the general use of terra-cotta tripod-vessels in all the

five pre-historic cities at Hissarlik ;—the total absence there of copper

tripods of any kind :—this series of facts presents just as many problems

which bid fair to occupy the scientific world for a long time to come.

In order to avoid continual repetition, I here state that, unless I

mention the contrary, all the Trojan vases may be regarded as hand-made.

I have still to describe more fully the tripod-vases already mentioned,

Nos. 251, 252, and 253. As may be seen, the vertical tubular holes of

No. 251 are very long ; the three feet, of which only one is visible in the

engraving, are very short and thick. On either side of the globular body

we see two narrow strips with dots, and two broad ones with an incised

ornamentation in the shape of fish-spines. This latter decoration is seen

on several gold goblets "^ found by me at Mycenae in the royal sepulchres,

as well as on a marble slab found outside of them ;
^ it also occurs on

terra-cotta vases found in Dolmens of the Stone age in Denmark ;
^° on

a vase found in Hungary,^ ^ and elsewhere.

No. 252 is a very remarkable lustrous light-red tripod-vase. Around

the body we see a deep furrow, the two edges of which are perforated

vertically for suspension ; but the usual projections on either side of the

body are missing here. Not less curious is the cover, in the form of a

Phrygian cap, having on each side a tubular hole more than 2 in. long,

by means of w^hich it was fastened on the vase with a string, as I have

shown in the engraving. There are similar very long vertical tubular

^ //. xviii. 373, 374 : In //. x^ii. 163, 1G4-, it is called Tpl-aos instead

TpiTToSas yap ii'iKocn TrduTas iT^vx^v of the usual form Tpiirovs :

ecTTRjUevai irepl toIxov ivaradeos /j.eydpoio, ... rh 5e /xeya Kurai aedXou,

« Od. viii. 43-i

:

'^ '^P''""^ ''« ')'"'"'' • •
•

h,u<pl TTvpl arriffai rpiTroU fi^yay Urn rdxiTra. / ^^%'"f
^^^^'"^ «'> ^'o- 319, P- ^OG, and No.

,
/(• xviii. 344, 345:

^ ^

\'jl,l Xo. 215, p. 140.
«/.<?» ^vp\ arvaaL rp^noSa ,x.yav, icppa rax^rra ,o j_ j_ ^_ Woj-saae, I^ordiske Oldsager ; Co,,en.
TlaTOOKAOV \OVffiiaV. , lo-n in r n- I OA £ 1AA^ hngen, 18o9, p. 19, fig. 9o, and p. 20, hg. 100.

' //. xxiii. 702 : " Joseph Hampel, Antiquites pre'historiqucs dc

T£p fj.kv viKTidavTL fieyav rpiTroS' ifj.Tcvpi^-i-]Tr]v, ... la Hongric, PI. ssi. Xo. 7.
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holes in the projections near the rim of the pretty grey tripod-vase

No. 253, which has smaller projections with vertical tubular holes, in

No. 252. Ornamented Tripod Vase, with tubular

rings fur suspension. (2:5 actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 253. Ornamented Tripod Vase, with tubular rings

for suspension. (2 : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

the same direction, in its globular body, which is decorated with wedge-
shaped incisions and points.

Another tripod-vase with the suspension system is No. 254, the neck
of which is ornamented with 8 circular bands. The body is divided by
three bands into four fields, of vvhich the upper one is decorated with the

No. 254. Ornamented Tripod Vase, with tubular ho'.es

for suspension. Incised ornamentation. (About 1 : 4
actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 255. Ornamentod Tripod Vii.se, \vi;li tubular holes

for suspension. Incised ornamentation. (About 1:4
actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

very common incised zigzag ornament, the two following with small

incised strokes; the lower field has no ornamentation. No. 255 is a

similar tripod-vase, with an almost identical ornamentation.
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No. 25G represents a very cliaracteristic specimen of a Trojan terra-

cotta tripod-vase : it is of a liglit-brown colour, and has two handles,

which, as well as the three feet,

are of a spiral form. Between
the two handles there is, on

either side of the hodv, a larce

projection with a vertical tubular

hole, one of which is just in

front, and in tlie same direction

a hole in the rim for suspension.

The long funnel-shaped neck is

decorated with simple circular

hands.

A very elegant red tripod-

vase with two perforated handles

is represented under No. 257.

On each side of its globular

body we see an incised decora-

tion of three branches, of which

the middle one has on each side

a zigzag line, the two others

plain lines.

The tripod-vase No. 258 is

very curious, on account of its

fanciful feet, which, as well as

handles of spiral form the projectioUS OU the sidcS of

the body, are ornamented with

incisions ; the whole upper part

The only peculiarity in the globular tripod-

part of which is
'

No. 256. Pretty Tripod Va-e, witli tw
and vertical tubular holes lor suspension. (2 ;

Depth, 28 ft.)

of this vessel is restored

vase. No. 259, is a projection on the body, the upp

No. Z:i'. Globular Trip.id, \\i;li perforated iiandles for

suspension and incised ornamentation of plants or
palm-Ieaves. (1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Kg. 258. Trii)od \'ase. All the upper part restored with
gj-psuni. (Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

ornamented with a zigzag line between two circular bands. Much prettier

is the little globular tripod-vase, No. 2C0 ; which has on each side the

usual perforated projection for suspension. The body is decorated with
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an incised band of a horizontal fish-spine-like ornamentation, parallel to

which we sec a band of strokes round the neck. This latter band is

Xo. 259. Globular Vase, with three feet and tubular

holes for suspension. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

JVptb, 26 ft.)

No. 260. Globular Tripod, with holes for suspension

and incised flsh-spine-like ornaments.

(.Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

joined to the lower one on each side by a row of fish-spine incisions. The
neck straitens towards the top.

The tripod No. 261 has two handles of a spiral form, which, as a rare

exception to the rule, are not perforated. The globular body is divided

by seven parallel circular bands into six fields : of these the larger

central one is divided on each side by fifteen vertical lines into sixteen

small fields, four of which are ornamented with incised circles, and four

others with strokes. No. 262 is another tripod-vase, with tubular holes for

No. 261. Tripod Va.se, with incised ornamentation.
(Half actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 262 Tripod Vase, with incised ornamentation.

(Ilair actual size. Depth, 25 ft.)

suspension. The upper part of the globular body, as well as tlie neck, is

ornamented with incised parallel bands, of which two are ornamented
with horizontal strokes, the third witli an incised zigzag line.

The tripod-vase No. 263 is very similar to No. 252, with the difference

tliat the neck of the latter straitens, while that of No. 2G3 widens towards
the top. On neither of these two vases are there perforated projections
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for suspension. On No. 263, the edge of the bottom, the projecting

edge on the middle of the body, cas well as the upper part of the neck

and the cover, are perforated on each side for assing the string

through.

I call the reader's very particular attention to the curious light-red

tripod-box Nos. 264 and 265, the former being the cover and the latter

No. 263. Tripdd Vase, witli tubular holes fur suspension

in the lower part of the both-, tlif rim, and the cover.

(1:3 actual size. iJeptb, 2(i ft.)

Nos. 264, 265. Tripod Box, with holes for suspension.

A cuttle-fish is painted on the cover.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 2Gft.)

being the lower part. The three feet are of a spiral form. On each side

of the bottom, as well as on two sides in the rims, there is a perforation

for suspending the box and fastening the lid on it. On the top of the

latter the reader sees a curious

ornamentation, painted with dark-

red clay, in vrliich the 'keen eye of

my friend Mr. Charles Newton, of

the British Museum, has recognized

a cuttle-fish, and this is in fact most

certainly represented here. The

same ornamentation occurs at My-
' cenae and in the Phoenico-Greek

remains at Ehodes. The same orna-

mentation is very frequent on the

objects of gold found by me in the

royal sepulchres of Mycenae,^ also

on the pottery from a tomb at

lalysus in Ehodes preserved in the

British Museum. No. 266 is the

cover, and No. 267 the lower part,

of a lustrous-black box of terra-

cotta, made of a very compact

graphite clay mixed with so much

mica that it glitters all over with

thousands of sparkles, like gold or

silver. I found it on the wall

near the royal house, together with the curious object of Egyptian

porcelain No. 548, and a lustrous-black vase with an owl's head and

the characteristics of a woman, in a large broken funeral urn, which

Nos. 266, 267. Lustrous-black Box, with Cover of

Terra-cotta. (Half actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

' See my Mijcenac, No. 240, p. 1G6, and Xos. 270, 271, p. 181.
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was filled with different sorts of carbonized material and aslies of animal

matter. Though the box has evidently been exposed to a great heat,

yet it is hardly half-baked, probably because it was shut. But still

the heat has been so great in the bos that all its contents have been

carbonized. In these Professor X. Landerer recognizes grain, remnants

of cotton or linen cloth, beads of glass paste, and animal charcoal of bones

and flesh. Thus we may with all probability suppose that the funeral urn

contained the ashes of a deceased person, to which were added several

articles, to one of which the object of Egyptian porcelain belonged ; also

the box before us, which seems to have contained a dress ornamented

with beads of a glass paste, and some food, grain, and animal matter.

Unlike the box Nos. 264, 265, the black box before us has no holes for

suspension, and the lid is so large that it covers the lower part or box

proper entirely.

No. 268 represents a lustrous-black tripod-vase with the system for

suspension ; it has on each side of the body three linear projections and two

No. 263. Globular Tripod, with perforated

projections for suspension. Ornamentation, 6 linear

projections. (1 : 4 actual size Deptb, 32 ft.)

Ko. 269. Vase, ornamented with .ncisions.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

lines incised round the neck. No. 269 is a little grey vase decorated with

three lines round the neck, and a series of circles and a zigzag orna-

mentation round the body. Nos. 270 and 271 are two globular tripod-

y.<\ 2T0.

No. 271.

Noa. 270, 271. Two Tripod Vases, with till . r suspension

and ornamented with incisions, (l : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 It.)

No. 272. Tripod Vase, with holes for

susjX'Hsion, also projections on either side

(About 1 :4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

vases of a blackish colour, with tubular holes for suspension ; the former

is ornamented with throe lines round the neck, and various other rude

incised patterns on the body ; the upper part of No. 271 is decorated all
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round with 7 bands of dots. No. 272 is a lustrous-black tripod-vase with

a ring for suspension on either side, and two small projections on each side

of the body.

I pass over to the unornamented tripod-vases, simply placing before

the reader nine specimens of lustrous black, brown, or red colour

(Nos. 273 to 281), as their several forms may be easily studied from the

No. 273. Tripod Vase, with iierforated projections for

suspension. (1 • 4 actual size. Deptb, 32 ft.)

No. 274. Tripod \'ase, witli tubular holes for

suspension. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Ko. 275. Tripod Vase, with holes for suspension.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 270. Tripod Vase, with tubular holes for

suspension, (l 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

excellent engravings. All of them have two vertically perforated projec-

tions for suspension with a string. In the engravings Xos. 273 and 274

the perforations for the string in the rim are also easily to be discerned.

The feet of No. 276 form curves ; those of No. 277 are in the form of

spirals.
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No. 'J77. Clobular 'J'ripod V.ise.

(Nearly 1 : 3 aitual size.

Depth, 32 It )

No. 27S. Globular Tiipod,

with tubular holes for suspension.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 279. Tiip.i.l V.ise, with

holes for suspension.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 2h0. TripoJ Vase, with tubular holes for

6Uspension. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth,
32 ft.)

^i

No. 2S1. Terra-cotta Tripod Vase, with
perforated projections on the sides for suspension.

(Half actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

I now proceed to the vases without feet. No. 282 is a lustrous dark-

brown globular vase, with a short neck and double rings for suspension on

No. 282. Va.se with two tubular holes for

suspension on each side. (.About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 32 ft.)

No. 283. Spout of a black Vase, with two holes

for suspension. (2 : 3 actual size. Depth,

26 ft.)

each side. Similar vases with doubh; rings on each side are general in tlie

first city, but they hardly ever occur in the higher strata ; in fact, in all
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my excavations I found only two of them in the third or burnt city.^

But No. 283 is a vase-spout with two perforations in the rim. It evi-

dently belongs to a vase with such a spout on each side of the body:

I shall have occasion to represent such a vase on a subsequent page.

No. 284 is a lustrous-black globular vase, with the usual vertical tubular

holes for suspension. As to Nos. 285 and 288, I have nothing particular

to add to the mere view of the objects.

Ho. 28-1. Globular Vase, with tubular holes.

(About I : 4 actual sizp. Depth, 32 ft.)

No. 2s<5. Globular Vase, with tubular boles for

suspension. (Xcarly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.")

No. 286. Bottle with tubular boles for suspension.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 287. Globular Bottle, with tubular holes for

suspension. (Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Nos. 28G and 287 are in shape much like our present bottles; but

the projections with the vertical tubular holes on the sides betray at once

their remote antiquity. No. 289 is a large yellowish vase of oval form,

having on the sides the like projections with perforations. No. 290 is a

lustrous-black globular vase with perforated projections for suspension.

- A hand-made vase similar to this, and also

with two rings for suspension on either side,

is in the remarkaljle collection of pre-historic

German pottery of Professor Virchow at Berlin.

Great praise is due to this friend for the exten-

sive excavations he has undertaken in company
with his highly talented children, his daughter

Adfele and his son Dr. Hans Virchow, in the

vast graveyard of Zaborowo in the province of

Posen, and of which his very curious collection i.s

the result. But, unlike the Trojan vases, which

invariably have vertical perforations for suspen-

sion, the perforations on the above vase in Prof.

Virchow's collection are in a horizontal position,

like those of all the German vases ; but he

posses.ses one vase found at Belgard in Pom-
mern, which has on each side a vertically per-

forated excrescence. Another rare exception is a

vase in the Jliirkisches Museum at Berlin, which

has also a vertical perforation on either side.
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\

i

No. 28*. Vaso with tubular boles for suspension.

(About ] : 4 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)
No. 2«9. Vase of oval shape, with tubular holes for

su.'jppn.sion. (About 1 :4 actual size. IJepth, 2G ft.)

A vase similar to this, but with horizontally perforated excrescences on

the sides, is in Professor Virchow's collection.

iNu. j'.ii]. (icjimlar \ ax-, wiUi

holes for suspension.

(1 : 4 actual i^ize. Depth, 29 ft.)

No. 291. Globular \'aM-. uu.i

tulmlar holes fur suspension.

(I : 4 actual size. Depth, 2G ft.)

No. 292. Globular Vase, witli holes No. 293. Gl..i.iii,ir \ i-., with holes No. 294. i up witli lisii-sjiiiie orna-

for suspen^ioIl and incis' d orna- for suspension and incised flowery mentation. (About 1: 4 actualsize.

nientUion. (About 1 : 4 actual size. ornamentation. (About 1 : 4 actual Depth, 26 ft.)

Depth, 2U ft.) size. Depth, 32 tt.)

No. 291 is remarkable fen* the shape of its very long perforated

projections for suspension. No. 202 is a globular vase, rudely decorated

witii a linear ornamentation and dots. No. 293 is a grey globular vase

witli the suspension system, ornamented on each side -u-ith six very

neatly-incised palm-branches. No. 29-i is a lustrous dark-red goblet
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v\-itliout handles ; it is decorated with an incised hana of the fish-spine

ornament, encompassed on both sides by double lines, below which we

see an engraved branch all round the vase. The perforated projections

on tlie sides of the lustrous dark-brown globular vase, No. 295, are

in the shape of ears. No. 29G represents a vase with perforated projec-

No. 205. Globular \'
• nUir holes for

suspension. (About 1 ; -I actual sue. Dc-ptb, 29 ft.) No. 296. Vase witb linear ornamentation and tubular

holes for suspension. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 29 ft.)

tions for suspension ; it has a rude linear ornamentation on the body.

Professor Yirchow calls my attention to the great similarity between the

cover of this vase and that of the covers on the Pommerellen vases

vrith human faces. Xo. 297 is of a lustrous-brown colour; its neck

l\o. 297. Vase with tnlniLir hnlos for suspension. Xo. 29S. Black A'ase, with a convex bottom and tubular holes

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.) on the sides for suspension, covered all over with dots.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

widens slightly towards the top. No. 298 is a lustrous-black vase, with

a globular base and the usual perforated projection^; for suspension ; it is

covered all over vrith rows of dots.
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Tlie globular lustrous dark-brown vase, No. 290, wiUi its long per

forated and deeply-fluted projections for suspension, is \erj remarkable.

No. 300 is of tlie same colour, and has the

usual system for suspension. It is decorated with

a waving line and dots.

To the list of vases found elsewhere, with

vertical tubular holes for suspension, I may add

two small conical vases from Kimroud, in the

British Museum, each of which has four such

holes.

No. 301 is a blackish globular vase, with

perforated projections on the body as Avell as in

the rim, for suspension. It has a rudely-incised

ornamentation filled up with wdiite chalk.

One of the most interesting objects ever found at Hissarlik is th^

>

Ko. 299. Globular Vase, wilh

tubular holes for suspension.

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

r **-^*.*v^
-'

No. 300. Vase with holes for suspension, and incisetl

ornamentation. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 32 ft.)

Xo. 301. Globular Vase, with tubular holes in the rim

and body for suspension ; incised ornameutation.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 29 ft.)

beautiful lustrous dark-yellow vase No. 302 (p. 308), which has on the

sides long projections perforated with tubular holes for suspension ; each

of these projections is ornamented with four horizontal parallel lines. The

surface of the body is divided on each side ])y two vertical lines into three

fields : in the middle field, which is by far the largest, w'e see on each side a

tree with ten l)ranches, a decoration which is very frequent on the Trojan

whorls and balls (see Nos. 1899-1904, 1910, 1993, 1999, and 2000). But

I remind the reader that this, like all other patterns on the pre-historic

pottery of Hissarlik, is incised. If we examine these incisions with a

lens, we conclude from their rudeness and irregularity that they must

have been made with pointed pieces of silex or hard wood, or with bone-

needles, before the pottery was baked for the second time, or, more

probably, before it was brought to the fire for the first time. The vase

before us (No. 302) has been exposed to the full heat of the conflagra-

tion ; for, although the clay is very thick, it is thoroughly baked. This

vase evidently had a cover like that which we sec on No. 252.

Another highly interesting vase is represented by No. 303 (p. 368) ; it
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is of a lustroii^>black colour, and but slightly baked. Like many other

black vases, it -Tould most probably have become quite red had it been

exjDosed to the intense heat of the conflagration, and so been thoroughly

|/#9^v'''.#

V r

No. 302. Vase of well-puiijhed yellow Tena-cotta, -with

an incised ornamentation and long tubular holes for

suspension on either side. (About 1 : 3 actual size.

Depth, 26} ft)

No. 303. Vase of polished blackish Terra-cotta, with

tubular holes for suspension, incised plant-like oraa-

nientation. (Half actual size. Depth, 33 fi.)

baked. It has on both sides pointed projections Tvith perforations for

suspension. Like the foregoing vase (Xo. 302), it has a small hollow

foot ; its shape is globular ; it is decorated on each side with two reversed

branches, each with 18 leaves and surrounded by dots ; there is also a

plant-like ornamentation above the projections. A similar ornamentation

is very frequent on the whorls (see Nos. 1901 and 1904).

The lustrous-red vase Ko. 304 is of an oval shape. This also has a

small hollow foot and a short neck, which widens towards the mouth ; it

has the usual tubular holes on the sides, and holes in the rim in the

same direction. The body is ornamented all round with rudely-incised

vertical lines, just as if the primitive potter had intended to imitate

a melon. The neck is ornamented with horizontal parallel lines. This

vessel has been exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration, by which

it has been thoroughly baked. The crown-shaped cover which we see on

the vase is very curious. Unlike the usual covers with a similar crown-

like handle, this cover is not intended to be put over the neck of the vase,

but to be put into it, like a stopper, because its lower part is hemi-

spherical and hollow, with a wide orifice in the middle. By this con-

trivance the cover could be put on the vase even when it was full, because

the liquid would enter into the hollow. While all the vases which

I have hitherto passed in review, and all those which I shall pass in

review without a special notice to the contrary, are hand-made, this vase-

cover is wheel-made, a circumstance which appears to prove that it does

not belong to this particular vase.
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Under No. 305 I represent a globular lustrous-yellow vase found in

the royal house; it has the usual perforated projections for suspension on

No. 301, Lustrous-red Vase of oval shape, with nide linear

ornamentation, having lonR perforated jirojtetions on the bides.

[Half actual s.ize. Depth, 2t It.)

No. 300. \ ;i.-e (j1 ov.cI lunii, witli a liolh.w

foot, tulHilar holes for supppn.«ioii, and a
projecting ornamentation.

(1:4 actual six.-. Dipili, 2b ft.)

the sides, and holes in the rim ; its bottom is flat. Around tlio upp(M-

part of the body is what has been taken for an incised

inscription, which Professor Sayce has discussed in liis

dissertation on the Trojan inscriptions.^

The red vase No. 30G is of an oval shape, and has

the same system for suspension as all the foregoing, a

hollow foot, and a small neck ; it has on each side of the

body a spiral decoration in relief, like the Cypriote cha-

racter l;o.

Of a far ruder fabric is the little vase No. o07, which
has on each side two projections in tlie form of female

Xo. 307. Small Vase,

with tubular lioles

f.jr suspension and

two l)rea*ts on either

side. (About 1 : 4

actual ize. Depth,

29 ft.)

See hii Appeudi.v.

2 i;
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breasts, and four vertical lines ; tlic small curved projections on the sides

are perforated for suspension. Very curious in its ornamentation is the

No 303. V:i-r. r,r Trrra-mtt.i, witli incNe-i

decorations. (About balf actual size. Depth, 2n ft.)

Mo. 309. Vase Cover, with a small handle, decorated

v;ith an incised ornamentation, f About 1-3 actual

size.)

globular vase No, 308, which has only two holes for suspension in the rim,

and none on the sides. The surface of the body is divided by horizontal

No. 311.

Kg. 310.
Ko. 312.

So. 317,

Nos. 310-318. Fragments of IVtiery with incised ornamentatiun. (Xearly half actual size. JJepth, 22 to 32 ft.)

parallel lines into six or seven zones, most of which are decorated with
rude vertical, slanting, or horizontal incisions ; on each side of the body
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there is a projection wliich, however, is not perforated. The only pre-

historic vases, whose incised decoration offers some resemblance to that

on this vase, are those found in Hungary, and represented on PI. vi.

Nos. 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, in Dr. Joseph Hampel's Antiquifes j^reJiistoriqnes

de la Eongrie.'^

Under No. 309 I represent a vase-cover with a small handle ; it is

rudely decorated with incisions representing lines, small concentric circles,

and spirals.

Nos. 310, 313, 314, 315, and 318 are fragments of vases with various

rudely-incised patterns. No. 311 is a vase-foot ending in a spiral. Nos.

312 and 316 are fragments of vase-covers. No. 317 is the handle of a

vase with curious signs.

The engravings Nos. 319 to 323 represent five of the long lustrons-

red goblets, with two enormous handles and a pointed or convex foot, on
account of which they cannot be put down except on the mouth ; there-

No. 319. Goblet with two handles, iiTTcv; a.iJi(f>i-

KVTTtWov. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 320. Goblet wilh two handles, SfVo? a|ii<^i-

KviTiWov. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Dcplh, 32 ft.)

fore, whoever held such a goblet in his liand, when filled with liquid,

was forced to empty it before putting it down. In this way the gol)let

was always kept clean. I have tried to prove in the preceding chapter

(pp. 299-302) that the Homeric Seira^ dficjuKv-rreWov could not possibly

have been anything else but a single goblet with two handles. Nos. 319

and 320 are represented upright, as when held in the hand; Nos. 321, 322,

and 323, as standing on the mouth. These goblets are sometimes very

large ; two of those in my collection, with a pointed foot and handles, like

No. 319, are 12 inches long, and have a mouth 6 inches in diameter.

But there also occur two-handled goblets of a different shape in this third,

^ Esztergom, 1"76.
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No. 322.

Ncs. 321, 322. Goblets with two bandies (StVa aa^tKuVeAAa). (About 1 : 4 actual size. Deplli, 29 ft.)

No. 321. Cup with two handle-. (1 : 3 r.ctii::l size.

Depth, 2Gft.)

No. 223. Goblet with two handles (8eVa? 6iix<f,iKV7Tc\\ov).

(About 1:4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 325. Goblet with two handlfs. (1 :3 actual size.

Depth, 20 ft.)

the burnt city. The shape represented by No. 324 also occurs very fre-

quently, and still more abundant is the form No. 325, which in the upper
pre-historic cities has sometimes three feet. ^A'ith rare exceptions, all

the goblets, of ^Yhatevcr ft.rm, are of a lustrous-red colour ; the only other

colour which sometimes, but very seldom, occurs on the goblets, in a

lustrous black.
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I further represent here, under No. 32G, a cup with three feet and

two handles ; it is of a lustrous-black colour, and decorated all round

with parallel horizontal lines. Only two specimens of this type have been

found in the third city ; but it is very frequent in the following city.

But still more frequent in the latter is a double-handled cup of the

yery same shape, but without the tripod feet; indeed; this shape is so

abundant there, that I was able to collect many hundreds of specimens

;

but it never occurs in the third, the burnt city, I may add that none

of these various forms of goblets have ever been found elsewhere.

No. 326. Lustrous-ljLick Tripod Cup, with two handles.

(About 1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 3U ft.)

Xo. 327. Very curiuus sieve-like perforated Tripod-

vessel. (.Half actual size. Depth, 24 ft.)

No. 327 is a very curious tripod-vessel in the form of a one-handled

pitcher, which stands on its side, supported by three feet, and is

pierced all over with holes like a sieve. Similar vessels are not rare,

cither in the third or the following city ; but their use is a mystery

to us. All of them have been made on the potter's wheel, are unpolished,

and of the rudest fabric. All the holes have evidently been made before

the vessel was baked. But the baking is not thorough. Similar vessels

have never been found elsewhere. Professor . Helbig ^ suggests that the

large sieve-like perftu-ated terra-cotta vases found in the Italian terramare

may have served for separating the liquid honey from the wax. May the

vessel before us have served for a like purpose ?

Nos, 328-330 represent three vase-covers, whoso tripod-like handles

with a large knob make a very pretty appearance, and resemble crowns.

But still more elegant is the vase-cover No. 331, the handle of which

consists, as it were, of two arches ; its form can best be explained by

comparing it to two single handles put cross-wise, one over the other.

' WulfVang Ilolbig, Die Ttaliker in der Poehene

;

Leipzig, 1879, p. 17. Professor Helbig say.s

1'. 6 :
" The word Terramare or Terramara is aa

expression corrupted from Terramarna by the

peasants of the province of Parma, and signifies

originally every stratum of earth whicli is mi.xod

with organic matter, and is therefore appropriate

for manuring. Now, as the soil of the Emilia

contains the remains of many old settlements,

remains consisting of manufactures as well as of

decomposed organic bodies, the denomination

Terramare has in a more narrow sense been

transferred to the strata containing such re-

mains,"
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and joined together by a very larf^e nail. Both sorts of handle are very

abundant in the third city, as well as in the two succeeding pre-historic

No. 3::',t. \'a-.- ('< Arr u i 111 a lTM\\Il-^llJ],.•,l handle.

(1 : i actual size. Depth, 2G ft.)

No. 328. Vase Cover witli airo-.vn-«h,ipiii handle.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

cities, though they have certainly never been yet found elsewhere. But

my friend Mr. Philip Smith calls my attention to the similarity of these

No. 331. ^'ase (/over witii ,i .r..uii-shaped handle.

(1:4 actual sizs. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 330. Vase Cover with a crown-shaped handle.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

Trojan handles to the crown-like form of the modern Phrygian Avater-

vessels. He cites the following passage on the subject from i)age 101 of

the Eev. E. J. Davis's L{fe in Asiatic Turhey. Writing from Hierapolis,

he says :
" Here I saw for the first time the wooden vessels used for

carrying water. They are made of a section of pine : the inside is

hollowed out from below, and the bottom is closed by a piece of wood

exactly fitted into it. These vessels are very durable and strong." On
the opposite page he gives two engravings, according to which these
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Phrygian water-vessels have a very great resemblance to the Trojan vase-

covers in the form of a crown.

Vase-covers with a simple handle, like No. 332, occasionally occur,

bat they are not nearly so frequent as the forms before described.

No. 332. Vase Cover with a himijli li ui ilc. Cl : 1 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

The only vase-handles I noticed v/hich have some analogy to these

were found at Szihalom in Hungary, and are shown under Nos. 2G and

27 in the glass case No, IX. of the National Museum of Buda-Pesth. The
only difference is that, instead of covering the vase-neck like a cap, as

at Troy, they were intended merely to shut the orifice : for, as Dr. J.

Hampel informs me, the lower part of No. 26 is tapering, and its flat-

tened foot is divided by a cross-like groove into four pivots ; the lower

part of No. 27 is globular. The handle is on the slightly hollow upper

side. Therefore, like the Mycenean vase-covers," these Szihalom vase-

covers were kept in place on the orifice by their protruding flat rim,

their tapering or globular lower part entering into the neck of the vase,

like a stopj)er.

I now proceed to the description of some vessels in the form of

animals. No. 333 represents a lustrous-green globular tripod-vessel

with a ram's head ; instead of the tail we see a long and large sj)0ut,

No. 333. Gliibular Tripod, with a ram's head.

(I : 3 actual size. Depth, 2GI't.)

No. 334. Ves3cl with three fert in lurm of a hedgehog.
(1 : 1 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.

J

which is joined by a handle to the back of the vessel : the upper part of

the body is ornamented with bands of incised lines. No. 334 is a brown
tripod-vase of a dull brown colour, with the head of a hedgehog : the

See my Mycenae, p. 256, Nos. 373, 374.
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primitive potter may have meant to represent the spines of the animal
by the three bands of incised strokes with Avhich the body of the vessel

is decorated. Here also the luouthpiece is on the back part, and joined
to tlic back by a handle. Xo. 335 is a lustrous-brown vase, in the form
of a fat sow with three feet. No. 336 is a lustrous-brown vessel, in

the shap(i of a sheep with four feet. No. 337 is a lustrous dark-brown
tripod-vase, in the shape of a hog. No. 338 is a lustrous-brown tripod-

vase, in the form of a mole ; this latter vessel has been made so that it

can be set upright on the muzzle and the two fore feet.

No. 335. Tripod-vessel in the form of a. fat sow. (.Half actual size. Deptli, 30 ft.)

No. 336. \'ase in tbe shape of a sheep with four fett.

CI : 4 actual siz^\ Depth, 32 ft.)

No. 337. Vase in the form of a hc%; the upper part
restored. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depih, 32 ft.)

No. 339 again represents a hedgehog, but its four feet are too short
to set it on, the base being convex. Unlike the other vases, the mouth is
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'n

Mo. 33S. Tripod-vi'ssel in tue form of a mole.

(1:4 actual size. Deptb, 23 to 26 ft.)

No. 339. Vase in the form of a hedgeliog, with lour

short feet. (1:3 actual size. Depth, 23 It.)

No. 340. Vessel in the form of a hippopotamus.

(.-\bout 2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

here over tlie neck. The only ornamentation of this vessel consists of

five horizontal incisions on each side.

No. 340 is of lustrous-red terra-cotta ; it has four feet, and can

hardly represent anything else than a hippopotamus. It is hollow ; on its

left side are the most distinct marks

of its having been joined to another

vessel, which of course must have

had an identical form ; the neck of

the twin vessel may have been in

the middle between the two hippo-

potami. The existence of the figures

of hippopotami in the third, the

burnt city, at a depth of 23 ft.

below the surface, is extremely

remarkable—nay, astonishing ; for this animal, as is well known, is no

longer met with even in Upper Egypt, and occurs only in the rivers

in the interior of Africa. In the time of the Old Empire, however

(about B.C. 5000-3500, according to IMariette), the hippopotamus still

lived in the Delta, as is shown l)y a painting in the tomb of Ti at

Sakkarah. Ti was an official of the Fifth Dynasty (about B.C. 3050-

3700), and is represented as hunting hi])pop()tami among the papyri of

the Delta. According to Herodotus,' they wer(^ worshipped as sacred

animals in the Egyptian nomc of Papreniis only ; and in the time of

Pliny (//. iY. xxviii. 8) they still existed in Upper Egypt. At all

events, as appears to be evident from the existence of Egyptian porcelain

here, this third city of Troy must have been commercially connected

with Egypt ; but, even so, it is still an enigma how the animal was so

well knoAvn here as to have been made of (day in a form so faithful

to nature. We may compare the vases similarly made in tlie form of

animals found by General di Cesnola in Cyprus.'*

Professor Yirchow informs me that a vas(> in the form of a hog is in

the Museum of Jena, and tliat vessels in tlie shape of animals, for the

' Hcroil. ii. 71 : Oi 8e iVirot ol irordutoi voixcji AlyvTrrloKri ovk Ipoi.

;Av T^ no7rprj,u/Tj? Ipol 6(V(, Tolai 5« dWoLai ' Di Cesnolo Cyjjrus, PI. viii.
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most part of birds, are not rare in the tombs of Lnsatia (Lausitz) and

Posen. He adds that many of them are mere rattle-boxes for chiklren,

but that there also occur open ones. The Eoyal Museum at Berlin

contains a terra-cotta vessel without feet, with an animal's head, the

funnel-shaj)ed orifice being in the back ; also a terra-cotta tripod-vessel

from Corneto, with an animal's head, the funnel-like orifice being in the

place where the tail ought to be; the handle is on the back. A terra-

cotta vessel in the shape of an ox, with four feet, having the orifice in the

middle of the back, was found in a tomb of the graveyard of Kazmierz-

Komorowo, in the province of Posen.^ A similar animal-shaped vessel,

N(i. 312. Ko. 3J3

No. 341. Object of Terra-cutta representing a fantastical

ani.iial with six foet. (1 : 3 actual size. JDepth, 23 ft.) Nos. 342, 343. Two Hooks of Terra-cotta, witli tlirea

perforations. (1 : 3 actual size. D-'ptb, 2U ft.)

with four feet, having its orifice on the back, is in the IMuseum of

Neu Brandenburg in Mecklenburg.

No. 341 is a strange animal figure, solid,

except for a tube passing through the body

and open at both ends, so that it cannot

have been a vessel. It has six feet and a

tail ; but we see on its body four uj)right

projections, which may also serve as feet if

the animal is put upside down. It is of a

yellowish colour.

Under Nos. 3-42 and 3-43 we see two

hooks of terra-cotta, . each with three per-

forations, by which they were nailed to the

wall. Although but slightly baked, twenty-

five pounds' weight might be suspended on

either of them without danger of breaking

the hook, because the blackish clay they are

(: '^ J^r/^f-'^^-.i- \ composed of is very tough and compact.

These hooks may have served for hanging
w

No. 344. Large Jar of Terra-cotta, with

polished surface and two projections in ^]} ClOineb.

the form of handles. (1 : 43 actual size.

D.'pth, 23 ft.)
Under No. 344 I represent, in l-43rd

of its actual size, the large Trojan jar

which I presented to Professor Yirchow for the Eoyal Museum at

Berlin, where it is preserved in the Ethnological section. Like all the

^ F. L. W. Sclnv.artz, 11. Kachtrag zu den '^ Materialien zur praehi&torischen Eartographie dcr

Provinz Posen;" Posen, ISbO, p. 6, and PI. ii. fig. 6.
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large jars, it is of a red colour, thorouglily baked, and has a polished

surface. Unlike most Trojan jars, it has no handles and merely two
small projections which have the shape of handles, hut are not per-

forated. This jar is further distinguished from most other Trojan jars

by its straight form, to which its good preservation is probably due.

But its safety may also have been partly owing to the circumstance,

that it was not exposed to the great heat of the conflagration, because

it was found in the south-east corner of the third city, which was not

reached by the fire. In fact, in the course of my long excavations at

Hissarlik, I have taken out, besides this jar, only two smaller ones

intact from the third, the burnt city; they were only 3.Vft. high and

26^ in. in diameter ; their sole decoration was a rope-like band in

relief. Of the large jars, from 5 to 8 ft. high and 4.V to 5 ft. in

diameter, I have not been able to take out a single one entire. For the

most part, they had suffered so .much from their long exposure to the

intense heat of the conflagration, and from the ponderous weight of the

ruins which pressed upon them, that they either already had cracks

when I brought them to light, or they cracked as soon as they were
exposed to the sun. Others, which were intact, broke as they were
being removed.

As I have before mentioned, a compartment of a house in the burnt

Trojan stratum below the Temple of Athene appears to have been a wine
merchant's magazine,^" for in it I brought to light nine large jars of

various forms, six of which may be seen in the engraving No. 8 ; the

other three are out of view. This magazine was close to the southern

brick wall ; the nine jars are marked s on Plan I. As may be seen from
the engraving, only two of the six jars which are visible were broken ; a

third is cracked, and the other three are only slightly injured in the rim.

The mouths of all these nine jars had been left open, and hence they

were filled with debris. I could perhaps have saved these as w^ell as the

other three, which are hidden from view in the engraving, but a religious

fear prevented me from trying to do so, for I hoped that they might be

preserved in situ. But no sooner had I gone than the Turks of the neigh-

bouring villages, who suspected the jars might contain treasure, knocked

them partly to pieces.

The numljer of large jars which I brought to light in the burnt

stratum of the third city certainly exceeds GOO. By far the larger

number of them were empty, tlie mouth being covered by a large flag of

schist or limestone. This leads me to the conclusion that the jars were
filled with wine or water at tlie time of the catastrophe, for there appears
to have been hardly any reason for covering them if they had lieen empty.
Had they been used to contain anytliing else but liquids, I should have
found traces of the fact ; l)ut only in a very few cases did I find some
carbonized grain in the jars, and only twice a .small quantity of a white

mass the nature of which I could not determine.^

"' See p. 32. Professor Tirchow suggests to underground jars in Western Asia, I may add a

me tliat it might have been a royal wine-collar. further illustration from the records of the

' With regard to the storage of wine in Egyptian conqueror Thutmes III. When he
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For the most part the hxrge jars have no decoration ; and when there

is any, it is nearly always limited to rope-like bands in relief, or to bands

in relief from 2 to 2.V in. broad, ornamented with incised fish-spine decora-

tions, common geometrical patterns, or mere impressed circles. The
coarse but very excellent clay, which has been used for the manufacture

of these jars, is abundantly mixed with crushed quartz, silicious stone, and

mica, of which latter the gold- or silver-like sparkles glitter wherever

one looks. Most of the largo jars have been carefully polished and

abundantly coated with a wash of clay containing peroxide of iron, for

they generally have a lustrous-red colour and are perfectly smooth

;

whereas they show in the fracture an infinity of small fragments of

quartz, silicious stone, and mica with sharp edges. The manner in which

these jars were made has been minutely explained in a previous passage.^

The shape of the vase which comes nearest to that of the large jars

is represented by the pear-shaped jug No. 345. It is of a fine lustrous-

brown colour. Very characteristic is the shape of the head, from vrhich a

No. 346. Tripod S''asc, with incised bands and b?ll-

sbaped cover. (1 : 4 actual size. Depili, 29 ft.)

No. 315. Large inar-thajuJ .Jug. (About 1 :4 actual

size. Depth, 32 ft.)

hemispherical piece is cut out oil the side over the handle. Jugs and

pitchers with a similar mouth are frequent in the third and fourth cities

at Hissarlik, but they have never yet been found elsewhere. The lustrous-

grey, nearly globular, tripod-vase No. 346 is wheel-made, while its one-

handled cover is hand-made : the vase has no handle ; its ornamentation

consists of three parallel incised lines, which surround it.

went through the land of Zahi (the maritime (Brugsch, Hist, of Egypt, vol. ii. p. 376, Engl.

plain of Palestine"), he says, " Their wine was trans. 2nd ed.)

found stored in cellars, as well as in skins." - See p. 279. ' • •
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The long pitcher, No, 347, is one of the rudest vessels I ever found at

Hissarlik, and yet it is most certainly wheel-made. Mr. A. S. Murray,

No. 347. A tuiiuU:, 1 ixjau riteli^r of

Terra-cot la. (About 1 : 5 actual size.

Deptb, 2C ft.) 5i.l.:.i..l l,.ii .!->.., ;t,t \

(1:4 actual size.

.i>t, liom the Royal House.

Depth, 28 ft.)

of the British Museum, calls my attention to the perfect similarity of

this vessel to the ancient Egyptian huclvcts, -wliich were let down by a

rope into the wells to draw water. This

sort of vessel is frequent here ; most pro-

bably they were used in Troy, as in ancient

Egypt, for drawing water from the well.

Two things seem to corroborate this sup-

position : first, the very heavy weight of

their lower part, which must have been in-

tended to keep them upright ; and, secondly,

the grooves or furrows on the inner side of

the handles, which can apparently have

been made only liy the rope by which they

were let down into the well.

No. 348 represents a grey vase, with

two handles and two upright projections. To this vase belongs a cover

such as we see on Nos. 34G, 349, and 350. No. 349 represents one of

the most interesting vases ever found at Troy ; it has a lustrous-red

colour and is thoroughly baked. It has a pointed base, and is here

represented with the pebbles used to support it. It has two handles

and two long upright slightly-incurved projections, which are hollow on

No. Jks. (In y Wis , w tli lu.i li,indies aiid

two wing-like projections.

(1:3 actual size. JJepth, 26 ft.)
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the outside and have tlio shape of wings. They taper out in a spiral at

the top ; from tlieir base also a spiral in relief extends on either side.

The neck is ornamented with, the fish-spine pattern, which wo also see on

No. 350. Globular Vase, with two handles and two wins-like

projections. Cover in the form ot a crown. (About 1 : -1 actual

size. Depth, 2G ft.)

Ko. 351. Globular Yase, witi two curved handles and
two straight v.'ing-shaped projections. Cover in the

shap3 of a crown. (About 1:4 actual size. Depth,

26 to 20 ft.)

the edge of the hody all round. The crown-shaped cover was found close

to the vase, and may have belonged to it. Of a similar form hut of a

ruder fabric is the dark-brown vase No. 350, whose upright projections

are also curved on the outside ; from the

_.
/•-—: hase of each of them a spiral in relief runs

out on both sides. Of the same form, only

with a more pointed foot, is the black vase

No. 351, which has some little ornamenta-

tion of incised lines and dots on or about

the handles. Of the same shape, finally,

is the pretty little vase No, 352, which

is ornamented all over with dots. The
upright wing-like projections of these four

vases can never have been intended for

handles, because they are too fragile and

their edges are too sharp ; all of them have two regular handles in

addition to the wings. I call particular attention to their great re-

^''o. 352. Vase witli two ii.uullesand two
sti'aight wing-like projections.

(1 : 3 actual size. Dep:h, 25 ft.)
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semblance to the upright wing-like projections on the vases with owl-

heads.

Xo. 353 represents a lustrous-red globular tripod-vase, decorated on

both sides with engraved branches, zigzags, and straight lines. On either

No. 353. Globular Tripod Vase, with incised ornamentation. (Half actual size. Deptb, 2C ft.)

No. 354. Vase with two handles and a spiral ornamentation in the form of a pair of spectacles,

or the Cypriote character ko. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

side is a solid upright projection, with a vertical perforation for sus-

jK'nsion
; between these there is a crescent-shaped projection on each side.

Another very pretty lustrous-red vase is represented in the engraving

No. 354. It has a convex foot and two handles, between which we see
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on each side a liigh projecting spiral ornament, like a pair of spectacles,

or the Cypriote character l^o. Above this is an inverted branch ; below

it the body forms an edge which is ornamented with an incised fish-spine

pattern. Similar to this is the lustrous dark-brown vase No. 355; only

its base is still more pointed and its body more bulged. This also has

two liandles and two spiral ornaments in relief in tlie form of spectacles,

or the Cypriote character l;o.

Under No. 356 I represent a tripod-vessel of blackish colour, formed of

three separate cups, which are joined together at the body, and of which

each has one foot. To the list given in the preceding pages of the places

No. 3o5. Vase with puintcd bottom, two handles, ^"o. 353. Tripod Jug Ko. 357. Globular Jug.

and projecting ornament in the form of a pair of with two necks. (1:3 actual size,

spectacles, or Cy-priote ko, on either side. (Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 22 to 26 ft.)

(1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 24 ft.) Depth, 22 to 26 ft.)

;vhere similar conjoined vessels may be seen, I may add the Museum of the

Bap/SuKeiov in Athens, which contains a pre-historic hand-made terra-cotta

vessel from Thera, consisting of two separate cups which are joined in

three places. Professor Virchow's remarkable collection of German pre-

historic anticj[uities contains a double drinking-horn, a vessel with two

and another with three cups of terra-cotta, from his excavations in the

graveyard of Zaborowo, in the province of Posen. The Markisches

Museum at Berlin contains also a vessel consisting of twin cups and

another with three cups. Professor Yirchow assures me that vessels con-

sisting of two, three, or more conjoined cups, are not rare in the ancient

Germanic sepulchres in Lusatia and the Mark of Brandenburg. The

collections of Peruvian antiquities in the Eoyal Museum at Berlin and the

British Museum also contain pottery consisting of two conjoined vessels.

No. 357 is a single-handled jug of a yellow colour, with a convex bottom.

No. 358 is a curious tripod-jug of greyish yellow colour, having a

globular body, from which project two separate spouts, one of which has a

handle. As the one spout stands in front of the other, the liquid could
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only be poured out by the foremost, so that the other was of no use:

these double spouts appear, therefore, to have been a mere fancy of the

No. 359. Curious double-ueckcd J u. 1 : 1 aLLuul size. Trojan stratum.)

primitive potter. The black flagon (oenoelioe), No. 359, has likewise two

separate spouts, the handles of which are joined at the body. But here

the spouts stand side by side, so that the liquid could be poured simul-

taneously through both of them. Similar oenochoae, with two spouts,

occur also in the following, the fourth city, but they have never hitherto

been found elsewhere, except in Cyprus, Germany, and Hungary. The

collection of Cypriote antiquities in the British Museum contains an

oenocJwG with double spouts, each of which is joined by a separate handle

to the body ; but this vessel may be of a much later period, as it is wheel-

made and painted. My friend General di Cesnola represents in his excellent

work, Cyprus, two similar oenochoae with double spouts, one of which he

found in his excavations at Alambra, and the other at Dali.^ A some-

what similar oenoelioe was found in the village of Tokol, on the island

of Csepel in the Danube.'^ I may still, mention a terra-cotta vessel with

two vertical spouts in the Miirkisohes Museum at Berlin.

No. 360 represents a pretty lustrous-red pear-shaped oenoelioe, with a

long upright neck and trefoil mouth, joined by a long handle to the body,

on which we see small handles to the right and left : round the lower

part of the neck we discern three bands in relief; the bottom is flat.

Similar to this is the pear-shaped red oenoelioe, No. 361, which has only

one handle. No. 362 is of a dark-red coloui', and oval-shaped : it has

' See General di Cesnola's Cyprus ; London,

1877, Plates vii. and ix.

* Joseph Hampel, Anti']uit(fs pr(fhisto7-iques do

la IJoiKjrie; Esztergoni, 1876, Plate v. No. 3.

2 c
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No. 3G0. Ocnochoe with three handles and long ni'ck.

(About 1 : 3 actu;il size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Ko. 361. (/enoclioc with long neck.

(Nearly 1 : 4 actual siza. Deinh, 26 ft.)

No. 362. Va«e nf nv.il fnriii. with liMic; necli.

(1:5 actual s Zf. Dejith, 2G ft.)

>o. 363. Vase of ienticiilxr shape, with long neck.

(1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)
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also a trefoil mouth and one handle ; its base is convex. No. 303 is of a

similar form, hut of a dark-brown colour ; its mouth runs out almost

straight, like a bird's beak ; its bottom is convex. Professor Virchow

observes to me that from the shape of these vases the widely-spread

beak-shape of the Etruscan bronze jugs has evidently been developed.

Of oenoclioae similar to these, I mention first an excellent hand-made

specimen in the Museum of Boulogne-sur-mcr, the director of which, in

his ignorance of pre-historic pottery, thinks it to be Eoman, and has

therefore put it among the Roman pottery, though it is worth more than

the whole collection of Eoman terra-cottas in the museum. May this

notice reach him, and may it be the cause of the precious oenoclioe

receiving at last the place it deserves

!

I further mention three oenochoae of nearly the same shape, but with a

short neck, in the archaic Greek Collection in the British Museum ; also

an oenoclioe of a similar form in the Cypriote Collection in the same

museum. Three oenochoae of a similar shape found in Thera, below three

strata of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes, and believed to date from the

IGtli or 17th century c.c, are preserved here at Athens in the small

collection of the French School. Another, likewise found below three

strata of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes on the island of Therasia, and

believed to be of the same age, is here in my own collection. But these

four latter oenoclioae have an ornamentation of black paint, whereas the

Trojan vessels are unpainted. I have still to mention an oenoclwt, also very

ancient, of a similar form, but with a

painted plant-like ornamentation, in

the ]\[useum of the BaplSaKeiov at

Athens. Finally, I have to mention

the three pretty jugs of a similar form

(viz. Avitli a spout bent backward)

found by mo in my excavations in the

Acropolis of Mycenae, and preserved

in the Mycenae Museum at Athens.

All three are decorated with a painted

ornamentation of birds, patterns bor-

rowed from woven fabrics, or spiral

lines. There are, besides, a few similar

jugs in the Etruscan Collection of the

Vatican ]\Iuscum at Rome.

No. 304 is an oenochoii of lenticular

form and of a lustrous dark-yellow

colour, with a neck and spout mucli

bent backward. It has the same
peculiar cut in its mouth which we
have also seen in No. 333 and No. 357.

has also the same form of mouth.

convex bottom.

A similar shape, with the neck bent backwards, is seen also in the

oviform jug No. 3G0, which is of a lustrous-bhick colour, and ornamented

No. 3GI. Cilobuliir Ocuoclwc, with neck bent back-

\v;iril. (Nearly 1 :•! actual siz;-. Deptli, 29 ft.)

The lustrous-yelknv jug. No. 365,

All these last four jugs have a
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-witli lines filled with white chalk; it has a trefoil mouth. But only

the upper part is genuine ; the lower has been restored with gypsum.

No. 367 represents a similar red jug of globular form.

N-. :;l:). i ,1 .l.uLir Juu;.

(.Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. '^^
Depth, 26 ft.)

Xo. 366. Jug; loatr jjait restored.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

Xo. 36(. Globular Jug.

(1:3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 368 is a yellow jug of globular shape, with the neck also bent

bafckwards ; the shape of the mouth is again like that of Nos. 333, 357,

364, and 865.

No. 363. Globul.ir .i i.u. ^ i : 3 actual size.

Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 369. Jug Willi tuiLf llIMJ^^iiuu^ 111 tlie shape of

breasts. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

Of oenoclioae with an upright spout, I further represent the lustrous

dark-brown jug No. 369, which is ornamented with three breast-like

protuberances; the black jug No. 370, which is the first wheel-made
Tessel we have for a long time passed in review ; Nos. 371 and 372, which

latter has again a trefoil mouth. Similar in shape are also Nos. 373, 374.
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Ko. 3T0. Globular Jug. (About 1 ;4 actual size.

Depth, 2G ft.)

No. 37 I. Cilobular Jug. (About 1 :4 actual size.

Depth, 29 ft.)

No. 372. Jug; ra(;uth restoiei.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 2ti ft.)

Xu. 373. Globular Jug, with straight netlc.

: 4 actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

No. 371. IVar-sliape'l Jut;.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth. 29 ft.)

No. 373. Globular Jug.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)
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375, 37G. A vase of the same shape as No. 37G was found by me

at Mycenae and is now here at Athens in the Mycenae Museum.

(About 1 : 4 actual »iz2. Depth, 20 Tt.)

Ao. 377. Globular iiollle ; upiigUt Mo. 37». Globular Jug, with

ueck. (Xearly 1 : 4 actual size. projections like ears. (About

Depib, 26 ft.) 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 377 represents a lustrous dark-red p:lol;)uLir bottle, with a long

narrow upright neck. Such bottles are not frequent at Troy. Two hand-

made terra-cotta bottles of the same shape, the one yellow, the other

black, found in tombs near Bethlehem, are in the British Museum, which

also contains, in its Assyrian Collection, a wheel-made bottle of a similar

form from Nimroud. AYheel-made terra-cotta bottles of a like shape

are likewise found in tombs in Cyprus, as well as in ancient Egyptian

sepulchres, and the British Museum contains several specimens of them

in its collections of Cypriote and Egyptian antiquities. Several terra-

cotta bottles of a similar shape were also found bv General di Cesnola in

Inc. 379.

Nos. 379-3S1. .7uRs of globular form, with one handle. (1:4 actual s-ize. Diplh, 22 to 32ft.
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Cyprus.^ I may mention one more such terra-cotta bottle from Cyprus,

in the South Kensington Museum at London.

Somewhat similar to No. 377 is the jug Xo. 378, which has on either

side below the rim a projecting ornament in the form of an ear.

Three very pretty lustrous yellow

or red oval-shaped jugs, with spouts

upright or slightly turned back are

represented under Nos. 379, 380,

and 381 ; all of them have a convex

bottom. No. 379 has on each side

of the orifice a round excres-

cence, in the form of an eye. No.

881 has a rope-formed handle, and

above the body a projecting band,

ornamented with vertical strokes.

Two similar jugs, but wheel-made,

are in the Egyptian Collection of

the British Museum. Jugs of a

similar shape are frequent at Troy,

but, except the two Egyptian spe-

cimens, I am not aware that they

have ever been found elsewhere.

No. 382 is a pretty lustrous

dark-grey oenoclioe, with a trefoil

mouth ; it is ornamented with ten

incised parallel bands. An oenoclioli

of the same shape, found by me
at Mycenae, is represented at p. 65, No. 26, in my Mycenae.

Nos. 383 to 388 are all bottle-shaped jugs of red, yellow, brown, or

Xo. 382. Ofinoc'ioi" of Terra-cotta, with incised oinamen-

tation. (Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

. 26 ft.)

No. 383. ,lii;'.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 It.

* General di Cesnola, Cypnis, PI. vii.
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black colour. No. 387 has the best fabric and the prettiest shape of

all, with its long neck and widely-stretched handle. Its body is divided

bv two incised horizontal parallel lines into two fields, which are orna-

mented with incised vertical strokes. The Miirkisches Museum at Berlin

contains two jugs similar in shape to No. 383. No, 388 is decorated with

seven incised horizontal parallel lines.

No. 385. Globular Jug.

(1 : 4 actual size. Dciitb, 26 ft)

No. 387. Jug of Terra-CL.tta, with an incised orna-

mentation. (Half actual size. Utpih, 26 ft.)

Xo. 3S6. Globular Juir.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 3i3. Ju? with incised bands.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 to 30 ft)

No. 3S9. Pitcher with a fluted body and a band

imitating a plant. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

One of the finest specimens of Trojan pitchers is represented by

No. 389, which is of a brown colour, and is decorated with a plant-like

ornament round the neck ; its whole body is decorated with very symme-

trical vertical concave flutings. Under Nos. 390 to 393 I represent four

ccrnmon pitchers of rude fabric. In looking at them, we involuntarily
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Ifo. 390.

393

Nos. 390-393. ritchers of dilTerent sbapes. (1 : 4 actual sizi>. Depth, 22 to 2C ft.)

think Tve have seen such forms often before ; but, though they are very

abundant in the third and fourth pre-historic cities of Hissarlik, I am not

aware that they have as yet been found elsewhere, except a pitcher

similar to No. 393, which was found by me at Mycenae.''

Under Nos. 394 to 400 I represent seven more red, yellow, or brown

pitchers of a larger size, of which No. 397 is wheel-made. Of wheel-

made pitchers similar to this one, some hundreds were found in the

third, the burnt citv. as well as in the fourth and fifth cities, but

No. 394

Nos. 394, 395. Pitchors of different Shapes. (1 : 4 aitiul >i/. . Jcpth, 22 to 32 ft.)

especially in the fourth. In general these wheel-made pitchers are of a

very rude fabric, are but slightly baked, have the yellow colour of the

clay itself, and are not at all polished. But in a great many instances

they have been polished both inside and outside, and by a wash of fine

clay and a little more baking they have in this case acquired a fine

appearance. Such polished wheel-made pitchers are in many instances

very light, and sometimes even as light as Roman or Greek pottery. But
it deserves peculiar attention that these polished wheel-made pitchers

" Sec my Mycenae, p. 163, No. 237.
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Xo. 396. Pitcher of very rude fabric.

(1 : 1 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

No. ...... i .^.-.. . ".L.. _..)bular b.-ise.

(About 1 :4 actual size. Depth, 23 It.)

Xr>. .1(10.

Nos. 398-lOi). Pitchers. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 to 32 ft.)

are peculiar to this tliird, the burnt city, and that they do not occur

in the fourth or the fifth city. l\o. 399, which is very heavy, is of the

rudest fabric.

Of pitchers of the same shape I have been able to detect else-

where only a wheel-made one in the British Museum, which was found

in a tomb near Bethlehem. Two more wheel-made ones, found in

ancient Egyptian sepulchres, are also in the British Museum ; and one

found in Cyprus is preserved in the Louvre, I further mention, as

of similar type, the pitcher No. 11 on PI. vi. in Dr. Joseph Hampel's

Antiquites frtliistoriqnes de la Hongrie ; also the pitchers in the National

Museum of Buda-Pesth, which were found at Szihalom, and are repre-

sented on PI. ix., Nos. 10, 20, and 21 of the photographs, corresponding

to the numbers of the glass cases in which they are preserved.

I further represent under Nos.^ 401, 402, and 403 three large one-

handled pitchers of very rude fabric, having -convex bottoms. I need only

show them here, as their shape has not been found elsewhere. They

are very common at Troy.

No. 404 is a large dark-brown rx-nocltoe with a bulbous body. No. 405

represents a single-handled bowl with a spout.

Under Nos. 406 to 412, I represent seven black, grey, or red terra-

cotta bottles, globular or egg-shaped, without handles, all of which are

vrheel-made, and have a convex or pointed foot. Bottles of these shapes
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No. 401. I'itcher; convex boltum. i, About 1:4 ucUuil No. 402. l-ikhcr; convex bottom. (About 1 :4 actual
size. Depth, 23 to 29 ft.) size. Depth, 20 It.)

Xo. 403. Very rude .Jug; convex bottom.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 2G ft.)

Xo. 404. Jug with a pointed foot. (Xearly
1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 32 (t.)

No. 40:>. Rowl with a spout anil handle.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 407. noltle of
No. 406. Globular Vase. (l:4.ictual Terra-cotta. (1:4

size. Depth, 29 ft.) actual size. Depth
29 It.)
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Xo. 4 0^.

No. 409.

.Nus. 40i-41O. Pottles of Terra-cotta. (1:4 actual size. Dep'.b, 25 to 29 ft.)

No. 411. No. 412.

Nos. 411,

No. 41.3. Cup v.iih three No. 414. One-handled Tripod

breast-like excrescences. Basin. (1 : 4 actual size.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 22 to 32 ft.)

Depth, 22 to 32 ft.)

are not rare in the third, the burnt city ; they also occur sometimes in

the following, the fourth city; but, except the form of the vase Xo. 411,

of %Yhich there is an analogous one in the Museum of Leyden,^ I am
not aware that similar vessels have been ever found elsewhere in the

remains of pre-historic ages.

Nos. 413 and 414 are also both wheel-made. The former is a cup with

three round excrescences, which may represent a nose and two eyes.

No. 414 is a tripod-pan or bowl with an open handle.

Nos. 415 and 416 represent black jugs of a peculiar shape, which I

merely show here, as I have not noticed analogous ones elsewhere.

No. 41 J. raclii-i. (, A bi.m 1 :4 actual size. No. 416. Globular Pitcher. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 26ft.) Depth, 26 ft.)

L. J. F. Janssen, de Germaansche en Xoordsche 3Ionumerdcn van hct Museum tc Lcydcn, PL ii. No. 46.
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Nos. 417 and 418 are large red bowls witli two bandies. A bowl of a

sbape like No. 417, and likewise hand-made was found in Hungary, and

No. 417. Large double-handled Bowl, (l : 3 actual size. Deplb, 26 to 30 ft.)

No. 41?. Large double-handled Bowl. (1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 to 30 ft.)

is represented in PI. vi., No. 10, of Dr. Joseph Hampel's Antiquitts p-e-

historiques de la Ilongrie.

Ko. 419 represents, in l-5th of the actual size, a large yellow double-

handled amphora with a convex bottom. I have put on it one of the

crown-shaped vase-covers. Of a similar shape are the dark yellow or

brown amphorae, Nos. 420, 421, 422. This last has on the body a long

excrescence in the form of a breast or teat curved downward. As a

very great number of the large Trojan jugs have a similar excrescence,

always curved downward, I would' suggest that these excrescences,

which have almost the form of hooks, served as an additional support

for the rope with Avhich the Trojan women fastened the jugs on their

backs wlien they fetched water from the springs. Amphorae like these

are very abundant in all the three upper pre-historic cities at Hissarlik,
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l)ut, strange to say, the shapes of Nos. 419, 420, 421, 422 ha^-e never yet

been found elsewhere.

No. 420. Jar wiih n\u liai'll'.'s. (1 : 4 actual size,

Ui'ptb, 26 ft.)

No. 41'.!. Jar u ith two handle': ; Cuvpr in form of a

c own. (_! : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

£i-^. {

No. 421. Jar w;tti two bauUles. (,1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)
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No. 422. Jar witli tAv.. li, null. s. (1 : 6 actual size.

Diptli, l!ii tu 32 ft.)

No. 42.3. Lar^'e Amiili'iri. ; 1 : 7 actu;il size.

Deptli, 2Glt )

No. 423 represents a Trojan ampliora of a different form, like one

specimen, preserved in the little collection in the French' School here

at Athens, found on the island of Thera (Santorin), below three layers

of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes, and. like No. 423, it is just 2 ft. high.

No. 421. Va'e of globu'.ar shape, with two handles. (1 : iictual s'ze. Depth, 2C ft.^
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Furtlier varieties of large Trojan vessels with two handles are repre-

sented hy the dark-red or lustrous blackish specimens JS'os. 424, 425, and

42G. Xo. 425 is decorated on each side with an excrescence ; No. 426

W
V

No. 425. Vase with two handles. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth. 2fi ft.)

No. 427. Amphora of oval shape, with two
handles. (1:4 actual size. Depth, 32 ft.)

No. 42G. \:\{n iw.i liiliJkS. y\ 10 acH!.-.l size.

Depth, 2Uft.)

Xj. 42S. Jar with two handles.

(.1:4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

represents the usual shape of the funeral urns in the third, the burnt city

;

and No. 424, the usual shape of the funeral urns in the fullowing, the

fourth city. Only two urns of this identical

form were found, at a depth of from 26 to

28 ft., of which we can be pretty certain that

they belong to the third or burnt city. The

closest analogy to these vases is afforded by

a lustrous-red hand-made vase found on the

island of Thera (Santorin), below the strata

of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes, and pre-

served in the collection of the French School
Co. 429. Vase with two handles. (1:4 ,

i a 1

1

actualize. Depth, 29 ft.) liere at Atheus.
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No. 427 is a large wheel-made lustrous-brown terra-cotta amphora of

oval form, with two handles. A terra-cotta amphora of like shape, found

in a tomb at lalysus on

the island of Ehodes, is

in the British Museum.

Of a somewhat similar

shape is No. 428, which

is a hand-made black

vase with two handles.

The Qval vases, Nos.

429-432, are wheel-

made. No. 429 is a

lustrous black vessel

with two handles, hav-

ing in other respects

most analogy to a black

wheel-made vessel found

in Thera (Santorin), and

preserved in the French

School here ; the only

difference is that this

latter vessel has only one

handle. Nos. 430 and

431 are amphorae of a

dark-red colour "Jid have

two large handles, which

join the spout to the body, and two small handles on the latter. Of the
same colour is also No. 432, which has four handles. The amphora No. 433 is

No. 430. Large Oval A nipl

Ix-ptli,
:

1-ur haudlis. (1:5 actual size.

It.)

No. 431. Anii)liijra wild fmir li.iinilrs.

(1 : 6 actual size. Dtptb, 'JO to Ja It.)

No. 432. Oval Atupliora, with four handles.

(1 : G actual size. Depth, 2G ft.)

2 D
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not oval, but rather of lenticular form; it is of a lustrous dark-green

colour, and has only one large handle, which joins the spout to the body,

and two small ones on the

narrow sides of the latter. I

have found in no museum any-

thing to compare with the

shape of these amphorae, but

that shape is frequent here.

The hand-made terra-cotta

bottles, Nos. 434, 435, and 436,

are of a dark-red or brown

colour, of lenticular form, and

resemble our hunting flasks.

No. 434 has no handles, and

is decorated with four breast-

like excrescences ; the other two

are double-handled. No, 435

is decorated round the neck

with a protruding band, orna-

mented with vertical cuts.

Terra-cotta bottles of an iden-

tical shape, found in ancient

Egyptian tombs, are preserved

in the Egyptian collections of the British Museum and the Louvre.

The collection of Cypriote antiquities in the British Museum also con-

No. 433. Lustrous dark-green Amphora, of lenticular form,

with three handles. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 434. Xo. 436.

Nos. 434-436. Flat Jugs in the form of hunting flasks. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

tains several specimens, of a similar shape, but with a somewhat longer

spout. There are also in the Assyrian Collection in the British Museum
a large number of such terra-cotta bottles, found at Nimroud and else-

where.

No. 437, as well as No, 438. are mixing vessels {Kpmrjpe^, called by
Homer Kpr)Trjpe<i). Both are hand-made ; the former has two, the latter

four handles
; both are of a rude fabric, but little polished, and more

than usually baked. Mixing vessels like No. 437 are not rare ; but large

ones of the size of No. 438 occur so seldom that I collected only eight

of them.
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Mixing vessels were in general nse throughout antiquity ; for

ancients—Aviser than we are— never drank wine unless mixed with vra

We find the word Kp7]T7jp

mentioned fourteen times

in the Iliad,' including

three instances in the

plural. But terra-cotta

mixing vessels being too

cheap and common for

heroes, the poet must

have had in view /<-p?;-

Tripe<; of metal—namely,

gold, silver, or perhaps

bronze or copper ; for

once he expressly says

that Achilles, holding

in his hand a double

-

handled goblet {diira^

aix<^iKVTTehXov), poured

all night wine from a

golden mixing vessel

(^Kp-qrrjp) on the earth

and moistened it with

the libation.^ Another

time he makes Achilles

set a silver KprjT7]p as

a prize for the foot-race

at the funeral games.*

A third time he makes

Hector order the herald

Idaeus to l)ring fromTi • • ' • • Ko. 438. Largo Mixing V(s-1 (I '!.itri\ with four bandies, 1 ft.

roy a sninmg mixing
in diameter. (1:9 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

403

the

ter.i

m"'

No. JST. Mixing Vissrl (Ciatei ) with two handles.

(About 1 : 4 actual sizp. Depth, 32 ft.)

' We see pure wine (oluos ixicparos) used in the

Homeric ])oenis only lor libations ; so //. ii. .'j-il,

and iv. 1.59:

(TTrovSai t' aKp7\Toi Ka\ Se^Lai, ^s firfiridfiev.

The Romans certainly occasionally drank mcrwn,

I will not dispute that the Greeks may, in later

times, have also occasionally used aKparos.

Mr. Philip Smith makes the ingenious obser-

vation : "To drink wine without water was
of itself a sign of intemperance, markins:; a

curious connection between two words of quite

different origin— the UKparos olvos and the

o/cpoTT/s avf)p who drank it."

^ I deem it my most agreeable dutv to make
here a warm acknowledgment to my honoured

friend Mr. Guy Lushington Prondergast, for the

immense service he has rendered to science by

composing a Concorclince to the Iliad of Homer
(London, 187.")), which is a wonderful work for

completeness and scholarship. For thirteen long

years has he laboured on this great work, having

no other stimulus than his admiration for }Iomer

and his desire to become instrumental in jiropa-

gating the universal love for his divine poems.

Jlr. Prendergast could not have shown his noble

aim and his disinterestedness better than by not

publishing the fruit of his long labours (or sale.

But he generously presents it to Homeric scholars,

or to those who make it their life's aim to show

that the divine poems are based on real facts.

I^Iay Mr. Prendergast 's noble example be imi-

tated also for the (kli/ssej

!

^ J I. xxiii. 218-220:

'« S« irdvi'vxos wKvs 'AxiAAei'S

Xpvatov iK KpriTripos, kKwv Stnas afj.(piKVTre\\oy,

olvov acpvaaofifvos ;^a/id5(S X^'*' Sive 5e yaiav, . . .

' //. xxiii. 740, 741:

riTjAeiSTjj 5' alip' aWa riOei Toxi'Tr/Tos aeSAa,

apyvpfou KpTjrfjpa TfTvyixivov
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vessel {/cprjrrjpa (paeivop) and golden goblets.^ Tims there can be no doubt

that the Kprjr/jp was in this case also of metal, but we are left in doubt as

to the sort ; for it may have been simply bronze or copper. I find the word

Kprjnjp also twelve times in the Ochjssey, where Ulysses receives a silver

Kpr]r)]p as a present from the priest Ismarus f one of Circe's maids mixes

wine in a silver KprjTijp f and Menelans presents to Tclemachus a silver

icprjTYjp with a gilded rim.^ The mixing vessel stood on a tripod in the

extreme corner of the great hall of the men.® Semper says •}^ " Herodotus
distinguishes the Lesbian Kprjri]p from the Argolic Kpi]T}]p, but he de-

scribes only the latter in detail. It was decorated all round with pro-

jecting griffins' heads, and it stood on three kneeling colossi of bronze,

seven cubits high.^^ Besides these, the Laconian and the Corinthian

mixing vessels are mentioned as different kinds. ]\[ixing vessels with

tripods representing colossi, like that consecrated to Hera in the Samian
temple and described by Herodotus, are represented in Egyptian reliefs.

A small Etruscan clay model represents also similar sumptuous vessels,

Avhich were in general use throughout antiquity."

No. 439 is a dark-yellow terra-cotta vessel in the form of a barrel with
a short spout. A similar barrel-shaped terra-cotta vessel is seen in

the dark-brown tripod No. 440,

whose spout is joined to the

barrel by a handle. Similar

barrel-shaped terra-cotta vessels

may be seen in the collections

of Cypriote antiquities in the

Louvre and the British Museum
;

but, except in Cyprus, I think,

similar vessels have never yet

been found. Mr. Philij) Smith

remarks to me that " such little

barrels (called wooden bottles)

are commonly taken to the hay

and harvest fields by English
No. 439. Cuiiuus liuM-cntia \\^,-l1 ill tlj form nf a i i j^-i-i l • l] i

cask, from the lioyal Uouse. (1 : 6 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)
laDOUrerS, nlieCl WlUl UCOr Or

5 //. iii. 247, 248:

<pepe Se Kpyjrripa (pafivSv

K?jph^ 'l5a7os rjSe XP^C^^"- KiiwiWa, . . .

« Ckl. i.x. 21)?, :

hwKe Se yiioi Kp;iT?ipa iravapyvpov, . . .

' OJ. X. 35G, 357 :

71 5e TpirT] Kp7)Trjpi fie\l(ppova olvov iidpva

i]S\)v iv apyvpecj}, ve^e 5e xP'^c^'a /cwTreAAa-

s OJ. iv. 615, 61G:

Swaco roi Kpr}Ti)pa mvyixivov apyvpeos 5e

tffTiv arras, XP^'^V 2' fVl x^'^fo KeKpiavrai •

3 Od. xxi. 145, 14G ;

Trapa Kp7]Tripa 5e Ka\6v

Fc^e jjLvxoiTaTOS aiei*

xxii. 332, 333 :

eVrrj 5' eV x^'^P^'^c^'' tx^^v cpdp/uiyya \lyitav

ayx' Tap' dpaodvprjv Si'x* Se (ppfcrl ij.epij.rj-

pi(ev, . . .

xxii. 340, 341 :

7j TOi t (popfjiyya y\a(pvpi]V KaTe67]Ke x<^l^"-C^

IJ.e(Tff7}yvs KprjTTjpos <5e dpovov apyvporjKov, . . .

'" G. Semper, Kcramik, Tektonih, Stcreotomie,

MctaUotechnik ; Miinchen, 1879, p. IC.

" Herodot. iv. 61 and 152 : eirena iafiiWovcn,

i)v iJ.lv Tvxi^o'^ eX'"'''"^''' " Ae'/3r/Tas (ttix^p'^ous,

fxaXiffTa AealdioicTL Kprjrripcn TrpoaeiKe\ovs, X^P'^

v; OTi TfoAAoj fx4(ovas . . . . ol Se '2d/jioi r-qv

SeKaTTiv Twv evLKepSictiv e^eXovres €| TaKavTC,

fTron^ffafTO x^'-^'^V^ov, Kpr\Tripos 'ApyoXiKOv rpc-

TTOV irepif Se avrov ypvirwv Kfcpa\a\ KpoKpocraoi

elffi • Kal avedriKav is rh "Hpaiov, viroffTi^aavres

avToj rptls x°'^'^^°^^ Ko\o(Taovi eTTTaTTTyxfaJj

ToTcri yovvacn. eprjpeicrfj.ei'ovs.
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cider, and that they are now also made of polished wood for tourists'

bottles."

No. 441 is a brown globular tripod-vessel, the body of which is divided

by incised lines into five large and five small fields, alternating in regular

succession. All the large fields are filled with dots. The mouth of the

spout is only l-3rd in. in diameter. I presume that this small and pretty

Trojan tripod may have been used by ladies for holding scented oil, which,

as we know from Homer, was applied after the bath. It cannot have been

used as a lamp : first, because it is not adapted for that use ; and secondly,

because lamps appear to have been totally unknown in Greece and Asia

Minor before the sixth century e.g. Not to speak of lamps in pre-historic

cities, I have found no trace of them even in the archaic strata of the

Hellenic or Aeolic Ilium. Lamps of terra-cotta are, indeed, numerous in

the layer of ruins of Novum Ilium, but they nearly all appear to be of the

Roman time ; there is hardly one among them which might claim to be of

the Macedonian period. In fact, even in Greece I never saw a terra-cotta

Xo. 440. Curious J'ripiAl Vessel ia form of a cast,

(1 : i actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 441. Tripod Globular Vase, with incised

ornamentation. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 29 ft.)

No. 442. AVheel-mado Tripod. (1 : 3 actual size.

Depth, 23 ft.)

lamp to which archaeology could attribute a higher antiquity than the

fifth century B.C. Certainly in all antiquity previous to the fifth

century e.g. people used torches for lighting. We find them mentioned

by Homer ' on the occasion of the wedding represented by Hephaestus on

the shield of Achilles. They most probably consisted here of nothing

else than pieces of pine or other resinous wood, called SatSe? by the

poet (from Saico) : hence the word Sa<? for " torch." For lighting the

houses fire-pans or basins (Xa/xTrrf/pe?) were used, of which three in the

great hall of the palace of Ulysses are mentioned, and in which dry wood
was burned.^

' 77. .xviii. 492, 49:1

:

vvfKpas 5' e'/f 6a\dixoiu SaiSwv viro Kafj-iro/xevduv

Tiyiviov ava. aarv, iro\vs 5' v/xfuatos opcipnv, . .

- Oil. xviii. 307-310 :

avrlKU Xafiirrijpas Tpf7s "(rraaav iv fieydpotaiv,

u(ppa (padvoiev • Trepl Se ^v\a KciyKava OrJKav,

ava iraKai, irfptKrjAa, viov KtKia(Tfj.(va x«A.K6^,

Kol daiSas /.itTf/jLtayov
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Xo. 442 is a v:h eel-made tri})o:l-vossol, with a liaudle and two jiro-

jcctiiig ornaments in the form of ears.

Under No. 443 I represent a large lustrous dark-brown vase, with a

spout in the body and two handles. As the spout is in the lower part of

the body, I cannot explain tlie use of this vase otherwise than by

supposing that it was placed below a fountain, the water of which ran

through the orifice into the vase, and that the " thirsty souls " put their

mouths to the small spout .to drink.

The small yellow tripod pitcher, No. 444, has two handles in the

form of horns, and a spout in the upper part of the body. I suppose that

No. 444. Tripod Vase, wiib two horn-like handles

and a spout in the bod}-. (Actual size. Depth, 26 ft.

No. 443. Vase with two handles and spout.

(I i 7 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

this vessel, as it is but very small, may have served as a baby's feeding

bottle. Its only ornamentation consists of two incised lines round the

neck.

No. 445 is a lustrous-yellow jug with a trefoil mouth, one handle, and

a spout in the body. Yery curious is the basket shape of the red cuj)

No. 446, with its handle over the mouth and its spout in the lower part

of the body. A terra-cotta vessel, with a similar handle over the mouth
and a spout in the body, was found by me in my excavations at Tiryns.

It is preserved in the Mycenean Museum at Athens. Equally curious is

the light-red little vase No. 447, which has a large spout on one side.

All these three last vessels can, in my opinion, have served for nothing

else than babies' feeding bottles. Similar small terra-cotta vessels, with

a spout in the body, are frequent in the tombs of Cyprus, as well as in

ancient Egyptian sepulchres, and may be seen in the collections of

Cypriote and Egyptian antiquities in the Louvre and the British Museum,
which latter contains also two similar vessels, found in a tomb at lalysus,

in Ehodes.

No. 448 is a small pitcher without a handle. Hand-made pitchers of

a similar shape were found at Szihalom, in Hungary, and are exhibited

under Nos. 15-1"^ in the c;lass case No. IX. in the National Museum of
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Biida-Pesth. Wheel-made ones of this form are also found in Holland,

and, as Professor Virchow informs me, they are very common in Lusatia

No. 451

a very

shape,

No. 446. No. 403. No. -IIT.

Nos. 445-45.3. Babies' Feeding Bottles, Cup?, kc. (1:4 actual size. Doptli, 19 to 26 ft.)

(Lansitz). No. 449 is a small cup with two handles; No. 450,

small cup with a large curved handle : two cups of a similar

but of a larger size, are in the collection of Professor

Virchow, having been found by him in his excavations

in the graveyard of Zaborowo. No. 451 is a small

pitcher : hand-made pitchers similar to this, found at

Szihalom, are likewise in the National Museum of

Buda-Pesth, under Nos. 10, 14, 20, 21 in the glass

case No. IX. No. 452 is a small tripod-vase, with per-

forated projections for suspension ; No. 453, a small

cup, like No. 11 found at Szihalom; No. 454, a small

globular tripod-vase, with two dots on the body.

I now come to the plates, wliitdi are nearly all wheel-made, and, when
so, are always but slightly l)aked, unpolished, and (exceedingly rude ; but

there occur also a great many plates which are hand-made, and these

are always well polished and a little more baked. The wheel-made

plates have always the yellow colour of the clay, and are generally but

small ; the hand-made ones are either dark-brown or red, and usually of

a larger size. The wheel-made plates never have handles ; but the larger

hand-made ones have usually one or two handles. Nos. 455 to 460

represent five of the rude wheel-made phites, with a large hand-made

one with one handle on the top of them. Nos. 401 to 408, again, represent

eight of the rude wheel-made plates.

Ko. 454. Globular Tripod

\'ase. (I : 4 actual size.

IXplb, 29 ft.)
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Xos. 4Gl-lC-<. UniMiiiM, 1 -..,i,i-\v aiiil deep I'lates

of coarse Clay. (1:5 actual size.

Depth, 23 to 23 ft.)

Nos. 455—160. Unpolislji .1 -haUiiW and deep Plates of coaise

C'aj-, with a polished haud-made one on the top.

(1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 23 to 28 ft.)

Similar very rude unpolished wheel-made plates may be seen in the

collections both of Assyrian and Cypriote antiquities in the British

Museum. As Dr. Joseph Hampel kindly informs me, they are also fre-

quently found in the excavations at Magyarad, in Hungary. Professor

Yirchow writes to me that plates of the same shape but superficially

polished are very common in Germany. None of the wheel-made Trojan

plates show the marks of wear and tear. This is the more astonishing,

as, on account of their rudeness and fragility, any knife-cut would have

made a deep mark on them. As the Greeks in Homer's time, oi S' eV
ovelaO' €Toi/xa irpoKeifieva ')(elpa<^ 'laXkov, so certainly the Trojans also used

no knives or forks, but only the hands in eating, and therefore there

may have been nothing to cut on these plates ; but still, I think, they

should naturally have borne the marks of long use. These wheel-made

plates are very abundant : on the little plateau formed by the external

and internal walls, which I used- to call the Tower, I found, on a

space kO ft. square, 13 entire plates, and 12 broken ones which I could

easily recompose. It deserves particular notice that these wheel-made

plates are very rare in the debris of the following, the fourth city, in

which, on the other hand, the hand-made plates are very numerous.

No. 469 represents a crucible of terra-cotta with four feet, but slightly

baked, which my friend the celebrated metallurgist, Dr. John Percy,

declared to be one of the most valuable objects of my whole Trojan

collection. He probably prizes it so highly on account of the residues of
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fused metal and spangles of gold which are contained in it. Professor

W. Chandler Eoherts, who examined this object most carefully, and
analysed some of the metal it contains, kindly gave me the foliowin f^'-

note on the subject :
—

" The vessel appears to be of clay, containing-

grains of quartz. It has probably been used in some operation connected

with the metallurgy of gold, as spangles of that metal may be readily

detected on the inner surface. One portion of the vessel is covered

with a vesicular slag, and it contains a fragment of carbonate of copper
mixed with crystals of red oxide of copper. It is possible that this saucer-

like vessel may have been filled with bone-ash, and used as a ' test ' for

cupelling gold or silver
;
but I have not yet detected the presence of any

lead-compound, which would have made this view almost a certainty."

The crucibles were made of coarse clay, mixed with cow-dung, in order

to make them stronger.

No. 469. Crucible of Clay, with four foet. It has particles of

copper and gold still sticking to it.

(Nearly half actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 47U. CruciblL .,1 <_i.,y. ^Nculy ball actual size,

i'eptli, 26 It.)

No. 470 is also a slightly-baked saucer-like crucible, but it has no feet.

Nos. 471, 472, and 473 are small boat-like cups of but slightly-baked

clay, which, in the opinion of Dr. Percy and Professor Pioberts, have also

been used in metallurgy, and particularly for refining gold or silver. For

Kg. 472.

471-47.f. .Siiiull l)()iit-like Ras-ins t i -i;ii.,ii i. .1 (

(Nearly half actual ^iz.. J)epth, JJ u> '.io It.)

this purpose four times the quantity of lead is now added to the precious
metal, and it is left in the fire until the lead evaporates. There can
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hardly be a doubt that the refining process has been much the same at

all times in antiquity. I call the reader's particular attention to the

shape of the vessel No. 471. As it runs out to a point to the right, does

it not appear to be the facsimile of an ancient ship, the oars being

indicated on each side by four incised vertical strokes ? A vessel some-

what resembling this was found at the station of Locras in the Lake of

Bienne.''

Very curious are the little terra-cotta spoons Nos. 474 and 475,

which, as they are also but very slightly baked, may likewise have been

used by the Trojan metallurgists. Similar spoons are very rare at

J^^

"'^^^^S-!^*?^ ftti'5^-'^

Nos. 474, 475. Spoons of Tcrra-

tdlta. (Half actual sizj.

Depth, 22 to 26 ft.)

No. 476. Funnel of ;\I;ca-

scliist. (Half actual size.

Dtpth, 26 ft.)

No. 477. Large ?tuii-^luljular 1 iiiiuel of Terra-cotta, with

sieve-like holes. (Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Hissarlik, but so they are elsewhere. A broken spoon of an identical

shape was found in the settlement of the Stone age at Inzighofen.*

Three other similar specimens w^ere found at Dozmat in the county of

Vas, and at Tisza Ugh in the county of Heves, in Hungary.^ A broken

terra-cotta spoon, found at Szihalom, is exhibited under No. 38 in the

glass-case No. IX. in the National Museum of Buda-Pesth. Two such

terra-cotta spoons were found in the Lake-dwellings of the Stone age, at

the station of Auvernier in the Lake of Neufchatel,*^ and at the station

of Gerofin in the Lake of Bienne.'' Professor "V'irchow informs me that

sj)oons of baked clay now and then occur in ancient tombs in the east

of Germany.

No. 476 represents in half-size a funnel of mica-schist. Funnels of

terra-cotta of the same shape are numerous in all the three upper pre-

historic cities at Hissarlik ; but the funnel before us is the only one of

stone that I ever found. I presume these funnels have been used in

^ Victor Gross, Les dei-niires Trouvailles dans

L's Habitations lacustrcs du Lac de Bicnnc ; Por-

reutruy, 1879, PL ii. No. 11.

• Ludwig Lindenschniit, Die VatcrlUndischen

AlterthUmcr ; Mainz, 1860, PI. ssvi. No. 1.

* Jos. Hampel, Anti'iuites prehistoriqucs de la

Eongrie, Pi. xiii. Nos. 18, 20, 22.

" Victor Gross, Deux stations laaistres, Moe-

riwjcn et Auvernier ; Neuveville, 1878, PI. xii. 4.

' Idem, Les dernieres Trouvailles dxns les

Habitations lacustres du Lac de Bienne ; Por-

rentruy, 1879, PL ii. No. 12.
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metallurgy. Professor Sayce observes to me that a similar funnel of

terra-cotta, marked with Cypriote characters, was found by the late

Mr. George Smith under the floor of Assurbanipal's palace at Kouyunjik,

and he fancies it served as a measure. Two funnels of terra-cotta of the

very same form, each marked with the character Q], were found by me
in the fifth pre-historic city of Hissarlik. They are represented in their

place.^ No. 477 and No. 478 are large well-polished lustrous dark-

yellow funnels of terra-cotta, of semi-globular form, with sieve-like holes.

No. 478 Lire '•iiiii I 1 I I II 1 with <;i(_\e-like

jiciforatiuub (H ilt actual sizt DLpth, 2b ft i

No 479 A ]ii II 1 1 1 Lutta, uith two holes

slightlj' sunk in front likt ejes, and a hole peiforated

from side to side (Half actual sue Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 479 is a solid piece of terra-cotta, with a perforation from side

to side ; in front are two cavities, but slightly sunk, in the form of eyes.

This object may have served as a weight for the loom or for fishing-nets.

No. 480 is a slightly-baked object of terra-cotta, in the form of a

goblet, with sieve-like perforations ; it cannot be anything else but a

censer. Two similar vessels, held by Professor Virchow to be censers,

No. 480. Censer <if slitclitly-bukr.l Cl.iy in

the form of a goblet, with slcvc-likc perfora-

tions. (Half actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 431. Vessel in the form of a llower-saucer,

with incised decoration. (1 ; 6 actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

» See Nos. 1338, 1339, p. 582.
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are in his collection of antiquities from Zaborowo in Posen. Similar
censers are preserved in the Miirkisches Museum at Berlin.

No. 481 is a very pretty lustrous-red vessel, in the form of a flo^ver-

saucer. Its flat bottom is ornamented with linear decorations and a cross
of dots. The engraving represents a side view of this curious vessel,

whose decoration is given separately above it. This vase-cover finds its

analogue in that which we see on a vase found near Guben in Lusatia,
and represented under No. 5 on PI. xvii. in the Sessional Report of the

Berliyi Society for Anthropology, 21st July, 1877.

Nos. 482 and 483 arc fragments of a very large red vase, decorated
alternately with broad bands filled with fanciful strokes and with rows of

No. 482

^os. 4«2, 483. Fragments of a large Vase, with a curious impressed decoration.

(Xearly 1 ; 5 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

small or large stamps representing crosses in relief; even the handles are

decorated with stamps containing similar crosses. These fragments have
evidently been exposed to an intense heat in the conflagration, for they
are thoroughly baked. Professor Sayce remarks to me that " the circles

with crosses within them resemble the Babylonian rosette, a favourite

Babylonian and Hittite decoration." Professor Yirchow mentions to me
that he noticed a similar ornamentation on terra-cotta vessels found at

Bologna.

No. 484 represents the fragment of a grey vase-cover, with the incised
linear representation of a stag and another animal, probably intended for

a cuttle-fish; but Professor Yirchow thinks the primitive Trojan artist
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intended to represent a tortoise,

ment, perhaps meant for a tree.

We see on it also a plant-like orna-

Similar incised ornaments are very

No. 484. Vase-cciviT of Tcrra-ciitta with in in isr i rmmcntition lepifsfntnij, i ticc i stag, and prubably a
cuttle-fish. (Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

common on the Trojan whorls.^ No. 485 represents a top of terra-

cotta; No. 48G, a curious rattle of black terra-cotta, ornamented with
incised lines ; the handle is perforated for suspension. There are small

pieces of metal in this rattle ; it may have been a child's toy. No. 487
is another rattle with pieces of metal inside it ; like the other, it has no

u.. .)-,->. luj, ,.r Terra-

cdtta. (Half actual size.

Depth, 23 ft.)

iNo l^u ( lM10U-~ I' Ittll (if

Drri totti (H lU utual
size. Depth, 23 n.)

No. 487. Kattl(-b(ix of 1', rr.

a woman; head njis.Nhig. (2

21) ft.)

-I "tia. in the form of

3 actual size. Dcpili,

opening. It is in the form of a woman, wlio holds her hands on the
breast

;
the head is missing ; the necklace is indicated 1iy thrcH' horizontal

strokes, and the breast-ornament by six vertical strokes. Tliough it was
found at a depth of 20 ft., it certainly belongs to the third or burnt
city, both because of its character and because it bears the marks of
the conflagration to which it has been exposed.

° See Nos. 1867, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1885, 1886, 1951, and 2000.
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Nos. 488 and 489 represent brush-handles of a peculiar kind of

compact and very clean yellow clay, with a perforation for suspension
;

the many small holes seen in the lower part of No. 488, and which

also exist in No. 489, served for fixing in the bristles or whatever else

the brush may have been composed of. Professor Landerer, who exa-

mined these brush-handles very carefully, writes to me the following note

on the subject :
—

" I succeeded in extracting from three of the small

holes some residue which, when put into a platinum spoon and burnt,

gave the smell, not of animal, but of vegetable, matter. I therefore

believe that little stalks of plants, like those which are now used- as

toothpicks, as e.g. the corolla of Focniculum, were put into the holes

and constituted the brush proper. Besides, the holes are too large for

bristles, unless several were fixed in one hole."^'^

It deserves particular attention that these clay brush-handles were

merely dried in the sun and that none of them have been baked, except

those which have been exposed to an intense heat in the conflagration, in

which many of them have been more or less burnt. I have further to

notice that these clay brush-handles are frequent in the third or burnt

citv, but that they never occurred in any of the other pre-historic cities.

No. 488. Terra-coltii Handle of a Trojan Urush, witb the holes in which the bri^tll:s have been iixtd.

(Half actual size. Depth, 33 ft.) Nos. 489-491. Brush-handle of dried Clay, Object of Terra-cotta,

and Ring of Mother-of-pearl. (1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 to 32 ft.)

No. 490 is an object of slightly-baked clay, which may probably have

been used for heckling yarn. No. 491 is a ring of mother-of-pearl.

Nos. 492-499 are eight seals of very slightly-baked clay. The
seal No. 492 has in the handle a perforation for suspension with a

string. Very curious are the signs which we see incised on it, and which

resemble written characters. Professor Sayce remarks to me :
" The

signs all represent the same symbol, which is identical in form with a

character met with in both the Sittite and the Cypriote inscriptions, in

the latter of which it has the value of ne, and which may be the origin of

the Trojan sivastil-a." On the seal No. 493 we see two crosses, of which

the one is incised, the other marked with dots. On No. 494 are incised

zigzag lines and some straight strokes ; No. 495, again, has incised

crosses. On No. 496 we see a pj-l, with its arms curved into spirals
;

on No. 497, nothing but dots ; and on No. 498, an incised cross and

^^ This is no objection, as ordinary brushes are always made with a bunch of bristles in each hole.
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dots. My friend Mr. Panagiotes Eustratiades, Director-General of

Antiquities in Greece, remarks to mc that No. 493 may not be a seal,

No. 4'J2. Seal of Terra-cotfa.

(Half actual size. Depth, 2G ft.)

No. 4!i9.

Inscribed Terra-cotta Seal.

(About 1 ; 3 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

Ni^s. 493-498. Six Seals of Terra-ci'tta.

(7 : s actual size. Depth, 2G to :;r> ft.)

but the button or handle of a vase-cover. That may be so, but all the

rest are certainly seals.

The most curious of all is the terra-cotta seal No. 499, which has a

perforation for suspension. Its handle has on two sides an incised

herring-bone ornamentation, and on the third side, the one to the right

in the cut, an incised inscription, in which, as Professor Sayce says,

" characters also found in the Cypriote syllabary can be easily recognized.

The Cypriote character representing e, in an older form than any met

with in Cyprus itself, is engraved on the die of the seal." Both the

inscription on the handle and that on the seal are discussed by Prof.

Sayce in his Appendix on the Trojan inscriptions." The most striking

analogy to the Trojan seals is offered by the terra-cotta seals found at

Pilin in Hungary,^ on which we see circles, stars, crosses, rhombs, and

other figures.

Nos. 500 and 501 show the two sides of a perforated cylinder of terra-

cotta, with an incised decoration, representing a tree and linear orna-

No. 501.

Nos 500, 501. Cylinder of Terra-cotta with an incised decoration, from the Stratum of the Burnt City.

(Half actual size.)

" See Prof. Sayoe's Appendix, where also a

move perfect engraving of the seal is given.

' .Joseph Hampel, Antiquit^s pr^historiqucs de

la Ilomjrk, PI. xiii. Nos. 4—9.
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ments. Nos. 502 and 503 are the two sides of a cylinder of blue felspar,

engraved on one side with a double flower, surmounted by a half-diamond

or arrow-head, and on the other with signs (perhaps the name of the

owner) within a cartoueh.^ It was found in the royal house. Under

Xo. 502

Nos. 502, 503. Engraved Cylinder of blue IVl>iiar. From the Palace. (^Aaual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

Nos. 504 and 505, I represent two double whorls, in the shape of tops,

which are made of a very fine dark-yellow clay, and are well polished.

No. 504 is decorated on the upper and loAver parts. No. 505 on the upper

Xo. 505.

^^2-

Xos. 504, 505. Double W'hurls of lustrous-yellow colour, liuui tiie Stratum of t:iu iJumt City.

(Half actual size.)

part only, with an incised ornamentation, which may be intended to

represent flowers. Similar double whorls are not frequent. I collected

in all only twenty-five of them.

Nos. 506 to 511a, b, represent the ornamentation of seven terra-cotta

whorls. No. 511 was found in the royal house : the numerous little figures

upon it, resembling faces, are very curious. The different forms of the

whorls which occur in this third, the burnt city, may be seen on the

lithographed plates at the end of the volume, under Nos. 1806, 1807,

1808, 1810, 1812, 1815. All these forms occur in really enormous abun-

dance, except that of No. 1806, which is rare, and is only found unorna-

mented; nearly one-half of all the whorls found have incised patterns,

of which I give the principal examples in th« plates. The depth at

which each whorl was found is marked in metres ; and thus all those

which are marked from 7 to 10 ii. (23 to 33 ft.), inclusive, may be con-

sidered to have been collected in the third or burnt city. Among the most

frequent patterns are those of Nos. 1817 and 1818, representing crosses

with a krge dot in each arm, and the pattern No. 1820, which also

shows a cross. The pattern No. 1822 occurs but seldom, as also

No. 1825 ; -that of No. 1824 is frequent. There is only one example of

No. 1826, which represents two swastihas and other inexiDlicable signs.

I call attention, however, to the similarity of the upper figure to that

which we see below -in No. 1883, which is certainly meant to represent

a man with uplifted iirms. The patterns on No. 1827 are very frequent

- A more e.xact representation of these signs is given by Professor Savce in his Appendix.
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on the whorls ; those of Nos. 1830, 1831, 1832, 1834, and 1836, occur
only once. A very abundant pattern is that of No. 1833, the idea

No. 507.

No. 506.
No. 508.

No. 510. No. 511.

No. 511a, b.

Nos. 506-511A, B. Seven Whorls of Terra-cotta with incited decoration.

(Actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

of which may have been laken from a moving wheel. Patterns like

Nos. 1840, 1841, and 1848, are frequent, particularly the last, which

occurs many hundreds of times in the third city, as well as in the two
following ones. Nos. 1842 and 1843 occurred only once ; No. 1844

occasionally ; No. 1846 only once. No. 1853 also occurred only once

;

whereas the patterns with the p|-^, Nos. 1851, 1855, and 1859, are

very frequent. The pattern No. 1856 is found many times, but those of

Nos. 1857 and 1860 only once ; the latter seems to have written characters.

In the pattern No. 1862 we again see the sign y-| five times repeated

;

only its branches are here curved, and the centre of this curious cross is

occupied by a circle with a point. This pattern is not rare. We again

see the jILI with its branches in spirals in No. 1868; this pattern also

occurs often. The signs on No. 1869, which seem to be written cha-

racters, as well as those on No. 1870, occur only once. The pattern

No. 1872, in which we scj the pj^ in conjunction with burning altars,

occurs several times ; those of Nos. 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, and 1878, only

2 E
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once : in all these we see the p-^ or LPj with other signs. A frequent

pattern is No. 1877, in which we see four animals, prohably intended to

be hares.

On No. 1881 we see a very rude linear representation of three

quadrupeds with horns, probably meant for stags. Three stags are, no

doubt, also intended to bo shown in the curious pattern No. 1883,

although two of them have only three legs. Similar very rude linear

representations of stags, or other animals, are scratched on some of the

vases with human faces found in the province of Pommerellen near

Dantzig, which are for the most part preserved in the Museum at

Dantzig ; others are in the Eoyal Museum at Berlin.

In perfect analogy with the rude drawing of the stags is the linear

representation of the man with uplifted arms, which we see on the same

whorl, No. 1883. Similar linear representations of stags, but with four

legs, are also seen in No. 1884; whorls decorated with these animals

are frequent. The rudest representation imaginable' of animals is given

on No. 1885 ; where one has only three feet, another only one horn.

Again, we see three quadrupeds a little better made on No. 188G : one

of them has a tolerable bird's head ; only one of them seems to have

horns.

The patterns on the whorls Nos. 1887, 1888, 1890, and 1891 occur fre-

quently. The pattern No. 1892 is unique ; those of Nos. 1893 and

1896 are very common. On No, 1894 the primitive engraver doubtless

intended to make four swastiJcas, but with one of them he did not succeed.

A curious pattern is No. 1897, with its triangles and 15 zigzag lines

;

further, those with plant-like ornaments, Nos. 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901,

1903, 1904. A similar j^unched decoration is seen engraved on the

flags of native Lower Silurian grit, in the interior of the sepulchre of

011am Fodhla, the famous monarch and lawgiver of Ireland,^ in which

we also find the ornament represented in the upper and lower field of

No, 1907, and in the upper field of No. 1908. The whorls are rarely

ornamented on more than one side ; but No. 1902 is decorated on both

sides—on the one with an incised floral ornamentation, on the other with

incisions in the form of crescents. No. 1909 shows in the upper field

the form of an altar with flames : we again see four such altars with
flames on No. 1914, six more on No. 1913, five on No. 1915, three on
No. 191G. On No. 1912 we again see, five times repeated, that curious

written character which the late Orientalist, Martin Haug of Munich,
reads/. No. 1919 is ornamented all over with zigzag lines; it has also

one py and one U^. There is no other example of the exact pattern

of either of the Nos. 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, In No. 1921 we
again see zigzag lines, and also in No, 1923 : this pattern, as well as

that of No, 1925, occurs several times ; also that of No, 1924, in which
we again see an altar with flames. No, 192G is decorated with zigzag

lines and crosses. The patterns of No. 1927 and No. 1932 are very fre-

Discovery of the Tomb of Ollam Fodhla. By E. A. Conwell. Dublin, 1873.
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quent; that of No. 1930 occurs many times; also that of No. 1933.

Nos. 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1938 occur only once. On the latter whorl

we again see Dr. Haug's character si. I call the reader's particular

attention to the beautiful ornamentation of No. 1940, which occurs many
times ; also to that of No. 1945, which occurs only once. Nos. 1941,

1943, and 1944 are often found : the pattern No. 1942 does not occur

again. Very curious is the decoration of No. 194G, in which we see a

burning altar, a y-], a sun, four dots and strokes. This pattern, as well

as those of Nos. 1948 and 1947, in which latter we also see two y-i and

one j^, occur only once. The signs on No. 1949, in which we see again

a zigzag line, probably the symbol of lightning, and a
pj-J,

occur many
times; the patterns also on No. 1950 are frequent. There are only single

examples of the patterns of Nos. 1956 and 1959, which are in the form

of a disc, and of No. 1957. That of No. 1958 occurs often ; also that

of No. 1964, in which we see three flowers, but not that on the opposite

side. Nos. 1961, 1962, and 1963 occur only once. The patterns of

Nos. 1966, 1968, 1969, and 1971 occur only once ; that of No. 1968 is

very remarkable, for it shows in a sort of monogram five birds with very

long necks and beaks. There can be hardly any doubt that the primi-

tive artist intended here to represent storls, which must have been at the

Trojan epoch just as abundant in the Troad as they are now.

But still more interesting is the figure which we see on No, 1971;
for if we compare it with that at the top of No. 1826, and with that in

the lower part of No. 1883, which latter cannot possibly be anythino-

else than a man in monogram, we may be pretty certain that here too

a man with uplifted arms was meant to be represented; his feet beino-

indicated by two slanting strokes. Eude and even horrible as these

representations of our species are, they are of capital interest to us if we
look upon them as the predecessors of the masterpieces of art in the time

of Pericles. But we have seen that the Trojans were perfectly able to

model in clay tolerably good representations of men and animals (see

Nos. 190, 191, 226, and Nos. 333 to 340) : why then did they incise on their

whorls such monstrous figures of men and animals, figures which far

exceed in rudeness the rudest drawings of the wild men of Africa ? Is

there any analogy whatever between this monstrous art and the other

handiwork of the Trojans? If we look at the rude but symmetrically

shaped pottery, or if we contomplat(> the masses of gold ornaments which
reveal so much artistic skill, and which can only have been the work of a

school of artists centuries old,— is it possible to suppose that a people
so far advanced in civilization could have made such rudest of rude repre-

sentations of man and animal, unless these latter had been conventional
figures, intended as votive off'erings to the tutelary deity, figures conse-
crated by the use of ages? This supposition seems certainly to be
confirmed by the figures themselves, all of which are equally monstrous.
Nay, the anomaly would otherwise be quite in(>xplicalde, because, if this

explanation were not correct, there would at least be a difference in the
style of the figures, some of which might be bad, others better, and others
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tolerably good. But, just as the inhabitants of the four upper pre-

historic cities adhered with fervent zeal to the modelling of the traditional

and conventional hideous owl-heads on their sacred vases, in the same

way did they adhere with fervent zeal to the traditional and conventional

scratchings of monstrous manikins and hideous animal forms on their

ex-votos to their patron goddess. This at least appears to me to be the

only way of explaining the strange facts before us, for wliich we have no

analogy whatever.

The whorl No. 1970 was found at a depth of 12 metres or 40 ft., and,

therefore, most probably belongs to the second city. But its pattern

occurs also in the third and fourth cities. The patterns Kos. 1974 and

1975 occur only once; I call attention to the curious sign in the latter,

which may be a written character. We again see the written character,

Hang's si, on No. 1976. The two patterns of No. 1977, as well as that

of No. 1978, which represents a flower, are very frequent ; the same

may be said of that which we see on Nos. 1979 and 1981. That of

No. 1980 with zigzag lines occurs several times. On No. 1982 we again

see three swastiJias. One of the most common patterns is that of

No. 1985. No. 1986 represents a ball of terra-cotta with a circle on

each pole and a zone round the middle, in which we see on both sides

a round groove; the two grooves are joined by a curved line; the whole

ball is, besides, ornamented with dots. Similar balls, but without the

grooves and the curved line, are very frequent. In the pattern No. 1987

we see, besides the usual curved lines, a P^ with curved arms radiating

from a circle in the middle. There is a similar ornamentation on the whorl

No. 1989, but here the py has straight arms : the pattern of this latter

whorl is common. The exact pattern of No. 1988, with two sivastiJcas,

three curved lines and three rows of dots, occurs only once. So also does

the pattern of the whorl No. 1992, in which we see a number of spirals

and 13 bundles, each consisting of three strokes intersected by lines of

five dots. Very remarkable are the signs which we see on the whorl

No. 1994, some of which may be written characters; but if we turn the

page a little to the left, we easily recognize once more, in the large

sign to the right, the rude representation of a man in monogram, with

uplifted arms and the feet extended to the right and left ; nay, here the

representation of our species has been more successful than in the three

examples already described, for the figure is incised with much more
symmetry. On the whorl No. 1996 are written characters which will be

explained in the Appendix on the Trojan Inscriptions. The pattern

which we see on the whorl No. 1995 is very common.
The most remarkable of all the terra-cotta balls found is no doubt

No. 1997, which I have discussed before.'^ We see there on the side h

two large owl's eyes with their eyebrows distinctly incised, as on many of

the idols and on some of the owl-vases ; the beak is indicated by a stroke

which descends vertically from between the eyes : to the left of the owl-

* See page 344.
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face we see (at a) a wheel with six spokes ; to the right of the owl-face

(at c) is a large circle with a small one, and below the circle, between it

and the vertical stroke, is a small circle : on the hack a number of vertical

strokes seem, as on many idols, to indicate the female hair. This hair

is not represented in the engraving ; all the rest may be seen at a, h, c,

as well as in the detailed drawing below them, No. 1998. May not the

owl's face be symbolic of the morning springing np between the sun,

represented by the wheel, and the moon, indicated by the concentric

circles, having below it the morning star indicated by the small circle ?

Very curious is also the terra-cotta ball Xo. 1999, which is divided by
incised lines into eight fields, developed under No. 2000, in one of which

we see a p|-|, in another a tree, and in all clusters of dots. Professor

Sayce observes to me that, judging from the analogy of the Babylonian

cylinders, the latter would represent the planets or stars.

The whorls are all perforated ; and, though they are made of the same

coarse clay, mixed with crushed mica, quartz, and silicious stone, yet as

they are well polished and have evidently been repeatedly dipped in a

wash of fine clay before baking, they generally have a lustrous surface,

and are of red, yellow, black or grey colours. All those of the third

city, which were exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration, are

thoroughly baked, and can generally be at once recognized by their

colour; but even in the other pre-historic cities there may be found a

great many thoroughly baked whorls, a fact which is not astonishing,

as, owing to their small size, the fire could reach them on all sides. But
in general the whorls of the other pre-historic cities are, like the vases,

only half baked. The clay of many of those that are well baked, and

particularly of the black ones, is so compact, that every one thinks it

is stone.

All this may also be said of the balls. The ornamentation has usually

been incised with a sharp or pointed instrument of bone, wood, or silex,

before the first baking, and filled in with white chalk so as to strike the

eye. On many whorls and balls this white chalk has disappeared from the

decorations ; but, as we see on many hundreds of whorls the ornamentation

filled with the white chalk, we may with all probability suppose that all

the ornamented whorls were treated in the same 'wo.j. But we often see

whorls with ugly scratches which can only have been made with pointed

silex after baking. On many whorls the incised decoration is remarkable

for its fineness and symmetry, as, for instance, on Nos. 1825, 1895, 1902,

1921, 1940, 1945 ; but in general it is as rude as if it were the primitive

artist's first essay in intaglio-^'or\.

All the drawings of the whorls and balls have been made by M.

Burnouf and his accomplished daughter, j\[dlle. Louise Burnouf, to whom
I here make the warmest acknowledgment. All the whorls and balls are

represented of the actual size. As to the few whorls to which the depth

in metres is not affixed, it is unknown.

For what purpose this really stupendous mass of whorls was used, is a

problem not yet definitely settled among scholars. But as nearly all of

them are so well preserved, and as comparatively but few of them bear
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' marks of having ever been used, I suppose that all, or at least all the

decorated ones, served as ofierings to the tutelary deity of the city, to

the Ilian Athene Ergane, whose Palladium, as before mentioned, was
fabled to have fallen from heaven, with a distaff in one hand and a lance

in the other.

Of perforated whorls of steatite there were found in all only fifty, and

of these only one has a decoration of incised circles ; whereas, as has been

said, of ornamented and unornamented terra-cotta whorls together, I col-

lected more than 18,000. In my excavations at Mycenae some hundreds

of stone whorls, for the most part of steatite, were found, and only five

unornamented ones of terra-cotta. The little terra-cotta discs, from 1|

to 3 in. in diameter, of which many hundreds of specimens were found

in all the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik, appear to have served as

spindles. As they are only l-5th or l-6th of an inch thick, and slightly

concave, there can be no doubt that all of them were cut out of broken

pottery. They have all a perforation in the middle. Similar discs, found

at Szihalom in Hungary, may be seen in the glass case No. IX., Nos. 2

and 4, in the Buda-Pesth National Museum. Similar discs have also

been found at Pilin ^ and in German tombs."^ We may also compare the

so-called Kimmeridge coal-money.

I have still to describe the singular object No. 1809, which is repre-

sented on the first plate at the end of the book in half-size. It is of a

lustrous-yellow colour, and quite flat on the lower side ; it has an upright

handle, decorated with an incised tree and a flower. Close to the handle,

on the right side, is a hollow to put the hand in ; I presume, therefore,

that this instrument may have served for polishing the newly-made and

still unbaked pottery.

Of various objects of clay from this third, the burnt city, I finally

represent under No. 512 a scoop, but slightly baked, with a trefoil

mouth and a small handle; under No. 513, a small cup of a very rude

fabric, unpolished and but slightly baked ; a cup of a like shape, con-

tained in a tomb of Corneto, is in the Pioyal Museum at Berlin. No. 514
represents a vase-lid of a very remarkable and unique form : it is of

massive yellow clay, not polished, and bears the marks of the intense

heat to which it has been exposed in the conflagration. Its lower

part was sunk like a stopper into the vase, so that its projecting upper

part completely covered the orifice and shut it almost hermetically by
the weight of the lid, which exceeds three pounds. "We have seen a

similar vase-lid in No.. 304, but of this latter the whole lower part was
of a semi-globular form and liolh:»w. These two vase-lids or stoppers

(Nos. 304 and 514) find their analogy in the vase-covers before described,

found at Szihalom in Hungary, and exhibited under Nos. 26 and 27 in

the glass case No. IX. in the Buda-Pesth National Museum.
Under No. 515 I represent a curious object of terra-cotta, with four

feet and an incised linear ornamentation ; it is solid, and may have served

5 Joseph Hampel, Ant. pren. de la Hongrie, Museum at Berlin, in tlie Grand-ducal Anti-

PL siii. No. 37. quarium in Schwerin, and elsewhere.

^ Similar discs are preserved in the Miirkisches
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No. 512. Scoop of 1..1.1 ,...., . (Half actual size.

Ueptli, 2i to -Jiifi.)

No. 514. Curious Vase-lid of baked Clay.

(Half actual size. Depth, 23 to 26 ft

)

No. 513. Small Cup of baked Clay. (2 : 3 actual aize.

Depth, 23 to26ft.)

as an ex-voto. Under No. 510 is

burnt house at a clej^tli of 26 ft.
;

represented a fish of wood found in a

how it couhl ever have escaped being

burnt is inexplicable. The head shows
on both sides a lustrous- black colour,

the body a lustrous yellow : both these

colours may have been produced by
the intense heat of the confIac;ration.

No. 515 Solid Oljpct of Terra-ccitta, with fuur

feet and incised linear ornamentation.

(Actual size. Depth, 30 ft.) No. 516 D.'I'lll, L'f. ft.)

The scales are rudely indicated by small lozen,£^es, produced by cross lines.

The fish resembles a carp, but as there are no carp in the Troad, it is

doubtful whether the primitive artist intended to represent that kind
of fish. But rude as this wooden fish is, it is a real masterpiece of art

when compared with the representations of men, of which we have passed
four in review.

No. 517 is a very curious object of ivory, found in the larnc house close

No. 517. Object of Ivory in llie form of a crouchuig animal. (Actual size. Depth, 2s ft.)

to the gate. It represents a crouching hog rudely carved, with the hind
legs under the body and the fore legs under the head. The reprcsenta-
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No. 519. Piece of Ivory, belong-

ing to a Trojan Lyre with four

strings. (1:5 actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

tion is identical on both sides ; it reminds us vividly of the gold lions at

Mycenae,'' though these latter certainly show more artistic skill. The back

part of our ivory figure runs out into something like a fish's tail, which

has a vertical opening, 0*7 in. long, and is perforated, leading us to

suppose that the object must have been used in some way or other in

weaving. Time, and probably also the heat of the conflagration, have

given to our ivory hog a dark tint ; the head and back are nearly black.

Professor Virchow writes to me :
" It appears to me doubtful whether

the figure No. 517 represents a hog. The position of the feet and the

shape more resemble those of a dog."

Under Nos. 518 and 519 I represent two objects of ivory, each

belonging to a lyre with only four strings, and under No. 520 another

object of ivory, belonging

to a lyre with seven strings

;

all these three jiieces are

ornamented with incisions.

No. 518 has the herring-

bone ornamentation within

a border formed by two

lines ; No. 519 is merely

decorated with straight

lines. The decoration of

No. 520 is very pretty,

having at the edge, where

the perforations are, a

border of only one line

;

on the two other edges

borders formed by two lines,

and decorated with a waving

pattern ; the surface is or-

namented with spirals, in

which we likewise see wave

or zigzag patterns.

The lyre (cpopfMLj^) was the most ancient stringed instrument of the

Greek singers; it is frequently mentioned by Homer, with whom it is

especially the musical instrument of Apollo ;
'^ but the singers play on

it also at meals and on other occasions.^ The (popfny^ is mentioned

No. 518. FragUicul <A u L\ v.:

with four chords. (7:8 actual

size. D?pth, 26 ft.)

Xo. 520. Ornamented Piece o"

Ivory, belonging to a Trojan

Seven-stringed Lyre. (Actual

size. Depth, 23 ft.)

' See my Mjcenac, Nos. 263, 470, 471.

« II. i. 603 :

ov fiiiv (pSpfiiyyos irepiKaWeos, rjv ex' 'A.Tr6\\<i>v.

II. xxiv. 63

:

^aivv exctfj/ <p6pjjiiyya, KaKuu erap', alev airiffre.

Od. xvii. 270, 271 :

iirei Kvlaai) jxev avfivodev, iv Se re <p6pjj.iy^

TJTri'ei, %v apa Soirt 6^ol noiriaav eTalpriv.

Hijmn. Horn. Apoll. 184, 185

:

Toro ?€ (pSp/xiy^

Xpvaeov iiirh irKr^KTpov Kavaxw ^X^' liJ-^potcraav.

verse 515 :

<p6pjj.iyy iv Xf'P^"''''"' ^X'^^i ^P^^Thv Kidapi^oov.

9 Od. viii. 67, 69, 70

:

/ck5 5' fK iracr(jaX6(pi. Kp^fxacrev (popfxiyya Xiynav,

nap 5' irlOii Kaviov KaXr'tv re Tpd-Ke^av,

Trap 5e SeVas otyoio, -Kiiiv ore 6v/j.hs avwyoi.

viii. 99:

<p6pfiiyy6s 6', ^ Sairl (rvvi'jopos iffTi QaXeirj.

xxi. 430

:

fioAirf] Kol (pSpfxiyyi • to. yap t' avadrj/xaTa 5aiT6s.

xxii. 332, 333

:

tcTTTj 5' ev xeipetrtrij' excoj' (popfxiyya \iyeiav

&yxi nap' opaodvprju •

and others.
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together with flutes (avXoi) ;
^° it was often decorated with gold, ivory,

precious stones, and intaglio-work—hence its epithets Trept/caXX?^?, SaiSaXer],

'^^pvaea?''- It had at first four, but afterwards seven strings :
^ to play on

the (popfxr/^ was called (pop/j^r/jL KiOapl^etv ' and <^opjxi^pia eXeXi^eiv.^ It

•was a kind of large guitar, with a cross-bar which joined both arms
(^vyov),'*' and had pegs (/coXXoTre^), by which the strings were tuned.^ It

was hollow (yXacpvpy]),'^ like our harp, but lighter, for the word ^op/ir/f

signifies the portable KiOdpa, from (f)ep(o, (f^opeco, (f)6pifio^, because it was
suspended by a girdle on the shoulder, and was held in the hand when
it was played." Professor Ehousopoulos kindly calls my attention to

Plutarch,^ where lyres ((popfXLjye^) with four chords are mentioned.

No. 521 is an object of ivory of unknown use ; its upper part is on
both sides divided by a band of three lines into two fields, of which the

one is decorated with fourteen, the other with twelve, small circles having

Nos. 522, 523. 1 lie two sides of a prettily-decurattd

Tube of Ivory. From the Tower. (2 : 3 actual size.

Leptb, 26 ft.)

No. 521. Object of Ivory, with identical

ornamentation on both sides. (7 : 3

actual size. Depth, 33 ft.)

No. 524. A finely-ongravcd Ivory Tulie, probably
part of a Flute. Found on the Tower.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft)

" //. xviii. 495 :

av\ol (popfMiyyes re /3oV eX'"'-
" //. ix. 18G, 187:

ruv 5' ei/pov ippiva repirofxevou cpopfMiyyi \iyiiri

Kakfj 5ai5aAe7/. . . .

Pindar. Fij'th. i. 1-3 :

Xpv(Tfa <p6pixiy^, 'AttSWuivos Kai lovXoKaawv

(TvySiKov Motcrav Kriavov.
* Find. Pijth. ii. 129, 130:

QiKtav adp-qaov x<^piv iiTTaKTinrov

<p6pfj.iyyos avT6/j.evos,

Find. Nemea, t. 42-45 :

fioiaav 6 KaWia-Tos xopJy • tf ue /xsaais

(p6pfj.tyy' 'Att6\\uv kiTTay\(jia(jov

Xpvafcc -irXaKTpw Siuikcov

ayuTo nai/TOioiv v6ij.u>y.

- II. -xviii. 5G9, 570

:

TotcTiv S' tV /xeffffoicri iraCs (popfiiyyi Acyei'T/

luepoev Kiddpi^f ....
* Find. 01. i.x. 21 :

avSpbs a/xcpl iraXaiffixaffiv <p6pfjiiyy (\i\i^wv,
* n. IX. 18G, 187 :

(pSpfiiyyi Xiye'iT]

^ttI S' apyvpeov ^vybv ^ev,
* Oil. xxi. 406, 407 :

ws (V auTip (pSpniyyos iiriffTaiJievos Kal aoiSijs

^T]'iBicvs irdvuffffe vfco irtp] KdWoni xopHf-
« Od. svii. 2(31, 2(32 :

irtpl Se (T(pfas ^Aufl' lai-f]

(popfjLtyyos y\a<pvprjs.

' Hesychius, s. v. (p6pfi.iy^ • t] to7s H'/nois (pepo-

« 0pp. Moralia, pp. 1021 E, 1029 A B, 1137 D,
1139 B, 1143 E, 1145 C ; ed. Wyttenbach.
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a dot in the centre; on the lower part there are three such circles on

each side. The reader will observe the similarity of these circles with

those on the curious object No. 142 (p. 262), which is probably an idol.

Nos. 522, 523 and No. 524 are two perforated pieces of ivory decorated

with linear incisions ; No. 524 has two holes : both these tubes appear to

be parts of flutes. The same is probably the case with the prettily-

Xo. 527.

Nos. 527-531. Fragments of a Flute, two Astragals (Huckle-

bones), and object of Ivory with ornaments all over.

(Half actual size. Dtptli, 26 to 30 ft.)

large number have been found.

in a preceding chapter (see p. 2C3).

No. 520. Ornamented Ivory Tube, probably a Trojan Flute. (2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

engraved bone No. 525. No. 52G is a curiously decorated tube of ivory,

in all probability a flute. The bone tubes Nos. 527 and 528 may also

be parts of flutes. No. 529 is

a perforated piece of ivory cut

into a polygonal prism, of which

each side is decorated with three

small circles, having a dot in the

centre like those on No. 142 and

No. 521. A similar object of

ivory, with an almost identical

decoration, was found in a tomb

at lalysus in Rhodes, and is pre-

served in the British Museum.

Nos. 530 and 531 are huckle-

bones {astragali), of which a

I have discussed the use of these bones

Nos. 532 to 535 are objects of

ivory, rudely ornamented

with incisions evidently

made with a silex-saw.

Two similar objects, found

at lalysus, are in the

British Museum. Of ivory

also is the object No. 536,

which resembles the bar

of our watch-chains, as

well as the object No. 537,

which has four perfora-

tions ; No. 538, which has

the shape of a fish ; and

No. 539. This latter has

a curious engraved pat-

tern, which, however, has

probably no symbolical

signification. Prof. Sayce

observes to me : " These ivory objects indicate trade with the East,

On the Black Obelisk of the Assyrian king Shalmaneser (bc. 840) the

No. 532 Xo. 533,

Nos. 532-539. Variius Objects of Ivory.

(7:8 actu.d size. Depth, 20 to 26 ft.)
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peojole of Miizri on the south-west of Armenia are represented as bringing

among other tribute an elephant, which must have been imported from

Bactria." On the same obelisk is a tAvo-humped Bactrian camel.

Of ivory are further the curious objects Nos. 540 and 541, which are

decorated on both sides with a number of small circles with a point in

the centre, and have a perforation at each end. I would suggest that all

these ten objects (from Nos. 532 to 541), and perhaps also Nos. 521 and

529, served as ornaments for horse-trappings. That ornaments of ivory-

were used in this way is seen from the famous passage in the Uiad :
" As

when some Maeonian or Carian woman stains with

purple the ivory, designed to be the cheek-piece of

horses. As it lies in the chamber it is coveted by many
horsemen; but it lies, a king's boast, to be both an

ornament to the horse, and an honour to the charioteer." ^

An object of bone or ivory similar to Nos. 540 and 541,

also ornamented with small circles, was found by Dr.

V. G-ross of Neuveville in the Swiss Lake-dwellings at

Moeringen, and is in his collection.^" No. 542 is the

bone handle of a knife or some other instrument, which

was fastened in it with three copper pins, of which we
still see one in the upper one of the three perforations

;

on one side of this handle many cuts are visible.

Nos. 543, 544, and 545 are of bone,^ and cannot but have served as

handles of sticks or staves {(tki^tttpov, from gkyiittw, io p'op, hence Midd.

aKrjTTToixai, to Jean upon). No. 546 is also the knob of a stick or stafiF,

a fact of which its two perforations can leave no doubt ; but it is

of terra-cotta. It has, but only on one side, that double spiral in the

form of spectacles, which we have repeatedly seen on the vases. Gene-

rally Homer means by aKr^inpov nothing else than a common staff,

0. 642. Bone Haiidle

of a Knife or some
other instrument.

(Half acliial size.

Dqitb, 26 ft.)

» //. iv. 141-U,-,:

tDJ 5 ore Ti'y t' iXtcpavTa yvvyj (poiviKi /xniVT)

M;;oj'!y rjf Kdeipa, TrapriCov (fxfj.efai 'ittttccv
•

Karat 5 fV fiaAa/x&j, 7roA.e€r re fxiv ijprjffavTO

iirirries (popieiv • ^atriAiji 5e Karai aya\ua,
a/xcporepov, Koff/xos 6' "inrui tKarripl rt kvSos.

Dr. V. Gross, liesultats dcs licchcrchcs dans
Ics Lacs do la Suisse occidcntalc ; Ziirich, 1876,
ri. i. No. 20.

' I see ;i simil.ir stall-handle of bone, found

by Dr. Gross in the Swiss Lake-dwelliugs nt

Siitz, represented on PI. ii. No. 28 of his work

;

Imt. strange to say, it is explained on p. ii. as a

small hammer (KesuHats des Hechcrches, &c.).

I'rofessor Virchow observes to me that it is not

at all astonishing that Dr. Gross should have

mistaken the stail-handlc No. 28 for a hammer,

since perfectly similar hammers of stag-horn

frequently occur.
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for "we see it used alike by kings, heralds, judges, and beggars.^

But in other passages aKijirrpov means a royal sceptre, as the sign

No. 544.

Kos. 543, 514. ]!.>lir ll.uiilb s i.l M.IVPS (aK^TTTpa).

(Nearly half actual buv. Depth, 23 ft.)

No. 545. Bone Handle of a Trojan's Staff (o-Kiyn-Tpor).

(Half actual size. Depth, 23 ft.)

of power and dignity, and in such cases it was adorned with golden

studs,^ or was of artistic metal-work.'* Nor are there wanting, among
the remains of Troy, objects well suited to have formed the heads of such

sceptres of state. No. 547 is such a sceptre-handle of fine rock-crystal,

representing a rudely-carved lion's head : the large hole in the lower

side into which the staff was stuck, as well as the perforation on

No. 546. Terra-cotta Knob of

a Staff. (Half actual size.

Depth, about 26 ft.)
No. 547. A Li(jn-head''(l Sccptre-handlo

of the finest ciystal ; found on the Tower.

(Half actual size. Depth, 2i It.)

No. 54S. A curious Object, pro-

bably a Staff-handle of Egypiian
porcelain. (Half actual size.

Depth, 26 to 28 ft.)

each side, can leave no doubt as to its use. It was found at a depth

of 28 ft., on the plateau formed by the two walls which I used to call

^ //. -wiii. 416, 417 :

eAe 5e aKrjTTTpov iraxv, ^rj 5e Ovpa^e

')(wKivo>v • inrh 5' a/xcpiTroAoi pwovro avaKri.

Od. xvii. 199:

Evfiaios 8' apa oi cxKriirTpov dvixaphs eSoi/cer.

Od. xiii. 4:J7 :

SwK€ 54 ol CTKriTTTpov Kol aeiKia TT-qpriv.

Od. .\iv. 31

:

ahrap 'OSixnreys

e^ero KepSoavvrj, (TKriTTTpov S4 ol iKirecre x^'P'^^-

Od. .wiii. 103, 104

:

. Kixi fjLiv irorl ipKiov avK-?is

eicrev a.vaK\lvas, aKr\Tnpov 5e' oi e^uySaAe X^'P^-
Sir. Philip Smith remarks to me : " In the

etymological sense, it is simply a thing to sup-

port oneself with, or to lean upon, from aKriTTTw,

' support' or 'prop up,' Midd. aKiTirToy.ai, I sup-

port nvjself (xcith'), i.e. lean {upon), with -rpov

(Lat.-fnwn), termination of an instrument. Thus

the dying Jacob rose in bed to bless his chil-

dren, leaning -upon the top of his staff. (^Gen. .xlvii.

31 ; Heb. xi. 21.) Among the spoil taken by

King Thutmes III. in Syria, we find ' a beauti-

ful cubit-statf of zagu wood,' ' wands or staves,

with heads upon them of ivory, ebony, and cedar-

wood, inlaid with gold,' also ' one staff of the

king, made in the fashion of a sceptre, entirely

of solid gold.' (Brugsch, Hist, of Eggpt, vol. l

pp. 374, 385, Engl, trans. 2ud ed.)"

3 11. i. 245, 24G :

ttotI Se ffKriTTTpov /3aAe 70177

Xpuceioij ^iAotcrj Keirapfj.ivov.

" II. ii. 101 :

ecrrj cKfiirrpoc tx'^'^i "^^ M^*' "Ht/jaitTTOS /co/ze

TiVX''>V.
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the Tower. Not only this lion's head, but the illustrations drawn from

the lion, which occur repeatedly in the Iliad, make it seem extremely

probable that in remote antiquity lions existed in this neighbourhood.

Homer could not possibly have described the characteristics of this animal

so excellently had he not had frequent opportunity of watching them,

and his geographical knowledge of southern countries is too slight for

us to suppose that he had visited them, and had there become intimately

acquainted with the characteristics of the lion.

No. 548 is of green Egyptian porcelain ; it was found, together with

an owl-headed vase and the black box Nos. 2G6, 267, in a very large

broken funeral urn on the wall itself, immediately to the west of the royal

house. It has evidently served as the handle of a staff, for it has on the

opposite side a quadrangular hole 1 in. long, 0*6 in. deep, and 0*4 in.

broad, which gradually diminishes in size towards the end. On each side

there is an incision lengthwise, in the middle of which is a perforation,

which communicates with the quadrangular hole, and can only have

served to fasten the staff inserted in the latter by means of a nail. On
the outside we see a quadrangular projection with two furrows. As
Egyptian porcelain is too fragile to serve for the knobs of staves, the staff

it decorated may perhaps have been a ceremonial one used in funeral

services. It is quite vitrified on the lower side, and bears all over the

marks of the fire it has been exposed to; fine black ashes stick to it

everywhere. Another object of Egyptian porcelain is lying before me
while writing this ; it is also in the form of a staff-knob, but it has a

large perforation lengthwise. It has suffered so much in the conflagra-

tion, that its green colour has crumbled away, and it looks as if it were

a decayed white glass paste. All the Egyptian porcelain, as well as the

ivory, point to relations between Troy and Egypt.

Nos. 549 and 550, the latter perforated lengthwise, are also appa-

rently knobs of staves or stick-handles, and are of a green glass paste.

Both have a decoration of white or yellow spirals, which is not painted

No. 553. No. 554.

No. r.52. No. 555.

Nu9. 54y-551. GIas.s Buttons. (Half actual
size. Depth, the one to the right 6 ft.,

the other two 26 ft.)

Nos. 552-55,'').
I : i-:s Rills and one glass Bead.

(3 : 4 actual siie. Depth, 'JG to 33 ft.)

on the glass, but contained in it. No. 551 consists of a green glass
paste, ornamented with regular white strokes ; it is also perforated and
almost in the form of a whorl, but it does not properly belong here, as it

was found at a depth of only C ft.

Under Nos. 552, 553, and 554 I represent three small balls ; under
No. 555 a bead of white glass. I call particular attention to the fact that
the three balls, the bead, and the two staff-handle knobs are the only glass
objects found by me in all my excavations at Hissarlik ; further, that
these six objects occurred in the third or burnt city, and that no trace
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of glass was found in any of the lower or upper pre-historic cities, unless,

indeed, No. 551 belongs to the last pre-historic city, which appears to me
doubtful. I rather think it belongs to the still later city, the sixth in

succession from the virgin soil, which I may be permitted to believe to

be of Lydian origin. It is therefore very probable, that all these objects

were imported by the Phoenicians to Troy.

No. 55G is a prettily-shaped egg of aragonite. No. 557 represents

an object of diorite, of unknown use. There were also found several

unpolished hexagons of crystal, as well as a small finely-polished crystal

plate with four perforations, which may have belonged to a lyre.

Passing from these ornaments to more useful objects : No. 558 rejire-

Xo. 557.

No. 556. Kgg i.if Aragonite. (7 : 8 actual size. Depih, 2ij I

No. 557. Object of Diorite ; use unlvnown. (Half actual size. Deplb, 2G tu

No. 558. Comb of Bone. (JI : 8 actual size. Depth, 23 ft.;

2Sft.)

Nos. 559-5S0. Awls and Needles of Bone and Ivory, (.\b.ut h.ilf .ictual size. T> plh, 22 to 35 ft.>
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sents a very primitive comb of bone, whose teeth may have been sawn

with the common saws of chalcedony.

In the accompanying group, No, 559 is an object of ivory with three

perforations, which may have served as an ornament for horse-trappings.

Nos. 560-574 are needles, or other implements of bone or ivory for

female handiwork. As I have said before, similar needles of bone are

fonnd in the caverns of Dordogne in France, as well as in the Swiss

Lake-dwellings (see p. 262). They are also frequent in tombs in Germany.

Nos. 575 to 580 are awls of bone, such as I have discussed before (see

ibid). Nos. 581 to 584 are four more awls of bone. Nos. 585 to 587

No. 581. Xo. 5?3. Xo. 5S6. No. 587.

Xus. 581-584. Awls of Bone. Xos. 585-597. Horns of Fallow Deer, sharpened and probably used as awls.

(Nearly half actual size. Depth, 16 to 26 ft.)

are, according to Professor Virchow, horns of the fallow deer, sharpened

to a point, to be used as awls. Similar horns are frequent in the three

upper pre-historic cities of Hissarlik.

Nos. 588-590 are boars' tusks, of which the last two are sharpened

to a point. But it appears doubtful whether they were sharpened

artificially ; they seem rather to have been sharpened by the boar him-
self. Boars' tusks are very frequent in the debris of all the pre-

historic cities at Hissarlik. Professor Otto Keller^ remarks on the sub-

ject :
" Boar-hunting is an object of great importance in the narrations

and plastic representations of the heroic ages. To judge from the boars'

tusks found, it was also the favourite occupation of our European Lake-

Die Entdeckung Bion's zu Hissarlik ; Freiburg, 1875, p. 4G.
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dwellers and Cavern-inmates.^ To the present day the boar is frequent

in the Troad and the adjoining country.'' Between Adramyttium and

No. 5S8.

Nos. 538-590. Boars' Tusks. (Half actual size. Depth, 16 to 26 ft.)

Assos, and in other parts of the Troad, the boar leaves every morning

traces on the ground where he has wallowed. The boar is frequent in the

forests of the Mysian Olympus, that is, close to the Troad ;
^ and in very

early times the mythic boar which lacerated Idmon, son of Apollo—an

episode in the legend of the Argonauts^— and the terrible boar which

devastated the land of Croesus,^" broke forth from those forests. And
in the oak forests of Ida—acorns being their favourite food—many a

superb boar may have fattened himself for the ancient Trojans. They
may also have existed in the swamps in the plain." ^

Nos. 591 to 598 represent objects which, according to Professor "W. H.

Flower of the Eoyal College of Surgeons of England, are vertebra of the

tunny and small sharks.

No. 591. Xo. 593. No. 596.

No. 592. No. 591. No. 595. No. 597.

Nos. 591-593. Vertebra; of Sharks, Dolphins, and Tunnies. (Half actual size. Depth, 16 to 33 ft.)

I now come to the Trojan moulds, of which about ninety in all were
found, almost all more or less in fragments ; nearly all are of mica-schist,

8 « See Lubbock, Prc-hisforic Times, 3rd ed. ^ " Hyginus, Fab. c. 14, p. 44 ; c. 18, p. 47."

p. 210." '" " Herodot. i. 36 : iv t^ MvaiC}) OvXv/xTrcji iihs

' " Fellows, Tagbuch eincr Eeise in Kleinasien XP^M" yi-virai fieya."

(Germ, trans.), pp. 45, 73." ' '"Strabo, siii. p. 595; see also Columella,

*" Hamilton, .S6'Jse?im£7(,'ma,<ijV« (Germ, trans.), de Re Rust. vii. 9."

i. p. 79."
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a few are of baked clay, and only one is of granite. Nos. 599 and 600

lepresent two such stones, with moulds on six sides for casting battle-

axes and knives, as well as other implements or weapons unknown to us.

Ko. 509. A ;\Iould of Mica-schist, for casting various metal Instruments. Found on the Tower,
(i :4 actual size. Depth, 26 to 2s{t.)

No. 600. A Mould of Mien-schist, for casting several metal In-itrnm -nts.
,

(Halt actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

Of these largo moulds I only succeeded in collecting four intact, or

nearly so. Without any fear of being contradicted, I may fairly say that

these moulds with beds on six sides are unique, and have never been

found elsewhere ; but that such moulds, with beds for weapons or imple-

2 F
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merits on tlieir six sides, were in general use at Troy, is attested by

the large quantity of broken ones. The moulds found in the iSwiss

Lake-dwellings,- as Vi/ell as those found in Hungary ^ and elsewhere, have

beds only on one side/ In Mycenae I found two moulds, one of them

with beds on six sides, but only for casting ornaments.^ These Trojan

moulds are further distinguished by the depth of the beds, which

exactly corresponds to the size of the battle-axes, knives, &c., which

had to be cast. It is therefore evident that these beds were simply

filled witli fused metal, and then covered with a flat stone until the

newly-cast obj(>cts had become cold. In the moulds found elsewhere

the casting ^n^ocess was different. There were two stones containing

the form of the weapon to be cast, but the beds in each of them

represented only one-half of its thickness : these two stones having

been joined, so that both beds fitted exactly on each other, the mould

for the entire object was formed. As we have seen in the mould No. 103

(p. 248), of the first city, each of the two stones generally had two

perforations, by means of which they were fastened together :
^ in each

stone was a little furrow leading from the Ijorder to each bed ; and

when l)oth stones were joined, and consequently the two furrows fitted

exactly on each other, they constituted together a small funnel-like

tubular hole, through Avhich the liquid metal was poured into the

mould. But, as the reader sees in the engravings, these large Trojan

moulds have no such furrows through which the metal could have been

poured ; it is therefore evident that the process of casting was here

the most simple imaginable, the metal being merely poured into the

moulds, and these then covered with a flat stone.

The only moulds I ever saw which are somewhat similar to the Trojan

moulds were found in Sardinia, and are preserved in the Museum of

Cagliari, A good specimen of them is represented under No. 7 on Plate ii.

of Vincenzo Crespi's work, II Mnseo d' Anticliita di CagUari. It is a

parallelepiped, said to consist of trachyto-purphyric stone {sic), and has

beds for weapons on two sides: on one side, a bed for a double-edged

battle-axe, with a perforation in the middle, like No. 958 (p. 50G) ; on the

other, beds for weapons very similar to the common Trojan battle-axes,

like Nos. 800 to 809 (p. 470) and No. 828 (p. 486). There is no channel

by which the fused metal might have been 2:)0ured into the beds. It is

therefore evident that here, as in the Trojan moulds, the fused metal

was poured directly into the beds, and the mould was then probably

covered with a perfectly. smooth stone so as to make the weapons even.

In exactly the same way the battle-axes must also have been cast in

^ See V. Gross, lU'sultats dcs licchcrches dans occur in Europe, but they Jitfer from the Trojan
k'S Lacs de la Suisse occidentalc, Zurich, 1876, moulds, inasmuch as they have a channel bv
PI. xvii. Nos. 1-1'2

; and V. Gross, Lcs dcniiercs which the fused metal could be poured in from
Trouvailles dans lcs Habitations lacustrcs du Lac the border.

c?(? i?i«mf, Porrentruy, 1879, PI. i. Nos. 6-8, 10. ^ See my JL/ccnte, pp. 107-109, Xos. 162
^ Joseph Hampel, Antiquite's pnhistoriques de and 163.

/i« //o?i5ne; Esztergom, 1877, PI. iiv. Xos. 1-25. ^ There are. however, often found stone
• Professor Virchow, however, observes to moulds without these two perforations.

me that mo-ilJs with beds on two sides also
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the mica-schist moukl of Xo. GOl, as well as the curious objects, the

moulds of which are seen in the stone No. 602, also of mica-schist.

The round mould in this latter is also seen in Nos. 599 and GOO, but

not the mould of a miniature hammer, which we see here, and which is

very curious indeed. On the other hand, in the mica-schist mould,

Xo. 603, which has the mould of an arrow-head, like those represented

under Xos. 931, 933, 942, 944, and 940 (p. 505), we see the system

exactly as described above, because the stone has two perforations and

the jioint of the bed touches the edge of the stone ; consequently, another

mould of an identical form having been fastened upon No. 603, by

means of the perforations, the liquid metal Avas poured in through the

small channel or funnel from above.

No. 604 is a broken mould for casting arrow-heads of a triangular

shape, but without bar1)s : here also the furrow of each arrow-head reaches

the border ; so that the liquid metal could bo poured in with ease. Close

Xo. G02. A .Muuid ot .\lica-stlii-t f<.r

listing copper implements. (^ .About 1:

actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

N... till ;. .\luulcl (.f lMira--.lii-t 1-|- casting

arruw-luMils ol i riuiitivc ivnn. v^.Vctual size.

beplh, 2s It.)

No ()U1 M 111 1 I (

^Iici- schist (II

.ictuil size Depth
2b ft)

iif u

No. 6115. Alould of b.ikod Chiy.

(I : 4 actual size. Pcjuh, 20 It.)

>.'.i. 0U4. !• raMiiieiit of a Mould of Jlica-schisi,

.for casting arrow-heads. (Half actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

to the left lower corner is one of the holes by which this mould was

fixed to another of the same shape which was put upon it ; the other

perforation has probably been in the missing part of the stone. The

mould No. 605 is of very rude clay, which has been much exposed to the

conflagration and is thoroughly baked. Here, again, there arc no per-

forations nor tiiiincl-sha}>('d holes through which the metal might have

been poured into the beds ; it is therefore certain that the beds were in
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this case simply filled with liquid metal and covered with a flat stone.

Tlie moulds of this stone represent merely hars ; similar moulds occurred

liall'-a-dozen times.

A mould of sandstone similar to No. 601 was found at Pilin/ and Dr.

J. Hampel informs mo that such also occur at Szihalom; but these

Hungarian moulds are all of the category before described, the fused

No. 60G. Spit uf Mi^-\i-^^hl^^. v'l.cU"

actual size Depth, 32 ft.)

^
illlllriiil.ini.

,
'.l:l.:.-i:.ufa""''^

No. 607. A perforated

and grooved piece of Mica-

schist, probably for sup-

porting a Spit. Found on

the Tower. (1 : 5 actual

size. Depth, 26 ft.)

No. 60*. i'erloraled Object of green

Gabbro-rock, probably a weight.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

metal being poured in between two moulds, each of which had exactly one-

half of the form of the object to be cast. I may add that before the fused

metal icas poured into the moulds these had to he exposed to a heat as great

as red-hot iron. Nos. 606 and 607 are of mica-schist ; they are doubt-

less supports for the spit-rests.

Similar spit-rests of mica-schist, as well as of clay, occur often. As

all of them have a furrow on the top, and in an opposite direction a

perforation through the middle, it appears that two such supports were

placed at the fireside and joined by a copper bar so as to give stability to

both ; besides, as the furrow for the spit is always along the narrow side,

the spit could never have been turned on one support standing alone,

for it would at once have fallen.

No. 608 is a perforated object of green gabbro-rock, probably a

weight. Under Nos. 609 to 616 I represent eight Trojan sling-bullets of

loadstone or haematite; except Xo. 616, which is of green diorite. All of

them are well polished ; and, with the rude implements which the Trojans

had at their disposal, it must have- been tremendous work to cut and

smooth the hard stone into the cylindroid shape of the bullets before

us. In fact, labour must have had very little or no value at that time,

for otherwise it is impossible to imagine that whole months should have

been wasted on the manufacture of one bullet, which was lost as soon as

it was slung. Similar sling-bullets have never been found except in

Assyria and in a sepulchre at Camirus in Ehodes. The British Museum

Jcs. Hampel, Ant. pre'hist. PI. xiv. 8.
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contains a number of such bullets from Assyria, of ligematite and magnetic

iron, also two which seem to hs of granite; besides one of loadstone

No, 611.

Xos. tiOy-Bl3. Sliiii; Bullets of Haematite or Loadstone. (7 : S actual .>ize. Depth, 2G t > 23 (t )

Xo. eiu.

^'J- «!*• Xo. 615.

II .ffl

Nos. 614-G16. Sling Bullets of Loadstone or Ha;matite and Green Diorito. (3 : 4 actual size. Depth, 30 to 33 ft.)

from Camirus. It deserves particular attention that the sling is only once

mentioned by Homer, and that we never find it used as a weapon in the

poems :
" Then he tied the hand with twisted sheep's wool, torn from a

sling, which the attendant carried for his lord.'"^

The sling was a common weapon throughout antiquity, and was still

used in the Middle Ages. Among the Greeks, the Acarnanians and the

Aetolians were celebrated as slingcrs [a(f>evSoin]Tai), like the inhabitants

of the Balearic Islands in the later Eoman age. In the time of the

Eoman Emperors, Vegetius distinguishes two kinds of slings : the

fustibalus, in which the thongs were joined to a staff, and which was

merely discharged by a jerk; and the sling called /uncZrt, consisting of

thongs or twisted hair, sometimes human hair, which was swung over

the head before the cast. Acorn-like lead-bullets (glandes), or round

pebbles {lapides missiles), were slung from both with such violence that

they crashed through shields and morions. Among the Greeks and

Komans the slingers (cr(f)6vSovP)Tat) formed, with the javelin-men (ukov-

Tiarai, jaculatores) and archers (ro^oraL, sagittarii), the three kinds of

light infantry.

8 77. xiii. 509, GOO :

(Tipei'Sofi], V apa. ol Bepdiruv txf, iroinevt Kaaiv.
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Nos. 617, 618, and 610 are, according to i\[r. Davies of the British

Museum, of brown hnematite. Similar well-polished stones are frequently

Xo. 617.

Xos. tilT-i^r.i. Well-polished Sling Bullets e.1 biu'.vn llivniatite. (3:4 actual

;

,uft.)

found in the stratum of the third or burnt cit}^ : as they are very

heavy, these also may have served as sling-bullets. ]>nllets of brown

haematite of an identical shape, and equally well polished, are frequently

found in Greece.

No. 620 represents a well-polished battle-axe of green gabbro-rock,

with two edges and a perforation in the middle for the handle. Stone

Xo. 620. rerforated Axe of green Gabbro-rock. (2 : 3 actu.tl siz?. Depth, 3;) ft.)

battle-axes of a perfectly identical form are found in Denmark.^ Pro-
fessor Yirchow tells me that they also occur in Germany. Axes of

this form are very frequent at Troy, but nearly all the specimens are

fractured.

No. 621 is another battle-axe of grey diorite, of a ruder fabric and

but little polished. It has only one sharp edge ; the opposite end runs

No. 621. Stone Axe, with a groove in the middle. (Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

out nearly to a point ; a shallow groove in the middle of each side proves

that the operation of drilling a hole through it had been commenced, but

was abandoned.

' P. ]\Iadsen, Antiqxitc's prg'ldsfor. da Dane- J. J. A. Worsaae, JVunlisx Oldsigcr ; Copeu-

marc ; Copenhagen, 187IJ, PI. x.wi. No. 12. hagen, 1S59, p. 13, Xo. 38.
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No. 022 is a polished perforated stone hammer of black diorite : similar

perforated stone hammers are found in England and Ireland, ^"^ and are

also represented in the Miirkisches Museum at Berlin.

Nos. 022, b23. Perforated Stune Hammers.

(Half actual size. Deiitb, 29 to 32 ft.)

No. 621. Stone Hammer with groove.

(Half actual size. Depth, 29 ft.)

No. 623 represents a hammer of porphyry of a very curious form, the

perforation being at the thick end and not drilled, but evidently punched

out with a chisel, A very remarkable form of hammer is also represented

by No. 024, which is of green gabbro-rock : here also the drilling of the

hole, as the grooves on both sides denote, had commenced, but was again

abandoned. I have not noticed that this peculiar shape with a furrow

for fastening the hammer to the handle with a thong ever occurs else-

where. No. 625 represents another form of perforated hammer, of polished

porphyry : as the reader will see, the hole here tapers towards the middle

of the stone. Hammers similar to this have been found in England.^

Professor Virchow assures me that they are frequent in Germany.

No. 626 is a hammer of silicious rock, of the same shape ; but here

again the perforation has been merely commenced on both sides, but is

not completed. Of nearly identical form is the polished hammer of

diorite No. 627, on which likewise the drilling of the hole has not been

completed : the lower end of this hammer shows that it has been much

used. A similar hammer, in which the drilling had been commenced on

both sides, but remained incomplete, was found by Miss Adelc Virchow in

the excavations she made with her father in the graveyard of Zaborowo.

No. 628 is an unpolished hammer of serpentine, with very deep grooves

on both sides, but the perforation is not completed. No. 629 is a small

hammer of limestone, likewise with a groove on each side. A hammer

of identical shape was found in Denmark -^ another one, found on the

" John Evnns, Ancient Slone Implements,

Weapons, and Ornaments; London, 1872, pp.

199, 200.

' John Evans, /6k/. p. 204.

^ J. J. A. Worsaae, Nordis'ie Oldsaijer, p. 12,

fis. 33.
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Island of Sardinia, is in the Museum of Cagliari.^ The shape of the

hammers Nos. C22, 625-628 is very plentiful at Troy. Specimens of

N'l. 625. Perforated Stone

Hammer. (Half actual size.

Depth, 32 ft.)

Xo. 626. Stone Hammer frith a groove

on either side. (Half actual size.

Depth, 26 ft.)

1.

I

No. 627. Stone Hammer,
with a groove on both sides.

(Half actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

w^J -Nv. f.... .Small Ham-
^^ iiier of Limestone. (Half

a. tual size. Depth, 9 It.)

o. 6J1. Ubjett of

neiss; use unknown.
(Half actual size.

Depth, 29 ft.)

Xo. 628. Stone Hammer with a

deep groove on either side.

(Half actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 630. King jf Terra-cotta.

(Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

similarly shaped hammers may also he seen in the Miirkisches Museum at

Berlin.

No. 630 is a ring of baked clay, which must have served as a support

for vases with a convex bottom. Twenty-sis similar rings, found at

Eanya, county of Bars, in Hungary, are in the National Museum at Buda-
Pesth ;* they are also found in the Swiss Lake-dwellings and elsewhere.

They are very frequent in the thil'd and fourth pre-historic cities at

Hissarlik ; a fact explained by the many hundreds of vases with a convex

bottom.

It is doubtful whether the object of gneiss No. 631 represents a

hammer; it has a furrow round the middle, and may have served as a

weight for a loom or a door.

3 Vincenzo Crispi, 11 Museo d' Antichita di

Cagliari; Cagliari, 1872, PI. i. Xo. .3.

* Joseph Hampel, AntiquiMs pre'historiques de

la Ilonfjrie, PI. .xiii. fig. 34.
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The very large hammer No. 632, which, according to Mr. Davies, is of

porphyry, has round its middle the marks of the rope by which it was
attached to the handle ; but as the stone weighs more than fifty pounds
troy, the handle must have been very thick : its upper end seems to show
long use. Prof. Virchow suggests that this instrument has probably been

a club for crushing and bruising granite and silicious stone, for mixing
it with the clay for making pottery. No, 633 is of diorite, of a conical

shape, and well polished ; both extremities show long use ; it was probably

No. tl:;i. Ilaiiiim r or Ilruiscr of
Uiurite. (Uullaitual size.

Deptb, 29 ft.)

No. C33. l'r-,{l: ..if Dioiite for

bruising. (Half actual size.

No. 032. Laredo Hammer of Porphyry. Depth, 20 ft.)

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 33 ft.)

used only as a pestle or bruiser. No. 634 is one of the finer specimens of

the common hammers, which occur by many hundreds in all the four

lowest pre-historic cities, and are particularly plentiful in the third and
fourth cities, for in these two cities alone I could have collected some
thousands of them. Mr. Davies, who examined all the specimens of them
contained in my collection at the South Kensington Museum, declares

them to consist of diorite, porphyry, serpentine, hornblende, gneiss, brown
hrcmatite, silicious rock, or gabbro-rock. Most of these rude stone

hammers bear the marks of long use, but a great many others appear to

bo quite new. Similar rude hammers are found in almost all countries,

but certainly nowhere in such an enormous abundance as at Hissarlik.

The shape of one such rude hammer, found at Scamridge, Yorkshire, and
represented by Mr. John Evans,'* is the most frequent at Troy.

Nos. 635 and 630 are two perforated and well-polished balls of ser-

pentine ; but on the ball No. 637 the drilling of the perforation has only

commenced and then been abandoned. The use of these serpentine balls

^ Ancient Stone Lnplcments, kc, p. 221, fig. IGG.
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is a ridtlle to ns ; may tliey perhaps have been attached to lassos for

catching cattle ? I am not aware that they have been found in Europe,

r.aii.
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in Denmark.^" Nos. 641, 642, and 643 are three objects of steatite, of

which the first has three holes, the two otliers only one, through the

No. C41.

No. C40. Stone Implement, with ii deep furrow round it.

(Half actual size. Depth, 23 it.)

Xoi. G 1 1-OiJ. I't-rfurateti Objects of Steatite.

(7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 22 to 26 ft.)

centre. The first two are flat ; the last has the shape of a whorl. In

reviewing, in company with my friend Mr. Athanasibs Koiimanoudes,

Assistant-Keeper of the Museums at Athens, the antiquities excavated

by me four years ago at Mycenae, I find, as before mentioned, that I

collected there more than 300 whorls of blue stone, of this shape or of a

conical form. But, as I have said before, stone whorls are rare at Troy.

Nos. 644 and 645 are whetstones of green stone ; the former has a

furrow around its broader end, the latter a perforation for suspension.

Similar whetstones occur frequently in all the pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik. At Mycenae I found only four of them. I have in the

preceding pages ^ enumerated the other sites where they are found, and

Nos. 614-617. Whetstones of Oreen Stone and polishing Stones of .la-per. (ilalt aeuial size. Depth, 2S to 32 ft.)

I may add that a similar whetstone, found in a sepulchre at Camirus in

Iihodes, is in the British ]\[useum. Similar whetstones are also found at

Szihalom in Hungary, and two of them are in the glass case X. Nos. 82

and 83, in the National Museum of Buda-Pesth. A whetstone of granite,

preserved in the collection of the French School here at Athens, was found

in the pre-historic city, below the strata of pumice-stone and volcanic

ashes, on the Island of Thera (Santorin).

Under Nos. 646 and 647 I represent two specimens of polisliing stones

of jasper, and under Nos. C48, 649, 650, and 651, four more of the same

'" J. .T. A. "Worsaae, Nordiskc Oldsagcr, p. 18, fig. 88. » See p. 2-iS.
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stone, of diorite, and of porphyry, all used for polishing pottor3\

Polishing-stones of a similar shape, of jasper, silicious stone, porphyry,

Xo. 649. Xo. 631.

No. 648.

Xos. 6-4S-651. Polishing Stones of Porphyry, Diorite, or Ja>i)CT. ('2 ; 3 actual size. Depth, 23 to 33 ft.)

<fcc., are very numerous at Troy. Of a very peculiar shape is No. 651,

which is well polished and has almost the shape of an animal, whose eyes

may be represented by a groove on either side of the head. On the back

of this object is incised the sign Q] or mo, which also occurs on two

funnels of the fifth city and on other objects.

Xo. 652.

Xos. C52, 653. Little Pvramid of G.i :id perforated Stone lujplemeut. (Half actual size. Depth, 23 to 32 ft.)

Under No. 652 I represent a small pyramid, which, according to Mr.

Davies, consists of gabbro-rock ; it is of a variegated colour, green and

black, and has through the middle a tubular hole tilled with lead. We are

at a loss to guess what it could have been used for. No. 653 is a per-

forated object of very hard limestone, of a yellowish colour.

1 rfuratfd Stone Implements, perhai'- tual size. Dcpih, 20 ft.)

Nos. 654 and 655 are two objects of silicious stone : the latter has two

perforations, the former only one ; both may have served as weights for

doors or looms.
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Under Nos. 656 to 659 and 663 to 605 I reiiresent seven more saws

of chalcedony or silex, of which several—as, for example, Nos. 656

c.'.r
663

No9. 656-061. Sau-rul' Chalceiloiiy or Flint, ami Knives of ObsiJian. (Half actiuil size. Depth, 24 to 3:! ft.)

No. 667.

No. 666. /

III
I ill II

%

>'u. 66.). Silex Saw. (Half actual size.

Depth, 30 ft.i

fIff» '

Ml

Nos 666, 667. Stone Axes. (Actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

and 665—bear the marks of having been fixed in a wooden handle.

Nos. 660, 661, and 662 are knives of obsidian; but, as I have fully

discussed similar objects in the preceding; pages, I shall not speak of

them here any further, merely adding that knives of obsidian have also

been found in the pre-historic city on the Island of Thera (Santorin).

Nos. 666 to 677 represent twelve axes or chisels which, according to

Professor Maskelyne and My. Davies, are of blue serpentinous rock, green

No. fiR«.

Nos. 668-670. Stone Axes. (Half actual size. Depth, 26 to 32 ft.)

676 611

Nos. 671 67 7. Stone Axes and Cliiscls. (Hall actual sizi'. 1 'tpth, 22 to 32ft.)
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galjbro-rock, grey diorita, dark-green hornstone, and jade or neplirite.

The chisel No. ()72, and the axes Nos. 671, 675, 676, and 677, consist

of the latter rare and precious stone. Though I have discussed the jade

axes at great length in the preceding pages, yet I cannot refrain from

copying here in a foot-note, from the Times, three most interesting letters

on the subject, written by Professor Max Miiller and Mr. Story-Maskelyne,

as well as the very ingenious editorial article of the Times which accom-

panies the former friend's last letter.^

J.VIIK TOCJLS IN SWITZKRLAXD.

(7b the Editor of the Times: Doc. 18, 1879.)

Sir,—The account sent by your correspondeut

at Geneva (Deceniljer 15), of a scraper made of

jade, lately found in the bed of the Rhone, is

verv important. But your covrespondent is

hardly quite right in calling this scraper a soli-

tary specimen. Scrapers or cutting instruments

tnade of real jade are very rare, in Switzerland

and elsewhere, but I have myself seen several

beautiful specimens—among the rest, one found

by Dr. Uhlmann of Miinchen-buchsee, whose

collection of lacustrine antiquities, all taken

out by his own hand from one and the same

small lake, the Moossee-dorfsee, is perhaps the

most authentic and most instructive collection

in the whole of Switzerland.

Your correspondent asks whether, as true

jade is never found in Eurojie, the Aryan wan-

derers could have brought that scraper from the

cradle of their race in Asia. Why not ? If the

Arvan settlers could carry with them into

Europe so ponderous a tool as their language,

without chipping or clipping a single facet, there

is nothing so very surprising in their having

carried along, and carefully preserved from

generation to generation, so handy and so valu-

able an instrument as a scraper or a knife, made
of a substance which is acre perennius.

Oxford, Dec. 17, 1879. F. Max :\Iuller.

Jade as ax old-world ^Mineral.

(Ty the Editor of the Times : Jan. 1, 1880. )

Sir,—The space you have given in your

columns to the curious question discussed by
Professor Rolleston and Mr. Westropp regarding

the sources of pre-historic jade, emboldens me to

hope that you may not reject another letter on

the subject.

I believe Professor Rolleston is right in assert-

ing an Oriental, possibly a single Oriental, source

for the pre-historic jade of the Europ-Asiatic

continent. I think so for these reasons :—Jade

celts are very rare ; they are found, however,

few and far between, from ^Mesopotamia to Brit-

tanv ; and they evince the passion of ever}'' race

cif mankind for the possession of green stones as

objects endowed with an intrinsic preciousness.

Now, if jade was a native product of all or of

several of the numerous countries in the buried

dust of which these jade implements are thus

sporadically scattered, how comes it to jtass that

so remarkable a mineral has never been lit u])on

by the races of men wlio have lived :iikI died in

those countries since the "old men'' wandered

over them ? One does, indeed, see a small jade

celt once worn in a necklace by a Greek girl

still pendant, as a talisman probably, from that

specimen of antique gold jewellery in the British

JIuseum. But it is a celt, not an object of

Roman workmanship. One single cylinder

among the hundreds of Assyrian and Babylonian

cylinders in the same great rejiository attests

tlie e.\ceptional cliaracter of jade as a material

am<ing the peoples who inhabited Mesopotamia,

where, however, jade celts have been found of

still older date. But among the numerous

materials of Egyptian ornamental and sacred

art, jade is, I believe, unknown. There is no

evidence that Greeks or Romans ever employed

jade or (jjace Mr. Westropp) had even a name
for it. Had it been a product of the rivers or

of the quarries of the Roman world, specimens

of it would certainly have survived as the mate-

rial of gems or in some other form of art. It

may seem a startling jiroposition to maintain

that the jade mines of the Kara Kash river, in

the Kuen Luen range, north of the mountains of

Cashmere, should have been the sources of the

jade celts found over the whole of Europe. The

dithculty of believing this seemed all the greater,

for that, while white as well as green jade may
be quarried there, it was only the green jade,

and not the white, which thus permeated the

pre-historic world. But a few months ago Dr.

Schliemann asked me to look at some of the

strange stones which he had lit upon in the

oldest of the cities of Hissarlik, and there, with

several specimens of green jade—one of them

being a beautifully translucent specimen of the

stone—was a single celt of fine white jade, just

such as might have been dug from one of the

pits above the Kara Kash, or fashioned from a

pebble out of its stream.

In contemplating these venerable treasures

from that old town or fortress, one had to recog-

nize that Dr. Schliemann had lit upon a place

of importance, perhaps a sort of emporium
planted on the stream of a pre-historic com-

merce, and situated just at one of the points

where Asiatic products might collect previously

to their being distributed by a process of barter

among the peoples of the West. Or was it a

halting-place at which some great wave of emi-

gration was arrested for a time by the barrier

of the Dardanelles? At any rate, there in con-

siderable numbers were the green jade celts, the
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No. 678 is a saddle-quern of trachyte. I liave discussed saddle-querus

No. 67oi. Sdd.llo-quern vl' I'rarliyte a -t actual sizo. Depth, 33 ft.)

kind, no doubt, more valued on account of their

colour; and there too was this solitary white

celt, their companion probably from a common
far-distant home in the Kuen Luen Jlountains.

To what cause is the failure in the supply of

jade to the world lying to the south and west

of the Pamir, after pre-historic times, to be

attributed ? I do not attempt to answer this

question ; I would only suggest the apparent

evidence of such a fiilure. It is far from im-

probable that the green jade implement had in

some sense a sacred character in pre-historic

times, and was borne westwards by emigrating

peoples, as they might bear their household gods,

while by a slow process of barter specimens

might have penetrated from the Hellespont to

the Atlantic sea-board. And it may be that in

even that remote age, or towards the close of it,

people of Chinese race came to dominate over

the district that produced the jade and closed

the rugged passes that led south and west from

that inhospitable region ; and so, while China

has from time immemorial had jade in plenty,

the rest of the Asiatic continent may have been

cut off from the source of it.s supply. Or, pos-

sibly, the geological changes that have raised

the level of the lands to the north and east of

Persia may have been still in action, and were

gradually increasing the inhospitable features of

the district towards the close of the period

which we call the pi'e-historic period in Asia.

It is probable that other sources of jade further

north may have contributed some of the material

borne westward in the form of celts. The Amoor
in the far north rolls down jade pebbles from

the Yablono Mountains of the Trans-Baikal dis-

trict of Siberia, and the Chinese have probably

some sources of green jade unknown tons. Their

jadeite, a dilTerent mineral from jade, is supplied,

though probably not exclusively, Ijy mines in

the mountains to the north-west of lihamo in

the Lao State of Burmah.
The introduction of jade, or at least its use as

a material fur artistic workmanship, in India,

dates almost from yesterday, since it belongs to

the time of the early Mogul Emperors of Delhi.

" Tlie magnificent son of Akbar," Jehanghir, and

Shah Jehan seem to have taken pleasure in jade

cups and ornaments ; and the art of inlaid work
that found such exquisite expression in the Taj

Jlahal was copied under their munificent aus-

pices in the most precious materials, rubies and

diamonds and other precious stones being inlaid

in jade of various colours, which was cut in

delicate oj)enwork and adorned with enamels, in

the prodi'.ction of which India is still unrivalled.

The collection of these beautiful productions of

Indian art contained in the India Museum is the

finest ever brought together. It was purchased,

at a suggestion from myself, when the present

Chancellor of the Exchequer [Sir Stat^brd North-

cote] was Secretary of State for India ; a selec-

tion having been made by the late Sir Digbv

Wyatt and me from an unique collection of

jade vessels of all sorts, formed at great expense

and trouble by the late Colonel Charles Seaton

Guthrie.

But these may be said to be the only forms in

which civilized man beyond the confines of China

has made jade the material for carving artistic

creations.

The Mexicans worked a kind of jadeite. The
Maoris worked jade, which is a native mineral

in their hornblendic rocks ; and the inhabitants

of New Caledonia, and indeed of Polynesia gene-

rally, have fashioned jade or some varieties of

jadeite into implements, useful, oinamental, and
perhaps too, in some sense, sacred.

Jade is erroneously supposed to be a verv hard
substance. It is by no means so. Its most re-

markable property—a property eminently fitting

it for an implement— is an extraordinary tough-
ness. Like well-tempered steel, in which tough-

ness is combined with only enough hardness to

do the work of cutting and to retain anedoje, the

imidement of jade shared with the im>)lem>nt of
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in the preceding pages : I repeat that they are very abundant in the

fibrolite an unique combination of these quali-

ties, essential alike in a weapon and in a working

tool. 1 am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Is'evil Story-Maskelyxe,

British Museum, Dec. 30, 1879.

Jade Tools.

{To the Editor of the Times: Jan. 15, 1880.)

Sir,—The interesting and instructive letters

on jade tools, to which you have lately gi-anted

admission in your columns, will, I hope, have

convinced most of your readers that the theory

which I tried to ui)hold in my letter, published

in the Times of Decemljer 16, was not quite so

wild as at first sight it may have appeared.

What are called wild theories are in many cases

very tame theories. Students at first laugh at

them, turn their backs on them, and try every

possible exit to escape from them. But at last,

when they are hemmed in by facts on every

side, and see that there is no escape, they tamely

submit to the inevitable, and after a time the

inevitable is generally found to be the intelli-

gible and the reasonable.

The problem of the jade tools is really very

simple. ^lineralogists assure \\o that jade is a

mineral the identity of which, if properly tested,

admits of no doiibt, and they tell us with equal

confidence that Europe does not jiroduce true

jade. These two statements I accept as true till

they are upset by competent authorities. If,

therefore, jade tools of exquisite workmanship

are found in Europe during what is called the

Stone age, I do not see how we can escape from

the conclusion that these tools were brought

from those well-defined areas in Asia—I suppose

I may leave out of consideration America and

Oceania—where alone jade has been found, and

where it is still worked to the present day.

Some of these are not so very distant, for true

jade is found in the Caucasus lud the Ural

^lountains. I do not deny that at first one feels

a little giddy when, while handling one of those

precious scrapers, one is told that the identical

scraper was the property of the first discoverers

of Europe. And it was chiefly in order to

remove that feeling of giddiness that I wished to

call attention to another class of tools, equally

ancient, possibly evea more ancient, which were

likewise brought into Europe from Asia by our

earliest ancestors, and which we use every day

without feeling the least surprise. Though no

one nowadays doubts that our language came

from the East, yet we do not always realize the

close continuity between ancient and modern

speech and the unbroken chain that holds all

the Aryan dialects together from India to

Ireland. We wonder how jade tools should

have been brought from the East and passed

from hand to hand during many thousands of

years, " before pockets were invented," and yet

every word of our language came from the East

and must have passed from hand to hand

during thousands of years before pocket dic-

tionaries were invented. If we take such useful

tools as our numerals, and consider what is pre-

supposed by the fact that, making allowance for

a certain amount of phonetic wear and tear,

these numerals are the same in Sanskrit and in

English, we shall, I think, feel less upset, even

when brought face to face with the jade tools in

the lacustrine dwellings of Switzerland. Aye, I

go a step further. Let us look at the fact

that, of all the numerals from one to ten in

Sanskrit, saptd (seven) and ashtau (eight) alone

have the accent on the last syllable, and then

turn our eyes to ancient and even to modern
Greek, and observe exactly the same exceptional

accentuation there. Any one who can look with-

out a tremor into the depth thus suddenly

opened before our eyes w^ill hardly feel a swim-
ming of the head when examining the wililest

theories that have been founded on the jade tools

unearthed in Switzerland and other parts of

Western Europe.

It is not necessary to enter here on the ques-

tion, whether these jade instruments were

brought into Europe by Aryan or pre-Aryan

colonists. It is certainly strange that there is

no ancient Aryan name for jade, but neither is

there a pre-Aryan or Turanian name for it in

any of the ancient Indo-European languages. I

have collected elsewhere {Lectures on the Science

of Lanijuage, vol. ii. p. 251, 9th ed.) some facts

which make it seem not unlikely that Aryan lan-

guages were spoken in Europe during the age of

stone and the prevalence of the Scotch fir, and I

may add that the nature of the arguments

brought forward against that hypothesis has

strengthened rather than weakened my own con-

fidence in it. Yet it is an hypothesis only. But,

whether brought by Aryan or pre-Aryan settlers,

certain it is that these jade tools were not made
in Europe, and that, though jade is softer in situ,

they testify to a high degree of humanity and

mechanical skill among the people who made
them.

Jly friends Professors Rolleston and Maskelyne

have left me but little to add in support of the

foreign origin of the jade tools. Two facts only

I may still mention, because they may help

others, as they helped me, in forming their own
opinion on the subject.

It is a fact, I believe, that with a few and

somewhat apocryphal exceptions, such as the

finds at Potsdam and Schwemsal, no raw or un-

worked jade has ever been met with anywhere

in Europe. This, to my mind, speaks volumes.

It is another fact that there is in Europe no

ancient name for jade. If on page 311 of H.

Fischer's excellent work on Ncphrit und Jadeit,

1875, we consult the chronological list of writers

by whom jade is mentioned, we find in ancient

times the name of jaspis, jaspis virens, jaspis
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four lower pre-lnstoric cities, particularly in tlie third and fourth ;
nay,

viridis, hut notliing to enable us to identity tliat

name with true jade. Jaspls itself is a name of

Semitic origin. In Chinese, on the contrary, wo

find from the most ancient to the most recent

times the recognized name for jade—viz. iju or

chiu. It is mentioned as an article of tribute in

Professor Legge's translation of the Shu-King

{Sacred Books of the East, vol. iii. p. 72), and it

is curious to find in that, as we are told, most

ancient among ancient books, articles such as

" gold, iron, silver, steel, copper, and Hint stones

to make arrow-heads," all mentioned together as

belonging to the same period, and all equally

acceptable as tribute at the Imjierial Court.

Forsnn et hnec ol'un rneininisse jurahit I The word

jade \< not met with before the discovery of

America. The jade brought from America was

called by the Spaniards plcdra dc yjada, because

for a long time it was believed to cure pain in

the side. For similar reasons it was called

afterwards lapis ncphrlticus (nephrite), lipis

ischiadicus, lapis divinus, jiicdra dc los reiiones,

piedra ischada, pictra del fianclio, kidney-stone,

Lendenhelfer, &c. The first who introduced

this new nomenclature into Europe seems to

have been Monardes, in his I/istoria Medicinal

do las 'Cosas que se traen de las fndias Occi-

dentales ; Sevilla, 1569. The name which he

uses, piedra de yjada, is meant for piedra de

ijada, i.e. groin-stone, or a stone supposed to

remove pain in the groin. The Spanish ijada

is, according to the Dictionary of the Spanish

Academy, il lado del animal dehaxo del vientre

junto al anca, and there can be little doubt that

it is derived from the Latin ilia. Iliaco in

Spanish is il dolor colico. As the nam.e ij'ida,

jada, or jade, and the belief in its healing

powers, came from America, it can only be an

accidental coincidence if, as Professor Skeat tells

us in his excellent Kti/moloi]ical Dictionanj,

there e.visted in Sanskrit Buddhist texts the

word yedd as a name of a material out of which

ornaments were made.

This is the state of the question of the jade

tools at the present moment. To those who
wish to study its history in all its bearings,

Fischer's exhaustive work on Xcphrit und ,/adeit

will give the necessary information. His survey

of the literature on a subject apparently so

abstruse and remote from general interest fills

no less than 248 pages.—Your obedient servant,

Oxford, Jan. 10, 1880. F. Max JIullkij.

Editomial Auticlk, Times,-.Ian. 15, 1880.

" Swiss dredgers did something more last

December than bring up from the bed of the

river Rhone a ]iiece of polished carved stone.

They uncovered the very foundations of history.

It is as if the channel of the Calabrinn river

had been laid bare, and the tomb of the Visi-

goth conqueror of Italy revealed, with all its

pomp of pillaged gold and gems. Only, the jade

scraper found among the lacustrine dwellings of

Switzerland is the key, not to mere dead remains

of a vanished civilization, but to the languages

living men speak and to the thoughts they think.

Professor JIa.K Wiiller, in the letter we publish

to-day, opens up so many suggestive and pro-

found ideas, that the question on the nature and

origin of manufactured jade, which was the basis

of them all, is in some danger of being buried

under the pile of riches of which it has unlocked

the doors. Vet, were there nothing beside and

beyond it, the inquiry would be sufficiently iu-

tric.it e, how this Rhone ^ade scraper came among

the Alps, whence was brought the mineral, and

whence the skill which sculptured it, why it was

valued, and in what way it was used. At every

turn the history of jade involves us in a dense

tliicket of problems. The further the explorer

advances, the more entangled he finds himself

" The Chinese have possessed jade from before

the beginning of human recoi'ds. In 'the most

ancient among most ancient books ' jade is

enumerated as an article of tribute to sovereigns

of China. Throughout the thousands of years

of human history until the discovery of New
Zealand the only known worked mines of pure

jade were on the river Kara Kash, in the Kuen

Luen Jlountains. Over that region China was

suzerain ; and thus the source of Chinese jade

can be traced. Tiie strange thing is that,

though Europe also has jiossessed jade, no one

can say on more than theoi-otical evidence

whence the European jade came. The lake-

dwidiers of Switzerland are discovered in

possession of it. It is found, however rarely,

among tlie ornaments of Roman ladies. Dr.

Schliiinanu has dug it up in the ruins of his

Ilium. It is never found nmong pre-historic

monuments except with marks of manufacture

ujion it ; but the manufacture testifies, often

unmistakably, if not always, not to European

art, but to Eastern. This jade scraper, or striijil,

from the Rhone could neither have been wrought

nor, it may be supposed, used by its lacustrine

owner. It would have had its meaning in a

Pomjieian mansion or in an Oriental vajjour-

bath, but not amid the forests and torrents and

glacial atmosphere of the Alps. As the in-

quirer advances into the domain of history, jade

advances with him. But the secret of its

presi-nce in Assyrian and Greek and Roman

palaces is no more jilainly solved than among

stone )iile hovels. The ancients, though they

esteemed it very precious, had not even a distinct

name for it. They called it jasper, though

jasper it clearly is not. The jVIiddJe Ages of

Europe valued the stone, but had no more under-

standing of the process by which it came into

their liands than Greeks and Romans. India

itself, while it made much account of it. received

it as something strange and mysterious. The

Mogul Emperors of Delhi had the jade, which

2 G
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that I could liavo collected thousands of them. To the list of localities in

came tliey hardly knew whence, cut and jewelled

and enamelled. They called Italian ai'tists from

N'cnice and Genoa, and bid tlieni work it into

ihe oxqui.vite shapes which drive Euro])ean jade

ciilloclors mad after a sjjecial form of insanity,

lint the spring and fountain-head of the material

which their artists wrought uprn remained

hidden in the clouds of legend and fable. Before,

however, the Moguls had transformed a cult

into a j)assion and a fashion, veins of a mineral

I'csembling jade had become known to Europe,

(hough not to Asia. The Spaniards, when tliey

occupied the southern regions of the New World,

fiiund there, too, not indeed pure jade, but a

stone of similar j)roperties, prized and rever-

enced. The Aztecs wore jadeite ornaments

carved after their manner, and reposed faith in

them as charms against disease. Their con-

querors soon learnt where they obtained the

substance itself, and then for the first time jade

acquired a real European name. As if to confirm

faith in the occult powers of the mineral, when
Oceania was explored, pure jade deposits were

iliscovered ; and it was discovered, also, that the

Maoris credited the stone with the same healing

qualities as the natives of Spanish America.

" Here, then, is a mineral which four out of

the five divisions of the globe have agreed to

covet and adore without understanding in the

least why or wherefore. Africa alone has re-

sisted the worship of jade. It does not apjjcar

among the treasures of the Pharaohs. The

stone in its natural state has distinctive merits.

The colour, shading from dark green to milky

white, is seductive to artistic eyes. It possesses

also, as Professor Story-Maskelyne has told us,

the virtue of an extraordinary toughness. Easy

to work when freshly extracted from the stratum,

it hardens just sufficiently to do the work of

cutting yet retain an edge. On that account

New Zealauders used jade as Well for tomahawks

as for amulets, and the jade relics disinterred in

Switzerland are often in the shape of hatchets.

Yet, throughout the early stages of the world,

there was clearly another use of jade, inde-

pendent of the commonjdace necessities of life,

and which made its value higher in the eves

of primitive man. When Akbar's son and his

luxurious successors accumulated their exquisite

carvings in jade, the texture would seem to have

constituted the stone's essential attraction.

What, however, had at first fascinated the

world's regard was not toughness and texture

or even beauty ; it was some recondite associa-

tion with a sentiment and a legend which had
engrafted itself for once and for all on human
nature. There is one problem nf jade : another,

not altogether disconnected from tha*, is the

difficult question whence and how the mineral

has wandered from its only known sources. It

cannot have been extracted from European rocks,

or modern traces of it would have been before

this time unearthed. Jade hatchets have been

found in Brittany, and even in Ireland, as well

iu Switzerland. If Euro)>ean mines had supplied

the material of the ubiquitous relics, it would be

one more enigma added to the rest, that in the

countless ages since these treasures of museums
were hammered and carved, modern Europeans

should rever have lighted upon a single un-

worked morsel of the vein whence they were

hewed. By a species of exhaustive process of

argument, the mind is forced to one particular

inference. Bretons of Brittany, Celts of Ire-

land, lake-dwellers under the shadow of Jlont

Blanc, must have conveyed with them their jade

ornaments and utensils from the far-away home

of themselves and jade in Central Asia, for the

simple reason that they could have found the

material nowhere in their new country. An
Oriental or Greek or Roman scraper found in the

lilione might conceivably have been the fruit of

old plundering forays across the Alps into Italy.

But jade hatchets could not have been robbed

from classical Italy. Greeks and Uomans knew

nothing of. the traces of the Stone age which

students have now discovered alike in the

learned dust of Italy and the primeval forests

of America.

Professor Max Jliiller's argument leads us into

a loftier region of speculation. There may be

no alternative for the hypothesis that European

barbarians brought with them from Asia the

jade wliich archaologists have traced to their

possession. But at first sight the explanation

appears to be itself inexplicable. Tossed over

such an ocean of deserts, forests, wildernesses,

frozen mountains, and parched jilains, as those

poor wanderers, our Eurojiean forefathers, had to

traverse, they might be imagined cast up on the

desolate extremities of the world without a single

recognizable trace of the similitude they bore

when launched on their wotul journey. That

these tempest-buffeted Aryans should, when reco-

vering from their swoon of bewilderment at the

strange land on which their feet at last were

resting, have found in their hands a jade hatchet

or jewel which they had prized as a charm,

whether against earthquakes or disease, in the

depths of torrid Asia, doubtless seems as abso-

lutely impossible as that a child disowned at the

Tav bridge should be washed on shore holding

the toy it was playing with at the moment of

the plunge into the abyss. Professor M tiller would

allow it to be impossible if a more impossible

phenomenon had not proved itself possible. A
language is the growth of circumstances. No
circumstances could be less alike than those

which environed Indo-Europeans when they were

Asiatics and when they became Europeans. As

thev passed from their first country to their

last all must have been tempting them to forget

their earlv language and to frame their tongues

to a new speech. Gradually, it might have been
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which similar saddle-querns are found, I may
add the Italian terramare^ and Holyhead* in

England. No. 679 is a large piece of granite,

flat on the lower side, with a large hole

through the centre. The hole is too large

for us to suppose that the stone could, by

means of a wooden handle, have been used

as an upper millstone ; I rather think that

it served as a support for vases with convex

bottoms. Similar to this are the stone discs,

which are plentiful in the four low^est pre-

historic cities ; they are of course quite

round, and have a large hole through the

centre.

No. G80 marks a massive hammer of Ko. 079. ]'eilui'..t> d ubject of Granite.

(About 1 : 5 actual size. Deptti, 33 ft.)

expected, first one ttini cif expression, one tone

would have dropped away, and then another,

till nothing of the old sui'vived. On the con-

trary, they brought with them, wherever their

lot was cast on this wide world, their vocabulary

almost intact. So careful were they to lose

nothing that, though everything counselled

change, so delicate a thing as an accent on a

couple of numerals has withstood what might
have seemed the irrei)ressible genius of Attic

and Doric and Ionic Greek. Jf they could

transport their Aryan speech to the banks of the

Khono, they might, yet more easilv, urges Pro-

fessor M'llicr, tiansi)ort a few fragments of

stone. They might as easily, he might have

jiroceedeil to argue, transport the undefined

instinct and the I'eligion which made those frag-

ments of stone precious in their eves. It is a

wide field of thought to which the Professor has

led us. Traversing it we feel composite beings,

centos and compilations, ourselves and all our

belongings, of the dead past, which in us lives

and breathes. In one respect Professor JI tiller

is even too successful in meeting tiie argument

of the supposed impossibility of the transport of

jade by the more than equal hypothetical im-

possibility of the transport of a language. In

the case in point the jade has l)eon convoyed
;

the name for jade, the Professor himself tells us,

was not conveyed. If any addition were needed

to the many physical and historical and ])hilo-

sophical mysteries of this strange mineral, there

it is."

Jade.

(To the Editir of the Times: Jan. 10, ISgO.)

Sir,—It is curious to find the remark in a

leading article in the Times of Thursday to the

effect that the ancients had no distinct name for

jade confirmed also in the case of the Chinese.

They call it Vnh or the gem, and they have

classified the different kinds known to them

under seventy-seven headings, but for the mineral

itself they have no distinct generic name. Unlike,

however, the admirers of jade in other countries,

they have at least tried to explain why, to use

the words of the leading article, they " covet

and adore it." According to the celebrated

philosopher Kwan Chung, who wrote in the

seventh century is.c., the contemplation of a

piece of jade opens to the eyes of a true China-

man a whole vista of poetic visions. In it ho

sees refiected nine of the highest attainments of

humanity. In its glossy smoothness he recog-

nizes the emblem of benevolence ; in its bright

polish he sees knowledge emblematized ; in its

unbending firmness, righteousness; in its modest

harmlessness, virtuous action ; in its rarity and

spotlessness, purity ; in its imjierishableness,

endurance; in the way in which it exposes its

every fl.lw, ingenuousness; in that, though of

surpassing beauty, it passes from hand to hand

without being sullied, moral conduct ; and in

that when struck it gives forth a note which

floats sharply and distinctly to a distance, music.

" It is thi^i," adils the philosopher, " which makes

men esteem it as most precious, and leads them

to regard it as a diviner of judgments, and as a

charm of happy omen."

Other philosophers who have dived into the

dojiths of the very being of this mysterious

mineral have pronounced it to be no other than

the essence of heaven and earth. Hence its

enhanced title to honour, and its supposed

l)otency as a charm. That the veneration shown
for jade in China rests on no more substantial

basis than the visions of mystics need not sur-

prise us. Are not most of the beliefs which lead

men captive founded on dreams ?—-I am, Sir,

your obedient servant, Robkri' K. Douglas.

5, College Gardens, Dul<iich, Jan. 17.

' \V. Helbig, Die Italiker in der Pocbenc ; Leip-

zig, 1879, pp. 17, 101.

* See Mr. Owen Stanley's paper in the

Archwolojical Journal.
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diorite. Xos. G81 to 084 are objects of white marble or compact lime-

stone, and proljal)ly i)]ialU or priapi.

No. Gsu. jMassive Haiiiiuer of

Jjiorite. ( 1 : -t actual size.

Dcpih, :n ft.')

N-'>. (iSI. I'n.lMbly - rriapns '%^'
(Ilalfactual cize. Depth, 19 ft.) W-i

EwM
i'f

Ko. Cs2. OliJ<?ct of white Marble,

probably z Priapus. (Actual size.

Depth, 30 ft.)

No. eS4. Object of Stone, prolxibly a Priapus.

i Half actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

J^o. 683. Object of mmi,,., piol.ably a PriapuG.

(Half actual size. Ikptb, 26 ft.)

As I have had occasion to mention before,^ Prof. Saj^ce writes to me :

"When travelling in Lydia last year (Geptember 1879), I discovered a

cnrious monument hidden in bushes on the northern slope of Mount

Sipylus, about half a mile to the east of the famous statue of Kiobe, and not

far from the top of the cliff. It was a large phallus, with a niche cut out

of the rock on either side of it, and two pit-tombs in front similar to

the pit-tomb in front of the statue of Niobe. The phallus was a natural

formation, like that near Bidarray in the Pyrenees, which I once visited,

Sec p. 278.
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and which is still an object of veneration and a place of pilgrimage

among the Basque women. The natural formation, however, had been

assisted by art. The artificial niches at the side were each about half

a foot from the image. It must plainly have been a place of pilgrimage

in the pre-historic days of Lydia, and the Lydiau women may have visited

it, just as the Basque women still visit the so-called ' Saint of Bidarray,'

in the hope of getting ofi'spring. I noticed my discovery in a letter to

the Aeadeinfj of October 18th, 1879,"

I now come to discuss the metals of this third, the burnt city, and

I begin with the objects contained in the large Treasure discovered by me
on the great wall close to the ancient royal mansion to the north-west

of the gate, at the place marked A on Plan I. I shall here first name

the various articles contained in the Treasure in the order in vrhicli I took

them out :

—

1. The copper shield, Xo. 799. -

2. The copper cauldron, No. 800

3. The copper plate. No. 782.

4. A fractured copper vase.

5. The globular gold bottle. No. 775.

6. The large Seira^ u/j-(f)iKUTTeXXov, Nos. 772 and 773.

7. Six silver talents, Nos. 787 to 792.

8. Three silver vases, Nos. 779, 780, 781.

9. One silver vase-cover. No. 778.

10. A silver cup, No. 785.

11. A silver cup or dish (^iaX?/), No. 786.

12. Two silver vases, Nos. 783 and 784.

13. Thirteen bronze lance heads, of which I represent six in the

engravings Nos. 801 to 805 and 815.

14. Fourteen battle axes of bronze, of which five are represented under

Nos. 806 to 809 and 810.

15. Seven double-edged bronze daggers ; see the fimr represented under

Nos. 811 to 814, and the two curious bronze weapons Nos. 816, 817.

10. A bronze knife, like No. 95() or No. 967.

17. The copper (or bronze ?) key, No. 818.

The silver vase. No. 779, was found to contain on the bottom ;

—

18. A gold diadem (TrXeKTi) dvaBeafir]), Nos. 685 and 686.

19. Another such diadem, No. 687.

20. A gold fillet, No. 767.

21. Four gold ear-rings with pendants, Nos. 768-771.

Among and upon these lay :
—

22. The fifty-six gold car-rings, like Nos. 694, 695, 698-704, 752-764.

23. The 8700 small gold rings, perforated prisms, dice, gold buttons,

small perforated gold bars, small ear-rings, &c., represented by the

separate cuts Nos. 696, 697, 705 to 738, 765, 766, and by those of the

thirteen necklaces, Nos. 739 745 and Nos. 746-751.

Upon these lay :--

24. The six gold bracelets, No. 089, four of which arc shown separately,

Nos. 690 to 693.
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And on the top lay :
—

25. The gold goblet, No. 770.

26. The goLlet of electrum, No. 777.

As I found all these articles together, forming a quadrangular mass,

or packed into one another, it seems to be certain that they were placed

on the city-wall in a wooden chest ((pwpia/j.o's), such as those mentioned

by Homer as being in the palace of King Priam :
" And he opened the

beautiful lids of the boxes; he selected from out of them twelve gorgeous

garments, then twelve simple vestures and as many carpets, also as many
mantles and as many tunics. AVeighing then the gold, he took ten full

talents ; also two shining tripods and four cauldrons ; also a most beautiful

gol)let, a rich possession which the men of Thrace had presented to him

when he went thither as ambassador : even this the old man did not spare

now in the palace, but he excessively desired in his mind to ransom his

beloved son." ^ The contents of Priam's chests may, therefore, well le

compared with the articles of the treasure before us.

It is possible that in the conflagration some one hurriedly packed the

treasure into the chest, and carried it off without having time to pull out

the key ; that when he reached the wall, however, the hand of the enemy
or the fire overtojok him. and he was obliged to abandon the chest, which

was immediately covered to a height of from 5 to 6 ft. with the reddish or

yellow ashes and the bricks of the adjoining royal house. This was

certainly my opinion at the time of the discovery ; but since then I have

found, in the presence of Professor Yirchow and M. Burnouf, on the very

same wall, and only a few yards to the north of the spot where the

large treasure was discovered, another smaller treasure, and three more

treasures on and near the walls of the adjoining royal house. I, there-

fore, now rather believe that all these treasures have fallen in the con-

flagration from the upper storeys of the royal house.

This appears to be the more likely, as, a few days previously to the

discovery of the large treasure, I found close to it a helmet in fragments

and the silver vase No. 793, with the goblet of electrum No. 794, all of

which articles I shall discuss in the subsequent pages.

On the wood-ashes and bricks, which covered the treasure to a depth

of 5 or 6 ft., the people of the following, the fourth city, erected a forti-

fication wall, 20 ft. high and 6 ft. broad, composed of large hewn and

unhewn stones and earth : this wall, which has been demolished in the

subsequent excavations, extended to within 3j ft. of the surface of

the hill.

The gold diadem (jr-XeKT)] uvahecr/j,}]),'^ No. 085, of which No. 680

" //. xxiv. 228-237 : e|ecri7jv iKQovTi, fiiya Krepas • ovSe vv tov irep

'H, Kal (pdipiauobp iiTidr)ixa.Ta KaX' aytwyev, (peiffaT' eVi iJ.eya.pois 6 yepuv, irepl S' ijdfXe Bvfiw

€v9ev SdSeKo. fxiv TrepLKaW^as t^eAe TreVAous, Avaacrdat (p'lKov vlov.

5ti5e/ca 5" oLTrAoiSaj x^aiVas. Tocro-ouj 5e TaTTTjras, ' Mr. Gladstone has iugeniously suggestol

TOffffa. 5e (papea Ka\d, touovs 8' ittI rolat that these gold diadems, Nos. 685 and 087.

X'TCt'j'aj. must be identical in form with the wXeKTi) ava-

Xpvffov Si (TTTjaas tcpepiv SfKa travTa raKavra, SicTfxTj which Andromache casts from her head in

€K 5e 5u zidciivas rpiTroSas, iriavpas 5e \e0riTas, her profound grief over the death of Hector; the

(K 5e SeVos TrepiKaWfs, o ol @pf}Kes izopov order of the words implies that this ornament

avSpis was worn over the KpTjSefj.voi' :
'• Far from her
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5 »:

%2-

gives another view, consists of a fillet, 22 in. long and nearly h in. broad,

from which there hang on either side 7 little chains to cover the

head slie threw the glistonin? .ndommonts, //. xxii. 408-470

:

the fillet, the net, and the beautifully entwined tT/Ae 8' airh Kparhs $d\e Zfcrfxara aiya\6(VTa,

diadem, also the veil which goldeu Ai)hrodite ikuirvKa, KeKpiKpaKov re I5e ttK^kt^v avaSffffiriv

had presented to her." icpTj^e/xvuv 6', o (>d. ol duKe XP"<^^V 'A<ppo5iTT].
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temples, each of wliich consists of 50 double rings, and between every 4 of

these ring^ is snsnendcd an hexagonal leaf having a groove lengthwise :

Xo. 636. Another View of the same Diadem.

these chains are joined to one another by four little cross chains. At the

end of each of the side chains hangs a figure similar in shape to the

Trojan idols. Indeed, after having looked over the ^Yhole series of Trojan

idols, no one can suppose that the primitive goldsmith could have intended

to represent here anything else but idols. The only difference between

these and the stone idols is that the eyes and the lieak, instead of being

incised, are here given in relief, and that the latter reaches down to the

bottom ; further that the knees (or feet ?) are indicated here, like the eyes,

by protruding points, and that both eyes and knees are surrounded by

circles of small dots. Each idol is nearly an inch long ; their breadth at

the lower end is about 3-4ths in. The entire length of each of these

chains, with the idols, amounts to 10*4 in. Between these ornaments for

the temples there are 50 little pendant chains, each of which consists of 21

double rings, and between every 4 of these rings there is an hexagonal leaf.

At the end of each little chain hangs an idol of identical form, 3-5ths in.

high ; the length of these short chains with the idols is only 4 in. The

number of double rings, of which the 64 chains of this diadem is composed,

amounts to 1750, and the number of hexagonal leaves to 354 ; the number

of suspended idols is 64.
•

The other gold diadem (vrXe/fr?) uvaBea-firj), No. 687, is 20*4 in. long

across the top. Instead of a fillet, as in No. 685, it consists of a gold

chain, composed of 295 rings of double gold wire, from which are sus-

pended on each side 8 chains, 15'8 in. long. Each of these consists of

360 rings made of double gold wire, and between every 3 of such rings

is fastened a lancet-shaped leaf. At the end of each of these chains is

suspended a figure 1'3 in. long, in which we again recognize the usual

form of the idol ; but here no face is indicated : we only see one dot where
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the forehead ought to be, another in the middle, and three helow ; each

idol is also ornamented with lines of points. Between these ornaments

Nu. (i:i7. Guld Diadem (TrAeKTr; ara6.<rMrj). Lfugib 2U ' 4 in., u itli 74 >liurl iiml IG.luiig chains,

contained in tlie large Trojan treasure. (1 : 3 actual size. Deptb, 28 ft.)

for the temples there are likewise 74 small chains, 4 in. long, each of which

consists of 84 rings of double gold wire, and is adorned with 28 lancet-

shaped leaves. At the end of each chain is suspended a large leaf of a

similar form. Let us compute tlie number of double rings and leaves of

this wonderful head-dress :

—

In the upper chain : double rinf^s

111 each of tlu; IG tcmplo chains :

3G0 douhle rings :( IG X .3(;0)

Small liincet-shupcd leaves

In each of the 74 sliort forehead chains :

84 double rin;:cs : (74 X 84)

Small lancet-shaped leaves

Besides these: large lancet-shaped leaves .

.

Total of rings and leaves .

.

Grand total of jiicccs (with the 10 idols).

All the leaves arc suspended by holes to the wires.

Rinfc^.

295

7C,0

G21G

Vaves.

1H20

2072

74

12271 & 40G6

16.353
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My friend Mr. Carlo Giiiliano, the celebrated London goldsmith of

antiques, who kindly devoted six hours of his precious time to examining

the Trojan jewels with me, explains to me that all the idols and leaves

of hoth diadems (Nos. 685 and 687) were cut out with a bronze punch

from thin gold plate. To make the very thin wire the Trojans could have

used only ingots of very

pure gold, which they forced

through the holes of the

draw-plate, and which they

could gradually and easily

reduce to an extreme fine-

ness. Alloyed gold could

not have been used to make

such very fine wire.

Our illustration No. 688

represents the diadem No.

687 as it might have been

worn by a Trojan lady.

No. 689 represents the

entangled mass of six gold

bracelets precisely in the

state in which I found them.

Two of these bracelets, re-

presented separately under

Nos. 690 and 691, are

double, l-4th in. thick, but

quite plain, and have at

each end a knob similar to

that which we see at one

end of the bracelet No. 918.

Two others, of which I represent one under No. 692, are only l-6th in.

thick; they are also simple and closed: a fifth is likewise closed, but

consists of an ornamented band l-25th in. thick

and l-3rd in. broad. According to Mr. Giuliano,

this has been made in the following way :—Two
gold wires were twisted in opposite directions, the

one to the right, the other to the left ; then a

gold wire was soldered to the twist on each side,

as is evident from the many places where the

soldering is deficient. I do not ^ give here a

separate engraving of this bracelet, as the photo-

graph has not succeeded. The sixth bracelet,

which I represent under No. 693, is double, and

consists of a quadrangular wire which has been

twisted. I call particular attention to the small

size of these bracelets, especially to that of the bracelets Nos. 692

and 693, which seems to denote that the Trojan ladies had astoundingly

small arms.

Nu. 6d8. The Dmdem (Xo. Gil) shown as it was worn.

Xo. Gs;». Six Cold Bracelets, all

stuck togethsr in one packet,

as they were found in the large

Trojan treasure. (About 1 : 3

actual size, lieptb, 2S It.)
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No. 690.

Mo. 691.
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Nos S9n-693 r.^presont in actual size four of the six Bracelets coutaiiioa in tli,. ^Mdi.t Xj. Cj
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So. 69 1.

No. 60.-,.

Nos. i;'.»l, to.'). Two of the Gold Ear-rings

IVoiu the small Gold .Jewels in tiic Silver

Jug (.No. 779) of the large Treasure.

(Half actual size. Depth, 2S ft.)

Of the 5G gold ear-rings, I represent the different shapes under

Nos. 694, 095, No3. G98 to 704, and Xos. 752 to 704. With the excep-

tion of Nos. 703 and 704, all these ear-

rings consist of solid gold wires, which

were soldered together, one end being beaten

out into a ring and point ; then grooves

were sunk to receive the beads which we
see on Nos. 098, 700, 701, and 702. The

curious ear-ring No. 703 is in the form of

two serpents, and No. 704 in form of three

such serpents. They consist, as Mr. Giuliano

explains, of as many plates as there are serpents : these plates were

bossed out, and rows of grooves made in each of them ; then the two

bossed plates were joined together and the lines of grooves filled with

globular grains ; after that a gold bead was soldered to each end ; into

the bead at the one extremity was then soldered a globular piece of

gold, such as we see it on the thick end of the ear-ring No. 841, whereas

a gold wire was soldered to the other side to form the ear-ring. Here,

therefore, we see for the first time granular work.

Very simple but highly curious are the gold ear-rings Nos. 705 and

706, of which about a dozen were found. They are nearly in the form of

our modern shirt studs, and are 0*3 in. long. They are, however, not

69b 607

iGOOOGOOOOOOOOCOOOQOol \~OCZOC::)C O OOOOOOCGCOOOo)

698 ggg

:2-i T29 730 731 732 733 734

Kos. 696-73'. S lection from the small Gold Jewels in the Silver Jug (Xo. 770) contained in the

large Trojan treasure. (About 2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

soldered, but simply stuck together ; for, as we see in No. 707, from

the cavity of the one-half there projects a tube (avXia-KOs) l-4th in. long,

and from the other, No. 708, a pin (e/x/3oXoz^) of the same length, and the

pin was merely stuck into the tube to form the ear-ring. Each half of

these ear-rings consists of two small gold plates, of whi«h the one has
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been hammered into a miniature bowl, the other turned into a small

tul)e or into a pin. Then the little tube was soldered into one of the

little bowls, the pin was soldered into the other, and the ear-ring was

formed by merely putting the pin of the one half into the tube of the

other.

My friend Professor Wolfgang Helbig*^ does not admit that jewels

such as Nos. 694, 695, 698, 700, 701, 702, and 752 to 764 can have been

used as ear-rings. He is of opinion that they served as ornaments for the

hair. Professor Virchow observes to me that they look more like nose-

rino-s than like ear-rings. But I certainly believe they were used as

ear-rings, and for nothing else.

Very curious also are the gold studs, l-5th in. high, of which I

represent three under Nos. 709 to 711 ; they have in their cavity a ring

l-8th in. broad for sewing them on : of these studs about a dozen were

found.

Under Nos. 712-738 I represent the various shapes of the 8700 small

objects of gold, already mentioned as having been found in the silver vase,

No. 779. I have strung these in two sets ; one of which, consisting of

4610 objects, is represented by the 13 necklaces, Nos. 739 to 745 and

Nos. 746 to 751. The other set of 12 necklaces, containing 4090 objects,

is precisely similar. The reader sees here gold rings only l-8th in. in

diameter
;
perforated dice, either smooth or in the form of little indented

stars, about l-6thin. in diameter; gold perforated prisms, 0*1 in. long and

l-8thin. broad, decorated longitudinally with eight or sixteen incisions;

and small longitudinally perforated leaves, like No. 712, consisting of very

fine double plates, which were made, as Mr. Giuliano explains, by placing

the mandril between them, pressing on both sides, and soldering. The

gold square prisms, like No. 722, are so perfect that they must have

been drawn through a metal drawplate. This was done by bending the

fine gold plate into the form of a long pipe, then drawing it through

the square holes of the metal plate and soldering it afterwards ; but for

the most part these prisms are merely bent over, and are not soldered.

To make the little indented wheels and stars, like Nos. 714-717, 726,

728, 729, 732, 734, the Trojan goldsmith took a piece of gold, put it on

charcoal, and melted it with the blow-pipe, thus making a globular grain
;

then he perforated it with a round punch, placed it on a mandril, and cut

out the grooves with another oblong punch ; but before doing so he beat

it square.

Mr. Giuliano further explains that the Trojan goldsmith, in order to

make the very small plain gold rings or beads, like No. 731, took a long

gold wire, wound it round a copper or bronze mandril, and cut off the

rings ; he then put the latter on charcoal in long rows, and soldered the

two ends of each of them separately wdth a minute portion of solder in

order not to increase the bulk of the wire. He could do this because the

gold was more malleable than ours, through being very pure. To make

* Volfans;o Helbig, Sopra il Trattamento della Capcllatura e dclla Barba aW cpoca Oimrica;

Roma, 1880. *
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objects like No. 723, he took a small bar of gold, beat it out at one end,

and flattened and perforated it with a jmnch; to the other end he soldered

a thick bead. As Mr. Giuliano has sho^Yn me, the singular rings, like

No. 725, consist of two spirals of gold wire, each with three or four

turns. These two spirals were placed one upon the other and soldered

too-ether : but so that a hole remained on either side between them, for

stringing the object on the thread of the necklace.
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The largo gold Ijcads, like No. 736, were made in the following

manner :—Two small cups Avere beaten out of fine gold plate, a piece

having first been cut out from each of them, on either side, one-half of

the size the hole was to have ; and then the two cups were soldered

together. Objects like Nos. 718 and 719 consist of from eight to sixteen

small gold rings, like No. 720, which were soldered together. Objects

such as No. 735 were made of a gold bar, of which one end was flattened

and perforated ; the other end was made pointed, and ornamented with

seven circular cuts. This object looks like a screw, but it is not one.

Objects like No. 730 were thus made :—A piece of gold was put on

burning charcoal, and by means of the blowpij^e it was melted into

a bead, which was perforated, and then hammered and punched into

the desired form. Files were certainly unknown, for I found no trace

of them in any of the pre-historic cities of Troy, nor at Mycenae.

How the primitive goldsmith could do all this fine work, and parti-

cularly how he could accomplish the minute granular work on the ear-

rings Nos. 703 and 704, where grains of gold infinitely minute were to

be soldered into the microscopic grooves—how he could do all this without

the aid of a lens—is an enigma even to Mr. Giuliano.'-* But it was done,

and with a powerful lens we can easily distinguish the soldering, even

on the smallest rings of a less size than No. 720.

The objects Nos. 696, 697, 765, and 766 consist of long flat pieces of

gold with a large number of perforations, on which ornaments composed

of small objects like Nos. 712-738 were no doubt suspended.

I represent under No. 767 the golden fillet (afxirv^) of the Treasure,

No. T67. Golden Fillet (uhttvJ). above 18-4 in. long, contained among tlie Jewels in tbe Silver

Vase No. 779. (Deptb, 2S ft.)

which is 18-4 in. long and 04 in. broad. It has at each end three perfora-

tions for fastening it round the head, and is ornamented all round with a

border of dots in punched work. Eight quadruple rows of dots divide it

into nine com])artnients, in each of which there are two large dots.

Of the four ear-rings with pendants, Nos. 768-771, only two, Nos.

768 and 769, are exactly alike. Each of them is composed of 16 round

gold wires, soldered together and bent round into the form of a basket,

to the upper part of which three gold wires are soldered horizontally

in v'iii-i'llt'l lii"'s. thus f..niiiii<4 two fields, in the upper of which are

soldered 12, in the lower 11 gold beads. To the lower part of the

baskets is soldered a small flat plate of gold. «»n which 6 rings are

soldered ; and from each of these is suspended a gold chain made of links

of doul)l(' gold wire, each adorned with (i (luadvaugular gold rings,

" Professor Virrhow remarks to me that in the Mexican gold jewels there may be seen granulai

v>'Ork of equal fineness.
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between every two of which there is a cylinder made of thin qnad-

ranguhir gokl plate, which is merely bent over and not soldered together.

No. 769. No. 771.

Nos. 76S-771. Four Gold Ear-rings, with Pendants or Tassels {Bv(Tavni.'), each 3^ in. long,

from the small Jewels in the Silver Jug (No. 779), found in the Trojan treasure. (Depth, 2i, ft.)

At the ends of the chains are suspended little figures of gold plate, similar

in shape to the usual form of the idols ; but they have only one dot on

the head, and three on the lower part. To the middle of the basket

described above was soldered the hook of the ear-ring with a sharp end.

Still more remarkable are the gold ear-rings Xos. 770 and 771; for

their upper basket consists of 40 round gold wires; 18 very fine wires

being on each side, and in the centre a bunch of 4 thicker wires which
have been beaten flat. All the 40 wires are s(ddered together, and
the 4 central ones are ornamented with linear patterns. On the upper

part of this basket are soldered horizontally three parallel wires, thus

forming two fields, into each of which are soldered 7 or 8 rosettes,

composed of large gold beads surrounded by a number of minute beads.

To the lower part of the baskets is attached a gold plate with incised

linear patterns, and 5 perforations, in which are suspended 5 chains,

formed of links of double gold Avire. Every chain is adorned with 23 gold

leaves, each having two holes, by which they were suspended on the wire

of the links before its ends were soldered together. At the end of each

chain is suspended an idol-like figure, cut out of thin gold plate and
adorned by the punch with 4 large dots, around each of which is an
infinite number of small ones : but this punched work is only on the idols

of Xo. 770 ; those of No. 771 are quite plain.

I now come to the large double-handled gold goblet, the he7ra<;

uixj)iKu—e\\oiK Nos. 772 and 773, vrhich Mr. Giuliano declares to be

23 carats fine. It weighs exactly 600 grammes (about 1 lb. 6 oz. troy)

;

it is 3"6 in. high, 7'5 in. long, and 7*3 in. broad. It is in the form of a

ship
;

its handles are very large ; on one side there is a mouth 2*8 in.

broad for drinking out of, and another at the other side, which is

1"4 in. broad. As my friend, Professor Stephanos Koumanoudes of Athens,

remarks, the person who presented the filled cup may have first drunk
from the small mouth, as a mark of respect, to let the guest drink from
the larger mouth ; or, as suggested in the Quarterly Revieiv for April 1874,

a person, holding the cup before him by the two handles, may have
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poured a libation from the further spout and then have drunk out

of the nearer. Thus Achilles used a choice goblet (SiTra?) for pouring

libations to Zeus.-^" The

8e7ra<; d/j.(j)iKV7r€Wov has ^° ''"-•

a foot, which projects

about l-12th in. and is

1"-1 in. long and 4-5tlis

in. broad. Mr. Giuliano

declares this cup to have

been beaten out of a

single plate of gold, but

that the two handles,

which are hollow, have

been beaten out of sepa-

rate plates of gold, the

edges being then soldered

together and the handles

also joined by soldering

to the cup. He explains

that this soldering could

only be done by mixing

silver with gold, by beat-

ing the mixture very

fine, and by cutting it

into very small pieces

which would melt, whilst

the pure gold would not

melt ; thus the soldering

could easily be made by

means of the mixture

and a little borax : in-

stead of borax, glass

mif;rht have been used.

Nos. 7T2, 773. Outsiiie ami Inside Views of the remarkable Two-handled
Cup i)f pure GoM (Sen-ra? afX({>iKvn(\\ov), weighing about 1 lb. 6 oz. troy,

conmiiied ill the l.irge 'rrojan treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.)

'» Tl. svi. 225-227 :

ivda Se o't Sftras fffKf TfTvy/xfvov, ov5e tls &Wos
oiJT ai'Spwv itivfffKev oltt' avTOv aidowa olvov,

oij re Teif (nrevdeffKe QiS>u, ore fx-q Ait Trarpi.

But we do not see here that Achilles himself

drank after the libation. We are indebted to Mr.

J. W. Lockhai-t for the following account of the

doubb'-spouted boot-shaped bronze vessel, used

in a similar manner in the Chinese temples, and

rejiresented in the engraving No. 774 :—" lu

(Jhina there is a vessel of very nearly the same

shape, but with ears prolonged till they rise an

inch above the cup. The cup stands on three

legs, and is, in fact, a tripod. Such cups are

used in the temples, especially in the ancestral

temples of the real religion of China, when
otTerings are made to the manes of ancestors.

The cups are filled with wine when placed

on the altar before the idol-shrine, or before thi"

ancestral tablet ; and the wine is afterwards

partly drunk and partly poured out as a libation."

Such vessels are used in pairs, and our drawing

is made from one of a pair in Mr. Lockhart's

jio.'^session. It is of bronze, 6 in. long and 6h in.

high, including the legs. The width is 2 in.

between the upright ears, and 2^ in. at the

broadest part. There is only one handle. Mr.
Lockhart calls attention to the '"key" ornament

round the cup, which is so well known in the

purest Greek art, as a sign of Chinese influence

on the art of Western Asia and Europe. Mr.

Lockhart also reads Chinese characters on some

of the Trojan whorls. I am under a deep

obligation to Mr. Lockhart for his s]iontaneous

offer of this very interesting illustration of one

of the most striking and unique objects dis-

covered by me at Troy.

2 n
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In this soldering process the Trojans seem to have been far more advanced

than the Myceneans, for on the gukl vessels I found in the royal tombs

at Mycenae the handles

had not been soldered,

but merely joined with

pins.^ In fact, the only

objects of gold found

at Mycenae on which

soldering is perceptible

are the greaves."

No. 775 represents

the globular gold bottle

of the treasure. Mr.

Giuliano declares this

bottle to be of gold,

20 carats fine, and says

that it has been beaten

out of a single plate of

gold with punches and

hammers. When the

bottle was ready as far

as the neck, it was filled

Avith cement or clay,

and the neck was then

beaten out and its rim

turned back and bent

over again. This bottle weighs 403 grammes (6220 grains, or nearly 1 lb.

1 oz. troy) ; it is exactly 6 in. high, 5-6 in. in diameter, and has a zigzag

decoration on the neck, which, how-

ever, is not continued all round.

The second gold goblet is repre-

sented under No. 776. According

to Mr. Giuliano, it is 23 carats fine

;

it weighs 220 grammes (7j oz. troy)

;

it is 3'6 in. high and 3"1 in. in

diameter ; it has 16 flutings, which

were obtained by filling the goblet

with wood or clay and then beat-

ing it with a hammer. I further

represent under No. 777 a small-

goblet of the treasure, which, ac-

cording to Mr. Giuliano, is of gold,

18 carats fine, mixed with silver.

It consists therefore of electrum. x... ;:. >.k.buur Buttieof goi,i. wcigiimg aiout i ib

It weighs 70 grammes (2} oz. troy),
'™^''

''""''"'""'^(De 'fh SIn^'''"'''''

*'"'"""'

and is 3'4in. high and above 2*6 in. -Vofe.—The objects seen beloware merely pieces of
wood to support it.

Bronzs Cup used in China for Lib-uivus and I)rinking

' See my Mijceme, pp. 232, 233, X03. 340-343. See my Mycenae, pp. 328, 329.
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broad ; its foot is only 4-5ths of an inch liigli, 1 in. broad, and not

level; so that the goblet can hardly stand on it, and appears to be

Xo. 777. A small Cuji of Electrum (i.e. 4 pans of Gold
Jfo. 7TG. Gold Goblet, ui/i^liing 71 oz. troy; contaiued to 1 of Silver); contained in the large Trojan treasure,

in tLo large Trojan treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.) (Depth, 28 ft.)

intended to be put down on the mouth : like the goblet No. 776, it has

16 flutings. Its foot has been beaten out of a separate plate, and has

not been soldered to the bottom, but merely overlaps it. It bears the

marks of the great heat to which it has been exposed in the conflagration.

As nothing similar to any one of these various articles of gold has

been ever found elsewhere, it will for ever remain a riddle to us whether

they were home-made or imported ; but if Ave compare them with the rude

works of terra-cotta or the implements and weapons of stone or bronze

found in the third city, we certainly feel inclined to think that they

were imported.

The small silver vase-cover No. 778 is ornamented with an incised

zigzag line.

Under Nos. 779, 780, and

781, I represent the three silver

vases of the treasure. The
largest of them. No. 779, which
contained all the small gold

articles, is 84 in. high and 8 in.

in .diameter, and has a hollow
handle, 5-6 in. long by 3-6 in.

broad. Its lower part is globular,

and the foot convex : the neck

Xo. 77S. A small Silver \'ase Cover; contained in
the large Trojan treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.)

Xo. 779. Large one-handled Silver Jug, continued in the

large Trojan treasure, in which the small Ornaments
were found. (Depth, 28 ft.)

varies slightly from the cylindrical form. It has been beaten entirely
out of a silver plate into its present form; there is- no soldering except
that of the huge handle, the soldering of which to the body of the
vase is distinctly visible. This liandle itself must certainly have been
hammered out of a silver plate and soldered together ; but no soldering
IS perceptible, even with a powerful lens. The silver vases Nos. 780
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and 781 arc also globular, with a neck varying from the cylindrical

form. The former is 7"iin. hi!--]! and G'4 in. in diameter. The foot

No. Tsn. Silver Vase, with a qiiatitity of cupper fixed to

its bottom by the fire; found ia the large Trojan

treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.)

Xo. 781. Silver Vase, to which part of another Silver

Vase is attached by the cementing power of the chlo-

ride of silver; contained in the large Trojan treasure.

(Depth, 28 ft.)

of this vase is convex, and has a great deal of copper fused on to

it, which must have dripped from the copper objects contained in the

treasure during the cont3agration. No. 781 is 7 in. high and 6 in,

in diameter ; the foot is flat. Another silver vase, of which, however,

only portions have been preserved, is cemented upon it.^ All these

three silver vases have on the outside a thick incrustation, which Pro-

fessor Roberts of the Eoyal Mint has found " to consist of chloride of

silver, which can, in most instances, be easily cut with a knife, and resem-

bles horny chloride of silver, which may be deposited from solution in

translucent layers." To this chloride of silver adhere wood-ashes, clay,

and very small stones, probably the detritus of bricks.

Another fractured silver vase, 4j in. high and broad, with tubular holes

for suspension on the sides, may be seen cemented to the copper plate,

Xo. 782. This plate is 2-5tlis. in. thick, 6*4 in. broad, and 17*6 in. long
;

it has a rim 1-lOth in. high ; at one end of it there are two immovable

wheels with an axle-tree. The plate is very much bent in two places

;

the curvatures can only have been produced by the heat to which the

object was exposed in .the conflagration.

This remarkable object lay oh the top of the whole mass; hence I

suppose it to have been the support to the lid of the wooden chest in

which the treasure was packed, and that the two immovable wheels
served as hasps. Professor Pioberts, who examined this object care-

fully and analysed a fragment of the silver vase, writes to me as follows

on the subject :—" The small portion of metal 1 mm. thick from the

fractured silver vase. No. 782, consists of three layers ; a central one of

The cause of this cement in.o' will be explained prcscntlj.
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silver, about 0-2 mm. thick, the extenical hiyers being chloride of silver,

in which grains of sand and earthy matter are imbedded. The cementing

No. 782. Curious Plate of Copper, liaving probably servt'd as a support of tli<_- wooden Ikl of the diei-t, wiih two

immovable discs, which may probably have served as hasps. A Silver Vase is cemented on it by the action

of the chloride of silver and the oxide or carbonate of copper. Found in the large Trojan treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.)

action of this chloride, so beautifully shown in many of the silver articles,

is interesting, and is specially remarkable in this object, in which a vase

of silver is cemented to an article of copper. In other examples sand,

charcoal, and shells adhere tenaciously to silver articles by the pseudo-

morphous layer of chloride of silver in which they are imbedded."

Nos. 783 and 784 represent the two pretty silver vases of the treasure,

which have rather an Egyptian form. They are, however, Trojan, for

the former has on each side of the body and of the cap-like cover one

No. 783,

Nus. T :.;;, 7; I. 1 iv ) >ilver Vases, with caps, and tubular rlncs for suspension with strings.

No. 785. A Silver Cup, 3i in. high and nearly 4 in. wide.

No. 786. A Silver Dish ((/)tdAi)), with a buss in the centre.

Tliese four objects were coutaimd in the large Trojan treasure. (Depth, 28 ft.)

vertical tubular hole, while the second has on each side of the body and

the cap two vertical tul>ular holes, for suspension with a string, a system

which is not found in Egypt. Both vases have been hammered out from
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plates of silver in the manner already described. There is no soldering

about them, except the projections with the tubular holes on the sides.

The caps only are covered with chloride of silver; the vases themselves

are free from it. The smaller vase is 6"8 in. high and 8-2 in. thick in

the body ; the larger, 8 in. high and 3"6 in. thick in the body.

The silver goblet, No. 785, is 3-V in. high, and has a mouth 4 in. in

diameter. It is thickly covered with chloride of silver. Much better

preserved is the flat silver cup or dish {(f^idXi]) No. 786, which is 5A in.

in diameter, and has a boss (6iJL^d\6<i) in the middle ; it has little or no

chloride of silver.

The next object I took out was a package of the six blade-like ingots

of silver, which I represent here under Nos. 787-792, which were stuck

Nos. 787-792. Six blade-like Ingots of Silver (Horaeric Talents ?), contained in the large Trojan treasure.

(Doptli, 2S ft.)

together by the cementing action of the chloride of silver ; I have sepa-

rated them not without difficulty. Professor Eoberts, who kindly analysed

a small portion of one of them, sends me the following note :

—

"
"Weight of portion submitted to analysis: 0'6408 gramme.

Analysis:— Silver ..

Copper

Gold ..

Iron .-.

Lead ..

Nickel

95 -Gl

3-41

17

3S

22

99 • 79

traces.

The amount of lead present points to the silver having been purified

by cupellation. Alloys of silver are known to vary in composition

throughout the mass, but it is probable that the results of the analysis

fairly indicate the amount of precious metal in the talent."
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The six pieces of silver before us are in the form of Lxrge knife-blades,

having one end rounded, and the other cut into the form of a crescent

;

they have all been wrought with the hammer. The two larger blades are

8'6 in, long and 2 in. broad, and weigh respectively 190 and 183 grammes.

The next two pieces are 7*4 in. long and 1*6 in. broad ; one of them

weighs 174, the other 173 grammes. The two remaining pieces are

nearly 7 in. long and 1"2 in. broad; one of them weighs 173, the

other 171 grammes.*

Are we to see in these six ingots of pure silver Homeric "talents"?

These latter could only have been small, as, for instance, when Achilles

offers for the first prize in the chariot-race a woman, for the second a

horse, for the third a cauldron, and for the fourth two gold talents.^

Professor Sayce sends me the following interesting note on the subject

of these six curious silver wedges :
—

"In the Academij of Nov. 22, 1879, Mr. Barclay Y. Head shows that

' the silver mina of Carchemish,' the Hittite capital, mentioned on an

Assyrian tablet, is identical on the one side with the Babylonian silver

mina of about 8656 grains troy (561 grammes), and on the other with

the mina in use in Asia Minor. The Lydian silver money of Croesus,

says Mr. Head, ' follows this so-called Babylonic silver standard, fifty

staters of Croesus, each weighing 173 grains (11*2 grammes), making

one Babylonic silver mina of 8656 grains.

" ' Nevertheless, that this Babylonic silver mina was in use throughout

Asia Minor long before the age of Croesus for weighing bullion silver,

may, I think, be inferred, not only because the earliest silver coins of

nearly the whole of Asia Minor are regulated by it, but from the fact

that it was also in use among the Phrygio-Thracian mining tribes,

who must have brought it over with them from Asia, together with

the worship of the Phrygian Bacchus, when they separated from their

brethren of the same stock who remained behind. More than this,

I believe that there is proof positive that this weight was used in the

Troad at the period of the burial of the treasure discovered by Dr.

Schliemann. There are in that treasure six wedges or bars of silver,

about 7 or 8 in. long by about 2 in. in breadth. These weigh re-

spectively 171, 173, 173, 174, 183, and 190 metric grammes. ^he

heaviest and best preserved appears to have gained slightly by oxy-

dization and incrustation at one end to the amount of about 40 or

50 grains troy. Supposing its original weight to have been about

187 grammes, or 2885-4 grains troy, what else can this be but precisely

the third part of the Babylonian silver mina of 8656 grains ? That these

bars or wedges are thirds and not halves or fourths is, to my mind, a

* The two largest weigh, respectively, a little Koi rpiiroS' wrwevra SvuKateiKuffiixiTpov,

over and a little under G ozs., and the other four rw irpwrw- arap aZ rui S^vrepcfi 'iirwoi' idr)Kfv

are a little over 5J ozs. troy. The gramme is e^eTf', a5/j.i')TTj<', fipecpos ri/xiovov icvtovaav

15"43235 grains; that is, a little less than aurap rif TpnaTOi airvpov KaTi6r\Ke \i^r\Ta

15J grains. KaXov, rtaaapa /xfrpa Kexaj'SoVa, KevKhu tr'

* il. xxiii. 2G2-270 : adTccs-

'lirwevffiv fxev irpwra iro'^djKfcnv ay\a af6\a rw Se rfrdpTCf) QT/Ke Svo xpvrolo raAai/TO,

6?iKe yvvaiica ayetrOai afivfiofa tpya ISv'iai/ Trfixtrrcp 5' afi(p'tderoy (pia.K-r\v avvpunov iOy]Kiv.
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stronfi^ point in favour of their being fractions of the Babylonian mina,

the shekels of this standard being very generally divided by three, while

those of the Phoenician standard are halved and quartered.

"'Dr. Schliemann calls his wedges Homeric talents, but, be this as

it may, they are certainly thirds of the Babylonic silver mina of from

8645 to 8656 grains. If my proposed identification of the mina of

Carchemish with the mina in use in the Troad about the fourteenth

century b.c. be accepted, may it not prove suggestive when considered

in connection with the Egyptian text (the poem of Pentaur), in which

the people of Ilion, Pedasos, Dardanos, Mysia, and Lycia are mentioned

as allies of the Kheta (Hittites) in their wars with Bamses II. about

the same period ? . . . When, therefore, we find a particular silver mina

specified in Assyrian documents as the mina of Carchemish, I think we

shall not be wrong in concluding that this is the weight which the

Hittites used in their commercial transactions with the peoples of Cilicia,

Pamphylia, Lydia, Phrygia, the Troad, &c., and that this name was given

to it in Assyria to distinguish it from the other heavier silver mina of

about 11,225 grains used in Phoenicia. . . . The earliest coined money

on this standard is the Lydian electrum of the time of Gyges. Croesus

appears to have been the first to strike silver coins on the same standard

;

and, as town after town begins to coin money, we perceive that from

the Gulf of Issus in the east to Phaselis in the west, as well as in Lydia,

and here and there in Ionia, in Cyprus, and perhaps even in Crete, the

earliest coins are staters of 173 grains or fractions of such staters,'
"

Under No. 793 I represent the silver vase found a few days previous to

the discovery of the large treasure, and very close to it ; its lower part is of

globular shape, and its neck slopes outward, like part of an inverted cone.

It has been damaged by the pickaxe of the labourer who found it. Like

the other large silver vases, it is covered with chloride of silver ; it is

7*2 in. high and 5*6 in. broad. It deserves particular attention that all

these silver vases are only covered with chloride on the outside, and that

they are exempt from it on the inside. The vase No. 793 contained the

No. 733.

Xos. 793, 794. No. (94 13 a (.obkt 1 f Kl ( trum, wljKh was cnntimpd in thp Silver Vas2 No, 793, found

near to the large Preasure, at a depth of 28 ft.
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elegant cup of electram, No. 794, wliich is 4-4 in. high and 3-6 in. wide

at the mouth. This cup bears the marks of the intense heat to which it

was exposed in the conflagration, but otherwise it is exceedingly well

preserved. Only its upper part is externally covered with a thick in-

crustation ; for the rest it is of a dazzling white, both outside and inside.

Electrum, which, as before mentioned, occurs three times in the Odyssey,

is a word unknown to the Iliad ; but we find in the latter *^ the word

ifKeKTwp for " sun." It, therefore, appears that the poets intended to

indicate by rjXeKjpov a substance capable of being compared in brilliancy

with the sun.

Together with this latter vase was found a helmet, but so much
destroyed by the chloride of copper, that it fell into minute fragments

when it was being taken out, and it cannot be recomposed. Only its

upper portions, Nos. 795 and 796, have been preserved. I shall revert to

these in the subsequent pages, when I come to discuss similar portions

No. 798.

No?. 7n5-iOS. Fragments of Bronze

Helmets found with tlie Silver

Viiso No. 793. (About 1 : 3

actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

No. 799. A Copper Sliield with a boss (io-n-i? on6a\6t<r(ra), found in the

lart'c Treasure. (Depth, 23 ft.)

of another helmet, represented under No. 979. Nos. 797 and 798 appear

to be also fragments of the upper portions of helmets.

No. 799 represents the large copper shield of the treasure (the uarrU

oix^akoeacra of Homer) in the form of an oval salver, in the middle of

which is a large boss encircled by a small furrow {avka^). This shield is

« //. vi. .'Sn; xis. 398.
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a little more tli.in 20 in. in diameter. It is quite flat, and is surrounded

by a rim (uvtv^) li in. high. The* boss {6/jL(f)aX6<i) is 2'4 in. high and

4*4 in. in diameter ; the furrow encircling it is 7*2 in. in diameter, and is

3-5ths in. deep. It has evidently been composed of four and perhaps five

pieces. First the high projecting boss (o/x^aXo?) was beaten out of a plate,

with the furrow and a high border round it ; round this was soldered a plate

in the form of a flat ring, and round it the high protruding rim (civtv^),

on which a narrow strip of thin copper plate was again soldered all round.

Thisjhirld (if caliper, with its central boss mid tli c furrow and rim so

suitable for holding tii^cthrTfiTovcring of ox-liidcs, reminds us irresistibly

,of the SL'Ven-fold shicM ni Ajux :
" Ajax caim- in';ii-, bi :i i iii" "

T7pf"n]-f IniiT
'

liisiower-like copper shield, covered with seven layers n\' nx-lnd e, the work

of Tychius, the best of- artificers that wrought in L atlier ; lie liad his home
in Hyle. He made him the easily-wielded shield with seven-fold hides of

fat bulls, and laid over them an eighth plate of copper." ' It is equally

striking to compare this shield of the treasure with the description

of Sarpedon's shield, with its round plate of hammered copper, and its

covering of ox-hides, fastened to the inner edge of the rim by long

golden rods.'*

No. 800 marks the copper cauldron of the treasure, with two horizontal

handles, which certainly gives us an idea of the Homeric Xe/^?;?. It is

No. 800. Great Copper CauLlmn (Xe^-q^), contained in the large Trojan treasure

;

found at a depth of 28 ft.

10*8 in. in diameter and 5'6 in. high ; the bottom is flat, and is 8 in. in

diameter. This cauldron shows the marks of the fearful conflagration,

and near the handle, on the left side, are seen two fragments of bronze

weapons (a lance and a battle-axe) firmly fused into it. It deserves par-

ticular attention that whilst in Mycenae there is hardly any soldering, and

• //. vii. '219-22:!

:

Atas 5' €77ij0ei' ^Kde <pepooy aa.Kos, r/iire nvpyov,

Xo-^Keov, eirra^oeiov, o ol Tvx'ios Kajne revxt^v,

(TKyroTOfioov ox apicrros,' T\r) evi omia valwy,

OS ol eTroiriiTev era/cos atoXov fTTTa^Ofioi'

ravpoov ^aTpi<piu>v, e'lri 5' uy^oov ij\aae x'^^'^^''-

Compai'e also vv. 245-247.

8 /7. xii. 294-297 :

avTiKa 5' affTTiSa fj.ey irpicrff' effX^TO TrdvTOff' i'irrriv

woAjV x^'^'^^'V" e^rj^aTOv, ^v apa xaA.«:evs

XpvaeiTjs pd^Soiffi Snii/eKfcriv nepl kvk\oi'.
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the different pieces of which the copper cauklrons consist are all joined

together with pins, here at Troy we see only soldering, and nothing

fastened together with pins. As the two handles of the cauldron before

U3 were too thick to be easily soldered on, the two ends of each of them

were sawn into or split, and then the rim of the vessel was placed in the

opening and soldered on.

We find XeySz/re? mentioned ten times in the Iliad, usually as prizes in

games ;
^ also as presents,' ° The \e/3r]^ had the value of an ox ;

^^ only once

we find it used as a cauldron.^ In the Odyssey it is for the most part used

as a washing bowl, in which the hands were washed before the meal and

at the sacrifice. It was often of silver and ornamented ;
^ it was also of

copper and used for a foot-bath.^ Mr. Philip Smith observes to me, that

" among the tribute received by Thutmes III., apparently from Western

Asia (the name of the country is imperfect in the record), was ' a brass

cauldron, the work of Keftliu.' * This special mention of it, as an article

of foreign workmanship, may be compared with the value evidently set on

the Trojan cauldron, l:)y its preservation in the treasure."

Upon and beside the gold and silver articles, I found in the treasure

thirteen bronze lance-heads, more or less fractured, five of which are

shoAvn under Nos. 801-805 and one under 815. They are from 7 to above

12iin. in length, and from 1"6 to 2'-lin. broad at the thickest point.

At the lower end of each is a perforation, in which, in most cases, the nail

or peg which fastened the lance-head to the wooden handle is still sticking.

The pin-hole is clearly visible in the lance-head No. 805, which the con-

flagration has fused on to a battle-axe.

The Trojan lance-heads were therefore quite difi'erent from those of

the Myceneans,'' as well as from all those found in the Swiss Lake-

dwellings,*' in the tombs of Fronstetten,'^ in those of Hedingen,^ Ebingen,^

Kothenlachen,^" Laitz,^ and many other sepulchres in Germany, Austria,

and Italy," at Hallstatt,'' in Denmark,* and in Hungary,^ all of which have

» 11. xxiii. 259 : Od. xix. 469 :

j/Tjojy 5' eK<pfp' diOAa, Xiji-qras re TpliroSas re. eV 5e Ae'ySrjTt iretrei' Kvfi/xr], KavdxT](Te Be x«^'"'s.

xxiii. 485 :
* Brugsch, Hist, of J'^'iji/pt, vol. i. p. 385, Eug.

Sevp6 vvv, ^ TptiTohos Trepi5u)fj.edov 7]e Ae'ySTjros. trans., 2nd eJ.

'» 11. ix. 263, 265

:

^ See my Mycenae, pp. 278, 279, fig.

. virecTXiTo 5wp' 'Aya/j.fiu.vci)v, No. 441.

" Yictor Gross, Ifoerhvjenet Ativernier, n. iv.,

aidcovas Se \e$riTas ielicoai, SuiSeKa S' "inrovs. Nos. 1, 8-13. Ferdinand Keller, Ffahlbaiden,
" //. xxiii. 885: vii. Bericht, PI. iii. Nos. 14, 18.

Kah Se \f0riT' airvpov, fiohs a^iov, avOifxoiVTa. ' L. Lindenschmit, Die Vatcrldndischen Alter-

' //. xxi. 362

:

thumer, PI. iii. Nos. 27 and 28.

is 5e \tfiris (e7 eudoi', iTreiyo/xevos Trvpl iroWai. * Ibid. PI. i\'. Nos. 2, 9, 10, 13, 14.

= Od. i. 136-138

:

" Ibid. PI. vii. Nos. 3, 4, 9, 11, 12.

X^pvi^a S' aix(piiro\os irpoxow eVexei^f (pepovffa '" Ibid. PI. xii. No. 10.

KaKfi xpvffei]] vTTfp apyvpioio \(firiTos, ' Ibid. PI. xii. Nos. 5-7. - Ibid. PI. xxxix.

vi\f/a(Teai • * Ed. P'roih. von Sacken, Das Grabfeld von

and Od. iii. 440, 441 : Ihdktatt, PI. vii. Nos. 1, 3-6.

X^pvi^a 8e <r<p' "'Aprjros ev avde/xueuTi KiffrjTi * .1. .1. A. Worsaae, Kordiske Oldsagcr, PI. 38

VjXvOiv tK daXd/iioto (pepcov. and 82.

' Od. xix. 3S(;, ;)87 : * .losopli Hampel, Antiquit(fs prehistoriqucs

Cis &p f<py} yprivs Se Af;87j9' eAe irafifpavSuvra, de la Ilowjric, PI. ix. Nos. 1-6, and PI. xv. No. 1 :

ToD 7r(!5as f^a-7revi^€i', vdup 5' iyex^vaTO wovKv. and Catalogue de VEx]X)sition prihistoriquc, p. 25,

.No. 10
; p. 27, Nos. 13, 14.
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Xo. sni. No. 802.

Nos. 801-S04. Trojan Laiice-licads ol' Bronzp.

No. 805. Bronze Lance and Battle-a.\e fused together by the conflagration. The piu-hole of the lance is

visible. (Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

No. 808.

No. 807.

No. 809.

Nos. 8n6-Sr9. Troj;in Baltle-axes of Bronze.

Nos. 807 and 809 have iiieces of other weapons luseil on to them by the fire.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

a tiiLe in which the wooden hince-shaft was fixed. The Homeric lance-

heads seem to have had a simihir tube in which the shaft was fixed, for
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tlie poet says :
" And the brain ran out from the wound along the tube

of the hmce." '^ But the British Museum and the Louvre contain in their

collections several specimens of bronze lance-

heads found in tombs in Cyprus, which are

identical with the Trojan lance-heads.'

I further took out from the treasure four-

teen battle-axes of bronze, of which I represent

four entire ones under Nos, 806-809 and a

fractured one under No, 810, They are from

6'-i to 12'4 in. long, from half an inch to

4-5tlis in, thick, and from 1"2 to 3 in, broad.

The largest of them weighs 1305 grammes,

or about 3 pounds avoirdupois, M, Ernest

Chantre, Assistant Director of the Museum
at Lyons, sent me the result of the analysis

of these battle-axes made by the famous chemist, M. Damour of Lyons
I had drilled two of them and sent him the drillings:—

No. 810. Trojan Battle-ase.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 2^ ft.)

Xo. 1.— Drilling.s from one of the battle-axes of tlie treasure :

—

For analysis

Deducting the sand contained in it

Analysed metal

Grammes.

0-3020

0-OlGO

O-28G0

Tliis consists of copi^er

Do. do. tin

No. 2.—Drillings of another battle axe from the treasure:

—

Grammes. In 1 - 0000 part.

0-2740 = 0-9580

0-0110 = 00384

For analysis

Deducting the sand contained in it

Analysed metal

This consists of copper

Do. do. tin

0-28.50
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" Drillings of one of the Trojan sling-bullets, externally covered with

verdigris, and internally of the colour of iron.

Analysis.
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General Lane Fox in the South Kensington Museum contains 7 bronze

battle-axes of an identical shape, found in tombs in Cyprus. Further,

2 exactly similar battle-axes, found in ancient Egy2:)tian tombs, are pre-

served in the Egyptian Collection in the Louvre. At Mycenae I found

only one such battle-axe ^° and the fragment of another. These Trojan

bronze battle-axes are nothing but exact copies of the primitive stone

battle-axes ; only they have been made longer for greater convenience and

usefulness, as they could then be more easily fastened to the wooden

shafts and could be used on both sides.

Having described the battle-axes of the Trojan Treasure, which have

been proved to consist of bronze, it may not be out of place to discuss

here the important question, whence the pre-historic peoples, and par-

ticularly those who now occupy us—the inhabitants of the third, the burnt

city of Hissarlik— obtained their tin. M. Burnouf,^ judging from the

resemblance of the Greek word for tin (KacraLTepo^) to the Sanscrit

" kastira," thinks it probable that they received it from India. But

Professor Sayce observes to me :
" Kadira is as little a Sanscrit word as

KaaaLTepo<i is a Greek one, and both seem borrowed from the same source.

In Arabic Icazdir is 'tin,' in Assyrian Idzasaddir, and in the primitive

Accadian of Babylonia l-asduru or liazdnru. The Arabic and Assyrian

may be borrowed from the Accadian, but more probably both words,

together with the Accadian, the Sanscrit and the Greek, have been

imported from a common source, which was perhaps ong of the early

languages of the Caucasus, where ancient tin mines have been found."

Sir J. Lubbock, on the other hand, thinks it more probable that the

ancients obtained tin through " the Phoenicians from Cornwall :" he

says, "As Cornwall, Saxony, and Spain ^ are the only known European

sources from which tin can be obtained in any quantity, the mere pre-

sence of bronze is in itself a sufficient evidence, not only of metallurgical

skill, but also of commercial intercourse." ^

Again, in another passage :
" Unless the ancients had some source of

tin with which we are unacquainted, it seems to be well established, and is

indeed admitted even by Sir Corncwall Lewis, that the Phoenician tin was

mainly derived from Cornwall, and consequently that, even at this early

period, a considerable commerce had been organized, and very distant

countries brought into connection with one another. Sir C. Lewis,

however, considers that the tin was ' carried across Gaul to ]\[assilia, and

imported thence into Greece and Italy.' ^ Doubtless much of it did in late

times come by this route, but the Phoenicians were in the plenitude of

their power 1200 years B.C., while Massilia was not built until 600 b.c.

Moreover Strabo expressly says that in early times the Phoenicians

carried on the tin trade from Cadiz, which we must remember was nearer

to Cornwall than to Tyre or Sidon. We are, therefore, surely quite

'" See my Mijccwtc, p. 306, No. 403. ' I're-historic Times, p. 47.

Jh'muircs sur rAutujuite ; Paris, 1879. •* Jlr. Philip Smith observes to mo " th;it tlie

* Till is said to have been anciently obtained account of the overland tratlic between Britain

in Pannonia, near the modern Temesrar, but 1 and the Greek cities of Southern Gaul, given by

do not know whether the mines wore extensive. iJiodorus and Strabo, refers clearly to the time

See Howorth, Stockholm Pre-historic Congress, of those writers, and we have uo evidence of

p. 533. its high antiquity."
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justified in concluding that between B.C. 1500 and b.c. 1200 the Phoeni-

cians wd'c already acquainted with the mineral fields of Spain and Britain.

Under these circumstances, it is, I think, more than probable that they

pushed their explorations still farther, in search of other shores as rich in

mineral wealth as ours. Indeed, we must remember that amber, so much
valued in ancient times, could not have been obtained from any nearer

source than the coast of the German Ocean."

I may add that the general use of tin in remote antiquity could not

be better proved than by its frequent mention in the Homeric poems, as

well as in the Old Testament. That its mixture with copper was also

known at a very remote age, could not be better shown than by the

weapons of bronze found even in the third, the burnt city of Hissarlik.

But in the classics the fact of its being a mixture of tin and copper is

seldom mentioned. Polyaenus informs us that Perdiccas being short of

silver coins had a coin made of tin mixed with copper.^ Aristotle

mentions that the copper of the Mossynoeci was said to be very brilliant

and very white, not because tin was mixed with it, but because a sort

of earth was added to it and calcined with it. It was said that the

inventor of this alloy did not teach it to any one : for that reason the

first works of copper made in that country were superior; those which

succeeded were not so good.

Copper (probably bronze) was highly prized in remote antiquity, and

constituted, ne§;t to gold, or perhaps even more than gold, the principal

form of wealth. Thus we see in the Iliad Ulysses offering to Achilles on

the part of Agamemnon, in order to appease his anger, to fill his ship

after the capture of Troy with all the gold and bronze it could carry.*'

But Achilles refuses, saying that he will take with him gold and red

bronze, as well as women and grey iron, which fell to his lot." According

to Lucretius,^ bronze was in remote antiquity valued even more highly

than gold or silver.

Piossignol ^ is of opinion that " to consecrate the remembrance of the

services which the primitive copper had rendered, and the high value

which men had attached to it, religion affected at a later time to use it, as

Macrobius says.''" A law of Numa ordered the priests to cut their hair

with scissors of copper, and not of iron." ^ Eossignol ^ also explains the

etymology of the word " bronze " from hrunus aes.^

' iv. 10. 2 : UepS'iKKas, XaXKiBevcri iroXe/j-cov Nee poterant pariter durum sufferre laborem
;

apyvpov vofxiajxaTos airopovfieyos x'^'^'^'^'^'P"''''"' Nam fuit in pretio magis aes, aurumque jacebat

Kaaa'iTepov exapa|6, Koi outus ^v fj.iado<popa, Propter inutilitatem, hebeti mucrone retusum."

To7s ffrpaTiuiTais. '
^ Les Me'taux dans I'Antiquity, p. 219.

« //. ix. 279, 280: >" Saturn, v. 19. 11: "Omnino aiitem ad rem
vrja a\is xp"<^ov Koi xa^Kov vr\r}(TacTdai divinam pleraque aenea adhiberi solita, multa

el(T€\dwv, ore Kev 5aTea>fjif6a Xij/'5' 'Axatof. indicio sunt." Professor Sayce suggests to me
' //. ix. 365-367

:

that aenea must mean here " bronze," not

&\\ov 5" eV^eVSe xp^c^'' '("^ x°-^''^^ ipv9p6v " copper."

r/Se yvvaiKas i'v^wvovs ito\i6v re crlSripov ' Lydus, dc Mens. i. 31 : Koi tovto 5e irphs

fi|oyuoi, dcra' eKax^v y^. tov 'Novfxa SiarfOfirat, wcrre tovs lepf7s xaA/fary

* Vv. 12G8-1273 : \pa\iffii', aW' ov <nSripa7s airoKeipeadai. Here

"Nee minus argento facere haee auroque pai"a- no iloubt, also, bronze is meant.

bant, ' Op. cit. p. 271.

Quam validi primum violentis viribus aeris :
' " Brunus, fuscus color, subniger, nigricans.

KeqiiicquaiTi, qunniam cedebat victa potestas. Gnll. Brun, Ital. I'runo, Germ. Braun . . . Sic
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Francois Lenormant* is of opinion tliat " tlie Aryan tribes vrliich

peoj)led Greece and Asia Minor seem to have had almost no knowledge of

metals at the time of their arrival. We have the proof of this in their

language, in which the names of the metals are not those found among

the other peoples of the same race and which all have in common
;

in fact, their names for metals have for the most part been borrowed

from foreign sources. So ^^^puo-o?. ' gold,' is the Semitic hharouts, and

was manifestly imported by the Phoenicians. The name even of the

mine and of metal in general (iJ.€TaWov) is the Semitic mated. No
satisfactory' Aryan etymology can be found for '^oX.ko';, ' bronze,' while

this word has a quite natural relation— and this is a fact accepted by

philologists as strict as M. Eenan—with the Semitic root hhalaq, indi-

cating ' metal worked by the hammer.' The origin of the name ;y«X'<^o?

would thus appear to indicate the source whence the Graeco-Pelasgie

peoples received a knowledge of the real alloy of bronze, after a first

age of pure copper and a certain number of attempts to find the

proportion of tin which was to be mixed with it,—attempts Avhich nius-t

have resulted from the desire to imitate more perfect models of metal-

lurgy, which had probaldy been brought from another quarter. I may
add that the very fact, that there was tin to alloy with copper in more

or less suitable proportions, proves that the people whose vestiges we

are studying had a foreign commerce. Tin is one of the metals which

are the least generally diffused in nature. At Hissarlik, the two nearest

points from which its ore could be imported were the Caucasus and

Crete, where deposits are found in the mountains of Sphakia. I am
inclined to think that it was brought from Crete, this being the nearest

point. For the rest, it is certain that from the remotest antiquity there

was a certain maritime intercourse, by means of a coasting trade still in

its infancy, from isle to isle, and from cape to cape, between the popula-

tions whose civilization was on the same level, and which extended at

that time from Cyprus to the Troad."

But, besides the alloy with tin, the ancients had still another way of

hardening their copper, namely, by tempering it in water. AVe find this

method mentioned by Homer :
" As the coppersmith dips into cold water

the great axe or the hatchet, which violently hisses, tempering it (for this

gives new strength to iron itself)."
^

In the same way Virgil represents the Cyclopes plunging the hissing

copper into water :—

•

"... Alii strideatia tingmint

Acra hicu." "

Pausanias, also, in speaking of the fountain of Pirene at Corinth,

forte dictus a pi-unorum colore, ut ccnset Octa- • Lcs Antiqniitfs de la Troade, p. 1 1

.

vius Ferrarius, vol quod Brunlae, seu loricae, * OJ. ix. 391-393 :

colorem referat ; unde nostri Bronze pro nore, ws S' or dvTjp x"'^''*"' ireKeKW ufyav ?/€

ex quo Bruneae et statuac couficuntur, a cujus ffKeiraovoi-

colore subfusco, Bronzcr dicinius, Itali Ahhnm- tlv i"5aTi i^ivxpv fia-irTij fi(yd\a idxi»'i"a

zarc, fusco colore illinire, depingere." (Glossarium (pap/iidcrcrccu • rh yap avre (riSi'ipoy 76 Kfiarus

mediae et infimae latinitatis condituni a Domino eo-riV-

Du Cange : Parisiis, 1840, t. i. p. 788.) » Acn. viii. 450; Georj. iv. 172.

2 I
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says that bronze was clipped into it while it was still ignited and burning."

Eossignol ^ quotes Pollux, " who confirms the passage of Pausanias by

a remarkable example. Noticing the use of /3a\/rt9 instead of /Sacf)}},

Antiphon, he observes, speaks of the tempering (|3a^|n^) of copper and

iron. •'

I have further to mention the 7 large double-edged bronze daggers of

the Treasure, of which I represent one under Xo. 811, 11 in. in length and
2*2 in. broad at the broadest part. A second dagger, Xo. 812, which is

Ij in, broad, has had the point broken off, and is now only 9 in. long, but

it appears to have been 11 in. long. A third dagger (not engraved) is

8'6 in. long, and measures 1^ in. ac'ross at the broadest part. A fourth,

Xo. 813, has become completely curled up in the conflagration, but appears

to have been above 11 in. long. Of the fifth, sixth, and seventh daggers

Xo. 813.

Xo. 817.

Nos. SH-814. Trojan two-edged bronze Daggers, uith hooked sti-ms that have bi'iMi la>t«ii'-.l into wooden liandles

;

the Dagger Xo. »13 is curled up by the conflagration. Xo. 815. Six Battle-axes, iJaggers, and Lance-heads
molten together. Xos. 816, 817. Quadrangular bronze Bars, probably weapons, with a sharp edge at the end.

(1 : 5 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

I only discovered fragments, such ^s Xo. 814 : these are from 4 to 5h in.

long. But in the mass of lance-heads and battle-axes, Xo. 815, which
have been fused together by the intense heat of the conflagration,

another entire dagger is visible in the front of the engraving. All these

daggers have handles from 2 to 2*8 in. long, the end of which is bent

round at a right angle. These handles must at one time have been

'
ii. 3. 3 : Kai rhv KopivQiov x''-^'^^'' SiaTTvpov

Kal Oepixhv ovra virh v^aros tovtov fidirTe<T6ai

Kiyovffiv.

* Les Metaux dans rAnfiqu'te. p. 241.

^ rii. 169: 'AvrKfiwu Se elp-qK^ ^ai\iiv x''A.koG

Kal criSripou.
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encased in wood ; for, if the cases had been made of bone, they wonkl
have been still wholly or partially preserved. The handle was inserted

into a piece of wood, so that the end projected half an inch beyond it,

and this end was simply bent round. I can only represent these singular

Trojan daggers to the reader, as similar ones have never yet been found

elsewhere.

Of common one-edged bronze knives, like No. 950 or No. 967 (pp. 505^

507), I only found one in the Treasure.

I also thought at first that I had found in the Treasure a fragment of

a bronze sword ; but, as visitors to the South Kensington Museum may
see in my collection, the object referred to is no sword, but merely a very

thin bronze scm: the fragment is nearly 9 in. long and 2 in. broad. If

swords had been in use at all, I should probably have found some of them
in this Treasure, among so many other weapons ; or at least I should have

found them elsewhere in this third city, which was destroyed so suddenly

and unexpectedly by a fearful catastrophe, that the inhabitants had not the

time even to save their treasures, of which ten were left for me to discover.

Even with the skeletons of men, apparently warriors, I found only lances

;

never even so much as the trace of a sword. Neither did I find a trace of

a sword even in the ruins of the two upper pre-historic cities. Moreover,

had swords been in use, I should probably have found the moulds in

which they were cast ; but among the 90 moulds or thereabouts, which

I collected, and which have forms for all the weapons I discovered, as

well as for others which I did not find, there is not one for a sword. This

absence of swords is the more astonishing to me, as I found hundreds

of bronze swords in the royal tombs of Mycenae. Their non-existence

at Hissarlik, even in the latest of its pre-historic cities, is the clearest

proof of the very high antiquity of these ruins, and of the great distance

of time which separates them from Homer, with whom swords are in

common use. But if from the absence of this weapon, seemingly so

indispensable, we might be forced to infer a low state of barbarism at

Troy, our minds are bewildered when we look at the Trojan gold

ornaments, which in artistic execution come fully up to those contained

in the Mycenean treasures ; and we are still more bewildered when we

consider the Trojan inscriptions, since written characters were altogether

unknown at Mycenae. I may here add that no swords have ever been

found in the ancient British tumuli of the Bronze period.

But I return to the description of the Trojan Treasure, from which

I also took out the four-cornered bronze bar No. 81 G,

which ends in an edge ; it is 15 in. long, and may
have served as a weapon. The bronze bar No. 817,

which likewise ends in a sharp edge, was found

elsewhere in the burnt city.
-r> 1

' 1 J. T P 1 •
i.1

-^""-'"IS- Copper or Bronze Key
rerliaps the most curious object 1 round m tlie supposed to have beionccd to

Treasure is the copper (or bronze?) key No. 818, T:^^^Z^ieJSZ
which is 4"2 in. long, and has a head 2 in. in

h'ugth and breadth ; it greatly resembles a large key of an iron safe.

Curiously enough, this key has had a wooden handle ; there can be no
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doubt of this, from the fact that the end of the stalk of the key is bent

round at a right angle, as in the case of the daggers. We read in Homer
of a bronze key (/cXtj't^), with a handle encased in ivory, in the hand of

Penelope ; but that was not like the key before us, because it was in the

form of our pick-locks, having, instead of the head, a crooked hook.^" AVitli

tliis key — ])y means of a hole into which it was stuck— the l)ar (or bolt) of

tlie door was joushed back.^ On the other hand, in the Iliad the /cX?;!?

is merely the bolt or bar which fastens two folding doors.^ Of such a

KXy'i^ I found four specimens in the third, the l>urnt city ; two of them,

which have been already engraved in the Introduction,^ I picked up

at the gate itself, the larger one between the two first projections of

masonry in coming up from the plain, the other between the two next

W

Ko. 820. Large Silver Vasp found in the Royal House.
(About 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

Xo. 819. Trojan Key in form of a Bolt.

C.'\rtual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

'" Of. xxi. G, 7:

J.'Afro Se /cAtjiS' e-jKUfj-iria x^'P' •Jraxei'?;,

K3.\i]v X'^^K^^'^V^ Kii'irrj 5' iK^tpavTos 67r;"ei/.

' Od. xxi. 47, 48 :

ei 06 kAtjiS' r')K€, dvpiwv S' aviKomtu ox'ias

a-'ra TiTvaicofxivri.

Mr. Philip Smith observes to me th;it "the form

of the ancient Egyptian keys was similar to this.

(See Wilkinson's Ancient Eijiiptians, vol. i. p. 354,

No. 123. new edit.)"

- //. .\iv. 167, 168:

xvKivas Se 6ipas (TTadp.oi(nv eirripcrei'

KXiycSt KpvTTTfi Tijv 5' 01/ dehs &\\os av^yey.
= See Xos. 11 and 12, p. 86.
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projections. Of tliis latter /cA7;i9 a piece is broken off. A third bronze

(or copper?) «:\?;rs-, found in a house of the third, the burnt city, at a

depth of 28 ft., is represented under No. 819. Both these /cXr^tSe? are

of quadrangular shape ; at one end thick and gradually tapering towards

the other.

Of objects found in the Treasure, and not represented here, I may

mention a copper vase 5:V in. high and 4} in. in diameter.

No. 820 is another silver vase found in the royal house.

I now come to the three smaller treasures, found at the end of March

1873, at a depth of 30 ft. on the east side of the royal house and very

close to it, by two of my workmen, one of whom lives at Yeni Shehr,

the other at Kalifatli. One of them was found in the owl-headed vase

No. 232, which was closed by the pointed foot of another vase ; the two

other little treasures were found, together with the battle-axe No. 828,

close by. But as the statements of the labourers difier as to the particular

objects contained in each treasure, I can only describe them here conjointly.

The two workmen had stolen and divided the three treasures between them-

selves, and probably I should never have had any knowledge of it, had it

not been for the lucky circumstance that the wife of the workman of Yeni

Shehr, who had got as his share of the plunder all the articles Nos. 822-

833, besides two more pendants like Nos. 832 and 833, had the boldness to

parade one Sunday with the ear-rings and pendants Nos. 822 and 823.

This excited the envy of her companions ; she was denounced to the

Turkish authorities of Koum Kaleh, who put her and her husband in

prison ; and, having been threatened that her husliand would be hanged if

they did not give up the jewels, she betrayed the hiding-place, and thus

this part of the treasure was at once recovered and is now exhibited in

the Imperial Museum of Constantinople. The pair also denounced their

accomplice at Kalifatli, but here the authorities came too late, because he

had already had his part of the spoil melted down by a goldsmith in

Pien Kio-i, who, at his desire, had made of it a very large, broad, and

heavy necklace, with clumsy flowery ornaments in the Turkish fashion.

Thus this part of the treasure is for ever lost to science. I can, therefore,

represent here only that part which was taken by the Yeni Shehr thief,

because it exists, and everybody can see it in the Constantinople INfuseum.

As both thieves declared separately on oath before the authorities of

Koum Kaleh that the owl-vase No. 232, with part of the gold, was found

by them immediately to the west of the well (marked a z on Plan I. of

Troy), and that the two other treasures were found close by, and indicated

the exact spot of the discovery, there can be no doubt as to its accuracy.

No. 821 is a bar of electrum, Oi in. long, weighing 87'20 grammes.

Each of the ear-rings, Nos. 822 and 823, consists of 23 gold wires,

which are soldered together and bent round in the form of a basket ; the

middle wire, which is beaten flat and is as broad as three of the other

wires, is ornamented witli horizontal incisions; the wire baskets are

decorated with four horizontal plates ornamented with vertical incisions

;

to the middle of the upper part of the baskets are soldered the ear-rings,

which are flat at the top and decorated with incised vertical and hori-
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zontnl strokes. To the lower part of the baskets is soklered a gokl plate

decorated with linear patterns ; and to this latter are soldered 6 rings,

from which are suspended as many long chains ornamented with leaves

size.

Depth, 30 ft.)

^os S22--2^. Two Gold Ear-vinp>, Tvith long pendants; Gold Beads: a large lump of melted Gold,

with tracer of Charcoal m it, and a bronze Battle-axe. (Xearly 3 ; 5 actual size. Depth, 30 tt.)

of lancet form, in precisely the same way as those of the irXeKri^ avaSeafiv,

No. 687, with the sole difference that the leaves are here larger. A large

double leaf of lancet form is suspended at the end of each chain. The

length of each of these ear-rings with the pendants is 10 in.
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The necklace No. 824 consists of 70 quadrangular gold beads. The

large gold beads, Nos. 825 and 826, are in the form of whorls. No. 827 is

a lump of melted gold weighing 97"30 grammes, or a little less than 3 oz.

troy. Several pieces of charcoal are visible in it: a large one is seen in front.

No. 828 is a bronze battle-axe, similar to those we have passed in review.*

The thieves asserted that they had found the battle-axe together with one

of the treasures. No. 829 is a gold bracelet, 3 in. in diameter ; it is merely

bent together. At the place where the two ends join is a soldered plate

of oval form, decorated with incised linear patterns. Nos. 830 and 831

are two ear-rings in the form of serpents ; they are hollow, and have been

punched out of thin plates of gold and soldered. On the thick end was

soldered a thick quadrangular bead, and on it a grain of gold in the form

of a button. On the upper and lower parts three rows of small holes were

punched, into which were soldered small grains of gold ; to the thinner

end of the serpents was soldered the ear-ring proper. Nos. 832 and 833

No, 832. Ko. 833.

No. 829. Bracelet of (^iuld, ^vith an ornamented

oval plate. (3 : 4 actual size. Deptli, 30 It.)

No. 830. X". -*31.

Nos. 830, 831. Gold Ear-lings, in the form of serpsnts.

(3 : 4 actual size. Depth, 30 ft.)

Nos. 832, 833. Pendant!^ cil' (ioM. (^3:1 actual

size. IJeiUh, 30 ft.

are gold pendants, consisting alternately of leaves and chains made in

the same manner as those of Nos. 085 and 080, which we liave explained

above (pp. 455, 450). At the end of each is suspended a figure similar

in shape to those of No. 087 (p. 457). As already stated, there are four

of these pendants or hangings.

Both thieves concur in their statement that the other part of the

•treasures, which was melted down, contained, amongst other jewels, a pair

* See Nos. 806-809.
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Xo. S35.

of golden ear-rings with long pendants, like Nos. 822 and 823, and a very

large round i)late of gold with most curious signs engraved on it. The

loss of this latter object grieves me more than anything else.

Of gold ear-rings of an identical shape with those figured under Nos.

830 and 831, I found one at a depth of 30 ft. in a large bundle of 25 silver

bracelets, which were cemented together by the chloride of silver : this

bundle contained also 4 or 5 ear-rings of electrum, in form like Nos.

752 to 764.

The pretty golden hair or breast pins, Nos. 834 and 849 (p. 489) ^ were

found l)y me in my north-western trench, at a depth of from 4G to 48 ft.,

exactly 10 ft. below the

great Hellenic wall attri-

buted to Lysimachus. The
stratum of the third, the

T)urnt city reaches at this

point much deeper than

usual, and the two brooches

certainly belong to it.

No. 834 is 3 in. long and

very massive, consisting,

according to Mr. Carlo

Giuliano, of gold 23 carats

fine. It is ornamented with

a quadrangular plate of

gold, ItV in. long and 0'7 in.

broad, the lower side of

which is soldered on a

band of gold, which has

been turned at both ends

into spirals with 7 wind-

ings. On the top has been

soldered another flat gold band, on which again are soldered 6 vases of

solid gold, each with 2 handles, placed in such a way that each vase

is turned with one handle towards the front ; the covers of these vases

are circular. The surface of the plate is divided by five vertical flat

bands, soldered on it, into four vertical fields, each of which is filled up

with a spiral ornament made of thin gold wire and soldered on. These

ornaments are identical with those found by me in the third royal tomb
at Mycenae ;

" but to enhance the beauty of this ornamentation the

Trojan goldsmith, or whosoever m,ay have been the maker of this brooch,

has taken care to represent the spirals in two columns with their heads

upwards, and in two others head downwards. The 6 little gold vases

have exactly the shape of the terra-cotta vase No. 2G1, if we suppose

its three feet removed.

I found the other gold brooch, No. 849, hardly 1 ft. distant from

Nos. 834, 835. Brooches of Gold. (3 : 4 actual size.

From the Trojan straium.)

^ I am obliged occasionally to refer the reader to other pages on account of the grouping of the

cuts according to the taste of the engraver. * See my Mijcenae, p. 196, Nos. 295, 296.
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1 i. 1 ,. i^mf lifrlitpv and Bimpler. Its upper

No. S3i; it is somewhat 1;™S" • ^''/''^
below and above which is

end is ornamented w.th a solu g<.ia b 11 both ^^ ^.^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

No. S38.
No. 836.

.T , , <. F.r rinc'^ Ear-rings with rcndants, llaii-vings, and r.rnocl.cs.

Kos. 836-850. Gold Orna,ne„ts
: ^^^^S:;^^^'"::^^ to '2. ft.)

1 • . 1
•

1 1 . . n lorf.o flat cover, and lool<s much like a screw
;

Init

an oViiect winch lias a laigc nai lUM-i,
,,^„fn,i nil round

on cl'Ler examination we find that it is merely ornamented all

mth six horizontal parallel incisions.

' See my Murcnac, p. 196. No. 295.
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Another treasure %Yfis found hj me on the 21st October, 1878, at a

depth of 2G ft. 5 in., in the jiresence of seven officers of H.M.S. Monarch,

to the north-east of the royal house (in the place marked r on Plan I.), in

a chamber of the buildings which may have been its dependencies. It was

in a broken wheel-made vessel of terra-cotta, containing a good deal of

powder, chiefly snow-white, but here and tliore bluish, which lay in iui

oblique position, about 3 ft. above the floor, and must have fallen from an

upper storey. The jewels consisted of 20 gold ear-rings, of which 16

are precisely similar to those found in the large treasure, which are repre-

sented under Nos. 694 and 695. The other 4 ear-rings, of which No. 840

is one, are similar in form to those given under Nos. 830 and 831.

There were also 4 very pretty gold ornaments, of which I represent

3 under Nos. 836, 838, 853. Precisely similar gold ornaments were found

by me in the third royal sepulchre at Mycenae.^ They must have been

used for necklaces, as they have in the middle a long tulnilar hole. They

were made in the following manner :—To each end of a small gold tube

were soldered two thin gold wires, which were on either side turned five

times round, and the spirals thus formed were soldered together, the

outside twist of each being also soldered to the tube. Of the like pattern

is the gold hairpin No. 848, from the top of which runs out on either side

a gold wire, forming spirals with 4 turns. Of a similar pattern is

another gold hairpin, No. 850, the top of which is ornamented with a

solid gold ball, and with spirals on both sides : on the ball is soldered

a piece of round gold wire, covered with a round plate, so that the object

resembles a bottle.

There was also found a very large quantity of gold beads of the various

shapes represented under Nos. 851 and 854-858, as well as of those

Xo. foJ.

Nos. 851-853. Objects of Gold and Cornelian for necklaces.

( About_ 3 : 4 actual size. Deiith, ".6 lo 2S ft.)

found in the large Treasure and represented under Nos. 708-738 (p. 460).

The shape of the buttons on the necklace No. 858, of which Nos. 859

and 860 are two separate specimens, were found here for the first time.

They are made of gold plate, hammered out in the shape of a boss, and

8 See my Ilycenae, p. 196, Nos. 297, 299.
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LHAP. Vii-J
• f

Nos. 861 and 862. The fo^eH.^^^^^^T^^ '^ b.lLki
thick, and so small that it could only fit a child s am.
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one of the "gold ear-rings had been fused in the great conflagration, as

well as a large number of the gold beads, and parts of a necklace of

Xo. -C2.

Nos. 861, 8G2. Two Bracelets of Elertrum, to one of whuh a large number of silver rings and gold beads, also a gold

far-ring, were fusrd in the conflagration, and have been firmly attached together by the cementing agency of

the chloriJe of silver. (3 : 4 actual size. iJepth, 28 ft.)

small silver rings, which are also cemented together by the chloride of

silver ; all these objects form, as it were, one solid mass with the bracelet.

The little treasure further contained 11 silver ear-rings of the same

form as Nos. 694, 095 (p. 460), and 754-764 (p. 462), except one which

resembles a pair of tongs. This latter is attached by the chloride of silver

to another silver ear-ring, and to two gold beads. Of the other silver ear-

rings also, four are cemented together by the chloride in one packet, and

three in another. There are, besides, 20 parts of necklaces, like Nos. 863

Ko. sea.

Ko. 8C4.

No. 865.

Ko. S&o. A Hairpin of Electrum.

(Actual size.)

Nos. 863, 864. Parts of Necklaces, consisting of innumerable silver rings

cemciit<d together by the chloride of silver and strung on sticks of ivory.

(3 : 4 actual size. Depth, 28 ft.)

and 864, consisting of innumerable silver rings, each 0*28 in. in diameter,

which are stuck together by the cementing action of the chloride. They
e strung on pieces of a substance which I believe to be ivory, andar
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my lamented friend Dr. Edward Moss (in 1878 of H.M.S. Besearch) fully

confirmed this. All the parts of necklaces form curves, and seem to have

retained the shape they had when in use. In one instance two of these

parts of necklaces are cemented together by means of a silver ear-ring.

I further counted 158 similar silver rings, either single or joined by the

chloride. In a like manner there were also many parts of necklaces

composed of silver beads, cemented together by the chloride, to which are

attached numerous gold beads. I further mention a cylindrical bar of

electrum, l-9th in. long, as well as a hairpin of the same metal, which I

represent under No. 865 : it has nearly the common form of the bronze

brooches, being in the form of a nail with a globular head.

To the west of the gate visitors see the longest wall of the house of

the king or town-chief. It runs parallel with the great city wall (see

Plan I., of Troy), and is 53 ft. 4 in. long and 4 ft. 4 in. high. Near the

north-western extremity of this wall, and just 3 ft. above the ground,'

I found in a layer of grey ashes two more small treasures, both contained

in broken hand-made terra-cotta vases, with a good deal of the same white

powder which I noticed in the other treasure. Of these vases, the one lay

in an oblique, the other in a horizontal position, from which circumstance

I conclude that both had fallen in the catastrophe from an upper part

of the house ; the orifices of the two nearly touched each other. The

vase which lay in a horizontal position contained 6 round and 4 oval

beads of cornelian, like those under No. 852 (p. 490) ; a flat plain gold

frontlet, having at each end three perforations for stringing them together

;

43 large globular gold beads, like those under No. 856 (p. 491), and innu-

merable small gold beads of various shapes ; the gold bar No. 866, with

18 perforations, apparently for suspending ornaments, probably chains

with pendants ; a gold plate, ornamented with zigzag lines and crowns of

tolerable intaglio-work, but, either by the action of the fire or by the

hand of man, this plate has been folded together four or more times,

and, as it is very thick, it is impossible to unfold it with the hand.

Xo 8G7

Ko. 870.

No. 86G. Object of Gold for suspendiiiR ornaments.

Nos. 8t)7-8"2. Six Lumps of Gold.

(3 : 4 actual size. Ucpth, 28 ft.)

There were also large and small lumps of gold, Nos. 867, 868, 869, 870, and

871 ; also a very large one, No. 872, which seems to have been inten-

At the jioint mnrke.l t on Plan I.
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tionally melted into the shape of a bell : to this lump has been fused

in the contlagration a good deal of silver, now turned into chloride. I

have also to mention a nugget of silver, which latter has turned into

chloride, to which are cemented ten gold beads of different forms ; a

long quadrangular gold wire, almost in the form of an car-ring ; 14 gold

ear-rings of the common Trojan type, like Nos. 694, 695, 754-764 ; a

gold ear-ring in the form of a serpent, like Nos, 840, 841 (p. 489) ; and a

gold ear-ring in the shape of an inverted vase, to the mouth of which a

gold wire with 21 windings is soldered (see No. 844). There was also a

gold ear-ring with a plain pendant and two pointed ends, so that it could

be put through the ear by either of them ; further, a pretty gold ear-

ring, in the shajie of No. 847, formed of 14 gold wires, which had been

bent over in the form of a basket and soldered together ; the inner side

had then been smoothed and polished. On one of the external sides it

is ornamented with one row, on the other with two rows, of 5 rosettes,

with one rosette at the top. To the lower part is soldered a small gold

plate, ornamented with five triangles between two lines-»-all of intaglio-

work ; and below each triangle is a perforation : from each of these latter

is suspended a gold chain, covered with 16 gold double leaves orna-

mented with dots, and at the end of each chain hangs a gold ornament,

much like a Trojan idol, but terminating in four leaves decorated with

dots. This and all the other articles of gold and silver I can unfortunately

only show as they are ; for, except the spirals and rosettes, which occur

frequently in Mycenae, and also abundantly in Assyria and Babylonia,

nothing like these Trojan gold articles has been ever found elsewhere.

Professor Sayce thinks the ornamentation with rosettes to have been

invented in Babylonia, to have passed into the handiwork of the Phoeni-

cians, and to have been brought* by them to the West.**

I further mention an ear-ring of electrum, ornamented with a little

crown, in which is fixed a pendant, apparently of silver, for it is much
destroyed by the chloride ; to this latter object have been cemented a

silver ear-ring and innumerable silver beads : also a pendant of electrum,

to which are attached numerous gold and silver beads : also about ten

silver ear-rings, all cemented together by the chloride, and covered with

gold beads, which likewise stick firmly to them ; these ear-rings have the

usual Trojan shape (see Nos. 694, 695, 754-764) : also a gold disc with

18 incisions. Close to the two vases with the jewels there lay embedded
in the ashes a bronze battle-axe, 9} in. long, of the common Trojan shape

(see Nos. 806-809 and 828), and two of those strange weapons repre-

sented by Nos. 816 and 817 (p. 482).

Only 3 ft. from this discovery, but on the house-wall itself, and at a

depth of 26 ft. below the surface, there was found another and larger

treasure of bronze weapons and gold jewels :^ these latter again more or less

embedded in the same sort of white powder. The weapons consisted of two

lance-heads, like Nos. 803 and 804, a knife like No. 964 (p. 506), and two

small weapons like Nos. 810 and 817— all fused together in the conflagra-

° Contemporary Beview, December 1878.

" The place where this treasure was found is marked s on Plan I.
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tiou
;
further, a battle-axe, like those previously described ; also a broken

copper vessel, with many gold beads cemented to the oxide on its surface.

It contained the two heavy gold bracelets Xos. 873 and 874, each of which
weighs nearly as much as 18 sovereigns, and is, according to Mr. Giuliano,

of the fineness of 23 carats. They are almost an inch broad, and consist of

a thick gold plate, which on No. 873 is piped with gold wire, on No. 874

No. 873.

Nos. 873, 874. Gold Bracelets, found on the wall of the Royal House. (7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 2C ft.)

with silver wire. The outside of the former is divided by four vertical rows

Oi three rosettes in each, into four nearly equal fields, which are filled up

by two rows of the spiral ornamentation which we see on the Myceneau

jewels ;
^'^ and, to enhance the beauty of the bracelets, the primitive artist

has taken care to represent the ornament in one row with the head up-

wards, and in the other with the head downwards. The one row contains

8, the other 9, of such spiral ornaments ; there is, besides, a vertical row of

four of them, and thus all round the bracelet there are 72 such ornaments,

made of gold wire and soldered on the plate. The ornamentation of the

other bracelet. No. 874, is almost identical with this, the only difference

being that, instead of rosettes, the vertical columns are filled with beads.

These vertical columns, of which 5 are to the right of the spectator, 4 to

the left, and another 4 on the other side, are bordered by vertical gold

wires soldered to the plate of the bracelet. In each central column there

is a border of double wires. Each of these vertical columns has 8 rings,

except one which has only 7 ; thus they contain 103 rings altogether.

The number of spiral ornaments is 54, there being 18 in each field. I may
also mention large lumps of melted gold, one of which is similar to the

gold nuggets found in mines ; also a lump of gold, evidently cut from a

bar, similar to Nos. 809 and 870.

Together with these objects was found the lower half of one of those

large Trojan goblets of terra-cotta with two handles {Beira afjL<^LKV'7Tn\\a),

'« See my 2fjcenac, p. 196, No. 29.3.
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from which 16 bars of gold protruded, each being 4"33 in. long, and

having from 52 to 00 horizontal incisions.

I represent here under Nos. 875-877 three of these gold bars. I

i'si^MH^^issfiaiiii Hii^A^XA^4^^.-^__^'*>**mm

ital incisions. (About "
: 8 actual size. Uoiitli, 20 ft.)

again ask, if the 6 blades of pure silver (Nos. 787-792) are not Homeric

talents, have we to recognize the latter in these 16 gold bars ? Professor

Eoberts, of the Eoyal Mint, who kindly analysed a portion of pne of

them, writes to me the following note on the subject :

—

" A very small portion cut from the end of one of the gold rods was

scraped clean and submitted to analysis, the weight of metal examined

being 2*536 grains. It was found to contain 65"10 per cent, of gold and

33"42 per cent, of silver, together with minute traces of lead, copper, and

iron, but the amount of these metals collectively does not exceed 1'5 per

cent. The alloy of which the talent is composed is, therefore, electrum."

Having pulled these 16 bars out of the goblot, I found below them two

pairs of very heavy gold ear-rings, of which I have represented one pair

under Nos. 842 and 843 (p. 489). Each of them is made of 40 gold wires,

soldered together, beaten round, and cut out in the upper part, so as to

have the shape of a crown, in the middle of which was soldered the hook or

ear-ring proper, at first flat and ornamented with vertical incisions, and

tapering gradually to the point. On the inner side the wires were polished

to a smooth siirface ; on the outer side of each ear-ring basket were soldered

four rows of 7 rosettes, making in all 28 rosettes on each, except on one

of them, which has only 27. To render the ear-rings more solid, a gold

wire, which may be easily discerned in places where it is detached, was

soldered all round the edges. To the lower part of each basket were

soldered two gold plates : on that in front we see, between an upper

border of two flat gold stripes and a lower one of a very narrow stripe, a

row of 18 beads soldered into grooves ; the other gold plate is not orna-

mented, as it was on the side of the head. To each of these j)lates are

fastened 8 rings, made of double gold -wire, so that, as there are 16 rings,

we may with all probability suppose that to each of these ear-rings were

suspended 16 chains, which must, however, have been strung on thread,

because they have disappeared ; but the many hundreds of gold beads

which have remained are silent witnesses to their splendour. The beads

are either quadrangular and ornamented with incisions, like those shown

at No. 855, or of round or oval form, like No. 857 or No. 721 ; or they

consist of long and very thin rings, like Nos. 894-897.

I represent the other pair of ear-rings under Nos. 881 and 882.

Both were made of gold plate, to either side of which were soldered 13

gold wires ; then the whole was turned round into the form of a basket,

the hook or ear-ring proper being soldered on the top in the middle, and
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decorated at its lower end with 20 beads soldered into grooves. Each

side of both ear-rings was then decorated with 5 rows of 25 beads, soldered

Isos. 8T8-900. Three Rings for fastening anii ornanienlinc

Ear-rings, and Beads for pendants and necklaces— all

til. -.tresses or loeks of hair, four richly ornamented

f g.ld. (3 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 to 33 ft.)

into grooves, between G borders of double horizontal wires : thus there

were in all, on both sides of each ear-ring, 270 beads. Very simple

linear patterns are incised on both sides of the plate in the middle,

as well as on the plate soldered below : in this latter there are 5 holes

for suspending ornaments. M. Alessandro Castellani thinks that " the

primitive goldsmiths imitated the types of the Diademiae, the pseudo-

Diademiae, and the family of Echinae, covered as these aquatic creatures

are vv-ith a variety of lines and raised points. It is natural that artistic

decoration should derive its elements from surrounding nature." ^^

Mr. Giuliano estimates the fineness of these two pairs of ear-rings to

be 23 carats. But the gold beads are of different degrees of fineness;

Mr. Giuliano considers some to be 20, others 18 or only 16 carats fine.

This agrees with the analysis made by Prof. Roberts, who writes to me

:

" 0-0910 gramme of gold beads were found by assay to contain 67-91 per

cent, of gold. A single bead, weighing 0-0920 gramme, of richer colour

than the rest, contained 75-8 per cent, of gold. The standard of these

beads varies, therefore, from 16 to 18 carats. In all the beads submitted

to me the colour of the surface of the metal appears to have been brought

out by artificial means, and it maybe well to rctiicmbor that the Japanese^

Alessandro Castellani, at the German Archa;ological Institute in Rome, Jan. 3, 1879.

2 K
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who emjjloy an interesting series of gold alloys, use plum-juice vinegar

for this purpose."

There were further found in this treasure 9 simpler gold ear-rings,

one of which, No. 837 (p. 489), is ornamented with four rows of two

spirals in each, resembling those on the second Mycenean tombstone.^

Another, Xo. 879 (p. 497), has a pendant in the shape of a bell-clapper.

Three others have the usual Trojan form of Nos. G94, 095, and 754-764.

The remaining four, of which I represent two under Nos. 878 and 880, are

merely spirals with two twists, and, on closer inspection, I find both

extremities of them far too thick to be put into the lobe of the ear.

They must, therefore, have been used for holding together the locks of

the hair, and they may, in my opinion, perfectly explain the passage in

Homer :
" Dabbled with blood were his locks, which might vie with the

Graces, and the braids twined with gold and silver."- I suppose the

curious ring No. 879, which has no point, could also not have been any-

thing else but an ornament of the hair.

I further collected from the Treasure two gold bars like No. 8GG, the

one wdth 18, the other with 20 perforations for suspending ornaments;

also 45 gold buttons of a semi-globular form, like those marked Nos. 858,

859, 860, with an ear in the hollow and a border decorated with l25 dots

of punched work ; also a small plain hairpin, like No. 865, but with an

octagonal head.

I have still to mention another smaller discovery of gold, made by

me in November 1878, in my excavation on the north side of the hill,

exactly at the north-east corner of the brick wall.^ It consisted merely of

a pair of heavy massive ear-rings, like No. 841, in the shape of a serpent

decorated with three rows of beads soldered into grooves, a small object

of silver w4th six joerforations, and a silver plate of oval form measuring

2'4 in. in its broadest part : its length cannot be well determined, as it

has been folded in the fire and both ends are bent over, but it appears

to have been about 5 in. long. Together with these objects were found

hundreds of gold beads, among which are many in the form of leaves,

like No. 912, with tubular holes in the middle. Finally, I have to record

the finding of the pretty gold hairpin, No. 835 (p. 488), which exhibits

on each side a rosette W'ith eleven flower-petals ; but this round part with

the two rosettes consists of two distinct gold discs with no punched work.

They were made in the following way :—A small semi-globular gold

plate was soldered in the centre, and around it a border of gold wire

;

then the leaves were formed of gold wire and soldered on symmetrically.

"When the two discs had been thus decorated, they were joined by a

broad flat gold band, which projects slightly over both of them. Then
this double disc was soldered on the long pin, the upper part of which is

decorated with incisions. The pin was then stuck through a flat gold

band, which was soldered on both sides of the double disc, and coiled at

both ends into a spiral wdth three turns. The pin was further pierced

• See my Mycenae, p. 81, Xo. 140. 3 gge Plan I. (of Troy) and Sectional Plan
• II. xvii. 51, 52: III. u.

a'luaTi 01 Sevoj'TO Kdfiai x°-P'-'^^'fO'iv djuoTat

irXoxfJ-Oi. 6' ot XP^'^V '''f '''^' O-pyvpw i(j(pr,KWVTO.
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through a small gold 'disc, which we see soldered below the gold band.

Lastly, a gold band was soldered on the top of the disc, and turned on

either side into spirals of five turns.

I have further to mention among the discoveries of 1878 the remark-

able silver dagger, No. 901, which was discovered in the royal house at a

depth of 28 ft. The good preservation of this object, its

horizontal lines and its black colour, would lead any one

to believe that it was of meteoric iron. But Professor

Koberts of the Eoyal Mint, who scraped off a little of

the thin black layer with which the dagger is covered

and analysed it, proved it to be chloride of silver. I may
also state that the metal below the black layer is per-

fectly white ; there can, therefore, be no doul)t that

Professor Roberts's analysis is correct, and that we have

here a silver and not an iron dagger.

Mr. Gladstone thinks the silver dagger must have

been a ceremonial weapon. It is 6 in. long, double-edged,

and pretty sharp. Near the lower end of the blade are

two openings, 0-53 in. long and 0-12 in. broad, which

have j)robably been made only for the sake of ornament.

The end of the long handle is bent round at a right

angle, which proves that it has been cased in wood
;

it can hardly have been cased in ivory, as all the ivory

I found in the burnt city is so well preserved, I have

to add that this silver dagger has

precisely the form of the daggers

found in the large Treasure (see

Nos. 811-814). We may probably

recognize another ceremonial weapon

in the gold arrow-head. No. 902,

which w'as found on the plateau of

the two large w^alls (the Tower).

Of precious metals, I also dis-

covered two small treasures during

my excavations in 1879. The first

of these was found in April, on the

north side of the hill, about GG ft. outside the brick

city wall (see Plan I., of Troy, the place marked n a),

at a depth of only 13 ft. below the surface ; it lay on

a fallen house-wall, and had probably dropped from an

upper storey. As explained in the preceding pages, the

stratum of the third, the burnt city does not always

occur at the same depth below the surface : within the

precincts of the burnt city it is generally reached at a

depth of 23 ft., but, for reasons before explained, it is

also struck immediately below the foundations of the

Temple of Atlunie ; and, on the north-(!ast and east sides, outside the

brick wall of the burnt city, it generally occurs at so small a depth as

No. 902. Flat Piece of

Gold, in the form of an
Arrow-head. Fi'tm the

Tower. (Nearly actual

size. Depth, 2G ft.)

No. 901. Dagger of

Silver, probably a cere-

monial weapon.

(Actual size.

Depth, 28 ft.)
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12 ft. Visitors will have no difficulty in -convincing themselves of this

fact in my trenches. At all events, this apjiears to be confirmed by the

shajie of the gold ornaments contained in this small treasure, all of

which are perfectly similar to those found in the treasures discovered

near the royal house in the city proper, except the gold discs Nos. 903

and 904, of vv^hich three were found, and which now occurred here for

the first time. But similar gold discs were abundant in the royal

sepulchres of Mycenae ; where, in the third tomb alone, 1 collected 701 of

them.* No. 903 represents a pretty star flower within a small border, and

we see a similar one in No. 904 within a treble border, all in repousse-

work. It is difficult to

explain how the Trojans

produced such patterns.

Mr, Giuliano thinks

with Mr. Landerer that

the gold plate was laid

on a block of lead and

the ornamentation ham-

mered or pressed into

it. In the treasure was

also the gold breast or-

nament No. 905, which

is 18 in. long. The

upper part, in the form

of a basket, is 1*8 in.

long and 1^^ in. broad;

it consists of twenty-

five gold wires, which

were beaten flat, sol-

dered together, bent

over, and joined by

means of a small gold

plate, 0"12 in. broad,

and of two gold pins

;

to the upper border

were soldered two gold

hooks, 2Hn. long. One

side of the gold basket

is ornamented with

three rows of eleven

gold rings, and two

more such rings are seen on the lower part of the hooks. x\ll these

rings were filled up with a substance like white glass, which seems

to have once ]iad another colour, and may probal)ly have been blue.

At the lowei end is soldered a gold plate, with ten holes, from which

ten chains hang down, consisting of double rings of gold wire, and on

Nos. 903, 004. Discs of Gold-lt-af, riilil

ornamented. (About half actual size.

Depth, 13 ft

>.o iOj bold Oin im 111, 1)1 obiblj

for suspending on the breast.

(1 : 4 actual^size. Depth, 13 ft.)

See my Mijcenac, pp. 16o-17'2.
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each link is fixed a leaf of P-nlrl n-o • • t
ias 15.5 ...oh links and i^t^b k

""

'"'T"'*''-
^-1' SoU chain

'"''"*'• ""'1 '"'e'-e are, consequently.

Xos. 906-920. Ear-rings. Bracelet. Fillet. R.ads IV^w^ce. Far Hn .,
(3

:
4 actual s,z... ] yr^TCletosflt'^^

"''^^ ^""^""'' '»" "^ So'^-
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.
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other debris, it had been put on the wheelbarrow to be shot over the

incline ; but it was discovered by the keen eye of Professor Virchow,

who lifted it from the wheelbarrow and saved it from certain destruction.

There were also found the fragments of seven much larger gold idols.

Another treasure was found by me, in the presence of M. Burnouf and

Professor Virchow, at a depth of 33 ft. below the surface

(in the place marked v to the north of the place marked A
on Plan I., of Troy), on the slope of the great Trojan

wall, close to the house of the ancient town-chief or king,

and close to the spot where the large Treasure was found

in 1873. It consisted of two gold ear-rings, of which

I represent one under Xo. 920. Both have the usual

basket form, and are ornamented with three rosettes.

To the basket is soldered a gold plate, ornamented with

very simple incised linear patterns. To this gold plate

are fixed, on the one ear-ring five, on the other only four,

gold rings ; from which are suspended gold chains covered

with leaves.

I further mention the very large gold ear-rings of

the common form, Nos. 900 and 907, of which the latter

is ornamented with three rosettes :

—another gold ear-ring, just like

No. 920, but without pendants:—
two more small gold ear-rings of

the usual form, of which I repre-

sent one under No. 910 :—a small

gold ring, like Nos. 878 and 880,

for holding the hair locks or braids :

—one plain gold fillet, 21 in. long,

which I represent under No. 921

;

it has at one extremity three per-

forations, and on the other one per-

foration, for fastening it round the

head :—nine gold ornaments with

four spirals, like Nos. 83G and 838

;

and some smaller ones of the same

kind, like No. 909. Similar ornaments are very abundant

in the royal tombs of i\[ycenae.^

This treasure further contained two very large and

heavy cold bracelets, of which I represent one under

No. 918. It consists of a very thick I'ound gold rod,

having at one extremity only an ornament in the form of a flower-

button. In tlie treasure were also hundreds of gold beads, in the form

of rings or leaves, with a tubular hole, like Nos. 911-916, and 885-899;
the six silver ear-rings, No. 922, which are fastened together by the

cementing action of the chloride of silver, and to which also many gold

beads are stuck; and the large silver spoon, No. 923, of good repousse-

Xo. 922. Six Silver Ear-rings,

fastened together by the ce-

menting action of the chloride

of silver, many gold beads

sticking to Ihem. (Half ac-

tual size. Depth, 2i ft.)

No. 921. hihelof

Gold. (Half actual

size. Depth, 33 ft.)

See my JTijcenae, Xo. 297.
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^'ork. Like the shield, No, 799, this spoon has in the centre a large navel-

like boss {6/jb(f)aX6'i), surrounded by a furrow (av\a^) and by a projecting

border. The handle has a floral orna-

mentation in intaglio; its end is j^er-

forated, and has a large ring for sus-

pension. The large size of this spoon,

and particularly its boss, make it pro-

bable that it had a sacred use, and Avas

employed for libations. Further, the

treasure contained the pretty gold iillet.

No. 919, which has two perforations at

each end. It is decorated, in punched

work, with a border of dots, 9 double

concentric circles, and 27 vertical rows

of dots. There were also found nine

gold ear-rings of the shape represented

by No. 917, which had never yet occurred

except of silver (see No. 122, p. 250).

They have the form of a primitive boat,

and consist of simple gold plate. The

two ends are turned round in the form

of spirals, and by the holes of the latter

they were suspended in the ear by means

of a thin gold wire. Each of these

boat-like ear-rings is ornamented with

21 dots made with the punch. There

are gold ear-rings similar to these in

the gold room of the British Museum,
but I could not find out where they came from.

I have further to mention gold rings with a spiral ornamentiition like

No. 839 and No. 845, the thick ends of which can leave no doubt that

they served to fasten and ornament the hair-tresses. Also plain ear-rings

like No. 8-46, and ear-rings in the form of a serpent, with a granular orna-

mentation like Nos. 883 and 884.

Among the gold objects found I have finally to mention the pretty

eagle, whicli 1 represent in three different positions, under Nos. 924, 925,

926. Its form resembles a pigeon, but the head is decidedly that of an

eagle. It is nearly 2 in. long and If in. broad ; the tail has a breadth and

length of 0"6 in. It is made of two gold plates joined by two gold pins,**

and presents an example of pretty good repousse-work. In the lower part

of the hollow belly (see No. 925) is a round hole, whicli makes it likely

that the eagle was fixed on an object of wood. The upper side is

ornamented with linear patterns of intaglio-work ; the wings and tail

have also an incised decoration on the reverse side. The ornamentation

of the wings reminds us of that of the double-headed eagle in the Hittite

sculptures of Boghaz Kioi and Eyuk.

^ Tliis is the only instance at Troy in whiob we see metal plates not soldered, but joined

with pins.

>io ')li ^\ II c 1 ^1 \ 1 w ill 1 hij; oix(j>aX6i

111 the middle Hil bandle is uiiianuntrd ; a

iiiij; fur suhpension is attached to its end.

(Half actual size. Depth, 33 ft.)
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Nus. y24-'J:ili. bugle of Gold. (7 : 8 actual sizl-. iiL-[>iii, -uil.)

b'

COW or ox ^Yitll long horns.

that this also was a ceremonial dagger,

At a depth of from 30 to 33 ft., immediately to the east of the royal

house, was found the remarkable bronze dagger, No. 927, which is

8"2 in. long, very well preserved, and of a dark grey

colour, just like iron. The blade is 4*2 in. long, and

nearly l/, in. wide at its thickest part. The handle is

quadrangular, and is decorated with incised triangles,

which makes it probable that it w'as not cased in wood.

The end of the handle is ornamented with a couchant

I hold with Mr. Gladstone

on account

of the cow, it seems too unhandy to have served for

common use. By the cementing power of the chloride

of copper there stick to this dagger five glass beads,

which are now white, but which have apparently once

been blue. Most certainly these glass beads have never

served as ornaments of the dagger ; they can only have

come in contact with it accidentally : but their presence

seems to prove that they were in general use here. But

vwfj were they imported bv the Phoenicians or home-made ?

*l*/ Under Nos. 928-930, 93-1-936, 940, 941, and 945,

I represent some of the common bronze pins or brooches,

which are found in large quantities in tlie burnt city,

and also frequently in all the other pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik ; they have a globular head, and were in use

before the invention of the fibula. Nos. 939, 947, and

951 are similar ; the only difierence is, that the head is

here turned in the form of a spiral ; but this is hardly

visible, owing to the oxide or carbonate of copper with

which the brooches are covered. No. 932 is a brooch

No. 927. Dagger of with a doublc spiral.

fnS^of^c'w Nos. 931, 933, 942, 944, and 946 are primitive arrow-
with long horns, hcads of brouze or copper. No. 937 is a fish-hook:
(Half aclu.ll size. -vTnoo • i •

r' i t •

uepth, 30 to 33 ft.) No. 938, a curious object of lead m the form of an ear-
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rino-, but, being far too thick to be stuck into the ear, it very probably

served to fasten and ornament the hair. Nos. 943, 948, and 949 are

Nos. 928-953. Primitive Brooches, Arrow-beail'; a Piincli, liiiiK^, ^c, ..f iiionzi'. CAliout half actual size.

Depth, 24 to 32 ft.)

rings ; No. 952 is a needle, and No. 953 a punch of bronze. Nos. 954

and 956 are bronze knives ; in the handle of the former may be seen one,

^^^-..-.

Nos. 954-957. Knives, Arrow-head, and Lanco-hc-ad of Brou.vj. (.ll.ill' actu.il .si/.e. ].'. plh, r2 to 32 ft.)

in that of the latter two round heads of the pins by means of which the

handles were fixed in the wooden casing.
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No. 055 is the only bronze arrow-head with barbs ever found by me
in this third, the burnt city, all the other arrow-heads being of the shape

described before. But that similarly shaped arrow-heads were in use,

though u-ithout barbs, seems also to be proved by the mould Xo. GO-1,

which has the forms for casting them.

No. 957 is another lance-head of bronze. In its handle may be seen

two pin-heads, by which it was fastened to the shaft. No. 958 is a bronze

battle-axe, with a perforation for the handle. Only four were found by

me of the like shape, and all of tliem in the burnt city. Similar

battle-axes of bronze have been found on the Island of Sardinia, and are

preserved in the Museum of Cagliari." Numerous battle-axes of a similar

Nos. 958-9'j). A Battk-axo ptil i t 1 in tli mi 1 Up t« > r mmoii Rittie-axcs, tliiie Knives, and another

instrument—lU of biunze (1 -xttual size. Deptli, 23 to 33 ft.)

shape, but of j^^re copper, were found in Hungary.'^ Nos. 959 and 960

represent two more of the bronze battle-axes of the common Trojan shape.

Nos. 961, 962, and 964 are bronze knives ; No. 963, a pointed implement

of bronze.

Under Nos. 965 and 966 I rejoresent two bronze knives of a

remarkable form; both run out into a spiral. No. 965, which is

single-edged, has evidently had its handle encased in wood; No. 966

is double-edged : the singular shape of its handle makes it hardly

possible that it can have been cased in wood. Mr. Basil Cooper calls

my attention to the exact Egyptian type in the form of these two

knives. I represent under No. 967 one more one-edged knife of the

common form. The Trojan knives had in no instance the shape of bur

present pocket-knives ; they were much longer, had handles of wood, and

were worn attached to the belt, as we see in Homer.

No. 968 is again a bronze lance ; in its lower end may be seen the

® See Vincenzo Crespi, II Musco cVAnticliita di

CatjUari; Cagliari, 1872, PI. ii. Nos. 4, 5, 6. On
the same plate we also see represented, under

No. 7, a mould, with a bed for casting; a similar

battle-axe.

' See Joseph Hampol, Catalogue de VExposition

prehistorique des Musees de Province et dcs Collec-

tionsparticidieresde la Hoivjrie, Buda-Pesth, 1876,

pp. 139, 140, Nos. 146, 150, 152; and Joseph

Hampel, Antiquites prehistoriqucs de la Hongrie,

Esztergom, 1876, PI. vii. Nos. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13,

14, 15.
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holes for tlie pins by which it was fastened in the shaft. It was picked
i:p by the side of one of the two entire skeletons of men, which I found in

the room of a house to the east of the plateau of the Tower, immediately

Xos. 065-907. Tlircc nniiizc Kiiivt'S, <if which two arc cifa very romavkahh- f. inn.

No. 965. Actual size. Depth, 2t ft. No. 906. Actual .size. Deptli, '2 4 ft. No. 907. 2 : 3 actual .size. D.^p:b, 23ft.

to the north of the nine jars (see Plan I,, of Troy, the place marked e s\

and which appear to be those of warriors, as they had helmets on their

heads. One of the skulls was fractured, the other was uninjured; but

No. 968. Bronze Lanc^ found besiJc his bke'.eton. (Half actual size. ]icplh, 23 ft.)

this latter was also fractured on its way to London. Professor Yirchow,
wlio kindly recomposed both skulls and made the accompanying excellent

goomotrical drawings of them (Nos. '.)G9-972 and Nos. 973-976), has sent

me the followiufic interesting note.
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'Dimensions op the Two Skulls (in MnxniETREs).

[CllAP. Vll.

Lengtli of Ihc skull

Giviitest breadth of the skull

Aiiririilar lieiglit ...

IJnaiUli of the frontal bnnc at its base...

Height of the face

Ureadth „

„ of lower jaw-

Orbit, lieight

„ breadth
Nose, height ... ... ...

„ breadth
Heightof the alveolar apophysis of the upperjaw
Horizontal circumference of the skull

Ncs. 9C9-972.
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"The skull Nos. 969-972 is evidently that of a male; judgicg from

the good preservation of the teeth-crowns, it belongs to a young man,

who, however, has had time to wear deeply down the edges of the incisors.

The forehead is broad ; the glabella moderately deepened. The vertical

curve (curve of the vertex) is long and well shaped, with a rapid falling

off of the occiput, which for the rest is rounded ; lambdoidal suture ser-

rated. The eyebrow projections are strongly developed ; maxillary bones

quite orthognathous ; the chin projecting, broad and angular. The middle

of the lower jawbone above the chin is inflected ; the upper alveolar pro-

cess very low. The upper part of the nose is narrow, the spine much deve-

loped. The face is somewhat coarse and narrow, with deep Fossae caninae.

^o. 973. No. 074.

Nos. 973-97G. Professor Virchow's geometrical ilrauiiiR of the skull of the other of the two warriors found, with

helmets on their heads and a lance-head, in the room of a house of the burnt city. (Depth, about 26ft.) The

deficiencies replaced by gypsum are indicated by ohUque lines.

" The .skull Nos. 973-970 is probably that of a young man, though it

has a very delicate appearance. The superciliary arches are slight ; the

frontal and parietal tubera distinct, but not strongly protruding ;
the

teeth but little worn down. It is distinguished by a continuous frontal

suture and prognathism pretty strongly developed. Though almost the

whole occiput and the right side had to be artificially reconstructed, in

consequence of which the uncertainty of the measuring is great, yet tho
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chief results may be considered as trustworthy. On the whole, the skull

is narrow and high ; its greatest height is two finger-breadths behind the

coronal suture. Owing to the restoration, it broadens perhaps more than

is necessary towards the back and below. In the Norma temporalis it

appears high and long. The face is moderately high ; less coarse than

the preceding, but not pretty. The nose appears to be broad ; its back

especially is somewhat flattened at its beginning. The eye-holes are low

;

the Fossae caninae deep ; the incisors large ; the alveolar apophysis of the

upper jaw projects obliquely. The lower jaw is strong; the chin broad

and projecting ; the alveolar part of the lower jaw is on the whole some-

what bent forward ; high processes ; low coronoid apophysis.

" ^Yhile the two male skulls have many resemblances to each other,

they are essentially distinguished from the female skull (No. 147). This

is hrachycephaUc (index 82*5), while the two others are distinctly stamped

doIicJiocepJialic, with an index of 68 "G in the first, of 73*8 in the second.

Probably their narrowness has been partly caused by the pressure of the

masses of earth which lay upon them, and somew'hat higher numbers

ought to be taken ; but this makes no difference in the contrast between

the skulls. It is only in the prognathism that the skull Nos. 973-976

approaches the female skull No. 147, whilst the strongly orthognathic

skull Nos. 969-972 is in contrast with both.

" The question whether all three skulls belong to the same people,

is difficult to decide on account of such great differences. If the progna-

thism is regarded as an ethnological criterion, then the conclusion must

be that the male skull, Nos. 969-972, must belong to a j^eople different

from the other two. On the other hand, it is evident that the form

of the skull indicates rather a relation between the two male skulls

than between them and the female skull. It is true that the female sex

inclines more to prognathism, and in many races the female calvaria

appears shorter and broader than the male ; but still the difference in the

cephalic index (82 • 5 — 73 ' 8 = 8 • 7) is so considerable that it cannot be

referred to a mere difference of sex. Thus we are led naturally to the

question, whether we have not here before us the remains of a mixed race.

In this respect it must not be overlooked that all three skulls present in

a striking manner the appearance of the bones of a race in an advanced

state of civilization. Nothing of the savage, nothing massive in the

formation of the bones, no particularly strong development of the

apophyses of the muscles and tendons, can be observed. All the parts

have a smooth, fine, almost slender appearance. It is true that all

three skulls have belonged to youthful persons, or at least to persons but

little advanced in age, and many a protuberance would perhaps have been

further developed had they grown older. But with savage races the

bones acquire earlier a greater thickness and ruggedness, and it is there-

fore most natural to infer that the ancient owners of these heads belonged

to a settled people, who were acquainted with the arts of peace, and who,

through intercourse with distant races, were more exposed to being

mixed in blood.

" Of course these remarks can only be offered with great reserve, as in
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all three skulls decay had. reached such a degree, that the recomposition of

the fragments, particularly of the face, by no means excludes the jjossi-

bility of arbitrariness. Each of the two male skulls has, under my
direction, been taken to pieces and recomposed six or seven times

;

nevertheless I cannot say that I am satisfied with the result. But
at last I have terminated the attempts at restoration, because, as large

pieces are missing, a certain arbitrariness on the part of the restorer

cannot be avoided ; besides, at least in the main points, it cannot be per-

ceived that a fresh restoration would give an essentially difierent result.

The dolichocephalism of the male and the brachycephalism of the female

skulls would surely as little disappear as the orthognathism of the one

and the prognathism of the two other skulls.

" The temptation is very great to make further suppositions regarding

the extraction of the individual persons and their social position. This

temptation, I believe, I must resist, because our real knowledge of the

craniology of ancient peoples is still on a very small scale. If it were

correct that, as some authors suppose, the ancient Thracians, like the

modern Albanians, were brachycephalic, we might perhaps connect with

them the people represented by the brachycephalic head from Hissarlik.

On the other hand, the dolichocephalism of Semites and Egyptians would

permit us to go with our dolicephalic skulls from Hissarlik to so distant

an origin. But if besides the skull index we take into consideration the

entire formation of the head and the face of the dolichocephalic skulls, the

idea that those men were members of the Aryan race is highly pleasing.

Hence I believe the natural 2)hilosopher should stop in the face of these

problems, and should abandon further investigation to the archasologist."

The skull Nos. 977, 978, which was found in the third, the burnt city,

in 'a jar, together with ashes of animal matter, is, as Prof. Yirchow

informs me, that of a woman, probably of a " young maiden. Its type

is a very characteristic female one : the bones are fine ; the form is

very pleasing. Corresponding to the pronounced doIicJiocejiJudiG index

of 71*3 (greatest length 188, greatest breadth 134 mm.), the Norma
verticalis is long and oval ; the Norma temporalis extended, with a long

and somewhat flat vertex-curve. The auricular height is 111mm.;
according to this, the auricular index amounts to 57, which is a very low

measure. In the same way the Lambda-angle is low and very obtuse

;

the forehead low, falling off distinctly and rapidly from the vertex-curve

;

the orbital edges quite smooth. The Sutara frontalis is continuous.

Compared with the other skulls, we find a great contrast to the female

skull, No. 147, which is brachycephalic; but, on the other hand, a near

approach to the two male skulls, especially to Nos. 9G9-972. There can,

therefore, be no ol)jection to join these three skulls in one group. In

connection with this it is not without importance that the new skull, as

well as the skull Nos. 973-976, has an open Sntiira frontalis.

" liegarding this skull, I cau only repeat what I said of the first

skulls ; namely, that the bones give one the impression of a delicate,

civilized, settled population. If this population were pre-eminently a

doliclioceiihalic one, then we have the choice between Aryan, Semitic, and
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perhaps Hamitic races. A definite decision on this point cannot yet

1)0 made from a purely anthropological point of view, but I may say

that the last skull can hardly he distinguished in the midst of ancient

Greek skulls."

No. 9-3.

Xo. 977

ivos. 977, 978. Skull found iu ajar, together witti ashes of animal mitter, probably human ashes, at a deplh of 23 ft.

Professor Yirchow kindly sent me also the following note on the

skeleton of a foetus which was found in a vase in the third or burnt

city :
—" This skeleton is very defective, because there are only a few frag-

ments of the head, breast, pelvis, hands and feet. On the other hand, the

upper and lower extremities as far as the hands and feet are pretty

complete. Their bones give the following measurements :

—

" Os humeri

Ulna

mm.
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will see in the lo^Yer portion a round boss ; this is the head of the copper

nail by Avhich the piece is transfixed : the point of the nail on the other

No. 979. (a) The upp^Tand ('<) luwcr pieces of :i Trojan Ilchuet-

crcst ((|)dAos) placed togctlit'r. (c) A tmall jiiece of the Hehiiet

remains iidiierins to tlie lower part of the ('rest. A pin,

fastened to the front of tlie part b, may be seen protruding on

the opposite side. (About half actual size. Depth, about 23 ft.)

No. 0-0. (iieat Copper Ring, found near

the Ifelmct-crest. (About half actual size.

Depjh, about 23 ft.)

side is merely bent round. As to the place into which the \6(l)o<; 'iTTTrovpi^

was inserted and fixed there can be no doubt, for the opening at the top

of the ridge can have served no other purjjose.^ By the side of one

helmet I found the copper ring No. 980, by the side of the other the

fragment of a similar ring. I am at a loss to say how these rings could

have been connected with the helmets.

Under No. 981 I represent six primitive bronze brooches, of which

only two have globular, the others flat heads. They had been stuck

No. 931. Six Bronze Brooches, stuck together in tlio hollow of a bone, and cemented together by the oxide or

carbonate of copper. (2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 26 ft

)

together into a hollow bone, and are consolidated by the cementing action

i)f the oxide or carbonate. This is the sole instance of brooches with flat

heads in the burnt city.

No. 982 marks an object of bronze in form like a small coin. On the

front side it is slightly concave, aiul represents in very low relief a little

figure, in which, by the help of what we have learned from those on the

whorls Nos. 1826, 188;^, 1971, 1994, we sec a man with uplifted arms.

On the rtiverso side this object is quite flat ; we only see there a single

dot. I think that, with all its resemblance to a coin, this object cannot

bo one, for nothing else like it has ever been found in any one of the

" A similar contrivance is also seen on the

helmet of a warrior in the intaglios of a Slycencan

golil bead and a gold ring. Sec mj* Mi/ccnae,

p. 174, No. 254 ; p. 223, No. 335.

2 L
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pre-historic cities of Hissarlik. Besides, coined money was still unknown

even in the time of Homer.

No. 082. Object of

Bronze in shape of a

coin. (Actual size.

Depth, 23 ft.)

Cuiiciis Oljict (.fa whiti' subsiaiice, with three pirforalions

(3 : i actual size. Depth, 26 to 33 ft.)

No. 98o is a very curious object of a perfectly white substance, with

traces of blue colour on the outside. It has nine semi-globular pro-

jections, a linear ornamentation, and at one end one perforation, at the

other two, by which it was pinned on another object. I, therefore, hold

it to have served as an ornament of a wooden box. In the fracture it has

quite the appearance of gypsum, and it is much softer and lighter than

Egyptian porcelain. As nothing like a similar paste has ever been found

by me, and also on account of its blue colour, which never occurs else^

where at Hissarlik, I think it to be of foreign importation.

No. 984 represents a plain perforated lentoid gem of cornelian, found

in the royal house ; its sole decoration is an incised line, which goes round

it lengthwise. A perfectly similar gem of cornelian,

found in a tomb at Camirus in Rhodes, is in the British

Museum.

I cannot conclude this chapter on the third, the

burnt city, without examining once more the question,

whether this pretty little town, with its brick walls,

which can hardly have housed 3000 inhabitants, could

have been identical with the great Homeric Ilios of

immortal renown, which withstood for ten long years

the heroic efforts of the united Greek army of 110,000

men, and which could only at last be captured by a

stratagem.

First, as regards the size of all the pre-historic cities, I repeat that

they were but very small. In fact, we can hardly too much contract our

ideas of the dimensions of those primeval cities.

So, according to the Attic tradition, Athens was built by the Pelas-

gians, and was limited to the small rock of the Acropolis, whose plateau is

of oval form, 900 ft. long and 400 ft. broad at its broadest part ; but it

was much smaller still until Cimon enlarged it by building the wall on

its eastern declivity and levelling the slope within by means of debris}"

The lonians, having captured the city, forced the Pelasgians to settle

at the southern foot of the Acropolis. According to Thucydidcs, Athens

was only enlarged by the coalescence of the Attic demi there (auvoiKLafi6<;)

No. 984. PLain Lentoid

Gem of Cornelian.

(3 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 28 ft.)

'" Pans. i. tI8, § 3 : Trj Se a.KpOTr6\fi, trX^p

cffov Ki/u.wi' ^KoS6/j.7]aev oi/rf/s 6 MiAriaSoy,

trcpi^ahiiv TO Xonrhv Aeyerai tov Teixovs

TleXaffyois i,lKi-\aavrds Trore ii-nh t)]V aKp6iro\LV •

(paal yap 'Ayp6\av koI 'Tir4p0tov. TTvvQavSfievos

8e o'irives i](Tai\ ovZiv &\Ko tBvvaixrjv /jLaduv, ^

SiK-fXoi/j T^ f^apxvs tvras 'AKapvaviap fUTOi-

KTJaai.
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eflfectecl by Tlieseiis.'^ In like manner Athens {'A6Pjvat), Thebes (©ry/Sat),

Mycenae (MuK7]vaL), and all the other cities whose names are of the

plural form, were probably at first limited to their stronghold, called

TToX^s-, and had their names in the singular ; but the cities having been

enlarged, they received the plural name, the citadel being then called

Acropolis, and the lower town ttoXi^. The most striking proof of this is

the name of the valley " Polis " in Ithaca, which, as I have shown above,'-^

is not derived from a real city, or acropolis,—for my excavations there

have proved that this sinr/le fertile valley in the island can never have

been the site of a city,—but from a natural rock, which has never been

touched by the hand of man. This rock, however, having—as seen from

below—precisely the shape of a citadel, is for this reason now called

castron, and was no doubt in ancient times called Polis, which name has

been transferred to the valley.

The ancient Polis or Asty (aarv) was the ordinary habitation of the

town-chief or king, with his family and dependants, as well as of the

richer classes of the people ; it was the site of the Agora and the temples,

and the general j)lace of refuge in time of danger. "We have traces of

this fact in the extended sense of the Italian casteUo, to embrace a town,

and in the Anglo-Saxon Jjurli. ; also, as Professor Yirchow suggests to me,

in the Slavish gar(l = hortus (Burgwall). "What, indeed," says Mr.

Gladstone, "have we to say when we. find that, in the period of the

incunaJjula of Eome, the Piomans on the Palatine were probably faced by

the Sabines on the hill of the Capitol ?" ^ It is, therefore, not the small-

ness of the third, the burnt city, which can prevent us from identifying

it with the Homeric Troy, because Homer is not a historian, but an epic

poet. Besides, he does not sing of contemporaneous events, but of events

which happened probably GOO or 700 years before his time, and which

he merely knew from hearsay :—

•

" If," as Professor Sayce observes,'' " Greek warriors had never fought

in the Plain of Troy, we may be pretty sure that the poems of Homer
would not have brought Achilles and Agamemnon under the walls of

Ilion." Great national heroic poems always rest on the foundation of

great decisive national combats and definite regions which had become

famous for these combats. The whole of Greek antiquity, and at its head

the greatest of all historians, Thucydides, never doubted of such combats

at the entrance of the Hellespont. " The capture of Troy is," as M.
Lcnormant says,*" " one of the five or six primitive reminiscences of the

Greeks, which seem to refer to real facts, and which, in spite of the

exuberant mythological vegetation in the midst of which they appear,

tlirow into the dark night of the heroic ages a light on the successive

phases of growing civilization. Such are, the foundation of the kingdom
of Argos by the early Pelasgic dynasty of Inachus ; its replacement by

' Thiuyil. ii. la: ti) 5f wph tovtov 7] a.Kp6Tro\is ' Homeric Synchronism, p. .'iO. * //. ii. 48G.

?'; vvv ovffa ttoAis fiv, Kal rh vir' avTi]y vphs v6tov ' Contemporary Review of Decenibor 1878.

ij^aKtcrra Terpa/j./jLtfOf. See IntroJ. p. 46. * Antiquites do la Troade, pp. 35, 3C.
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the new dynasty of Danaus ; the power of the monarchy of the Pelopids

;

and, in another part of Greece, the Phoenician colonization of Thebes.

The Greeks always considered these events as marking the principal and

decisive epochs of their primitive annals and their pre-historic traditions.

For the Trojan war there is a remarkable nnanimity of tradition, a

unanimity too decisively marked not to be founded on a positive fact. I

am particularly struck by the constancy with which, in the midst of the

infinite divergence of the heroic legends of the Greeks, there is always

maintained the same space of time between the capture of Troy and the

Dorian invasion, which is placed a little less than a hundred years later,

and opens the historical ages."

In the catalogue of ships" the poet mentions "the lower Thebes"

(T7ro6P]l3ai), because the upper town, the Cadmca, destroyed by the

Epigoni, had not yet been rebuilt. His mention of the lower town

only seems, therefore, to confirm another ancient tradition.

Mr. Gladstone writes :
^ " As to the question what light Schliemann's

discoveries throw upon the question, whether Troy had a real or only

a mythical existence, it is difficult to suppose that the mythical theory,

always wofully devoid of tangible substance, can long survive the results

attained. In the Plain where the scene of the Iliad is laid, upon the spot

indicated by the oldest traditions, which for very many centuries were

never brought into question, and which, as testifying to a fact the most

simple and palpable, were of high presumptive authority ; at a depth of

from 23 to 33 ft., with the debris of an older city beneath it, and of three

more recent successive towns above it ; has been found a stratum of

remains of an inhabited city, which was manifestly destroyed by a

tremendous conflagration."

As we have seen in the preceding pages, the third city of Hissarlik

perfectly agrees with the Homeric indications as to the site of Troy;

and the fact, that there is no second place in the Troad which could

possibly vie with it, goes far to prove its identity, the more so as the

third city has, like the Homeric Ilios, been destroyed by the hand of

an enemy in a fearful catastrophe, which fell on it so suddenly that the

inhabitants had to leave even a large part of their treasures behind. In

this respect also the third city agrees with the Homeric description,

because the poet says :
" Priam's city used to be far-famed for its wealth

in gold and bronze, but now the precious wealth has disaj^pcared from its

houses." '•*

If, therefore, in spite of its exhaustion by a long-protracted

siege, the third city of Hissarlik was still so rich that I could find in it ten

treasure.?, this is an additional proof of its identity with the poet's Ilios.

In proportion to the wealth and power of Ilium it was but natural

that the sudden catastrophe, by which this rich and famous capital of

tlie Trojan kingdom perished, should have made a very deej) impression

on the minds of men, both m Asia Minor and in Greece, and that it

should at once have been taken up by the bards. But while, as Mr.

^ //. ii. 505 : » IL STiii. 288-290

:

1)1' 'TiroOri^as elxoi', ivKTi/j.evov TrTO\ie9poy. Trp]v ixev yap npia.iJ.oio TroKtv fj.fpoTres avBpwTcoi

^ Homeric Synchronism, p. 20. travT^s /xvO^aKoyro noXvxpvcrov TroKvxakKoi'

vvv Se 5?; e|a7r(^Aa,'A.e Sojiiccv /cei^TjAio Ka\d.
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Gladstone says, the local features of the site and Plain of Troy were given

sufficiently for a broad identification, the hards handled them loosely and

at will in point of detail. They treated the Plain without any assumption

of a minute acquaintance with it, like one who was sketching a picture

for his hearers, boldly but slightly, and not as one who laid his scene in a

place with which he was already personally acquainted, and which formed

by far the most famous portion of the country he inhabited. The ruins of

the burnt Ilium having been completely buried under the ashes and debris,

and people having no archffiological desire for the investigation of the

matter, it was thought that the destroyed city had completely disappeared.

The imagination of the bards had, therefore, full play ; the small Ilium

grew in their songs, in the same proportion as the strength of the

Greek fleet, the power of the besieging army, and the great actions of the

heroes ; the gods were made to participate in the war, and innumerable

legends were grouped around the magnified facts.

I wish I could have proved Homer to have been an eye-witness of

the Trojan war ! Alas, I cannot do it ! At his time swords were in

universal use and iron was known, Vvdiereas they were totally unknown at

Troy. Besides, the civilization he describes is later by centuries than that

which I have brought to light in the excavations. Homer gives us the

legend of Ilium's tragic fate, as it was handed down to him by preceding

bards, clothing the traditional facts of the war and destruction of Troy in

tlie garb of his own day. Neither will I maintain that his acquaintance

with the Troad and with Troy was that of a resident ; but certainly he

was not without personal knowledge of the localities, for his descriptions

of the Troad in general, and of the Plain of Troy in particular, are too

truthful for us to believe that he could have drawn all his details from

the ancient myth. If, as appears likely, he visited the Plain in the ninth

century B.C.," he would probably have found the Aeolic Ilium already

long established, having its iVcropolis on Hissarlik and its lower town on

the site of Novum Ilium. It would, therefore, be but natural that he

should depict Priam's Troy as a large city, with an acropolis called Per-

gamos, the more so as in his time every larger city had its Acropolis.

My excavations have reduced the Homeric Ilium to its real proportions.

I have never called in doubt the unity of the Homeric poems, and have

always firmly believed both the Odyssey and the Iliad to b^by one author,

except perhaps—partly or entirely—the 2I:th Pthapsody of each poem,
on account of the contradictions they contain with the preceding text.

Jjesides—to use Mr. Gladstone's words, ^
—" If I consider how much learn-

ing and ingenuity have been expended in a hundred eff'orts (scarcely any
two of the assailants, however, agreeing except in their negative or revo-

lutionary criticism) to disintegrate the Homeric poems, to break up into

nebulous fragments the Sun of all ancient literature,"—I think it idle on
my part to attempt a task already marked by so many failures ; and I

rest content with those immortal epics as they stand—the first-fruits of

the noblest literature of the world, and the fount of poetic inspiration for

all later ages.

" Professor Sayce observes to me that, according to Euphorion an;! Thoopomjius, Homev was a
contemporary of Gyges of LyJia. ' Homeric Synchronism, p. 7.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE FOUETH CITY ON THE SITE OF TROY.

As we have seen in the precedin^i,' ps^ges, tlic inhal)itiints of Novum Ilium

hekl, according to an ancient legend, that Troy, the city of Priam, had not

been entirely destroyed by the united Greek army under Agamemnon,
and that it liad never ceased to be inhabited. This legend is certainly

confirmed by Homer, who, when Aeneas was on the point of being killed

by Achilles in single combat, makes Poseidon say :
" It is fated that Aeneas

should be saved, in order that the race and the name of Dardanus may
not utterly disappear—Dardanus, whom Zeus loved most of all the sons

he begat of mortal women ; because the race of Priam
, has now become

odious to the son of Kronos : noiu, therefore, sludl tlie migldn Aeneas reign,

over tlie Trojans, and the sons of his sons hereafter to he horn.'"
^

This legend has apparently been also confirmed by the criticism of my
iricliaxe and spade, for—as visitors can easily convince themselves with their

own eyes—the south-eastern corner of the Third, the hrich cifi/, has not

been destroyed by the conflagration. I must further say that this legend

is also confirmed by the relics I have discovered, for— as the reader will see

in the succeeding pages—we find among the successors of the burnt city

the very same singular idols ; the very same primitive bronze battle-axes

;

the very same terra-cotta vases, with or without tripod feet ; the very same
double-handled goljlets (Se-Tra afxc^iKvireWa) ; the very same battle-axes of

jade, porphyry, and diorite ; the same rude stone hammers and saddle-

querns of trachyte ; the same immense mass of whorls or balls of terra-

cotta with symbolical signs. The only dift'erence is that, in general, the

pottery of this fourth city is coarser and of a ruder fabric ; and that we
find here an infinitely larger quantity of rude wheel-made terra-cottas

and many new_^forms of vases and goblets. Besides, the quantity of rude

stone hammers and polished stone axes is here fully thrice as large as in

the third city ; also the masses of shells and cockles accumulated in the

dthris of the houses are so stupendous, that they baffle all description.

Visitors can best see them in the
^
great block of dthris which I have left

standing close to the " great tower." A people which left all their

kitchen-refuse on the floors of their rooms must have lived in a very low

social condition.

This low state of civilization seems also to be proved by the absence of

large city walls. The large stone walls built by the inhabitants of the

^ II. XX. 302-308

:

o? 'id€v e^eyevovro yvvaiKoiv t€ QvrjTauiv.

ixopijxov Se o'l fffT' aXeacrOai, -/jSr] yap TipLd/j.ov yeyejiy iJx^Vp^ Kporlwy
wppa p.ri aairepjjLOS yfvfr] /col Q.(pavTos oArjTai vvv 5e St; Alfdao fiirt Tpuieaaw avd^et,

AapSdfOv, tv KpoviSrjs irepi TrdfTaiv <pi\aTO Ka\ TraiSaiw -KOLSes, rol Kef fxeTUTriaOe yivwvTM.
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second city and used by the people of the third, the burnt city, as sub-

structions for their huge brick walls, Avere buried beneath the mounds of

ruins and debris produced by the conflagration ; and, as is amply proved by

the undisturbed state of these ruins and dthris, the peoj^le of the fourth

city did not attempt to bring them to light and to use them. Visitors

can convince themselves of this by a glance at the accumulation of the

TJjTmumT77??7mnF^r7777mp7rm.
Favement of the Gate A

No. 983. Accumulation of dibris before the Gate. The form of the strata of dihris indicates that after the great

conflagration the Trojans continued to go in and out on the same spot as before, although the paved road a was
deeplj' buried under the ashes.

calcined debris of the third city in front of the gate, because, as M.

Burnouf has ingeniously found out, and as he shows by the sketch which

I give here, the form of the strata of the burnt debris indicates that,

after the great conflagration, the inhabitants continued to go in and out at

the same place as before, although the paved road a w'as buried 10 ft. deep

under the ashes and debris. If a part of the old inhabitants remained in

the city after the conflagration, they certainly went in and out by the

same way, because they were accustomed to it. If the city were re-

colonized by another people, the new comers may have used the same road

because it was less steep and therefore easier, for everywhere else the

descent must have been at an angle of 45^, this being always the slope

the rubbish will adopt when shot from a height and left to itself, or, as

engineers say, its angle of repose. Besides, the road through the old

gate must, at a short distance, have joined the country-roads in the plain.

Thus the mere fact that the gate-road, though at a high level, continued

to be used by the inhabitants of the fourth city, neither proves that these

latter were the former people nor that they were new comers.

There were certainly walls of defence : as, for example, one, Gh ft.

high and 4 ft. thick, immediately to the north-west of the tower road, and

which seems to have run parallel with it down to the plain ; another,

20 ft. high and 5 ft. thick, built of large stones and earth, on the burnt

material which covered the west side of the great ancient wall 'to a

depth of G;V ft. ; further, an ancient enclosure wall, o ft. high, with a pro-

jecting battlement, on the north-west side of the hill ; and two more on

the south-eastern side, the one 5\, the other 10 ft. thick, and nearly as

high. As all these walls are outside the precincts of the third city, and as

they arc certainly ])re-historic and are in the strata of debris of the fourth .

city, I believe them to belong to it. As, however, they are so entirely

diff"erent in size, and as there is no continuity between them, I cannot

possibly regard them as parts of a city wall ; but I consider them to have
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been erected merely for tlie defence of certain special points. Now, if

the people of the third, the burnt city had continued to reside there, it

would appear wonderful why they should not have continued to surround

themselves with new brick walls of defence, for they had passed all their

lives within such brick fortifications, which could so easily have been

erected. But there is no trace of such city walls of brick. Neither is

there a trace of brick in the houses of the fourth city. As we have seen,

only the ground-floors of the third, the burnt city are of stones joined

with earth ; all the upper part of the houses was built of slightly-baked

bricks, rarely of mere clay. Now, if the Trojans had continued to reside in

their city, it is difficult to admit that they could have suddenly abandoned

their mode of architecture and have adopted a different one. But that

the architecture of the fourth city was a different one, is a fact of which

visitors can easily convince themselves in the great block of debris which

I have left standing. They will see there, in the strata of debris suc-

ceeding those of the burnt city, house-walls 10 or 12 ft. high, built of

stones joined with clay ; they will also see many such stone walls of this

height in my excavations to the east of the brick wall of the third city.

This would lead us to suppose that all the house-walls were built of

stones. This mode of architecture seems also to be proved by the very

large masses of loose stones which occur in the strata of the fourth city.

But as the people had neither planks nor tiles, it is more than probable

that, like the present inhabitants of the Troad, they covered in their

houses with terraces of earth. I readily admit that in many houses the

stone walls may have been superseded by walls of clay, for in that case

we should have no difficulty in exjjlaining the thickness of the stratum of

dehris of this fourth city, which is generally from 12 to 13 ft. deep. But

at all events no bricks, or traces of bricks, ever turned up there; and this

is the principal reason which gives the preponderance of argument

against our tendency to believe that this fourth city might have been

inhabited by the people of the preceding, the burnt city.

But on this point I differ from my friend Professor Yirchow, who
writes to me : "I do not dare to contradict, but I would maintain that the

present sun-dried bricks of the Troad are decomposed by air and rain with-

out leaving a trace of their shape. Had the fourth city been destroyed by
fire, the bricks would have been preserved longer. But this not having

been the case, I do not see how the fact that no trace of them can now be

found can militate against their former existence."

If the pottery of the fourth city does not differ much in shape from
that of the third, the burnt city, it certainly differs much from it in

colour and general appearance ; because the pottery of the fourth city has
been only half or less than half baked at an open fire,- whereas the pottery

- Professor Virchow remonstrates against my contradicted by the fact that these latter are
belief that the pre-historic peoples baked their always tlioroughly baked ; whilst all the other
pottery at an open fire, for he thinks they per- pottery, and even the very thinnest, whose clay
formed this operation with animal dung in is not "more than 0-003 orO- 004 thick, is baked
closed pits. But I can so^iuch the less accept on an average only to one-third of the thickness
his theory, as he claims the same manipulation of their clay,

for the baking of the ha-ge j^ithoi. But this is
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of tlie third city, after having passed through the same operation, has

been exposed to the intense heat of the conflagration, which in a very-

great many cases has completed the thorough baking and has given to

it a much finer colour, except in cases where, the heat having continued

too lonijc or having been too intense, the vessels have been more or less

destroyed by it. Thus we have before us, in this fourth city, a pottery

very inferior in fabric to that of the first and second cities, but a pottery

which would have been but slightly inferior to that of its predecessor, the

third city, had it not been through the accidentally superior 1)alving of the

latter in the conflagration.

Under No. 986 I represent a pretty lustrous-yellow owl-headed vase,

of a globular shape but flat-bottomed, with the characteristics of a

woman and two wing-like vertical projections : the vulva, with its incised

cross and the four dots, is of special interest. Very interesting is also

the globular red vase No. 987, which has also a flat bottom, and on

No. 9S0. Irn;!-!^ \\:i \ a^r, with ail owl's

head, the charactLrisiics uf a woman, two

wings and a cross with points on the

vilva. (1 : 6 actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

No. 988. Terra-cotta Vase, witli an owl's head, the

characteristics of a woman, and two wings.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 9s7. Curious \':im'. with an owl's head, holding a

double-handled cup.

(About half actual size. Depth, 15 ft.)

which we see the large owl-eyes still more distinctly marked. The figure

has on its head a basin, which forms the orifice ; four necklaces are

indicated round the neck. In its hands it holds a doublediandled cup,

which communicates by a hole with the principal vase. Owl-headed vases
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of an identical shape also occur in the third city : the fragment repre-

sented under No. 228, p. 340, is the mouth-piece of a similar vase.

No. 988 is a pear-shaped lustrous-black vase, with wing-like vertical

projections, an owl's head, and the characteristics of a woman ; there is a

slight hollow in the vulva. Owl-vases of this shape are the most frequent.

Of the same colour and of nearly an identical shape, but much larger, is

the vase No. 989. Of the same colour is also the owl-vase No. 990, which

Xo. roe. Vase with an owl's head, two breasts, and

handles in form of wings. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, 22 ft.)

Ko. 9S9. Vase with an owl's head, the characteristics

of a woman, and two wing-lilce bandies. (1 :4 actual

size. Depth, 22 ft.)

has no vulva. Of still greater interest is the pear-shaped lustrous dark-

brown vase No. 991, which has an incised cross on the vulva, no vertical

projections, but two handles. Here the neck is plain, and was evidently

intended to be crowned with a cover on which the owl-head is modelled,

like that which I have put on it, but certainly not this particular one, as

it is too narrow. Of an identical shape and colour is the vase No. 992.

Of a very rude fabric is the pear-shaped yellow vase No. 993, on which

the characteristics of a woman are indicated by shapeless excrescences.

The usual wing-like projections, instead of being upright, are here bent

towards the neck of the vase ; the bottom is flat. All these vases are

hand-made.

To this fourth city also belong the idols Nos. 994 and 995 ; both

are very curious, as they approach nearer to the human shape than any

other of the stone idols. No. 994 is of fine white marble, and differs
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also from the other idols hj its bulky form, approaching to the round ; it

has a rudely-incised owl-face. A necklace is indicated by a horizontal

stroke, and the hair by vertical scratches on the hinder part of the neck.

No. !'91. \'as(' with two liaiidles ami ihe cliaracteribtics of a woman ; cover
witli an owl's hcaU. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

Ko. 3U-2. Two-handled Vase, with tlie cliaiacteri.stics of a
woman. (1:4 actual size. Deptl', 13 ft.)

No. 9»3. Vaseof rcna-coita. 01'>11 iittual sizi

Depth, lUft.)
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The vulwa is indicated, considerably below its natural place ; the whole

body has been decorated with formless scratches, which seem to have

no signification. I call attention to the

groat resemblance of this idol to a Baby-

lonian image of the goddess Nana in the

No. 991. :^r;^rble Idol, with

an owl's face. (2 : 5 actual

size. Dcptb, about I61't.)

No. 99G.

No. 998.

No. 997.

Nos. 990-09^ Owl-faccd Idols of Marble. (Actual ?izi\ Depth, \?. to 2n ft.) Xo. 9;)G has a girdle ; Xo. 997,

four nec!jlac3s; on Xo. 99 j tb:' owi's face is painted.

British Museum. The idol No. 995 is of slate and flat; of the face,

only the two eyes are marked. A necklace is indicated by two horizontal

strokes. Through the inability of the primitive artist, the breasts are

indicated on the shoulders, and the vulva on the left side.

I have further to mention, as belonging to this fourth city, the marble

idols Nos. 996, 997, 998. On the first two the owl-head is rudely incised.

No. 990 has a girdle indicated by two horizontal strokes and three points.

No. 997 has on the neck four horizontal strokes, probably indicating the

necklaces. On the idol No. 998, the eyes and beak of the owl are rudely

painted with a black colour, probably with black clay.

No. 999 is a fragment of the side of a vase with an incised linear

Q]-namentation, on which we see the projection with a tubular hole for

X*o. 1000.

m\\li\\\

Nos. 999-1001. l-ragments of roitery,wi,h incised ornamentation. (Xeailj half aetu il w 1 j i 1 t 1 t

suspension. No. 1000 is the fragment of a vase-handle ; No. 1001, the
fragment of a vase-neck, with a linear decoration.
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Nos. 1002 and 1003 represent tlie upper part of a histroiis-Wack vase,

with a ruile but very curious deeply-incised decoration. On No. 1002 we

ICi.s. 1 002, 10U3. Front and back views of a Vase-neck, with very curious incised signs and perlKips a man with

uplifted arms. (Half actual size. Depth, about 17 ft.)

see, perhaps, the very rude figure of a man with uplifted arms, whose

head is almost as large as the whole remainder of the body. I do not

attempt to explain the rest of the decoration. On No. 1003 the sign

in the middle resembles a written character. The clay of this vase-head is

N >. loot. Sni ill ^ a~r, u nil .iMiihh' liiilcs for snspeii>ii)n

on each side. (..Vctiuil .iizo. IJepUi, ul;out 20 ft.)

No. liHi.-). VaS'\ with tulnilar holes for suspension.

(.Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 1006. Globular \asc, xvitli tubular lioles b.r

suspension. (1 : -l actual size. Depth, about 19 ft.)

but very slightly baked. No. 100-1 is a small vase with vertical tubular

holes for suspension. No. 1005 is a small pear-shaped vase of a blackish
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colour, -with tubular holes for suspension. No. 1000 is a globular lustrous

(lark-hrown vase, with a convex bottom and tubular rings for suspension

;

it has a l)reast-like excrescence in front. The vase No. 1007 is wheel-

made and of a dark-red colour ; its handles are in the form of spirals,

!.A''

No. 1C07. Vii«e with tubular holes in tlio liaiidlos for

suspension. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

Xo. lOOS. Vase with tubul.ir holis fur su.spen.Nion.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, about lU ft.)

and are perforated vertically for suspension with a string. No. 1008 is

pear-shaped, with a convex bottom and a long neck taj^ering towards

the mouth ; on each side is a long

projection with a perforation for sus-

pension. Vases of this shape are very

frequent. No. 1009 is a pretty lustrous-

red wheel-made vase, with two handles

in the form of spirals, and between

them, on each side, a perforated pro-

jection for suspension; in the same

direction there are perforations in the

rim : the only ornamentation consists

of four impressed horizontal lines

round the neck.

No. 1010 represents a dark-red

hand-made vase, with a hollow bottom

and perforated j)rojections for suspen-

sion on the sides ; there is besides, on

either side, a protuberance in the form

of a handle, but it is not really such. On the upper part of the body

we see all round the vase, between borders of incised lines and dots, a row

of strange signs, which may be written characters ; the neck of the vase

is fractured. No. 1011 represents this same vase from the other side,

and with a restored neck. I also give separately the supposed inscription

or mere decoration as copied by M. Burnouf (No. 1012). But Prof. Sayce

does not think it to be an inscription. Professor Virchow calls my

No. lOb'j. \',i-r \, 111, CM, li.iii.ilf.-i and tubular holes

for suspen>iijn. ( Abnut 1 : 4 actual size. '

Depth, about 19 ft.)
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attention to some resemblance which he finds in the decoration of this

vase to that on a vase found in Eeichersdorf in Lnsatia (Lausitz).^

_L

No. 1010. A Tt-rra-cutta Vase, with two little ears
and two laiga perforated handles, marked with
eleven strange characters. (About 1 ; i actual

size. Depth, about 18 ft.)

No. 1011. The fciregoing Vase, wiih a restored

neck.

No. 1013 is another suspension vase,

with a long neck decorated with four

incised horizontal lines ; the bottom is

flat. I repeat that all vases are hand-

made, unless I distinctly state the con-

trary. No. 1014 is dark-red, of a

globular shape, with a hollow foot and

a cylindrical neck. The neck is deco-
rated with horizontal, the body with vertical, incised lines: the pro-
jections on the sides arc perforated for suspension. No. 1015 is a small
black globular suspension vase, witli deeply incised spirals and wave-
hues. No. 1010 is a wheel-made globular lustrous-black vase, in the shape

' This Lusatian vase i.s represented in the Scss'oml Report of the Berlin Society for Anthropoloau
Lthnolooij, &c., of July 15, 1876, i-.

9.
J J i-^ yu.
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of a bottle, with perforated protuberances for suspension ; it has round

the body an incised zigzag ornament, with accompanying dots. No. 1017

No. 10!3. Vase with tubular liolcs lur suspension

and incised bands.

( About. 1 : 4 actual size. Dcptli, about 22 ft.)

No. 1014. Vase witli limar omamentafim.

(About 1 : 4 a:tual sue. Dt'iith, la to 22 ft.)

is also a suspension vase of a dull yellow colour ; it is ornamented with

four parallel horizontal lines, forming three fields, which are filled up with

zigzag lines. Ko. 1018 is a little black tripod-vase with two handles,

No. 1015. Globular Vasi', w itli tubular

holes for suspension and incised

ornamentation of spirals, (.^bout

1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

^o 101b A ise for suspension,

with incised zigzae; ornamenti- No. I0I7. Vase of grey Teira-entta, with pirforateii tubular holes on the

lion. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, sides and holes in the rim for suspension. Incised zigzag

19 ft.) ornamentation. (Actual size. Depth, 16 to 20 ft.)

and an incised zigzag decoration round the body. No. 1019 is a small

yellow tripod-vase of an oval shape, having perforated protuberances
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for susjoension on the sides ; it is decorated with incised vertical strokes

between horizontal parallel lines. Xo. 1020 is a one-handled pitcher,

Vn. 1021.

Nos. lOlS-10'21. Vases of various shapes, having an incised (irnamentation. (About 1 :4

actual size. Depth, 16 to 19 ft.)

No. 1022. Va^e

with three different

flat bottoms, on

each of which it

may be put down in

turn. (1 : 4 actual

size. Depth, 13 it.)

with an incised linear decoration ; No. 1021, a small suspension vase,

decorated with dots. No. 1022 is a very curious little yellow suspension

vase, with three difterent flat bottoms, on each of which it may be put

down in turn.

No. 1023 is a very pretty vase, whose surface is divided by five

parallel horizontal bands into four fields, filled with strokes, turned in

opposite directions. No. 102-1 is a little vase, covered all over with a

very pretty incised ornamentation.

One of the most curious vases is No. 1025 ; it is a yellow tripod, and
has on each side a handle of spiral form, with a tubular hole for sus-

No. 1023. Va--c uuh aiuiiouo mcised ornamenta-
tion. (Aljout 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about
13 ft.)

No. K21. Vase d.CI, ttd uilh incisions. No. 1025. Tripod Vase, wiih perforated projections for sus-
(Half actual size. DcplI), about 2iJ ft.) pension, and a small Vase on its body. Linear ornamenta-

tion. (.\bout 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about IC ft.)

pension
;
just in front of the handle to the right of the spectator is a

small projecting jug, which does not communicate with the vase. The
vase is decorated on the neck with incised horizontal linos, under tlie

lowest of which may be seen incised vertical lines, below each of wliicli

is a dot.

2 M
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No. 1026 is a lustrous-black tripod, of globular form, with perforated

projeetious for susj^ension ; the upper part of the body, as far as the

ueck, is decorated with dots. No. 1027 is another globular black tripod,

No. 102G. Tripod (llDbuLii \ a-M', witli tubular hulos

for suspension, and an ornanieiitaiion of points,

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, atiout 19 ft.)

No. 1027. 'Iripod Vase, witli tubular holes for sus-

fcnsion and incised ornamentalion. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, abnut 22 ft.")

with large perforated projections for suspension ; the upper part of the

body has also a linear decoration. Another black tripod-vase for suspen-

sion is represented by No. 1028 ; the neck is decorated with impressed

horizontal furrows. A similar black susjiension tripod is No. 1029, the

'-'tkM

-gtt;—-^ - "^"f^i

No. 1023. Tripod Vase, with tubular lioles for suspen-

sion. (About 1 :4 actual size. Depth, about 16 ft.)

No. 1029. Tripod V^ase, with tubular holes for suspen-

sion. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

body of which has ah incised wedge-shaj)ed ornamentation. The black

suspension tripod No. 1030 again is similar to it, but has much longer feet.

No, 1031 is a wheel-made yellow vase-cover, having on each side a

perforation in the rim for suspension ; one of the holes is seen in front.

The most curious thing on this vase-cover is the three feet on its top,

which make us suppose that it was also used as a cup. At all events,

this tripod vase-cover is unique ; no second S23ecimen like it has occurred.

No. 1032 is a wheel-made single-handled grey tripod, with long feet; it

has ear-shaped protuberances in front and on both sides. Of an identical
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No 1030. Tripod Vasp, with holes for suspension.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, about 19 It.)

No. 1032. Tripod with handle and three pngecting

ear-like ornanK'nts. (About 1 :4 actual size.

Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1031. Vase Cover, with three feet and two tubular
holes for suspension. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

No. 10.^'^. Terra-Lc.tta Vessel with three feet, a handle,

ami two ear-lilie ornaments. (1 : 6 a:tual size.

Dejitli. 16 ft.)

'- y^.

No. 1035. Tripod Vase, witb tubular holes for suspen-
No. 1034. tilubular lrip.i(l,withtul>ular holes forsuspen- sion. ( 1 : 4 actual size. Deptb, about 22 ft.)

sion. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

shape is tlit; tripod No. 10o;>. No. 1031 is a black f];lobulur bottle-bhaped

tripod, Avitli tubular holes for suspension. No. 1035 is a lustrous-black
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tripotl-vase, vntli perforated projections for suspension: tripod-vases of

this shape are frequent. No. lUoG is a small tripod-vase for suspension,

and No. 1037 is a similar tripod-vase. No. 1038 is a red globular tripod

for suspension ; No. 1039, a red flat jug in the form of a hunting-bottle
;

No. 1040, a grey tripod oenochoc. No. 10-11 is a red suspension tripod

Ko. 1030. 1 lilJod \'ase, with lubuUir

holes fur suspension.

(Nearlj- 1 : 3 actual size.

Deptli, about 22 ft.)

No. 1037. Globular Tripod,

with tubular boles.

(About 1 :4 actual' size.

Deptb, about 22 ft.)

No. 1031). Mat .lujT in form of a

hunting-bottle. (1 : -t actual ^ize.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

No. 1038. Globular Tripod, with

tubular holes for suspension.

(About 1 :4 aciual size. Depth,

about 22 ft.)

No. 1041. 1 niiud \-;ise, with tubular

holes for suspension.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth,

about 22 ft.)

No. 1043. inpol I'ltcuer.

(About 1 : 4 actuil size.

Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 1042. Tripod, with tubular

holes for suspension.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size.

Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 1044. Tripod Vase, with spiral

handles. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 20 ft.)

No. 1045. Rude Pitcher.

(1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 20 ft.)

with cover : a similar red tripod is seen in No, 1042. No. 1043 is a red

wheel-made tripod-pitcher; No. 1044, a dark-red tripod-vase, with handles

in the form of spirals ; No. 1045, a rude unpolished wheel-made pitcher,

of a form which is very abundant. No. 1046 is a lustrous-black

single-handled globular oenoclioe, with a long upright neck : this sort of

jug is very frequent. No. 1047 is a red one-handled wheel-made cup,

with two ear-like protuberances, and a breast-like projection in front.
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Xo. 1040. Tripoli Cenoclwe.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 1 3 ft.)

No. lOiG. Globular Oenochoi, with slraiglit neck.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 1048 is a one-liandletl tripod-jng; No. 1049, a red tripod-vase,

with handles iu the form of spirals. No. 1050 is a rude unpolished
wheel-made pitcher : this sort of pitcher is so abundant iu the fourth

Xo. 1018.

No. 1010

4

Xos. 10 17-1050. Tripod Va-ses and Pitchers. (1:1 actual size. Depth, 13 to 10 it.)

Xo. 1051. Xo. 1052. Xo. 1053.

Xos. 1031-1053. Rattle-box, Cup, and Tripoli I'.tchor. (_! : t actual size iKpth, 10 lo 22 ft.)

city that I collected more than 400 of them. No. 1051 is a very rudo

rattle-box, with pieces of metal inside ; rattle-boxes of clay, but of

different shape, occur also in the Lake-habitations in the Lake of

Moerincjen.'* No. 1052 is a very rude cup ; No. 1053, a very rude

tripod-pitcher.

•" V. Gross, liesulfdts dcs Eecherches dans les Lacs de la Suisse occidentale ; Zurich, 187t3, PI. si.\-.

Nos. 3, 4.
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No. 105-1 is tlie lower part of a rude tripod-box ; it is here represented

head downwards ; it is on the same principle as the tripod-box Nos. 264-5,

p. 3(30, No. 1055 is a little pitcher Avithont a handle. No. 105G is a

small tripod-cup; No. 1057, a small vessel with a pointed foot, having

exactly the form of the large jars : a vessel of an identical shape was
found in the ancient settlement on the rock near Inzighofen.^ No. 1058
is a small cup. Nos. 1059, 1061, 1062, 1064, 1066, 1067, 1075, 1076 are

small rude vases with perforated projections for suspension ; No. 1076
only is a tripod. Nos. 1060, 1063,' 1065, 1070, 1072 are small, very

rude one-handled pitchers: the first of them (No. 1060) is decorated

Nos. 1051-10T8. Lilliputian Inp^J Vases, Pitchers, at,J Ji.g.,. (1 : 3 actual size. Tcplb, 13 to 22 ft.)

with two parallel horizontal lines, between which the space is filled with
strokes. Nos. 1068 and 1073 are small one-handled cups. No. 1069 is

a small, very rude tripod-pitcher. The little pitcher No. 1071 has an
upright handle which joins the rim to the body, and a horizontal one
on the body. No. 1074 is a rude vessel with two holes for suspension

in the rim
; No. 1077, a rude little vessel with two straight projections

;

No. 1078, a'rude pitcher, with the handle broken off. Lilliputian vases,

jugs, cups, and pitchers like these (Nos. 1054-1078) are very abundant

^ L. Lindenschniit, Die Vaterlaiidischen Alterthiimer, PI. ssvi. Xo. 5.
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in this fourth and in the fifth pre-historic cities at Hissarlik, and appear

to have been used as toys for ehihlren. They are rare in the third, the

burnt city, and, when they occur there, they are of a better fabric, or at

least they are of a much neater appearance, which is no doubt due to

the intense heat they have been exposed to in the great conflagration.

No. 1079 is a one-handled lustrous-red pitcher, of a form which occurs

very abundantly in this fourth as well as in the burnt city. The same

No. lO-n. I ii|i IP ill.- >haiie of an hour-glass.

(1 ; 3 actual size. Deiith, 19 It.)

No. 10T9. Titcher wiili i'lv li:Uidle. (i :4 actnal .-i/.e.

Depth. 22 ft.)

shape rarely occurs in the fifth city, and is there generally of a ruder fabric.

No. 1080 is a very pretty wheel-made black double-handled goblet (StVa?

No. lO**]. Twn-h.imnod Ooblet (Sen-a?

ajai^iKUTreAAoi'). ( 1 ; -1 actual si/.c. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 1082. Goblet with tv\o hamiles (Stn-a? afiijiiKv-

TTtWoi')- (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

d/jb(f)LKV7reWop), in form like an hour-glass, decorated with four incised

lines round the middle. This form of goblet occurs solely in the fourth
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and fifth cities; it never occurs in the third, second, or first cities.

It is perhaps the prettiest of all the different sorts of Beira afK^Licv-

ireWa. It deserves attention that in the fourth city this sort of gohlet is

of a hlack, in the following city generally of a red, colour ; it is always

wheel-made. Nos. 1081 and 1082 are

two more of the common red heira dfx(f)t-

KuireWa, which I have discussed hefore.

Gohlets of this shape are found here in

great abundance. They also frequently

occur in the following, the fifth city, but

they are there generally of a much
smaller size. Many of these long goblets

are hand-made, but there are also a vast

number of wheel-made ones ; and I think

I am near the mark if I express the

opinion that one-half of the whole number

are wheel-made. The remarkable red

double-handled goblet (SeVa? a^c^iKvirek-

Xof), No. 1083, is hand-made; its shape

reminds us of the form of the small white

bread {Semmel) used in Mecklenburg-Schwerin : this shape of goblet

occurs only once. No. 1084 is a pretty hand-made, double-handled lus-

N'o. 1083. Ciirioiis large tn-o-handled Gublet

(Se'iras a-ti.^LKvTTiXKov'). (1:4 actual size.

Depth, 13 to 20 ft.)

No. 10 4 1) ul 1 'ill 11 1 I obi oni imented with

pomt» (\eirly 1 3 ictuil Mze Dej tb, lb ft.)

So. 1080. Cup with two Iranilks.

(1:3 actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

Xo. lOS.^i. Cup with two h.inilVs.

(^1:3 actual rize. Depth. 19 It.)

No. 10S7. Jus with two handles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

fcrous-red goblet, with 6 indented spots on either side : this same shape,

but without spots, is not rare. No. 1085 is a rude red hand-made cup, of
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a similar shape; No. 1086, a frequently-occurring pretty hand-made one,

of a lustrous dark-hrown colour. No. 1087 is a red wheel-made vase

with two handles ; No. 1088, a similar, but unpolished, very rude hand-

No. loss. Jus Willi two handles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

^^\

-^
I.

No. 1089. Jug with two hatiillcs.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

made one, of a thick clay. Another rude unpolished hand-made one is

No. 1089; and Nos. 1090 and 1091 are two larger lustrous-red hand-made

..\... lU Ml. \'.IS0 Willi tWollJIldll'S.

(1 : 4 actual !>izL\ Dvptli, 10 ft.)

No. 1091. Jug wi;U luu Uuhdles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

vases of a similar shape. No. 1092 is a dull black hand-made one, having

an incised linear ornamentation. To the same kind of jugs belongs also

the hand-made one, No. 1093, on which I have put a cover with a handle

running out into three spirals.

All these shapes of vessel, from No. 1088 to No. 1093, are frequent in

the fourth and third cities ; but more frequent than' any other form is the

two-handled cup. No. 1094, which, as has been before said, only came into

use in this fourth city, for it only twice occurred as a tripod in the third,

the burnt city. These cups are so abundant that I collected more than
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400 of them, yet I never found a single wheel-made one among them ; all

are hand-made, generally red, but very frequently also of a black colour.

No. 1092. Pitcher with two handles, and impressed

linear ornamentation,

(1:4 actu il size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 1094. Cup with two handles.

(Half actual size. Depth, about 19 ft.)

K'o. 1093. Ju<; u itli two handles, and Cover

in the form of a crown.

(1 :4 actual size. Depth, sbuut IG ft.)

On account of the abundance of these cups I believe them to have been

used also as wine-cups. I am not aware that double-handled cups of an

No. 1095 No. 1C96.

Nos. 1095-1100. Si.\ Cups, each with one handle. (Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 13 to 22 ft.)

identical shape have ever been found elsewhere, except in Mycenae, where

I found four of them in the royal tombs.*' But just as frequent as these

See my Mycenae, No. 349, p, 240.
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are the single-handled lustrous red or black hand-made cups Nos. 1095-

1100, and particularly the shapes of Nos. 1096 and 1099. All these

forms are also very frequent in the following, the fifth city, so that I have

been able to collect more than 500 of them. Frequent also, but far less

abundant than the form No. 1094, are the large double-handled cups,

No. 1101. Larp;p Clip or Bowl, with two handles. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, IC ft.)

Uo, 1102. Globular Cup or Bowl, with iwo handles. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 1 103. Globular Urn, with two handles. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 26 ft.)

Nos. 1101 and 1102, which are generally red, and are also always hand-

made. The red urn No. 1103, which has two handles, is also hand-made,
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X

No. 1104. TriiHxl I'itcliiT, with two handles.

Cl : -i actual size. Depth, IS to 22 ft.)

Ko. no.j. Doublc-h.m.U'.l I iiii.Hi Pitcher. (About
1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. HOG. Tripod Cup, with two handles. (Nearly

1 : 3 actual size. Depth, ] 3 to 20 ft.)

No. HOT. Tripod Cup, with two handles.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 18 to 22 ft.)

No. 1108. Terra-ciiU.i i lijiMii ( up. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 10 to 10 It.)

No. 1109. .>^mall \'as • wiih two handles.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, about 14 ft.)

No, IIIO CuiKiub I rip. »1 drinking \'cssel, consisting

of three cups issuing from a circular tube.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1111. Tripod Vessel, consisting of a circular tube

with four cups. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

as are likewise the douLle-handled tripod-pitcliers Nos. 1104 and 1105,

as well as the red double handled tripod-cups, Nos. 1106, 1107, and 1108.

No. 1109 is a vase with two handles, of a shape which often occurs.
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No. 1110 marks a vci-y curious lustrous-brown tripod-goblet, consisting

of a circular tube with three cups. This goblet could serve for three

persons sitting round a

table, each of whom could

drink from a separate mouth

of the goblet. A similar

vessel is indicated by No.

1111 ; it also consists of a

tube resting on three feet,

and having four cups, one

of which is larger than the

rest. No. 1112 is a large

rude urn with two handles,

of a common shape. No.

11 13 is a rare lustrous-brown

double-handled bottle, with

a rather fiat body and a

convex bottom; No. 1114,

a globular two-handled red

vase with a hollow foot

;

No. 1115, a flat double-
No. 1112. Large Urn with two handles. (1 : C actual size.

Depth, 22 It.)

Kg. IIIG.

Nos. 1115,1110. Lenlilshapcd Bottle and ,Iuf;, with two handles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about IC ft.)

No. 1113. Lentil-sliaped Bottle, with two
handles. (1 :4 actn.al size. Deptli,

IS to 22ft.)

No. lllY. Vase with two handli-s, and pre ji^ctins; nrnament
in the form of spectacles on eitlier side. (1 : -1 actual

size. Depth, 19 ft.)

No. 1114. Globnlar \'ase,with two h.indles.

(I : 4 actual size. Deptli, 18 to 22 ft.)
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handled lustrous-red vessel in the form of a hunting-bottle, with a convex

bottom : such bottles are not rare here. No. 1116 is a vessel with a convex

bottom, and perforated projections on the sides for suspension. No. 1117

is a double-handled vase, decorated on either side with a projecting double

spiral : vases with the same spiral decoration are frequent in the third

and fourth cities. No. 1118 is a red double-handled vase of a common
shape, with a convex bottom : the bell-shaped cover is of a dark-red

colour; it does not belong to this particular vase. No. 1119 is a large

Xo. H2'i. Va?'^ Willi ,1 - I'lral and a hoTiznntal

handle. (I ; C anual s.zc. Depth, 19 ft.)

Xo. 1121. Vase with a vertical and a hotizontal handle.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

unpolished double-handled vase with a convex bottom : vases of this

shape are common in this and in the preceding city. No. 1120 marks

a large vase of a rude fabric, having one handle joining the neck to
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the body, and a smaller handle on the opposite side. The rude vessel,

No. 1121, has its two handles in similar positions ; the foot is hollow,

and has two perforations. Vessels like these are very rare. No. 1122 is

a wheel-made black bottle ; its foot is convex, and almost pointed. The
grey bottle. No. 1123, is also wheel-made; its foot is hollow. No. 1124 is

a wheel-made black bottle with a pointed foot : similar terra-eotta bottles

are not rare here, but they do not occur in the subsequent city.

No. 1122. Terra-cotta Bottle with pointed

foot. (1:4 actual size. Depth 22 ft.)

No. 1123. Terra-cotta Bottle with

hollow foot. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

No. 1124. Terra-cotta

Bottle with convex
bottom. (About 1 :4

actual size. Depth,

about 16 ft.)

No. 1125 is a lustrous-brown wdieel-made olobnlar vase, with four

breast-like protuberances on the body ; the bottom is flat. A vase very

similar to this, found by Professor Virchow in his excavations in the

graveyard of Zaborowo, is in his collection. The curious vessel, No. 1126,

No. 1125. Globular Vase, with four breast-like projec-

tions. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

No. 1126. Vase witli spout. (About 1 :) actual size

Depth, 16 ft.)

has a globular base, and a spout in the upper part of the body. It is

wheel-made, but of ' a rude fabric. No second specimen of tliis shape
was found.

The terra-cotta plates of this fourth city arc of two sorts. They are
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either wlieel-macle, and in this case they are always shallow, very rude,

often of irregular form, always unpolished, and perfectly similar in shape

to those of the third, the burnt city, of which I have represented some under

Nos. 455 to 468 (p. -108). Or they are hand-made, and in this case they

are from 2 to 2^ in. deep and nearly 8 in. in diameter, made with great

symmetry, well polished, and of a lustrous dark-brown or red colour

;

nay, on account of their depth they might rather be called bowls than

plates. They have generally no handle, but sometimes they have one, and

even two. There also occur double-handled bowls, 18 in. in diameter, and

from 7 to 8 in. deep. The wheel-made plates have always a flat bottom

;

the hand-made ones always a convex one. There also occur very rude

wheel-made tripod plates, with sieve-like perforations. I represent here

under No. 1127 a dark-brown hand-made plate or bowl of the usual form

with one handle, and under No. 1128 a hand-made lustrous-red plate of

a different shape, having a large cross painted with dark-red clay in its

No. 1127.

Xos. 1127-1132. Bowls, Tiijiods, Bottle, and Vase of Terra-cotta. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 to 19 ft.)

hollow : this cross was evidently painted there before the plate was
baked. Similar deep dishes or bowls, but wheel-made, found in Cyprus?,

are in the British Museum. The bottle, No. 1129, is hand-made. The
pretty tripod Xo. 1130 is wheel-made; the feet and the handle were added
after the upper vessel had been fashioned ; holes were made into which
they were stuck, and in which they were consolidated with clay. In all

vessels whose orifice was large enough to introduce the hand, the places

where the feet or handles had been stuck in were smoothed, so that

nothing appears of them on the inside of the vessels ; but in the vessels

with a narrow mouth the feet and handles were often left protruding on

the inside.

Xo. 1131 is another hand-made lustrous-red double-handled tripod-
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cup; No. 1132, a hand-made vase of the same colour, with two handles;

No. 1133, a brown wheel-made jug, of a globular form, with one handle.

No. 113a. (iluljiil.u- .lug. (, \L) ut 1 4actuil

size. Depth, about 22 ft )

^-->%

Jso. 1134. Curiiius lu.-,ii(.us hlack .luj;, bavi

bottom with eleven perforations.

(Half actual size. Depth, 16 (t)

No. 1134 is a very massive lustrous-black jug, having a flat bottom with
eleven perforations. Though but slightly baked, it is very solid ; it has

m

Nos. 1135, 1130. Larpo Ve.sscls of lustrous-black Terra-colta, with four bumilcs.

(1:8 actual size. Depth, U to 20 ft.)

2 N
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a trefoil orifico and a rope-liko handle ; it has round the neck an incised

zigzag decoration, from which bands of a rude linear ornamentation

extend downwards, right and left. All these incised ornaments seem to

have been made with pointed flints ;
they are filled in with white chalk, in

order to strike the eye. The peculiar sort of clay of this jug, its shape,

fabric, and deeply-incised decoration, are widely different from all that we

are accustomed to find here. I only found the very same clay and fabric

in the vase-head Nos. 1002 and 1003, in the terra-cotta ball Ko. 1993, and

in the vases Nos. 1135 and 113G. If the clay of which these five objects

were made, and the potter who made them, had belonged to Troy, we

should undoubtedly have found more specimens of such ware. I therefore

feel bold to attribute to these objects a foreign origin.

The vases Nos. 1135 and 1136 are 2 ft. 2 in. high, wheel-made, very

imperfectly baked, well polished, and of a lustrous-black colour. Very

characteristic are the four thin handles and the very wide protruding

border all round the orifice in both. The bottom is flat. Of this same form

only three vases were found ; it does not occur in any of the other cities.

No. 1137 is a rude hand-made one-handled yellow pitcher : No. 1138,

No. 1137. I'itciicr with one hantUe. (1 ; 4 actual

size. Depth, 19 ft.)

No. 1138. Jug wit]) one hiuidle.

(1:6 actual size. Depth, abjut 22 ft.)

a dark-brown hand-made jug or bottle, of irregular form, with one handle;

its bottom is convex. All the following jugs (Nos. 1130 to 1147) are

wheel-made, except No. 1144, which is hand-made. Nos. 1139 and 1140

are one-handled yellow globular jugs. No. 1141 is a lustrous-red jug,

with a convex base and three handles, of which two are on the body

and one joins the neck to the body. The pretty little vase, No. 1142,

has four handles. No. 1143 represents a pear-shaped lustrous-yellow

oenochoe, with a convex bottom and a trefoil orifice ; it has a large handle

joining the neck to the body, and two small ones on the body. The red

hand-made vase. No. 1144, has a pointed foot and two handles; it has a

spiral ornament on each side. No. 1145 is a pretty red pear-shaped vase,

with three handles and a cover of crescent form, which reminds us of the

vase-handles of crescent form found in the Italian terramare; No. 1146, a

large dark-brown jug, with a convex bottom and three handles. This last

vase, as well as the three foregoing ones, were found in the large house which
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No. 1139. GlobnUr Jut; ^N uU 1 J u uil

size. Di'pth, about 22 It.)

No. 1141. .Jug with tlirce liamllrs.

(Xearly 1 : 4 actu.il size. Depth, about 19 ft.)

No. lUO. Globular Jug.

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 16 ft.)

No. 1142. Vasu wiih lour lull U^s No. 111.;, (ilnbular f ejK.cAoe

(.\bout 1 : 4 actuil i-i/e with tbice handles. (1:4 actual

Depth, about Ifa ft ) sizp. Depth, about 13 .t.)

i^o. 1144. Lars-e rioiiblp-banrilrfl Vase, witb pninted (cot.

<1 : 4 actual size. Depth, .about 20 ft.)

No. 114rt. Vase with convex bottom and three handles.

(I : 4 actual size. Depth, about 20ft.)
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No. 1145. Vase vvitli tliipe bandies, and Cover

with a lumiUo of crescent form.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, about 20 ft.)

f» 1 114i 1 1\ I \ ( , witii lour handles.

(1 TactuiUizi It j.tli, about 13 ft.)

was Ijuilt on the top of the ohl royal house. No, 1147 represents, in l-7th

cf its size, a hirge egg-shaped vase of a bhickish colour, with four handles.

No, 1148 is a globular wheel-made lustrous-brown oenovho'e, with n

flat base and a long upright neck ; it has three breast-like protuberances.

The red globular oenoclw'e. No, 1149, is likewise wheel-made; the bottom

is flat; the mouthpiece is restored. The grey oenochoe, No. 1150, with

No. IK.J. j.„i. ...,,, .J ,,,:;; mouthpiece

restored. (About 1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 22 ft.)

No. 115.). .ju^ ,.n,, iwng neck.

(About 1 :4 actual size.

Depth, about 15 ft.)

No. 1 148. Globular Jug, w it i long

neck and breast-liLe pi ejections.

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 20 ft.)

a long neck, is hand-made. The pretty red tripod oenochoe, No. 1151, is

hand-made. The blackish oenochoe, No, 1152, is wheel-made. No, 1153,
again, is hand-made. No, 1154 is a pretty hand-made pear-shaped red

oenochoe, decorated with incised lines round the neck ; the mouth has r

trefoil shape, and so also has the mouth of the pretty red oenochoe

No, 1157. No, 1155 is also hand-made; but the red oenochoe, No, 1156,
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No. H51. Tripod Oenochoe, with

one handle and trefoil mouth. (1:4

actual size. I jpth, 13 to 20 (t.;

Nu. 1152. Jug with a luiii; un;k,

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

>.o. 1153 J , uiib i^ecj

(Nearly 1 jactuilM^i.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

Kg. list. OenocAot with strai:-rli( IV >k. (Xiarly

1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 1^ lu 22 ll.)

No. 1\:>'>. Oval .lui; or (icnochoi-.

(Xoarly 1 : 4 actual size, l^epth, l!i to 22 ft.)

is wheel-made. The glohuLir oenochoe, No. 1158, is wheel-made ;
it has a

protuberance on the fore-part of the neck, and a small one on each side

of it : these protuberances may have been intended to represent a face.

All the following jugs or oeiwchoae, Nos. 115U-1169, are hand-mads.
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Ko. 1156. Oenochoi; with ono

liandle. (1 ; 4 actual size.

Dcplh, aljout I'J It.)

No. 1158. (ilubuUir i/tm.ch'ji-, with

a curious ncc'.c. (About 1 : 4

actual size. Doi>:li, 16 ft.)

No. 1157. Oenochoi; wilh upriglit ueclw.

(About 1 :4 actual size.

Deptli, about 16 ft.)

No. lla'J. Jug. (Nearly 1 :3 actual size.

Depth, 16 ft.)

Ko 1 1 60. Jug. (About 1 : 4 actual size.

Deptli, about 22 ft.)

So. 1163. Jug of globular toriii, with one handle.

(1 : -i actual size. Depth, about 13 ft.)

No. 1164. Jug with lung perpendicular neck.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)
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No. 1161. Glubukir ocnuriim^ with ^traifilit neck

l^Xearly 1 : 4 actual size. Dfptli, 10 ft.)

No. 1162. Globular Oenoc/tot-', with upright neck.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 20 to 22 ft.)

No. 1159 is a pretty black jug, of a form which very frequently occurs.

The forms of the jugs or oenochoae, Nos. 1161, 1162, and 1103, are also

frequent, particularly the last.

No. 1163. Globular .Fug, willi a .-traipht neck.

(Nearly 1 : 3 actual size. Pcpth, 11) ft.)

No. 1166. Jug with long nock. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, LS to 22 ft.")

I have discussed in the preceding pages the diflercnt places where jugs

with a narrow upright neck, like Nos. 1164 to 1168, occur elsewhere, and
shall, therefore, not repeat what I have said. The black jug No. 1169,

again, is wheel-made ; it is decorated on tlie neck with three impressed

lines. All the following jugs, from No. 1170 to No. 1178, are hand-made.
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>j 1 107 (.lobular liii; (About, >o llb^ *.l buhr Jii^' witii >ti ut^ht No. 11C9. Jug. (About 1:4 atlual

1 4 actual size Utpth, 18 to nock ( Vlnut 1 4actuasi/ Depth, size. iJeptli, 13 ft.)

22 ft.) about 13 ft.)

Very curious is tlie shape of the blackish jug No. 1170, with its neck bent

backward and ornamented with a protuberance, its trefoil mouth, long

No ll"0 \u 1 1 1 1 \ 1 1 1 ut in tha

body. (2: J actual size. Jjepth, 16 It.)

No. l!7l. Remarkable lustrous-yellow Ve.ssel, with
a small orifice (\o. 1172) and a sieve-like bottom
(No. H73). (About half actual size. Depth,
16 ft.)

Kg. 1172. Half actual size. No, 1173. Halt actual size.
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handle, and the spout in its hody. Bnt still more remarkahle is the

lustrous-yellow jug No. 1171, of v/hich I represent under No. 1172 the

very curious orifice, and under No. 1173 the flat sieve-like bottom.

No. 1174 is a pear-shaped dark-red jug, with a hemispherical bottom and
two distinct upright necks. A similar but globular dark-brown jug with

a flat bottom is represented under No. 1175 ; it has also two distinct

No. 1174. Jug of oval torm, wjlh two distinct necks.

(Nearly 1 :4 actual size. Depth, 18 to 22 ft.)

Ko. 1175. Globular V'ase, with two sepav.ite necks.

(Nearly 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, is to 22 ft.)

upright necks, joined by a handle to the body. No. 1170 is a globular

yellow jug, likewise with two upright spouts ; but hero the spouts stand

one before the other, so that, when the liquid was being poured out, it

could only run from the foremost (to the right in the engraving), and

thus the hinder one was of no use. These two conjoined spouts seem,

therefore, to have been only a fancy of the primitive potter, as we have

seen in the case of No. 358, p. 384. This particular shape of double spout

is unique ; other shapes of double-spouted jugs are not rare here, but, as

has been already said, they have never occurred elsewhere except in

Hungary and in Cyprus,

Very curious and unique is the red vase No. 1177, which has, both to

the right and left of its large mouth, a spout slightly bent forward; the

cover which I have put on the large mouth may or may not have belonged

to it : this vessel lias on each side a breast-like protuberance, which

cannot have been intended for a handle. No. 1178 represents a one-

handled jug of very coarse grey clay, covered all over with protuberances,

which may have been intended to imitate birds' feathers ; on cither side

is an ear-like projection.

Under No. 1179 I represent one more of the common wheel-made

pitchers which are so abundant here. No. 1180 is a small hand-made,

one-handled basin ; No. 1181, a hand-made red pitcher with a very small
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Ko. 1176. GlolniUr Wise, Willi two (lisiiiict necks. No. 1177. Va.se with ihieu luouU)!? ai.il two handles.

(Nearly 1 : 4 actual si/.e. Depth, abotu 19 it.) • (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

N'u. in'.t. ritchcr. Xu. llsu. li.Avl.

(1:4 attiuil &ize. Depth, 18 to 22 ft.)

No 1178. Jug of coarse gre.v clay, covered all over with

protuberances ; having one hiuidle, and an ear-like pro-

jection on either side. {'1:4 actual size. Depth, 20 to 22 ft.)

N... 11-1. I'licher.

(.Vboiit 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 13 ft.)

Xo. 1182. Clip. (About
1 :4 actual size.

Depth, 10 ft.)

handle. No. 1182 is a lustrous-red one-handled wheel-made cup : this

shape does not occur in the third, the burnt city, but it is very frequent

in the fourth as well as in the fifth pre-historic city of Troy.

No. 1183 is a one-handled red hand-made pitcher, with two breast-like

excrescences. No. 1184 is a oneThandled wheel-made vessel of cylindrical

shape ; it is of very thick unpolished clay and very rude fabric : like the

vessels of this shape found in the third city (see No. 347, p. 381), it is

particularly massive and heavy in its lower part. The deep impressions

made by a rope may be seen in the handle of a similar sj)ecimen which

lies before me as I write ; I, therefore, readily accept the suGjgestion of

Mr. A. S. Murray of the British Museum, that, as in Ancient Egypt,

vessels of this sort mav have served as buckets for drawing water from

the wells.
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No. 1183. Pitcher with one handle, iind No lls4 Vessel of Jso 1185 Censer of 1 err i cotia, of very

two breast-like projections. cjlindncil slnpe rudefilnc

(About 1:4 actual size. Depth, 19 ft.) (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.) (1 .-4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

The vessels Nos. 1185-1187 are also liand-made. No. 1185 is a very

rude brown, unjiolisbed, but massive censer, with a hollow foot decorated

No. lIsO. (Iliilml.u- lioui, with one handle.

(1:4 actual .size. Deptli, 19 ft.)

with four lenticular perforations. This shape of vessel is unique. But

who knows whether the lustrous-black vessels of the first city, of which

only a vast number of feet have been found, had not a similar shape? I

remind the reader that all those feet are hollow, and that, as in the censer

before us, they are decorated with large perforations. Professor Yirchow

informs mo that censers of a similar shape are found in tombs in Lusatia

(Lausitz) and in the duchy of Posen, and calls my attention \o a censer

of this kind found at lieichersdorf, between the little rivers Neisse and

Lubs.'' He has in his own collection some such censers, which he found

in the graveyard of Zaborowo, and many others, found elsewhere in

Seethe Sessional Heport of the Berlin Society of Anthropolojy, Ethnology, &c. of July 21, 1877

p. 23, and Pi. xvii. No. 7.
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Germauy, are in the museums of Berlin, Under No. 118G I represent a

lar^e single - handled red globular bowl, with a hollow foot; under

No. 1187, a single-handled red globular cup, with a convex bottom.

So. 1189. Vase with

incised omamentatiou.

(1 :4 actual size.

Depth, 16 ft.)

.5 7. Large (jilubiilcU- Cuji.

: i actual size. Depth, 19 It.) No. lis-;. \'as" nf glubuliir sliapp,

with two curved handles and two straight

ones in the form of wings.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

Cup.5 of this shape are very common in the fourth and also in the fifth

cities. No. 1188 is a globular black vase, Avith a convex bottom and

two curved handles of the usual shape ; it is decorated, besides, with

two wing-like upright projections and with dots all round. Similar

vases, but of a light red colour, are not rare, but they are much more

frequent in the preceding city. No. 1189 marks a small hand-made

globular lustrous-black vase, with perforated projections on the sides

for suspension ; it is decorated on both sides with strokes.

Ko. 1190. Buw 1, ptrlorated all over

in the form of a sieve.

CI :t actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

No. 1191. Vase witli twu li.unlle'^, cuxtrtd with

sieve-like perforations.

(.Vbout 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, about 22 ft.)

Xo. 1 192. Jug with sieve-like

perforations. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, about 19 ft.)

No. 1190 is a sieve or colander of terra-cotta, m the shape of a

bowl: like all the following sieve-like vessels, Nos. 1191 to 119G, it is of
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coarse clay, impolisliecl and of rutle fabric. Even if we could explain the iise

of this sieve, we can hardly explain that of the sieve-like double-handled

'js-

,
':,3p'

'"•^^^j.

IN'o. 1193 Two-handle H.l lnhi \ is^, ili b h f wliich is perforatoil all over,

n J actual sue JJi pill, ab ut 22 It.;

vessel No. 1191, which has the shape of a wins-cup, or of the perforated

vase No. 1192, or of the large double-handled bieve-like perforated vases

No. 1U5. Tripod, with mouth on tlio ,'<ide.

and perforated all over. (About 1 : 4 actual

size. Depth, about 22 fi.)

No. 1194. Two-haiidli-a \asr, with sievp-liko porforation.s. No. HOB. Cup, pcrlorated in the form oi a sieve.

(About 1 : 4 actual size. Dopih, about 20 ft.) (1 ; 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

Nos. 1193 and 1194. We experience a like difficulty in explaining the

use of the sieve-like tripod vessel, perforated all over, No. 1195, which
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resembles a pitclier standing on one side, and of the perforated cup No.

119G. Of these difterent sliapcs (^f sieve-like vessels, those of Nos. 1193,

1194, and 1195 occur oftener than the others, Lut they are l)y no means

very fre(pient.'^

The British Museum contains a jug and a tripod of tcrra-cotta v^'itli

similar sieve-like perforations, which were found in sepulchres at lalysus

in Pihodes. Another vase with sieve-like perforations may l)e seen in the

Phoenician Collection in the Louvre, at Paris. Similar sieve-like per-

forated vases were also found at Szihalom in Hungary,^ as well as in the

Lake dwellings in the Lake of Bienne ; and Dr. Y. Gross suggests that

they may have served for draining out honey from the comh.^° A like use

is suggested by Professor W. Helbig for the vases of terra-cotta with

perforated bottoms found in the Italian terramare.^^ Tlie Poyal I\[useum

at Berlin contains a sieve-like bowd like No. 1190, as well as a one-handled

jug, perforated all over like No. 1191. Professor Virchow suggests that

they may have been used to preserve fruits ; and probably he is right.

No. 1197 is a crucil)le of but slightly-

baked clay, which, as Mr. Giuliano says,

was mixed with cow-dung to make the vessel

stronger and better able to resist the fire.

No. 1198 is another crucible. No. 1199

marks a smaller boat-like vessel, of a similar

clay and fabric, which must also have been

used in Trojan metallurgy.

Nos. 1200 and 1201 represent j)erforated

cylinders of grey clay, which have evidently

been only sun-dried, and never baked. Clay

cylinders of this shape are frequent in the

fourth city, but they are still much more abundant in the third, the burnt

city, where, owing to the intense heat to which they have been exposed in

N.I. U'JT. Crucible

half actual size.

)l I'luy. (.Xeaily

Depih, 19 ft.)

Xo. 1199.

Xoj. 119S, 1199. Crucibles of Clay. (Nearly half actual size. Ueptli, 13 to 19 ft.)

the conflagration, they always have a yellow colour. It deserves attention

that these clay cylinders occur neither in the following, the fifth city, nor

in the first or the second city, and that they are peculiar to the third and

fourth. Those of the third, the burnt city have for the most part become

'^ A vessel like No. 1195 was found in the

Third City: see No. 327, p. o73.

^ See Nos, 23 and 36 in the glass case No. IX.

in the National Museum of BuJa-Pesth.

" V. Gross, Eesultats da I^echcrchcs dans les

Lacs (Je la Suisse occidentalc, ]>. 23.

" Wolfgang Helbig, Die Italiker in dcr Foe-

bene; Leipzig, 1879, p. 17.
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so fragile by the conflagration that they easily dissolve in the rain. Those

of the fonrth city have not been exposed to the conflagration, and are for

that reason much more compact and solid. Clay cylinders of the same shape

feS*

No. 1201. Cylindiical Piece 1 1 Clay, with perfuration.

(Half actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)

Xo. 1200. rerforuted < lay i yiiiKler.

Depth, Uft.)

(Half actual tize.

and flibric are found in the Lake-dwellings in the Lake of Constance/ and,

as Professor Virchow informs me, they are found in tombs in many regions

of Germany. I also saw several specimens of them in the Museum of the

Lacustrine Antiquities at Zurich, though I do not see them represented in

Ferd. Keller's Pfahlhauten (7ter Bericht). The use of these cylinders is

unknown to us. "We cannot admit Lindenschmit's ^ opinion, that they

served as weights for fishing-nets, as they are not baked, and would,

/#

No. 1202. IiriplfinViit of Clay, \Yith perforation.

(Half actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)

No. 1203. Perforated Implement of Clay.

(Half actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)

consequently, dissolve in the water. Of precisely the same fabric arc the

nearly flat objects of sun-dried clay, like No. 1202, which are also very fre-

L. Lindenschmit, Die Vaterldndischen AUerthiimer, PL xxx. Ko. 16. • Ibid. p. 218.
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qnont, not only in tlie tliird, the burnt, and the fourth cities, but also in the

fifth : they have a perforation near the smaller end ;
in a few cases they

have a furrow all round the edge, or only on the edge of the smaller end.

Similar ol)jects of clay occur also in the uppermost or seventh city ; but

tliere they are thoroughly baked, and have a more symmetrical shape.

An object of baked clay of an identical shape was found bclov/ the strata

of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes in Thera (Santorin), and is in the col-

lection of the French School at Athens. An ol^ject of clay, similar to

No. 1202, found at Nimroud, is in the British Museum ;
several similar

pieces are in the Museum of Saint Germain-en-Laye, and in tlie Royal

Museum at Ik-rlin. Lastly, I have to mention the quadrangular objects

of the very same clay and fabric, like No. 1203, which are perforated

through tiie smaller side. They are likewise very abundant in the third

as well as in the fourth and fifth cities.

Nos. 12C4, 1205. Cows uf Tei ra-cutt,i. (3 : 4 actual size. D.ptli, IG ft.)

So. 1207.

Ko. 120C. O."; of Terra-cotta. (3 ; 4 actual size.

Depth, 16 ft.)

Nos. 1237, 1203. Dogs of Terra-cotta. (3 ; 4 actual size.

Depth, 10 ft.)

Nos. 1204-120G represent oxen or cows, Nos. 1207 and 1208 dogs, of

slightly-baked clay. Such animal figures were found exclusively in this

fourth city. A large number of similar figures, found at Szihalom, are

in the National Museum at Buda-Pesth,^ where similar ones found at

Pilin may also be seen.* The Trojan cows before us correspond very well

with those found by me in such abundance at Mycenae,^ with the difference

that the Mycenean cows are thoroughly baked, and have always a painted

ornamentation. I may add that there is in the British Museum a cow of

terra-cotta found in a tomb at lalysus in Rhodes.

No. 1209 is a funnel-like object of terra-cotta of unknown use ; it is

of very thick clay, and has one perforation in the bottom and tvro on

either side.

No. 1210 is a fragment of a six-stringed lyre of terra-cotta. No. 1211

irj a ring of clay, but slightly baked ; similar rings are abundant in the

3 In the glass case No. X. under Xos. 85-100.

^ See Joseph Yinniiw], Antiquite's pr-^historiqucs

de la Ilori'jrie, PI. xiii. Nos. 10-15 ; and Catalogue

de VExposition prehistorique dc's 2Iiisc'es d<i

Province, pp. 118, 119.

^ See my Jlijcciiae, Plate A.
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third and fourth cities. They were probably used to support vases with

a convex or pointed bottom. Simihir terra-cotta rings, found at Pilin,

are in the National Museum at Buda-Pesth.'^

Under Nos. 1212 and 121.3 I represent

two seals of terra-cotta ; the former with a

linear decoration. The ornamentation of

No. 1213 seems to be floral : this latter

seal has a perforated handle. Prof. Yirchow

No IW* Cu 1 u-< U jfct <{ lemc tti

ln\ing a ptrfontion in the bottom and
two on eitlier tide. (Actual size. Depth,

IJlt.)

No. 1210. Fragmpnt of a Lyre with six chords, of Terra-cotta.

(7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

suggests to me that No. 1212 may not be a seal, but the button of a

vase-handle : as the lower part is fractured, this is possible, but it is

certainly not the case with No. 1213, which is entire.

No. 1211. Ring of Terra-

cotta. (2 : 5 actual size.

Depth, 22 ft.)

No 121.5.

§^\M^m

Nos. 1212, 1213. Seals of Terra-coti ,.

(7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 10 to 16 it.)

No. 1214. Sni;ill massive

quadrangular Object, with

incised ornamentation.

(Nearly half actual size.

Depth, 20 to 22 It.)

X... rjir.

Nos. 121i-J2n. Ctirious cubical Object of black clay, havinp on one side a deep, wide, smooth hole, aud

an incised ornamentation on four sides. (Almost actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

Joseph Hampel, Antiquite's prghistoriques de la Ffonqrle. PI. xiii. No. 34.

2 o
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A striking analogy to these Trojan seals is oflfered by the terra-cotta

seals found at Pilin in Hungary/ on which the sign of the l-pj or p^
predominates ; in fact, there are no fcAver than seven seals with such

signs ; one seal has even two pj-^ and two \JZ.

No. 1214 is a solid object of terra-cotta, with four feet, having on the

top and on the four sides an incised linear ornamentation. Nos. 1215, 1216,

and 1217 represent three sides of a very curious object of black slightly-

baked clay, in the form of an inkstand ; it is ornamented on one side (1215),

within a border of incised hooks and strokes, and an incised circle,

enclosing a sign resembling the ZU, with curved arms, and the middle

arms turned downward into spirals ; the other sides are decorated with

incised strokes or lines. No. 1218 is a pretty lustrous-red vase-cover

Ko. 121') SiniU riipoil In-li, \\ith an
iiKi^cil oiii nuentation

(Half actual size. Depth, 10 ft.)

No. 1218. Tcrra-cutt.i Vase Cover, iier'oraled for

tying down to tlie Vase.

(Half actual size. Depth, 10 ft.)

cf terra-cotta, with perforated projections for tying it down to the

Yase, which could then be hung up by the same string.'* This cover

has an incised ornamentation representing within a border of strokes

a circle with a cross, each arm of which ends in a small circle : between

the arms of the cross are three py and one L-Jp. Professor Yirchow

calls my attention to the similarity which exists between this vase-

cover and a vase-cover found near Guben in Lusatia.^ This latter has

also a richly incised decoration of concentric circles, crosses and dots, but

it has not the two perforated projections of our vase-cover No. 1218.

No. 1219 is a little tripod-dish of terra-cotta, with an incised ornamen-

tation representing a caterpillar, a tree, and a cross. No. 1220 represents

the decoration of a whorl with three LC ; No. 1221, the incised decora-

tion of another whorl. Under Nos. 1222 to 1224 I represent three more
whorls, calling very particular attention to the signs on Nos. 1222, 1223,

^ Joseph Hampel, Catalogue cle I'Exposition

pr^historiquo des Muse'es de Province, pp. 120,

121.

* See the e.xplanation of the method, verified

from Homer (p. 221).

5 See Sessional Report the Berlin Society

of Anthropolofji/, Ethnology, &c., of July 21,

1877, Plate xvii. No. 5a.
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Nil. 1220.
Ko. 1221.

Kos. 1220, 1221. Wliorls of Terra-cott.i. (Half

actual frize. Depth, 13 aud IG It.)

No. 1222. Whorl of T('rr.i-cotta, with curious

gigns, perhaps written characters. (Actual size.

Depth, 20 ft.)

No. 1221.

Nos. 1223, 1221. Whorls of Terra-cotta, with incised ornamentation. (Actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

No. 1225. No. 122G.

Nos. 1225-1227 . Terra cdtta Ball. No. rj'i.'i. si,l.' \ i _^. Uppor Hemisphere. No. 122?. Low(r
Hemisphere, with the si^ns. (Actual oi.'.e. Depth, 13 It.)

No. 122S. No. 1220.

Nos. 122S, 1229. A remarkahle Terra-cotta Uall. (.\ctual size. Depth, 20 ft.)
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wLicJi may be written characters. Nos. 1225, 122G, and 1227 represent

the three sides of a ball of terra-cotta, with incised signs, Avhich may be

written characters. Nos. 1228 and 1229 represent the incised decoration

of the two hemispheres of another terra-cotta ball, decorated with a great

number of signs resembling the Greek p.

Of knives, several were found of the same shape as before represented.

Of a different shape is the bronze knife No. 1230, which has been worn

Xo. 1230. Knife of Bronze. (N'early half actual size. Depth, lufi.)

down by long use. Nos. 1231 to 1243 are brooches of bronze, of which
nine have globular heads and four have the head turned into a spiral.

These brooches, as Mr. John Evans points out to me, consist of the

needle (acus) without the support (fibula). No. 1244 is a bronze wire.

Nos. 1245-1247 are bronze arrow-heads. No. 1248 is of bronze, and pro-

bably the handle of a small box. Nos. 1249, 1250, and 1251 are bronze

1234 1235 1236 123T

Xcs. 1231-1252. Primitive Brooches, Arrow-heads, &c., of Bronze. (Xearly half actual size. Depth, 13 to 20 ft.")

needles, 3-3^ in. long, with eyes for threading. The needles Nos. 1249
and 1250 have two pointed ends. Yery remarkable are the forms of the
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last-named needle No. 1250, the eye of which is not in the head, but

nearly an inch distant from it, and of No. 1251, the head of which has

been beaten flat, and then i)erforated. The object under No. 1252 is of

bronze, and may be an awl or punch.

Of bronze battle-axes of precisely the same shape as those found in the

burnt city, and represented under Nos. 806-809, only five were found

in the fourth city, but all of them of a smaller size. Bronze lances or

daggers were not found there.

No. 1253 is a wheel with four spokes of lead, and may be an ex-voto.

Cut there can hardly be a doubt that this wheel w^as copied from the

wheels existing at the time it was made.

Wheels with four spokes w^ere also in use

at Mycenae, for they are seen in the three

chariots represented on the tombstones of the

royal sepulchres,^" as well as in the chariot

represented on one of the gold rings. ^^ I

also found at Mycenae two wheels of bronze ^

and six wheels of gold with four spokes." In

the Swiss Lake-dwellings at the station of

Corcelettes were found two ornaments of

bronze in the shape of a wheel with four

spokes, and two others of gold with six spokes ;
^ also an ornament of

tin, and another of bronze, in the form of wheels with four spokes, at the

station of Auvernier.* We see also wheels with four spokes on two

miniature bronze chariots found at Burg in the bed of the river Spree,

and of which one is in Professor Virchow's collection, the other in the

Royal Museum at Berlin ; and also on two other chariots of bronze, one

of which was found at Ober-Kehle, the other near Drossen, in Prussia.

I shall revert to these four chariots in the subsequent pages. The Trojan

wheel before us (No. 1253) is unlike the wheels {kvxXo) of Homer's chariot

of the gods, which had eight spokes round the axle.^

No. 1254 is the fragment of a flat disc of ivory, decorated with incised

circles, each with a dot in the centre. Nos. 1255, 1256 are also flat

No. 1253. Wheel (.f Lead.

(2 : 3 iictual size. Depth, 10 ft.)

* See my Mijcenae, p. 52, Xo. 24; p. 81,

No. 140; p. 8ij, No. 141.

" Ibid. p. 223, No. 334.

' Ibid. p. 74, No. 120.

= Ibid. p. 203, No. :il6.

' V. Gross, li^sultats des Recherches exdcut<fes

dans les Lacs de la Suisse occidentale ; Ziiricli,

1876, PI. viii. Nos. 9, 16, 18, 19.

• V. Gross, Dcu.v Stations lacustres, Mocfingen

et Auvernier ; Neuveville, 1878, Pi. vii. Nos.

31,61.
' //. V. 722, 723 :

H)3ij 5' aiii(p^ oxfeffcrt Bows I3d\e Ka/xiruXa KvK\a

XaA.Kea uuTaKi'Tjua, (n^rip4u> ai^ovi afj.(f>is.

My friond I\Ir. W. S. W. Vaux calls my
attention to the fact that the four-spoked

chariot-wheel is characteristic of the earliest

Greek coins. Tiie early Egyptian, Ethiopian,

and Assyrian wheels have si.t spokes. The

Persian Achaemenid sculptures show chariots

with eight-spoked wheels. Professor Sayce

observes: "The wheels of the Hittite chariots,

however, are represented on the Egyptian monu-
ments with only four spokes. The wheels of

the Egyptian chariots also sometimes have only

four, sometimes eight ; and a Persian chariot-

wlicel given by Ker Porter has eleven." (See

Wilkinson's Ancient Egyptians, i. pp. 223-241,

new edit., 1879.) In two of the earliest repre-

sentations of chariots in Egypt, in the same
tomb at Thebes, of tlie time of Amenhotep II.,

two chariots have wheels with si.\ spokes, but

another chariot has wheels with four. (Villiers

Stuart, .Vjfc Gleanings, PI. .xxxviii. xxxi.x. pp.

294, 295.)
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No. 1255.

,'0^0^© © 00®'.

2so. 1254. Disc of Ivory, witli incised stars

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, IG ft.)

^,m- ^ o ^ G - ^
II I I »|-1i;iT»il I ' '

*

No. 1256.

Nos. 1255, 1250. Objects of Ivory, with incised stars, probably ornaments of a
borse's harness. (Actual size. Depth, 20 ft. and 13 ft.)

objects of ivory, ornamented on both sides vrith similar circles ; tlie latter

lias three perforations. These three objects may have served as orna-

ments on horse-trappings.

No. 1257 is of bone and has three perforations. Mr. John Evans holds

it to be a guard or bracer used by archers, to prevent the wrist from

being hurt by the bow-string ; he adds that the Esquimaux use to the

j)resent day similar guards or bracers of bone. The guards or bracers

found in England are of stone, and have three perforations at each end.

Nos. 1258-12G0 are ribs of animals sharpened to a point, and probably

No. 1258. No. 1259.

$i

No. 1257. Object of Bone.

(7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 20 ft.)

m 'Ji\

K'^^

m

Nos. 1261, 1262. Awls of Bone.
(Half actual size. Depth, 16 ft.)

Nos. 1258-1260. Ribs of Animals, sharpened
to a point, and probably used as awls.

(Nearly half actual size. Depth, 13 to 18 ft.)
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used as awls. Nos. 12G1 and 1262 are av/ls of thicker bone. Nos. 1263

and 1204 are very rude stali-liandles of stag-horn ; both of them having

Nos. 12B3, 12C1. Staff-liandles of Bone. (Nearly half actual size. Deptb, la to 20 ft.)

quadrangular perforations. A similar staff-handle, of better fabric, found

at Inzighofen,*^ is considered to be a small hammer. But this I cannot

admit, stag-horn being ill-suited for hammers. Under No, 1265 I

represent in double size a whetstone, which, according to Mr. Davies,

No. 1205. Whetstone of porphyry, with an inscription. (Dunhle actual si/o, Iiepth, ahuut 22 ft.)

is of red porphyry ; it has an incised inscription, to which I call very

particular attention. Professor Sayce discusses this object in his

Appendix on the Trojan inscriptions.^

No. 1266 is a piece of mica-schist, wnth the bed for a very curious

instrument, which is altogether unknown to me. No. 1267 is another

mould of mica-schist, with the bed for casting a rude leaf. I represent

under No. 1268 a third mould of mica-schist. The object to be cast in

it seems to be a large ring with a handle : this mould has two per-

forations, by which it was fixed to another mould which had the same

form. A perfectly similar mould of green basalt, found at Nimroud, is

in the Assyrian Collection of the British Museum.

" L. Lindenschmit, Die Yatcrldnd. Altcrth. copied here. A facsimile will dc found in

PI. x.\v. No. 2. the Appendix.

' The cliaracters are not quite correctly
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No. 1207. Mould of Mica-schist. (Half actual iizc,

Depth, 9 ft.)

No. 12lie. Mould of Mica-schist. (Half actual

size. Depth, 16 ft.)

No. 126S Moul 1 ot Mica-schist. (Half actual

size. Depth, 13 to 16 ft.)

Nos. 12G9 to 1272 are, according to Mr. Davies of the British

Museum, hammers and axes of porphyry, diorite, brown haematite, and

silicious rock.
No. 1272.

No. 1270.

No. 1271.

t

Nos. 1209-127.;. Stuiie Hammers. 0' Deplh, 13 to 22 ft.)

No. 1269 is a perforated hammer of a common type ; the perforation

has been worked from both sides, narrowing towards the centre. No. 1270
is a hammer with grooves on both sides : simihar grooved hammers occur
in England « and Denmark.'' No. 1271 is a perforated hammer of a form

8 John Evaus, Ancient Stone Implements; London, 1872, pp. 215, 217.
'' J. J. A. Worsaae, Nordiske Oidsager, p. 12, No. 33.
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which is also found in England.^ No. 1272 is a perforated axe, of a form

which has also been found in Hungary.^ Nos. 1273 and 1274 are two

No. 1273. Sioue Hummer, with

groove in the miiidle.

(Half actual size. Depth, 22 ft )

No. 127.5. Axe of Stone. (Half

actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)

No. 1274. .Stuiie Hammer, \vith

groove in the middle.

( Half actual size. Depth, 19 ft.)

more grooved hammers, of a shape which I have not noticed elsewhere.

No. 1275 is a very rude axe of diorite. Nos. 1276-1281 are six axes,

No. 1276. A.\e of

green gabbro-rock. > >

(Half actual size.

Depth, 16 to 20 ft.)

(_HaU aUiiil «i/c

Depth, 20 ft.)

Nob. Ji7a-r.iol. A.\es. (.Half actual size.

Depth, 13, 19, and 22 ft.)

of which, according to the investigations of Mr. Davies, Nos. 1277 and

1278 are of green jade. I have discussed the jade axes at length in the

preceding pages.^ Of the four other axes, according to Mr. Davies, one

is of green gabhro-rock, two are of diorite, and one is of blue serpentinous

rock. No. 1282 is, according to Mr. Davies, a pear-shaped object of

polished crystalline limestone. No. 1283 is another of those round corn-

bruisers which wo have discussed before, and which are found here in

very large masses. These round corn-bruisers are also found in the debris

• John Ev.an.s, op. cit. ]t. 203.

' Joseph Hanipel, Collection dc rExposition

prehistorique des Musics de Province ; Buda-

Posth, 1876, p. 67, Nos. 3-1-, 38.

3 See pp. 240-243 and 446-451.
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of the Stone age in Egypt,* and in the pre-Listoric city below the strata

of pumice-stone and volcanic ashes on the island of Thera.^ With

reference to the stone halls for bruising corn, I am informed that the

process may still be seen among the Indians of the Yosemite Valley

in California. Their squaws pound acorns with round stone mullers on a

granite rock, the flat surface of which is worn into holes by the operation.

The same Indians offer another parallel to my discoveries at Troy in the

beautiful little arrow-points of obsidian, which they make and use for

small game, though they have rifles for large game,—a remarkable

No. 12s.'. Pe;ir-

sbajx d Object of

Stoue. (Half actual

size. Depib, 9 ft.)

Ko. I2-!3. Stone Ball for bruising

grain. ( Half actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1284. Implement of Stone. (Half actual

size. Depth, 18 to 22 ft.)

example of mixed states of civilization. No. 1284 is an instrument of

haematite : as the upper side is well polished and perfectly smooth, it

may have served, as Professor Virchow suggests, for smoothing cloth or

other textures, while the other side may have been used as a hammer.

This is one of the better sj^ecimens of the rude stone hammers, which

occur by thousands at Hissarlik. No. 1285 is a hollow object of granite,

vi^t^^^.W^^

No. 12S5. Hollow Instrument of granite,

of globular form, with large perforation in

the bottom. (1 : 5 actual size. Depth, about

13 ft.)

No. 1287. Quadrangularly cut Lime-
stone with a semi-globular hollow.

(1:6 actual size. Depth, 22 ft.)

No. 12SG

(Half actual size. Depth, about 16 ft.)

of globular form, with a large perforation in the bottom ; its use is

unknown. Of granite also, according to Mr. Davies, is the implement

No. 1286, which has a deep groove all round it, and which may have

* Friedrich Mook, Aegypten's Vormctallische

Zcit; Wiirzburg, 1880, PI. sii. Nos. 4-6.

' Some specimens of them .nre in the small

collection in the French School at Athens.
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served as a weiglit for fisliing-nets. Similar stone implements are fonnd

in Denmark/ in Georgia, and in Ebode Island.' No, 1287 is a quad-

rangular piece of limestone, with a semi-globular bollow ; its use is a

mystery to us. Polisbing stones of jasper are frequent.

Tbere were also found in tbe fourtb city many needles of bone for

female handiwork, boar-tusks, spit-rests of mica-schist, whetstones of slate,

porj^hyry, &c., of the usual form, hundreds of small silex saws, and some

knives of obsidian. Stone whorls, which are so abundant at Mycenae, are

but rarely found here : all those which occur are, according to Mr. Davies,

of steatite. On the other hand, terra-cotta whorls, with or without incised

ornamentation, are found by thousands ; their forms hardly vary from

those found in the third, the burnt city, and the same may generally be said

of their incised ornamentation, of which a fair selection may be seen in

the Plates at the end of the volume. The depth at which each whorl has

been found is always marked in metres ; and, as a general rule, all the

whorls which are marked as from 4 to 6 m., may with great probability be

supposed to belong to the fourth city. But of course this can never be said

with certainty, because a whorl belonging to the fifth city may by some

accident be found in the debris of the fourth, or even of the third city.

The only thing of which I can assure the reader with certainty is, that

I have spared no care and pains to avoid mistakes. Eegarding the whorls

with patterns which are found of an identical shape in the third, the burnt,

and in the fourth cities, I may say that, for example, the cross patterns

N.OS. 1817, 1818, 1820, &c., which are frequent in the third, abound also in

the fourth city. I can only lay before the reader all the incised patterns

of the whorls, leaving it to him to see or not to see in them symbolical

signs. I shall remark on those only" which, in my opinion, deserve very

particular attention. Among these are No. 1838, on one side of which we

see three burning altars and a large number of dots, on the other a ^j^

and three such altars. On No. 1852, again, we see three LC ; on No. 18G0,

probably, written characters ; on No. 18G3, again, a j^ and a LC , and

similar signs on Nos. 1865, 1866, 1871. More curious is the incised orna-

mentation of No. 1867, in which we recognize four hares with a dot below

each of them ; and still more so that of the whorls Nos. 1879 and 1880.

On the former we see a number of pj^
find Lj-j, a burning altar, a zigzag

line generally thought to be the sign of lightning, and three male animals

with dots over the back. On No. 1880 we see on each side of the circle a

singular sign, which is probably intended to represent a man ; each of

these figures is touched by the horns of a large quadruped. In marked
contrast with these rudest of rude linear representations of man and

animal is the very symmetrical ornamentation on many of the whorls

;

as, for example, that on No. 1895. I again call attention to the curious

written character which wo see on No. 1905 on the top of four L^

^ J. J. A. Worsaae, Kordiskc Oldswjcr, p. 18, the U.S. National Jfffscw?)! ; Washington, 1S7G,

No. 88. p. 27, Nos. 107 and 108.

' Cliarles Ran, Tlie Archccological Cvllectlon of
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and one ^. It also occurs on Nos. 1912, 193G, and 1939. On No. 1911

we again see three
Pj-',

and as many burning altars. May the curious

figure on the side of the whorl No. 1951, to the right, be perhaps meant

to represent a cuttle-fish ? From the experience we have gathered of the

rude linear representations of men, we venture to propose to the reader to

recognize also a human figure in the strange sign on No. 1954. Wo
believe we see written characters on No. 1972, but they still await their

decipherer. On No. 1990, again, we see three [jn, alternately with three

circles. Under No. 1991 we represent a curiously engraved ball with two

{-"Pj,
and on the side shown in the upper row to the right a strange figure,

which tempts us to ask whether it is not also meant to be a cuttle-fish.

The most curious of all the terra-cotta balls is no doubt No. 1993, which

is divided by incised lines into eight equal fields, in three of which we
again see the same very strange figure ; we again ask the reader if we are

permitted to recognize also in these three figures the jorimitive artist's

representation of a cuttle-fish ?



CHAPTER IX.

THE FIFTH PEE-HISTORIC CITY OF TROY.

Above the stratum of ruins of the Fourth City there is a layer of debris

about 6 ft, thick, evidently consisting of the remains of houses built of

wood and clay. That the people of the Fourth City, of which we see

innumerable house-walls, should suddenly have abandoned the architecture

they were accustomed to, and have built their houses of wood or mud, or

of both conjoined, seems incredible. Besides, the rude stone hammers,
which are found in such enormous quantities in the fourth city, are no
longer found in this stratum ; nor do the stone axes, which are so very
abundant there, occur again here. Instead of the hundreds of axes I

gathered in the fourth city, I collected in all only two here ; but one of

these—the axe of white jade represented under No. 1288— is, in the

opinion of Mr. Story-Maskelyne, the mcst precious

of all my thirteen Trojan jade axes, on account of its

extreme rarity. I attribute it to this Fifth City, as

it was found at a depth of only 6 ft. The saddle-

querns of trachyte, which occurred in the fourth city

by hundreds, were very rarely met with here. The
forms of the terra-cotta whorls, too, are in innumer-

able instances different here. These objects are of a

much inferior fabric, and become more elongated and
pointed. Forms of whorls like Nos. 1801, 1802, and 1803, which were
never found before, are here very plentiful.

Nos. 1289 and 1290 represent two whorls, the former of which is

decorated with three linear quadrupeds in rude incised work. Two of them

No. VlS'i. A very rare

Axe of white Jade.

(Half actual size.

Depth, 6 ft.)

No. 12S9. A Whorl with throe animals.
(Actual size. Depth, 10 ft.)

No. 1290. A Whorl with curious signs.

Depth, 10 ft.)

(Actual size.

are no doubt intended to be stags with long horns ; the third is perhaps
a roe. In the decoration of the other whorl there is nothing intelli"-ible.
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We continue to find liere the same patterns of pottery, liand-made or

wheel-made, but they manifest a general decline. We also find here a

large quantity of plain wheel-made pottery, which looks quite modern

when compared with that of the preceding city. Moreover, the mode of

life of the people to which this stratum belongs was entirely different

from that of their predecessors : instead of throwing all their kitchen-

remains on the floor of their rooms, they carried them away and shot

them from the mound, since we but very rarely see in this stratum of

debris the shells of oysters or mussels, which visitors may see in such

really stupendous masses in the houses of the fourth city.

Now that a people should on a sudden have completely changed

their mode of life, appears perhaps still more impossible than that they

should on a sudden have changed their mode of architecture, or that

they should on a sudden have thrown away their numberless stone im-

plements and weapons, and have used in their stead implements and

weapons of bronze. This series of facts seems to present as many proofs

that the stratum of dehris, which we are now to discuss, belongs to a

new people, among whom, however, part at least of the old inhabitants

continued to live. We shall,

therefore, call this settle-

ment the Fifth Pre-historic

City of Troy. Whether the old

settlement was conquered, or

peacefully taken possession of

by the new settlers, must for

ever remain uncertain. At

all events, there are no

traces of a catastrophe ; be-

sides, as we have seen in the

preceding pages, the inhabit-

ants of the fourth city can

only have had partial works

of defence; they had no

regular city walls, like their

predecessors.

It is difiicult to say whether

the inhabitants of the fifth

city had walls. I certainly

brought to light small works

of defence in several places,

but these may equally well

have belonged to the sixth

as to the fifth city. It may
be that the fifth city had

regular walls, but that these were destroyed by the next settlers, or even

by the builders of the later Aeolic Ilium.

In describing those of the objects found which deserve particular atten-

tion, I begin again with the owl-headed vases, which in all probability must

i^u. I29I. Vase with two breasts and two -wing-like handles; the

Cover has an owls face. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)
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i

have had a sacrecT character. All of them, iritlwut exception, are wheel-made,

of a rude fabric, and unpolished} One which I represent under No. 1291

has only two female breasts
^^

and two upright projections.
|||

The very conspicuous owl's

face is modelled on the cover,

which has a crest-like handle.

I\Iay not these strange vase-

covers have been copied from

the ancient helmets ? Of much
inferior fabric is the vase

Xo. 1292, on which the owhs

face has been rudely modelled
;

in fact, the inability of the

primitive potter was such that

he made the beak above the

eyes. On this vase, besides

the breasts, the vulva is indi-

cated : to this vase belongs a

flat cover with a crest-like

handle, like that I have put

on it.

The owl-features and the

characteristics of a woman have been much more symmetrically modelled

on the vase No. 1293, to which also belongs a flat cover such as the reader

Vase with an owl's head, thp chavacteristics of a
woman, and two wing-like handles.

(1 : 4 actual size. Depth, G ft.)

Xo. 1291. Vase with the characteristics of a

woman and Cover with an owl's head.

(1 : 3 actual size. Depth, to 9 ft.)

No. 1203. Vase with an owl's lioad and tlie charac-
teristics of a woman (1:4 actual size.

Depth, 10 ft.)

' Only the owl-vases are altosjether unpolished in this city. Of nil the other pottery the greater

part is polished.
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sees on it. No. 1294 is again a vase with the characteristics of a woman

;

to it belongs a cover with an owl's face, like the one I have put on it

:

the wing-like upright projections are here merely indicated. The face

we see on the vase-cover No. 1295 resembles a human ff^ce. Yery cha-

racteristic owl-heads are seen again on the vase-covers Nos. 129G, 1297,

Xo. 1296.

Ko. Jii95. Vase-

cover. (About 1 :

6

actual size. Depth,

10 ft.)

>;(j?. ]2a6, 1297. Vase-covcri uitu u>w ii.,v..-

( About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 6i to 10 ft.)

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, about 10 ft.)

and 1298. No. 1299 marks another vase with the characteristics of a

woman, to which has belonged a cover like that which we see on No. 1294.

No. 1300 is a very rude terra-cotta idol, on which the owl's beak is

indicated by two scratches, and the eyes by two dots; the hands, which
are broken off, appear to have projected. No. 1301 represents one more

No. 12<)9. li : iM-c .lU Vase with

the characteristics of a woman.
(1:4 actual size. Depth, 6i ft.)

No. 1300. Idol of Terra-cotta, No. 1301. Marble Idol, with owl's head

with owl's head. (Half actual and girdle. (Nearly actual size,

size. Depth, 6i ft.) Depth, about 8 ft.)

No 1301a. Marble Idol,

with owl's head and girdle.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth,

6 to 10 It.)

No. 1302. Two-handled Cup (Seira^

d(x(|)iKv7reAXoi'). (1 : 4 actual Size.

Depth, about 6i ft.)

No. 1303. Sieve-like perforated Ten-a-

cotta i'unnel. (About 1 : 3 actual size.

Depth, ei ft.)
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i)f the common idols of marble on which an owl's head is rudely scratched.

On the waist the girdle is indicated by four parallel incised lines. A
further very characteristic specimen of an owl-faced marble idol is repre-

sented under No. 1301a. Similar owl-faced marble idols are even more

plentiful in this fifth city than in any of the preceding cities. No. 1302

is a SeVa? d/jL(})LKv7re\Xov, belonging to this fifth city. Like all similar

goblets found in this stratum, it is but of very small size when compared

with the large goblets of the preceding cities. No. 1303 is a large sieve-

like perforated funnel, which is represented here head downwards.

Ni) 1305. r>niiMe-handli'd Goblet.

rMearly 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 6 ft.)

Xo 130-t. Vase w ,i;i t » . Ii iiril. >, two breasts, and

Incis-U ornamoiiiaiiou. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

#

Ko. 13 C. Large Jug with siraijilit neck.

D ptli. Oft.)

J : 6 actual size. itc nock.

J icptli, 9 ft.)

2 p
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No. 1304 is a very rude hand-made double-handled grey vase, having

on either side two breast-like excrescences ; its neck is decorated with

four rudely-incised lines and signs without signification. The double-

liandled lustrous-red goblet, No. 1305, is hund-made and well polished ;

its type but rarely occurs in this stratum.

No. 1306 is a wheel-made globular lustrous-yellow jug, with nn

upright spout and trefoil orifice, such as we have already passed in

review ; the bottom is convex. Wheel-made also is the dark-red jug

Xo. 1307, with an upright spout of a peculiar shape, such as we have

never seen before. A spout of an identical shape is seen on the wheel-

made tripod-jug No. 1308. No. 1309 is a grey hand-made jug of a very

No. 1309. Jufr. (About 1 i a( tual size.

Dopth, 10 ft.)

Xo. 130S. Tripijii (ilubular Vase, with strais'it neck.

(Nearly 1 : 4 actual size. Depih, 13 1';.)

rude fabric, with a convex bottom ; No. 1310, a wheel-made black tripod-

jug, with a trefoil mouth. No. 1311 is a very large wheel-made globular

well-polished lustrous-yellow jug, with a trefoil mouth ; No. 1312, a red

wheel-made bottle ; No. 1313, a Jiand-made jug, wath a long spout and

one handle ; No. 1314, a wheel-made black bottle, with a convex bottom
;

No. 1315, a wheel-made red globular vase, with a long cylindrical neck

and convex bottom.

Very frequent in this fifth city is the shape of the one-handled

lustrous-red pitcher No. 1316, as well as that of No. 1317, both of which

may probably have been used as drinking cups. Cups already shown under

Nos. 1094 to 1100 are very abundant in this city also. No. 1318 is a

brown hand-made basin, with one handle ; No. 1319, a rude hand-made
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No. inin. Tripod Jug. (About 1 :4 actual size.

Depth, 9 ft.)

.^

V

No. 1.311. (J lobular liistrour-yellow Va^e.

(1 : S actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1312. .Jug or Bottle with lonpr ni ck. (l : 4 i cual
size. Dci'th, !i It.)

So. 1313. Jus. fAbout 1 • 4 actim! size.

I) itb i.ft
)

No. 1314. Globular Bottle.

(About 1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 9 ft.)

No. l.u;.. i.l'.liular Vase, Nos. l;ai;, 1317. rbchcr in lii Icinul .ui

with .1 lonR vertic.ll ifck. hour-glass and a coninun I'liCici. (Nearly

(1 ; 4 actual .^ize. D.ptli, 9 ft.) 1 : 3 actual size. Depi h, 9 ft.)
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No. 1318. Cup Willi one liaiuile. (1 : A actual size.

Depth, 6 ft.)

Ko. 1319. Ladlj olClay. (Xrav.y lialf actual size.

DiptU, 9 ft

)

Nu. Kfil. lUi ii- c> iiMT. a : -1 actual rize.

Deiitli, 13 ft.)

Vas' wUb iiiriscd ornamfntat'on.

actual size. I)e|)th, ti ft )

(1:4

ladle; No. lo"20, a pretty little lustroiis-Llack -svlieel-made vase, with an
incised zigzag ornamentatiou round the neck; No. 1321, a very rude un-

polished censer. No. 1322 is

a large wheel-made globular

yellow vase, with doul)le

upright curved handles.

The fabric and form of this

vase, as well as the clean

though very common clay

of which it is made, aj^pear

very modern when com-

pared with any of the other

vases found in this last pre-

historic city, or in any of

the preceding ones. The

cover is also wheel-made,

of a lustrous dark-red colour,

and has a pretty handle in

the form of a crown ; it is

decorated with two parallel

incised lines. This par-

ticular sort of vase-cover

does not occur any more,

but vases of the shape of

that before us are frequent

in this fifth city.

No. 1323 is a wheel-

made one-handled jug, of an

oval form, with a flat bottom ; it is of a rude fabric, and badly polished;

the rim of the orifice is bent over. Jugs of this form are not rare.

^'o. 1322. Global.,!- Vase, w.Ui i,\„ halmic^ ami (Juver in form
of a crown. (About 1 : 4 actual size. Depth, 9 ft.)
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No. 1323. .In-

(1:4 actual iizi

No. 1324. (ii.iliiilai- .Ju;.;-, uiiii ;i |M'nj,rtion on the

neck. (About i : 4 actual size. Jjepth, 6 ft.)

No. 1324 is a wheel-made one-handled grey jug, of a globular form, with

a flat bottom ; it has a trefoil mouth and a curious boss on the neck.

No. 1325 is a red one-handled hand-made cup, with an ear-like pro-

tuberance on either side : cups of a similar shape are not rare. No. 132(5

is a grey hand-made vase, with a flat bottom and tubular holes for sus-

pension on the sides, as well as near the mouth.

No. 1325. Globular Vase, wiili projectinp; ornament on

either side in the form of a luirse-sliue. (1 : 4 actual

size. Depth, i) It.)

No. 1321). Vas.' with luliiil.ir Ih'I s fcr

suspension, (.\liont 1 : 4 .ictu.il

size. Depth, 13 i'l.)

The pottery shown under Nos. 1327 to 1330 is all hand-made and of a

rude fabric: the shapes of the jug No. 1327, and of the pitcher No. 1328,

No. 1327.

Nos. i;!J7-i:;:iU. I'hrce IMtcher.s ami .i IJaliy's IVctling Uottlc (1 : 1 actual size. Depth, G to 10 It.)

are frequent. Very remarkable and unique is the cup No. 1330, with its

handle above the mouth and the spout in the body ; it is probably a baby's
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feeding bottle. The black double cup, No. 1331, with flat bottoms, is also

\Yheel-niade, as well as the double cup No. 1332, whicli has four feet.

No. 1331. 'I'eiTd-cotta Veasel, tomp.s-.d of two
separate cups. (1 : 4 actual size.

Dt-ptli, U ft.)

No. ]Xi2. Tcrra-colta Vessel, with 1' ur feet, formiug

two Vases. (1 : 4 actual size. Depth, ti ft.)

Both of these vessels are partly restored with gypsum. No. 1333 is a

hand-made bowl of a dark-ln'own colour : similar bowls frequeutly occur

here. It deserves peculiar attention that there are 7io wheel-made dishes

in this city. One might suppose that the people had become disgusted

with the rude unpolished dishes of the two preceding cities, and preferred

to use hand-made ones, which are much more solid and prettier,

Nos. 1334 to 133G are three very small, rude, very slightly-baked

clay cups, with convex bottoms and flat covers. These lilliputian vessels

r'" No. 1335. No. 1336,

No. 1333. iJar.c-brown Buwl. (1 : 4 actual size.

Dep.h, lu I't.)

Nos. 1334-lo3G. .Suiall iei la-eotta Cups,

witli flat covcis. (Neaily li.at' actual siz . 1 epib, C ft.)

only occur in this fifth pre-historic city, but tliey are found here in

large numbers, sometimes by the dozen together : their use is an enigma
to us. Professor Roberts thinks they may possibly have been crucibles.

No. 1337 is a seal of terra-cotta, with a perforated handle for suspension
;

it is badly baked and of a rude fabric, with a rudely-incised linear decora-

tion and four dots. Nos. 1338 and 1330 are two funnels of slightly-

No. 1339.

No. 1.137. Terra-cotta Seal. (Aliont

bair actual size. Depth, 3 ft.)

-N'-. K;:;-, I:;.:'. i'wo little Kiiiincls >( r.ir,i-.

(About lialf actual size. I'eptb, 10 It.)
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baked clay, of a lnstrons-l)rown colour. On both of them we again see the

written character mo, which so frequently occurs in the preceding cities.

As Prof. Sayce shows in his Apj^endix, these funnels are almost identical in

shape, material, and character with a funnel found by Mr. (leorge Smith

under the floor of the palace of Assur-bani-pal or Sardanapalus at Kou-

yunjik, and inscribed with Trojan characters, which was probably brought

to Nineveh by the Lydian ambassadors of Gyges. They seem to have

been used as measuring vessels, and the word mo with which they are

inscribed may be derived from the Aryan root ma, " to measure."

No. 1340 is another terra-cotta seal, better baked, but decorated merely

with small concentric circles."

No. 1341 is a perforated object of stone of unknown
use. No. 1342 is a large saw of silex, with marks on

its upper part of its having been cased in a wooden
handle. To the many localities enumerated in the

preceding pages where similar flint saws are found,

I can now also add Egypt ; for in Fr. Mook's Aegyptens

Vormetallische Zeit'^ I find a great many silex saws

No. 1340. Seal of Terra-cotta. Xo. )3tl. Oiject ..f Stuiie.

(7 : S actual size. Depth, 6 to lu ft.)

No. 1342. Silex Saw.

(Half actual ^ize.

Depth, 6 ft.)

represented, also one (PI. xiii. 8) made of jasper found at Helwan in

Lower Egypt, which is nearly of an identical shape with the saw before

us (No. 1342). But I must add that in the fifth pre-historic city of Troy
I found only two saws of this shape and not one of any other shape,

though the silex saws occur in such vast abundance in the preceding

cities, and particularly so in the fourth.

No. 1343 is a curious well-shaped hammer of diorite ; it has no hole.

This is the only specimen of a hammer found in the fifth city. I do not

find that hammers of a like shape have ever occurred elsewhere ; but Prof.

Virchow observes to me that stone hammers of a somewhat similar shape

have been found in Oregon. No. 1341 is one of the very few stone

grain-bruisers of this fifth city. 1 do not think I found more than three

• In tenninafing with this seal my review of

the [Kittery ol'the five pre-histovic cities of Troy,

1 beg leave to say tliat, in s])iti; of tlie nio>t

scnuuilous attention devoted by me to tlie sub-

ject, it may be that there are a few vessels be-

hmgiiig to the third city which have been chisscd

under the fourth, and again a few belonging to

tiie fourtii which have been classed muler the

lifth city, or vice versa; indeed, this is almost

unavoidable, owiag to the inequality of the level

of these last three cities. l>ut if there be any

confusion, it can only be iu a few instances.

There can be no mistake in the i)ottery of the

two lowest cities, the types being so vastlv

ditferent from each other, and also from tlie

jiottery of all the following cities. The depth

was carefully noted on each object, either by

my ovei'seers or myself, when it was found.
''>

Wilrzburg, 1880.
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of them in all here, whilst, as has been said, they occur by thousands

in the preceding cities, and particularly in the fourth. Besides the

many places enumerated in the preceding pages in which they have been

No. 1343. HaiumiT <..f No. 13H. Stoiio B;ill for

Diorito. (Half arliuil bruisins grain. (Half actual

size. Ueptli, ft.) size. Ueptli, 6 ft)

No. 1345. A Stone

Implement of unknown
use. Weifjht, 472 grammes.

(Half actual .'iize. Depth,

6 to 8 ft.)

No. 1.346. Object (,f Stone:

a Pliallus.? (H.ilf actual

size. Depth, 9 ft.)

met with, they are found in Egypt.* No. 1345 is an instrument of

silicious stone, which may have served as a weight for fishing-nets.

Similar stone instruments are found in Denmark.^ No. 1346 is of white

marble, and from its shape we are led to think that it may be a symbol of

Priapus. I have discussed this subject in the preceding pages. Similarly-

shaped stones occur in all the five cities.

No. 1347 is a perforated disc or quoit of granite, the only one found in

this fifth city, but similar discs occur in all the four other pre-historic

a/>
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the word SiaKovpa, signifying the distance of a qnoit's throw :

—
" For

although at first he remained a quoit's throw behind, yet quickly he came

up with him."^ Also Blctkov ovpa, to express the same thing.* The \vord

BlaKo<i may be derived from Bi/celv, Sslk-vu/xi, the Sanscrit di^, for SUijo^.

The quoit was always round and smooth, usually of stone, but also of

wood, and once in the Iliad of iron, and was then called (t6A,o<?,^ connected

with aaXoi;, aaXeuo), aakayi'j, Lat. salum, Germ, schivellen, English sicell ; it

was usually perforated in the centre, in order that, by means of the

hole and a strap fixed in it, it might be thrown to the greatest possible

distance, but sometimes it had no hole. Discs of silex also occur in the

dolmens of the Stone period in Denmark as well as in Holstein.^" Un-

perforated discs of stone, up to 9 in. in diameter, also occur in England.^

There is a perforated disc of shelly limestone, 5.L in. in diameter and

3-lths in. thick, in Mr. John Evans's collection.-

No. 1348 is a piece of limestone, of nearly quadrangular shape, with a

mould in the form of a bottle. No. 1349 is a small disc of ivory, with a

border on the side shown in the engraving-.

No. 1349. IMsc of hoiy. (,7 ;s actual

size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1350 is a brooch of bronze, with a double globular head ; No. 1351,

a bronze brooch, with its head of a spiral form ; and No. 1352, a bronze

needle with a long hole in the upper end. Nos. 1353 and 1355 are bronze

brooches with globular heads. No. 1354 may be a primitive pair of

pincers or tweezers ; it consists of two short rods of bronze cased in a

hard substance. No. 1356 is a needle of bronze, with two pointed ends

and a hole near the end to the right. No. 1357 is an object of silver, in

the form of a dog's or rather antelope's head with long ears ; No. 1358, an

object of bronze, which may have served for an ornament on horse-

trappings. No. 1359 is a bronze ring. No. 13G0 is a small curved knife

of bronze. No. 1301 is an object of lead.

There were also found in the fifth city knives and battle-axes of

bronze, of the usual Trojan form, which I do not represent here, as I have

repeatedly brought similar ones before the reader's notice (see Nos. 806-

• Tl. xxiii. 52:1, .")24 :
'" A. P. Madden, AntijuUi'S prehistoriqiics du

... UTap raTrpaJra KalisSiffKoupaAtXeiTTTO, Dancmarc, PI. xli. Nos. 1, 2. J. J. A. Worsaae,

aWd. fi.iv aJylia Kixavtv' NorcUske Oldsager, PI. xviii. No. 86.

* //. -xxiii. 431 :
' John Evans, Ari'^ient Stone Imphmcnts of

'6(T(ra 8e SiV/cou o5po Karw/xaBioio irfKovrai, . . . Great Britain; London, 1872, p. 304.

" //. xxiii. S2r). 827 :
* Ibid,

avrap FlrjAf/Srj? OriKev croKov aurox(^(^fov,

hv TTplv fxhy yiTTTaffKi jxiyu adivos Hfriwvoi'
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No. l.-jr.O. No. 1351. No. 1357. No. 1354. No. 1355.

No. 1353.

No. 1359.

No. 135J.

-V-. i-.;i.

Xos. 135C-I36I. I).ig\ \U-m\ ol .-ilv.r; i.rlniitive Rrooches ; T^iii.t;. Iwiilo, \c., of bronze, anil a.i olject of lead.

(Half actual size. Depili, 3 ft.)

809), • The only clifterence is, tliat the battle-axes found here are shorter

than those found in the third, the burnt city, and they do not generally

exceed 6 in. in length. Needles of bone, like Nos. 56C-574, occur here,

but they are by no means so plentiful as in the former cities.



CHAPTER X.

THE SIXTEl CITY, MOST PROBABLY A LYDIAN SETTLEMENT.

Above the stratum of the Fifth pre-historic city, and just below ths

ruins of Novum Ilium, I found a vast quantity of very curious pottery,

partly hand-made, partly wheel-made, which in shape and fabric, in colour

and in the clay, is so utterly different from all the pottery of the pre-

ceding pre-historic cities, as well as from the pottery of the upper Aeolic

Ilium, that I hesitate whether to refer it to pre-historic or to historic

iimes. Such pottery is particularly plentiful on the slopes of the hill

;

and as, for reasons before explained, the stratum of the Greek city

reaches in those places down to much more than the usual depth, it

is found there even at 10 and 20 ft. below the surface. But the usual

depth at which it is found on the hill is on an average 6 ft. ; some-

times, however, it occurs at a depth of only 3 or 4 ft. below the surface.

As neither the Greeks, nor the pre-historic peoples who succeeded each other

on the hill of Hissarlik, ever made such pottery, and especially as this

pottery occurs in such abundance, it evidently points to a settlement of a

different people. But who were they ? From the great resemblance

this pottery has to the hand-made vases found in the cemeteries of

Kovio, Volterra, Bismantova, Villanova, and other places in Italy, which

is held to be either archaic Etruscan or prae-Etruscan pottery, we think

it likely that there may have been a Lydian settlement on Hissarlik

contemporary with the colonization of Etruria by the Lydians, asserted

by Herodotus, and that the Lydian dominion may have been esiablished

over the whole Troad at the same epocli ; and this the more as we
have the certainty that the Troad was sulycct to the Lydian dominion

under king Gyges ((598-060), ' and there is every probability that this

dominion commenced at a much earlier period. We may remind the

reader of the ancient legend, told by Herodotus, of the emigration of

()n(!-half of the whole population of Lydia to Umbria in Italy, under

tlie leadership of Tyrsenus, son of their king Atys." This mythical

account seems to become an historical fact by my discovery, and I nuiy,

therefore, be permitted to call this sixth settlement on the hill of His-

sarlik the Lydian City.

But all I am able to show of tli's city is its pottery: there is no wall

of defence, nor even any house-walls whieli I could with any degree of

' Strnbn, xiii. p. 500: "A^-'Soj Se MtArjo-^wf * Herodotus, i. 94, quoted above, pp. 1'28, 129.

sVtI Krifffxa fiTiTpe^auTos Tvyov rov AvSuv 0aai- As Professor Sayce observes to me : ''Accordiuy;

Ae'ois- 7)r yap iir' fKtivw -rh. x««ipia Ka\ i] Tpwas to Flerodotus, the colonization took place ia the

a-jram., nvnudCerai 5« /col a.KpooT-i)pi6v ri irphi mythical age of Lydia, before the rise of the

Aapiaj/y Tvyas. lleraclid dynasty (circ. n.C. TJOO)."
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pr()h;il)ility attriljuto to it. On the contrary, it is very likely that the

Aeolian Greeks, who did not continue to use Hissarlik as the site of their

city, hut as their Acroj^olis and as the sacred precinct of their sanctuaries,

levelled the p^rouud and used the stones for the erection of their sacred

edifices. That such a levelling really took place is, as we have before

repeatedly mentioned, proved with certainty by the site of the temple of

Athene, the builders of which cut away so much of the ground that they

were able to lay the foundation of this 'shrine immediately on the dchris

of the third, the burnt city. This is a fact of which every visitor may
easily convince himself with his own eyes. Had the Aeolians been a pre-

historic people, they would have left in situ all the ruins they found, and

they would have levelled them by filling them up with dthris or clay

cakes. But they were a civilized people, and therefore they levelled the

ground by destroying the walls that they found standing, and by

throwing the debris from the slope of the hill. That they proceeded in

this way seems to be proved by the fact, that most of the Lydian pottery

is found immediately outside of the debris of the preceding pre-historic

city, just below tlie Greek stratum, and in places where the declivity of

the hill must at that time have commenced.

I begin the description of the pottery with the large j^Y/ios

No. 1362, which I found embedded in a vertical position, the orifice being

6 ft. below the surface. It is made of a coarse red clay, which, like that

of all the other pithoi, is mixed with crushed silicious stones and syenite

containing much mica, to give it greater solidity. It is thoroughly baked,

which, as Prince Bismarck suggested to me,^ could, in the absence of

kilns, only have been efi'ected by filling and surrounding the pithos with

wood, and by kindling a fire simultaneously both inside and outside of

it. It is unpolished, has no handles, and is ornamented all round with

four broad projecting bands. It was lying in 1872 and 1873, iox

fourteen months, before my house at Hissarlik, and was always used as

a lodging by one of my workmen ; it even lodged two of them in rainy

weather.

Nearly all the smaller pottery is hand-made, and alumdantly mixed with

crushed silicious stones and syenite containing much mica. The vessels

are in general very bulky ; and as they have been dipj^ed in a wash of the

same clay and polished before being put to the fire, besides being but

very slightly baked, they have a dull black colour, which much resembles

the colour of the famous Albano hut-urns.* (But there also occur a few-

vases of a dull yellow or brown colour.) This dull black colour is, how-
ever, perhaps as much due to the peculiar mode of baking as to the

peculiar sort of clay of which the pottery is made, because there occur

in all the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik many vases but very slightly

baked, and yet none of them have the dull colour of these Lydian terra-

cottas. Besides, the shape and fabric are totally difi'erent from those of

any pottery found in the pre-historic cities, or m the upper Aeolic Greek

3 See p. 279. Alhano ; London, 1869, pp. 2, 13. See also the
• L. Pigorini and Sir Jolm Lubbock, Xotes on Albano hut-urn in the Royal Museum at Berlin.

Hict- Urns and other Objects from Marino near
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city. The reader will recognize this great difference in shape and fabric

in the case of every object of pottery which I pass in review.

N... l:'.i/J. I'ltlidS. (Alii. lit 1 : Ki act\l;il size. 1 1. I'lli, G ft .)

I begin with the dull l)lackis]i tureen, No. 1363, which is wheel-made

and has two handles. The large one-handled cup No. 1304 is also
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wheel-made and of the same coloiir ; as is the very hirge vase No. 1365,

with four handles, on two of which are small breast-like protuberances.

>Jo. 1363. Black Tureen, with two hamllps.

(1:6 actual size. Depth, 6 fi.)

No. 1364. Vase of glMtiiilar shape, witli one handle.

(1:4 actual mzc Deptli, 6 ft.)

No. 1365. Lariie Vase, with our h.innle' and impressed oina-

mtniation. (1 : 8 actual siz>. Depth, 7 ft.)

No. 1366. Jug will an impressed ornamentation.

(1:4 actual fize. Depth, 6 ft.)

This vessel is decorated' all round with four parallel bands, each of three

lines, of a wave-pattern, rudely incised before the baking took place. Of
the same colour, and also wheel-made, is the jug No. 1366, with three

such bands of incised wave-lines, and an orifice of trefoil form ; as well as

the two-handled globular vase. No. 1367.

No. 1368 marks a hand-made cup of the same colour and clay, with

an incised ornamentation of zigzag lines, which seems to have been copied

from the decorations of tapestry or embroidered vestures.

Cups of an identical shape were found in the excavations of Felsina at
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>»'o. 1367. <jl' buLir \ uoe, with two li.indlos.

(1 : 4 actual sizp. Depth, 9 ft.)

Nil. PC^ < up with mcisf i Drmtnciitition ( f

zigzig lnic> (1 4 actu il si/c Dtplli C it )

Bologna.^ A cup of a similar shape, Lnt witliout any decoration, found at

Corneto in Italy, is in tlie Iloyal Museum at Berlin. Another very similar

one, at least in shape, is in Prof. Virchow's collection at Berlin. There

also occur among the Lydian pottery plain hand-made one-handled ciips of

the same dull blackish colour. A number of cups of an identical form

have been found in the excavations at Villanova.''

No. 13G9 is a large one-handled hand-made vase of a dull yellow colour,

with three long rams' horns, which may perhaps explain the three or four

No. 13t'9. Ijargo Vaso, with throe hainllcs in the .'ihape (if rani.s' horns, ami one conniioii har.dlp.

(I : 8 actual ^iz . Dtptli, lu ft.)

excrescences which wo nearly always see on the vases found in the ancient

tombs of IMsmantova," as also on a vase in the Etruscan IMusoum in the

* Giovanni Oozz.idini, di alcuni Sepolcri dclla ' Cliievici, in the BuUettinn di Palctiioloijia

Xcrropoli Fclsincii, 11. G. Jtali'Via, \>^7'\ I'i. ii. Nos. 3-5; 187G, PI. viii.

" Ln Nco-o/ioli di Villanova, per Giovanui Nos. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8.

Gozzadiui ; Bologna, 1870, p. 33.
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Vatican,^ and on another from the station of Demorta in the district of

Mantua." At all events, the three long rams' horns on No. 13G9 seem to

explain the three horn-like or breast-like excrescences or bosses which we see

on the heavy hand-made dull blackish pitchers Nos. 1370, 1371, 1372, 1374,

137;"), and 1377. For the rest, vases with bosses or excrescences like horns

or l)reasts are also frequent in Germany. Prof. Virchow found one such

vase in the pre-historic graveyard of Zaborowo, and he calls my attention

to two more represented under Figs. 9 and 10, PL xxv. in the SesHi'onal

Ilejwri of the Berlin Society of Anthropology , Ethnology, &c., of Nov. 18, 187G,

No. l:i"n. Cup with threi- Ijoriis or l)i east-like

ia-oJL'ctiou». (1 : 4 actual size. Dptb, li ft.)

No. 1371. Cup «iih tliiif linast-like pr j cti ns in tl.t

body. (1 : 4 actual size. Depih, G ft.)

No. 1372. OMp-lianilli'ii .lu;.', with three projections iu No. 1373. VasL- with thre.- breast-like projections

the foim of female breasts. (1 ; i actual size. and zigz.ig oniameutation. (1 : 5 actual size.

Depth, 6 ft.) Depth, T ft.)

No. 1374. Nu. 1375.

%^

Nos. 1374. 1375. Cups with impressed linear ornamentat on. U : -4 iiciual size.

Depih, 6 ft.)

* L. Pigoi'iui and Sir John Lubbock, Notes on Hut-Urns, kc, PI. x. No. 10.

^ Chierici, in the BullMiiio di FaU'tiwlojia Italiana, 1877, PI. v. No. 15.
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I have succeeded in collecting about forty similar pitchers, with three

horns or breast-like bosses ; most of them have all round the body a decora-

tion of vertical concave incisions or impressions, and many have each of the

protuberances surrounded by three or four concentric circles of concave

lines. The slight baking of these pitchers could not be better shown

than by the variety of colours we often see on one and the same pitcher,

for it is of a dull blackish colour where it is but very slightly baked, pale

yellow in places where it has been a little more exposed to the fire, and

reddish or brown where it has been long in a great heat. Apart from

the three breast-like or horn-like excrescences, these pitchers have, in

respect to shape, fabric, and ornamentation, a great resemblance to vases

found in sepulchres at Eovio in Italy. '" We see the three breast-like

excrescences also on the large hand-made, heavy, dull blackish jug

No. 1373, which has one handle and an incised decoration of zigzag lines,

with a horizontal band of lines round the neck.

No. 137C. Twi -haiidlei! Cup, wilh iinprcssc-il linear

ornamentalioii. (1 : 4 actual size. Deptb, Oft.)

The heavy hand-made, doul)le-liandled cups Nos. 1376 and 1377 are

likewise of a dull blackish colour, and seem to be in shape, clay, and

ornamentation, the exact counterparts of two similar double-handled cups

found at Volterra, and of many others found by Zannoni in his excavations

at the necropolis of Felsina at Bologna. ^^ A double-handled cup of an

identical form, found at Corneto in Italy, is in the Koyal Museum at

Berlin.

No. 1378 marks a hand-made double-handled bowl of the same clay

and colour. Nos. 1379, 1380, and 1381 are hand-made cups of the same

No. l.^-7. Iioulilo-liaiiillcil :up, with brcast-like

excrescences. (Abu\it 1 ; 4 actual size. iJepth, 4 to 6 ft.)

No. 137!<. Double-handled Itowi. (I : 3 actual size.

Deptli, 4 to G a.)

'" Poinpeo Castolfi-anco, in the DuUettino di Paletnoloqia Italiana, 1875, PI. iii. Nos. 1, 2.

" Poiupeo Caste 1 franco, Ibid. p. Ul, PI. iii. Xos, 3a, 36.

2 Q
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clumsy heavy fabric and clay, with two very long handles. No. 1371) is

decorated on the body with incised vertical strokes, which here, as on

Nus. 1379, 13.-I0. Clips with two large handles. (1 : 4 actual size. iJcjitli, G ft.)

many others of these vessels, are filled in with white chalk in order to

strike the eye. My honoured friend M. Alexandre Bertrand, director of

the Musee de Saint Germain-en-Laye, calls my attention to the fact that

the custom of filling the incised ornamentation on pottery with white

chalk was practised by the Gauls before the time of Julius Caesar's

campaigns.

Double-handled cups like these are frequent in this sixth city, and

they remained in use

centuries. Similar cups

Etruscan collections,

made double-handled

1383 may also be

lections of Etruscan

in Etruria for many
can be seen in all

The shape of the hand-

cups Nos. 1882 and

seen in nearly all col-

pottery.

Nos. 1331-139J. T.-rra-cutta vessels of difrermt shapes, (i : 4 actual size. Depth, 6 to 13 ft.)
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Doiible-liandled cups of this peculiar form do not occur in Greece, but

they seem to have given to the Greeks the idea of their J:antharos and

shjpJios, which are much more refined both in shape and fabric, but still

have some resemblance to them. These two cups are very frequent in

Etruscan tombs of a later time. Mr. George Dennis,^ who figures

two specimens of them, writes :
" The most common cups in Etruria were

the hantliaros and the shyiihos. The haniliaros was a two-handled cup

sacred to Dionysos (Pliny, xxxiii. 53 ; Macrob. Sat. v. 21), in whose hands

it is generally represented on painted vases. The cup itself is rarely found

decorated with paintings, at least in Etruria, where it is generally of plain

black ware. This vase is supposed to take its name from some resem-

blance in form to that of the beetle

—

Kclvdapo'i—but it more probably

took it from the boat or vessel of the same name.-

No. 1384 is a large, heavy, one-handled cup or bowl. No. 1385 is a

vessel, probably a goblet, rudely shaj)ed like a horse, or, still more
probably, like a dog, as Professor Yirchow suggests ; the spout, which

is in the place of the tail, is joined by a handle to the neck. This may
be compared with No. 1391, the fragment of a vessel, probably a cup,

in the form of an animal's head with two horns. J thought it might

be a horse's head ; but a horned horse being without example, Professor

Virchow suggests that it may represent a young roe-buck or even a

giraffe. Professor Sayce remarks that this animal-head has a striking

resemblance to the vases with animals' heads brought by Phoenician

tributaries to the Egyptian kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty and de-

No. 1391. Fragment of a Tcrra-cotta Vossil, in the shape of a horse's head.

(About half actual size. Ivi.tli, 6 to 8 ft.)

picted on the monuments. Gol)lets terminating in a horse's head were

very frequent among the Etruscans, and Mr. G. Dennis ^ identifies them
with the Greek goblet called rhyton, which, according to Tlieoplirastus,*

was given to heroes alone. But the head before us has the peculiarity

that it is perforated lengthwise, and has a spout in the mouth. It can

therefore only have served as the spout of a goblet, the shape of whicli is

unknown
;
perhaps it had another, wider opening, by which it could ])e

easily filled, for it would hav(> l)een difficult to fill it by the uarro\Y spout
in the head. The Berlin ]\Iarkischcs Museum contains two somewhat
similar goblets in the shape of horns, one of which runs out in an

' The Cities and Cemeteries of FAruria, p. cxvii. Nos. 36, 37 * Athenaeus, .\i. 47, 4S.

' Op. cit. p. c.\xii. No. ()0. * Ap. Athenaeum, .\i. 4.
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animal's head. Several vases with horses' heads are in the collection of

antiquities from Chiusi in the British Museum.

No. 1386 is a small hand-made vase with three protuberances

;

No. 1387, a whorl with an incised ornamentation filled with white chalk.

No. 1388 is a vase-bottom with an incised ornamentation. No. 1389 is a

hand-made oenochoe with a trefoil mouth. The form of this vessel, but

slightly changed, is also found in Etruria, in the trefoil-mouthed Lekythos.^

No. 1390 is a hand-made vase, with a vertically perforated protuberance

for suspension on each side. All this pottery is of the same dull blackish

clay as the preceding vessels. Of the same clay is also the remarkable

vessel No. 1392, which is in the shape of a bugle with three feet. It has

one handle, and probably served as

a gol)let. A similarly shaped vessel,

found in a tomb at Camirus, in

Pihodes, is in the British Museum.

Of two similar vessels found in

Cyprus, one is in the British Museum,

the other in the Louvre at Paris.

From the form of these bugle-cups,

which occur several times among
the pottery of the Lydian settle-

ment at Hissarlik, we may perhaps

derive the Greek and Etruscan

Aryballos," which has the same

shape, with the sols difference that it has no feet, and that the spout

is in the side of the circular tube.

The goblet No. 1393, which is represented upside down, belongs to

this sixth, the Lydian cit}', as is proved by its clay, its colour, and its

fabric. Though only a couple of vessels of this form were found in

No. VM2. K iarkiiliie rt-iia-C'itta VfSsel, in the sliaps

of a bngle with three feet.

(About 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 6 ft.)

No. 1393. Double-haiKlled Cup I^Seva'; a.ix4>iKvTr€\Kov},

rcpi evented here upside down

(2 . 5 actual si7.e. Depth, about 6ft.)

Xo. 1394. Oeii.jci;i_e \\iih one handle.

n : 4 actual size. Depth, 9 ft.)

George DenuU, op. cit. p. c.vxiv. Xo. 66. 6 Ibid. Xo. 70.
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this city, they prove at least that it was in use there also. It is

therefore highly probable that this form of goblet still existed at the

time of Homer, and that it is to this very same sort of double-handled
Clip that he gives the name SeVa? afx^iKv-rreWov. But if we compare
this rude bulky cup with the fine goblets of the same shape from the

third, the burnt city, we see that it has enormoussly degenerated.

No. 1394 is a pear-shaped one-handled oenochoe, with a conical excre-

scence on each side of the head. If we compare this jug or oenochoe with
the Cypriote oenochoae or the jugs from the pre-historic cities on the

island of Tliera (Santorin), on most of which a human eye is painted on
either side of the orifice, we become convinced that the conical excres-

cences on the jug before us (No. 1394) cannot mean anything else than
rude representations of human eyes. No. 1395 is a pitcher with a spout
in the body

;
perhaps a baby's feeding-bottle.

No. 1395. Pitcher with .epout in the bod^-.

(1:4 actual size. Depth, 9 ft.)

No. 1396. Pitcher with iiuprt sscd orna-

mentation, tilled with white challc. It

belongs to a wssel ot which the other
half is brolicn off. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 6 ft.)

No. 139G is a cup with a decoration of vertical concave incisions round
the body, and a band of oblique incisions filled with white chalk round the
neck: the base is convex. To the left, this vessel has a large broken
projection, proving that, like so many cups and vases in the preceding
pre-historic cities, it has been joined to another cup of exactly the same
shape. A similar vessel, consisting of two cups joined together and
decorated with linear incisions, is among the ancient pottery said to have
been found below the stratum of peperino near Marino.''

In this Lydian city vases were still in use, with vertically perforated

projections for suspension by strings, for, besides the vase No. 1390, I

can also point to Nos. 1397 and 1398, which have similar perforations;

both arc decorated with rudtdv-incised ziejzaij: linos.

Ko. 1397. Vase with incised ornanKntafion, and two
tubular holes fur suspension. (1:4 actual size.

Depth, 13 ft.)

Nci. I.:;)-'. \ asi' witli iiicis-d

ornamentation. (1:4 actual size.

Dopth. 29 ft.)

L. Pigoiiiii and Sir John Lubbock, Notes on Ilat-Urm, Sec, PI. .\. No. 15.
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Nos. 1399 to 1404 are nide two-horned serpent-heads of the slightly-

haked dull blackish clay which is peculiar to this city. These horned

No. 1400.

X.\ 1401.

No. 1399. Fragment of a Two-horned
Serpent (icepatT-n)?) in Terra-cotta.

(About half actual size.

Depth, 8 to 10 ft.)

Nos. 1400, 1401. Heads of Horned Serpents.

(No. 1400 may perhaps represent an elephant's trunk.)

(About half actual size. Depth, 12 ft.)

No. 1402. A Seri)enf-. Head, with horns on

both sides, and very large eyes.

(About 1 : 3 astual size. Depth, IS ft.)

Nos. 1403, 1404. Head of an Asp in Terra-cotta

(botli sides).

(About 1 : 3 actual size. Depth, 12 ft.)

snake-heads appear to be an ancient and significant Lydian symbol of

great importance, since even now there is in the Troad a superstition

that the horns of serpents, by merely coming into contact with the human
body, cure a number of diseases, and especially epilepsy ; also that,

when they are dipped in milk, it is instantly turned into cheese; and
other notions of the same sort. On account of the many wholesome and
useful effects attributed to the ho1:ns of serpents, they are regarded as

immensely valuable, and one of my workmen was once accused by a

jealous comrade of having found two serpents' horns and made off with
them. All my assurances that there are no such things as serpents' horns
failed to convince the men, and they still believe that their comrade has

robbed me of a great treasure.

The serpent's head Nos. 1403 and 1404 seems to represent the
poisonous asp. I call particular attention to the horn-like excrescences to

the right and left of the head. This head has a number of dots above
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the mouth, and the head and back are divided by cross lines into sections

which are filled with dots. On the opposite side are lines running lon-

gitudinally, like female hair. It deserves particular attention that no

such horned serpent-heads have ever been found of a clay or fabric that I

could possibly attribute to any one of the preceding pre-historic cities.

The shape of these serpent-heads induces me to think that they have

served as handles to vases. This even appears certain from the shape of

No. 1400, which, contrary to all the other vases found at Hissarlik, has a

hoo'izontal perforation ; but no second specimen with a horizontal hole has

been found. A vase with a horizontal perforation occurs, however, among

the pottery from Marino.* Professor Virchow calls my attention to the

peculiar shape of No. liOO, which, in his opinion, resembles an elephant's

trunk more than a serpent's head.

Vase or cup handles with tolerably well-modelled heads of cows or

oxen with long horns occur frequently among the pottery of the

Lydian city. I represent one of them here under No. 1405. I shall

not attempt to decide the question whether here,

as at Mycenae, the cow's head is the symbol or

image of Here ; hid as the coivs head occurs here

so often, and always on vase-handles, I suggest that

it explains to us the tuv-horned vase-handles u'liich

are found in sjich rich ahnndance in Italy from

the trans-Fadane region to the Ahruzzi. They

are further found in the Lake-dwellings in the

districts of Mantua and Vicenza, in the terra

-

mare of the Emilia, in a tomb and in fields in

the district of Bologna, in the tombs of Volterra,

and in fields in the valley of Yibrata. A large

Cup with three excrescences, having a handle with

two such horns, was also found below the founda-

tions of a house on the Esquiline, near the church No. i-ios. vasehandie with a cow'a

of Sant' Eusebio, in Rome ; but this is as yet the ''i)ppth, about is rt.'r'

first specimen of such a horned vase found in

Lutium. Chronologically, therefore, it Ijclongs to the Bronze age in the

tcrramare of the Emilia, and perhaps to the Stone age in the Lake-

dwellings on the other side of the Po ; but it belongs to the first Iron

age in the tombs and fields in the district of Bologna, and in the tombs

of Volterra ; to the Bronze age, in the fields of the Abruzzi ; and to the

Bronze age, also, on the Esquiline.^

These two-horned vase handles have called fu'th many learned dis-

cussions, but it never yet occurred to any one that they might be the

inheritance of the Lydian vase-handles with cow-heads. I feel sure that

the explanation I now offer will ;it once be universally adopted. I may
add that cow-heads never occur in any of the first five pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik; and also that among the pottery from Chiusi in the British

* L. Pisjnrini and Sir Jolin Lubbock, op. cit. No. 6.

' Pigorini, iu the Bulkttino di Pdetnologia Jtaliana of January 1878, p. 16.
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IVInseiim there are some terra-cotta vases having handles ornamented with

heads of horses or cows.^**

I remind the reader that cow-heads of gold or terra-cotta, and par-

ticularly those of gold, are very frequent at Mycenae, Avhere I found

fifty-six solely of the shape represented in ray Mijcenae, p. 218, Nos. 329,

330, and numerous fragments of others. They also occur of bronze in

Germany, Thus, for instance, Professor Virchow calls my attention to a

small two-wheeled chariot of bronze in his collection, which is decorated

with three cow-heads and as many birds ; also to a three-wheeled chariot

of bronze, decorated with two cow-heads and three birds, which is in the

Eoyal Museum at Berlin. Both chariots were found in the bed of the

river Spree, near Burg, in Lower Lusatia.^'^ He further recommends to

my notice a third two-wheeled chariot of bronze, found near Ober-Kehle,

in the district of Trebnitz (Lower Silesia), and preserved in the Breslau

Museum, which is likewise decorated Avith two cow-heads and three birds,

and to a fourth similar one found at Frankfurt on the Oder, and preserved

in the Museum of Neu Euppin. Professor Yirchow further mentions a

cow-head of bronze with long horns, found near Gr. Pankow in Westjorieg-

nitz, near Pritzwalk, and a three-horned cow-head of bronze with a bird's

beak, preserved in the Museum of Copenhagen ; the horns are long, and

strongly bent forward. He also draws my attention to two cows or oxen of

pure copper found near Bythin, in the district of Samter, in the province

of Posen. Professor Yirchow writes on them :
" The length of the horns

and their wide span decidedly point to southern prototypes. So far as it

is known, such long-horned cattle have never existed in our country ; even

now we do not see them before coming to Moravia, Hungary or Italy. The
pointed heads do not permit the idea that buffaloes might be intended." ^

The Miirkisches Museum at Berlin also contains a vase found in Germany
with handles in the form of two cow-horns, similar to the vase-handles

found in Italy. Some small cow-heads of gold have also been found in

Scythian tombs in the south of Kussia. Perhaps the most remarkable

vessel I ever saw is a terra-cotta vessel with a well-formed cow-head " in

Professor Virchow's collection. It was found by the sagacious Miss Adele

Yirchow, in the excavations she undertook, as before mentioned, in com-

])any with her father and her brother, in the pre-historic graveyard of

Zaborowo, in the province of Posen.

I cannot conclude the discussion on pre-historic heads of cows or

oxen without calling particular attention to the marvellous collection of

bronzes found in the island of Sardinia, and preserved in the Museum
of Cagliari. Among the numerous animals represented there, we see

"> Among tho spoil taken from the Shasu lichen Ahadonic der Wissenschaften in Berlin,

Arabs by King Thutmes III., we find ''one silver November 16, 1876.

double-Jiandled cup, with the head of a bu'l "—pro- • Sessional Report of the Berlin Society of

bably, like other objects mentioned in the same Anthropoloijtj, Ethnolo<j>j, &c., of December 6,

vecord, of Phoenician workmanship. (Brufjsch, 187;3.

Hisit. of Egypt, vol. i., p. 383, Eng. trans. " See Sessional Beport of .the Berlin Societ;/ of
-n 1 fcl.) Anthropology, Ethnology, &c., of May 10, 1873,

" See AuscUj aus dem 2Ionatshericlit dcr Konig- PI. .xiii. fig. 1.
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bulls and cows ;
^ we also recognize some cow-heads among the horned

animal heads which decorate the very curious miniature round boats of

bronze, called in the Sardinian dialect Cius (perhaps a corruption of the

Greek Kva6o<;, cup), and supposed to be votive otferings.* We also see

there an object of bronze representing a woman riding on a cow,^ as well

as a large number of female idols with cow-horns on their heads,*^ or

with cow-horns proceeding from the shoulders," like those on most of the

Mycenean idols.^ As these Sardinian idols have the arms well formed,

there is no possibility that the cow-horns (or perhaps symbolic horns of

the crescent) might be mistaken for arms, as has been the case with those

of the Mycenean idols.

I may add that the remarkable Museum of Cagliari contains also

horned man's heads,

^

No. 1406 rej)resents a brooch of ivory, ornamented with a bird.

No. 1407 is a small disc of ivory exhibiting in intaglio-work a

scorpion, on each side of which is an animal. One of these is represented

No. 140C. Brooch of Ivory. No. 1407. Object of Ivory. (Double

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 5 It

)

size; found on the surface.)

No. 140,^. Watch-shaped Object

of Terra- cotta, with two perforations.

(About half actual size. Deiitb,

5 to 8 ft.)

with three teats, and is turned upwards ; the other is turned the reverse

way. They resemble litchets or polecats, though the primitive artist may
have intended to represent lions or dogs : that this latter animal was
intended to be represented is the opinion of Professor Yirchow. The
scorp'ion was, in Egyptian mythology, the syml)ol of the goddess Selk.

I picked up this curious disc of ivory on the surface of the ground on the

high plateau of thti hill, where excavations were going on at a depth of

from (J to 12 ft. : it must therefore have fallen from a cart-load. As
nothing like it was found in the debris of any of the first five pre-

historic cities or in the ruins of the Acolic Ilium, whilst in the artistic

style of the intaglio there is at least some analogy to that of the head

No. 13!)1, and the cow-head No. 140."), I attribute it with much confidence

to the Lydian city.

No. 1408 displays the same dull black colour and the same fabric as all

the pottery of this Lydian city ; it is of the size and shape of our watches,

' Vincenzo Crespi, // Museo d' Antichita di

Cagliari; Cagliari, 1872, PI. v. fig.s. 7, 8.

* Ibid. PI. vi.

* IbiJ. PI. iv. fig. 10.

' Ibid. pp. 52, 53, 54, figs, c, c, f, <j, k.

' Ibid. p. 52, fig. 6.

* See my Muccnae, p. 12, figs. 8, 10 ; PI. .xvii.

figs. 94, 96;' Coloured PI. A, fig. </, PI. B,

figs, c, f.

® Vincenzo Crespi, op. cit. PI. iii. fig. k.
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and has two perforations. It is remarkable for the character or symbol

incised on it, which so very frequently occurs on the Trojan whorls ; and,

curiously enough, also over the doors of three of the hut-urns found in

the ancient necropolis below a stratum of peperino near Marino,^" as well

as over the door of a similar hut-urn from the same necropolis, preserved

in the Eoyal Museum at Berlin. It also occurs seven times on the bottoms

of vases found by Miss Sofie von Torma in her excavations in the Maros
and Csorna valleys in Siebenbiirgen (Transylvania).'^

Whorls are frequent in the sixth city ; all of the very same slightly-

baked, dull blackish clay of which all the vases consist. They have for

the most part the form of Xos. 1802, 1S03, and 1805, and have generally

only an incised linear decoration filled with white chalk ; l>ut there are

also some whorls ornamented with pU or L-pj and other signs, which may

have a svmbolical meaning.

No. 1409. IMarMe Knob of a Stick.

(2: 3 actual size. Depth, in it.)

No. UIO. Marble Knob of a Ptick.

(Half actual bizo. Depth, 5 ft.)

No. 1411. Die of .Stone.

(7 : 8 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1409 and No. 1410 are marble knobs of sticks; Xo. 1411, a die

of silicious stone. Herodotus ^ attributes to the Lydians the invention

of dice.

No. 1412 is of the same clay, and is prol)ably a female idol. All the

marks we see on it—eyes, nose, mouth, &c.—have been incised before the

No. 1412. Figure of Terra-cotta, pro-

baijly a female idol.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

No. 1413.

No. UU.

M'S. 141,;, 1114. Kenwle figure witli large eyes.

No. 1413. Front. No. 1414. Back.

(Nearly 2 : 3 actual size. Depth, about 9 ft.)

'" L. Pigorini and Sir John Lubbock, op. cit.

PI. i.\-., Xos. 7-9
; only on Xo. 8 the sign has one

vertical stroke more than on tlie two otliers

and on the object before us.

" Carl Gooss, Bcricht iibcr Frdnkin Sof.c ron

Torino's Sammlunj prachistorischer Alterthiimer

nus den Maros- und Cserna-Tlial Siehenhurgcns ;

Hermannstadt, 1878, Xos. 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 17.

M. 94- : eleupefl^j/ot 5?? Siv rdre koI rwu

KV0WV.
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baking : the horizontal line above the eyes may indicate the frontlet ; the

necklace is indicated by another horizontal line, with three ornaments,

hanging down from it. The figure has a projection to the right and left

to indicate the arms. These are joined by a third horizontal line. In its

middle is a dot, j^erhaps intended to mark the vulva.

No. 1413 is probably another female idol, for two breasts are indi-

cated. The eyes are particularly large; the eyebrows and the nose are

marked in the rudest way. The mouth is not indicated as in the owl-

headed vases and images, or the rude idols found in the Aegean islands.

Three horizontal lines on the neck seem to denote necklaces. The arms
are represented by small projections to the right and left. Vertical

scratchings on the back of the head (No. 1414) indicate the female hair.

The bronze brooch. No. 1415, us well as the fragment of another
brooch, No. 141G, were found by a shepherd in digging a furrow a few

No. U15. Primitive Bronze Brooch, with a file of gold beads attached to it. (Actual size.

Found near the surface.)

Ko. 1416. Fragment of Bronze Brooch, with two files of gold beads attached to it. (Actual size.

Found near the surface.)

inches deep round a barrack of wood and straw which he had l)uilt for

mo at the western foot of Hissarlik. I attribute these objects to the

Lydian city only because the inhabitants of the succeeding Aeolic Ilium

were too civilized to use such rude nail-like brooches with flat heads, and

I do not see how these ol)jects could lie so close to the surface if they

belonged to any one of the pre-historic cities. That they were used as

brooches is evident from the gold beads, of which twenty-five adhere to the

large brooch and twenty-two to the fragment. Professor W. Chandler

Eoberts of the Royal Mint, who examined these objects, is of opinion that

the gold beads must have been suspended by a string to the brooches,

and must have become attached to them by the cementing action of the

oxide and carbonate of copper. Professor Yirchow suggests to me that

No. 1415 might have been a hair-pin. J>ut I hardly think this pos-

sible, on account of its heavy weight and its length of 0"12 metre,

or nearly 5 in.

No, 1417 is a knife of l)ronze plated with gold, but in many plcices

No. 1417. luiir,' i,r Bronze, tliifkly gill. (A.tnni m liepth. (;i ft.)
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covered with oxide and carbonate of copper. Nos. 1418 to 1420 are crooked

bronze knives : in No. 1418 may be seen the hole by which it was fastened

^o=. l-ilj-l-liiO. Three Knives of Bronze. (Nearly half actual bize. Depth, 3ft.)

in the wooden handle. No. 1421 is an iron knife, with a ring for suspen-

sion. A nail, the head of which is clearly seen in the engraving, can leave

No. 1421. Iron Knife, with ring for suspension and a rivet of the wooden handle.

(About 2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 13 ft.)

no doubt that the handle was enclosed in wood. This knife was found at a

depth of 13 ft. below the surface, and, judging from the depth alone, it

ought to belong to the fourth or fifth pre-historic city. But as not the

slightest trace of iron has ever been found by me in any of the five pre-

historic cities of Troy or in Mycenae ; as, moreover, the shape of this knife

is so widely diiferent from the shape of all other knives found in those

cities, whilst it has the very greatest similarity to the Etruscan knives,

and also to the blade of a bronze knife found in the necropolis of Kovio,"

as well as to a bronze knife found in the tombs of Soldo near Alzate

(Brianza),^ I am forced to attribute it to the Lydian city. The weight

of the iron would easily account for its having sunk to the depth at which

it was found.

No. 1422 is evidently also an arrow-head with two barbs, but we are

at a loss to say in what manner it could have been fastened to the shaft.

No. 1423 is a bronze arrow-head without barbs. Similar arrow-heads

are found in Denmark.* No. 1424 is a lance-head of bronze. Unlike all

the lance-heads found in the third, the burnt city,^ this lance-head has a

^ Bullettino di Palcinohgia Italiana, 1875,

PI. iv. No. 1.

' Ibid. January and February, 1879, Pi. i.

No. 11. The knife before us resembles likewise

some of the bronze knives found in the Swiss

Lake-dwellings (see V. Gross, Ei^idtats des

Jiecherches dans les Lacs de la Suisse occidenta'e

;

Zurich, 187G, PI. v.).

* J. J. A. Worsaae, Nordishe Oldsajcr, PI. xssii.

No. 145.

' In the other four pre-historic cities of His-

sarlik no lauce-heads of bronze were found.
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tube, in which the wooden shaft was fixed. As I have already stated, all

the Homeric lances seem to have had a similar tube for the shaft.

Moreover, all the lance-heads found by me at Mjcenae are similar to

that before us.

No. 1422

No 142G. Curious Object or Copper or Bronze, probably

a primitive horse-bit. (About 1 : 4 actual s-ize.

Depth, about 9 ft.)

Nos. 1422-1425. Lance, Anow-beads, and Fragment of Bridle of Bronz?. (Nearly half actual size. Depth, G ft.)

The object No. 1425 is also of bronze, with three rings, of Avhich the

lower one is broken ; it seems to be part of a bridle. This is also the

opinion of Mr. John Evans, who has in his collection a similar object, with

the sole difference that the rings, instead of protruding as on the Hissarlik

bridle, are here in the centre of circular projections in the rod of the

bridle. Moreover, a bronze bridle was found by Dr. V. Gross in the Lake-

dwellings at the station of Moeringen, in the Lake of Bienne, composed of

two pieces almost perfectly similar to that of the object before us ; the

bit for the mouth of the horse was fixed in the middle ring in both cases,

the sole difference being that the rings from Switzerland form long ovals.*'

Professor Yirchow calls my attention to two objects of bronze, each with

three protruding rings, strikingly similar to the bridle-fragment No. 1425,

which were found at Seelow, in the district of Lebus, near the Oder.'

Only here each piece is in the form of a lizard, and has four feet. The
curious instrument of copper or bronze (No. 1420), in the shape of a bar

with the two ends turned into pointed hooks, has also the appearance of

u bit.

No. 1427 is a small bronze cup, perforated like a colander. No. 1428
is a bronze cup on a tall stem, but without handles, and with a very large

foot. A cup of a perfectly identical shape is in the Museum of Verona.**

The cup No. 1428 is also very similar in form to the (Tre(dc and Etruscan
cup called hoikion by Mr. Dennis. ''

Nos. ] 429 and 1430 represent a curious sort of large double-edged bronze

battle-axe, of which I found four at a depth of G ft. As I never found

' V. Gros*, Resultats des Rvcherches dans Ics

Lacs de la Suisse occkkntalc, PI. .xv. No. 1.

' See Sessional Report of the Berlin Society of
Anthropology, Ethnolojij, Sac, of April 17, 1875.

' Pi<;orini, in the BuUcttino di Paletnolojia,

Fcl). 1877, PI. ii. No. 3.

' The Cities and Cemeteries of Etriirin, p. cxxi.

No 5').
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Ko. 1428.

"< ,S

Nos. 1427, 1423. Goblet and sieve-ilke Cup of Bronze. (Xeariy half actual size. Depth, C ft.)

No. 1129.

>7o. 1430.

Nos. 1429, 1430. Axe of Bronze. (About 1 ; 3 actual sizr. l>epth. Oft.)

this shape in any of the other pre-historic cities, I attribute them with

much probability to this Lydian city. I found two double-edged bronze

hatchets of a perfectly identical shape at Mycenae.^'^ A similar double-

edged axe of copper was found in Hungary.^ These double-edged axes

are characteristic of Asia Minor, and Zeus Labrandeus of Caria derived his

name from lahranda, which meant a double-edged battle-axe in the Carian

language. They also frequently occur in Greece and Assyria, as well as

in Babylonia. A similar double-edged axe, but of copper, was found in

the Lake-dwellings at Liischerz ;
" another on the Lower Danube.^ A

similar double-edged axe, also of pure copper, was found by Dr. V.

Gross in the Lake-dwellings at the Station of Locras, in the Lake of

Bienne in Switzerland.* I also foimd them very frequently represented

on the gold jewels in the royal tombs of Mycenae ; as, for example, between

the horns of fifty-six cow-heads;^ also two such double-edged axes are

'" See my Mycenae, p. Ill, Xo. 17.3.

^ See Joseph Hampel, Catalofjue de TExposition

pre'historiqice des Muse'es da Province, p. 139,

No. 147.

- See Sessional Eeport of the Berlin Society of

Anlhropology, Ethnology, Sec, of October 18,

1879, PI. -xvii. Nos. 2a, 2b.

^ Ibid. Nos. 3a, 36.

* V. Gross, Les dernieres Troicvailles dans les

Habitations lacustres da Lac do Bienne ; Porren-

truy, 1879, PI. i. No. 1.

^ See my Mycenae, p. 218, Xos. 329, 330.
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rejiresented on the gold seal-ring in the archaic Babylonian style,*" and

one on the remarkable gem of agateJ

M. Ernest Chantre, assistant director of the Museum of Lyons, has

sent me the analysis of one of these battle-axes made by the celebrated

chemist, M. Damour of Lyons. I had drilled the axe, and sent him the

drillings :

—

(rranimes.

Analysis 0-5280

Deductiiisr the suiul contained in it .. .. .. O'OOTO

0-5210

In 1-0000 part.

TIds consists of copper 0-4S10 = 0-9232

tin 0-03S5 = 0-07o'.»

0-5195 = 0-9971

Now, regarding the chronology of this Lydian city, I think every

arehseologist will admit that all the articles which we have passed in

review, and particularly the pottery, denote an early state of civilization.

Moreover, here were still in use the vases with long rams' horns and the

vase-handles with long-horned cow-heads, from the former of which the

bosses on the most ancient Etruscan vases seem to have originated, while

from the long-horned cow-heads we may trace the famous two-horned or

crescent vase-handles found in the terramare and elsewhere in Central

Italy. No vases with rams' horns, or handles with long-horned cows'

heads, have ever been found in the terramare ; but this does not by any
means 2:)rove that the Lydian city on Hissarlik must be anterior to the

Lake-dwellings by which the terramare were formed ; because vases with

bosses or with crescent handles may have existed for centuries in the

Italian terramare, whilst the ram-horned vases and the cow-headed

handles, from which they were derived, continued to be used in the

Lydian settlement at Hissarlik. But it is pretty certain that the immi-
gration of the Etruscans into Italy took place before the Dorian invasion

of the Peloponnesus,** which, as explained in the preceding pages, became
the cause of the Aeolian emigration to the Troad.

Having to the best of my knowledge and belief selected and described

the objects belonging to the Lydian city from among those found in the

strata between the fifth pre-historic city and the ruins of the Aeolic

settlement, I now i)roceed to the description of the seventh city, the

Greek Ilium.

" Soc my Mijrennr, p. 354, No. 530. ' Ibid. p. 362, No. 541.

* Woli'gang Ilt'lbig, Die Italikcr in dcr I'oehenc ; Leipzig, 187l>, p. 100.



CHAPTER XL

THE SEVENTH CITY : THE GREEK ILIUM ; OR NOVUM ILIUM.'

§ I. Remains of the City.

The founders of Novum Ilium huilt their eity both to tlie east and to

the south of Hissarlik,- and used this hill as their Acropolis and the seat of

their sanctuaries. They did so prol)ably for three reasons : first, because

they were conscious of the fact, that here had once stood the sanctuary

of Athene as well as the houses of Troy's last king and his sons, and

that here the fate of sacred Ilios had been decided, and therefore a

religious reverence deterred them from giving up the place to profane

use ; secondly, because Hissarlik had strong natural defences, and was

admirably situated for an Acropolis ; and, in the third place, because the

new settlers were too numerous to build their town on so small a space.

This explains.the thinness of the Greek stratum of debris on Hissarlik, the

scarcity of objects of human industry, even of fragments of pottery, and

the abundance of terra-cotta figurines and round pieces of terra-cotta, in

the form of watches, with two perforations, which here replace the pre-

historic whorls, and seem, along Avith the figurines, to have served as

votive offerings. In commemoration of the Acropolis of old, erroneously

attributed to Ilium by Homer, and probably believed by the new settlers

to have occupied this identical hill, Hissarlik was thenceforth called Per-

gamus, or Priam's Pergamon, as Herodotus ^ names it.

Of the first sacred buildings erected here by the new settlers nothing

is known to us. The first mention made of a temple is by Herodotus,

who relates that Xerxes, on his expedition to Greece (480 b.c), went up
hither to sacrifice to the Ilian Athene.* Strabo says that this temple, up

to the time of Alexander the Great, was but small and insignificant (fitKpov

KoX evreXe^).^ To this, and to other old temples built by the Aeolian

settlers, probably belong the very numerous wrought blocks of lime-

stone, often with rude sculptures, which I found embedded in walls of

a later time.

Of the later costly- temple of Athene built by Lysimachus, destroyed

partly or entirely by Fiml)ria, and restored by Sulla," but little hr.d

escaped the pious zeal of the early Christians, and no trace of it was

visible above ground. The drums of its Corinthian columns, with their

' I once more remind the reader that no used by Strabo to distinguish the Greek city

ancient author calls this citv by any other name from Homer's — t^ viv "lAior, rh arifiepivhu

than simply "iKiov, Ilium, or, sometimes ''IAjoi', t] vvv iroAts.

poetically, Troja. "Novum Ilium" is merely - See Plan !I. (of the Hellenic Ilium),

a modern customarif name, which I reluctantly ^ Herod, vii. 43. * Ibid.

ftdojitasa convenient abridgement of the phrases ^ Strabo, xiii. j). 593. ^ See pp. 176-178.
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beautiful capitals, all of white marble, had been used to build a wall of

defence, the drums being joined with cement. In my trench on the south-

east side I have been obliged to break through this wall, which visitors

will recognize to the right and left of that excavation.'' The drums

which I took out may be seen standing upright at the entrance of

the trench.

Of the temple itself, I found only the foundations in sifu ; they

nowhere extended deeper than i)h ft. The floor, which consisted of slabs

of limestone, and which rested upon double layers of the same stone, was

covered with vegetable soil, from 1 to 3 ft. deep. This explains the total

absence of entire sculptures ; for whatever sculptures there were, remained

lying on the surface, till they were destroyed by fanaticism or wantonness.

This explains also the enormous mass of fragments of statues which cover

the entire hill. Judging from the foundations, the temple was 288 ft.

long by 72i ft. wide ; its direction is E.S.E. h E. In order to excavate

the pre-historic cities, I have been forced by dire necessity to destroy

the greater part of these foundations,' of which, however, visitors Avill

see some remains on the north-east and south-west sides of my great

trench, which cuts the hill from south-east to north-west. The long

Hellenic wall on the south side (see Sectional Plan No. lY., under the

letter u) also belongs to this temple, and seems to have been 'its wall

of enclosure ; so too does the quadrangular Hellenic substruction in the

form of a tower ; but I am at a loss to say of what use this latter can

have been to the temple. Visitors will see that it rests directly upon the

calcined ashes and debris of the third, the burnt city. Of other temples

I found only the large ruins of the Doric temple of Apollo, on or close

to the slope, on tlie north side ;
^ but, strange to say, not one stone of it

in situ. One beautiful triglyph block of this temple, hereafter to be

described, was found at a depth of 3 ft. below the surface, on the northern

slope ; another unfinished triglyph block on the plateau, near the surface,

I struck besides, in my excavations on the plateau of the hill, the founda-

tions of many other buildings of large wrought stones, one of which was

59 ft. long and 43 ft. broad. This latter, in or near which I found three

inscriptions which seem to have been put up in it, appears to have been the

Bouleuterion or Senate-house. Other buildings may have been temples or

the houses of high priests. But as my object was to excavate Troy, and

as I could not possibly do so by tunnels or leave all these ruins hanging

in the air, over our heads, I have—much to my regret—been obliged to

destroy them, and to save of them only what I thought of great interest

to science.

Of works of defence, which I might attribute to a time anterior to the

Macedonian period, I can only mention the lower courses of a large tower,

which I struck in my north-west trench.^ All the upper portion of this

tower consisted of large wrought stones, probably of the time of Lysi-

machus. A portion of it may still be seen on the south-west side of the

' See point z East on Sectional Plan IV. ' The trench is marked z' on Plan 1., and z'

' The site of this temple is marked V on West on Sectional Plan IV.

Plan I.

2 K
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same trench. ^° As the great wall built by Lysimaclms roimd the hill was

entirely covered up, it was well preserved ; it is generally 12 ft. high and

10 ft. thick ; it consists of large well-hewn l)locks of limestone, laid one

upon another without any kind of cement, and generally bearing a mono-

gram.^ As the letter is not always the same, there being, for example, on

one stone a ^, and upon another an T or a A, I presume that they are

quarry-marks. In order to open trenches, I have unfortunately been obliged

to break through the wall in many places, as, for example, at the points

z East and z' West and r on Plan I. In other places I have been forced

to remove it entirely for long distances, as, for example, at n n and v

(Plan I.) ; but even so all the injuries I have inflicted on it together

aifect only one-sixth of its entire circuit round Hissarlik. Whoever, there-

fore, may take pleasure in bringing the remainder to light, will find more

than five-sixths of it well preserved. A fine specimen of the architecture

of the time of Lysimachus may be seen in the tower in the west side of

my great northern trench, as represented under letter r on the accompany-

ing woodcut (No. 1431). D marks a wall of a later time. Visitors will see

that the tower has been erected on the debris, which covered to a depth of

35 ft. the top of the ancient wall marked b and the retaining wall marked

A on the woodcut No. 2, p. 24. I particularly recommend visitors to

examine' the slanting layers of debris, which are indicated in the engraving

No. 1431, together with their thickness and the material of which they

are composed. As all the layers in which marble occurs belong to Novum
Ilium, it will be seen that the accumulation of Greek remains is here par-

ticularly great. Probably all the marble splinters date from the time

when the marble blocks were cut for the Corinthian temple of Athene

and the Doric temple of Apollo. Of the walls round Ilium, -built by

Lysimachus, and probably only repaired by Sulla, portions only are here

and there preserved ; but, with the aid of the potsherds and fragments of

marble with which the whole site of Novum Ilium is strewn, they will

suffice to enable the visitor to follow up the entire circuit of the city.

Besides the outer walls, there are traces of an inner Avail, connecting

two quadrangular forts, of which large ruins remain." One of these forts

is close to the road to Chiblak, the other on the east border of the city.

The vast extent of the city ; the masses of marble or granite columns

which peep out from the ground ; the millions of fragments of sculptures

with which the site is strewn ; the many large heajos of ruins ; the mosaic

floors brought to light in various places ; the gigantic aqueduct which still

spans the Thymbrius, and by which Ilium was provided with water from

the upper part of that river ; and last, not least, the vast theatre, capable

of seating 5000 spectators, which visitors will see cut in the slope,

immediately to the east of Hissarlik f—all this testifies to the large size,

the wealth, and the magnificence of the town. The marble seats have

disappeared from the theatre ; but in a small trench, which I dug in the

'» Sectional Plan IV., z' West, and Plan I. (of 2 gee Plan II. (of the Hellenic Ilium). One of

Troy), Z. tlie quadrangular forts is marked 43, the other
' Sectional Plan IV., z' West and z East, and 37, which means their height in metres above

Plan I. (of Troy), K, -\ O, z o, n, v. the sea. ^ g^g pj^n II.
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orchestra, I brought to light numerous fragments of marble sculptures
which testify to its grandeur.

Ag before mentioned, I have sunk on the site of Novum Ilium, outside
of Hissarlik, 20 shafts, the sections and depths of which are accurately

given on the Plan of the Hellenic Ilium (Plan XL) ; it will be seen from
them that the accumulation of the debris, at a short distance to the west
and south-west of Hissarlik, is from 5 to 5-30 m. (16 ft. 5 in. to 17 ft. f) in.),

but that more to the south and south-east it falls off to 2 or 2-50 m.
(6 ft. 7 m. to 8 ft. 2 m.). The depth of the dehris on the plateau above the
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theatre also does not exceed 8 ft. 2 in., and further on to the east it

diminishes still more. These debris abound with fragments of pottery

of all epochs, from the foundation of the city by the Aeolian colonists

down to its decay in the fourth and its abandonment in the fifth century

of our era. But I infer this decay and abandonment solely from the

absence of coins later than Constans II., and from the entire absence of

pottery or ruins of the Byzantine period, of which no trace was found

in my 20 shafts. I have no other proofs."* As already stated, E. Meyer ^

mentions that " Constantinus Porphyrogennetus (911-959 a.d.) still cites

most of the cities of the Troad as bishoprics : Adramyttium, Assos,

Gargara, Antandrus, Alexandria-Troas, Ilium, Dardanus, Abydus, Lamp-

sacus ; Barium even as seat of an archbishop.*^ But may not the bishopric

of Ilium have been on another site ?
"

The mass of coins picked up from the surface by the shepherds on the

site of Novum Ilium is really astounding ; but they are all of bronze : the

oldest of them do not go further back than the I\[acedonian period. For

the most part they are coins of Ilium itself, but those of Alexandria-

Troas are also very frequent ; while those of Sigeum, Dardanus, Tenedos,

Ophrynium, Gergis, Elaeussa, Abydus, Lampsacus, Heracleum, Smyrna,

Ephesus, Adramyttium, Assos, &c., are rarer. I found also coins of all

these places in my excavations on Hissarlik, and a very large number of

Ilian coins, or coins of Alexandria-Troas. Silver tetradrachms of Ilium are

very rare ; I never found one. Incised gems are also frequently found by

the shepherds. I myself picked up sixteen of them in my trenches. The}^

are for the most part of the Koman time. I attribute only six of them
with much confidence to the Macedonian period ; none of them are of

great artistic value. They represent a warrior on a chariot with four

horses, an Artemis with a crescent and the morning star, an Isis, a Pan
with a bunch of grapes in his hand, or busts—apparently portraits— of

men and women. The fact that these gems are always found without

rings can, I think, be only explained by the supposition that the rings

were of tin, a metal which disappears without leaving a trace. Similar

incised gems were highly prized in antiquity. According to Professor

Pihousopoulos, Athena eus mentions that an intaglio of great artistic skill

was sold for five talents. King Mithridates VI. had a collection of 2000
gems with intagli ; the Emperor Hadrian also was a great admirer of

similar jewels, and spent large sums of money on them.

I represent here a few fragments of the more characteristic archaic

Greek pottery found in the hill of Hissarlik itself.

The hand-made fragment. No; 1432, represents, in black colour on a

light-red dead ground, the upper part of a winged female figure, with a

long pointed nose and chin ; the long hair hangs down on the back ; the

eye is very large ; the head is covered with a short cap, to which is

attached a very long tail or crest, the end of which, branching into two

^ That Ilium was still flourishing in the time 181-2).

of the immediate successors of Coustantine the ^ Gcschkhte von Troas ; Leijizig, 1877, p. 97. -
Great, is proved by the letter of Julian, quoted « Corist. Porphjr. de Caerem. ii. 54, p. 792, '
in the chapter on the History of Troy (pp. 794 f.
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spirals, is particularly curious. Before the figure, in the right-hand

corner, we see again the curious symbol found on the Italian hut-urns

No. 1432. Painted Aicbaic Pottery. (About half actual size. Depth, about 5 ft.)

and the Trojan whorls, and which the late Professor Martin Haug of

Munich read si, and thought to be the first syllable of the Trojan god or

hero Sigo or Siko, which he found repeatedly in the Trojan inscriptions.

Behind the figure we see a curious object with a swasfiJca in the form

of a Maltese cross. I also call attention to the two clusters of dots,

which, as Prof. Virchow presumes, may be meant to represent flowers.

No. 1433 is a wheel-made potsherd, having an ornamentation painted

with black colour on a dead white ground ; it consists of nine waving

lines, and, between two borders, an arrow-like decoration. No. 143-1 is

No 1433. Painted Archaic Groelc PottJi'v.

(About haif actual mts. UeiJth, about G ft.)

No. 1434. Pailitid .Viili.iir I'.'H'iy. (Aclu.il si/.e.

Di'litb, tift.)

a fragment of the upper part of a wheel-made bowl, decorated on the out-

side witli plain dark-brown l)ands, on the inside with the winged female

figure before us, painted with l)rown colour on a light-yellow dead ground.

Th(^ hair is very luxuriant, bound up by a frontlet of dark-red colour,

which seems to hang down far below the wings ; the features of the figure

are archaic; behind the head is a curious triangle, with an ornamentation

that is frequent on Assyrian sculptures.

No. 1435 is a broken terra-cotta figure, probably of a priestess, with
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Assyria?! features ; the hands have evidently been projecting. This

figure is decorated all over with painted red ornaments, probably meant to

indicate the clothing. No. 1436 is a fragment of the border of a plate,

with a key-pattern decoration, painted in dark-brown colour on a light-

green background
;
just below the border are tAvo perforations for sus-

pension. No. 1437 is a vase-spout in the form of an animal's head,

painted dark-red.

Xo. 1437.

No?. 1435-14U7. Figure of a Priestess in Assyrian style and ijaiuted Areliaic I'ottcry. (Half actual mc. Depth, 6 ft.^

No. 1438 is the head of an archaic vase, with vertically perforated pro-

jections for suspension, and a painted linear decoration in black on a dead

No. 1433. Heaii oi an Arcluuc Vase, with tubular holes

for suspensiou. (Nearly half actual size. D^pth,Glt.)

white ground. No. 1439 is the outside of the rim of a hand-made vessel,

with a net-like decoration, painted in dark-brown on a white dead ground
No. 1440 is a fragment of the inner side of a hand-made vase or bowl with

a primitive key-pattern -decoration, painted in dark brown on a light-

yellow dead ground
; above and below are bands of dark brown alternated

with violet. No. 1411 is a fra2;ment of a small wheel-made vase which,

exactly like a vase found by me at j\[ycenae," represents, in dark brown
on a light-yellow dead ground, warriors with lances and enormous oval

shields. Nos. 1442, 1443, and 1444 are fragments of wheel-made vessels

with a painted spiral or circular ornamentation. Nos. I;t45 and 1446 are

fragments of hand-made bowls, profusely painted on the inner side ; on

both we recognize part of an animal, probably a horse. On the outsidy

' See my JJijcenac^ \<. G8, No.
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No. 1439.

No. 14-tO.
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Nos. 1439-1446. Tragments of painted Archaic Greek Pottery. (Half actual size. Depth, 4 to 6 ft.)

these bowls are decorated with plain red, brown, or black bauds. Frag-

ments of archaic pottery with a painted linear decoration are abundant,

but I obtained only one entire vase of this description.

No. 1447 is a flat object of i:ed terra-cotta, representing in relief a

pretty woman with long hair and a rich Oriental head-dress ; she seems

to hold her hands clasped on her breast. According to all appearance,

No. 1447. Object of K,',i l en a-(Mii a, representing in

relief aii Asiatic co'ldess with a rich Oriental he.id-(lress.

Probably an idol. (2 : 3 actual size. Depth, 5 ft.)

No. 144^. Figiiro with Child, holding a boo't on

her lap. Best Hellenic p' riod. (Nearly half

actual size. Depth, 3 ft.)
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this is an idol, and has been encased in wood. I call attention to the four

excrescences at the sides of the figure. No. 14-48 is a seated terra-cotta

figure, having to her left a child, and holding a l)ook on her lap ; both

fiorures are of masterly work, and may belong to the end of the fifth or

the beginning of the fourth century B.C. No. 1449 is a rudely-modelled

lion of terra-cotta. No. 1450 is a fairly well modelled pig, curiously

No. 14)'.i. Lioii of I'errd-aitta.

(2 : 5 actual size. Deplb, about 3 ft.)

No. 1450. Pig of Terra-cotta, curiously marked
all over with stars. (Actual size. Depth, 12 fl.)

decorated with dark-red stars on a light-red dead ground. No. 1451 is a

tablet of terra-cotta representing a painted draped figure with a long

beard, on horseback ; the head is covered with a cap.

No. 1451. Tablet of Terra-cotta, with a horseman in relief. (Actual size. L»iptb, 2 to 3 ft.)

No. 1452 is an object of terra-cotta, representing in relief the bearded

figure of an old man with a Phrygian cap on his head. Professor Sayce

remarks to me regarding this object :
" The figure is in the Assyrian style.

On each side of the head is a winged thunderbolt, such as is found on the

coins of Elis and Sicily. It has been explained by Mr. Percy Gardner in

the Numismatic Clironicle, N. S. xix. (1879). We shall find it again on the

terra-cotta i^laques figured under Nos. 1459-1461." No. 1453 is a bearded

head covered with a cloth. Nos. 1454, 1455, and 1456 are very pretty
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fe,

No. 1452. Cuiioii=! Object of Teira-cotta, wuh an archaic figure m lehef (Half actual size. Depth, 3 ft.)

female heads of terra-cotta, which may be of the Macedonian period ; the

face of No. 1455 is partly veiled. As Professor Bhousopoiilos mentions

to me, Dicaearchiis affirms that the Theban women covered their heads

with the gown to such a degree that nothing of the face was visible.

No. 1453. Bearded Head, with

a curious head-dress. (Half

actual size. Depth, 2 to 3 ft.)

No. 1455. A'^ery pretty veiled

Female Head. (Half actual

size. Depth. 2 to 3 ft.)

No. 1454. Very beautiful Female Head.

(Half actual size. Depth, 2 to 3 ft.)

No. 145C. Feujale Head; prolwbly Macedonian time.

(Nearly half actual size. Depth, 2 ft.)

No. 1457. Cup-botom. representing

ill relief two boys kissing each other.

(Nearly half actual size. Di pth, 2ft.)
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No. 1457 is the fragment of a cup-bottom, representing in relief two hoys

kissinff each other. This object finds its analogue in the fragment of a

vase from Tarsus (Cilicia) in the Louvre,

on which two youths kissing each other

are likewise represented in relief.

No. 1458 is a mould of terra-cotta,

representing a woman and a man ; the;

latter seemingly with a halo of glory

round the head. A two-handled vessel

is represented between their heads, with

flowers below it. Tliis mould seems to

be of the late Eoman time.

Nos. 1459-1464 are six terra-cotta

tablets, the first three of which repre-

sent, in the opinion of Prof. Virchow

and Prof. Sayce, the winged thunder-

bolt of Zeus in low relief. Professor

Virchow sees in No. 1462 the repre-

Nos. 1463 and 1464 are more difiicult

to explain. These tablets, of which a large number were found, have

probably served to ornament boxes or furniture.

No. 145*^. Terra-cotia Mnuld, rcpr. s iitiiif; a man
and a woman ; probably late Hum in lime.

(Nearly half actual size. Deptli, 1 to 2 it.)

sentation of a quiver for arrows.

No. 1401.

No. 14<j4.

E
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near the border. Many of these objects are round ; in many others the

border, just above the two perforations, is flattened. In most instances

these objects are decorated with a stamp, in

which w'e see a dog's head, a bee with

extended wings, a flying figure, a swan, &c.

:

this stamp is sometimes in the middle of

the object, sometimes on the flat border.

But many of them have no stamp, and in this

case they are 'generally much larger, more
bulky, of coarser clay and fabric, and more
thoroughly baked. Those with stamps are

usually of a much better fabric and less

baked, probably in order that the stamp

might not be injured by long exposure to the fire. Of this latter class

I represent seven under Nos. 140G to 1472. We see in the stamp on

No. HCiTi. Fragment ol paintPd Greek
Pu teiy. (Half actual s.ze.

Depth, 2 to 3 ft.)

No. 1467. Object of Terra-cotta,

with two perforations, representing'

curious signs. (2:3 actual size.

Depth, 2 to 5 ft )

Ko. 1-1 6U. Oljca ot Terra-cotta,

with two perforations, npreseiit-

iiig a swan and an ibex. (Half

actual size. Depth, 2 to 6 ft.)

Nu. 140'.!. UljicL ol Jeini-colta,

with two perforations, represent-

ing a pigeon. (Half actual size.

bei)th,2 to 6fi.)

No. 146S. Object if Terra-cotta,

with two perforations, repre-

senting thebustof a man. (Half

ictual size. Depth, 2 to 6 ft.)

No. 14G6 an ibex and a swan ; in that of No. 14G7, curious signs resem-

bling Egyptian hieroglyphs ; in that of No. 1408, the bust of a young

man with a helmet on his head ; in that on No. 1469, a pigeon ; on

No. 1470, a naked woman ; on No. 1471, two ibexes ; on No. 1472, a horse.

Xo 1470. Curious Object of

Terra-cottii, with two perfo-

rations, representing a naked
Woman. (Half iictual size.

Depth, 2 to 5 ft.)

No. 1471. Object of Terra-

cotta, with two holes, repre-

senting two quadruped.s, pro-

V,al)ly m< ant to be ii exes.

(Half actual size. Depth, 2

to 5 ft.)

No. 1472. Object of Terta-colta, with two

holes, representing a horse. (.Vctual tize.

Depth, 2 to 5 ft.)
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Similar ohjects are found all over the Troad ; I picked up some of

them from the surface on the sites of Aeanteum and Ehoeteum. They
are also frequent in Greece, but there they do not occur with stamps.

I am not aware that they have been found elsewhere. It has been

suggested that they were used as weights for fishing-nets ; but this is

contradicted by the neat appearance of these objects, for none of them
show marks of wear and tear ; besides, the slightly-baked ones would at

once deteriorate in the water, while the delicate figures in the stamps

are ill adapted for submersion. I would therefore suggest Ihat, like the

ornamented whorls in the five pre-historic cities, these neat objects with

double perforations served in the Aeolic Ilium as ex-vofos to the tutelary

divinity, the Ilian Athene.

Of the Greek terra-cotta lamps found in the ruins of Kovum Ilium,

I represent one, No. 1473, which has a pillar-shaped foot, 7 in. long.

No. 1473a. No. 1475b.

No. 1473. A Greek Lamp on
a tall foot. (1 : 4 actual size.

Depth, 5 ft.)

Ko. 1474. Lead Weight, with

a hog's head in relief. (Nearly

half actual siz3. Depth, fi ft.)

Nos. 1475a, b. Curious bronze Key in the form of

a Hermes. (Actual size. Depth, about 4 ft.)

As mentioned in the preceding pages, lamps were entirely unknown in all

the pre-historic cities, unless certain little bowls served the purpose, like
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the canchjlia still used in Greek churches. Homer only knew Xa^nrrrjpe^,

fire-vessels or cressets, of which three stood in the great hall of the palace

of Ulysses. They consisted of pans of terra-cotta or copper, prohably

placed on pedestals, in which very dry wood mixed with resinous wood *

{hat<;) was burned. The Homeric torches, Sai'Ses^^ were therefore nothing

else than pieces of resinous wood. From hat<i originated the later word

Sa9, for " torch," which is used by Thucydides, Polyaenus, Plutarch, and

others.

No. 1474 is a quadrangular object of lead, representing a boar's head

in relief ; it was found in my shaft ^^ sunk at the eastern extremity of

the town, near the road to Chiblak. It weighs 18 ounces avoirdupois, and

recals to mind the \ Attic dimnaeon, on which likewise heads of animals

are usually represented. Nos. 1475a and b represent a very curious

key of bronze, with a ring for suspension. Professor Athanasios

lihousopoulos, who examined this key carefully, writes to me the following

valuable note on the subject :—" I do not remember having ever seen

anything like this key, either in private collections or in museums. It

has the shape of the so-called quadrangular images of Hermes, with an

altar-like base forming one piece with the body, to which a quadrangular

projection is fixed on the back, with a hole corresponding to the lock-bolt.

Without this it would not be easy to find out the use of the object, and

one might think it to be rather an anathema than a key. The body of

the Hermes increases in width towards the top, as is often the case with

similar objects ; it has in the middle the phallus, which is indispensable in

every Hermes, on account of its symbolical signification. It has also the

quadrangular shoulder-projections, which are often conspicuous on the

stone Hermae, and which were used for suspending wreaths. You may

see this custom in a wall-painting from Herculaneum, in K. 0. Muller's

Benhndler der alien Kunst, i., PI. i. No. 3. The Hermes body is sur-

mounted by a female head, having two tufts of hair above the forehead,

which seem to indicate that it was intended to represent Ariadne or a

Bacchante ; otherwise we should recognize in it a head of Pallas, and

call the whole figure a Hermathene. From the head projects a ring for

suspending the key. The whole length of the key is O'llS metre (about

4^- in.). You may see such forms of stone Hermae at Athens, in the

Patesia Street National Museum, near the Polytechnic School, of which

I have published the best in the Archcvological Ephemeris, New Series,

1862-1863, pp. 183 and 20."), PI. xxx., xxxi.,"and xxxiii."
^

* fA/. .wiii. 307-310 : will interest the intelligent English student

avr'iKa AafXTrrripas rpds "(Tracrav iv neydpoKTiv, much mine tli;\n the translation:

—

u<ppa (pai'iPOKV • Ttepl Se |vAa KayKava Bipcav,
, ^

a'va TrdAa^ ^.p^vAa, viov /ce/cea<rMeVa xaA/coJ,
'Vovct6i,ov\os ^x^uf^ay^V X^'pf'"-

KOI SdiSas ix(T(/xL(Tyoi>- Ou fxiKpas, is eoiKf, Spiral airoKplfffcos to eV t^
^ II. xviii. 492, 49.'): iirtcTToKiui ipwrrifxa irep\T7s xa\Kivris KAeiS6s,'tiv

vvucpas S' (K daXdfMijiv SaiSooi' vtto Aa/J.irofxfya.w:' eic Tpoias KOfiiffas 5ia FleAoiros, rov rrov virripiTOv,

i]yiu€it> avd &<ttv, . . . ffwairecTTaXKii^ fioi, fiad(7i> ti irepl avTrjs 0ou\6-

"^ JIarked A on Plan II. (of the Hellenic ixevos- iyooyap-rroWas fxtv (:/ ISiajTwi' avWoyais

Ilium). ISwu, TrAfiffTOj 5e ev yuouffei'ois, ov fiffj.yT}/xai

' I give heie the orii;inal te.\t of Prof. &noia t^ afj k\€i5\ ifrvx^iv.

Ehousopoulos's valuable note, as I am sure it "Ectti f^iiv oiv rh oAov aiiriis ax'th"- ^Pl^-ov
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No. 147G represents an iron key, with three teeth and a ring for

susj^ension. There are similar keys in all museums of Greek antiquities.

Xo. 1478.

Mu. 14VG. Iron Key. with three tooth and a ring for suspension.

(Hair actual size. Depth, 1 to 2 It.)

Nos. 1477, 147S. Orna-

mented Glass Beads. (Half

acttial size. I'cpth,3ft.)

No. 1477 is a green glass bead decorated with small yellow concentric

circles ; No. 1-478, a blue glass bead with vertical flutings.

No. 1479 is the sj^lendid block of triglyj^hs, which I have already

mentioned, Gh ft. in length and 2 ft. 10 in. in height, with a metope which

represents Phoebus Apollo with the four horses of the Sun. The grandeur

and classical beauty of the style, the happy character of the composition,

the life and the movement of the horses— all is admirable. This is a

master-piece of the first order, w^orthy of being compared with the best

Greek sculptures. A cast of this metope, which I presented to the British

Museum, has been put up by Mr. Newton close to the Elgin antiquities,

where it holds an honoural)le place even in the neighbourhood of the

Parthenon sculptures, and of those from the Temple of Artemis at

Ephesus. " The composition as a work of art shows," as Heinrich Brunn
remarks to me, " the greatest skill in solving one of the most difficult of

problems : for the team of four horses ought not to move on the surface

of the relief, but to appear as if it came out of it at a half-turn. This has

been achieved principally by pressing back the right hinder thigh of the

horse in the foreground, while the left foot steps forward ; at the same

time the same horse is slightly foreshortened, and the surface of the thigh

lies deeper than the upper surface of the triglyphs ; while, on the other

hand, the surfaces of the withers and of the neck are higher, and the

head, in conformity with the rules of Greek reliefs, is again almost

level with the base. For this reason there is no indication of a chariot,

TTJs TiTpaywvoxj KaXovfx^vrjs 4pyaalas, fx^ra.

/3a(T6cor ^oj/xociSoCs (Tvixfpvovs t&S awfJ-cni,
f]

TrpoaKdcoWfiTai KaTO. rriv oinadiav rrXevpav

TerpayiaviK)) oir); i-Knrt^iia els rhv jUOxA^J' tov

KAyjOpou, ijs tivtv ovk hv i^evpiaKero r] xpVC'^

rod aKivov? kol e^Kaatv av ris aviBrffxa jiaWov

r) KAerSa (Ivoa th npay/xa. avrb Se rb aw/xa tov

(p/xov TrAaTwerai fifv TrpoXbv els ra avu, wffirep

KoWaKis Kal if aWois ofioiots, e^ei 5e tov

avixyKolov iravTl (p/xfj cpaWhv ev tw yue'iro',

eXf 5f evQiv Kol evdev Kal tos /xaffxa^ialas

TeTpayccviKas e'loxas, wanep Kal eirl twv Xid'ivwv

epfxihv iroWaKis rrphs avapTr)(nv aTecpdvccv, licrirep

l^elv (rot -wdpedTi elnova Toixoypa(piKi]v tov

idifxov e| 'UpaKAeiov ev Miiller-ot/ Dcnhmalcr der

alien Kunst to/xoi A', irivaKi a, apid/x^ 3. eirt-

Kenai Se t&J awfxaTi tov epfjiov Ke(pa\^] yvvaiKos,

ijs 7] KS/xwais Svo Kopvjxfiovs vnepdvci} tov

fxeTuiTTov exovcra 'AptdSv-rii' Tiva v) BaKxv
virodTjfjLaivei, dWoos yap hv TrpoaeiKao'a avTTjv ttj

T?";s riaAAaSos Kal 'Epixad7]vr]v av rb o\ov e'/ca-

Keaa. eireaTi 5e ttj K€0a\rj Kp'iKos avfxcpv^s irphs

avdpTrjfftv ttjs K\ei56s rb fxriKos h\ov rrjs KAfiShs

• 1 1 5 yaWiKov fieTpov • iSois 5' h.v ToiavTa axv-
fxara ep/xwv XiOiva ev 'Adrjvais evTU KaTO. Ttfv oSbv

UaTTiaiccv IdvLKCfi /xovaeico tw -rrphs Tcf XioAvTex'

veio>, wv ra KdKXiffTa Sedri/jLoaiev/xeva KeTrai vtt'

ifMOv ev TTJ ^ApxaioAoyiKij 'E^ij.uepi'Si, TrepiiS(f

SevTepa 18(32-1863, treAiSi 183 koI i-'OJ Kal

irivaKL a' Kal AA', TrpjSA. Kal AT.

'Ev 'AOrjvats rfj B' tov /j.T]vhs tov IB ,

eTovs .ataoQ .
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winch has to he imagined as concealed hy the foremost horse. Moreover
the position of the god is half turned forwards, slightly following that of

the head, and here also the arm is again strongly turned inwards, but not

so as to hring the position into conflict witli the rules of relief. If the
encroachment of the head on the upper border of the triglyph is con-
sidered inaccurate, we find in this a very happy thought, which may
remind us of the differently conceived pediment of the Parthenon, where
only the head and shoulders of Helios rise out of the chariot still under
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the ocean. Helios here, so to speak, bursts forth from the gates of day,

and sheds tlie light of his glory over the universe. These are beauties

peculiar only to Grreek art in the fulness of its power."

" The sculpture has also," as my friend M. Fr. Lenormant remarks to

me, " a real importance for the history of art : it marks a particular phase

of it, which is also indicated by the numismatic monuments and the vase-

paintings of Greece. This results from the intentional disposition, by

which the sculptor has presented nearly the full face of the god's figure,

as well as of the whole composition, instead of giving it in profile, as

may be seen, for example, in the celebrated bas-reliefs of Florence, repre-

senting the like subject. A disposition like this is very rare in Greek

art. Numismatists agree that there was an epoch at which all the cities

of the Greek world adoj)ted almost simultaneously the custom of placing

on their coins an effigy with a full or three-quarters' face, instead of the

head in profile which had been in use before. This was in the time of

Alexander, tyrant of Pherae in Thessaly, who himself participated in the

new fashion by coining a superb silver medal bearing the head of Artemis

with a full face : this was also the time when the victories of Epami-

nondas and Pelopidas gave Thebes for a while the supremacy over the

rest of Greece. In the same century, if we may judge from the style of

the coins, Larissa in Thessaly, Amphipolis in Macedonia, Clazomenae in

Ionia, Lampsacus in Mysia, Sigeum in the Troad, Thebes in Boeotia,

Rhodes, Velia, Croton, Heracleum in Italy, Syracuse and Catania in Sicily,

Barca in the Cyrenaica, and many more obscure cities, represented their

tutelary divinities with the full face on their coins. In point of material

perfection this was the furthest point of progress attained by monetary

art. It was the application to this branch of art of the discovery made by

Cimon of Cleonae in painting, who was the first to represent heads with the

full face, or with three-quarters of the face, which even Polygnotus and

Micon themselves had not dared to attempt ; and the discovery passed

rapidly over into the domain of sculpture. Until then artists had not

ventured to draw or model in the flat a figure with the full or three-

quarters' face : this was indeed at first a very difficult enterprise, in

which the Greeks had no predecessors. In painting and relief the figures

were represented in profile. The school of Phidias itself had not dared

to represent them otherwise, except in the sculptures of nearly full

relief, like the metopes of the Parthenon or the frieze of the Temple at

Phigalia. The invention of Cimon of Cleonae consequently appeared

marvellous, and the fashion to ^'hich it gave birth is borne witness

to by the painted vases with full and three-quarter faces. It has also

been found in works of sculpture, and the metope before us must hence-

forward be reckoned among the number of these monuments. But the

new fashion passed rapidly away. The exquisite taste of the Greeks made
them soon feel how far, merely from the point of view of the laws of art,

the use of the profile was superior to that of the face on coins. At the

same time it was found that, in order to place on them heads of this

kind, it was necessary to give to the monetary types a relief which, being

worn ofi" by constant friction, exposed them to rapid and prejudicial
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deterioration. Hence, from the time of Alexander people liad almost

everywhere, except in a few places, snch as Ehodes, returned to profiles,

the moderate reliefs of which secured for the coin a lon2;er duration with

a less rapid diminution of weight. In sculpture in low-relief, also, artists

returned, though perhaps a little less promptly, to the habit of representing

figures generally in profile, without, however, renouncing completely the

new resources at their command, and the element of variety furnished to

the artist by the step of progress realized by the Peloponnesian painter."

As to the halo of rays which we see on the head of Phoebus Apollo,

it first occurs about the time of Alexander the Great. The special form

of long and short rays is found on the coins of Alexander I., of Ej)irus,

and of Ceos (Carthaea), mentioned by Curtius. Archaeologists universally

agree in claiming for this metope the date of the fourth century B.C.

About 60 yards to the west of the sj^ot where this monument was

found, I came upon a second Doric triglyph-block," with a metope repre-

senting warriors fighting ; but this sculpture is much mutilated and had

evidently never been finished, and is therefore of no interest to science.

Visitors will see it lying in my large northern trench.

About 200 yards to the west of Hissarlik, at a place where the site

of Novum Ilium slopes gently down to the plain, is a protruding rock

crowned with three fig-trees, which have grown up from the same root.

Beneath this rock only ten years ago a hole was visible, said to be tiie

No. 1480. Cavern wiili a spring, to the left on leaving Troy. The water of this spiing nms in the direction of tlie

ancient Scamander. The tree above it is a wild fig-iiee.

entrance to a passage called Jcifjonm by the villagers ; but now this hole

had been entirely filled up. Mr. Frank Calvert, who crept in about

twenty years ago, when the hole was still large, saw before him a long

passage ; but several villagers, who pretended to have done the same.

Tiiis second triglyph-block was found at the place marked P p.

2 s
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assured me that they had seen in it a great many marhle statues, standing

upright.

Wishing to clear up the mystery, I resolved to excavate the cavern, but

in spite of all the kind endeavours of my honoured friend, Sir Henry
Layard, it took a long time to obtain the necessary permission from the

Sublime Porte. Having at last got this, I set ten labourers to work
with pickaxes, shovels, and wheelbarrows, to excavate it. To facilitate

the excavation, I made them first dig a trench before the cavern, so as to

bo able to work it at once on the virgin soil. The proprietor of the land

had consented to the excavation, under the condition that he should be

one of the workmen and receive treble wages, I found a vaulted passage,

8 ft. 4 in. broad and 5^- ft. high, cut out in the limestone rock.

About 30 ft. from the entrance a vertical hole, 2^ ft. in diameter, has

been cut through the superincumbent rock. It reminded me vividly of a

similar hole cut through the rock above the Grotto of the Nymphs in

Ithaca, in order to serve as a chimney for the smoke of the sacrifices

(see p. 49). But the hole in this Trojan cavern can hardly have been

made for such a purpose, for I found in the cavern nothing but potsherds

of a late epoch and some bones of animals. I therefore think that the

chimney4ike hole must have been cut merely for letting in fresh air and

light. At a distance of 55 ft. from the entrance the large passage divides

into three very narrow ones, only large enough for one man to enter, and
of which one turns to the north-east, the second to the east, and the third

to the south-east. In the floor of each of these narrow passages a small

trench has been cut in the rock, from which water flows. The water of

the three trenches unites in a larger trench cut in the floor of the large

passage, from which it flows into an earthen pipe. According to Yirchow's

observation, the water has a temperature of 15""6 centigr. = 60^*08 Fahr.

As the reader will see from the engraving. No. 1480, the rock which

covers the entrance to this passage looks as if it had been artificially cut

:

but this is not the case ; it is a natural formation. At a short distance to

the right and left of it are the remains of a large city wall, which has

evidently passed over it. Thus the entrance to the passage was imme-
diately below the wall, but outside of it ; a fact inexplicable to us. We,

therefore, presume that there has been a second larger city wall still

further to the west, where the road now runs from Hissarlik to Kalifatli.

This certainly appears to be confirmed by the potsherds and marble frag-

ments, which reach down as far as that road.
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§ 11. The Greek Inscriptions found at Novum Iliuit.

Of Greek inscriptions six were foimd among the ruins of the Temple

of Athene. The largest of them, on a marble slab in the form of a tomb-

stone, 5 J ft. long, 17tV in. broad, and 5f in. thick, is as follows :

—

MEAETArPOZIAIEONTHIBOYAHK^AITniAHMniXAl
pEINAnEAnKFNHMINAPIZTOAIKIAHZOAZZIOIEni
STOAAinAPATOYBAI lAEOlANTIOXOYnNTANTI TPA

4AYMINYnorErPA<{'AMENENETYXENAHMlNKAIAV
5 TOIc|5AMENOinOAAnf\JAYTaiKAIETEPQNAlAAE
rCMENnNKA(I.TE<f)ANONAlAONTnNninEPKAIH
MEIinAPAKOAOYOOYMENAIATCKAinPEIBEYIAIA
rOTnNnOAEILNTINAinPOIHMAIBOYAEEOAITHN
XnPANTHNAEAOMENHNAYTaiY.nOTOYBAZIAEiIlAN

loTIOXOYKAlAIATOlEPONKAlAIATHNDPOIYMAIEYNOI
ANnPOIENErKAlQAinPOITHNYMETEPANnOAINA
MENOYNAZIOirENErOAIAYTGinAPATHZnOAEQIAY
TOIYMINAHAniEIKAAfllAANnOHIAITEI'HcfllAME

NOITEnANTATA4>IAAN0PIinAAYTfIIKAIKAOOTlAN

15 ei'rXn.PHIHITHNANArPA4)HNnOHIAMENOII<AHTH

AlilANTEIKAlGENTEIEIITOlEPONINAMENHIYMlN

BEBAlfllElinANTATOrXPONONTAIVrXflPKOENTA
EPPniGE BAIIAEYZANTIOXOZMEAEA '

rpniXAlPElNAEAnKAMENAPlZTOAIKlAHlTniAIZini
20 rHIEPrAIIMOYnAEOPAAIIXlAlAnPOIENEPKArOAl

nPOITHNIAIEnNnOAlNHIKHTIIlNIYOYNIYNTAZON
nAPAAElZAIAPlETOAlKlAHIAnOTHZOMOPOYIHETHl

rEPriOlAlHTHlEKHYIAlOYANAOKlMAZHIITAAIIXIAIA

nAEGPATHZrHIKAinPOZOPirAlElZTHNIAIEnNHTHN

25 IKHYIfiN EPPQIO BAIIAEYIANTIOXOZMEAE
ArPQIXAlPEINENETYXENHMINAPlZTOAIKlAHIO
AIIIOIAZI.QNAOYNAlAYTfllHMAZENTHIEct'EAAHZ

nONTOYZATPAnEIAITHNnETPANHMnPOTEPON
•

' ElXENMEAEArPOZKAITHZXfiPAZTHinETPlAOZ
30 EPrAZIMOVnEePAXlAlAJIENTAKOZIAKAIAAAA
rHSnAEOPAAIZXlAlAEPPAZIMOYAnOTHZOMO
POYZHZTHinPOTEPONAOGEIIHIAYTniMEPIAini

KAlHMEIZTHNTEnETPANAEAXiKAMENAYiniEl
MHAEAOTA(AAAn.inPOTEPONKAITHrxnPANTHN

35 aPOZTHJnETPAlK AlA7\AArHZnAEePAAIZXlAlA
EPrAZmoYAIATQclilAoMONTAHMETEPONnAPEZ
XKZQAIHMlNTAZKATAYTONXPEIAZMETAnAZHZ
EYNOIAZKAinPOGYMIAZZYOYNEniZKEYAMENOZ
ElMHAEAOTAIAAA.QinPOTEPOMAYTHHMEPIinA

dD PAAEIZONAYTHNKAlTHNnPOZAYTHlXllPANAPIZ
TOAIKIKIAHlKAfAnOTHZBAZlAIKHZXnPAZTHZOMO
PGYZHZTHinPOTEPONAEAOMENHlXilPAIAPIZTOAI
KIAHlZYNTAEGNKATAMETPHZAIKAinAPAAElZAI
AYininAEGPAAIZXIAlAKAiEAZAIAYTninPOZENEr
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v, KAIOAinPOZHNAMBOYAHTAinOAINTQNENTHIXnPAl
TEKAirYMMAXlAlOlAEBAZIAlKOIA^AOIOIEKTOVTO
nOYENnJEZTlNHnETPAEAMBOYAnNTAlOIKEINENTHI
nETPAlAZ4>AAE|AIENEKEIYNTETAXAMENAPlZrO
TO A.I K [A H IE A N AYTOYIOIKEIN EPPXIXO

so BAKAEYZANTIOXOZMEAEAreaiXAIPEII^ENETYXENK
MlNAPIITOAlKlAHz4'AMEM0inETPANT0XnPlONKAiTHr
XilPANTHNIYrKYPOYIANnEFIHZnPOTEPONErPAYAMEW
AlAONTEZAYTniOYAETlKAmYNnAPEIAH4)ENAlAIATOAOH
NAIUlTDIEniTOYNAYITAOMOYEniKEXnPHIOAlKAIHZI

55 nZENANtlMENTH5:nETPITLAOI3<aPA5:nAPAAEIX0HNAI

AYTQlTAIlAnAEGPAIYrXnPHOHNAIAEKAlAAAAnAE
GPAAIIXIAIA nPOr E NEEKAIG A I H PO I H N A M B OYAHTA

I

Tn M nOAEQN TriN E NTH I H METE PA I lY M M A X I A I K A A
nEPKAinPOTEPONErPAYAMENOPnNTEEOYNAYTON

60 EYNOYNONTAKAinpOOYMONElITAHMETEPAnPArMA
TABOYAOMEOAnOAYQPEINTANOPnnOYKAinEPI
TOYTnjM I / r K E XfiPH K A M E N (|5 H 1 1 N A E E I N A I T H H
nETPiTIAOIXnPASTAlYrXflPHOENTAAYTni
nAEOPAXIAIAnENTAKOIIAZYNTAZONOYNKATA

65 METPHIAIAPlXTOAlKlAHIKAinAPAAElEAIFHZ
EPrAZIMOYTATEAlIXIAIAKAinENTAKGIIAnAE
GPAKAIANTITflN PEPITHN nETPANAAAAEPPA
IIMOYXIAlAnENTAKOIIAAnOTHZBAIIAIKHIXa
PAZTHriYNOPlZOYZHZTHIENAPXHiAOOEIIHI

70 AYTilinAPHKnNEAIAlAEKAinPOZENEPKAZGAI
THNXnPANAPIZTOAIKIAHNnPOSHNANEOYAHTAI
nOAlNTHNENTHIMMETEPAIIYMMAXlAIKAGA
nEPKAIENTHinPOTEPONEniZTOAHl EFPATA
MEN EPPniO^

AIeXea7po? ^IXiewv rPj j3ov\fj Ka\ rco S)]/j,m %af-

pea>. 'A7r6Su)K6v I'j/xtv 'A/3 icrroS i/c (,'8 j;? o "AcrcriO? eTTi-

cTToA-rt? irapa rov /3aaiX.eu)<; 'Avtio^ov. mv rai^riypa-

(j)a vuLV v7royeypd(f)afiev' everv^ev 8' yptv Kal av-

5 To<i (pufxevo'i, TToWoiv avTcZ KOi erepcov BiaXe-

yojievwv Kal arec^avov SiBovrcoi', coairep Kal ?y-

yuei^ 7rapaKo\ou9GVfi€v Sia to Kal irpea/Seva-aL d-

170 r6)v TToXecov riva^ Trpo? y/J.d^, (BovXeadai t~i-jv

'^copav Tr]v Se8opievr]v avrw inro rov l3aaL\ea><; Wv-
10 TLc^ou Kal CM TO tepov Kal Bid ti]v Trpo^ v[xd^ evvot-

av TrpoaevejKaaOai 7rpo<i tjjv v/jberepav ttoXlv. '\A

p-ev ovv d^iol <yevea6ac aurco irapd rrj<; 7roXe&)?, av-

^ " Jleleager greets the Council and the people cities, nevertheless, prom]iteil by his veneration

of Ilium. Aristodieides, of Assos, has handed for the temple (of the liicoi Athene), as well

to us letters from king Autioehus, the copies of as by his feeling of friendship for your town,
which we have written out for you. He (Aristo- he is willing to offer to you the land which king

dicides) came to meet us himself, and told us Antiochus has presented to him. Now, he will

that though many other cities ap]ily to liim and communicate to vou what he claims to be done

offer him a crown, just as we also understand for him by the city. Thus you would do well

because some have sent embassies to us from the to vote for him every kind of hearty friendship,
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TO? vixlv hijXuxreL- koXo)^ S' av TrotjcraiTe xjrrjcpLad/j.e-

voi re irdvTa ra (f)L\dvOp(07ra avroi Kal Kad' on av

15 auy^u)p7]crr] Trjv uvaypa(j)i]v Tror/aufxevoL Kal crr?;-

\(iiaavre^ koI 6evTe<i eU to lepov, 'iva /xipr} vpZv

jSe^atw^i el<i iravrd roy '^puvov rd avy\o)pi}OovTa.

eppcoaOe. BacrtA.ei)? 'Ai^rfo^^o? MeXe«-

7/30) ')(alp€LV. AeBd)Kap,ev WpiaroBtKiBrj tm 'XarrUo

20 jrji; ipyaaifjiov irXeOpa Sicr'^LXia TrpoaeveyKaaOaL

irpoi; ri]v 'IXiecov rroKiv i) ^icri^ioiv. "Ev ovv avvra^ov

TFapaSel^at 'ApiarooiKiB)] diro rrj^i 6fLopov(7i]<; rj'/

VepyiOiai ?) rfj EKrj-\^LaL, ov civ hoKipid^r]^ rd 8io")^LXLa

TrXeOpa t^9 yfj-i Kal irpoaoplaat eh rijv 'JXiecov ?) rrp

25 %Krj^L(OV. ep'pwGO. VtaaiXev^ W.vrio-)(Oi; MeXe-

dypcp j^aipeiv. ^\LveJV)(ev yfilv 'ApLcrroSiKiot]^ o

"A^cTio? u^tcov Bouvac avrco 7]fid<; iv rfj ecj) 'EiXXrja-

TTOVTOV (TaTpaireiat rrjv Tlerpai', qfx irporepov

elx^ev MeXeaypo? Kal ri}? ^copa? tj/9 UerpiSo^;

30 epyaai'/xov ireOpa'^ X^^'^ TrsvraKuaia kcii ciXXa

7/}? TrXeOpa ota-^iXLa ipyaaip-ov diro Tfj<; ofxo-

povai]^ T?) TTpuTepov oodeicyr] avTco jjiepioiM-

Kal y/j-el^ rijv re Ilcrpav oeocoKa/Ltev auioj, el

/jLT) BeSorat dXXco irpurepov Kal rijy -ycopav T)]V

35 TTpo? rfj Uerpat Kal dXXa 7/}? TrXeOpa BiaxiXt.a

epyaa-tfiov, Bid ro (^iXov ovra rj/iierepov rrapea-

'^i'jadai, i]fjuv ra? Kar^ avrov '^pei.a^ jxerd Trdarj'i

evvoiai; Kal TrpoOvfila^;. Su ovv €TrLaKe-\lrd/iievo<;

el fit] BeBoraL dXXo) rrporepov avrrj ?} fiept<;, ira-

40 pdBei^ov avrrjv Kal rr]v tt/jo? aurr/ '^copav 'Apia-

roBiKLKiBr]^ Kal aTTo rfj<? /QacrtXt/c)}? '^copa^ r/"/? ofio-

povcn]<; rfj rrporepov BeBofMevr) '^(opat, ^ApLcrrooi-

klBt) avvra^ov Karcfxerprjaac Kal TvapaBel^ai,

avrcp rrXedpa Bia-^iXta Kal edaac avru> Trpocrevey-

anJ, whatever concession he may make, do you hundred plethra of ai'able land, and two

j)ut it on record, engrave it on a stone slab, ar-i thousand j)lethra more of arable land bordering

set it up in the temple, in order that the con- on the portion which had been given to him

cession may be safely preserved to you for ever. first as his share ; and we have given Petra to

Farewell. him, provided it has not 3'et been given to some
" King Antiochus greets ^Melonger. We have one else ; and we have also presented to him the

granted to Aristodicidos, the Assian, two thousand . land near Petra, and two thousand plethra more

l)lethi"a of arable land, for him to confer on of arable land, because he is our friend and has

the city of Ilium, or on the city of Scepsis. supjjlied to us all that we required, as far as

Order therefore that the two thousand jilethra he could, witli kindness and willingness. Do

of land be assigned to Aristodicides, wherever you then, having examined if that portion has

you may think proper, of the land which borders n4)t already been given to some one else, assign

on the territory of Gergis, or on that of Scepsis, it to Aristodicides, as well as the land near it,

and that they be added to the city of the Ilians, and order that of the royal domain which borders

or to that of tiie Scepsiaus. Farewell. on tiie land first granted to Aristodicides two

"King Antiochus greets Jleleager. Aristo- thousand plethra be mnsured oft" and assigned

dicidcs, the Assian, came to meet us, begging that to him, and leave it to him to co'.ifcr the land

we would give him, in tlie satrapy of the Helles- on what town soever in the country or confede-

pont, Petra, which Jleleager formerly had, and

in the territory of Petra one thousand five • Sic. * Sic.
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45 Kaadai Trpos' rjv ufju j3ovXr]TaL ttoXlv tmv ev rrj -^copat

re Kul crv/u.fia'^iaL' ol he iSaaikLKoX \aol oi e'/c rod to-

TTov, ev o) earlp 7] Werpa, ea/ju /3ovX(ovTai oiKeiv ev rfj

II expat dacpaXeia^ eveice, auvrerd'^aixev 'Apiaro-

roBiKiSrj^ edv aurov^ otKelv. eppwao.

50 BaaiXeu-; Wvtlo^o^ MeXedypai ')(aipeLv. ^F^veTV)(ev y-

fjLLv WpiaroBiKiBr]i;, (fid/xevo^; llerpav to 'ycopiov zeal rijy

')(oopav Tijp aujKvpovaav, irepl rj<i irporepov eypd-ylrafiev

8LB6vTe<i avTw, ouS' eVt koI vvv 7rapeiX'r](f)evaL, Bid to WOij-

vaUp roj eVt rov vavardd/xov e'7riKe)(Oipr)a6aL^ Kal rj^i-

55 waev dvTi fxev t/}'? TleTpinho^ ^copai; 'rrapahei')(0?)vaL

avrui rd laa ifXedpa, (7u<y^fjopr/0P]vai, Be koI dX\a irXe-

6pa Bia)(^iXia nrpoaeveyKaarOai 7rpo<i fjv a/x ^ovXrjrai

TO)[x TToXewv TMv ev rf] I'^ixeTepai av/jbju,a)^iai, Kuaa-

irep KoX Trporepov eypd'^ap.ev. 'OpMvre'i ovv avrov

cu evvovv ovra Kal irpoOupLOV et? rd 7)ixerepa irpwyixa-

ra, j3ovX6fxeda iroXvoipelv rdvOpwirov, kul irepi

rovTcov auyfce')^o)p)]Ka/u,€V. ^rjalv Bk elvai, tj/s"

YlerpiriBo^ )(d>pa^ rd avy^wpr^Oevra avrio

ifXedpa '^iXta TrevraKoaia. ^vvra^ov ovv Kara-

65 pLerprjaai ^ApLaroBi/clBr) Kal rrapahel^ai yPj^;

epyaai/jLou rd re Bicr'^iXLa Kal TrevraKocna ttXc-

6pa Kal dvrl rwv irepl rip Ylerpav dXXa epya-

crlfMOv ^iXia irevraKoaca diro rv}^ ^aatXiK?]^ ')(oi-

pa'^ rPj^ (rvvopi^ov(T7]<; rfj ev dp'^fj BoOeiarj

'0 avro) Trap' {jfioiv' edaat Be Kal TrpoaeviyKaadai

ry]v '^copav WpiaroBiKLSrjv Trpo'i yv dv ^ovXrjrat

rroXiv rwv ev rfj y/xerepat crv/jip^a-^tai, Ka6d-

Trep Kal ev rf] rrporepov eiTtaro\f] eypd-^a-

p,ev. eppwao.

This inscription, the great historical value of which cannot be cleniecl,

seems with certainty to belong to the third or second century B.C., judging

from the subject as well as from the form of the letters, for the king

racy he pleases. PLegariling the royal subjects for our interests, we wish to show great regard

iu the estate iu which Petra is situated, if for fot the man's interest, and have complied with

safety's salie they wish to live in Petra, we have his'request about these matters. He says that

recommended Aristodicides to let them remain his grant of land at Petra amounts to fifteen

there. Farewell. • hundred plethra. Give order therefore that the

"King Antioihus greets Meleager. Arislo- two thousand five hundred plethra of arable

dicides came to meet us, saying that Petra, the land be measured out and assigned to Aris-

district and the land with it, which we gave todicides ; and further, instead of the land

to him in our former letter, is no longer around Petra, another lot of fifteen hundred
disposable, it having been granted to Atheuaeus, plethra of arable land, to be taken from the

the commandant of the naval station ; and he royal domains bordering on the estate which we
begged that, instead of the land of Petra, the first granted to him. Let now Aristodicides

same number of plethra might be assigned to him confer the land on whichsoever of the cities in

(elsewhere), and that he might be permitted to our confederacy he may wish, as we h'ave written

confer another lot of two thousand plethra of land in our former letter. Farewell."

on whichsoever of the cities in our confederacy ——

—

he might choose, according as we wrote before. * Sic.

Now, seeing him friendly disposed and zealous
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Aiitioclms, who is repeatedly mentioned, must be either Antiochus I., sur-

named Soter (281 to 2G0 b.c), or Antiochus III., the Great (222 to 18G b.c).

Polybius, who was horn in 210 or 200 b.c. and died in 122 B.C., speaks

indeed in his History " of a Meleager who lived in his time, and was an

ambassador of Antioclms Epiphanes, who reigned from 174.to 164 B.C., and

it is quite possible that this Meleager afterwards became satrap of the

Hellespont. But in the first letter of x\ntiochus to his satrap Meleager,

he gives him the option of assigning to Aristodicides the 2000 plethra of

land, either from the district bordering upon the territory of Gergis or

upon that of Scepsis. The town of Gergis, however, according to Strabo,

was destroyed by king Attains I. of Pergamus, who reigned from 241 to

197 B.C., and transplanted the inhabitants to the neighbourhood of the

sources of the Caicus in Mysia. These sources, as Strabo himself says,

are situated at a great distance from Mount Ida, and therefore also from

Ilium. Two thousand plethra. of land at such a distance could not have

been of any use to the Ilians : consequently, it is impossible to believe

that the inscription can be speaking of the new town of Gergitha, which

was rising into importance at the sources of the Caicus. Thus the old

town of Gergis must be meant, whose ruins are probably those on the

height of the Bali Dagh beyond Bounarbashi. Livy '^ gives an account

of the visit of Antiochus III., the Great, to Ilium. I also find in the

Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum (No. 359G), that this Antiochus had a

general called Meleager, who may subsequently have become satrap of

the Hellespont. On the other hand, Mr. Calvert calls my attention to

Chishull, who, in his Antiquitates Asiaticae, says that xintiochus I., Soter,

on an expedition with his fleet against the king of Bithynia, stopped

at the town of Sigeum, W'hicli lay near Ilium, and that the king went up

to Ilium with the queen, who was his wnfe and sister, and with the great

dignitaries and his suite. There is, indeed, nothing said of the brilliant

reception which was there prepared for him, but there is an account of

the reception which was arranged for him at Sigeum. The Sigeans

lavished servile flattery upon him, and not only did they send ambassadors

to congratulate him, but the Senate also passed a decree, in which they

eulogized all the king's actions, and proclaimed that public prayers

should be ofiered up to the Ilian Athene, to Apollo (who was regarded

as his ancestor), to the goddess of Victory, and to other deities, for

his and his consort's welfare ; that the priestesses and priests, the senators

and all the magistrates of the town, should carry wreaths, and that

all the citizens and all the strangers settled or temporarily residing in

Sigeum should publicly extol the virtues and the bravery of the great

king ; further, that a golden equestrian statue of the king, raised on a

pedestal of white marble, should be erected in the Temple of Athene at

Sigeum, and that it should bear this inscription :
" The Sigeans have

erected this statue to king Antiochus, the sou of Seleucus, for the devotion

he has shown to the temple, and because he is the benefactor and the

saviour of the people : this mark of honour is to be proclaimed iu the

popular assemblies and at the public games."

xxviii. 1, and xxxi. 21. * ixxv. 43.
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It is very prol)al)l(' tliat a similar reception awaited Aiitiochus I. in

Ilium, so that lie kept tlie city in good remembrance. That he cherished

kindly feelings towards the Ilians is proved also by the inscription

No. 8r)95 in the Corpus Liseriptiomim Graecarum. But whether it is he

or Antiochus the Great that is referred to in the newly-found inscription,

I do not venture to decide.

Aristodicides, of Assos, who is frequently mentioned in the inscription,

is utterly unknown, and his name occurs here for the first time. The

name of the place Petra also, which is mentioned several times in the

inscription, is quite unknown : it must have been situated in the neigh-

bourhood, but all my endeavours to discover it in the modern Turkish

names of the localities, or by other means, have been in vain.

Another inscription is on a marble slab 2 ft. broad and 3 ft. long, and

runs as follows :
—

liNlOYTOYD'A

OZMEN OYKAMENAXOZTAAYt^O
EHErPATAM E N E IZ ZTHAHN KATATONNOMON EPrO<f>l AON nATPCsZOY
XPHMATIZZHEZHMiaMENONYnOTQNnPOTANEIINTnNnEPIAlO

5 'i'ANHNHrHZIAHMOYOtlAONTATOYZKATATONNOMONZTATHPAZ.AYO
KAIMHNOPENHNMN HZA PXOYK A I APTEM 1 AilpON 4> ANI AKAI AIOMHAHN
AnOAAnNlOYEZtl M IflMENOYZYnOTDN nPYTANEflNTI^N nEPlAl04)ANHN
HrHZIAHMOYYnOHMEPAITPEIIO^ilAONTAZEKAZTONAYTnNZTATHPAIAYO
M H NOAOTON M HNOAOTOYKAIHPAKAEIAHNKAIMHNOAOTONTOYZHPAKAEI.

10 AOYEZH M LQM E NOYZYnOTaN FlEPI^'AINfiNA KTA EYAH MOY HPYTA
NEHNOcJJlAON'TA EKAZTON A YjriN ZT ATH PAI AYO
APTEMIAnPON MHNOt})ANTOYEZHMinMENONYnOTIlN NO
MO<^YAAKILNTnN n EPl I H H APXON H PH Z I A H MO YO c})! AON
TAZTATHPA.ZAYO

(Ol'LOU TOU EuS ....
0(7/xev ov/caixevayo'^ VXavKO . .

eTreypd-xIrafxev et? o-r/jkriv Kara top vofiov ^TtLpyocfiiXov Uarpocrov (?)

^py/xan^^ ^7" €^7)1X1(0fxivov vtto twz-' irpordvecov^ tmv Trepl Aio-

5cf)uprji> '¥{yi]aL8}]ixou, oc^'CKovTa'^ tov^ Kara top vo/xov ararripa^ 8vo

Kol "Shp'oyevriv Mvrjrrdp-^ov Kal WpTe/u,i8(opov '^aula koI Aio/uLi]Sr]v

WttoWcovlov, e(^7]/xicofievov^ vtto tmv irpvTuveoiv rwv Trepl Aiocfxa'rjv

'iiy7]aiS)]/uLou virb i)/x6pa<; rpei^; 6(pi\.ovTa<i'^ eicaarov avTMV cnaTripa'^ ova.

yhjvoBoTOP ^17]vo86tov Kal 'HpaK\€iBr]v kol 'SlrjvoSorov tou? 'HpuKXet,-

10 Sou i(^i]ixici)fievov^ inrb roiP irepl ^atvcovaKra YjuBtj/xou TTpvrd-

vecov, o^iKovra * eKaarov avroiv cnar?]pa'^ hvo.

Wprefjiihoipov ^iTjpocpdvrdv i(^7]p,LOL>/jievop vtto tmp vo-

IxocpuXdKwp rojp Trepl "lTnrap)(^ov 'HyijaiEyj/jLou, oc^Ckov-

Ta araTrjpa^ huo.

In the inscription quoted in the Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum under

No. 3604, which is admitted to belong to the time of Octavianus Augustus,

Hipparchus is mentioned as a member of the Ilian Council ; and as on

line 13 the same name occurs with the same attribute, I do not hesitate

to maintain that the above inscription belongs to the time of Augustus.

' Sic • Sic. ' Sic. '" Sic.
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In the first wall of the temple I found a marble slab nearly 1 ft.

thick, 32^ in. broad, and 3^- ft. long, with the following inscription :

—

HBoYAHKAfOAHMOZ
rAIONKAIZAPAToNYloNToYZEBAZ

TOYToNZYNrENHKAl H ATPi^N AKAIEY
.EPrETKNTHZnOAEi2Z

'H /SovXy Kol 6 S/}/^09

Td'iov Hatcrapa rov vlov rou —e/Saa-

Tov rov (Tvvjevr] kol iraTpwva kol ev-

epyeT}]v rf]<; TToXeco^.

The person praised in this inscription can by no means have been the

Emperor Caligula, for in that case the title avroKpnrcop would have been

added. . But as this word is wanting, the person meant is certainly Caius

Caesar, the son of Marcus Yipsanius Agrippa and of Julia, the daughter

of Augustus. He had a brother called Lucius. Both were adopted by

Augustus, and, owing to this adoption, they received the title of viol rov

Xe/Saarov, and both were selected by Augustus as his successors. Caius

Caesar, born in the year 20 B.C., was adopted at the age of three years.

He took part in the Trojan games, which Augustus instituted at the

dedication of the Temple of Marcellus. At the age of fifteen he was

appointed Consul, and when nineteen he was made Governor of Asia.

During his administration there he became involved in a war with

Phraates, king of Armenia, was wounded, and died in the year 4 after

Christ, on the 21st of February, at the age of twenty-four.^ As in the

inscription he is called the kinsman, the benefactor, and the patron of

Ilium, it is probable that he often came here during his administration

:

at all events, he took great interest in the city, and lavished favours upon

it. The family of the Julii always atta^^'hed great importance to their

descent from Iiilus (or Ascanius), the son of Aeneas ; and the political

object of Virgil's Aeneii was to prove and glorify their genealogy. This

explains the favours which the Julii lavished upon Ilium, and their .hatred

against the Greeks', because they destroyed Troy, and also because they

had espoused the cause of Mark Antony.

I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Frank Calvert for a squeeze

of another inscription engraved on a marble slab, which he found on his

field at Hissarlik after my departure thence in the summer of 1873. It

has been carefully re-copied from the squeeze by my friend Professor

Stephanos Koumanoudes, who, judging from the shape of the characters,

thinks that this inscription dates from the time of Antigonus Doson, who
died in 221 b.c.

(Tvcofi'q TO);v auveSp^cov' eireiS)] MnXot^cr/o? \laK)^iov

{rapyapeiK; dvijp d'y)a66{<i) mv ScareXei Trepl to lepov r?]^ ^X6-

{y]vd'i rPj'i 'iXtaSof Ka\) irepl ra? TroXet?, koI irporepov t€ TroXkd y^pi^a^d-)

* Vc'.leius PateiTuiiK. li. 10'.'.
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(;tiew9 T(o re) (Tvvehp(^i)(p kuI raU irokeaLv et? re ra KaraaKevuafxa-

5 (ra TTavra ra rrj)^ 7rav7]yvp€(o<; koI eh ra<; 7rpe<T/3e(t')a9 Ta<i {d)7roar€\(Xo-)

(/iefa? Trepl) tmu dWcou tmv avfMcfyepoprwv rfj 7rai'T](^/vp€i) •^ptj/xara

[dro)Ka Kol Ti]v dWrji' TrpoOvjJLiav e/x irdai Tot? (^K)aipuli TTape'voixe{yo<i fie-)

(t)^ ttoWtj^ ern'OLw;, kol vvv etV re riiu TrpeajBelav tjjv varepov airoari^eXKo-)

(/j,e)vrjv Trpo'i Avrt'yovov ehwicev ^pvaov^ rpLaKoalov^ utukov; kol el<i (rrjv)

10 {tov) OeuTpov KaracTKeurjp '^pyj/jiara Koixlaa^ ei? "\\iov eS(OKev rot'i ty-

(^S6)Tai<i oawp eSiovTo y^pvaov^; '^iXiov'i rerpaKoaiovi Trevr/j/covra

droKou^;' eTreiSt] AlaXovaLo<i BiareXel Trpurrcov Kal Xeywv dirpocfia-

aiaTO)<i fc'yU. TrdcTi tol<; Kaipol'i rd <Tv/ji(f)epovTa rfj deo) Kal ral>i iroXecnv,

dyadfj Tv^^j], SeBo^Oac lol^ avveSpoi<i, eiraiveaai ISXaXovaioif

15 Ba/c^tou Vapyapea Kal arecpavoiaai avrov ev tm yvfxviKM dyo)VL

'^pvacp aTe(f)dv(p airo hpa-^ow ')(^l\Uov, ciper?]^ evenev rf]^ 7rep[l)

TO lepov Kal T>)v Trapyp/upcv Kal to kolvov tow iroXewv, SeBoaOac Se

avT(p fiev T7]v uTeXeiap Kaddirep BeSoTai, SehocrOai Be Kal Tot9 eK-

yovoi^ avTou T-tjv UTeXeiav otl dv ttcoXmctiv i) dyopd^cocriv' to Be ^jr/j-

20 (pKTfMa ToBe dvaypdy^avTa'i el<; crTrjXrjv Oelvat el<i to lepov t?;?

'Adrjvd'i, eTTLixeXriOrjvai Be TOV<i Vapyapel^, otto)? dv elBwaLV diravTe';

OTL eiriaTaTai to kolvov tmv iroXewv toI^ ovatv dyaOol^ dvBpdatv et<?

avTovi X^'^P^^ diroBiBovat.—Vvdyfjn] tmv crvviBpcoV iirecBi] ^IdXovawi;

aTroaTeXXovTOiv tmv auveBpcov 7rpecr/3ei<i 7rpb<i tov (SaatXea ( virep)

25 Trj'i eXev0epia<; Kal avTOvoixia^ tmv TroXecov tcov koi,vcovou(t(cov tov

lepov Kal Trj<; iravriyvpew<i eBcoKev utoku ^/o?///.aTa rot? a7rocrT(eA.Xo-)

fievoL<i dyyeXoa ocra eKeXevov ol avveBpoi, TrapecrKevaaeiv Be) Kal Ta (et?)

aK7]vr]v aTOKa ^^^pjy/^ara Kal TaXXa Be vrpoOu/xco'i v7rrjpeT(^el eiV) oTt d(v nra-)

paKoXf] TO avveBpiov' dyaOfj tu^J}, BeBo-^dah Tol^ avveBpoL<;, eirai-

30 veaai re ^laXovaiov l^aK-^lov Tapyapea, oti dvrjp dyad6<i eaTiv Trepl to

lepov tP]^ AdT]vd<i Kal tjjv iravi'^yvpiv Kal to kolvov tmv TroXecov Kal crTe-

(f)av(o<TaL avTov ^P'^^^J^ aTe(f)uv(p utto Bpa^/J'MV ^t/V/toi/ ev T(p yv-

fivLKcp dydiVL, dvaypd-^ai Be to >i^y')<^i(jfxa ToBe et? aTy]Xr\v T7]v vireip)

TMV avveBpiMV tcov ^laXovaiov fieXXovcrcov dvaTedr]cre(^a6a)L el'i to lepov,

£5 eTrifxeX7]6i]vaL Be tov^ TapyapeU, 6Trco<; dv elBcbaiv dnravTe^, otl

eTTiaTaTat to kolvov tcov TroXecov Toi'i ovctlv dyaOol^ dvBpdaiv et9 au-

Toiif;
X''^P''^ ciTToBLBovaL.— Vvcofxrj tcov crvveBpcov' eVeiSr^ MaA,oucri09 k€-

XeveL eTTayyelXaL avTcp yBr/ to crvveBpLov, TToacov BetTat Trap avTov XPVH'^'
TCOV et'9 re TO OeaTpov Kal eh ToXXa KaTaaKevdrrfiaTa Kal eh Ta

40 lepa Kal eh Tr]v Trpea^eiav, Kal cprjal deXeLV TrapovTcov tcov crvv-

eopcov -i'jBr) Bovvav TrcivTa' dyaOfj TV)(^r], BeBo^OaL Toh crvv-

eBpoL^ eTTayyelXaL ^laXovalcp, Bouvai Toh dycovoOeTai^ ^p(ucroi}9)

Tpicrxi-Xiovi; Kal TrevTaKoalovi crvv Toh TrepvaL 6^e/.Xo/xei'ot9 a(vTO),)

Tov<i Be dycovodeTa^ oh fJiev dv avTol '^^py'jcrcovTaL, (Ta) B(?)e d(?)(vaXco-)

io fiaTa delvai eh to lepov, dv Be tl TTepiyevi]TaL (eK?) BoOevT^cov tcov)

kpycov, uTToBovvaL ^laXovalcp.—Tvco/jltj tcov crvveBpcov ' eVetS?; Ma-
Xouo"i09 Ba/c^^foi; Vapyapev^ dvijp dyaOb'i d)v BtaTeXed Trepl to)

lepov T7]'? A6T]vd<; t?}9 'lA,taSo9 Kal to crvveBpLov, B(eB6xOcii)

Toh cTvveBpoL^, CTTecpavaycraL ^laXovaLov ^^pucrw crT{e^dvcp utto)

50 %pucr((yf Tpid ? Kov)Ta, KaXelv Be av(Tov Kal) eh TrpoeBpia(v avv Toh avveBp- ?)

049 iv Toh dyco(?)aiv ovofxaairl ) elvaL B{e uTeXeiav)
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Koi avTco Kal i'yyovoL^' to he ylriji (picr/jia to)Ss dvaypdyjravTa'i (tol/? dycovo-)

dira^ €19 (TT7]X7]v delvai etV (to iepo)v rij^ WOijvd^;.— (Tvco/xr) t6)v avv-)

eSpcjv' eVeiS?; ^la\ova(iO'i) u(vj]p d)ya6b'i mv BiuT^eXel 'rrepl to lepbv)

55 Tij'i Wdrjvd^ Tjj'i 'IXidi^oo^) Kal to kolvov twv 7r6\(ea)v,)

d'yaOfi Tv^t], Se2o^^(at Tots") crvpiBpoi,'^, [a)h Tifial^ {T€Tl/u,r}Tai, yiaXov-)

o"io? VTTO Tov (Tui'e{ppi)ov, dvaypd^lrai e/c«(o"T)?p (r)(ov iroXewv rcov kolvwvov-

(joiv 70V lepou K^ai Tf/js" Trapijjvpeco'i Ka{ KaOat'i eKaa-)

Ti] vojjLO^ eari^i . . . )—i,i/xaXo9 Aa/ji\lraK7][vo<i elirev' eVetS?) ^laXouaio^)

60 6 Tapyapevi; i{7ri/ii€/x?)eX7]Ta(, 7Tpo6v[/u,(o^ . . ,)

rd dvaX(i)(fiara )

iroXeaiv e

on 7rpodv(fict)^) SeBo^Oac toU (TvveBpoL<i

aT€(f)[av(t)aat ^laXouaiov J^uk-^lov Tapyapia 'y^pucxM are-)

(pdv(^(p)
'

I also found in the Temple of Athene, besides an inscribed j^edestal of

black slate, 3 ft. 8 in. high and 20^ in. broad, the statue of a man, of fine

white marble, nearly 4 ft. high. As is proved by the inscription, it was

sculptured by Pytheas of Argos, and was erected by the Ilians in honour

of Metrodorus, the son of Themistagoras, of whom it is a representation.

The figure was in the position of an orator, as is shown by the footmarks

on the pedestal. The head and the feet are unfortunately wanting.

The inscriptions run as follows :
—

OA HMOSOIAI E I^N
MHTPoAQPONeEMIZTAroPoY

And lower down, on the same side of the pedestal

—

nreEAZAPrEiozEnoiHsE

'O hrjiio^ o ^IXieicov

M7]Tp6Sa)pov (^€/jiC(TTay6pov.

Ilu^eav 'ApyeL0<; eTronjae.

There were in antiquity many men named IMetrodorus, but only two

of them were especially celel)rated, and both were natives of Asia jMinor.

The one, born in Lampsacus, was a pupil of Epicurus ;
^ the other, a

native of Scepsis, was a })hilosopher, orator, and statesman, and was held

in high esteem by IMithridates YII. Eupator,' who afterwards had him

put to death in a horrible manner."* The name of the father of this

Metrodorus of Scepsis is unknown, and whether he was called Themista-

goras or otherwise, is uncertain ; but it is extremely probable that the

inscription and the statue were raised in honour of the Scepsian orator,

philosopher, and statesman. I find no mention whatever of the sculptor

Pytheas of Argos. Only one Pytheas, a silver-chaser, is named by Pliuy,^

« Strabo, xiii. p. 580. * Plutarch, Life of Ltwullus.

' Strabo, xiii. p. 009. » //. A. xxxv. VI, s. 55.
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as being a contemporary of Pompcy the Great : Pliny, however, does not

state his birth-pLice. Another Pytheas was a wall-painter and a native

of Achaea. Neither of these can therefore be the Argive sculptor who

carved the statne and put his name on the pedestal. But, as Professor

Koumanoudes, observes to me, it is not astonishing that the name of an

insignificant sculptor should be forgotten, seeing that the names of so

many great kings are lost.

In the same part of the Temple of Athene we found the fragment of

a marl)lc slab, which has evidently been very long, with the following

inscription :
—

EnElTOYANGYnATOYrAICYKAAYAlOYnOnAIOYYiOYMEPnNOIEniTAZAMTOZ
TOlinOIMANHNn.NAPyOYElNElAnOETElAAinPOIHMA5:ElinAPA4>YAAKHN
,THI nCAEfil ITPATiniAI \<A I En AYTfiN HPEMON AE HOI MA N H NHN
0NTEZHMilN4'lA01KAJEYN0niAlAKEIMEN0inP0i:T0NAHMCNHMnN[

5 E:ZAnEITEIAANTOYlTEITPATinTATKAIEnAYTnNHrEKONANIK
APONMHN04>lAOYYIOIKAinAPArENOMENOIEIITHNnOAINHMnM .

TEENAHMIANnOIEITAIKAAHNKAlEYIXHMONAKAlAZl
POYAHMOYkAITHlEAYTOYnATPIAOITHNTETnN
EAYTfilNEANIIKriNENAHMlANEYT. . .ONPl

10 TONKAOAHEPEniBAAAElANAP
XEIPIIMENHNEATnini
THN YnEPTHl4'YAAK
EIZ4)EPETAlinOYA
EKKAINilNOYAEI

15MONKAI

eVel Tov ctvOurraTov Tatov IsXavhiov TloirXlov v'lov Ne'pwi'O? iinTa^avTo^,

ToU Hoi/xain]vo)L' up)(ouaiv e^airoareTkaL 7rp6<; ijfid^ etV 7rapa(pv\aKr]v

Tri<; TToA-ew? aTparicora^; koX eV avTMV ip/efMopa^i IIoi/jbav7]0)P [ol ?)

dvre<; -ij/xoiv (f)/Xot Kol euvocc^ hiatceLfievoi irpo^ tov dPj/xov '/j/j-mp

5 i^aTreareiXav rou^ re arpartcoTa^ kol eV avrcov i-j^efjiova 'SLK(ai'-)

Bpov, ^lr]vo(f)L\ov (vi)o^ KOL Trapayei'Ofievo^ €i<i ri]v vroXiv i]jjt,cii)i> {ti]v)

T6 evhi^jjiiav TToieiTcu Ka\r]i' Kol evayn]fioi)a Kal d^i{av rod re ///xere-)

pov h>]fiou Kol TJ/*? eaurou TrarpiBo^, r/ju re rcov (ucf) ?)

eavrio veavlaKwv a>oi]p,iav evr(aKr)oi> TT^api^erat kuI eav-)

10 roi' KaOdirep eTrifBdWei ui'SpCi kol t)]v e^ovj-iav rtjv ey/ce-)

')(^iipLafxivip> eavTcp 7rf(<7TW9 fcai)

ri}i^ virep t)^9 (/)fXa«"( Ts")

ela^eperai itttouS (?//')

e/c Kau'MV ovdei

15 pLOV Kill

The Proconsul Caius Claudius Nero, the son of Publius, who is praised

in this inscription, ruled over the j^rovince of Asia from 674 to 675 after

the foundation of Pome (80-79 B.C.). Hence he lived in the time of

Cicero, who mentions him in his orations against Yerres.^°

The Poemauenians (Iloi/xavr]voL) are the inhabitants of the fortress of

Poemanenon, to the south of Cyzicus.^^

'" WMldington, Fastcs des Provinces AsiatiqiKS " Pape-Benseler, Lcxihon der Gricch>s:licn

de rEmpire Eomain ; Paris, 1872, pp. 43, 44. Eigcnnamen.
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To judge from the form and thickness of the stone, this inscription

must have heen very long and have contained more than 70 lines. But

even the fragment is of historical value, and all the more as we know for

certain that it comes down to us from the year 80 B.C.

Upon the site of the Doric Temple of Apollo, on the nortli side of the

hill, I found at a depth of G;V ft. a block of marble, 5^ ft. high and 2j ft,

botli in breadth and thickness ; it weighs about 50 cwt. and bears the

following inscription :

—

HBOYAHkAIOAHMo
lAlE.n.NETIAlHrANAY
K AAYAIONKAIKINAI
A ION KYZIKHNONA
sTAAonilTHNYnoTo
OTATOYAYTOKPATOPO
2APOITITOYA 1 A lOYAA
NOYANTilN loYZE^BA
EYZEBoYZK-.lnoAA

ioMErAAATHin(0)AEIKATo
ZANTAKAir.,='AIXoNT
TETHAoriZT.JAKAlEY
rcpiAllANA...nAEHET
A^ionApeth..enekenk

asEYNolAXTHinPOZTH
noAIN

The first name occurring in this inscription, of which the syllable AY
is preserved, is probably AYAOZ. The word KAIKINAI should no doubt be

KAIKINAN, Caecinam. Whether the other name, of which AlON remains, is

intended for PAION, I do not venture positively to decide, but I consider

it to bo probable. For the inscription, which I read as follows, is written

in bad Greek, especially towards the end:
—

'H jSovX)) koX 6 6Pj/j.c{<;) 'IXiewv

tTLjinjaav AvXov KXauSiov }s.aLKLvav Vaiov {J) Kv^iKrji'ou a(p^ov)Ta Xojiarijv

VTTO To{y $6i)oTuTou avTOKpdTopo{^ Kai)(Tapo^- TiTov Af'Xtou 'Ah[pia)vov 'Av-

TMPLov '^e^a^aTov) Eva€l3ov'i K(a)l 77oX\(a Kai) f^eydXa ry irokec KaTo(pO(o)-

aavra koI TTapu!T')(oin(i re rrj XoyLaTeca koI av(in^)yopLaL(; dph(pa) 7rdai]'-3

r[cp.i}^) ii^Lov dper!}^ eveKev K^al) evvoia^ t^<? 7rpo<; rijv ttoXlv.

The emperor mentioned in this inscription is of course Antoninus
Pius, whose reign began in the year 138 a.d., and who died in IGl a.d.

;

it is merely by an error that he is here called Antonius. He took the

name of Hadrian from his adoptive father, the Emperor Hadrian, aiul

assumed the name of Aelius after the death of Hadrian's first adopted son,

Aelius Caesar. Upon the upper end of the block of marljle there are two
foot-marks, the one considerably in advance of the other. Each of them
being 15^- in. long, they leave no doubt but that upon this block the
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colossal statue of tlio Cyzicene, who is praised in the inscription, stood in

the attitude of an orator. In the hinder foot-mark there is a hole, li in.

square, in which was placed the iron rod for fixing the statue. To judge

from the size of the foot-marks, the statue must have been more than 8 ft,

high ; and, as the marble block is 5^ ft. in height, the whole must have

been at least 13} ft. high, and hence we may conclude that the Temple of

Apollo in which this work of art stood was very spacious.

In the quadrangular building of large wrought stones, 59 ft. long and

43 ft. broad, the foundations of which I had brought to light in October

1871, I found, at a depth of about 5 ft., a slab of marble 25'6 in. in

length, the upper part of which is 13"6 in. in breadth, and the lower part

15*36 in. It contains the following inscription :

—

'KireiSt] Aia(f)€vi]<i HoXXeo)? T7]/xvLT7]<i, Starpi/Scov irapa Ta> ^acrCKu,

(j)l\o'i COP Kol evvovi SiaTeXel tco B/jficp, y^peia^ Trape-^^^ofievo'i 7rpodv/jbo)<i et?

a civ Ti9 avTov irapaKoXfi, heh6')(6aL tj} /SovXf) kol rw h/]ix(p eiraivia-ai fxkv

avTov iirl toutol<;, irapaKctXelv Be koI eh to Xolttov eivai cfitXoTifxov eiV to,

Tou Sijfiov av[X(^epovTa, hehoadai he avrai iroXLTeiav, Trpo^eviav, eyKTi]aiv,

dreXecav 6)v kcCi ol TroXlrai areXel'^ elat Kal e^ohov eirl tj^v l3ov\i]v irpcorco

fxera ra lepa kul cKpc^iv Koi e/x irdXeixw Kal iv elpyjvr} uavXel Kal aarrovhei'

uvaypdy\rai Be ra oeBo/xeva avru) ravra eh (TTifkiiv Kal (uva)9elvaL 6(t9 ....

The king spoken of in this inscription must have been one of the kings of

Pergamus, and from the character of the writing I believe that it must be

assigned to the third century before Christ.

At about the same depth, and by the side of the building, I found

a second marble slab, 16*5 in. in length and 13*4 in. in breadth. The

inscription runs as follows :

—

'IXiew eBoaav ^leveXdfo W^ppajBaiov 'A6r]vai(p euepyeTrj yevofiepM avrwv

Kal Trepl t)]v eXevOepiav dvBpl ayaOco yevofievco irpo^evlav Kal evepyeatav.

This second inscription, to judge from the form of the letters, appears

to belong to the first century B.C. 'Appa/Salo^ here occurs for the first

time as an Attic name.

At the same depth, and likewise by the side of the foundations of the

same building, I found a third marble slab, nearly 15 in. long and about

14 in. broad, bearing the following inscription :

—

Wr]vo(j)L\o<; TXavplov elirev' eireiBi^ 7r\eiove<i Twf ttoXltwv eTreXdovreq err]

rr]y ^ov\i]v (fiaaiv \aipeav rov rerayfjuevov eir 'A^vBov evvovv re elvai rfj

TToKei vac ivioi<; 7rpea/3evo/j,evoi^ viro rov Byj/xov Trpo*? avrov ^ov\6[xevov rf]

iToXei -yapilieaOai ri]v rrdaav CTTTOvBijv Kal irpovotav iroelcrdaL Kal rol(; avvav-

rcocriv aurco rcov ttoXltcov (^aXavOpotirrwi Trpoac^epeadai, 'iva ovv Kal 6 B)]fio<;

tpaivqrai ri]v KaOijKouaav %a/3/f cnroBiBov^i ro2<; 7rpoaipoufiivoi<i rr/i/ 7r6(Xii>)

BeB6)(^6ai.

This third inscription also appears to belong to the first century B.C.

It is probable that the building in which I discovered these three
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inscriptions was the Town-hall or Boulenterion of Ilium ; at all events, it

does not appear to have been a temple.

The following inscriptions were found at a depth of from 19 in. to

3^ ft. below my wooden house on Hissarlik :

—

ZA
, . .EZAI ........NOY

5 ABOYKOA ETPAN4)
. .

. .Z K.ATATTA H0OZ E I ZO I N I ZTPA
..TUN EtH4^l Z0AIXKAAPE I ZO.
. .ZANAPAZ TOYZrVNOHZOMEN,
....E PONYTTHPXEN KAIZTHAll

10....1EN TfLTIlNZAMOOPAK
... J Z ATTO KA0I ZTAMENO
....ENOYZTHNZYN0EZIN...,.

MOAOrtAZTOANTirPA
O I K H ZONTE Z H P EOH Z

15 On E I ©OYM I A HZ I O Z
OOYAIOTTEiAHZB

..... Tl4)ANH Z ATT

era

• . • • ecra/. vov{<;)

^ a^ovKoX erpav cf)

.... 9 Kara 7rXrjdo<i et? ol'iuarpa

. . Twv iyjrrjcfiicrdac "EKaSpet^ o

. . 9 uvSpa^i rov'i o-vi'drjcrofxep^ov'^)

.... epop v'7Tyjp->^ev koX aryjXo)

10 . . . . i ev TO)^ TMV 'Safj.odp(iK'-{(oi>) ....
.... 49 iiTTOKadiaTafievo

.... evovi Ti]v (TvvOeaiv

{o)/u,o\o'yLa<i ro avTiypa{(f)Ov) . .

oiK7]aouT€<; r}pi$7]a^(^av)

15 (A/)o7ref^ou ^li\i'j(7io<;

6ov Aioireidi]^ \]

{'Av)Ti(j)dvi]<; 'Avr

This inscription contains a contract for a settlement and gives the
names of the men selected for founding it. 'SKaBpeL<; is an unknown word,
which has never before been met with.

Sic. » Sic.
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\XN
nZXIAIAZ

HZTHZ AOOEIZHZ
EIPENTEKA lOYEAABo

5 BAAAoNTi^lENlAYTn
THNIYNEAPEIANOYKA
THZBOOZTHNTIMHNY
T^rKPE^NTAZAOlPA
TPfiBoAONTHNroAINTHM

10 KA ZA N TOYZTO Ko Y Z TOYZ
KOZIAZTEZZAPAKONTATE
OETOZ A I A KOZ I A Z.TEZZA
KA I OT I T H N Z Y N EA P E LA 1

TEIAANPENTAKOZIAZKAITH
isPHMENHZTHZTIMHZTnrKPE
TA A.YO

%^
... 0)9 ^tXia?

. . . ct)9 T?}? So6eLa7]<i

. et Trevre Kol ov k\al3o{v) . . .

(to eTTij^tiWop TM ivLavTO){i) .

rijv auveBpeiav ov Ka

Tf/'? /S00<? T?;y TtfMIJV V

TMj KpeMV Ta? Xot7ra(s')

(re) Tpo)f3o\ov ri]i> iroXtv T7]jx .

(i]vdy?)Kaaav rov^ t6kov<; toix;.

(a)Koaia(; reaaapuKovra 7r€{vT€}

0ero<; hiaKocria^ Teaaa{pa) . . .

KOL on Tifv (Tvvehpeia{i>)

{tiirea-^TeCkav TrevraKoata^i Kal rrj

pr-jixevri^ ri]^ TtfJ.f]-i rcTr/ Kpe{o)v) . .

{jdXav ?)Ta Svo
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§ III. The Coins found at Novum Ilium. By ]\I. Achilles Postolaccas,

Keeper of the National Collection "of Coins at Athens,

According to the testimony of the famous numismatologist Eckhel,*

all the known coins of Ilinm belong to Novum Ilium, and are either

autonomous or imperial. Of these, the autonomous are either of silver or

copper, and belong to the Macedonian period or to the succeeding times

;

the imperial coins occur only in bronze, and date from Augustus to

Gallienus and his wife Salonina.

Of the autonomous silver coins we only know of tetradrachms of an

artistic style, belonging to the Attic metrological system, bearing on

one side the head of Athene with a three-crested helmet crowned with

laurel, and on the other side the legend A0HNAZ lAiAAOZ, the name of

the archon, and the image of the standing xithene holding on her right

shoulder a spear, and a distaff in her left hand;^ on the field are mono-

grams and accessory symbols (No. 1481). The tetradrachms in question

were struck, according to the illustrious Cavedoni,'' under the reign of

Mithridates Eupator, king of Pontus and the Cimmerian Bosporus

(123-G4 B.c.).^

No. 1482.

The types of the bronze coins have on one side a head or bust of

Athene, a turrettcd head of the personified Eome with the legend 0€A

POMH (No. 1482), and a she-wolf suckling Piomulus and Eemus (No. 1483)

;

on the other side the following devices :
^—a standing Athene, like that

on the above tetradrachms (see No. 1481) ;
^ a standing Apollo, dressed

• Doctrinn Num. Vet. ii. p. 483.

^ Pausania.s, vii. 5, § 4, describing the statue

of Athene Polias at Erythrae in Ionia, ."^ays :

i)\a.KaTr\v iv fKartpa twv x^'p'"'' ^X^'- Accord-

ins; to Apollndonis (iii. 12. 3), the Palladium,

which had fallen from heaven, held in the left

hand a distaff and a spindle.

* Spicileijio numismatico, p. 152.

' 121-63 B.C. according to Eduard Meyer,

Geschichte des Kiinitjreichs Pontes ; Leipzig, 1879,

8vo. p. 36.

' It is to be understood that the following

descriptions and cuts are of the rcvoses of the

medals.

" Choiseul-Gouifier, Vo'jajc pittoresque de la

Grece.

2 T
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ill a long chiton aiicl holding a patera and a lyre ; or Ganymedes carried

a^vay by the eagle of Zeus (No. 1482).

No. 14^5.

Hector standing, with his head turned aside, holding in his right

hand a lance, in his left a sword, with the legend eKTWP (Xos. 1484

and 1485). Hector walking, his right hand uplifted, holding in his left a

shield and a lance, and the legend EKTOP or GKKTfiP (sic) (No. 1486).

Hector naked, walking, having a helmet on the head, a sword in the

uplifted right hand, a shield in his left, with the legend EKTOP lAieON.

Aeneas walking, carrying Anchises on his back and holding Ascauius

by the hand. Aeneas flying with Anchises and liilus.^" Aeneas going

on board a ship, carrying Anchises on his back and leading Ascanius

by the hand (No. 1487).

The legends and types of the imperial coins are more numerous and

more varied ; the most important and curious of them are the following :

—

Ko. 14SS. Ko. 1490.

AIA lAAiON lAieiC or lAIGHN. Zeus Nikoplioros seated, holding in his

right hand a spear ; sometimes, instead of Nike, he holds the Palladium

:

on coins of the younger Faustina, of Commodus (in the collection of

Dr. Schliemann), of Crispina and of Julia Domna (No. 1488).

AAPAANOC lAIEHN. Dardanus seated, holding in his left hand a

sceptre, with a woman standing by : on the coins of Crispina (No. 1489).

The type in question represents, according to Cavedoni,^^ the colloquy

of Dardanus about his marriage with Batieia, daughter of Teucer, king

of the Troad;^ or, ac<iording to another tradition,^ with Teucer's wife

Chryse, who brought him the Palladium as a dowry.

eiAOC lAIEQN or lAIGON. Ilus standing, wearing an upper garment

(ifianov), and sacrificing on an altar before a column on which stands

the Palladium : on a coin of Julia Domna (in Dr. Schliemann's collection)

and of Caracalla (No. 1490).

The following coins, all of which have only the legend lAIEON or

lAieON, have these types:

—

" According to Sestini, D.iscriptio Xum. Yd. p. 30.% Ko. 1.

" Op. cit. p. 153. ' Apullodorus, iii. 12. 1. - Diouys. Halicarn. Aiitiq. Eormn. i. G8, 69.
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So. 1493.

A man (Ilus) ridin.cj on a l)nll, which is jumping near a tree ; in front

the PaUadium on a column : on a coin

of the younger Faustina (No. 1491).

Athene on a column, towards which

a cow is approaching : on a coin of

the same empress. Ilus leading a

cow to the statue of Athene Ilias on

a small column ; in the field is a

column : on a coin of Gordianus III.

(No. 1402).

These four types find their interpretation in Apollodorus,^ who relates

that Ilus travelled to Phrygia, carried off the victory in the sacred

games, and, having consulted an oracle, received

the answer that he must follow " a speckled cow,"

and build a city on the spot where she might lie

down. This took place on the so-called hill of

Ate, where Ilus built a town called by him "IXto9.

Praying to Zeus to grant him a favourable sign,

he saw falling from heaven before his tent the

Palladium, which for that reason was called S/t-Trere? :

hence the reason is evident why the Ilian Zeus

holds the Palladium on his hand.'*

ANXEI[H[ A*POAEITH or ANXEICIC A<t>POAITH lAIEHN. Aphrodite,

wearing a long chiton, and Anchises are standing joining hands : on coins

of Julia Domna (No. 1493). This type may be interpreted by the verses

in the Homeric Hymn :^

—

TjpdaaT', iKTrdyAcos 5e Kara (ppevas 'i/xfpos fiAef.

Compare also what Apollodorus says.*^

nPiAMOC lAiEHN or lAieON. Priam, wearing a Phrygian cap, seated

and holding a spear in his left hand : on coins of Commodus and Crispina

(No. 1494).

NGCTaPHC lAienN. Nestor, clad in an upper

garment {lixariov), is sacrificing with his right hand

on an altar before the statue of Athene, and holding

in his left a spear in an oblique position: on a coin

of Caracal] a.

EKTOP lAlEnN or GKTnP or GKTGOP lAlGHN.

Hector's ideal youthful head covered with a helmet :

on a coin of the younger Faustina. Hector stand-

ing, armed with lance and shield : on a coin of Maximinus I., the

Thracian. Hector standing before a burning altar, holding in his right

hand a patera, in his left a lance and shield : on a coin of Julia Domna,
in the collection of Dr. Schliemann. Hector standing, wearing a helmet

;

his head is turned aside ; in his right hand he holds a shield : on a

coin of Septimius Sevenis with Geta. Hector standing, naked, wearing

3 iii. 12. 3. CaveJuui, op. cit. p. 153. In Aphrodit. iv. 5iJ, 57. iii. VI. 2.
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a helmet, holding in his right hand a lance, and leaning with his left

on a shield: on a coin of Caracalla and Geta (No. 1495). Hector

standing armed before a column with a statue, holding in its one

hand a lance and shield, in the other a small figure : on coins of

Caracalla. Hector standing armed, holding in his left hand a shield

and spear, and touching with his right the statue of Athene on a column

:

on a coin of Caracalla (No. 1496). Cavedoni observes ^ that the last two

types remind us of the passage in the lUad,^ where Hector leaves the

camp by the advice of Helenus and goes quickly up to the town, to order

the Trojan matrons to go in suppliant procession to the Temple of Athene

in the Acropolis. Hector walking, armed : on coins of Faustina the elder

and of Caracalla (No. 1497). Hector walking, armed ,- he lifts in his right

hand a spear in the attitude of fighting, and his left hand holds the shield

as if warding off a blow : on coins of Caracalla (No, 1498). Hector armed,

marching forth to battle : on a coin of Hadrian.

Hector on a chariot drawn by two horses : on a coin of Marcus

Aurelius. Hector, in full armour, on a chariot ,di'<'iwn by two horses

:

on a coin of Gordianus III. Hector on a chariot drawn by two horses,

holding in his uplifted right hand the whip, and in his left the reins

No. 1499.
' No. 1500.

as well as lance and shield : on coins of Marcus Aurelius and Caracalla ^

(No. 1499), The last three types are according to the Iliad, xix. 399-401 :

(T/xepSaXeov 5' 'l-k-kolctiv eKc/cAero Trarphs io7o •

z.ai'df T6 Kcd BaAi'e, TTjAe/cAura reKva TloSapyT^s,

(xWus St; (ppd(^e(Tde ffawcrifxev Tjvioxva ....
Hector on a chariot drawn by four horses, holding in his right hand

the reins and the shield, in his left the whip : on a coin of Marcus
Aurelius. Hector on a chariot with four horses : on coins of Commodus,

" Op. cit. p. 153. 8 vi. 86 and ff. Miounet, Description dc Jilidaillcs antiques, Supjil. v. PI. 5.
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Caracalla, and Gallienus. . Hector on a chariot with four horses, holding

in his right hand a lance, and in his left a shield and the reins : on
coins of Commodus (No. 1500).

No. 1501. N„. 1502.

Hector standing, holding a shield and throwing a burning torch : on

coins of Julia Domna and Valerianus I. Hector as on the preceding coin,

but armed with a javelin, which he throws upon a ship before him : on a

coin of the younger Faustina (No. 1501). In the two last types Hector

is represented as fighting (with Ajax), and intending to set the Greek ship

on fire. So thinks Cavedoni,"* having in his mind the following verses

01 tne ILiaa : "Ektoip Se irpv/^u-neey e-irel Xd^ev, ov ri fxeOUt

a(p\a(TTOv ^€Ta x^pc^'' ^X^'^i Tpajcl;/ 5e /ceAeuei/ •

OiJ^trere Trvp, ci/uLa 6' avrol aoAAe'es opvvT^ avT7)V.^

to! 5' efx^aXov aKOLfxaTOV irvp

vr)i 6oy tTis 5' ai\pa kut' aa^eaTi) k^xvto <^Ao|.-

Hector walking, holding in his left hand a shield, and throwing with

his right a burning torch upon the two ships before him. On a coin

of Elagabalus ^ (No. 1502).

No. 1503. No. 1504.

Hector armed with a lance and shield, fighting on a chariot with four

gallopping horses. Patroclus is lying under the horses, lifting his right

arm, and resting the left on the ground ; behind him is his shield :—on

a coin of Macrinus (No. 1503). Cavedoni"* tliinks that on this coin

Patroclus is represented as uttering to Hector these last words :

—

fjStj vvv,"^KT<i>p, /xfyaK' tijxfo • crol yap tSooKev

viKTiv Zevs KpouiSris Kal 'AttJaAcoi', oY /x' i^ajxacrcrav

prj'CSicfOs.''

Hector on a chariot with four liorses, holding in his right hand a shield

and lance, in his left a Nike. On a coin of Septimius Severus (No. 1504).

" Op. cit. p. 153.

^ JRcvue Num. 1852, PI. iv. fig. 9.

XV. 716-718.

* Op. cit. p. 153 in note

xvi. 122, 123.

» li. xvi. 844-846.
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Tliis type, which represents Hector's victory, is interpreted by the

foregoing verses.

Hector standing in full armonr, dragging with his right hand the

lance from the supine

corpse of Patroclus,

which he spurns with

liis left foot ; in his

left hand ho holds a

shield : to the usual

legend is here also

added nATPOKAOC :—
on a medallion of

Septimins Severus
No. 1505. Xu. 1500. /-vT -| rf\r\ rpi •

(xSo. 150y). ihis very

curious type is adapted to the verses of the Iliad:—
ws apa. (pwvriaas 56pv xd.\Kiov ii; wTdAris

('ipucre, Aa| TrpoTySis, ruv 5' uTrTLOv wa' (XTrt) Sovpos.'^

This is the excellent interpretation of Mr. Barclay Yincent Head, who
has published the medallion in question in the Numismatic Chronicle.''

Tliree warriors contending for the corpse of Patroclus : the warrior in

the middle seems to represent Ajax coming to the rescue, when the

Trojans were dragging away the corpse from the Greeks, as described in

the splendid passage of Homer (J/, xvii. 274 ff.) : on a coin of Macriniis

(No. 1506). Although this type is altogether different from the fore-

going, it nevertheless has the legend GKTOP lAlGflN.

CKAMANAPOC lAlEON. The river Scamander per-

sonified, recumbent, holding in some cases a reed, and

leaning on an overturned vase, from which water flows :

on coins of Nero, of Nero and Britannicus, of Yitel-

lius, Marcus Aiirelius, Commodus, Caracalla, and Geta

(No. 1507).

lAiON PnMil. Two women standing, of whom one
^'''^-'^''-

(the personified Ilium) is turretted and dressed in a

long chiton, and holds in her right hand the Palladium. The other

woman (the personified Rome), in a dress fastened with a girdle, is

turretted, and holds in her left hand a flag :— on a medallion of

Caracalla. The Tychae {TvxaL, genii) of the cities of Ilium and Rome,
with joined hands: ona coin of Elagabalus.

ZEBAZTOZ KTIZTHZ. Head of Augustus: statue of Athene, with the

hair bound together on the crown of the head, on a small pedestal,

holding in her uplifted right hand the Palladium, in her left a lance:

on a coin of Augustus. With regard to this Ilian coin, particular atten-

tion is claimed by the epithet of Augustus as founder (/cTt'crr???) ; but the

word is to be understood as restorer, it being customary to give this title

to benefactors who were deemed worthy of honour.
Besides the types on the imperial coins here represented, there also

52, 863. New Series, viii. ; London, 1868, 8vo. p. .326, PI. .\i. 2.
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occur tlie following, wliicli bear merely the legend lAlEON or lAlGflN

namely :

—

The winged Ganymedes standing, holding in his right hand a bow, in

his left a shepherd's crook : on a coin of Commodus.

No, 1510.

ITo. 15C3. Xo. 1509.

The winged Ganymedes, wearing a Phrygian cap on his head, seated

on a rock, and offering drink to the eagle of Zeus, behind which is a tree :

on a coin of Commodus (No. 1508).

The winged Ganymedes, as in the foregoing type, but holding a vase

before the eagle which is caressing him ; behind is a column on which

stands a statue : on a medallion of Commodus (No. 1509).^

The winged Ganymedes carried away by the eagle, and holding in

his right hand a shepherd's crook : on coins of Commodus and Geta

(No. 1510). The legend of the rape represented on the foregoing coin,

which is not mentioned by Homer, is related by Apollodorus,^ who says

:

rovrov (rbv VavviJby']hi]v) fxtv ovv Bta Ka\Xo<; avapiTuaa^ Zet"? hi aerov Oecov

otvo-)(6ov iv ovpcwco Karearrjaev.

Aeneas walking, carrying on his back Anchises, and leading Ascanius

by the hand : on medallions of Commodus and of Caracalla. Homer
says nothing concerning the flight of Aeneas represented in this type,

which is interpreted by the following verses of Virgil :

—

" Eiirn np:e, care pater, ccvvici imponerc nostrnc ;

Ijitc suLibj liumcris, iiec lue labor istc gravabit.'' '*

" Mihi parvus lulus

Sit comes ct louffe servet vt sti-ia couiux." '

No. 151 1.

'Cc:si ot .subiato inontes gcuitore petivi.'"'

The same typo ; below is a she-wolf suckling Piomulus and Eemus :

on a coin of Hadrian (No. 1511).

Hector, with a helmet on his head, walking, and throwing with his

right hand a stone ; his left is armed with a shield and two lances

:

on a coin of Diadunieniumis.

Hector in full armour, on a chariot drawn by two horses : on a coin

of Gordianus HI.

* According to Vaillant, Kumismata Graeca, an<l Mionnrt, Dcscr. de Med.

iii. 12. 2. '^ Acn. ii. 707, 708. ' Ibid. ii. 710, 711. - Ibid. ii. 804.



CHAPTER XII.

THE CONICAL MOUNDS IN THE TROAD CALLED THE HEROIC TUMULI.

The traveller wlio goes by sea from Constantinople to tlie town of tlie

Dardanelles, sees on both sides of the Sea of Marmora and the Hellespont

a number of conical hills, on the origin of %Yhich tradition is silent, and

which are nniversally called by the name of " Tepeh," a Turkish word

signifying merely a low and small hill, but which in the imagination of

men has obtained, like the word " tumulus " in the West, the additional

signification of a sepulchral mound, covering the remains of a deceased

person, or of more than one.

The first of these Tepehs which tradition has assigned to a particular

person, is the tumulus on the Thracian Chersonesus, obliquely opposite

the town of the Dardanelles, attributed to Hecuba, of which Strabo says

:

" Between the two (Dardanus and Abydus) the Ehodius falls into the

Hellespont, and directly opposite its mouth the Cynossema (Kyvo? a?]iJia,

or Kufoo-(Tr;/u,a, i.e. Dog's monument), said to be the tomb of Hecuba,

stands on the Chersonesus." ^

Proceeding from the Dardanelles by land to the Plain of Troy, the

traveller passes another tumulus to his left, near the site of Dardanus
;

immediately afterwards, a third to his right, and a fourth again to his

left, above the village of Een Kioi. Descending hence to the sea-shore,

he passes three more Tepehs on the height which overhangs the little

port of Karanlik, and which belongs to the heights of Ehoeteum. To

none of the six tumuli last mentioned does tradition attach a name.

To the north of the heights of Ehoeteum he will see, close to the

shore, a very low tumulus, to which tradition points as the original

sepulchre of Ajax, whose second resting-j^lace is identified with the large

tumulus on a lower spur of the heights of Ehoeteum. This latter

tumulus is called In Tepeh, which name may be derived from the s-tem

AIANT, seen in the 'genitive of Ai'as-.

Eiding thence along the shore of the Hellespont, the traveller reaches

on the lower height, immediately to the north-east of Cape Sigeum, the

tumulus which tradition throughout historical antiquity claimed as the

tomb of Achilles.

Proceeding thence in a southerly direction, on the road which borders

the heights of Sigeum and leads to Yeni Kioi, the traveller passes at a

distance of only about 350 yds. to the south-east of the latter tiimulus

another, which is identified with the tomb of Patroclus. But this identifl-

' Stralio, xiil. p. 595 : (U€Ta|u t« 6 'PoStos Hecuba was fabled to have been changed into a

(KTri-TTTei TroTafj.6s, Ka6' hv iv rrj Xip'povr)(TCf> rh bitch.

Kvvhs arjfxd iffTiv, o (paaiv 'E/ccijStjs ^Ivai Ta.<pov.
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cation must be quite modern, it being in perfect opposition to tlie precise

statement of Homer, who puts in the mouth of Achilles the words :
" Let

us wrap the bones (of Patroclus) in a double layer of fat, and put them

in a golden urn, until I also am hidden with Hades. Now do not make

the tumulus large, but only of becoming size. Later, you xlchaeans, who

shall survive me on the ships with many rowing-benches, may make it

wide and high."'- His companions obeyed : having gathered the bones of

Patroclus, they wrapped them in a double layer of fat, and put them in

a golden urn, which they brought into the tent, and covered with a soft

linen cloth. They then marked out the round place for the tumulus, laid

the foundations around the funeral pile, and heaped up the earth. Having

completed the tumulus, they departed.^

Now, in all this there is not a word to show that the golden urn which

contained the bones of Patroclus was either deposited in the tumulus, or

was meant to be ever deposited there. All we can possibly understand

here is that on the death of Achilles his bones should be added to those

of Patroclus in the golden urn, and that on that event the tumulus shoiild

be enlarged, but there is no allusion whatever to the depositing of the urn

in it. Had it been deposited, or had it been destined to be deposited

there. Homer would not have kept back from us the important fact.

Consequently the tumulus of Patroclus was a mere cenotaph. I wish I

could cite, as further evidence, the beautiful j)assage in the Odijssei/,*

where it is said that the bones of Achilles and Patroclus lie together in a

golden amphora, in a tumulus on the shore of the Hellespont ; and the

passage in the Iliad,'' according to which the bones of Hector, after being

put in a golden box, were laid in a grave and covered with a tumulus

of stones. LTnfortunately both these books of the Odi/i^seij and Iliad are

universally acknowledged to be later additions. Consequently all we
know from the poet regarding the nature of one of the tumuli in the

Plain of Troy is that it was a cenotaph, and this Homeric assertion has

been borne out by all the researches hitherto made. But before his

funeral Patroclus appeared to Achilles in a dream, and said

:

OdjTTe fj.e OTTi rdxifrra, vvXas 'A'/5ao irep-qffu.''

Now the word OdirTw has always been translated by " bury " or " inter."

But as from the foregoing passage it is evident that no real burial took

place, I suggest that the meaning of this word, in this instance as well as

in three other passages in which it occurs in the Iliad,'' can only be " burn

the body and perform the funeral ceremony," without implj'ing that the

* 11. xxiii. 243-248: a.fji.<p\ Kvpi)v fidap SI x^'''^"
*'"' T^rar f'x*'^'"''

Kal TO. fxiv 4v xpvcrer) <pi(i\r) Kal SlirAaKi STj/ioJ x*'^'*'''''*^ Se rh arj/xa -KaXiv kIov.

0f io/u.(v, fls o K(v avrhs (yuiv''A'iSi Kfvdaiiuiai- • -xxiv. 76-84. ^ xxiv. 793-798.

rvpL^ov S' ov fxaXa -KoWhv dyoo izoviecrdai avuiya, " //. xxiii. 71.

dAA.' iirieiKia to7uv. i-Kfna Se Kal rhv 'Axaioi ' //. xxiv. 664, 665 :

(vpvv 6' vipri\6p re TtOrjiaevat, o'i Kev ifxeiO ivvti/xap fxtv k' avrhv 4v\ fjnyapois yodccfifv,

SeuTfpot fv i/r}(affi iroAvKAriicn \iirr]ffde. rrj SfKarri Se Ke OdiTTOifxev SaivvTO re \a6s.
3 //. xxiii. 252-'3.".7

;

"

//. xxi'ii. G30 :

KXaioj/Tf s 5' erdpoio tvrieos icrrea Aeu/ca ws 6Tr6Te Kpeiovr 'A/xapvyKea GaTrrov 'Eneiot.

HWeyov es XP^'^'^V 0iaA77i' koI SlirKaKa S7)^6v, 11. xxi. 322, 323 :

ev K\{.(nr\(Ti Se Sevres eavif Airl KaKviiav. aiirou ol Ka\ arj/xa rerev^erai, oiiSe ri fxiv XP^'^
TopvwaavTo Se crrifia, BenetXia re irpo^dKovro earai rv/xfioxoriar' ore fxiv OdirraxTtv 'Axaiol.
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bones were buried. In this sense I also nnderstand tlio word Outttw in

a passage in the Olyssey, in wliich tlio funeral of Elpenor is described:—
" Then I sent forward my companions to the palace of Circe to bring

the dead body of Elpenor. "We at once cut trunks of trees, and, sore

grieved, performed his funeral on the high projecting shore, shedding

abundant tears. And when the body Avas burnt with his weapons, we
heaped up a tomb, erected a pillar (sfch') on it, and put up on its highest

point a well-fitting oar." ^

But in another passage of the 0(h/sse>/ the word dd-n-rw must really

mean " to bury in the ground :

"— '•' First came the soul of our companion

Elpenor, for he had not yet been buried belov/ the earth with broad

paths." '

In a passage in the Iliad, where the funeral of Eiition is described,

we read:—"He (Achilles) slew Eetion ; but he stripped him not of his

arms, through the restraint of a religious awe, but burnt him there in

his panoply, and heaped up a mound." ^^

Here, as well as in the description of Elpenor'a funeral, Homer leaves

us in doubt as to w^hether the tumulus was heaped over' the body of the

deceased, or whether, as in the case of Patroclus, the bones were carried

away, and the tumulus was a mere cenotaph. But I have no reason to

doubt that in a post-Homeric time, and probably as early as the time

when the xxivth JZ/rtcZ and the xxivth 0%sse// were written, it was really

the custom to heap a tumulus over the remains of great personages. At

all events, in the imagination of Aeschylus, Agamemnon's sepulchre was a

tumulus, for he makes Electra say :
" On the tumulus of this sepulchre

I announce this to my father." ^^ Further, all the artificial tumuli at

Sardis, as well as on the Crimean coast and elsewhere in the south of

Russia, appear to be real tombs.

Piiding for half an hour further south on the road to Yeni Kioi, the

traveller passes to the left of another much higher mound, called Hagios

Demetrios Tepeli, from an open chapel close by, which is dedicated to that

saint. But, as we have seen in the preceding pages, tlio chapel has

received this dedication from a temple of wliito marble sacred to Demeter,

which stood on the site, and of whose marbles it is partly built. This

Tejjeh, by its high position on the very brink of the lofty shore, over-

hangs the sea, and it is therefore visible from a great distance out at sea

;

and, as Professor Yirchow says, there is no point on land, to a distance

of 9 or 12 miles, from vrhich it cannot be seen.

Proceeding further on, the traveller, after having passed Yeni Kioi,

« Od. xii. 9-15

:

o Qcl xi. 51, 52 :

8^ t<{t' iy^v krapovs irpol'ety es Sd'inaTa KtpK^^s UpwrT] Se if/vxh 'E\Tr7]vopos riXQev iraipou •

ci(Tefj.€yai yeKphu 'Eknrivopa reQvf)WTa. ov yap ttw (TiQairTO inro x^ovus evpvoSenjs.

(piTpohs B' al\pa TUjuourfs, od' aKpoTaTT] Trpo'ex' '" IL vi. 416-419 :

o-i^'^Vt .... Kara 5' tKTavev 'HeTiwvcx,

OdiTTOfxev axvv/xevoi, BaXephv Kara Sdicpv x^ovns. ouSe jjnv e^evdpi^e (ai$daffaTO yap to ye Ov/u.^),

avrap sVel vsKpds t iKdt) Ka\ Tivx^a veKpov, oAA' dpa pnv KaT€KT]e avv evreai 5ai5a\4oiaii'

Tv/x^ov x^'^"'"'''^^ K«' f^ri cTTi]Xy]u ipvaauTes 7)5' iirl arifj.' ^x^^"-
K-i)lap.eu a-KpOTarcf Tvjj.^m evTJpes eper^uoV. " Aeschj-lus, Choephoroc, v. 4:

TVfj.^ov 5' gV o'xfiij) T^Se Krtpvaa<a irarpi.
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comes to another tumulus, 60 ft. high, situated on the height close to and

north of the Bay of Besika, and called, probably for that reason, Besika

or Bashika Tepeh, from the Turkish work Beshik, which means " cradle."

It lies immediately tc the east of the little promontory called Palaeo-

castro, of which wo have spoken before.

Still further south, and separated by a deep valley from the heights

of Sigeum, there follows a group of tertiary ridges, in the midst of

which, and about four miles distant from the sea-shore, rises another

gigantic tumulus, 83 ft. high and 433 ft. in diameter at its base, called

Ujek Tepeh. To understand well the height of 83 ft. the reader should

bear in mind that the highest houses in Broadway in New York are not

more than 70 ft. high.

Going on thence to Bounarbashi, and ascending the heights behind it

—the Bali Dagli—the traveller sees there four more tumuli, the highest

of which consists of loose pebbles, and has for this reason been identified,

by the defenders of tho Troy-Bounarbashi theory, with the tomb of Hector
;

while of the other three, which are much lower, one has been attributed

by them to King Priam himself.

Descending again to Bounarbashi and crossing the Scamander, the

traveller finds opposite the Bali Dagh—on the slope of the mount which
overhangs the river, and whicli, as before mentioned, is crowned with the

ruins of an ancient town—another tumulus ^ of pebbles, which has lost

much of its primitive height. Descending again and riding along the

right bank of the Scamander, the traveller sees, at a short distance to

the north-west of the confluence of the Scamander and the Thymbrius,

on the riglit bank of the latter, the large tumulus called Hanai Tepeh,

situated on the farm of Mr. Frank Calvert, whom I have helped to

excavate it, and who has described the results of our researches in

Appendix lY.

Proceeding thence in a north-westerly direction by the road to

Hissarlik, the traveller passes to his right another smaller tumulus,

called Pasha Tepeh,- on a low hill-ridge, Avliich extends from the heights

of the tertiary formation pretty far into the plain. Further on, at

distances of no more than 200 and 300 yds. to the south of Xovum Ilium,

he sees to the riglit and left of the road two still smaller tumuli.

Finally, I have to mention the low tumulus on the right bank of the

Kalifatli Asmak, at a distance of about 300 yds. to the north of Koum
Kioi. I have had occasion to mention this tumulus repeatedly in the

preceding pages, and have explained the reasons why I hold it to be

identical with the tumulus of Ilus, which is mentioned four times in

the Iliad.

Proceeding now to tho history of tho researches made in these tumuli

of the Troad, generally called '• Heroic Tombs," I must begin with that of

Ajax, as according to tradition it was first opened, not indeed by the hands
of nun, but bv the waves of the sea.

* TL's tumulus, liko all the ctln'r tiimuli, is indicatoil on tho Map of tho Plaiu ot' Tny.
* Maikedonthe niaji Pasha T('|iL'h or Tumulus of Batieia.
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1. The Tumulus of Ajax.—As before mentioned, the tumulus on the

shore of tlie Hellesj)ont, (iOO yds. to the north of the conical hill now
universiilly attributed to Ajax, and called In Tepeh, has had the honour to

be indicated by tradition as the original tomb of that hero. According

to the legend related by Pausanias, that side of the tumulus which faced

the shore having been washed away by the sea, the entrance to the

tomb was rendered easy ; the corpse was found to be of so gigantic a

size that the bones at the knees, called knee-j)ans (joatellae) by anatomists,

were of about the size of the quoit (discus) of a boy who exercises himself

in the jje?<to^7/Zo»,.^ This legend is confirmed by Philostratus, who says

that, the tumulus of Ajax having been destroyed by the sea, his bones

had come to light, denoting a man 11 cubits long, and that Hadrian,

on his visit to Troy, embraced and kissed them, and erected over them

the present tumulus, now called In Tepeh, in honour of Ajax.^ Accord-

ing to M. Burnouf's measurement, the height of this tumulus of In

Tepeh above the sea is 131 ft. Strabo also confirms the fact that in

his time the tomb of Ajax was on the shallow sea-shore, for he writes :

" Hereupon (after Ophrynium) follows the city of Ehoeteum on a hill, and,

adjoining Ehoeteum, the shallow sea-shore, on which is the tomb and the

temj)le of Ajax, as well as his statue, which was taken away by Marcus

Antonius and carried to Egypt ; but Caesar Augustus returned it to the

Ehoeteans." ^ Strabo's statement is confirmed by Lucan "^ (38-05 a.d.),

who praises the beauty of the statue of Ajax.

It appears incredible indeed that all the archseologists who cite the

passage of Philostratus have thought the word Trepiap/xo^eLv meant
" restore," and have therefore understood that Hadrian merely restored

the tomb and the temple, whereas rd^jiov Trepiap/jio^eiv rivt can never have

meant anything else than " erect a tomb to some one." Strange to say,

even no less an authority than Carl Gotthold Lenz," one of the greatest

philologists and Homeric scholars that ever lived, has fallen into this

wonderful error.

We shall not attempt to investigate whether the corpse found in the

low tumulus on the sea-shore was that of Ajax or not ; at all events, it

appears certain that a corpse was found there, and that Hadrian brought

it to the spur of the heights of Ehoeteum, now called In Tepeh, and built a

small sanctuary over it, which he covered wp with a high conical tumulus

;

and no doubt in such a manner that nothing of it was visible at the top of

' Pausanias, i. 35, § 3 : rod yap rd(pov ra irphs 'Adptavhv I3aat\ea ireptcTTeTXat avra 4s Tpoiav

Tov alyiaAhi' icpaanev 4TriK\vffat ri^v OaAaffaav, iXOovra Kal rhv vvvl Ta<J>o. TT^piap/jLocrat t(j5

Kal rriv (ffoSov es rh ixurj/xa ov xaAeTrr;;' iroirjaai, Pdavri eartv & Kal irpoaiTTV^dfJ evov twv oaTWv

Kai ixe TOV veKpov rh /xeyedos reK/xaipecrdai r^Se Kal (pi\r,<xavTa.

fKsKive • TZivrdOXov yap -Kathhs ilvai ol Kara ^ Strabo, xiii. p. 595 : Elra 'Po'n eiov Tr6\ts enl

SicTKOV /j-aAiara to. eVl rois yovaatv oara., KaKov- Xocpcp KUfxevj) Kal rai 'Poneicp (TvveX7]S i^uiv

/xivas Se virh rwv larpwv /j-iiAas. a\LTev7is, i(p^ fi fxvqixa Kal lephy AtavTOS Kal

^ Philostv. Hcroicit, p. 137, ed. Kayser

:

av'Spids, hv apavTos ^Avtwviov Ko/j.ia6ei"ra fis

"A/coue StJ- TraTTiros fiv /j.oi, |eV€, ttoWo, twv AlyvirTOv aTr4Sct)Kero7s'PoiT€ievanrd,\ty, haOdnep

aTnaTovfievcov inrh aov yiyi/waKoiv, os i\€yf Kal dWois, 6 'S.e^aarhs KaTcrap.

Siacpdaprjvai [liv irore rb rov A'lavToi ari/xa virh " Pharsdlia, ix. 9G1-979.

TT]S 6a\d(Tffris, irphs
fi

KeTrai, oara 8e eV aiiTw ' See C. G. Lenz, Die Ebenc von Trojn ; Neu
(pavriyaL Kara ei'SeKain^xvi' dpOpwrrov, Kal €(paaKev Strelitz, 1798, p. 7<'
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the mound. The base of this buihling was circuhir, and was, as Choiseul-

Gouffier reports, consolidated by a number of curved walls built within

the circle, and adapted to support the weight of the edifice. There

No. 1512. Tumulus of In Tepeh, called the Tomb of Ajax, with the Ruins of Lis Temple built by Hadrian.

appears to have been no other entrance than by a circular passage

vaulted all round, 3^ ft. in diameter. This passage is still well preserved,

but the foundations of the temple, which probably consisted of large

wrought stones, were in 1770 partly taken out by a Turkish officer,^

who used the materials for building a bridge. Visitors will find in and

close to the tumulus large massive blocks of masonry, consisting of

small stones joined with chalk. There is every probability that the early

Christians who, in their pious zeal, destroyed so many temples and works

of art, also destroyed the temple and statue of Ajax, but this could not of

course be done without partly demolishing the tumulus. The Turkish

ofiicer, therefore, who in 1770 removed the foundations of the temple,

only completed the destruction begun probably 1400 years before. On

the right bank of the In Tepeh Asmak, close to the shore, visitors will

see a large mutilated marble statue, which may perhaps be identical

with the statue of Ajax. The sea is 10 ft. lower than the base of the

primitive tumulus of Ajax ; but in strong southerly storms the mound is

nevertheless flooded, and it is therefore very probable that it may have

been washed away by the waves. What now remains of it is not more

than 3 ft. 4 in. above the surface, and consists of pebbles with a large

number of fragments of marble sculptures. I sank a shaft in the mound,

but struck the rock at a depth of 8 ft. 4 in., and found nothing but

pebbles and some large bones identified by Professor Yirchow as horse-

bones. There is no trace of a temple.

« SeeC. G. Lenz, Die Ebcne von Troja, nach dem Grafcn Choiseul-Gouffier ; Neu Strelitz, 1798,

p. 77.
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2. The Tumulus of Achilles.—The second tumnlns in succession, called

that of Achilles, Avas explored in 178G by a Jew, by order and on account

of Choiseul-Gouffier, who was at that time French Ambassador at Con-

2so 1513. Tumulus culled the Tomb uf Achilles.

stantinople. A shaft was sunk from the top,^ and the virgin soil was

reached at a depth of 29 ft. The upper part of the conical tumulus was

found to consist of well-beaten clay to the depth of G ft. ; then followed a

compact layer of stones and clay, 2 ft. deep ; a third stratum consisted of

earth mixed with sand; a fourth of very fine sand. In the centre was

found a small cavity, 4 ft. in length and breadth, formed of masonry, and

covered with a flat stone, which had broken under the vreight pressing

upon it. In the cavity were found charcoal, ashes impregnated with fat,

fragments of pottery exactly similar to the Etruscan, several bones, easy

to distinguish, among which was a tibia, and the fragment of a skull

;

also fragments of an iron sword ; and a bronze figure seated on a chariot

with horses. Several of the clay vases were much burnt and vitrified,

whereas all the painted vessels were unhurt. This is an abstract of the

account given of the excavations by Choiseul-Goufiier.^° But, as no man
of experience or worthy of confidence was present at the excavation,

scholars seem to have distrusted the account from the first, and to have

thought that the Jew, in order to obtain a good reward, had procured

and prepared beforehand all the objects he pretended to have found in the

tumulus. And all the experience we have now gathered by the explora-

tion of so many similar tumuli is fatal to the Jew's account of his dis-

coveries. As I felt assured that the fragments of pottery contained in the

tumulus would give me the key to its date, I was very anxious to explore

" See C. G. Leuz, Die Ebcnc von Troja, nach clem Grafcti Choiseid-Goufficr ; Neu Strelitz, 179S,

p. 64. "> Ibid. lip. 60-6-2.
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it ; but as the owner of the land, a Turk in Koum Kaleh, wouhl not give

me the permission to sink a shaft in it without receiving beforehand a

reward of £100, I abstained from doing so.

That this tumulus was considered in the historical times of antiquity

as the sepulchre of Achilles, is evident from Pliny (H. N. v. 33) and

Quintus Smyrnaeus (vii. 402), both of whom place it on the left bank of

the Scamander. That Homer knew, from his own eyesight, the tumulus

which in his time was considered as the common tomb of Achilles and

Patroclus, or at least that he had a particiilar tumulus in view which he

attributes in common to both heroes, appears evident from the verses in

which he makes Achilles direct the Greeks to heap up for Patroclus

a small tumulus, and to make it larger and higher after his own death.

^

This is also confirmed by the passage in which Patroclus appears to

Achilles in his dream, and begs him not to put his bones apart from his

own,'-^ but to erect a tumulus over the bones of both.^ I call attention

to the word aopo^ (an aTra^ elpijfievov), used in the latter verse for the

usual arjixa.

3. The next tumulus excavated was that which is situated on the

height above Pien Kioi. It was explored by the late Mr. Frederick Calvert,

who ascertained that it was an artificial mound, but found neitlier bones,

nor ashes, nor objects of human industry in it.

4. Tlte Tumulus of Priam.—The fourth tumulus was excavated by

Mr. 5 rank Calvert, who gives the following account of it:'*
—"According

to the description of Forchhammer, three of the four tumuli before

Gergis are situated on the summit of the rocky eminence, the Bali Dagh,

a little distance outside the thick wall which separates them from the

Acropolis ; and by the side of each is a deep pit, apparently artificial.

The fourth is on the same ridge, more to the west. He is not altogether

correct, however, in stating that their materials are all derived from

the natural rock on which they stand, for ona of them alone is entirely

so ; namely, the one correctly so described by Lechevalier, and which he

names the tomb of Hector. The largest of the other mounds, supposed .

to be the tomb of Priam," was the one I decided on excavating. It is

about 13 ft. in height, and, cropping out on the summit, traces of a

quadrangular building were visible. I caused an open shaft to be com-

menced at the base of the mound, and it was carried along tlio surface

of the natural rock through a mixture of earth and stones, as far as

the masonry in the centre, which rested upon the rock. This .structure

I found to be, as at the top, square in form, and measuring about 14 ft.

by 12. It is formed of large irregular stones, roughly hewn on the

outward faces alone, and put together without cement. Tho space in

the interior is filled in with small loose stones. A few casual potsherds

' //. xxiii. 245-248: ' //. xxiii. 91:

TVfji^ov 5' ov fidka iroWhv e7tti irovffcrOai ai'wya, ws S( Kal offria viti'iv &ixi] crophs aficpiKaAinrTOi . .

aW' eVifiKeo ro7ov. errs ira 5e Koi rhv 'Axono^ '' Contributions touhirds the Ancient Gcojraphy

(hpvv 0' v^r)\6v T€ TtOij/xtfai, o'i Kff eixf7o of the Troad, p. 2.

ttvTfpoi iv vi)i(Tcn KcKvKXrj'icn Kt-ir7)aOe. * Jicmarks and Obsec'ations on the Plain of
• II. xxiii. 09-90. Troy, by W. Franklin, p. \ ; Walpole's Travels, L

p. 108. I
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were thrown out during the excavations, but nothing was found to

indicate that this mound had been used as a place of sepulture. It

appears rather to have served as a base to some statue or public monu-
ment, or, as Dr. Hunt remarks, as a foundation to some altar or shrine." ^

5. The fifth tumulus explored, likewise by Mr. Frank Calvert, was the

conical mound below Yeni Shehr, the so-called Tumulus of Patroclus.

He sank an open shaft in it and dug down in the centre to the virgin soil,

but found here also neither bones nor ashes nor anything else. Homer
says of the cenotaph of Patroclus :

Topvdiaavro 8e cf/z^a, QeixdXia re npofiaKovTO . . .'

which means, " they traced out the circle for the tumulus, and encom-

passed it with foundation-stones." This passage leads us naturally to

expect to find at least one circle of stones in or around this and the other

tumuli ; but nothing of the kind has been found in any one of the tumuli

hitherto excavated.

G. The Tumulus of Hector.—In October 1872 this tumulus, already

mentioned as on the Bali Dagh, was excavated by my honoured friend

Sir John Lubbock. It consists entirely of small stones, and was, probably

for this reason, attributed by Lechevalier to Hector. But there were

found in it neither bones nor charcoal nor any traces of the destination of

this tumulus for a funeral mound.

7. The Pasha Tepeh.—The seventh tumulus, called Pasha Tepeh, was

excavated in the beginning of May 1873 by Mrs. Sophia Schliemann.

As I have said in the preceding pages, there can hardly be any doubt

regarding the identity of this tumulus with the mound held by Strabo

to be the tomb of jiesyetes, mentioned by Homer,^ for Strabo says that

it was situated at a distance of 5 stadia from Novum Ilium on the road

to Alexandria-Troas.^ But Alexandria-Troas lay to the south-west of

Ilium, and the road to it, which is distinctly marked by the ford of the

Scamander at its entrance into the valley, goes direct south as far as

Bounarbashi. Now, Pasha Tepeh is exactly at a distance of 1017 yds. to

the south of the southern wall of Novum Ilium, and therefore its situation

answers perfectly to Strabo's indication, and even the road close to which it

lies is most probably identical with the road of which Strabo speaks. But
the identity of this tumulus with the tomb of Aesyetes is quite out of the

question, for, according to the above Homeric passage, Priam's son Polites

was watching on the tumulus of Aesyetes when the Achaeans should rush

forth from the ships, and it must therefore have been situated to the

north of Ilium, between the city and the Hellespont, probably about Koum
Kioi. If, therefore, Demetrius of Scepsis and Strabo, who adopted his

theory, pretended that Pasha Tepeh was identical with the tumulus of

Aesyetes, it was merely to uphold their impossible theory that Troy had

been situated on the site of 'Wiecov Kco/irj.

But Pasha Tepeh being in front of Ilium and to the side of the Plain,

« Waipol' i Trove's, i. p. 108. ' //. sxiii. G.'io.

8 //. ;i, *dl-794, already quoted at p. 147. ® Strabo, xiii. p. 599.
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its position corresponds perfectly with the indications which Homer ^"

o-ives us of the position of the monument held by the gods to he the

tumulus of Myrine, whereas men believed it to be the sepulchre of

Batieia, and there can hardly be any doubt that the poet, in describing

this tomb to us, had Pasha Tepeh in view. '

We have seen that Batieia, or lintcKi, was tlic daughter of Teucer, son

of the Scamander and the nymph Idaea, and the (jueen of Dardanus.
Myrine, to whom the tumulus was ascribed by the gods, was one of the

'» //. ii. 811-814:

f(TTt Sf Tts irpoTTapoiOe ttoAiot a<7rf?o KoAu'vr],

if ire5iot> aTrdi'€vd€, irepiSpofios (vOa Kai tfOa,

addvaroL S4 re ffiifxa iroKvffKdpdfioio Mi/pt'fTjs-

2 u
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Amazons who undertook a campaign against Troy.^ I remind tlie reader

that, according to Professor Sayce, Myrine is identical with Smyrna,

which was a name of Artemis-Cybele, the Amazons having been in the

first instance the priestesses of this Asiatic goddess.

Mrs. Schliemann sank from the top a shaft 10^ ft. hroad and 17^ ft

long, and found that the layer of vegetahle soil is scarcely more than

^ of an inch thick ; then follows brown earth as hard as stone, which

alternates with strata of calcareous earth. At a depth of 15 ft.- the white

limestone rock was struck. No ashes or charcoal were found," much less

the bones of a burnt corpse. That Mrs. Schliemann could have missed the

traces of a funeral pyre, if such had really existed, is inconceivable, when

we consider the size of the perpendicular cutting. There were found in

the brown earth some fragments of hand-made pottery similar to that of

the third, the burnt city of Hissarlik, which led me to ascribe a similar

age to the mound. But, after the winter rains had widened the shaft

and brought to light more pottery, I found there also very common
archaic Greek j^otsherds, which made me at first doubt of the great

antiquity of this tumulus. But having carefully compared them with the

common archaic pottery found in the lowest stratum of Novum Ilium,

as well as with the. archaic- pottery found in my excavations in Ithaca,

I no longer hesitate to attribute to them a high antiquity, although

their age does not, of course, come up to that of even the latest pre-

historic city of Hissarlik. I therefore find in the pottery no obstacle

to my theory that this tumulus existed at the time of Homer, and that it

gave him the idea for the sepulchre of Queen Batieia or the Amazon Myrine-

As for the fragments of pre-historic pottery contained in the tumulus,

they were no doubt lying on or in the ground with which it was heaped up.

8. Tumulus of Ujeh Teioeh.—Although my honoured friend Sir Austen

Henry Layard had already in January 1879 obtained for me j)ermission

to explore the remaining tumuli of the Troad, there yet remained a

thousand difiiculties to overcome. But by the kind endeavours of Mr.

E. Malet, Minister Plenipotentiary during Sir A. H. Layard's absence,

and of Count Hatzfeldt, the German Ambassador at Constantinople, who
assisted me at the request of Professor Virchow, I obtained my firman on

the 17th of April, and began on the following morning to sink shafts on

the summits of the gigantic tumuli of Ujek Tepeh and Besika Tejieh.

Ujek is the pure Turkish word 'Jo^^.^, which means "fireside." The

tumulus is, according to M. Burnout's measurement, 213 ft. high above

the sea, and it has obtained its name from the strange fact that (probably

from a confusion of the name Ilus with Elias) it is regarded as the

sepulchre of the prophet Elias by the inhabitants of the Troad, who
go thither on pilgrimage on the festival of that saint, on the 1st of

August, to pray to him and to light fires on the top of the tumulus in

his honour. Such fires must have been kindled there by the Christians for

many centuries, for down to a depth of 2 ft. 2 in. I found nothing but

yellow wood-ashes mixed with fragments of uninteresting modern pottery.

' 11. iii. 189, 190 ; Strabo, sii. p. 573,

/
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I began my excavations by sinking a shaft 10 ft. square. I worked
during the first two days with picks and shovels only, with which latter
I threw out the earth from the shaft ; but the next two days I had to
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employ baskets, and, when the depth of the shaft had reached 13 ft., to

erect a wooden triangle (called by builders shear-legs), by means of which
the earth was drawn out in baskets with windlasses. In the accompanying
engraving, No. 1515, this tumulus is represented from the north side,
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which has, according to M. Burnouf's measurement, a perpendicular

height of 68 ft. 6 in. ; its greatest height of 83 ft. is on the east side, its

lowest of 53ft. Sin. on the west side. Another engraving. No. 1516,

Xo. 15ie. The Scamander below the confluence of the Thynibiius ; in the background the Tumulus of Ujek Tepeh.

represents the tnmnlus of Ujek Tepeh as seen from the confluence of the

Scamander and Thymbrius.

The excavations of both Ujek Tepeh and Besika Tepeh were conducted

by my able engineer Mr. M. Gorkiewicz. The first day I could only work
the shaft in Ujek Tepeh with four labourers, but I had to increase the

number daily as we went deeper, until I had twelve workmen, which

remained the number of hands in the shaft to the end.^

I struck, at a depth of 2 ft. 8 in. below the summit, a wall which

consists alternately of roughly-hewn stones, large and small, from 1 ft.

to 3 ft. long and from 8 in. to 1 ft. 6 in. thick, cemented with a quantity

of clay ; and, as visitors will see, by a niost lucky chance this wall was

discovered exactly on the west side of my shaft, so that it was no obstacle

to me. Its direction is from north to south. Having dug through the

layer of ashes, I struck alternately layers of coarse yellow, brown, or

whitish clay, which are intersected at intervals of from 4 to 5 ft. by
horizontal strata of unwrought stones ; and these could not, in my opinion,

have been put there for any other purpose than to consolidate the

tumulus. On reaching a depth of 6 ft., I found that my shaft had been
commenced on too large a scale, and I therefore narrowed it to 6 J ft.

square. To avoid fatal accidents I supported the four sides of the shaft

vertically as well as horizontally with large beams and thick planks,

which were carefully nailed together. Nevertheless there was always
some danger, particularly for the workmen who worked in the shaft, and
who always had to be hoisted in and out by the rope of the windlass.

I therefore paid somewhat higher wages to those who worked the windlass

above, and double wages to those who worked below. No Greek workman
in the Troad ever works on a Sunday or on any of the numerous other

^ The following description is illustrated by Plans V. and VI. at the end of the volume: the
former giving a Plan and the latter a Section of the subterranean buildings within the tumulus.
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Greek liolidays ; but by paying 5 francs to each man wLo worked on

those days, I got them to overcome all their scruples, and always had most

assiduous labourers. Thus in four weeks' time I reached, at a depth of

46 ft. 4 in., the virgin soil, consisting of very hard yellow clay mixed with

stones. As will be seen from the plan of the excavation (Plans V. and VI.),

the large wall on the west side of my shaft is only 11 '80 metres =

39 ft. 4 in. high, and reaches down to a depth of 42 ft. below the sur-

face ; consequently, it was not built on the virgin soil, but 4 ft. 4 in.

above it. By comparing these figures with the height of the tumulus

as given above, the reader will see that the mound was erected on a

natural hill.

Simultaneously with this shaft, I dug into the mound from the north

side, at a perpendicular depth of 66 ft. 8 in. below the summit, a tunnel

6 ft. 8 in. high, 5 ft. 4 in. broad below and 4 ft. 4 in. above ; and I made
it vaulted, in order to lessen the danger for my workmen. Owing to the

narrowness of the tunnel, there was only room in it for three men, of

whom two worked with picks, whilst the third carried out the earth in a

wheelbarrow.

I did not begin the tunnel lower down, owing to the rising ground on

the west side of the tumulus, which made me afraid that I should strike

the natural soil. The earth being as hard as stone, and the tunnel being

so narrow, I could not work in it with my usual pick-axes, and had to

have a dozen steel picks half their size made in haste, one end of which

was pointed and the other 2-3rds in. broad and very sharp. "When I

had penetrated 29 ft. horizontally into the mound, I came upon the virgin

soil, consisting of a yellowish sandy clay and stones. It was covered to

the depth of 1 ft. 7 in. with a layer of humus, which was no doubt on

the surface when the tumulus was built. This humus was covered, from

1 ft. 2 in. to 1 ft, 4 in. deep, by a layer of brown clay, succeeded by

another thin layer of black earth. This latter was followed by a thin

layer of white clay, on which again lay a stratum of humus ; then

followed again a layer of brownish clay, 3 ft. thick. I now at once

ordered the tunnel to be raised 6i ft. ; and as, in digging further into

the mound, I nevertheless again struck the virgin soil, I was obliged to

raise the tunnel 3.V ft. higher, and then to follow the ascending slope of

the natural soil in the. direction of my shaft, which I at last reached

after a month's very hard lal)our.

The layers of brown, yellow, or wliito clay succeeded each other

continually as I worked on. Visitors will see that their thickness varies,

which is natural, for the earth was of course brought gradually from

many different places when the mound was heaped up. Fortunately I had

no need to support the sides or tlie roof of the tunnel with wooden

beams and planks ; for the soil being, as ftlready mentioned, as hard as

stone, there was not the slightest danger to my workmen. But the heat

in tht! narrow tunnel was very great, and it was increased by the petroleum

lamps ; besides, the work being very heavy, I was obliged to pay the

workmen 5 francs a head daily. Great was our joy when at last the

bottom of the shaft was reached, and a co(d drauL!;lit of air was established
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thron,t;]i the tuuncl. The event was celebrated by my workmen with 13

okes (32^ bottles) of wine and two roasted sheep, which I had given them

on the occasion. The tunnel is 96 ft. 8 in. long. By digging galleries to

the right and left at the bottom of the shaft, I found that the great wall

formed the east side of a gigantic quadrangular mass of masonry, a spe-

cies of tower, 15 ft. square ; its height being, as already stated, 39 ft. 4 in.

I further ascertained that it had been founded directly above a circular

enclosure, 4 ft. 4 in. high, consisting of well-cut polygons, from 1^ to 2h ft.

long, 1ft. 2 in. broad, and 2^ ft. thick, which are so admirably fitted

together that the whole enclosure appears to consist of one single block
;

its diameter being 34 ft. As will be seen on the j)lan and section of

Ujek Tepeh (Plans V. and VI.), on the north-west side of this circle

another Avail leans against it, which also forms a curve, but of a greater

radius. It is of the same height, and consists of rather small quad-

rangular wrought stones, joined together without any binding material.

Having cut a gallery into the massive square structure, I found in its

midst, and 6 ft. above its base, a quadrangular cavity, 3 ft. square and 5 ft.

high,^ filled with fine earth, which must in the course of ages have pene-

trated through the fissures between the stones. From this cavity I cut

a vertical shaft through the masonry down to the virgin soil, without

finding anything else than some fragments of pottery, among which late

Eoman potsherds are conspicuous, and also an iron knife. I also dug

galleries above the two circular Avails, and was by these means enabled

to sink vertical shafts into the circular enclosures. From one of the

shafts I also dug a tunnel, and joined it to the shaft sunk in the midst

of the massive quadrangular tower ; but everywhere I obtained the same

result—some fragments of iron implements and pottery of various epochs,

among which late Eoman pottery is the most abundant. The very

same result had been obtained in the large vertical shaft, as well as in

the large tunnel.

How difficult it is to dig tunnels in the midst of a huge mound, from

these again to sink shafts, and to dij? tunnels again from the bottom of

these shafts, he who has been an eye-witness of such an undertaking can

alone understand.

In the opinion of M, Burnouf and my own, the circular enclosure of

polygonal stones, over which the quadrangular tower is built, can haA^e

been nothing else than a sacred shrine, and must probably have been built

a considerable time before the superincumbent structure and the tumulus
were erected. He thinks with me^ that it is of the Macedonian age, or

perhaps of the fifth century B.C. ; for as the polygons have been worked
with iron pick-hammers, we do not feel ourselves authorized to attribute

to it a higher antiquity. Professor Sayce finds the masonry of the

circular enclosure to be distin«ti\'ely Macedonian, and does not think it

can possibly be older.

Considering all this, and bearing in mind that history knows only of

one single tumulus having been erected here, I do not hesitate to assert

^ See on Plan VI.
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that this must necessarily be that very historical monument ; namely,
the tumulus which, according to Herodian, the Emperor Caracalla (211-

216 A.D.) erected in honour of his most intimate friend Festus, whom
some believed he had poisoned merely to provide his Patroclus, in order

to imitate the funeral celebrated by Achilles to his friend,* which Homer
describes with so much beauty and precision in the twenty-third book
of the Iliad.

The tumulus of Patroclus was, as we have seen above, a mere
cenotaph ; it is therefore obvious that the tumulus of Festus could be

nothing else than a cenotaph, because the funeral rites detailed by Homer
were, of course, scrupulously observed by Caracalla. The identity of this

tumulus with that of Festus is confirmed by its gigantic proportions ; for

a vain fool like Caracalla, who aped the manners of Alexander the Great,

and in cold blood murdered his dearest friend in order to imitate Achilles,

could not but erect a funeral mound tar exceeding in magnitude all the

other tumuli of the Troad.

Of a funeral fire no trace was found either at the bottom of the tower

or elsewhere in the tumulus. We may therefore consider it as certain

that the corj)se of Festus was not burnt on this very spot. But pro-

bably it was burnt close by. If Caracalla built the cenotaph right

upon the open sanctuary which the two circular enclosures seem to

indicate, it may probably have been in order to impart a greater solemnity

to his farce.

To jnany of the fragments of terra-cottas found in this tumulus I would

not hesitate to assign the date of the fifth, to some of them even of the

sixth or the seventh century b.c. ; but it is not to them, but to the

abundant late Eoman potsherds, that we must look for the key to the date

of the monument, for this may be at any time later, but it cannot possibly

be older, than the latest pottery found at its bottom. With regard to the

great quadrangular tower, it is obvious that it was built for no other

purpose than to support the tumulus and to preserve it. All my tunnels,

shafts, and galleries in this tumulus remain open to visitors of the present

and all future generations, Sir Austen H. Layard having kindly obtained

for me permission to that efiect from the Turkish Government.

Eegarding the quadrangular tower discovered by me in Ujek Tepeh, I

call the reader's attention to the similarity of this tumulus with the

so-called tumulus of Priam on the Bali Dagh, which, as I have just

mentioned, was excavated by Mr. Calvert, and in which also a (juadran-

gular structure was discovered.

My honoured friend Dr. Arthur Milchhoefer, member of the German
ArchaRological Institute in Athens, kindly calls my attention to the

• Herodian, iv. 8, §§ IS-f) : acpiKSfievosSij ^Kf7, fiacrtXeiov /Lifri/xTtT irpoecrTu's- ovros ovtos aiirov

.:a,\ is offov ijOiAe ruiv oueiparojv iiJ.<popri6eis, iv 'lAi'&j ^TeA.euTTjfrej', ics /ueV rivts i\fyov,

ilKfv is''l\ioi/. iiTiXdwv Sf irdvTa to. ttjs trd^fuis (jiapfiaKw afatpfOels 'iv cbs XiarpoKKos racprj, iis

Aeii^ai/a, ijKfv firl rhv 'Ax'^A.fa's Ta<pov, <ni- St tVfpoi i(paaKov, v6acv 5ia<f>0apfis. rovrov

^dvnis T6 KO(Tfj.r]<Tas Ka\ avdeai TroAvTeAws -KaMv KOfxiffBrivai KfXfvn rhv vfKvv, ^vAuiv rt troWui'

'Ax'AAe'a ifj.ifji.i7T0, ^r}Twv re Koi TldTpoK\6v riva aOpottrdrivai irvpdy • itndiis re avrhv iv jXiGW Kol

itroiriffi Ti TOWVTOV. ?iv avrw -ris twi/ aTrcAeu- TrofToSoTra (.'(fa KaTaa(pa^as u</)f)if'e re, Ka\ (pid\riv

Q(p(i)u (pihTaros, 4>7JffTos fx-lv ijuofxa, tt/s Se \al3wu ffnivSuiv re to?s dvifiois eCxfTO.
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analo^Y wliicli exists between the tumnlns of Ijek Tepeli and the

Cucumella at Ynlci in Etruria, of whicli lie gives me the following

details :
—

'• The Cucnniella is a tumulus now between 40 and 50 ft. high by about

200 ft. in diameter at the base. It was first explored in 1829 by the

Prince of Canino, the pro2:irietor of the land. The tumulus was surrounded

by a wall of large blocks which is now destroyed, and on which, according

to all analogy, must have stood the sculptures of sphinxes and lions, of

which several have been found outside. Beneath the wall were found

some unimportant tombs, which, in the opinion of Mr. Dennis,^ belong to

servants and slaves. Towards the middle of the tumulus two towers were

struck, about 40 ft. high ; one quadrangular, the other conical ; which are

distinguished from everything else of the kind by their careless and

irregular masonry. But Micali *" observes that the conical tower consists

of better and larger materials than the other. These towers have, it

is asserted, no visible entrance, though an entrance is indicated in the

drawing given by Micali.^

" Lenoir * has already called attention to the tumulus of Alyattes in

Lydia, which, according to Herodotus,^ had on its summit five* conical

pillars (like the tomb of Porsena, near Chiusi, and the so-called ' tomb of

the Horatii and the Curiatii,' near Albano), and he draws from this the

conclusion that the towers had been erected in the tumulus of Cucumella

to support five similar pillars.

" Of the further discoveries of the Prince of Canino, besides Ed.

Gerhard.^ Mr. Dennis says :
' At the foot of these towers is now a shape-

less hollow ; but here were found two small chambers constructed of

massive regular masonry, and with doorways of primitive style, arched

over by the gradual convergence of the horizontal courses. They were

approached by a long passage, leading directly into the heart of the

tumulus ; and here on the ground lay fragments of bronze and gold plates,

very thin, and adorned with ivy and myrtle leaves. Two stone sphinxes

stood guardians at the entrance of the passage.'-

"It is a remarkable fact that the tomb of Porsena, at Clusium, the only

Etruscan tomb of which we have any record, bore a close affinity to the

only Lydian sepulchre described by the ancients (that of Alyattes), the

square merely taking the place of the circle ; for it is said to have had
' five pyramids ' rising from a square base of masonry, one at each angle,

and one in the centre.^ And the curious monument at Albano, vulgarly

called the tomb of the Horatii and Curiatii, has a square basement of

masonry, surmounted by four cones, and a cylindrical tower in the midst.

Five, indeed, seems to have been the established number of cones, pyra-

mids, or columnar cipjji, on tombs of this description ; whence it has been

* The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, i. ' Anncdi delP Instituto, 1S32, p. 272.

P- 452. 9
i. 93.

« Storia d' Ant. Pop. It. iii. p. 103. i Bullet, dell' Inst. 1829, p. 51.

^ Antichi Monumenti, 62. 1 ; see also the ^ Dennis, op. cit. p. 453.

sketch ia the Monumenti of the Roman Insti- ' Varro, cip. Plin. H. N. sxsvi. 19, § 4.

into, i. 41. 2.
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suggested that three other towers are probably buried in the unexcavated

part of the CucumeUa." *

Dr. Milehhoefer adds that, on account of the sphinxes, we cannot

ascribe a later date than the fifth century B.C. to the Cucumella. " We
have," he says, " in these monuments a new proof of the ancient and

direct connection of Asiatic and Tyrrhenian culture. In Asia Minor, and

especially perhaps in the necropolis of Sardis, might be found the key to

the solution of many of these moot questions."

But the tumulus of Ujek Tepeh seems to have no affinity to any one

of these tombs It was evidently copied by Caracalla from the other

tumuli of the Troad, and from the cenotaph of Patroclus as described by
Homer. The large size of the quadrangular tower erected just in the

centre, and the fact that no other masonry was found in my tunnel, prove

that this is the only tower in the tumulus, and that its sole object was to

consolidate the mound.

9. Turn IIIus of Besika Tepfh,—Simultaneously with the exj)loration of

Ujek Tepeh, I also investigated the Besika Tepeh, of which I have already

spoken. It is not mentioned by ancient writers, but some modern tra-

vellers have identified it with the sepulchre of Peneleos.^ This tumulus is,

according to M. Burnouf's measurement, 141 ft. high above the sea, 48 ft.

3 in. in height, and 266 ft. in diameter at its base. Here also I sank from

the summit of the tumulus a shaft 6^ ft. square, and began at the same

time to dig a tunnel into the mound from the north side. But I gave up

this tunnel after a few days, and limited myself to the sinking of the

shaft. The earth being very loose, I had constantly to support all the

four sides of the shaft, both vertically and horizontally, with beams and

planks, in order to avoid accidents. Just as in Ujek Tepeh. I worked here

at first with picks and shovels, throwing out the earth on the sides of the

mound. But when the depth of the shaft exceeded 6 ft., I had the earth

lifted out with baskets, and, when this could no longer be done, I made
a wooden triangle of beams over the shaft, and had the earth removed in

baskets with windlasses, three men being always occupied at the bottom

of the shaft in digging and filling the basket. I began with seven

workmen, but had to increase their number gradually to ten. The danger

from the loose earth being here still greater than in the I^ek Tepeh,

I had to pay as high wages as at the latter tumulus. As in that case, the

earth wliich was brought up was thrown all round the summit, in order to

avoid disfiguring the mound. I struck frtmi time to time layers of large

stones, which can have had no other purpose than to consolidate the

tumulus. In a great many places these stones may be seen peeping out

from the slope of the mound.

After incessant labour for twenty-four days, my shaft, at a depth of

44 ft., reached the rock, which consists of limestone. M. Burnouf, who
carefully measured and investigated the different strata of earth in the

• Ann. Inst. 18:)2, p. 273—Lenoir. have been five." (Dennis, op. cil. i. jip. 453, 454.)

Dennis says :
" I muoli doubt tliis. There may * Barker Webb, TopO'jraphie de la Troadc,

be one or two more, hut from the jwsition of the p. 66.

disclosed towers iu the mound there can hardly



metres.
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In the layers of yellow clay I never found anything, whilst the layers

of dark earth, which appear to have been cut away from the surface of

the ground when the tumulus was made, contained large masses of frag-

ments of very coarse as well as of better pottery, of a red, brown, yellow,

or black colour, which has received a lustrous surface byhand-polishing:

all this pottery is hand-made. The coarse pottery, which is sometimes an

inch thick, is either quite unpolished or polished on one side, but seldom

on both. The largest of the vessels which the fragments of the rude

pottery denote, cannot have been higher than about 3 ft. They are some-

times ornamented with a projecting rope-like band round the neck and

a handle in the form of a rope. In general, these coarse vessels are

baked only to about one-third of the thickness of their clay, and

they far exceed in rudeness any pottery ever found by me in any one

of the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik. But, strange to say, some

of them have a rude painted ornamentation of large black bands.

The fragments of the better pottery denote smaller vases, and the first

impression they make is certainly that they are similar to the pottery

of the setond city of Hissarlik, and of the same make ; nay, some of them
appear at first sight to be similar even to the pottery of the first city.

But on close examination we find that they are vastly different ; for their

clay is coarser, and contains much more of the coarsely-crushed silicious

stone and syenite, with a far greater quantity of mica ; besides, the

pottery is evidently altogether different in shape and fabric. It is seldom

baked to more than half the thickness of the clay, and generally only to

one-third. Nevertheless, having been abundantly dipped in a wash of clay,

and having been evidently put twice to the fire, and polished both inside

and outside before each baking, the vases are generally smooth on both

sides ; but a vast number of them have only been polished on the outside,

and are rude and coarse on the inside. The vase-bottomfe especially are

rude and bulky, all of them are flat, and in a very great number of cases

they have the impressions of the wicker-work of straw on which the vases

had been put after they had been modelled. On most of these vase-

bottoms the impression of the wicker-work is so perfect, that one might

count in them all the straws of which it was composed. Indeed, it

would appear that the impression of the wicker-work was made on

purpose to decorate the vase-bottoms. In a few cases the vase-bottoms

represent the impression of a wicker-work of rods.

The Besika pottery further differs from that of Hissarlik in tlie total

absence of perforated projections for suspension. Only two fragments with

a hole were found ; one of them belonging to a bowl, the other being the

fragment of a hollow wing-like handle, such as we see on the vases like

No. 180, p. 303. Two such wing-like handles were found, which prove

that vases similar to those represented under these numbers were in use.

There were also found two fragments of a red and a l)lack vase, with a

rudely-incised linear decoration representing net-work, which had evi-

dently been made after the baking ; also two fragments with a concave

linear decoration ; whereas hundreds of other fragments were brought to

light, having a most curious painted decoration, which is for the most
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part of a floral kind, representing trees of brown colour on a light-yellow

dead ground, but so rudely made that one doubts after all if the primitive

artist intended to represent trees with their branches, or fish-spines.

Sometimes we see this floral decoration of a lustrous black, on a light-

yellow dead ground ; and in such cases, all tlie rest of the vase being

of the same uniform lustrous black colour, I cannot but think tliat the

decoration must have been produced without paint, and merely by a

polishing stone. Sometimes we see on the vases a number of parallel

black bands, between which the j)ainted tree or herring-bone decoration

proceeds alternately in opposite directions. At other times we see a

decoration of painted brown bands, vertical or horizontal, on a light-red

dead ground. But it must be well understood that the decoration is, in

the case of the vases or jugs, always on the outside, in that of the bowls

on the inside. There are also bowls which are on the outside of a lustrous

black, on the inside partly of a lustrous dark-red, partly of a light-red,

and decorated with dark-red bands, with the tree or herring-bone orna-

mentation described above. We also frequently see on the outside, both

of the vases and bowls, which are of a light-brown or dark-red colour,

very curious black signs, resembling written characters ; but they are so

indistinct that I believe them to have been painted with black clay. The
same is no doubt the case with the painted floral or other decorations

;

they are too indistinct to be anything else than clay paint. The total

absence of the whorls and the tripod-vessels, wdiich occur in such immense
numbers at Hissarlik, is astonishing.

The vase-handles of Besika Tepeh are usually plain, but there are some

with pointed projections. Of vessels with breast-like projections only two

fragments turned up ; one of them has the projection at the very rim.

But not all the pottery is hand-made. In carefully examining one by

one all the thousands of fragments, I found the fragments of two wheel-

made vases, which, as compared with any oi the other fragments, are of

very fine clay, but the baking of both is but very slight. One of them is

grey, and is the lower part of a vase ; it is decorated with a hardly per-

ceptible painted black band, probably of clay colour : the other, though

of the same colour, is covered on the outside with a whitish clay, which

gives it the appearance of Egyptian porcelain.

If, at the risk of wearying the reader, I have given a detailed

account of the Besika Tepeh pottery, it is because it is of capital interest

to archaeology, no similar pottery having ever come under my notice

elsewhere. All this jDottery must have been lying on the north-east side

of the tumulus, on or in the soil with which the latter was made. Here,

therefore, was a town or village, which no doubt extended much further

still to the north-east and east, for, as I have before stated, the projecting

rock there has been artificially levelled. But as to the chronology of this

settlement it is difficult to express an opinion, the more so as, with the

exception of the hollow wing-like vase-handles, the pottery is so totally

diff'erent from all the pottery found in the five pre-historic cities of

Hissarlik, and most decidedly denotes an altogether diff'erent race of

people. I have vainly endeavoured to find an analogy to it in the British
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Museum. The only similar pottery I found there consisted of two brown

vase-fragments from Malta ; but in these the resemblance is very striking.

Of other objects of human industry found in this tumulus, I can only

mention some good polishing-stones for smoothing pottery. Strange to

say, not a single flint knife or flint saw turned up, and not even a single

stone hammer, bruising-stone, or saddle-quern, which are found in such

immense abundance in all the five pre-historic cities of Hissarlik.

Some bones, apparently of animals, were found here and there in the

tumulus ; also many oyster-shells, a broken murex, and some other shells.

No trace of a funeral fire was found at the bottom or anywhere else in

the tumulus.

10. Hagios Demetrios Tepeh.—I also explored, in company with Pro-

fessor Virchow and M. Burnouf, the conical hill, called Hagios Demetrios

Tepeh, which I have mentioned in the preceding pages. We found it to

consist altogether of limestone-rock. Nevertheless, as M. Burnouf found

a small pitcher of the Eoman time near the surface, I excavated for two

days on its summit, in the hope of finding there at least tombs of the

Greek period ; but I found the layer of earth to be nowhere deeper than

5 ft., with no trace of sepulchres. As in the days of old the inhabitants

went in crowds on the festival of Demeter to the adjoining marble temple

of that goddess, of which large ruins still exist, in the same manner they

now go on the festival of Hagios Demetrios on pilgrimage to the little

open shrine of the saint and kindle on the mound bonfires in his honour.

11. The Torn!) of Bus.—I further excavated the repeatedly mentioned

(Ti]'iJia "iXoy, or Tomb of Ilus, situated on the right bank of the Kalifatli

Asmak, at a very short distance to the north of Koum Kioi. As this

tumulus probably consisted of pure earth, and was brought under the

plough, it gradually vanished, and its present dimensions are merely

38 ft. 4 in. in diameter and 3 ft. 4 in. in height. There is a circular

depression around its centre, which seems to indicate that there has

been a round recess, from which the stones have been extracted for build-

ing purposes. 1 merely found there a layer of stones and dehris 1 ft. 8 in.

deep, and not even a fragment of pottery. Below the stones I struck a

layer of clay, and then a thick stratum of coarse or fine river sand ; and

beneath this (at an average depth of from 5 to 8^ ft. below the surface)

the very compact brown clay of the plain.

12. At Prof.Virchow's suggestion, I also sank a shaft into the tumulus

situated near the southern extremity of Novum Ilium,^ to the left of the

road in going to Pasha Tepeh, but I found there nothing else than a few

fragments of Koman bricks, and struck the rock at a depth of about 5 ft.

13. I cannot conclude this discussion of the Heroic tombs in the Troad

without discussing the real tomb of Hector. According to the Iliad,

Hector's corpse was brought out of Troy and put on the pyre raised

before the town." The body having been consumed by the fire, the bones

* See the Map of the Tioad. a\\' Sre Si] SeKdrrj itpivt] (paeffijxfiporos rjds,

' //. xxiv. 782-787 : Ka\ r^r' ap' i^f(pfpov Opaavv "Efciopa SaKpv

ws e(pa9\ o'i 8' vn aiiid^Tjffiv /3das rjfiLvvovs Tt x^ovres,

^ivyvvcrav, altpa 5' tireira -irph atTTfos ijyfpfOovTO. it> Se irvpTJ viriT7] vfKphv diffav, tV 5' i^aXov izvp.
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were collected, put into a golden box, and deposited in a grave, wliich

was covered up with large stones, and over these the tumulus was raised.

The poet leaves us in doubt of what material this tumulus was made

;

but as he says that it was raised in haste, we must suppose that it was

heaped up with earth. Around it sat watchmen, on the look-out lest the

Achaeans might rush forth ere the tumulus w^as completed. The work

being terminated, the men returned to the town.^

From both these passages it is evident, that the author of the

twenty-fourth Iliad had in view, not a cenotaph, but a real tomb, and

that this tomb was erected before or close to Ilium. But here I have to

repeat that the twenty-fourth Hind, as well as the twenty-fourth Odysse]/,

is generally regarded as j)seudo-Homeric and as a later addition. This

would at once explain why we see here a real tomb instead of a mere

cenotaph, like that which was erected for Patroclus;" and further, why
we see in the twenty-fourth Iliad the tumulus of Ilus on the right bank

of the Scamander,^" whilst according to other passages it was situated on

the left bank of that river. ^ Professor Sayce observes to me that " the

author of the twenty-fourth Iliad seems to have been a native of Smyrna,

well acquainted with Lydia (see II. xxiv., lines 544 and 614-G17)

;

he may consequently be describing the practice of the Lydians, whose

burial mounds exist in such numbers in the neighbourhood of Sardis."

In fact, it appears that, if not throughout antiquity, at least from

the Macedonian period, the twenty-fourth Riad was considered as apocry-

phal, for Lycophron already mentions Hector's tomb at Ophrynium:^

and this is also confirmed by Strabo,^ But it seems that the Ilians also

showed in or near their city a tumulus which they alleged to be Hector's

tomb, for Bio Chrysostom* relates that Hector's tomb w^as in high honour

by the Ilians. Lucian ^ also mentions sacrifices to Hector at Ilium.

Philostratus moreover informs us that Hector had a celebrated statue at

Ilium, wliich wrought many miracles, and was the object of general

veneration
;
games were even held in his honour.*^ I also remind the

reader of the Emperor Julian's letter given in the preceding pages,^

* //. xxiv. 792-801 : voacpi vewv ayayiiiv, iroTafxa) I'tti SivrievTL,

avTap eTretra ev Kadap^, o9i St; veKvoDV StecpaiveTO x^pos.

bcrria \iVKa KiyovTo KaaiyvriToi 6' erapoi re See also 560, 5G1, and x. 414-, 415.

fi.vp6ij.evoi, daXephv Se KaTel^ero SaKpv irapawv. ^ Lycophron, Alcxcmdra, 1208 ff.

KoX TO 76 xpv(r€iT)v is kdpvaKa 6'7]Kav e\6vT(:s, ^ xiii. p. 595 : n\7)(riov S' earl rb 'Ocppvuiov,

iToptpvpeois ireVAoicri KaAvxl/avTss fxa\aKoicnv • €<p^ S rh ToC'E/cropos &\(Tos ei> Trepicpave? TOTrcfi.

al\lia 5' tip' is Koi\7]v Kaverov dicrav, ainap ^ Orat. xi. 179. * Dcorum Conviv. 12.

virepdev ^ Heroica, p. 295 : rh iv 'lAio} ayaA/j.a rod

irvKvolaiv KoLiffffi Karerrropecrav ineyd\oi(TLV. "EKropos rj/xiOecc avOpwircji eoi/ce Kol TroAAa r]6ri

pifKpa 5e cttj/jl ex^"" '
'"'^P' 5e aKOirol e'iaro iin.(pa.ivei rw Oewpovvri avrh ^w 6p6(^ Koyia •

TrdvTT), Kai yap (ppovrifxarwBfs Soku kuI yopyov Kol

fjLTi Trplv i^opfX7)0itiv ivKvi)fjii'5es 'Axatoi. (paiSphf Kai ^vv ajSporriTi ffcppiyo'v Kal 7) wpa /xer'

X^vavres Se-rh ar}/j.a TraKiv k'iov • ovhefxias Koaris. tan 6' o'uroo ri ffx-Kvovv, is rhv
^ II. xxiii. 2."i:;-256, as quoted above. 6eari)v i-maTzaatxaQai Qiyelv. rovro 'iSpvrat /xiv

'" //. xxiv. 349-351 : iv TrepifiAiirrw rod 'l\lov, TroAAa Se ipyd^irat

0? 5' ETrel ovv jxeya ffri/xa irapl^ "lAoio tXaffaav, XPV'^'''"- koivtj re koL is 'iva, o6ev fvxovrai avrcp

arrio'av dp' rajLLOvovs re koI 'ittttovs, u(ppa irioiev, Kol dywva Qvovaiv, ore Srj depfxhv ovrcv Kal

iv irorafjLU)
" ivaywviov yiyverai, cos Kal iSpuira aw' avrov

» II. viii. 489-491 : Xeifiea-dai.

Tpdwv avr' ayopijv iroiijcraro (paiSiiJ.os"EKroi)p, ' See pp. 181, 182.
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in which he states that first of all he was conducted to Hector's heroiim,

where his bronze statue stood in a small temple ; it was anointed with

oil, and there was still a sacrificial fire burning on the altar. But already,

perhaps more than 700 years before Julian's time, Thebes in Boeotia

had disputed with Ophrynium and Ilium the honour- of possessing

Hector's bones; for, as Pausanias^ relates, in consequence of an oracle

Hector's bones were brought from Ilium to Thebes, and a tomb was

erected over them at the fountain of Oedipus, where they were wor-

shipped. I may still further mention that in the Peplos of Aristotle is an

epigram :

^

'EttI "E/CTopos Ketjxfvov iv @-q^ats-

'T,KTOpL Tov 5e ^iyav Boiustwi afSpes ^rev^av

rvfx^ov virip yalrjs, (Ty]ix iniyiyvofxevois.

I give here finally under No. 1518 the engraving of a terra-cotta

figure, probably an idol, which was found by a boy near the village of

No. 1518. FiRure of IVrra-cotta, with a cap on the head

;

fuunU in the I'roail, ntar Ihe surface. (Actual size.)

Yeni Shehr, and which is remarkable for its resemblance to some of the

rudest Mycenean idols.
^°

* Paus. ix. 18, § 4 : "Etrrt 5e Kal "E/cropos

@TI0alots rdipos rod Upid/xov irphs OiSiiroSiq

Ka.Kovixfvri KprjvT] • KOfxiffai 5* avTov to oara e|

lAiou (paali/ eV! TOioDSt fiavreiifxari

&r]0aiut KaS/xoto truKti' KajavanTaourfs,

at /f' idiXrjTe irarpav 0iKe7v avu a/xv/xovi irAovTcp,

EKTopos offTea Tlpia/jiiSov KOfilcravns is oXkovs

e'l 'AcriTjs Aihs ivvfa'ajs f)pooa ae^eaOai.
^ Apprndix Ephirammatnm Anthoi. Palat. 9.

'" See uiy Mycenae, PI. xviii. aud six.
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In closing this account of the result of my researches on the site of

"sacred Ilios " und in the country of the Trojans, I would express the

fervent hope that historical research with the pickaxe and the spade,

which in our time engages the attention of scholars with more curiosity

and more diversity of opinion than any other form of study, may be

more and more developed, and that it may ultimately bring forth into

broad daylight the dark pre-historic ages of the great Hellenic race.

May this research ivith the inckaxe and the spade prove more and more

that the events described in the divine Homeric poems are not mythic

tales, but that they are based on real facts ; and, in proving this, may
it augment the universal love for the noble study of the beautiful Greek

classics, and particularly of Homer, that brilliant sun of all literature !

In humbly laying' this account of my disinterested labours before the

judgment-seat of the civilized world, I should feel the profoundest satis-

faction, and should esteem it as the greatest reward my ambition could

aspire to, if it were generally acknowledged that I have been instru-

mental towards the attainment of that great aim of my life.

I cannot conclude without mentioning with the warmest gratitude the

names of my honoured and learned friends Professor Eudolf Yirchow of

Berlin, Professor Max Miiller and Professor A. H. Sayce of Oxford, Pro-

fessor J. P. Mahaffy of Dublin, M. Emile Burnouf of Paris, Professor H.

Brugsch Bey, and Professor Paul Ascherson of Berlin, Mr. Frank Calvert,

U. S. Consul of the Dardanelles, and Mr. A. J. Duffield of London, who
have favoured me with most learned and valuable Appendices or Notes to

the present work. Lastly, I here express my warmest gratitude to the

learned publisher of this work, my honoured friend Mr. John Murray, as

well as to my honoured and learned friend Mr. Philip Smith, for all the

kind services they have rendered me, and all the valuable assistance they

have lent me in carrying out the present work.



APPENDIX I.

TROY AND HISSARLIK.

By Professor Vikchow.

At the beginning of List year Dr.

Schliemann asked my help in his ex-

plorations at Hissarlik and in the

Trojan plain. The journey to Troy

was a considerable one, but, after a

good deal of hesitation, I j-esolved to

make it. In fact, I could not refuse.

A journey to Troy—how many
heads would be turned by the thought

of it ! Men of the most various callings

offered me their company, when it was
known that I meant to visit so rare a

spot. And 3'et this was no Swiss tour,

where the attraction is in the scenery,

though an occasional visit may be jiaid

to the Eiitli and Kiisznacht, Sempach
and Laupen, Murten and St. Jacob an

der Birs. Tt js the TJiad w1iinh_takpa_

us to Troy. The forms conjured up
by the poet fill the traveller's fancy

from the first. He wants to see the

spots where the long struggle for

Helen was fought, the graves where

the heroes lie who lost their lives in

it. Achilles and Hector stand in the

foreground of the vivid picture, which
is still engraven, as it was thousands

of years ago, on the mind of every

educated bo3^ This picture, it is true,

cannot have now all the moving power
it had in anticpiify. Even Xerxes, as

he marclii'l ;i_!^aiii&t Greece iii_.tlie

fulness 111' liis iiiiglit, «M>uId uut with-

stand thr I'aMjiuuLiunuilLhcsc.mcuiories.

Wlule his army Avas marching from

Adramyttium to Aliydos, ho sought

out the ruins of Ilium, and then'

offered a thousand bulls to Athene.

Alexander again, when his armj
crossed the Hellespont in its trium-

jjhant progress a gaijist Asia, forthwiib--

turned his steps to the funeral mound
of Achilles, that it might give him
str.'iigfli and a confidouiJiDpe of vic-

_tui-y. The soil of Troy has had no such
mighty visitors since, but any one who
treads it feels something of what
Xerxes and Alexander felt at the same
place. There is an atmosphere of

poetry lying over the whole country,

and of this atmosphere it cannot be

divested.

It is not to be supposed, however,

that it is this poetical atmosphere
alone which arouses the traveller's

interest. Before the Iliad arose with
all its wealth of stories, there existed a
series of popular travellers' stories, in

which Troy figured. One of the oldest

of Greek myths is connected with the

name of the Hellespont. Helle and
her brother started from Boeotia over

the sea north-eastwards; but when
they came to the Trojan coast, Helle

fell into the sea (Pontes), and only

her brother Phryxus reached the dis-

tant Colchis, where he hung up the

ram's golden fleece. Then came the

Argonauts, to fetch this fleece, and the

great Heracles, whoso deeds on the

Trojan coast bring him into contact

with the royal race of Priam. At the

north end of Besika Bay there is a

steep and almost bare promontory of

shelly tertiary rock, where travellers

are told that the princess Hesione was
exposed to the attacks of the sea-

monster until the monster was slain

by the roving hero ; and there is still

visible, though half filled up, a deep

2 X
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trench going crossAvisc through the

headland of Sigeum, on the south side

of II agios Dcmetrios Tepeh, which is

said to have been dug by Heracles in

order to drain the Trojan plain.

It is but a short step from the

heroes to the Olympian gods them-

selves. The walls of the ancient city

had, as the story went, been built l)y

Poseidon when undergoing a tempo-

rary bondage. Ganymede was a

member of the Trojan ro^al femily.

The union of Anchises with the

goddess of beauty herself gave birth

to Aeneas, through whom the race of

the Julii in Eonie could lay claim to

descent from the gods. Thus was it

that the first emperors arose by the

grace of God : the Julii were not un-

mindful of this descent, and they

showered honours and privileges on

the late cit}^ of New Ilium. Lastly,

not to forget the most important of

all these legends, it Avas Priam's soil

Paris Avho decided the contest be-

tween the three goddesses for the

prize of beauty. The apple of Paris

Avon for the judge the beautiful Helen,

but b]-ought ruin in the sequel on

himself, his family, and his country.

In this way does the central fact of

the Iliad connect it Avith the doings of

the Immortals.

It cannot be pure chance or mere

caprice that has associated with thi s

country such a rich store of mytlis .

whether of gods, heroes, or men. No
other place has ever gathered around

itself a fund of legend so great or so

glorious. There must be something in

the country, in its natural conditions,

some special incentive to poetical crea-r

tion, to account for this Avealth of

legend. The place itself must have
possessed a special charm for the poet.

Nature must haA^e Avorn an aspect here

which gave fire to his fancy. Who
can belicA'e that all these memories
have been arbitrarily connected Avith

the Hellespont, or that the Troad has

been chosen Avitliout reference to its

real nature, by a sort of geographical

caprice, to be the arena of all these

legendary events ?

The ordinary traveller, csi^ecially if

he approaches the country from the

sea, Avill find this riddle hard to read.

On the other hand, if he comes, as 1

did, by AA-av of the Black Sea and the

B(isp(<rus to the Dardanelles, and en-

ters the Troad on that side by land,

an immcasural;)ly deeper impression is

made by the beaixty and singularity of

the region. Constantine the Great has

borne conclusive testimony that this

is the case. When he formed the

purpose, fraught Avith such Avorld-Avids

issues, of transplanting the seat of

the Eoman Empire from Rome to the

East, his thoughts turned first to

Ilium. We are told that the building

of the ncAV Rome had been actuallv

begun here, Avhen the superiority of

Byzantium in natural charms and

political importance duAvned upon his

mind. He built Constantinople, and

Hium Avas left to fall in ruins. There

can be no doubt that if the traAtelier

sails through the southern part of the

Hellespont, on one of the steamers

AA'hichare noAV almost the only means of

transport, especially on a day Avhen

the mountain background is hidden,

the whole Troad looks uninteresting,

dreary, and barren. It is not likely

that any one who did no more than

coast round the Trojan plain would

eA^er think of making it the scene of

action for a great poem or a Avide circle

of legends.

For all this, scholars dispute as to

whether Homer, or, to speak in more

general terms, the poet of the Iliad,

Avas ever in the country it>elf. A
marvellous dispute this must seem, to

any oneAvho has not merely seen the

country from the sea, but has traversed

its interior ! I must say I tliink it

impossible that the Iliad could ever

have been composed by a man Avho

had not been in the country of the

Iliad.

There is, it is true, a third alter-

native. It is conceivable that the
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legend of Ilium, like those of Gany-

mede and Paris, of Hesione and

Heracles, of Laomedon and Ancliises,

arose and assumed form in the country

itself, on a foundation laid by the im-

pre>sions made by the scenery on llie

native inhabitants, and that these le-

gends were then, at whatever stage of

completeness, put into the hands of the

poet of the Iliad, who was a native of

some other country. Such an assump-

tion, while it recognizes the charms of

the country as a cradle of legend, con-

siderably disparages the functions of

the poet of the Iliad. We have, I

believe, no right to make it. The
Iliad could hardly have preserved so

true a local colouring, if a stranger had

adojited the native legends and

wrought them into his poem, without

ever having seen the land itself.

There ai-e instances, it is true, which

seem to prove the contrary. Schiller

had never been in Switzerland, and

yet he produced in his Wilhelm Tell a

work of art so perfect, that even the

man born on the shore of the Lake of

Lucerne cannot but wonder at it. In

a certain sense, and in the case of

Troy itself, Virgil may be added as

another example. But we must not

forget how different were the condi-

tions under which these poets worked.

Both Schiller and Virgil found icrit-

ten local legends, and accurate geo-

graphical information ready to their

hands. In spite of this they were not

able to give to their poetry such a

specific local colouring, or to find such

clearly recognizable localities for all

their scenes, as the author of the Iliad

does. How different is the glowing

recollection of ever-fresh passages in

the Iliad, which arises as we traverse

the Troad, to the reminiscences of

Wilhelm Tell suggested by a sail on

the Lake of Lucerne or a clamber

about its shore! The power of in-

tuition shown by the poet of Wilhelm

Tell is marvellous indeed, but it is

confined to three or fuur spots whoso

situation could be easily grasped with

the help of good majDS ; while in the

Iliad w'd are struck, on the one hand,

by the truth of the general imjn-es-

sion of what is an extensive district,

and on the other by. the number of

distinct views which present to us

ever fresh spots in the landscape. I

do not refer merely to Homer's oft-

noticed characteristic description of

all objects by means of short and apt

distinctive epithets, as " Ida rich in

springs," " the eddying Scamander,"
" the windy Ilium," but far more to

his almost surprising knowledge of

the meteorology of the district, of

the flora and fauna, and the social

peculiarities of its population. Three

thousand years have not sufficed to

produce any noteworthy alteration in

these things. The clouds are still

drawn in the same courses as are de-

scribed in the Iliad, and the storn>s

gather on the same mountain-tops as

in Homer's time. The number ot

wild beasts has grown gradually less,

and the camel and the turkey have

been added to the tame stock, but the

native species are unchanged. 'J'he

floAvers, shrubs, and trees, mentioned in

the poem, still grow on the river-banks

and the mountain uplands. Tliis is the

case, above all, with the people. Im-

migration has followed immigration :

Aeolians and Eomans, Turks and Ar-

menians, have come into the country,

but the population remains what it

has always been. There is but little

cultivation, and there are herds in

abundance ; and this influences not

only the social arrangements of the

people, but even the nature of the

earth's suiface. If the Turks were not

such an unchangeable race, another

mode of life would have been sure

to arise in the course of time. It is

possible, however, to burn petroleum,

and to remain in all else a Homeric

Ti'ojan; to build a church or a mosque,

and. still to hold a proper carriage or

a passable high-road in abhorrence.

I do not mean, however, to assert

that the poet of the Iliad was a native
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Trojan, or tliat ho tested every word

in his ]>oeiu l)y a reference to the

realities of nature and human institu-

tions. On the contrary, I acknowledge

that there are several passages in the

Iliad which do not suit the circum-

stances at all. The two sjirings of

the Scaniander, the cold and the warm,
placed hy the Iliad in the plain, are

sought there in vain ; they are high

up on Mount Ida, two days' journey

iVoiu the plain. But the Iliad has

not many jjassages of this kind, and
several of these admit of more than

one interpretation, while others are

Very possibly later additions made
hy some subsequent hand. Trifles

such as these are not enough to cloud

our conviction of the truth of the

general representation. The truth of

this warrants us in assuming that the

poet did visit the country, though

perhaps he may not have stayed there

long, and it does not exclude the pos-

sibility that a body of legend, though
disjointed and incongruous, already

existed before his time.

For a bird's-eye view of this mighty
arena an eminence must be sought in

the interior. This is furnished by
the hill of Hissarlik, the scene of

Dr. Schliemann's excavations. There
are other points admirably adapted

for this purpose on the rising ground
on the west, along the coast of the

Aegean Sea, on the promontory of Si-

geum and the ridge of Ujek. A most

commanding view may be obtained

from the conical sepulchral mound
(also recently excavated by Dr. Schlie-

mann) which rises to about 80 feet

from a high ridge to the south ^ of

Sigeum, about two miles from Besika

Bay. This is the Ujek Tepeh, which
is seen far out at sea, and is used as

a signal by sailors. From its summit
we gain a comprehensive view of the

whole arena of the Iliad.

Immediately at our feet lies the

Trojan plain proper, stretching away
from the shores of the Hellespont on
the north to Bali Dagh on the south.

This plain is an old fiord, which has

been filled by river-deposit—especially

that of the Scaniander—Avhich has

produced a rich marshy soil, broken

by frequent swamps and occasional

deposits of sand. The plain lies so as to

correspond in the main to the course

of the Scamander, which, rising well

to the east, gets nearer and nearer to

the western edge of the plain, and
flows into the Hellespont close by the

Sigean promontory. On both sides of

its course, and more particularly on
its right, it is joined by a network of

branch channels, which in diy seasons

are nearly or quite empty, but which,

when the river is high, receive the

surplus waters of the Scamander and
swell to all ajipearance into indepen-

dent streams. The lower we get in the

})lain, the broader and deeper do these

become, and near the coast they never

run drj^ though the inroads of the

water of the Hellespont make them
more or less brackish.

This complicated network of water-

courses, we may say at once, is of

considerable significance for the in-

terpretation of the Iliad. Beyond a

doubt this river is the ScamancfeF"
of-tiTfT-poeiri : In spite of all the

attempts which have been made to

transfer this name to a little rivulet

which i-uns its short course in the

western part of the plain by the side

of the Scamander—the Bounarbashi

Su—an unprejudiced comparison of

the Homeric references with the actual

phenomena forbids us to look for the
'• divine " Scamander in a corner of

the Trojan plain, and to force the real

river of the plain, to which it owes

its existence, into a position of fic-

titious inferiority. It is true that in

many points the great river does

not correspond to the Scamander of

the poem. The Scamander flowed

into the Hellespont to the eastward

and not to the westward of the plain.

It is described as lying between Ilium

and the naval camp of the Achaeans ;

and the battle-field, again, is repre-
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sented as between the camp and the

river's left bank. The Bounarbashi

brook suits these conditions still less,

and this is reason enough for leaving

it out of the discussion for the future.

Assuming the great river to be the

Scamander, we must choose between

two explanations of the facts. Either

Ilwmer is all wrong about the course

of the Scamander—and this would be

a strong argument to prove that he

had never been in the Troad—or the

river has in the course of centuries

altered its bed, and its lower course

is no longer the same as that of the

old Scamander.

I have not space on the present

occasion to expound in detail the

reasons which to my mind make it in

the highest degree prolmble, if they

do not absolutely prove, that the

Scamander does flow in a new bed,

and that the channels called Asmaks,

which are now only used occasionally

and are jiartially fdled with salt

water, mark different old beds of the

Scamander, which it has long since

abandoned. In this respect the Trojan

plain resembles the deltas of other

rivers. Just as the Ehine and the Vis-

tula have changed tlieir estuaries in

historical times, and have left extinct

watercourses or networks of streams

where they used to run, so has it been

with the Scamander. Even Pliny, the

distinguished lioman author who col-

lected together all the natural science

of his time, speaks of a Palaesca-

mander. As early then aS the begin-

ning of the Christian era there was
an " old Scamander," just as for five

centuries past there has been an " old

Ehine."

It is probable that this opinion

would have found a more read}' ac-

ceptance if the Trojan plain, like other

deltas, had had a free expansicm sea-

wards. It has however a peculiarity

shared by many estuaries in Asia

Minor, Greece, and Turkey, namely,

that the formation of the delta has

taken place in a fiord, and that it is

consequently enclosed by ridges of

hills which formed the banks of the

old fiord. It would perhaps be more
intelligible if we called it a valley

rather than a plain, were it not

that the level surface is too broad

in jn-oportion to the height of the

surrounding hills to give the effect of a

valle}'. There is no doubt, however,

that if the Trojan " plain " lay on the

north coast of Germany, it Avould be

called a valley there. This valley

is open towards the Hellespont, and
closed in towards the west and south.

On its right side, towards the east,

there are some side-vallej^s introduced

between the neighbouring upland

ridges—two in particular, which are

longer than the rest—which in their

turn send out a number of small

valleys and coves into the moimtains.

Of these easterly side-valleys the

largest runs pai-allel to the Hellespont,

and is separated from it by a moun-

tain ridge which rises higher and

higher towards the east. In the

midst of this valle}' flows a narrow

mountain stream of but moderate pro-

j^ortions, sufficient however to satisfy

the requirements of the Simois of

the Hiad. Unless then the reader

prefers to follow Hercher, in regard-

ing all passages of the Iliad which

mention the Simois as subsequent

spurious interjiolations, he may be

content, Avith Demetrius of Scepsis

and Strabo, to see the Simois in the

brook just described, which in Turkish

times has borne the name of Doum-
brek Tchai.

This name has misled many in

modern times from the resemblance it

bears to the Homeric name Thymbra.

At the point where the Thymbrius
fell into the Scamander the testimony

of later writers placed the temple of

Apollo, near which Achilles received

his mortal wound from Paris, while

seeking a lover's meeting with Priam's

daughter Pidyxena. The position of

the Doumbrfk Tdiai dots not suit

this story. Numerous local features
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unite in pointing rather to the most

southerly of the above-mentioned side

valleys, through which flows the

Kemar Su ; and hence most modern

authorities take this to he the Thyni-

brius.

This, then, is the extent of the so-

called Trojan plain. Except for the

two or three miles of coast along the

Hellespont, it is surrounded by lines

of liills, which are tolerably steep,

though their height only ranges from

100 to 500 feet. From the Ujek

Tepeh we look over to the greater part

of this encircling line. The western

boundary of the plain, — the long

and somewhat straggling ridge of

Sigeum, which stretches along the

coast of the Aegean Sea to the Helles-

pont,—appears to be a continuation

of the range from which the Ujek

Tepeh itself arises. On the south

there advances a stretch of broken

upland which rises gradually to above

900 feet in the " black mountain,"

Kara Dagh. On the east several

slightly diverging ridges extend into

the plain, enclosing the side-valleys

mentioned above.

The most northerly of these eastern

ridges keeps close to the coast of the

Hellespont, and, ending abruptly

towards the plain, forms the pro-

montory of Ehoeteum, facing that of

Sigeum on the west. Its extremity

in the direction of the plain, and

close to the sea-shore, is a half-isolated

cone, the so-called grave of Ajax, In

Tepeh ; while on the other side two

other conical tumuli, those of Achilles

and Patroclus, stand out from Cape
Sigeum. Behind (?ape Ehoeteum runs

the Doumbrek valley, and to the

south of it a second ridge, almost

parallel Avith the coast of the Helles-

pont, at the west end of which, and

separated from it by a slight depres-

sion, stands the celebrated Hissarlik,

a spacious hill of more than 100 feet

in height. From the Ujek Tepeh we
look between Hissarlik* and the In

Tepeh into the Doumbrek valley.

which lies open to our view, even to

its very end. At the head of the

valley the various ridges—the coast

ridge, the Hissarlik ridge, and that

to the south—after gradually rising,

unite in a kind of knot, called ( )ulou

Dagh. The wooded summit of the

Oulou Dagh is the commanding point

in this part of the landscape, and

hence it agrees much better with

what Homer says about the position of

the renowned beacon-point Callicolone

than does the far lower and much
more retired Kara Your, an eminence

on the eastern half of the ridge of

Hissarlik itself.

The part of the landscape just

described wears, not only from the

Ujek Tepeh, but from the whole

line of Sigeum, the aspect which,

according to Homer, the battle-field

wore just before the decisive battle.

As the mortals advanced to meet on

the plain, the Immortals ranged them-

selves into two groups, according to

the side they favoured. The gods on

the Trojan side survej^ed the fight

from Callicolone, those on the Achaean

sat on the rampart of Heracles on

Sigeum.

All the hills which rise immediately

out of the plain consist of limestone of

the middle tertiary period, very rich

in mussel-shells. This stone must

have been formed in a brackish or

fresh-water lake, at a time when the

Hellespont did not exist. There is

only one place, and that is in the

Doumbrek valley, where volcanic rock

crops out. When, however, we take

a wider space within our view, the

case is different.

AVe here encounter a long range of

higher mountains, mostly rounded

cones, stretching away in a wide

sweep from the Oulou Dagh to the

Kara Dagh, that is from the Helles-

pont to the Aegean, and forming a

fjame for the Trojan plain, or, more

correctly speaking, for the whole of

the anterior Troad. This range con-

sists throughout of volcanic rock, or
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at least volcanic rock forms its basis.

Trachyte, basalt, serpentine, &c., suc-

ceed each other in picturesque variety.

Beyond this frame there is no fight-

ing in the Iliad between men, with

the exception of single expeditions,

which are mentioned as having already

taken place before the poem opens.

All mention of more distant places is

either made incidentally, without im-

mediate reference to tlie Trujan war,

or concerns the gods. For it must be

understood, once for all, that the my-

thological arena of the Iliad is incom-

•parahlij loider than the strategical.

At the chain of volcanic rock which

stretches from Oulou Dagh to Kara
Dagh, we are still far short of Ida

proper. Neither in the Iliad nor at

the present day is this name applied

to hills of such a moderate height.

The later ancient writers were the

first to see Ida itself in these out-

lying ranges. Nowhere is the con-

trast between these outlying hills and

Ida more clearly visible than in the

view from Ujek Tepeh. From this

point we see to the south-east a huge

cleft in the chain of these hills, to the

left of Kara Dagh and to the right of

Foulah Dagh. This is the point at

which the Scamander breaks in wide

curves through the outlying hills and

enters the plain. Over this cleft, far

away in the distance, Ida (Kaz Dagh)

rises over the nearer range in a

mighty mass. Between Ida and the

northern range of lower hills lies a

broad and fruitful valley, the plain of

Ine and Beiramich, through the whole

length of which, from east to Avest,

flows the Scamander ; and there is the

less reason for making Mount Ida

extend to these lower hills, in spite of

the broad intervening plain, because

there rises on the west of the plain

of Ine an extensive volcanic ridge,

the Chigri Dagh, completely isolated

from the mass of the Ida range, and

much more closely connected with the

hills near the Trojan plain. This

ridge can be seen from Ijek 'J'cpeh

rising above the Kara Dagh, and com-

manding, with its spurs, the whole of

the coast district to the south.

The view from Ujek Tepeh, how-

ever, has been by no means exhaus-

tively described : it extends far beyond

the Troad. The whole picture Avhich

lies before the eyes of the admiriiig

spectator is embraced by the old poet.

To the north of the ]3lain, to begin

witli, we see a long streak of blue,

the Hellespont. The Hellespont is

no less an object of wonder to us

than it was to the ancients. They
saw in it the road which led to the

unknown lands of the dark North.

It took the traveller to Cimmerians

and Hyperboreans, all wrapped in a

mist of legend. To our eyes the

Hellespont is the common outlet for

the waters of an immense range of

rivers. The Danube and Pruth, the

Dniester and Dnieper, the Don and
the Kouban, all roll their waters

through the Hellespont into the

Mediterranean. Accurately speaking,

it is no mere water-way between

two seas, but a huge stream w'hich

carries off the rainfall of a mighty
tract of land. Germany and Austria,

Bulgaria and Roumania, Russia and

Caucasia, pay their tributes to this

stream ; and the contemplation of the

beholder finds pleasure in following

back the course of these tributaries,

while he pictures to himself the

wanderings of the peoples who have

ranged in historic and pre-historic

times within the limits of the regions

which they drain.

Who could fail to feel the tlirilling

interest of such a view? From the

oldest times the Hellespont has been

not merely the boundary', but, in a

much higher degree, the connection

between Asia and Europe. Here the

armies of the two continents met in

conflict. What the Persians failed to

do, the Turks have done. The enter-

pi-ise in which Alexander succeeded

was attempted over again by the

Crusaders. 'Tlio shores of the Dar-
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clancllcs provide the easiest passage

from Europe to Asia, or from Asia to

Euro2)e. History has taught us that

the Asiatic stream has, on the whole,

been the stronger one. It is probable

even that our own ancestors, the

Aryan immigrants, came by this

passage on their victorious career into

Europe, long before the Iliad was

composed, and still longer before the

history of mankind began to be

written.

Such thoughts as these were con-

stantly present to my mind as I

turned my eyes to the little bit of

Europe which was visible from our

wooden hut on Hissarlik. A very

little bit it was, and I cannot say that

1 wished it larger. All we saw of it

was the southern point of the Thracian

Chersonese, a low rising ground be-

yond the Hellespont, at the south end

of which the ancients placed the grave

of Protesilaus. In the evening, when
I had put out my lamp and looked

out once more, the only visible sign

which remained to connect me with

Europe was the beacon-light at the

end of this promontory, which shone

straight into my little window. But
what a crowd of memories did its

beam awaken

!

As I looked out in the morning from

the same window, I saw stretching far

away the deep-blue sea with its islands.

In the distance, separated from the

Chersonese by a wide stretch of sea,

lay rocky Imbros, with its long jagged

ridge ; and just behind it rose the

towering peak of Samothrace. How
majestic this island looks from Ujek
Tepeh ! ^Vhat Ida is in the far souths

east, Samothrace is in the far north-

west : the former the seat of Zens,

the mightiest of all the gods ; the

latter that of the nest mightiest,

Poseidon.

The Northerner, especially if he
lives where the sky is often clouded,

finds it hard to understand how the

religious ideas of Southern nations

attached themselves so prevailingly

to the phenomena of the atmosphere,

or, to speak more mythologically, of
" Heaven." It is necessary to see the

wide horizon and the pure blue of the

Trojan sky, in order to appreciate the

effect produced here by the formation

of clouds. When, on a sudden, while

sea and land are lying ap])arently at

rest, a dark mass of cloud gatliers

round the peak of Samothrace, and,

sinking deeper every moment, en-

shrouds one sharp line of rock after

another, till the storm at last de-

scends, and, after lashing the sea

with its gusts, wraps even it in

darkness, we find it easier to see

how it was that a childlike spirit

looked for the presence of tlie sea-god

himself in the secret recesses of the

clouds. And if far away in the south-

western skj^, in the direction of Greece,

a single cloud appears over the Aegean,

and gradually- lises and spreads, draws

nearer and nearer, and at last touches

the summit of Ida, there to thicken

and cling for hours and even days

together, and if then lightning breaks

from this cloud-mass whole nights

through, while all the face of Nature

seems to lie beneath it in fright, who
can help thinking of the poet's de-

scriptions of the journey and sojourn

of the Thunderer ?

From the height of Ujek Tepeh
may be seen several other islands of

tlie Aegean, rising high, with clear

rock outlines. Close at hand, just op-

posite to Besika Bay, lies the vine-clad

Tenedos, behind which the Achaean

fleet hid by way of preparing for their

attack on Ilium. Far to the south,

though only when the air is very clear,

we may see the angular lines of Les-

bos, or, as it is called in modern times,

Mitylene. Sometimes a cloud rises

far out at sea, which makes for Lesbos

and Cape Baba, the Lectum of the

ancients, and which passes from

mountain to mountain till it reaches

Ida. It takes exactly the path which

Hera took when she sought out her

angry spouse on Gargarus, and accom-
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plished the loving reconciliation por-

trayed in one of the most charming

passages in the Iliad.

Who would not feel the captivating

charm of such scenes as tliese ? and

who can fail to see that the great poet

has created out of them the magnifi-

cent picture he gives us of the ways

and workings of the Olympian gods ?

I will not here describe these natural

phenomena in detail. I will even for-

bear to portray the grand spectacle

presented by the lifting and sinking

of the clouds at the foot of Mount Ida.

But I cannot conceal my amazement

that it should have been thought

possible to darken the wondrous

beauty of the 'i'rqjan scenery by the

light of the student's lamp, and to call

in question the background of reality

which gave shape to the visions of the

immortal poet.

This attempt would probabl}' never

have been made if the site of ancient

Ilium had been known. But even in

the days of Demetrius of Scepsis, a

native of the Troad, who lived about

two hundred years before the begin-

ning of the Christian era, not a trace

was to be seen of the old city any-

where in the plain. This country'

was left isolated at an early time

by the ruin of many kingdoms ; and

thousands of years elapsed before the

search actually began for the real site

of the city. Since the commencement
of that search, scarcely a part of the

country has been safe from the con-

jectures of the learned. Beginning

with the Gulf of Adramyttium and

Cape Lectum, they have sought the

city, now here, now there. The
points which occupied for the longest

time the attention of scholars were

Alexandria-Troas, the site of the ex-

tensive ruins of a metropolis founded

on the Aegean by Antigonus, and
so post-Homeric, and Bounarbashi,

a wretched Turkish hamlet at the

southern extremity of the 'J'rojan

plain. It was only fifty years ago

that Maclaren first ventured to fix on

the hill and foi tress of His-arlik as the

spot where 'I'roy once stood. Otliers,

among whom was Von Eckeubrecher,

adopted his view. 'J'he first actual

excavations were coiiducted by Mr.

Frank Calvert. I'hese excavations,

however, were confined to the sur-

face. It has been reserved for Dr.

Schliemann, by the application of re-

sources such as can hardly ever liave

l)een devoted by a private indiviilual

to such an object before, to lay bare,

by digging down to an amazing depth,

the ruins of settlements of immense
antiquity, and thereby to make His-

sarlilc an ol ject of the highest interest

to all educated mt-n.

Does this settle the question about

the site of the ancient Ilium? Op-

ponents say, Ko. And why ? While
they condemn Schliemann for taking

the Iliad literally, they think it a

sufficient refutation of his views if

they prove that the ruins of Hissarlik

do not correspond to Homer's descrip-

tions. Correspond they certainly do

not. Homer's idea of his sacred Ilios

is very diiicrent from any conception

we can form from the testimony of

the ruins.

Ko one doubts that Ilium was

destroyed centuries before the Iliad

was composed. How many centuries,

is a (piestion which divides even those

who take Homer's side. Even if the

interval were not more than two or

three hundred years, still Hium itself

could never have been seen by the

poet. The Ilium of fiction must, under

any ciraimstanccs,he a fiction itself. It

is possible that legend may have pre-

served many topographical particulars

about the ancient city, but it is not to

be imagined there should have been

preserved a detailed and authentic de-

scription of the city or the fortress

as it existed before its destruction.

" Grass " had no doubt " grown

"

meanwhile over the ruins. Xew
settlers had built on the old sjtot

dwellings Avhich had perhaps lain

long in ruins themselves when the
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poet Ijcgan his work. It is very

questionable whether he ever saw

with his eyes even the ruins of the

fallen city. The place where it stood

he saw no doubt, but the city itself he

saw only in a vision. Just as Zeus and

Hera, Poseidon and Athene, Ares and

Aphrodite, were creatures of his fency,

so the city of Ilium was itself '' a

dream." No one can expect the actual

ruins to correspond to every imagina-

tion of the poet ; and when it is

established that Homer had in his

mind much that never existed, at all

events on this spot, it simply comes

to this, that the Iliad is not an
historical work, but a poetical one.

And yet the correspondence of the

poetical representation with the local

conditions is far from being so im-

perfect as it is represented. The
situation of Hissarlik satisfies in the

main all the demands of the Homeric
topography. From this spot, as from

Ujek Tepeh, we get a view over the

whole of the anterior Troad. The
plain with its rivers and brooks,

the side-valleys, the encompassing

hills, the circlet of volcanic moun-
tains, the Hellespont and the Aegean,

lie spread out before our eyes as we
stand on the height of Hissarlik,

The only difference is that we are

ever so much nearer to the plain, and
especially to that part of it which is

best suited for a battle-field, and
which, if we overlook the present

altered courses of the rivers, com-
pletely answers to the topographer of

the Homeric field of battle. The sepa-

rate objects on this plain are clearly

distinguishable, and it is not quite ^

impossible that Helen should have
been able to point out the individual

chieftains of the Achaeans to her
royal father-in-law. The distance, too,

is quite visible enough for the pur-

poses of the Homeric landscapes.

We see the Thracian Chersonese, and
we have Imbros and Samothrace before

us. Further to the left lies Tenedos,

and right behind in the south-east

the snowy top of Ida rises above

the nearer range of hills. At sunset

even the pyramid of Athos may some-

times be seen for a few minutes in

the far west.

It is true that the old city did not

stand as high as the top of the hill of

Hissarlik did before the excavations

were begun. Dr. Schliemann had
to go deep down—from 25 to 30 feet

or more—before he came on the walls

and houses of Ilium under the debris

of later settlements. But even if we
sink the level of Ilium to such a

depth, it is still high enough to

preserve to the city its commanding
position. Its houses and towers, even

though they were of a very moderate

height, must have risen far enough
above the surface to reach the level

of the later hill. This would still

make it a lofty, " windy " fastness.

Our wooden huts, which had been put

up at the foot of the hill, well below

the level of the old citj^, looked

straight down upon the plain from a

height of at least 60 feet, and the

winds blew about us with such force

that we often felt as if our whole
settlement might be hurled down the

precipice.

The fortress-hill of Hissarlik, as it

appeared to travellers before Dr.

Schliemann started his huge excava-

tions, was then, properly speaking, an

artificial hill, most nearly comparable

perhaps with the earth hills of the

Assyrian plain which covered the

ruins of the royal castles ; only it had

not heen set up on the plain itself,

but on the west end of the second

ridge of tertiary rock above described.

Consequently it lay right over the

plain, and must have looked high

from the first. Its subsequent in-

crease in height must have been

very gradual indeed. In digging

down from the surface fresh ruins

are constantly encountered, belonging

to various epochs. One people has

lived here after another, and each

fresh one which settled on the ruins
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of its predecessor levelled the surface

anew by clearing away some of the

ruins and throwing them over the

jjrecipice. In this way the surface of

tlie hill grew gradually in extent, and

it is conceivable that, now that last

year's excavations have almost com-

pletely laid bare the boundaries of the

old city, the vast pit sliould present

the aspect of a funnel, at the bottom

of which the ruins of Ilium lie within

a pretty small compass. We must

admit the justness of the objection

that this Ilium was no great city,

capaljle of finding room fur a great

army of foreign warriors in addition

to a large population of its own.

Such an Ilium as that existed only in

the poet's vision. Our Ilium hardly

deserves to be called a city at all. In

our part of the world we should call

such a place a fortress or a strong-

hold. I'or this reason I prefer to call

the place a fortress-hill {^Burfjherff) ; a

term which, strictly speaking, is

merely a translation of the Turkish

word Hissarlik.

But wh}^ take these very ruins at

the bottom of the funnel to be Ilium ?

To this I answer that it is a question

again whether there ever was a place

called Ilium. Is it not questionable

whether there ever was any Heracles

or any Argonauts ? Perhaps Ilium,

Priam, and Andromache, are just as

much poetical fictions as Zeus, Posei-

don, and Aphrodite. But this does

not amount to saying that we ought

not to look for the Ilium of the poet

at the bottom of our funnel. Tliere

lies a close array of houses surrounded

by a mighty wall of rough-hewn

stone. The Avails of houses and rooms

have been preserved to such an extent,

that it is possible to give a ground-

plan of the ]ilace. A pretty steep

street, paved with large flags, leads

through a single gate on the western

side into the fortress. Onl}^ a narrow

passage is left between the houses.

The whole place is full of tlic rubbish

left by a conflagration. Great clay

bricks, half a yard square, have been

melted by a fierce heat and turned to a

glassy paste. Heaps of corn, especially

wheat, pease, and beans, have been

turned to charcoal. The remains of

animal food, oyster-shells and mussels

of all kinds, bones of sheep and goats,

of oxen and swine, have likewise been

partially burnt away. Of wood-

charcoal proper there is but little to

be seen, and what tliere is is mostly

oak. The conflagration must have

lasted long enough to destroy entirely

almost all the woodwork. Even the

metal, and especially the bronze, is

for the most part molten and reduced

by fire to an undistinguishable mass.

It is evident that this fortress was

destroyed by a conflagration of great

extent, which lasted long enough to

destroy utterly all inflammable ma-
terials. Such a fire as corresponds

to Homer's description has only taken

place once in the settlements on

Hissarlik. In the numerous strata of

ruins which lie one above the other

there are several other traces of

fire, but none on the scale on which

they occur in the " burnt city,"

Even below it there are still strata,

going down at some points to a

depth of 20 or 25 feet or more,—
for the " burnt city " was not the

oldest settlement on Hissarlik,—but

even in these oldest stiata there is

nowhere the trace of such an extensive

conflagration.

It is the " burnt city,"' however,

where, among numerous objects of

art-work — of pottery especially

—

some of which are of rare excellence,

gold has repeatedly been brought to

light, sometimes in connection with

objects of silver, bronze, and ivory.

All these discoveries have been

eclipsed in splendour by the " Trea-

sure of Priam," ui)on which Dr,

Schliemann lighted in the third year

of his successful excavations. And
not a year has passed since, without

the discovery of at least some articles

of gold. I was myself an eye-witne^^s
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of t^^•o siifli discoveries, and helped

to gather the articles together. The

slaiidercrs have long since been si-

lenced, who were not ashamed to

charge tlie discoverer with an impos-

ture. Especially since the Turkish

government, on the occasion of the

furtive appropriation of a portion of

the discoveries by two of the work-

men, has laid an embargo on all

objects of the kind,—as is the case

with such collections elsewhere, —
such envious spite has retreated to the

privacy of the family heurth. Since

that time, objects of gold of the same

type as those from H issarlik have been

found not onl}^ in Mycenae, but also

in other Greek graves. One of the

gold treasures which were excavated

in my presence contained stamped

plates of gold, the ornamentation of

which is in the minutest details the

counterpart of that found at My-
cenae.

The " burnt city " was then also

the " city of gold." It is only in it

that we find this wealth of marvel-

lous and at the same time distinctly

foreign treasures. For it is clear that

we have here no product of native

industry, but articles brought from

abroad either by trade or plunder.

Their cliaracter is Oriental, and more

particularly Assyrian. Consequently

the burnt fortress must have been the

seat of a great and prosperous hero

—

or of the son of such a man—Avho had
amassed treasures of the rarest value

in his small but secure home.

The chief treasure was found all

together at one spot, in a kind of

cupboard. It appeared to have been,

originally stowed away in a wooden
chest. It was near the wall of a very
strongly built stone house, in other

parts of which were found numerous
j)ther treasures, in vases of terra-

cotta, in a good state of preservation,

and which was evidently the resi-

dence of the prince. For in no other

place were any such treasures dis-

covered ; and, as the area of the burnt

city has now been completely brought

to light, we may assert definitely that

on this spot teas the palace. The old

city tcall runs close by if, and the street

ichich comes np throufjh the single gate

of the fortress leads up> to it.

^^ as this gate the Scaean gate, and
this house the honse of Priam ? Dr.

Schliemann, overawed by his learned

adversaries, now talks only of the

house of the " chief of the city
"

{Stadtliaupi). But can the " chief of

the citj'," who was master of so much
gold at a time when gold Avas so

scarce, have been anything but a

prince ? And why not call him
Priam ? "Whether Priam ever existed

or not, the prince of the golden

treasure who lived on this spot comes

near enough to the Priam of the Iliad

to make us refuse to forego the delight

of giving the place his name. And
what harm can there be in assigning

to the western gateway, the only one

ichich exists in the city icall at all, to

which a steep road led up from the

plain, the famous name of the Scaean

gate ?

Do not let us cut ourselves oif from

all poetry without the slightest need.

Children that we are of a hard and

too prosaic age, we would maintain

our right to conjure up again before

our old age the pictures which filled

our youthful fancy. It saddens but

it also elevates the soul when we
stand on a place like Hissarlik, and

read the course of history from the

series of successive strata as from a

geological disclosure. This history is

not written for us, but set bodily

before our eyes in the relics of bygone

times, in the actual objects used by

men who lived in them. Huge masses

of ruins are piled in layers above the

burnt stronghold, between it and the

first layer containing hewn stones and

a wall of square blocks. This was

perhaps the wall which Lysimachus,

one of Alexander's generals, is recorded

to have built on Ilium. Anyhow this

wall resembles the walls of the Mace-
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donian period, and the corresponding

layer conceals Greek walls and pot-

tery. Here then we have a definite

limit of time. From this point we
have got to reckon the time hack-

wai'ds, and it is easy to see that this

reckoning is not unfavourable to our

interpretation of the Trojan legend.

Perhaps then Homer's song is not

pure fiction, after all. Perhaps it is

true that in a very remote pre-historic

time a rich prince really dwelt here

in a towering fortress, and that Greek

kings waged a fierce war against

him, and that the war ended in his

own fall and the destruction of his

city by a mighty conflagration. Per-

haps this was the first time that

Europe and Asia tried each other's

strength on this coast, the first time

that the young but more and more

independent civilization of the West
put to the rough test of force its

superiority over the already effeminate

civilization of the East. To me this

seems a probabilit}', but it is one

which I will not press any one else to

accept.

Of this we may be sure, that even

the oldest and eaxlicst settlement on

Hissarlik was made by a people

which had already felt the influence

of civilization. True, it still used

stone weapons, but these weapons
were finely polished and bore witness

by the delicacy of their outline to a

knowledge of metals. In fact, traces

of metals are not wanting even in the

oldest strata. It is impossible there-

fore to assign these strata to the Stone

age. They are indications of what
we may undoubtedly assert to be the

oldest hiown settlement in Asia Minor

of a people ofpre-historic times, of some

advance in civilization. Hence the hill-

fortress of Hissarlik is certain to hold

an enduring place as a trustworthy

witness in the history of civilization.

It will be to our descendants an im-

portant geographical position, and a

fixed starting-point for the flights of

their fancy. For it is to be hoped

that, however the strife may end about

the existence of Ilium or of Priam,

the young will never lose the Hiad.
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ox THE RELATION OF NOVUM ILIUM TO THE ILIOS

OF HOMEE.

By Professor J. P. JIaiiaffy.

The full and explicit firgiiment of
'

Strabo, in the 13tli book of his Geo-

graphy, has persuaded the philological

world pretty generally, from his day
to our own, that the Greek Ilium of

his time was npt the tovm about

which the heroes of the Iliad were
supjiosed to haye fought their immor-
tal conflicts. I now j^ropose, accord-

ing to the flattering invitation of Dr.

Schliemann, to enquire critically into

this argument, and see what founda-

tion it has in real history.

Let me first observe that Strabo is

not our original authority for this

theor}', but that he professedly bor-

rows his arguments from a certain

Demetrius of Skejisis (in the Troad),

who had written largely on the sub-

ject, and who had, in fact, started

what I may call the illegitimac}" of

the Ilium of his day. This Deme-
trius is described as follows by Strabo

('xiii. § 55) : 'Ek Se t-^s S/cryii'ews Kol

o Avy/XT^Tpto's iaTLV, ov fjL^ixvyixcOa ttoX-

AaKiS, o Tov TpWLKOv ^LaKO(T[xov iirjyyjad-

jxevos ypaixfxaTiKos, Kara tov avrov xpo^'ov

yeyovws KpdrrjTi kol ^Kpia-Tapy^w. Pie

was then a grammarian, probably of'

the Pergamene school of Crates, but
versed in Alexandrian criticism, for

he cited in sTipport of his theory

(Strabo, he. cit. § 3(3) a learned lady of

that school—Hestiaea—who had evi-

dently raised doubts on the same
point before him, and among her

dTTopy'iixara had asked whether the
plain below the existing Ilium could

be the scene of Homer's battles, see-

ing that most of it was a late deposit

made by the Skamander and Simois.

We may be sure from this authorit}'

being so carefully cited, as well as

that of the orator Lycurgus, who
asserts in a rhetorical passage the

total destruction and complete dis-

appearance of Ilium, that Demetrius

had no older or clearer evidence for

his theory' in Greek literature. What,

then, were his arguments ?

(L) The total destruction of Ilios

is statedTor implied by Homer himselT.

(2.) The sacred image of Athonjg.

Xi-Tllli

tl ;(lln>i"ns

t ana r .Id

4:;):

is apparently in T 1 .
^ i

figure, whereas that a

Ilion was starnlhi--.

''

(o.T**V"arii lus gd .-T.-ip

in tlii-» TTniiL aliniit tla-

i^l'iiiiu- I if the Skaiiiaii'hjl'

about the considerable distance vi tl;e

ships from the town (§ 3G) ; aboTit the

look-(,nt uf Polity's, wlin ought to^.

have u-~iMl th.' arr^'piili- I'f the town

wltll far 111-;-!' il'.'.-i. il'i: \\'<'\<- - i la ar

(foTj ; about tlie dragging of Hec tor

round the walls, which could not be

done on the rough grounci abuiit the

present town (§37), becausu the

Ka/\A.tKoA.oji'77, on which Ares sits, is

not near the present town (§ 35) ;

lastly (in order of importance), be-

cause the|epii/eds' axi(\.l(^r£^ vxQTiiione^

in the Iliad, and which_he translated

yiTd fig woocV and \beech_wooa (?),

were not close to Ilium, but some_dis-

tance furtlier inland.

From all tht-se hint's Demetrius con-

cluded that Homer's Ilios was not on
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the site of the then existing city, but

some 30 stadia higher inland, on

the site of what he calls the 'iXteW

KMfjLY]. Here, he thinks, all the diffi-

culties of allusion can be explained.

In answer to the obvious (questions,

what had become of the old city ? and

how did the new one come by the old

name ? he stated :

(1.) That all the stones of the old

city had been carried away to build

or restore the neighbouring towns,

when they had been sacked (cKTreTrop-

Oqjxh'MV, ov TeX€w<; Se Karecnracrfjiivwv),

whereas this town had been eK (3d6po}v

avaT€TpafjLjxevr] (§ 38).

(2.) On the second point nothing

certain could be ascertained. Deme-

trius considered it was founded by

the Aeolic Greeks, " in the time of

the Lydian monarchy " (cttI Se twf

AvSaJv r) vw iKTLcrOq KaTOiKca kul to

lepov • ov jXTjV TTclAis ye rjv, aXka ttoA-

Xots ^ovots vdTepov, KoX KaT oAtyor,

(1)5 ctp/jrai, Tjjv avEr](Ttv eo'^^e, § 42).

According to others, the town had

been changed from one site to another,

and finally settled there /cara xPWF-^^
jxaXKTTa, from which Kramer conjec-

tures, reasonably enough, /cara Kpoio-ov

These arguments so fully per-

suaded Strabo and others, that the

claim of the historical Ilium to pre-

historic antiquity was rejected, espe-

cially by the pedantic commentators

on Homer. Thus from that day to

this the Greek Ilium has been set

down as a new foundation, perhaps

on the eld site, but more probably

not so ; and it has been called Novum
Ilium, a name unknown to the Greeks

and Komans.

I now come to criticize Strabo's

arguments.

(1.) As regards the evidence in the

Hiad that the city was eniireli/ de-

stroyed, no passage can be shown
which affirms it. The arguments of

Demetrius are mere foolish quibbles.

He quotes

;

ecirerat fi,uap, urav ttot' o\ui\t} "Wtos ipf),

and

fj yap Koi Upidfjioio k6Kiv ZuTfipcrajxiv aliT7]V,

and

irepdeTO Se npid/xoio ttuAis Se/carw iuiavTiS.

But that these latter need not mean

Tov acfyavio-fjiou riys TroXews appears from

the frequent use of -n-opOiw, irepOw, and

its compounds as regards Lyrnessus,

Pedasus, Thebe, and other towns of

the Troad, as quoted by Strabo (§ 7).

The quibbles about Heracles' capture

of the town, as compared with that

of the Homeric chiefs (§ ;)2), are too

foolish to require comment. The first

line above quoted is a mere prophecy

of Priam's, pathetic as such, but of

no other value. The belief in the

total ruin of Homer's Ilios really arose

(1) from the Cyclic poems, and from

(2) the many tragedies which were

based on them.

I do not delay over these points

because any serious person requires

them to be refuted, but simply to

show the hind of argument which satis-

fied Demetrius. I do not think any-

thing more need be said about (2)

the sitting image. It would at most

prove that the old image had really

been carried off from Ilios, as many
legends stated.

( 3.) The various minute geogra-

phical criticisms are more interest-

ing, not from their weight, but because

they lead us to discover the whole

source of the dispute. But it is quite

tmnccessary to take them in detail, till

we have considered the two broad as-

sumptions involved in them : (a) that

the poet (or poets) of the Iliad was

accurate in all these details, and had

a definite picture of the ground before

his eye : ()8) That the modern names

of the places, which were indicated to

Demetrius or to travellers in the time

of Strabo, were faithfully liandcd

down from other days.

I do not believe that cither of these

assumptions is at all probable. From
what we know of the geography of the

Odyssey, and still more of the tragic
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poets, it .sociiis almost a law of Greek

poetic art to 1)0 negligent of geo-

graphical detail, wliile it is curiously

faithful and accurate in the more

essential features of poetry. AVe

have, I think, no evidence vfhatever

that any place in the world was

Louud to correspond accurately in its

features to the descriptions of the

Iliad. I will not even touch on the

possible difficulties in such a matter

caused hy a variety of authors on the

Iliad.

But supposing even that tlie allu-

sions in the Iliad were coiisistent, and

applicable to a real scene, what au-

thority had the places designated to

Demetrius, or to Straho, to represent

them ? On this we have liappily very

clear evidence. The historical Ilion

had long been an obscure and half-

forgotten place, when Alexander the

Great, having sacrificed there, as an

omen, on invading Asia, determined

after his success (§ 2(j) to reward this

town, and make it again a great city.

This he did, and his policy was se-

conded by Lysimachus. As the town

lay on one of the thoroughfares into

Asia, it throve and became very popu-

lous, and of course crowds of visitors

j)assed through, and desired to see the

scenes of the Iliad, which they had

learned by heart in their youth. Hence
the ciceroni of the place were bound to

satisfy them, and of course they were

equal to the occasion. The tomb of

Ilos, the beech-tree, the fig-tree, in fact

every minute allusion in the Iliad, was

to be verified on the spot. The places

therefore which Demetrius criticized

were named by the people of o30-o0,0

B.C., when their city suddenly rose

into importance, and when these tra-

ditions acqiaired a pecuniary value.

Of course tliey were ignorantly chosen.

In most cases there was no evidence

to go upon, and the least unlikely

place must be selected. But I need

not dilate to any traveller upon the

habits of these ciceroni in all ages.

But what shall we say of the state-

ment that the historical town was
founded in the time of the Lydians?

In the first place, the date is suspi-

ciously vague. Compare, for example,

the parallel account of the founding

of Abydos in the same book of Strabo

(§ 22) : A/3doos 8e MiAT^frtwi/ eVrt KTurfxa,

iTTLTpeij/avTos Tvyov, tov AvSwv /jatrtAecos'

ryv ya/j iir iKeLVLj to. -^uipia koI y Tpwas

uTracra. Or see the still more explicit

account of the transfer of >Skei:)sis

from its old site IlaAatcrKci/'ts to the his-

toric town (§ 52). The more specific

date of Kroesus is only a conjecture,

and is qualified by the suspicious

/xaXurra.

It is probable then that this state-

ment rested on no definite tradition,

biit only on reasoning by analogy

from the foundation of Abydos and

other towns in the Troad by the per-

mission of the Lydians. But why, it

may be asked, did Demetrius assign

so old an origin to the historical

town, if he desired to destroy its

claim to any epic importance? He
only did so because there was clear

evidence of the recognition of Ilion

as the geiruiue city wp to the days of

Xerxes. Had he attempted to assert

a later foundation, he could have been

refuted by distinct texts.

I will now therefore trace down the

history of the historical Ilium from

the earliest evidence we have to the

days of Demetrius, and .show what

were the reasons which determined

the theory of the Skepsian critic.

Our earliest allusion is (I think)

that in Herodotus, vii. 42, who speaks

of tIjv 'IAtu8a yrjv, and saj's that Xerxes

es t;j Hfjidfjiov Hepya/xov avi^rj, Avhere he

sacrificed 'AOrjvatrj rfj 'lAtaSt. There

is no suspicion that this was any

other than the historical (or Novum)
Ilium, and this sacrifice distinctly

implies that about 500 B.C. it was

already an old and venerable shrine.

Demetrius (or Strabo) admitted

that the offering of Locrian virgins

to this shrine was as old as the Per-

sian wars ; but in fact the origin of
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the custom was lost iu tlie mists of

autiquity.

AVe find, aljout the same date as

Herodotus, the learned JMitylenaean

antiquary, Hellanicus, asserting that

the Homeric and historic Ilium were

the same. This Demetrius quotes,

but sets aside as a piece of favouritism

in the historian (§ 42) : 'EAAavt/cos Se

^apt^o/xeros Tois 'lAteicrii', otos Ikuvov

6f/A0?, (Tvi'rjyopel to tijv aurr/i/ elvat ttoXiv

Trjv vvv rrj totc. But why could he

not quote any such ancient and re-

spectable authorit}^ on his own side?

I imagine the town to have been of

no importance in Xerxes' day except

for its shrine ; for in the quarrels of

the Athenians and Mitylenaeans about

Sigeum, settled by the arbitration of

Periander (Herod, v. 94), we hear of

Sigeum and Acliilleum being occupied,

but not a word about Ilium. And so

through all the history of the Athenian

hegemony, till in the closing yeSrs of

the Peloponnesian war, when Xeno-
phon tells us of Mindarus (Hellen. i.

1. 4) KurtSwv ry]v fJio-XV^ ^^ 'lAtw Oiwv rrj

^AOr)va. The battle was oft' Ehoeteion.

The shrine then had remained there,

and the habit of sacrificing at it.

But the town must also have been for-

tified, and no mere kw/xt], as Demetrius

says. For we are told of Derkyllidas :

(Hellen. iii. 1. 16) : Trefnnov 8e koI Trpos

Ta9 AtoAi6as TToAeis rj^Cov re iXevOe-

povaOat T€ avTov<; kol €S ra TeL)(^rj

hi)((.a9ai. Oi /Atv ovv NeavSpeis koX

lAtcis Kat KoKuAiTai IttclOovto ' koX yap

01 <f>povpovvTe.<; "EAAr^vcs cV avTOis, cttci

7] ^lavia d-n-eOavev, ov ttolvu ti KaAws

TTcpteiTTOi/ro.

So also Demosthenes (/it Arisfocr.

p. 671) speaks of Ilium as opening
its gates to Cliaridemus. It seems

accordingly difficult to believe Deme-
trius of Skepsis, when ho says that,

visiting it when a child, it was again

so decayed that the roofs were not

even tiled. Hcgesiauax, hoAvever, is

quoted by Strabo as stating that the

(ialati in their invasion found it

a.Tii)^i(TToi', and hence deserted it after

a short occupation. But this points

to some sudden decay after the time

of Alexander : for he, as we have
already noticed, made it an important

city, and from this date- down to the

age of Augustus it remained so,

though doubtless with some vicissi-

tudes. Xicolaus Damascenus (Frag.

4, ed. C. 3Iuller) tells us that, with
the assistance of King Herod, he
saved the Ilians from a fine of

100,000 drachmae, imposed on them
by M. Agrippa, because his wife Julia

(daughter of the Emperor Augustus)
was nearly lost along with her retinue

in the Skamander, which had sud-

denly risen with a flood. The Ilians

protested that they had received no
notice of her visit (b.c. 17). I fancy

that the fine of 100,000 drachmae
points to a supposed population of

that number, for we know that the

town was large and populous, and
that Lysimachus had draughted into

it the people of neighbouring towns.

I need pursue its histor^^ no further.

But so much will appear more than

probable. By the favour of Alexander

and Lysimachus, Ilium assumed a

sudden importance, and even asserted

authority over the whole Troad. This

must have raised up for the Ilians

many enemies among the neighbour-

ing towns, especially at Skepsis, which
boasted a foundation by Skamandrius,

the son of Hektor. Demetrius, whose
parents might remember Ilium a de-

cayed and neglected place, lived to see

it ousting his own city, and all the

others of the Troad, from their former

importance, and no doubt the Ilians,

like all upstarts under royal favour,

were overbearing and insolent. Hence
this scholar set himself to work to

piiU down their historic reputation,

and to prove that after all they were

people of recent origin, and of no
real nobility, as a city. Ho asserts

that Hellanicus /r<ro?/)-c<^7 them (xapi^o-

fji€i'o<;^, but this very expression sug-

gests an opposite feeling in his own
mind. So he set to work to prove

2 Y
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that the places shown by the local

"Tlides (koL tol'S 6voii.at,ojxivov<i tottov^

ivravOa SeiKinifxivovs opwjXiv) would not

fit the descriptions of the Iliad, with-

out moving the city. But he quietly

assumes the accuracy of all these

special spots, as then named, though

he rejects the far more trustworthy

tradition which attached the name of

llion to the one historic city.

I see no adequate reason to question

this tradition, and believe that what-

ever the Trojan war may have been,

and whatever may be the accuracy of

the details of the Iliad, the conflict

was localized by the poet at the place

then and ever after called Ilium, and

that no new foundation ever took place.

The argument of Demetrius is

merely that of a malevolent pedant,

who hated the Ilians, on account of

their recent good fortune, and who
sought to detract from their respecta-

bility on antiquarian grounds.

Having made this examination on

jiurely critical grounds, and having

drawn my conclusions from internal

evidence as to the value of Demetrius'

theory, I appeal to Dr. Schliemann

to say whether his researches do not

verify them. I believe they do, and
that there is clear evidence of an

unbroken occupation (except for the

disasters of war) on the present site

from pre-historic days down to Eoman
times.

I am thus unfortunate enough to

conflict with our Greelc evidence as to

the destruction both of Mycenae and

of Troy. But as I have persuaded

Dr. Schliemann and most other com-

petent judges that the accounts of the

destruction of Mycenae are false, I

may perhaps be able to jiersuade them

that the re-foundation of Ilium rests

on no better basis.



APPENDIX III.

THE INSCRIPTIONS FOUND AT HISSAELIK.

By PaoFESsoR A. H. Sayce.

Not ihe least interesting and im-

portant of the results oLtaincd from

Dr. Schliemann's excavations at His-

sarlik is the discovery that writing

was known in the north-western

corner of Asia Minor long before

the introduction of the Phoenician or

Greek alphabet. Inscribed objects

are not indeed plentiful, but sufficient

exist to show that the ancient inha-

bitants of the place were not wholly

illiterate, but possessed a system of

writing which they shared with the

neighbouring nations of the mainland

and the adjacent i>>>lands. Throughoxit

Asia Minor a syllabary was once in

use, which conservative Cyprus alone

retained into historical times.

^»umerous insciiptions in this syl-

labary have been found in the latter

island. The characters, which amount
to at least fifty-seven in number, long

resisted all attempts at decipherment,

but at last the problem was success-

i'ully solved by the genius of the

Assyrian scholar, the Lite i\Ir. George

Smith, with the help of a mutilated

bilingual inscription, written in Phoe-

nician and Cypriote. The language

concealed under so strange a garb

turned out to be the Greek dialect

spoken in Cyjinis, a dialect full of in-

teresting peculiarities, and especially

noteworthy as preserving up to tlio

fourth century B.C. the two sounds of

V and y (or digamma and yod), which

had disappeared elsewhere. To the

student of Homer the dialect is of

considerable importance, since several

of the grammatical forms found in tlie

Iliad and Odyssey can bo shown to

have had a Cyprian origin.

When the key was once discovered

to the Cypriote syllabary—a syllabary

being a collection of characters, each

of which denotes not a mere letter

but a syllable—the task cf decipher-

ing it advanced rapidly. Dr. Birch,

Dr. Brandis, Dr. Siegismnnd, Dr.

Deecke, M. Pierides, and Prof. Breal,

took it up successfully; General di

Cesnola's excavations in Cyprus added

a great abnndance of new material

;

and two or three bilingual inscrip-

tions, in Greek and Cypriote, were

brought to light. At present, it may
be said that two characters only of the

syllabary still remain undetermined.

But the origin of the syllabary was

an unexplained mystery. Dr. Deecke,

indeed, following up a suggestion of

Dr. Brandis, made a bold attempt to

derive it from the cuneiform cliarac-

teis introduced by the Ass^^rians

during their occupation of Cyprus in

the time of Sargon {circa B.C. 710).

Subsequent investigation, however,

has not confirmed the attempt, plau-

sible as it appeared at first, and the

evidence wo now possess all points

to the conclusion, tJiat the S3llabary

was imported into Cyprus from the

mainland of Asia Minor, where it had

lieen previously in use. This con-

clusion is rendered almost a certainty

by Dr. Schliemann's discoveries.

It was the keen insight of the

lamented Professor Haug that first de-

tected Cypriote characters on certain

objects disinterred by Dr. Schliemann
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at Ilissarlik. Among these a terra-

cotta whorP was found at the depth of

24\ fr. (see No. Iij24) and inscribed

Avitli symbols, which Dr. Schliemann

liad pronounced to be written cha-

racters immediately after their dis-

cuver}-. On this Prof. Haug believed

lie Avas able to read the words ta A .o

.

si . i . go, that is, 6et(^ Styw, " to the

divine Sigo," a deity whose name he

thought he saw in Sigeum, Scamander,

and Sicyon, as well as upon two terra-

cotta funnels dug up by Dr. Schlie-

mann from a depth of 3 metres, and

of which more will be said presently.

Dr. Haug published his researches in

1874, in the Aiujshurger aUgemeine

Zeitung, p. 32.

The enquiry was now taken up by
Professor Gomperz of Yienna,who gave

an account of his results in the Wiener

Ahendpost of May 6th and June 26t:h,

1874. He accepted the values as-

signed by Haug to the characters

on the whorl, but, by reading them
from right to left instead of from left

to right, ho obtained the good Greek
words ta . go . i . di .o.i (rayS Stw), " to

the divine general." Tbis striking re-

sult was communicated to the Academy
shortl}' afterwards by Professor Max
Miillei', and seemed to be " almost

beyond reasonable doubt."

At the same time Professor Gom-
perz proposed tentative explanations

of four other inscriptions: one on a

terra-cotta seal found at a depth of

7 metres ; another on a whetstone of

red slate, also from a depth of 7 me-
tres ; a third round the neck of a vase
from a depth of 8 metres; and a

fourth on a whoil from a depth of

10 metres. The dej^th at which the

latter object was found gives some
idea of the antiquity to which a
knowledge of Avriting in the Troad
must reach back.^

* This word is used merely for the sake of
uniformity, not because I believe the objects in

question to hare been really employed as whorls.
- Sec Troy atid its Remains, pp. 367-371.

Satisfactory as the readings of Pro-

fessor Gomperz appeared at first to

be, it was not long before it was
perceived that they must be aban-

doned, and their author himself was
the first to recognize this necessity.

It was, indeed, startling to find good

Greek on objects of Trojan manufac-

ture ; Greek, too, which was of a

later age than that to which the

objects themselves probably belonged.

But Professor Gomperz had taken

his values for the characters from

the identifications of George Smith

and Brandis, and subsequent inves-

tigation showed that many of these

were erroneous. Thus, one of two

characters read i by Smith and
Brandis, and consequently liy Gom-
perz after them, is really ta, while

the other ought to be vo. It was
clear that no i:)rogress had yet been

made beyond Haug's discovery that

the Trojan inscriptions were written

in the characters of the C*3q:)riote

syllabary.

Discoui'aged by this abortive en-

deavoiir to decipher them, Professor

Gomperz has dropped the whole sub-

ject, and it still remains as it was left

by him at the end of 1874. The last

six years, however, have brought

with them important additions to

our knowledge both of the Cypriote

syllabary and of the modes of writing

employed by the populations of Asia

Minor ; and I hope to show, therefore,

that it is not only possible to read

many of the characters in the Trojan

inscriptions, but also to draw certain

inferences from them of considerable

historical and palaeographical import-

ance. I have carefully examined all

the objects in Dr. Schliemann's collec-

tion which bear marks in any way
resembling written characters, and

have thus been enabled to correct

the published copies upon which Pro-

fessor Gomperz worked, as well as to

ascertain that some of the so-called

inscriptions are really mere decora-

tive scratchinfrs.
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The fiist inscription to which I

shall draw attention is one on a terra-

cotta seal, which was disintened at a

depth of nearly 23 feet (No. 1519:

No. 499, p. 415). Two-thirds of

the handle of this are ornamented

with the tree-pattern not uncommon
on pre-historic Greek potter}-, but

]S0. 15la. Seal with Xo. 1520. The inscription

inscription. autt accompanying
tree-pattern.

the rest of the handle, as well as

the die, is occupied by an inscription

in Cj'priote letters, a revised copy

of which is here engraved. The die

is occupied with a single letter, and
three more are incised on the handle.

Each is perfectly clear, and corre-

sponds with well-known characters in

the Cypriote text.'^. Eeading them
in the diiectioai in which they Idolc,

that is, from the handle towards the

die, we have the name or word re . ne

.

ta . e /jr rentae.^ The first character

has the value of le in the inscriptions

of Paphos and Kurium, and I fancy

that was also its vahie in Trojan,

though elsewliere it stood for re;

the third character indifferently ex-

pressed the sounds of ta, da, and tha.

What the word may mean I have no
idea, but an interesting conclusion

can be drawn from the form of the

character e on the die. When com-

pared with the corresponding Cypriote

forms, it is clearly seen to be more

' It is just possible, however, that the second

and third characters are really intended for one

only. In this case they would rcj)resent an

archaic form of si, and the word would read

rest'e or Icsie, or conversely esire or csile. If -
is the single character ta, the word could not

be read conversely, the rule being that the in-

scriptions are read in the direction in which the

characters look.

primitive, the earliest of the forms

met with in the Cj'priote inscriptions

having a lesser number of lines and

being plainly derived from it. It is

only necessary to set the two side by

side to show that this is the case :

>l=
Trojan form.Earliest Cypriote

form.

No. 1521. Forms of the character for E.

This prepares us to expect to find

older forms among the Trojan charac-

ters than among those found on the

monuments of Cyprus.

The seal seems to be a modified

imitation of a Babylonian signet-

cylinder. That exact imitations of

Babylonian cylinders were actually

made and used at Hissarlik we know
from the results of Dr. Schliemann's

diggings. Be.sides an unadorned cy-

linder of stone, Dr. Schliemann dis-

covered, at a depth of 29^ ft., a

cylinder of blue felspar, on which

a native artist has cut rude represen-

tations of a flower and a cartouche

(No. 1522, No. 503, p. 410). The

flower is of the old Babylonian type,

but the cartouche reminds us of

Egypt, and may possibly contain the

name of the owner, symbolized by

what looks like a flower lied by a

string. The tied string, it may be

added, has the shape of the Cypriote

character which denotes ro. However

this may be,

in these two

cylinders ^\e

have mani-

fest indica-

tions of Ba-

bylonian in-

fluence. This

influence de-

clined after

therise of As-

syria in the
No. 1523. Design upon the

t O U r t e e n t h cylinder.

century B.C., and was succeeded by the

influence of Assyrian art, as modified

and propagated by the Phoenicians.

"Wo may, therefore, perhaps assign

No. 1522. Cylinder of Felsp.ir.
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these cvliiulers to the period between

the luurteenth century B.C. and about

B.C. 1800, wlicn Sargon ]., the king of

Nnrlliern Babyhniia, carried his arms

as far as Cvpnis. I must add, how-

ever, that the Phoenicians were not

the only medium through whom the

art and civilization of the Assyrians

Aveie l)rought to the West; the Hittites

were also potent instruments in carry-

ing out the same work, and there is a

good deal in the stjde of the orna-

mentation of the cylinder which re-

minds us of Ilittite sculpture. But
even if we suppose that the Trojan

cylinders are not imitated directly

from Bab3-lonian originals, but indi-

rectly through Ilittite influence, the

fact remains that they ;ire Babylonian

rather than Assyrian in style, while I

hope hereafrer to show tliat tiie art

which was appropriated by the Hit-

tites, and carried by them through

Asia Minor, was tlie art of Babjdonia

rather than of Assyria. The leaden

figure of tlie goddess found by

Dr. Schliemann during his recent

excavations (No. 22()) is the Artemis

Nana of Chaldea, who became the chief

deity of Carchemish, the Hittite capi-

tal, and passed through Asia Minor to

the shores and islands of the Aegean.

Characteristic figures of the goddess

have been discovered at Mj-cenae as

well a-f in Cyprus, and I am strongly

of opinion that the rude Trojan figures,

which Dr. Schliemann believes to re-

present the owl-headed Athena, are

really barbarous attempts to imitate

the images of the goddess who went
under the various names of Atargatis,

Ate, Kybele, Ma, and Omphale.
The next inscription t shall take

is one which Professor Gomperz
vainly tried to decipher (No. 1524). It

is plain that the sign ^^^ is not a

double character, as Ilaug and Gom-
perz imagined, but a single one. Now
Perrot and Guillaurae, in their great
work. Exploration de la Bithynie et

Galatie (plate 6), give a drawing of an

inscription on the jamb of a rock-cut

tomb at iJelikli-tash, between Yeni-

\o. 1524. An inscribed whorl. (Actual size. Depth,

23 ft.) Also engraved, with its section, under No. 1996.

keui and Mohimul, and near the river

lihvndacus, in Mvsia, which is as

f )llows

:

KA^
A\

Ht-re we have . a character which is

evidently identical with the prob-

lematical one on the Trojan whorl,

allowance being made for the fact

that the stonecutter his changed

curves into angles, and that a fan-

cied similarity of the character to

the Latin uncials /\ /V may have

caused a slight modification of it on

the part of the copyist. We have

only to turn it round and extend one

line a little in order to bring it into

exact harmony with the form of the

character on the whorl (""•K^y
The only Cypriote character which

it in any way resembles is "y^ or ye,

which when laid upon its side bears

some likeness to it(>J\|), though a

resemblance may also possibly be

detected between it and the Cypriote

r^ . la. But for many reasons it is

pretty certain that the characters of

the Cypriote syllabary are but selected

specimens of a syllabary that origin-

ally contained many more, and we
may accordingly expect to find charac-

ters in tlie syllabaries in use on the

mainland which do nut appear in that

employed by the Cyprians. For the

present, however, we may provision-
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ally give tliis Trojan character lire

value of yc, in deiault of anything

better.

The character which follows is ahso

found in the inscription of iJelikli-

tash, but there is uo difficulty about

identifying it. It is the Cypriote

y\, A , or y\ , which has the va-

riant values of Z.-0, (jo, and Iclio. There

is more difficulty about the next, I ^..

This may be the Cypriote ^^ or 0,

ya, but it may also be a character not

used in Cypius. I do not think there

is much doubt about the next letter,

W\ 01" rX^'^1 "^^'hich is also found on

the whorl No. 3503,'^ under the forms

(^\ and r7>,as well as on No. 2224. It

is the Cypriote ^ or C , //, ralher

than 'j or j , vo.^ The last cha-

lacter in Ihe inscription is an interest-

ing one. It occurs in the inscription

of Delikli-tash under the form of ^ ,

in which form it is also found in the

Cypriote inscriptions of Golgoi, where

it has the value of re. The form met

witli on the- whorl iff^^ is similar,

to that borne by it in the inscriptions

of Paphos (/^^,, where it has the

value of Ic. On the whorl No. 3563

it is written fTT^ ^^^ [7^> o^ ^"o.

4148 as (^, on No. 2224 as Cr^

(a form frequently presented by the

character on the Cyprian monuments),

and on the whorl No. 3,")o I as "^r The
terra-cotta seal given above makes

itfc^.

Where the inscription on the Avhorl

No. 1524 commences it is impossible

to say. If we start with the first

* All the Numbers above 2000, cited in this

Appendix, are the numbers aflixed to the objects

referred to in Dr. Schlieniann's Trojan collection,

at present in the South Kensington ]\Iuseum.

* Compare, however, the Lykian /^ or

character discussed and i*ead the char-

acter next but one as vo, we shall

have Ye-le-vo ye-rjo, which looks curi-

ously like 'IX-ioi; for YiXifov, but un-

fortunately both conditions are more

than doubtful.

Our next inscrijjtion is one on a

whorl numbered 3559, and found at

the remarkable depth of 33 ft. Here
the break in the continuity of* the

letters seems to indicate that the in-

scription should begin or end with

the character -f"^. This may be the

Cypriote ^|^
, lea (^ga or Ma), or even

*^, si, but it is more probably the

ra[)hian /y , le, mentioned above.

The character "7
i is plainly the

Cypriote ve, which appears at Paphos

as 7 ; the next character is Jco (jjo

or liho), and the next the Cypriote u,

written /\ and A in the inscriptions

of Ktima and Paphos, as Avell as on

the monuments of Karia. But again

we find ourselves in the presence of

an unknown word or name.

The following inscriptions equally

indicate the place where the name or

word contained in them ends. First of

all, one on a whorl numbered 3558,

which reads |, /7^ (" [3/1^. All

these characters except the last, which

is manifestly the Cypriote ^, //, are

new. The one next to it has no ana-

logue in the Cypriote inscriptions,

though a similar letter occurs in the

Lykian alphabet with the value of h.

A similar letter is also found in the

alpliabet of Karia. The character that

follows has likewise no analogue in

the syllabary of Cyprus, though it is

met with in the Lykian alphabet with

the value of g (or perhaps s), as well

as in the Karian ami Pamphylian

alphabets, and in a curious inscrip-

tion copied by TTamilton (^Travels, i.

p. 383) at Eyuk, near the Halys.

The next character may p()ssibly be

the Cypriote ^ or "^, me, while the
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last irf perhaps the indication of a full

stop.

On th(> ^vhorl No. 2461 wo have

o <) r^
the first character of -which I should

read ye, and the second possibly sa,

while the tliird is a common form of

the Cypriote go or Jco. On the wliorl No.

223G is '^j (^ A, where the

last character may be the Cypriote

, TO, turned upside down, and the

middle one is tiie same as that which

I have he.^itatingly identified with the

Cypriote ye, when dealing with the

inscription on No. 1524. The first

character may be the Cypriote mo,

which sometimes appears under the

furai of (T\ , but it is more probably

a character of undetermined value

which is plentiful in the Karian

inscriptions.

On whorl No. 3551 we seem to have

two words:
*J ^ fl S^*

These we may perhaps read sa-ye vo(T)-

(jo-re or le.

The inscription on Avhorl Xo. 2224,

0\ o fA ° ^~\\ " (ci^, go-go-ti-re

or le, may bo merely intended for

ornament, but it may also contain a

proper name. The same may be

said of the inscription on No. 35G3.

. ti-ii-ti-rc-re.

It is otherwise with a whorl bearing

the inscription given below, and found
at a depth of 20 ft. (No. 152^;
No. 1222, p. 563). Here the straight

line clearly denotes the end of the
word, words being similarly divided
from one another in the Karian in-

scriptions, as well as in the inscription

copied by Hamilton at Ejnik. I can
suggest no explanation of the first

character on the left; the next is the

Cypriote mo, the next ye ; then comes
a letter the phonetic power of which

in Cypriote has not yet been asce •-

tained ; then another unknown charac-

tion

No. 1525. An inscribed whorl. (Natural size.

Depth, 20 ft.)

ter which may be compared with the

first on No. 2236, and lastl}^ go or

ko. It is possible, however, that the

straight line which I have suj^posed

to be a mark of division may really be-

long to the lines adjoining it ; in this

case we should have the Cypriote cha-

racter vo. This possibility is suggested

by a whorl, found at a depth of 13 ft.,

which contains the following inscrip-

No. 1526. Inscription on whorl, No. ISGO.

Here the second character is the Cy-

priote si (^^). the third is mo, the

fourth u, and the last vo. It is a pity

that the value of tjie first remains un-

known, since we seem to have in si-

mo-u-vo the same root as in Simoeis

(= St/xo-fei/T-9).

There are four other whorls about

which I am in doubt. They bear

marks which 7nay be intended for cha-

lacters, but if so they are not recog-

nizable, and I am disposed to think

that they are mere ornaments. Of

course it is always possible that the

artist was unskilfully endeavouring

to reproduce real characters which he

did not understand. Here are the in-

scriptions :

—

No. 1527. Inscription on wborl. No. 199-4 (No. 3544).

No. 152^. Inscription on whorl No. 1902 (Xo. 2640).
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0(^^07 ^z:^
No. 1529. Inscription on whorl, No. 4148.

Q^K-OQ An'-
No. 1530. Inscription on whorl, No. 1972.

No. 1531. An inscribed fragment of pottery.

(2 : 3 actual size. Depth 33 ft.) Already
represented on p. 293, No. 173.

The same uncertainty Langs OA-er a

fragment of pottery of which a cojiy

is here given (No. 1531 ; No. 173,

p. 298). The last character on the
left looks like one of those in the

inscription of Ejnik, and the next
two characters may be intended for ye

and go.

I feel no uncertainty, however, about

the marks which run round two
vases and which have been taken
fur inscriptions. They are mani-
festly mere decorations, the first con-

sisting of a series of rudely-formed

taus, the second of crosses. Here are

exact copies of them :

—

/m
^^^/. V^Z-iT)''"'

No. 1532 JIarks round the neck of the vase. No. 305 (p. 309).

No. 1533. Marks round the neck of the vase, Nos. 1010, 1011, 1012 (p. C 27).

I am inclined to think that the

signs incised on a whetstone in which

Professor Gomperz saw an inscription,

as he did also in the first of the vase-

markings just given, have likewise

nothing to do with written characters.

Let the reader, however, judge for

himself (No. 1534) :—
Here, it is true, wo have

the C^^priote ^ , ro, as

upon the terra-cotta seal

already discussed, but

tlicre is nothing else

which can bo compared

with any of ihe cha-

racters of the Cypriote

syllabary, while on the side of the

stone there is plainly tlic representa-

tion of a man with his arm out-

stretched. It is difficult to attach

any signification to the other

marks.

It is different witli tlio design upon
a seal now in the Museum of tlie Chinili

No. 1534. Incised

8if;ns on

tlie wiiet>tone.

No. 12G5.

Kiosk at Constantinople. This is as

follows: \S^i
\CX\ ' The picture of tho

bull is in the same childish style of

art as that with which the terra-cotta

whorls discovered by Dr. Schliemann

have made us familiar. But it bears in

its mouth what may indeed be intended

to represent fodder, but is move pro-

bably the character Ico or go. If so, wo
have evidence that the Trojan lan-

guage denoted the bull by a word of

tlio same origin as the Sanslviit gaus,

the Greek j3om (for yFoF-q), the Latin

hos, and tho Old High German ehio

(cow). The language of the Lydians,

from whom according to Herodotus
(vii. 74) the Mysians were descended,

represented a guttural followed by a

labial by a simple guttural, as may be

seen from the word KarSai'A?;?, trans-

lated o-KvXXo—yiKTrj'; by Ilippoiiax

(Fr. ], Bergk), where kuv answers to

the Sanskrit swan, tho Gieek kvwv, the
Latin canis, and the English hound.
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Ko. 1535. A
button

r. ith iiisoribod

cLiaractors.

I LcHevc t]iat significant characters

may be read, on a .small

button of llio annexed

pattern :

—

Here we liave /IN , re,

or perhaps the Cypriote

/CN ,/'', fl , F. and ^

of donhtCiil value.

Still more striking is the legend,

consisting of a single character,

scratched upon two funnel - shajied

cones of yellow cla}', found at a depth

of 10 ft. (Nos. 1:538, 1339, p. 582).

The character in question is
\ |

*

, mo^

the name probably of some weight or

measure.*' We are irresistibly re-

minded of the Aryan root md, " to

measure," with its derivatives, llie

Sanskrit mdlram, " a measure," the

Zend md, "a measure," the Greek
jxirpov, and the Latin mctare and me-

tiri. But these cones lead us to con-

clusions even more interesting. A
cone of almost exactly the same shape

and material was discovered by the

late Mr. George Smith xinder the

pavement of the palace of the As-

syrian king Assur-bani-pal or Sarda-

napalus at Kouyunjik. On this is

scratched in the same place and in a

similar manner as on the cones from

Hissarlik the following inscription

:

©.-U
No. 15.16. Jnscription on .in Assyrian cone

from Kouyunjik.

These are unmistakably Trojan

letters, the first on the left being the

familiar re or le. The second character

is either '^ or ^ ,
more probably.

the latter, its lower line coinciding

with the line along Avhich the engra-

ver drew the character.-^. If the cha-

racter is \^ , it may be an abbreviated

form of the Cypriote to, which occurs

* Dr. Schliemann tells me that he has found

the same character on a round object of terra-

cotta, as well as on the back of the polishing

stone, No. 651, p. 444.

in some late inscriptions ; if it is ^\^

it is the ordinary ve. The third cha-

racter is unfortunately one which is

not met with in the Cypriote .sylla-

baiy, though it occurs in an inscrip-

tion on a Pamphylian coin. The cone

from Kouyunjik cannot bo later than

li.c. 650, and this gives us an approxi-

mate dale not only for the period down
to whicli the Cj'piiote syllabary was
in use in the Troad, but also for the

relative antiquity of the several strata

of remains at Hissarlik.

I do not, of course, mean to say

positively that the cone discovered hy
Mr. George Smith actually came from

the Troad, though its remarkable

similarity to the Trojan cones in shape,

material, and. the form of its cliarac-

ters strongly points to such a conclu-

sion ; but it must have come from a

people who used the same system of

writing as the inhabitants of the

Troad and were in close contact with

them. Early in his reign, which com-

menced B.C. G68, Assur-bani-2:)al received

tribute from Gugu or Gyges, king of

Lydia, a coiintry the very nyme of

whicli, he sajs, his fathers had never

heard, and it is probable that the

cone reached Nineveh through the

Lydians. For the present, therefore,

we mu.st leave it undecided whether

it was of Tiojan or of Lj'dian manu-

facture. This is a point that can only

be settled by excavations on the site

of the Lydian capital. But it is at

least highly probable that the same

system of -writing was in use in Lydia

as in the Troad, and that the discover}'

of Lydian inscriptions would pour a

flood of light on the enigmatical le-

gends from Hissarlik which I have

been discussing."

' It is probable, however, that a fragment of

a Lydian inscription e.xists on a broken marble

base found by Mr. Wood in the temple of Artemis

at Ephesus, and published by Mr. Newton in the

Transactions of the Societij of Biblical Archaeology,

iv. 2 (1876). The b.ise seems to have belonged

to an archaic statue, or more probably to one of

the caelatac columnae presented by Kroesus. At
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One thing at any rate is clear. The
tise ot" the su-called Cypriote syllabary

was not confined to the island of C}'-

prus, thuxigh it continued to be em-

ployed there down to a later period

than elsewhere. But there was a time

when it was known all over the con-

tinent of Asia Minor, and it is to that

lime that the inscribed monuments of

Hissarlik take us back. No inscrip-

tions have hitherto been discovered in

other parts of the Peninsula wliich

are older than the period when the

Phoenico-Greek alphabet liad been in-

troduced and adapted to express the

sounds of the various languages spoken

there. 1'hey are all composed in either

the Lykian, the Karian, the Pamidiy-

lian, the Kilikian, the Kappadokian,

or the Phrygian alphabets. But apart

from the Phrygian alphabet, which is

purely Greek and must have been bor-

rowed from the Ionic before the latter

had lost the digamma in the seventh

century B.C., each of these alphabets

contains convincing evidence that it

had been preceded by a syllabary iden-

tical in the main with that of Cyprus.

Sounds which were not expressed at

all in the Greek alphabet, or only in-

adequately expressed in it, are repre-

sented by characters which have the

same forms and the same phonetic

values as those of the Cypriote s^dla-

bary. Thus in Lykian w^e have the

Cypriote /|C {hhu), lit, ^, o, ^^, c,

aiitl Die (mX «;; in Karian, AA, »a",

/\ , ro (or le), J V , Z:o (go), XI ,
ra,

X. h (D? mo, Ji, ve, and '/' ne; in

Pamphylian, T5" , ro, Y , u, J\, ho, H,
vu or V, and y , ss (ae) ; and in Kili-

kian, H, ta, and l-*-| se. Our only

any rate it formed part of the older temple whose
fouadations and materials were used for the

temple built in the time of Alexander the Great.

One of the characters contained in the Inscrip-

tion is the Trojan vc, spoken of above. Another

has the form '\, which is also found in a slightly

different form at Eyuk, and n third has the same
form as the n at Eyuk.

knowledge of the Kappadokian alpha-

bet is derived from the inscription

copied by Hamilton at Eytdi;, which

lay within the frontiers of Kappadokia

before the settlement of the Gauls in

Galatia, and which is as follows

:

No. 1537. Inscription found at Eyuk in Kappadokia.

This I would read from right to left:

Bi(?ysi-2:)(?)-ii [or so] S (or G')-ma-o-v-

m-a-n, " Eispu (son) of Smaovos (am)

I." Here at least four letters are Cy-

priote, and one other (
|
) also proba-

bly belongs to the old syllabary.

As I have already remarked, the

characters found on the monuments of

Cyprus are a selected residitum of

those once contained in the sjdlabary

which has left scattered memorials of

itself in the later alphabets of Asia

Minor. I strongly suspect that the

Kappadokian '*^, which is similar in

form to the Trojan character l"ound on

the whorl, No. 3558, as well as to a cha-

racter ("1) met with on Pampliylian

coins and Karian monuments, is one

of the chaiacters not jepresented in

Cyprus. The same is certainly the

case Avith the Lykian /^ o • /j\, e (also

found in Karian, and possibly in Tro-

jan), -j- , h^ , s (also found in Kappa-

dokian), 3Cj '^' (also found in Karian")

X (which resembles one form of the

Cypriote y. , me) and J, ih (unless

this is the Cypriote \ , c), as well as

Avith the Pampliylian 5, Q, and pos-

sibly ^. So, too, in Karian we have

9 or 9, e,^,ss, Q, and ^. The

original syllabaiy of Asia Minor pro-

bably possessed about a hundred cha-

racteis. It seems to be meant by the

famous a-y'ifxara Xvypd of Homer (7/. vi.

1C9); though, if so, folded tablets

covered with wax were already in use

for the purposes of correspondence.

These cr-^iMara or " characters " Avero

carried by Bellerophon to Lykia,

where, as avo have seen, the syllabaiy

of Asia Minor had been long in use.
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The origin of tliis syllabaiy is still

enveloped in obscurity. Five years

{io-o, ill the Transactions of tlic Society of

Bihlical Archaeology (v. i. 1876), 1 en-

deavoured to trace it to the still nnde-

ciphered llittite hieroglyphics which

have been found at Aleppo and on the

sites of Ilaniath and Carchemisli, the

llittite capital, now re})resented by

the mounds of Jerablus (the Greek

Hierapolis) on the Euphrates, 16

miles to the south of Birejik, as

well as in Asia JMinoi*. But at that

time the only legible Hittite inscrip-

tions known were a few short ones

from Hamah (or Hamath), which turn

out to be engraved in a later, hieratic

form of llittite writing; while the

earliest accessible forms of the Cyp-

riote characters were those found in

co:nparatively late inscriptions from

the island of Cyprus. My compari-

sons, therefore, had to be made be-

tween the selected characters of the

Cypriote syllabary, with late and

special forms, and an equally re-

stricted number of llittite hierogly-

phics, similarly late and special.

Moreover, I had not then made the

important discovery of the Hittite

origin of the sculptures and inscrip-

tions photographed or copied by Perrot

and others at Eyuk and Boghaz Kioi

(the ancient Pteria) on the Halys, at

Ghiaur-Kalessi near the villages of

Hoiadja and Kara-omerlu, 9 hours to

the south-west of Angora (Ancyra),

at a spot which commands the old

road by Gordium from Ancyra to

Pessinus, and above all at Kara-bel in

Lydia, at the junction of the two roads

from Ephesus to Phokaea and from

Smyrna to Sardes, where in 1879 I

had the satisfaction of finding a Hit-

tite inscription accompanying one of

the two figures supposed by Herodo-

tus (ii. 106) to have been portraits of

the Egyptian Sesostris. In Lykaonia,

near the silver-mines of the Bulgar

Dagh, Mr. Davis has discovered Hittite

sculptures and inscriptions at Ibreez

(or Ivris) a little to the south of Eregle,

the ancient Kybistra, and at Bulgar

Maden (near Chifteh Khan); while

Mr. Edmund Calvert has informed me
of another llittite sculpture, consisting

of three figures and accompanied by
Hittite characters, near Frohtin in the

neighbourhood of Ibreez. In fact, it ia

plain that Flittite power and influence

once made itself felt as far as the

Aegean along the two high roads of

Asia ]\[inor, one of which ran north-

Avards through Kappadokia, Galatia,

and Mysia—being in fiict the road tra-

versed by Kroesus when he marched

against Cyrus—and the other south-

wards through Lykaonia to Sardes.

This latter road was tlie one followed

by Xenophon and the Ten Thousand

on their outward march.

Kow Hittite art, which is chai'ac-

terized by thick limbs, a fondness for

round ornaments and convolutions,

winged solar discs, and figures with

tiaracd heads and shoes with turned-

up ends, is an art which is Assyro-

Babylonian in its origin, but which

has been modified in a very special

way by the artists of Carchemish. It

was carried b}' the Hittites to the na-

tions of the AYest, where it became the

peculiar art of Asia Minor, and passed

over, probably thiough Lydian hands,

to Greece. The hitherto unexplained

element in early Greek art, which

cannot be traced to Phoenician in-

fluence, has really come from this

source. Thus the tombstones found

by Dr. Schliemann at Mykenae are

Hittite in general character ; so also

are the lions over the principal gate

of the Acropolis, which find their ana-

logue in a rock-tomb at Kumbet in

Phrygia;^ while the head-dress of an

ivory figure discovered in the pre-his-

toric tombs of Spata in Attica is dis-

tinctively Hittite.

The age when the authority and

culture of the Hittites extended itself

to the far West was probably about

* Compare especially the forms of the bull

and lion copied by Perrot at Eyuk (plate 57) with

those found on objects from Mykenae and Spata.
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B.C. 1300-1200. Herodotus makes Ni-

nus the son of Belns the ancestor of

the dynasty of the Heraklids in Lydia

which ended witli Kandaules. This

was formerly supposed to refer to an

Assyrian occupation of Lydia, but the

supposition is rendered untenable by
the fact that, according to the cunei-

form insciiptions, the country west-

ward of the Halys was unknown to the

Assyrians before the reign of Assur-

bani-pal. The legend however may be

sufficiently explained by the arrival of

a culture which had come to the Hit-

tites from Assyria and Babylonia, and
was transmitted by them to Asia Mi-

nor. Ammianus Marcellinus (xiv. 8)

calls Hierapolis on the Euphrates, that

is, as we now know, Carchemish, the

"ancient Ninus" or Nineveh (see, too,

Philostratus, Vita ApoU. Tyan. i. 19;

and Diodorus, ii. 3, 1 ). If we may
trust the chi'onology of Herodotus,

the beginning of the Heraklid dynast}'

must be placed about 500 years before

the accession of Gyges, or about b.c.

1200. The date is confirmed by the

fact that the Assyrian monarch. Tig-

lath Pileser I. (b.c. 1130), states that

the ]\Ioschi liad been sufficiently strong

fifty years previously to wrest the

countries of Alzu and rurukhumzu on

the Upper Euphrates from the Assy-

rians, the Hittites at the same time

overrunning Subarti or Syria; while

Egyptian annals show that in the time

of J^amses II. (r..c. 1320) Dardanians

and Mysians came to the assistance of

the Hittites, and that under Eamses
III. (b.c. 1200) they were ranged

among the Hitlite allies.

We can hardly suppose that, when
the natives of Asia ]\linor adopted the

art of the Hittites, they did not at the

same time adopt either wholly or in

part, the system of writing Avhich ac-

co)U})anied it. When, therefore, the

earliest mode of writing that appears

among them is the peculiar syllabaiy

gencially known as Cypi'iote, the \\yg-

snmption arises that this syllabary was
derived from tlie Ilittite hieroglyphics.

And the presumption is confirmed by

several facts. First of all the sylla-

bary is distinguished by the remark-

able peculiarity of representing the

sounds of fc, p, and pli, r/, h, and Icli,

and fZ, t, and tli, respectively, by the

same chaiacters. That is to say, the

original employers of the syllabary

made no distinction in i^ronunciation

between the sounds of 6, p, and p//, of

g, h, and Ich, and of d, t, and ih. So far

as I know, there is only one race in

\\ cstern Asia to which such a curious

indistinctness of pronunciation can be

referred. The name of the Ilittite

capital is wiitten Gar-gamis by the As-

syrians, Car-cliemisli by the Hebrews,

and Knru-kamaisha by the Egyptians;

in other words, the name was so pro-

nounced that the gnttrrral contained in

it seemed to be g to Assyrian ears,

hard h to Egyptian ears, and soft h (c)

to Jewish ears. Secondly, the Ilittite

inscriptions are all written in houstro-

pheclon fashion : this, it would seem,

must have once been the case also

in Karian, since some of the Karian

inscriptions are written from riglit to

left, while others are written from left

to right. Moi cover, while most of the

Cypriote legends run from right to

left, those of Paphos run from left to

right, although Paphos was the centre

of the Semites, whose writing runs

from right to left, while the Assyrian

cuneiform is always written from left

to right. An explanation worrld thus

be alfordcd of the otherwise puzzling

fact that, whereas some of the oldest

Greek inscriptions are in honstro-

plu'don, all Phoenician or Aram can
inscriptions written in the alphabet

afterwards handed on to the (jl reeks

run fi-om right to loft. And thiixll}',

we have the two positive facts

that the iiisciiption discovered by
Hamilton at Eyuk was f)und at a

spot in which Hittito sculpture and
writing have lefr. prominent memorials

of themselves, while a colouied figure

of a warrior copied by Texier (vol. ii.

plate 103) at Konieh or Ikonium is a
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specimen of Ilellenized Hittite art,

acconqianied by characters Avhich, if

Texier's copy can be trusted, belong

to a form of the Cypriote syllabary.

I am strongly inclined to think that

tlie engraving ou the whetstone fjurid

at Hii«siulik is a rude attempt at imi-

tating a Hittite inscription.

So fir, therefore, as the evidence

goes at present, we are justified in be-

lieving that Hittite influence extended

throughout Asia 3Iinor in the four-

teenth or thirteenth century b.c, and
brought wi:h it the art of Assyiia

and Babylonia as modified at Car-

chemi.sh, along Avith the knowledge of

wiiting. It is, of course, impossible

to determine Avhether the artists whose
remains have been found in Kappa-
dokia, Lykaonia, and Lydia were ac-

tually Hittites proper or the inhabi-

tants of the district which extended
from the Black Sea to Syria, on the one
hand, and from Armenia to the Halys
on the other, all of whom, if wo may
trust the testimony of proper names,

together with the Hittites, belonged to

the same race, spoke allied langu;iges,

and shared in a common civilization.

Two or three considerations, indeed,

make it more probable that the}' were
the Hittites themselves. The sculp-

tured rocks at Karabel bear Avitness to

a military invasion and conquest, such
as only a powerful people like the Hit-

tites are likely to have made ; the con-

nection shown by the Egyptian monu-

districts into which it had been intro-

duced, this syllabary was carried from
Kilikia into Cyprus in a reduced form,
and remained in use there dow^n to a
comparatively late period.

Its disappearance from Mvsia and
the Troad belongs to an earlier date.

The cone discovered by Mr. George
Smith at Kouyunjik shows that it w'as

still employed there about h.c. 650.

But it must have been displaced

siiortly afterwards by the Ionic Greek
alphabet, if we ma}- atgue from the

f ict that the Ionic Greek alphabets of

Phrygia, Karia, and Lykia, all con-

tained the digamma, which had been

lost at the time when the Ionian mer-

cenaries of Psammitichus carved tlieir

names on the colossi of Abu-Simbel,

B.C. C-iO (less probably B.C. 595). A le-

markable relic of the jieriud of transi-

tion has been discovered by Mr. Frank
Calvert in erne of the tombs in the ne-

cropolis of Thj'mbra. This is a patera

of a shape peculiar to the locality, made
of the same drab clay as the funnel-

shaped cones above mentioned, and be-

longing to the early Phoeniko-Hellenic

jieriod of Greek art. Four Cy2:)riote

charactei's occur on it, two of which

are written in combination on opposite

sides (if the patera, and seem to con-

tain the name of the maker or owner.

These are /^ ^^ (the second charac-

ter taking also the form ^j), the first

of wliich is re or le. The other is appa-

ments to have existed between the .-ently the Cypriote 5S , the phonetic
Hittites and the inhabitants of Mysia
points in the same direction ; while
Mr. Gladstone's identification of the

KT;7€tot of Homer {Od. xi. 521) with
the Hittites has much in its favour.^

However this may be. a syllabary was
derived from the hieroglyphics used
and probably invented by the Hittites,

Avhich cime to be employed tlirougli-

out Asia Minor. After passing through
various changes and undergoing par-

ticular modifications in the different

' Homeric Synchronism (London, 1876), pp.
171 S(j.

value of which is unknown, though I

am inclined to believe it was von, in

which case tk.e name would read Le-

von or Ae'wi'. The other two characters

are written separately and are evi-

denth' used as mere ornaments, one of

them, indeed. -tI^, being a symme-

trical modification of "^ , e, for de-

corative purposes, though the second.

ne, is unchanged in form. The

patera proves that, in the middle of
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the seventh century u.c, the period to

which it belongs, the old syllabary

was fast passing out of use and coming

to be employed for decorative purposes

only.

A good many of the terra-cotta whorls

discovered by Dr. Schliemann are simi-

larly ins^ciibed with single characters,

whose meaning- is merely decorative.

Thus we find \, rj^, ^ or (^,
and other characters, emplo^'ed along

with rude drawings of animals for this

purpose. In some cases it is difficult

not to fancy that the designs are in-

tended to be barbarous imitations of

the more striking objects represented

by the Ilittite hieroglyphics. Thus

Mthe tree-pattern ^/^ is very common,

and this pattern is not only found

among the hieroglyphics of the Ilit-

tites, but also forms the ornamentation

of the robe worn by a figiu-e on a sculp-

tured monument from Carchemish,now

in the British Museum, wliile the same

ornament occurs frequently upon Baby-

lonian seals and other anti<piities. A
curious phallus of black basalt, for ex-

ample, lately brought to England from

the Island of Bahrein in the Persian

Gulf (Avhich w%as called "the island

of the gods" by the early Chaldeans)

has the same pattern engraved by the

side of a short inscription. In Bab}"-

lonian art it represents the sacred tree

oflife.io

Among the ITissarllk whorls there

are twoor three which seem tome to bear

inarks intended to reproduce cunei-

form characters, or rather the wedges

of which the characters were com-

posed, and which were wholly unin-

telligible to the Trojan artists. The
Phoenician artists similarly often re-

produced the hieroglyphics of the

'" In Phoenician art it seems to denote a palm-

branch. On a silver bowl found at Palestrina

,

and bearing a Phoenician iiiscrijition, the tails of

the horses are artistically represented under the

form of these trees or pahu-bianches.

Egyptians, which they did not under-

stand and accordingly miscopied and

miscombined. We learn from the Tro-

jan cylinders already discussed, that

objects of early Babylonian origin

were known to the primitive inhabi-

tants of Hissarlik, and several of the

designs on the whorls are obviously

imitations of designs on Babylonian

cylinders, among which small round

holes denoting the stars and planets

are especially plentiful. A fragment of

pottery excavated by Dr. Schliemann

in the Besika Tepeh has markings

upon it which also seem somewhat

unsuccessful attempts to imitate cunei-

form characters (No. 1517, p. G6G).

Two more points remain to be no-

ticed before I conclude. One of these

is the ingenious endeavour made by

Dr. Deecke to derive the Cypriote

syllabary from the Assyrian S3dlabary

as it was at the close of the eighth

century Bc, when Sargon ovenan the

island of Cyprus. But the fatal objec-

tion to this endeavour is the f ict that

the same syllabary already existed, as

we have seen, in an older and fuller

form on the mainland, and that conse-

quently it could not have been the

invention of a Cyprian of Paphos about

710 B.C. The inscriptions found at

Hissarlik show that its characters al-

ready existed in an older form far away

in the north-west of Asia Minor. Con-

sequently it must have been an im-

portation into Cyprus from the main-

land, not a ]K)ssession peculiar to the

island. But there are other objections

to Dr. Deecke's theory. Thus the forms

of the cuneiform characters that ho

compares belong to more than one ago

and district, and were not all in use at

one and the same time or in one and

the same country, while in several in-

stances ho has to imagine non-existent

forms intermediate between the sup-

posed cuneiform prototype and its

Cypriote equivalent. The phonology

of the Assyrian and Cypriote sylla-

baries, again, does not agree. The As-

syrian, language has distinct signs for
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t and d (al^^o for tit) ; for rj, h, and Ih, and

for h and j?; and it is inconceivable that

these i^lioiild liave been confounded to-

gether in a syllabary meant to express

the sounds of two langnages, the Phoe-

nician and the Greek, botli of which

possessed thc-e veiy sounds. On tho

other liand, the Assyrians made no dis-

tinction lietween m and i\ as the Cy-

priote syllabary does, and had no ye, yi

or o, which have special characters to

denote them in Cypriote. It may fur-

ther be added that the only two cha-

racters, e, >|^ , and pa, i , which

display a marked resemblance 1o cu-

neiform characters with corresponding

phonetic values, lose this resemblance

when traced back to the older forms

v^ and
-J-.

The other point to be noticed is un-

fortunately one npon which very little

can be said. Of the language of the

Trojans and Mysians we know next to

nothing, and it is therefore impossible

to explain the words written in Trojan

characters, even when they have been

deciphered, or to know whether we are

dealing with significant words or pro-

per names. All wo can say positively

is. that the Mysian language was allied

to those of the neighbouring popula-

tions of Asia Minor. Xanthns, the

Lykian hi.storian (Fr. 8), makes it half

Lydian, half Phrygian, and the woids

of Herodotus (i. 171) imply the same.

Indeed, Herodotus goes so far as to

state (vii. 7-i) that the Mysians were

Lydian colonists, though Strabo (xii.

pp. 542, 566) calls them Thrakian colo-

nists. But the dialects of Thrace and

Western Asia Minor belonged to the

same stock, while extant Phrygian in-

scriptions and glosses show that Phry-

gian was a sister-tongue of classical

Greek. Slight differences, of course,

must have existed between Mysian
and Phrygian, as indeed is asserted

by a passage in the Homeric Hymn to

Aphrodite (111-116), quoted by Dr.

Sehliemann in an earlier part of this

volume (p. 120). The differences, how-

ever, could not have been great, and it

is therefore possible that the meaning
of the Trojan inscriptions may yet be

cleared up by the discovery of Phry-

gian and Lydian inscriptions. Hektor

was called Dareios " by the Pliry-

gians," which seems to imply that da-

rtios was the equivalent of the Greek

€KTwp, " a stay," in both Phrygian and

Trojan. Paiis seems to have been the

native name which corresponded to the

Greek 'AAe^avSpos, "defender of men,"

and it is difficult to separate I'aris

fi'om Priamos. The Aeolic form of

Priamos, Ile'p/ja/Ao?, shows that the ori-

ginal form of the word "was Peryamos,

which has clearly nothing to do with

pergamos (?"a citadel"), but seems to

be connected with the Lydian iraXfjivg,

" king."

The fcmr curious passages in which

Homer contrasts the language of the

gods Avith the language of men, pro-

bably iiho contain some sj^ecimens of

the Mysian dialect. The single ana-

logy that can be found for these jias-

sages is a very close one from the Old

Edda of Iceland. In this we have a

poem called the Alvissmal, or the

" Speech of the Allwise," in which

the names of various objects are given

in the language of men, of the Aesir

or gods, and of tho Yanir or demigods.

It appears that the language of men
was the language of ordinary life,

while that of the gods was the lan-

guage of the poets. In the latter lan-

guage were included many foreign

words ; thus we are told that what is

called ale by men is called heer by the

gods, ale being Scandinavian and heer

the borrowed Anglo-Saxon. The four

passages of Homer are explained and

cleared up by the Icelandic poem. In

Homer, too, the language of men
means that spoken by the natives of

Asia Minor; the language of the gods

that used by the poets of Ionia.

Briareus, as he is called by the gods,

is called Aegaeon by men (i/. i. 403-4),

Briareus meaning " the mighty," and

Aegaeon being probably connected with
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the Greek aiyi?, " tempest " (the Dorian

atye?, " waves"). In II. ii. 813-4, men
are said to term Batieia what the gods

Cdll the tomb of llie Amazon Myrine,

whose name reappears in those of

Smyrna and the Lemnian and Aeolic

towns of Myriria. Batieia may be

l3aTiFe(Ti/a, " the brambly," a good de-

s-ignation for a tumuhis which is still

covered with bushes. According to

II. xiv. 291 and xx. 7-1, men called

KVfjiLvSi<; and SK-a/xavSpos Avhat the gods

called 'x^ciXkl'; and 'B.avdck. Ki'/xtf8ts is

said to have been the Ionic name of

the night-jar; but since it has no kin-

dred in Greek, it wotdd seem that it

was one of the native words borrowed

b}^ the Ionic settlers in Asia Minor.

If we can suppose that ^^oXki's, " the

bronze-coloured," and ^avOos, " yel-

low," are real equivalents of /ci'/xtv8ts

and 2Ka/i,avSpos, we may infer that a

root (TKafjiavS or kv/xivS existed in My-
sian which had the sijrnification of

"yellow." It must not be forgotten,

however, that several of the river-

names of Asia Minor, such as Alander

and Maeander, the latter of which

claims relationship with I\Iaeonia, the

Lydian /xwrs, "earth," end with the

sj'llables -avSpo?; while, on the olher

hand, we have various names like

Kadyanda, Labranda (from the Lydian

Xdf3pv?, "hatchet"), Piginda, Alinda

(from the Karian aXa, " horse ") which
have the same termination as Ki'/xii/8ts.

The name of ]\Iysia itself was derived

from the Lj'dian fxvcro's, which is ex-

plained by the Greek 6$v7], " the beech
"

(or Fagus silvattcus).^

' The following inscrij)tion, found by Jlr.

Frank Calvert in the necropolis of Thymbra,
probably contains a specimeu of the Mysian

dialect spoken in the Ti'oad :

—

. . AI$©ENEIAiEMM(?)ITONIKIAI01-
TOTAVKIO.

It is given in Le Bas : Voyai/c archiologique en

Grece ct en Asic Mincure, v. 1743 m.

2 z



APPENDIX IV.

THYMBRA, IIAXAl" TEPEH.

By Mr. Consul Fiiaxk Calvert.

The first mention of Thymbra is ! rians, Paeouians, Lcleges, Caucones,

by Homer. l)olon, when he details ! and Pelasgi, towards the sea; the

to Ulysses the position of tlie Trojan Lycians, ]\Iysians, Phrygians, and

army outside of Troy, places the Ca- ' Maeonians, towards Tliymbra.' This

PLAIN OF THE

SCAMANDCR

jMiJe

No. 153S. Map indicating the Sites of Thymbra and Hanai Tcpeh, and the junction of the lUvers Thymbr
and Scamander.

» /;. X. 428.
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allocation, though it does not establish

the geographical position of Thym-
bra, yet, taken with the more precise

information given by Demetrius of

(Scepsis, is of value ; it evidences that

a direct'on opjiosite to the sea, that

is, inland, was intended by the poet.

The more modern author places the

temple of Apollo Thymbraeus at fifty

stadia from Ilium (Novum), at thejunc-

tion of the river Thymbrius with tho

Scamander." Thymbra was identified

by Hobhouse with Akshi Kioi ^ (the

present Thymbra Farmj, and Earkei

Webb recognized the Thymbrius in

the Kemar Su.* My researches have
led to the discovery of another ancient

site at Hanai Tepeh, separated from
that of Akshi Kioi by an interval of

about five hundred yards (see Map,

Scale. English Feet

Ho. 15J9. General Plan of Excavation ma<le at Ilanai Ti peh.

' Strabo, xiii. p. 598. ' Journc;/ throujh Albania ; London, 1S13, p. 753.

* Be Aijro Trojano ; Milan, 1821, p. 49.
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No, 3 538). At Akslii Kioi tlie remains

are of later date than at Hanai Tepeh.

The Homeric site of Thj^mhra avouM

appear not to he identical with the later

town and temple of the Thymhrean

Apollo of Demetrius ; and subsequent

ancient authors appear to hdve trans-

ferred it to Akshi Kioi from Hanai

Tepeh. Pre-historic Thymhra covered

a considerable surface of land, on
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10 feet.

No. 1541. Enlarged portion of Section of Hanai Tepeh from W. to E.

1. Granaries lined with Clay. 5. Skeleton.

2. Foundations built on with Xo. 3. 6. Stone Axes, Weights, &c.

3. Sun-dried Bricks. 7. Vases.

4. Tomb of Infant.

which are found hand-mill stones,

stone axes, fragments of pottery,

whorls, silex flakes, and other relics.

The artificial mound of Hanai Te-

peh, which gives its name to the site,

is of remarkalile interest. It forms,

as it were, the nucleus of the old

settlement, and stands out promi-

nently in the plain at the end of

a long spur of land which reaches

back to Akshi Kioi. My first excava-

tion in this tepeh was made in 1857,

and the results and hypothesis founded

thereon were published in the Jour-

nal of the Archaeological Institute.^

Further researches were made sub-

secjuently ; latterly with the powerful

assistance of Dr. Schliemann. The
later and more extensive investiga-

tions, as shown in the accompany-
iug General Plan, No. 1539, have led

me to relinquish the c(mviction of tlio

identity of Ilana'i Tepeli with the

common tomb of the Trojans, pul)-

lished in the above-mentioned journal.

A trench, 12 ft. wide, wliich I made
through tlio mound from Avest to east,

gives a complete section of this arti-

ficial liillock (Xo. 1540). The natural

rock rises from the plain to a flat

shell}^ limestone stratum (No. 1540,

IG), which forms a phitcau (m tlie spur.

On tliis surface are the rcmtiins of the

original settlers, extending beyond
the mound itself (No. 1540, n). Tlie

» Vol. XV. 1858.

debris are composed in great part of

sun-dried bricks derived from fallen

habitations, wood-ashes, and charcoal

(No. 1540, B 15; No. 1541, 3). Marks
of fire on many of these bricks and the
foundations of houses superposed seve-

rally one on the other (No. 1540, b 14),

indicate the repeated destruction and
reconstruction of the buildings : these

dwellings are unfortunately in too

great a state of dilapidation to allow
their form or size to be traced. The
three or four lower courses of bricks

were protected by an outer facing of

stone (No. 1541, 2), a method of pre-

serving the walls fi'om damp and
rain-drip still adopted in the country.

These sun-dried bricks are of various

dimensions : the largest and fjest pre-

served, from tlie tombs of two infants

No. 1540, B 13), measure

—

I,pngth,

inches.
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used as cement ; it served also as

plaster for the surface of the inside

walls, portions of which have been

preserved.

In rcmarkahlc agreement with the

pre-liistoric cities at Ilissarlik is the

absence of doors and windows in the

habitations. From the numerous

indications of fires in both these

aiicicTit sites, it would appear that

timber was used largely as a building

material. This circumstance suggests

the hypothesis of an upper story of

wood, to which access was gained by

means of steps or ladders : for security

the ground-floor had no exterior com-

munication, but was entered from

above from the wooden story. The

unhewn pine-log huts, now in use

among the Yourouk tribes in this

countiy, may afford a clue to the

kind of superstructure adojited by

the pro-historic inhabitants of His-

sarlik and Hanai Tepeh. This kind

of hut has a roof made of salt clay

laid on branches of trees covered

with reeds or seaweed. Masses of

clay with impressions of long reeds

are found at Ilanai Tepeh, a coin-

cidence which is worthy of remark.

Ko walls of a defensive nature have

been discovered in the lowest stratum

(No. 1540, B).

Fragments of pottery are very nu-

merous, but entire vessels are rare.

These are both hand-made (No. 1541,

No. 15J2. M.i'Sive hand-made Vase. ,

(.\boiit 1 : 3 actual size.)

7; No. 1542) and turned on the

wheel. Most of the specimens are

hand-polished, an effect produced by
ruT)bing the vase with a hard snh-

stance previous to its being baked.

The lulehs or pipe bowls now made
at Constantinople are polished in this

manner, and at the same time a deeper

shade is given to the clay by this

rubbing. The prevailing colour of

the pottery is black (jr dark brown,

diae to the presence of carbonaceous

matter ; red is comparatively rare. A
few fragments show a dark-coloured

core with a bright red surface. Many
of the vases have horizontal perfora-

tions for the purpose of suspension

(Nos. 1543, 1544, 1545), a peculiarity

No. 1543. ISowl with huiiz.)atal perforations

for suspension. (About 1 : 3 actual size.)

No. 1544. Fraguieiits of Bowl, with horizontal hole for

suspension, dark-brown, haiid-polisljed.

(About 1 : 3 actual size )

No. 1545 Fragment of a lustrous black Bonl, with

large horizontal tubular hole for suspension.

(About 1 : 3 actual size.)

limited to the original settlement, as

these have not been discovered above

a foot or two from the rock, nor in

the upper part of the stratum b.

Some of these perforated handles are

of a bright lustrous red, striking in

appearance, with some similitude to

the claw of a lobster (Nos. 1546, 1547).

Kibbed wai'e is common in the upper
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part of the stratum b, but does not

appear to have been manufactured in

the earlier settlements. The most

prevalent form is a large, but shallow,

No. 154(5. llandliM.t \'ase, hori- No. 1547. Horizonrally

zontally ppi-forated, lustrous- perforated lustrous-

red, liand-polislied. red Vase-hand)e.

(1 : '2 actual bi^e.) (1 : 2 actual size.)

circular bowl. Vessels on tripods

were not rare ; for many fragmentary

No. 1548. Haiifllo or foot of a Tripod Vase,

black, hand-polished. (1 : 2 actual size.)

feet (No. 154S) of different shapes

have been found close alwve the rock.

Fragments of vases with soot on their

exterior sliow that the use of boiling

or stewing in earthenware vessels

was not unknown to the inhabitants.

Bones of the i'allow door, the roebuck,

and the wild lioar, which furnished

tills pcdjilo with food, arc abundant.

]>csidcH tlic produce of the cliase, grain

of some kind must have been plentiful,

j'ldging by the number of hand-mill

stones in basalt and syenite.

Beginning with the lowest stratum

(b in plan Ko. 1540), we find at or

near the top small granaries, some-

times of a circular, sometiincs of a

square shape, which have been ex-

cavated in the soil and coated with

clay plaster (No. 1541, 1). In one

of these a stone axe has been dis-

covered.

Since no species of grain is indige-

nous in the country, it is clear that

the original settlers must have brought

the cereals they cultivated along with

them. The plain of Troy, with its

rich and fertile soil, would naturally

have attracted them to an agricultural

life, and from the first we may assume

that agriculture was an imi)ortant

occupation in the Troad. The near

neighbourhood of the sea furnished

the inhabitants of the district with

other articles of food : fish, oysters,

mussels, and cockles, entered largely

into their diet, but varied at different

epochs and in diffei'cnt localities.

Tlius Professor Yirchow has observed

that the Ostrea lamellosa alone is found

at Hanai Tepeli, Avhilst Ostrea crisiata

is confined to Hissarlik. The bones

that have been discovered and ex-

amined, in the lowest stratum at Hanai

Tepeh, prove that the goat was the

commonest of the domestic animals,

the ox the most rare ; while the horse,

as Professor Virchow has noticed, is

conspicuous by its absence. From this

negative evidence we may infer that

the latter animal was iinknown in the

Troad in . the pre-historic age, in

striking contrast to the age of Homer,

who mentions it so frequently. The
dog, on the other hand, that faithful

friend of man, has left memorials of its

presence in its footprints on several

sun-dried bricks, made upon them

while the clay was still plastic. Bronze

is the only metal met with, and that

sparingly. In fact, the only speci-

mens of it found in stratum b consist

of a hairpin with a. double spiral head

and two cori'oded and sliapeless frag-

ments.

On the other hand, implements of

bone and stone are not Tincommon.

Thus wc have bono awls ; a few

polished axes made of dioritc, serpen-

tine, talc, and other stones (No. 1541,
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6) ; as -well as flakes, scrapers, knives,

and baws (Xo. 1549) of obsidian,

fragment of a l)one flute (No. 1550)

lias been discovered.

quartz, jasper, and other hard stone.

One or two specimens of crystal have

also been found. 'J'he stones of which

the implements are made have all

come from the neighbourhood : diorite

from the valley of the Ehodius ; ser-

pentine and talc from the Foulah

Dagh, the Kara Dagh, and the I)um-

brek ; obsidian from the vicinity of

Saragik, in the valley of the Ehodius,

and of Aivajik ; Avliile flint nodules

are plentiful in the chalk of the

White Cliifs on the Hellespont, and

jasper is abundant in many localities,

more especially in the Foulah Dagh
and between Lampsacus and the to\^^^

of Dardanelles. Quartz, too, ap-

proaching to chalcedony, occurs in

nodules in a bed of conglomerate

metamorphosed by superposed basalt,

at the foot of the Foulah Dagh.

Besides these imjilements, two ob-

jects of mother-of-pearl have been

found,—one a small button with a

hole in the centre, the other an orna-

ment 2 inches long in the shape of

a pear. Spindle whorls of dark-

coloured clay wdiich has been baked at

afire are common ; hut no ornamentation

occurs on any discovered in stratum b.

Whorls of marble and hard stone are

rare, whereas circular potsherds with

perforated centres used as substitutes

for whorls are plentiful. A couple of

reels for winding thread, made of

dark-coloured baked clay, and similar

to those still employed for the same
purpose, also turned up during the

excavations, as well as numerous
four-sided pyramids of sun-dried clay,

which must have served as weavers'

weights. These objects indicate a

knowledge of textile manufactures on
the part of those who used them.

The early people of Hanai 'J'epeh

were also musicians, since the uj)per

No. 1550. Fragment of Flute of Bone.

Their religion may be represented

by a small marble foot, with a minute

perforation at the knee for suspension,

wliich seems to have been a votivo

otfering. This is not the only object

of marldc which bears witness to tlie

artistic capacities of the people

;

another which is probably intended

to represent a flower (Xo. 1551) has

No. 1551. Flower (.') in Marble.

l)een found, besides flattened spheres

of marble, which may have been

weights.

A remarkable feature in this stra-

tum, B (X'o. 1540, 12; Xo, 1541, 5) is

the number of skeletons found in it

at every variety of depth. Some
were on the rock itself, others under

the foundations of later houses, and

in what seem to have been the floors

of inhabited dwellings. These inter-

ments are peculiar to the stratum we
are now considering, since as will be

shown further on, none were made
during the subsequent period repre-

sented by the superposed debris. The
interments on the east side of the

mound (Xo. 1541, 12) were discovered

during the excavations of 1857 ; the

rest were found last winter (1879).

1'he bodies were buried with the faces

downwards, the heads towards the
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west, and tlie knees doubled np. Tlie

head of one was found resting on a

hand-mill stone (No. 1552). Gene-

No. 1552. Skeletuii, with iSkuU resting on hand-mlU
stone.

rally speaking, they seem to have

been interred in the loose earth ; at

all events, no special graves or tombs

No. 1553.

were prepared to receive them. An
exception, however, must be made in

the case of two infants, whose bones

were found in small tombs made of

sun-dried bricks. The skeleton of one

of these was that of a newly-born
babe ; it was extended on the back,

and the tomb in which it was laid

Avas free from earth (Xo. 3 541, 4,

Xo^. 1553, 1554). Curiously enough,
though the bones show no ^ifns

of having been burnt, a quantity

S.w.

Nos. 1553, 1554. Tomb of Infant, made of sua-burnt bricks.

of asbestos was found mixed with

them. This was unfortunately too

fragile to be removed, but its appear-

ance when first discovered j^lainly

showed that it must have consisted

of some woven texture. The interior

of the tomb was 18 inches long by

9 broad and 8 high. The body of the

other infant was that of a young child

(No. 1555), wliich was laid on the

No. 1555. Tomb of Cliild, uuidi; of suu-burnt bricks.

light side, with the knees bent up,

the right arm extended, the left

crossed over the body, and the head

resting upon the breast. It had

apparently' sunk down from its

original position. The right side of

the tomb in which it was placed was

made of stone insteatl of brick, and its

head was turned towards the east.

The interior of the gi'ave measured

16 inches in length, 9 in breadth, and

9 in height. No asbestos was found

Avith this skeleton, nor indeed with

any of the others, the body of the

newly-born babe alone excepted. As
may be seen from the plan, the inter-

ments are on the west, rather than on

the east, side of the tumulus.

According to Proftssor Yirchow, the

race t > whom the skeletons belonged

was brachycephalic ; and the shin-

bones have the remarkable peculiarity

of being angular,—a peculiarity now
confined to the Malay race. He is at

present engaged in writing a descrip-

tion of them.

No defensive walls were brought to

light in tlio lower part of stratum B

(No. 1540).

On the other hand, the surface of

the stratum had been levelled on the

western side to a deptli of about o ft.,

for the sake of a massive wall of de-

fence, which must have been erected

after the accumulatidu of the soil, and

the eastern foundations of Avhich were

laid on tlie rock itself. The wall was

supported by a number of buttresses.

Its average breadth is from 8 to 10 feet

(b. No. 1540, 10), and its greatest pre-

sent height is 5 feet. Its southern side

has disappeared. The largest stone
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found in the -wall is 7 feet long by 2

in breadth, and 2.^ in height. All the

stones composing it are rough and un-

hewn, and are bound together with

clay cement. They consist partly of

n\iocene shelly limestone found on the

spot, partly of crystalline limestone

and basalt from the bed of the Thym-

brius.

Besides this inner defensive wall

(Xo. 1540, 10), there was also an outer

wall (Xo. 1540, 11), which sometimes

stands detached, with a breadth of two

and a half feet, while at other times it

is a mere external facing to a rude

heap of loose stones. On the east side

this wall is of bricks made from the sur-

face soil, and the part laid bare by the

excavations was well preserved, so far

as its form was concerned, though the

bricks composing; it were disintegrated.

Outside the wall, as well as between

it and the inner wall, was a quantity

of marly red clay (Xo. 1540, 17); no

trace of which, it must be observed,

was found on the inner side of tlie

inner wall. The origin of this red

raiocene clay was at first proble-

matical ; l)ut a clue was eventually

given by the discovery of a brick

made of it, built into one of the walls

of the habitation near the gateway.

The form of this brick was very dis-

tinct, though, owing to the absence

of straw or any similar binding mate-

rial, the clay Avas disintegrated. It

showed clearly that the marly clay,

of which such quantities weie found,

had come from decomposed bricks.

These must once have formed the

tipper part of the mas>ive wall of

defence, the stones whicli now alono

mark its course having served as

a foundation. As the brickwork

crumbled away it fell to the foot of

the wall, and there formed the accu-

mulation seen in Xo. 1540, 17. Wood-
ashes were occasionally fonnd inter-

mixed with it, but otherwis'? there

were no marks whatsoever of fire.

The entrance to the fortress to

wliich these walls belonged lay on the

eastern side, and was formed by a

narrow passage, 3 feet wide, between
two long projecting buttresses. It

must have been built upon the tumulus
after the accumulation of .soil repre-

sented by the stratum b. Little addi-

tional soil was accumulated within tlie

fortress itself, and the unbroken line

of the latter proves incontestably

that the interments previously men-

tioned must have been made before

its construction. One skeleton, in-

deed (Xo. 1540, 12), was actually

found under the massive iuner wall

itself (Xo. 1 540, 10). The inner wall,

it may be added, shows in some parts

a facing of j-ellow loam brick on

the inside, from 2 to .3 feet in height,

and the remains of these bricks c n-

stituto in great measure the debris

within the fortress, which form what

wo will call stratum c.

The fragments of pottery discovered

in stratum B are but few. In the

lower part the handle of a vase, made
in the shape of a cow or ox (Xos.

1556-1559), was fonnd, while a small

hand-made vase with horizontally per-

forated excrescences (Xo. 1560) was
met Avith close to the wall, and frag-

ments of lustrous-black ribbed vases

were turned up, similar to those found

in the stratum c (X'os. 1561, 1562).

It is to this stratum that wo must

now turn. Here we find ourselves

in presence of a sacred enclosure,

within which altars once stood, dedi-

cated in all probability to that Thym-
brean Apollo, whose temple, according

to the indications of Strabo, must have

stood iipon this very spot. On the west

side are the remains of a wall two and

a half feet in diameter, built on the

debris of the old fortress, and probably

once faced with brick (X'o. 1510, 7).

On the east side, the massive inner wall

of the old fortress was converted to the

use of the new edifice. On the south-

east was a long piece of building, and

here too was the entrance, consisting of

a narrow passage. The massive wall

on the east side shows traces of having
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Nos. 1556-15JS. Vase-handle in dark-colourcU Clay. (About 1 : 2 actual size.)

been burnt, from which we may infer

that the fortress had been successfully

stormed and taken by an attacking

once burnt within the enclosure, the

whole of which would thus have been
consecrated to religious uses. Nu-
merous altar-floors of brick occur at

various levels (No. 1540, 5), stone

taking the place ofbrickat the northern

angle (No. 1540, 4), Their succession

is indicated in the section No. 1563,

so Feet

Nu. 15.'.». Va'iO-

handle of lustrous

blacli Tcrra-ciitta.

No. 1500. Small liand-made

Vase with pnrforated excrescences.

(About 1 : 2 actual size.)

(About 1 : 3 actual size.)

No. 1561. Handle of a

ribbed Vase.

(Al)out 1 : 3 actual size )

No. 1502. FraguK'iit of a

luotrous-black ribl)ed Vase.

(About 1 : 3 actual size.)

force. The ground witliiu what we
may term the sacred enclosure has all

been artificially levelled, and a floor

formed by a coating of yellow loam

plaster from half an inch to one inch

thick (No. 1540, H). Above this floor

lies a thin unbroken line of charcoal,

testifj'ing to the sacrificial fires that

No. 1503. Section of biick-floor Altars.

where a line dr;iwii from b to A

shows the limits within which they

were found. The fact that the}'

were thus superposed one upon the

other points pretty plainly to the long

period of time during Avhich the en-

closure was employed for sacrificial

purposes and the floor gradually

covered by successive deposits of

ashes. The brick altai'-floors are cir-

cular in form, from 15 to 20 feet in

diameter, e;ich being composed of a

single course of sun-dried brick, ini-

bcddel in dav cement (No. 151)0-

No. 15G4. Knlarged jHirt inn of Section of brick-flvor

Altai-.

Cement and brick have alike been re-
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dticctl l)y tlie action of fire to one honio-

gcneous consistency and colour. The
altar-floors of stone are made of

jicbblc'S of basalt from the river-bed,

Avliicli have been burnt red. Besides

these altar-floors, two altars of stone

have been discovered (No. 1540, 6), the

stones of which they are built being

crystalline limestone, calcined Ijy tlie

great and long-continued heat to

which they have been exposed. The
alt irs and altar-floors alike stand in a

thick bed of wood-ashes, derived from

the sacrificial tires which formerly

burnt upon them. This bed forms

the accumulation marked in the plan

(No. 1540) as stratum c, which has a

depth of from 5 to 8 feet. The ashes

are partially vitrified, and there is no

trace of charcoal among them. The
moisture from the surface has been
unable to penetrate through them, so

that the whole mass was light, and
caused much annoyance in working
in consequence of the dust.

A few calcined fragments of bone
and shell have been found in this bed,

the forms of which are preserved,

though the bones have been converted

into vivianite. But these fragments are

few and scattered. As shown by me in

the Journal of the Archaeological Institute

for 1858, the opinion that the accumu-
lation is of an ossiferous character is

entirely contrary to the fact. A close

examination proves that its origin was

a vegetable one, and that the bones

and shells found tlieir way into it

only, as it were, accidentally. Conse-

quently, the hyjiothesis that we have
here the common tomb of the Trojans

must be rejected.

Fragments of ribbed pottery were
found in the stratum, similar, as has

already been stated, to those found

in the upper part of stratum b, but

all burnt red or yellow, and vitrilied.

At certain points on the north-east

side, stratum c covers and extends be-

yond the massive wall (Xo. 1540, 10),

from which we may conclude that the

enclosure continued to be used for

sacrificial purposes after the soil

within it had grown to such an ex-

tent as to cover the upper surface of

the old fortress w^all. In the trench

driven along the eastern wall, as given

in section No. 1565, is a remarkable

diagonal Assuring of the wood-ashes

under the basement of one of the

altars, which may jiossibly be due to

lateral pressure.

A fragment of sun-dried brick from

one of the altar-floors has four curious

marks upon it, evidently imprinted

by the hoofs of some animal, jirobably

a kid, wdiile the white clay was still

plastic (No. 15G6).

Near the gateway the old massive

wall has been partly destroyed, and a

low wall has been built upon it, in the

form of a curve, and crossing both the

S. Fee t

•^^^-M.^J^M^.^a^^k'UiMik/^i.^M-'^d:.-^..^^\i,

^^UMK^W^^'
B

- y-A^yx/y////////////////////^//noch
No. 1565. Section showing Diagonal Fissuring of Wood-ashes under brick-floor Altar.
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buttresses which flanked the entrance

as well as the entrance itself. At the

same time, a second inner wall, built

partly on the foundations of the

massive wall, curves inward, enclosing

No. 1568. Footprints of a Kiii on a frasnieiit of

sun-dried brick.

a space in the shape of a tongue aboTit

15 feet in diameter. The entrance to

the sacred enclosure was formed by a

narrow passage between the extremity

of this tongue and the massive wall. A
quantity of burnt bricks was found

here, as well as outside the low curved

wall and also within it.

A section of a portion of the mound
from south to north, given in the cut

No. 1567, will illustrate the statements

just made, and render them easier to

understand. We have first of all the

natural rock (No. 15(37, 1); then comes

a stratum of sundried bricks (No. 1507,

2), 1 foot in thickness. The uniformly

bright red colour of these shows that

they have been subjected to a strong

heat. Next (No. 1567, 3) follows a

stratum of clay, representing the de-

composed sun-dried bricks A\hich have

fallen from the walls, of which only

the lower part has been preserved.

The tliiekn^ss of the portion of the

Xo. 1567. Section of Portion of Hanai I'epeh from S. to N.

1. Natural Rock. 5. Laypr of Wooil-aslies.

2. Stratum of Bricks burnt bright red. C. Sun-Uried Bricks and Stones.

3. Stratum of sun-dried Bricks. 7. Cfeneral Layer of AVood-ashes in connection with C.

4. Stratum of Wood-ashes and Cliarcoal. 8. Surface stratum a. on Plan No. 1540.

stratum on the left of the section is

from one and a half to two feet.

Some of the bricks whose forms may
be traced in it rested on low foun-

dations of stone. 'J'lie inner side of

the walls, as well as the floors, were
covered with a plaster of clay and
chopped straw, tlie surffico of which
has been burnt red. Some of the

fallen bricks likewise show the marks
of lir(\ \n fact, it is ]>laiii that

the building to which tliey belong

must have perished iti tlie flames. On
the floor was a layer of wood-ashes, in

which a number of pyramidal weavers'

weights of different sizes were found,

as well as some whorls without orna-

mentation and a minute hand-made
vesscd with hoi i/.cmtally perforated ex-

crescences, >^imilarto No. 1560. Among

the potsherds were some ribbed fiag-

ments similar to Nos, 1561, 1562.

No. 1567, 4, represents a layer of

wood-ashes and charcoal, in which

we may see evidence of a third con-

flagration. A building composed of

bricks similar to those found below

must once have existed here. Kesting

on the ashes were large jars or inilwi,

which had the appearance of having

been ])laccd in a row along the walls,

together with smaller vessels. 1'he

majority of the vessels are ribbed, some

are dark, while others are of a bril-

liant red colour. They have all been

turned on the wheel. The peculiarity

of the intlwi is that they have no

handh's properly so called, a triangular

hole below the lip having served as a

substitute. Other largo jars wiih
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ordinaiy handles and frag;inenfs of

ribbed cups Avcro also fonnd. This

stratum is from one and a half to two

feet thick.

Wo now come to a layer of wood-

ashes (No. 1507, 5), which are tho-

ronpjhly bnrnt, the layer being 1 foot

in thickness. After this is a stratum

of sun-dried bricks and stones (No.

1567, 0), 9 inches thick, which con-

tained a few fragments of dark ribbed

pottery. Then follows (No. 15G7, 7)

what we have marked as stratum c

in the general plan No. 1540, consist-

ing of wood-ashes, which rises above

and beyond the sacred enclosure. The
position of this stratum, together with

the black line of charred wood (No.

1540, 8), proves that the enclosure was
originally built before the huge accu-

mulation of ashes which forms the

stratum. Above it is the surface

stratum (\o. 15G7, 8), marked A in

the general plan No. 1540.

This stratum carries us into the

historic period. We first find sun-

dried bricks scattered over the sur-

face of the layer of wood-ashes (c),

in No. 1540, proving that a time came
when the altar-fires were discon-

tinued, the temple in which they

had burned being desecrated, and

dwelling-houses erected upon its

site. These houses seem to have had

neither doors nor windows, or rather

these necessary openings W'cre at

such a height from the groi;nd that

all trace of them has disappeared.

A brick wall on the western side, be-

tween the nias-ive wall of the old

f)rtress and the inner wall (No. 1540,

7), showfs that they M-ere constructed in

the same fashion as the earlier brick

buildings beneath. The bricks, as

will be seen from the following table,

were of variotis sizes :—

•

10 inches X 8^x3.
or

It may be noted that one of the

bricks has upou it the print of the

toes of a child's foot.

Among the pottery found in this

upper stratum may be mentioned the

fragment of a specimen of the old

dark-coloured ribbed pottery, in tlie

shape of the handle, neck, and bi'oken

spout of a vase, the spout being

adorned with two eyes, in order to

avert the evil eye (No. 15C8). Frag-

^^T »
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of the legendary temple of tlie Thym-
brean Apollo. A considerable number
of circular teira-cotta discs with raised

centre and two perforations, which may
have been employed as seals, were

discovered together with the amphorae

(No. 15G9). Several of these discs

No. 1569. Object of Temi-totta witli two perforations.

(1:10 actual size.)

have impres.^ed stamps upon them

;

one represents the double-headed axe

and bunch of grapes which was the

emblem of Tcnedos. IMany, no doubt,

served as seals to the amphorae to

which they were attached; and seals

of exactly the same form, though

without perforations, are still used to

the present day in Lemnos. Here

they are employed for medicinal pur-

poses, and are polished by lubbing

after being impressed with the seal of

the governor of Leinnos.

The skulls found in the Greek and

Byzantine tombs are dolichocephalic,

like those found in stratum b (Xo.

1540, 12,). \\'e may shortly expect a

published account of Professor Vir-

chow's examination of them.

As has been already stated, the

historical Tliymbra stood at some little

distance from Ilanai Tepeh, and occu-

pied the site of the present Thymbra
farm, the predcce^^sor of which was

the Turkish village of Akshi Kiui,

depo})ulated by jilague several years

ago. Thymbra was a walled town,

and the rock on which it was built

shows traces of having been cut- into in

various places in order to receive hewn
stones. No pro-historic remains have

been found on its site. Its necropolis,

however, which extended as far as

Ilanai Tej)eh, has yielded archaic as

well as later Greek pottery. Among

the subjects painted upon it may be

mentioned the Return of Ulysses,

Briseis in the tent of Achilh s.Clytaem-

nestra, the Adventui-es of Dionysus,

and the like. Besides the pottery,

glass A'asesAvith bands and waves of

different colours have been exhumed,

as well as sepulchral inscriptions,

pitlioi, and cists. Certain marble

blocks on the highest poition of the

site of Thymbra probably mark the

po.sition of the historical temple of

Apollo Thymbraeus. as opposed to that

famou.s one of legend and myth which

stood on Hanai Tepeh, and was be-

lieved to have been the scene of the

death of Achilles. A mutilated in-

scription discovered there, and pub-

lished in Le Bas {Voyage arcMologique,

V. No. 1743 d). Contains an inventory

of the temple ireasur

Section of the Trojan Plain in the

Valley of the Thymbrius.

The accompanying sketch No. 1570

shoAvs a natural section of the left bank

of ilxQ river Thymbrius (4) (Kemar
Su), about 250 feet from the base of

Ilanai Tepeh. Fragments of jiottcry

(2), similar to those to be seen on the

site of pre-historic Thymbra (Ilanai

Tepeh), are found on the miocene rock

(3), upon which there are from 4 to

G feet of alluvial soil (1). The depth

of this soil is relative to the irregular

configuration of the rock which formed

the actual surface in those pre-historie

times. Some other fragments of pot-

tery were discovered in sinking a

well in the alluvium, some 600

yards to the cast of tliis locality,

and about 20 from the bed of the

river, at a depth, from the surface,

of G to 7 feet. If the arljitrary

age of 3000 years be given to this

pottery, the rate of increase of allu-

J\o. lOTi). Siction of tie 'I'rojan riaiii. Valley of tlie Iliyinbrlus.
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vium on the plain -would average a

foot in 500 jx^ars. Too much stress,

however, cannot be laid on a

uniform rate of deposit as proved hy

ocTdar evidence. For instance, a flood

covers a large tract on the plain with

sand and gravel a foot deep, destroying

the land for cultivation ; some suc-

ceeding flood removes the whole of

the detritus, lays l)are the former sur-

face, and perhaps adds a thin stratum

of fertile sediment, re-adapting the

land to agricultural purposes. The
general eft'ect of the floods in the

plain of Troy is to elevate the beds

and banks of the rivers : the coarser

the matter held in mechanical suspen-

sion, the nearer it is deposited to the

river; thus the Scamander, in the

upper part of the plain, has formed

two sloping levels from its banks to

the hills on either side. The clear

streams from the Bounarbashi and

Duden springs, with their uniform

flow and no tributary torrent to swell

their volume or to bring do^^^l detritus,

have thus had their courses directed

along the base of the hills on either

lower level of the plain.

Note.

From the above description given

by my friend Mr. Frank Calvert

of his exploration of Hanai Tepeh, in

which. I assisted him in 1878 and

1879, it will be seen that all the

peoples which succeeded each other

on (hat hill interred their dead, and
did not use cremation, which, was in

general use in all the five pre-historic

cities of Hissarlik. The pottery, too,

is widely diiferent, for at Hanai Tepeh
all the vases (see the engravings

No. 1546, 1547, 1560) have horizontal

perforations for suspension with a

string, while at Hissarlik all the per-

forations for suspension are vertical.

There is certainly some analogy be-

tween the bowls found in the lowest

stratum at Hanai Tepeh and the

bowls found in the fiist and lowest

city at Hissarlik, because they have

in common long horizontal tubes for

susi)ension. But again, as will be seen

by comparing the Hanai fragments re-

presented in the engravings No. 1543,

1544, and 1545, with similar ones from

Hissarlik represented on p. 218, Xos.

39-42, the tubular holes are altogether

diiferent in shape and position. Be-

sides, although tripods occur at Hanai

Tepeh, as at Hissarlik, the vase-ftet

are altogether different in form, and

among the thousands of vase-feet at

Hissarlik there is not one which resem-

bles the vase-foot from Hanai Tepeh re-

presented Tinder No. 1548. The same

may be said of the vase-handles, which
never occur at Hissarlik of the sliape

of those found at Hanai Tepeh and
represented under Kos. 1546, 1547,

1256 to 1559, and 1561. Conspicuous

among the terra-cottas in the second

stratum at Hanai Tepeh is a dull

blackish or grey hand-made pottery,

which—as, for instance, the vase-

fragment 1568—has in colour and
fabric a great resemblance to the

ancient Lydian pottery found at His-

sarlik, immediately below the stratum

of debris of the Ilium of the Aeolic

colony. I may also lay stress on the

fact that, among this pottery from the

second Hanai Tepeh stratum vase-

handles occur with a cow or ox head,

which likewise occurs on vase-handles

in the Lydian city at Hissarlik, but

never in any one of the five pre-his-

toric cities of Hissarlik.

From all this we may conclude with

the greatest certainty, that, although

Hanai Tepeh is only an hour's walk

distant from ' Hissarlik, yet all the

peoples which succeeded each other

on that peculiar spot were altogether

different from the pre-historic inhabit-

ants on Plissarlik, except a Lydian

colony, whose existence Ave infer from

the pottery.

Henry Schliemaxx.
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MEDICAL PEACTICE IN THE TROAD IN 1879.

By Professor Rudolf Virchow.

When last spiing I accepted Dr.

Schliemann's invitation to assist liim

in his excavations in the TroacI, I

was prompted to do so in no small

degree by the hope that, in turning

ray hack on the soil of Europe, I

should also for some time turn it upon
the whole mass of occujiations which

threatened to crush me. I did not

suspect that the very occupation

from which I had gradually with-

drawn at home, the practice of medi-

cine, would fall to my lot there in

burdensome abundance. But scarcely

had I been one day at Ilium, or, to

speak less dogmatically, at Ilissarlik,

when some sick labourers were brought

to me from among the large numbers
employed by Dr. Schliemann, and this

sufticed to spread over the whole of

the Northern Troad the report that a

newly-arrived Efifcndi was a great

physician. The labourers, numbering
from 120 to 150, Avho came every morn-
ing to the excavations from all parts

of the neighbourhood, as well as the

numerous joersons who brought victuals

and other necessaries, took care, in a

country where foreigners are in them-

selves a very unusual sight, to excite

a general curiosity.

I am at a loss to say whether there

is a real physician in the Troad.

Thougli I travelled tlirough the coun-

try from the Hellespont to the Gulf

of Adramyttium, yet I nowhere met
with such a man. Even professional

quacks did not come across me. Only
the Greek priests practise a little

medical manipulation here and there ;

especially are they highly dangerous

phlebotomists. Dr. Schliemann^ has

rightly denounced this practice, and

has mentioned the terrific example of

such a priest, who had bled a girl,

seventeen years old, seven times in

one month.

An apothecary's shop is as unknown
in the I'rojan land as a physician. We
w^ere obliged to send for our medicines

to the Dardanelles, a distance of six

or eight hours, Avhen we needed to

renew our stock ; and when, on my
journey to the west coast, I came to

the village of Ghiekli, and for want
of appropriate medicines wrote a pre-

scription for a sick woman, her hus-

band told me, in answer to my (jues-

tion w'hether he could get it made
up, that he w^ould go on purpose

for it to the island of Tenedos. But
that was a real voyage. Strange

to sa}^ the people appeared not even

to know domestic remedies. Camo-
mile grows in many places in such

great abundance, that the whole air

smells of it, like the kitchen of a

Western hospital, but nevertheless I

had some trouble to make the i)lant

known to the people and to introduce

its use. Juniper growls on all the

mountain slopes, but nobody had over

made use of its berries. Happily w^e

had an abundance of medicines. Dr.

Schliemann had in ibi-mcr j'cars been

obliged to treat diseases in the Troad,

and his medicine box was abundantly

supplied. My friend Liebrcich had

* Troy and its Remains; London, 1875, p. 141.

3 A
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provided for me a complete travel-

ling apothecary's store; and tliongli

I had taken it with me somewhat

reluctantly, it rendered good service.

IIai)pily I had little need to make

use of it for myself. Of the vase-

line I must make a particular ac-

knowledgment. Not only against the

effects of sun-hurning on tlie skin,

but also in various other excoriations,

especially from riding, it proved to be

highly beneficial.

My practice consisted at first solely

in receiving out-door patients. Besides

our labourers and the other persons

engaged on the excavations, jieople

came seeking help from all the neigh-

bourhood for a distance of from two

to three hours. They came some on

foot, some on horseback, others on

donke3'S. With the exception of small

carts, which have wooden discs in-

stead of wheels, there are still to the

present day in the Troad neither

vehicles nor real practicable roads.

Even the women, therefore, ride when
they have to go any long distance.

Once only a sick person, a poor con-

suinptive girl, in the last stage of

exhaustion, was brought to me in a

large basket hung on a horse, and, as

usiuil, balanced by a second basket on

the other side of the animal.

In the eaily morning a whole troop

of persons seeking help, men, women,
and children, gathered before our
wooden barracks. They squatted in

a long row in the sliade of the

kitchen building which was opposite

to our barracks, and waited patiently

till their turn came. Towards the

end of my stay, when my reputation

had extended, a second tioop came
about noon, for the must part from
more distant localities.

But to this was gradually added
a practice in the patients' houses.

This was particularly the case in the
nearest Greek village, Kalifatli, situ-

ated in the plain, which we had to

pass in most of our excursions, espe-
cially in our rides to the Heroic tombs

on the west coast. Sometimes on our

return late in the evening, people

waited for us, and I cannot sufficiently

praise the kind patience of my friend

Schliemann, who, in spite of the press-

ing urgency of his affairs, and often

in s})ite of his extreme fatigue, never

for a moment grew impatient of

acting the onerous part of inter-

preter, and explaining my prescrip-

tions in a circumstantial and popular

way with the greatest care and atten-

tion. Wherever we came, sick people

gathered around us, their attention

having probably been aroused by the

communications of our workmen

;

and even on our journey through the

mountains of Ida, the first act in the

morning was usually to inspect those

who sought help in the open mar-

ket. Then followed, not seldom, the

request to visit more serious cases at

home.

For the most part my patients were

Greeks, and their homes were princi-

pally in the Greek towns and villages
;

especially (besides Kalifatli) Een Kioi

on the Hellespont, Yeni Kioi and Yeni

Shehr on the Aegean Sea. Turks,

however, Avero not wanting. The
Turkish official who had been sent by
the Ministry to Hissarlik to watch

the works, as well as the ten zaptiehs

(gensdarme-f) whom Dr. Schliemann

always kept as an escort and safeguard,

furnished from the first a certain

contingent. The Turkish villages,

especially Chiblak and Kouni Kaleh,

contributed their patients, and even

Turkish women Avere brought to me.

Besides these came Gipsies (Tv'c^toi),

who live in the country in large

numbers, [lartly as nomads, partly as

resident craftsmen, especially smiths.

Our labourers were also composed of

many nations ; among them were

Bulgarians, Armenians, and even

Persians. It is easy to ccmceive

what a trouble and what a loss of

time it was, in this mixture of

nationalities and languages, to carry

on the examination of the sick and
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the explanation of the prescriptions,

which had often to be done by two

or more interpreters. Sometimes we
almost despaired of making our.selves

understood, for even the modern Greek

patois of the men does not know many
expressions which are current in the

more civilized language of Athens.

Thus, for instance, we did not suc-

ceed in ascertaining whether in this

provincial dialect there exists a pre-

cise expression for diarrhoea.

On the whole, I was surprised to

find a strong and healthy-looking

population. Even the appearance of

the women exhibited a favourable con-

trast with what I had seen, though

only in the streets, at Constantinople

and Scutari. Whilst in these large

cities the faces of the w^omen, so far

as they were at all visible, exhibited

a fearful j^aleness, nay a very strik-

ingly bloated and anaemic appearance,

I found the w^omen of the Troad,

even those from the very regions of

fever, if not fresh-looking, at least

less pale and of a purer complexion

than the greater part of the female

population of our large cities. Among
the men there are a great number of

very strong and well-built forms, and

in their bronzed faces rosy cheeks are

not wanting.

And yet it was a particularly criti-

cal time. The forty days' fast of Lent

was approaching its end, and the

whole Greek population was in a

state of exhaustion, which could be

very precisely measured by the daily

decrease of the work done. "When
tlie first sick w-oman I spoke to, a

person worn out by long fever, asked

me what she should eat, and I pre-

scribed to her a generous diet, I was
not a little astonished to hear that

Lent excludes altogether not only the

eating of meat but even of eggs and
fish, and that there is no dispensa-

tion for the sick or even for children.

For forty consecutive daj'S Lent is

observed with the greatest austerity

by the entire population ! Such is the

influence of the priests, who are neither

educated nor removed from the com-

mon pursuits of the peo^ile. Nay, I

saw one of these gentlemen who kept

a frequented inn, and who on Sunday
was to be seen sitting in the middle of

the bar-room smoking his nargileh.

In addition to Lent, with the atro-

jDhy it produces, comes a second mis-

chievous influence, the malaria. The
Trojan Plain is a notorious region of

fever, nor can any one be astonished at

this. Large swamps and marshes ex-

tend in all directions. Several rivers

and rivulets disappear in them and
fill the subsoil with their water.

Shortly before my arrival, the Sca-

mandcr had overflowed its banks and
had inundated the plain far and wide.

In the first week of April the whole
land on its west side was still coated

with thick silt and mud ; all the

roads were covered up, and stagnant

water still stood in many places.

Then the evaporation commenced, and
in the evening a stinking fog lay over

the plain. The various arms of the

Kalifatli Asmak began soon afterwards

to change from flowing watercourses

into chains of stagnant pools and
tanks. In short, all the conditions

were supplied for the formation of

malaria, for at the same time the tem-
perature of the air increased rapidly,

and at noon v\e had not seldom in

the shade 20"", 22"^, and even higher

degrees centigrade (68°, 7l-G° F., and
upwards).

Nevertheless I did not see a single

case of malignant fever proper. Ac-
cording to what the people say, it is

only June and July that bring this

increase of the malarious action. We
remained exempt, though we did not

follow for a single day the well-

known rule, not to stay in the ojien

air after sunset. How often did

we ride by starlight or moonlight

over the stinking plain ! Sometimes

after such rides, which were usually

very long and fatiguing, I felt on the

following niornino- a sliirht fulness in
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the head, so that for precaution's sake

I took some quinine, but no trace of

fever was observable. Among the

population, intermittent fever, for the

most part tertian, was the prevail-

ing disease, but generally in lighter

forms, though frequently the new-

attacks were developed on the basis

of an old malarious condition, or as

gradations of a chronic state of fever

which had existed for five, six, or

nine months. Tumours of the spleen

are common among the people, and

the term " spleen " (ctttAt/v) is gene-

rally employed to express the disease.

Many apparently similar diseases of

course fall under the same term. Thus,

fur instance, one day a little boy was

brought to me with a large echino-

cocciis, and my assurances that it was

no " sj^leen " were hardly believed.

A man whom I consoled with the assu-

rance that his wife had no " sjjleen,"

but that she would present him with

a child in a few months, was qi;ite

panic-stricken, for they had been

married for seven years without

having any children. I had to refer

hi;n to the example of the old patri-

arch Jacob. Another, who believed

himself to be sick of the spleen, had

a most developed purpura ( morbus

macidosus Werlhofii) ; his disease was

promptly cured by the administra-

tion of sulphuric acid, though at first

he was very reluctant to take it.

In other cases extraordinarily large

spleens occurred. What was most

striking, nay, really new to me, were

the splenic tumours of the young

children. In Kalifatli, which of all

the Trojan localities has the most

unfavourable situation in the midst

of a swampy region, I saw a child of

two years, and another of ten months,

who had very large and hard splenic

tumours ; in the case of the latter

child, the spleen filled almost the

M'hole anterior part of the abdomen.

This was the more remarkable, as

with adults large splenic tumours

were rare ; and in the lighter and

more recent cases they were generally

hardly perceptible.

Another circumstance also struck

me. Shortly before, I had visited

the hospitals in Bucharest, and had

seen there a larger number of fever-

stricken patients. Dr. GlUck had

pointed out to me several cases in

which ascites with chronic hepatitis

(cirrhosis) had been engendered as

a consequent disease, and he assured

me that this is a frequent occurrence

in the fever districts of Eoumania.

In the Troad I did not see a single

case of the kind. Nor did even

anasarca frequently occur.

At all events, we should have ex-

pected that malaria must exercise a

great influence on the aspect of the

people. If this is by no means gene-

rally the case, the reason is not that

the number of fever districts is small.

It is true that almost all the villages

are built on heights, on purpose to

avoid the fuver. In the plain pro2:)er

there are in all only three small

settlements : the small town of Koum
Kaleh at the mouth of the Scamander,

and the two villages of Koum Kioi

and Kalifatli. But even the villages

situated on heights, and in fact al-

ways on heights of tertiary or vol-

canic rock, are not free from fever.

Manifestly the malaria is brought to

them by the winds. The fact that

the inhabitants have nevertheless a

decidedly healthy look, I am inclined

to ascribe to their passing the greater

part of their life in the oj)en air.

Many of them wander about with

their herds and seldom come home.

Almost all carry on agriculture over

large tracts, and the women also take

part in the work in the open field.

This manner of living of course

exposes them to other diseases, espe-

cially to colds, and these were the

Older of the day just at the time when
I was in the Troad,— during the

whole month of April. Though the

days were for the most part warm,

and sometimes even hot, yet the
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temperature frequently fell in the

niglit to 10° C, and lower ; a quick

change taking place at sunset. At
the same time a strong wind gene-

rally prevailed, and in particular a

cool sea-breeze. Under such circum-

stances, catarrhs and pneumonia were

not to be wondered at. The severest

pneumonia I saw was in the case of a

man who had passed the nights with-

out shelter in the field. None of these

cases, however, terminated fatallj'.

Kevertheless it is not improbable that

at least some of the cases of con-

sumption, of which very severe ex-

amjiles were brought to me, are to

be attributed to the same cause. I

have not been able to authenticate

an immunity from consum^jtion.

It deserves particular mention that

I met with no trace of acute exan-

themata, unless erysipelas should be

counted amongst them. I saw neither

small - pox, nor scarlet fever, nor

measles. It may be that the slight

intercourse with the outer Avorld con-

tributes to prevent these contagions.

It is still, however, remarliable that

such free spots are found on a conti-

nent. Of erysipelas I saw some very

severe cases, the most severe being

that of an elderly man, who had at

the same time erysipelas of the face

and a large roseolar swelling of both

hands and fore-arms, with high fever.

He also recovered.

Other contagious diseases, apart

from skin affections, were also rare.

Of lues I met with a single case (ter-

tiary) in a foreign labourer. Scabies

I saw sometimes ; tinea (porrigo) also

among children, but in slight forms.

A very large number of sick per-

sons sought i-elief from chronic dis-

eases, which had alieady subsided,

but had been cured imperfectly, es-

pecially chronic diseases of the eye

and ear. I extirpated an aurnl poly-

pus ; but for the rest I could do

but little except that, ]iarticulurly

for the eye-diseases, I put myself in

communieation Avith Dr. ^Miihliir, the

physician of the excellent German
hospital in Constantinople, asking

him to admit them. Of surgical cases

but few occurred ; but on the other

hand a comparatively large number
of chronic nervous diseases, particu-

larly spasms and paralysis. Among
the more frequent skin diseases, I

may mention a remarkable case of

ichthyosis cornea pahnaris.

Finally, a case of particular interest

to me was that of a little boy with
geophagia. He was a cliild seven

years old, with a somewhat bloated

thick face. The abdomen was rather

protuberant, though I could not

feel any tnmour in it, and the

mucous membrane of the mouth was
entirely anaemic. In the vessels of

the neck there was a remarkably
loud anaemic murmur. Thongh he
was the son of the shepherd who
brought us every morning excellent

fresh sheep's milk, and though the

opportunity for a similar indulgence

was certainly not wanting to him,

he nevertheless, "from the time he
walked," had preferred to eat earth,

that i.s to say the common earth, con-

sisting of calcareous clay, which forms

the soil of the pasture. Formerly he
is said to have had a healthy appear-

ance, but now he is small and weak
for his age. His parents declared

that they had tried in vain to break

him of his propensity. Whether the

iron powder which I gave him has

cured him, I do not know.

On the whole I cannot complain of

the lesults of my medical campaign.

The sick Avere obedient ; and, even

when I went altogether in opposition

ti> their habits, they were compliant.

Schliemann writes to me, in his en-

thusiastic way, from Ilium (May 10):

"All your sick in Kalifatli arc per-

fectly cured, and, blessing you, they

exclaim :

<f»
Tpii'(s KaroL &aTV 6(w ws (uxfTuccfTO.

"

At the sunc time he relates the fol-

lowing story, which is characteristic
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of the East ami its formation of

myths. For tho purj)ose of a geolo-

gical investigation of the soil of the

Tn)jan I'lain, I had ordered a hole to be

dug in the neighl)ourhood of Kalifatli,

in an ancient river-conrso. Having

little time, I set two labourers to work

there, and instructed them to dig on

until they reached water. In the

meantime I rode -with my zaptieli

(gendarme) to the Ujek and Besika

Tepehs, but Avas so much hindered that

it was after nightfall when I returned

to the place. As the matter was

imj^ortant to me, I ordered the ser-

vants to light matches, examined the

hole attentively, and took away some

of the excavated earth. On the follow-

ing days I again returned to the sjjot

several times, and investigated the

condition of the soil. This had evi-

dently excited the curiosity of the

people, Avho did not understand the

purpose of the work. Under the date

of June 4, Schliemann wrote to me
from Troy :

" Your excavation in the

bed of the Kalifatli has been reve-

rently enclosed by the villagers with

a wall of stones ; a great magical

virtue is attributed to the spring you
brought to light in it, which is called

TO -n-qyadL tot) larpov (the Doctor's

spring) ; all the villagers fetch their

water from it."

In this way local legends still origi-

nate in the East at the present day.

Though it was not possible for me (m

the island of Kos to seek out the old

plane-tree under which the father of

medicine, Hippocrates, is said to have

received his patients, yet a vivid pic-

ture of the old state of things has been

disclosed to me. This people is still

in many respects just what it was
thousands of years ago ; especially in

point of personal gratitude. Schlie-

mann, who had formerly j^yractised

medicine with much success in the

Troad, and to whom I had tlierefore

given the name of Machaon, has for

a long time been in doubt whether

the people were thankful.- I myself

had the same doubts ; but Avhen the

people learnt that I gathered flowers

daily, no morning passed without our

table being covered with fragrant

bouquets ; and when on my return

journey to the Dardanelles I rode

through Een Kioi, so many bouquets

of stock gilly-flowers (levkoies) and

basilicum (which are grown in flower-

pots on the balconies and on the

terraces of the houses) were presented

to me, that I had great trouble to

find a place about me in wliieh to

put them.

^ Trotj and its Bemains, pp. 89, 142.



APPENDIX YI.

Catalogue of the Plants hitherto kxowx of the Troad, compiled according

TO THE collections OF PROFESSOR ECDOLF VlPtCIIOW and Dr. JULIUS
SCHMIDT, AND FROM THE LITERARY SOURCES BY PROFESSOR PAUL
ASCHEESON of Berlin, Professor TTIEODOE VON HELDEEICH
OF Athens, and Doctor F. KUETZ of Berlin.

The Troad ^ Leloiigs in a botanical

point of view to the least known
countries of Asia Minor. Tliongh tliis

coxintry has been visited or wandered

through by several of the most re-

nowned botanical travellers, such as

Forskal (17G1) and Dnmont d'Urville

(1819), who merely visited the island

of Tenedos, Olivier (1794 and 1798),

Sibthorp (1794?), Barker Webb and

Parolini (1819), Aucher-Eloy and

Gust. Coquebert de Montbret (1833),

who explored the Troad proper, yet

these explorations did not lead to de-

tailed communications on the plants

of the regions visited, because some

of the travellers named visited the

Troad in an unfavourable season,

midsummer or autumn, whilst others

did not publish anytliing on their

collections, of which only some species

have liere and there become known.

At least as inueli, therefore, as to

the botanists by profession, if indeed

not more, are wo indebted for our

knowledge of the I'rojan flora to tra-

vellers, who besides their principal

archaeological, geological, or geogra-

phical objects of study, ])aid also at-

tention to the ever-attractive children

* The territory, from which botanical infor-

matioa lias been collected in this c.italogue, is

far more restricted than the area of the Troas

as understood at p. 67 of this work. It extends,

on the shore, southward as far as Adramyttium
(Edremit), northward to the Quarantine (between

lihoiterion and the Dardanelles).

of Flora ; such were Clarke (1801),

Tchihatcheff (1849), Julius Schmidt

(1864), and Eudolf Virchow (1879);

supplementary information has also

been reeeived from Frank Calvert

(1879 and 1880). The collections of

the three last-named explorers are for

the most part given here for the tirst

time (that of J. Schmidt according

to the communications of Th. von
Heldreich). From them and from the

sporadic notices contained in bota-

nical literature on collections of former

travellers we gather that (including

cultivated plants) there are scarcely

500 kinds of j)lants known to belong-

to the Troad, which number constitutes

at most a quarter or one-third part of

the plants existing there. But doubt-

less in a country which offers such

favourable conditions for the vegeta-

tion, a country too which—from the

sandy and rock}^ sea-coast and the

swamp}^ plain to the lofty summits of

the mountains abounding in forests

and sjirings, and only for some months
free from snow—offers a manifold

variety of situation and geological

ft)rmation, there are still reserved

for the future si)lendid botanical dis-

coveries.

Since many of the future travellers

to the Troad will certainly be active

in this direction, an enumeration of

the plants hitherto known—however
incomplete it must be—seems to be

useful in this place.
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To economize space the iiaines of

tlic more frequently occurring obser-

A'ers arc abbreviated, namely

—

C = Clarke

F = Foiskal

S = Julius Schmidt

T = Tcliiluitclieff

Y = Yirchow

W= Barker Webb.

Raninculaceae.

Anemone coronaria, L. In the Tnnul widely

spread, e.g. In Tepeh (C), Novum Ilium

(V.), Uounarbashi (C), Gargarus (C).

4. stcUcda, Lmk. Bili Dagh (C).

A. formom, Clarke. Gargarus (C.)-

A. hlamJa, Schott and Kotscliy. Bali Dagh
(C), Gargarus (C ).

Adonis aestivalis, L. Tumulus of Achilles

(V.), Plain of Troy ( v.).

Baiiuncuhis aquatilis, L. In Tejieh Asm;ik

(V.), Kalifatli Asmak (V.).

li. ficariiformis, F. Schultz. Novum Ilium,

grove of fig-trees above the springs (V.).

? Tenedos (Virlet).

i?. orienfalis, L. Ida region (V.).

? 7?. lientcrianus, Boiss. Between Xurlii and

Tchaukhlar(T.;.

Ji. vdutinus, Ten. Plain of Troy (S.).

li. sceleratus, L. Plain of Troy (8.).

E. ophioghmifolius, Vill. Plain of Troy (S.).

B. frachjcarpus, Fiseh. et Mey. Plain of Troy
(S.).

B. arvensis, L. Plain of Troy (S.).

Ceratocephalus falcaltis, Pers. Valley of the

Kimar Su (Calvert).

Kigella arvensis, L., var. involucrata, Boiss.

Tenedos (D'Urville).

N. saliva, L. Troad, cult. (W.).

Faeonia decora, Anders. Below the source

of the Scamander (Y.).

Berberidaceae.

Leontire Leontnpetahnn, L. Plain of Troy
(V.), e.g. near Bounarbashi (C).

Papaveraceae.

PajMver clubium, L. Troad (V.).

P. Argemone, L., var. Yalley of Aiwajik Su,
near Esheklii (V ), Assos (V.).

FOIARIACEAE. •

Eypecoum procumhens, L. Plain of Troy
(C. W.), Hissarlik (V. ;.

CorydaUis Marschalliana, Pers.? (Fumaria
hulhosa, Clarke). Source of the Scamander
(C).

Fumaria officitialis, L. Troad (C).
F. Vaillantii, Loisel. On the Hellespont, near

the Quarantine (Y.).

F. parviflora, Lmk. Troad (C).
F. anatolica, Boiss. Plain of Troy (S.).

F. Gussonei, Boiss., var. umhrosa, Hausskn.
Plain of Trov (S.).

CKrCIFERAE.

Matihiola tricuspidata, R. Br. Sandy strand

of Tulian Kioi near Alexandria Troas (V.).

Cardamine hirsuta, L. ? (C. tenella, Clarke).

Bounarbashi (C).

C. graeca, L. Tioy (V.). Between Kelbi and
Tchaukhlar (T.).

Dentaria hulbij'era, L. Mountain forests of

the Troad (T.).

Aralis verna,Ji. Br. Upper Scamander valley

(V.).

A. albida, Steven. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.).

Nasturtium o^icinale, R. Br. At the springs

near Novum Ilium (V.).

Erysimum smyrnaeum, Boiss, Ida region (V.).

Sisymbrium jMlyceratium, L. Tenedos ^^F.).

In Greek, aypwridpa.

Malcolmia flexiiosa, Sm. Port of Alexandria

Troas (Y.). Tenedos (Olivier).

Aubrietia deltoidea, DC. Rock above the

Scamander source (C), Alexandria Troas

(V.).

Vesicaria graeca. Rent. Troy (V.).

Alyssum umbellatiim, Desv. Tr(jy (V.).

A. camppstre, L. Troy (V.).

Koniga maritima, R. Br. Troad (W.).

Draba muralis, L. Kestambul (Y.).

Aethionema ovalifolium,'BQisa.? {TIdaspi saxa-

tile, Clarke). Scamander source (C ).

CaJcile maritima. Scop. Sandy beach oppo-

site Tenedos (F.).

Sinapis arvensis, L. Among oats (Calvert).

Capparidaceae.

Capparis spinosa, L. Troad (W.), Tenedos

(F.). Greek, pi/xoviapid.

Resedaceae.

Beseda Thyteuma, L. ? {B. alba trigyna nn.

(7«^a, Forsk.). Tenedos (F.). Greek o7pio-

XapQafio.

B. lutea, Ij. Tumulus of Patroclus (V.).

CiSTACEAE.

Cistus rillosus, L. Mountains near Ghiekli

(V.) ? Scamander source(C crispus, Clarke)

(C.). Var. creticiis, Boiss. Between Nurlii

and Akhmetlu (T.).

a salviifolius, L. Ren Kioi (Y.), Troy (Y.),

Ida district (V.).

Helianthemian guttatum. Mill. Troy (V.).

ViOLACEAE.

Viola silratira, Fr. Chigri Dagh (V.), Be-

tween Nurlii and Tchaukhlar (T.).

Viola ohjmpica, Boiss. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.).

SiLEXACEAE.

Dianthus erinaceus, Boiss.. var. aljnnus, Boiss.

(D. juniperinus, Webb; D. Wehbianus,

Parol.). On the summit of the Gargarus

(W. Parolmi).
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D. ijJutiiiosus, Boiss. et Heldr. (D. puhescens,

D'LIrv.). Tenedos, on sunny hills, not rare

(D'Urville).

Tunica velulina, Fisch. et Mey. Plain of

Troy (S.).

T. Sihthorpii, Boiss. Troad (Olivier).

Saponaria Vaccaria, L., var. grandiflora,

Boiss. Plain of Troy (S.)

Silene conica, L. Plain of Troy (S.).

S. Belien, L. Plain of Troy (S.)-

S. colorafa, Poir. Stomalimue (V.)., Troy

(V.). Tenedos (Virlet). Yar. canescens, Heldr.

Plain of Troy (S.).

S. fabaria, Sin. ? {Cucuhalus foliis crassis,

Forsk.). Tenedos, rock (F.).

S. injlala, Sm. Troad (S.). Yar. ruhriflora,

Boiss. Troad (S.).

Alsinaceae.

AUiite setacea, Mert. et Koch. Yar. anatolicii,

Boiss. Gargarus (Aucher).

A. tenuifolia, Wahlenb. Troad (S.).

Arenaria leptoclados, Echb. Troad (S.).

Stellularia media, Cir. Plain of Troy (S.).

Moeucltia maxtica, Bartl. Troy (S., Y). Hill

at Sigeum (Y.).

Cerastium hrachypetalum, Desp. Yar. luiidum,

Boiss. Troad (S.).

Paroxychiaceae.

Herniaria incana, Lnik. Troad (S.).

Paronychia argentea, Lmk. Troad (W.).

MOLLUGINACEAE.

Mollugo Ct:rviana, Ser. Troad (W.).

Tamariscaceae.

Tamarix parviflora, DC. At the Scamauder
and Simois in the Plain (Y.). The fj-vpiKri

mentioned hy Homer.

Hypericaceae.

Triadenia Russeggeri, Fenzl. Adraniyttion

(Montbrct).

Hypericum rhodopeum, Friv. (//. recognitum

Fihcher et ]\Ieyer). Between Nurlli and
Tfhaukhlnr, in a low stony situation (T.).

? //. olympicum, Forsk., hardly L. Tenedos

(F.). Greek yov^ovpa., ayovSovpa or ayadov-

5epa.

II. Auclwri, Jaub. et Spach. Gargarus

(Aucher), Adraniyttion (iMontbret) ? Be-

tween Nurlii and Akhmetlii (//. procum-

hens, T., hardly Michx.).

H. supinum, Yis. On the gulf of Adraniyt-

tion, near the ancient Antandros(Parolini).

II. Monthrelii, Jaub. et Spach. Alexandria

Troas (Y.), Kestambul (V.).

Malvaceae.

Malope malacoides, L. Alexandria Troas

(Y).

? Malva Tournefortiana, Forsk., hardly L.

Tenedos (F.). Greek, ^uoAAoxa; Turkish,

achedjumez.

Ahelmoschus cscultntus, Much. Troad, cult.

(W.). Greek, /3a/iia ; Turkish, bainin.

Gossypinm herbaceum, L. Is extensively cul-

tivated in the Plain of Troy (Olivier, W. Y.).

In Tenedos, scantily cultivated (F. Olivier).

Tiliaceae.

Tilia intermedia, DC. Below the Scamauder

source, very sparingly (Y.).

LlXACEAE.

Linum alpinum, Jacq. Besika Tepeh (Y.),

Chigri Dagh (Y.).

Geraxi.^ceae.

Geranium asphodeloides, Willd. Yalley of the

Aiwajik Su near Esheklii (Y.).

G. dissectum, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Zygopuyllaceae.

Tribidus terrester, L. Troad (W.).

Peganum Harmala, L. Troad (W.), Tenedos,

on the beach (F.). Greek, 0poiJ.ox^P'''<^po ;

Turkish, yserlik.

Eltaceae.
,

-_

Pata clialepensis, L. Troad (W.).

Sapindaceae.

Acer cretirum, L., var. obtusifoUum, Boiss.

Troal (T.).

Ampelidaceae.

Vitis vinifera, L. In the Plain of Troy, very

often wild (W.), e.g. at the In Tepeh As-

mak, Simois, Thyuibrius, Kiniar Su (Y.)

;

but sparingly cultivated, by the Mahomedans

only for the grapes ; for the making of wine,

only at Yeni Shehr, Yeni Kioi (W.), Een

Kioi (Y.). Cliietiy on Tenedos, the wine of

which is celebrated. In this island, viti-

culture was flourishing already in ancient

times, the arms of ancient Tenedos showing

a grape.

Terebinthaceae.

Phus Coriaria, L. Sumach. 'Wild on hills

near the sea (W.).

Pistacia Tercbintlms, L. In the Plain of

Troy, not rare (VV. Y.) ; also near Een Kioi,

and on the Oulou Dagh (Y.).

P. Lentiscus, L. Troad (W.).

Papilioxaceae.

Anagyris focfida, L. Found all over the

Troad (C. W. S.), e.g. on the banks of the

In Tepeh Asmak, and near Novum Ilium

(Y.). Is not eaten by the cattle.

Adenocarpus diraricatus, DC. Middle region

of the Ida above Evjilar (W.).

Cahjcotmne villosa, Lk. {Sparlium fpinosum,

\Vebl>). Troad (W.), e.g. Oulou Di.gh (Y.).

?SparHnm Scorpius, Webb. Tioas (W.).
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S.junceuiii, Tj. Troad (W.)- Between Xuilii

iiiul Akhnutlii (T.).

Oenisia h/dia, Boiss. Gargariis (Auclier).

Cytmts smyrnaeus, Boi^s. Between Nurlii

and Trhaukhlar (T.).

Tii(jotiella npi'-ata, Sni. Between Xuilii and

Akhinetlii (T.^.

T. cretica, Boiss. Between Nurlii and Akh-
raetlU (T.).

]\Iedic(i<ji)marina,'L. Troad (S.). On the shore

of tiio Hellrspont, near Kouni Kaleh (V.).

M. orhiciilarh, All., var. marginata, Benth.

Plain of Troy (Calvert).

M. coronata, Uesv. Troad (S.).

M. MspuJu, Urb., var. deuHculata, Urb, Plain

of Troy (Calvert).

M. .arahicn. All. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

M. minima, Bartal. Troad (S.).

Melilotns sidcahis, Desf. Plain of Troy (Cal-

vert).

M. neapolilanu--; Ten. Troad (S.).

Trifolium Cherleri, L. Troad (S.).

T. steUatuni, L. Troad (S.), e.g. -on the Kali-

fatli Asmak, not far from the mouth of the

Simois (V.).

T. scahrum, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Between Nurlii and Tchaukhlar (T.).

T. Boccimei, S;ivi. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

T. spuinomm, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert), Ida

district (V.).

T. repens, L. Troad (S.).

T. uniflorum L. Bounarbashi (C), between

Nurlii and Tchaukhlar (T.).

. procumhens, L. {T. agrarium. Poll.). Plain

of Troy (S. Calvert), Alexandria Troas (V.),

between Tuzla and Hasii (T.).

Fhysaidlnjlli'^ k-trapltyUa, Boi.ss. Troad (W.),

between Nurlii and Akhmetlii (T.).

Symenocarpus circiuatus, Savi. Plain of

Troy (S. V.).

Lotus creticus, L., var. cytisoides, Boiss. Troad

(S.).

L. belgradica, Forsk. Tenedos (F.) ?

Bonaveria Securidaca, Scop. Between Nurlii

and Akhmetlii (T.).

CoroniUa emeroides, Boiss. et Spr. (C. Einerus,

Webb), Troad (W.).

C. glauca, L. Troad (W.).

C. puri-ijlura, Willd. Frequently in the Plain

of Troy (S. Y.), e.g. -on the Kalifatli Asmak
(Y.). It has yellow aud pink, seldom white

flowers.

Psoralea lituminosa, L. Troad (S.). Yar.

major, Heldr. Troad (S.).

Glycyrrliiza glabra, L., var. nJandulifera, Eegel
et Herd. (G. hirsufa, PalL). Troad (W.).

Astragalus Eaarhachii, Sprun. Troad (S.).

A. VircJioicii, Aschs. et Kurtz (A. christianus,

Webb). Yeni Shehr, uot far from the tu-

mulus of Acldlles (Y.).

A. anatoUcus, Bii-ss.? (A. hmgijlorus, Clmko
hardly Pallas). Troad (C).

'

A. tiojanus, Stev. {A, Tragacantha, "Webb)^

Troad (Olivier, Auchcr).

Onohrychis aequidtutata, D'Urv. Troad (S.),

e.g.Sigeum (V.), Bali Dagh (Y.).

Cicer arielinum, L. Truad, cultivated (W.

Calvert).

C. Monthretii, Jaub. et Spacli. Ida district

(Y.), Gargarns (Auclier, Montbret).

Vicia hybrida, L. Troad (S.), e.g. Hissarlik

(Y.). Tenedos (Yirlet).

V. me/aiiops, Sibth. et Sm. Troad (Y.).

V. grandijloia. Scop. Between Nurlii and
Tchaukhlar (T.) Yar. Biebersteiniana, Koch.

Troad (Y.).

V. saliva, L., var. macrocarpa, Boiss. Troad

_(»•).

T^. Co.-^entinii, Guss., var. amjjhicarpa, Heldr.

Troad (S.).

T'. lathyroides, L. Between Nurlii and
Tclianklilar(T.).

V. cu>ipidata, Boiss. Troad (Y.).

V. peregrhia, L. Troad (Y.).

V. Faba, L. Troad, cultivated (Y.j.

V. Cracca, L. Troad (Y.).

V. vlllosa, Rth. Troad (Y.).

V. laxijlura, Boiss. Kotcli Ali Ovassi (Y.).

V. smyrnaea, Boiss. Besika Tepeh (Y.).

V. hirsuta, Koch. Troad (S.).

r. Ervilia, Willd. Troad, cultivated (Calvert).

Lens escidenta, Mncli. Troael, cultivated (VV.)

Lathyrus Aphaca, L. Troad (S.).

L. sativus, L. Troad, cultivated (Calvert).

L. Cicera, L., var. pilosus, Alef. Troad (S. \.).

L. sdifoUus, L. Troad (S.).

L. saxatilis, Yis. Troad (S).

Orobus sessilifolius, Sibtli. et Sni. Troail

(S. Y.). Between Nurlii and Tciiaukldar.

(T.)

0. hirsntus, L. Troad (Y.). Between Nurlii

and Tchaukhlar (T.) Yar. glabratus, Gris.

Troad (S. Y.).

Pisum elaiius, M. B. Troad (S.) .

FJiiis'ohts vulgaris, L. Troad, cult. (W. Cal-

vert).

Dolichos Luhia, For.sk. Troad, cult. (Calvert).

Caesalpiniaceae.

Cercis Siliquastrum, L. Alexandria Troas

(Y.). On the Ine Tchai (Y.). Between
Nurlu an;l Akhmetlii (T.).

Amygdalaceae.

Ami/gdahis Webbii, Spach. Bali Daih (W.

v.).

A, communis, L. Cultivated in the vicinity

of the villages (Y.), e.g. in the Simois

valley (C).

A. Persica, L. Like the foregoing (Y.).

P031ACEAE.

Pirus communis, L. Forms frequently bushes

in the Plain of Troy, more seldom trees, e.g.

Koumi Koi (Y.). On the In Tepeh Asmak
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(V.) Tenedos (Primus oxijacantha, Forsk.).

Greek, ax\a5a ; also cultivated.

P. Malus, L. Aggdagh (T.). Cultivated iu

tiie neighbourhood of the villages (V.).

Crataeijus vionogyna, Jaeq. Ofteu in the under-

wood, of the plain and the mountains (V.),

e. g. Novum Ilium (V.), upper Scamauder
• valley (V.).

EOSACEAE.

Bosa canina, L.? In bushes, particularly on

the river-banks, frequent (V. ).

Bubus sanctus, Schrb. ? In buslies, particu-

larly on river-banks, frequent (V.).

B. tomenlosus, Borkh. Gargarus (W.).

Fotentilla micrantha, liamond? {Fragaria

sterilis, Clarke, whether L. V) Gaigarus

(C).

Aremonia agrimoniokles, Neck. Alexandria

Troas (V.).

Sanguisorha spinosa, Bertol. In tlie bushes

of the Plain of Troy and the hills, so fre-

quent that it is used for fuel, e. g. near

the In Tepeh, Novum Ilium, Besika Tejjuh

(V.).

Myrtaceae.

Myrtus communis, L. Troad (W. V.).

Granataceae.

Funica Granutum, L. Troad, wild and culti-

vated (W.).

Cucurbitaceae.

Citrullus vulgaris, St-hrad. Tmad, cult. (W.).

Ecbalium Elalerium, Rich. Ilissarlik (V.).

The seed of this plant was found in ex-

cavating.

Bryonia dioeca, Jacq. ? Troad (V.).

Crassci.aceae.

Umhilicus jJcndulinus, DC. Kotch Ali Ovassi

(V).

Sedum Cepaea, L. Bali Dagh, " tumulus of

Hector " (C).

U.mbelliferae.

Eryngium campeslre, L. Tenedos (F.). Greek,

ayyadia.

E. hithynicum, Boi.ss.? {E. frimisjiidatum, Pibth.

et Sm., hardly L.). Plain of Troy (Sib-

tliorp).

E. foetidum, Forslc, not L. Tenedos (F.).

Lagoecia cumiiioiih;s, L. Troad (V.).

Biiphurum irichoimdum, Boiss. et Sprun.

Troad (S.).

Apium graveolans, L. Assos (V.).

Ammi mnjus, Ij. Tenedos (F.). (ircek, aa-

TrpoK((pa\os.

Physorauhis nodosns, Tausch. Troad (S.).

Anthriscus nemnrosa, M. B., var. anatolica,

Boiss. Gargaiiis (Aucher).

A. vulgaris, Pors., var. pubcscens, Heldr.

Troad (S.).

Scandlx grandiflora, L. Troad (S.), e. g. His-

sarlik (V.).

Bifora testicidata, DC. Troad (V.).

Smijriiium Orpltanidis, Boiss. V Ruins of Assos

(V.).

Uippomarathruiii cristatum, Boiss. ? Troad

(S.).

Ecldiiophora Sihtliorpiana, Guss. Troad (S.),

vineyards on Tenedos frequent (D'Urville).

Oenanthe silaifolia, M. B. On the Bounar-

baslii Su, near the bridge (V.).

Foeniculuin officiiiah', All. On the Kimar Su
(V.).

Crilhmum maritimum, L. Rocky coast of the

Troad (W.).

Ferula communis, L. Troad (S.), e.g. on the

In Tepeh Asmak, above the bridge (V.).

Tordylium offirinale, L. Troad (8.).

T. apulum, L. Troad (S.), Alexandria Troas

(V.).

Opopanax orientale, Boiss. Trend (S.).

Baucus Broterii, Ten.? (Artedia muricata,

Forsk.). Tenedos (F.). Greek, a.^Lyyawo.

Caucalis leptophylla, L. Troad (S.).

Araliaceae.

Hedera Helix, L. Ida district (V.).

Cornaceae.

Cornus mas, L. Troad (T., V.).

Caprifoliaceae.

Louicera Cnpri/olium, L.? Troad (V.).

L. orientalis, Lrak. Between Kurajilar and
Divanjik (T.).

Rubiaceae.

Buhia percgrina, L. Troad (S.).

B. Olivieri, A. Rich. Hedges near Bcira-

mitch (V.).

Sherardia arvensis, L. Plain of Troy (S., Cal-

vert).

Galium Apnrine, L. Troad (S.).

Vaillantia muralis, L., var. hirsuta, Guss.

Tr.^ad (S.).

V. Mspida, L. Troad (S.).

Yalerianace.\e.

Valeriana Dioscoridis, Sm. Troad (C). U])per

Scamander valley (V.).

Cenirantlms ruber, DC Troad (W.).

Valerianella coronata, DC. Hissarlik (V.),

Tumulus of Batieia (V.).

DiPSACACE.AE.

Knautia hybrida, Coult. Valley of the Aiwa-
jik Su near Esheklii (V.).

Scabiosa ochrolcuca, L., var. Webbiana, Boiss.

{S. Webbiana, Don). Ida mountains (W.,

Parolini).

COMPOSITAE.

Bellis jierennis, Ij. Near the Kalifalli Aemak
(V.).

Asteriscus aquaticus, JInch. ? (Buphthalmum
maritimum, Forsk.). Tenedos (F.). Greek,

xipTo KaSi(p€.
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Inula heltrolepig, Boiss. (Conyza Candida,

Webb, not L.). Troad (W.).

I. viseoM, Ait. Besika Tepeh (Y.)-

Diotis maritima, ism. Sua-sliore of tlie Troad

(W.).

Anthemis altmima, L. Plain of Troy (Cal-

vert). Tenedus (D'Urvillo).

A. arvensis, L. Plain of Troy (Y.).

Matricaria ChamomiUa, L. Plain of Troy

(CalvLTt).

Chamaemduiu trojanum, Bory et Cliaub. Tone-

dos (Virlct).

? C. caucasicum, Boiss. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.).

Artemisia maritinia, L. Strand near Koum
Kakh (Y.).

Duronicutii caucasicum, M. B. Between Nurlii

and Tehaukiilar (T.).

Scnecio veriiah'x, W. K. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.).

Calendula arvemis, L. Hissarlik (Y.).

Echinops viscosus, DC. (^E. sphaerocephalus,

Forsk. not L.). Teuedos(D'Urville). Cjreek,

Kadap ayyado.

E. microcephaltis, Sibtli. et Sni. ? {E. strigo-

sus, Forsk., not L.). Tenedos (F.).

Cardopatium corijmbosum, Pers. Troad, Te-

nedos (Olivier).

Carliiia lanata, L. ? (C. rubra, Forsk.). Tene-

dos (F.). Greek, KOKivdyyado (that is, red

Tiiistle).

Ctjnara Scahjmus, L. Troad (W.).

Jurinea mollis, Rchb.? {Strraiida centauroides,

Forsk.). Coast of the Troad, o^Jposite Tene-

dos (F.).
^

Cen'aurea Ci/anus, L. Cliigri Dagli (V.).

C. laniyern, DC. Between Akhmetlii and

NurUi (T.).

C. puh/rlada, DC. {C. areiiaria. D'Urv., not

M.B.). Troad? (Aucher). Dry hills on

Tenedos, frequent (D'Urvillc).

C. s2}i)Msa, L. (Serratida spinosa, Forsk.?).

Troad (Olivier), Tenedoo,ou dry uncultivated

hills very frequent (D'Urv.). Greek, 'laAacr-

Tv^ia, Tuik. djevvan. Is fastened on the

hedges (F.).

C. sohtitialis, L. Troad (W.), ? Tenedos (C.

tomeidosa, Forsk. Greek, arpoyipa).

C. Paroliiiii, DC. (C. aurea, Webb). ISunimit

of Gargarus (W., Parolini).

Carthamus dentatus, Yahl. Troa 1 ''Parolini).

Scohjmus hispanicus, L. {Catanauche lutea, F.

notL.). Troad (W.), Tenedos (F.). Greek,

capSaApta or KeTpivdyyado.

Cichurium Intubus,\-i. Tenedos 'F.). Greek,

KopKa.

C. Endivia, L. Tenedos (probably cult.) (F.).

Greek paSi'/cTj ; Turk, hiddiba.

Hedijpnois crctica, Willd. Plain of Troy

(Calvert), Tenedos (F.). Greek, Ko\T(i5a.

Tragopiofjon porrifulius, L. ? Kotch Ali

Ovnssi (Y.), Assos (Y.).

Taraxacum ojjicinale, AVeb. Meadows along

tlie Kalifatli Asmak (V.).

Picridium vuh/are, Desf. tenedos (F.).

Crcjds rubra, L. Yalley of the Aiwajik Su,

near Eeheklii (V.).

Eodifjia commulata, Spr. Troy (Y.\

Lagoseris bifida, Boiss. Tenedos (Yirlet).

CAMI'.\NrLA('E.\E.

Campanula lijrala, Lmk. Troad (Y.).

C. Eriuus, L. Troad (S.).

I'odanthum cichoriiforme, Boiss. Troad (S.).

Specularia Speculum - Veneris, Alph. DC.
Fulah Dagh near the Thymbrius (Kimar
Su), white and blue flower (Y.).

Sp. pentagonia, Alph. DC. Troad (Y.).

Ericaceae.

Arbntiis Unedo, L. U[)per Searnander valley

(Y.).

A. Andrachne, L. Oulou Dagli (Y.), on the

Searnander, between Karajilar and Di-

vaujik (T.), njiper Searnander valley (C,

Erica arbnrea, L. Troad (W.), e. g. Oulou

Dagh (Y.).

Bhodiidvndron flavum Don (Azalea pontica,

L.). Between Karajilar and Divanjik (T.).

Prijrlaceae.

Cyclamen europaeum, Webb, hardly L. Troad

(W.).

Sttracaceae.

Styrax officinalis, L. Troad (W., S.), e.g.

slopes of Hissarlik towards the Simois

valley (Y.j.

Oleace.\e.

Olea e^tropaea, L. Cultivated in the neigh-

bourhood of the villages (Y.\

Pliillyrea media, T<. Troad (W.).

Fonfancsia phillyreoides, Labill. Betweer

Bairamkioi (Assos) and Shubrak (T.).

Jasminaceae.

Jasminum fruticans, L. Troad (W.), e. g. His-

sarlik (Y.).

ArOCTNACEAE.

Nerium Oleander, I>. Troad (W.). Greek,

poSo5d(pvrj or iTiKpoSa(pi^Tj.

AsCLEPIADACEAE.

Periploca graeca, L. Plain of Troy (W.).

Sesamaceae.

Sesamum indicum, L. Troad, cult. (Olivier,

W., Calvert , Tenedos, rarely cultivated and

growing wild (F., Olivier, D'Urville). Greek,

(Tiaafxi.

Convolvclaceae.

Convolvulus tenuissimus, Sibth. et Sni. Troad

(Y.).

C. arvensis, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).
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BORAGINACEAE.

Heliotrojnum enropaeum, L. TroacI (W.).

H. sp. Evjilar (W.).

Cerinthe major, L. Troad (W. .

Anchusa officinalis, L. Plain of Troy (V.),

between Nuilii and Akhiuetlii (T.).

Onosma steUuIata, \V. K., var. pallida, Boiss.

Alexandria Troas (V.), Kestambul ^ V.).

Ecliium plantarjineum, L. Valley of the Thym-
biius (Kimar Su) (V.)? Tenedos (£". creit-

cum, Forsk.),

Lithospermum apulum, L. On the Hellespont,

near the Quarantine (V.).

L. purpureo-caerultuni, L. Upper Scamander
valley (V.).

Alhanna tiiictoria, Tausch. Troad (C, V.).
'

Myosotis hispida, Schlechtd. Kalifatli (V. >.

Cynoglossum pi/fum, Ait. V;dley of the

Tliymbrius (Kimar Su) (V.), between Nurlii

and Akhmetlu (T.).

Asperugo procumbens, L. Valley of the

Thymbrius (Kimar Su) (V.).

SOLANACEAK.

Solanum sodomaeum, L. Troad (W.).

S. Melongena, L. Troad, cult. (W.).

Syoscyamus alius, L. Tenedos (F.).

M. aureus, L. Tenedos (F.). Greek, jue\o-

Xoprapo.

SCROPHULAEIACEAE.

Verhascum j'hlomoides, L. Tioad (W.), Tene-

dos (F.). Greek, ^\6fj.o.

V. sinuatum, L. Troad (W.).

Linaria Pelicieriana, DC. Novum Ilium (V.),

Besika Tepeh (V.), valley near Tnzla (T.).

L. arvensis, Desf. Troad (C).

Scrophularia canina, L. Assos fV.).

Veronica multifida, L. Troad (V.).

Eufraqia latifolia, Gris. Plaiu of Troy (Oli-

vier, Calvert), e. g. His.sarlik (V.).

E. viscosa, Beutli. Plain of Troy (Olivier).

Trixago apuJa, Stev. Plain of Troy (Calvert),

between Nurlii and Aklimctlii (T.).

OliOHANCHACEAE.

Phelipaea ramosa, C. A. Mey. Fidah Dagh

(V.), Alexandria Troas (V.). Var. Muteli,

Boiss. Atsos (V.).

Orohanche javLescens, D'Urv. Troad (V.}.

ACANTIIACEAE.

? Acanthus mollis, L. Troad (W.).

Verbenaceae.

Vitcx Agnus-castuj?, L. Troad (W.) e. g.

Valley of the Simois (V.). Also between

Ciiigri Dngh and Ine (Sayce). Greek,

\iyapid.

Labiat\e.

Lavandula Stoechas, L. Troad (W.).

Mentha, sp. On the Kalifatli Asmak (V.).

Origanum vulgare, L,, var. viride, Boiss.?

Tenedos (F.). The opiyavov of Tenedos is

praised by ancient classics.

0. Onites, L. Troad (W.) e. g. at the Scaman-
der source. (C.)

Tliijmus slriatus, Vahl ? (T. Zijgis, -Forsk.)

Tenedos (F.). Greek, Ovixipi.

Til. hirsutiis, j\r. B. (T. vidgaris, "Webb, not

L., Th. cherlerioides. Vis.). Ida mountains

(Parolini).

T. caijitatm, Lk. et Hfmg. Troad (W.)

Saiureja Thymhra, L, Troad (Olivier, W.),

Olivier derives the name of the city Thym-
bra and the river Thymbrius from that of

the plant, which he found abundantly in

the valley of the Simois (Doumbrek Tchai)

which used to bo identified with the Thym-
brius.

Salvia grandijlora, Ettl., var. rotund ifolia,

Boiss. {S. rotundifolia, Vis). Ida moun-
tains (Parolini).

S. argentea, L. Troad (S.).

S. verbenaca, L., var. verualis, Boiss. His-

sariik (V.).

S. riridis, L. Hissarlik (V.), between Nurlu
and Akhmetlii (T.).

Stachys orientulis, Vahl. Between Nurlii and
Akhmetlii (T.). Var. pauciflora, Boiss. ; S
jjau'iflora, Vis. Troad (Parolini).

S. cretica, L. ? {S. tomentosa, Forsk.). Tene-

dos (F). Greek, fioax" )3oAo x^P'^''-P°-

? Lamium album, Ij. Between Akhmetlii ami

Nurlii (T.),

L. moschatum. Mill. Troad (S.), e. g. valley of

the Thymbrius (Kimar Su), (V.).

Bnllota aeetabtdosa, Benth. Troad (V.).

Does Muluccella fruticosa, Forsk., Tenedos
((itreek, x°-P°-^o), belong here ?

Phlomis fruticosa. L. Troad (W.).

Prasium majus, L. Troad (W.).

Aiuga cilia, Sehreb. Troad (V.).

Ttucrium Polium, L. Bali Dagh (C).

Plubibaginaceae.

Sfatice sinuuta, L. Shore of the Troad (W.).

Plumbago europaca, L. Troad (W.).

Salsolaceae.

? Chenopodium album, L. Tenedos (F.). Tui k.

siritjam.

C. Bofrys, !>. Troad (W.).

'i Atriplex llalimus, U. Troad (W.).

Salsdla Soda, L. Coast of the Troad ("\V.).

S. Kali, L. Sandy strand opposite Tenedos (F.)

Polygonaceae.

Emrx spinosa, Campd. Kestambul, on tlie

Chigri Dagh (V.).

Itumex pulcher, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

li. fuberosus, L. Teneilos (Virlet).

It. acetoseUoides, Bal. Plain of Troy (V.).

Polygonum avicidare, L, Plain of Troy (Cal-

vert), Tenedos, frequent in drv places

(D'Urville).
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Thymelaeaceae.

Tliymdaea Tartonraira, All. (T. argentea,

Cliirke). Very frequent near the villages,

used as firewood ; e. g. in the environs

of tiie In Tepeh (C, V.), Hagios Demetrios

Tepeh (V.).

T. hirsuta, Endl. Troad (W.).

El-AEAGNACEAE.

Elacagnus linrtends, jM. I>. {E. ancjudifolia,

Forsk.). Troad, cult. (W.), Tenedos, cult.

(F.). Turk. idae.

Latraceae.

Laurus nohiUs, L. Troad (W.).

Cytinaceae.

Cijtidk Ilypocistis, L. Parasitic on the roots of

Cisius salviifulius, L., near Ken Kioi (V.).

Aristolochiaceae.

Aristolocliia Tournefortii, Jaub. et Sp. Troad

(Olivier).

A. hirta, L. Eidge of Hissarlik (V.).

ErPHORBIACEAE.

Euphorhia Chamaesyce, Tj. (E. polygon/folia,

Forsk.). Coast opposite Tenedos (F.).

E. amygdahides, L. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.)

E. biglandidosa, Desf. Kalifatli (V.).

Crozophara tinctoria, A. Juss. Troud (W.),

Tenedos, on fallows (F.). Greek, aK\ap6-

Xopro: with the Greek of Natolia, aypio

(paffovXid.

Urticaceae.

Urtica pihdifera, L. Valley of the Thymbrius

(KimarSu) (V.), Tenedos (F.). Greek,

ar^riKviSa.

Humuhis Lupuliis, L. In bushes on the

river-banks of the Plain of Trov, frequent

(V.).

3[onis nigra, L.jCultivated near the villages

M. alba, L. \ (V.).

Ficus Carica, L. Wild in the Plain of Troy,

e. g. in the grove above the springs at Novum
Ilium (V.), Bounarbashi (Olivier). Cul-

tivated near the villages. The practice of

caprification occurs in this country (W.).

Celtis Tournffortii, Lmk. In the ruins of the

thermae ' of Alexandria Troas ' (W.).

Ulmus campestris, L. Bushes on the river-

banks of the Plain of Troy : e. g. on the

Kalifatli Asmak, on the Scamander, Simois,

Thymbrius (Kimar Su) (V.), near Bounar-

bashi (Olivier). The TrreAso mentioned by

Homer.
Jcglandaceae.

Juglans regia, L. Cultivated near the vil-

lages (V.).

Platanaceae.

Platanus orientalis, L. Wild in the bushes

on the river-banks of the Plain of Troy and
in the mountains ; e. g. in the lower Simois

valley (V.), at the Scamander source, there

also often a tree (C, W., V.)
;
planted in

and near the villages. It is the most stately

tree of the Troad, e.g. at Kalifatli, in Doum-
brek Kioi (V.), Bounarbashi, near Beira-

miteh (C. W.).

CUPULIFERAE.

Quercus peduncuUda, Elirh. Ida, lower

region (W.).

Q. sessiliflora, Sra. liike the former (W.).

Q., var. imhescens, Boiss. Plain near Koura

Kioi (V.).

Q. Jusitatiica, Lmk., var. genuina, Boi s. (Q.

in/tctoria, Oliv.). In the Troad, e.g. Ine

(T.), oidy shrub-like; the gall-nuts are

gathered (Olivier, V.), most appreciated

are those which are not yet quite ripe, called

" green " or " black ;" the ripe " white '

ones have far less value (Olivier).

Q. Ilex, L. Troad, here and there (W. T).

Q. cocci/era, L. Frequent in the anterior

Troad, but only shrub-like (W,, T.), e. g.

His.-arlik, on the slopes above the springs

(V.).

Q. Cerris, L. In the lower range of the Ida,

and on the Scamander near Kara Kioi (T.).

in the upper Scamander valley from Kush-

umlii upwards (W.)

Q. Avgilopis, L. In the Troad, widely spread

;

it gives abundant Valonia {^eXaviZia) (Oli-

vier, D'Urville, W., S., V.); particularly

remarkable trees near Ren Kioi, Koum Kio',

at the foot of the Fulah Dagh, on the Sud-

luch Su between Ghiekli and Talian Kioi

(V.), and particularly in tlie ruins of Alex-

andria Troas (Olivier, W., V.), scantily on

Tenedos (Olivier). Here also belong

Q. trajana, Wel)b (Q. aegUopnfolia, Webb)
and Q. Libani, Tchh. (not Oliv.), the latter

between Ine' and Kestambul (T.).

Castanea saiiva, Mill. Ida district (V.).

Betulaceae.

Corylus Avellana, L. ? Upper Scamander

valley (C, V.).

Carpinus Behdus, L. Spread in the Plain and

in the mountains (V.)-

C. duineu^is, Scop. In the valley of the El-

tchi Tcliai (T.).

Salicaceae.

Salix alba, L. Spread in the Plain of Troy
as bushes on the river-bank.-j, also a tree,

e. g. on the Scamalider, Bounarbashi Su,

Thymbrius (Kimar Su) (V.), near Bounar-

bashi (Olivier). The Itsu mentioned by
Homer.

Populus italica, Much. At Een Kioi and
Doumbrek Kioi, planted ; not in the Plain

(V.).

Typhaceae.

Typha, sp. On the In Tepeh Asniak, above

the bridge (V. v.).
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Araceae.

Dmcunculus vulgaris, Schott. On the Kalifatli

Asmak, near the mouth of the Simois, in

the underwood of Elms (V.).

POTAMEAE.

Zostera marina, L. Hulkspont (Calvert).

Fosidonia oceanica, Del. In the Gulf of Adra-

myttion, near Bairam Kiui (Assos) (V.).

. . Orchidace.^e.-

Aceras pyramidalif^, Kchb. fil. Alexandria

Troas (V.).

Orchis papilionacea, L. Troad (Olivier),

valley of Yerkassi Kioi (V.).

? 0. lonrjic.ornu, Poir. Between Nurlii and

Tcliankhlar (T.).

0. curiiiphora, L., var. sancta, Echb. fil.

Troad (Olivier).

0. tridenfata. Scop. Yerkassi Kioi (V.).

0. hrevilahris, Fiseh. et jMey. Between Kara-

jilar and Divanjik on bushy hills (T.).

0. puncfulaiii, Stev. Alexandria Troas (V.).

0. provinciali><, Balb. Troy (V.), Alexandi ia

Troas (V.).

0. heroica, Clarke. Bali Dagh, " tumulus of

Hector" (C).

0. pseudosamhudna. Ten. Onloti Dagh (V.),

between Nurlii and Tchaukhlar (T.).

Ophrys fueiflora, Echb. Uijper Scamauder

valley (V.).

0. aranifera, Huds. Yerkassi Kioi (Y.), var.

mammosa, Rchb. fil. Upper Scaraender

valley (V.).

Ceplialanihra Xiphophyllum, Echb. fil. Yer-

kassi Kioi (V.).

C. cucidlatn, Boiss. et Heldr. Yerkassi Kioi

(V.), Here may belong C. epipactoides,

Fisfh. et Mey. Between Kestambul and

Tuzla (T.).

Spirniithrs auetumnalis, Eich. Gargarus, below

tl,e siunmit (W.).

Amaryllidaceae.

GaJantliii!< nirulis, Ij. Scamander-source (C).

Sternbergia lutea, Ker. Troad (W.).

St., sp. ? Between Bounarbashi (near Bei-

ramiteh) and Aiwajik (W.).

rancratium ntaritiinum, L. Sea-shore of the

Troad (\V.).

Iridaceae.

Crocus moesiacns, Ker, var. Landeriauus, Herb.

Kurslinklu Tepeh (Kushumlii?) (Herbert).

C. gargaricus. Herb. (C aureus, Clarke).

Gargarus (C).

C. hijlorus, Mill., var iiuhigenus, Baker (C.

vermis, Clarke ? C. nuhigenus, Herb.)

Sunmnit of tlie Gargarus (Herbert).

C. Sieberi, Gay. Troad (Olivier).

C. candidus, Clarke. Gargarus (C).

- Virchow's collection lias been determined by

Mr. F. Kr'auzlin.

C. autumnalis, Webb. Gargarus, below the

summit (W.).

Romidea ISulbucodium, Seb. et IMuur. Troad

(C).

Iris jiumila, L. Novum Ilium (V.), Ilagios

Dcmetrios Tepeh (V.).

I. I'seudacorus, L. On the Bounaibashi Su,

not far from the bridge (V.).

Gynandriris Sisyriiichium, Pari. Not rare in

the meadows of the anterior Troad, e. g. in

the bed of the In Tepeh Asmak, on the Kali-

fatli Asrank (V.).

Dioscoreaceae.

Tamus communis, L. Ida district, at Erinlii

(V.).

Sjiilaceae.

Smilax aspera, L. Troad (W.).

liuscus HypophyUum, L. {E. troadensis, Clarke).

Scainander-source (C, V.).

Liliaceae.

Tidipa mmdana. Bind. Ui>per Scamander

valley, near Karakioi (T.).

Gagea arveusis, Schult. ? {Ornitliogalum a.,

Clarke). In Tepeh (C).

G. polymorplia, Boiss. Valley of the Thym-
briiis (Kimar Su) (Calvert).

G. lutea, Schult. ? {Omithogidum I., Clarke).

Bali Dagh, on the " tumulus of Hector" (C).

Fritillaria Piiiardi, Boiss. Between Nurlu
' and Tchaukhlar (T.).

F. Schliemanni, Aschs. et Boiss. Upper Sca-

mander valley (V.).

Leopoldia trojana, Heldr. Troad (S.), Plain

of Troy (V.), upper Scamander valley (V.),

Alexandria Troas (V.). Here seems also

to belong Bellevalia comosa, Tchih. Plain

of Tuzla (T.).

L. Pinardi, Heldr. Troad (S.).

Muscari racemosum,'M\\\. Plain of Troy (V.),

Bali Dagh, " tunndus of Hector" C).

ill. paradoxum, C. Koch. Between Nurlii and

Tchaukhlar (T.).

Ornithogaluin prasandrum, (ids. Kalifatli

(V.), Alexandria Troas (V.).

0. sulphureum, R. et S. Troad (S.).

0. comosum, L. Troad (S.), e. g. Hissarlik (V.).

Allium nigrum, L. Troad (S.).

A., sp., purple flower. Summit of the Gar-

garus (W.).

Asplodelus microcarpus, Vis. Plain of Troy

(W.), e. g. in the dry meadows on the In

Tepeh Asmak and on the Simois (V.),

Tenedos (F.). Greek, amroupSouAi.

A. hdeus, L. Alexandria Troas (V.).

]\[elanthiaceae.

? ColchicuM auctumnale, L., and

C. variegatum,' Ij. Gargarus, bdow the sum-

mit (W.).

Bulhocodium trigynmu, Adam. Valley of the

Thymbrius (Calvert).
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JlNCACEAE.

Juncus aeulm, I.nik. In Tepeli Asmuk, above

tlie bridge (V.).

BUTOMACEAE.

Butomus umhdlatus, L. riaiii of Troy (S.)

CVPERACEAE.

Cypcrus longus, L. Phiin of Troy (W.).

Galilaea mucrnnata. Pari. Sandy strand of

tlic Troad (W.)> ^- K- ^'^ ^''c north of Talian

Kioi (V.).

Scirpua IJoloschocuus, L. I'laia of Troy, near

Bounarbashi (C.)-

S. maritimus. L. Troad (S.).

Carex cUvim, Huds. Troad (S.).

C diiuUn, Good. Novum Iliuni (V.).

C. hiapida, WiUd. On the Bonnarbashi Su,

near tlie bridge (V.).

C. (Ihtans, L. Plain of Troy (S.), e. g. on tiie

In Tepeb Asmak (V.).

Gramineae.

Phalaris minor, Retz. Plain of Troy (Cal-

vert).

Sonihum vulgare, Pers. Troad, cnlt. (Calvert).

S. hah'peiise, Pers. Tenedos (F.). Greek,

KaXa/xdypa.

Zea Mays, L. Troad, cult. (Calvert).

Cynodon Dactylon, Rich. Tenedos (F.). Greek,

aypia or ayptdSa.

rideum tenue, 8chrad. Plain of Troy (S.,

Calvert).

Ph. ])ratense, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Alopecurus utricidatus, Pers. Plain of Troy
(?J.).

A. agredis, L. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Avena orientalis, Schreb. Troad, cnlt. (Cal-

vert).

A. harhafa, Brot. Troad (S.).

Aera capillaris, Host, var. amhigua, Heldr.

Troad (S.).

Anindo Pliragmites, L. Swamfis of the Plain

of Troy, everywhere (V.).

A. Donax, L. Plain of Troy, e.g. in the lower

Simois valley (W.).

Briza maxima, L. Troad (S.), quarry at

Kotch All Ovassi (V.).

B. spicata, Sibth. et Sni. Troad (S.).

Dactylis glomerata, L. Troad (S.).

Catahrosa aquatiea, P. B. Plain of Troy (S.)

Festuca ciliata, Danth. Troad (S.).

Bromus sterilis, L. Troad (S.).

B. fectorum, L. Plain of Troy (S., Calvert),

Chigri Dagh (V.).

B. madriteims, L. Plain of Troy (S., Cal-

vert).

B. secalinus, L. Among oats (Calvert).

B. scoparius, L. Plain of Troy (S., Calvert).

B. mollis, \u Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Bruchypodium didachyum, P. B. Plain of

Troy (Siblhorp, S.).

Tritirum vidgare, Vill., and

T. durum, Dcsf. Troad, ctdt. (V., Calvert).

T. villosum, M. B. Tioad (8.,.

Aegilops triaiistata, Willd. Plain of Troy

(Calvert).

Secale cereale, L. Troad, cnlt. (V.).

Hordeiim vulgare, L. Troad, cult. (Y., di-
vert).

//. Imlbosum, L. Troad («.).

H. murinum, L. Pbiin of Troy (S-, Calvert).

//. maritimum. With. Plain of Troy (Calvert).

Lolium temulentum, L. Among oats (Calvert).

Gn'etaceae.

Eplirdra prncera, Fisch. et Mey.

Ilium (W., v.).

Novum

CONIFERAE.

Finns Laricin, Poir. Mountains above Ine

(T.), Ida Jlountains (W.).

P. liahpensis. Mill. Near tlie sea-coast (W.),

Tenedos, scantily (Olivier).

F. Farolinii, Yis. Ida IMonntains, forming

the main part (W., Parolini).

P. Pinea, L. Between Ine' and Ovajdc (T.).

Picea orie)dalis, Carr. (Finns Abies, "Webb).

Ida ]\Iountains (W.), lower mountain range

atTciiaukhlir (T.\

Abies alba. Mill. Ida mountains (W.), Agg.

Dagli (T.).

Cupressus sempervirens, L. In the BlidiUe

Troad, on graveyards, not in the Plain (V.)

e. g. Ine (C).

Juniperus Oxycedrus, L. Troad (W.), e. g. His-

sarlik, slopes above the spring ^V.).

Filtces.

Pdlypndium vulgare, L. Upper Scamander

Viilley (Y.).

Pteris aquiiina, L. The same (Y.).

Aspilenium Irichomanes, L. Scaniander-source

(V.).

A. Adianhim-nigrum, L. Upper Scamander

valley (Y. ).

Ceterach officinarum, Willd. Gargarus ^C).

Cystopterisfragilis, Bernli. Scaniander-source

',Y.).

Mrscr.

Cinclidotus aquaficus, Bruch et Schimp.

Overgrows the wet rocks at tlie Scamander-

source (Y. '. The same species is also

found at the source of Yaucluse <C. Miiller,

Hal.).

Lichen Es.

Usnea articulata, Ach. Gargarus (C).



APPENDIX VII.

ON THE LOST ART OF HARDENING COPPER.

By a. J. DVFFIELD.

Some years ago, while engaged in

writing on the Incas of Peru, their

civilization and knowledge of the fine

and the industrial arts, I came to

doubt Avhat has been so confidently

set forth by some historians, that the

Children of the Sun knew of a secret

in metallurgy that baffles the scienti-

fic knowledge of the nineteenth cen-

tury to discover. It is true that the

Incas had their mirrors of polished

copper, which their women greatly

prized ; and did not Humboldt bring

to Europe a copper chisel, that was

found in a silver mine close to Cuzco ?

And is it not true that many of the

vessels, weapons, tools, and ornaments,

which belong to Incarial times and

are now and again found in various

parts of Peru, are of a brown com-

]ilexion, and not blue or green with

rust ? And does not all this prove that

tlio Incas ])ossessed and practised the

art of hardening copper ?

The Incas were a wonderful people :

their system of colonization and set-

tlement is worthy the attention of

modern statesmen. Their way of life

was admirable and enviable for many
things : no one, for example, of their

kingdom could die for lack of bread
;

idleness Avas ])unished as a crime; no

lawsuit could be postponed longer

than five da^s. Everybody received

an education peculiar to bis state and

conditidu. 'J'ho compulsory education

of children began at their birth ; for

no mother was allowed to take her

babe in her arms to s:ive it suck, but

was to bend over it as it lay on its

back, encouraging the infant to an

eff'ort which he should never be re-

leased from making through the rest

of his life—that, namely, of doing

something by which to win his daily

food. Thieving was punished with

the loss of the eyes ; the moving of

a landmark with death. Water was
made the universal servant and slave

of man ; the soil was divided equally

every year between God, the king,

and the people ; the earth was culti-

vated with joy and singing ; the sun

was the image of the Creator, the

moon that of his spouse ; the rainbow

was his messenger, and the stars which

hung in the sapphire night inspired

a sense of beauty, that refined while

it elevated the taste of all observers.

But for all that, I do not believe that

the Incas knew how, by artificial

means, to give hardness to copper.

They were a peojDle gifted with a

clear insight ; they loved and wor-

shipped Nature in her most excellent

forms, and imitated her in all things ;

their kings' gardens were beautiful,

not only in exquisite floweis and

birds and bright-coloured insects, but

also in perfect imitations of these in

silver and gold.

IMuch meditation on the arts of

this refined and deeply religious

people made me frecpiently muse and

think and mourn, as. wandering

among the ruins they liavo left behind

them, I came to indulge in a "lodged

hate and a certain loathing " for the

immaculate Spanish Christian people

who murdered those worshippers of

3 B
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Nature, traiiipleil tlieir kings' gaidens

into mud, melted their silver lilies

into five-shilling pieces, and their

gold primroses and butterflies into

onzos, buttons for court monkeys, and

buckles and bracelets i'or frivolous

women. These and like things being

fastened in my revolving mind often

shaped themselves as figures are

t^hapcd by the idle motion of the

kaleidoscope; and some years after,

while sojourning in IveeAvaiwona,

once the territory of a race who de-

lighted to make beautiful things out

of a beauteous material,—the Huron
Indians, who held tlie south shore of

Lake Superior,— I one day caught

sight of a large boulder of peculiar

shape and colour lying amongst other

and different boulders on the lake-

shore. It was slightly tinged with a

blue-green mould, Init its deeply cut

crevices were as bright as red-hot

wire. Afterwards I picked up some
copper daggers of fine sliape, and
sharp in edge and point. I was also

present at the finding, some thirty

feet below the level of Lake Superior,

of three swords, 20 in., 18 in., and 16

in. long respectively, also complete

in bevelled edge and shapeful point,

handle and fluting of the sides finely

wrought, tintouched by the lapse of

time, and but little sullied by the

presence of an oxide. I subsequently

visited the Ontonagon district, where
for the first time in my life 1 saw
native copper lying in its rocky
womb, twin-born with silver, and
shining with a lustre comparable only
to that of the heavenly bodies. There
is something in the sight and presence

of a large massy body shining in the

dark of the earth, and retaining its

brightness for the eye to take in its

fill of beauty, that may be compared
to the charm of sustained music unex-
pectedly heard for the first time ; and,

in the course of a year's residence in

that metallic region, I had abundant
opportunities of returning to that

comparison and testing its truth.

On my return to England I carried

with me many samples of these metals,

which were analysed in the iisual

way ; but the gangue of the samjiles

from Keewaiwona carried a number
of bi'ight specks visible to the naked
eye, which I picked out with a pair

of pincers. They were globules of

a bright grey-white metal, which

had resisted the- action alike of nitric

acid and aqua regia. Assisted by my
late friend Mr. W. Valentin, of the

lioyal College of Chemistr}^ 1 5 grains'

weight of these minute specks were
treated with an infusion of potassic

bisulphate, dissolved in water, preci-

pitated on zinc, and subsequently

heated in hydrogen, giving us a dark-

grey powdery substance that could

be beaten into shape. Professor

Fiankland subjected a portion of this

to spectrum analysis. The left hand
of the ribbon was filled in with the

bars characteristic of rhodium, and

the charcoal finger crucibles carried

minute particles of puie metallic

rhodium, which I retain. Subse-

quently to this I was requested by
Mr. \'alentin to analyse the " impuri-

ties " of certain coppers, which I did,

not knowing whence the coppers came,

or in what part of the world they

were found ; they yielded us, among
other elements, ruthenium and iri-

dium. When I came to learn that

these coppers came from the great

native copper deposit from which the

Incas took their metal for making
their edge-tools and weapons, their

arrow-heads and vessels, their bright

flat reflecting mirrors to give gladness

to their women, their concave mirrors

by which their priests " drew fire

from the sun,"'—the whole thing

flashed across mj* mind, that it was

to the presence of the metals of the

platinum group that the hardness of

the copper was ^due, and not to any

art of hardening copper, which was

known to the Incas, but is now lost.

Then I returned to Lake Superior to

hunt for the home of rhodium, sending
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fi-om time to time to Mr. Yalentiu for

analysis examples of a certain lustrous

deeply-dyed native copper, and he

always found traces of rhodium.

I come therefore to the conclusion,

that all the knowledge which the

Incas and the Hi;rons had on the

hardening of copper was due to their

love of beautiful things : they came to

know by experience that the deep-

coloured copper from a certain locality

was not only fine of complexion, but

very hard : of this, therefore, they

made their excellent vessels and their

keen-cutting blades.

Professor Roberts, of the Eoyal

Mint, who has taken a deep interest in

tills matter, has made an experiment

with 90 per cent, of copper and 10 per

cent, of rhodium, which has yielded

an alloy very similar in colour to the

native copper of Keewaiwona : the

fracture is exactly the same in shade,

but of its hardness it is difficult to

tell : a portion of the alloy left in the

bottom of the crucible was found to

be very hard. It is to be hoped that

Professor Poberts ma}'' yet find time

to conduct other experiments which

shall throw some light on the amount
of rhodium with which Nature used to

form that alloy of her own, and from

which we may assume that some of

her devout children made their most

perfect things.

In printing the foregoing commu-
nication, I offer my very sincere

thanks to Mr. Duffield for his interest-

ing account of a discovery so important

in its bearing on the general question

of pre-historic metallurgy. The dis-

covery presents an obvious analogy to

the implements of copper, liarder than

ordinary commercial copper, v/hich I

found in the stratum of the first city

at Hissarlik (see p. 251 ) ; but there

has not been time, since my attention

was called to it, to decide the question

whether the copper found by me is, in

fact, a natural alloy similar to that

which Mr. Duffield discovered in Ame-

rica. The necessary experiments have

still to be conducted ; but meanwhile I

feel it an honour and pleasure that

the present work should be enriched

with a discovery that promises to be

fruitful in results to our knowledge of

the early Copper Age, which we now
know certainly to have preceded that

of Bronze (see pp. 257, 258).—H. S.



APPENDIX Ylir.

ON HEEA BOO PIS.

By Professor Henry Brugsch-Bey.

In no other land of the ancient Avorld

does the Avorship of the Cow play so

important a part as in Egypt. The
representations and inscriptions on

the oldest monuments already contain

copious references to the sacred Cow

;

but it is only from the monuments of

later periods tliat scientific enquiry is

first supplied with clearer information

as to the origin of this worship and

its connection with a goddess of the

Egyptian Olympus of learned inves-

tigation. The following account,

founded on monumental records, com-

pi-ises in one view everything that

relates to the origin of this worship,

and that is calculated to throw light

on the nature of this peculiar venera-

tion for the cow.

In the oldest representations, re-

lating to the creation of the world,

the cow, coming forth out of the

primeval waters, appears on the terri-

tory of the Hermopolite nome in

Upper Egj'pt as the mother of the

j-oung Sun-god. Clinging to the

horns of his parent, the young god

kindles the light of day, and the life

of all creatures begins with him. To
speak in the language of tho monu-
ments, I.sis (that is, the" cow) causes

her son Horus (more exactly Harpo-

erates, that is, " Horus the child ") to

come into existence first of all, and
the visible forms of the world com-
mence the cycle of their earthly course

from life to death : Horus becomes
Osiris, and, in the eternal revolution

of things, from the dead Osiiis a new
rejuvenated Horus is developed. In

this m^'th Osiris symbolizes the prim-

eval water, the fertilizing moisture

;

Isis, under the image of the cow, the

receptive and productive power of

nature ; Hoius, the light which is

kindled from the moisture, just as in

the teaching of Heraclitus, surnamed
" the obscure" (o o-KOTeu'os). This is the

esoteric part of the ancient Egyptian

doctrines of hoary wisdom, to which a

later cycle of myths sought to give an

historic foundation.

The more ancient conception, which

goes back to the times of the thirteenth

century, gives the following solution

of the enigmatical representati(m of

the goddess Isis with the head of a cow.

Horus (Apollo) and Set (Typhon)

fought with one another for the

sovereignty over the kingdom of

Osiris. Set is defeated. Isis, moved
with compassion for the " elder brother

"

conquered by Horns, frees him from

his bonds. Horus, filled with anger

and rage, separates the head of Isis

from her body. Thot, the Egyptian

Hermes, by the aid of the magic power

of his charms, replaces it by the head

of the (sacred) Cow (tep-alie). This

strange myth is preserved in the

Sallier papyrus No. 4, containing

an ancient Egyjitian calendar of the

times of the first Eamessids, according

to which this event took place on the

26th day of the mtmth Thot (the 14th

of August, according to the Sothis-

year, and the 23rd of September,^ ac-

' Chabas, Lc Calendrkr dti papyrus Sallier,

iv. p. 30.
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cording to the Alexandrian calendar).

In remembrance thereof, sacrifices for

the gods Isis and. Thot were prescribed

for ever on this day. Plutarch^ was
acquainted with this legend, of which

he says, " The fight lasted man3^days,

and Horus conquered. But Isis, to

whose keeping the fettered Typhon
had been committed, did not kill him,

but freed and dismissed him. Horus
did not bear this patiently ; he even

laid hands on his mother, and tore

the crown from her head ; but Hermes
placed on her a helmet like the head

of a cow [fiovKpavov Kpdv(yi)." The best

proof that Isis was in fact worshipped

under the local conception of her as

Hathor (Aphrodite) in this cow-

headed form, is the name of the town
dedicated to her, Tep-ahe (' cow-head '),

called by the Copts, with the article

prefixed, Petpieh, by the Arabs Atjih,

the mehopolis of the last (the 22nd)

Upper Egyptian nome, known to the

Greeks under the name of Aphrodito-

polis,'^ in which Isis was worsliipped

as Hatlior (Aphrodite).'*

In another conception (almost a

thousand years later) the myth which
identifies Isis with the cow is explained

in a way that throws the cleai-est light

on its connection with corresponding

Greek myths. The goddess Isis, per-

secuted by Typhon, retires to the

marshes of Buto in LoAver Egypt, on

the island of Chebi (the Chemmis or

Chcmbis of the Greek authors from

Herodotus onward), whose papyrus-

beds secured her from the snares of

her pursuer. There slie brought into

the world her son Ilorus (surnamed

Xub, tliat is, " the golden "). This

is the same island spoken of by

Herodotus (ii. 15G), according to

2 Be Iside et Osiride, c. 1 9.

* See Brugsch, JJictionnairc g^ographiqiie,

p. 93;$.

* Ibid. p. 1300, xxii. According to Strabo

also (xvii. p. 809), ca sacred white cow was held in

special honour in the Arabian town of Aphro-

ditopolis (that is, on the eastern Arabian side of

Kgypt), and in the nome of the same name.

whom the Egyptians maintained

that it had been floating since the

time when the goddess Leto of Buto
received into her care from Isis-

Demeter the young Horus-Apollo.

The Egyptian representation of the

legend of 'the journey of Isis to the

island of Chebi-Chemmis is found

most fully in a part of the remarkable

texts which are treated of in the

Metternich-Stele of the time of king

Nectanebus I. (378-300 B.C.), for

the full publication of which, under

the title :
" The Metternich-Stele

published for the first time in its

original size " (Leipzig, 1877),^ science

is indebted to the industry of a young
Euf^sian Egyptologist, M. Golnisheff.

I have published the translation of

the part in question in the Aegyptische

Zeitschrift for 1879, page i.

The Egyptian texts frequently

allude in other passages to the wander-

ings of Isis, and to the flight of the

goddess from Typhon. In these, Isis

appears accompanied by her son

Horus, whom she seeks to withdraw

from the snares of his hostile brother

by the use of all kinds of stratagems

and magic arts. The most remarkable

account is that found on one of the

walls of the great temple of Edfou

(Apollinopolis Magna in Upper Egypt)
regarding the statements of mythical

geogi-aphy about the seven Oases

of the Libyan Desert, known to

tiie Egyptians in the times of the

I'tolemies.'' Under the head which

treats of the Oasis of To-ahe, that

is " Land of the Cow " (the present

Oasis of Farafrah) it is expressly

noted that here the worship of Osiris

was predominant, in which the great

trinity, Osiris, Isis and Ilorus, was
venerated by the inhabitants. On this

occasion it is related of the goddess :

" She wandered about with her son,

* Die Metternich-Stele in der OriginalijrSss^

znm erstcn Mai herausijegeben ; Leipzig, 1877.

" Published in full in Diimichen's Did Oasen

der libijschen Wiistc : Strassburir, 1877, plate iv.

foil.
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the young boy, to hide him from Set

(Typlion). This goddess changed

lierself into the sacred Cow Hor-Secha,

and tlic j'onng hoy into the sacred

liull na[)i (Apis, E})aphns). 8he went

^vith 111 111 to this town of Hapi (Apis,

in tlie Ijihyan nome of Lower Kgypt),

in order to behohl his father Osiris

who is there."

Nothing can he plainer, clearer, or

more instructive than these few words,

which throw such a surprising liglit

on the worship of the Cow in the

western parts of the Delta. The geo-

graphical researches founded on an

almost inexhaustible siipply of re-

cords from all times of Egyptian

history, to which my whole attention

has been turned for more than twenty

j-ears, afford most importantdisclosures

as to the worship of the Cow in the

Libyan nome, inclusive of the nome

called Mareotes by the geographer

Ptolem}'.' Three toAvns, above all,

claim our attention in this connection.

First the town of Ilapi, Apis, the old

capital of the Libyan nome, in the

neighbourhood of the Lake iMareotis,

with the worship of Osiris as a bull

;

next, the place Tha-ahe, " the Cow-
town " |jar excdlence, situated in the

neighbourhood of the former ; and

the place I'ha-Hor-Secha, or Tha-

Secha-Hor (the Tdx^opa-a of Ptolemy),

the name of Avhich means " Abode or

Town of the sacred Cow Ilor-Secha.^

All these designations had their origin

in the flight of Isis and her son Horus

from the Oasis of the " Cow-land

"

(Farafrali) to the maritime districts of

the Libyan nome situated to the north,

the ancient settlements of immigrant
tribes, who were wont to direct their

course to Egypt on the west by land,

^ Referring to classical accounts, it may be

remarked liere tliat, according to Strabo (xvii.

p. 80), an Aphrodite, and a cow consecrated to

her, were worshipped in the town of JMomemphis,

belonging to the ancient Libyan nome of the

monuments.
* See my treatise Le lac Mare'otis, in the Hcvue

6]i;ptolojique ; Paris, 1880, p. 32.

on the north by water, and who were

destined to become disagreeable neigh-

bours for the Egyptians. That among
these foreigners there were also ad-

venturers of lonio-Carian descent, is

proved by the purely Greek designa-

tions ofsomenames and towns situated

on this side of Egypt ; designaticms,

the origin of which appears to have

been connected above all with pro-

minent names in the Trojan legends.

Menelaus and his pilot Canobus gave

their names, the former to a nome,

the latter to the well-known town of

Canobus. Helen and Paris, on their

voyage to Egypt, landed in the same

jiarts, to claim the hos])itality of the

Egyptian coastguard. Besides these

famous names, other appellations of a

Greek form indicate a foreign inter-

course, the origin of which must not

be first sought in the times of classical

antiquity. The designation of the

Metelitic Nome, lying upon the sea on

the western side of the Canobic branch

of the Nile, shows most clearly how
regular foreign intercourse must have

been in this part of the Delta ; for the

origin of the name cannot be sought

in any Grecized Egyptian word, but

in the pure Greek /xeTrjXv;, " foreign

visitor and settler." Thus, then, we
obtain the clearest explanation of the

fact that, besides the worship of Osiris,

the Egyptian monuments attribute to

the districts frequented by foreigners a

worship of the (Tjq^honic) Set, which

found its sensuous expression in the

animals consecrated to this deity,

the crocodile and the hippopotamus.^

AVhile these strangers brought to

the Egyptians what the latter were

accustomed to comprehend under the

general name of Set, that is every-

thing foreign, on the other hand

the former received more from the

Eg3''ptians than they themselves were

in a position to give. In the pro-

vince of religion, what must have

specially struck the foreigners was the

See my Dictionnaire g^ographique, p. 1305 f.
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worship of Osiris, that is, the primitive

form of the Egyptian faith, with

its peculiar idea of the wandering

Isis, who, in the shape of a cow,

sought to escape the snares of Set.

Even though theymay not have known
the secret meaning of this myth,

which had been developed on the

Libyan side of Egypt along the sea-

coast, and which denoted the conflict

of foreign ideas with the native

religion, customs, and views—the

former symbolized by the forms of

Set and his demoniacal animals, the

crocodile and the hippopotamus, the

latter by the tiinity of Osiris, Isis,

and Horus, and by the animal forms

of the sacred cow, ITor-secha, and the

Apis-bull,—yet the Greek genius

breathed its life into these legends of

pure Egyptian origin, and modelled

them according to special local colour-

ing into special myths, which found

their most striking expression in the

Hera Boons, and in the cow-headed

lo, the wandering goddess, whose

name is from the root I in et/xt

:

and in ancient Egyptian the root i,

ill, to, as also the Coptic word ^ derived

from it, denote exactly the same

—

ire,

venire. The migration and trans-

ference of this legend from the north-

west corner of tlie Egyptian Delta to

the Greek coasts and islands, seems

to me to have been conceived un<lcr

the form of an historical fact, wliicli is

best exhibited in the fable of the emi-

gration of the Libj'an king Danaiis,

the brother of Aegyptus, to Argos.

I am not bold enough to seek an

Egyptian oi'igin for the name of Da-

naiis, according to a method in favour

Avith many scholars nowadays ; but I

cannot pass over in silence the fact

that, among the districts and tribes

nearest to the sea-coast of the Libyan

nome, there appears the name TeJiannu,

Thaiuiu, which must have been known
down to the time of J'tolcmy, since

this writer expressly observes, in his

enumeration of the regions, nomes,

and towns, on the west side of the

Delta : rov Se Mapeiojroi) ra fxkv iin

OaXacra-rj KaXiXTat Tatveia rj Tei/cta. Re-

garded from this point of view, the

contest for sovereignty, celebrated in

the Greek legend, between the two
brothers Danaiis and Aegyptns, that

is between a Libyan and Egyptian

race, would have a deeper historical

significance. We know still further

from the Egyptian monumental re-

cords, that under Mineptah 11. (Me-
nephthes, about 1300 B.C.), the son of

king Eamses II., there occurred a

vast migration, which first made its

pressure felt from Libya on the

western territory of the Delta,^° whose
nearest border district, lying along

the sea-coast, embraced the land and

people of the Tehannu or Tehennu
(the inserted vowels e and a are

doubtful, since they have to be sup-

plied). The name Tehannu, also

wiitten simply TeJian or Than,

which here appears a second time in

a wider sense, is of pure Egyptian

origin, and must be referred to the

Egyptian root fhn, " to glitter, to

shine, to flash, to beam," (compare

the Coptic -©Hn fidcjur) ; Avhence also

we find the name thn as the desig-

nation of a stone, according to Lep-

sius the yellow topaz, although this

latter explanation is not placed beyond

doubt. The Egyptian appellation

thn, transferred to another and larger

territory, reminds us at once of the

Greek name IMarniarica (Map/AapiKT;)

for the region which followed im-

mediately to the west of the Libyan

nome, and, in the time of the geo-

grapher Ptolemy, formed a separate

independentnome, belonging to Egypt.

Just as the Egyptian root thn, so the

Greek /xapixaipoj, /xapfxtipL^w, signifies

" to glisten, to glimmer, to sparkle,

to shine," whence the deriA'atives /xap-

/Litt/jeos, "glistening, gleaming," fidp-

l).apo<i, " shining stone, marble," and,

let us now add, Mapjiia/HK?/, in a sense

'" See my JHstory of E'lt/jt, p. 507 ; vol. ii.

p. r_'J f., Kng. trans. 2uJ ud.
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rcferiing to the hrij^htness and glitter

of the district, which consists of briglit,

shining limestone.

^N'hether wo accept the connection

of the Greek Danaiis with the name

of the larger region (Marmarica) or

of the lesser (Tuivcta, Tevtia), called

Thn on the monuments, the Ijibyan

locality of Loth remains as cer-

tuin as the Libydn origin of King

Danaiis. The statement, accredited

by the ancients, that he taught the

Argives among other things to build

larger and more convenient ships, and

to dig wells (we may call to mind the

cisterns in Libj-a, the land of drought),

cannot but contribiito to give greater

force to the probability of this con-

nection ; and still more so the circum-

stance, that Danaiis made good his

claim to Argos by proving his descent

from Inachus, that is, from the father

of IQ, the Libyan Isis, the Cow-

Mother of Epaphus-Apis.

The comparison of the Egyptian

and Greek accounts concerning the

w^or-hip of the Cow and of the cow-

headed goddes^:, whatever were the

names and local conceptions of her in

Greece and Egypt, leads to the folh iw-

ing result :

—

The Cow (nhc), under the peculiar

mythological name of Hor-secha or

Secha-hor, was regarded on the Libyan

side of Egypt—from the Oasis of To-

ahe (that is " Cow-land," the Farafrah

of our time) to the sea-coa^t— as the

living symbol of the goddess Isis

;

and was worshipped there in towns

and sanctuaries of the same name.

She represents the transformed Isis,

who in this shape seeks to escape the

persecutions of Set, the Kakodaemon
of ttie Egyptian j)antheon. Tlie region

of her wanderings is Libj'a and the

Libyan desert in the narrow sense of

the word. Her child Hor, the future

Osiris-Serapis, appears veiled under

the form of a Bull, the Jlapi-

Apis-Epaphus. The Libyan scat of

his wor.-hip is the town of Apis,

in the neighbourhood of the Lake

Mareotis. The Cow-headed (hoopis)

Isis, or whatever may have been her

local designation, or Isis with the

horns of a cow and the disc of the

moon between them on her head, are

stereotyped forms of the Egyptian

idols, the origin of which goes back

to the most ancient times of Egyp)tian

history. The relationship of these

forms with the Hera-Io, in idea and

representation, is indisput:ible, and

comes from a common source, Avhich

had its origin from the soil of

the Lib^-an side of the Egyptian

Delta—on that territory which, in the

earlier times of the history of the

Pharaohs, witnessed the development

of an active foreign intercourse by

sea and land.^

Every connection of the Greek

yXauK-wTTi?, as an epithet of the Homeric

Athene, with Egyptian representa-

tions, must be rejected. 'l"he Egyp-
tians regarded the owl as a bird of ill

omen ; and no deity, whether male or

female, bears the head of this animal.

' These views of my friend Brugsch agree

perfectly with the myth of lo <is given in the

Prometheus of Aeschylus, and especially with

the termination of her wandering in Egypt,

where she gives birth to Epaphus.

H. SCHLIEJIAXN.



APPENDIX IX.

TROY AND EGYrT,

By Professor Henry Brigsch-Bey.

My dear friend Schliemann, — In

complying most readily with yoiii*

wish to do justice to the above title

from the point of view of Egyptian

antiquity, I am troubled with certain

scruples, which I cannot withhold

from you in the very beginning of

my letter. As I liave the accidental

merit, by favour only of good for-

tune, of having moved for a long num-
ber of years amidst the world of

Egyptian monuments as among old

acquaintances, you will perhaps de-

mand from me, as fiom an initiated

priest, disclosures on the relations

between Troy and Egypt. You may
expect fiom me the solution of ob-

scure historical enigmas, and rejoice

by- anticipation at having found at

the right hour the right man, who
has in tliis respect succeeded in

evoking, as if by enchantment, old

life from the ruins of dead monu-
ments. Nothing have I to bring of

all that you expect and that I should

like to lay at your feet, as the most
eloquent testimony of my friendship

and high esteem. Is it my fault, is

it the fault of the monuments, if I

appear before you with a poor gift ?

I fear the fault lies with both, and,

with this frank confession, I transport

myself into the midst of the monu-
ments and their inscriptions.

The name of the Hellenes must

necessarily' have been known to the

Egj'ptians from the time wlien Hel-

lenes, as pirates or as travellers and

cast-away mariners, set foot on Egyp-
tian soil. The latest testimonies to

tliis are furnished, as is self-evident,

by the times of the Ptolemies. On the

extant stones and in the papyrus-rolls

of that epoch, which is comparatively

the modern history of Egypt, the

Hellenes are called by the name
of Uinen, Ueinen, which has continued

in the Coptic language in the forms

of Ueinin, Ueeinin, Ueeienin. The word
S(j written and sjioken has no linguis-

tic connection either with the 'laoies,

"loH'ts, of the Greeks, or with the Javan

of the Bible (as has been generally

assumed), but it is a derivative from

the Eg3q)tiau root uni, uini, preserved

also in Coptic in the forms uoein, uoini,

uoeine, etc., with the significations of

the Latin lumen, lux, splendor, and,

in composition with tl)e verb er

( =facers, esse), it means fulgere, splen-

dere, illucescere, illuminare, or parti-

cipiall}', lucidus, 8plend.ens. 1 observe

at once in this place how, in fact,

the peoples of the Pulasta (Pelas-

gians) and Tekkar (Teucrians)^ are

once denoted on a monument, of

the times of King Ramses III., with

the help of a Semitic word like

taher. that is in Hebrew "lillD, "biil-

liant." "sliining," "conspicuous,"

"celebrated." That is to say, the

above nations, which I have in my
mind, are called, some of them,
" celebrated jieoples on the land," the

others " on the sea."

This designation, which im])lies so

much that is llatteiinir for the Ilel-

' Hisfory of E<jypt, vol. ii. p. 153 foil., Eng.

trans. 2nd ed.
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lenes, can only Ijc estaLliishcd, as I have

said, for the later period of Egyptian

liistory. It is said to ho peculiar to

the demoiic epoch of writing. It is,

however, scarcely to he presumed that

the Egyptian proper name Uincn, in

connection with the Semitic taker—
both with the sense of "light, lumin-

ous, brilliant,"— could have been an

invention of the Egyptians. On the

contrary, the supposition may be

admitted, that the name Uincn repre-

sented the Egyi)tian translation of a

genuine Greek denomination of the

Hellenic race, and in this connection

I call to mind the name Hellas,

Hellen, itself, the root of which

seems to me to lie in the Greek

stem sel (C(Unpare cre'Aa?, a^XaKi, ae\d<r-

aoij-at,
'• lustre," " glance," " shine,")

with the significaticm of " to be

bright, glance, shine, glimmer." Ana-

logies within Greek itself are not

wanting. Let us compare creX-dvr}

with iX-avt], "torch," 2eA- 7^1-77, "moon,"

cri's with lis, the name of tlie race of

the 'EA/W (Strabo, vii. § 328) with the

Homeric 2eAAot (Iliad xvi. 234) ; let

Tis add to this the words in which

the Greek asi:)irate (') is equivalent

to the Latin s, as in v^ = si(s, e8o9 =

sedcs, uA? = sal, sahini, ip-n-u) = serpo,

eXiKY) = salix, ciX-XofjiaL — salio, 7yAios =

sol, T8o? = sudor, and many others.

In the existing bilingual and tri-

lingual inscriptions, the demotic

Uinen uniformly corresponds to a

hieroglyphic form Ha-neh or Hau-neb,

which (compound) word has the

signification of " those who are

behind their chiefs, those who follow

their chiefs," consequently foreign-

ers, who choose their • chiefs in

order to accompany them on warlike

expeditions. My explanation of this

most ancient proper name is new

;

but I have confirmed it by the most

striking examples of its use. The
Hau-neb appear already on the monu-
ments of an early time, even before

the epoch of the Eighteenth Dynasty
(about 1700 B.C.). They make their

appearance in what is called the

" List of the Kine Nations," as a dis-

tinct group of peoples, whose places of

abode are clearly and distinctly indi-

cated by the following words in an

Egyptian hieroglyphic text of the

Ptolemaic time :
" Hau-neb is the

name of the inhabitants of the islands

and coasts of the sea, and the numer-

ous and great (or, the very numerous)

peoples of the north." In this geo-

graphical conception of the seat of

the peoples and races of the north on

the soil of Asia Minor, called Hau-
neb,—established as it is by the monu-
ments—we have the solid foundation

for all the indications of the earlier

and later monuments.

With some of these peoples we be-

come first acquainted fro.n the records

of the miinuments about the cam-

paigns of King Eamses II. Sestura

(Sesostris) against the mighty peo-

ple of the Cheta or Chita, the Hittites,

or " children of Cheth," of the Bible.

A great confederacy of nations, which

extentled over Western Asia and Asia

Minor, opposed the celebrated Egyp-
tian conqueror, in order to dispute

with him the supremacy over the

paits of Asia now mentioned. The
heroic pf)cm of Pentaur, in glorifica-

tion of the victories of this Pharaoh

over the king of Cheta and his con-

federates, names as such, first quite

generally, "all peoples from the fur-

thest extremities of the sea to the

land of Cheta." The region is dis-

tinctly indicated : the whole of Asia

Minor as far as the Euphrates, on

whose banks lay the eastern border

districts of Qarqamasha, Carchemish,-

and QAZAUANATa^f, Gauzanitis, the

Go>hen of the Bible. Over against

them, as representatives of the western

regions of Asia Minor (at the extremi-

ties of the sea), appear the peoples of

the DaRDaNi, the Dardanians, Mauna,

* The ruins of Carchemish have been lately

discoveied at Jerablus (Hierapolis) on the

Euphrates.
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Mauox, the Maeonians or Meonians

(the ancient Lydians), Masu, the

Mysians, Liku, the Lycians. The
two names of nations mentioned be-

sides, PiDASa and Kerjvesii or GeRcesH

remind us, the foimei' of Pedasxis, the

latter of the Gergithians in the do-

minion of Troas.^

These names, handed down to ns

with all fidelity, bear upon theui an

unmistakable mark, namel}', that of a

close connection founded on a politico-

geographical relation. They exhibit

the military power of Western Asia

in its chief representatives, just as

we already have them enumerated by
name in Homer in the Catalogue of

the allies of Troy. But the Ilion to

which prominence has been given by
E. de Eouge, in his celebrated disserta-

tion on the epic of IJamses—in ancient

Egyptian Iri-iina, Iliuna,—must dis-

appear from the record of the Trojan

allies of the Cheta in their contest

against Sesostris, for the reading

]li-una has probably to be rectified in

respect of the first part of the name,

Hi.'*' It is not to be read Ili-una, but

Ma-una, that is Maeonia.

We feel bound to maintain that the

whole series of the confederates named,

on the west coast of Asia Minor, " be-

ginning from the furthest extremities

of the sea," as the texts express them-

selves, is an historical fact of capital

importance. It gives us the certainty

that, about a hnndied years before

the destruction of Troy, the nations

enumerated inhabited the same terri-

tories which the geographers of classi-

.* Unless we are altogether deceived, both

names are derived from Semitic roots. Pedasos

reminds of the root patash " to hammer,"
whence pnttish "iron-hammer;" gcrgesh of gir-

gash ; Chaldean, gargeshta ; Arabic, girgis

"clay, loam—black silt." The change of the

Semitic sound sh into the Greek t can be proved

also by other examples: compare Kadesh, in

Greek Kadyti.s.

• The sign in question is of a polyphonic

nature, and can be equally well I'ead «'/•(', Hi, or ma
and mar. From internal reasons, the statement

of which cannot be given here without prolix

explanations, I prefer the reading ma.

cal antiquity have attributed to tliem.

To these we add, with particular re-

ference to later times, the names of

the Shardana (Shairdana) and Turash
(Tuirash), generally with the epithet

"of the sea" ; which denoted nations

distinguished by their foreign attire

and armament, fiist as enemies of the

Egyptians, but afterwards also as

their auxiliaries in the wars of Piam-

se.s II., both against the Cheta and

against other peoples. It is the wav-

like races of the Sardians and the

Homeric Tpwes, the inhabitants f)f

Troas, who thus show themselves for

the first time on the theatre of the

world's history as faithful allies of

the Egyptians.

But under the successor of the great

Eamses, king Mineptah II. (about

3 300 B.C.), the Pheron of Herodotus,

the Shardana and Turash appear

again as opponents of the Egyp-
tians and as allies of the king of

the Libyans, who, fnan the west,

on African soil, made a formid-

able attack on the legion of the

Delta. According to the texts relat-

ing to them, they appear at one

time as '• peoples of the sea," at

another as " peoples of the north,"

that is to say, as inhabitants of the

coasts of Asia Minor, in brotherly

community with the kindred tribes

adjacent to their native seats. The
inscriptions call them in succession

:

the " Shairdana, Shakalsha, Akaiua-

sha, Leku, Turisha,"^ which we
translate :

'* the Sardians, Shakalsha,

Achaeans, Lycians, Trojans."'^ To-

gether with their Libyan friends, they

are entirely defeated by the Egyjv
tians in the battle of Prosopis; and

* The final syllable sha or ash of these or

other proper names is remarkable, because it

represents a termination (the Greek os) which
does not occur in any ancient Kgyptian writings

;

it is conspicuous in the projjcr name Mashauasha,

also written JIasliaua, a Libyan people called

Maxyes by the Greeks.

« Ilistorg of Egypt, vol. ii. p]>.
1 '_'•_', foil., Eng.

trans., 2ud ed.
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aro partly slain and partly carried

into captivit}-.'

Under King Ramses III. (1200 n.c),

the Proteus of Herodotus, the con-

temporary of Alexandres and his

beloved Helen, who in their flight are

cast* away on Egypt, this country is

involved in new wars against neigh-

bouring peoples. Large confederations

of nations rose up more formidably

than ever before, to join in hostile

invasions upon Egj'pt. From the

West it was the Libyans (Libii), with

their allies, who threatened Egypt's

ancient frontiers and independence.

Among their allies we cite the Masha-

uasha, Asabta, Hasa, and Bakana,

since the same forms of names are

clearly preserved in the classical

designations of the Maxyes, Asbytae,

Ausees, and Bakales.^ From the East
'• the peoples of the north," " the

inhabitants of the isles and the

coastlancls," at one time also called

Hau-neb, directed their attack by
water and by land against Egypt.

I'he expedition on the mainland

issued from Asia Minor. The peoples

and cities, which they touch in their

migration, are seized with fear and

terror. They settle down in the land

of the Amori (Amorites) and establish

a fixed camp. Then the w-arlike

attack is again directed against

Egypt. At 31igdol, on the Pelusian

arm of the Nile, they join their con-

federates, who arriving by sea, had
sailed up wnth their ships into the

broad arm of the Nile. A great

battle is joined between them and the

Egyptians both on land and on the

water. The enemy are defeated and
killed or captured. Eamses III., the

victor, does not omit, in his kter expe-

dition against Asia Minor, to wreak
vengeance on the enemies of Egypt

;

and he attacks their cities in their

own land, that is to say on the isles

and coast-districts of Asia Minor.

' History of Egypt, vol. ii. pp. 146, foil., Eng.
trans., 2nd ed. « 75,-^_ pp_ ^53^ fy|j_

This is the brief summary of the rich

representations and inscriptions which

cover the temple walls of Medinet

Abou (in the western quarter of

Thebes) and of which the celebrated

Harris Papyrus No. 1 contains an

epitome.^

" The peoples of the north," " the

inhabitants of the isles and of the

coast districts," appear also in the

wall-paintings, in tw^o separate groups,

distinguished by their attire and

armament. The first includes the

peoples called Purosata or Pulosata

(Pelasgians— Philistines!), Tekri or

Tekkari (Teucrians) and Danau
(Danai?). Their armament consists

of spears, short swords, round shields,

and helmets crowned with feather-

like crests. The enemies of the

Egj'ptians designated as Purosata ap-

pear on the monuments as the most

important and most distinguished

people among the nations now men-
tioned. The termination ta gives to

the name a Semitic complexion, and

with this agrees the fact, that the

root PUROS, PURas, PULas, contains a

very suggestive meaning ; for palas,

palash (in Hebrew), falasa (in Ethi-

opic) means " to make a way for one-

self, to depart (abroad), to migrate."

The Purosata are, therefore, " the wan-

derers, foreigners," w-hich name per-

fectly suits the Pelasgians of the Greek

tradition, whom Attic wit conceived

as the Pelargoi, that is " the storks,"

Avhich come and depart again. ^°

® Op. cit. p. 155.

'" The name lo also contains a similar signifi-

cation, for according to your sagacious judgment

{Mycenae, p. 20) it should be referred to the root

I (in eljui, / go') ; in stating which I ought not to

leave unnoticed the attempt to bring the name

of the goddess lo into connection with the Egyp-

tian word loh " moon," (but of the masculine

gender !). Whether the name of the lonians is

related to lo, as I see from some remarks of

learned Hellenists, I would by no means venture

to decide. From my Egyptian and Oriental

point of view I would rather refer it to the root

I, which in Semitic as well as in Archaic-Egyp-

tian (1, ia, ia ; plural, iuu, iou) signifies ' isle
"

and " islanders." In the Bible the lyyim (once
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The second group is formed by

the kindred jieoples of the Shardana,

Shakalsha, and Uashash, with the

epithet " of tlie sea," that is valiant

warriors on sea. Their armament is

essentially distinguished from that of

the first group. Helmets suimounted

with horn-like crests, coats of mail,

armlets, shields with handles and

bosses, long swords, sandals on their

feet, — all give them a chivalrous

appearance, especially in contrast

with the Pelasgian group. The
Greek tj^pe is unmistakable.

A pylon of the above-mentioned

temple of Medinet Abou shows the

king Eamses III. as vanquisher of the

Hauneb, that is, the Hellenes. He
brings to the god Anion of Thebes

thirty-nine conquered cities with their

inhabitants, the names of which

—

often of Semitic origin—may be found

again on the islands and coasts of

Asia Minor.^ I cite the most striking

names in the appended list : No. 5,

Tarshcha or Tarshach = Tarsus. No. 7,

Salomaski = Salamis in Cyprus. No. 8,

Katian = Kition ; No. 9, Ai-mar, I-mar

also Tijijin, in the r>lural) arc a general synonym
for the coast-lands and the islands of the Modi-

terranean. May not the lonians have represented

by their names just the inhabitants of those

islands and coasts ? At all events, this hint

appears to me worthy of examination. The
Bible {Genesis, x. 4) expressly says of the chil-

dren of Javan, Elishah, Tarshish, Kittini and

Dodanim :
" by these were the isles of the Gen-

tiles overspread % in their lands, each according

to their languages, races, and peoples." That

the ethnic name .Javan is identical with laones,

lonians, cannot be a subject of the slightest

doubt.'' But the opinion of a scholiast deserves

notice, that the barbarians had denoted the Hel-

lenes by the designation laones, as if tlie nanie

itself had been of a barbarian, that is to say not

Orce/:, origin.

' For the full list see I/ist. of Ejtjpt, vol. ii.

pp. 158, lo9, Eng. trans. 2nd ed.

* German ausgebreitet. A. V. " divided."

^ This was clearly seen by Milton, who, in his

catalogue of the f:illen angels (/'«;•. Lost, bk. i.)

calls the Greek deities "The Ionian gods, of

Javan's issue." In fact \CM is identical, letter

for letter, with Jl* (Ion : with the added

vowel points, Javan).

= Marion; No. 10. Sali = Soli, and

No. 11, I-tal = Idalion ;—all four aUo

in Cyprus. No. 14, Bitar or Bizar,

exactly represents the Plebrew bezer,

" copper mine." No. 15, Asi, suggests

the name of Assos, a I\Iysian city

in Troas, or of Issa, the ancient

designation of the island of Lesbos,

or of Issus in Cilicia. No. 20, Kerena,

Kelena, recals Kolonae in Troas ; as

does No. 22, Aburot, Aburt, the Mysian

district of Abrettene. No. 23. Kabur,

Kabul, shows itself again in the

Greek Kabalis, the name of a district

of Phrygia and Lycia. No. 24, U-lu,

if the transcription of the name is

right, brings Ilium to mind. No. 26,

Kushpita, Kushpat, recals the Semitic

Keseph " silver," as this again re-

minds us of the silver city Argyrion

in Troas. With No. 27, Kanu, might

be compared the name of the city of

Caunus in Caria, and with L(a)res

one of the cities called Larissa. No.

y3, Maulnus, otherwise also written

in the inscriptions IMuaullos, Mulnus,

calls to mind the Cilician Mallus, as

do No. 38, Atena, and No. 39, Karka-

mash, the names of the cities Adana
and Coracesium, likewise situated in

Cilicia.

In this and in all similar lists of

nations, countries, and cities, we can-

not think of a strictly geographical

arrangement. The monuments prove

this a hundred times. But, on the

other hand, names which have a broad

general connection are not separated.

The general outline which includes

the above-mentioned list of cities is

traced out, for the reference is to the

islands and coast-cities of Asia Minor,

of that region, namely, on which the mi-

grations of Aryan and Semitic groups

of nations present a confused scene of

movements hither and thither. The
fact, that the monuments, whicli are

contemporary with the Trojan epoch

begin suddenly to speak and to present

the wandering tribes according to their

a])i)earaiice and their names before our

astonished eyes, is another witness of
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the certainty of tlie Greek traditions

about tlie olden time. In this respect the

iuforniation of tlio monuments acquires

a value beyond all description. Tivjas,

Mysia, Maeonia, Lycia, appear already

as the fixed seats of nations bearing the

lil<c names, on the west coast and the

neiffhbourina; islands of Asia Minor.

The statement of the classical writers,

that King Eamses II. (Sesostris) ad-

vanced on his victorious expedition as

far as Thrace, and there set up his

last memorial pillars, is therefore no

empty tale, invented to glorify the

extent of the expeditions of the Egyp-

tian Sesostris. Those conquests belong

to the region of fiicts. The further

progress of the study of the monu-

ments will hereafter dissipate the

mist which still covers some parts

of these expeditions, which have an

historical foundation. The broad

general fact is proved, that, as

early as the fourteenth century be-

fore our era, the Greeks and their

several tribes were pei'fectly known
to the Egyptians, and carried on in-

tercourse with them. This is already

attested by the Greek fables and the

classical traditions. Perseus, Danaiis,

Menelaus, Archander, Canobus, Paris,

Helen, are names which stand in the

closest connection with the geography

and the history of Egypt at the north-

west corner of the Delta, in the neigh-

bourhood of the Canobic mouth, for

they refer to times in which lonians

and Carians landed on the same coasts

of that region which were marked, at

the later epoch of the Ptolemaic age,

with the names of the Menelaite and
Metelite nome. I have elsewhere

shown- how the latter denomination

has sprung directly from the Greek

fxirriXv^ (" immigrant, foreign visitor ").

Long before Psammetichus I. had
opened the land to lonians and Carians

clad in bronze armour, in order to

make use of them as mercenaries and
auxiliary troops, the Pharaohs had

^ See Appendix VIII., p. 742.

already, 800 years before, obtained

the like service from their ancestors.

There are two tribes especially,

which claim our whole attention at

that epoch ; these are the Sliardana

and the Shakalsha, the predecessors

of the lonians and Carians of the

time of Psammetichus. We meet
with them sometimes as auxiliaries

in the suite of Libyan kings and as

enemies of the Egyptians, sometimes

as troops allied with the Egyptians

against Libyan and Asiatic despots,

as liMS been stated above (p. 747).

Misled by the resemblance in sound,

some have wished to recognize in

their names the most ancient desig-

nations of the Sardinians and the

Sicilians. But for all this, it appears

to us impossible to sever these tribes

from the connection witli their neigh-

bours in Asia Minor, among whom
they obtained so conspicuous a place

through their Hellenic appearance.

We believe with M. Maspero,-* that

the names refer to JMaeonian tribes,

among which were the Shardana,

the Lydian Sardians, descendants of

Sardos, the hero epomjnms of the city

named after him. When Shardana

served in tlie armies of the Pharaohs,

the}' did not at all renounce the rights

of their native home. Maeonia, the

country called Mauna in the ancient

Egyptian texts, was and still I'e-

mained their fatherland. The same
is true of the peoples called Shakalsha

and Uashash, whom we have to regard

as tribes akin to the Shardana. I must
not omit to mention that, as the former

have been regarded as inhabitants of

Sieily, so the latter are viewed by
some scholars, according to the sug-

gestion of M. Chabas, as the prede-

cessors of the Oscans.

Here then, my dear Friend, 30U

have in bold and rough outline, from

the sketch traced on the monuments,

the pictui'e of the groups of nations

^ See his Ilistoire ancicnne des Peuples de

I' Orient (Paris, 1875), p. 249.
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wlio peopled tlie coasts of Asia Minor
about the Trojan times. Among them
the Dardani, the Dardanians, are not

wanting. I have taken pains, as far

as I had the ahilitj, to fix clearly the

fundamental lines of the picture, and

to follow, so far as accorded with my
own conviction, the masterly first

essays of E. de Ifouge and Chahas.

The opinions at variance with theirs,

which the study of the monuments
has forced upon me almost against

my will, have respect principally to the

counti-y of Asia ]\Iinor, which I feel

obliged to regard as the common father-

land of those Hau-nc'h or peoples of the

islandsand coasts to the north of Egypt.

I repeat that to recognize the Etruscans

in the Tuirsha or Turisha (Trojans),

the Oscans in the Uashash, the Sicu-

lans in the Shakalsha, and the Sardi-

nians in the Shardana (Sardians), is

repugnant to my own geographical

convictions.

And where, you will ask me, is the

Efjiiptian Troy (Troja), the site, ac-

cording to classic tradition, of the

settlement of the Trojans who followed

Menelaus and remained there as cap-

tives? Granted that through this

story, preserved by Strabo, there shines

forth a bright and clear ray of the

historical fact of the old relations

between the Egyptians and the Tro-

jans (the Turisha of the monuments),

confirming what I have maintained

above, yet the connection between the

names of the two cities of Troy is in

no wise established. The Egj^jitian

Troja, situated at the foot of the like-

named mountain, on the right bank
of the Nile opposite to Memphis, and
now called Turra, bore in old Egyptian,

from the time of the pyramid-building
kings,^ the designation of tdrdn or

taraui, as the mountain bore that of
iurdu or turdui, which is of genuine
Egyptian origin, and has nothing to

do with the foreign name of the
i^siatic Troy. The Greeks travellino-

or settled in Egypt found it easy to

take advantage of the similar names
of the two }ilaces, in order, after their

wonted fiishion, to add a geograj^hical

basis to the old traditions of the wars
of the Eg3'ptians against Troas. Ac-
cordingly the captive enemies were
represented as making a settlement

at the place referred to, and calling it

1'roy in lionour of their native city. •

With this remark, dear and valued

Friend, allow me to close this long

epistle. On reading over once more
the little that it contains, I feel almost

ashamed, in contrast with your bril-

liant labours and discoveries, so rich

in results and consequences, to expose

on my part such an evidence of

poverty. Tlie reasons for this I have

explained in the introduction. Dis-

pose of my slight gift according to

your own judgment.

Henry Brugsch.

^ See History of Egypt, vol.

Ensr. trans. 2nd ed.

p. 91 (et aliii),



INDEX.

ABBEEVIATIONS.

Be.-ides those usual, such as M. =r mount ; Pr. = promontory ; R. = river, &c. : c. = city, cities ; d. = daughter

;

f. = faLher; k.= lYing; m. = mother ; s. = son; X. Ilium, or N. I. = N'ovum Ilium: Tr. denotes oljjectsbelouging

to the groat Treasure first found; Tr., objects of the 9 oth^r Treasures ; all found in the debris of 3rd city.

-U

ABYDOS, on tlie Hellespont, colonized by

Milesians under Gy>j;es, 128, G8S ; no ruins,

but pottery, &c., 128 ; coins of, at N. I., 612.

Accidents at the excavations, 24; narrow

escape from fire, 27 ; in riding to shore in

the dark, 52.

Achaeans, migrate from Peloponnesus to the

Troad, 127 ; the Akaiuasha of Egyptian

records, 747.

AcJiaeorum Partus, on the Hellespont, pro-

bably at the mcuth of the In Tepeh

Asmak, 95.

Achilles destroys Pedasus, 134 ; Thebe, 135
;

Lyrnessus, 136 ; slain by Paris, 159 ; in-

tended marriige with Polyxena, 164
;

bronze statue of, and extravagant honours

to, by Caracalla, 179 ; statue at N. I. in

the open air, 181 ; shrine seen by Julian

uninjured, 182.

Achilles, Tuinulmjifj^n the shore bv the

Greek can^i, 151, 655 ; deposit of his bones

with those of Patroclus in a golden urn
;

the tumulus nogf-so called inconsistent

witli Homer, 649 ; called so in Pliny's time;

opened by a Jew in 1786 ; his incredible

account of its contents, 654-5 ; author

prevented from excavating, 655.

Achilles and Hector, combat of, 55 ; tjieir

race jound Troy, (15; dison^sirni rif, 142,

174; ensily .•ipiiliiMli- b. H>-,trKk', 1 i.'l:

impossible at the Bali Dagh, 194.

Achilleum, town probably at Koum Kaleh,

104; independent of N. Ilium, 167.

Acland, W., ' The Plains of Troj; 187.

Acropolis of Athens, widened by Cimon,

compared with that of Ithaca, 47 ; of^A
Ithaca, on Mt. Aetos, 47, 48; of Novumil^
Ilium, Hissarlik was the, 38, 39 ; temple

'

of Athene' in, 168; of Ophrynium, 60;

of Troy (see Pergamos) ; acropolis on

height opposite the Bali Uaih, 60.

Adramytfium, coins of, at N. Ilium, 612,

Adresteia, city, 132.

Adrestus and Amp>hius, sons of Merops,

dominion of, 68 ; defined ; cities, 132.

Aeanteum, city, 103.

Aegaeon. See Briareus.

Aenea, or Nea, question respecting, 57.

Aeneas, prince of the Dardanians, 25 (see

Bardania); pirophccy of his dominion

over Troy, 125 ; Hies to Lyrnessus from

Achilles, 136 ; manifold stories of his fate,

164; connected with many places, 165;

worshipped as a gol at N. lUum, 165;

said to have betrayed Troy, in revenge for

injury from Paris, 165 ; tradition in the

Troad, that he reigned there, after the

capture of Troy, on friendly terms with

the Greeks, 165 ; confirmed by Homer,

165, 166, and accepted by Strabo, 166;

confirmed by the excavations, 518 ; re-

presentative of the Dardanian line, 166

remarks of Gladstone and Grote, 166

account of Demetrius of Scepsis, 167

with Anchises and lUlus on coins of

N. Ilium, 642, 647 ; his flight with them
not mentioned by Homer, 647.

Aeolian (and Achaean) colonization of the

Troad, in consequence of the Dorian in-

vasion of Peloponnesus, 127; led by the

sons of Orestes, 127, 128.

Aeolic Greeks at N. Ilium, 167 ; their en-

thusiasm for Trojan traditions, 209, 210.

AeoUs. the Troian land called, 128.

edus-Xind Aeolids in Homer; Aeolians

unknown to him, 127.
""*"
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Aeschylus on the destruction of Troy, 20G.

Aesepus, 11., rises in Ida, 68 ; de.-cribed,

100; boundary of the Lyciaus, 132;

limit of Trojan territory, 158.

Aesyetes, f. of Alcathoiis, tumulus of, the

watch-station of Polites, therefore be-

tween Troy and tlie Greek camp, 147,

650; wrongly placed by Demetrius and

Hestiaea (7. v.), and moilerns, at the

Pasha Tvpeh, 1U7, 108, 174-G, 185, 207,

650; site probably at Koum Kiei, 175.

Aetos, M., in Ithaca, "Castle of Ulysses"

on, first excavations at (1870), 20 : explo-

ration of (1878), 47; cyclopean remains

on ridge, 47 ; unique cyclopean ruins of

the ancient capital on the levelled summit,

47, 48; unnoticed by travellers owini^ to

the difficult ascent, 48 ; excavations tlicre
;

pottery, tiles ornamented and inscribed,

48 ; curious handmill, 48.

A'jamemiHin, s. of Atreus, k. of Mycenae

(I'/w^ avbpCdv), commander of the Greeks,

157 ; his sepulchre thought by Aeschylus

to be a tumulus, 050.

Acjes of t-.tone. Bronze, and Iron, according

to classical writers, 252-3 ; of Stone pro-

per, not at Hissarlik, Pref. xi. ; of Copper,

in 1st c, see Co2yper.

Agora of Troy, before Priam's palace in the

Pergamos, 140, 101 ; corresponding to the

Ag. in front of chief's bouse, 3rd c, 324.

Agora held by Hector, near the tumulus of

Ilus, 147.

Agora in the Greek camp, 140.

Agora, little, discovered by Virchow on the

Bali Daub, 55.

Agrippa fines the Iliaus for accident to

Julia, 178. See Novum Ilium.

Aiwadjik, visited, 58, 59; iu a valley of

Ida, 69, 70.

Ajax, Tumuli of. 1. The original tomb on

the shore of the Hellespont, 103, 048
;

with temple and statue (.Strabo, &c.), 052

;

laid open by the sea, as described l)y

Pausanias and Philostratus ; the gigantic

bones rcburicd by Hadrian iu the present

tunudus; present remains, 052; Inrge

mutilated statue near the beach, 103,

653 ; ruins of city near, 103.

2. See In Tcpeh.

Ajax, s. of Oi'leus, prince of Locris, attem])ts

to violate Cassandra at the nltar, and

]ierishes on the voyage home, 164.

Akcrit, the, of Egyptian records (Carians '?),

123.

Akshi Kioi or liafalc (i.e. "swamp"), vil-

lage, depopulated by plague, and replaced

by farm of Thymbra, 99 ; site of the ancient

historic Thymbra, 719. See Thymbra.

Alhano hut-urns, black, like pottery of

6th c, 588.

Alcatlioils, s, of Aesyetes, married to Hippo-

dameia, d. of Anchises, 147.

Aldenhoven, C, ' Ueher das neuentdeclde

Troja,' 189.

Alexander iJn- (inul, visit tn and veneration

for Ilium, tliu hcrues of the way, and

Achilles, 171_i_riis_belicf in N. Ilium as

Troy ; force of the argument, 21U ; his

favours to tlie city, 172, 758B ; "casket

edition " of Homer, 172 ; his descent fioin

Andromache, 173.

Alexandiia-Troas, ruins of, at Eski-Stam-

boul, visited, 50; its foundation and his-

tory, 56 n. ; Troy placed at, by some, 184
;

coins of, frequent at N. Ilium, 012.

Alexandras. See Paris.

Alizonians. See Ilalizonians.

Allies of the Trojans, from Asia IMinor and

Thrace, 158.

Allin-iiil Ihpiii^its \\\ plain of Troy and

Hellespont, disproving advance of the

coast, 84, 80 ; confirmed by observations

on the Stomalimne; Virchow's investiga-

tion of; come from the higher mountains,

especially Ida, 87-89. Comp, Hellespont,

Plain of Troy, Scumnnder.

Altar, primitive, below temple of Athene,

30, 31.

Altars, at Thj'inbra, 715 ; btu'ning, on

whorls, 417, 418.

Altes, father-in-law of Priam and grand-

father of Lycaon, dominion of, the Le-

leges, 08, 134 ; on P. Satnoeis near Pr.

Lectum, 134 ; cities, 134.

Alyhe, c. of the Halizonians, the " birthplace

of silver,'' prob. on the Ponttts, 253.

Ainphikypdlon, dep>as (dtnas ufi(f)i.KVTT€X\ov,

liom.), a two-handled goblet, not a double

Clip, as explained by Aristotle: in terra-

cotta, lustrous-black in 2nd c, red in the

3rd, 4th, and 5th, dull black in the 0th
;

probably still used in Humer's time, 299;

synonymous with ilXeia-ov uficfiMTov, "a
two-eared (i.e. handled) cup," 299-

301 ; Aristotle's comparison of bees'

cells to dn(f)iKV7rfWa (only, 7wt btira)

exi)lained, 301-2; only goblet like the

Tmjan, found at Vulci, 302;—of 3rd c.

;

lustrous-red, often very large ; mode of

using, 371; the large golden, Tr., 464;

how used, 464-5 ; size and weight, 465
;

manufacture of; handles soldered, 465;

terra-cotta, containing bars of cold Qp v.),

3 c
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Tr., -li.15-6 ;—of 4 th c, generally like

3r(l. 518 ; abundant, both hand-made and

wheel-made, 534, 535 ; some of hour-g'ass

form, hut not tivoxups, peculiar to 4th and

5th 0., black in 4th, red in 5th, always

v/hccl-made, 535-36 ; one of curious

shape, 536 ;—of 5th c, much smaller than

in the ])receding cities, 577 ;—in 6th c,

only 2 and small, but a liuk with its use

in Ilunier's time, 596-7.

Amphiiis. See Adrestus.

Ajnphorae, Trojan, 3rd c. : two-handled,

mostly luiique, 397-399 ; one found on

Thera,399 ;
projection, perhaps for support-

ing rope, 397 ; with 2, 3, and 4 handles, 401

.

Amsterdam, author's employment at, 9.

Anaxarchus, 172. See IJomer, Casket edi-

tion of.

Anchises and Aplirodite, on coins of N.

Ilium, 043.

Andalusia, suspension-vases from, 215.

Andres, Carl, author's early tutor, 6.

Andromache, w. of Hector; the prize of

Neoptolemns ; married Helenus ; mother

of the Molossian line of kings, 164;

Alexander the Great descended from,

173.

Animals, Domestic, remains of, in Burnt

City, 319, 322 ; at Thymbra, 71 1.

Animals ((juailrnpeds, stags, &c.), and birds

(prob. storks), on whorls, 418, 419 ; in

terra-cotta, 4th c. ; at Szihalom, 560.

AnimaW heads on vases, as Phoenician

tribute to Egj-jit, 595.

Animals, vessels of terra-cotta in form of:

witli 3 or 4 feet, frequent in 2nd and 3rd c,

294 ; at Cyprus, 294 ; some in Pern and

Mexico, 294; tripod in form of sow,

2nd c, 294 ;—of 3rd c, with ram's head

;

in form of hedgehog, sow, sheep, hog,

mole, hippojyotamus (jj. v.), 377; similar

vessels found in Posen, &c., 377-8.

Ankershagen, in Mecklenburg - Schwcrin,

author's early life at, 1; local wonders

and legends, 1-3; castle.of, 2.

Annelids abundant in 'I'roa'l, 114.

Antelion, venomous snake, 22, 144.

Antenor, favoured by the (j reeks for his

good faith ; said to have betra^'ed Troy

;

led Veneti from Paphlagonia to the Adri-

atic, and founded Patavium, 164.

Antigonus Doson (ob. 221 B.C.), inscription

probably of his time at TST. Ilium, 633 f.

Antilochus, s. of Nestor, killed by Memnon,
159.

Antioclnis 1. Sofer, his visit to the Troad,

and statue at Sigeum, 631 ; his liberality

to Ilium, 172, 632 ; inscription at N.

Ilium, 172, 627 f. See Inscriptions.

Anliochus III. the Great, sacrifices at Ilium,

171, 631 ; expelled by the Romans from

A>ia Minor, 173 ; coins of, at X. I., 19.

Antiquities, Trojan, destination of Dr.

h^chliemanu's collections, 66.

Antoninus Pius (a. P. 138-161), on an in-

scription found at N. Ilium; name mis-

spelt ANTON lOY, Q-M.

Apaesas or Paesus, city ; the people Mile-

sians ;j destroyed, and inhabitants settle at

Lampsacus, 132.

Aphrodite, preferred by Paris, promises his

reward, 157.

AjJoUo : his servitude to Laomedon, 125
;

temple of, in the Pergamos of Troy, 140;

Doric temple of, at X. Ilium, 23, 609
;

scnl}>tured metope representing, 23, 622

(see Metope) ; statue of, at Iv. Ilium, trans-

ferred to Constantinople, 180 ; on coins of

N. I Hum, 641 ; temple of, at Thymbra (see

Thymbra); Achilles killed at, 159.

Apollo Ismenius, Phoenician Eshmun, 154,

Apiollo Smiiitheus (fr. lyLivOn^, "field

mouse"): his worship ascribed to the

Teucrians,. 122 ; temjiles at Chryse' and

the later Chrysa, 122, 136.

Apollodorus on origin of the Trojans, 119.

App>ian, for the X. I. site of Troy, 210.

Aquatic animals (^Diademiae and Echinae)

imitated by Trojan goldsmiths, 497.

Aqueduct, Poman, of X. Ilium, from the

upper Thymbri us, carried over the Thym-
brius, 77, 110, 610.

Archceologg unknown to Greek Ilians, 211.

Archeluus, s. of Orestes, leads Aecliau colo-

nists to Cyzicus, 127.

Archery, bone 'bracer' for, 4th c, 568;

such used by the Esquimaux, 560.

Architecture, domestic, of Troy, prototype

of modern houses of the Troad, 53 f., 314-

317 ;—of 5th c. quite diftercnt from 4th
;

houses of wood and clay, 573.

Arctinus, epic poet, Laocoiin and Sinon

taken from, 160-1.

Ardys, s. of Gyges, k. of Lydii^, sent tribute

to Assyria, 130 n.

Aretaeos, surgeon, of Athens, explains the

human remains in a funeral urn, 227.

Arethusa
,
fountain of, in Ithaca, 50.

Arimi, of Homer, dominion of; a mythic

people, placed in the "burnt land" of Lydia

or Cilicia ; identified by some with the

Arimaei of Syria, 137.

Arishe', the " divine" (Hom.), near Pi. Selleis,

I'esidence of Asius, 133.
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Aristarches Btij, Great Lo£;otliete at Con-

stantinople, aids author, 4-i.

Arlstides, Greek oiator, reco^^nizes Troy in

X. Iluim, 171), 210.

Aristodicid-s, of Assos, in inscription relat-

ing to, at N. Ilium, unknown, 632.

Aristotle on the binas aficpLKiirreXXop, dis-

cussed, 299 f,

Armenians &km to Phrygians, 120 ; a non-

Aiyan race, 120.

Arrabaeus, an Athenian, inscription in

honour of, X. I., 038.

Arrian, for the X. I. site of Troy, 210.

Arrow-head, golden, on " I'ower," 3rd c, pro-

bably a ceremonial weapon, 499.

Arrow-heads : forms of, ditierentin a mould
of 1st c. from any found, 248 ; one of

copper, 249, 250 ; 3rd c, bronze or copper,

504 ; the only one ivith barbs Ibund in

3rd c, 506; 4tli c, bronze, 564; 6tli c,

brouze, barbed, another without barbs

;

similar in Denmark, 604 :—obsidian, still

made and used for small game by Indians

of Yosemite valley, 570,

Artemis, the Ephesian, a non-Helk'nic deity

combined with a Greek goddess, 154,

Artemis JS'ana, of Chaldea, prototype of the

Trojan leaden idol (Sayce), 337, 694,

Aryan race, not K, of Halys before 8th cent.

B,c.; evidence from Assyrian monuments,

120, 121.

Aryballos, Etruscan and Greek, like bugle-

shaped vessels of 6th c, 596.

Ascania, city of the Phrygians, distant from

'i'roy (Elom.), 120.

Ascherson, Paul, Prof., List of Plants of the

Troad, 727 f.

Ashes, red, yellow, and black, in enormous

quantities in the 3rd, the burnt c, 266.

Asia Minor: writing and syliubary of,

691 f
.

; influence of Bab^'lonian and

Ilittite art and writing in, 694; the

jieoples of, and of the islands, in connec-

tion with Egypt; confederates of Lihyaiis

and Kheta ; their names on the monu-

ments, 745-749.

Asiatic Deities, Names of, remoulded in

Greek forms, 154-5.

Asius, son of llyrtacus, dominion of, on coast

of Hellespont, 68 ; 'i'hracians of Sestos

;

under him ; cities, Arisbe his residence, 133.

Assaracus, 2nd s, of Tros, 152; head of the

Dardanian line, 153.

Assos, ruins of, at Behrahm, 58
;

jierfect

ideal of a Greek city, 59 ; walls probably

Macedonian, but in part cailiir, 59 ; coins

of, at N. I., 612.

Assxrbanipal, k, of Assyria, sends embassy

ti), and receives tribute from, Gyges, k. of

Lydia, 128, 698,

Assyrian. Vases, 222,

Assyrians, first knew the country W, of

Halys cir. 665 B.C. ; signs of connection

with Troy, ] 28.

Asteris, I., 45. See Mathitarid.

Astragals (daTpayaXoi, huckle-bones), from

1st c, 263
;
game of, in Homer, 263 ;

story of Patroclus, 263 ;—3rd c, 426.

Astyra in Troas, gold mines at, 253.

Astyanax (Scamandrius), s. of Hector,

thrown from the walls of Trov, 164

;

mythical founder of Scepsis, 167.

Astyoche, d. of Simois, wife of Tros, 152;

d, of Laomedon, 156.

Atargatis (Ate, Cybele, Omphale), proto-

type of Trojan female idols (Saj^ce),

694.

Ate, Phrygian goddess, 153; related to Atis,

154; Ilium built on htr sacred hill, 153,

643
;
personified power of infatuation, per-

nicious eldest daughter of Zeus and Eris,

cast by him out of heaven, 153 ; wor-

shipped on Hissarlik ; original of thellian

Athene, and combined with the Greek

Athene ; distinguished from the Greek

Ate, 154.

Athene', why hostile to Troy, 157.

Athene, the llian, originated foui the Phry-

gian Ate (q. v.), 154; on a coin as a

Phryi;ian goddess ; combined with the

Greek Athene as A. Ilias ; her symbols,

the Phrygian cap, spear, torch (replaced

by distaff and spindle), and owl, 154; the

cow of many colours her symbol, 155 ; on

coins of X. Ilium, 643.

Athene Eryane, tutelary deity of Troy ; her

character, 229 ; the «7iO)Vs(r/.y.) probably

offerings to her, 229.

Athene Glaucopis (yXavKcJTns), the owl-

Jicadcd or owl-faced goddess of 'J'roy
;

argument on, 282 f. ; from analogy with

IJera Ik/opis (q.v.), 282, 286 ; three sta<jcs

of the symbolism, 287 ; otiier figures of

deities with animal heads, borrowed bj'

Greek art from Asia, 288 ; Prof. Keller

on significance of the owl in connection

with Athene, 289 ; true character of

Athene or Ate', 289, 290 ; in no way con-

nected with Egypt, 744.

Athene, temple of, in the Pcrgamos of Troy,

140; sitting wooden statue of, 140; the

only idol mentii'Ued by Homer, 2;')3
; tem-

ple in Greek Ilium, 168, 211 ; discovered,

19; site artificially levelled, 30; statue
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and inscriptions found in, 29, 633. See

Inscriptions, Metrodorus.

Athos, M., visible from llissarlik in clear

Aveather, 105.

Atijs, .s. of ]\[anes, k. of Lydia, famine

and migration under, 128.

Aiifjiistas ; his project of capital at Ilium,

178, 205.

August Its, coins of, X. I., G41; as founder

(ktiu-tt^s), i.e. restorer, 646.

Aittis in LJocotia, Greek llfct assembled at,

157.

Aurelius, Marcus, coins of, N. I., 644, 646.

Aivh: of bone and ivory, 1st c, 261, 262 ;

—

3rd c, 319, 430, 431 ; horns of fallow deer

sharpened for use as, 431 ; of bone and

ribs of animals, 4tli c, 566-7.

A'vl or punch, bronze, 4th c, 565.

Axes or Celts, stone : of 1st c. (comp. Jcide

and Jadeite), 238 ; their use described by

(Sir J. Lubbock, 239 ; for domestic purposes

as -well ns battle-axes, 244
;

perforated,

244 ; how drilled, 245
;
parallel examples,

244, 245 ;—of 2nd c, 275, 276 ;—of 3rdc.,

445 ; 5 of them of jade (q. v.), 446 ;—of

4th c, 2 of jade, 569 ;—very rare in 5th c,

573 ; a precious one of white jade, 573.

Axes, bronze, none in the pre-historic cities,

except baftle-axes (q. v.), 274.

BABIES'feeding bottles, 5th c, 581 ; 6th

c, 597.

Babylonian Vases, 222.

Baking pre-historic pottery, mode of, at

open fire, 219 ;
(see Bismarck^ ; Virchow's

o[iinion ; author differs from, 520 n.

Bali Dagh, the (comp. Bounarbaslii), ruins

of citadel on, not Cyclopean, 19
;
perhnps

Gergis, 19, 208 ; Priam's Pergamus (Le-

chevalier), 185 ; tlie walls and pottery late,

192-3 ; Ida not visiijle frou), 194 ; tumuli

OQ, 651 ; Forchhammer's account of, not

exact, 655.

Bcdlauf, J. II., befriends author, 10.

Balls, 3rd c, perforated, of serpentine, use

unknown, 442 ; similar in Cyprus and

California, 442.

Bulls, terra-cotta : of 3rd c, one with a

curious pattern, perhaps astronomical,

420 ; with owl's face and hair, the snn,

moon, and morning star, 344, 420-1
;

with (^ and 4^, 349 ; curious pattern,

in 8 fields, probably in part astronomical,

421 ;—of 4th c, like 3rd, 518 ; with signs,

perhaps written characters, 563,564; with

yi <'^nd perhaps a cuttle-tish, 572 ; very

curious with 8 fields, 572.

Barrels, terra-cotta, 3rd c, with spouts,

404; with handle and 3 feet, 404, 405.

Bars of gold, small perforated, for hanging

strung jewels on, Tk., 463 ; Tr., 493, 498.

Bars of gold, with horizontal incisions,

Tr., 496 ; analysis of, 496 ; may these be

Homeric talents? 496.

Bars of silver and electrum (7. v.).

Basements as store-rooms, in Ilomer and in

3rd c, 326.

Basin, rude hand-made, one-handled, 5th c.

iSee Boiuls.

Baskets, coated with earth, for preserving

grain, perhaps uscid at Troy, 324.

Batak (/. e. " swamp "). See Akshi Kioi.

Batieia, Idaean nymph, daughter of Teucer,

married to Dardanus, 119, 152, 657.

Batieia or Mijrine, Tumulus of, v\here the

Trojans arrayed their troops, 146; placed

on hill of Bounarbashi by Choiseul-Gouftier,

185, 657 :—(see Fasha Tepili) ; the nan)e

("brambly") prob. native equivalent to

Greek Myrine (r/. v.).

Battle-axes, stone: of 1st c, 244; among
i''g3q)tian spoils of victory from W. Asia,

ivith objects of high civilization, 241 n.
;

—3rd c, of green gabbro-rock and grey

diorite ; similar in Denmark and Germany,

438 ;—4th c, like 3rd c, 518.

Battle-axes, bronze, Tr., 476, 477 ; forni

coi)ied from those of stone, 479 ; analyses

of, 477, 478 ; similar found in India,

Babylonia, Cyprus, Egypt, and (2 only)

at Mycenae, 478-9; also of copper in

Posen, Hungary, and N. America, 478

;

Tr., 487,494, 495;—with hole for fasten-

ing to shaft, only 4 such in 3rd c, 506

;

similar in Sardinia, and of copper in Hun-
gary, 506 ; others of common Trojan form,

506 ;^—4th c, like 3rd, 518 ; only 5 of

same shape as 3rd, but smaller, 565 ;

—

5th c, shorter than in 3rd c, 585-6 ;

—

6th c, one bronze, double-edged, unlike

any ii^ the 5 pre-historic cities ; charac-

teiistic of Asia Minor, 606 ; similar

found at Mycenae, frequent in Greece,

Assyria, and Babylonia; also in Lake-

dwellings, 606 ; analysis of, 607.

Battles to and fi'o in the Plain, proof of short

distance of Troy fr. Hellespont, 198, 200.

Beads, cornelian and glass {q. v.).

Beads, gold, Tr , 487, 490, 493-5; dif-

ferent degrees of alloy, 497 ; hundreds in

form of rings and leaves, Tr., 502, 503 ;

—6th c, attached to a bronze brooch, 603.

Beech-tree (<pr]yik), before the Scaean Gate,

144 ; discussion of its meaning, 145.
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Beech-trees (i^r^yoi) on tomb of llus, noticed

by Theophrastus, 208.

Beiramich, on the Scamander, visited, 57

;

valley of, G9.

Belleroplion, his crfmaTa Xvypa {U. vi. 169),

probably of the old sydabary of Asia

Minor, 699.

Besika, Bay of, 107.

Besika {i.e. "cradle") 2e^je//,651 ; regarded

by Webb as the tomb of Peneleos, 665

;

dimensions, 665 ; excavated by the author,

55, 107, 108, 665; strata described by

Burnoid', 606
;
pettery found; vase-bottom

with incised signs, perhaj^s meant for cunei-

form, 666, 703 ; large masses of potsherds,

703 ; coarse, of large hand-made vessels,

and better, of smaller vessels, unlike any at

Hissarlik ; marks of wicker-vvorlc on vase-

bottoms; no perforated projections for sus-

pension ; two wing-like handles ; decora-

tion of net-work and lines, 667; many
pieces with indistinct floral and other de-

corations, and signs bke writing, painted

with clay ; remarkable absence of whorls

and tripod vessels ; fragments of only 2

wheel-made vases ; all signs of a town or

village, 668
;
polishing stones, but no stone

implements ; a few bones and shells ; no

trace of a funeral fire, 669.

Birds of the Troad, various, little known,

112 ; few among lemnants of Trojan food,

chiefly wild, 318, 322.

JBisJioprics of Troad in lOth centiny, Ilium

among, jierhaps at another site, 183, 612.

Bismarck, Otto von, Prince, on the manu-
facture .and baking of the gigantic jars

(see I'ithoi), 279, -'SO.

Bit, bronze, 6th c. G05.

Black (Jbelisk of Shahuanesc', in llritish

Museum; Bactrian camel, 112, and ele-

pliHnt, represented upon, 426-7.

Boar, frequent in Troad, in Id i and Mysian

Olympus, 432 ; in the Greek mythology,

432 ;—tusks abundant in 3rd and 4th c,

319, 432, 571.

Boards head stamped on a wei:;lit of lead,

620, 621.

Bocotia, the ' Catalogue of Ships,' 119.

Jhlts, copper, of the gates, 36 ; comp. Keys.

Bone: awls, pins, and needles of, 1st c, 261,

262
;
parallel examples of, 262 :—3rd c,

engraved tube of, 425, 426 ; handle of a

knife, 427 ; of sticks or sceptres, 427, 428

;

comb, 430 ; awls and needles, 430, 431 ;—
4th c, ])iece with 3 holes, probably an

archer's ' bracer,' 566 ; awls, 566 ; staff-

handles, 567.

Bones, a)iiinal, found m 3rd c. ; small instru-

ments made from, 319 ; those found at

Troy classified by Dr. Moss, 322 ; fossil, of

an extinct species of dolphin, 823; of

deer and boar, found at Thymbra, 711.

Bones, human, not found in urns of 3rd

and 4th cities, except the embryos {q. v.),

a single tooth, 39, 323, and a skull, 511.

See tSkeletons, Skulls.

Boopis. See Here.

Botany of Troad. See Flora and Plants.

Bottle of pure gold, Tr. ; how made, 466.

Bottles, terra-cotta : 3rd c, with long neck
and handle, rare, 390 ; similar ironi

• Bethlehem, Nimroud, Cyprus, and Egypt,

390; without handles, 395, 396; with

2 handles, 402 ; examples from Cyi'rus,

Egypt, and Assyria, 402; tube-spnuted,

perhaps for feeding babies, 406, 407 ;

—

4th c, lentil-shaped, 541 ; wheel-made,

of various shapes, 543, 544 ; one-hamlled,

546;— 5tli c, wheel-made, red and black,

578, 579.

Bottoms, convex and pointed, of vases,

supported by rinys ('/. v.) of terra-cotta

and stone, 440, 451.

Boulenterion (or Senate-house) of N. Ilium,

discovered, 21; ruins of, 609; 3 inscrip-

tions in, or beside its foundations, 609,

638. See Inscriptions.

Boimarhashi {i.e. "Head of the Springs,"

55) and the Bali Dwjh, Lechevalier's site

of Homer's Ilium, 18, 185 ; author's first

visit to (1868), 18; the springs examined,

18 ; distance from Hellespont, 19 ; excava-

tions, with veyative results, IP; revisited

with Prof. Yirchow; height of ruins on
I'ali Diigh ; not Cyclopean; jirovfd late

by mode of workiu'j;
;
pottery only Greek

;

a^oia discovered by A'irehow ; the (34
or 40 instead of 2) springs investigated;

not Homer's warm and cold sources of the

Scamander, 55 ; their temperature tested,

56 : village of, 107. See i^.ite of Homers
Jlios.

Bounurhnshi S», rivulet, described by Yir-

chow, 96; its swamps, 97; canal from,

to the Aegean, probably of no great anti-

quity, 98; another canal, 99; the Sca-

mander of Lechcvalicr, 185.

Bowls, terra-cotta: 1st c, with liorizontal

tubular hnlrs fir suspension, 217; black,

228; with a pair of eyes, 247; none of

this sort in 2nd c, 279;—3rd c, with

spout and handle, 394, 395; large two-

handled, 397 ;—4th c, 2 with a cross

painted in red clay, 225; two-handled,
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liaiul-niade, 039 ; deep piates like bowls,

544 ; with handle and foot, 555 ;
per-

forated like a sieve, 556;—dark-brown,

hand-made, frequent in 5th c, 582 ;

—

Cth c, two-haudled, or tureen, wheel-

made, 589, 500 ; double-handled, 593 ;

—

N. I., fragments of painted, G14, G15;

large shallow, at Tliymbra, 711.

Bowh, small, in pre-historic cities, perhaps

for lamps, 620. 8ee Lamps, Li;/Jitinr/.

Box, terra-cotta covering of a, 1st c, 226.

Boxes, terra-cotti: 3rd c, jiainted with red

clay, 225; with cap-like covers, one a

tripod ; another without feet, found on

wall near royal house, containing ashes

(lirob. of a deceased person), beads, and

carbonized cloth and grain, 360-1;-

tripod, 4th c, 534.

Bracelet, copper, 1st c, 251.

Bracelets, electrum, Tr., 491-2.

Bracelets, gold : Tr., six stuck together, 458,

459 ; mode of manufacture, 458 ;—heavy,

with ornamentation of spirals, rosettes, efec,

Tr. ; how made, 495 ; 2 heavy, Tr., r.02.

Brass (,dpeixa^Kos), formed by copper with

the zinc of Ida, 254.

Braun, Julius, ' Geschichte d. Eanst in ihrnn

Erdivicllungsgange,' and ' Homer uud sein

Zeitalter,' in fovour of Hissarlik, 20, 189.

Breast Ornament, long tassel of gold, Tr.,

500; number of links and leaves in, 50L

;

its remarkable discovery, 502.

Brentano, E., 'Alt-llion im Dumhrekfhal,''

188.

Briareiis and Ae ,aeon, equivalent names in

the ' langu;ige of gods and men," i.e. Greek

and native, 704-5.

Brick City, the 'I'hird so called, 518.

Bricks, not used in 1st and 2iid c, 266 ;

—

sun-dried or slightly baked, used specially

in the 3id c.
;

])artly vitrified by the con-

flagration, 21, 33, 34, 305, 314; decayed

into forndess masses, 305, by rain as well

as fire, 317 ; rarely preserved emire, 305
;

dimensions and maise ; contain straw, 314
;

—not found in 4th c. ; Yirchow's ex-

planation; author ditiers from, f20;—at

Thymbra,dimensions and composition, 709.

Bridle, hrouze, 6th c, 605 ; sinjilar in Lake-

dwellings, 605.

Britannicus, coins of, N. 1 , 646.

Bronze, Sir J. Lubboclc on early knowledge

of, in Europe, as a foreign article, 257.

Bronze, ornaments and utensils of, in 3rd c,

but of copiwr in 1st and 2nd, 249 ;—3rd c.

(see under the several names ot the arms,

ornamen's, &c.), a curious pointed imi'le-

ment, 506 ;— 4th c, imitlements, &c., 564,

565 ;—5th c, 58.">, 586 ;—6lh c, C03 f.

;

—N. ]., 620, 622.

Bronze: analyses of the Trojan, 477, 478;

highly prized; etymology, 480; t-eniiiic

derivation of x*^*^^^ points to sou'ce

whence the Aryans of Asia Minor and

Greece received it, 481 ; analysis of battle-

axe of 6th c, 607.

Brooches (i.e. the ^>/« only, comp. Fibula):

copper and silver in 1st and 2iid c, 249,

250, 252, 275; electrum, found with fe-

male skeleton, 2nd c, 272 ;—3rd c, bronze,

found in urn with female skull, 39: with

globular heads, common in all the pre-

historic cities, 504 ; also with spiral heads

;

one double, 504
;
packet of 6 in a bone,

cemented by oxide or carbonate of copi er,

513;—4th c, .^64;—5tli c, 585, 586;

—

6tii c, with gold beads attached by oxide

or carbonate, 603.

Brooches, beautiful gold, Tr. ; constrnct'ou

explained ; ornaments like some at My-
Cinae, 4' 8, 4b9.

Brooch, ivoiy, bird as head, 6th c, 601.

Broughlon, Lord, puts Troy at Alexaudria-

Troas, 187.

Brugseh-Bey, H., Prof., ' Bistory of Egypt,^

123 et passim ; on tribes ot Asia Minor

on Egyptian monuments, 123, and App.

IX. on "Troy and E^yjit," 745 f
.

; on

"Hera Boopis," Aiip.VlIl. p. 740 f. ; wor-

ship of the cow in Egypt, as the symbol of

Isis, 740-742; its special seat in the W.,

the Libyan nome, In queuted liy foreigners,

and comiecied Avith Trojan legends, 742;

connection with Jo, embodied in myth oi'

Danaiis, 743, 744; the Libj-an 'Ithannu

equivalent to the Greek Marmarica, 74'-!.

Briuin, LL, on the metope of A[iollo, 624.

Brush-haiidles of terra-cotta, with remnants

of vpgftahle bristles, 3rd c, 414.

Brijant, Jacob, 'Vindication of LJomer,^ 186.

Biichner, W., for the Hissarlik site, 189.

Buchholz on the Dominions of the Troad,

68 ; his ' LJomeriscle Kosmograplie nnd

Geographie,' 68 v., 132 n., 188.

Buckets, terra-cotta, for drawing water from

wells, Avith impression of rope on hau'ile,

like those used in Egypt : 3rd c, 381

;

4 th c, 5o4,

Buckow, Ne'i, in i\Iecklcnburg-Schwcrin,

birthplace of the author, 1.

Bugle-shajvd vessels of 6tli c, also Etrns-

can and Greek, 596.

Buildings, found in the several strata, 21

(comp. Architecture, House-walls, Temph;
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Toiver, Walls, Szc.) : large in 4tli city, 23
;

Greek wall belonging to, 28, 29 ; Hellenic

and pie-Helleuic, 40 ;—2nd c, a large one

of stone, 269 ;—3rd c, of bricks, vitrified

by tiie conflagration, 305 ; enormous masses

of remains, also of small red stones; easily

distinguished from those of 2nd settlers;

—4th c, stone substructions, 519, 520;

—5th c, of wood and clay, 573.

Uii/'uk Bounarhashi visited, 58, 59.

Bunhury, E. II., ' Cyclopean liemains in

Central Italy; 192.

Burial of Dead, someiimes used in N. T., 39
;

rare in the pre-histoiic cities, 39 ; used at

Thymbra, 718, 719. Com p. Cremation.

Burial, in Homer, for the performance of

funeral rites without actual interment,

649, 650.

Burnoiif, E., joins author at Troy (J 879),

53 ; bis maps, plans, sketches, geological

and other researches, 53 et passim.

Burnonf, E., and Mdlle. I., drawings of the

whorls and balls, 421.

Burnt City (see Third City, Troy, and

Conflagration) : now seen at tlie bottom

of the funnel; ])oiiits of correspondence

with Homer, 683, 684, and Firf.

Buttons, gold, Tr. ; liow made^ 490-1 ; he-

mispherical, Tr., 498.

Byzantine remains, none at X. L, 612.

CAB IIt I, sons of Hephaestus, mythical me-
tallurgists in Phrygia and Samothrace,

country of Pergameues sacred to, 255.

Caecina of Cyzicus (2nd cent, a.d.), base of

lost statue of, with its footprints, found

at N. I., 637. See Inscriptions.

Caesar, Julius, favours Ilium, both in imi-

tation of Alexander and as descendant of

lulus, s. of Aeneas; privileges granted to

the Ilians, 177, 207 ; his visit to Troy,

vow to restore it (Lucan), 206.

Caicus, K., limit of Ti'ojan territory, 67.

Cains Caesar, son of Agrippa and Julia,

adopted by Augustus, governor of Asia,

died A.D. 4; bis favour to N. I. attested

by an inscription, 178, 633.

California made a State, July 4, 1850, and

author's consequent citizenship of the

United States, 12.

CaUicolonc, M., ]irobably not Kara Your (ns

Demetrius held, 17()), but Ouloii Dagh,

59, 71, 109, 145-6, 678.

Cullinus, of Ei)hesus, earliest Greek elegiac

poet, in 7th cent., 1.2.

Callirrlioe, d, of Scamander, wife of Erich-

thonius, 152.

CaUisthenes, 172. See Homer, Casket edi-

tion cf,

Calvert, Frank, U. S. Vice-Consul at the

Dardanelles, holds the ruins at Bali Dagh
to be Gergis, 1 9 ; convert to the Troy-

Hissarlik theory ; owner of part of His-

sarlik ; excavates there, 20; his ^Asi-

atic Coast (f the Hellespont; ' Cordrihu-

iions towards the Ancient Geoyraj^hy of
the Tromi; and ' Trojan Antiquities; 91,

189 ; on "Thymbra, Hana'i Tepeh," App.
IV., 706 f. ; excavates the tumuli of Priani;

655, and Patroclus, 656.

Calvert, Fred., the late, excavates the tumu-
lus above Pen Kioi, 655.

Camel, Bactrian, in the Trond ; on black

obelisk of Shalmaneser HI.; anciently

strange in Asia Minor, 112.

du Camp, Maxirne : ^ UEmplacement de

Vllion d'llomere; 190.

Camp, Naval, of the Greeks, on the Helles-

jiont, between Capes Sigeum and Rlioe-

t eum, 73, 91, 149 ; length, 30 stadia (3geog.

miles), 148 ; to the left (W.) of mouth of

the Scamander, 92, 147 ; objection of W.
Christ, answered, 93 ; in sight of Troy,

207; in 3 lines; order ot the shi])S

and divisions, 148 f. ; the agora, 149 ; no

tents, but huts, 149; that of Achilles

described, 150; open space where games
were held

;
goals, 151 ; tumuli ot Patro-

clus and Achilles on the sliore, 151
;

common tumulus and earthen wall of de-

fence, 151 ; feint of burning it, 160.

Camj), Trojan, at tumulus of Ilus, before

Ilium, visible from the ships, 200 ; objec-

tion l\)unded on, answered, 207,

Caracalta : visits Jlium, honours Troy and
Achilles with mad extravagance, kills

his friend Festus to imitate the funeral of

Patroclus, 179 (see Ujek 'Tepeh); coins of,

A'. 1., 643-7.

Caresus, P., rises in Ida, iyS; described, 100.

Carlisle, Lord,' Diary in Turkish Waters;

187.

Cari'tns, allies of Trojans, 158.

Cassandra, d. of Priam, 157.

Castron, in Ithaca. See Bolis.

Catakckarunene (the " burnt land ") of ihe

myth of Typhoeus, 137 ; scat of the Ho-
meric Arimi {q. v.).

Caterpillar on Trojan terra-cottas, 4 tli c.,562.

Catddron (Xt^rjs), copper, Tn , w-ilh frag-

ments of bronze weapons fused to it,

474 ; handles, how put on, 475 ; use of

cauldrons in Homer, 475 ; one among the

Egyptian tribute from W. Asia, 475.
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Cavern, natural, and sprinji, near X. I., on

W. slope of llissarlik, 625 ; excavated,

onl}' late jjotslierds and bone^, 62(i.

Cehren, 11., in the 'J'road, cpically connected

with Cebriones, s. of Priam, 121.

Cebrenia, table-land between Dardania and

Troy ; with (of old) a c. Cebren6, 138.

Cellars, Greek, 30 ; substructions served as,

in Tro'an houses, ancient and modern,

54 f., 317; gicjantic jars {ni6oi) in, 33

(sec Pithoi); for wine, in W. Asia, men-

tioned in Egyptian records, 379 n.

Celts, origin of the word, 238 n. (See Axes.)

Cemerding action of chloride of copper and

silver, 494; of carbonate and oxide of

copper, 504 ; et passim.

Censers, terra-cotta: 3rd c, 411; similar

one from Zaborowo, 412 ;—4th c, 555
;

similar in Lusatia, Posen, and Germany,

224, 555, 556 ;—5th c, 580 ;—Greek and

Graeco-Phoenician, with 3 feet, 355.

dl Cesnola, General Luigi Palma, ' Cyprus^

293-5, 353, 385 et passim.

Ceteians (ol Ki]t€i.oi), the, dominion of Eury-

pylus, on the Ca'icus, bordering on Lyr-

nessus, 68, 136, 137, 160 ; identified by Mr.

Gladstone with the Kheta and Khattai

of Egyptian and Assyrian records, the

Hittites (Chethites) of SS., 137; led by

Memnon to Troy, 159.

Chahas, ' Etudes sur VAntiquife historique ;'

on early Hellenic populations in N.W.
Asia Minor, 132.

Clialcis or Cymindis (XoKkls, kvijlivBis, Horn.

^. e. " yellow "), Greek and native names of

a Trojan bird ; its form assumed by Sleep

{"Ynvos), 113 ; mythical connection with

the Corybantes, workers in bronze, 113 «.

Chalk, incised ornamentation filled in wnth,

passim ; practised in primitive Gaul, 594.

Charidemus, mercenary chief in time of

Philip II., takes Ilium by a stratagem, 171,

688.

Chersonesus, the Tliracian, seen from His-

sarlik, 105.

Chests: supposed wooden of the great

Treasure, 41, 454 ; Priam's treasure chests,

454
;
quadrangular shape of a chest con-

taining carbonized grain, 3rd c, a puzzle

and suggested solution, 323-4.

Chihlak, village and rivulet, 108, 109 ; Troy
placed at, by Clarke and Webb, 188.

Chiyri Bayh, visited, 56 ; height, 56, 107
;

vast Hellenic ruins, 57.

China and Japan, the author's first Ijook

on, ' La Chine et le Japan (1866),' 18.

Chinese bronze cup forlibation.s, as a paralkl

to the gold benas d/it^tKvn-eXXoi/, 465,

466.

Chloride of silver and copper on the metals,

252 ; cementing action of, 468.

Choiseul-Couffier, French ambassador at

Constantinople, patronizes Lechevalier and

a(lo[ts his theories ; visits the Plain of

Troy ; his views of Trojan topography,

184 f.

Christ, IF., ' Topographie der Troianischen,

Ebene,^ 92, 190; on the site of ihc Greek

camp, 93.

Chrysa, near Hamaxitus, later than Chryse,

Avith a temple of Apollo Smintlieus, 136.

Chryse, Cilician c. of Troad, close to Thebe',

on the sea with a port, with temple

of Apollo Smintheus; destroyed before

Strabo's time, 136.

C?7ic«ans, dominion of, 68, 134. See Cettian^,

Cilicians of Thehe, Eurypylus, Mynes.

Cilicians of Thehe', in Troad, dominion

of Eetion, 68, 123, 125 ; same race as

people of Cilicia, 125 ; cities, Thehe, Chryse,

Citle (q. v.), 136 ;—of Lyrnessus, 137.

Cilia, d. of Laoraedon, 156.

Cillaeus, P. and M., near Cille', 136.

Cille, Cilician city, near Antandros, founded

by Pelops, with temple of Apollo, 136.

Cimmerians invade the Troad and devastate

Asia Minor in time of GA'ges and Assur-

banipal (cir. 665 B.C.) ; the Gimirrai of

the Assyrian inscriptions, 130 n.

Circassians in the Troad, outrage by, 51.

Cisseus, f. of Hecuba, 156.

Cities, successive, on Hissa'rlik. See under

First City, Second City, &c.

Cities, Greek, sites of, on low hills in plains,

like Hissarlik, 195.

Clarke, Br. E. D., his Travels; against the

Bonnarbashi theory
; places Troy at

'l\i€o)u Kafir], which he puts at Chiblak,

20, 188.

Claudius grants exemption to Ilium, 178.

Clay : cylinders of, perforated, slightly baked,

peculiar to 3rd and 4ih c, 558, 559

;

similar in Lake-dwellings and German
tombs, 559 ; flat perforated pieces of clay,

559, 560; similar from Thera and Nimroud,

560 ;
quadrangular perforated jiieccs, 3rd,

4th, and 5th c, 560 ; curious cube of, with

hole, and incised ornamentation of ^',&'c.,

561.

Clay-cakes (galettes), used to consolidate

debris in foundations of the first 3 or 4

pre-historic cities, 213 ; in 2nd c, 269 ;

in 3rd c, 305, 307; circuit wall founded

on ; Burnout's section and description,
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307-8 ; at base of walls of royal house,

325; in foundations of 4th c, 308.

Clay-coating of potter}^ of 1st c, 219.

Clay houses of 5th c, 673.

Cleopatra, d. of Tros, 152.

Climate of the Troad, 38, 101 f. ; tempera-

ture, 101 ; table of winds, fine days, rain,

and cloud, 101 ;
prevalence of violent N.

winds; rainy season in winter, but seldorn

severe
;

great frosts recorded ; Webb's

glowing description, 102.

Clothes-hooks, tcria-cotta, 3i'd c, 378.

Clytius, s. of LaomedoD, 156.

Coined money unknown to Homer, 513.

Coins, Greek : of Antiochus III., found at

N. I., 19 ; of Constans 11., the latest found

at N. I., 612 ; Ithacan, Greek and Iloman,

in Ithaca, 50; at Ophrynium, 60.

Coins of N. I. : proof of belief in its identity

with Troy, 179 ; enormous number picked

up on surface, and found in the trenches

;

all bronze ; none earlier than Macedonian

;

chiefly of Ilium itself; many of Alexan-

dria-Troas ; some of other cities, 612
;

account of the coins found at N. I., by M.

Achilles Postolaccas, 641 f. ; autonomous,

silver and bronze, of Macedonian period

;

imperial, bronze only, from Augustus to

GallicniTS ; the silver tetradrachms artistic

of xVttic standard, with name of the Ilian

Athene; their date; types of the bronze
;

Athene, Roma, the wolf, Apollo, Gany-
medes, 641; Hector; Aeneas, with An-
chiscs and liilus, 642-3 ;—types of the im-

perial bronze, Zeus Nikephoros, Dardanus,

642; the Palladium; Ilus and the cow,

642-3; Anchises and Aphrodite, Xestor,

Priam, 643 ; Hector, 643-647 ; death of

Patroclus; Scamander ; Ilium and Roma,

645-6; Ganymedes ; Aeneas, with An-

chises and liilus, 647.

Cold, intense, on Ilissarlik in February and

March, 26, 38, 52.

Colours of pottery : lustrous-black of 1st c,

218, &c. ; how produced, 220; brown,

green, grey, red, yellow, &c., 221-225 et

passim:— of large ^n7Ao<, always dark-

red, 2h0.

Columns, drums of Doric, of temple of

Apollo, N. 1., 23 ; drums and capitals of

Corinthian, of temple of Athene, 27, 608,

609; granite monoliths in a quarry, like

those of Ale.\andria-Troas, 56.

Comb of bone, 3rd c, 430.

Commodus, coins of, N. I., 642-647.

Conchylia of the Troad, Virchow's account

of, 114 f. ; the purple murex, 115 ; species

of cochleae and conchylia used as food by

Trojans, remains of in houses of burnt c,

116, 318; not mentioned by Homer,

110.

Cones, 2 terra-cotta, of 5th c, inscribed

with the Cyi)riote character mo, like one

found at Nineveh, 128, 582-3, 698.

Conffacjrution, no trace of, in 1st or 2nd

stratum, 22; traces of, in 3rd stratum

(of Troy), 21, 31 ; not in S.E. corner, 54
;

striking effects of, 305-312 ; its centres

and direction, 313.

Conradi, pastor in Ankershagen, 4 n.

Constans IT., his coins the latest at N. I., 612.

Constantine the Great, first design of new
capital near N. Ilium, 180, 205 ; his statue

on * the burnt column ' at Constantinople

one of Apollo from N. I., 180.

Constantinople, Museum of. See Museums.

Constantinusrorphyrogennetus (lOtli cent.)

mentions a bishopric of Ilium, 183, 612.

Conze, A., ' Trojanische Ausgrahungen^ 188.

Cookson, Clias., English consul at Constan-

tinople, supplies implement-!, 25.

Coomassie, bronzes from, with p[^, 353.

Copper, ornaments and utensils of, in 1st

and 2nd c, but of bronze (q. v.) in 3rd c,

249
;
parallel examples, 249 ; analysis of;

specimens harder than modern commercial

copper, 251 (comp. next art.) ; a pre-

Bronze Copper Age, 251, 257, 258

;

other objects, 253 ; no lances or battle-

axes, 252 ; mines in Troad, 253 ; native

on Lake Superior, used by Indians for

weajions, &c., 257, 738 ; anciently har-

dened by plunging in water, 481, 482;

—

2>late, with 2 discs, Tk., jjcrhaps hasp of

the chest, 468-9; vase, Tr., 485; frac-

tured vessel, with gold beads cemented on

by oxide, Tr., 495.

Copper, hardening of, App. VII., a supposed

lost art, ascribed to the Incas of Peru, 737
;

dag'jers and swords of hard cop^wr of the

Hurons, found under Lake Suiierior, 738
;

discovery of alloy of copper and rhodium

by Mr. Duffield, 738 ; the copper of the

Incas found (o be of the like alloy, 738

;

ex]ieriment of Professor Roberts, 739.

Cord for suspending vases, remnants of,

found, 1st c, 217.

Corn, Indian, in the Troad, 118.

Corn-bruisers (or Mullers), ?tone : 1st c,

parallel examjiles, 2^6, 237 ;—2nd c,

275 ;—3rd c , cnora^ous numbers in first

4 cities; similar at Mycenae, and in

Hungary and Germany, 442;— 4th c,

569, 570;—5th c, very few, 583-4;—
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found in Egypt, 570, 584; still used by

N. American Indians in the Yosemite

valley for poundin'j; acorns, 570.

Cornelian, btads of, Tr., 493.

Corti, Covjit, I'alian ambassador to the

Porte, aids aiitlit>r, 44.

Corybnntx'S, mythical metallurgists in Samo-

thrace, originated fr. Fhiygia, 255, 25G

;

name derived by some from corium, the

Cyi)riote for ' copper; ' from the Zend, 256.

Corythus, s. of Paris, 157.

Cotton, in the 'I'road, 118.

Cotylus, M., in Ida range, regarded by some

as source of Scamander, 58.

Covers of Vases : 1st c, with double holes

for suspension, 215; mode of fastening,

221 ;—2nd c, with crest-like handle;

owl-faced, 2til ;—3rd c, with crown-

shaped handle, 303, 3!i8, 309, 382 ; owl-

ficed, 341, 343 ; different forms, flat or

cap-like, 354 ; flat, with handle, 370

;

wheel-made, in shape of a stopper, 309
;

crown-shaped and with simple arched

handle ; lil<e modern Phrygian water-

vessels, 374 ; similar covers from Szi-

lialom, 373 ; in form of a flower-saucer,

411 ; remarkable, with ti'ee, stag, and

cuttle-fish or tortoise, 413 ; in form

of a stopper, similar from Szihalom, 422,

423 ;— 4tli c, crested and owl-faced, 522,

523 ; unique, wheel-made, with 3 feet, as

if to be used as a cup, 530-1 ; with curious

handle, 538 ; bell-shaped, with arched

handle, 542 ; with holes in edge for tying

down, ornamented with Pf and 4^, 502
;

similar one fr. Lusatia, 562 ;—otli c,

crested and owl-faced, 575-6 ; crown-

shaped, latest example, 580.

Cow of many colours, guide of Ilus to site

of Ilium, 153 ; the symbol of Athene or

Ate', 155 ;
parallel legends, ancient and

medieval, 155, 130 ; on coins of N. I., 643.

Cow, worshiji of, in Egypt, 740 f. See

Ilera Boopix.

Cow (or Ox) on handle of a bronze daggei',

3rd c, 504.

Coivs or Oxen, terra-co'ta, 4th c. ; how they

differ from those at Mycenae; one from

lalysus, 500.

Cows' heads on vase-hai.dles, frequent in

6th c, never in the 5 preceding, 599

;

prohahle oriyia of the two-horned vase-

handles of Italy, 599 ; numerous examples

of the cow-liead in pre-historic remains, in

gold, bronze, and terra-cotta, 600, 601.

Crojie.s in the Troad, Homer's simile from,

113.

Craters (Kparrjpfs, Ilom. Kprjrripfs), large

terra-cotta bowls for mixing wnne with

water, with 2 and 4 handles, from 3rd c,

403 ; frequent mention of, in Homer, 403

(sometimes also of metal, 40?) ; by other

Greek authors, 404; on Egyptian reliefs,

404; Etruscan clay mod<ls, 404.

Crematmi of Dead, used at N. 1., 39 ;
general

in the 5 pre-historic cities, 39, 270.

Crest. See Helmets.

Crete, tradition of 'I'eucrian migration from,

to the Troad, 121, 122; resemblance of

Cretan and Trojan names, 122.

CreUsa, d. of Priam, 157.

Crimean War, commercial effect of, 13, 14.

Crispina, coins of, N. L, 64l', 643.

Criticism of the pickaxe and spade, 518.

Crosses : painted in I'ed clay on 2 bowls, 4th

c, 225 ; incised on whorls, 416.

Crucibles of clay and cow-dung, Trojan, 3rd

c, 408 ; one containing traces of cop[ier

and spangles of gold, 409 ;—1th c, 558.

CucumeUa, the, at Vulci, desciibed by

Milchhoefer ; no real likeness to the UJek

Tepeh, 664, 665.

Cuneiform characters, apparent attempts to

imitate at Troy, 666, 703.

Cups, terra-cotta (comp. Goblets'): of 1st c,

224 ;—of 3rd c, triple cup on 3 feet, 384
;

wheel-made, with breast-like knobs, 396
;

boat-shaped, of coarse clay, for metallurgy,

409, 410 ; similar one from Lake of Bienne,

410;—1th c, wheel-made, with ears and

breast-like boss, 532, 533 ; very rude, 533
;

two-handled, of hour-glass form, 535 ; two-

handled, one with sunk spots, 536 ; hand-

made, of form tir?t found in 4th c. and

very abundant in 4lh and 5th, 537-8
;

also at Mycenae, 538 ; single-liandled,

abundant in 4th and 5th, 538, 539 ; large

double-handled, 539 ; 3 and 4 on one body,

540; wheel-made, 554; large globular,

common in 4th and 5th c, 556
;
perforated,

557;—5th c, one-handl(:d(likeNos. 1094-

1100 in 4th), very abundant, 578 ; rude

hand-made, one-handled (or basin), 578,

580
;
globular hand-made, 581 ; with tube

in side, probably lor feeding babies, 581
;

double, joined, 582 ; small, with covers,

only in the 5th c, perhaps crucibles, 582
;

•—6th c, large ono-liandled, wheel-made,

589, 590 ; heavy, double-handled, with

linear ornamentation and breast-like pro-

jections, frequent; similar found in Italy,

593, 594 ; origin (periiaps) of the finer

Greek Tcantharos and skyphos, frequent iz

Etruscan tombs, 595 ; heavy one-handled,
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or bowl, 51)4, 595 ; horse-shaped, and frag-

ment with horse's head, 59i, 595 ; one of

a pair conjoined, 597.

C 2^s, metal : bronze, 6th c, perforated

Lke a colander; one on a tall foot, like

the Etruscan and Greek holhion, 005 :

—

electfuni, Tr. ; see Eledrnra: silver, Tr.

;

see Silver.

Curetcs, mythical metallurgists in Phrygia

and Samothrace, 256.

Curtiw, L\, 'IJistory of Greece,'' 121 et

passim ; Lecture on Troy, 187.

Cuttle-fish (sepia), on a Trojan box, 225 ; on

goblets fr. lalysus, 225 ;
painted in dark-

red chiy, on a terra-cotta box lid, 3r.d c,

360; (or tortoise?) on a vase-cover, 413.

Cyclopmn Walls (so called), in 2ud city, 24

(.see Walls) ; in Ithaca (q. v.) ;—not ne-

cessarily primitive, but used at all periods,

192. (Comp. Polygonal Masonry.)

Cylinder, of terra-cotta, jierforated, with

incised decoration, 3rd c, 415 ; of blue

felspar, with remarkable signs, from the

royal house, 416 ; the signs discussed ; a

mark of Babylonian influence ; resemble

the Hittite sculptures, 693, 694.

Cymindis (Ku^trSiy, Ion., 'nightjar'), native

name equivalent to Greek Chalcis (>J.v.);

Kvfiivd connected with xrK(i[j.av8, 113, 705.

Cynosscma ("dog's monument"), the tra-

ditional tomb of Hecuba, 648.

Cypriote character go, on vases, 29S ; sj'lla-

bary. See Inscriptions, Trojan.

Cyprus, pottery of: flagons witl> female

heads, perhaps derived from Thera, 293

;

animal vases, 294 ; other forms, passim.

Cyzicus and Dascyliurn, Aeolian colonization

of, by Archelaus, s. of Orestes, 127.

DACTYLT, the Idaean, mythical metallur-

gists, 254, 236.

Daggers: bronze, Tr., broken and curled

up by the contiagration
; ])roofs of wooden

handles, 482 ; with couchaiit cow or ox

on handle, 3rd c, a ceremonial weapon,

504 ;—none in 4th c, 565 :—silver, roj^al

house, 3r 1 c, a ceremonial weajion, 499.

Banaics, connection with Egypt, 743, 744.

Dardanelles, present town of, 133.

Dardania, tbe Troad called from Dardanus,

119; name also in Samothrace, 124.

Dardania, dominion of Aeneas and the

Antenorids, 68, 133; defined by Strabo;

long and narrow; its boundaries, 134.

Dardania (or Dardantis, 119), c. of Dar-

danus, at foot of Ida, before sacred Dios

was founded in fie 2'>i(t^'^^- ^•'>^> 1^-i ; f-ti-

stroyed before Strabo's time, 134 ; not the

later Dardanus, 134, 174 h.

Dardanian, theScaean Gate so called, 143.

Dardanians, in the Troad, 123
;
play im-

portant part in the Iliad, 124 ; dominion

of Troy promised to tiieir prince Aeneas,

125 ; akin to, and confounded with, the

Tnjans, 134; the Dardani of Egyptian

records, 746, 750.

Dardanus, s. of Zeus and Klectra, 119;

crosses from Samothrace to the Troad,

119 ; adopted by Teucer, mariies h's <1.

Batieia, and succeeds him, 119, 152, 156,

642 ; or marries Chryse, who brought him

the Palladium, 6-12; builds the c. of Dar-

danus,119, 1.^2 (see 2)anZ«?H'«); not known

to Homer as an immigrant, 123 ; oldest

name in Homer's Trojan genealogy, 152 :

Lis sons llus and Erichthonius, 152 ; on

coins of X. I., 642.

Dardanus, Greek c. on the Hellespont, 134
;

excavations gave only fragments of Greek

pottery, 134.

Dareios, the Phrygian name of Hector,

704.

Dascylittm.. See Cyzicus.

Date of Fre-historic Troy, ] robably 1500-

1200 B.C., 292.

Davies, T., on the stone implements, 235.

Davies, Wm., on a Trojan fossil bone, 323.

Davis, E. J., ' Life in Asiatic Turkey,^ 374.

Debris, slanting layers thrown down from

the hill by successive inhabitants, 64,

328 ; section of, 328. See IDssarlik.

Deer, species of, in the Troad, 112.

Leiphobus, s. of Priam, 157 ; marries Helen
;

killed by Ulysses and INIenelaus, 101.

Demeter, Sf. Demetrius, confounded. 106.

Demetrius, grammarian of Scepsis (cir. n.c.

200-180), Homeric critic, bis 30 books of

Commentaries on the Catalogue (II. ii.),

174; visits Ilium, 173; first questions

identity of site at N. Ilium from jealousv

for Sce]isis, 168, 174 ; his objections, 174;

refuted, 175, 686-9 ; explanation of utter

destruction of Troy, a gratuitous assuiup-

tion, 175, 176
;

places the site of llios

at 'iXte'coi/ KwfiT), 79 (see Ilians, Village of

the) ; on source of Scamander, 58.

Dcndrinos. Mr. and Mrs., their hospitality

to trnvellors in Ithaca, 50.

Denmark; suspension-vases from, 215, 216 ;

other potterj', itc. passim.

Dennis, G., ' Cities and Cemeteries of
' Etniria,^ 129 et jiassim ; on pottery as

a t"st of race, 279.

Afvas'ApLcfiiKvne'Wov. Sec Amphikypellon.
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Dethier, Fh., on tlic Treasures found at

Troy, 189.

Dexid. See Phorki/s.

Deijrke, E. L., Jan., author's employer at

Hambur.2, 7.

Diademfi,i\\Q 2 golden, Tu. (Tlonier's TrXficrj)

avah(<Tiir}), 454 ri.; described, 454-7;

number of pieces in the chains, 457 ; the

goldsmith's \vork explained, 458.

Diadumeniamis, coin of, N. I., 647.

DlcaearchuH, his work on Alexander's sacri-

fice at Ilium, 171.

Dicf, game of, attributed by Herodotus to

the Lydians; one of stone, Oih c, G02.

Dio L'hrysostom, for N. 1. site of Troy, 210.

Diomedes fetches Philoctctes, LGO.

Dionyaius Pcriegetes for Tioy at X. I., 179.

Disc of bronze, showing a man with uplifted

arms, 3rd c, 513; not a coin, unknown

even in Homer's time, 514.

Discs, gold, Tr., 494 ; 3 with star-flower

pattern, Tr., unique at Troy, l)ut common

at Mycenae ; how manufactured, 500.

Discs, ivory ; with border, 5th c, 585 ; with

a scorfiiou and 2 curious animals ai in-

taglio, GOl.

Discs, stone, perforated ; of unknown use,

1st c, 247 ; stands for vases witii pointed

feet, 2nd c, 298.

Discs, terra-cotta, thin, perforated, of Ist c,

cut from broken pottery, prob.ibly weights

for spinning and weaving, 231
;
parallel

examples, 231; abundant in the 5 pre-

historic c, 42:^ ; of steatite, 443.

Discs, terra-cotta, lenticular, in shape of

watches, with 2 perforations: 6th c, with

a sign freqtient on Trojan whorls ; also

found in Italy and Transylvania, 601,

602;—in N. I., with stamped ligures,

human, animal, &c., seem to take place of

the whorls of former cities, 619, 620; foimd

through Troad and in Greece; probably

ex-votos, 620.

Dishes, terra-cotta ; 3rd c., tripod, wheel-

made, 306;—5th c, see Plates.

Dishes ((^laXdt), silver, found near the Trea-

sure, 43 ; one in the Tr., 470.

Distaff, with carhonized V03lle>i thread

wound round it, 3rd c, 3li7.

Dogs, remains of, in 3rd c, 319 ; footprints

of one, on bricks at Thymbra, 711.

Dohnens, suspension-vases from, 215, 216.

Dolphin, vertebrae of, 3rd c, 323; of an

extinct fossil species, 323.

Dominions of the Troad, 68, 132 f. : (I) of

Pandarus, the Lycians, 132 ; (2) of

Adrestus and Amphius, 132
; (3) of Asius,

133
; (4) of Aeneas, Dardauia, 133

; (5) of

Altes, the Leleges, 134 ; (6) of the Cili-

cians, 134 ; including (a) of Jiiition, the

'Jlieban Cilicia, 134-5; (h) of Mynes,

Lyrnessus, 136
;

(c) of Eurypylus, the

Keteioi (Hittites), 136; (7)of the Homeric

Arimi, 137
; (8) of the Asiatic Pelasyians,

138
; (9) of Priam, Ilios or Ilium {q.v.').

Door-socket (probably) of limestone, 2nd c,

304.

Doorways, rare in basements of Trojan

houses, except in the royal liouse, 53;

the 1 asenients were cellars, 317.

Dorian invasion of the Peloponnesus, various

dates and accounts of; probably in time

of Orestes, 1-7.

Douglas, li. K., on jf.de, 451 n.

Dtumhrek, village, at junction of two

branches of the Simois
;
geological forma-

tion, 71.

Doinnhreh Su, R., not the Thymbrius (as

Lechevalier held, 185), but the Simois,

76 ; a pure Turkish word= " abode of ice,"

answeii'ig to its nature, 77; fertile valley

of, its orchards, 109.

Dndeu—Swamp, one ' source of the Kali-

fatU Asmak, reclaimed by ]\Ir. Calvert,

99; its three springs, 108.

Diiffield, A. J., " On the lost Art of Harden-

ing Copper," A]'p. Vn., 737 f. (comp.

Copper) ; his discovery of the hard natural

alloy of copper with rhodium, on Lake

Superior, 738.

E, Cypriote character in an older form, on a

Trojan seal,' 415, 693.

Eagle: one species in Troad, Homer's nepKroi,

113;— gold, 3rd c, with ornan.euts like

eagle on Hittite sculptures, 503.

Ear-ring of electrum, Tr., 494.

Ear-rings, gold, 2nd c, 272 ;—3rd c, Tr.,

56 ; various patterns, and manufactme
;

the serpent pattern ; those like studs, with

pin and socket, 4^0; Inr-je, with ]ien-

dant chains and idols, 463-4 ; description

and construction, 464; with long pen-

dants, Tr., 485-8, 494; 2 pairs, heavy,

basket-shaped, with ornamentation of

rosettes, beads, &c. (pendants ] robably

lost), Tr., 496, 497 ; 2 large, with pen-

dants, rosettes, &c., Tr., 502 ; another,

502 ; of common Troj>m form, Tr., 490,

498 ; one fused on to a bracelet of electrum,

Tr., 492 ; others, Tr., 494 ; of simple form,

with s| iral ornaments, 498 ; with pendant

like a bell-clapper, 498; simple spirals,

for holding up the hair (Hom. 11. xvii.
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51, 52), 498 ; of serpent form, Tr., 487,

488, 490, 494; 2 massive, Tr., 498;

others, Tr., 503 ; of common Trojan form,

small, Tr., 502,503; boat-shaped (unique,

but also in silver), Tr., 503.

Ear-rings, silver, Tr., some cemented by

chloride, 492, 494 ; G cemented together,

Tr., 502.

EartJiqnake, signs of, in 2nd stratum, 21

Eckenhrecher, G. von, ' J)ie Lwje ties

Homcrischen Troja,^ 20, 169 et pussim ;

in favour of Hissarlik, 20.

EStion, dominion of, 68, 134 ; his capital at

Thebe, 135. See Cilicians of Thehe.

Eetion, discussion about his burial, 650.

Egg of aragonite, 3rd c, 430.

Egg, hell's, found at Thymbra, 319.

Egyiitum Porcelain. See Porcelain.

Egyptian Monuments, mention of Trojan

tribes on, 123 ; App. IX.

Eichthal, G. d\ ' Le Site de Troie sehn

Chevalier ou selon Schliemann,'' 188.

Eileithyia, the Asiatic goddess Yodeleth,

Moledeth, or Mylitta, 154.

Elueus, on the Thracian Chersonese, 105.

Elaeussa, coins of, at N. I., 612.

Elagabalus, coins of, N. J., 645, 646.

Electra, d. of Atlas, mother by Zeus of

lasion and Dardanus, 119.

Electrum (JjXeKrpov, also 'amber'), an alloy

of gold and silver; Homer's use of the

^vord ; its etymology, 273, 473 ; the ' jiale

gold' of Croesus's offerings at Delphi;

account of, by Pliny, 273 ; by Strabo, Pau-

sanias, Eustathius, 273-4 :—one brooch in

2ud c, 273 ; frequent in 3rd c, 273 ; fluted

goblet, Tr. ; foot, how put on, 467 ; small

goblet found in silver vase near the Tk.,

472 ; bars, Tr., 485-6, 493 ; car-rings,

Tr., 488, 494
;
pendant, Ti-., 494.

Elephant, known in W. Asia; on black

obelisk of Shalmaneser, 426-7. See Ivory.

Elias, St., fires ou his festival upon Ujek

Tei)eli, which is re::arded as his tomb,

perhaps by a confusion with llus, 658.

Elptnor, discussion about his burial, 650.

Embryos, human : 1st c, skeleton of, with its

motlier's ashes, 227, 323 ;—3rd c, two

others, 323
;
preservation of the bones, how

cx]ilained, 323 ; one dcsciibcd by Virchow,

512.

Pnnius mentions the recognition by the

Komans of N. I. as their fatherland, 173.

Epeius and Panopeus, makers of the wooden
horse, 160.

Ephcsiis, coins of, at N. I., 612.

Ererdii visited, 58.

Erichthonius, s. of Dardanus, his riches and

stud of mares ; his son Tros, 152.

Erineos (epii'tos, 'wild fig-tree'?), close

to walls of Troy ; its meaning discussed,

141-2.

EsJnnitn, riioenician= Apollo Israenius, 154.

EtJtnography of Vie 'Trojans, 119 f. (comp.

Trowl, I'rofivs); ancient tribes of the

Troad, 119-126 ; Aeolian colonization by

Achacans irom Peloponnesus and Aeolians

from Boeotia, 127 ; Lydian dominion and

settlers, 128 ; invasions of Trerians and

Cimmerians, Gauls ^Galatians), 130
;
pas-

sage of nations to and fro, 131.

Etruscan pottery, archaic, like that of 6th

stratum on Hissarlik, 685.

Etruscans, their Lydian origin generally

accepted in antiquity, but denied by

Dionysius ; arguments against ; their lan-

guage agglutinative, 129.

Eumaeus, house and stables of. See Ithacr.

EupJiorhus, s. of Panthuiis, a Trojan, called

a Uardanian, 134.

Eurydice, d. of Adrastus, w. of llus, 156.

Eurypylus, s. of Telephus and Astyoche, k.

of the Ceteioi on the Cai'cus, 37 (see

Ceteians); aids the Tiojans, 160; his

dominion, 68, 136; killed by Ntoplole-

mus, 160.

Evans, John; 'Stone Implements,' 2-Ld et

passim.

Evj'ilar, on the Scamander, visited, 57.

Excavations at Bounarhashi and the Bali

Dagh, by Von Hahn, ,1864, 19; by

Dr. Schliemann, 19.

Excavations at Hissarlik, by some Turks,

19 ; by Mr. Calvert, 20 ; Dr. Scldiemann's

])reliniinary (1870), 20; first year's work

(1S71), 21; second year's work (1872),

21 ; labourers, implements, and expenses,

21, 22, 24, 25; great platform on the,

N. sh)pe, 22 ; large trench from S. side,

23 ; ruins in upper strata demolished

in order to discover Tkoy, 23 ; second

jilatform on N. side, 23 ; abandoned,

23, 24 ; trench cut in its centre, 23, 24
;

dangers, difliculty, and discomforts, 24,

25, 3-!; great trench through the hill,

24, 25; third year's work (1873), 26;

new trench on N. side ; slopes for

removing debris, 27; aiiotlier large ex-

cavation; di.scover}' of street, 33; of a

large house, 34 ; of the double gates, 36
;

new trenches from N.W. and W., 40,

26"); discovery of the Treasure, 40 f.

;

obstacles to resumption (1875-6), 4-1-

;

resumed in 1878, fourth year, 50 ; the
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king or cliiefs house near the gate, 51
;

more treasures found there, 51-2 ; fifth

year's work (1879), 52 ; directed to circuit

walls of Troy, 53 ; area of the 3rd city

laid bare, 53 ; Virchow's speech on present

condition, GO; his defence of Schliemann's

method, G2 f. ; tlie 3rd, Burnt City, in a

hollow in tlie ndddle, 05. See also App.

T. and Frf.
Excavations at Jthaca (18G8 , 18, 48-50.

Exaivations at .1/?/ce/ioe, preliminary (1874),

43 ; in 1876, their great success, 20.

FACE-VASE^'>, urns with human tVes

found at Pomerellen and elsewliere in Ger-

many, &c., 292; not earlier than 1st or

2nd century B.C., described, 293 ; relation

to the Trojan, I'ref.

FaUow-dei-.r, horns of, sharpened for use as

awls, 3rd c, 431.

Faustina, the 'elder, coins of, N. I., 644 ; the

younger, coins of, N. I., 642, 643, 64.3.

Etediriij hottJcs for babies, 406, 407.

Feet of Vases, censers, 1st c, 223-1.

FeJlowes, ' ExrAirsioii in Asia Miiwr,^ 186.

Festus, I'riend of Caracalla, slain to provide

a Patroclus for new funeral games, 179.

See Ujek Tepeh.

Fibula, the buckle of the brooch, absence of at

Hissarlik,a signof highantiqnity, Prpf. xii.

Fick, ' hie ehematige SpracJieinJieit Eu-
ropa's,^ 121.

FiJ'th Fre-Iiisforic City of Troy, dis-

covered, to depth of 13 ft., 21 ; stratum

about 6 ft. thick, of houses of innod and

clay, 573 ; different arcliitectnro and

impleraentiS, 573 ; no stone hannners or

axes (except 2 or 3, one of white jade,

<]. V.) ; saddle-querns rare ; whorls different,

5 3; pottery inferior, 574 (see Pottery);

kitchen-refnse shot over hill, 574; all

infers a different race, with perhaps a

mixture of the 4th people, 574 ; doubt

whether they had city walls, 574 ; owl-

headetl vases, 574 f. ; idols, 576; ainpJii-

liypellon depas very small, 577 ; other

pottery (q. v.), 577 f. ; sciils, 5S2, 583

;

inscribed funnels, 582, 583 ; silex saw,

583 ; one (oidy) hammer of diorite, 583
;

other stone implements, 584
;
quoit, 584

;

mould, 585 ; -iii-sc of ivory, 585 ; weapons

nnd implements of bronze, 585-6.

Eiijs in Troad, 118.

Fig-tree ? (epiveos) of Troy, 141. See Erineos.

Figure, with well-modelled face, of terra-

cotta, 3rd c, 330; rude, perhaps a toy,

3rd c., 331.

Figures, rude, of terra-cotta or marble (comp

Idols).

Figures, in profile and in front, use of in

Greek paiiiling, and on sculptured rehefs

and coiiis, 624, 625.

Files, unknown at 'i'roy or Mycenae, 463.

Fillet (("iiJLTrv^), for the head,' gold, Tb., de-

scribed, 463 ; long plain gold, with holes

lor tying it, Tr., 502 ; another, orna-

mented, Tr., 503.

Fimbria takes and sacks N. Ilium (li.c. 85) ;

account of Strabo, 176; of Appian, 177.

Fire, 1st c. not destroj^ed by, 213, 264

;

coin[). Conjlagration.

Firmans for the excavations: 1871, 21;
1876, abortive through local opposition.

44 ; 1878, 45 ; 1879, for exploration of the

'I'uinuli, 54-5.

First Prt-historic City at Hissarlik, 45 to

53 ft. deep, discovered, 22 ; house-walls of,

54; excavation imperuct, why; built on

native rock and natural soil ; analysis of

its strata, 212; slope of strata; not de-

stroyed by fire ; no walls of defence found,

but a retaining wall, 213
;
pottery, 213 f,

;

2 funeral urns (q. f; ) on native rock, 227
;

terra-cotta whorls (q. v.), 229
;
perforated

discs Op V.) of terra-cotta or marble, 231

;

rude figure of terra-cotta, 231, 232 ; im-

plements of stone ; saddle-querns, 234
;

mortars and pestle, 235 ;
polishers, 236,

237 ; corn - bruisers or mullers, 236
;

jwunders; hammers; axes or celts, 237;

jade, its great interest, 238 f. ; silex saws,

and knives of flint and obsidian, the o dy

sdex implements ever found in any of

the 'pre-historic cities of Hissarlik, 245-

247; potsherds with jiair of eyes, 217,

247 ; whet-stones ; mould of mica-slate,

248; metal ornaments and implements,

249 f. ; absence of iron, proof of hijh

antiquity, 252 ; sources of these metals,

253 f. (comp. Metuh); bone and ivory

objects, 261, 262 ; no indication of its fate.

Fischer, Professor, on the Trojan jade axes,

240-2.

Fish of wood, Srd c, 423.

Fish-bones found at Troy, species, 318. 322.

Fish-hook, bronze, Srd c, 504-

Fishing, followed by Trojans ; why not

mentioned in the Iliad, 321, 322.

Fish-spine ornament, 216, 280 ; on a Trojan

tripod ; on gold goblets at Mycenae ; on

terra-cottas in Denmark, Hungary,&c.,356.

Flagons (oenochoae) : of Thera and Cyprus,

with female cliarncterisiics, 293 ; double,

of 2nd c. ; and in all the later pre-historic
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c.
;

parallel forms from Rhodes, Egypt,

Cyprus, and Tiiera ; also from Swiss

lake-dwelliiigs, Lusatia, Posen, and Peru,

294, 295 ;— of 3rd c, with piece cut out

of mouth, common in 3rd and 4tli c, 380,

387 ; with double spouts, one behind the

other, 384 ; or side by side ; similar ones

found only in Cyprus, Germany, and Hun-
gary, 385 ; with long neck and trefoil

mouth, 38G ; similar in Museum at Bou-

logne, at Athenr,, from Cyprus, Thcra,

and Mycenae, 387 ; with neck l)ent back,

388 : with upright spout, 388, 389 ; fine

grey, with inc'sed bands, and plant-like

band round neck, 392 ;—4tii c, of various

forms, wheel-made and hand-made, 548 f.

;

with 2 necks, side by side ; with one spout

in front of the other, unique, 553.

Flint Implements. See Silex.

Floors, in 2ad c, of beams, not planks,

274 ; covered with clay, 275 ; the same

in 3rd c, 30, 313 ; of limestone slabs, 30
;

of polished stone in a Greek house, 33.

Flora of the Troad, Barker Webb's accotuit,

116 f. ; oaks, especially the valnnea, 116
;

Homer's ]lctures; flowers of Scamander,

lotus, apium, vegetation by the river-

sides; flowers on Gargarus, 117; second

zone of forests ; wine-making
;

grapes,

Avater-melons, Sic. ; oil ; Solanum and Se-

same, use of seeds for food, mentioned

by Homer; leguminous plants; cotton;

Indian corn ; silk ; figs and pomegranates
;

a field of wheat under the walls of Troy.

118.

Flower, W. //., Prof., on vertebrae of fish

found at Troy, 323.

Flowers, on whorls, 419, 420, Sec. ; one of

marble, at Thymbra, 712.

Flutfs, ivory, pieces of, 3rd c, 425, 426;

bone, at Tiiymbra, 712.

Food of the Trojans, described by Virchow

from remains in the Burnt C, 318 f.

;

conchjlia (q. v.) best preserved ; fish ; no

remains of tortoise; bones of higher verte-

brates abundant, 318; few birds, chiefly

wild, vo domestic foul ; bones of domestic

animals in moderate quantities, chiefly

sheep, goat, and horned cattle ; Tr(»jans

not great meat eaters ; few pigs ; few horses

and (logs (not food, but carcases not thrown

out of c); many fallow-deer horns and

boars' tusks ; bones made into small in-

struments (see Aids, Needles, Scrapers,

Sec), 319; vegetable substances, much
burnt grain, chiefly wheat, 319, 320;

leguminous plants
;
question about pease,

320, 321 ?/. ; beans, 321 :—remains of at

Thymbra, 711.

Forbiger, ' IJandbuch der alleti Geograpliie^

187.

ForcJihammer, ^Topographische tend pitysio-

yrajihische Beschreibung der Ebene von

Tioit,' 90, 1.S7
;

' Daduchos, t&c ,' 187;
' i^camandros,'' 187.

Forts, two quadrangular, X. I., 610.

Forty Kyes (Turk. Kirk Gios), the springs

at Bounarba,shi, 55. See Bouiiarbasld.

Fossil vertebra oi an extinct species of

dolphin, 3rd c, its source, 323 ; use of

fossils for ornaments, 323.

Fountains, vessels with spouts in the side

jierhaps placed under to drink from, 3rd c,

406.

Fourth Cify on the site of Troy, stratum of,

13-20 ft. deep, dif^covered, 21 ; house-

walls, many stone implements and pot-

tery, 21 ; large building in, 23 ; founded on

soil, ashes, and bricks, covering the debris

of the 3rd c, with clay-cakes to consoli-

date foundations, 310;—described, 518 f.;

Tradition of continuous habitation con-

tirmed by the pickaxe and spade; part of

Burnt C. escaped the fire ; objects still of

the same character, idols, bronze and bone

battle-axes, vases, liandles, and saddle-

querns, whorls and balls ; "diflerences, j>ot-

tery (q. v.) coarser, stone implements more

mimerous; great masses of shells (kitchen

refuse) in the houses, a sign of low civiliza-

tion, 518 ; absence of large cit}^ walls, 518,

519; those of 2nd and 3rd c. left undis-

turbed beneath the debris ; evidence at the

gate that the same road was still used, 519
;

walls of defence outside circuit of 3rd c. (see

n a/As); no brick used; diflerencc ofdomts-

tic architecture, an argument against con-

tinuous habitation; ])0ttery, its character,

520; owl-headed female vases, 521 ; other

vases and pottery (7. v), 525 f. ; crucibles

and other objects of terra-cotta and clay,

558 f. ; animal figures, 560 ; a lyre, 560-1
;

seals, 561 ; whorls and balls, 562-4, 571,

572; implements of bronze, 564; a lead

wheel, 565 ; objects of ivory, 565, 566
;

moulds, 567, 568 ; stone hammers and

axes, 568, 569 ; corn-bruisers, 569, 570

;

other stone implements, 570;—its end

unknown, no trace of catastrophe, 574.

Fonl, domestic, no traces of among 'I'rojan

food, 319.

Franklin, W., ' Ilemarlcs, Sc. on the Plain

of Troy,^ 186.

Frick, 0., ' Zur Troischen Frage,^ 188.
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Frogs, innumerable about Hissarlik, 38.

FroUcli, K, l\ev., 3 n.

FruUch, Ida, 4 n.

Frontlet, gold, with holes for tying it, Tr.,

493. See also Diadem, Fillet.

Funeral Jiites, performance of, in Homer,

without interment, 650.

Funeral Urns. See Urns.

Funnels, tcrra-cotta : 3rd c, probably for

metallurgy, 410, 411 ; numerous in 3rd,

4th, and 5th cities, 410 ;—2 in 5th c
,

inscribed with Cypriote character mo (for

*' measure "), like one found at Kouyunjik,

perhaps brought to Nineveh from Gyges,

411, 582-3 ; terra-cotta, sieve-like, per-

forated, 577.

Fiirstenherg, in Mecklenburg- Strelitz,

author's life at, 6.

GALAT]ANS (Gauls) invade the Troad
;

their 3 tribes ; settlements on the Helles-

pont, in Aeolis and Ionia ; conquer Asia

JVlinor to the Taurus; exact tribute from

Syria ; final settlements in Ga-latia, 130
;

Ilium unfortified in their time, 173 ; im-

l)lies some sudden temporary decay, G89.

Gazettes. See Clay-cakes.

Gallienus, coins of, N. I., 644, 645.

Ganymedes, 3rd s. of Tros, carried away to

be cup-bearer to Zeus, 153 ; on coins of

N. I., 642, 647.

Gargarus, M. (Kaz Dagh), highest summit
of Ida, height, 58, 68 ; contains sources

of Scaraander, 58, 69 ; shrine of Zeus on,

G8; mentioned three times by Homer;
geological formation, 69; forests of, 110;

Howers on, 117 ; nuptials of Zeus and

Here, 117, 118.

Gate, the Scacan (2/cfuot rrvXai), of Troy

;

also called Dardanian ; derivation of the

name ; why plural ; Dr. Eyssenhardt

upon, 143 ; tower over it, 144
;
placed by

_ ^Lcchevalier at Bounarbashi, 185.

; Gates, the duuble, (if Tioy, :\\'>
; liri-ht above

^ sea and bel.jw hiil, 53 ; erected by second

settlers, usi d bv the third, 2C5-7

;

described
;

[liers luwered .by second sct-

\ tiers ; the doors of the gates were wood
;

\ third gate, with a wicket ; wooden tower

\ over them inferred from the ashes, 266
;

\ covered up in 4th c, but the way out

;
still used

;
proof from the section of the

debris, 519; Vircliow upon, 684 .

Gazelles in the Truud, 112.

Gell, ' Geography and Antiquities of Ithaca'

48n. ; imaginary Palace of Ulysses, 49;
^Topography of Troy,' 186.

Gelzer, ^Fine Wandcrtmg nacli Troja,' 188.

Gems, incised, ])icked up at N. I., chiefly

Koman, few Macedonian, none of great

artistic value; subjects; absence of rings

e.\[ilained; great value in antiquity, 612.

Gensdarmes, escort of, their value, 51, 52, 57.

Geology of the Troad, 70 (see Troad) ; chain

of volcanic rock from Hellespont to Aegean,

aframe for the 'J'rojan Plain, 678.

Geryis (Gergetha, Gergithus), Greek city in

the Troad, identitied by Mr. Calvert with

ruins on the Bali Dagh, 19 ; the treasury

of Queen Mania, 55 ; city of tiie 'J'eu-

crians, 121; origin of Gergithian Sib\l,

122 ; destroyed by Attains I. of Perga-

mus, G31
;
prob. the Gergesh of Egyptian

records, 747 ; coins of, at N. I., 612.

Gergitha, new town of, probably referred to

in an inscription, N. I., 631.

Germany, suspension-vases found in, 222,

223 ; other antiquities, pmssim.

Geta, coins of, N. I., 643, 644, 646, 647.

Gilding on copper knil'e, 1st c, the only

case in the pi'e-historic cities, l)ut frequent

at Mycenae, 251, 252
;
plating silver with

gold mentioned by Homer, 258.

Giuliano, C, on Trojan goldsmith's work,

248, &c. ; of the Treasures, 458 f.

Gladstone, Et. Hon. W. F. : Poseidon a

sign of Phoenician relations, 50, 125;
' Homer's Place in History ;' ' Homeric

Synchronism I and 'Horner^ 190 et fas-

sira; on progress of sculptured images of

deities, 233 ; Homer's wXf /err) dvabtafjiT],

455.

Glass buttons, balls, and beads, 3rd c, the

only objects of glass foimd in the pre-

historic cities at Hissarlik, 429.

Glass beads, ornamented, N. I., 622.

Glancopis. See Athene Glaucopis.

Go, or Ko, Cypriote, on Trojan vases, 298.

Goblets, terra-cotta (comp. Caps) : 1st c, red

like the clay and gohUn at Mycenae, 224,

225 ; like those of lalysus in Phodes

;

others elsewhere, 225 ; two - handled.

Homer's SeVay cifj.(f)iKvneXkov (see Amphi-
kypellon), 299 ;—3rd c, two-handled,

nearly all lustrous-red, a few lustrous-

black, 372, 373 ;—5th c, small, 578.

Goblet, gold fluted, Tr. ; how made, 466-7
;

electrum, ^JV. See Electrum.

fCods, an inseparable part of the Trojan

I legend, 674 and Pref
Gold, obtained from Phrygia ; mines in the

Troad, 253 ; imported by Phoenicians from

Arabia, 258-260 (comp. Ophir); obtained

by Egyptians from Phoenicia, Punt
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(Arabia), and Xubia, 261 :—Semitic deri-

vation of xpvo-os points to importation by

Phoenicians, 481 ;^Trojan gold mostly

very pure, and thus the easier to work,

458, 461 ; various degrees of alloy, 497 ;

—

lumps or nuggets of, large and small, Tr.,

493 ; one very large, bell-shaped, 493-4.

Gold Oi-naments,3vd c, in an owl-vase, 341
-2

; in silver vase of Tk., 461-2 ; spirals,

large and small, Tr., 502; abundant at

Mycenae, 502. See Treasurt's.

Gold rings, 2nd c, 272.

Gold vessels of the great Tr., 464-467

;

unique
;
probably imported, 467.

Gold-beating, 258.

Gold, C'itg of, the burnt city was also, 684

and Pref. xiv., xvi.

Goldsmitlis work, Trojan, explained by Mr.

Giuliano, 458 f. ; soldering known, 458 f.

;

also the blowpipe, 460 f.

Gomperz, Th., Prof., bis attempteil decipher-

ment of Trojan inscriptions, (.92.

Gordianus III., coins of, N. I., 643-4, 647.

Gorgythion, s. of Priam, epically connected

with Gergis and the Teucrians, 121.

Grain : carbonized, in cupboard-like recesses

in Trojan houses, 317, 320 ; in a few of

the large j^'i^'oi, 379 ; receptacles for, in

the soil, at Thymbra, 711.

Granicus (Greriicus, Hom.), P., rises in Ida,

68; described; victory of Alexander the

Great upon, 100.

Gras, grandson of Orestes, leads Aeolian

colonists to Lesbos, 128.

Graves, Thomas, Commander, Map of the

Troad, 187.

GreeJc, wrong method of teaching at school

;

mode recommended by the author ; con-

firmed by Prof. Virchow's experience,

15 n. ; modern before ancient Greek, 15
;

English pronunciation condemned, accord-

ing to accents vindicated, 16.

Greek Camp. See Camp.
.

Greek Expedition^against Troy : 10 years'

preparation ; 186 ships and 100,000 men
assembled at Aulis; superior by 10 : 1 to

Trojan^»nd allies, V^^5J^ reaches the

Troad/ 158^ See Troy, History of.

Greeks, known to Egyptians as pirates; tra^^

vellers, &c. ; by name of Vinen (' the

celebrated 'Vjirobably a translatioa of

"EWrjpfs, nj^', ill older records IJaneb,

746 ; on tmfcoast of the Libyan nome
;

the seat of 'J'rojan legends, 750.

Grohmann, ^Apollo Smintheus und die Be-

dentiing dcr Mduse in der Mythologic,'' 122.

Grote, ' History of Greece,^ 20 et passim

;

for the Hissarlik site, 20, 168, 189, £09,

210 ; on Ilium and the Pomans, 171.

Grotto of the Nymphs, in Ithaca, identified

and described; its two entrances; stalac-

tites which suggested Homer's urns, am-
phorae, and looms of the Kymphs, 49.

Gutter of sandstone, in 4th citj', 23.

Gyges, k. of Lydia {cir. 698-660 d.c),

possesses the Tioad ; settles Lydians at

Abydos ; embassy to, from Xineveli, 128 ;

• aids Psamnieticlius I. against Assyria,

130 «. ; defeated and beheaded by Cimme-

rians,130 ; his tribute to Assurbanipal,698.

Gypsum, curious object of, probably orna-

ment of a box, 3rd c, 514.

HADRIAN, coin of, N. I., 647. '

Hagia Trias, cemetery at Athens, example

of later polygonal masonrj^, 57^ 192.

Hagios Demetrios Tepeh, with a chapel of the

saint, and ruins of a temple, probably of

Demeter ; the goddess and saint conlused,

106, 650 ; its lofty site above the sea, 650
;

explored by the author, with Prof. Virchow

and M. Burnouf ; merely a limestone rock,

no trace of sepulchres
;
pilgrimages to the

shrine, 669.

Iluhn, 6r. 2-o«, Austrian Consul, excavations

of, at Bounarbashi in 1864, 19 ; ^Ausgra-

hungen avf der IlomeriscJien I'ergamos ;'

his opinion on Horner's Troy, 187.

Hairpins: gold, witii spiral heads, Tr., 488-

490 ; electrum, Tr., 493
;
gold, with oc-

tagonal head, Tr., 498 ; veiy pretty, with

rosettes and spirals, how made, 498-9.

Ilalil Ovusi, beautiful plain of, on the

Simois, with village of Halil Eli, 109.

Halizonians or Alizonians, allies of the Ti'o-

jans, 158 ; identified by Strabo with the

Chalybes, 253.

Halo of rays, on reliefs and coins, dates from

Alexander the Great, 625.

llahjs, R., E. limit of Aryan races before

. 8th cent. B.C., 120 ; country W. of, first

known to Assyrians cir. 665 B.C., 128.

Hammers, stone : 1st c, 237 ;—L'nd c, 275
;

perforated, 275, 276;—3rd c, 439-441;

very numerous, csp. in 3rd and 4tli c,

441 ; drilling often unfinished, parallel ex-

amples, 439 ; massive, of diorite, 451, 452
;

—4th c, perforated and grooved, 568,

569 ;—of diorite, the only one in 5th c.

;

similar found in California, 583.

Hampel, Dr. J., * Catalogue de VExposition

prcltistorique des Mitsees, etc. de la Ilon-

grie,' 222 et passim.

Hana'i Tepeh, mound of ruins of iirc-historic

3 u
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Tliynibni, excavated by Mr. Calvert, with

tlie help of Dr. Scliliemann, 77, 108,

706 (App. IV.). See Thymbra.

Ilandmill, curious ancient, on M. Aetos

in llliaca, 48. See tiuddlt-querns.

Jfisper, W., his works on the Site of Troy

ami Dr. ISchliemann s Discoveries, 187.

IlatJior, Egyptian cow-goddess, hke Greek

lij, 288, and App. IX.

IlutzfcJdt, Count, German Ambassador to

the Porte, aids in obtaining firman, 55.

IJaug, Dr. M., discovers Cypriote writing

on objects from Hissarlik, GDI ; liis

attem])ts at decipherment, 692.

Ilecabe, Hecuba, d. of Cisseus, w. of Priam, a

Phryjzian princess, 120, 156 ; her tomb, 648.

Hector, s. of Priam, 157 ; but, according to

some, of Apollo, 157 n. ; his name Phry-

gian, meaning 'a stay,' 120; called

Dareios by the Phrygians, 704 ; his house

on the Pergamos, 140 ; his dominion,

Troy in the nariower sense, from the

Naustathmus to Cebvenia, 68, 1?,8; liis

" helmet crest " and " lini>r-li;iir plmnc
"

(Tlom.) illustrated, 512 n. (see J/r/,u<fs);

wofsTiTpped at N. I. ; his sanctniu y ;!ii(l

.statue, 165, 181; sacrifices and games
at N. I. in his honour, 670-1 ; '^/lector <f
the llians;' coins of N. 1., 170, 642-7.

Hfctor and Achilles, combat of. See Achilles.

Hector, funeral and tumidus of, described in

H. xxiv., a real tomb, not a cenotaph

;

but this book is later and jirobably repre-

sents the Lydian mode of burial, 670;

the tomb of Hector claimed by jihrynium,

also by N. I., 670 ; also by Thebes in

Boeotia, 671.

Hector, Tumulus of, on the Bali Dagh, 651;

cntisists of small stones; excavated by

Sir John Lubbock, nothing found, 656.

Heldreich, Th. von. Professor, list of Plants

of the Troad, 727 f.

Helen, wife of Menelaus, canied off by
Paris, 157; married to Deiphobus; re-

covere<l by Menelaus, 161 ; Ei:y[itiau story

of her detention in Egypt and restoration

to IVIenelaus there, 161 n.,-l, 747, 748.

Helenus, s. of Priam, captured by Ulysses;

his prophecy of the fall of Troy, 160;

carried away by Neoptolemus ; succeeded

him as king of Chaonia; married Andro-

mache', and founded the Molos>ian line of

kings, 164.

Hellanicus, his TpcoVVd ; testimony for the

N. I. site, 168, 689 ; censured as partial

by Demetrius and Hestiaea, 168, 176.

Hellespont, the N.W. boundary of Priam's

r^'

dominion, 67 ; no evidence of growth of

the Plain of Troy towards, 84 ; soundings

in, bearing on question of alluvial de-

posits, 86 ; the sea has advanced on the

land, 91 (comp. Alluvial Deposits, Plain

of Troy, Hcamunder), view of, from His-

sarlik, 105
;
passage of nations to and fro

across, 131 ; H. and Bosporus, ferities

between Europe and Asia, 131 ; narrowest

between Sestosand Abydos, 133; historical

and poetic interest of, 679, 680.

Hlmets, Trojan, fragments of bronze, found

near Tr., 473 ; on skulls of two Trojan

warrijrs, 30, 507; fractured and decayed

by chloride, but up|ier j art preserved, 512
;

the crest ((f)d\os} which held tlie plume,

characteristic of Homer's warriors, 512 &
«. ; its two jjieces recmposed, 513; like

arrangement on Mycenean intaglios, 513 n.

Henninr/ Bradenkirl, legend of, 2, 3.

Henning, Dr. Car?, contribution of Julian's

letter about N. I., 180 (see Jidian) • his

' Neu Dion; 189.

Hephaestus, and his sons the Cabiri, in

Phrygia, 255.

flepner, W., Consul-general of Prussia at

Amsterdam, aids author, 9.

Heptaporus, P., rises in Ida, 68, 100.

JJera or J/ere Boopis (^owttls), the coio-

headed or co?w-/acec? goddess, argument on,

282 f. ; confirmed by the excavations at

Mycenae, 282-3, 290 ; comiection with the

raoon-goddess, the Egy[)tian Isis, and the

Pelasuian lo, the later Here', 282-5 ; thn e

s'ages of the symbolism (comp. Atltene

iilaucupis) ; I'rugsch-Bey on, App. IX.

Htra-ldols at Mycenae and Tiryns, a sacred

tradition, like the Palladium i<lols of Troy,

331.

Heracleum, coins of, at N. I., 612.

HeraMes, rejiresentative of the Phoenicians;

cYcleof myths, of Semitic origin, 125; kills

the sea-monster ; is defrauded by Laome-

don, takes Troy, and kills Laomedon and

his sons, except Podarces (Priam, q. v.),

125, 156.

Hercher, R., * Ueber die Homerische Ebene

von Troja,' 188.

Fere', why hostile to Troy, 157.

Hermae, 621 ; key in shape of, N. I., 621.

'erodotus on the Egyptian storyjiLHelea-,

and^he Tfojaii War, 161 m., f^

Hesione, d. of Laomedon, w. of Telamon,

ransoms Priam with her veil, 125, 156.

Hestiaea, of Alexandria-Troas, wrote Com-

mentaries on the Iliad ; questioned the N.

I. site ; objections refuted, 168, 174, 175.
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Bicetaon, s. of Laomcdon, 156.

Hipparchiis, a member of the llian council,

in the time of Augustus, named on two

inscriptions, 632.

IJippodameia, d. of Anchises, married to

Alcathoiis, son of Aesyetes, 147.

IJipjoojwtamus, Trojan terra-cotta vessel

in sliape of, sign of connection with

Egypt, 377.

Hissarlik (the 'fortress hill'), at X.W.
corner of site of the Greek Ilium; tirst

visited by the author (1868) ; supposed

to be the Acropolis of Iroy, Priam's Per-

gamas ; height of the hill ; excavations by

villagers ; coins of Antiochus III. ; autho-

rities for identity with 'I'roy (comp. iSite

of Homer's i//os), AUj^author's prelimi-

nary excavations (T5?0) ; enlargement of

the hill, 20 ; first year's work at (1871),

21; second year's work (1872), 21-26;

appearance of the hill, 22 ; the side formed

chiefly of Greek debris, 23 ; increase of,

proyedj^j)steep slope on N., N.E., N.W.,

and W.7^; only l-25th part of the Greek

Ilium, 39; anciently much lower tlmn

nowj_40; successive increase of arcawTtli

each settlement, by debris thrown down,

63-65, 264, 328 ; site of, on W. spur of

ridge running E. to Oulou Dagh, 109 ; five

distinct pre-historic settlements on, 131;

Mr. Gladstone on desirableness of the spot,

131; hill probably levelled for Acropolis

of N. I., 588 ; Virchow on Troj'' and His-

sarlik, App. I. and I'ref. (comp. Troy) ; the

strata not of the Stone age, 685 ; the oldest

known settlement in Asia Minor of a pre-

historic people of some advance in civili-

zation, 685.

Hissing at demons by early Cliristians, 181.

Ilittite art: Assy ro- Babylonian origin, in-

fluence in Asia Minor and Greece ; time

of its introduction ; sculptures at Boghaz

Kioi and Eyuk ; syllabary also brought in

by them, 694, 700-702,

Ilittite eagle like one at Troy, 503.

Ilittite mina, its relation to the \veights't)f

Asia Minor, 471.

Tlittites. Sec Ceteians, Kheti.

Ilo(j (V) of ivory, 3rd c, 423.

Ilolkion, Etruscan and Greek, like a bronze

cup of the 6th c, 605.

Iloltz, E. Jj., author's first employer, at

Fiirstenbcrg, 6.

Homer, recitation of by a drunken miller, 6
;

author's repeated perusal of, 14 ; admir-

able jiainter of nature, 117, 118jjjjs al-

leged exaggeration answered, /I98-Q^^ h's

nse of fixed epithets, :283,', date usually

assigned to him, 9th cent. B.C., 355 ;
" the

Sun of ail ancient literature," 517 ; the

question of unity left untouclied^l7
;

his poems based on real facts, 672^ he

liiust have lived m the 'li'oad, and looked

on The prospect Irom Hi ssarlik^P 74^^67^)^
aniVTref. xv. ; his song not pure fiction

after all ,_hjs poems never to be lost by the

young, 685y <o augment the universal love

for aiuTs/udy of his poems the one object

and renurd of the author's xvork, 672.

Homer, Casket Edition of, by Alexander

and the pupils of Callisthenes and Anax-
archus, 172.

Homer, School of (so called). See Ithaca.

Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, on the Phiy-

gian and Trojan languages, 120.

Honey, perforated vessels for draining from
• comb, common in 3rd and 4th c, 373.

Horace, prophecy of Juno about Ilium, dis-

cussed, 204 f.

Horns of fallow-deer, abundant in 3rd c, 319.

Horse, the: Ilium thrice taken by means of,

by Herakles, Agamemnon, and Chari-

demus (q.v.),110. Comp. Wooden Horse.

Horse, unknown in Troad in pie-historic

age, contrast to Homer, 711.

Horse, cup in shape of, and spout in shape

of horse's head, 4th c, 594, 595 ; frequent

among the Etruscans, the Greek rhyton

(Dennis), 595 ; similar in Berlin and Brit.

Mus. from Etruria, 595 ; on clay disc of

N. I., 619.

Hor>-e-ha'r plume oi Trojan helmets, 512-13.

Horse-trappings (probably), ivory ornaments

for: 3rd c, 4j;7 ; Homer's allusion to such

use of dyed ivory, 427 ;—4th c, 566.

House of King or Chief in the Burnt C,
discovery and situation of, to right and

left of the gate, 36, 211 ; its treasures,

270 ; drawing of, by Dr. Moss, 324, 325
;

house-walls of small stones joined with

earth; filled with ashes, shells, pottery,

bones, &c., 324-5 ; corridor, 326 ; cham-
bers, 327 ; buried under bricks and ashes

of upper storeys, 327 ; comparison of with

Priam's palace, 320, 327; Virchow's re-

marks on it, 084.

Houses, first discovery of, 30 ; skchitons of

warriors found in, 30 ; large Greek, 33; a

large one on the street, 34 ; another older

to right and left of the gates, probably the

town-chiefs house (see prec. art.), 36

;

why so regarded, 51 ; of 3rd c. laid bare

;

substructions only, used for cellars, en-

tered only from above, 53; construction
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like i)resent houses of the Troad, 53 ; of

poorer classes in a suburb, 54.

Houses, Trojan, resemblance between ancient

and modern, 314-317; roofs, how made

in both, 214 ;— of 1st c, 54 (com p. House-

walls) ;—of 2nd c, built of stones coatcil

wiih clay, '-04, 274 ; but some with walls

of clay, -C4 ; remains of one, described by

I>urnouf, 2G9 ; stone house, destroyed by

fire, with female skeleton and ornaments,

270; another, burnt, of small stones (as

at Thera), with holes for beams of upper

storey, 274 ; another below, burnt, with

calcined floor of beams, not planks, 274,

275 ;—of 3rd c, some on walls of 2nd c,

2G8 ; basements of small stones joined

with earth, 30, 33 ; up|ier parts of

slightly-baked brick, 520 ; floors of clay,

generally vitrified, 313 ; sometimes on

flagstones, burnt like asphalt, 313 ; floors'

of upper storeys of beams, covered with

clay, which has run down in vitrified

lun)p^, 313; domestic architecture like

that of the modern Tmad, described by

Virchow, 314-17 ;—of 4th c, 520 (see

House-u-alls) •,—oi 5th c, of wood and

clay, 573;—at Tliymbra, of brick, 709:

absence of doors and windows as at His-

sarliic, indicating substructions of wooden

houses, 710.

House-icaUs, pre-historic, dug through by
Greek llians, 211 ;—of 1st c, of rough

stones from the neighbourhood, 54 ;—of

2nd city, below chiefs house of 3rd city,

270, 327 (see Houses') ;—of 3rd city, of

small stones and earth, 30, 33; labyrinth

o*', 31; plastered with earth and ashes,

whitened with a wash of clay, 32G ;—of

4th c, of stones joined with clay, perhaps

some clay walls, but no brick, 520.

Huckle-bones (daTpdyaXoi). See Astragals.

Hi'tckstaedt, Tlieodor, author's second em-
ployer at Fiirstenl)erg, G.

Human ashes in an urn of the 1st c,

227.

Human heads: well modelled, 3rd c, 330;
helmeted, on clay disc of N, I., 610.

Hiinengrab of Goldenitz in Mecklenburg,'

vase from, 222.

Huron Indians, their hard copppr weapons,

738. See Copper, hardening of.

lALTSrS, goblets from, like those of 1st

city, 225.

Jasion, s. of Zeus and Electra, killed by a

thunderbolt, 119.

Ibexes on clay discs of N. I., 619.

Ibrahim I'asha, governor of the Darda-

nelles, obstructs the excavations, 44.

Ida, mountains oi', ascended, 57 ; fine forests,

58 ; sources of the Scamander, 58 ; Ho-
meric epithets of; extent and branches;

rivers of, 68 ; wild bea>ts in forests of,

110; named by Teucrians from Ida iu

Crete, 121 ; view of from I'jek Tepeh, 679.

yt/o/, only one mentioned iu Homer, 233; Mr.

Gladstone on the progress of the art, 233.

Idols (and rude human figures): of 1st c,

terra-cotta, 231 ; marble, 232 ; with in-

cisions representing bird-like face, hair,

female breasts, and girdle, probably

copies of the Palladium, 232 ; their ex-

treme rudeness, 233 ; of ivory, 262 ; all

female, and connected with Athene through

the owl, 281 (comp. Athene Glaucopis) ;

—of 3rd city, a sacrtd tradition of the

Palladium, 329 ; not for want of plastic

ability, 330; with female breasts and

liair, necklaces, and wing-like projections,

331; of terra-cotta, 331, 332; marble,

332-336 ; bone, 332, 336 ; trachyte,

332 ; remarkable figure (idol?) of diorite,

337 ; most remarkable idol of lead,

with rt on vulva, and goat's horns,

337
;

probably an Aphrodite, 338 ; the

only similar figures found in Attica and

the Cj^lades, S38 ; Lenormant upon, 338
;

prototype in the Babylonian Zarpanit

(Lenormant) or the Artemis Xana of

Chaldea (Sayce), 338-9, 694 ;—in 4th c.

like 3rd, 518 ; marble, resembling Baby-

loni.in figures of Nana, 522-4 ; slate and

marble, with owl's face, 524 ;—of terra-

cotta and marble, more plentiful in 5th

c. than in any before, 576, 577 ;—6th c,

terra-cotta, 602-3;— terra-cotta figure,

picked up near Yeni Shehr, like the Trojan

idols, 671.

Idols, gold, pendant, on the Diadems (q. v.),

456 f., and ear-rings, 464, of the great

Til. 5 on breast-ornament, Tr., 500, 501

;

on car-ring, Tr., 502.

Ile'ian. Plain ('iXr'jiov Tvebiov), 139 ; between

Troy and Ida, 145.

Iliad, scope of, 51 days of the 10th year of

the war, 158; events from wrath of Achilles

to funeral of Hector, 158-9 ; the transac-

tions of single days, a test of distance of

Troy from Hellespont, 195 f. ; Bk. xxiv.

a later addition, 649 ; author probably a

native of Smyrna, well acquainted with

Lydia, 670.

Hians, Village of (^ikuav Kw/x?;), site of

Homer's Ilium according to Demetrius of
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Scepsis and Strabo, 79, 175 ; followed by
Clarke and Eennell, 188, 208 ; on Mr.

Calvert's I'arm of Akshi Kiel or Thymbra,

108, 175, 176 ; site explored ; no debris,

and few potsherds ; small natural rampart

of sand, which may have misled Deme-
trius, 108.

Jlios, " the Sacred " ("lAtos, name of Troy in

Homer, once only "Wiov), 130 ; founded i7i

the Plain later than Dardania, lo-i ; name
of the citij only, 139 (corap. Troy); had

the Vau or Dii;amma, FiXms, 139 ; Homeric

epithets, 139; built by Ihis, on hill of the

Piirysian Ate', 153, 15G. Sec Site of

Homers llios and Troy.

Ilium, personified, on coins of N. I.,

64(3.

Ilium, the Greek city. See Novum Ilium.

Ilium, a city in Thrace, 12-1.

lliuna or Iriuna, supposed Egyptian name
for Ilium, should rather be read Ma-una,

Maeonia, 123, 747.

Ilus, s. of Dardanus, 152.

Ilus, s. of Tros, and grandson of Ilus, 152
;

head of the Trojan line, 153 ;
goes to

Phrysia, whence guided by a cow of many
colours, he builds Ilium, 153, 156, 643

;

and receives tlie Palladium {q. v.') from

Zeus, 153; eponyra of Ilium, 154, 156;

father of Laomedon, 156 ; on coins of

N. I., 643.

Ilus, tumulus of {m]^a "lAou), in Homer,

81, 147, 200; [lillar near, whence Paris

shot at Diomed ; a<:ora held by Hector

near; on riyht or left bank of Scamander,

147 ; the discrejiancy explained by the

spuriousness of 11. xxiv. 670; on rt. bank
of Kalifatli Asmak, N. of Koum Kioi,

669; a natural hill of sand, almost de-

stroyed by the plough, 83, 669; circular

depression, indicating a former stone re-

cess; tiiin layer of stones and debrix,

but no pottery, 669.

Imbros, I., seen from Hissarlik, 105.

In Tcpeli, tunudus of A jax, 103, 648 ; on C.

Plioeteum, 600 yds. S. of his old tomb;
raised by Hadrian over the temple in

Avhich he re-buried the hero's body, 652
;

tlie remains of the temple destroyed in

1770, but the subterranean passage left,

653. (Com p. Ajax.)

In Tepeh Asmak, P., described, 95 ; its

present state, an inlet rather than outlet,

96 ; its mouth probably the ancient

Portus Achiieorum, 95 ; the Scamander an-

ciently fell through it into the Hellespont.

See Scamander.

Inca", the, of Peru, their institutions and

love of beautiful works in metal ; sup-

posed art of hardening copjjer, 737, 738.

(Com p. Copper, hardening of.)

Ine, on the Scamander, site of an ancient

city, perhaps Scamandria, 57; silver

mines near, 57, 69.

Ine Tepeh, hill of, 69.

Inscriptions, Greek, at Ithaca, on tiles, 50.

Inscriptions, Greek, at N. I., 627 f. ; found

in or near Senate-house, 609 ; the largest,

of Antiochus I. (prob.) and Meleager, re-

lating to a grant of land to Aristodici-

des, for N. L, 627 f. ; remarks upon,

631-2; a record of fines, &c., imposed by
the city, of the time of Augustus, 632

;

of the Senate and ]ieople, in honour of

Cains Caesar (q.v.); another, ] robably

of time of Antigonus Doson, 633 f. ; in

temple of Athene, 29, on base of statue

of Mefrodorus (q. v.), 635 ; in same temple

in praise of the ] roconsul C. Claudius

Nero (B.C. 80-79), 636 ; on site of temple

of Apollo, on base of a lost colossal statue

of Caecina the Cyzicene, in time of Anto-

ninus Pius, 637 ; 3 in and beside founda-

tions of Senate-house, of time of a king

of Pergamus ; in honour of an Athenian

Arrabaeus ; in honour of Chaereas, 63S
;

a cnntract for the foundation of a new
settlement, 639 ; another, 640.

Inscription, Lydian, on fragment of a base

from temple of Artemis at Ephesus,

699.

Inscriptions, Trojan, Piof. IMartin Haug
uiion, 143 ; on a vase, 3rd c, 369 ; on

whorls, 4th c, 562, 563, 696 ; on a whet-

stone, 4th c, 567, 697 ; on 2 cones of

5th c, with the Cypriote character mo
(see Cones), 128, 582 ;—Piolessor Sayco

upon, Ajtp. IV., 691 f. ; older than the

introduction of the Phoenician or Greek

alphabet, 691 ; belong to an old syllabary

of Asia Minor, retained in Cyprus, 691

;

not imported from Cyprus into Asia

Minor, 699 ; compared with the Cappa-

docian, I.ycian, and Carian ; had about

100 characters, 699; beginning of de-

ciphering by George Smith, and progress,

691; Dr. Deecke's theory, untenable, 691,

703 ; Cypriote letters at Troy first dis-

covered by Haug, 691 ; attempts at deci-

]iherment by him and Prof. Gomperz, 692;

the several inscriptions examined and dis-

cussed, 693 f. ; the svllabary of Ilittitc

origin
;

i)honctic peculiarities ; order of

writing, 701 ; time of its disappear-
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aiice from Mys a and the Troad, 702

;

dicorative characters on the Trojan

whorls like Hittite hieroglyphs, 703 ; ap-

parent attempts to imitate cuneiform cha-

racters, 703 ; l;ui<?iia»e of the inscriptions

still unknown, 704 ; relations of the

]\Iysian and I'lirygian languages, 704;

Humer un the langnage of gods and men,

i.e. Greek and native; the exampUs dis-

cussed, 704-5.

Inzighofen, on U]iper Danube, pottery

Irom, 221 et passim.

lu, a form of the cow-lieadcd Isis, 743. See

Ilera Boopis.

Ion (IQN), same as jV, Javan, 132 n., 749 n.

Iron, none found in the 5 pre-historic cities,

252, 604 ; one knife, assigned to the 6th

c. ; why, 604 ; Hesiod on use of later

than bronze, 252 ; the ' Iron Aire,' 252-3
;

early mention of in the Bible, 253.

Jmmbert, E., ' Itineraire descriptive,' 188.
\

hies of the Gentiles (Gen. x. 4, 5), coasts
\

and islands of Asia Minor, Greece, &c.,

peopled by sons of Javan, i.e. of Ion,

1S2, 749.

Jtliara, nutlior's first visit to, and excava-

tions (1870), 18; exploration of, 45 ; the

valley Folis proved not the site of the

Homeric cajiital, 45, 46 ; Mathitario I.

gave to Homer the idea of his Asteris, 46
;

Cyclopean remains, called the ' School of

Homer,' of classic times, 46, 47 ; cyclo-

pean remains of capital on M. Aetos (q. v.),

47, 48; Grotto of the Nymphs; southern

portion explored; no ancient town at

Vathy; cyclopean walls, suggesting the

stables of Eumaeus; ancient potsherds,

evidence of rustic habitation, 49 ; the rock

Korax ; fountain of Aretlmsa; Greek and

Iloman coins plentiful ; hares ; Ithaca

Phoenician by name and by indications

in Homer; visit to the island strongly

recommended, 50.

Ivory, objects of: 1st c, awls, pins, and

needles, 261, 262; trapezium, 262 ; curious

object (an idol ?), 262 ;—3rd c, 423-426

;

musical instruments, 424, 425 ; orna-

ments, some probably for horse-trapi^ngs,

426, 427, 43U ; awls and needles of, 430,

431; indicate trade with the East; the

elephant on the bhick obelisk of Shalma-

neser, 426, 427 ; a ]iiece with beads strung

on for a necklace, Tr., 492-3 ;—4th c,

disc and slips ornamented with circles and

dots, probably for horse-trappings, 566 ;

—

5th c, disc, 585 ;—6th c, brooch and disc

(q.V.),(m.

Izzet Efftndi, employed to hinder the exca-

vations, exiled for embezzlement, 44.

JA DE and Jadeite : axes of, 1st c, 238
;

l*rof. Maskelyne on their vast importance,

as connecting Troy and Europe with the

remote East, 240; Prof. Fischer on, 240,

241 ; Prof. Pioemer on, 243 : localities

where jade is found, 242, 243 ;—in 2nd c,

ofgreen jade (see Nejjhrite);—3rd c, axes

and celts, 446 ; furtiier discussion of the

dilfusion of jade, and its importance as a

sign of connection with the remote East,

by Professors Max Mill ler and Maskelyne,

the ' Times,' and Mr. J!. K. Douglas,

446-451 n. ;—5tli c, a precious axe of

ivhite jade, extremely rare, 573.

Japan. See China.

J'irs, gigantic (see Fithoi)
;
great number

of large in 3rd c, and some smaller ; with

rope-like decoration, 379 ; with 2, 3, and

4 handles, 398 f. See Amphorae.

Javan, sons, peopled the Isles of the Gentiles,

i.e. coasts and islands of Asia Minor,

Greece, &c , 132; name (jV) identical

with Ion (IQN), 132 n., 749 n.

Jewels (see Eledrum, Gold, Silver^ : 8700

small of gold, found in silver vase, Tr.
;

their vaiious forms and manufacture,

461, 462.

Jugs (comp. Flagons, Pitchers^ : 1st c, 225
;

—3rd a, of various forms, 384-^^96
;
globu-

lar, with small necks, 390 ; with rope-like

handle and band, 390 ; with incised orna-

mentation, 392 ; with fluted body, 392

;

wiih arched handle, 406, 407;—1th c,

flat, like hunting-bottle?-, 532 ; tripod,

globular, &c., 532, 533; rude two-handled,

536-8, ;
globuliir wheel-made, 545

;

with perforated bottom and rope-shaped

handle, unique, probably foreign, 545,

546 ; others, 546, 547 ; three-handled,

547 ; with long upright necks, 550, 551 ;

with neck bnt back and spout in borlv,

55'.^ ; curious, with small mouth and sieve-

like bottom, 552 ; with 2 necks, side by

side; elsewhere in Hungary and Cy-

])rus only, 553; Aviih one sixjut in front

(if the other, unique; covered witli

protuberances, 553-4; — 5th c, with

straight necks an<l long spouts, wheel-

made, 577, 578 ; rude hand-made glo-

bular, 578 ; tripod, wheel-made ; with

long necks, 578, 579 ; rude wheel-made,

580, globular, with boss on neck, 581 ;

—

6th c., large wheel-made, with wave-lines,

590; with bosses or horn-like projec-
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tions, 592-3 ; hand-miide, like Etruscan

lekythof, 596 ; with conical excrescences,

intended for eyes, 597; simiUr fr. Thera

and Cyprus, 597.

Julia, d. of Augustus, nearly drowned in

Scamander, 178.

Julia Domna, coins of, N. I., 642, 613, 645.

Julian (aft. emp.), letter of, describing his

visit to N. I., 180 f. ; comments of Dr.

Carl Henning, 182 ; his policy towards

renegades from Christianity, 182, 210.

Julii, house of; their favour to the Trojans

and hatred of the Greeks, 633.

Juno, prophecy of, in Horace, 204 f. (See

Site of Homer s Jlios.}

Jutchenko, author's agent at Moscow, 12.

KADESIJ, on the Orontes, war of Ilamses

II. against, 123.

Ko.lifatJi, village of, 105.

KuJifatli Asmak, R., ancient bed of the

SrMmander (q. v.) ; its two arms, 99 ; its

course described, 100.

Kantliaros (Kavdapos), Greek cup sacred to

Dionysus, probable origin of, 595. (See

Clips, 6th c.)

Kara-EuU, hill of, 70.

Kara Your, M., visited, 59 ; height, 59, 71

;

wrongly identified with Callicolone', 59,

71; view from, 71; traces of an ancient

building on ; desert plateau to Chiblak, 72.

Kuranlik (i. e. " darkness "), port on the

Hellespont, ])erhaps of Aeanteum and

Rhoeteum, 104.

Keller, Otto, * Die Entdeckung 1 lion's zu

Eissarlik,^ 154, 189 ; on the owl in con-

nection with Athene, 289.

Kermes, worm of the oak, 114.

Keys ((cXfjtSfs) : copper or bronze, of the

treasure-chest, 41, 454, 484 ; more usual

form of, a bolt, as in Homer ; 4 such

in burnt city, 484 (comp. Bolts); 2 in

the gates ; 1 in a house, 484-5.

Key, bronze, with handle in shape of, and

with attributes of, the quadrangular Iler-

mae, N. I., 620, 621 ; Prof. Athanasios

Rhonsopoulos upon, 621 ; iron, 622.

KJieta or Khita (Kattaia, Khcthites, Hit-

tites ; comp. Cetcians), confederates of, in

war with Ramses II., 123; include peoples

of Asia Minor, 746-7.

Ki, Cypriote character, on a terra-cotta ball,

3rd c, 349.

Kiepert, ' Memoir iilnr die Construction der

Karte von Kleinasien,' 187.

Kilns unknown at Troy ; dates of use, 219.

King or Chiff, last, of Troy, his house, 51
;

view of, 35 and 325 (see House); Virchow's

plea for still calling him Priam, 684, Pref.

Kitdten refuse, on floors of houses of 4th c. ;

shot down the hill from 5th c, 574.

Knife-handle, bone, 3rd c, 427.

Knives used in Homer's time for eating,

408 ; straight, and worn in tlie belt, 506.

Knives, copper, 1st c. ; one of them gilt, 251.

Knives, bronze, 3rd c. ; only one in the

great Treasure, 483 ; in other treasures,

494 ; still with pins which fastened

them to the wooden handle, 505, 506 ; 2

single and double edged of remarkable

form, like the Egyptian, 506 ;—4tli c,

564 ;—5th c, 585-6;— 6th c, one plated

with gold, 604 ; one of iron, with ring and

rivet, like the bronze Etruscan knives, 604.

Knims of flint, chalcedony and obsidian, in

the 4 lowest c, 246-7 ; 3rd c. ; also found

at Thera, 445 ;—4th c, 571.

Ko, or Go, Cypriote character, ornament like,

en vases of 3rd c, 342, 369, 383, 384.

Korax, rock in Ithaca, 50.

Koamanoudes, Atli., assistant keeper of

the antiquities at Athens, 338.

Koumanoudts, St., Prof, at Athens, 464, 633.

Koum Kaleh, town on Hellespont, probably

site of Achilleum, alluvial deposits at, 104.

Koum Kioi (" Village of Sand "), 103 ; site of

Folium (q. v.).

Kouyunjik (Nineveh), palace of Assurbani-

pal, funnel with Cypriote chaiacters, like

the Trojan of 5th c, found at, 411.

Kuhse, W., author's brother-in-law, 5 n.

Kurtz, Dr. F., list of plants of the Troad,

727 f.

LABFAND^, the double-edged battle-axe

common in Asia Minor, whence the Zeus

Labrandeus of Cai ia ; like one in 6th c,

606.

Zttf^/eofclay, 5th c, 580.

Laertes, grandson of Poseidon, a sign of

Phoenician relations of Ithaca, 50.

Lake-dwellings, whorls found in, 230 ; other

objects, passim.

Lambda, ornament on vases in shape of

the Greek A, or the Cypriote character

go, 290, 297.

Lampon, s. of Laomedon, 156.

Lamjjs not in pre-h. cities, e.xcept perhaps

little bowls like the condylia in Greek

churches; not known to Homer, 620, 621,

Frvf. xii. ; unknown in Greece and Asia

Minor till 6th cent. B.C.; those found in

N. Ilium nearly all b'oman, 405 ; Greek,

terra-cotta, one on a long foot, X. I., 620.
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l.ampsactis, called of old Pityeia or Pityusa,

133; a Milesian settlement, 132; coins

of, at N. I., 612.

Lance-heads, Trojan, bronze, 30 ; not with

a tube, as in Homer, but fastened to sliaft

by a pin, Tr., 475-7 ; Tr., 494, 505, 50tj

;

the form with a tube found at Mycenae,

and generally in Europe, 475 ; one found

beside the two sJceletons ('/.v.) of warriors,

507 ;—not found in 4th c, 565 ;—Gth c,

with <«<&e for shaft, like the Mycenean and

Homeric, G04.

Landerer, X., Professor at Athens, 217 et

passim.

Language, Trojan, unknown, 704.

Laorooii, opposes acceptance of wooden
horse ; his fate ; taken from the epic poem
of Arctinus, 160, 161.

Laodice, d. of Priam, 157.

Laomedon, s. of Has, and k. of Troy, legend

of; Groteupon, 125; his four sons and three

daughters ; walls of 'J'roy built for him -by

Poseidon (and Apollo) ; Troy taken and
L. killed by Herakles, 125, 156.

Larissa, Pelasgian c. of Troad, near Cyme

;

Strabo's discussion on, 138.

Latin should be taught after Greek', 16.

Lauria, G. A., ' Troja, uno Studio,' 190.

Ljayard. lit. Hon. Sir A. //.,aids in obtaining

firn:an^ ; acknowledgment to, 45, 54.

Lead, ia 1st and 2nd cities, 252, 258 ;—3rd

c, remarkable idol oi", 337 ; curious object

of, 504 ;—5th c, object of, 585-6 ;—N. I.,

block of, stamped with a boar's head, prob-

ably a weight, 620, 621.

Leake, Col., ' Tj'avels in Northern Greec'

46; on Ithnca, 48; ' Journal of a Tour in

Asia Minor,' 186.

Lechevalier (1785-6), invents the Bounar-

bashi theory; patronized and followed by
Choiseul-Goufficr, 184-5 ; his views gene-

rally adopted, 185; see Bozmarbashi, Sca-

mander. Springs, &c. ; list of followers of

liis theory, 186 f,

Ltctnm I'r., W.-most peak of a chief branch

of Lhi, 68, 72; S. point of the Troad;
altar to twelve gods, mentioned by Homer
and Herodotus, 72.

Leeclies, abundant in Troad, 114.

Ljeguminous j>lants of the Troad, 118.

L.eha, 123. See Lycians.

Lehythos, Etruscan, like jug of 6th c, 596.

Lelegea, of the Troad, the dominion of Altes

(?. v.), 68, 123 ; their territory about C.

Lectum ; close connection with Carians
;

also in Greece, 126.

Lenormant, Fr., ' Les Antiquites dela Troade

et VHistoire primitive des Contre'es

grecques,' 122, 190 ; on Here' Bobpis, 283
;

on Athene Glauc6pi^<, 287 ; on the metopw

of Apollo, and Greek forms of low relief,

624.

Ljentoid Gem of cornelian, 3rd c, similar to

one from Camirus in Rhodes, 514.

Lenz, C G., ' l)ie L'jbene von TroJa,' 149, 186.

Libation, poured by Achilles Irom a gold

cup (SeVas), 465 ; the SeTra? dfjLcfyiKvnfT^Xou

of Tr., perhaps used for, 464, 465;

Cliinese bronze up, used for, 465-6.

Lichtenstein, J., author's friend and agent

at Konigsberg, 14.

Lids. See Covers.

Lindemann, junior, author's employer at

Altona, 7.

Z/'7<a//a?/imaTO, hot springs, 56; valley, 69.

Lighting by torches (8ai8es) and fa'c-pans

(KafMnrripes, Homer), 405.

Lindenschmit, L., ^ Die Vaterldndischen

Alterth/imer der Hohenzollerschen Samm-
lungen,' 221 et passim.

Lion, the, in \V. Asia ; familiar to Homer
;

why decreased with decline of culture and

population, 111 ;—a lion's head, of fine

crystal, handle of a sceptre, 3rd c, 428 ;

—

a lion, terra-cotta, N. I., 616.

L/isch, Dr., on the baking of pottery, 219.

Lissauer, ' Beiirage zur ivestpreussischen

Urgeschichte,' 230.

Livius, consul, sacrifices at Troy, 173.

Lockhart, jDr., Chinese illustrations of Trojan

antiquities, 465.

L.ocris, pestilence at for the crime of Ajax,

164 ; two noble virgins sent annually from,

to Ilium, 164, 166 ; evidence for belief in

the site of Troy at N. I., 209.

Locusts, frequent visitations of, 114.

Longperier, A. de, on the site of Troy, 189.

Lubbock, .Sir John, ' Fre-historic Times,' 238

(t passirn ; on ]irimitive use of stone axes,

239 ; on primitive knowledge of metals,

257 ; excavates the tumulus of Hector

(q. v.), 656.

Lycaon, s. of Laothoe, d. of Altes, and f. of

Pandarus, 134.

Lycians, the Leka, L'ku or Liku of Egyp-

tian records, 123, 746; the dominion of

Pandarus, 132 ; allies of Trojans under

Sarpedon, 158 ; the old Lyrian writing,

6;i9.

Lycurgus, Attic orator, on the utter destruc-

tion of Troy, discussed, 203.

Lydia, name first known to Assyrians in

time of Gj'ges {cir. 665 B.C.), 128.

Lydian dominion in the 'i'road, 128; migra-
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tion to Umbria and colonization of Etruria,

account of Herodotus, 128-1) ; the question

discussed, 587 and n. (comp. Etruscans)
;

language Aryan, 129 ; traces of settle-

ment at Hissarlik, 128, 587, 688. See

Sixth City.

Lydians, akin to Mysians, 119.

Lyres, ivoiy, fragments of, 4 stringed and

7 stringid : 3rd c, 42-4 ; the lyre and

lyre-iilaying in Homer, 424, 425 ;—4th c,

terra-cotta G stringed, fragment of, 560.

Lyrnessus, in the plain of Thebe, the city

of ^lynes, and home of Biiseis, destroyed

by Achilles; Aeneas fled thither from

Achilles; ruins near Karavaren(Fellowes),

136 ; a Cilician settlement, bordering on

the Ceteians, 137.

Lysimachus, his buildings at N. Ilium, 23,

31 ; wall of, 27, 40, 63 ; theatre ascribed

to, 110; favours and enlarges it, builds

city-wall and temple of Atheiie, 172, 173,

608, 610 (see Tenq^Ie, Wall) ; his policy

towards the city, 688, 689.

MACEDONIAN tower and walls at His-

sarlik, 20, 23. See Novum Ilium.

Machaon heals Philoctetes ; is killed by

Eurypylus, 160.

Mudaren, C, first modern writer who iden-

tified Hissarlik with Tro}', 19; his two

books, 19 n. ; on alluvium of the Plain of

Troy, 86, 189.

Macrinus, coins of, N. I., 645, 646.

McVeagh, Wyne, U. S. Minister at Constan-

tinople, aids in obtaining firman, 21.

Mueonians (the ancient Lydians), allies of

the Trojans, 158 ; the Maunu of Egy[)tian

records, 746, 747.

Magazine of nine enormous jars for corn or

wine, in 3rd city, under temple of Athene',

32, 379. See Fithoi.

Maf/yarad, in Hungary, terra-cottas from,

1.'31 et passim.

Muhaffy, J. P., Professor, "On the Relation

of Novum Ilium to the Ilios of Homer,"

App. II. p. 686 f. ; criticism of the argu-

ments of Demetrius and Strabo, 687.

MaJet, E., Minister Plenipotentiary at Con-

stantinople, aids in obtaining firman,

54.

MahUin, M. P. N., P.rothcrs, house of, at

Moscow, 11.

Man, with uplifted arms, on whorls, 3rd c,

416, 418-20; 4th c, 571, 572 ; on a vase

neck, 525.

Mania, queen, kept her treasures at Scepsis

and Gergi8, 55.

Mantasha, near Assos, casile on, 70.

Map of the Troad, first real, by Spratt and

Graves, 187 ; revised by E. Burnouf for

this work, Map I. at end.

Marble, tvhite, blocks of, of Greek Ilium,

27 ; sculptured, 28 (see Columns, &c.)

;

numerous fragments of, .characteristic of

the strata of N. I., 610.

Martens, W. von, description of conchylia

found in Trojan houses, 318.

Maskdyne, N. Story, Professor, on the

Trojan jade axes, 240 f., 446 n.

Masu, 123, See Mysians.

Mathitario, islet off Ithaca, supposed Ho-

meric Asteris, 45 ; ruins quite modern, 46.

Mattoeieff, A., author's ngent at Moscow, 12.

Mauduit, ' Decouvertes dans la Troade,' 187.

Maximinus J., coins of, N. I., 643.

Maynard, Mr., U. S. Minister to the Porte,

aids author, 44.

Meal, bruised, not ground flour, in 1st c,

234-5 ; in Homer, 235.

Measures, French and English, Table, viii.

Medes, the Aryan, early scats, and first

settlement in Media, 121.

Meden, 0. von der, partner in the house of

Messrs. J. Henry Schroder and Co., in

London, 13 n.

Medical Practice -in the Troad, by Prof.

Virchow, App. V., 721 f.

Meldis, E., ' Schliernanns Troja u. die Wis-

senschaft,^ 189.

Meinche, Louise, 3 ; her marriage, 3 n.

Meincke, Minna,, 3 ; sympathy with author's

boyish enthusiasm for Troy, 4; mutual

attachment, 4 ; separation, 5 ; last meet-

ing, 6 ; her marriage, 3 n. and 11.

Mela on N. Ilium: " Urbs bello excidioque

clarissima," 179.

Meltacjer, satrap of the Troad, inscription

relating to, at N. I., 627 f.

Memel, burning of, in 1854 ; marvellous

preservation of author's goods, 13.

Memnon, s. of Tithonus and Eos, leads

Aethiopians to aid of the Trojans, from

Persia, Assyria, or Egypt, according to

various accounts; killed by Achilles;

probably leader of the Keteioi orHittitts;

his tomb, 159.

Menelaus, s. of Atreus, k. of Sparta, visited

by Paris, who carries off Helen and his

treasures, 157 ; appeals to Greek chiefs,

157; recovers Helen, Kil; l''gyptian story

of his visit to Egypt and receiving back

Helen fr. K. Proteus, 163 n. ; ambassador

to Troy before the war, 164.

MetaUuryists, mythical, in Pbrygia, 254-5.
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Metallurgy, relics of Trojau, 3rd c, 409,

410. See Crucibles.

Metals : 1st c.
;

gold, silver, kad, copper,

iw iron, 252 ; whence obtained, 253 f.
;

Avorked in Phrygia, 254-5 ;—2nd c, like

1st, thoTigli no lead or silver was found,

275 ; names of in Asia ]\Iinor and Greece,

of Semitic derivation; inference, 481.

See under the several Metals.

Metope, Doric, splendid, of Phoebus Apollo,

with horses of the Sun, N. I., of best

Macedonian age, 622 f. ; a cast in the

Brit, Mus., G22 ; remarks iijjon, by Hein-

rich B.ruun, G22, and Lenormant, G24
;

the halo of rays dates from Alexander
;

similar examples, 625 ; another mutilated

metope, with warriors, 625.

Metrodorus, son of Themistagoras, mutilated

statue of, with inscribed pedestal, by
Pythens of Argos, found in temple of

Athene', N. I., G35
;
probably the orator

of Scepsis, put to death by Mithridates

VII., 635.

Mexican animal-vases, 294.

Meyer, E., ' Die Geschichte der Troas,^ 180,

183, et ixtssim.

Mice, field, mythological connection of with

the Teucrians and Apollo Smintheus

{q. v.), 121, 122.

Mile, Geographical, the minute of a degree

at the Equator = 10 Greek stadia,

7] n.

Milesian settlers in Troad, in Lydian times,

128 ; at Abydos, 128 ; At Apaesus and

Lampsacus, 132.

Mina, of Carchemish (Hittite), same as

Babylonian, used in Asia Minor ; rela-

tion to the silver ' talents,' Tr., 471.

Mindarus sacrifices to Athene at Ilium,

170.

Mineptali II., k. of Egypt, the Pheron of

Herodotus; j^eoples of Asia Minor con-

federate with Libyans against him, 747.

Miniature Pottery, j^robably toys, abunJant

in 3rd, 4th, and 5th c, 407, 534.

Jl.o, Cypriote character on a polisher, 3rd

c, 444 ; on two cones of 5th c, 128, 588.

Moeringen on Lake of Bienne, lacustrine

station, 230 et passim.

Mollusca, shells of, found at Troy, 322.

Moloch = Zeus Meilichios, 154-5.

Moltke, Count von, adopts the Bounarbashi

theory from " military instinct," 186.

Mommsen, ^ Boman History ;^ on the sup-

posed Lydian origin of the Etruscans, 129.

' Moiiarch,' H.M.S., officers of, present at

finding of treasures, 52, 490.

Mook, ' Avyyptens VormetaUische Zeit,^ 583.

Morritt, answer to Bryant's ' Vindication of

Ilomtr^ 186.

Mortars of lava, 1st c, 235
;
parallel ex-

amples, 235.

Mortillet, I)e, ' Le Siyne dc la Croix,'' 230, &c.

Mosaic floors in strata of N. I., 610.

Moscow, author's house of business at, 12.

Moss, Dr. E, late of H.M.S. Research, 268
;

on the vitrified Trojan floors, 313; clashi-

fication of bones found in 3rd c, 322 ; lost

in the Atalanta, 322 v.

Mothcr-of-piearl Itinrj, 3rd c, 414.

Moulds for casting ornaments, im|ilemenfs,

and weapons, ninety found (broken),

nearly all of mica-schist, a few of clay,

one of granite, 432, 433 ; mode of

casting, 249, 250; two different methods,

434, 435 ;—1st c, for arrow-heads, 249

;

—3rdc., six-sided, for battle-axes, knives,

(Src, imique, 433 ; the only similar one

from Sardinia, 434; lor battle-axe, small

hammer, arrow-heads, &c., 435 ; similar

of sandstone in Hungary, 436 ;—1th c,

for ring and strange object, 568;—5th c,

of limestone, 584-5:—N. I., terra-co:ta,

fur stamping figures in relief, 618.

Mountains of the Troad, 68 f.

Mailer, Max, German consul at Gallipoli,

sends workmen, 24.

Mailer, Max, Prof., on Athene' Glaucopis

and Here Boopis, 282 ; on the Svustika

and Sauvastika, 346 f. ; on jade tools,

446 n., 448 n.

Mullers, stone. See Corn-hrui>ers.

Munif Efendi promises firman, 54.

Muralt, Diqf. von, author studies Latin

with, 15.

Murex. See Conchylia ; Purple.

Murray, A. S., of the British Museum, 381.

Murray, John, the celebrated publisher,

672.

Museums: — of Boulog)<e-sur-mer, 387;

British, passim ; Imperial, of Constanti-

nople, treasures from 'Proy in, 43 ; author's

liberality to, 44 ; its sltare of objects found,

51, 52, &c. ; Mdrkisches, at Berlin, 223

et 2MSS.; of Modena, 230 et pass. ; National

Hungarian at Puda-Pesth, 231, 375, et

jriss. ; of Nordiske Oldsager, Copenhagen,

215 et pass. ; of Saint Germain-en-Laye,

215 ft pass.; at Schv:erin, Grand Ducal

AntiqiiMrium, 222 et pass.

Mycena", author's first visit to, 18 ; interpre-

tation of Pausanias on the Pioyal Sepulchres,

proved right, 18, 20, 45 ; shafts sunk there

(1874), 43 ; excavations at (1876), 45, 282;
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book on Mycenae and Tiryns, 45 ; etymo-

logy of tlie name, 282, 28(3 ; whorls found

at, most of stone (gen. steatite), few of

terra-cotta ; the inverse of the proportions

at Troy, 422 ; other comparisons, 2Mssim.

MyUtta. See Eilelthyia.

Myites, dominion of, (J8; Lyrnessus {q. v.),

136.

Myrine, the ' racer,' said to be an Amazon
(Strabo), 147 ; identical with Smyrna =

Artemis-Cybele (Sayce), 147, 705. See

Batieia.

Mysia, relation to the 'I'road, 07 ; the name
derived from tlie Lyuian nva'k^Grk.

o^vrj, " the beech," 705.

Mysians, cross from Asia into Europe ; their

conquests there, 119 ; by some made
U'liracians, by others Asiatics, akin to

Lydians, 119 ; their language akin to

Lydian and Phrygian, 119; the il7as«

of Egyptian records, 123, 747; allies of

the Trojans, 158; relations of the people

and their langua;j;e to the Phrygians and

Trojiais; half Lydian, half Phrygian,

701.

NANA, Babylonian goddess, figure of in

Brit. Mus., like a Trojan idol, 524. Com[).

Artemis Nana.

Naustathmus. See Camp, NavaL

Ne, Cypriote and Hittite character, on a

'i'rojau seal
;

perliaps the origin of the

(Swa.s^tVi'a (Sayce), 414.

Necklaces: gold, Tr., 48G-7 ; silver, of

rings strung on ivory, T'r., 492-3 ; of

beads, cemented by chloride, Tr., 493.

Neulles, bone and ivory: 1st c, 261, 262;

3rd c, 319, 430 ; bone, frequent in 4th c,

571 ; less i'requent in 5th c. than in the

preceding ones, 586.

Needles, metal : coppei', double-jiointcd, 1st

c, 249; parallel examples, 249; 2nd c,

274 ;—bronze, 3rd c, 505 ; bronze, with

eyes, some double-pointed, 4th c, 564-5
;

bronze, 5th c, 585-6.

NeoptoJemus, s. of Achilles, brought from

Scyros to aid the (jreeks, 1(!0 ; sluits up

Trojans in c, 160 ; kills Priam, 161.

Ntphrite (green jade), axes, 2nd c, 275
;

nature ; derivation of name, 275.

Nero, C. Claudius, s. of Publius, proconsul

of Asia (B.C. 80-79), praised in au inscrip-

tion I'ound at N. I., 636.

Sero, when a youth, speech of, in Forum,

for the I Hans, 178; on coins of N. I., 646.

Nestor " of the llians," on coins of N. I., 643.

Newton, C. T./Dr. Schliemann's Discoverizs

at 1. Novum,' 189 ; on igncrMiice of paint-

ing in the 5 pre-historic cities, 225 ; on

the Trojan idols, 233.

Niches (cupboards), in walls of Trojan houses,

with remains of food, ex^ilained by modern

houses, 317.

Nicolaus Damascenus obtains remission of

fine imposed on llians by Agrippa, 178.

Nil derhiiffer, Hermann, the miller reciting

Home!', 7 ; his early and later life, 7 and n.

Nikolaidfs, M. O., ' Topoijrai^liie tt Plan

strateyiqiie de V lliade,' 1^7.

Novum J Hum, the 'ireek Ilium, 19; a modern

name for Stnibo's 'existing' Ilium, not

used by classical writers, I'l, 38 ; site of,

viewed from Hissarlik, 109; situation,

three miles from Hellespont, four from

Sigeum ; inhabited by Aeolic Greeks

;

inconsiderable till Eoman times, 167

;

legendaiy reverence for; the only place

that ener hore the sacred name ; temple of

Athene in the Acropolis, 168 ; identity

with Homer's Ilios first questioned bj' De-

metrius and Hestiaea (q. v.), 168, 174

;

(comp. Sde of Homers Ilios;) descrip-

tion of by Polemon ((/. v.), 168 ; visited

by Xerxes, 168 ; strongly garrisoned, 170,

173; captured by Charidemus, 170; visited

by Alexander the Great, 171 ; favoured,

enlarged, and fortified by Lysimachus

(q. v.), 172, 173; by Antiochus I. Soter,

172 ; is seen in decay by Demetrius ; his

statements questioned; mutual recognition

of Romans and llians, 173 ; new imjxir-

tance of Ilium
;
jealousy of neighbouring

cities, 174 ; sacked by Fimbria, 176-7

;

improved by Sulla, 177 ; receives favours,

exemptions, and privileges from Julius

Caesar, 177 ; intended for cai)ital of the

empire by Julius Caesar, Augustus, and

Constantine, 178, 180; fine imposed by

Agrippa, remitted through intercession of

Herodes ; favoured by Cains Caesar, s. of

Julia; visited by Ovid ; speech in favour

of by young Nero secures exemption from

Claudius, 178 ; visit and mad pranks of

Caracalla (q. v.), 179 ; visit of Julian

(q. v.), 180 f. ; sacrifices then still offered

to heroes, 181 ; abandonment of, in 4th

or 5th cent., presumed from the laiesl;

coins, of Constantius H. and Constans U.,

and from absence of any Byzantine re-

mains; a bishopric in 10th century,

perhaps on another site, 183, 612 ; 20

shafts sunk, depth of debris in
;
pottery

of all a>j;cs from the first Aeolic coloniza-

tion ; numerous coins and incised gems
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picked up on surface, 612 :—Professor

^laliaffy on its relation to Homer's

llios, App. II., 686 f. ; its history traced,

688, 689 ; old Trojan localities shown at

N. I. ; why invented, 688
;

proofs of in-

siirniticance before Alexander, 689 ; but

fortified, not a Kafirj as Dercetrius made

it, 689 ; sudden expansion due to favour

of Alexander and Lysimachus, exciting

envy, 689 ; the fine inflicted by Agrippa,

a ])roof of its importance, 689. ISej Jn-

scriptions and Coins.

Kovum Ilium, Acropolis of, called Per-

ganius (alter that of Troy), the 7th c. on

Hissarlik, 38; remains discovered, 6i It.

deep, 21 ; Bouleuterion or Senate-house,

21 ; debris of, deep on S. side of hill, 23
;

Doric temjile of Apollo, 23 ; marble blocks

belonging to buildings, 27-29 ; large \\ ine-

jars {nlftoi), 28
;
great temple of Athene',

29; site probably levelled for, 588 ; rea-

sons for the choice, 608 ; the city to the

E. and S. ; the temple where Xerxes and

Alexander sacrificed, probable remnants

of; later Corinthian, of Lysimachus, 608
;

Doric of Apollo (see Temples) ; block of

trigly]3hs; the (supposed) Senate-house

(see Bouleuterion), inscriptions in or near

it; unavoidable destruction of remains to

excavate Troy, 609 ; walls of defence,

ancient and Macedonian, 609, 610 (see

Walls, Torver) ; slanting layers of debris,

610 ; section of, 611 ; size, wealth, and

magnificence, attested by the ruins;

aqueduct; theatre, 610; archaic Greek

pottery (q. v.) and other objects of

terra-a.tta (q. v.), 612 f. ; lamps, 620
;

lead, 621; keys, 621, 622; glass beads,

622; the fine metope (q. v.) of Apollo,

622 f. ; cavern on AV. slope, 625-6 ; in-

scriptions (q. v.), 627 f. ; corns {q. V.),

641 f.

Nuggets. See Gold and Silver.

Nymphs, Grotto of, 49. See Grotto.

OAKS, abundant in Troad ; various species

(comp. Vidoneci)
;
gall-bearing, use of ne-

glected, 116, 117.

Obsidian knives in first 4 c, 247 ; still used

by Jews for circumcision, 247. See also

Arrow-heads.

Odyssey, xxivth Book of, a later addition,

649, 670.

Oenochoae (olvoxoai, " wine-pourers "). See

Flagons,

Oenone, d. of Pi. Cebren, w. of Paris, 157.

Oil, scented, used by ladies after the bath

(Horn.), small tri[)od bottle, perhaps for,

3rd c, 405.

Ophir and its gold, 258 f. ; etymology, 259.

Ophrynium, ruins of, at Palaeo-Kastron on

the Hellespont, 59, 60, 109; identified by

coins; acropolis same size as Hissarlik;

Hellenic pottery only, 60 ; Hector's tomb
shown at, 76, 670 ; coins of, N. I., 612.

Orestes, s. of Agamemnon ; Dorian invasion

probably prevented his reigning at My-
cenae ; reigned in Arcadia and Sparta

;

began the Achaean and Aeolian emigra-

tion, but died in Arcadia; his sons and

grandsons, 127, 128.

Ornamentation of Vares : incised linear,

filled with chalk, 216 ; of furrows on

handles, 217 ; of ovals, 221 ;
painting

unknown, except a cuttle-fish in clay,

a cross, and owls' faces in clay, 225 ; of

dots, 226 ; incised, on the whorls, 229

;

remarkable on a potsherd, 232 ; remark-

able on a jjithos in shape of Greek A, 297
;

spiral, like the litui carried by Hittite

figures, 341, 345 ; zigzag, 357 ; the cuttle-

fish, 3b0 ; of rows of dots, 366 ; tree, as

on many whorls, 367 ; wave, like Cy-

priote ko, 309 ; bands, rope-like, &c., on

the great pithoi, 379, 380 ; fluting, 392

;

of circles and crosses, like Eabylonian

and Hittite, 412; of animal forms, on

whorls, 413 ; floral, painted, on the Besika

Tepeh pottery, 668.

Ornaments of metal: see Bronze, Copper,

Electrum, Gold, Silver ; also Brooches,

Ear-rings, Pendants, Fins, Bings, &c.

Ornithology of the Troad, 112.

Otreus, k. of Phr\ gia, 12 i.

Oidou Dagh, visited
;
probably Homer's Cal-

licoloue ; height ;
geology ; view from, 59,

71 ; viewed from Troy, 109. See Calli-

colone.

Ovens for YK)ttery unknown at Tioy ; dates

of use, 2 19.

Ovid visits N. Ilium, 178.

Owl, significance of, in connection with

Athene, 289 (comp. Athene Glaupupis)

:

in Egypt a bird of ill-omen ; no owl-

headed deities there, 744.

Owlface, on flat idols (see Idols) ; one

painted in black clay, 225 ; on vase-

covers (see Covers);—in monogram ; 1st c,

on fragments of bowls, 217, 247 ; 3rd c,

on a terra-cotta ball, 344.

Oivl-head, terra-cotta figure of, with neck-

laces and hair, 3rd c, 334.

Oivl-headed Vases, with female charac-

teristics, represent the Athene Glaucopis
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of Homer, 281, 282 : of 2nd c, 290

;

with wing-like arms, distinct from the

handles, 291 ; uniqne, nearest parallel

in the German urns with human faces, of

recent date (see Face- Vases), 292-3 ; rude

flagons of Thera, with necklaces and

breasts, 293 ;—3rd c.
;

general descrip-

tion ; the wing - like projections not

handles ; never with holes for suspension
;

with cup on head ; with two hamlles,

339, 340 ; with spiral ornaments, 341

;

one which contained gold ornaments,

somewhat like a Posen face-urn, 43,

341, 485 ; with ornament like Cypriote

A'O, 342 ; most remarkable, found in royal

palace, with necklace and scarf, 343

;

very curious, with owl's face, necklaces,

hair, shield, and side vessels in form of

winys, 344:— 4 th c. ; one with -r|-|- on

vulva, 521; very curious, with basin on

head and cup in hands, 521 ; mouth-

piece of another, 339, 340 ; with wing-like

projections, 522 :—5th c, 574 f. ; all ivluel-

made, ofrudefahric, and uvpolish d, 575
;

the owl-headed vases and idols represent

in Prof. Sayce's opinion the Eastern

goddess Atargatis, Ate', Cybele, Ma, and

bmphale, G94.

Owh, innumerable in the trenches, 38, 113.

Vxen, two sjx'cies in Troad, common {Bos

Taurus) and buffalo, 112; both used for

agriculture, 112 ;— terra-cotta figures of (or

cows, q. v.), 4th c, 5G0.

PAEONIANS, connection with Teucrians

and Phrygia, 122, 123 ; allies of Troy, 158.

Paesus, R., 132 ; c, see Ajwesus.

Faulting and Fujments unknown in all tlie

5 pre-historic c, 222, 225 ; the very few
exceptions of painting with clay, 225.

Falace of I'riam (Horn.) compared with

chief's house of Burnt C, 326, 327.

Falaesccpsis (Old ^-'ccpsis), royal seat of

Aeneas, 1G7 ; refounded (Scepsis) in the

l)lain, by Scamandrius, s. of Hector, and

Ascanius, s. of Aeneas, 1G7, G88.

Falaeocastron, Pr., no debris or pottery, 107.

Falamedes taught the Greeks to play dice,

1G8, 211.

Falladium, the, sent down fr. Zeus to Ilus,

153, C43 ; or brought by Chiysd to Dar-

danus as her dowry, G42 ; made Troy im-

pregnable, 160 ; carried off by Diomedcs

and Ulysses, 160, 178 ; said to have been

preserved in the sack of N. I. by Fimbria,

177 ; described, 153, 232
;

y>roi)al)ly sa-

Credly coj ied in the Trojan flat idols, 23.,

329 ; identified with Athene on a coin of

N. I., 289 ; appears on many coins of N. I.,

642, 643.

Fandarus, s. of Lycaon, dominion of, 68;

the Lyciaus, fr. 11. Aesepus to Zeleia, 132.

Fanopeus. See Epjeius.

Fappadahes, N., author's teacher in Greek,

14.

Faris (also Alexandras), s. of Priam and

Hecuba ; omens before his birth ; ex-

posed on Ida and brought uj) by shep-

herds ; Avhy called Alexandras ; his deci-

sion of the dispute of the three goddesses,

and its consequences; visits IMenelaus and

carries off Helen, with treasure ; returns

by Egypt and Phoenicia to 'J'roy, 157;

shoots Achilles, 159 ; killed by Philoctetes,

160; Egyptian story about Paris and

Helen in Egypt, 161 n. f. ; house of, on

the Pergamos, 140 ; the names Paris and

Alexandres native and Greek equivalents,

704.

Pasha Tepeh, Tumulus of, promontory from

into the plain, 108, 109 ; Webb's site

of Troy ; his errors, 108 ; Homer's tomb
of Aesyeles, according to Strabo, but

really his tumulus of Batieia {q. v.) or

Myrine, 656, 657 ; excavated by Mrs.

Schliemann, 108, 176, 656, 658; no signs

of sepulture, but very ancient potteiy, 658.

Passage, a narrow, between Trojan houses,

3rd c, 54, 323.

Fatavium founded by Antenor, 164.

Patroclus and the game of astragals (Horn.),

sculptures reiu'esenting, 263;—his death

on coins of N. I., 644-6.

Patroclus, Tumidus of (Horn)., on the shore

by the Greek camp, 151 ; his reputed

tumulus an identification opposed to

Homer; account of his funeral; his real

tumulus a cenotajjli, 649; the reputed

tumulus excavated by ^Ir. I'rauk Calvert

;

nothing found, 656.

Pausanias for the N. I. site of Troy, 210.

Pavements : of street through gates, 33 ; of

limestone flags, laid by 2iid settlers ; much"

worn, covered by 3rd settlers with Hags to

lAt gate, with rough stones to 2nd gate,

265, 2fi6, 306 ; ilags disintegrated by the

conflagration, 266 ; no wheel marks, 265

(comj). Street) ; layers of debris over, after

the conflagration, 310 ; a level space i)aved

with flags and other stones, 40; of flag*,

on wall of 2nd c, 267-8 ; on wall of 3rd

c, 305.

Peise used by the Trojans, 118; probably

Homer's (pt^ivdoi, 321 and 7i.
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Fechel, M., tlie author's brother-in-law, 5 n.

Fedasus, on the Satniois, destroyed by

Achilles, l.'U; Homeric epithets, 134;

supposed Pidasa of the Kgypiiaii monu-

ments, 134, 747.

Pegasins, renegade bishop of N. Ilium, acts

as guide to Julian at Ilium, ISi.

Pelas(ji(i)is, Asiatic, dominion of, on tlie

Aeolian coast, 123, 138 ; c, Larissa (</. v.)
;

Prof. Sayce's remarks on, 127 ; the Fulo-

sata or Ptcromluoi Egyptian records, 745,

748.

Pendants, gold, Tr., 487.

Peneleos, tomb of, according to Webb tlie

Besika Tepeli {q. v.), 665.

Pentaur, Egyptian epic poem of, contains

nnmes of peoples of Asia Minor, 123.

Penthesileia, q. of the Amazons, aids the

Trojans ; killed by Achides, 15'J.

Pentluliis, s. of Orestes, leads Aeolian colo-

nists to Thrace and the Troad, 127, 128.

Percnos (mpKuus, Hon:.), the one eagle of

the Troad, 113.

Percvfe or Peirope (Borgas or Bergas), c.

near the Hellespont, 133.

Percy, Dr. John, on a Trojan crucible, 408.

Perforated terra-cotta vessels : with handle

and 3 feet, to stand on the side, frequent

in 3rd and 4th c, all wheel-iiiade, ]'er-

haps for draining honeycombs ; similar

in Italian terra-mare, 373 ;—4th c,

556, 558; difficulty of explaining their

use; perhaps to preserve fruits; similar

from Rhodes, Phoenicia, Hungary, terra-

mare, and lake-dwellings, 558.

PergamoH, -us, -um (rj Uefj-yafios, Hom.

;

TO ndpyafinv : ra Ilep-ya/ia), the Acropolis

of the Homeric 'i"r<iy, 211; temples and

palaces in; Priam's house, 140, 211;

Homer's conception of, 140 ; ascending

slope of, 141 ;
placed by Lechevalier on

the Bali Dagh, 185; Hissnrlik first sup-

posed to be, 38 (see Troy) ; the name

continued in the Acropolis of Novum
Ilium {q.v.); P(rgamos not etymologi-

cally connected with Priamos, 704.

Pergamum, the famous c. in Mysia, 156.

Pergamus, cities in Crete, 122 ; foundation

ascribed to Aeneas, 156 ; in Pieria, 123.

Perrot, (/'., 'Excursion a Troie et aux Sources

du Mendere,' 188.

P<ruvi(in animal-vases, 294.

Pestles of limestone and granite, 1st c, 235.

Pettrshurg, St., author's establishment in

business at, 11.

Petra, unknown place in Trond, named on

an inscription of N. I., 632.

Petroiushj, //., the author's brother-in-law,

5 n.

Phallus or Priaj)us, cf stone : 2nd c, 276
;

mythology and wor.shipof, 276 f. ; one on

M. Sijiylus in Lydia, 278, 452-3 ; some

of 3rd c, 452 ; one of white marble, 5th

c, 584.

Philodetes, brought from Lemnos to Troy,

according to a prophecy, kills Paris, 160.

Phoenicians, migration of, from the Persian

Gulf, 260.

Phorkys, Homeric jiort of Ithaca, supposed

to be Dexia, 49.

Phrygia, N.E. boundary of Priam's do-

minion, 67 ; rich in flocks and wool, 112
;

mythical metallurgists in, 254-6 ; art of

fnsing metals invented in, 255.

Phrygians, akin to Mysians, 119; relations

to Trojans ; Phrygian names of Trojiin

heroes ; allies of 'i rojans from a distance

(Hon)cr), 120, 150; called Thracians,

said to have been once neighbours of the

Macedonians, and to have migrated to

Asia; affinity with Armenians; their lan-

guage related to ]\Iysian and Lydian, and

closely to Greek ; other grounds ofconnec-

tion with Greeks ; common legends ; the

Pelopids from Phrygia, 121 ; relations of

the people and their language to the

Mysians and Trojans, 704.

Pv-kaxi' and Spade, criticism of, 518, 672.

Pidasa. See Pedasus.

Pig, terra-cotta, covered with stars, N. I.,

616.

Pigeon on clay di.sc of N. I., 619.

Pilin in Hungary, vases from, 223.

Pins of copper in 1st c. ;
parallel examples,

249 ; of bone and ivory, 261, 262,

Pitchers, terra-cotta (comp. Jugs) : of 3rd

c, long and thick, lor drawing water

from well, with marks of the rope on

handles ; like the ancient Egyptian

buckets, 381 ; rude, \ olished, wheel-

made, peculiar to 3rd c, 393-5 ; similar

from Bethlehem, Egypt, Cyprus, and

Szihalom, 394 ; others, unique, 396 ;

—

4th c, 529 ; rude, of a form very abun-

dant, 533 ; lustrous-red, abundant in 3rd

and 4th c, 535 ; double-handled tripod,

540 ; hand-made, 553-5 ; thick cylindri-

cal for drawing water, with impression of

rope on handle, 554, 555 ;—5th c, one-

handled, of hour-glass form, 578, 579
;

rude, of frequent type, 581 ;—of 6th c,

hand-made with incised ornamentation

like etubroidery, 590-1; similar from

Italy and Lydia, 591; with bosses or
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honi-like projections, 592—'J ; like, those

found at liovio, 593
;
pitcher with spout

in side, perhaps for feeding babies, 597.

Pithoi (Tlidoi), terra-cotta, in Trojnn base-

ments, for food, water, oil, &c. ; discovery

of, 28, 32 ;—in 2nd c, rudely made, 279
;

Prince Bismarck's ex|ilanation of their

making and baking, 279, 280, 588 ; Vir-

chow's opinion, 520 n. ; always dark red
;

fragment of one, 280 ; mentioned by

Homer and Hesiod in the legend of Pan-

dora, 281 ;—of enormous size in 3rd c,

32, 5-i ; the great one presented to the

Royal j\Iuseum of Berlin, its peculiar

form, 378, 379 ; numerous and nearly

all destroyed ; nine below the temple

of Athene
;

great number, generally

covered with flags, but empty, 379 ; in

a few, carbonized grain, &c., 317, 379
;

plain, or decorated with simple bands,

379, 380;—gigantic of 6th c, found in

sicu, thoroughly baked, 588.

Pityeia, c, and Pityus, district, in territory

of Parium, 132 ; said to be old name of

Lampsacus, 133.

Plain of Troy, not of marine formation
;

and no evidence of growth towards the

Hellespont, 84 ; Maclaren on the alluvial

deposits in, 86; investigations of Virchow

and Burnouf, 88, 89 ; not maferiuUy

altered since the Trojan War, 89 ; con-

firmed by Forchharnmer and Spratt, and

by the aurhor's observations, 90 ; the

sea has rather advanczd on the land, 91
;

misinterpretation of Homer's (vpvs KoKno^,

91
;

panoramic view of, 103 ; breadth

of; bounded on W. by hills skirting

Aegean, 106 ; Homer's dpwa-fj-os TreSt'oto,

the Upper Plain, not a hill, none in the

pilaui, 145; small extent of, argument

against N. I. site, refuted, 174, 175;

alleged growth of, disproved, 203-207

(comp. Alluvial Deposits) ; extent of,

and view over, from Ujek Tepeh, 678

;

framed by a chain of volcanic rock from

the Hellespont to the Aegean, 678.

Plalcia, d. of Atreus or Leucippus, wife of

Laomedon, 156.

Plantal Decoration, on vases ; on a vase-

cover, 413; on whorls, 413, 418, 419,

420, Sec.

Plaiita of the Troad, list of, by Professors

Ai^cherson and von Heldreich, and Dr. V.

Kurtz, App. VI., 727 f.

Plaster of clay on house-walls, 30, 31.

llate ff Copper, with two discs, jierhaps

hasps for the chest, Tk., the first object

of the Great Treasure caught sight of, 40,

453, 468-9 ;—of gold, ornamented in in-

taglio, Tr., 493.

Plates, terra-cotta, perhaps for lining house-

walls, peculiar to 2nd c, 281.

Pla'es (and Dishes), terra-cotta, shallow and

deep :—2nd c, all wheel-made, very rude,

303; similar ones found at ^lagyarad in

Hungaiy, 304; also fragments of black

hand-made plates, 304 ;—3rd c, mostly

smallyell()Wwheel-made,without handles;

the hand made larger, brown or red,

polished and better baked, 407, 408 ; no

marks of wear, 408 ; similar from Assyria,

Cyprus, Hungary, Germany, 408;—4th c,

wheel-made, rude and nnjiolished, shal-

low, as in 3rd c, 544; hand-made, deej"),

polished, lustrous-brown or red, sometimes

with 1 or 2 handles ; some tripod and per-

forated ; one with cross ] tainted in red

clay; similar, but wheel-made, in Cyprus,

544 ;—in 5th c, no7ie wheel-made, 582,

Platforms. See Excavations at Hissarlik.

Plato recognized connection of Greek and

Phrygian languages, 121.

Pliny calls N. Ilium " the fountain of all

celebrity," 179.

Plutarch "for the N. I. site of Troy, 210.

Podarces, s. of Laomedon, 156. See Priam.

Poemanenians, of Poemanonon, S. of Cyzi-

cus, in an inscription of N. I., 636.

Pulemon, of N. Ilium, his description

(T!-epirjyT](ns) of the city; identifies it with

Homer's llios, 168, 176.

Polls, valley in Ithaca, supposed site of the

Homeric capital, disproved; the natural

rock Custron not a fortress; shafts sunk,

negative results
;
pottery, tombs, coins, an

inscription, all much later, 45, 46.

Polisher (probably) of teira-cutta, curiously

decorated, 3rd c, 422.

Polishers, stone, for pottery, Szc. : 1st c, 218,

236, 237 ;—3rd c, of jasper, diorite, and

porphyry ; one inscribed with the Cypriote

7no, 443, 414 ;—frequent in 4th c, 571.

Polites, s. Of Piiam, 157, 174, 656. Sec

Aesyetes, Tumulus of.

Polium or Polisma, built hy the Astypa-

laeans on the Simois ; its site at Koum
Kioi, 81.

Polydarus, s. of Priam, 157.

Polyyonal Masonry, no proof of antiquitv,

57, 192.

Pfjlyxena, d. oi Priam, 157; intended nup-

tials of Achilles with, l.");!; sacrificed on
tomb of Achilles; another account, 164.

Pomegranates in the Troad, 118.
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Foiie, J., on Homer's fixed epithets, 284.

Forcelain, E<jyptian, stafl-handlcs of, 3rd c,

sip:n of relations with Egypt, 42'J.

Poseidon, in story of Laomedon, link of

connection with Phoenicia, 125.

Postolaccas, Achilles, account of the coins

found at N. Ilium, 641 f.

Potsherds used for stones in walls of royal

house, 3rd c, 325.

Potter's Wheel, known early in Egypt, 213
;

known but not common in 1st c, 214.

Potlcri/ (comp. Bowls, Cups, Covers,

Irishes, Coble's, Jars, Jugs, I'ithoi,

Plates, Urns, Vases, &c.) : first discovery

of, in the successive strata ; coarse hand-

made in 5th and 4th, better hand-made

in 3rd, 21 ; in 2 lowest strata, difierent

from those above, 23 ; enormous quantity

in a Trojan house, 30 ; of Eoman age in

N. Ilium, 39; nearly all of pre-historic

cities in fragments, 39 ; in Ithaca, 46,

47 ; on M. Aetos, like that of 1st and

2nd c. of Troy, 48; only Greek at Bounar-

basld, 55; of 6th or Lydian c, unlike

the rest, like the Etruscan, 128 ; on site of

Dardanus, Greek only, 134 ; the cornu-

copia of pre-historic archaeological wisdom

;

antiquity of the art, 213 ; test of advance

in civilization, 214 ; test of race, 279 ; of

chronology, the latest found in ruins a

limit of tlieir age ; it may be later, but

cannot be earlier, 6G3.

Pottery of 1st City, 213 : use for all utensils

of life, cellars, and coffins ; no tiles ; best

of all the pre-historic cities ; far the most

of it hand-made; some wheel-made, 214

and n. ; lustrous-black colour, 218 ; how
produced, 220

;
polished by stones ; rough-

ness due to materials, 218 ; mode of iabri-

cation ; clay coating; baking at an open

fire, ovens unknown, 219 ; very imper-

fect, 232; feet of vases, 223, 224;" re-

markable goblet (q. v.), 224 ; miniature

pitcher, 225
;
piece of a slab, perhaps of a

box, 226 ; 2 funeral urns (q. if.), injured

by moisture, 227; terra-cotta whorls (q. v.),

229 ; discs (q. v.), 231 ; the only perfectly

baked potsherd of the 1st c, 231.

Pottery of 2nd City : different from 1st,

264, 278 ; the gigantic jars (pithoi, q. v.),

279
;
plates, perhaps tor house-walls, 281

;

owl-vases ('/. v.), 281 f., and covers, 291,

292 ; vessel in shape of a sow, 294 (see

Animal Vases) ; vases with vertical tubu-

lar holes for suspension, 295; tripods,

295, 296 ; all these are hand-made, 296 ;

a wheel-made trip(5d, 296 ; vases with 2

and 3 handles, 297
;
potsherds with in-

cised decoration; one with written cha-

racters, 298 ; the inscription discussed,

697 ; the remarkable tivo-handled goblets.

Homer's 8(Tras ufKpiKvnfWou (see Amphi-
kypellon), 299 ; fragments like the remark-

able vase from the chiefs house of 3rd c,

302, 303 ; whorls, 304
;
plates, all wheel-

made, very rude, 303.

Pottery of 'drd City: all haml-made, 329;

imperfectly baked at open fire, 329 ; much
(esp. potsherds) completely baked by the

conflagration, 329, 521 ; owl-faced idols

and vases (r;. v.), 329 f. ; tripod vases,

354 f. ; curious boxes and covers, 360

;

unornamented tripods, 362 ; vases (<?. v.)

of various forms, 363 f. ; vase-covers,

flat, cap-like, and stopper-shaped, 354,

368-70 ; decorated potsherds, 370 ; depa

umphikypella (jj. v.), 371 ;
perforated

trii)ods, 373 ; crown - handled covers,

374-5 ; vessels in form of animals,

375 f. ; hooks, probably for clothes, 378
;

the great jars (^pithoi), 378 f
.

; solid

l^itcher for drawing water, 381 ; various

vases {q. v.), 3S1 ; tripod, with three con-

ined cups, 384 ;
jugs or flagons (<?. y.),

with double spouts of two kinds, 384,

385 f. ; rude polished wheel-made pitchers,

peculiar to this city, 393-4; bottles, 390,

395, 396 ; wheel-made cup and tripod-

dish ; bowls, with handle and spout,

396 ; large, with two handles, 397 ; am-
jjhora?, 397, 398 ; vases and bottles with

2, 3, and 4 handles, 400-402 ; large mix-

ing bowls, 403 (see Craters) ; barrels, 404
;

vessels with spouts in the side, use of, 466
;

niiniature vessels, 407 ; fragments deco-

rated with circles and crosses, 412; curi-

ously ornamented vase-cover, 412, 413.

Pottery^ of Ath City : like ord, but some

new forms ; coarser and ruder, wheel-

made, 518; only half-baked, 520-1;

owl-headed female vases, 521 ; fragments

of ornamented vases and handles, 524

;

vase-neck, incised, and (perhaps) man
with uplifted aiTiis, 525 ; suspension and

other vases, jugs, pitchers, cups, &c. iq-v.),

525 ; lilliputian vessels, probably toys,

a.bundant in 4th and 5th c, 534; depa

amphikyq)ella, 535 f.
;
plates, 544 ; vases,

jugs, flagons or oenochoae, 545 f.
;

per-

forated vessels, 556-8.

Pottery of 5th City : same patterns as 4th,

hand-made and wheel-made, but generally

inferior, 574 ; owl-headed female vases

and covers (q. v.), all iclied-made and
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unpolished ; other pottery polished, 575
;

the (Upas amphiJciipeUon has become very

small, 577 (see Botilts, Cups, Gohlets,

Jugs, Pitchers, Vases). Note on potteiy

of 3rd, 4th, and 5th cities, 583 n.

Pottery of the Gth or Lydian City: totally

difierent in shape and fabric from that of

the five pi-e-liistoric cities, and that of

N. Ilium, 587, 58S ; the gigantic 2')''thos

found iu situ, 588 ; nearly all hand-made,

and mixed with crushed stones, jiarticu-

larly mica
;
generally bulky ; coated with

a wash of clay before baking ; slightly

baked ; dull black, like the Albano hut-

urns, but some dull yellow or brown, 588.

Pottery of X. I. : archaic Greek, painted

;

fragments of vases, bowls, vase-handles,

spouts, &c., (312-615; an arcliaic vase-

head, with vertical tubular holes for sus-

pension, G14; potsherd with signs lil\e

hieroglyphs, 619. Comp. Terra-cottus.

Pottery found in Besika 'J'epeh, compared

with that of Hissarlik. See Bc^ikcv Tepeh.

Pottery found in Hanai Tepeh, the pre-his-

toric Thymbra. See Thymhra.

Pottery, Etruscan, like that of 0th c. on

Hissarlik, 587.

Pounders for crushin:; coarse particles in

clay for pottery, 1st c, 237.

Pvadius, H., described, 101.

Prendergast, 0. L., ' Concordance to the

Jliad of Homer,' 403.

Priam (Ilpiafior, Hom. ; A col. Ileppa/xoy,

Hesych.), first called Podarces, s. of

Laomedon, spared by Ilerakles and

ransomed (Trpidfxevos) by Hesione; the

eponym of Pergamon (Grote); marries

Hecabe (Hecuba), 156; his fifty sons and

twelve daughters, 157 ; killed by Neopto-

lemus, 161 ;
palace of, on the Pergamos,

140; still shown by the Greek Ilians,

211 (see Novum Ilium) ; "Priam of the

Jlians," legend on coins of N. Ilium, 179,

643 ; Virchow's plea for retaining the

name, 684; his name rEfp/jn/ioy, orig. Pe-
ryamos,not connected with Ile'p-yH/xoj, but

with the Lydian mi\fivs, " king," accord-

ing to Prof. Sayce, 704.

Priam, dominion of, 67 ; Ilium and sur-

rounding country ; cities, Thymbra and

Imum (see Troy), 138.

Priam, lumidus of, on the Bali Dagh,651
;

opened by !Mr. Frank Calvert ; structure

of stone in the centre, jirobably the base of

a monument, 655, 656 ; a few potsherds,

but no sign of sepulture, 656.

Priapus. See Phallus.

Prokesch-Osten, ' Erinnerungen aus Aegyp-

ten uiid Klein-Asien,' and ' Denhivilr-

digkeiten und Erinnerungen aus dem
Orient,' I'^Q.

Proteus, k. of Egypt, receives and expels

Paris, detains Helen and restores her to

jMeuelaus, 161 n. \
;
probably Ramses III.,

163 n., 747.

Pidszky, F., on a Copper Age, 257.

Punches, cojiper, 1st and 2nd cities, 250;
bronze, 3rd c, 505.

Purple dyeing, from the niurex, an ancient

Trojan industry, 115.

Pyramid, small, of green gabbro-rock,

plugged with lead, 3rd c, 444.

tytheas of Argos, sculptor of statue of

Metrodotus found at N. J., 635.

QUACK, MP., consul of ^lecklenburg at

Amsterdam, aids author, 9.

Quien, F. C, author's employer at Amster-

Uam, 9, 10 ; commercial h.ouse of, 9 n.

Quoit (8l(TKos, discus) of granite, 5th c,

584 ; in Homer ; etymology ; found in

Denmark and England, 585.

JtAMSES IL, Sesostris, k. of Egj'pt : peo-

ples of xisia Minor and the islands con-

federate with the Khita against him, 746 ;

historical foundation for the tradition of

his expeditions as far as Thrace, 749, 750.

Pamses 111., k. of Egypt, the Proteus of

Herodotus, 163 «., 747 ; defeats peoples of

Asia Minor and the islands allied in the

invasion of Egypt, 748.

Itashid Pasha obtains a firman, 44.

Patties of terra-cotta, 3rd c, 413; 4tlic.

:

found in Moeringen lake-dwellings, 533.

Pavaisson de Moliev, site of Troy, 190.

Eatdinson, Prof. G., * History of Ilero-

dotus; 188.

.

Petl Kioi, tumulus above, 648; excavated

by Mr. Fred. Calvert ; a mere natural

mound, 655.

Rennell, Major, * Topography of the Plain

of Troy,' 188 ; on Alexander's belief iu

the N. I. site of Troy, 210.

Phea, m. of the gods, worship of, common
to Phrygians and Trojans, 124.

Phesus, ]{., liscs in Ida, 68, 100.

7iV/o(Zh(s, P., rises in Ida, 68; desc:ibed, 100.

Phoetcum, Pr. (In'l'cpeh), on the Hellespont

;

distance from Sigeuin ; several peaks, hence

named in plural ; height ; this and Sigeum

not named in Homer, but once alluded to

as having the Greek naval camp between

them, 72, 73, 103. See Ca7np.

3 E
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Mhoteum, town, 73, lOt; indei^eiuleut of

N. I., 1«7.

Jilwuscjmilos, A., Piof., letter to author on

key ill shape of a Hermes-pillar, G21

and n.

Bhyton, a Greek vessel, like those with

horses' heads in 6th c. and Etruria, 595.

Ribs of animals, sharpened, 4th c, 566.

Eicliter, 0. F. von, ' Wallfahrten im Mor-

genlande^ 186.

BiecMer, J., ' Utber Schliemanns Ausgra-

hungtn^ 189.

Bing, of mother-of-pearl, 3rd c, 414; of

diorite, 3rd c, 430.

Bings of baked clay, probably stands for

vases with round or pointed bottoms

:

2nd c, 298; frequent in 3rd and 4th c,

440, 560, 561; in Hungary and Swiss

lake-dwellings, 440, 561.

Biiigs, larse copj-er, belonging to helmets,

3:d c., 513.

Bings fur fingers and hair : bronze, 3rd c,

505 ; 5th c, 585-6 ;—gold, 2nd c, 272
;

probably for the hair, 3rd c, I'r., 498,

502 ; with spiral ornamentation, 'I'r., 503.

Bivers of the Troad, 73 f. :—names ot rivers

always persistent, 77.

Boberts, W. Chandler, Prof., on the copper

of the 1st c, 251 ; on Trojan metallurgy,

409, 410; et passim.

Bock, Native, at Hissarlik, about 53 ft.

deep, 22 ; comp. Diagram at p. vii. ; of soft

limestone; old soil upon, 212.

Boemer, F., Prof., on implements ofjade, 243.

Boma on coins of X. I., 641, 646.

Bomans enter Asia ; mutual recognition with

Ilians, as parents atjd children ; favour

Ilium and enlarge its teiTitory, 173 ; letter

of S.P.Q.Pi. to Seleucus in favour of Ilium

;

acknowledge their descent from Troy, 178.

Boofs, Trojan (ancient and modern), flat, of

beams covered with clay, 214.

Bope-pattern : band on the great pithoi, 3rd

c, 379, 3rO; handle and band onajng,
3rd c, 390; bands and handles on the

Besika Tepeh pottery, 667.

7?oseWes, ornamentation of Bab\'lonian origin,

brought by Phoenicians to the West, 494-.

Bussdorf, von, pastor of Ankershagen,

ghost of, 1.

SACRIFICES to Trujan heroes at X. I.,

210.

Saddle-querns (or stone hand-mills), very

abundant in the 4 lower c, especially 3rd

and 4th, 448 ; of trachyte and lava in 1st

c, 234 : parallel examples, 234 ; 2nd c.

275 ; very rare in 5th c, 573 ; at Thym-
bra, 711.

Safvet Fasha aids author, 44.

Salami)^, fortifications of, example of later

polygonal masonry, 57, 192.

Salisbury, S., ' Troy and Homer,'' 190.

Salonina, coins of, X. L, 641.

Sumothrace, I., seen from Hissarlik ; seat of

Poseidon to view battles at Troy, 105 ; a

sacred seat of primitive metallurgy', 256.

Sangarius, R., in Phrygia, abode of Hecuba's

brother on, 120.

Saoce, M., in Samothrace, 105.

Sarpedon, leader of Lycians, 158 ; his death

on coins of X. I., 645, 646.

Satniois, H., described, 101.

Sauvastika (^ and Svastika Lf,, frequent on

whorls, &c., brought to Hissarlik by the

ord settlers, 346 ; a sign of good omen,

from Sanskrit su, "well," and as, "to

be "= ei'eo"TtK)7 (eu and (ari, or ev e'oTo)),

346, 347 ; Prof. Max Miiller upon ; objec-

tion to use of word out of India ; dis-

tinction between i^ and ^ ; earliest

occurrence in India, 346-7 ; used for

marking cattle ; origin probably in a

simple cross; use in Bu<ldhist inscrijv

tions, coins, and MSS. ; first attested on a

coin about 300 B.C., 347 ; in foot-prints

of Buddha, 347, 349 ; the Nandyavarta,

its development, 347 ; in later Sanskrit

literature ; occurrence in China, Asia

IMinor, Etruria, and Teutonic nations;

how the sign got its meaning, 348

;

perhaps a moving wheel as symbol

of the sun, 348, 353 ; also of the earth,

348-9 ; on a Trojan ball ; on a potsherd,

349; frequent on balls and whorls, with

other symbols, 350; Burnoufs views

on the Pf^ and 4^, ^ and Ifffj, and ^,
the cross for generating fire, 351; found

frequently and wide-spread in Europe

and Asia, 350-2, China, 352, W. Africa,

352-3 ; at ^lycenae, Athens, and Cyprus,

353 ; Prof. Sayce and Mr. Thomas on, 353
;

on whorls, 3rd c, 416-18, 420.

.Feat's, of flint and chalcedony, single and

double edged : 1st c, 246 (comp. Silex)

;

parallel examples, 246 ;— 3rd c, 445 ; fre-

quent in 4th c, 571;—silex, only 3 in

5th c, 583 ; such found at Helwan in

Lower Egypt, 583 ;

—

none of bronze at

Hissarlik, except one thin one m the great

'i'reasure, 274-5.

Sayce, A. li.. Professor, distinguishes wal's

of 1st and 2nd cities, 24, 213: liis ' Prin-

cijiles of Comparative Philology^ 121;
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for the Hissarlik site, 190; cited passim
;

"On the Inscriptious fuuiiil at HisriarliU,"

App. III., p. 691 f.

Scamander, L of Teucer, 119.

Scamander, IJ. (Mendeie) : Homer's warm
and culd sources near 'I'roy, 144 ; not tlie

springs of Bounavbashi, 18, 55, 78 (comp.

Springs) ; sources of in M. Ida described
;

height ; temperature ; Yirchow's discus-

sion of ancient opinions, 58 ; thev are

in Gar.izarus, 58, G9 ; but placed by
-TMrab(.> ' in'T^otylus, 7§ ; called Xanthus

(yellow) by the gods, i.e. by the Greek

settlers, probably a translation of the

native name, 78, 113 n., 705 ;
punning

etymology of Eustathius, 78 ; its course

described by Strabo, 78 ; falls into Hel-

lespont through the fetomalimne, 79

;

junction with the Simois, 79, 81, 82, 147
;

length and f.dl, 79; Burnouf's description

of its course, 79, 80; its ancient bed (the

Kalifatli Asmak) described by Virchow
;

causes of the change, 80; its bed in

front of Troy ; nature of its sands, 81

;

lower course once througli the In Tepch

Asmak, 83 ; confirmed by Homer, 92, and

Pliny, 84 ; diverted to the Stomalimne

before 180 n.c, 83 ; course below mound
of Ilus, 84; ancient volume much larger

than now, 85 ; width of bed of the Kalifatli

Asmak, 86 ; Virchow's investigation of the

bed, 88 ; alluviuvi due to the mountains,

especially to Ida, 88; ford between Greek

camp and Troy, 92, 147, 200; the river

flowed on E. side of the camp, 92

;

Homeric epithets, 93; the river-giid, his

temple and altar; takes part in the

battles before Troy, 93; reverenced by
the Trojans, 94; Herodotus on occasional

lowncss of water, confirmed, 94 ; Pliny's

mistakes, 95 ; viewed from Hissarlik, 105,

117; best ford, 107; 'flowery mead of,'

117; dangerous in floods, 178, 322; the

Bounarbashi Su, according to Lcchevalicr,

185; Virchow on old and new bed, 676,

677 ; natin-e of its delta and valley, 677
;

personified on coins of N. I , 616,

Scamandria, town of, now Ine, 57.

Scamandrius, surname of Astyanax, 94.

Scepsis, c, mythical foundation. See PuJae-

i-nipsis. (Sec also Demetrius.)

Scptrg (a-K^nrpov), twofold use of the word

for a staff and royal sceptre, 427 ; handles,

of bone, lion's head of fine crystal,

Egyptian porcelain, and glass, 428, 429
;

such named as Egyptian spoils from AV.

Asia, 428 7i.

Schlie, Dr. Fr. : his works, ' Scldiemann

und seine Bestrebungen,^ 2 n., 190 ; and
' Wissenschaftliche BeurlJieilung der.

Funde Schlieniann's 171 Hissarlik^ 190.

Scldiemann, Agamemnon, the author's son,

65 n.

Scldiemann, Andromache, the author's

daughter, 65 n.

'Schliemann, Elise, the author's sister, 5 n.

_
Schliemann, l!ev. Ernest, author's father,

1 ; conversations with about Troy, 3.

Schlitmcmn, Dev. F., author's uucle and

tutor, 6.

Schliemann, Dr. L'enry: motive for writing

his own life
;
parentage and birth at Neu

Buckow ; early life at Ankershagen

;

influence of the local legends, 1-3 ; dis-

cussion with his father about Troy, and

resolve to excavate it, 3 ; ciinstant firm

belief in its existence, 5 ; his mother's

death ; separation from Minna Meincke,

5 ; education ; first Latin essay, on the

Trojan War ; last meeting with Minna

;

employment in sbop at Fiirstenberg, 6
;

effect of a drunken miller's recitation of

Homer; desire to learn Greek; accident

and illness; employment at Altona and

Hamburg, 7 ;
goes to sea and is ship-

wrecked, 8; at Amster.lnm : rescued from

destitution ; self-education ; in English
;

new method of learning languages, 9

;

French, Dutch,.Si)anish, Italian, and Por-

tuguese ; in house of B. H. Schro<ler and

Co., of Amsterdam, 10 ; learns Piussian,

10, 11; sent to St. Petersburg; pro-

posal to Minna, finds her married, 11

;

success ns a merchant at St. Peters-

burg
;
goes to California and becomes

a citizen of the United States; branch

house at Moscow ; learns Swedish and

Polish, 12 ; a marvellous escape from

ruin by tlie burning of Memel, 13; pro-

gress in business; at lengtlx finds time

to learn modern and ancient Greek ; read-

ing of Greek authors, and esjiecially

Homer, 14; advice on teaching Greek;

study of Latin resumed, 15 ;
proposed

retirement from business ; travels in

Europe, Eirypt, Syria, and Greece
;

lesltrns Arabic, 16 ; involved in a law-

suit; resumes business with new success
;

final retirement (1863), 17 ; travels to

Tunis (Carthage), Egypt, India, China,

Japan, America, and settles at Paris to

study (1866) ; first book, La Chine et la

Japon ; first visit to Ithaca, the Pelo-

ponnesus, Athens, and Troy^ 18; ex-
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amiiiation of Bounarbaslii, llie Trojnn

riaiii, ami Hissarlik, 19 ; evidence as to

the site of Troy, 19, 20; resolve to begin

excavations ; work entitled Jthaque, le

Peloponnese st Troie (18G8) ; diploma of

Ph.D. from University of Iiostock ; return

to Hissarlik, preliminary excavations

(1870), 20; first year's work at Hissarlik

(1871), 21 ; second 3'par"s work (1872),*

21 f. ; third year's work (1873), 26 f.
;
pub-

lishes Tioy and its Bemains; sinks sliafts

at Mycenae (1874) ; law.suit with Turkish

government, 43 ; tirman for new excava-

tions (1876); baffled by officials at the

Dardanelles, 44 ; excavations at Tirytis

and Mycenae (1876) ;
publishes Mycenae

and Tiryns (1877); obtains new tirman

(1878), 45; meanwhile explores Itliaca

(1878), 45 f. ; fourth year's work at Troy

(1878), 50 f.; useful escort of gensdarmes,

51; fifth year's work at Ti-oy (1879),

52 f. ; heroic tumuli explored, 55 ;
jour-

neys through the Troad, 55 f. ; his for-

tune and family, 65, 66 ; destination of

liii-, collectiims, 66 ; acknowledgments to

fri(!nds for assistance, 66, 672 ; the one

object and reward of his labours to advance

the love for and study of Homer, 672.

SchJianann, Dr., brothers and sisters of, 5 7i.

Scldiemann, Louis, author's brother, dies in

California, 12.

Schh'emann, Kadeslida, the author's daugh-

ter, 65 11.

Sch/iemann, Sertjiics, the author's son, 65 n.

Scldiemann, Mrs. Sophia : her enthusiasm

for Homer and the excavations, 21 ; ac-

companies her 'husband to Troy, 21, 26
;

helps 'in securing the great Treasure, 41
;

excavates Pasha Tepeh, 109, 656-7.

Schmitz, Br. L., for the Hissarlik site, 189.

Schroder, J. C. and G. /I. von, pastors of

Ankershagen, 4; their portraits, 4.

Schroder, Jljiss, in Ankershagen, 4.

Schroder, Olgartha von, her portrait, 4, 5.

Schroder, B. H. and Co., of Amsterdam,

author's employers, 10 ; house of, 10 n.

Schroder, J. II. and Co., .of London and

Hamburg, 13.

Schroder, Baron J. U.von, of lJamburg,13 n. '

Schroder, Baron J. 11. W. jan. von, of

London, 13 n.

Bclpio Asiaticus and his army at Ilium, 173.

Scoop, terra-cotta, 3rd c. ; similar fr. tomb
at Cometo, 422, 423.

Scorpion on an ivory disc, 6th c, Egyptian

symbol of the goddess Selk, 601.

Scrapers of bone, 3rd c, 319.

Sculptures, Greek, of X. Ilium, abundant

remains of, 610, 611.

Sea-haths, preventive of colds, 52.

Seals, terra-cotta : 3rd c, 414, 415 ; one in-

scribed with the Cypriote and Hittite

characterwe, 414 ; another perforated, and

inscribed with Cypriote characters, 415,

693 ;—4th c, 561 ; similar at Pilin, with

1^ and If,, 562 ;—5th c, 582, 583.

Second Bre-historic City on the Site of Troy,

stratum of, from 30 and 33 to 45 fc. deep,

discovered ; buildings of large stone

blocks, 21, 22 ; signs of an earthquake, 21

;

excavation imperfect, why, 212
;

people

of, different i'rom the 1st, j^roved by ar-

chitecture and pottery ; houses built of

large stones ; Cyclopean wall, 264
;
great

internal and external rampart walls,

265, 267, 269; only substructions for

fortifications, 268; gates and paved street,

265-7 ; the c. probably not destroyed, but

abandoned (see dates, Strict), 2Q~,Z0b;

funnel-shaped holes in the debris, 267

;

ruins of houses on wall, 268; stone walls

of a large edifice, 268 ; remains of 3 houses,

269 ; house-walls below chiefs house of

3rd c. ; stone house burnt, with f. skeleton

and ornaments, 271 (see Skeletons, SJcuUs)
;

another burnt house, of at least 2 storeys

;

house-walls below this, with marks of

great heat, 274 ; metals ; copper brooches

and needles ; saddle-querns, corn-bruisers,

hammers, axes (2 of neplirite, q. v.),

275 ; a phallus (probably), 276
;
pottery,

so different from 1st c. as to prove a

different people, 278-9 ; the gigantic

jars {pithoi, q. v.), 279 ;
plates, 281 ; owl-

vases {q. v.), 281 f., 291 ; vase-covers, 291,

292; otlur forms, 294 f. (see Pottenj);

the 8eTTas ctfi(j)iKV7rfWoi> (see Ampliihy-

jkUon), 299 ; whorls; plates, 303 ; lim.-

stone door-socket (probably), 304.

Seeds from the Troad, described by Dr.

Wittraack, 320.

Selleis, E., described, 101.

Semper, ' Keramik, Teldonik, Stereotomie,

Metallotechnih ;' on craters, 404.

Senate-house of Ilium. See Bouleuterion.

Serpjents, horned, of terra-cotta (probably

vase-handles), 6th c, an ancient Lydiaii

symbol
;
present superstitious belief about,

in the Troad, 59S ; none like them^n the

first 5 c, 599.

Sesame and solanum, use of seeds for food,

mentioned by Homer, 118.

Sestos, Thracians of, led by Asius at Troy,

133 ; on Chersonese, opp. Abydos, 133.
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Set, the Egyi)tian ^J'yphonic deity, symbol

of foi'eigners, 742.

Severus, l^ep., coins of, N. I., 643, 645, 646.

Shafts, 20 sunk on site of N. I., to discover

limits of Troy, 38, 211, 611; positions,

depths, and sections of. See Flan II.

Shakuhha of Egyptian records, a people of

Asia Minor, predecessors of lonians and

Carians, 747,750, not the Siculians, 751.

SJiarduna of Egyptian records, the Sardiaus,

747, not Sardinians, 750, 751.

SJiarkfi' bones, in 3rd c, 323.

Shells, conchy 1 in, species of, 114 ; much
used for food, but not mentioned by

Homer, 114, 115 (see ConchyUii): 1st c,

213 ; masses of shells in houses of 4th c,

evidence of luw civilization, 518 ; at

Thym bra, 711.

Shi' Id, copper (dams ('/it^aXoeo-o-o), with

boss and rim (uvtv^), Tr., how mai\e;
,

lil^e

the shields of Ajaxand Sarpedoni473, 474/

Sitijjs, G'ree^,~on~~shorJ~njet\veen 'Vroms.

Ehoeteum and Sigeum, 73. See Camjy.

Sibyl, the Gergithian, and the Sibylline pro-

l)hecies, of Teucrian origin, 122.

Sickle, bronze, 6th c, 604.

Sigeum, city on Sigeum Pr. wrongly placed

in Spratt's map ; village of Yeni Sliehr on

its ruins, 72 ; independent of N. Ilium,

167; added to N. I. by liomans, 173; de-

stroyed by the Ilians lor its resistance, 72,

173; coins of at X. I., 612.

Sigeum, Pr. (Yeni Shehr), N.W, point of

Asia ; height and formation, 72, 105 ;

intended liew capital of Constantine near,

180. Com p. Rhoeleum, Pr.

Sign of the Cross, made by Christians on

the forehead, as related by the Emperor

Julian, 181 and n.

Sigo or Siko, 'i'rojau god or heio, according

to Dr. Haug, 143.

Silex ^'aws and Knives, the only flint im-

plements found at Troy, 1st c, 245-247
;

their present use for threshing-sledges

(boKavi), 247. Sec Knives, Saws.

Silk, culture of in Troad, 118.

Silver : from. Alybe, prob. on tiie Pontus,

253 ; mines in Troad, near Ine, 57, 68,

253
; i)lating with gold on (Homer), 258.

Silver blades, six Tit. ; analysis of, 470

;

arc they Homeric "talents"? 471; Prof.

Sayce on their relation to the money of

Bibylon and Asia Minor, 471.

Silver, objects of: brooches, 2nd c, 250, 252
;

another object; wire, deteriorated by chlo-

ride, 252 ;—3rd c, silver vessels of the

great Tr. ; small vase-cover with zigzag

lines, 467 ; large jug-shaped vase, con-

taining the 8700 small goUl jewels; how
made, 467 ; vase with copper fused onto

its bottom, 468 ; vase with another broken

silver vase cemented to it by chloride,

468 ; another broken vase cemented to the

copper plate, 468, 469 ;• two vases with

caps and tubes for suspension, 469 ; cup

and dish {(fudXr]), 469 ; vase found near

the Tr., 473 ; all covered with chloride on

outside, free from it on the inside, 472

;

nugget, turned to chloride, with gold

beads cemented to it, Tr., 494 ;—5th c«,

ornament, in shape of an animal's head,

585-6.

Simois, K. (Doumbrek Su), view of its

plain, 59; rises on Cotylusin Ida, 68, 73
;

description by Virchow, T3 ; N. and S.

arms; banks and vegetation; branches, lost

in great swamp; three springs near Troy,

their temperature ; course from the swamp
to the Kalifatli Asniak, 74; mentioned

seven times in Homer; by other writers;

proofs of identity ; description by Strabo,

75, 76 ; confused with the Thymbrius (see

Doumbrek Su), 76 ; no ford mentioned in

Homer, and why, 77; confluence with the

ancient Scamander, 81, 147; confounded

with the true Scamander, by Lechevalier,

185; A'irchow on its valley, 677.

Sinon betrays the 'I'rojans; taken from Arc-

tinus ; forms of the fable, 161 and n.

Site of Homer's Jlios (comp. Bounarbashi

;

llissarlik ; Ilians, Village of) : founded in

the Plain later than Dardania, 134, which

agrees with Hi^sarlik, not v;ith Bounar-

bashi, 194-5 ; similar sites of Greek cities,

195; ancient belief in continuity of site

at N. Iliiun, 167-8; no other city ever

bore the sacred name, 168 ; attested by

Polemon, by Hcllanicus, by Herodotus,

168
;

(visit of Xer.xes, 168-9 ; remarks of

Grote and Eckcnbrecher, 169, 170 ;) by

Xenophon, 170 ; by Alexander the Great,

and his successors, 171 ; by the Ivomans,

173; by Pliny, Mela, Tacitus, and

other writers, 178, 179; first questioned

by Demetrius and Hestiaea from local

jealousy, 168; their objections, 174; an-

swered, 175-6 ; adojited by Strabo only,

176; proof from coins of N. Ilium, 179;

by Caracalla, 179 ; modern opinions, and

discussion of; some fur Alexandria-Troas

;

modern philology and Oriental dis-

coveries then unknown, 184; theories of

Lechevalier, 184-5 ; adopted by Choiseul-

Goullier, 185 ; list of followers of the
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Bounarbashi theory, 18G-188; advocates

of other theories, 188 ; of the site of

Troy at Ilissarlik, 181), 190; cliief argu-

ments for Buunarll:l^ili answered, I'JO f.
;

distance from Hellespont tested by the

transactions of single davs in the Iliad,

195 f. ; the argument from the ships

—

" far from the city "—answered, 201 ; other

])roofs from Homer of short distance, 201,

202 ; relative position of Scaniander, 202
;

alleged growth of riain (q. v.), 2o3 ; dis-

cussion of argimients foundeil on a passage

from Lycurgus, 20.j ; on the prophecy of

Juno in Horace, 204-G ; on Aeschylus

and Lucan, 200 ; Bournabaslii-site in-

consistent with hydrography; argument

from Trojan camj}; Greek fleet in sight

of Troy, 207 ; other evidence from an-

cient authors, 208-9; from the seialmg

of Locrian virgins "to Ilium; continuous

habitation; value of the local tradition;

enthusiasm of the Greek Ilians for the

Trojan legeiids, 209,210; Grote on this

legendary faith ; argument of Major

I'ennell on Alexander's belief; testimony

of Arrian, Aristides, Die Chrysostoni,

Bausanias, Appian, Plutarch, 210. Comp.

JLios and Troy; see also Brof. Virchow,

App. I. and Pre/., and Brof. Mahatty's

criticism of views of Demetrius ai.d

Stralo, App. II.

Sixth Oily on the site of Troy, j>rohahJy a

Lydian settiemen f, 128; indicated by

pottery between the oth c. and N. I.,

distinct from other cities, generally 6 ft.

deep, sometimes less, anil abundant on

slopes of thehill,resembling archaic Etrus-

can lottery in Italy; perhaps for-nded

when the Troad was subject to Gyges,

128, 586, 587 ; no remains of buildings,

587 ;
probably levelled by the Greek

settlers for their Acropolis, 588; this con-

firmed by debris on side vi hill, 588

;

pottery (q. v.), 588 f. ; objects of ivory

and marble, 601, 602 ; whorls ; idols, 602
;

brimze implements and vessels, 603 f.

;

chronology, 607.

Skeletons, human : of an embryo (q. r), 227
;

female, with ornaments, in a house, 2nd c,

270; of two Trojan warriors, with helmets

and a lance-head, in a house, ord c, 30,

507 (see Skidh) ; at Thymbra, 712, 713.

Skidh, first discovery of, 30, 39 ; female, in

house of 2nd c, drawn and described by

Virchow, 271-2 ; brachycephalir, 510

;

of two Trojan warriors, 3rd c, 30, 507

;

drawings and descriptinn by Virchow,

501 f. ; dolichocephalic, 510; indicate high

ciuilizHtion, no mark of the suvaye, 510;

of a young woman, found in a jar, 3rd c,

dolichoc<'2^1ialic, 39, 511; question of race

and social posiiioii, 510, 511 ; of a foetus,

3rd c, 512.

Skyphos. See Cups, Qth c.

kliny Bullets, of loadstone, haunatite, and

diorite, 3rd c, 437,438; ancient use of

the sling, 437 ; one of cojiper ore, analysis

of, 477.

Sminthos, Smiutheus. See Apollo.

Smith, Georye, first decipherer of Cypriote

characters, 691.

Smith, Philip, on movements of nations to

and fro across the Hellespont and site nf

Troy, 131; 'Student's Ancient History

of the J ast,' 132; on the site of Trey,

189, 195; 6 "2.

Smith, Dr. W, ^Dictionary of Greek and
Boman Antiquities,^ 192 n. ; '^Dictionary

of Greek and Boman Geography,' 189.

Smyrna, coins of, at N. I., 612. (Com p.

AJyrine'.)

Snakes in the Troad, 22 ; numerous and

venomous, 114.

Soldering of metals in use at Troy ; hardly

ever at Mycen^^e, 474.

Sondtrdo p a id Bam, consuls at the Texel,

aid author when sliipwrecked, 8.

Spiral ornaments of gold, Tr. ; how made;

like those at Mycenae, 490; the form

also Babylonian and Assyrian, 494.

Spit-rests, of mica-scl.ist, 3rti c, 436; fre-

quent in 4th c, 57 I.

Spitting, a Chrisiiansi'jn against tl^e demons

at baptism in Greek church, 181 //.

Spoon, large silver, in repousse work, with

a boss, probably for libations, Tr., 503.

Spoons, terra-cotta, for metallurgy, 4J0.

Spouts in sides of vessels, probable use of,

for drinking at fountains, 406.

Spratt, T. A. B., Admiral ; his Map of the

Troad, 187.

Sprenger, A., Brof., ' llie alte Geographie

Arabiens; ' on gold and Ophir, 258 f.

Springs, Homer's warm and cold, of the

Scamander ; his two, the forty at Bou-

narbashi (Lechevalier), 183 (see Bounar-

bashi, Scamander) ; three, near walls of

Novum 1 lium, with modern ( nclosures and

troughs, 110 ; three, in the Duden swamp,

at site of 'ikuav Kcop/, their te uperature,

108 ; hot, numerous in the Troad, 70.

See also Ligia Hammam.
Stadium, of 600 Greek feet = 1-lOth of an

Pmglisn geo:raphical n iie. 71 u.
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Staff-handles, of bone, terra-cotta, porce-

lain, glass : 3i-d c, 428,429 ;—4tli c, 567.

Corap. Sceptre,

Stark, B., his Essaj's on the site of Troy,

188 ;
' Eelse nach dem griechischeii

Orient; 203.

Statue of Athetie, the only Trojan one men-

tioned by Homer, 281.

Statues, Greek, of N. I., fragments over the

whole hill, 609 ; of Metrodorus, in temple

of Athene, 635.

Steitz, A., ' L)ie Lage des Homerischen

Troja; 189.

Stephanus Byzantinus recognizes Troy in

N. Ilium, 179.

Stick-knohs, marble, Gth c, 603.

Stall, Louis, befriends author, 10.

Stonialimnc, the lagoon at the mouth of the

ancient Scamander, 79, 83 ; Virchow's

description of, 84; observations on, 87.

^t<me Implements (comp. Axes, Balls, Corn-

bruisers. Hammers, Mortars, Pestles,

Polishers, Pounders, Saddle-querns, &c.),

abundant in 4th stratum ; fewer in 3rd

stratum, 21 ; in two lowest strata, 22-3 :

—1st c, 234 f. ; 2nd c, 275 f. ; 3rd c,

436 f. ; 4th c, like ord but thrice as

numerous, 518 ; objects of unknown use,

570, 571 ; very rare in 5th c, 573, 583-4.

Stones, unwrought, cemented with earth,

of 4th city, 21 ; large, I'udely hewn, of

2nd city, 21 ; obtained from neighbour-

hood, 54, 264; of 3rd city, small, from

the Hissarlik ridge, 316; smoothly hewn
and cemented with day, of 4th city, 23

;

mode of working by a pick-hammer, sign

of a later age, 55. Bee Houses, Walls,

and under the several cities.

Slippers, vase-covers in shape of. See

Covers.

Storeys of Trojan houses, numerous, 268,

274, 313.

Stork, retxmi of in March, 38, 52; respect

shown to in the Troad, by Turks, not

by Christians, 112, 113; biblical name,

Chasidah, "pious," 112; in<'luded by
Homer with cranes (7/pai/ot), 113.

Struho: proofs that ho never visited the

Troad, 73; follows Demetrius in ])lacing

Troy at the village of the Ilians, 79, 176.

Strata of Hissarlik, succession of, discovered,

21; irregularities o*", 23, 30, 63; succes-

sion shown on block left standing, 62;

Virchow on their nature, compared with

other ruins, 62 ; slanting, of N. I., 610

;

section of, in the great N.W. trench, 611

;

various depths in the shafts, 611, (',12;

diagram of, vii. (For the seven successive

strata, see under First, Second, &c.)

Streets : the principal one, 33
;
paved with

flags, 33 (see Pavement) ; made by 2nd

settlers, used by 3rd, 265, 306 ; for foot

passengers only, proved by steep slope

and absence of wheel-maris, 265 ; Eyssen-

hardt upon, 143 ; Virchow upon, 684

(comixCates); only another found, a small

one or lane, paved with flags, 3rdc., 54;

and a uarrow passage, 54.

Strymo, d. of Scamander, wife of Laomedon,

and m. of Priam, 124, 156 ; the name
.also in Thrace, 124.

Studs, gold, Tr., for sewing on clothes, 461.

Suburb of Troy, 3rd c, bouses of, 54 ; in-

habited by poor people, 328.

Suidas recognizes Troy in N. Ilium, 179.

Sulla restores N. Ilium after the injuries

of rimbria, 177.

Sun, Moon, and Stars, on whorls and balls,

419, 420.

Suspjension Fases (comp. Vases): 1st c, with

vertical tubular holes, esi)ecially double,

215, &c. ; with horizontal tubular holes,

217, 223;—2nd c., with vertical holes,

295, 296;— 3rd c, an example of double

tubular holes, 363 ; 2 from Nimroud, with

4 holes, 367;—4th c, 525;—one of 6th

c, 596 ;—at N. L, 614 ; at Thymbra,

with horizontal holes, 710.

Svastika (i:uastika, Suxistika'). See Sau-

vnstika.

Swamps, in Plain of Troy, in Homer's time

and now; increased by want of cultiva-

tion, 106; one near Troy (Horn.), 144.

Sivan stamped on clay discs of N. I., 619.

Swords, remarkable absence of, in all the

pre-historic c, contrasted with their fre-

quency at Mycenae, 483, Pre/, xii.

Sybel, L., ' Uebcr Schliemann''s Troia,' 188.

Syllabary, meaning of the term, 691.

Szihalom, in Hungary, terra-cottas from,

291 et passim ; crown-shaped vase-covers,

375.

TACrrUS recognizes identity of N. Ilium

with Troj% 179.

Talents, perhaps the SilvcrBlades, Tr. {q. v.),

or the bars of gold, 'i'r., 496.

Tcliihalchtff, ' Asie Mineure : Descripti'^n

physique, statistique, archeoloyique, &c.,'

79, 101, 110.

Tectosayes, Gallic tribe, conquer central

parts of Asia Minor, 130.

Telckar or Tekkri, on Egyptian monuments,

tlie Teucrians, 122, 123, 745.
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3'eZc/imes, artists and metallurgists in Samo-

thrace, 256.

Temple of Athene in Acropolis of X. I.,

the original one bnilt at once on 4th

stratum, on a site lowered and levelled,

29, 328, 608 ; new, built by Lysima-

chus and restored by Sulla, G08 ; drums

and capitals of its Corinthian columns,

608, 609 ; foundations only in situ, floor

of slabs ; dimensions, sculptures destroyed,

609 ; wall and tower belonging to, 609.

Temple of Apollo, Doric, in the Acropolis of

Greek Ilium, on the N. side of Hissarlik,

large ruins of, but even the foumlations

destroyed, 23, 609 ; block of triglyphs and

metope {q. v.), 609.

Temples of Thymhrean Apollo, pre-historic

and historic, at Thymbra, 714, 719.

Ten Years' War of Troy, Grote on the

mythical significance of, 158.

Tenedos, I., distances from mainland, Lesbos,

and Sigeum, 107 ; seat of worship of

Sminthean Apollo, 107 ; Greek fleet retire

behind, 160 ; coins of, at N. J., 612.

Tepeh (a " low or small hill "), the Turkish

for tumuli (q. v.), 648.

Terra-cottas (see Balls, Pottery, Whorls, and

the names of the various objects) : 3rd c.,

curious object, perhaps a polisher, 422
;

another, perhaps an ex-voto, 422, 423 ;

—

4th c, curious solid object with 4 feet and
incised patterns, 561-2 ;—N. L, female

figure in Assyrian style, 614 ; another in

Oriental style on a slab, prob. an idol, 615

;

woman and child, best Greek style, 615,

616 ; lion
;
pig covered Avith stars ; slab

with horseman in relief ; archaic head in

relief, Assyrian style, with winged thun-

derbolts; bearded head with curious head-

dress, 616; female heads, prob. of Mace-
donian period; cup-bottom, 2 boys kiss-

ing, in relief, 617 ; mould for impressing

figures in relief; curious tablets, with
winged thunderbolts, &c., in relief, nu-
merous, 618 ; round objects, shaped like

watches, wnth 2 perforations, and stamped
figures, human, animal, &c., 619, 620
(see Discs) ; lamps, 620.

Terramare of Italy, meaning of the word,
373 «.; whorls found in, 230; potteiy

and other objects, passim.

Teucer, s. of Scamander, reigns in the

Troad ; adopts and is succeeded by Dar-
danus, 119 ; tradition of his migration

from Attica, 122.

Teucer, s. of Telamon and the Trojan prin-

cess He^ione, 121.

Teucrians, ancestors of the Trojans, named
from King Teucer, 119; a remnant of

them at Gergis, 119, 121 ; cross the

Bosporus with the Mysians, conquer

Thrace, &c., as far as the Ionian Sea, and

the Peneus, 119; name used for Trojans

by Iioman poets, 119, 120 ; not connected

with Troy by Homer, 121 ; tradition of

their migration from Crete, and of the

field mice, derived from the poet Callinus,

121-2; their worship of Apollo Smin-

theus, 122 ; resemblance of Cretan and
Trojan names, 122 ; on the Egyptian

monuments, 122, 123 n., 745; the Sibyl-

line prophecies of Teucrian origin, 122;

connection with the Paeonians, 122, 123.

Texier, C, ' Description de VAsie Mineure^

186.

Theatre, groat, of X. I., excavated in the rock

on the slope W. of Hissarlik, probably

Macedonian, 108, 109, 610; fragments of

its sculptures, 611.

Thebe (Qr^firj, never Orj^ai), a fortified Cili-

cian c. of the Troad, '" the sacred c. of

Eetion," destroyed by Achilles ; site, near

Adramyttium; Homeric epithets; doubt-

ful why called " hypoplaciau ; " relations

with the Egyptian and Boeotian Thebts,

according to jMr. Gladstone, untenable,

135, 136.

Thebes (e^/3ai), Boeotian, a Phoenician

colony, name probably Semitic ; native

meaning according to Varro, 136 ; con-

firmation of its legendary history by

Homer's use of the name 'YnoBrjlBai,

516.

TJiebes, Egyptian, name of, 135 n., 136.

Theophrastus for the Hissarlik site, 208.

Thera, I., su-sj^ension-vases found at, 221

;

date, 222 ; buildings of small stones, like

the 2ndc. of Troy, 274 ; rude flagons with

necklaces and breasts, 293 ; other objects

imssira.

Third Pre-historic City, the Burnt City,

at Hissarlik, stratum of, discovered : cal-

cined debris, bricks, saddle-querns, few

stone implements, good pottery, 21

;

called Troy for convenience, 26 ; its

whole area laid bare (1879), 53 ; strata,

generally 22 or 23 ft. to 30 or 33 ft.

deep, but reached at only 12 ft. deep

on X. and X.E. side, outside the city

wall, 328, 499, 500; proofs; explained

by a suburb, 328 ; founded on levelled

site of the abandoned 2nd city, 305

(see Buildings, Gates, Walls) ; much
smaller than 2ud citv on E. side, 300;
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whole circuit of city wall broiiyht to light,

306 ; debris of city after the confliigration,

310, 311; the c. of a triangular form;

Burnouf's description of its remains, 313

;

the houses (q. v.), 313-317 ; food of the

people, remnants described by Virchow,

318-321 (st e Food) ; social condition,

agriculture and fishing, 321, 322 ; royal

hout^e (nee Bouse), 324 f. ; irregularity of

strata (q. v.), 327
;
jiottery ; rude idols and

oid-htaded' vases (q. v.), not for want of

abdity to mould human features, but a

sacrtd tradition of the Palladium, 320,

330 f. ; the ?d and Lf , 345 f. (see Sau-

vastika) ; trifod vases (7. v.) in enormous

number, and others (see Vases, Pottery),

354 f. ; biTva ay^(pLKinv(Kka, 371 (seeAmphi-

hypellon) ; mixing vessels, 403 (see Cra-

ters)
;

plates, 407-8 ; crucibles, cups,

spoons, and funnels, for metal lurg}% 409,

410; various objects of terra-cottn, 413

f. ; seals and cylinders, decorated and

inscribed, 414-416 ; whorls and balls,

their various patterns, 416 f. ; other

objects of terra-cotta, wood, and ivory,

423 ; musical instruments, 424, 425

;

handles of sceptres, &'c. in bone, terra-cotta,

fine crystal, Egyptian porcelain, and glass,

427-9; glass buttons, balls and beads,

429 ; comb, needles, awls, of bone, ivory,

and horn, 430, 431 ; boars' tusks and fish-

vertebrae, 432 ; moulds for casting, 432-

436 ; spit-props, &c., 436 ; sling-bullets,

437 ; stone weapons and implements, 438

f. ; the great Treasure (7. v ), 453 ;—the

9 other treasures, 485 f. ; other metal orna-

ments, arms, and implements, 503 f, ; the

skeletons and arms of 2 warriors, 507, 508 ;

skulls (7. ('.) discussed by Virchow, 508 f.

;

other objects found, 514 ; one unique, of

gypsum, 514 ; the q uestion
—" Was th is

I^urnt City Uomcr's Trny ?" "5l'n!f, (see

TropypffScUtron that 'J'ruy was n(H utterly

destroyed
;

probable connection between

the inhabitants of 3rd and 4th c, 518

(see Fourth City).

Thomas, E., ' The Indian Su-astika and its

Western Counterparts,^ 353.

Thracians, connection of, with the Trojans,

123, 124; allies of Troy in Homer, 124,

158 ; of Sestos, allies of Troy, 133.

Thrcshiny-sledf/es (8oK(ivi), with flint flakes,

now used in Asia Minor, 246-7.

TJiucydides on the Dorian invasion, 127.

Thunderbolt, winged, on t^rra-cottas of N. I.,

C16, 617.

Thymbra (Thymbre), town in Priam's

dominion, named by Homer, with temple

of Thymbrian Ajwllo, ruins in mound
of Hanaii 'i epeh, 77 ; Mr. Frank Calvert

on, App. IVi, 706 f.
;

placed inland by

Hcmer, 706, 707; site defined by Deme-

trius and Strabo, 707;— the historic

city at Akshi Kioi (now the farm of

Thymbra), 719 ;
painted potterj-, glass

vases, sepulchral inscriptions, jiithoi, and

cists found, 718, 719 ; marble blocks

(probably) of temple of Thymbrean

Apollo, 719 ;—the pre-hisioric city, at

Hanai Tepeh, excavated by Mr. Calvert and

Dr. tSchliemann, 223, 709 ; three strata of

successive habitations, 708 ; their Avails,

houses, pottery, remains of food, stone

and bronze implements, and other objects,

numerous tombs and skeletons, remains

of old temple of Thymbrean Apollo, with

altars and ashes, &c., 709-718 ; vases

with horizo7ital holes lor suspension, 223
;

marks of distinction from the five pre-

liistoric cities of Hissarlik, and of resem-

blance to the 6th or Lydian c, 223, 720.

Thyrnbrius, R. (Kemar Su), rises near Oulou

Dagh, falls into the Scamander opposite

Bounarbashi ; meaning of modern name
;

not named by Homer, 77 ; Burnouf's

description; swamp of, now drained, 78
;

7wt the Duumbrek Su, as Lechevalier

held, 185, 677 (comp. Doumbrek) ; section

of Trojan Plain in its valley, 719.

Tiarks, Henry, partner in the house of

Messrs. J. Henry Schroder & Co., of

London, ISn.

Tiles, not used lor roofing in the pre-historic

cities, 214.

* Times,^ the, on jade, 449 n.

Tin, small (accidental) traces in copper of

1st c, 251 ; otherwise unknown, as it

perishes without leaving a trace, 258, 612
;

Sir J. Lubbock on, 257 ; whence obtained

by the Trojans for their bronze, 479
;

origin of the name, kastira, Kaaalrfpos,

not Sanscrit but primitive Babylonian,

])oiuting to the tin mines of the Caucasus

(Sayce), 479 ; Sir d. Lubbock on tlio

Phoenician trade with Cornwall, 479 ; fre-

quent mention of tin in the Bible and

Ht)mer, 480; Lenormant's opinion that it

was obtained from Crete, 481.

2^ithouns, s. of Laomedon, 156.

ToJisboji, Gallic tribe, settle in Aeolis and

Ionia, 130.

Tombs, Greek, found in the shafts on site

of N. I., 38, 39; at Thymbra, 712, 713;

of heroes, see Tumuli.
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Top, terra-cotta, 3rd c, 413.

Torches, Homeric (Sa/fier), pieces of resinous

wood, G21.

Tortoises, land and water, abundant in

Troad; not eaten eitlicr at Troy or now,

^^^,114,318.
Towers : of Homer's Tro}-, 141 ; the Great

Toiuer of Ilium, over the Scaean Gate,

144; pair of great walls so called, sub-

struction walls, in 2nd iind 3rd c, 25, 26,

\ 265, 305 ; connection with city wall, 54

i'/: (comp. Walls) ; a wooden tower (pro-
'V „, __ iji^l'ly."^ ov«- the gates, 267.

Tower, (inek, N. I., of the Macedonian age,

20, 23, 40
;
i^robably built by Lysimachus

on older foundations, 609.

Toys, Trojan, of terra-cotta, 3rd c, 331, 413.

iSee also Miniature Pottery.

Tozer, H. F., ' Researches in the IWjhlands

of Turkey; 187.

Treasures, 10 large and small, all found in

the 3rd c, the Burnt or Gohl City, and

all but one in or near its principal house

(st'C House of King or Chief), 43, 51, 52,

54, 211, 290; Virchow's remarks on, 683

and Fref. xiv. ; discovery of the Great

Treasure (1873) ; the spot described, 40

;

excitement and danger, 41 ; how it came

to be there, 41, or it and the others may
have fallen from upper storeys, 454

;

wall of 4th c. built over the spot, 454
;

general view of, 42 ; list of, 453 (see

under the several articles) ; the chest

(supposed) and key, 454 ;—three small

(2nd, 3rd, 4th) found and stolen by work-

men (1873), and mixt in division among

them, partly recovered, but partly remade

into modem work : all in Museum at

Constantinople, 43, 485 f.; another (5th)

found in presence of officers of H.M.S.

Moruirch (1878), in a broken terra-cotta

vase, fallen from an upper storey, 490;

two more (6th and 7th) in vases similarly

fallen, 493 ; another larger (the 8ih) on

the house-wall, 494 ; another small (the

9th), found in the presence of MM Bur-

nouf and Virchow, only 13 ft. deep, on

N. side of the hill (1879), 328, 499 ; its
^

position explained ; same style of work

as all the rest, 499, 500; a 10th dis-

covered in presence of MM. Burnouf and

Virchow, close to the royal house and the

place of the Great Treasure, 502.

Tree ornament, on vases and many whorls,

367, 368, &c. ; of Hittite and Baby-
lonian origin, 703.

Trenches. See Excavations at Hissarlik.

Treres, neighbours of Thracians, invade the

'J'road with the Cimmerians, 130.

Triglyphs, Doric, block of, 23, G23, See

Mito2)e.

Tripod, curious small dish of terra-cotta,

ornamented with cateri)illar, tiee, and
cross, 4th c, 562.

Tripod Vases, terra-cotta: of 1st c, 220;
funeral urns (jq.v.), 227;—2nd c, with

vertical tubular holes for suspension, 295,

296; one wheel-made, 296;— 3rd c,

nearly all the vases tripods; differ from

the Mycenean ; feet never perforated,

bnt vertical side tubes and hoks in rim

and cover for sus[)ension, or no holes in

lim but tubes on cover, 354 ; the method

shown (No. 252), 357; examples of very

long tubes, 356 ; of perforations in edges

of the body, 357, 360 ; of various forms

and decorations, some with the susjien-

sion system, some without, 357 f. ; with

spiral handles and feet, 358, 359; curious

I ox and cover, with ornament like a cuttle-

fish, 360; examples of unornaniented,

362 ; a lustrous-black two-handled, 373
;

curious perforated, with handle, made
to stand on its side, 373 ; wheel-

made, 380; one finely decoratgd, 383;

triple cup, 384; jug, 384; barrel, 4(5;
small globular decorated vessel, perhajis

for scented oil, not a lanip (7. v.), 405

;

wheel-made, 405, 406 ; with sjiout iu

side, 406 ; small globular, 407 ;—4th c
,

528; with vertical suspension tubes, and

with handle and ears on sides, 530, 531
;

globular, like a bottle, 531 ;
jugs and

]iitchers, 532, 533; box, 534; two-

handled pitchers, 540; with 3 and 4 cups

on one body, 540 ; wheel-made and hand-

made, 544 ; mode of putting on the feet,

544 ; flagon or oenochoe, 548, 549 ;
per-

forated, to stand on its side, 557, 558;

—

5th c, jugs, wheel-made, 578, 579 ;

—

feet of tripods at Thyrabra, 711.

Tripod Vases, terra-cotta, not used in

Greece in historic times, except censers;

examples of, from lalysus, Etruria, and

Peru ; none in Lake-dwellings, 355.

Tripods, bronze or copper, none found at

Troy, not even in 6th c, and only one

at Mycenae, but must have been still

used in Homer's time, 355
;

problems

thus raised, 356 ; uses of them iu Homer,

as presents, 355
;
prizes in games, orna-

ments of rooms, for heating water, and

cooking, 356.

Troas, the Tro id ( ly Tpwoj ) : extent as
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defined by Strabo, 67 ; doniinions/ G8
;

mountains, 68 f
. ; geology and surface

undulations, 70; proniontoiies, 72; rivers,

73 f. ; climatology, 101
;
panoramic view

of the N. part, 103; of the S. part, 107;

zoology, 110; flora, ]16; called AeoUa

from the Aeolian colonization, 128; in-

vaded by Treres and Cimmerians, Gauls

or Galatians, 130 ; dominions, 68, 132

(see Dominions)
;
population of (see Eth-

nograplty and Trojans)
;
gold, silver, and

coppi r mines, 253-5 ; the heroic tumuli,

648 f.

Trocmi, Gallic tribe, settle on Hellespont,

130.

Troilus, s. of Priam, 157.

Trojan Territory between the R. Aesepus

and Caicus, 158.

Trojan War, 158 f. ; see Troy, History of.'.

Trojans, the (o< Tpcof?), the people of the

Troad, but sometimes only of Ilium and

its territor}-, 67 ; ethnography, 119 f.

;

they were Teucrians, 119 ; called Teuctl

by Roman poets, Trojani by prose writerg,

119, 120; called Phrygians by Attic tra\

gedians and Roman poets, but distin- \

guished in a Homeric hymn, 120; the

Tioad peopled by non-Hellenic tribes, ac-

cording to Homer ; their names men-
tioned on Egj'ptian monuments, 123; the

Tr. a Thracian race, intermarried with

native Phrygians (Forbiger), 123 ; con-

firmation from Strabo, 123-4 ; names com-

mon to Thrace and the Troad, 124 ; the

'i'rojans were Greeks (Dionys. Halic),

124 ; Aeolian colony after the Trojan war,

127, 128 ; the country called Aeolis
;

Milesian settlers at Abydos in Lydian

times; 'J"r. subject to Gyges, king of

Lydia, 128 ; the Turash or Turisha of

Egyptian records, 747, 751 ; relations 'of

tiie people and their language to the

Mysians and Phrygians, 704.

Trojans of the Burnt City, their social

condition, agriculture, and fishing, like

that of the modern inhabitants, 321, 322.

Tros, s. of Erichthonius, eponym of the Tro-

jnns, 152, lo() ; his sons, Jlus, Assaracus,

and Ganymedes, and d. Cleopatra, 152
;

immortal horses given him by Zeus, 153.

Troy {Tf}oia, Tpolrj Hom. and Ion., name of

the city and country ; J lias (7. v.) of the

city only; called JHum and Ti-oja by

Latin writers, 139) : author's first desire

to excavate, 3 ; constant firm belief in

its existence, 5; opinions on site of, 18;

v« suits of first investigations(1868)against

Bounarbashi, in favour of Hissarlik, 19

;

the special object of the excavations, 23

;

the 3rd c, specially called Trot, 25 ; small

extent of, even less than the hill of His-

sarlik, 38 ; last king or chief, his house,

51 ; present state of the ruins, 60 f.
;

Troy now at the bottom of a hollow in

the middle of the hill, 65, See A pp. 1.

and Pref.
-'' ~~>-

Homeric Topography : 'i'roy the 'i"\«^, \/
minion of Priam, 138; special dominion ^

of Hector, 68, 138 ; the Acropolis or Per- '

gamos (q. v.), containing the palace of

I'riam, Agora, houses of Hector and Paris,

temples of Athene, Apollo, and Zeus, 140

;

wmU built by Poseidon and Apollo;

towers, 141 ; coursj3 round wall easy, 142
;

one gate oiily, the Scaean (see Gate), 143
;

tower over it ; chariot-road to the two

sources of the Scamander ; stone washing

troughs; swamp, 144; beech-tree, 144-5

(see Beech) ; the Ileian plain ; wheat-field,

145; Callicolone, 145-6; the Bpuxifioi rre-

bioio, the Upper Plain ; tumulus of I3atieja

{q. w.)or Myrine, 146 ; of Aesyttes ; con-

fluence of Scamander and Simois ; ford of

^ Scamander ; tumulus of Hus, 147 ; the

^^ustathmus, 7iaval camp of the Greeks

(se6- Ofmj^ 143J.48-:---

'

History, 152 f. ; mythical genealogy :

Dardanus, son of Zeus, builds Dardania

;

his sons Hns and Erichthonius, father of

'J'ros, epoiiym of the Trojans; his sons

llus, Assaracus, Ganymedes, 152; Hus
head of the 'J'rojan line—Laomedon, Priam,

Hecor; Assaracus of the Dardanian

—

Capys, Anchises, Aeneas, 153 ; Hus builds

Hiura, 153, 643; receives the Palladium

from Zeus, 153; his son Lnomedon ; wal s

built by Poseidon (and Apollo), 156 ; 'J'rov

destroyed by Herakles ; Priam ransomed,

his family, 156 ; Paris, rape of Helen

;

Greek expedition against 'I'royl lHJI^q. v.)
;

Trojans and allies routed and shut up in

the city ; irregular war for nine year<, 158

;

events of fift\ -one days of 10th year in the

Iliad (q. v.), 158-9 ; sequel from allusions

in Homer and oiher sources ; Penthesileia

and Memnon killed by Achilles, 159;
arrival of Phiiocietes and Keoptolemus

;

loss of the Palladium ; stratagem of the

wooden horse, 160; capture and destruc-

tion, 161-2 ; tradition of Troy's rebuilding,

and Aeneas reigning there, 166 ; Achaean
and Aeolian colonization, 127, 128 ; Ly-
dian settlement, 12S ; Lyd'an foimdation

of N. Ilium, according to Str.ibo, 1S7 ;
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proof of continued habitation from pottery;

also a tradition of tho Greek llians, lliT,

16S ; cities built from the ruins of Troy,

a 2;ratiiitous assun)ption of Demetrius,

175-6 ; connection of 'i'roy with Assyria,

rJ8; with Egypt, 745 f. (History con-

tinued under N. Ilium.)

Troy and IlisaarUk

:

—Was the ord, tlie

Burnt City, Homers Troy?— Small size

of primitive Greek cities, 51-i, 515 ; the

acrojjolis the city proper ; Homer never

saw Troy, but sang of real events from

tradition ; remarks of Sayce ; Lenormant

;

Gladstone, 515, 51f>
; jjoiuts of agreement

with the 3rd c, 516 ; the event preserved

by tradition, details imagined by the poets,

517; civilization of Homer's time, that of

Novum Ilium rather than the burnt city,

517:—
Yirchow on "Troy and Hissarlik," Ap]>.

I.; legends of Troy before the Iliad, 673
;

fitness of the site for poetic legends, 67-4

and Pre/. ; its scenery the scenery of the

Iliad, 674-5 and Pref. ; the view from

Hissarlik the horizon of the poem,6oL' aud

Pnf. ; the mythologicnl arena tvider than

the strategirxil, 678 and Pr-cf. ; this scenic

background only darkened by the student's

lamp, 681 ; differences from Homer's de-

scription, 681-683 ; the Ilium of fiction

must he a fiction itself, 681
; points of

likeness in the " burnt city," which is

also a "city of gold," 683, 684, and Pref
Tioy (Troja), the Egyptian (tarda), has

no etymological connection with Troy

;

but the likeness of name made it the

seat of Trojan legends in Egypt, 751.

Tumidi, Heroic (so called), of the Troad,

explored in 1879, 55 ; mtaning of the

word ; described in order; the Cynossema,

or tomb of Hecuba ; a 2nd near site of

Dardanus; a 3rd; 4th above Ken Kioi

(f/. v.); 5th and 6th ; 7th on the heights

of Ehoeteum (com p. In Tepeh); the ori-

ginal tomb of Ajax on the shore, 648
;

tombs of Achilles and Patroclus (q. v.),

648 ; Hagios Demetrios Tepeh (q. v.), 650

;

Besika Tepeh (q. v.) ; Ujek Tepeh (q. v.)
;

four on the Bali Dagh ; tombs of Hector

and Priam ; another opp.' the Bali Dagh
;

the Hanai Tepeh (q. v.) on the Thymbrius
;

the Pasha Tepeh (q. v.) ; two smaller ; one

N. of Koum Kaleh, the tum. of Ilus (q. v.),

651 ; tum. just S. of N. Ilium ; shaft

sunk ; only a few Roman bricks, 669.

Tureen, two-handled, 6th c, wheel-made,

589, 590.

l\febzers, bronze, 5th c, 585-6.

Tyrsenians, led from Lydia to Umbria by
Tyrsenus, s. of Atys, 129 ; same as Etrus-

cans, 129 (7. v.).

UEINEN, Uinen (the 'shining'), the later

Eg\ ptian name for the Hellenes, 745.

Ujek Tepeh (ujek = ' fire-side'), so called Irom

the fires upon it on the festival of St. Elias

;

traces of them, 651, 65S ; the highest

tumulus in the Troad, wrongly identified

with the Tomb of Aesyetis (q. v.) by
Lechevalier, Choiseul-Gouftier, &c., 107,

185 ; excavated by Dr. Schlicmatm (1879)

from the top and side, 55, 659 f.
;
pro-

gress and difficulties of the Avork, 659-

662 ; a massive quadrangular tower above

a circular enclosure of polj'gonal stones of

the Macedonian age, probably a sacred

shrine, 662; the mound ideniified with

the cenot'iph of Festus, killed by I'aracal'a

to provide a Patroclus for funeral games
in imitation of Achilles; no trace of a

funeral fire ; fragments of Greek pottery

of 5th cent. B.C. or earlier, and of Poman
jiottery fixing the date; alleged resem-

blance to the Cucumella at Vulci, 663
;

—view from its summit of the arena of

the Iliad, and to the wider range of itg

mythol'>gical scenery, 679, 680.

Ulysses, fetches Neoptolemus from Scyros;

steals the Palladium from Troy, 160;

ambassador to Troy before the war, 164.

Ulysses, Castle of (so called), on M. Aetos

in Ithaca, 18, 47 ; Pahice of. Sir W.
Gell's, imnginary, 49.

Urns, with 2 handles, 3rd c, 399, 400;

hand-made, 4th c, 539.

Urns, Funeral, 2 tripod, found on native

rock, one containing human ashes and the

skeleton of an embryo; interment ex-

plained, 227;—of 3rd c, in shape of a

box, 360-1 ; many found in 3rd and 4th

c, 39 ;—No. 426, type of funeral urns of

3rd c. ; No. 424, type of those of 4th c. ;

only two such in 3rd ; similar one from

Thera, 400 ; of Boman age, with human

ashes, in N. I., 39.

VALEBIANUS I., coins of, N. I., 645.

Valonea Oak, abundant in Troad, prepara-

tion of acorns for tanning, 116, 118.

T'ase Covers, teri'a-cotta. See Covers.

, silver Tr. : see Silver.

VaFe-handles, with heads of serpents (q. v.)

and cows (q. v.), 6th c, 598, 599.

Vases, silver, of great Tr. See Silver.
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Vases, owl-headed : containing a. treasure,

43 ; broken, containing a treasure, 52.

See Owl-headed Vases.

Vases, terra- cotta (comp. Pnttery) : of Lst c,

214 ; with double vertical holes for sus-

pension, common, but rare elsewhere, 215
;

none such in 2nd c, 279 ;
parallel exam-

ples, 215 ; ornamentation {q. v.), 216 ; with

remnants of suspending cord, 217 ; colour,

fabric, and baking (see Fottery); with

four perforations in rim, 220 ; mode of

closing; with single tubular holes, 221;

parallel examples rare, 222 ; more fre-

quent with horizontal holes, as at Hann'i

Tepeh, 223, 720 ; large two-handled, 227,

228; curious red, 227,228.

of 2nd City : pithoi (q. v), 279 ; oicl-

headed (q. v.), 290 ; suspension and tiipod,

295 ; two and three handled, 297.

of 3rd City: remarkable, with hollow

wing-like projections, from chiefs house,

302, 303, 329 f
.

; with well-modelled

human head, 330 ; oivl-headed {q. v.),

339 f. ; fragment with ornament like a rose,

340, 341 ; vase with projections like birds'

beaks, 345 ; tripods (q. v.), with female

characteristics, 325, &c. ; decorated and

plain, 354 f. ; without feet, 363 f. ; with

double tubular holes, only two or three

found in 3rd c, 363, 364; various forms,

ornamented and plain, wiih and without

system for suspension, 364 f. ; decoration

of rows of dots, 366 ; tworemnrkable (N"o.

302), with incised ornaments of brancucs,

368 ; one like a melon, 368, 3G9 ; with in-

scriittion round body, 369 ; with waveorna-

ment likeCypriote ho, 369,383,384; small,

rude, with breast-like jinijections, 369
;

globular, curiously decorated, 370 ; with

handles and wing-like jirojections, 381
;

splendid lustrous-red, with long and re-

curved hollow projections, spiral and fish-

spine ornaments, from royal house, 381
;

others of like form, 382, 383; globular,

395, 396 ; with two, three, and four

bandies, 398-402.

• ff Ath City : like 3rd, 518 ; owl-

headed (q.v.) and female, 521-523
; with

vertical sus]iension tubes, 525 f, ; with

spiral perforated handles, 526; wheel-

made, with spiral handles and suspension

tubes between, 526 ; with curious cha-

racters, probably not a real inscription,

526, 527, 697 ; most of these are hand-

made, 527 ; various incised decorations

;

tripods, 528 f. ; one with 3 bottoms,

529; ona with small jug adheiing

to it, 529; with 3 and 4 cups on one

bod)', 540 ; large two-handled ; two-

handled with Avave ornament, 541 ; others,

542 ; with one vertical and one horizontal

handle, 542
;
globidar, with 4 breast-like

bosses, 543; with tubular spout, unique,

543 ; with 4 thin handles, wide mouth, and
large border, only 3 such fuund, 545, 546

;

thres-handled, 547 ; large two-handled,

with pointed foot, 547 ; with 3 handles

and cover, 547, 548 ; with 4 handles, 548
;

with 3 mouths and 2 handles, unique,

553-4 ; with 2 handles and 2 wings, 556
;

perforated, 556, 557.

Vusis of btli City : owl-vases {q. v.), 574 f.

;

with female characteristics, 576 ; two-

handled, Avith breasts, 577, 578
; globular,

wheel-made, with zigzag round neck,

580; large wheel-made, with double

upright handles, of later fabric than in

preceding cities, with crown-sha]icd cover,

580; with tubes at side and holes in

rim, for suspension, 581 ; double, joined,

582.

of Qth City : very large, four-handled,

wheel-made, 590 ;
g;lobular, two-handled,

wheel-made, 590, 591 ; large hand-made,

with one common handle, and three like

ram's horns, explaining excrescences on
Etruscan vases, 591-2, and protuberances

on others, 593-6; with vertical tubes for

suspension, 596, 597 ; in shape of a bugle,

with three feet, frequent ; similar Irom

Pihodes and Cyprus
; perhaps the Etruscan

and Greek AryhaUos ; the Btiras dfji(j)t.Kv-

TTfXXoz/, 596 ; other Ibrms, 597.

Vases, painted terra-cotta, of N. I. ; an ar-

chaic vase-head, hand-made, with tubular

lioles for suspension, 614 ; fragments of

wheel-made, 614, 615.

VatJiy, capital of Ithaca, not the site of an
ancient city, 49.

Veneti or Eneti, led by Antenor from Paphla-

gonia to the Adriatic, 164.

Vertebrae of sharks, dol[)hins, and tunnies,

3rd c, 323, 432.

Villanova, cemetery of, wlioils found in ; its

age, 230.

Vimpos, y/i., author's teacher in Greek, now
Archbishop of Athens, 14.

Virchow, Prof. liudolf, on learning Greek,

15 ??. ; his drawings and descriptions of

Trojan skulls, 30, 39 (see Skulls); joins

author at Troy (1879), 53; his re-

searches there, 53; medical practice in

the Trond, 53, 721 f.; on the construction

of Trojan houses, 53 f. ; on the sources of
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• the Scamander, 58 ; speech on the exca-

vations, 60 f. (see Excavations at llissar-

lik and Troy) ; on the iScainiUider and

Plain of Troy, 80 f. ; his ' BeitnUje zur

Landeakunde der Troas,'' 80, 95, 190, &c,

;

account of Conchylia, 114 f.; for the His-

sarlik site, IVtO; also Pr'/., and App. I.,

ji. ()7G f. ; excavations at Zaborowo, in

I'osen, 223 ; on domestic architecture of

ancient and modern 'J'rojans, 314-317
;

on food of the people from remnants at

the burnt city, and their social condition,

318-321; on '"i'royand Hissarlik," Ajip. I.,

073 f. ;
" Medical Tractice in the Troad,"

A].p. v., 11. 721 f.

Yirclioit', Allele, her excavations at Zabo-

rowo, 223 et passim.

VIrchow, Dr. Hans, 22 i et passim.

Virlet d'Aoust, ^Description topo;iraphlqueet

arche'ologiqtie de la Troade,^ 189.

VifeUius, coins of, N. I., G4().

Vivien de Saint-Martin, L., ' Ullion cV IJo-

mere, V llitim des Romains,^ 1"8.

Vogler., Mr., partner in the house of Messrs.

J. H. iSchroder ife Co.j in Hamburg, 13 n.

Voss, J. 11. , residence at Ankershagen, 2 n,

Vulci, vase resembling the Tmjan fieVa

dfi(jii.KvnfXKa found at, "02.

Vidtures in the Troad, 113.

WALL, earthen, of the Greek camp, 151.

Wall of Bemkles, 'i'lojan rampart near the

sea-shore, 151.

Widl of Troy, built by Poseidon, 141, or by

liim and Apollo, 156.

Walls (see also House-walls, and the arts, on

the several cities) : a Cyclopean wall in 2ud

c, resting on a retaining wall of smaller

stones of 1st c, 24, 2Gi
;

pair of great

(see Tower of Ilium), 2-") ; two 'J'rojan,

27 ; Greek, 28, 29; of fortification below

temple of Athene, 30, 31; of sun-dried

brick, near the 9 large jars, 33
;
great in-

ternal wall of 2nd c, 40, 265; another

of 2nd c, 265 ; of Lysimachus, 40 ; stands

on(Ze6;7's thrown down, 63; others, 40; of

Troy disclosed in its whole circuit, 54

;

ntaining wall, 1st c, 213 ;—rampart walP

of 2nd c, N.W. of gate, ])avcd with flags,

267-8 ;—walls of 2nd and 3rd c, their

relation to each other, 208
;
great slope,

easy to scale, jiroves them only substruc-

tions, 268 ;—of 3rd c, new wall added to

wall of 2nd c. ; its pecu'iar construction,

305 ; of brick, 305 ; densely inhabited

works of defence over, 306 ; city wall

brought to light In its ivhole circuit, 300;

its course, 307; construction of brick,

U]X)n a few courses of slabs, founded on

clay cukes ('/.v.), 307 ; Bnrnouf's descrip-

tion and sections of the brick walls, 30S
;

section of remiiant of the brick wall, 312

;

—of 4th c. ; no large city wall, properly so

called, 518, 519 ; one N.W. of tower-road
;

ancient enclosure wall, with battlements,

on N.W.; 2 more on S.E. ; all beyond

precincts of 3rd c, 319 ; no brick walls of

defence, 320 ;—of 5th c, doubtful
;

])er-

haps destroyed by succeeding settlers, 574;

—of N. I.
;
great Hellenic wall built im-

mediately on debris of 3rd c, 311 ; only

the lower courses of the Greek tower pre-

IMacedonian, 609
;
great city wall ascribed

to Lysimachus, well preserved
;
probably

repaired Viy Sylla ; traces of an inner wall,

connecting 2 quadrangular forts, 010.

Walpole, ' Memoirs relating to European

and Asiatic Turkey^ 180.

Washing-troughs, stone, of Tiojan women
outside Troy, 144.

Wave-line ornament on fragment of a great

pithos, 280.

II aye ornauicnt on vases, like Cypriote cha-

racter go, ko, or kW 3B9, 383, 384, &c.

Weap)ons, bronze, 'Jr., mass molten together

by fire, 482 ; long quadrangular bar with

sharp end, Tr., 482 ; another such, and

2 smaller, Tr., 494. See Batlle-Axes

;

Daggers; Lance-heads. (^S.B. No swords

found )

Webb, F. Barker, his ' 1opogrcqjhie de la

Troade,' 20, 188 et passim ; places Troy

at Chiblak, 20 ;
geology of Ida and its

valleys, 09, 70 ; descripticjn of climate

and beauty of the Trojan lan<i, 102-3
;

account of Flora of the Troad, 110.

Weight, standard of, in Asia Minor. See

Mina.

Weights : Svd c, one (probably) of green

gabbro-rock, 430 ; for doors, looms, or

nets, of terra-cotta, 411; of stone, 442,

443, 444 ;—4th c, of stone fur nets, 570,

584 ; similar in Denmark, 584.

Wtlcker, '• Kleine ScJiriften,'' 187.

Well, Greek, in the Acropolis of N. L, 211.

Wendt, J. F., kindness to the author, 8;

death, 9 n.

Wheid, a field of, under the walls of Troy

(Hom.), 118, 145; remains of, in Trojan

houses, 320 ; other grain, 320 n.

Wheel, leaden, with 4 spokes, 4th c, doubt-

These are only various readings of the same

character, /\ . See p. 69o, a, near the top.
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less model of wheels iu use there ; com-

pared with other forms of wheels ; eight

spokes in Homers chariot of Here, 565.

Wheels, movinfr, on whorls, 417.

Whetstones: 1st c, of indurated slate; ex-

amples from Egypt and elsewhere, 248;
— 3rd c, of green stone ; common in all the

pre-historic cities, but rare at Mycenae,

443 ; similar at Szihalom and Thera,

443 ;—4th c, porphyry, with inscription,

567, 697 ; many of slate and porphyry, 571.

Whorls, stone, of steatite, about 50 collected,

422 ; contrast with the great number found

at Mycenae, 422, 443.

Whorls, terra-cotta : 1st c, plain and orna-

mented ; the latter known by the JJat

form
;

probably offerings to Athene

Ergane, 229; found in various parts

of Europe, Mexico, Mycenae (very few,

but many of stone), Thera, 231 ;—2nd

c, also all black, smaller than in 1st,

with incised ornamentation as in upper

cities, 303 ;—3rd c, double, or top-slia[>ed,

rare, 416 ; various forms and patterns,

416 f. ; nearly half have incised pat-

terns, 416 : generally on one side only,

sometimes on both ; crosses, with dots,

Pf find Lfi, man with uplifted arms, 418;
a moving wheel, written characters, burn-

ing altars, animals, plants, flowers, zigzags,

the sun, birds, probably storks, 416-420;

rudeness of representation due to a sacred

tradition; uniformity of style, 419;
spirals, strokes, and dots, 420; all perfo-

ratt d, of coarse clay, coated with fine clay

and polished—colours red, yellow, black

or grey, thoroughly baked (but in otiur

cities imperfectly) ; ornamentation in-

cised, ami filled with white chalk
;

liardly any show si'^ns of wear, 4-1
;

probalily votive offerings to Atiiene Er-

gand, 419, 420, 422 ; more than 18,000

collected; comparison with the few at

Mj'cenae, 422;—thousands in 4ili c,

like those in 3rd, 518, 571; various

patterns ; written characters, 562-564,

571, 572
;
patterns of 3rd o. recur, 571

;

crosses, altars, rt and 4n, hares and other

animals, zigzags, a man (probably), sym-

metrical jiatterns, 571-2 :—5th c, patterns

often ditferent frum 3rd anl 4th ; fabric

inferior ; shape more elongated and

pointed ; examples of new forms ; one

with three deer ; another with strange

scratchings, 573 ;—6th c, ornamented,

594, 59(! ; frequent, of same dull-

black clay as the other pottery ; de-

coration linear, with rt and 4^ ;—rare in

stratum of N. I., thoroughly baked and

plain, 618 ; their j)lace seems taken by

the stamped lenticular discs (q. v.).

Winckelmann, E., of Ankershagen, 2 n.

Wind, at Hissarlik, troublesome from N.,

25 ; Homer's icy blasts of Boreas, 1.'6

;

table of prevalent winds, 101.

Wine, liuge jars (tvi6oi) for (see Fithoi)
;

making of in modern Troad, 118 ; mixing-

vessels for (see Craters) ; wine-mcr-

cliant's magazine under temple of Athene',

379 (com p. Cellars).

Wing-like projections, on Trojan idols, 331,

&c.; and vases, 339, 381, &c.

TI7re, gold, Trojan, drawn finer on account

of the purity of the gold, 458
;
quadran-

gular, Tr, 494.

Wittmack, Dr., on seeds froni the Troad,

320 n.

Wolf with Iioniulus and Remus, on coins of

N. I., 641, 647.

Wollert, ' Hopping Peter,' village tailor of

Ankershagen, his stories, 4, 5.

Wood, beams for floors, in 2iid and 3rd c,

30, 274; difficulty of working wnth the

stone axes, 274; largely used for build-

ings of 3rd c, as shown by quantity of

ashes, 266 ; wooden houses of 5th c, 573.

Wooden IJorsc, hgend of, 160, 161 ; opinions

about, 207 ; bearing on argument upon

the site of Troy, 208.

Wool, ancient export of, from Phrygia, 112
;

woollen thread, carbonized, still on a

distaff, 3rd c, 327.

Workmen, numbers and wages of, 21, 22,

_24, 27, 51.
^

Wor.saa", ' Nordiske Oldswjer,^ 215 et

passim.

Writiny, \\\ Asia Minor, long before the intro-

duction of the Phoenician alphabet, proved

by Dr. Schlicmann's discoveries, 691.

Written charct'ters, on s ais, 415 ; on

whorls, 417-420.

XAN TilUS, Lydian histoiian, on the

Mysian language, 119.

Xanthus, If. ('yellow'), the 'divine,' i.e.

Greek name, equivalent to the native

Scamander ('/. v.), 705.

Xenophon for the N. I. site, 170.

Xerxes, his bridge of boats, 133 ; visits N.

Ilium as Homer s Troy ; sacrifices to

Athene' ; makes libations to Trojan heroes,

168, 680; topograpliy of his march, 168-

9 n. ; N. J. of no importance tlien but for

its shrine, 689.
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YENl KIOI, Christian village, fever-

stricken, 100.

Yeni Shehr, 105, site of the ancient

Sigeum (q. v.).

Yerkassi, military iarni, 101.

ZABOItOWO, in Poscn, pre-historic grave-

yard, excavated by Professor Virchow and

liis children, pottery from, 223 et passim.

Zarpanit or Zirbanit, Babylonian goddess,

prototyjie of the Trojan female idols

(Leuormant), 339.

Zeleia, Lycian c. on the Aesepus, 132 ; at

end of a chief brancli of Ida, G8.

Zeus, temple of, in the Pergamos, 140.

Zeus Ilerkeios, altar of, Priam slain at, 211

;

.shown by Greek Ilians, 211.

Zeus MelUcluos = Moloch, 154.

Zeus Nih'phoros, with Palladium, on coins

of N. I., 642.

Zi(/2rt(7 ornament on a Trojan tripod, 357;

pattern on whorls, 418, 420, itc.

Zinc (\l/ev8apyvpos) in M. Ida, 253-4.

Com p. Brass.

ZooIo(jy of the Troad : Barker Webb and

Tchihatcheff on ; wild beasts in Ida, 110
;

lions, bears, panthers, wolves ; the boar

;

horses, asses, mules, cxtn, goats, camels

;

sheep, 111 ; use of the ox for agriculture;

buffalo also used in farming ; the Bactrian

camel ; stag rare; deer, roebuck, and gazelle

frequent; birds, various but little known,

112 ; the stork, 112, 113 ; cranes; various

vultures ; one eagle ; a bird, probal^ly

Homer's Cludcis or Cymindis (</. v.) ; owls,

113 ; snakes, numerous and poisonous ;

tortoises, land and water ; annelids, leeches;

locusts; Kermes worm, 114; Yirchow's

report on Conchylia, 114 f. ; their use for

food, 115, IIG.

THE EN'D.
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